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Sociogeographically, my research pertains to both Arabic and ti-Be∂wyε speaking
Muslim communities in the former Northern and Eastern Regions of the Republic of the
Sudan. This restriction should be kept in mind when for stylistic reasons I sometimes
loosely speak of ‘the Sudan,’ ‘the Sudanese,’ etc.

For the transliteration of Arabic, I have followed the system of the International Journal
of Middle East Studies.1 For Ottoman Turkish, the system used by the Turkish Library
Association has been adopted,2 with the graphic modifications of writing ‘ƒ’ instead of
‘h’ and indicating long vowels by ‘‹ ’ instead of ‘^’. There is no generally accepted
system of transcription for ti-Be∂wyεt. In addition to my own observations, I have con-
sulted Roper, Hudson, Zaborski, and the Practical orthography of African languages on
this matter. The post-alveolar implosive is represented by ‘∂’; a distinction is made
between the half-closed vowel ‘e’ and the half-open vowel ‘ε’. I have normally not
indicated the accent of Be∂wyε words.

In general, the transcription attempts both to provide a way correctly to reproduce the
Arabic spelling and to reflect the Sudanese pronunciation of names and other words that
are primarily used in the Sudan and not in other Arabic-speaking countries. Yüsuf Fa∂l
˘asan’s edition of the ‡abaqt Wad ∆ayf Allh and fiAwn al-Sharıf Qsim’s Qmüs al-
lahja al-Südniyya are excellent sources for this. Note in this context the spelling, ‘ey’,
pronounced /˙/. For example, I spell wH¹dD"«  ‘al-‡ireyfı’, not ‘al-‡urayfı’ (which would
correspond to the rules of classical Arabic, but is never pronounced thus); nor, ‘al-
‡ir˙fı’ (which would loosen the graphical link y - Í ); nor ‘al-‡irayfı’ (which form is
frequently encountered in the literature, but is not, I suspect, recognised as a hybrid).
The Be∂wyε masculine article, which depending on the context varies between a long
or short, stressed or unstressed /u/ or /o/ sound is spelled throughout in the nominative
form, ‘u-’; in Arabic script, it is always written Ë«.

As a concession to English style, the anglicised plural of joining an ‘s’ to the singular
form has generally been employed, except where the plural form is more common in the
literature (e.g., fiulam√, awliy√). The Arabic article ‘al-’ has been omitted before some
titles (e.g. Fakı, Shaykh), except were it is preceded by another Arabic word. This omis-
sion can often be observed in Sudanese usage, particularly among ti-Be∂wyε speakers;
it is, however, not applied consistently.

1 In a few rare cases, I have used ‘π’ instead of ‘j’ to represent Ã in Egyptian names, and ‘≤’ instead of

‘dh’ to represent – where it is pronounced, /d/ (e.g., Sh≤ül).
2 T.C. Maarif Vekâleti, ºstanbul kµtµphaneleri tarih-coÿrafya yazmalarª kataloglarª I: Tµrk ≈ce tarih
yazmalarª, 10 fasc., ºstanbul, 1943-51.
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Some titles have evolved into proper names; a characteristic example is ‘al-Shaykh’.
Many a Majdhübı boy is given the name, ‘Mu˛ammad’ at birth. As this was the name of
al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, he is only called, ‘al-Shaykh’ (‘u-Sh˙k’, in ti-
Be∂wyεt), this becoming his proper name. His nephew or grandson, in turn, may be
called, ‘al-Shaykh’ after him. Another example would be a boy who was given the same
name as his mother’s father: out of respect for her father she would never call him by
this name, but by some substitute, like ‘Fakı’. In any such case, these names originating
from titles have not been set in italics, to distinguish them from the (italic) titles. I have
also maintained their classical spelling (‘Shaykh’, not ‘Sheykh’).

Where appropriate, the shuhra (the name by which someone is generally known) is set
in SMALL CAPS when a person’s name is mentioned for the first time.

In line with widespread usage not only in colloquial speech but also in written Sudanese
texts, the construct form of the male agnomen (kunya) is often given as ‘Abü …’ (e.g.,
Madanı b. Abü Bakr, not b. Abı Bakr). I have preserved the form, ‘Abı’, only if it is the
sole version encountered in any of the (written and oral) sources. If the form, ‘Ab’ is
more common, I have used it. In deference to established convention, I have generally
spelled the Sudanese colloquial form of ‘walad’ (“son [of]”) as, ‘wad’ instead of the
more correct, ‘wadd’. Further, the colloquial nominative plural ending of tribal names is
used throughout (Jafialiyyın, not Jafialiyyün).

Note the ti-Be∂wyε ‘nisba’ endings (often stressed): sg. ‘-wı’ / ‘-ay’ (the latter often
spelled in scriptio plena, ‘È«’ in Arabic and then transliterated here as, ‘-áy’), pl. ‘-ey’ /
‘-a’ / ‘-b’. The suffix (‘-b’) merits a brief explanation for non-specialists since it
serves as a common marker of ethnic groups also in Arabic-speaking areas of the Sudan
(cf., for example, ‘Rub†b’, ‘Yafiqübb’). In ti-Be∂wyεt, the suffix ‘-a-’ is a plural
marker, and ‘-b-’ is the masculine marker which is added to words under certain condi-
tions (basically, only to indefinite accusative forms). Thus for example, ‘ragad’ (‘a
leg’), pl. ‘ragadb’ (‘legs’).3 It is generally suspected, but has not yet been proven, that
the origin of the Sudanese ‘ethnicity’ suffix is to be sought here.

For a note on the name of our protagonist, see below, Introduction.

‘Abyssinia’ and ‘Constantinople’ are used in preference to the anachronistic, ‘Ethiopia’
and ‘ºstanbul’ when referring to these places during the early nineteenth century.

If both the Hijrı and the Christian dates are given, they are separated by a colon, with
the Hijrı date coming first. If only the year is known, the Christian year into which the
larger part of the given Muslim year falls is underlined and put before the alternative
Christian year (e.g., 1220-30: 1805/6-1815/4).

3 Hudson, “Beja”, 107.
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The present tense in this study refers either to the time of my fieldwork (1986-1988) or
is used as an historical presence, particularly in summarising stories from written texts;
it does not imply a situation aloof from historical change.

Interviews are cited by giving the name if the interviewee, the date of the interview
(dd/mm/yy), and where appropriate, the relevant page(s) in my field-notebook. Stories
from al-Wasıla a summary of which is included in the documentation volume are cited
by giving the page number plus a ‘story number’ (in curly brackets {}). Story numbers
restart on each page, contrary to the serial numbers which are also given in the
documentation volume. Thus, for example, al-Wasıla, 100{3} refers to the third story
on page 100. It should be noted that the first and last stories on any given page may
extend to the preceding or following pages.
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AAAAbbbbbbbbrrrreeeevvvviiiiaaaattttiiiioooonnnnssss

A A˛mad
AD Anno Domini (Christian era)
AG Aktiengesellschaft (joint-stock company)
AI A˛mad b. Idrıs (c. 1750-1837)
ALA I Arabic literature of Africa, vol. I: The writings of Eastern Sudanic Africa (see bibliography)
ALA II Arabic literature of Africa, vol. II: The writings of Central Sudanic Africa (see bibliography)
art. article
AUC American University in Cairo
b. ibn; born
BA Bachelor of Arts
BC before Common (Christian) Era
BIFHA Bulletin of Information, Fontes Historiae Africanae
BSOAS Bulletin, School of Oriental and African Studies
bt. bint
c. century
c. circa (around)
cf. confer (compare)
CE Common (Christian) Era
coll. collective
colloq. colloquial
compl. complete(d)
CRO Central Records Office (Khartoum; now called, National Records Office [NRO])
CUP Cambridge University Press
D. (al-)Dr (in names of publishing houses)
d. died
DAI Dissertation Abstracts International
Dept. Department
DK Dr al-Kutub [National Library, Cairo]
DMG Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft
DOT Deutscher Orientalistentag
Dıwn Dıwn al-Majdhüb (if not otherwise identified; see bibliography)
ed. edited by
edn. edition
e.g. exempli gratia (for example)
EI Encyclopaedia of Islam (see bibliography)
erw. erweitert(e) (expanded)
F Fakı
f. folio
fl. flourished
Fr. French
Ft F†ima
GAL Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur by Brockelmann (see bibliography)
GAL S Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur, Supplement by Brockelmann (see bibliography)
GAS Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums by Sezgin (see bibliography)
Ger. German
Govt. Government
h hijrı
hg. herausgegeben von (edited by)
Hj. (al-)˘jj
HMK Fakı ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb (1694/3-1776/7)
i.a. inter alii (among others)
IAAS Institute of African and Asian Studies [Khartoum]
ib. ibidem (at the same place)
IBLA Revue de l’Institut des Belles Lettres Arabes [Tunis]
Ibr Ibrhım
id. idem (the same)
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i.e. id est (that is)
IFAO Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale
IJAHS International Journal of African Historical Studies
IJMES International Journal of Middle East Studies
impr. impression
Ital. Italian
JAAS Journal of Asian and African Studies
Jg. Jahrgang (set of journal issues for the year)
K Kitb
Kh Khalıfa
KHALˆL Khalıl b. Is˛aq, Mukhtaßar (see bibliography)
KUP Khartoum University Press
lit. literally
Ltd. Limited
M Mu˛ammad
MA Magister Artium, Master of Arts
MajMAJ Majdhüb [Mu˛ammad A˛mad] Jall al-Dın (1888/7-1976)
Majmüfia(t al-
Majdhüb)

Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb, Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1359/1940, 2nd. edn., n.d. (incl.
Majdhüb’s mawlids and his poetry dıwn, as well as the dıwns of al-‡hir Majdhüb and the
latter’s son, Majdhüb b. al-‡hir). The whole volume is usually referred to among the
Majdhıb as, “al-Dıwn”.

MES Middle Eastern Studies
MESA Middle East Studies Association of North America
MIDEO Mélanges de l’Institut Dominicain d’Études Orientales [Cairo]
Misc Miscellaneous
Mk (al-)Maktaba(t)
MMS Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın (1795/6-1831)
MO, MO-Mirgh Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı al-Khatm (1793/4-1852)
MS, ms manuscript
M.Sc. Magister Scientiae, Master of Science
M† (al-)Ma†bafia(t)
MTT “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb (c. 1860-1930)
n. note
no. number
nouv. nouveau, nouvelle (new)
NRO National Records Office (Khartoum; formely called, Central Records Office [CRO]
O fiUthmn
orig. originally published as / in; original publication
OUP Oxford University Press
P Press (in bibliographic references)
p. page
PhD Philosophiae Doctor, Doctor of Philosophy, doctoral thesis [often used here for any doctorate

regardless of national ideosyncratic terms]
pl. plural
pp. pages
publ. published
Q Qur√n
R Risla
r recto
r. ruled
repr. reprint(ed)
rev. revised, revision
al-Risla al-Risla by Ibn Abı Zayd al-Qayrawnı (see bibliography)
s. (et) sequens ([and the] following [page])
SAD Sudan Archive Durham
SAJHS Sudanic Africa: A Journal of Historical Sources
sc. scilicet (evidently, of course)
s.d. sine dato (no date)
ser. series
sér. série
Sh. Shaykh
Shf. (al-)Sharıf
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s.l. sine loco (no place)
sg. singular
s.n. sine nomine (used for: no publisher)
SNR Sudan Notes and Records
SOAS School of Oriental and African Studies [University of London]
ss. (et) sequentes ([and the] following [pages])
Sulük R. al-Sulük (Bughyat al-murıd al-slik …) by Mu˛ammad Majdhüb
SUNY State University of New York
s.v. sub voce (under entry)
Sy. (al-)Sayyid
t. tome (volume)
‡abaqt K al-‡abaqt by Wad ∆ayf Allh (see bibliography). References are sometimes given by

number (#) of biography; the first number refers to Yüsuf Fa∂l’s edition, the second to
MacMichael’s summary translation in his History of the Arabs in the Sudan, II, 217-323.

Tansul Tansul al-bu†ün by Majdhüb b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb (see bibliography)
TAVO Tµbinger Atlas des Vorderen Orients
TDV Tµrkiye Diyanet Vakfª
tr. translated (by), translation, translator
trad. tradition(al[ly])
TTQ Mu˛ammad al-‡hir Majdhüb [b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın al-Majdhüb] (1832/3-1890)
U University (of) (in bibliographic references)
U of K University of Khartoum
UEAI Union Européenne des Arabisants et Islamisants
µbers. µbersetzt (translated)
v verso
VEB Volkseigener Betrieb (public sector company, German Democratic Republic)
vol. volume(s)
v.i. vide infra (see below)
v.s. vide supra (see above)
vs. versus
w. wa(la)d
WAT Wagenbach Taschenbµcher
al-Wridt al-Wridt al-wahbiyya fı awrd al-†arıqa al-Majdhübiyya, compiled by Majdhüb Mu˛ammad

A˛mad Jall al-Dın (see bibliography)
al-Wasıla Kitb al-Wasıla il ’l-ma†lüb by al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb (see bibliography)
ZDMG Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft
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INTRODUCTION

Two hundred years ago, a literary revolution took place in many parts of the Islamic
world: an unprecedented explosion of writing activity, noticeable in particular on the
peripheries of the classical centres of Muslim learning. The scope and significance of
this development have long been all but ignored by historians, due in part to the scanty
documentation available, but also to an over-concentration on the central Islamic lands
and to a lingering Eurocentrism that linked the Islamic ‘renaissance’ chiefly to Western
influences and failed to recognise its indigenous roots.

This unsatisfactory research situation is gradually improving. In particular, the writings
of Muslims in (sub-)Saharan Africa have now begun to be well documented in the
volumes of Arabic literature of Africa. The content of these writings was almost exclu-
sively of a religious nature. In the Nilotic Sudan, there was a marked focus on ritual
practice (fiibdt), veneration of the Prophet, and praise of the carriers of the religious/
literary movement themselves. These carriers were to a large part religious leaders
standing in the tradition of one or another of the Sufi brotherhoods (†arıqas). Their liter-
ary activities must be seen in the context of a hitherto unknown dynamic of an ‘inner
mission’ carried on by Sufi brotherhoods in rural areas peripheral to the centres of
classical Islamic learning.

This missionary dynamic may in turn be placed in a larger context. In the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries the Islamic world saw many attempts to overturn the depen-
dence on the heritage of scholastic tradition and to gain a more direct access to what
were perceived to be the sources of true knowledge. Scholar-jurists (fiulam√) as well as
Sufis were involved in this enterprise which aimed mainly at reassessing the relation-
ship between Divine Revelation, Prophetic Tradition and human reasoning. The imme-
diate influence of the jurists, however, remained largely restricted to the urban domain;
it was socio-religious reform movements deriving from the mystical tradition that
carried their message to the countryside, working to spread Islamic knowledge and
responsible Islamic practice beyond the traditional confines of the urban scholar-jurists.
In Africa they played a decisive role in extending the boundaries of Islam both geo-
graphically and internally, that is with regard to the degree of influence Islamic norms
had in shaping a particular society.

The present work is a study of one of the carriers of these movements, Shaykh
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb (1795/6-1831). By placing him in historical context, by analysing
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his discourse, and by reconstructing his interaction with his followers, it seeks to draw a
detailed picture of one of the processes leading to the extension of Islam’s ‘internal
boundaries’.1 Why this particular subject, why Majdhüb?

Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın b. al-Fakı ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, a
religious teacher and leader of a Sufi brotherhood in the Shdhilı tradition, was one of
two Sudanese from a prominent religious family background who was associated with
the noted Moroccan mystic A˛mad b. Idrıs (c. 1750-1837), a seminal figure in nine-
teenth-century Sufism.2 Majdhüb became the most prolific Sudanese author up to his
time. A considerable part of his writings is preserved and allows us to make a detailed
analysis of the substance of the early nineteenth-century literary outburst. Furthermore,
Majdhüb became the subject of one of the earliest and longest of Sudanese hagiogra-
phies, compiled a generation after his death, which provides a unique window on the
interaction of the Shaykh with his followers.

Majdhüb is thus sufficiently prominent and well-documented to warrant an individual
study. But at the same time, he is not a towering, exceptional figure famous throughout
the Muslim world, nor is he unique in the Sudan. The eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries saw many other shaykhs roughly comparable to Majdhüb, as a perusal of
standard reference works on Sudanese Islamic history quickly reveals.3 The problem of
adequate documentation aside, any of them could have been chosen for my study in
place of Majdhüb. It is exactly this aspect of relative ‘interchangeability’ that holds par-
ticular interest for me. I pursued this study not because its subject was an outstanding
individual but because he may help better to understand a particular category of people,
namely, the carriers of those movements that brought about the religio-literary outburst
in the eighteenth"and"nineteenth centuries and that led to an expansion of Islam’s
internal boundaries.

These people could be called, ‘norm transmitters’ (as opposed to ‘norm builders’). They
were men who had received a measure of formal schooling in the tradition of literary
learning as practiced in the urban centres, but who were mostly active as religious
specialists in smaller towns and in the countryside. Since they acted as mediators
between an urban, literary tradition and more peripheral areas of the Muslim world,
or"more peripheral sectors of society, they may also be termed, ‘cultural brokers’. The
case-study of a representative of this category of people offered here is intended as a

1 This expression is derived from the concept of the ‘internal boundaries of the state’ current in
political science.
2 The other one was Ibrhım al-Rashıd (1813-1874) (ALA I, 153-5). On A˛mad b. Idrıs, see
O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint; ALA I, 124-38.
3 Cf. ALA I; Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods; Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan.
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building-block towards a cultural sociology of Islamic movements of the past two
centuries.4 Geertz’ general caveat applies, of course; the case of Majdhüb serves

“neither as a sample of something nor as an epitome of something, but as an instance of some-
thing: a case in point. The value of looking hard at it […] is that of all instances: after doing so one
may see in other instances matters otherwise occluded. Examples instruct, they do not prove.”5

The example of Majdhüb is meant as an empirical contribution to the ongoing debate on
the place of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Islamic history, a debate
epitomised over the past decade in a series of articles on the question of ‘neo-Sufism’.
Detailed reviews of this debate have been published elsewhere and need not be repeated
here.6 The central issue may be formulated as whether or not certain developments took
place in the Islamic world in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries that had
enough significant ‘new’ aspects to justify ascribing new labels to them (such as ‘neo-
Sufism’) and"/"or to posit the onset of a new phase (epoch?) in Islamic history (‘Islamic
enlightenment’).

‘Looking hard’ at the case presented and analysed here shall, it is hoped, contribute to a
better understanding of the developments addressed in this debate. In order to provide
some basic orientation, it may help to lay out the general framework and summarise the
main hypotheses that this study has helped to develop:

The extension of Islam’s internal boundaries — of the degree of influence Islamic
norms and institutions have in shaping a particular society and determining the world-
view and the acts of individuals living in it — is an important aspect of Islamisation. In
using the term, ‘Islamisation’ I do not imply that there was a linear development, let
alone a progression towards a ‘full implementation’ of Islam. Islamisation is a continu-
ous, open, multifaceted process; in fact, one should better speak of multiple and not
always compatible processes.7 But I do think it is important to distinguish different
states if not stages of Islamisation. After the acceptance of Islam instead of another
religion as the main frame of reference for religious identity, the norms and values of

4 Schulze, Internationalismus, 1.
5 Geertz, “Toutes directions”, 293.
6 The main contributions are: Peters, “Eighteenth and nineteenth century Sufi revival?” (1986);
Johansen, “Die sµndige, gesunde Amme” (1988); Schulze, “Das islamische achtzehnte Jahrhundert”
(1990); Peters, “Reinhard Schulze’s quest for an Islamic enlightenment” (1990); Radtke, “Between
projection and suppression” (1990); O’Fahey & Radtke, “Neo-Sufism reconsidered” (1993); Radtke,
“Ijtihd and neo-Sufism” (1993); Hofheinz, “Der Scheich im ˜ber-Ich” (1993); Radtke, “Erleuchtung
und Aufklärung” (1994); Schulze, “Was ist die islamische Aufklärung?” (1996); Radtke, “Sufism in the
18th century” (1996). Al-∑diq al-Mahdı, for one, is convinced that “enlightened Sufism” (al-taßawwuf
al-mustanır) exists, as this is how he called the “moderate, Sunna-abiding” Sufism of a Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn al-Mırghanı (1793/4-1852), a Wad al-Bashır (1742/3-1824), or an Idrıs wad al-Arbb (trad.,
1507-1650!) (al-∑diq al-Mahdı, Khu†bat fiˆd al-Fi†r 1416: 20 Feb. 1996 / al-Khu†ba al-thniya).
7 The title of a recent conference devoted to the processes of Islamisation reflects this multi-
facetedness: L’(es) islamisation(s): réel et imaginaire (Perpignan, 7-9 July 1995).
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this new frame of reference constitute to an extent an ‘autonomous’ demand on society.
This is true for all world-religions or belief systems that have sacrificed close and
exclusive links with a particular (often ethnic) community for a claim to universal
validity. In all world-religions, scripture(s) and scriptural canons play an important part
in the constitution and transmission of normative systems; in Islam, the role assigned to
scripture(s) (al-naßß"/"al-nußüß) — Qur√n and Prophetic Tradition — is especially
prominent and recognised by the great majority of Muslims, whatever their particular
interpretation of this role and practical attention to the scriptures.8 In one way or
another, Muslims had and have to come to grips with the normative demands of the
scriptural canon. The eventual internalisation of some of the scriptural norms — a
dialectical, ongoing, and open process — is a highly significant aspect of the extension
of Islam’s internal boundaries.

Sufi traditions (with their emphasis on the b†in — the internal — and not merely the
÷hir — the externally observable — aspects of human life) played a crucial role in this.
While in principle, processes of internalisation have been going on since the early days
of Islam, an important quantum leap occurred roughly with the eighteenth century. The
literary outburst and the missionary dynamic displayed by often newly-established Sufi
brotherhoods are quantitative indicators of a development that was to have qualitative
consequences.9 ‘Cultural brokers’ preached universalistic Islamic norms stemming from
the urban scholarly tradition; their message seems to have found a response in particular
among people who were living at the periphery of (but not far removed from) urban
centres and who were striving to improve their social position vis-à-vis the centre. An
increase in the influence of the centre was mirrored by a growing presence and weight
of the periphery.10

A pressing problem which the debate on ‘neo-Sufism’ has made obvious is that general-
isations in advance of the evidence have frequently not been treated as hypotheses to be
checked but as established facts.11 The material basis on which many of these generali-

8 On ‘scripture’, see further below.
9 Other parallels can be found; overall, for example, it seems that greater attention was given to a
direct recourse to the Qur√n and Prophetic Tradition — that is, the scriptures — over secondary
compendia. The pilgrimage to Mecca also appears to have gained greater practical significance as more
people undertook the ˛ajj. Reliable quantitative research on these topics is, however, still in its infancy.
Another useful comparison may be made to Eickelman’s and Brenner’s analyses of how shifts in the
“intellectual technology” of educational systems brought about fundamental changes in what Moroccans
or Maliens consider to be religious knowledge (Eickelman, “Art of memory”; Brenner, “Two
paradigms”). Changes in the modes of transmission affect the meaning of what is transmitted, even if the
individual words that are transmitted do not change (they normally are affected as well, however).
10 Cf. Hofheinz, “al-Majdhüb […] il ˛ukm Rabbih”; Reichmuth, “Islamische gelehrte Netzwerke
im 18. Jahrhundert”.
11 This is demonstrated in particular in O’Fahey & Radtke, “Neo-Sufism reconsidered”.
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sations rest is often very thin, and not uncommonly it can be traced to reports compiled
by colonial administrators (what has been termed, “littérature de surveillance”12) and
thence handed down in the scholarly literature without much recourse to primary
sources. On closer inspection, many of the presumed ‘facts’ prove to be unfounded.
This has two unfortunate consequences. On the one hand, it makes it easy to dismiss
possibly interesting hypotheses solely by demonstrating their faulty factual references,
avoiding a discussion of the larger conceptual issues that led to the formulation of these
hypotheses. On the other hand, it renders the task of comparative analysis exceedingly
difficult. While researching my topic I constantly had to face the limitations of the
existing literature. Whenever I wanted to compare my own findings with the results of
research on other †arıqas, or to set them in a broader social context, I found that pub-
lished knowledge about other †arıqas in the Sudan, or about society and institutions in
Sawkin, for example, was to a considerable extent characterised by insufficient source-
analysis and dubious generalisations and could therefore not be relied upon without
cross-checking — a task obviously beyond the scope of my dissertation in most cases.
Unfortunately, this holds true not only for older works, or for Sudanese historiography,
but it seems to be a fairly widespread phenomenon. To give another striking example:

“Weber informed us that Islam ‘was diverted completely from any really methodological control
of life by the advent of the cult of saints, and finally by magic’. One answer to this assertion would
be that Islam could not be diverted by something it never possessed.”13

Turner carries Weber’s stereotype image to the extreme. I will try to show in Chapter
VII in what ways saints contributed to establishing methodological controls of life
among their followers.

An important goal of the present work is thus to help to establish a more reliable factual
basis for comparison and generalisations by reconstructing as carefully as possible the
world, the actions and the ideas of a man who was an important representative of the
many movements that sprang from the teachings of A˛mad b. Idrıs — one of the “two
A˛mads” who are key figures in the ‘neo-Sufi’ debate.14 The biographical approach
used here serves as a prism or focal point to describe and analyse important religious
developments and situate them, as far as possible, within their social, economic, and
political contexts.15

12 O’Fahey & Radtke, “Neo-Sufism reconsidered”, 61-4. See further below, Chapter I, as well as
Clancy Smith, “In the eye of the beholder”; O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 16 ss.; Albergoni, “Variations
italiennes sur un thème français”.
13 Turner, “Saint and sheikh”, in id., Weber and Islam, 71.
14 The other one is A˛mad al-Tijnı (1737-1815).
15 Cf. Eickelman, Knowledge and power, 14 ss.
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IIIIssssllllaaaammmmiiiicccc    nnnnoooorrrrmmmmssss    bbbbeeeettttwwwweeeeeeeennnn    uuuunnnniiiivvvveeeerrrrssssaaaalllliiiissssttttiiiicccc    pppprrrriiiinnnncccciiiipppplllleeeessss    aaaannnndddd    llllooooccccaaaallll
ccccoooonnnntttteeeexxxxttttssss

Most — perhaps all — Muslims would agree that there are certain universal principles
in Islam. In a seminal article, Dale Eickelman has called on historians and social scien-
tists to show how these principles are put to practice in specific historical and social
contexts, “how the universalistic elements of Islam are practically communicated and
[…] how modes of communication affect religious ‘universals’”.16 Such a study has to
analyse the interdependence of religious traditions, institutions, and organisations with
social, political, and economic contexts at large. Often, this leads to the recognition that
purportedly immutable norms or traditions are not exempt from historical change. “A
recitation of the Qur√n in seventh-century Arabia can take on a very different meaning
than its recitation in twentieth-century Afghanistan”. Even a fixed text such as the
Qur√n only lives through its interpretation; the scholar has to “elicit the implicit and
explicit criteria as to why one interpretation of Islam is considered more normative than
others at particular times and places”. It is especially important to show how such
norms and interpretations are transmitted. Who decides in favour of a particular inter-
pretation? and why? and what is this interpretation? To whom and how is it transmitted,
and why and to what degree is it accepted and how does it change in the process?
“[B]eliefs and practices change […] as they pass from one social group or class to
another. When adapted to new settings, class or status groups, religious ideologies often
have implications far removed from those that were consciously intended by their
original carriers”.

The present thesis seeks to respond to Eickelman’s call for more investigations of how
specific norms and ideas are transmitted, reproduced, and changed in specific historical
and social contexts. The main challenge for such a study, Eickelman succinctly states,

“is to describe and analyze how the universalistic principles of Islam have been realized in
[specific] social and historical contexts without representing Islam as a seamless essence on the
one hand or as a plastic congeries of beliefs and practices on the other”.17

The importance of this point has perhaps been slightly underrated in studies of ‘Islam in
local contexts’. Eickelman’s warnings notwithstanding, it has become fashionable to
emphasise the malleability and variability of Islamic beliefs and practices, the role of
‘local actors’ and how they adapt — almost ad libitum — whatever suits their needs.
Certainly, this was a necessary reaction against essentialising ‘Orientalist’ notions of

16 All quotations in this paragraph are from Eickelman, “Study of Islam in local contexts”, 11-13.
17 Eickelman, “Study of Islam in local contexts”, 1-2.
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Islam, but if pursued one-sidedly it runs the risk of ignoring the ‘hegemonic’ power and
prestige of scripture- (and more generally, text-) based, urban interpretations.18

I shall come back to this point. First, a brief consideration of ‘scripture’ is required.

TTTThhhheeee    rrrroooolllleeee    ooooffff    ssssccccrrrriiiippppttttuuuurrrreeee

The term, ‘scripture(s)’ refers to a body of written texts held to be especially authorita-
tive in a given religious community.19 Scriptures are often portrayed as originating in
the realm of the sacred in a special way that cannot be reproduced by ordinary humans.
Among Muslims, the Qur√n and a number of ˛adıth-collections20 — in particular the
so-called “Six Books” — have widely been given such status. In Arabic, they are
termed, ‘naßß’ — a word that can generally mean, ‘text’, but is also used in the particu-
lar technical sense of ‘scripture’. The adjective ‘scriptural’ is used here to mean
‘pertaining to / based on scripture’. ‘Scripturalist’, on the other hand, refers to a mode
of thinking and argumentation (some might say, a ‘discourse’) that actively employs the
text of the scripture(s) as the primary and ultimate source of authoritative decisions in
the construction and maintenance of worldviews. A scripturalist attitude thus differs
from other modes that assign supreme authority, for example, to special persons or
institutions (such as Prophets, or the Church), to ‘tradition’ (the way of the forebears),
to the living community of the faithful (cf. Bultman’s Kerygma), to human reasoning,
etc.21

Three comments are in order here. First, ‘scripturalist’ must not be confused with
‘literalist’ (in the sense of ‘to-the-letter’). ‘Literalism’ may be an extreme form of
scripturalism, but throughout the history of Islam, literalists — who explicitly refuse

18 Elboudrari, for example, exclusively emphasises “mobilité” and “plasticité”; “le ‘local’”, he
writes, “s’approprie toujours à sa manière ce qui lui vient d’à côté ou ce qui prétend [!] lui venir d’au-
dessus” (Modes de transmission, 10, 18-19). Arjomand voiced a caveat at the conference on which this
volume is based; he called for “a little more discussion of the centralist Islamic tradition and its hege-
monic thrust” in “propagating the scripturalist […] tradition” (Modes de transmission, 281-2). His objec-
tions were, however, not integrated in the overall conception of the edited volume.
19 See, for example, Graham, art. “Scripture”, in Encyclopedia of Religion, ed. Eliade; or
Rethinking scripture, ed. Levering. ‘Text’ should be understood here as a sequence of meaningful words
that can be interpreted, not as their physical representation.
20 ˘adıths are reports chiefly of sayings — but also of deeds"— of the Prophet Mu˛ammad, and to
a minor extent of his Companions.
21 This may be compared to what Hodgson has to say on the subject (Venture, I, 63-6). Hodgson
uses the term ‘textualist’ instead of ‘scripturalist’, but this has not found general acceptance.
Scripturalists, after all, do not assign the same value to any text. Another parallel is Voll’s
“fundamentalist style of action” which “insists upon a rigorous adherence to the specific and the general
rules of the faith as presented in” the generally accepted scriptures (Voll, Islam: Continuity and change,
30).
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any interpretation of scripture in an effort to stick only to the letter — have clearly been
in the minority.22

Secondly, it is important to note that mere nominal acceptance of scripture as the ulti-
mate source of authority does not render one a scripturalist. It would be hard to find a
Muslim who does not believe that the Qur√n is the ultimate source of religious
knowledge. It is the centrality of different aspects in practice that matters. Where it is
possible not only in theory but in practice successfully to challenge, on the sole basis of
scripture, an alternative authority — say, tradition — there we can speak of
scripturalism. Where, on the other hand, scripture is used merely to confirm the
authority of scholars, of tradition etc., we should not employ this term.

Thirdly, care should be taken to apply labels such as ‘scripturalist’ not to people but
only to attitudes, perspectives, or approaches. People are never one-dimensional.
Particular attitudes and dimensions of thought and action, on the other hand, are defin-
able and must be defined in order to arrive at an understanding of structural elements
that give shape to the infinite multitude of phenomena in the life-world of individuals.

Of course, scriptures do not exist in isolation from social life; as mere physical objects
they are ‘dead’ texts. They only come to life and acquire meaning through performance,
recitation, reading, exposition, interpretation etc. They are thus intimately bound up
with practice, that is, with specific contexts.

In many contexts — though not in every case — a high valuation of scripture goes hand
in hand with assigning a special role to a particular category of people who alone are
held to be qualified to interpret it. Throughout much of Islamic history, the main admin-
istrators of scripture were urban-based scholars (fiulam√). It is very difficult — and
probably often pointless — to separate the Muslim scriptures from these carriers.
Within the broad range of Muslim religious learning, however, there exists an internal
differentiation between those who subscribe to specific rational principles for deriving
and developing valid knowledge on the basis of the canonical sources, and those who
oppose such scholastic rationality since it cannot, in their view, have the same quality as
God’s Revelation or the inspired words of His Prophet. The first are the scholar-jurists
or fiulam√ in the narrow sense; they are the proponents of the sciences (fiilm) of
jurisprudence (fiqh) and dogmatics (kalm). The second group is mainly made up of the
so-called Traditionists (mu˛addithün or ahl al-˛adıth: the specialists for Prophetic
Tradition).23

22 A famous Christian example is that of Luther, whose dominant attitude was scripturalist [“sola
scriptura”] but not literalist (Graham, Beyond the written word, 146).
23 ‘Traditionist’ (with a capital T) is adopted here as athe most common translation of 'mu˛addith';
it must not be confused with, 'traditionalist'. The mu˛addithün, as specialists of fiilm al-˛adıth, are of
course also fiulam√ in the broader sense of the term. While it would be more exact to contrast mu˛addith

(cont’d)
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In the course of time, the scholar-jurists developed not only standardised rational
methods of constructing knowledge, but also (in various intellectual traditions)
standardised bodies of texts beyond the scriptures themselves that were invested with a
high degree of authoritativeness. The Traditionists disputed the authoritativeness of
these texts, arguing that scholastic reasoning had all but displaced the primordial
scriptural sources, the Qur√n and Prophetic Tradition (˛adıth). For many centuries,
however, theirs was a minority view. It was only from the eighteenth century that their
argument began to attract greater numbers, became more influential in the centres of
learning, and eventually developed into a wholesale movement against the established
scholastic system of law-schools (madhhabs).

Put simply, whereas the scholar-jurists tried to resolve any question that might occur
with reference to the standard law-compendia of their particular school, the Tradition-
ists pushed those compendia aside and turned instead to the collections of Prophetic
sayings, believing that they could thus obtain more ‘direct’ access to the ‘original’
source(s) of knowledge. While the Traditionists blamed the scholastic system for
largely obstructing such immediate access to the scriptures (and for dividing the origi-
nally unified Muslim community into conflicting groups or law-schools), the scholar-
jurists argued that life was much too complicated, and the scriptures much too difficult
to understand correctly, for the doors of direct access and interpretation to be thrown
wide open to everyone, without the long and arduous training in many different
branches of learning that was required before anyone could come close to comprehend-
ing all the intricacies and mastering all the conditions necessary for direct recourse to
the scriptures.

There are many shades to this debate, but at its heart lies the problem of individual
access to the canonical scriptures recognised by all sides, the Qur√n and Prophetic
Tradition; in other words, the practical role they should play in the process of
knowledge-construction, law-finding, etc. Here is how Majdhüb experienced the
contrast between a rational scholastic discourse weighing circumstances and conditions,
and the directness and ‘wholeness’ of knowledge resulting from pushing all that out of
the way and opening oneself up to Prophetic guidance instead:

Hows and how many’s we discuss, and speak

of kin, of men and djinn and ifs and buts —

It’s from [the Prophet] that I learned the all-encompassing Qur√n — a gift

he granted me knowledge of outer bonds and inner truth alike.24

with faqıh (specialist of fiqh) or mutakallim (specialist of kalm), in actual usage the word, ‘fiulam√’
more often than not refers to the scholar-jurists of a scholastic persuasion — a reflection of their predom-
inance in the system of learning (fiilm) over many centuries.
24 Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, ∑afat khalwatı (Dıwn, 178-9 = al-Wasıla, 63). For a full translation of
this poem, see below, Chapter VII.
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The fundamental conflict of approaches — for it is more than a mere contrast of styles
— has flared up now and again in Islamic history; this is not the place to trace its
history in detail. The issue has not been resolved to date, the debate not yet been laid to
rest. But there can be no doubt that the past two hundred years have witnessed a marked
decrease of influence of the scholastic position, and a corresponding increase of the
practical role given to direct recourse to Qur√n and ˛adıth in the construction of
knowledge. When Majdhüb’s grandfather was educated around 1710, tafsır (Qur√nic
interpretation) and ˛adıth played no noticeable role in his curriculum (v.i.). When
Majdhüb composed his treatises a century later, Qur√n and Prophetic Tradition loomed
so large in his thinking that there was almost no room left for any other argument.25

“Today”, a pro-madhhab writer recently complained,26 “it is common to see young
Arabs filling their homes with every ˛adıth collection they can lay their hands upon,
and poring over them in the apparent belief that they are less likely to misinterpret this
vast and complex literature than […] the great Imms.” “With every Muslim now a
proud mujtahid, and with taqlıd dismissed as a sin rather than a humble and necessary
virtue”, the premisses for the construction of religious knowledge have been radically
altered. A development can of course not be inferred from three examples alone, but
many more examples could be adduced, and a general scholarly consensus seems to be
emerging regarding the overall direction of the change that has occurred over the past
two hundred years. It is on the whens and hows, on questions of mode, extent and
circumstance that there is no unanimity.

The debate between jurists and Traditionists about direct access to the scriptures should
not obscure the fact that both groups shared in a common literary culture. For both, the
words of God and His Prophet as laid down in specific books — the scriptures —
remained the basic point of reference, even though they differed about the mode and the
conditions of access. It is for this reason that I refer to the norms developed by the
fiulam√ as ‘scriptural norms’. Scriptural norms find their basic legitimation — however
indirect — in scripture, in contrast to other possible sources of legitimation that have
been used in other contexts, such as ‘natural order’ or ‘rational consensus’ or ‘common
sense’.

The institutional centres of the literary culture in which these scriptural norms were
elaborated were, in the majority of cases, urban-based. This brings me to my second
point.

25 For details, see below, Chapter VI.
26 Abdal Hakim Murad, “The problem of anti-madhhabism”, 37, 39.
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TTTThhhheeee    ddddiiiiffffffffeeeerrrreeeennnnttttiiiiaaaallll    ddddiiiissssttttrrrriiiibbbbuuuuttttiiiioooonnnn    ooooffff    ppppoooowwwweeeerrrr,,,,    aaaauuuutttthhhhoooorrrriiiittttyyyy,,,,    aaaannnndddd    pppprrrreeeessssttttiiiiggggeeee

In his general remarks on the theme of Modes de transmission du savoir religieux en
islam, Geertz argued that not only should essentialising notions of Islam be discarded
but so should also the centre-periphery approach. But while a crude dichotomy may of
course obscure the complexities of interaction in concrete situations, an emphasis on the
relative equivalency of all interpretations runs the risk of ignoring (or at least not paying
due attention to) differences in power and status and the unequal distribution of material
and symbolic resources. Elboudrari, as we have seen, goes so far as openly to dismiss
such inequalities when he writes, “le ‘local’ s’approprie toujours à sa manière ce qui lui
vient d’à côté ou ce qui prétend [!] lui venir d’au-dessus”.27

Such sentences are directed against the idea that ‘peripheral’, ‘rural’ people of ‘low’,
‘popular’ culture or the ‘little’ tradition are passive recipients of whatever trickles down
to them from the urban, ‘orthodox’ centres of learning with their ‘high’ culture or ‘great
tradition’.28 This idea, however, is not what was originally meant by Robert Redfield
when he introduced the distinction between ‘great’ and ‘little traditions’:

“In a civilization there is a great tradition of the reflective few, and there is a little tradition of the
largely unreflective many. The great tradition is cultivated in schools or temples; the little tradition
works itself out and keeps itself going in the lives of the unlettered in their village communities.
The tradition of the philosopher, theologian, and literary man is a tradition consciously cultivated
and handed down; that of the little people is for the most part taken for granted and not submitted
to much scrutiny or considered refinement and improvement.”29

This distinction originates in developments leading to “the separation of culture into
hierarchic and lay traditions, the appearance of an elite with secular and sacred power

27 Modes de transmission, 10.
28 Karamustafa goes even further in presenting a simplistic Feindbild when he claims that orien-
talist discourse juxtaposes ‘high culture’ (which alone deserves to be studied) and ‘popular religion and
low culture’ (which is not worthy of scholarly attention): “The operative assumption […] has been that
there was a watertight separation in premodern Islamic history between high, normative, and official
religion of the cultural elite on the one hand and low, antinomian, and popular religion of the illiterate
masses on the other hand. […] Conceived as a static mixture of ill-defined beliefs and practices […],
popular religion is immune to historical change. The illiterate common people of the premodern periods
are thought to have clung tenaciously to their ancient religious lore and ritual behaviour, resisting the
manipulative pressures of the ‘literate’ religious tradition” (Karamustafa, God’s unruly friends, intro-
duction). This is as ‘essentialising’ as one can get — namely, of a presumed orientalist discourse. The
Feindbild merely serves polemics; it is not based on a careful reading even of scholars such as
Grunebaum, let alone the more recent literature.
29 Redfield, Peasant society and culture, 70. Redfield adds, “This pair of phrases is here chosen
from among others, including ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture,’ ‘folk and classic cultures,’ or ‘popular and
learned traditions.’ I shall also use ‘hierarchic and lay culture.’” The reason why he engages in this
discussion in the first place is the necessity to come to terms with the discovery that peasant societies —
in contrast to presumed “truly primitive societies” — do not live in isolation but in “constant contact with
the centers of intellectual thought and development” (George M. Foster, “What is folk culture?”, in
American Anthropologist, 55/2, Part 1 (April-June 1953), p. 169, cit. Redfield, Peasant society, 69).
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and including specialized cultivators of the intellectual life, and the conversion of tribal
peoples into peasantry”.30 Redfield was thus well aware of the political-economic
dimensions of this division.

The concept has been both influential and controversial. Many of its critics ignored,
however, that Redfield himself noted, “The two traditions are interdependent. Great
tradition and little tradition have long affected each other and continue to do so”.31 The
proper subject for research had to be the relationship between the two.32 Certainly, if
the concepts of great and little tradition are reified, there is a danger of ignoring the fact
that both scholarly/literate and popular/illiterate views of religion are practices that
have to be analysed as such within their respective contexts. There is also the danger of
assuming a dichotomy between the two (despite Redfield’s own explanation). Von
Grunebaum, who in 1953 was the first to apply the concept in Islamic studies, was not
immune to this danger.33 He made an overly sharp distinction between, essentially, an
unchanging, universal “Islamic” great tradition and the various ethnic, “local” little
traditions or culture patterns. Related oppositions mentioned by von Grunebaum are:
belief vs. superstition, official vs. unofficial, learned scholars vs. ignorant folk, literary
vs. oral culture, Hochsprache vs. vernacular, sunna vs. bidfia, “canon law” vs. custom,
norm vs. practice. I would argue not so much that such differences and oppositions do
not exist but that one should take care not to reify them by taking them out of context
and drawing up a rigidly structuralist scheme whereby these oppositions are made to fit
neatly into a system. Reality is much more complex. Von Grunebaum recognised this to
a degree, but he overemphasised both the unity and the weight of the ‘great tradition’
when he wrote, “the individual believer […] may actually lead his life by ethnically
[…] inherited practices, but […] his day-to-day behavior appears irrelevant to him when
he views himself […] in [a] universal context”.34

‘Popular’ or ‘folk religion’ vs. ‘orthodoxy’ is another of these controversial oppositions
which it has become common these days to attack but then to use anyway, carefully set
between inverted commas— apparently because they point to something that cannot be
entirely ignored. Unfortunately, this ‘something’ is often not clearly expressed. What
could it be?

The Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th edn., 1979, Micropaedia, defined ‘popular
religion’ as “religious beliefs and practices that are part of folk traditions as distin-

30 Redfield, Peasant society and culture, 76.
31 Redfield, Peasant society and culture, 71.
32 Redfield, Peasant society and culture, 81 ss.
33 v. Grunebaum, “The problem: unity in diversity”, 17-37. Von Grunebaum borrowed the
terminology from Redfield’s “The natural history of the folk society”, in Social Forces, 31 (1952/3), pp.
224-228.
34 v. Grunebaum, “The problem: unity in diversity”, 32.
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guished from those that derive from institutionalized or systematized religions”. In the
on-line version of the EB, this entry has been dropped; there is only a cross-reference to
‘folk religion’ for which, however, there is no separate article. Looking up ‘folklore’,
we get: “the sum total of traditionally derived and orally or imitatively transmitted
literature, material culture, and custom of subcultures within predominantly literate and
technologically advanced societies” (emphasis mine).

Following this, ‘folk religion’ may be defined as, ‘religious beliefs and practices that
effectively give tradition highest authority and that are fundamentally transmitted orally
or imitatively, and without recourse to written texts, as distinguished from those
religious beliefs and practices that effectively give scripture highest authority and that
are fundamentally transmitted with recourse to written means’.

The contrast between oral and literate transmission within the context of a society
where the dominant culture is literate thus lies at the heart of the concept of ‘folk’, and
it is this context of dominant literacy that lends meaning to the term. Historically, the
idea of ‘folk’ (Volk) in the connotation intended here originated in eighteenth-century
European classicism and romanticism where it designated non-literate cultural traditions
within (or viewed from) the literacy-dominated areas of Europe.35 The term, ‘popular
religion’ was coined by religious reformers in the nineteenth century to segregate
practices deemed undesirable (‘superstition’) from ‘religion’; it shares a similar history
with ‘magic’ (vs. ‘religion’) and ‘hagiography’ (vs. ‘historiography’). All these terms
are, au fond, political, because their primary function is to segregate and to mark differ-
ences of culture as value differences — a power game.36

The same is true for the concept of ‘orthodoxy’. Orthodoxies are ideational constructs
that have the power of “das Ensemble der fµr sie ma˝gebenden Wahrheiten in den
Stand einer öffentlich geltenden Lehre zu erheben, die Geltung dieser Lehre zu schµtzen
und sie in Darstellung und Studium zu disziplinieren”.37 An orthodoxy is thus
ultimately defined not by its contents but politically — not necessarily by the state, of
course; but it is a term that is used (and useful) only to make political distinctions.
Orthodoxy always has to do with power and authority: orthodox is the normative order
that is dominant in a particular society. Such dominance may come about through
communal consensus or authoritative definition, and in most cases, both elements
probably play a role.

35 Especially important was Herder who in 1773 coined the term, ‘Volkslied’.
36 Cf. Lifshitz, “Beyond positivism”, 109 n. 68, on John Henry Newman’s (1801-1890) role, with
reference to his Lectures on certain difficulties felt by Anglicans in submitting to the Catholic Church,
Dublin 1857, 80-1. On the segregation of ‘hagiography’ and ‘historiography’, see further below, Chapters
I and II.
37 Lµbbe, “Heilsmythen nach der Aufklärung”, 283.
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Some scholars have argued that in many religions (such as Judaism, Islam, or
Confucianism), one should speak of ‘orthopraxy’ rather than ‘orthodoxy’, since in these
religions it is practices rather than beliefs that stand in the foreground.38 Much may be
said in favour of this point; it does, however, tend to ignore the fact that (at least among
Muslims), it is the basic recognition of the obligation to observe God’s commands —
whether or not one actually fulfills this obligation in practice, that seems generally to be
the crucial point.39 Viewed from a slightly different angle, it is the recognition of the
right of a religious authority to define what is religiously normative. In a recent paper,40

Vincent Cornell developed the idea that orthodoxy is what the fuqah√ are always
trying to define and control. Everyone who bows to their claims to authority is consid-
ered orthodox; everyone who does not bow to these claims is held to be heterodox.
Therefore, a particular phenomenon such as Sufism can sometimes be portrayed as
‘orthodox’ and sometimes not. Shh Walı Allh al-Dihlwı described Sufism as ‘an
elixir for the élite but a deadly poison for the masses’.41 Only those who accept the
discourse-making power of the fiulam√ are entitled to Sufism; for the masses it is
dangerous because it might inspire them to an anti-fiulam√-attitude.

The fundamental problem with concepts such as ‘orthodoxy’ or ‘popular religion’ is
that they are often used as if they were descriptive terms while in fact they are heavily
marked by normative aspects that can distort the perspective if they are not brought out
into the open. The only way to avoid confusion and misunderstandings is therefore
openly to address these normative aspects, and to clarify who defines the norms and
how they are used in practice.

To discuss these matters abstractly obviously makes little sense. Here, I simply wish to
sketch some very basic ideas underlying my research. As pointed out above, scriptural
norms in Islam were chiefly developed by urban-based religious scholars.42 For many
centuries, they and their institutions controlled formal education and had much
influence within the wider literary culture. They positioned themselves as guardians of
religious knowledge which was identified with truth, and on the whole they were rather
successful in gaining acceptance as the leading specialists for the construction and

38 E.g. Leonard H. Lesko, art. “Orthopraxy”, in The Encylopedia of religion.
39 We should also not forget that Islam is commonly defined not only by the ‘Five Pillars’ but also
by the essential articles of faith (in God, His angels, His books, His messengers [from Q 2: 285];
Judgement Day and preordination are often added based on ˛adıth; for details, see Gardet, art. “ˆmn”, in
EI2). Lesko concedes that “belief and practice are intimately connected”, that they “at once entail and
support each other” and “complement each other” in various and varying ways.
40 Cornell, “Faqıh versus faqır”.
41 Annemarie Schimmel, oral communication.
42 I am not talking about where these scholars came from, but where they were institutionally
based.
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maintenance of the dominant worldviews — ideational representations of reality and
their normative implications — in the societies under consideration.43

Of course, just as the urban scholars do not constitute a unified group, the worldviews
developed by them are not a fixed entity. They are part and parcel of a long history of
variation and change, both with regard to their content and to the extent of their actual,
practical influence. This overall variability should not blind us, however, to the
continuities that are due to institutional arrangements and to the long and carefully
maintained tradition of literary scholarship. Certain religious establishments and certain
religious texts aquired an extraordinary reputation and influence that were maintained
over many centuries. Precisely what institutions and texts these were differed according
to context. Viewed from a Sudanese perspective, examples that spring readily to mind
are the Azhar university in Cairo, and textbooks such as Khalıl b. Iß˛q’s (d. 1374)
Mukhtaßar for Mlikı or Zakariyy√ al-Anßrı’s (1422-1520) Manhaj al-†ullb for
Shfifiı law. During the period covered by Wad ∆ayf Allh’s ‡abaqt (sixteenth-
eighteenth centuries), the Azhar was for many Sudanese religious leaders the ultimate
source of religious learning. Some went to study there themselves; most studied with
men who could at least trace their intellectual heritage to the Azhar. The prestige that
the Azhar and the textbooks just mentioned enjoyed in the Sudan are undeniable. Over
many centuries, they represented scriptural learning in the scholastic tradition. It is
more difficult to establish just how far their arm reached into society.

It is interesting to note in this regard that it was men drawing on the traditions of
Islamic mysticism (Sufism) who seem to have played a crucial role in many parts of the
Muslim world in ‘spreading the word’ beyond the boundaries of the literate urban
centres. In the Sudan, for example, a tradition of avowedly non-Sufi juridical learning
did exist; its social influence, however, remained limited. Islamisation was largely
achieved at the hands of men who represented a unification of the juridical and the Sufi
traditions: the fakıs. Linguistically, the unification of these two spheres is expressed in
the fact that the singular, ‘fakı’ is derived from the classical Arabic ‘faqıh’
“jurisprudent”, while its plural, ‘fuqar’, stems from the classical word for “Sufis” or
“dervishes”. Between the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries, the fakıs became the
main religious leaders in the Sudan, eclipsing other competitors for intellectual leader-
ship.44 The institutions they set up could be a simple mosque, a school where children
were taught the Qur√n (khalwa), or a larger mosque-school (masıd) where not only the

43 By ‘world’ I understand the socially constructed meaningful order of things. ‘Worldview’
denotes a particular imagination of such a world. ‘Worldviews’ in this sense are synonymous with
‘systems of meaning’, while the term, ‘systems of belief’ has a narrower sense, applying only to the
cognitive spheres of meaning (cf. Berger, Sacred canopy, 19 & 187).
44 These competitors were religious leaders or magicians not primarily referring to Islam, and tribal
ideologues (non-religious ethnic leaders, tribal poets). — Wad ∆ayfallh’s Kitb al-‡abaqt (written in
1804) can be seen as a first self-conscious stocktaking of the fakıs (see further below, Chapter I).
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Qur√n was memorised but where advanced students received instruction in the
principles of fiqh, the Arabic language, and Sufism. The families of fakıs often devel-
oped into hereditary ‘religious families’ or clans (usar dıniyya); the more successful of
them were able to accumulate considerable material wealth as well as religious influ-
ence. Most ‘religious families’ became known not only for their learning but also for
being carriers of baraka, that is of being ‘blessed’ and being able to convey ‘blessing’.
In the secondary literature, the fakıs are therefore often called, ‘holymen’ and their clans
referred to as ‘holy families’. Since fakıs are not believed to be ‘holy’ (v.i.), however,
these are slightly unfortunate expressions that I shall avoid.

In his analysis of a tribal society in Morocco, Ernest Gellner concluded that such ‘holy
lineages’ acted as mediators between the literate urban centres and the tribal areas and
thereby helped to transmit normative standards of the urban centres to the country-
side.45 Gellner thus clearly sees the inherent possibility of change (the holy lineages
“keep the door open for the propagation of ‘purer’ Islam”); he is, however, not overly
concerned with how such change actually occurs. The picture he paints appears
therefore sometimes to be too static, and he has been attacked for drawing up a
dichotomy between the urban ‘doctor’ (filim) and the rural ‘saint’. Many of his critics
choose to ignore the fact that Gellner’s ‘doctor’ and ‘saint’ are ideal types, and that the
‘holy lineages’ “should not be seen as unambiguously hostile” to the fiulam√. But the
juxtaposition of these ideal types has not been conducive to an analysis of the complex
ways of interrelation, interdependence, and interaction between urban-based scholars
engaged in ‘building’ and refining ideational and normative systems and those ‘cultural
brokers’ who worked to propagate ideas and norms ‘produced’ in the urban literary
centres. In what ways some of these ideas and norms reached areas peripheral to the
centres of learning, under what conditions, what exactly was transmitted, and for what
reasons it was accepted, is a central concern of the study that follows.

SSSSuuuuffffiiiissss    aaaannnndddd    ssssaaaaiiiinnnnttttssss

‘Sufis’ and ‘saints’ have been mentioned as important norm-transmitters without being
explained so far. A few brief clarifications may help to avoid potential misunder-
standings.

45 Gellner, “Doctor and saint”, in Muslim society, 129-30. This was originally presented as part of
the author’s Saints of the Atlas (1969), 5-14; a revised version was first published in Scholars, saints and
Sufis (1972), 307-326 and reprinted in Gellner, Muslim society (1981), 114-130. See also Hourani,
“Islamic history”, 16-17.
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SSSSuuuuffffiiiissssmmmm
‘Sufism’ (taßawwuf) is often used synonymously with ‘Islamic mysticism’, but in fact
the two are not exactly coterminous. There are also non-Sufi mystical traditions in
Islam, for example theosophy. While it is probably safe to say that since the tenth
century Sufism became the dominant expression of Islamic mysticism, the term seems
to have been used more sparingly than the secondary literature suggests, and many
Muslim mystics (such as Ibn al-fiArabı or Najm al-Dın Kubr) would not have called
themselves, ‘Sufis’ since they reserved this term for people whom they believed to be in
a lower category of strivers on the path.46 Majdhüb and (to the best of my knowledge)
A˛mad b. Idrıs also did not describe themselves as Sufis; they did not give any reason
for this.47 It cannot be denied, on the other hand, that both were heavily influenced by
‘Sufi’ ideas. What exactly this meant in the case of Majdhüb will be detailed in this
study.

Sufism has had such a long and varied history that it can hardly be precisely defined. In
no way may it be seen as a coherent body of ideas or practices. It should rather be
viewed as a rich tradition or fund of often contradictory ideas and practices which may
inform the worldview and the actions of people in many different ways. Some might
claim that Sufism is characterised by a particular concern for the ‘inner’ (b†in) aspects
of life as distinguished from the ‘outer’ (÷hir), externally observable ones.48 Such a
concern has certainly played a prominent role in the history of Sufism, and it made
many Sufis experts in human psychology. There is no unanimity, however, about what
exactly the ‘b†in’ is and how it relates to the ÷hir; and it cannot be assumed that the
concept of ‘b†in’ is equally important to all ‘Sufis’, regardless of time and place.

In the nineteenth- and twentieth-century Sudan, there are strong reasons to characterise
Sufism primarily as a form of Islam where the ‘brotherhood’ (†arıqa) is the basic unit of
religious consociation. Trimingham defined a †arıqa as “a practical method […] to
guide a seeker by tracing a way of thought, feeling, and action, leading through a suc-
cession of ‘stages’ […] to experience of divine Reality”.49 This description conforms to

46 Meier, “Mystic path”, 117-8; Baldick, Mystical Islam, 3-5; review of this by Chodkiewicz, in
Studia Arabica, 73 (1991), 166.
47 It is interesting to note in this regard that the author of the first Sudanese biographical dictionary
(1804) uses ‘al-∑üfiyya’ specifically for those men who were primarily identified as mystics, not as
scholars; these ∑üfiyya are contrasted with the scholars who “combined fiilm and fiamal” (Wad ∆ayf
All˛, ‡abaqt, 300). “Jamafi bayn al-fiilm wa’l-fiamal’ is a formula mostly used in the ‡abaqt to
designate people who added mystical practice to their juridical learning.
48 It should be pointed out that in most contexts, including the Sudan, the b†in-÷hir contrast
should not be misinterpreted as implying Sufi opposition to the ‘external’ law. Fortunately, this stereo-
type of Sufism as an antinomian or heterodox movement is beginning to wane (cf. Radtke, “Warum ist
der Sufi orthodox”?). It would be interesting to write a history of this stereotype which has been influen-
tial both among Muslims and Western scholars.
49 Trimingham, Sufi orders, 3-4.
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what can be found in many manuals treating the progression of the seeker on the mystic
path.50 ‘‡arıqa’ is also often translated as ‘order’, and such ‘orders’ have frequently
been understood as religious organisations. My own fieldwork suggests that among my
informants in the eastern and northen Sudan, a different concept of †arıqa applies. In
this context, I would describe a †arıqa as a social complex centring around a shaykh
who transmits religious valuables — ritual guidance, knowledge, ‘blessing’ / Divine
power (baraka), etc. — to the community and its members and mediates between them
and higher powers. While in the narrower sense it certainly is an association or even an
organisation which individuals join by taking the covenant (fiahd) of allegiance (bayfia),
it is important to realise that the practical implications of this oath usually remain latent.
Only a few people actually practise the office (wird; sometimes also called, fiahd)
assigned to them by the shaykh; to most, association with a brotherhood means only that
they know to whom to turn for support in case of need, and to participate at least occa-
sionally in the liturgical gatherings (layliyyas, ˛awliyyas, etc.) organised by some of the
more active members. By extension, people often say that they are associated with a
particular brotherhood even though they did not take the oath, simply because they
regard a particular person as ‘their shaykh’.

This understanding of †arıqa must not be generalised out of context; in particular, it
must not be projected backwards to the time of Shaykh Majdhüb.51 The contrast
between Trimingham’s text-based definition and my present-day observations is
mentioned here as an example of how the same word can mean very different things in
different contexts. This may be a truism, but while no one would seriously doubt it, it
seems to me that in historiographical practice, close attention to detail, context, and
shades of meaning has often lagged behind this theoretical insight.52

The example of my informants’ understanding of ‘†arıqa’ suggests that in their case, the
properly ‘initiational’, ‘mystical’ or ‘spiritual’ aspects of Sufism are greatly curtailed.53

That Sufism has different dimensions, and that at different times different dimensions
were more prominent than others, has long been recognised. At least since the
fourteenth century, Muslim authors have conceptually separated the spiritual from the
ethical side of Sufism. Thus, Ibn Khaldün (1332-1406) divided Sufism “into two
disciplinary categories: the science of praxis (fiilm al-mufimalt) and the science of

50 For Majdhüb’s version, see below, Chapter VI.
51 For a reconstruction of what ‘†arıqa’ meant to Majdhüb’s immediate followers, see below,
Chapter VII.
52 See further, Chapter I.
53 This is said primarily with regard to the actual, practical importance of these aspects in the lives
of those associated to the †arıqa. On the difference between spirituality and morality as a code of
behaviour, see also Brenner, “Separate realities”, 645.
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unveiling, or mysticism (fiilm al-mukshaft)”.54 A fourteenth-century Moroccan fatw
similarly separates fiilm al-taßawwuf into two “arts” (fann): “the knowledge of stations
and states and the means to their attainment (i.e., mysticism); and (2) the maintenance
of virtuous acts, their purification from vice, and knowledge of the causes and cures of
the sins of the lower soul (i.e., piety and ethics)”.55 The Andalusian scholar Lisn al-
Dın b. al-Kha†ıb (d. 1375) characterised the Sufism of his time as ‘the mysticism of
ethical behaviour’ (at-taßawwuf al-khuluqı).56

The same distinction is clearly emphasised in a work by the West African reformer
fiUthmn b. Fodiye (1754-1817), K al-Tafriqa bayna fiilm al-taßawwuf alladhı li’l-
takhalluq wa-fiilm al-taßawwuf alladhı li’l-ta˛aqquq (“The difference between ethical
Sufism and mystical Sufism” or “between Sufism for developing [Islamic] character
and Sufism to attain gnosis”).57 In this work, Ibn Fodiye identified ‘ethical’ Sufism with
i˛sn or “virtuous praxis” and stated that, “Every Muslim should cultivate Ethical
Sufism for individual edification”. ‘Mystical’ Sufism, on the other hand, was only for a
few select “gnostics and their disciples”. Interestingly, Ibn Fodiye did not say very
much about mystical Sufism, while dwelling at length on the ethical aspects.58 As we
shall see, this is very similar to Majdhüb’s approach.59

SSSSaaaaiiiinnnnttttssss
Majdhüb is regarded by his followers and by many other Sudanese as a ‘walı’. The
translation of this term as “saint” has vexed a number of scholars who argued that there
are no saints in Islam since (1)"there is no institutional authority that has the power of
canonisation; (2)"Islam, emphasising strict monotheism, does not recognise any sacred-
ness except in God.60 “Friend of God” has therefore been proposed as an alternative
translation. The objections raised against the rendering of ‘walı’ as “saint” stem,

54 Cornell, “Faqıh versus Faqır”, 20, summarising Ibn Khaldün, Shif√ al-s√il li-tahdhıb al-
mas√il, 112.
55 A˛mad b. Ya˛y al-Wansharısı (1430/1-1508), al-Mifiyr al-mufirib wa’l-jmifi al-mughrib fian
fatw ahl Ifrıqiy wa’l-Andalus wa’l-Maghrib, ed. Mu˛ammad ˘ajjı et al., Rabat: Wizrat al-Awqf
wa’l-Shu√ün al-Islmiyya li’l-Mamlaka al-Maghribiyya, 1981, vol. 11, p. 119, quoting a fatw by A˛mad
b. al-Qsim al-Judhmı al-Qabbb (d. 1376), a Mliki faqıh who was accommodating to the Sufis;
summarised in Cornell, “Faqıh versus Faqır”, 18-19.
56 Meier, “Mystic path”, 118.
57 ALA II, 72. The first translation is adopted from Muhammad Sani Umar, “Sufism and its oppo-
nents in Nigeria”; the second from John Hunwick (ALA).
58 The quotations are from Muhammad Sani Umar, “Sufism and its opponents in Nigeria”, 2-3. The
book exists only in a number of manuscript versions in Nigeria, and I have not had access to a copy
myself.
59 See below, Chapter VI.
60 For the most straightforward statement of this position, see Turner, “Saint and sheikh”, in id.,
Weber and Islam, 56-71. Turner’s analysis is flawed from the outset because of his his explicit confound-
ing of the terms, ‘shaykh’, ‘agurram’, ‘marabout’, ‘Sufi’, and ‘walı’. For a criticism of Turner, see also
Cornell, Mirrors of Prophethood, 12-13, 701.
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however, from an exclusive understanding of sainthood as defined by post-tenth century
Catholic doctrine. Adopting a less biased perspective, the comparative study of religion
has demonstrated that, “Saints are persons believed to be connected in a special manner
with what is viewed as sacred reality”.61 In many religious traditions, saints are recog-
nised not by an institution through a regularised process but by popular acclaim through
veneration. And saints are not necessarily ‘sacred’ themselves but connected to the
sacred in a special manner. Thus, a walı is “close” to Sacred Reality (al-˘aqq = God).
The cult that emerged around the walıs and their tombs clearly expresses the belief in
the walı as a transmittor of a special force (baraka) relating to the core of existence. The
translation, ‘friend of God’ does not adequately reflect the fact that a walı is related to
the sacred in this particular way. Of course, walıs are human beings. It is, however,
their special link to the ‘sacred’ (their “closeness“ to the Divine) that makes them walıs
and distinguishes them from ordinary religious leaders. Only to emphasise this aspect
are people ever termed, ‘walıs’.62

61 Mensching, art. “Saint”, in The New Encyclopædia Britannica, 15th edn., Macropædia, vol. 16,
p. 163.
62 See further below, Chapter VII. For a discussion of the notion of sacred, see Berger, Sacred
canopy, 25. Chodkiewicz similarly pointed out the significant analogies of function between Muslim
walıs and Christian saints, even though the etymologies of the two words and some of the theories built
around them are not identical (review of Baldick, Mystical Islam, in Studia Islamica, 73 (1991), p. 167).
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TTTThhhheeee    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhııııbbbb

The celebrity of the Majdhıb in Sudanese historiography rests primarily on the highly
visible role they played in rallying the eastern Sudanese tribes behind the banner of the
Mahdist revolution against the Turco-Egyptian government in the late nineteenth
century. Secondly, the supposedly ‘theocratic state’ that they are thought to have estab-
lished in al-Dmar (just south of the Atbara-Nile confluence) in the eighteenth century
has served as a model case to study the rise to prominence of Islam over previous
African"/"Sudanic models of legitimation.63 A detailed discussion of these theses is
beyond the scope of the present study, especially as regards later nineteenth-century
developments, but some background notes on the early development of the Majdhıb
are in order.64

The Majdhıb are a ‘religious clan’ from among the Jafialiyyın,65 one of the most
important ethnic groups of the northern riverain Sudan. Their ancestors emerged as a

63 E.g., Holt, Modern history, 31; Holt, “Holy families”, in id., Studies in the history of the Near
East, 122-3; Spaulding, Heroic age, 159-178. For a criticism of the idea of the ‘theocratic state’
established by the Majdhıb, and a more detailed review of the existing literature, see below, Chapter I.
64  What follows is chiefly based on my field-research 1986-8 during which I collected both oral
traditions and documents from public and private archives. As presented here, it is intended as an outline
only and is therefore not always documented in detail.
65 On ‘religious clans’, see above. Besides the Majdhıb, five other clans also attained a special
religious status among the Jafialiyyın. These are (from north to south): the fiAbbisa (of Nadı, north of
Berber), the fiUmarb (in Jabal Umm fiAlı), the Mu˛ammadb (al-Matamma area), the ∑ughayyirünb
(QΩz al-fiIlm"/"al-Fijeyja) and the Rziqb (˘Ωsh Bn al-Naq).
•"The fiAbbisa, as ‘proper’ fiAbbsids, claim to be the ‘original‘ Jafialiyyın, even though they do not live
in Jafialı territory. One of their branches, the ∆ayfallb, have a school on Muqrt Island. Another, the
Qulübb, produced a number of saints in the Berber area. The family also moved south to the Gezira,
where they founded the village of Wad al-fiAbbs.
• The fiUmarb are the descendants of Shaykh fiUmar rjil Mutmir (whose mother is said to have been
˘alıma bt. al-Sharıf ˘amad Ab Dunna). Cf. the biography of his son ˘mid Abü fiAß, in al-‡abaqt,
#67; and fiAbd Allh b. fiAlı al-Hshimı al-fiUmarbı, Hidyat ra˛mat al-Wahhb fı manqib al-ßli˛ın
min al-fiUmarb, MS, Khartoum, NRO, Misc., 1/22/771, 40 ss (ALA I, 46). Today, the fiUmarb belong to
the Khatmiyya †arıqa.
•"The Mu˛ammadb belong to the Safidb, the old ruling house of the Jafialiyyın. It is in particular their
subsection, the Kurumb, who are known as a ‘religious family’.
•"The ∑ughayyirünb are the descendants of Mu˛ammad ∑igheyrün b. F†ima bt. Jbir (d. 1625), one of
the most famous teachers of fiqh at his time. He studied in Cairo, then established a school in QΩz al-
Mu†raq"/"al-Fijeyja (south of Shendi) which flourished until the mid-eighteenth century (‡abaqt, #130).
•"The Rziqb are the descendants of fiAbd al-Rziq Abü Qurün (d. 1660) (‡abaqt, #188), whom his
Qdirı shaykh Yafiqüb b. Bn al-Naq (#268) had sent to spread the †arıqa in the Jafialiyyın country. His
grandson ∑li˛ Jabal al-Luqma b. Bn al-Naq (1681-1753) (#134) is one of the most famous saints of

(cont’d)
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discernible family during the sixteenth century, apparently using a particularly strong
allegiance to the recently-introduced religion of Islam as their main point of identifica-
tion distinguishing them from others. Traditionally, their origin is traced to al-˛jj fiˆs
al-Nakks w. Qindıl who may have been a sixteenth-century merchant settled in Darrü
(now al-Shafiaddınb), 12"km south of the Atbara-Nile confluence. Al-˘jj fiˆs is said
to have been the first who “lit the fire” of a Qur√nic school in the area.

Probably in the mid-seventeenth century, the family established a khalwa (a religious
centre) 2"km north of Darrü, at a place that probably served as a nomads’ summer-
camp, a damar.66 This move is traditionally linked to fiˆs’s great-grandson, ˘amad b.
fiAbd Allh b. Mu˛ammad, who became known as ‘∆amın al-Dmar’.67 The name
suggests that he and his family acted as guarantors of security at the sensitive boundary
between peasants and pastoralists, keeping an eye on goods left behind by the nomads
during the rainy season and generally providing services of mediation. The site
developed into a permanent settlement that became known as, ‘Dmar ˘amad’ or
simply, ‘al-Dmar’.68

˘amad’s grandson, Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı Ab Dmifi b. ˘amad, was the first of the family
to be called, ‘al-Majdhüb’, allegedly because he was prone to frequent trance-states.

the Sudan. Links of intermarriage are said to exist between the Rziqb and the Safidb, the former
political leaders of the Jafialiyyın.
(Shuqyar, Jughrfiya wa-trıkh, 63; al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, 16/6/90).
66 The word, ‘damar’ (“summer-camp”) is common among all peoples of the Northern Sudan
(fiAwn al-Sharıf, Qmüs, 401); the ti-Be∂wyε form is ‘i-dmar’ (Hjort af Ornäs, “A note on the camels
of the Amar’ar Beja”). It designates the place where the nomads spend the rainless summer months with
their herds (bidmurü). When the rains come, the herdsmen leave the damar to look for pasture elsewhere
(bikharrifü); women, small children and old men are left behind to guard the heavier pieces of the
household. The damar thus is the closest equivalent to a permanent settlement in a nomadic environment.
Consequently, the verb damar - bidmur “to stay (behind) in the damar” has taken on the secondary
meaning “to stay in one place, not to move”; there is also an intensive form with the same meaning,
dmar.
67 In the Sudan, a ∂amın (lit., “guarantor”) is an important person in the animal market “who
guarantees that the animals transacted belong to the person selling” them, so that no future claims of
ownership can be made against the buyer (Manger, Development in Sinkat, 19). Numerous parallels may
be found in other Islamic contexts. In Morocco, for example, a ∂amın is a guarantor, particularly in
economic arrangements. “By adding his name to the arrangement he is not only standing surety but
underscoring, by his own reputation and affiliations, that when the principal enters into relationships in
which his statements might otherwise be regarded as irrelevant to the truth, he, the guarantor, is assuring
others that they may indeed interpret the statements as having truth-value and that he will back them up
as being in fact true” (Rosen, Bargaining, 125).
68 The correct transliteration of the name is ‘al-Dmar’, not ‘al-Dmir’ which has spread through
the more recent secondary literature. The form, ‘al-Dmir’ first appears in Holt, “Holy families” (1967; in
id., Studies in the history of the Near East, 122). It may be either a mistaken attempt to construe a ‘correct
transliteration’ out of the conventional English spelling of the name (‘El Damer’), or result from Holt’s
reading of Lorimer (“The Megadhib of El Damer”, 336): “When people used to ask where Hamad was,
the reply was invariably ‘Hamad Ibn fiAbdulla damir’”. In Lorimer’s context, this is an active present
participle (dmir) referring to ˘amad; the name of the place, however, is a nomen locis (dmar).
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Another epithet he bore is, ‘al-Fris’ (“the knight”), and in 1705/6 he may have been
involved in the first revolt of the Northern provinces against their Funj overlords of
Sinnr.69 This revolt signalled the onset of a century of growing tensions between the
Funj central state and emerging local powers: the provincial nobility, the fakıs, and the
merchants. During the eighteenth century, members of these groups were increasingly
able to accumulate private land-titles and to assert the right to private long-distance
trade (both of which had previously been prerogatives of the Funj central authority).
Ties of intermarriage were established between important families and helped to
stabilise their position and expand their networks.

Thus, one of Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb’s wives was the daughter of a locally important
religious teacher from Berber, fiAlı Ab Rs. In 1694/3, she gave birth to a son, ˘amad,
who became the most important leader of al-Dmar during the eighteenth century.
˘amad received a thorough education in two renowned religious schools in the
Northern Sudan (v.i.), and at some point in his life he travelled to Mecca to perform the
pilgrimage. After his formative years, he returned to al-Dmar where he became an
important leader combining religious, political, and economic functions. The maintain-
ing of a mosque and school, the settlement of land-disputes, the safeguarding of the
caravan-trade passing through the area, and intercession with the Jafialı political leaders
in Shendi were among his tasks. In the course of the more than fifty years for which
˘amad’s activities are attested in al-Dmar (from 1721 until his death in 1776/7), he
was able considerably to enlarge his family’s wealth, connections, and influence.
Through donations and purchases, they became significant landholders in the area.70

˘amad married at least seven times; four of his wives were from important Berber

69 The domains of the fiAbdallb — the northern vassals of the Funj — had been seriously affected
by population movements during the 1684 Umm La˛m famine and the Nile floods a year later, and the
1696 Sanat Umm ˘iney∂al epidemic of plague had again sent waves of refugees from Nubia and the
Shyqiyya provinces up the Nile. The ensuing disruption of economic life may have played a part in the
discontent erupting in 1705 in the first anti-Funj revolt.
70 Five written documents are preserved from ˘amad’s lifetime; they are pointers to these
developments:
• 1721 Nov. 24: ßul˛ between Mu˛ammad b. fiAwnı and Mu˛ammad b. ˘amad b. fiAdln;
witnesses: F"Mu∂awwı w. Qinwı, ˘amad w. TΩr Safiıda, Mu˛ammad b. fiAtıq & fiAbd al-fi◊lı w. al-
Bijwı (Bergen, NI 170.13/32).
• 1755 May 28: F ˘amad receives as alms 100 fiüd [that is, a piece of highly fertile land along the
Nile with a shore-length of approximately 174 m] on Umm Jamal from the makk of Shendi, al-Arbb
Idrıs II b. al-Arbb Mu˛ammad al-Fa˛al (d. before 1792; cf. the reference to his son, al-Arbb al-fiUjayl,
in NI"148.13/10) (text & tr. in Abü Salım & Spaulding, Public documents, #63) (NI 139.13/1).
• 1765 June 29: F ˘amad gives 40 fiüd across from Umm Jamal as dowry (ßadq) to his wife
Zaynab bt. fiAbd al-Wahhb; and 10 fiüd on Umm Jamal, 10 fiüd in Shumük, and 10 fiüd in al-Riweys to
their son Muß†af (NI 144.13/6; cf. Spaulding, Some documents, 74-7); on al-Riweys, cf. Wad ∆ayf Allh,
‡abaqt, 245.
• 1775 Sep. 20: F al-Amın b. F ˘amad buys 45 fiüd [here, approximately 104.4 m] of highly
fertile sqiya land in al-Dkkb for 10 tΩb [cloth serving as currency] (NI 139.13/1; cf. Spaulding, Some
documents, 55-7).
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families (incidentally, all three categories — religious, mercantile, and political leaders
— were ‘covered’).71 By the end of his life, al-Dmar was described as “a town
belonging to” the Faqır wad al-Majdhüb, and his reputation had clearly passed the local
boundaries as ˘amad was reported to have become “a saint of the first consequence
among the” Jafialiyyın.72

˘amad and his kin were not the only important family in al-Dmar, not even the only
religious specialists. Throughout the eighteenth century, many names from other fami-
lies appear prominently in the documents.73 ˘amad and his sons were, however, able
gradually to establish a dominant position for themselves. Nevertheless, it was only
after the destruction of al-Dmar by Turco-Egyptian forces in 1823 and its subsequent
resettlement that the Majdhıb appear to have completely displaced their religious
competitors in the town.74

Given the fundamental role that the Faqır"/"Faqıh"/"Fakı ˘amad wad al-Majdhüb (as he
was known)75 played in assuring his family’s control of al-Dmar, it is easy to under-

71 ˘amad’s first wife was his paternal cousin, Mashhı bt. ˘amad b. fiAlı Ab Dmifi, who died
young. ˘amad then married his maternal cousin, an Abrßbiyya, and three other women from prominent
Berber families: F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla al-˘usaynı al-Jafifarı (a trader, from al-
∑fiyb?); ◊mina bt. al-Malik Siweykit (a Meyrafbı whose descendants founded the village of al-
Siweykitb south of Berber); and Zaynab bt. fiAbd al-Wahhb (from the Wahh˙b, a family of religious
teachers in QΩz al-Fünj; he married her in 1765). One wife, Bint Asad, came from the fiUmarb, that is
the descendants of Shaykh fiUmar rjil Mutmir, religious leaders of the Jabal Umm fiAlı area between al-
Dmar and Shendi. His other wives’ social standing was less prominent, which is also reflected in the
positions their sons could reach. Bint Ghulayb came from the nomads living along the Atbara, and Niyya
appears to have been an Ethiopian slave (thus, he was probably not married to her).
72 Bruce, Travels, IV, 544-5 (Bruce was in al-Dmar 22-25 October 1772).
73 Unfortunately, most of them cannot be precisely identified; but many of them seem to be
Jafialiyyın or Shyqiyya. An interesting exception is one “Ibrhım al-˘alanqı”, indicating mid-eighteenth-
century links to al-Tka in the Eastern Sudan (Bergen, NI"140.13/2; NI"151.13/13).
Some of the documents mention names of fakıs other than the Majdhıb. Most noteworthy among them is
Mu∂awwı w. Qinwı (NI"170.13/32 of 24 Nov 1721). He was probably a descendant of al-Mu∂awwı
Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Akaddwı b. Mu˛ammad al-Qinwı al-Mißrı (c. 1635 - early 1684), a promi-
nent Mlikı scholar of Egyptian extraction settled in Berber (ALA I, 37-8). Mu∂awwı’s son, al-Shaykh
Abü ’l-˘asan b. al-Faqıh Mu∂awwı w. Qinwı was the scribe of a document of landsale dated 20
September 1775 (NI"139.13/1); he died during the first half of Mu˛arram 1208 (mid-August 1793)
(NI"140.13/2 & NI"141.13/3).
Other non-Majdhübı fakıs included Manßür al-Bushrnı, fiAbd Allh TΩr Safiıda, ‡h b. ˘amad b. Sharıf
(NI"148.13/10 of 7 October 1792).
74 This is suggested by a study of names appearing in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
documents. For an account of the Turco-Egyptian campaigns in the area of al-Dmar, see below,
Documentation. For an analysis of the early resettlement, see Chapter V.
75 According to Bruce, Travels, IV, 544-5 (“Fakir Wed Madge Doub”). The five written documents
that are preserved from ˘amad’s lifetime refer to him as:
1721: “˘amad b. Mu˛ammad (al-Majdhüb)” (NI 170.13/32);
1755: “al-Faqıh ˘amad b. al-Faqıh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb” (NI 139.13/1);
1765: “al-Faqır ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb” (NI 144.13/6);
1775: “al-Faqıh ˘amad b. al-Majdhüb” (NI 139.13/1).
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stand how he became known as the ‘father’ of the “Majdhıb” — that is, the descen-
dants of “wad al-Majdhüb”.76 ˘amad had seventeen known sons (and four daughters),
six of whom became the ancestors of the seven major lineages into which the Majdhıb
unfolded during the nineteenth century.

The two most influential of ˘amad’s sons, fiAbd Allh al-Naqar (1733/2-1813) and
A˛mad Ab Jadarı (b. 1747/6, d. between 1804 and 1808), both came from the ‘inner
circle’ of the family. fiAbd Allh’s mother was ˘amad’s paternal, A˛mad’s his maternal
cousin (v.s.). fiAbd Allh, the eldest,77 established a khalwa of his own during the life-
time of his father; he became the ancestor of the Naqarb. A˛mad became his father’s
successor in the original khalwa; from him stem the A˛madb, as well as the Azriqa
of al-Qa∂rif (through his son al-Azraq). Maternal links to the important Berber trading
family of fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla may have favoured the rise of the Amınb and the
Qamaraddınb. Less prominent historically were the Manßır (from Manßür, son of
Bint Asad, and the ∑diqb (from al-∑diq, son of Bint Siweykit).78

When Fakı ˘amad died, al-Dmar had two khalwas; thus the seeds were laid for a long
competition between the Naqarb and the A˛madb for the religious leadership of the
community. The original reasons for the emergence of a second khalwa are still
obscure. Perhaps fiAbd Allh (who was about 43 when his father died) simply estab-
lished a religious school after he had completed his education, while his younger
brother A˛mad (aged c. 29 at the time) had gradually taken over his ageing father’s
responsibilities during the years leading up to the latter’s death at age 82? Local oral
tradition is heavily influenced by subsequent rivalry between the two lineages, and in
the absence of contemporary documentation we can only speculate.

Whatever its origins, the rivalry of the two lineages for religious leadership continues
until the present day. Among other things, it found expression in two different titles that
must not be confused, ‘khalıfa’ and ‘al-fakı al-kabır’. A˛mad Ab Jadarı, residing in his
father’s khalwa, became his father’s official khalıfa; the title was eventually inherited
by his son Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra (d. 1823) and passed on from father to son until
today.79 A˛mad’s elder brother fiAbd Allh al-Naqar thus did not become khalıfa; he

76 The name, ‘Majdhıb’, is first attested in the early nineteenth century (Burckhardt, Travels in
Nubia, 266); it signals the emergence of a clan out of what previously had merely been a family
belonging to the Qindılb section of the Jafialiyyın (i.e., the descendants of ˘jj fiˆs w. Qindıl).
77 Apart from his full-brother, Mu˛ammad Rjil al-Safına (Umm Deyr), who was probably older,
but died young and is therefore not counted (fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 84; Madına
fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, 18/9/87, 6).
78 See below, Documentation.
79 A˛mad Ab Jadarı and his son Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra are mentioned with the title, ‘khalıfa’ in two
documents from 1808 (Bergen, NI 142.13/4 & NI 182.13/44), as well as in Wad ∆ayf Allh, ‡abaqt, 188
and al-Wasıla, 7-8. See also Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛ım, al-Nid√, 110; Hshim al-Suhaylı, 9/2/87 &
28/9/87, 5.
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remained “the elder fakı”, al-fakı al-kabır, a designation which was transferred to his
son Jall al-Dın (d. 1840/1) but lapsed thereafter.80 Ignoring the difference between the
two titles and the rivalry lying behind it has led to much confusion in the secondary
literature.81

Other lineages made varying alliances with one or the other group; in the course of
time, however, these tended to become stabilised through intermarriage etc. Some
lineages concentrated on promoting their economic and political fortunes; others tried to
carve out positions of religious leadership for themselves by founding schools and
mosques in other villages along the Nile and later in other parts of the Sudan. Most
successful economically were the descendants of al-Amın (d."1822-30). During the
Turco-Egyptian rule in the nineteenth century, they were able to translate their wealth
into political leadership by holding the office of shaykh al-balad.82

IIIInnnntttteeeelllllllleeeeccccttttuuuuaaaallll    hhhhoooorrrriiiizzzzoooonnnnssss    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    eeeeiiiigggghhhhtttteeeeeeeennnntttthhhh    cccceeeennnnttttuuuurrrryyyy

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the ancestors of the Majdhıb are
generally believed to have been Muslim religious specialists with an affiliation to the
Mlikı law-school and the Qdirı Sufi tradition. This is the standard image of Sudanese
religious leaders of the time and it does not tell us much. Only with Fakı ˘amad are we
able to perceive more specific developments. In the following, I will try to cast some
light on the intellectual horizons of the man who was al-Dmar’s most prominent
religious leader in the eighteenth century and who became the grandfather of
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. Two aspects in particular will be looked at more closely:
˘amad’s formal studies of the Qur√n, Mlikı fiqh, and theology (fiilm al-kalm) at the
prestigious schools of al-Ghubush and NΩrı; and his adoption of the Shdhiliyya †arıqa.

80 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 266; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 98; fiAbd Allh
al-‡ayyib, interview with Yüsuf Badrı, Islamic learning, 98.
81 See below, Chapter I.
82 For a more detailed discussion of the various lineages of the Majdhıb and their rivalries, see
below, Chapter V.
It is extremely difficult to determine the numbers of the Majdhıb and of their followers. In the 1930s,
Lorimer (“The Megadhib”) estimated that there were about 3,000-4,000 descendants of Fakı ˘amad
living in various parts of the Sudan, more than half of them in and near al-Dmar. As he was stationed in
al-Dmar and had no direct knowledge of the eastern Majdhıb, he probably underestimated their
numeric strength. To say anything more specific would, at this point, amount to mere speculation. This is
even more true with regard to the Majdhıb’s followers, those who in one way or another regard them as
their religious leaders. Any attempt at quantification of the followers would run up not only against the
absence of data on the ‘sectarian’ affiliation in the population censuses, but also against the very
vagueness of the term, ‘followers’.
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AAAAnnnn    IIIIssssllllaaaammmmiiiicccc    eeeedddduuuuccccaaaattttiiiioooonnnn    iiiinnnn    aaaarrrroooouuuunnnndddd    1111777700000000
To memorise the Qur√n, ˘amad left al-Dmar to attend the renowned mosque-school
(masıd) of al-Ghubush opposite Berber. Founded at the beginning of the seventeenth
century, al-Ghubush was then in its heyday.83 Under the leadership of fiAbd al-Mjid b.
˘amad al-Aghbash (c. 1630? - 1121: 1709/10)84 it is said to have attracted a great
number of pupils who studied “the sciences of Arabic and logic”. Its reputation rested,
however, mainly on the teaching of the Qur√n.85 fiAbd al-Mjid’s brother fiAbd al-
Ra˛mn had specialised in the reading of the Qur√n (qir√t and tajwıd); he became
the founder of the most famous Sudanese tradition of Qur√n recitation.86

˘amad w. al-Majdhüb, though attracted by these great names, had to be content with
being taught by their sons. fiAbd al-Mjid and his brother probably were too old when
˘amad arrived there after 1700. fiAbd al-Mjid’s son ˘amad, whom the ‡abaqt names

83 The following is chiefly based on Wad ∆ayf Allh’s ‡abaqt and to an extent reflects the
evaluations of this source. References are are given by number (#) of biography; the first number refers to
Yüsuf Fa∂l’s edition, the second to MacMichael’s summary translation in his History of the Arabs in the
Sudan, II, 217-323.
The founder of the school of al-Ghubush was fiAbd Allh al-Aghbash al-Bideyrı al-Dahmashı (#165/31),
born at Berber. Before establishing his own school, he had studied the Qur√n with Mu˛ammad b. fiˆs
Suwr al-Dhahab (#230) of Dongola (the first Sudanese to have learned the rules of tajwıd), and fiqh
(Khalıl’s Mukhtaßar) with one of the Awld Jbir, the most eminent religious teachers in the Shyqiyya
area in the latter part of the sixteenth century (ALA I, 27-9; Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 16-17).
His son ˘amad b. fiAbd Allh al-Aghbash (#71/118), d. c. 1660, was born and buried at Berber. After
memorising the Qur√n with his father, he went to NΩrı to become the first fiqh-student of fiAbd al-
Ra˛mn b. ˘amadtΩ (#145/21). fiAbd al-Ra˛mn had mastered not only Mlikı fiqh (which he studied with al-
Banawfarı [d between 1559-1592] in Cairo), but also studied the Shfifiı madhhab, probably with Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı
Qaram al-Mißrı in Berber. — ˘amad’s sons were fiAbd al-Mjid (#166), fiAbd al-Ra˛mn (#167), fiAbd
Allh, fiAlı, ˘usayn, and Abü Qireyn.
84 fiAbd al-Mjid b. ˘amad al-Aghbash (#166/10). Studied Qur√n with his father, and Khalıl’s
Mukhtaßar with Shaykh al-Afisar (pronounced, ‘al-Lifieysir’) b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn (#125), the pious,
though not very learned leader of the NΩrı ˘amadtΩyb (pronounced, ‘˘amadt˙yb’) in the mid-
seventeenth century. Heading the school of al-Ghubush for fifty years, fiAbd al-Mjid became the most
famous teacher there ever. Among his students were F al-Makkı w. Sarrj al-Majdhüb, F w. Abü fiAßıda,
F Samı˛ al-Timeyrbı, and the latter’s sons Mu˛ammad, Safid, and ˘ammd.
fiAbd al-Mjid strongly opposed sulük †arıq al-qawm, the ‘dervish’ type of Sufism represented by the
Qdirı Shaykh Badawı w. Abü Dileyq (d. 1706/7), saying: “My way is the Qur√n and the [Shdhilı!]
˘izb al-Ba˛r”. He thereby expressed his rejection of the public dhikr gatherings practised by the
Qdiriyya that included the use of drums and ‘dancing’. The Shdhilı ˘izb al-Ba˛r, on the other hand,
was a devotional litany practiced individually and in private.
On the other hand, fiAbd al-Mjid also opposed excessive preoccupation with formal learning. Once,
when two disciples sought his advice in such a matter, he replied, “Go and marry and have children, and
do not waste your whole life with Khalıl!” The warning was ignored, and reputedly, the two died after
completing the reading of Khalıl’s book eight times.
85 Cf. al-Wasıla, 179.
86 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. ˘amad al-Aghbash (#167; ALA I, 24-5) had learned the Qur√nic sciences
from Shaykh fiˆs w. KannΩ (#164) in ˘afır MashshΩ. — fiˆs, a ˘a∂arı born in Dongola, was a student
of M. Suwr al-Dhahab (#230) (Dongola, seventeenth century); he was otherwise known as a majdhüb.
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as his teacher, did not enjoy the same fame as his father and his uncle; unlike his pre-
decessors he apparently never left al-Ghubush.87

The Ghubush school was an intellectual offshoot of the ˘amadtΩyb school at NΩrı in
the Shyqiyya country. fiAbd Allh al-Aghbash and fiAbd al-Ra˛mn w. ˘amadtΩ88

probably had been fellow students of Ismfiıl b. Jbir. But while fiAbd Allh contented
himself with acquiring the basics of fiqh, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn went on to Cairo to complete
his studies with the Mlikı teacher Mu˛ammad al-Banawfarı.89

For two hundred years, the ˘amadtΩyb and their students from al-Ghubush lived on the intellectual
capital traced to al-Banawfarı. After having ‘learned their lesson’ from Egyptian teachers in the sixteenth
century, the Sudanese schools became autonomous enough to reproduce most of their intellectual leaders
themselves. Intellectual exchange took place mostly within the Sudan, between the local schools. Contact
with al-Banawfarı’s students at the Azhar was maintained, but until the end of the eighteenth century,
only a minority of scholars actually travelled abroad.90

fiAbd al-Ra˛mn w. ˘amadtΩ also studied Shfifiı law with Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı Qaram
al-Mißrı (fl. c. 1560?) of Berber.91 Upon his return, he established his school at NΩrı
and became famous as a jurist and muftı. It was to him and his sons that the Ghubush
turned for instruction in fiqh.

87 ˘amad b. fiAbd al-Mjid al-Aghbash (#73/114), born at al-Ghubush. Not noted otherwise, he
was followed by his brother Muß†af, then by his son fiAbd Allh, the last well known of the Ghubush
teachers. During the eighteenth century, the school declined; it was to see a renaissance around 1850.
88 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn Ab Shawrib w. ˘amadtΩ al-Kha†ıb (#145/21) (fl. c. 1600) was the
prestigious ‘father’ of the ˘amadt˙yb. He studied first with the pious Ismfiıl b. Jbir (#2), then travelled
with Mu˛ammad ∑igheyrün b. F†ima bt. Jbir (d. c. 1625) to Cairo to complete his studies with
Mu˛ammad al-Banawfarı (v.i.). Among his students were ˘amad b. fiAbd Allh al-Aghbash and F
Ibrhım b. Ba††ı˛a al-Fara∂ı.
“˘amadtΩ” is derived from the Nubian, ‘˘amad.n-tood’ (“˘amad’s son”).
89 Mu˛ammad al-Banawfarı (d. c. 1590) was a Mlikı teacher at the Azhar and Shaykh al-
Mlikiyya there at the end of his life. Among his teachers were al-Nßir al-Laqqnı (1468-1551) and al-
Tjürı. Al-Banawfarı’s Egyptian students included Slim al-Sanhürı (1538-1606) and al-Ujhürı (1559-
1656). By teaching Ibrhım al-BΩld b. Jbir and his brothers as well as the first generation of their
students he became the principal source for two hundred years of Mlikı instruction in the Sudan.
Among the leading Sudanese religious families tracing their learning to al-Banawfarı are also the ◊l Wad
fiˆs of Kutrnj who claim that their Medinese-born ancestor fiˆs b. Bushra studied with al-Banawfarı at
the Azhar before settling in the Sudan (Ya˛y Mu˛ammad Ibrhım, Trıkh al-tafilım). But they also claim
that fiˆs studied with Zakariyy√ al-Anßrı (1422-1520), another important figure in such legitimating
chains of teachers. Zakariyy lived more than half a century earlier than al-Banawfarı, which shows that
such information cannot be taken at face value (in the sense of providing direct information about the
particular person in question), but must be seen as reflecting later family identification with a particular
tradition symbolised by a few ‘canonised’ names (see also Voll, Islam: continuity and change, 53).
90 Examples are: fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Ibrhım b. Ab Mul˛ of al-Dabba, who received an ijza from
al-Ujhürı in 1620/1 (‡abaqt, 257-8); Mu˛ammad w. ∑ubu˛ (fl. c. 1650) from the White Nile (‡abaqt,
80); fiAmmr b. fiAbd al-˘afı÷ of al-Manqil, who travelled to Egypt and the ˘ijz between March 1667 -
June 1670 (‡abaqt, 259-60).
91 Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı Qaram al-Kımnı al-Mißrı is traditionally credited with having been the first
to teach the Shfifii school of law in the Sudan. Most of his students remained Mlikıs, however. See
further below, Chapter V.
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˘amad w. al-Majdhüb followed this same pattern. After he had memorised the Qur√n
(probably around 1710),92 he moved to NΩrı to study fiqh with Madanı b. Mu˛ammad93

and with al-Qarrı / al-Qarry / al-Fazrı.94 To complete his education, he studied fiilm

92 That is when he was about 16, a ‘normal’ age for completing memorisation of the Qur√n. Some
very bright students accomplish this task at the tender age of nine. Had ˘amad completed the Qur√n at
such an early age, he probably would have been examined by fiAbd al-Mjid b. ˘amad, and the latter
would have been mentioned as his “teacher” in the ‡abaqt.
93 Madanı b. Mu˛ammad b. Madanı al-N†iq b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn w. ˘amadtΩ (#238/162), a
cousin of fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Iseyd, excelled in the knowledge of fiqh, which he had learned from his
father (#237/194) and his grandfather’s brothers Madanı (#235/164) and Mu˛ammad (#236/203), sons of
Umm Jiddeyn. Following his father, Madanı was responsible for the morning classes of Khalıl (‡abaqt,
353, 282-3). He was very rich, owning about 25 sqiyas. During his long life, he attracted many students,
among them al-Fakı ˘amad, Mu˛ammad b. al-Reyda al-fi·dı (who also studied with fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b.
Iseyd in al-Fijeyja south of Shendi), fiAbd al-Qdir w. ∆awweyn al-Siyqı, Dafafi Allah b. fiAbd al-˘afı÷ al-
fiArakı, and ˘amad b. fiAlı al-Ghabshwı.
Mu˛ammad b. Madanı al-N†iq studied fiqh with his father and his uncle “Shaykh” al-Afisar. After the
latter’s death, he refused to become the overall leader of the ˘amadtΩyb, since some of his uncles were
still alive. Instead, he chose to teach the morning classes on Khalıl’s Mukhtaßar (this book was taught in
three classes daily). ˘amad w. al-Majdhüb (indirectly) praised him for his knowledge of Khalıl.
The Awld Umm Jiddeyn (buried in al-Fijeyja / QΩz al-Mu†raq just south of Shendi, the place of
Mu˛ammad ∑igheyrün, where they had fled, together with their nephew fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Iseyd, in
1696 from an epidemic of plague) were considerably younger than the other sons of fiAbd al-Ra˛mn w.
˘amadtΩ. While Madanı seems to have been more active in the political field, Mu˛ammad was noted for
his learning; he had studied with his half-brother al-Afisar and the latter’s pupil and nephew Mu˛ammad
b. Madanı.
al-Fakı “Shaykh” al-Afisar (pronounced ‘al-Lifieysir’, < *al-Ufiaysir) b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn w. ˘amadtΩ
(#125/236), succeeded his brother Madanı al-N†iq “al-‡ayyr” (#234/163) as head of the ˘amadtΩyb
on account of his piety, which prevailed over the learning of his brother Mlik Ab Diqn.
94 Not identified. The three versions of the name occur in different manuscripts of the ‡abaqt.
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al-kalm with al-˘jj Safid,95 or, according to a later manuscript, with al-Shaykh wad
fiAdln.96

The education he received presumably conformed to the established curriculum of his
time. Besides the standard “KHALˆL and al-Risla”,97 no details are given in his biogra-
phy in the ‡abaqt. To form an idea of what he was probably exposed to, we may
compare the daily schedule taught by fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Iseyd, cousin of his teachers
in NΩrı:98

95 Probably the theology teacher al-˘jj Safid ß˛ib al-fiaq√id of NΩrı who is mentioned in the
‡abaqt (p. 78), but of whom nothing else is known.
Another manuscript of the ‡abaqt gives the name as Safiıd, which leads Yüsuf Fa∂l to suggest that he
might be al-˘jj Safiıd b. Mu˛ammad al-fiAbbsı (#116/225), of al-Tukkı on Muqrt island. Safiıd,
whose father already had taught taw˛ıd, studied the Risla with al-Masallamı w. Ab Wineysa (#18/172),
and taw˛ıd with al-Mu∂awwı (#34/165) in Berber and Shendi, before becoming a teacher of taw˛ıd in
Sinnr. He later returned to Muqrt, where he was succeeded by his brother, al-˘jj Jall al-Dın.
al-Masallamı w. Ab Wineysa (#18/172) (= Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Fiqeyr) from the White Nile, a student
of fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Jbir (#141), of whom, like of al-Masallamı, it is said that he “combined fiilm and
fiamal”.
al-Mu∂awwı = Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Akaddwı b. Mu˛ammad al-Qinwı al-Mißrı (c. 1635- early
1684). His grandfather (#33), after studying with Slim al-Sanhürı (d. 1606) and Yüsuf al-Zurqnı, had settled in
Berber and set up a school where he taught the Risla, fiaq√id, grammar &c, as well as becoming a q∂ı. Mu∂awwı
was trained by him and appointed as his successor; but his cousins would not let him assume the leader-
ship. He therefore taught for a while in al-Ghubush, before establishing a school at Shendi, where he
taught the Risla, grammar, fiilm al-kalm, fiilm al-ußül, and logic, as well as writing many commentaries
on the standard theology books (for details cf. al-‡abaqt, 102). Between 1680-83 he visited Sinnr
twice, then went on pilgrimage with al-˘jj KhΩjalı (who was only 20 at the time). He died in QΩz Rajab
on his return from the ˘ijz.
96 al-Majdhüb b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib, fian bayn ….
Mu˛ammad b. fiAdln al-Shyqı al-˘Ωshbı (al-‡abaqt, #247), one of the most famous Sudanese
teachers of theology (kalm), studied with fiAbd Allh al-Maghribı in Medina, then established a school
at Tanqsı. He was the first in the Sudan to teach al-Sanüsı’s (d. 1486 or 1490) al-fiAqıda al-Kubr and
al-Wus†, insisting like al-Sanüsı that even the common people (al-fimma) had to have a sound philo-
sophical / logical base for their belief (wujüb mafirifat Allh bi’l-dalıl wa’l-burhn), otherwise they could
not be called believers! Among his numerous writings are ˘ujjat al-fi◊rifın (a commentary on al-Sanüsı’s
∑ughr), and an Ashfiarı creed composed by himself.— Mu˛ammad b. fiAdln introduced the practice of
reciting the formula, ‘L ilha ill Allh’ (“There is no god but God”) as a dhikr after every prayer.
97 Khalıl b. Is˛q (d."1374), Mukthaßar [li-Kitb al-Mukhtaßar fı ’l-fiqh], an abridgment of Ibn al-
˘jib’s (d."1241) abridgment of Mlikı law. fiAbd Allh IBN ABˆ ZAYD al-Qayrawnı (928-999), al-
Risla, a manual of Mlikı law.
98 Wad ∆ayf Allh, al-‡abaqt, 282-3; Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan, 119-120.
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Roughly speaking, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn devoted about half of his time to the teaching of the Qur√n,
including the disciplines of variant readings (qir√t) and of recitation (tajwıd).99 Poems facilitating the
memorisation of these subjects included al-Kharrzı,100 Ibn al-Jazarı,101 and al-Sh†ibı.102

At least a third of the day was devoted to Khalıl whose Mukhtaßar was, next to the Qur√n, the most
influential book in the Sudan.103 It was taught in three daily lessons, after the morning-, noon- and
sunset-prayers, plus a revision of the previous day’s lesson early in the morning. The first lesson of the
day, the Taftı˛iyya, had a special place in the curriculum; teaching it was considered a particularly
honourable job often entrusted to the most excellent student. During the evening-lesson the shaykh would
not only teach the plain text, but also extensively comment on the book.104

Not much time was left for the study of some specialised treatises on ritual practice (fiibdt), in particu-
lar al-Akh∂arı’s Mukhtaßar fı ’l-fiibdt105 and al-fiAshmwı’s short work on prayer and fasting.106

Zakt and ˛ajj received less detailed attention; this may indicate that they were less important to actual
religious practice at the time. Finally, the principle articles of faith (fiaq√id) were dealt with briefly. The
most popular manual for this was al-Sanüsı’s Umm al-barhın.107

99 “The Qur√n was read according to Warsh [fian Nfifi] in Donqola and Drfür and according to
Abı fiUmar in the rest of the Sudan (Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan, 116 n. 4).
100 Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım AL-KHARR◊Zˆ, an Andalusian who in 1298 composed a
mnemonic poem on the Qur√nic orthography, al-Durar al-lawmifi fı aßl maqra√ al-imm Nfifi (GAL S
II, 349). fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Aghbash (v.s.) wrote a commentary on this poem, entitled al-Mißb˛ al-
dajjnı fı shar˛ al-Kharrzı fı ∂ab† al-hij√ (ALA I, 24-5).
101 Shams al-Dın Abü ’l-Khayr Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad AL-JAZAR  ̂ (1350-1429) of Syria,
whose fame rests mainly on his Muqaddima, “an urdjüza of 107 verses on the correct pronunciation of
the ‚Kur√n” (EI2, III, 753).
102 al-Qsim b. Qayyura al-Rufiaynı AL-SH◊‡IBˆ (1144-1194) of Andalusia (Játiva), a scholar of
˛adıth, Qur√nic exegesis and language, versified al-Dnı’s (d. 1053) classical manual on the seven
canonical readings of the Qur√n. His Sh†ibiyya became famous throughout the Muslim world (al-
Ziriklı, al-Afilm, V, 180; Paret, art. “‚Kir√a”, in EI2).
103 Interestingly, al-Qayrawnı’s Risla (400 years older than Khalıl’s Mukhtaßar) is not mentioned
at all among the books taught by fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. This coincides with the general impression one forms
from reading the ‡abaqt that Khalıl enjoyed overall prominence over al-Qayrawnı in the Northern and
Central Sudan. In the Western Sudan, the Risla seems to have been more popular (O’Fahey, personal
communication).
104 The text of Khalıl’s Mukhtaßar is barely usable without a commentary; interestingly, however,
the standard commentaries on the book are not often mentioned in the ‡abaqt. We read of fiAbd al-Bqı
b. Yüsuf al-Zurqnı (1611-88), a student of al-Ujhürı, who wrote Nat√ij al-fikr fı shar˛ al-Mukhtaßar in
8 vols. This book was introduced into the Sudan during his lifetime by the Jafialı ˘mid al-Layyin (#84).
The latter’s biography also refers to a commentary by Mu˛ammad b. Salm al-Shabrkhıtı. A third
commentary mentioned is by Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd Allh al-Kharshı (1607-1689/90); he sent it to
Ibrhım al-˘ajar b. ∑igheyrün ( d. 1687/8), who is himself said to have written a commentary on the
book (#15). Another Sudanese who composed a commentary on Khalıl was ∆ayf Allh b. fiAlı b. fiAbd
al-Ghanı (1590-1684) (#135) of al-˘alfya, who had studied with Ibrhım’s brother al-Zayn. Yüsuf Fa∂l
in his introduction to the ‡abaqt (p. 4) also mentions Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım al-Tat√ı’s Fat˛ al-jalıl
fial Mukhtaßar Khalıl, and a gloss on this by fiAlı al-Ujhürı.
105 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Mu˛ammad al-∑aghır al-Akh∂arı (1512-75), an Algerian author who
produced several popular didactical works on a variety of subjects (al-Ziriklı, al-Afilm, III, 331; Schacht,
art. “al-Akh∂arı”, in EI2).
106 fiAbd al-Bri√ al-fiAshmwı, fl. in the sixteenth century (GAL S II, 435).
107 Mu˛ammad b. Yüsuf al-Sanüsı (d. 1490), Mlikı theologian and traditionist from Tilimsn (GAL
II, 250; S II, 352).
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This list is fairly representative of the books most frequently mentioned in the
‡abaqt.108 We have therefore good reason to assume that it outlines the intellectual
horizon of al-Fakı ˘amad’s education. Conspicuously absent from the list are works on
˛adıth and tafsır, as well as linguistic, literary, and historical studies.109 The Qur√n
was memorised, not interpreted; its text was analysed with regard to pronunciation, not
semantics.110 ˘adıth was taught only by two of the 270 biographees of the ‡abaqt.111

And in that case, like all other subjects the Prophetic sayings were studied from a late
compilation, al-Suyü†ı’s al-Jmifi al-ßaghır. There are no indications in the ‡abaqt that
scholars used any of the standard collections such as the Six Books or the Muwa††a√,
and we find only one recourse to the Mudawwana, by Dafafi Allh al-fiArakı (1594-
1683).112

Practical necessities in a country where teachers could not build on a long-established
educational tradition, where books and paper were scarce and the distances great, may
have been partly responsible for this concentration on second-hand manuals summaris-
ing the rules of Mlikı law. But in 1700, it also mirrored the situation in the wider
Islamic world. The Sudanese taught what they had learned in Cairo. Knowledge (fiilm)
was conceived of as a corpus aptly summarised in a few compendia that contained
everything the average Muslim needed to know to lead a life pleasing to God. The
scriptural sources, Qur√n and ˛adıth, were thought to be too difficult to be interpreted
correctly by anyone except a tiny élite of the most advanced scholars; they were there-
fore in practice relegated to a secondary position in the construction of knowledge. An
extreme but telling example is Abü ’l-˘asan b. ∑li˛ al-fi·dı (1660-1721) who had
studied only the last juz√ of the Qur√n, but became a renowned teacher of fiqh respon-
sible for giving the morning lesson on Khalıl’s Mukhtaßar in al-Fijeyja.113 It was this
attitude towards the scriptural sources that was later rejected by religious reformers.114

108 Compare the list of books compiled from the ‡abaqt by Yüsuf Badrı, Survey of Islamic
learning, 44 ss.
109 Absent are also books on astrology, alchemy, and divination (fiilm al-˛arf). In the Sudan, these
are often held to be occult sciences; and while they do have an undeniable significance in everyday life,
they are not generally talked about in public. Nevertheless, every shaykh ought to have a basic knowledge
of them (in the form of “Prophetic medicine”, al-†ibb al-nabawı). Today, West Africans living in the
Sudan often specialise in these matters.
110 To give a comparative example: tafsır was not among the required courses in the traditional
Iranian mosque-schools (Fischer, Iran: from religious dispute to revolution, 247-51, cit. in Fischer/Abedi,
Debating Muslims, 97). Fischer explains this by saying that the word of God was held to be “beyond
human capacity for definitive exegesis”.
111 They both lived in the Gezira / White Nile are around 1670-80: fiAmmr b. fiAbd al-˘afı÷ (#148)
and M al-Qaddl w. al-Fara∂ı (#20).
112 Wad ∆ayf Allh, al-‡abaqt, 184.
113 Wad ∆ayf Allh, al-‡abaqt, #16.
114 Cf. A˛mad b. Idrıs, Rislat al-Radd fial ahl al-ra√y.
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TTTThhhheeee    SSSShhhhddddhhhhiiiillllıııı    ttttuuuurrrrnnnn
As noted above, Fakı ˘amad’s ancestors are commonly linked to the Qdiriyya. ˘amad
was one of a small number of Sudanese who departed from this tradition prior to the
mid-eighteenth century. It was apparently during his pilgrimage to Mecca that he was
first initiated into the Shdhilı path by an otherwise unknown Moroccan, Abü ’l-fiAbbs
fiAlı al-Darwı, said to have been a student of A˛mad b. Ma˛ammad b. “Nßir” al-Darfiı
(1647-1717).115

fiAlı al-Darwı has been mistaken for an Egyptian by the editors of the K al-‡abaqt (either from Darw,
or from the Nubian village of Dirr south of Aswn). According to Majdhübı tradition, however, he came
from Morocco.116 In Moroccan colloquial Arabic, the nisba ‘al-Darwı’ refers to someone from Wdı
Darfia (where the chief zwiya of the Nßiriyya is located), and by extension, “a southerner, a black”. In
Darw, on the other hand, no suitable saint with this name can be traced.117

In any case, fiAlı al-Darwı appears to have been a minor figure, and so Fakı ˘amad
strove to confirm his ijza by writing to someone whom he accepted as a true authority.
It is interesting to see to whom he turned for this confirmation: not a Sufi shaykh, but a
famous teacher of Mlikı fiqh at the Azhar in Cairo, fiAlı al-∑afiıdı al-fiAdawı (1700/1-
1775/6). fiAlı al-∑afiıdı was known as a doctor of the Law,118 not a mystic. Like most
scholars of his time, he was affiliated to a †arıqa — but that was the A˛madiyya
(Badawiyya), not the Shdhiliyya. Nevertheless, ˘amad wrote to him asking for a
Shdhilı ijza. Obviously, al-∑afiıdı was the highest living authority whom ˘amad
could think of and had access to.

The original of al-∑afiıdı’s letter answering Fakı ˘amad’s request is not preserved.
Three almost identical copies have found their way into public archives. They combine
al-∑afiıdı’s very short letter with some dhikr recommendation by various Moroccan
shaykhs (v.i.), followed by the ass and the silsila. This is the core of the letter:

“You are asking me for a permission (ijza) to use the adhkr and awrd handed down from
Sayyidun Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı. Now, while I am not worthy of being given [such a] permis-
sion — to say nothing of giving it myself — I nevertheless put you in touch with [al-Shdhilı’s]
rope, saying, ‘I gave you permission for it.’”119

115 al-‡abaqt, 188; A˛mad al-Sillwı, Dhayl al-‡abaqt, 62. On A˛mad b. Ma˛ammad b. “Nßir”,
see al-Ziriklı, al-Afilm, I, 241.
116 al-Wasıla, 7; Majdhüb Jall al-Dın, quoted in Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 17.
117 There is in fact a Shdhilı saint named fiAlı in Darw, but he clearly lived no earlier than the
nineteenth century (interviews, Darw, 19/08/86).
118 Cf. his gloss on Abü ’l-˘asan fiAlı’s commentary on Ibn Abı Zayd’s Risla (al-Jabartı, fiAj√ib, I,
476-79; al-Murdı, Silk al-durar, III, 206).
119 Translated from NRO, Misc. 1/25/352 (photocopy of a manuscript in the possession of the
Rıshb of Berber, copied in 1333: 1915/4). Other, incomplete copies are NRO, Misc. 1/33/778, pp. 72 r &
v (="Bergen, NI 262.13/123), and NRO, Misc. 1/33/778, p. 75 r (="Bergen, NI 265.13/126), both from the
collection al-Sda al-Majdhıb III, the originals of which are preserved in the mosque of fiAbd Allh al-
Naqar, al-Dmar. A slightly different version, based on a copy in the possession of the Azriqa of al-
Qa∂rif, is printed in fiAbd al-fiAzız Amın fiAbd al-Majıd, al-Tarbiyya, III, 44-5.
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Contrary to customary practice, no details are given as to what the †arıqa actually
consists of, no precise instructions as to which awrd and adhkr ˘amad should use.
This indicates that al-∑afiıdı viewed the ijza as a mere formality — he was not really
˘amad’s spiritual guide. ˘amad had come to know the Shdhiliyya from someone else
already. It is therefore all the more interesting that he wished to assure himself of the
rightfulness, the ‘orthodoxy’ of his new practice by obtaining the approval of the
Shaykh al-Mlikiyya.

The Dal√il al-khayrt
In practice, ˘amad’s espousal of the Shdhiliyya chiefly meant the adoption of a new
set of prayers for his regular devotional exercises. This was the famous Dal√il al-
khayrt wa-shawriq al-anwr fı dhikr al-ßal fial al-nabı al-mukhtr composed by
the Moroccan Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Abı Bakr b. Sulaymn al-Jazülı
(d."1465) of Gzüla in Süs.120 The Dal√il al-khayrt is a litany (wird) consisting of a
collection of prayers on the Prophet, in parts hypnotically repetitive, interspersed with
requests for guidance, well-being and moral strength; it is used especially, but not
exclusively, by Shdhilıs.121

The use of the Dal√il seems to have spread in the Sudan during the early part of the
eighteenth century, and it is not unlikely that al-Fakı ˘amad was influenced by this
trend. These are the Sudanese whom the ‡abaqt associates with the use of the Dal√il:

• The first was Abü ’l-˘asan b. ∑li˛ al-fi·dı (1660-1721) (#16), a Mlikı teacher in al-Fijeyja and
friend of fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Iseyd. He “carried the Dal√il in his hand and […] read them all day long”.
• The Ma˛ası Shaykh KhΩjalı b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn (1665/4-1742/3) was initiated into the Shdhiliyya
while on pilgrimage in 1737 — six years before his death — by a follower of Ma˛ammad b. “Nßir” al-
Darfiı.122 While continuing to spread his original Qdirı teachings to the general public, he adopted
Shdhilı litanies for his personal devotional exercises. If we believe Rziqb family tradition,123 he
taught the Dal√il to
• Shaykh ∑li˛ w. Bn al-Naq (#134), the most prominent Qdirı shaykh in the Sudan following the
death of Badawı w. Abü Dileyq (d. 1706). ∑li˛ lived not far from al-Dmar, and ˘amad used to visit
him. The regular reading of the Dal√il as well as prayer for the Prophet in general became very impor-

120 al-‡abaqt, 114, 188; “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb, fian bayn…; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib
7/11/86.
121 On al-Jazülı see Cornell, Mirrors of Prophethood. On the Dal√il al-khayrt, see also Meier,
“Kehrreim und ma˛y”, 474-9.
122 al-‡abaqt, ed. Yüsuf Fa∂l states that KhΩjalı “took the †arıq al-qawm from Shaykh A˛mad al-
Timbuktwı” in Mecca (p. 190); then on p. 195 says his Shdhilı shaykh was Ma˛ammad b. al-Nßir
(1602/3-1674). In view of the latter’s lifetime, this must be a misunderstanding. Even Ma˛ammad b.
“Nßir”’s son A˛mad had performed his last pigrimage by 1709; KhΩjalı must therefore have taken the
Shdhiliyya from one of their students (cf. A˛mad b. al-Shaykh “Nßir” al-Darfiı, al-Ri˛la al-˘ijziyya).
Al-Timbuktwı, on the other hand, probably gave him the Qdiriyya, the †arıqa most widely spread in
West Africa. Perhaps this happened in 1683, when young KhΩjalı went on pilgrimage for the first time.
123 al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, 16/6/90.
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tant to ∑li˛ — his daily bread, as tradition has it, was kisra, the Dal√il, and prayer for the Prophet.124

To this day, the Rziqb shaykhs are said to read the Dal√il regularly.
• Another of KhΩjalı’s students who read the Dal√il was ∆ayf Allh b. Mu˛ammad b. ∆ayf Allh
(1695-1768) (#136) of al-˘alfya, a devout Shdhilı who taught from 1718 onwards.
• fiAbd al-Wahhb w. Ab Quranı (#178) of Islnj, an island north of Omdurmn,125 seems to have
been a simple devotee, who practiced the Dal√il regularly and used to see the Prophet in his dream.
• Nüreyn w. Ab Qujja (#259), who lived in al-Mansı (north of al-Manqil) around 1760, was a pious
man who is portrayed as having continuously read the Dal√il and the Qur√n.

The Nßiriyya connection
Of particular interest is the origin of Fakı ˘amad’s Shdhilı path in the Moroccan
Nßiriyya, a reformist branch of the Shdhiliyya established by Ma˛ammad b. “Nßir”
Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. al-˘usayn b. Nßir b. fiAmr al-Darfiı al-Aghlfı (1602/3-
1674).126 Two other Sudanese share this link: Shaykh KhΩjalı (v.s.) and fiAbd Allh al-
Sharıf (a Moroccan from Fez who settled in ˘alfyat al-Mulük during the first half of
the eighteenth century).127

Ibn “Nßir” took the †rıqa from a local Tmgrütı teacher, fiAbd Allh b. ˘usayn al-
Raqiyy (d. 1635/6). Twice during his life he went on pilgrimage to the ˘ijz, and
during these travels he broadened his scholarly and Sufi links. He laid equal emphasis
on ÷hir and b†in, and attached great importance to complete adherence to the sunna of
the Prophet. He condemned the practice of sacrificing animals at saints’ tombs and the
use of musical instruments during dhikr; instead, he propagated a simple communal
prayer on the Prophet which was repeated 5,000-20,000 times on Thursday evenings
and Friday mornings; this ritual rapidly spread throughout the Süs and is still performed
today.128

It was the founder’s son, A˛mad b. Ma˛ammad b. “Nßir” al-Darfiı (1647-1717) who
seems to have played an important role in propagating this path abroad during his
travels. The biographies of both Fakı ˘amad and fiAbd Allh al-Sharıf explicitly
mention his name. Mecca played a role as a node of contact, but no more specific
information is available regarding the content and the circumstances of the transmission
of his path. There exists, however, a document containing various dhikr-recommen-

124 al-‡abaqt, 242.
125 The island is today called Jazırat al-Fakı al-Amın w. Umm ˘aqqeyn.
126 GAL II 462, S II 702. There is some disagreement about the reading of the name, ‘Ma˛ammad’; I
adopt it here from a local printing of his al-Dufi√ al-Nßirı (ed. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd Allh al-R.dnı;
printing undated; preface dated Rabat 1979). On the Nßiriyya, see Hammoudi, “Sainteté”; Mohamed El
Mansour, Morocco in the reign of Mawlay Sulayman, 161-72; Bodin, “La zaouia de Tamegrout”. On
A˛mad b. Ma˛ammad b. “Nßir” in particular, see GAL S II, 711; Lakhdar, La vie littéraire, 134-37.
127 Wad ∆ayf Allh, ‡abaqt, 310.
128 al-Dufi√ al-Nßirı, ed. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd Allh al-R.dnı; Meier, “Kehrreim und ma˛y”,
483-4. I found a copy of the Dufi√ al-Nßirı in the library of “al-Shaykh” al-Bashır in al-Dmar. It is,
however, not generally practiced by the Majdhıb today.
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dations by a number of Moroccan shaykhs which Fakı ˘amad may well have received
from the Moroccan who initiated him into the Shdhiliyya in Mecca. This is the text:

I have heard from one of our shaykhs [a few useful] sentences. Among them is what we know
from Sayyidı Ma˛ammad b. al-Shaykh fiAbd al-Qdir al-Fsı,129 who said: “Every Muslim should
devote special praise to the blessing of belief, saying 100 times, every day and night, ‘Praise be to
God for «There is no god but God»!’, in order to bind [the formula of belief] by [the expression of
his] gratitude and ensure [himself] from it being wrested [from him]”.

And Sayyidı Mu˛ammad al-fiAyyshı130 — one of those near to God (awliy√) who combined
learning and practice (fiilm & fiamal) — held that whosoever makes it his continual practice to say
every day 100 times, “Peace be upon you, O Prophet, and God’s mercy and blessings!”, God will
make him die as a believer and facilitate the exit of his soul.

And one of our shaykhs, Sayyidı Mu˛ammad al-˘urayshı,131 told us that one of the great
[shaykhs] had written down [a dhikr] he had used and profited from greatly, [and] that whosoever
invoked God with these four Names, followed by the entire formula of sincere devotion (kalimat
al-ikhlß): “O Opener, O Sufficient, O Enricher, O Maintainer, there is no god but God, our lord
Mu˛ammad is the messenger of God — may God bless him and give him peace!”, repeating this
for three days, will find a great blessing in it.

And the aforementioned Sayyidı Mu˛ammad al-fiAyyshı told us that whosoever makes it his
practice to recite, “Glory to thy Lord, the Lord of honour and power! [He is free] from what they
ascribe [to Him]! And peace on the apostles! And praise to God, the Lord and Cherisher of the
worlds”.132 three times after each prayer, God will accept his prayer and forgive his sin and
answer his plea (dufi√).

So I ask God Most High to let us reach what He loves and approves of, and therefore I request
this of you [?]. And I inform you, my lord, that I have become one of those of whom it is said:

By the life of your father, [unreadable]
But when the lands are shaken * and their vegetation dries out, [herds] are put to pasture on

[mere] straw.
And we ask God for pardon, beneficence, and peace.133

What was the significance of ˘amad’s turn to the Dal√il and the Shdhiliyya"/
Nßiriyya? According to a popular view widely held throughout the Muslim world and

129 Ma˛ammad (sic) b. fiAbd al-Qdir al-Fsı (1632-1704), an important filim from Fez, was
learned in “grammar, poetics, logic, ˛adıth, siyar, fiqh, Sufism, ußül al-dın and ußül al-fiqh”. He
composed a number of commentaries as well as independant works. Like his even more famous father, he
belonged to the Shdhilı tradition (al-Qdirı, Iltiq† al-durar, 261).
130 Abü fiAbd Allh Mu˛ammad al-fiAyyshı (c."1537-1641), a Sufi (student of fiAbd Allh b.
˘assün) who later in his life fought against the Portuguese. He is buried in Salé, and remembered as a
national hero (al-Qdirı, Nashr al-Mathnı, French tr. 1917, p. 1; al-Qdirı, Iltiq† al-durar, 113; cf. also
Lévi-Provençal, Historiens, 250, 348).
131 Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad al-˘urayshı (d. end of August 1691), a student first of ˘amdün al-
Mizwr, then of the Shdhilı master fiAbd al-Qdir al-Fsı (1599-1680). Later, he became a teacher at the
Qarawiyyın university in Fez. He wrote an (incomplete) commentary on Khalıl’s Mukhtaßar, as well as a
commentary on al-Tirmidhı’s Sham√il (al-Qdirı, Iltiq† al-durar, 261; Baÿdatlª, Hadiyyat al-firifın, II,
302).
132 Q 37: 180-182.
133 This piece is included in all extant copies of the document detailing Fakı ˘amad’s initiation into
the Shdhilı path, and which also contain the letter from al-∑afiıdı al-fiAdawı (v.s.). Both the structure of
the extant document and the fact that all the shaykhs mentioned here lived considerably earlier than al-
∑afiıdı make it clear that this list is not part of al-∑afiıdı’s letter itself.
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shared by the Majdhıb themselves, the Shdhiliyya is a more ‘learned’, ‘intellectual’,
‘sober’, and ‘refined’ path than the Qdiriyya, which is often seen as a †arıqa for the
common people. Linked to this image is the idea proposed by many authors that the
Shdhiliyya is generally urban-based and encourages “socially active and economically
productive lives” — “in short, a ‘bourgeois’ ethos”.134 The adoption of the Shdhiliyya
has been hypothetically interpreted as indicating a relative ‘worldly turn’, a
‘moralisation’ and ‘bourgeois’ mysticism, developments that might be linked to
processes of urbanisation.135 The Nßiriyya in particular has been portrayed in these
terms — “bourgeois”, urban-based, “orthodox” (or even, “ultra-orthodox”), in contrast
to the more rapturous (schwärmerisch) class of †arıqas (represented, for example, by
the fiˆswiyya) which had more followers among the poorer and rural classes.136

This standard image is so prominent that one must be careful not to take hypothesis for
fact. An analysis of social processes accompanying and possibly influencing ˘amad’s
move would have to proceed very carefully from documentary sources and is clearly
beyond the scope of this introductory outline. I would like to suggest, however, that
whether or not ‘real’ developments towards greater urbanisation and the emergence of a
‘bourgeois’ class took place in eighteenth-century al-Dmar, the stereotype image of the
Shdhiliyya as a more ‘learned’ and ‘refined’ †arıqa is clearly very old, and may itself
have influenced ˘amad’s decision — which would indicate that he cared for such
values.

The Nßiriyya has also been tentatively interpreted as a ‘post-sharıfian’ movement
asserting that not only ‘descendants of the Prophet’ (shuraf√), but all friends of
Mu˛ammad may have direct access to the Prophet (and therefore to salvation).137 If so,
this would signal a broadening and radicalisation of a development that began in
Morocco in the fifteenth century, a development which was initially linked to an asser-
tion of sharıfı excellence and which stressed the soteriological role of the Prophet and
Prophetic veneration. This movement goes back to al-Jazülı; it spread across the
Arabic-speaking Muslim world through al-Jazülı’s Dal√il al-khayrt.138

A particular emphasis on Prophetic veneration, the individual performance of litanies
rather than communal dhikr, a conscious emphasis on ‘learnedness’ and ‘orthodoxy’
(not least by reference to the Shaykh al-Mlikiyya) — these are some aspects that may

134 Wad ∆ayf Allh, al-‡abaqt, 190-201 (biography of Shaykh KhΩjalı); Winter, Society and
religion, 88-93; McHugh, Holymen, thesis-version 38 [dropped from the published version]); Baldick,
Mystical Islam, 158. The quotations are from McHugh who quotes Winter.
135 Stefan Reichmuth, letter to the author, 13 June 1992.
136 Van Ess, “Libanesische Miszellen, 6: Die Ya¸sru†ıya”, 6 (based on Kenneth Brown and Vincent
Crapanzano); Mohamed El Mansour, Morocco in the reign of Mawlay Sulayman, 161-2.
137 Katz, “Visionary experience”, 100.
138 Cornell, Mirrors of Prophethood.
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perhaps hold the key to ˘amad’s Shdhilı turn. To say more at the present state of
research would be premature.

AAAA    pppprrrréééécccciiiissss    ooooffff    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    lllliiiiffffeeee

Finally, a brief chronological outline of the life of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. What is
provided here is based on the following chapters; it is meant to give the reader some
basic points of orientation.

Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın b. al-Fakı ˘amad was born in 1795/6 in al-
Matamma, a trading centre and stronghold of the Safidb, the rulers of the Jafialiyyın.
His mother came from a trading family. Majdhüb received his primary Qur√nic educa-
tion in al-Matamma before pursuing further studies in the schools of his family in al-
Dmar. He then returned to al-Matamma to embark on a career as a Qur√nic teacher. In
1820, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı (1793-1853), a Meccan student of A˛mad b.
Idrıs (c. 1750-1837), came to the area in the course of his missionary tour of the Sudan.
Majdhüb decided to join him on his way back to the ˘ijz in 1821, thus avoiding the
Turco-Egyptian troops who were advancing up the Nile. Differences between the two
men led them to separate along the way, but Majdhüb went on the Mecca to meet
A˛mad b. Idrıs who was to exert a decisive influence on him, encouraging him in his
love for and absolute devotion to the Prophet. ‘Enraptured’ by this love (this is the
meaning of the Arabic, ‘majdhüb’), he decided to live in the Prophet’s Town, Medina,
rather than with the human mediator A˛mad b. Idrıs, and he always considered
Prophetic initiation by and continuous contact with the Prophet to be the basis of his
spiritual life. Due to this attitude, he was apparently much closer to A˛mad b. Idrıs’
own position than Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, who was repeatedly criticised by
his master for neglecting individual spiritual progress in favour of increasing the
number of his followers.

Majdhüb spent about eight years in Medina where he married and had children. He pur-
sued his studies both in the scholastic and the mystical disciplines, perhaps earning his
livelihood as a professional performer of Prophetic praise songs. Although he attracted
some followers (particularly from the eunuch guardians of the Prophet’s mausoleum,
and from among the artisan class), Majdhüb’s Medinese years are — to adopt his own
classification — characterised by Retreat (khalwa) rather than guidance (irshd).139

This emphasis was later reversed when Majdhüb felt urged “by the Prophet” to give up
his vita contemplativa in order to guide the people of his home country. In early January

139 al-Wasıla, 100{3}, 114{2}.
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1829, he left the ˘ijz and moved to Sawkin, a major African port on the Red Sea. It
was there that he made his most lasting direct impact. He established a lodge (zwiya)
and managed to obtain the support of sections of the population who were seeking to
improve their status and position. Through these alliances, promoted through inter-
marriage and by appointing members of these groups as his representatives upon his
departure after two years, he laid the basis for the Majdhıb’s successful expansion into
the Beja hinterland a generation later.

In February 1831, Majdhüb returned to the Nile, spending some time preaching in the
Berber area before moving to al-Dmar at the end of May. Apparently, he planned to
establish himself in al-Dmar, and local religious leaders were afraid that he might
usurp their inherited position. But Majdhüb’s early death on 8 July 1831 and the fact
that he left no sons put an end to these fears.

The community Majdhüb had left behind in Sawkin was led by local followers until
1853/4 when one of his nephews, M. al-‡hir Majdhüb [b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın]
(1832/3-1890), was brought from the Nile to succeed him as head of the Sawkin
zwiya. Shaykh al-‡hir and his son “al-Shaykh” Mu˛ammad Majdhüb (c. 1860-1930)
proved instrumental in rallying eastern Sudanese support to the cause of the Mahdist
uprising; the defeat of the Mahdiyya subsequently led to a decline in the Majdhıb’s
influence in the eastern Sudan.

In twentieth-century al-Dmar, Shaykh al-Majdhüb’s tomb (∂arı˛) replaced that of his
grandfather, Fakı ˘amad, as the most important focal point of religious veneration.
Since c. 1915 an anniversary celebration (˛awliyya) has been held for him in al-Dmar
on 27 Mu˛arram; since 1985 a smaller one has been celebrated in Sawkin (c. 29
Rajab). Majdhüb’s religious poetry and his four mawlids, regularly performed on these
and similar occasions, are a living heritage to his Prophet-centred piety.

AAAA    nnnnooootttteeee    oooonnnn    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    nnnnaaaammmmeeee

The name of our protagonist exists in several different forms — nothing unusual in the
society in which he lived.140 Later texts of the Majdhübı tradition mostly give it as
‘Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb’. In his own poems and letters, however, he consistently calls
himself ‘Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’. I have therefore generally adopted the shorthand
‘Majdhüb’ instead of ‘al-Majdhüb’. The article al- apparently appears at a later stage,
when simple Majdhüb turned into the Majdhüb, particularly in the form, al-Shaykh al-
Majdhüb; at the same time, it may be reflecting an emphasis of the norms of classical,

140 Cf. Schimmel, Islamic names.
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literary Arabic (the Arabic article al- is often dropped from names in communities
speaking ti-Be∂wyεt or Sudanese colloquial Arabic).

Another form of the name is not indigenous: ‘Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-∑aghır’ (or,
‘al-∑ughayyir’). This form (or a variant thereof) is common in many secondary sources;
it originates, however, from a misunderstanding by outsiders. They were told about two
persons called ‘Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb’; to distinguish between them, informants
designated them as ‘the elder’ (al-kabır), the father of Fakı ˘amad, and ‘the younger’
(al-ßaghır), Fakı ˘amad’s grandson. These designations were (and still are) situational;
they are only used when one wants to distinguish between the two, and are not to be
understood as part of the personal name.



PART ONE

IMAGES
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I EXTERNALISING ISLAM

or THE LIMITS OF RECEIVED WISDOM
Lessons of a case study

I shall begin my study of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb with a look at his ‘image’ as constructed
in several texts that have become standard works of reference for Sudanese history.
Using his example as a case in point, I shall interrogate critically some of the claims and
methods of this literature. This should not be mistaken for a general overview of
Sudanese historiography. Such overviews have been given elsewhere, and of necessity
they have often had to sacrifice close attention to detail for breadth of scope.1 The
exercise I propose to undertake here is different. I will trace the fate of one particular
religious leader through two centuries of historiographical writing. As indicated, the
man was of some importance; his literary output was unprecedented both in quantity
and in quality. His kin — the Majdhıb — are equally renowned; they served as a prime
model in the study of religious leadership in the Sudan, the emergence of towns, and the
causes of the Mahdist uprising. One would expect that such a longstanding interest
should have yielded some measure of reliable knowledge about Majdhüb and the
Majdhıb. Unfortunately, this is hardly the case. The following analysis of pertinent
writings will deconstruct the ways in which they arrived at their views and conclusions,
and demonstrate how far we still are from reliable ground on which to build grander
syntheses.2

1 See, for example, Kapteijns/Spaulding, “Orientalist paradigm”; Kapteijns, “Historiography”;
Abdullahi Ali Ibrahim, “Sudanese historiography”; Yusuf Fadl, “Some aspects”; Sanderson, “Modern
Sudan”; Hill, “Historical writings”.
2 For a comparable exercise in deconstructing historical ‘facts’ based on obscure sources but
“canonized by generations of repetition”, see Curtin, Atlantic slave trade, Chapter 1 (“The slave trade and
the numbers game”).
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TTTThhhheeee    nnnniiiinnnneeeetttteeeeeeeennnntttthhhh    cccceeeennnnttttuuuurrrryyyy::::    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnneeeesssseeee    ttttrrrraaaaddddiiiittttiiiioooonnnnssss

[[[[1111888800004444]]]]::::    WWWWaaaadddd    ∆∆∆∆aaaayyyyffff    AAAAllllllllhhhh,,,,    KKKKiiiittttbbbb    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡aaaabbbbaaaaqqqqtttt
The fakı as the apogee of history

The earliest3 example of indigenous Sudanese historiography, Mu˛ammad al-Nür WAD

∆AYF ALL◊H’s (1726-1809/10) Kitb al-‡abaqt fı khußüß al-awliy√ wa’l-ßli˛ın
wa’l-fiulam√ wa’l-shufiar√ fı ’l-Südn is a collection of 281 biographies, chiefly of
Sufis and scholars (with a substantial overlap).4 Written in about 1804 and directly
modeled on al-Shafirnı’s (1492-1565) famous ‡abaqt al-kubr, Wad ∆ayf Allh’s
work was the first stocktaking and self-representation by a member of a social category
— the fakıs — who had emerged in the Sudan since about 1500 and who were now
reviewing their successful rise to prominence over a period of 300 years.5 Twentieth-
century scholars have extensively drawn on this book in their reconstruction of pre-
nineteenth-century Sudanese history.

3 “There was nothing written of our forebears and our forebears’ forebears in this regard — there
were only the reports current among the people” (‡abaqt, 34, tr. McHugh, Holymen, 208). The K al-
‡abaqt was first presented to the English-speaking public by MacMichael in 1922 (History of the Arabs
in the Sudan, II, 217-323) and Hillelson in 1923 (“‡abaqt Wad ∆ayfallh”). The Arabic text was first
published in Cairo in 1930 in two different editions; an excellent critical edition was prepared by Yüsuf
Fa∂l ˘asan in 1970 (see ALA I, 23-4). For recent discussions of this work, see Scholz, Fakis; McHugh,
Holymen, 203-12; and Bushr Jbir ˘amad, Wad ∆ayf Allh as a historian.
4 McHugh classifies about two thirds of Wad ∆ayf Allh’s biographies as Sufis, and an equal
proportion as fiulam√. The overlap is significant; as McHugh emphasises, “even a tripartite classification
of Sufi, filim and Sufi/filim would imply a sharpness of distinction that does not exist in the record”,
which rather “represents a continuum, a shading of orientations and qualifications” (McHugh, Holymen,
thesis version 1986, p. 40).
5 Title and headers of the book seem to imply a manifold social categorisation: Wad ∆ayf Allh
speaks of awliy√, ßli˛ın, fiulam√, nobility (nujab√), poets, kings [sic, though none are actually
included], shaykhs of religion, and notables (afiyn) (cf. MacHugh, Holymen, 209). The actual choice of
individuals and their mixed presentation in the biographies shows, however, that the author clearly
thought of the persons whose lives he described as belonging to a single, distinct social category (which it
has become common to call, ‘fakıs’). This category can surely be differentiated internally; what was more
important, however, was its portrayal as group of people belonging together and the boundary vis-à-vis
other groups who were categorically omitted from the book — kings and nobility, peasants, nomads,
merchants or slaves. The passing reference in a header to kings and noblemen may be interpreted as a
recognition of their social prominence, or the remnants thereof. But Wad ∆ayf Allh clearly viewed the
fakıs as the most important factor in the development of his country, as the standard bearers of knowledge
and learning. They had, according to this view, brought about a change from a state of ignorance to a
state of knowledge, namely, of Islamic Law and an Islamic way of life, and by 1800 Wad ∆ayf Allh felt
able to memorialise the success of their endeavors.
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The book was written when Majdhüb was a child; it includes an entry on his
grandfather which is translated here because it has been an important reference point
ever since its rediscovery by Trimingham in 1946 (v.i.):

“˘amad b. al-Majdhüb memorised the Qur√n under al-Faqıh ˘amad b. al-Faqıh fiAbd al-Mjid
and studied KHALˆL and al-Risla with al-Faqıh Mu˛ammad [b.] Madanı b. Mu˛ammad and with
al-Qarrı / al-Qarry / al-Fazrı, and theology (fiilm al-kalm) with al-˘jj Safid. He made the
pilgrimage to Mecca and was initiated in the [Sufi] Path by (salaka al-†arıq fial) al-Shaykh fiAlı
al-Darwı, a student (tilmıdh) of Sayyidı A˛mad b. Nßir, the Shdhilı. He established himself as a
teacher of all arts (funün = Latin ‘artes’), [and guided people through] formal legal opinions
(fatw), legal rulings (a˛km), and the pursuit of the Sufi path (al-sulük fı †arıq al-qawm) in a
most astonishing way; he was indifferent to worldly matters (zuhd), steadily remembered God
(dhikr), regularly practiced the Dal√il al-khayrt, and looked after the general welfare of the
Muslims.

God opened to him the hearts of all, high and low (afi†hu Allh al-qubül al-tmm fiind al-khßß
wa’l-fimm). He frequently interceded with princes and kings, [especially the] Jafial,6 and his inter-
cession was not rejected for he who rejected it would be quickly blighted. In outward appearance
he was light-brown and of medium height, almost tall, and he had a mighty beard; it was as if
every hair in it said, ‘This truly is a friend of God, by God!” He was one of those who combined
jurisprudence (fiqh) and Sufism (taßawwuf).

He died — may God be pleased with him — in [eleven hundred and] ninety [1776/7], aged
eighty-five, and is buried in al-Dmar; his tomb is an eminent and shining place of pious visits.
His son and successor (khalıfa) A˛mad is his equal in learning and piety (fı ’l-fiilm wa’l-dın), and
in looking after the general welfare of the Muslims.”7

[[[[1111888833338888]]]]    &&&&    1111888844447777::::    [[[[TTTThhhheeee    FFFFuuuunnnnjjjj    CCCChhhhrrrroooonnnniiiicccclllleeee,,,,    ‘‘‘‘FFFFiiiirrrrsssstttt’’’’    aaaannnndddd    ‘‘‘‘SSSSeeeeccccoooonnnndddd    RRRReeeecccceeeennnnssssiiiioooonnnnssss’’’’]]]]
Miracles in history

The body of manuscripts commonly referred to as the ‘Funj chronicle’ (for lack of a
proper title in the manuscripts themselves) is “the only major extant historical chronicle
from the Nilotic Sudan”. Its history remains to be established; stemmata have been
proposed, but a critical edition is not yet available.8 The various extant versions have
been grouped together into four recensions all apparently dating from the the period
after the end of the Funj kingdom in 1821. The ‘First Recension’ is attributed to A˛mad
b. al-˛jj Abü fiAlı (1785/4 - after 1837), known as Ktib al-Shüna (“clerk of the
[government] granary”). He appears to have been a member of the merchant élite from
the Gezira who were able to improve their socio-economic position through pragmatic

6 “al-mulük wa’l-sal†ın”, in a Sudanese context, evokes the local ruling nobility (makk) and the
heads of the Funj central government (sul†n). “Jafial” may refer either to the Jafialiyyın, or it may be read
as belonging to the subsequent phrase, “wa-jufiila l turadd lahu shaffia”. The first option has been
accepted here as the lectio difficilior.
7 Wad ∆ayf Allh, ‡abaqt, 187-8; cf. the partial translation by Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan,
198.
8 For a preliminary overview, see ALA I, 42-5; for a recent discussion of the work, see McHugh,
Holymen, 217-26. The draft of the critical edition prepared by Yüsuf Fa∂l ˘asan is nearing completion;
Peter M. Holt plans to translate this into English.
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accomodation with the Turco-Egyptian invaders of 1821. The author mentions “no
informants at all […] for the period of Turco-Egyptian rule, and indeed the types of
information he provides are such as an administrative officer in the capital, Khartoum,
would be likely to know at first hand”.9 Ktib al-Shüna may have lived and worked in
Berber for some time.10 His account shows how rapidly Majdhüb had become famous
after his death:

“In the year 1247 [1831/2] […] died the excellent friend (walı) of God, the model of perfection,
who combined realisation of True Reality (˛aqıqa) and of the Law (sharıfia), whose wondrous
exploits (karmt)11 are manifest and whose saintship (walya) shines forth, and about whom the
poet said,

Time took an oath to come forth with the like of him
‘Time, you have broken your oath, so atone for it!’12

This man was al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, the scion of al-Shaykh ˘amad
Abü Diqn,13 may God Most High benefit us through him.14 He had joined al-Sayyid Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn [al-Mırghanı]15 before staying in Medina the Radiant (may God give the best of bless-
ings and peace on the one who rests there) for some time. He turned from the Khatmiyya †arıqa to
the Shdhiliyya, the †arıqa of his forefathers. Someone told me that he had heard him saying that
this change occurred with the permission of the Prophet (on whom be peace).16

Many people from his village witnessed his wondrous exploits (karmt) when he came to al-
Dmar. He could tell all who approached him what they had in mind17; he established the location
of tombs that had fallen into oblivion before his fathers were born; and someone who had been
present at this particular incident told me that [Majdhüb] fed them18 sugar from the tomb and all
who were present ate from it.19

9 McHugh, Holymen, 223. My translation of the extracts from the “First Recension” is based on
the version published by al-Sh†ir Bußaylı from a manuscript ending in 1838. Important differences
between this and the ‘Second Recension’ (v.i.; quoted from the Nottingham MS) are highlighted in the
footnotes. Generally, the Nottingham MS shows more colloquialisms and more grammatical errors than
the version published by Bußaylı.
10 Anders Bjørkelo, personal communication.
11 The Nottingham MS has karma, in the singular.
12 The Nottingham MS omits the poetry.
13 Both Bußaylı and the Nottingham MS have, ‘A˛mad Abü Diqn’. This must, however, be
amended, as the reference is to the father of Qamar al-Dın, Fakı ˘amad Abü Diqn b. Mu˛ammad al-
Majdhüb (1694/3-1776/7).
14 Nottingham MS : “through all of them”.
15 The Nottingham MS omits, “He had joined al-Sayyid Mu˛ammad fiUthmn”. This is probably a
slip, since the sentence continues with ‘thumma’ which makes no sense in the narrative of the
Nottingham MS.
16 Cf. al-Wasıla, 100{2}, where the Prophet chooses the Shdhiliyya for Majdhüb. The second half
of this paragraph differs considerably in the Nottingham MS (v.i.).
17 Bußaylı uses, ‘murd’; the Nottingham MS has, ‘∂amır’.
18 Nottingham MS: “him”.
19 This is the most famous of several anecdotes told of Majdhüb identifying forgotten tombs; see
further below, Chapter VII.
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Similarly, when he came to Berber he enquired about the tomb of al-Shaykh al-Mißrı20 which
he had never seen; [he was led to the cemetary] and when he approached it he went ahead of the
other people and walked until he stood right in front of it.21

Another [of his miracles] is that one day he was22 performing Prophetic praise songs when he
fell into a trance state (˛la). He had a cup of coffee in his hand which he threw into the air, full as
it was; it fell down upright and no drop was spilled, and when he awoke [from his trance] he drank
it.23

And there is a famous story [which goes like this]: One hot summer day, people assembled to
perform the noon-prayer with him. [It was so hot that24] they could not bear standing. No sooner
did [the Shaykh25] come out than clouds gathered26 and it became cooler27, and so they per-
formed the prayer.28 I have not reported the story properly because I do not know [all its details],
but [have mentioned it nonetheless] for the sake of the blessing which lies in their [sc. the saints’]
encomia.29

And when he crossed over to visit the Ghubush fakıs on the West bank [of the Nile], and the
time for prayer came, they made him lead it. The second call for prayer was given, and just as he
was about to commence, he turned around and called al-˛jj ˘amad al-Ma√mün30 and said to him,
‘A breeze has come to you; beware of it!’ It is said that from this very hour, they both fell ill.31

[Majdhüb] wrote a number of works that testify to his excellence; among them a commentary
on the Sham√il [of al-Tirmidhı] and others32.”33

This account reveals how problematical it is to draw a distinction between
‘hagiography’ and ‘historiography’ in the historical writings of the time. Most of what
is reported here is also included in the hagiography of Majdhüb (on which see below,
Cahpter II). The Ktib al-Shüna was not, however, a member of the Shaykh’s family
trying to enhance his ancestor’s reputation, but merely a pious Muslim living in the
capital who for his chronicle collected information about outstanding religious figures
of his time. It is striking to see how his limited information-base influenced his account.

20 On the problems surrounding the identity of this “tomb of al-Shaykh al-Mißrı”, see below,
Chapter V.
21 Compare al-Wasıla 178{6}, where it is not the tomb, but the bed which Majdhüb recognised
after returning from the graveyard withouth having ever seen it before. See also ib., 179{1}.
22 The Nottingham MS adds, “happily”.
23 This famous story is told in four different versions in al-Wasıla: 158{8}, 159{1}, 182{1},
194{2}.
24 From the Nottingham MS.
25 From the Nottingham MS.
26 The Nottingham MS adds: “in front of the sun”.
27 The Nottingham MS adds: “and there was lots of shadow”.
28 The Nottingham MS adds: “behind him”. This incident reputedly occurred in Rs al-Wdı; see
al-Wasıla, 181{2}.
29 Nottingham MS: “I have only mentioned this story for the sake of the blessing which lies in his
encomia”.
30 The Nottingham MS erroneously has, “A˛mad al-Ma√mün”.
31 This story is not recorded in al-Wasıla. ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın b. al-Fakı ˘amad (b. c.
1760/70) was Majdhüb’s cousin and one of the leaders of al-Dmar at the time. The anecdote suggests
that both he and Majdhüb died of the same illnes, which may have been cholera (see Chapter V).
32 Nottingham MS: “and other books and praise songs; may God benefit us all through him. His
encomia require five or six quires [to be written down].”
33 Makh†ü†at Ktib al-Shüna, ed. Bußaylı, 111-12.
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A comparison with al-Wasıla shows that all six anecdotes included in the Makh†ü†a
refer to incidents that occurred in the area of al-Dmar and Berber; the author knows
nothing of Majdhüb’s stay in Sawkin. We can therefore reasonably conclude that his
informant came from Berber or al-Dmar. Of the six stories, one is not included in al-
Wasıla, and one is only reported anonymously. The remaining four, however, are all
told there on the authority of Abü Bakr b. al-˛jj al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı, a man obvi-
ously from the Berber area but not otherwise identifiable; he is also the source of the
story where the Prophet chooses the Shdhiliyya for Majdhüb.34 The data-base is too
small to conclude that al-Bakhıtwı was also an informant for Ktib al-Shüna, but it is
likely that there was a ‘Berber tradition’ of stories about Majdhüb on which the
‘chronicler’ and the ‘hagiographer’ drew in a similar way.35

Not much is known of the author of the ‘Second Recension’ of the Funj Chronicle,
A˛mad al-˛jj Mu˛ammad Janql, except that he was a Shyqı and probably a faqıh.
His account of Majdhüb is fairly similar to that given by Ktib al-Shüna, but there is
one significant addition:

“In the year 1247 [1831/2] […] died […] al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, the
scion of al-Shaykh [˘amad] Abü Diqn, may God Most High benefit us through all of them. Then
[sic] the said one stayed in Medina the Radiant for a while. He turned from the the †arıqa of the
Khatmiyya to that of the Shdhiliyya, and he really and undoubtedly experienced a major break-
through to a very high level of understanding (˛aßal al-fat˛ al-fia÷ım). His master (shaykh) who led
him there (awßalahu) was Sayyidı Ibrhım al-Suwaydı with permission [sic]. He then took to al-
Shaykh Mu˛ammad Majdhüb and also al-Shaykh Amın they all reached God Most High [sic].36

Al-Suwaydı said to Sayyidı Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, ‘I entrust you (amraka usniduhu) to Sayyidı
A˛mad b. Idrıs because there is no one like him37 in our time. So he entrusted him to the said
A˛mad. Someone told me that he had heard him saying that this change occurred with the permis-
sion of the Prophet (on whom be peace). [There follow the karmt translated above].”38

New information on Majdhüb’s teachers is included here. The first version had por-
trayed Majdhüb as a former follower of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı who in
Medina left the Khatmiyya to return to the †arıqa of his ancestors; this happened “by
permission of the Prophet”. The second version, while not completely clear about the
reasons for Majdhüb’s return to the Shdhiliyya, at least attributes the major spiritual
breakthrough that he experienced in Medina to the influence of Ibrhım al-Suwaydı
who then directed him to A˛mad b. Idrıs. The interpolation of two new authorities in
the original narrative caused the Prophet’s permission to be split between Majdhüb’s
abandonment of the Khatmiyya and his turn to A˛mad b. Idrıs.

34 al-Wasıla, 100{2}.
35 A˛mad b. al-˛jj Abü fiAlı may have lived and worked in Berber for a time.
36 The sentence is corrupted: thumma akhadha il al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad Majdhüb wa-kadhlika
al-Shaykh al-Amın kulluhum min al-wßilın il Allh Tafil.
37 Colloquial: m fı mithluh.
38 Nottingham MS, 125-6.
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The attribution of Majdhüb’s fat˛ to the influence of Ibrhım al-Suwaydı — “by order
of the Prophet”— can also be found in the hagiography, al-Wasıla.39 It is recounted
there on the authority of A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim, son of a prominent Shfifiı
teacher in Sawkin who became one of the closest followers of Majdhüb.40 A˛mad b.
fiAbd al-Qdir is also one of the hagiographer’s two main informants on Majdhüb’s
relationship with A˛mad b. Idrıs, of which he learned from al-Amın [al-Kitaybı],
Majdhüb’s most intimate companion and the only one of his Sudanese followers who
had already been with him to the ˘ijz, who became his first khalıfa in Sawkin — and
who curiously makes an appearance, without further context, in the passage quoted
above.41 Contrary to the Funj Chronicle, al-Wasıla nowhere says that Ibrhım al-
Suwaydı directed Majdhüb to A˛mad b. Idrıs; but A˛mad fiAbd al-Qdir tells one anec-
dote of A˛mad b. Idrıs directing an unnamed man to Majdhüb with the words, “You
will find what you seek with him (˛jatuka fiindahu)!”42

These parallels make it likely that the author of the ‘Second Recension’ included in his
version material that can be traced to a ‘Sawkin tradition’ of reports about Majdhüb.
How he obtained his information, and what the exact relationship is between his version
and the Wasıla, cannot be reconstructed exactly. A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim may
have provided a link. He travelled to al-Dmar during Majdhüb’s lifetime; this was
probably not his only trip, and he may have visited the capital as well. Whatever the
details, it is reasonably safe to say that fifteen years after Majdhüb’s death, stories of his
wondrous exploits were being told in Khartoum that derived from the (partly indepen-
dent) narrative traditions of both Berber/al-Dmar and Sawkin.

1111888866663333    &&&&    1111888877770000ssss::::    [[[[TTTThhhheeee    FFFFuuuunnnnjjjj    CCCChhhhrrrroooonnnniiiicccclllleeee,,,,    ‘‘‘‘TTTThhhhiiiirrrrdddd’’’’    aaaannnndddd    ‘‘‘‘FFFFoooouuuurrrrtttthhhh    RRRReeeecccceeeennnnssssiiiioooonnnnssss’’’’]]]]
History against hagiography

Al-Zubayr wad ∆awwah w. fiAbd al-Qdir w. al-Zayn (1826? - c. 1882/3), the author of
the ‘Third Recension’ of the Funj Chronicle, descended from the Yafiqübb, one of the
two most prominent and long-established clans of religious notables in the Gezira. He
and his father, however, “made their names as secular notables”.43 His father had
submitted to Turkish rule in 1826/7 and had been appointed the foremost native repre-

39 al-Wasıla, 100{1}. See further, Chapter III.
40 For details, see Chapter V.
41 See further, Chapters III and V. Al-Amın’s/A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir’s stories are reported in al-
Wasıla, 110{3}, 112{2-3}. The second source of stories in al-Wasıla describing Majdhüb’s relationship
to A˛mad b. Idrıs was Ibrhım al-Rashıd (1813-74); see al-Wasıla, 13, 108{2-5}, 116{2}. Two individual
stories are told on the authority of people who can no longer be exactly identified (105{1}, 115{1}); one
is told anonymously (116{1}).
42 al-Wasıla, 112{2}.
43 McHugh, Holymen, 224.
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sentative (shaykh al-mashyikh) of the district of Sinnr; he became a close advisor to
several Turco-Egyptian governor-generals.44 Al-Zubayr’s relationship to the govern-
ment was more problematic. He lived in Cairo for some years, working for the Ministry
of Interior at one point, but found himself in custody or forced exile at other times. In
1860/1, he returned to the Sudan where he held several official posts before falling from
public grace after the outbreak of the Mahdist revolt; apparently, he was murdered on
orders from on high.45

Al-Zubayr’s entry on Majdhüb is much shorter than the previous versions:

“In the year 1247 [1831/2] […] died the righteous man, al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b.
Qamar al-Dın b. al-Shaykh ˘amad w. al-Majdhüb and was buried in al-Dmar. Wondrous stories
are told about him (kn ß˛ib karmt). He wrote a commentary on al-Khaß√iß and composed
poems in praise of the Prophet. God rest his soul.”46

This account is obviously a sharply cut-down version of an earlier recension. It is note-
worthy for excising all that might be considered ‘hagiographical’, leaving only the bare
frame of the original description. Al-Zubayr was clearly uncomfortable with describing
the subject of his entry (here for the first time called, ‘al-Majdhüb’) as a saint (walı
Allh), so he presented him as a mere rajul ßli˛; and he could not get himself to report
a single karma. This attitude bears a striking resemblance to that of European empiri-
cist historians of the time who strove to distance themselves from adulatory
‘hagiographical’ writing (v.i.).

This development is carried to the extreme in the ‘Fourth Recension’ written by Ibrhım
[b. Mu˛ammad b.] fiAbd al-Dfifi (c. 1800-1882) and continued by al-Amın al-∆arır
(1816/5-1885), leading members of a circle of Sudanese scholars and poets flourishing
under Egyptian patronage. The following is from a version written after 1289: 1872/3 in
which only one sentence remains:

“In the year 1247 [1831/2] […] died the excellent Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb Qamar al-Dın b. al-
Shaykh ˘amad w. al-Majdhüb and was buried in al-Dmar.”47

44 Hill, Biographical Dictionary, 15; Idris Salim & McHugh, “Sitt Nasra”, 5-6.
45 ALA I, 43-4; Hill, Biographical Dictionary, 15, 390.
46 [al-Zubayr w. ∆awwah]: “Histoire du Soudan Égyptien”, Paris (BN), MS ar. 5069, f. 35r.
47 NRO, Misc., 1/15/19 = Trıkh mulük al-Südn, ed. Makkı Shibeyka, 30 (the latter has, ‘˘amad
al-Majdhüb’).
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1111888866668888////77772222::::    MMMMuuuu˛̨̨̨aaaammmmmmmmaaaadddd    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡hhhhiiiirrrr    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb,,,,    aaaallll----WWWWaaaassssııııllllaaaa    iiiillll    ’’’’llll----mmmmaaaa††††llllüüüübbbb
The ‘definitive’ hagiography

The ‘definitive’ hagiography of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, compiled by his nephew and
successor in Sawkin, Mu˛ammad ‡hir (1832/3-1890), was completed in 1862 and
first published in Cairo in 1872. It will be dealt with in the next chapter.

1111888899990000::::    AAAA˛̨̨̨mmmmaaaadddd    ““““IIIIbbbbnnnn    IIIIddddrrrrııııssss””””    aaaallll----NNNNaaaaßßßßaaaayyyy˛̨̨̨,,,,    aaaallll----IIIIbbbbnnnnaaaa    aaaallll----nnnnüüüürrrriiiiyyyyyyyyaaaa    ffffıııı    sssshhhhaaaa√√√√nnnn    ßßßß˛̨̨̨iiiibbbb    aaaallll----
††††aaaarrrrııııqqqqaaaa    aaaallll----KKKKhhhhaaaattttmmmmiiiiyyyyyyyyaaaa
The rival view

This self-portrayal of the Khatmiyya was written in Sawkin at the request of the colo-
nial government at the height of the Mahdist wars in the Eastern Sudan. It emphasises
the tensions between the Khatmiyya (who recognised the authority of the Egyptian
government) and the Majdhıb (who, in the Eastern Sudan, were the main religious
supporters of the Mahdist cause):

“[…] Then the Master [Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı …] came to […] al-Matamma […]
where he stayed […] close to a year. All the inhabitants hastened to join him, and the most promi-
nent scholar there, al-Shaykh al-Rayya˛, submitted to him and followed his path (salaka fialayhi
al-†arıq), and ordered his followers (atbfiahu) to take from [al-Mırghanı]. […] Among the
students (talmidha) of this Shaykh [al-Rayya˛] who took the †arıqa from [Mu˛ammad fiUthmn]
was […] al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb […]. [When Mu˛ammad fiUthmn left al-Matamma, al-Majdhüb]
accompanied him and stayed with him and did not part with him until they reached Mecca and
Medina toghether, and [until there] happened what happened.

[…]
Among those who under his influence broke through to a higher level of understanding (mim-

man futi˛a lahu fial yadihi) […] was al-khalıfa al-Majdhüb — a godly man (min al-rijl al-
abrr).”48

“The followers of [Mu˛ammad fiUthmn] in Sawkin were the last in the Sudan to take from him
[…], because at first he had delivered Sawkin (sallamah) to his student (tilmıdh), al-Shaykh al-
Majdhüb, who had been one of his first khalıfas, those who had taken the †arıqa from him in al-
Matamma and Shendi as we have seen. [Majdhüb] was among his most important followers, those
who after completing their education became guides and proselytisers themselves (balaghü il
maqm al-irshd wa’l-difiya il Allh tafil). After his separation (infißl) from the Master,
[Majdhüb] set himself up [in Sawkin] with great success. The inhabitants followed him, both the
people of distinction and the commoners (inqdat ilayhi ahluh khußüßan wa-fiumüman), and
almost all (kulluhum ill al-ndir) became his students (talmidha). But after he moved back to
his ancestral place on the Nile, certain things happened that ill befit proper behaviour towards the
Master, and so [al-Majdhüb] died right away, and all the members (ahl) of the †arıqa came to
know of his lack of propriety towards the Master (fiadam adabihi mafia al-ustdh). He wrote a
splendid commentary on the Master’s [poetry collection] Mad˛ al-Barrq which deserves to be
held in high regard; God shows mercy on His servants.49 The khalıfa al-∑fı50 told me that he

48 A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 79-83.
49 That Majdhüb wrote a commentary on Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı’s most popular dıwn
is also asserted in al-Wasıla, 93. A copy of such a commentary, attributed to “Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb”,

(cont’d)
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heard the Master saying with regard to [al-Majdhüb], ‘If he saw how badly his followers act
toward us, he would wash his hands of them!’ He passed away in his village on the Nile a few
months after his arrival there from Sawkin.”51

Two things are particularly striking in this account: Majdhüb’s subordination to
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, and the hostility between the two shaykhs and their followers.
Since the Khatmı author portrays Mu˛ammad fiUthmn as the ultimate master, no
mention is made of Majdhüb’s relationship to those under whose influence he came
later (Ibrhım al-Suwaydı and A˛mad b. Idrıs).52 Instead, Majdhüb’s fat˛ is claimed as
having come about under Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s influence, something which clearly
contradicts our earlier sources. That Mu˛ammad fiUthmn liked to regard Majdhüb as
his khalıfa (over whom he had the power of command) is also suggested in another
account.53 Majdhüb’s success in Sawkin could thus be indirectly attributed to
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn who had “delivered” Sawkin to his deputy. Then there happened
‘certain bad things’, left ominously vague, and “so he died right away”: Majdhüb’s
death is interpreted almost as a direct consequence of the split with his master. A
noticeable tension persists, however, in the Ibna between the attempt to portray
Majdhüb as an excellent student of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn and the necessity to account
for the enmity between the Khatmiyya and the Shdhiliyya. In the end, this enmity is

exists in the Archivio Storico of the Italian Foreign Ministry in Rome; it is entitled, Masarrat arw˛ al-
fiushshq fial ˛all alf÷ al-Nür al-barrq fı mad˛ al-Rasül al-mißdq. This manuscript, however, makes
the suspicious claim that the original commentary was completed on Tuesday morning, 30 ∑afar 1231 [30
Jan. 1816]. This can hardly be correct; at that time, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn had barely started his tour of
the Sudan (he probably was still in Dongola), and no other source contains any indication that Majdhüb
met him so early. The most likely year of their encounter is 1820. Further, the author says that the com-
mentary was written in Medina; Majdhüb stayed there from about 1821 to 1828. It is also suspicious that
the author in this MS calls himself ‘Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-Khatmı’. In all his other writings, he uses
the form, ‘Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’; the definite article generally occurs only in other people’s references to
Majdhüb. We cannot therefore not exclude the possibility that the commentary (or at least the version at
hand) was forged by a member of the Khatmiyya to demonstrate Majdhüb’s allegiance to Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn who is extolled in the highest possible way in the introduction. After all, the Rome MS was
completed only in in 1325: 1907/8 by Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad fiAlı fiAbd al-Wahhb, seemingly a
Yemeni Khatmı. That a commentary by Majdhüb on Nür al-barrq is mentioned in al-Wasıla does not
necessarily disprove the hypothesis outlined above; the Wasıla includes in its list of Majdhüb’s works a
title that was demonstrably written by another author (Munabbiht al-istifidd; see ALA I, pp. 255-6).
50 Mu˛ammad GΩl al-∑fı b. Abü Bakr of the Art˙ga (b. c. 1826/7) was the first and leading
Khatmı khalıfa in Sawkin and head of the Zwiyat al-Anwr (or zwiyat al-Müsey) there, located next to
Majdhüb’s lodge. He was only 17-18 years old in 1260: 1844 when he received his ijza, shortly after
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn had appointed his son al-˘asan (1820-1868/9) to head the administrative structure
of the Khatmiyya in the Sudan (A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 110-11; ‡h Mu˛ammad Safid
‡h, 23/11/87, 7; I intend to publish the ijza in Sudanic Africa). Al-∑fı (so named by Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn) was member of a committee that decided to expel fiUthmn Diqna and his family from
Sawkin after his attempted uprising during the fiUrbı revolt (Jackson, Osman Digna, 22). See also
Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, ed. Abü Salım, 39.
51 A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 108-9.
52 New information, on the other hand, is provided on Majdhüb’s teacher prior to Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn.
53 Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, in Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 38, 54.
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attributed to the ill behaviour of Majdhüb’s followers; the contradiction of this last
effort to clear Majdhüb’s name with the accusation given before is left unsolved.

The Ibna remained in manuscript for a hundred years; it was not used by historians
until the 1980s, and had therefore no impact on the image of Majdhüb that emerged in
the meantime.

CCCCoooolllloooonnnniiiiaaaallll    hhhhiiiissssttttoooorrrriiiiooooggggrrrraaaapppphhhhyyyy

1111888888888888::::    WWWWyyyyllllddddeeee,,,,    ’’’’88883333    ttttoooo    ’’’’88887777    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    SSSSoooouuuuddddaaaannnn
Wylde dervishes

A British trader based in Sawkin, Wylde had started business with the interior of the
Sudan in the 1870s and continued to pursue his interests as best he could after the
success of the Mahdist revolt, provisioning the British army and attempting at the same
time to reopen trade with Berber.54 His relatively good acquaintance with the interior of
the country makes his ’83 to ’87 in the Soudan one of the most useful contemporary
British accounts of the rise of the Mahdiyya in the Eastern Sudan.

The influence of the Majdhıb is described as the driving force behind the success of
the Mahdist rebellion. After stating that “the more enlightened portion of the Soudan
Mahomedans, viz., the Soudan Mahomedan merchants or the Ashruffs, […], or the
Tacroones [!]” were not affected by Mahdist propaganda, Wylde goes on to say:

“The most bigoted and zealous among the followers of the Mahdi were all those who had received
what little education they possessed at the different dervish schools. […] There can be no doubt
that all the dervishes of the Eastern Soudan are thoroughly allied to Mahdism. Their great leader
round Suakim is Sheik El Taheer Magdub, a Jaleen of Ad Damer. Ad Damer is […] noted for its
school. From here the majority of the most respected dervishes of the Soudan have sprung.”55

This sets the tone for much of subsequent historiography. The Majdhıb entered the
stage of Western-dominated history as firm supporters of the Mahdı. They were seen
not only as the spiritual mentors of the Mahdist army leader fiUthmn Diqna but their
influence was believed to have been the major factor causing the Beja, and in particular
the Hadendowa, to join the Mahdist uprising. Even though there may be some truth in
the assumption that the teachings and values transmitted through the Qur√nic schools
(khalwas) may have partly worked in support of the Mahdist call, it is certainly not true

54 Hill, Biographical dictionary, 382-3.
55 Wylde, ’83 to ’87 in the Soudan, I, 1-3.
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that all those who had gone through these schools, or all the Majdhıb, were advocates
of Mahdism.Wylde’s perspective here is clearly distorted by the prominent role the
eastern Majdhıb played as religious leaders in fiUthmn Diqna’s camp. The Majdhıb
elsewhere (in al-Dmar or al-Qa∂rif, for example) were much less unanimous in their
support of the Mahdiyya. But in spite of contrary evidence put forward by civil admin-
istration officials during the Condominium,56 the view of ‘the’ Majdhıb as staunch
allies of Mahdism has been perpetuated in all major works on Sudanese history and
society for a century. Only in 1977/85 a Sudanese scholar (al-Karsani) criticised this
consensus; unfortunately within the framework of a rather unreliable dissertation (v.i.).

1111999900001111::::    IIIIbbbbrrrrhhhhıııımmmm    FFFFaaaawwwwzzzzıııı,,,,    aaaallll----SSSSüüüüddddnnnn    bbbbaaaayyyynnnnaaaa    yyyyaaaaddddaaaayyyy    GGGGoooorrrrddddoooonnnn    wwwwaaaa----KKKKiiiittttcccchhhheeeennnneeeerrrr
Imprisoned in a coffee-house

The Egyptian army officer Ibrhım Fawzı Psh (b. c. 1853) served in the administra-
tion of the Sudan from the early 1870s. He “commanded the Egyptian troops during the
siege of Khartoum, 1884-5; on its fall his life was spared and he eked out a precarious
existence at Omdurman by running a coffee-house; on the Anglo-Egyptian occupation
of the city in 1898 he was freed and returned to Cairo where in retirement he wrote his
memoirs”.57 Ibrhım was the first non-Sudanese to write about the Majdhıb; his views
probably draw largely on what he learned in his coffee-house:

“Al-Shaykh al-‡hir al-Majdhüb was shaykh of the Majdhübiyya order (al-†arıqa al-Majdhübiyya).
He inherited this position (waritha hdhihi al-sajjda) from his paternal uncle, al-Shaykh
Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb the younger (al-ßaghır), a student (tilmıdh) of al-Sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs
al-Maghribı. They both descend from a clan of the Jafialiyyın tribe called the Majdhıb, after their
ancestor ˘amad al-Majdhüb; these people live by the Nile south of the River Atbara in the village
(qarya) of al-Dmar where the tomb of their ancestor ˘amad al-Majdhüb stands.

Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, the uncle of the subject of our biography, was born in this village. He
then emigrated from it and went to the ˘ijz where he met his master (ustdh), al-Sayyid A˛mad
b. Idrıs. He remained in [the latter’s] entourage (makatha mulziman) like his other students, such
as al-Sayyid al-Sanüsı — the leader [ß˛ib] of the famous Sanüsiyya order in West Africa (sic) —,
al-Sayyid Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı — the leader of the Mırghaniyya or Khatmiyya order
— and others like Ibrhım al-Rashıd who lived in Mecca the Blessed. Then Mu˛ammad al-
Majdhüb returned to the ˘ijz (sic) after he had received every attention and care from his master
and had acquired a high degree of knowledge in the rational and traditional sciences (al-fiulüm al-
fiaqliyya wa’l-naqliyya). He then left the two Holy Cities and settled at the outskirts of Sawkin.
Thousands of tribesmen became his followers (inta÷am fı silk atbfiihi), and his fame spread far
and wide to all corners of the country until the tribes came to show an excessive reverence and an
exceptional affection (˛ubb) for him. There was a sharp conflict (mun÷art shadıda) between him
and the leader of the Mırghaniyya †arıqa which their followers inherited. The family of fiUthmn
Diqna was among the foremost followers of al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb. He is the author of a volume
of poetry (dıwn) in praise of the Prophet. He died without leaving a son, so his nephew, al-
Shaykh al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, became his heir (warithahu). In the beginning, he held a place similar

56 Lorimer, “Megadhib” (v.i.).
57 Hill, Biographical dictionary, 173.
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to that of his uncle in people’s hearts. He had property in Sawkin, and the Government payed him
exceeding respect and tried to beat itself in satisfying him; we shall see what the consequences
were!”58

Where the impact of the Mahdist wars is only indirectly evident in the Ibna’s portrayal
of Majdhüb, it is explicitly addressed in Ibrhım Fawzı’s account, and it clearly distorts
his perspective. Shaykh al-Majdhüb did not count “thousands of tribesmen” among his
followers; his success in the Eastern Sudan during his lifetime was mostly limited to
people from Sawkin (especially the mainland settlement, “al-Qeyf”).59 Majdhıb influ-
ence among the population of the hinterland of Sawkin came about chiefly through the
activities of Shaykh al-Majdhüb’s successors, in particular, it seems, after 1865, and
their direct following appears to have been limited to specific Hadendoa clans in the
area around Qabb and Erkwayt. But the role that the eastern Majdhıb played as
supporters of the Mahdist cause in the Eastern Sudan after 1883 helped to exaggerate
their numerical strength in the eyes of many outside observers.

Another distorting factor palpable in Ibrhım Fawzı’s work is his ‘modern Egyptian’
perspective on the Sufi brotherhoods, their view as clearly defined and institutionalised
organisations with an offical name and leadership and a regularised succession.
However, while the Egyptian †arıqas had undergone a process of increasing institu-
tionalisation since the early nineteenth century,60 the situation was different in the
Sudan where many more diverse patterns of association persisted. Ibrhım Fawzı’s
failure to recognise this difference leads him to apply the ‘standardised’ terms with
which he was familiar such as “sajjda” or “al-†arıqa al-Majdhübiyya” — terms that
are not used by the Majdhıb themselves. Ibrhım is also the first to give the name of
our protagonist in the form, “Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-ßaghır”. Majdhüb is
erroneously said to be born in al-Dmar. For the first time, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn has
completely dropped out of the list of his teachers; he is now straightforwardly portrayed
as, “a student of A˛mad b. Idrıs”. In line with this assumption, Medina is no longer
mentioned as Majdhüb’s main venue in the ˘ijz, and the reader is thus led to believe
that Majdhüb spent most of his time there in Mecca. The text also suggests that al-‡hir
(1832/3-1890) succeeded Majdhüb immediately upon the latter’s death. In fact, al-‡hir
had not even been born at the time; he was brought to Sawkin only twenty years later.
This error is clearly due to the fact that al-‡hir, an important leader during the
Mahdiyya, pushed Majdhüb’s immediate, but less prominent, successors out of sight of
the non-local observers (v.i.).

Finally, it should be noted that Ibrhım is the first to mention Majdhüb’s Dıwn as his
most prominent literary legacy. Previous authors had known of Majdhüb’s Prophetic

58 Ibrhım Fawzı, al-Südn bayna yaday Gordon wa-Kitchener, I, 175-6.
59 For details, see below, Chapter V.
60 See de Jong, ‡uruq.
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praise poetry, but had only mentioned it along with other works, first and foremost his
commentary on al-Tirmidhı’s Sham√il.61 The first lithographed edition of Majdhüb’s
Dıwn was published in Cairo in 1875; it was arranged by fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-
‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (d. 1891), a brother and close associate of Shaykh al-‡hir. A
second lithograph was published prior to 1888. It was only in 1914 that any of
Majdhüb’s other works appeared in print (v.i.). Ibrhım clearly reflects a general trend
to forget Majdhüb’s more scholarly works in favour of his poetry.

1111999900003333::::    SSSShhhhuuuuqqqqaaaayyyyrrrr,,,,    JJJJuuuugggghhhhrrrrffffiiiiyyyyaaaa    wwwwaaaa----ttttrrrrııııkkkkhhhh    aaaallll----SSSSüüüüddddnnnn
Mahdist-centred historiography

Nafiüm Bey Shuqayr (1863-1922), a Syrian Orthodox Christian from Lebanon, served
in the Egyptian army since 1884, chiefly as intelligence officer on Sudanese affairs. His
Jughrfiya wa-trıkh al-Südn, “based on native authorities and his own vast experi-
ence of the recent history of the country”,62 is still an indispensable reference tool for
nineteenth-century Sudanese history.

Like Wylde’s rather personal account, Shuqayr’s history book does not mention
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb but contains occasional references to his kin. The tone is more
matter-of-factly; the content is much the same as in Wylde. The Majdhıb of al-Dmar
are described as one of the religious clans of the Jafialiyyın. Al-‡hir al-Majdhüb
(1832/3-90) appears as “chief of the Majdhıb (kabır al-Majdhıb)” in Qubb (in the
hinterland of Sawkin) “where most of the inhabitants follow his †arıqa”. The “†arıqat
al-Majdhıb” (Shuqayr does not use the term, “al-†arıqa al-Majdhübiyya”) is charac-
terised by religious extremism (tafiaßßub fı al-dın) for opposing the government and
joining the Mahdist uprising.63

1111999911115555::::    SSSShhhhoooouuuuccccaaaaiiiirrrr    [[[[SSSShhhhuuuuqqqqaaaayyyyrrrr]]]],,,,    ““““MMMMaaaaggggzzzzuuuubbbb    TTTTaaaarrrriiiikkkkaaaa””””
English-language intelligence: historiography’s main source

As we shall see, this memorandum — the first separate account of the Majdhıb in the
English language — was to exert the greatest possible influence on subsequent scholar-
ship. Directly and indirectly (via published summaries and texts dependent on them) it
shaped the image of Majdhüb more than any other text. This may indicate something

61 Interestingly, this commentary heads the list of Majdhüb’s works in al-Wasıla (p. 49). It can at
present not be traced.
62 Hill, Biographical dictionary, 293.
63 Shuqayr, Jughrfiya wa-trıkh al-Südn, 1967 edn., pp. 63, 106, 745, 746.
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regarding the relative power of English over Arabic sources in twentieth-century
Sudanese historiography.

The memorandum was prepared for the Intelligence Office, Cairo, on 31 May 1915, to
assist in reaching a decision on how to treat the Majdhıb whom the British believed to
be among the main Sufi supporters of Mahdism. The context was both the colonial
officials’ general fear of a neo-Mahdist revival, and the efforts undertaken since at least
early 1913 by the eastern Majdhıb under Majdhüb b. al-‡hir (c. 1860-1930) to
reclaim their confiscated possessions in Sawkin.64 Shoucair’s memorandum was
apparently sent to several provincial governors (Red Sea, Kasal, and Khartoum) with a
request to comment on the local situation of the Majdhıb; their answers, dated 24 June
- 20 November 1915, are preserved.65

“1. Mohd. El Magzub (El Kebir or the first), the founder of the Tarika.
The Magzub Tarika is a branch of the Shazli Tarika. It was founded in the Sudan early in the

18th. Century by Mohd. El Magzub El Kebir, a member of the Magazib branch of the Jaalin tribe.
[…] Mohd. El Magzub El Kebir started the Tarika in his own village, El Damer, and built a
mosque there which remains to this day.

2. Mohd. El Magzub (El Saghir or the Second).
The Magzub Tarika was renewed in the Sudan by Sheikh Mohd. El Magzub (El Saghir), son of

Sheikh Kamar El Din, son of, Sheikh Hamd [sic], son of Sheikh Mohd. El Magzub El Kebir.
He was born in Metemma in 1210 H. = 1795-6.
In his days El Damer was burnt by the Difterdar in revenge for Ismail Pasha, who was burnt by

the Jaalin at Shendi.
He deserted to Suakin and returned after the “aman” was given to the Jaalin.
He then went to Mecca, where he spent ten years as a student to the well-known Sayed Ahmed

Ibn Idris of Sabia, who was the same professor to Sheikh Mohd. El Senussi, Sheikh Mohd. Osman
El Morghani, Sheikh Ibrahim El Reshid of the Dueihi of Dongola, Sheikh Abdel Rahman El
Ahdali, Mufti of Zebid (Yemen) & Sheikh Mohd. El Zafir El Medani.

On his return from Mecca in 1244 H. = 1828-9, Mohd. El Magzub El Saghir resided at Suakin.
He built a strong and large Zawia on the Geif, and began to preach his Tarika, which was widely
spread in Suakin Town and in the neighbouring district.

Amongst his noted Khalifas in Suakin were: Sheikh Yesin, of Suakin; Sheikh Ali Digna, uncle
of Osman Digna.

Sheikh Mohammed El Magzub El Saghir acquired a great reputation for sanctity, learnedness
and piety throughout the whole Sudan, especially through the Jaalin and Eastern Sudan. In his
days the number of the followers of the Magzub Tarika was greatly increased.

He left Suakin returning to his village in 1246 H. = 1830-1.
He died and was buried at El Damer in 1247 H. = 1831-2.
His tomb is visited by all his followers from different parts of the Sudan.
Sheikh Mohd. El Magzub El Saghir left no son, but he left two daughters: one married to his

nephew Mohd. El Taher El Magzub, of which marriage there were no children, and the other was
married to one of her cousins and had children by him including a certain Mohd. Magzub, who

64 See SAD 186/1/158 -160, Slatin to Wingate, 10 April 1913, suggesting that Majdhüb b. al-‡hir
should not be allowed to stay at Tokar, but be sent back to [˘umarı on] the River Atbara where he had
sought refuge after the fall of Tokar in the 1890s. The Government followed Slatin’s advice.
65 Khartoum, NRO, Intel 2/32/263.
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was amongst the Omana of the Mahdi and Khalifa Abdulla and who died at Omdurman, prior to
the reconquest of the Sudan.

Sheikh Mohammed El Magzub wrote four different pamphlets on Sophism, which are now in
use amongst his followers in the Sudan.

3. Sheikh Mohd. El Taher El Magzub.
After leaving Suakin in 1246 H. (1830-1), Sheikh Mohammed El Magzub El Saghir left in his

Zawia his nephew Sheikh Mohd. El Taher El Magzub, son of Sheikh El Taib, and after his death
Sheikh Mohd. El Taher was the grand Khalifa of the Magzub Tarika.

[The rest of part 3 deals with the K al-Wasıla and with al-‡hir’s support of the Mahdiyya].

4. Mohammed El Magzub (the third).
After the death of Sheikh Mohd. El Taher El Magzub, his son Mohd. El Magzub (the third)

from a Hadendoa mother took his post as adviser and secretary to Osman Digna at Tokar.
[his history during the Mahdiyya]
He is now living at Homar Abbaleib on the western side of Atbara, two days from El Damer

and 1/2 a day from Goz Regeb.
Osman Digna is married to a daughter of Mohd. El Magzub (the third) and has children by her.

[…]
Mohammed El Magzub is a good Arabic scholar and perhaps the best poet in the Sudan.

[…(further details on this].

5. Sheikh Mohammed Abu El Hassan, & 6. Sheikh Abdulla Nagar.
[on the leaders of the two mosques in al-Dmar at the time].

7. Follower (sic) of the Magzub Tarika.
[Somewhat exaggerated: “Most of the Jaalin”, “Most of the Hadendoa”, “part of the Bisharin

of Atbara”, “part of the native of Suakin”, plus those at al-∑üfı al-Azraq/al-Qa∂rif].”66

Shoucair based his account mainly on oral information obtained from three men none of
whom was a Majdhübwı: (1) Sh. Mu˛ammad al-Sharıf b. fiAbd al-fi◊l b. A˛mad al-
Idrısı (1866/7-1937), a grandson of A˛mad b. Idrıs who spread his †arıqa from al-
Zayniyya to the Dongola reach; (2) Sh. ˘usayn Muß†af al-Jafialı, “now in Cairo”; and
(3) Sh. Muddaththir Abü ’l-Qsim “of Khartoum, now in El Azhar”. In addition,
Shoucair had access to the hagiography written by Mu˛ammad al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, al-
Wasıla il ’l-ma†lüb, the second edition of which had just been printed in Cairo (1332
[1914]) but had not yet been sent to the Sudan. The dates provided are taken from there
(pp. 8, 119), and the four “pamphlets” mentioned (about a tenth of what Majdhüb
actually wrote67) are those printed on the margins of the 1332 edition. Shoucair,
however, made only very cursory use of the hagiography. The “ten years” he has
Majdhüb in “Mecca” explicitly contradict al-Wasıla (p. 11) which states that Majdhüb
moved from Mecca to “Medina” where he spent “about nine years” (the truth is
probably closer to seven or eight). Conceivably, Shoucair’s figure originates in a claim
by Mu˛ammad al-Sharıf al-Idrısı that Majdhüb was a student of A˛mad b. Idrıs for the
round sum of ten years. Shoucair’s memorandum is thus an early example of what was

66 Shucair, “Magzub Tarika”, SAD 195/3/2-18.
67 See ALA I, 244-255, and below, Documentation.
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to plague subsequent research on the Majdhıb: uncritical reliance on a few oral sources
or on received wisdom without adequate recourse to the (available!) indigenous written
sources.

Presumably due to the ‘Idrısı’ bias of at least his first informant, Shoucair does not
mention at all the role of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı and Ibrhım al-Suwaydı as
mentors of Majdhüb — we have seen how the Ibna was guilty of a similar if opposite
omission. Another bias reflected in the memorandum is that of the colonial intelligence
community who were interested mostly in the eastern Majdhıb led by Mu˛ammad
(al-)‡hir al-Majdhüb (1832/3-1890) and his son Mu˛ammad Majdhüb (c. 1860-1930)
who had been the main source of religious support for the Mahdist amır fiUthmn
Diqna. Information on al-Dmar — which had not played such a prominent role during
the Mahdist wars and where the Majdhıb were not so unequivocally allied to the the
Mahdist cause — is less detailed, even in the parts of the memorandum not quoted
above. Fakı ˘amad w. al-Majdhüb (1694/3-1776/7), for example, the historical
ancestor of the Majdhıb and founder of the mosque in al-Dmar, is completely
ignored; his role is assigned to his father. A telescoping in the other direction took place
in the account of Shaykh al-Majdhüb’s daughters and his successors, and again, it seems
to reflect the intelligence officer’s bias in linking Majdhüb directly to the Mahdist
military leaders:

Al-‡hir was married not to his uncle’s daughter but successively to two of his granddaughters, F†ima
and Kulthüm, and he had children with both of them. F†ima and Kulthüm were daughters of Majdhüb’s
daughter fi◊√isha and of Abü Bakr b. al-Fakı Yüsuf, a son of one the Shaykh’s more prominent fol-
lowers.68 fi◊√isha’s and Abü Bakr’s most prominent son, Majdhüb, joined the Mahdı even before the fall
of al-Ubayyi∂ (and thus before fiUthmn Diqna); he was the first known member of the family who
openly sided with the rebellion.69 In May 1884, the Mahdı honoured his commitment by appointing him
as a member of a commission of five (later six) uman√ whose taks was to look into people’s complaints
and grievances and to assist in the administration of the growing Mahdist community.70 Majdhüb Abü
Bakr seems to have been held in fairly high regard by the Mahdı who entrusted him with writing letters
and catering for people who came to Khartoum to give the bayfia.71 We do not know wether he continued
to live in Omdurman after the death of the Mahdı; but it is quite possible that he did so (contrary to all the
other Majdhıb). In December 1889 he presented some spears to Slatin; the tone of Slatin’s receipt72

suggests some familiarity between the two. But later he returned to the jihd. At the battle of Tokar in
February 1891 he was in command of a force of 500 men. He was severely wounded in his leg, and
escaped with fiUthmn Diqna.73 The rest of his days was probably spent on various battlefields;
according to most reports, he died with the Khalıfa at al-Jadıd on 24 November 1899.74

68 For further background, see Chapter V.
69 ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 118.
70 The appointment took place in Rajab 1301: May 1884, while the Mahdı had his camp in al-
Rahad (SAD 98/1/1, p. 185; for 4 other MSS see Abü Salım, al-Murshid, 530 b. See also Abü Salım,
Manshürt al-Mahdiyya, 155 n. 1.
71 To the Mahdı’s poet Mu˛ammad al-Tuwaym (SAD 98/1/3, p. 14).
72 SAD, Slatin papers, 101/7 (12 Rabıfi II 1307: 6 December 1889).
73 Staff Diary and Intelligence Report, Suakin, No. 126, pp. 4-11.
74 ALA I, 269; Staff Diary and Intelligence Report, Suakin, No. 126, pp. 4, 6-7, 11; fiAbd al-
Ra˛mn -Adirgwı, 25/02/87, 24/03/87, 27/02/87 p. 3; “Sayyidn” M. Majdhüb, 21/09/87; fiAbd Allh

(cont’d)
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As for Majdhüb’s successors at the head of the Sawkin lodge, he did not leave “in his Zawia his
nephew” but his closest companion, al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] who died soon afterwards and was followed
by the local shaykh Ysın b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. after 1868). Only in 1853/4 was al-‡hir (born a
year after Majdhüb’s death) brought to Sawkin to lead the Majdhübı community there. Shoucair thus
repeats the same error that we have already seen in Ibrhım Fawzı’s account, and he does so probably for
the same reason.

Shoucair is the first to attribute Majdhüb’s departure from the Sudan to the Turco-
Egyptian invasion. This appears to reflect the general view that the new masters of the
Sudan had of their nineteenth-century predecessors as exploitative oppressors. Ibrhım
Fawzı, the Egyptian officer, had simply said that Majdhüb ‘emigrated’; previous
authors had given religious reasons for his move (‘Majdhüb followed his master’).

Finally, and unobtrusively, Shoucair introduces into his account a piece of interpretation
that was to have an unforeseen afterlife. Majdhüb “the Second”, he writes, “renewed”
the †arıqa of his forefathers. It is not elaborated what is meant by this; the origin of the
statement is unclear. Perhaps it derives from the narrative opposition between Majdhüb
“the first”, “the founder”, and Majdhüb “the Second”? In any case, we see here the birth
in humble circumstances of a topos that was carried to great fame in later incarnations.

1111999911115555////1111999922221111::::    [[[[WWWWiiiilllllllliiiissss    ????]]]],,,,    ““““MMMMaaaaggggzzzzuuuubbbbiiiiaaaa    TTTTaaaarrrriiiiqqqqaaaa””””
Intelligence, rehashed

It is not entirely clear whether this text was originally written in 1915 or in 1921. While
it contains the date, 1921, it is included in a file preserving correspondence on the
Majdhıb by the Assistant Director of Intelligence, Charles Armine Willis (b. 1881),
from 1915. It is little more than a summary of Shoucair’s 1915 memorandum, possibly
prepared by or for Willis who was Assistant Director of Intelligence 1915-20 and
Director of Intelligence 1920-26.75 The present copy may be a 1921 transcript of Willis’
original (1915) intelligence note, prepared when Willis was working on his article,
“Religious confraternities of the Sudan” (SNR, 1921; v.i.).

“This Tariqa was founded in the Sudan early in the 18th century by Mohamed el Magzub el Kabir.
The Fiki met by Burckhardt in 1812 would be Sheikh Mohamed el Magzub distinguished from the
founder by the name El Saghir. He resuscitated the Tariqa at Damer where the tomb & mosque of
the founder stand. He was obliged to flee to Suakim upon the Defterdar’s return to avenge Ismail
Pasha.

From Suakim he went to Mecca where he studied for 10 years under El Sayed Ahmed Ibn Idris
of Sabia a noted Fiki. His fellow students included amongst others Sheikh Mohamed el Sennussi,

al-‡ayyib, Aßdfi al-Nıl, 37 (v.i.). Accounts differ on Majdhüb Abü Bakr’s end; some reports say he was
killed in battle at Kararı, some at Umm Dubaykart, and some claim that he fell victim to armed robbery
in KhΩr Laban in the eastern Sudan.
75 Sudan Political Service, ed. MacMichael, 16.
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Sheikh Mohamed Osman el Mirghani, Sheikh Ibrahim el Reshid el Reshid [sic] of the Dongola
Dueihi, Sheikh Mohamed el Zafirel Medani.

In 1828 (Al Haj 1244) he returned to Suakim where he lived until given the aman as all the
other Jaalin. He had many followers at Suakim.

He is reported to have died in 1830 & his tomb is at Damer.
Amongst his Khulafa were Sheikh Yesin of Suakim & Sheikh Ali Digna (uncle of Osman

Digna). Osman Digna when an Emir married a daughter of Mohamed el Magzub who became
adviser & secretary to him. He lives (1921) at Homari Abbalieb near Goz Ragab & is a very clever
man, and the head of the Magzubia family to-day.”76

The dependence of this text on Shoucair’s 1915 memorandum is obvious. There are,
however, five noticeable differences:
(1) Shoucair’s “Magzub Tarika” has been ‘amended’ to “Magzubia Tariqa”,
presumably to conform to the more ‘standard’ naming pattern as the author was not
familiar with actual practice on the ground.
(2) The summary caused havoc to the dates: (a) Majdhüb’s birth date is omitted.
(b)(The year of his return to Sawkin, given as “1244 H. = 1828-9” by Shoucair, is
misinterpreted as “1828 (Al Haj 1244)” — which is doubly wrong since Dhü ’l-˘ijja
1244 fell in June 1829, and Majdhüb arrived in Sawkin on 1 Rajab 1244: 6 January
1829, according to al-Wasıla, 119. (c) Finally, the year of Majdhüb’s death, given here
as “1830” may just be a slip.
(3) The choice of words suggests — possibly unintentionally — that Majdhüb’s
departure from Sawkin was linked to an amnesty (amn) granted by the Government
to him in person. Shoucair’s vaguer formulation is more compatible with the actual
facts.77

(4) Burkhardt’s Travels in Nubia is introduced, and it is surmised that Majdhüb was
the Fakı [al-Kabır] whom the Swiss traveller met in al-Dmar (again erring in the date,
as Burckhardt passed through al-Dmar in 1814). The implication that Majdhüb was the
ruler of al-Dmar is totally at variance with historical fact (in 1814, Majdhüb was only
18-19 years old; Burckhardt’s Fakı al-Kabır was, since 1813, Jall al-Dın b. fiAbd Allh
al-Naqar b. al-Fakı ˘amad).
(5) Majdhüb’s writings are no longer worth mentioning.

1111999922221111::::    WWWWiiiilllllllliiiissss,,,,    ““““RRRReeeelllliiiiggggiiiioooouuuussss    ccccoooonnnnffffrrrraaaatttteeeerrrrnnnniiiittttiiiieeeessss    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnn””””
The hegemony of published intelligence

Willis’ intelligence gathering on the Sudanese religious associations resulted in an
article published in Sudan Notes and Records in 1921. This may have been partly

76 “Magzubia Tariqa”, NRO, Intel 2/32/263, p. 6a.
77 For details, see Chapter V.
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drafted by Willis’ assistant, Lt.-Col. Balfour (b. 1884).78 The article was the first
published account on the subject and continued to be circulated as an official Sudan
Government report.79 Through it, British (ultimately military) intelligence reached the
general public and dominated its perception of the Sudanese brotherhoods for half a
century. The influence of this article and its derivatives can still be found in works
published in the 1980s and 1990s.

The tone is set by the following introductory description of “the followers of a ‘Tariqa’
engaged in prayer:

“One of the most familiar sights and sounds of the Sudan is a little knot of men, gathered in a
circle, all bending from the waist together and making a guttural exclamation in chorus, for long
periods together.”80

The tarıqas described are the Qdiriyya, Khalwatiyya, Shdhiliyya (including, after the
“Magzubia”, subsections on the “Ahmedia or Idrisia”, “Mirghania or Khatmia”, and
“Rashidia”), the Naqshbandiyya, and the Suhrawardiyya (the latter two, is is pointed
out, do not occur in the Sudan). The article concludes with remarks on “some parallel
organisations”, namely, the “Mahdist sect”, the Sanüsiyya, and the fiAzmiyya.

The Majdhıb are presented as one of the “descendant communities derived from the
Shazlia”:

“One of these is the Magzubia, a Tariqa which was at one time of great importance in the Sudan
and still has a following. It was started in the Sudan in the early 18th century by Sheikh
Mohammed El Magzub “El Kabir” of the Magzub branch of the Jaalin, whose son Hamed El
Magzub, is said to [h]ave been the founder of Damer[,] and who enjoyed a great reputation in the
Sudan. The Tariqa received further impetus from the great grandson of the founder, Mohammed
El Magzoub El Sughair. He was born at Metemma A.D. 1796. Descriptions of the conditions of El
Damer in the early 19th century shew it as a hierarchy completely under the influence of El
Magzub.

During the reprisals on the Jaalin consequent on the murder of Ismail Pasha at Shendi, El
Magzub fled to Suakin and went thence to Mecca where he studied for ten years under Sayed
Ahmed Idris. On his return to the Sudan about 1830 he preached at Suakin and spread his
influence amongst the Eastern tribes.

Among his Khulafa was Sheikh Yasin of Suakin and Sheikh Ali Digna the uncle of the famous
Osman Digna. He returned to his village about 1832 and died and was buried there the following
year. He had two daughters on e of whom married his nephew Mohammed El Taher El Magzub.
There was no issue of this marriage and the succession passed through the other daughter who also
married her cousin and had several children, one of whom Mohammed El Magzub died in
Omdurman as one of the Omana of the Khalifa Abdullahi.

78 The manuscript of Willis’ article is in the NRO, Intel 2/32/270; it is followed in the same file by
two other versions, one of which is Balfour’s. Francis Cecil Campbell Balfour was Assistant Director of
Intelligence 1921-22; Willis was Director of Intelligence 1921-26 (Sudan Political Service, ed.
MacMichael, 16, 23).
79 See fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-Fikr al-∑üfı fı ’l-Südn, p. 101.
80 Willis, “Religious confraternities”, 175.
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Mohammed El Taher El Magzub had male issue by a Hadendoa woman and his son
Mohammed El Magzub the third was the adviser and secretary to Osman Digna. […] He now lives
at Homar Abdeleib and is widely known for his learning, piety and straightforwardness (1921).
Two other descendants of Mohammed El Magzub (the first) still survive. Mohammed Abu El
Hasan in charge of the old Mosque of El Damer and Abdulla El Nagar in charge of the new
mosque in the same place. The followers of the Tariqa are distributed amongst the Jaalin,
Hadendoa and Suakinese and some Bishariin.”81

This text can be traced almost in its entirety to Shoucair’s memorandum. The author
seems not to have had direct access to this, however, but to have relied on several
summaries and extracts, as a close comparison reveals. A few additions and changes
can be traced to Burckhardt and to oral tradition from al-Dmar:
(1) The writer distinguishes correctly between Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-Kabır and
his son ˘amad, allegedly “the founder of Damer”. No sources are given throughout the
article, but it is most likely that this information derives from oral tradition in al-Dmar,
collected by British officials and misunderstood in the process. Oral tradition attributes
the foundation of al-Dmar not to Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb’s son, but to his grandfather,
˘amad ∆amın al-Dmar [b. fiAbd Allh Rjil Darrü] (fl. c. 17th c.).
(2) The influence of oral information may also be responsible for the switch from the
classical Arabic, “El Saghir” of the previous intelligence accounts to the colloquial, “El
Sughayr”.
(3) Burckhardt’s description of al-Dmar as, “a little hierarchical state”82 dominated
by the fakıs is seen as the most important aspect of his account, and leads to the charac-
terisation of early nineteenth-century al-Dmar “as a hierarchy completely under the
influence of El Magzub”.
(4) The dates are further distorted. The year of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s birth is re-
introduced, but in the simplified form, “A.D. 1796”. The remaining dates differ from
both Shoucair’s memorandum and from Willis’ (?) extract: Majdhüb return to the
Sudan “about 1830” (recte in 1829); his returned to al-Dmar “about 1832” (recte in
1831); and his death “the following year” (recte the same year C.E.). This suggests that
more than the single extract discussed above lay between Willis’ published text and
Shoucair’s memorandum; I have, however, not been able to locate the exact sources.
The latter error is probably due to a superficial reading of Shoucair (1915) who had correctly reported

(from the Wasıla) that Majdhüb left Sawkin in 1246 and died in 1247. But the Wasıla gives more

specific dates: 23 Shafibn 1246: 7 February 1831 for Majdhüb’s departure from Sawkin, and 27

Mu˛arram 1247: 8 July 1831 for his death.83

(5) Majdhüb’s influence is said to have “spread […] amongst the Eastern tribes” — a
generalisation from the previous more exact “in Suakin Town and in the neighbouring

81 Willis, “Religious confraternities”, 183-4.
82 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 268.
83 al-Wasıla, 119, 199.
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district” (Shoucair 1915). This generalisation was probably caused by the role that the
Majdhıb played as supporters of the Mahdist cause in the Eastern Sudan after 1883.

As in his (?) memorandum preceding the published version, Willis does not mention
any of Majdhüb’s writings, nor does he cite al-‡hir’s al-Wasıla. Consequently,
Majdhıb primary sources disappeared out of sight of outside observers for a consider-
able time.

[[[[1111999933335555]]]]::::    HHHHiiiilllllllleeeellllssssoooonnnn,,,,    ““““RRRReeeelllliiiiggggiiiioooonnnn    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnn””””
Intelligence, third rehash

Samuel Hillelson was chosen to describe the “faiths” of the Sudanese “for the benefit of
serving officers” in the volume The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from within, edited by John
Hamilton (b. 1896).84 Hillelson, formely of the Sudan Civil Service, was an excellent
Arabist who produced material to teach Sudanese colloquial Arabic to British adminis-
trative officials (he later became head of the BBC Arabic Service). He had also been one
of the first to draw attention to Wad ∆ayf Allh’s ‡abaqt.85

His survey of religion in the Sudan was “reproduced from a military report”. It deals
with “the official religious institutions” (1 p.), “the tarikas” (6 pp.), “Mahdism” (1 p.),
the politico-religious movements of the Sanüsiyya and Wahhbism (5 pp.), and “pagan
religion” (5 pp.). The “Majzubia” is one of the seven brotherhoods presented:86

“The Majzubia, a tarika which at one time had a great following in the Sudan, but is of importance
chiefly on account of the prestige of the leading personalities. It was founded in the early 18th
century by Mohammed el Majzub of the Jafiliyın tribe, and derives its tradition from the tarika of
Abul Hasan el Shadhili. The headquarters of the Majzubia are at Damer in Berber province, and
during the 18th century this town formed a small theocratic state under the rule of the Majazib
sheikhs. During this period Damer enjoyed great prestige as the centre of theological learning in
the Sudan. At the present day followers of the Majzubia are found among the Jafiliyın, the Haden-
doa, and some of the Bishariyin, and the tarika has some influence at Suakin.”87

The exact military report from which this was reproduced has yet to be uncovered; but
it must clearly have been one of the various summaries or derivatives ultimately going
back to Shoucair’s memorandum, to which Burckhardt has meanwhile been added as a
standard source. The latter’s “little hierarchical state” dominated by the fakıs (perhaps

84 The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from within, 9 (foreword by the Governor-General), 12.
85 Hillelson, “‡abaqt Wad ∆ayfallh” (1923); id., Sudan-Arabic (1925); id., Sudan Arabic Texts
(1935).
86 The others are: “Mirghania or Khatmia”, “Ismailia”, “Sammania”, “Tijania”, “Ahmedia or
Idrisia”, “Rashidia”. The Qdiriyya is not mentioned, but Hillelson alludes to the importance of
“numerous […] religious families” who frequently have a Qdirı affiliation.
87 Hillelson, “Religion in the Sudan”, in The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from within, 213.
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originally a metaphorical use rendered by Willis as “a hierarchy completely under the
influence of El Magzub”) has now further evolved into a “theocratic state under the rule
of the Majazib sheikhs”). In his article on the ‡abaqt twelve years earlier (1923),
Hillelson had already written, “In an age of feudalism the holy man’s village, inhabited
by his fugar and his slaves, would form a small independent state”.88 The idea of al-
Dmar as a theocratic, independent state at the end of an age of feudalism was later to
become very prominent in Sudanese historiography.89 Interestingly, while making
sweeping generalisations based on what he remembered from Burckhardt, Hillelson did
not go back to check what the ‡abaqt actually said about the ancestor of the Majdhıb.
It was to be another decade before this was done by Trimingham (v.i.).

1111999933333333////6666::::    LLLLoooorrrriiiimmmmeeeerrrr,,,,    ““““TTTThhhheeee    MMMMeeeeggggaaaaddddhhhhiiiibbbb    ooooffff    EEEEllll    DDDDaaaammmmeeeerrrr””””
The District Commissioner and his favourite natives

Francis Lorimer (b. 1907) was a district officer in Berber province 1929-32 and, after a
spell in Bahr el Ghazal, returned 1935-38 to the newly-created Northern Province.90

The article he published in Sudan Notes and Records is based on oral information
gathered in al-Dmar (chiefly during his first posting),91 supplemented by Burckhardt’s
Travels in Nubia. Most likely, Lorimer had also read MacMichael’s extract translation
of the ‡abaqt, but there is no indication that he knew the Arabic text (published in
Cairo in 1930).92 Lorimer’s article is most notable in the present context for entirely
ignoring Shaykh al-Majdhüb. This is indicative of the much less prominent position he
had in al-Dmar at the time, compared to the Eastern Sudan.

Lorimer himself may not have been aware of his omission, owing to his dependence on
his informants. He does not name these, but he was clearly very close to the family of
al-Bashır [b.] A˛mad [b.] Jall al-Dın [b. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. al-Fakı ˘amad]
(1853/4-1936/7), that is to the so-called “Naqarb”. Politically and economically al-
Bashır was the most influential man in al-Dmar from the early Condominium until his

88 Hillelson, “Tabaqat”, 229.
89 See below, Holt; and Spaulding, Kingdoms; id., Heroic age.
90 Sudan Political Service, ed. MacMichael, 57. His first posting was probably as Assistant District
Commissioner; he is remembered in al-Dmar as mufattish.
91 The draft of the manuscript is contained in NRO, Northern 1/25/259. Lorimer prepared a beauti-
ful handwritten Arabic version of his article which he sent to his informants in al-Dmar; it is kept by “al-
Shaykh” [Majdhüb] al-Bashır (b. c. 1910) and was photographed by me in 1986. It does not differ
substantially from the English version.
92 It is from MacMichael that Lorimer must have obtained the years of Fakı ˘amad’s birth and
death, and the spelling of his Shdhilı master, “el Dirawi” (Lorimer 337; MacMichael, History, II, 242).
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death; his elder brother fiAbd Allh “al-Naqar” (1848-1935),93 was from Mahdist times
until his death imm of the Naqarb or “Government” mosque (it was built with finan-
cial support from the Government in the early 1910s). Al-Bashır in particular used his
excellent relationship to the British to enhance his position in al-Dmar. Lorimer was
22 when he was first posted to al-Dmar; he became good friends with al-Bashır’s
young son Majdhüb (then about 20) who was soon to succeed his father as political
leader of al-Dmar. The Naqarb ascendency had become obvious since 1905 (when al-
Dmar became the seat of the governor of Berber Province) and especially 1906/7 when
al-Bashır was able to turn the land registration in al-Dmar very much in his favour.
This caused a lot of ill-feeling among their rivals whose place of congregation was the
Old Mosque of the official khalıfa of Fakı ˘amad (since 1919 Mu˛ammad “al-Suhaylı”
[b. Abı ’l-˘asan b. Mu˛ammad b. ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı
b. Fakı ˘amad] (d.(1952)). That the antagonism between these two factions was domi-
nating the stage in al-Dmar is palpable in Lorimer’s account, even though his success-
ful Naqarb informants naturally tried to play it down (“Actually, the Megadhib in El
Damer are solid and united, and there is no dissension, despite the fact that local politics
[…] have, on more than one occasion, attempted to turn division into dissension.”).94

It is probably the strife between these two factions, epitomised in the emergence of two
different mosques, that overshadowed the ‘visibility’ of Shaykh Mu˛ammad Majdhüb.
Unlike the Majdhıb in the Eastern Sudan (the “awld al-Shaykh”, as they are known as
being descendants of the Shaykh), the Majdhıb in al-Dmar looked towards Fakı
˘amad as their founding father whose heritage they disputed among themselves. It was
Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın (1888/7-1976), orphaned in infancy, who did
more than anyone else from al-Dmar to promote the status of Shaykh al-Majdhüb
there. In 1950, annoyed with the infighting between the other groups, he founded a third
mosque from which he preached and published the Shaykh’s heritage (v.i.).

93 Lorimer gives the year of his birth as 1847; but according to a manuscript biography of fiAbd
Allh written upon his death (26 July 1935) by Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın (v.i.), he was
born early in 1265 [= end of 1848] (see ALA I, 272).
94 On al-Bashır, see NRO, Northern 1/2/12-13, 1/25/259; Bbikr Badrı, Trıkh ˘aytı, II, 190 (=
Memoirs, II, 265) (v.i.); Hill, Biographical dictionary , 75; Yusuf Badri, Survey of Islamic learning, 97;
Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 79, 105; al-Karsani, “Majdhubiyya”, 79, 97; fiAbd al-Ghaffr Mu˛ammad fiAlı,
27/10/86; Griselda al-‡ayyib, 3/11/86; “al-Shaykh” [b.] al-Bashır, 12/11/86; Jafifar Madanı A˛mad
Dafik, 13/11/86; Majdhüb “al-Naqar”, 19/11/86; al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, 28/2/88, 3; Madanı
˘asan fiAbd al-Mjid, 2/4/88, 5-7.
On fiAbd Allh “al-Naqar”, see NRO, Northern 1/25/259; Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın,
Manja˛ al-sül, 68; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, ˘aqıbat al-dhikrayt, 37, 47; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, 7/11/86 &
10/12/86, 13; Majdhüb “al-Naqar”, 19-20/11/86; “al-Shaykh” [b.] al-Bashır, 3/2/87; Majdhüb
Mu˛ammad al-Amın, 9/2/87 & 4/4/88, 7; al-Hawwrı, 1/4/88, 4.
On “al-Shaykh” [Majdhüb b.] al-Bashır, I draw on the many conversations that I had with himself while
being his guest in al-Dmar, esp. 12/11/86, 21/11/86, 10/12/87.
On “al-Suhaylı”, see Hshim [b.] “al-Suhaylı, 14/11/86 & 28/9/87, 8 & 5/10/87 & 1/4/88, 8; “al-Shaykh”
[Majdhüb b.] al-Bashır, 28/9/87; fiAwa∂ A˛mad Mu˛ammad A˛mad, 1/4/88, 5.
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Most scholars so far have failed to note the different roles and degrees of importance
that the figure of Shaykh al-Majdhüb has assumed in different social and symbolic
contexts.

1111999944446666////9999::::    TTTTrrrriiiimmmmiiiinnnngggghhhhaaaammmm,,,,    IIIIssssllllaaaammmm    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnn
Erudite fiction (a.k.a Orientalism)

John Spencer Trimingham (b. 1904) worked for the evangelical Anglican “Church
Missionary Society” in the Sudan (and later in Ethiopia and West Africa).95 Like many
missionaries, he contributed much to a detailed mapping of the language and culture of
the people among whom he worked. He never hid his Christian bias in his value
judgements but in his research he aimed at detached scholarship in the best Orientalist
tradition of his day. It is for this reason that his book, the first comprehensive survey of
Islam in the Sudan, remained the standard work of reference for four decades and has
even now not yet been superseded by a work of similar scope.

Trimingham was the first writer on the Majdhıb to incorporate information from the
Arabic text of Wad ∆ayf Allh’s (1726-1809/10) ‡abaqt. This enabled him to recog-
nise the difference between Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-Kabır and his son ˘amad
“(1693-1776)” who is now credited with having “started” the †arıqa. Trimingham then
introduces “Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb aß-∑ughayyir (1796-1832), the great-grandson of
the founder of the Majdhübiyya” as one of the three followers of A˛mad b. Idrıs,
“known as Al-Fsı (d. 1837)”96 through whom the teachings of this “reformer” spread
to the Sudan (the other two being Ibrhım al-Rashıd and Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-
Mırghanı): “He studied under A˛mad ibn Idrıs while in exile in Mecca and on his return
to the Sudan revivified his †arıqa and extended it in the east among the Beja.”97

A few pages later, Majdhüb has suddenly mutated to “˘amad’s grandson”. Accepting
unquestioningly what Willis (?) had still formulated as a hypothesis, Trimingham writes
of “Dmar in 1814 under the rule of […] Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb aß-∑ughayyir (1796-
1832)”. After a lengthy quote from Burckhardt’s Travels in Nubia which helps to
portray “al-∑ughayyir” as “al-Fakı al-Kabır” (something not implied in Burckhardt’s
original), Trimingham continues,

95 The publication of his Islam in the Sudan was preceded in 1948 by his The Christian approach
to Islam in the Sudan. Similar overlappings occurred later with his books on Islam in Ethiopia and in
West Africa.
96 This is taken from Willis, “Religious confraternities”, 184.
97 Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan, 197, 199, 224. This paragraph is reproduced almost literally in
Trimingham, Sufi orders (1971), 121.
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“The rule of Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb aß-∑ughayyir marks a new stage in the history of this order.
The Majdhıb resisted Ismfiıl Psh’s invasion, but were crushed. Later, when as a result of his
murder by Makk Nimr at Shendı all the Jafialiyyın were subjected to severe reprisals, Dmar was
destroyed and Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb aß-∑ughayyir fled to Sawkin and from there to Mecca
where he was initiated into the Shdhiliyya by Sh. Mu˛ammad ⁄hir [sic] al-Madanı and came
under the revivalist influence of A˛mad ibn Idrıs. He returned to Sawkin in 1830 with his own
awrd and acquired a following in that district. Amongst others, fiAlı Diqna, uncle of fiOsmn
Diqna, became one of his khalıfas. In 1832, when all the Jafialiyyın were given the amnesty, he
returned to Dmar and died the following year.”98

The original blueprint for Trimingham’s description of the “religious orders” was
obviously Willis’ “Religious confraternities” (v.s.). This is noticeable not only in many
linguistic and factual details, but also in the general choice and arrangement of the
material.99 Using Willis as a starting point, Trimingham returned to what he believed to
be primary sources. In our case, the ‡abaqt and Burckhardt are cited, but Trimingham
must also have seen Shoucair’s 1915 memorandum and/or one at least one of its
summaries. Pulling this information together, he undertook to ‘clean up’ the data from
his predecessors and to construct a consistent and logical story: His Majdhüb, ruler of
al-Dmar, resisted the Egyptian invasion; he had to flee when he was defeated and
returned when given an amnesty. The cleaning up is also reflected in form. Trimingham
uses proper scientific transcription and corrects the date of Burckhardt’s visit to al-
Dmar. This, plus the long quotations from written sources, gives his writing a
respectable scholarly appearance which helps to conceal that much of what is said is not
fact but at best conjecture and hypothesis. The stocktaking enterprise thus results in
refined, sanitised, and stabilised half-truths. The unprepared reader, however, has no
way of telling fact and fiction apart. Here are some examples:
(a) An inconsistency is caused by the (re-)introduction of Fakı ˘amad, his portrayal
as the founder of the †arıqa, and the statement that Majdhüb was as the founder’s great-
grandson. Majdhüb was in fact only his grandson; the ‘great-grandson’ is a carry-over
from previous sources that as we have seen had attributed the foundation of the †arıqa
to ˘amad’s father, Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb ‘al-kabır’.
(b) Sh. Ysın is purged from the list of Majdhüb’s khalıfa’s in Sawkin; only the
uncle of the more famous fiUthmn Diqna remains. In fact, of these two students of
Majdhüb only Ysın b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim al-Ri∂wnı (d. between 1868-81) ever
became a khalıfa.100

98 Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan, 225-6. On p. 199, Trimingham also mentions Majdhüb as one
of the three followers of A˛mad b. Idrıs, “known as Al-Fsı (d. 1837)” through whom the latter’s
‘reformist’ teachings spread to the Sudan: “Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb aß-∑ughayyir (1796-1832), the great-
grandson of the founder of the Majdhübiyya. He studied under A˛mad ibn Idrıs while in exile in Mecca
and on his return to the Sudan revivified his †arıqa and extended it in the east among the Beja.”
99 Compare, for example, Trimingham’s sequence of brotherhoods: Qdiriyya, Shdhiliyya, Maj-
dhübiyya, Sammniyya, Idrısiyya (A˛madiyya) and Rashıdiyya, Mirghaniyya or Khatmiyya, Ismfiıliyya,
Tijniyya, Minor Orders (Sanüsiyya, Zablfia, fiAzmiyya, and Egyptian Orders) with Willis’ list (v.s.).
100 See ALA I, 245-6.
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(c) Sh. Mu˛ammad [b. ˘asan b. ˘amza] ⁄fir (not ⁄hir) al-Madanı (1780-1847),
mentioned by Shoucair as one of Majdhüb’s co-students with A˛mad b. Idrıs,101 has
inexplicably mutated into his Shdhilı master. There is no support whatsoever for this
assumption in the available sources, and it may not be inconceivable that this error is
due to something as mundane as cursory or incomplete notes taken from Shoucair’s or
Willis’ memoranda.
(d) The dates Willis gave in his “Religious confraternities” are stripped of their
original conjectural nature and thus further distorted. In the process, Trimingham comes
to contradict himself: the year of Majdhüb’s death is given first as 1832, then as 1833.
(e) The narrative constructs the following sequence of events: Majdhıb resistance to
Ismfiıl’s invasion; their defeat; Jafialı revolt; destruction of al-Dmar; Majdhüb’s flight
to Mecca. The linking of Majdhüb’s move to the ˘ijz to the Turkish campaign of
revenge for the killing of Ismfiıl (3 November 1822) is an error carried over from the
previous authors (Shoucair, Willis); in fact, Majdhüb left al-Dmar in about March
1821, before Ismfiıl’s troops passed by the area. There was no “Majdhıb resistance to
Ismfiıl’s invasion”; the invading army proceeded on the West bank of the Nile, and no
Turkish records mention any military incident occurring in the area of al-Dmar at the
time. Clashes between Majdhıb and Turkish forces did occur during the first half of
1823, leading to the destruction of al-Dmar, but by that time Majdhüb had long
crossed to safety on the other side of the Red Sea.102

(f) Shucair’s non-specific amn or amnesty given to the Jafialiyyın sometime before
Majdhüb’s return to the Nile, already misinterpreted by Balfour/Willis, has now
coagulated into a specific amnesty given to “all the Jafialiyyın” in 1832. The historical
sources lend no support to this; we shall see below (Chapter V) that an amn was given
to the Majdhıb (or at least to some of them) in 1825.

At the end of his section (not quoted above), Trimingham claims that, “All the adher-
ents have a strong belief in the localization of the baraka of the family at Dmar where

101 According to his own account as transmitted by his son, Mu˛ammad ⁄fir al-Madanı did not
associate with A˛mad b. Idrıs but took the path from him for the blessing only (tabarrukan). This
happened between 1818-22 (Lings, Sufi saint, 71). It seems rather unlikely that he and Majdhüb ever met.
For details on al-Madanı’s itinerary, see below, Chapter VII.
102 For details, see below, Chapter III.
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all their walıs (with the exception of Madanı103 at Kassala and A˛mad104 at Qadrif
[sic]) are buried” and that, “The present Khalıfa is Shaikh Bashır A˛mad Jall al-
Dın.”105

God’s friends are of course innumerable, but only one of the three Majdhıb saints who
were ever venerated so much as to hold an anniversary celebration (˛awliyya) for them
at their tombs is buried in al-Dmar: Mu˛ammad Majdhüb (1795/6-1831). The tombs of
the other two are in εFfe near Tokar (M. al-‡hir Majdhüb, 1832/3-1890) and in
˘umarı on the River Atbara (“al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb, c. 1860-1930).
As regards the khilfa, at the time of Trimingham’s writing the khalıfa of Mu˛ammad
Majdhüb was not “Shaikh Bashır A˛mad Jall al-Dın” but M. ‡hir b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn
b. al-‡hir Majdhüb of Erkwayt; he succeed his father in 1944 and held the office until
his death (in ti-M√itté / Mitt˙b) in 1953.106 The khalıfa of Fakı ˘amad in al-Dmar
— a very different office — was M. “al-Suhaylı” b. Abı ’l-˘asan (d. 1952; v.s.). His
rival, the imm of the Naqarb mosque and successor to Burckhardt’s fakı al-kabır, was
M. al-Amın b. fiAbd All˛ “al-Naqar” b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (d. 1975).107 The
latter’s cousin, “al-Shaykh” [b.] al-Bashır [b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın] (b. c. 1910) had
followed in his father’s footsteps in 1936 as the politically (and not religiously) most
influential man in al-Dmar (v.s.).

Both errors result from Trimingham’s ‘orientalist’ reading of Lorimer; an instance
where this label is clearly justified. Lorimer had written

103 Madanı b. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. Fakı ˘amad is indeed buried in Kasal, but he was not at all a
religious figure but engaged in business in Kasal and Tokar. His son, fiAbd Allh, established a mosque
in Kasal but appears to have moved back to al-Dmar. His grandson, Fakı Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. fiAbd
Allh (c. 1860 - c. 1923) appears to have been committed to Mahdist ideas and recognised the authority
of “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb (c. 1860-1930), a similarly fervent Mahdist in his youth. After the
end of the Mahdiyya, Fakı Mu˛ammad Majdhüb found himself in economic trouble; he left al-Dmar and
settled in al-Ruffia where he established a Qur√nic school (khalwa). This was continued for a while after
his death by a local fakı from al-Ruffia but was eventually abandoned (“al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb,
Mas√ala fı istifiml al-†arıq [MS; see ALA I, 263]; Majdhüb al-‡hir Majdhüb fiAbd Allh Madanı,
23/3/87; Ibrhım Mubrak Majdhüb MAJ, 10/2/88, 2-3).
104 A˛mad [b.] al-˛jj fiAlı [b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı b. Fakı ˘amad] (c. 1842/3-1914), famous as
“filim al-Madına”, succeeded his father as a Qur√n-teacher in the Azriqa school of fiqh at al-Qa∂rif.
Wars, drought, and the anti-scholastic attitute of the Mahdists led to the closure of the school around
1888, and A˛mad joined the Majdhıb who were serving with fiUthmn Diqna in Tokar. Made a prisoner
at the battle of Tokar in 1891, A˛mad was allowed to go to Medina where he studied for a number of
years. After a brief period of further studies in Cairo, he returned to the Sudan in 1901. He became
involved in the efforts to reorganise religious education in al-Qa∂rif. Shortly before his death he was
appointed as a teacher in the newly-established Omdurman Religious Institute. See further Hofheinz, “A
world of learning in the winds of change” (forthcoming).
105 Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan, 226.
106 Mu˛ammad Majdhüb fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, 3/3/87, 11; group interviews in the Eastern Sudan,
4/3/87, 8-9 & 17/10/87, 4 & 13/11/87.
107 Majdhüb [b.] M. al-Amın, 9/2/87.
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“The Feki fiAbdulla el Nagar the elder is buried with all his brothers […] in El Damer, and his sons
are all buried with him, with the exception of Medani and Ahmed, who are buried in Kassala and
Gedaref respectively”.108

Trimingham prefers not to divulge his source, but it is obvious from the content. But
where Lorimer had simply noted where the sons of a particular fakı were buried,
Trimingham makes them all into walıs and sees baraka localised in their every tomb.

Similarly, Trimingham knows of al-Bashır only through Lorimer’s article which
concluded with a note on the “friendship and loyalty” which “the present head of the
Megadhib, the Sheikh el Bashir Ahmed Gelal el Din” showed the Condominium
government. Ignoring both al-Bashir’s death in 1936/7 and the fact that he never was a
religious leader, Trimingham orientalised Lorimer’s “head” to “Khalıfa”.

In both cases, an explicitly religious interpretation is imposed on a source text which
does not carry this meaning at all but describes in rather neutral terms matters that can
be demonstrated to have no religious background at all.

This line of ‘religification’ was continued and amplified twenty years on by Yusuf Badri (1914-1995)
who commented on the complaint by the British Governor of Berber Province (c. 1921) that al-Bashır
“was interfering in the cases which were submitted to the courts. The inference of the Governor was
wrong, because the nomads were led by traditional instinct [!] to al-fakı al-kabır for the solution of their
disputes.”109 The source of this story are the Memoirs of Yusuf’s father, Bbikr Badrı, from where we
learn that the case pending in court concerned a dispute over river land in which al-Bashır was involved,
that “he was afraid that his opponents might be given the verdict in their favour,” and that his opponents
in turn were concerned from past experience that he might bribe the court.110 Bbikr Badrı had already
turned a blind eye to these accusations; his son, reading Burckhardt through Trimingham’s eyes, now
transformed a successful politico-economic entrepreneur who was rather unscrupulously pursuing his
very own interests in the commercialisation of land into a saintly arbitrator of the disputes between
nomads (!) who were led to him by nothing less than “traditional instinct”!

In spite of his long years in the Sudan (spent mostly in the capital), Trimingham is at
home only with the texts that he accumulated.111 A good example is his chapter on
“Beliefs and practices of popular Islam” which is framed by European ‘Oriental studies’
of saints and the classical Arabic sources cited therein, and for local detail relies chiefly
on Wad ∆ayf Allh’s ‡abaqt and the numerous articles published in Sudan Notes and
Records by British administative officials (like Lorimer) about the natives in ‘their’
district. While the ‡abaqt is acknowledged as being a proper primary source, the SNR

articles are not, giving the reader the impression that Trimingham writes from authentic
personal experience. Trimingham did leave his reading room on occasion to attend a

108 Lorimer, “Megadhib”, 338.
109 Yusuf Badri, Islamic learning, 97. The Governor (1921-24) was Thomas Archibald Leach
(b.(1882).
110 Bbikr Badrı, Trıkh ˘aytı, II, 190 (= Memoirs, II, 265).
111 Cf. Gellner’s famous dictum, “Orientalists are at home with texts. Anthropologists are at home in
villages” (Gellner, Muslim society, 99). As with any aphorism, this one must be read cum grano salis.
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mawlid in Omdurman, for example (p. 147), but his observations were so coloured by
his readings and preconceived ideas that they should at best be termed superficial. “In
order to understand the Sudanese it is necessary from the beginning to distinguish
clearly between our ideas of cause and effect based on scientific facts, and their ideas
[…] based on supernatural visitations” (p. 167). ‘We’ and ‘they’ can never come
together.112

The danger of Trimingham’s work, compared to his predecessors, lies in its erudite,
polished appearance. The reader is dazzled into believing that the picture presented is
the accomplished result of thorough research. A close analysis, however, reveals this
picture to be full of inaccuracies carried over from previous writers, compounded by
new errors. Barely anything of the presumed factual information is tenable, one is
almost surprised to realise. And one wonders what impact this has had on subsequent
scholarship relying on Trimingham’s work as the standard reference over the past four
decades.

1111999955551111////66667777::::    HHHHiiiillllllll,,,,    BBBBiiiiooooggggrrrraaaapppphhhhiiiiccccaaaallll    DDDDiiiiccccttttiiiioooonnnnaaaarrrryyyy    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnn
‡abaqt al-Ifranj

Richard Hill (1901-96) is one of the doyens of modern Sudanese historiography. He
served in the Sudan 1927-1949, chiefly for the Sudan Government Railways (1929-45),
and this may have helped to sharpen his sense for the role of the ‘little people’ and for
the significance of material and technical change which pervades his historical research.
1945-49, he taught history at University College, Khartoum; 1949-66 at Durham,
followed 1966-69 by brief spells at Santa Barbara, Vancouver, and Kano.

Hill compiled the first English-language dictionary of Sudanese biography explicitly as
a “stop-gap” in 1951; he aimed for “objectivity” and “cold precision” and was perhaps
better aware than many of his readers of the limits imposed by the state of knowledge.
The second, slightly enlarged edition (1967) is still regarded as “the best source of
biographical information on the Sudan”.113

“Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, called al-∑ughaiyar (1796-1833), grandson of Mu˛ammad al-
Majdhüb who founded the Shdhilıya religious brotherhood in the Sudan; he was born at
Matamma near Shendi and, arrived at manhood, took his place as leader of the brotherhood in the
Sudan; in the town of al-Dmar he dominated a community devoted to the teaching and practice of
the Order; in 1823, during the Turkish reprisals for the murder of Ismfiıl Pasha by Nimr, king of
Shendi, the mosque of the brotherhood was burnt and he was forced to flee to Sawkin and thence
to Makka where he studied for nine years; on his return to the Sudan he taught at Sawkin,
spreading his influence among the Beja; among his disciples on the Red Sea coast were Shaikh

112 Cf. similarly Trimingham, Sufi orders, 228-9.
113 Daly, “Introduction”, in Modernization in the Sudan, 8.
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Ysın of Sawkin and Shaikh fiAlı Diqna, uncle of fiUthmn abü Bakr Diqna (Osman Digna), the
Mahdist amır; returning to al-Dmar about 1832, he died there shortly afterwards.”114

The entry is chiefly based on Willis, with additions from Trimingham. This is indicated
by Hill’s knowledge of Majdhüb’s birth in al-Matamma and of Ysın (both not
mentioned by Trimingham). He also does not call the †arıqa ‘al-Majdhübiyya’ but uses
the (more correct) name, ‘Shdhiliyya’ under which Willis treats the Majdhıb. It is
unclear why Hill omits any reference to Majdhüb’s teachers in Mecca (dropping both
A˛mad b. Idrıs and the misconstrued al-Madanı).

Noticing his predecessor’s inconsistencies, Hill made attempts to correct them. Thus,
Hill knew from his own research that the mosque in al-Dmar was destroyed in 1823
(the only new information presented by Hill),115 and apparently used this as a base date
from which to guess the others — unfortunately inaccurately. In a similarly mistaken
way, Majdhüb turned into the grandson of someone who was really his great-
grandfather. Hill adopts the colloquial form of al-ßaghır from Willis/Trimingham,
reading “El Sughair” not as, “aß-∑ughayyir” like Trimingham but as, “al-∑ughaiyar”,
presumably based of his own hearing (in fact, the most widespread pronounciation
rather approximates /aß-ßighayyir/ or /aß-ßaghayyir/).116

Hill made a noticeable effort to establish reliable data from the often imprecise
information available to him. Contrary to his own stated intentions, however,117 the
Dictionary still presents a more ‘secure’ picture than could actually be established from
his sources.

114 Hill, Biographical dictionary, 1st edn., 265 = 2nd edn., 265 (identical text).
115 Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 17; probably based on Arthur E. Robinson, “The Conquest of the
Sudan”, 177.
116 Hill’s ears betrayed him definitely when he rendered the name of Majdhüb’s grandfather ˘amad
as, “˘ammd” (Biographical dictionary, 2nd edn., 150). This error was obviously caused by Hill’s
reliance on MacMichael’s extract translation of Wad ∆ayf Allh’s ‡abaqt instead of the Arabic text;
MacMichael consistently misreads ˘amad as ‘˘ammad’ (History of the Arabs, II, 242).
117 “A question mark against the year of birth or of death indicates that the date given is insuffi-
ciently established” (Hill, Biographical dictionary, 2nd edn., vi [from the preface to the first edn.]). No
such question marks appear in the entry on Majdhüb.
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1111999955553333::::    fifififiAAAAbbbbdddd    aaaallll----MMMMaaaajjjjııııdddd    fifififi◊◊◊◊bbbbiiiiddddıııınnnn,,,,    TTTTrrrrııııkkkkhhhh    aaaallll----tttthhhhaaaaqqqqffffaaaa    aaaallll----fifififiAAAArrrraaaabbbbiiiiyyyyyyyyaaaa    ffffıııı    ’’’’llll----SSSSüüüüddddnnnn
Orientalism, nationalised

Il faut aller apprendre chez eux
l’art de vaincre sans avoir raison.

Cheick Hamidou Kane, L’aventure ambiguë

fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın, an Egyptian professor of Arabic at Gordon Memorial College
(and later at Cairo University, Khartoum Branch), wrote this History of the Arabic
culture in the Sudan while Egypt, Britain, and the Sudan were struggling over the
Sudan’s political future. It was a time when Arab nationalism held sway, and the
Sudan’s Arab culture and identity was stressed both by Sudanese intellectuals in the
face of the British, and by Egyptians who used it to emphasise the basic ‘unity of the
Nile Valley’.

fiAbd al-Majıd places Majdhüb in the context of his discussion of the anti-Ottoman,
anti-imperialist reform movements emerging since the late eighteenth century and
which reached the Sudan through the ˘ijz. Among these were the Wahhbıs and “the
movement (˛araka) of al-Sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs al-Fsı (d. 1837)”. The latter sent his
student, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, on a missionary tour of the Sudan, but

“the influence of A˛mad b. Idrıs was not restricted to the movement of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn. He
was the teacher of a number of Sudanese scholars (fiulam√) who took the †arıqa from him in
Mecca and returned to spread it in their home country. Among them we may mention al-Shaykh
Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-∑aghır (1790-1832), grandson of al-Majdhüb al-Kabır, the founder of
the Majdhıb †arıqa,118 who studied under A˛mad b. Idrıs whilst in Mecca and on his return to the
Sudan extended the †arıqa especially among the Beja tribes.”119

This is largely translated from Trimingham’s Islam in the Sudan (p. 199; v.s.). fiAbd al-
Majıd does not acknowledge his source here although he quotes Trimingham in other
parts of his book. The major difference between the translation and the original is that
fiAbd al-Majıd omits Trimingham’s statement that Majdhüb “revivified” his †arıqa. In
general, however, fiAbd al-Majıd accepts the ideas on Islamic reform (ißl˛) movements
put forward by Trimingham and other European writers; he specifically refers to Gibb,
Modern trends in Islam (1947); to his own (et al.) 1947 translation of Adams, Islam and
modernism (1933); and to fiAbbs Ma˛müd’s [not al-fiAqqd!] 1932 translation of
Arnold, The preaching of Islam (1896/1913).120 For local detail, these works are

118 We have already mentioned, in [the context of] the Funj period, the †arıqa founded by ˘amad al-
Majdhüb in al-Dmar (the Majdhübiyya) after his return from Mecca. It is a branch of the Shdhiliyya.
Al-Majdhüb al-Kabır died in 1776 [fiAbd al-Majıd’s note].
119 fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın, Trıkh al-thaqfa, 102.
120 It may be interesting to recall here the almost wholly imaginary account given by Arnold of
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı; the point is not so much to criticise Arnold but to indicate on what
kind of literature a leading Orientalist like Gibb and a leading Arab scholar like fiAbd al-Majıd still relied
around 1950 (and twenty years later still the Egyptian fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd; v.i.). As quoted by Gibb

(cont’d)
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complemented by Makkı Shibayka’s edition of the Funj Chronicle (1947); by The
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from within (ed. Hamilton, 1935); and by Nafiüm Shuqayr,
Jughrfiya wa-trıkh (1903).

fiAbd al-Majıd used the works of recognised Orientalist authorities of his time to estab-
lish a proud picture of Arab-Islamic reform and modernity. In the process, he Arabised
many of the errors and half-truths contained in these works and may be faulted for
further stabilising through repetition the erroneous, self-sufficient biographical tradition
of the secondary literature. He did, however, make a significant step to overcome this
dependence. One of his students who was remotely related to the Majdhıb
(Muddaththir fiAbd al-Ra˛ım, later to become a noted historian of Sudanese nation-
alism) had lent him a copy of Majdhub’s Dıwn,121 and fiAbd al-Majıd used extracts
from this as prime examples to discuss the important linguistic and cultural role of
Sudanese Prophetic praise poetry (madı˛) in the medium of classical Arabic (pp.(203-
15). This was the first time a researcher considered what Majdhüb wrote himself;
unfortunately, it remained the only such attempt for fifteen years.

(p. 30-31), Arnold wrote: “Crossing the Red Sea to Kossayr, he made his way inland to the Nile, here,
among a Muslim population, his efforts were mainly confined to enrolling memebers of the order to
which he belonged, but in his journey up the river he did not meet with much success until he reached
Aswan; from this point up to Dongola, his journey became quite a triumphant progress; the Nubians has-
tened to join his order, and the royal pomp with which he was surrounded produced an impressive effect
on this people, and at the same time the fame of his miracles attracted to him large numbers of followers.
At Dongola Muihammad fiUthman left the valley of the Nile to go to Kordofan, where he made a long
stay, and it was here that his missionary work among unbelievers began. Many tribes in this country and
about Sennaar were still pagan, and among these the preaching of Muhammad fiUthman achieved a very
remarkable success, and he sought to make his influence permanent by contracting several marriages,
th4e issue of which, after his death in 1853, carried on the work of the order he founded (Arnold, The
Preaching of Islam [2nd ed.; London, 1912], p. 327).”
121 fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın, Trıkh al-thaqfa, 6. On the Dıwn (= Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb), see
further below.
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AAAAllll----MMMMuuuukkkkhhhhaaaa∂∂∂∂rrrraaaammmm122

1111999955558888////66661111::::    HHHHoooolllltttt,,,,    TTTThhhheeee    MMMMaaaahhhhddddiiiisssstttt    ssssttttaaaatttteeee    aaaannnndddd    AAAA    mmmmooooddddeeeerrrrnnnn    hhhhiiiissssttttoooorrrryyyy    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnn
Majdhüb, ruler of a theocratic state?

After teaching at Bakht al-Ri∂ for a few years, Peter Malcolm Holt 1951-55 was
assigned the task of reorganising the Sudan government archives in preparation for
Sudanese independence. This allowed him unrestricted access to the Mahdist records;
and consequently he earned his place as one of the leading historians of the Sudan with
a seminal study on The Mahdist state in the Sudan. In this work, he extensively revised
the prevailing image of the Mahdiyya by going back to the indigenous sources. Not
long after the Sudan achieved its independence, Holt undertook to write a concise intro-
duction to the Modern history of the Sudan. This book (which became fiercely unpopu-
lar with some former members of the colonial administration123) covers mainly the
period since 1820, but includes a brief overview of earlier times. It was the first book in
English to cover the whole history of the country since “the coming of the Arabs”. The
book, meanwhile in its fourth, revised edition, has become a classic for quick reference.

The Mahdist state includes a paragraph on “the Majdhübıya or Majdhıb” (Holt senses
the naming problem) which is derived from Trimingham and Hill.124 Holt may have
also been influenced by Hillelson (v.s.) in labelling the “autonomous community” of al-
Dmar (so described in the text) a “theocracy” (footnote); but Hillelson is neither
referred to in the footnote nor in the bibliography. Conceivably, Holt may simply have
reinvented the “theocracy” from Burckhardt’s “little hierarchical state”. A modern
history further condenses this account:

“In the eighteenth century, when Funj-fiAbdallab control over the main Nile was weakening, the
Majadhib, a family of hereditary fakis, established a tribal theocracy among the Jafialiyin, south of
the Atbara confluence. The founder of the state was Hamad Ibn Muhammad al-Majdhub (1693-
1776) […].

Burckhardt, who visited El Damer in 1814, has left a description of the Majdhubi theocracy in
its last phase. Its ruler, al-faki al-kabir ‘the great teacher’, was Muhammad al-Majdhub (1796-
1831), a grandson of the founder. Burckhardt comments on the neatness, regularity and good
condition of El Damer. [further details from Burckhardt].”125

122 A mukha∂ram is someone whose life and work bridges two different historical epochs.
123 See Henderson, Sudan Republic, 50, 69 n., 109, 230.
124 Holt, Mahdist state, 1st edn., 18.
125 Holt, Modern history, 31. This text remained unchanged throughout the subsequent editions (see
Holt & Daly, History of the Sudan, 35).
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Mu˛ammad Majdhüb would surely have been surprised had he known that he would
end up in a standard history book as ruler of a tribal theocratic state! Holt is not
generally known for sloppiness. The picture he draws of al-Dmar here is a fruit grown
from the soil of what by 1958 had become a rather standardised tradition quoting and
requoting only itself. Holt started out with Trimingham’s polished version of this
tradition, re-read Burckhardt (whom he valued highly; v.i.), and condensed these two
accounts into the theocratic result quoted above.

1111999966667777////77770000::::    HHHHoooolllltttt,,,,    ““““HHHHoooollllyyyy    ffffaaaammmmiiiilllliiiieeeessss””””    aaaannnndddd    TTTThhhheeee    MMMMaaaahhhhddddiiiisssstttt    ssssttttaaaatttteeee    ((((2222nnnndddd    eeeeddddnnnn....))))
Trimingham and beyond

Originally a lecture given at Princeton University, Holt’s famous article “Holy families
and Islam in the Sudan” summarises his view of the role of hereditary fakı groups in the
process of islamisation of the Sudan. The Majdhıb are presented as the prime example
of such a family:

“A very interesting example of a Sudanese family who claimed Sharıfı descent, and acted as both
religious teachers and ∑üfı leaders, is provided by the Majdhıb of al-Dmir […].126 The founder
of the family, a Jafialı known as Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-Kabır (i.e. the Elder), flourished in the
early eighteenth century. His son, ˘amad, made the Pilgrimage to Mecca and was initiated into the
Shdhiliyya order. He was a teacher and a practicing jurist who gave fatws and judgements, as
well as being a famous ∑üfı. He died in 1190/1776-77, and was buried at al-Dmir.127 His son,
A˛mad Qamar al-Dın, born in 1159/1746-7, had an equally high reputation for scholarship and
piety.128 In effect, an indigenous sub-order, the Majdhubiyya, was formed locally by adherents of
the family.

John Lewis Burckhardt, who visited al-Dmir in 1814, has left a striking description of the
town under ˘amad’s grandson Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-∑aghır, born in 1210/1795-6. His
account throws light on several aspects of the role of a holy family.”129

There follows the longest quotation ever from Burckhardt’s description of al-Dmar
which Holt uses as starting point for a discussion of the economic and political and
roles holy families fulfilled. He no longer calls al-Dmar a “state” but continues to
speak of a practically independent “theocratic enclave” in the “frail and unstable” Funj
Sultanate. As “Burckhardt makes clear, al-Fakı al-Kabır was its undisputed master”.130

126 A valuable memorandum on the Majdhıb, written by Nafiüm Shuqayr on 31 May 1915, is now
in the Sudan Archive at the School of Oriental Studies, Durham (192/2, pp. 9-14) [Holt’s note].
127 [‡abaqt], 187-8. J. S. Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan (London, 1949), 224-6 [Holt’s note].
128 The birth date appears in the summary-translation in MacMichael, Arabs, II, 242 [Holt’s note].
129 Holt, “Holy families”, quoted from id., Studies in the history of the Near East, 122-3.
130 Holt, “Holy families”, quoted from id., Studies in the history of the Near East, 124. The
“enclave” made its way into the title of a central chapter in Spaulding’s Heroic age (pp. 150-198) where
Spaulding seeks to demonstrate his thesis of the overthrow of Nubian kingship by Islamic fakıs.
Spaulding read Burckhardt with Holt in hand (and thus misinterpreted the power structure in al-Dmar).
His materialist approach, however, made him drop the description of this “enclave” as “theocratic”;
instead, he writes, “a dense ideological fog enveloped [its] social realities” (pp. 173-4).
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Apart from the introductory phrase (the Majdhıb never “claimed Sharıfı descent”131),
this is a much more careful text than the one presented in Holt’s Modern history (v.s.).
Trimingham in hand, Holt has gone back to the ‡abaqt from where he takes some
further details, and he has also rediscovered Shoucair’s 1915 memorandum (whence he
is now able to give the correct Hijrı year of Majdhüb’s birth). Trimingham’s general
account, however, still exercises a hegemonic influence (apparently confirmed by
Burckhardt whom Holt values highly), and so the newly-won details are merely inte-
grated into the previous picture. A striking result of this is that Majdhüb’s father is
given a new name, becoming “A˛mad Qamar al-Dın”. This is due to Holt’s recourse to
the ‡abaqt where ˘amad’s son and successor is identified as “A˛mad”. Wad ∆ayf
Allh is quite correct in this statement; he refers, however, not to Qamar al-Dın (who
never became ˘amad’s successor) but to A˛mad Ab Jadarı (b. 1747/6, d. between
c.(1804 and 1808), his father’s official khalıfa. Holt fails to recognise this and does not
question the established wisdom that Majdhüb followed his grandfather ˘amad as the
leader of al-Dmar. I might add here two corrections:
(1) Fakı ˘amad never was al-fakı al-kabır (an appelation first born by his elder son,
fiAbd Allh al-Naqar (1732/3-1813); it literally means, “the elder fakı”).
(2) The fakı al-kabır was never Fakı ˘amad’s official successor and even less the
ruler of al-Dmar. The official successor (khalıfa) was A˛mad Ab Jadarı, ˘amad’s
second son. The designation, al-fakı al-kabır, seems to have been used precisely
because its bearer had no right to the title, khalıfa.

Holt does, however, go a significant step beyond Trimingham. He addresses the politi-
cal and economic roles played by the Majdhıb and other holy families, and begins to
unearth documentary evidence on the basis of which to describe and analyse these
roles.132 The second edition of The Mahdist state (1970) proves this trend; the para-
graph on the Majdhıb is improved by integrating the newly-discovered information
from the ‡abaqt and from Shoucair’s memorandum. It may be described as the best
account of the Majdhıb possible within the framework laid out by Trimingham.133

The Modern history may have been a quick shot. In his serious research, Holt was much
more careful and proved to be not only the most exact scholar Sudanese historiography
had yet counted in its ranks, but also one who worked hard to break the circularity of
previous research and to establish the necessity of recourse to primary documentary
evidence.

131 See further below, Chapter V.
132 Holt, “Four Funj land-charters”, which is referred to in “Holy families”.
133 Holt, Mahdist state, 2nd edn., 19.
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PPPPoooosssstttt----ccccoooolllloooonnnniiiiaaaallll    rrrreeeeaaaasssssssseeeerrrrttttiiiioooonnnn

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib

1111999955556666::::    fifififiAAAAbbbbdddd    AAAAllllllllhhhh    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡aaaayyyyyyyyiiiibbbb,,,,    aaaallll----IIIIttttttttiiiijjjjhhhhtttt    aaaallll----˛̨̨̨aaaaddddııııtttthhhhaaaa    ffffıııı    ’’’’llll----nnnnaaaatttthhhhrrrr    aaaallll----fifififiAAAArrrraaaabbbbıııı    ffffıııı    ’’’’llll----SSSSüüüüddddnnnn
High points of Arabic literature

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib (b. 1921), poet, scholar, and essayist, is the Sudan’s leading
expert on Arabic language and classical Arabic poetry. Born into a branch of the
Majdhıb clan from al-Timeyrb, on the West bank of the Nile opposite al-Dmar, he
grew up in Kasal, al-Dmar, and Berber. After preparing for a teacher’s career in
Khartoum and Bakht al-Ri∂ he moved to London where he obtained a doctorate in
Arabic in 1949/50. A year later, he returned to the Sudan where he first worked as a
teacher of English before joining the Arabic department of the University of Khartoum
to which he has remained attached ever since, with occasional (and sometimes
prolonged) periods of leave in Kano, Juba, and Fez.

His fame was firmly established by his two first books, al-Murshid il fahm ashfir al-
fiArab wa-ßinfiatih (1955), a veritable encyclopedia of all there is to know about the
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composition, appreciation, and criticism of poetry in standard literary Arabic, published
with strong encouragement from ‡h ˘usayn; and on his first volume of poetry, Aßd√
al-Nıl (publ. 1957), containing highly classicist poems written 1942-56. In between
these two (1956), he published a collection of lectures on Arabic prose literature in the
Sudan, given originally at the Institute of Arabic Studies at Cairo: al-Ittijht al-˛adıtha
fı ’l-nathr al-fiArabı fı ’l-Südn. The first lecture (pp. 13-21) is a tribute to Majdhüb to
whom fiAbd Allh, as he has repeatedly stated, owes his love for the arts of the Arabic
language (v.i.):134

“Absolutely the best section of the mawlid, al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya — and I count it among the best
that was written in the Arabic-speaking world in general at that time, because of the purity and
cohesion of expression, the freedom from the bad habit of mannerism, and the ease of its rhymed
prose which is not at all far-fetched — is the following (from the last section):

Wa-idh qad dhakarn sırata ’l-ma˛büb, fa’l-narfafi akuffa ’l-i˛tiyji li-mliki khaz√ini ’l-
ghuyüb, fa-naqül : || nas√aluka ’llhumma bi-lisni ’l-˛li wa’l-maql || wa-nuthnı fialayka bi-
kamli ’l-kamli wa-jalli ’l-jaml || …”135

1111999966666666////9999::::    fifififiAAAAbbbbdddd    AAAAllllllllhhhh    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡aaaayyyyyyyyiiiibbbb,,,,    MMMMiiiinnnn    nnnnffffiiiiddddhhhhaaaatttt    aaaallll----qqqqiiii††††rrrr    aaaannnndddd    AAAAßßßßdddd√√√√    aaaallll----NNNNııııllll    ((((3333rrrrdddd    eeeeddddnnnn....))))
The native faults the English (and other outsiders)

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib is not only an expert on classical Arabic literature but is also
deeply rooted in the local aspects of his tradition, apart from showing clear marks of
influence from his British teachers. As a leading academic and radio broadcaster, his
views became influential in shaping the national attitude to the Sudan’s heritage.
Among his many publications are two highly personal volumes of memoirs and recol-
lection evoking the world of his childhood and youth (Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 1966; and
Min ˛aqıbat al-dhikrayt, 1980/3). They contain not only lively personal reminiscences
but incorporate a wealth of oral tradition, especially from al-Dmar, that fiAbd Allh
had heard in his childhood and updated during his occasional visits, and which were
presented here for the first time to the outside public:

“Qamar al-Dın [b. al-Fakı ˘amad] took the Shdhiliyya from his father, and he gave it to his son,
al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, whose mother was from the ˘u∂ür136 of al-Matamma.
[Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb] met al-Sayyid Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Khatm and al-Sayyid A˛mad b.

134 According to his own account, fiAbd Allh’s first encounter with something written was a worn-
out but beautiful copy of Majdhüb’s Dıwn; it made an unforgettable impression on him, and he often
portrays this as the origin of his love for Arabic language and poetry (see fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Aßd√ al-
Nıl, fifth edn. p. 18 (from the preface to the third edn. (1969); fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min ˘aqıbat al-
dhikrayt, 42, 192-3).
135 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Ittijht, 16 (quoted from Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 32). The passage
quoted (Dıwn, 84-85) is taken from al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya, Majdhüb’s second-most popular mawlid.
The closing passage is a prayer to God; when performed in public, the audience lift their hands and say,
“Y Allh” at the positions marked here by the sign, “ || ”.
136 On the ˘u∂ür merchant community, see below, Chapter III.
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Idrıs and spent nine years in Medina. He studied with (akhadha fian) al-Shaykh “al-Azraq” b.
A˛mad Abı Jadarı, the ancestor of the Azriqa in al-Qa∂rif, who was an able scholar (faqıh).137

And he took the Shdhilı path (†arıq) from al-Shaykh Ibrhım al-Suwaydı in Medina. He pursued
the path with earnest devotion (ijtahad fı al-†arıq); he composed [a number of] mawlids in which
he followed the model of al-Barzanjı,138 and wrote poems of praise and intercession. The similar-
ity between his approach (manhaj) and that of al-Sayyid Mu˛ammad fiUthmn and the likes of him
(may God be pleased with all these eminent men and benefit us through them) is such that it
makes one feel that there was a kind of competition between them or an effort to keep pace with
each other. Al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb’s works are written in a fine, beautiful style,
whether he expresses himself in colloquial or classical Arabic or mixes between the two. Much of
it is full of longing and emotion [two examples follow139].

It was from the volume of poetry (dıwn) of al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb that [fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib]
learned Arabic when he was still very young. How delightful it was to hear a performance of the
“Ten Quatrains”: [example follows140].”141

“The director of the [primary] school [in al-Dmar] knew al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb and used to visit
him [i.e., his tomb]. […] But Lorimer omitted him from the family tree that he constructed for his
article on the Majdhıb in Sudan Notes and Records. He said there that they were magicians —
“magic: God will cause it to fail!” [Q. 10: 81].142 And fail Lorimer did, for he wrote even though
he was ignorant, out of a vain desire to be a District Commissioner who published something.

How could he have possibly overlooked the most prominent building in al-Dmar and not
found out whose it was!? Everyone knows it; if he had only asked, they would have told him!

And Trimingham called him, “Mu˛ammad aß-∑ughayyir”, mixing up two things: he confused
him with Mu˛ammad Abü ∑urra and thus attributed to him the kind of inherited leadership that
Mu˛ammad Abü ∑urra b. A˛mad Abı Jadarı b. al-Fakı ˘amad exercised;143 and he wanted to
distinguish him from Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, the [clan’s] original ancestor — perhaps his infor-
mant used the words, ‘the younger‘ (al-ßaghır) and ‘the elder’ (al-kabır) to distinguish between
the two? He died in al-Dmar and is buried there. The dome over his tomb was destroyed by
Kitchener as were other such domes. It is said that the Shaykh had not wanted to be buried in a
domed tomb [anyway].

137 On M “al-Azraq” w. Ab Jadarı (1787–1872/3), see below, Chapter III.
138 Al-Barzanjı’s (1690-1765/6) Mawlid sharaf al-anm became one of the most widely recited
mawlids in the Islamic world; Majdhüb’s two most popular mawlids are directly dependent on it. See
further below, Chapter VI.
139 (1) From La-qad †la shawqı (Dıwn, 123), lines 1, 2, 5, 7; (2) from Arka ˛azınan (Dıwn,
130), lines 1-2.
140 The “Ten murabbafit” are composed in the light hazaj metre and show the rhyme pattern,
“aa/za/bb/za/cc/za” etc. They form part of Majdhüb’s dıwn (pp. 150-62); fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib’s exam-
ple throws together lines stemming from different parts of the written version (IX, 9-12; VII, 15-16, 1-2;
IX, 1-2).
141 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 85.
142  In fiAbd Allh’s rendering, it sounds as if Lorimer had made up this description of the Majdhıb
as magicians (sa˛ara). As a matter of fact, Lorimer only cites Burckhardt in this matter: “The family of
Medjdoule … has the reputation of producing necromancers, or persons endowed with supernatural
powers […]. Innumberable stories are related of their magic powers …” (Lorimer, “Megadhib”, 337;
from Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 266). The examples given by Burckhardt are still told today in al-
Dmar to demonstrate the great fakıs’ power of kashf. No one would call them si˛r, of course, a term
reserved for illicit magic. For more on the subject of ‘magic’, see below, Chapter VII.
143 Mu˛ammad Abü ∑urra (d. 1823) succeeded his father A˛mad Abü Jadarı (1746/7-1804/8) as
khalıfa of Fakı ˘amad. He was not, however, Burckhardt’s fakı al-kabır; this was Jall al-Dın b. fiAbd
Allh al-Naqar (d. 1840/1). Behind the two different titles lies the split among Fakı ˘amad’s son;
Burckhardt did not recognise this.
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The domed tomb of the Mahdı in Omdurman was destroyed to weaken the morale, they say.
And the domed tomb of al-Sayyid al-˘asan had been destroyed before.144

And fresh water flows from the well of to-Till.”145

The text largely speaks for itself. What is most interesting in the present context is that
fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib critically — and sarcastically — engages the colonial, English-
language historiographical tradition that dominated the literature but failed abysmally to
give an adequate portrait of the history of the Majdhıb as seen from within.

A second point worth mentioning is fiAbd Allh’s representaion of the rivalry between
Majdhüb and Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı as a sort of friendly competition. This
contrasts sharply with the Khatmı account given in al-Ibna (v.s.), but reflects not only
fiAbd Allh’s own well-known pro-Khatmı stand but a general tendency among the
Majdhıb. The Wasıla, for example, plays down the conflict in a similar way.146

fiAbd Allh resumed and intensified his efforts to rectify the misconceptions of
“Western (ifranj) and other historians” in the preface to the third edition of his Aßd√ al-
Nıl (1969). The long account of his family published there is based primarily on oral
sources from al-Dmar, but fiAbd Allh also refers to “documents now in the Central
Records Office, Khartoum” [i.e. Wath√iq al-Sda al-Majdhıb, NRO, Misc. 1/10/77-
78, photographed in al-Dmar in the 1960s], and to “a detailed manuscript (mansükha)
on the genealogy (ansb) of the Majdhıb” compiled by Majdhüb [“al-Naqar”] fiAbd
Allh al-‡hir [A˛mad] Jall al-Dın [1933-1987] of al-Dmar (v.i.). fiAbd Allh al-
‡ayyib faults Ibrhım Fawzı (II, 314) for ridiculing the noble genealogy of the
Jafialiyyın. He blames Wad ∆ayf Allh, the author of the Fünj Chronicle, and Nafiüm
Shuqayr for various errors and for not doing justice to the importance of the Majdhıb,
and suspects that pressure and/or manipulations from the part of the Turco-Egyptian
government may be responsible for this. The only work that stands unblemished is
Burckhardt’s Travels in Nubia with its very sympathetic description of al-Dmar.
Through this preface, Burckhardt became a celebrity in al-Dmar; I was repeatedly
referred to him during my fieldwork. That fiAbd Allh himself is not immune from the
ifranjı tradition is evident from the date he gives for Majdhüb’s death: 1832!

144 The deliberate destruction and desecration of the Mahdı’s tomb by Kitchener’s forces in
September 1898 became a symbol of the ruthlessness of colonialism in the Sudan. fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib,
whose leanings towards the Khatmiyya are no secret, consciously reminds his readers that the Mahdist
forces under fiUthmn Diqna had wrought the same destruction in 1885 on the recently completed,
splendid tomb of al-˘asan b. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı’s (1820-1868/9), the real father of
Khatmı success in the Sudan.
145 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 93-4. ‘to-Till’ is the name of the most famous of
the Tka mountains near Kasal. The well springing forth from it is believed in popular tradition to have
been struck by al-Sayyid al-˘asan with his stick. fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib adds this reference here to say
that the destruction of the saint’s tombs by hostile (state) powers can do nothing to stop the effectiveness
of the saint’s baraka.
146 See further below, Chapter V.
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More detail on what fiAbd Allh had to say about Mu˛ammad Majdhüb can be gleaned
from the section below discussing fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, who incorporated the
‘insider’ report in his academic writing.

1111999966668888////77771111::::    fifififiAAAAbbbbdddd    aaaallll----QQQQddddiiiirrrr    MMMMaaaa˛̨̨̨mmmmüüüüdddd,,,,    aaaallll----FFFFiiiikkkkrrrr    aaaallll----∑∑∑∑üüüüffffıııı    aaaannnndddd    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡aaaawwww√√√√iiiiffff    aaaallll----ßßßßüüüüffffiiiiyyyyyyyyaaaa
Mystical philosophy, in literature

fiAbd al-Qdir (b. c. 1930?) is an Egyptian Islamic philosopher. He worked for Egyptian
radio and television 1949-66, and after obtaining his doctorate taught at the Khartoum
branch of Cairo University (1966 - c. the mid-1970s). Influenced to a degree by existen-
tialist ideas, and with some literary interests, he was chiefly concerned with exploring
the heritage of non-scholastic Islamic thought and showing its relevance in the modern
world. In this context, he devoted himself specifically to the study of mystical philoso-
phy.147 His experiences in the Sudan convinced him that Islamic mysticism (taßawwuf)
was to “Sudanese thought” (al-fikr al-Südnı) what the Nile was to its land,148 and he
set out to study the development and the ideas of Sudanese mysticism and its influence,
chiefly as reflected in works of literature. fiAbd al-Qdir was partly inspired in this
enterprise through his acquaintance with Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-Majdhüb (1919-
1982), one of the modern Sudan’s most celebrated poets.149 fiAbd al-Qdir criticised
previous studies of Islamic mysticism (taßawwuf) for having paid attention only to
organised groups and external aspects while ignoring the influence of mystical philoso-
phy (al-falsafa al-ßüfiyya) on many individuals who did not formally belong to such
groups.150 This must be kept in mind when reading his books; it explains why he freely
draws on the works of poets and thinkers who were not Sufis in the narrow sense but in
whose work the influence of mystical ideas plays a role.

His readings resulted in two books on the subject, the first of which (al-Fikr al-ßüfı fı ’l-
Südn; 1968) sketched in broad lines the development of “mystical thought” in the area
of the Republic of the Sudan (including the South) from “pagan times” until the present.
For the early Islamic period, fiAbd al-Qdir relied heavily on the ‡abaqt.151 Of the
European authors, Trimingham was known to him, but like fiAbd al-Majıd (also an

147 Cf. his second academic book, al-Falsafa al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Islm (1966).
148 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-Fikr al-∑üfı fı ’l-Südn, 3.
149 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-Fikr al-∑üfı fı ’l-Südn, 1. Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-Majdhüb’s major
poetry collection, Nr al-Majdhıb had not yet been published but fiAbd al-Qdir had access to a draft.
Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı had rebelled against his conservative father (the most prominent twentieth-century
religious leader from al-Dmar; v.i.) but built a romanticised image of his rural origins in his poetry after
moving to the city. See further, Hofheinz, “From Fakı to DuktΩr”.
150 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-Fikr al-∑üfı fı ’l-Südn, 135.
151 There is a note (p. 53) on “˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb (1693-1776)”, taken ostensibly
from the ‡abaqt; the dates, however, must derive from Trimingham.
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important source) he drew much more heavily on the Arabic translations of Arnold, The
preaching of Islam and Adams, Islam and modernism (v.s.). The nineteenth century is
represented solely through analyses of Sammnı literature and of Mahdist thought
(based on the Manshürt and on Ibrhım Fawzı). Over half the book is devoted to the
twentieth-century movement from traditionalism (taqlıdiyya)152 to renewal (tajdıd) in
Sudanese intellectual life, put in the context of wider political and social tensions.

Three years later, fiAbd al-Qdir had done some further background reading153 and
published what was in effect the first academic monograph on The Sufi sects in the
Sudan (al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn). While this book deals with individual Sufi
groups in a more conventional sense (specifically, the “Qdiriyya Sammniyya” (sic),
the Tijniyya, the Majdhübiyya, the Idrısiyya, the Mırghaniyya, the Ismfiıliyya, the
Mahdiyya, and the Hindiyya), fiAbd al-Qdir is still mainly interested in the
“philosophy” these groups convey through their literature. Thus, in the chapter on the
“Majdhübiyya” (pp. 83-109), Mu˛ammad Majdhüb receives five pages worth of atten-
tion; the remaining pages are devoted to a presentation of the poetry of Majdhüb b. al-
‡hir (3 pp.), Majdüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın (3 pp.), his son Mu˛ammad al-
Mahdı (5 pp.), and fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib (5 pp.). This reflects not only the author’s own
bias but also the perception common among urban Sudanese intellectuals of the
Majdhıb chiefly as a family of outstanding poets.154

fiAbd al-Qdir clearly is a philosopher, not a historian of ideas. The historical part of his
chapter on the Majdhıb is exclusively taken from fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib’s preface to
the freshly published third edition of Aßd√ al-Nıl (1969; v.s.) and is therefore as
disjointedly impressionistic as the original. Other studies of the Majdhıb are com-
pletely ignored, which insulates fiAbd al-Qdir (in this case) from falling victim to the
errors of the standardised tradition.155 Instead, he creates his own. “The Majdhübiyya”,

152 Either through Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-Majdhub or through fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın’s Trıkh al-
thaqfa (v.s.), fiAbd al-Qdir had learned of the Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb from which he quoted extracts of
two poems by Majdhüb b. al-‡hir (c. 1860-1930), classified as “traditionalist” (p. 121).
153 “This study should have appeared before our previous book […] but severe difficulties in obtain-
ing access to source material caused it to be delayed” (fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı
’l-Südn, 3).
154 In the introduction, al-‡hir al-Majdhüb is presented as the prime example of fully matured
mystical poetry in standard literary Arabic in the Sudan; his son Mu˛ammad [Majdhüb] as the most
brilliant representative of it, along with [the Sammnı] fiAbd al-Ma˛müd Nür al-D√im [1845-1915].
fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib and Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-Majdhüb are mentioned as having carried on this
poetic light into more recent times (fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn, 19-21).
155 Only in this case, however. The pedigree (entitled, “The branches of the Shdhiliyya Majdhüb-
iyya”) in the appendix of fiAbd al-Qdir’s al-Fikr al-∑üfı fı ’l-Südn is based on Willis, “Religious confra-
ternities” (v.s.); it renders “Mohammed El Magoub El Sughair” as “Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-∑.gh.y.r”
and “Hamed El Magzub” as “˘mid al-Majdhüb”. fiAbd al-Qdir does not bother to harmonise this with
his main text, where he correctly gives “˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb” from the ‡abaqt and from
Trimingham (p. 53; v.s.). Another example is his reliance on the Arabic translation of Arnold’s (by that

(cont’d)
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he says, “goes back to al-Sayyid Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-kabır (d. 1247 h.)”.156 This
is the year when the younger Mu˛ammad Majdhüb died; further, the Majdhıb never
claimed the title, ‘Sayyid’. fiAbd al-Qdir uses ‘Sayyid’ so indiscriminately for more or
less all Sufi shaykhs that it may be understood in a modern sense rather than in the
technical one of ‘descendent of the Prophet’. In a similarly unprecedented way,
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın is given a new grandfather, “Mu˛ammad b.
Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb”, an (invented) brother of ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb,
the real grandfather.157

Here is an example showing fiAbd al-Qdir’s use of fiAbd Allh’s text. Parts directly
taken from fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib are set in this sans-serif font; passages omitted by
fiAbd al-Qdir are struck through, and passages inserted by him are set in this normal
serif font:

“Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb (the second) was still a young adolescent when the viceroy (wlı)
Mu˛ammad fiAlı Psh conquered (fata˛) the Sudan; at the time he was living in Medina. His
father, his brother, and some of his uncles and cousins fell as free heroes fighting the intruding
colonialists in the wars (sic) of al-Kiweyb, QΩz al-˘alaq, and Thqib as we have mentioned before
These wars are not mentioned in the official historiography.158 In the Central Records [Office] there
is a manuscript written by al-Faqıh Jall al-Dın wherein he refers to QΩz al-˘alaq as a
contemporary and uses this to date the death of his cousin, al-Faqıh al-Khalıfa Mu˛ammad Abü
∑urra (God rest their souls).159 It is as if the official historiography — as fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib
says160 —, with its claim that the only resistance Ismfiıl Psh met was from the Shyqiyya tribes,
wants to efface the [historical] truth of the stinging opposition by that affirms the strength of the
Jafialiyın and their tribes which put up the greatest fearless resistance to the Psh that Turkish
oppressor before he reached Sinnr through the force of iron and fire; he would not have been
able to overcome it had he not had firearms.

time definitely outdated) Preaching of Islam for his account of A˛mad b. Idrıs (lived “in Mecca 1797-
1833”, “died in 1835”); he simply follows fiAbd al-Majıd there (fiAbd al-Qdir, al-‡aw√if, 7).
156 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn, 8.
157 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn, pedigree in the appendix.
158 Pace fiAbd Allh (Aßd√, 35, 37), Turkish records of these battles do exist; and they were fought
not to resist the initial invasion, but occurred during the Turkish campaign against the Jafialiyyın after the
murder of Ismfiıl (3 Nov 1822). In the first battle of al-Kiweyb (at the Atbara-Nile confluence), Turkish
troops moving southwards from Berber were routed by a Jafialı force allegedly led by the Majdhıb. The
Jafialıyyın were later forced to retreat; the Majdhıb abandoned al-Dmar and moved up the River Atbara
to QΩz al-˘alaq. The last encounter took place at the end of May 1823 in the area of Tqid/Abü Sileym
(= “Thqib”); according to Ma˛ü Bey’s report, over 3,000 Jafialiyyın were killed; the rest fled up the
Atbara. For further details, see below, Documentation.
159 Jall al-Dın b. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. al-Fakı ˘amad was the leader of the Naqarb from 1813
until his death (c. 1840). He was thus Burckhardt’s Fakı al-kabır and a contemporary of the Turkish inva-
sion. His cousin, Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı b. al-Fakı ˘amad, was ˘amad’s official
khalıfa at the time; he was wounded but not killed at al-Kiweyb and died in QΩz al-˘alaq (further up the
River Atbara) to where the Majdhıb had retreated (Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛ım, al-Nid√, 110; al-‡ayyib
Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, al-Masıd, 142; Majdhüb Mu˛ammad al-Amın, 9/2/87; Hshim al-Suhaylı,
9/2/87).
160 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, preface to Aßd√ al-Nıl [fiAbd al-Qdir’s note].
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There can be no doubt161 that al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb the second and his nephew
al-Shaykh al-‡hir and the latter’s son Mu˛ammad Majdhüb (who is known as “al-Shaykh”) and
their family partisans (shıfiatuhum) were the champions of a real resurgenc in the name of the
Majdhıb after the tyranny of the Turks had swept it away major renaissance on the religious, the
national, and the intellectual front in general. They founded mosques and lodges in the Eastern
Sudan that had a farreaching positive effect on the success of the Mahdist revolution there. Suffice
it to mention that the hero fiUthmn Diqna (God rest his soul) was among the foremost students
(talmıdh) and devotees (mu˛ibbın) of al-Shaykh al-‡hir al-Majdhüb. Al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-
Majdhüb himself died without leaving any children except his daughter fi◊√isha. It was her son, al-
Faqıh Majdhüb b. Abı Bakr, who was fell in battle (murbi†an) with the Mahdı’s Khalıfa in al-
Jadıd.”162

fiAbd al-Qdir steps up the anti-colonial tone (as a child of the Egyptian revolution, he
is both pro-Egyptian and opposed to the old dynasty of Mu˛ammad fiAlı; this is obvious
throughout his book). He drops the old titles ‘Psh’ and ‘al-Shaykh’, as well as some
pious phrases (such as, “God rest his soul”). And he omits some of the details of the
original, but generalises the anti-Turkish uprising to a major religious, national and
intellectual “renaissance” (nah∂a). Such hyperbole often occurs in fiAbd al-Qdir’s
book, for example when he describes ˘amad b. al-Majdhüb as “the greatest leader so
far of Islamic culture in the Sudan”.163

After a quotation from Burckhardt’s description of al-Dmar which is adapted in a
similar way from fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, fiAbd al-Qdir leaves his blueprint behind. By
presenting “the most important literary works (turth) of the Majdhıb”, he became the
first academic writer on the Majdhıb who turned to available primary sources to exam-
ine the ideas they contain. This is most likely due to fiAbd al-Qdir’s acquaintance with
the poet Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-Majdhüb, whose father Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b.
Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (1888/7-1976) is described as the present [1971]
shaykh of the Majdhübiyya; he “pursues its mission in al-Dmar, its major centre,
publishing the works of the Majdhübı masters (al-Sda al-Majdhübiyya)” (p. 8).

Shaykh Majdhüb Jall al-Dın, as he is known for short, was indeed the most prominent religious leader
from twentieth-century al-Dmar. One of the few people there who formally took the †arıqa from Maj-
dhüb’s khalıfa (Majdhüb b. al-‡hir [c. 1860-1930]), he was the driving force behind the establishment of
an anniversary celebration (˛awliyya) for Majdhüb in the late 1910s and composed a brief hagiography
(Asn ’l-ma†lib) to be read at this occasion. He worked as a teacher at Gordon College until 1944, and
after his retirement continued to devote himself to the cause of preserving religious education and the
heritage of his †arıqa in the face of increasing ‘secularising’ pressures. In 1950, he established his own
mosque and school in al-Dmar. With the compilation in 1951 and publication in 1962/1 of al-Wridt (a
collection of Majdhüb’s prayers and litanies), he tried to give his †arıqa something it had not possessed
before, a prayerbook as a focus for religious identity like those used by other †arıqas. He thereby broke
with classical Sufi practice which demanded that the awrd should rather not be disclosed to outsiders,
since the permission of the shaykh was believed to be necessary to recite them properly. The collection of
the awrd into an easily accessible prayerbook was part of Majdhüb Jall al-Dın’s efforts to create a

161 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, preface to Aßd√ al-Nıl [fiAbd al-Qdir’s note].
162 Accounts differ on Majdhüb Abü Bakr’s end; v.s. The two paraphraphs translated here are from
fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn, 86 / fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Aßd√ al-Nıl, 37.
163 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn, 85.
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centralised “‡arıqa Majdhübiyya” modeled on those that were under the jurisdiction of the Egyptian
Supreme Sufi Council. A few years later, in 1968, he had a copy of the hagiography (al-Wasıla)
deposited in the Central Records Office at Khartoum. Finally, in 1970, he published Mu˛ammad
Majdhüb’s introduction to the path (Bughyat al-murıd al-slik, better known as Rislat al-Sulük) as well
as Munabbiht al-fiibd, a collection of pious aphorisms (wrongly attributed to Majdhüb). Through these
publications, as well as through his own writings and lectures, he did more than anyone else in the twen-
tieth century to preserve and promote the heritage of Majdhüb. That this heritage was not only passed on
but also reshaped in the process and adapted to the demands of a changed society has perhaps not been
sufficiently recognised so far.164

fiAbd al-Qdir was aware of Majdhüb Jall al-Dın’s publishing activities, although the
only printed work by him that he actually referred to was the prayerbook al-Wridt.
Through the Central Records Office, he had access to [Asn ’l-ma†lib fı mukhtaßar] al-
manqib,165 to the Wasıla (1332 edn., which he believes to be the first printed edition),
and to the five works [four of which being by Mu˛ammad Majdhüb] that are printed on
the margins of this edition. The Rislat al-Sulük he cites from the there, although he
was probably aware of Majdhüb Jall al-Dın’s 1970 edition.166 From the Wasıla [pp.
49-51], he lists nine more “as yet unpublished” titles by “al-Majdhüb al-Kabır” (sic: the
‘grand’ Majdhüb).167

It was probably Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-Majdhüb who had given him (already for his
1968 book) a copy of the Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb, the treasure-house of Majdhıb poetry
(generally referred to by the Majdhıb simply as “al-Dıwn”) which could no longer be
found on the market. Apart from the dıwns of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb (1795/6-1831), al-
‡hir Majdhüb (1832/3-1890), and his son Majdhüb b. al-‡hir (c. 1860-1930), this
contains all of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s mawlids. Two of these mawlids and part of the
poetry must be considered among Majdhüb’s most important literary heritage in that it
continues to be regularly performed at religious gatherings.

No academic writer on Sudanese Sufism had ever before cited so many primary
sources! The Majdhıb are not an exception in the context of fiAbd al-Qdir’s work; he
assembled a similar amount of primary writings from the other brotherhoods. This is
due to his central interest in the literary heritage. He correctly recognises the pivotal
importance of mystical poetry in Sudanese Sufism, but acknowledges that there is a
considerable amount of valuable prose as well. The intellectual standard of this varies,
however, in his view. Thus, he states that the writings of the “Mahdiyya” and the
“Mırghaniyya” which became very famous for their political and social success are of a

164 See further Hofheinz, “From Fakı to DuktΩr”. For details on Majdhüb Jall al-Dın’s editing and
his own writings, see ALA I, 243-273. See also below, discussion of Bashır KΩkΩ.
165 This may be Mahdia 9/3/24; but as I have not seen this file, I cannot be confident in this matter.
The other versions of Asn ’l-ma†lib in the NRO that I am aware of (Misc. 1/67/1188 and Misc.
1/82/1315) were probably deposited after 1972.
166 Both the R al-Sulük and the Munabbiht al-istifidd / al-fiibd (both publ. in 1970) are omitted
from the list of works “as yet unpublished” which fiAbd al-Qdir copied from the Wasıla.
167 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn, 22, 86, 107-8.
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much inferior intellectual level than those of other groups such as the Ismfiıliyya,
Sammniyya, Majdhübiyya, Tijniyya, and Idrısiyya whose superior quality is “almost
unknown” even in the Sudan itself!168

Of the Majdhıb writings he has assembled, fiAbd al-Qdir effectly discusses only the
Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb and the first part of the Wasıla. The four epistles by Majdhüb
published on the margins of the Wasıla are not considered; the rich material on the life
of Majdhüb and his followers that is contained in the karmt-stories in the second part
of the book is also ignored.169 The contents of the Wasıla are outlined, and more
detailed attention is given to the awrd (a long part of which is quoted);170 the necessity
of abiding by the rules of Islamic Law and of continuing to work for one’s living while
striving on the Path;171 the different stations and states;172 and the fact that there are
different paths for different people.173 Extracts from two ecstatic poems (∑afat khalwatı
and ˘u∂ürun idh ghibn) are given, and the first (a t√iyya) is compared to the famous
T√iyya al-kubr by Ibn al-Fri∂.174 A passage on the pre-eternal ˛aqıqa Mu˛ammad-
iyya is quoted from the preface of Majdhüb’s largest mawlid, al-Nür al-s†ifi,175 and
cross-references are given to similar passages in the Dıwn.176 In conclusion, verses are
cited that demonstrate the pivotal importance of the Prophet and of Prophetic praise in
Majdhüb’s work.177

Philosopher of ideas that he is, fiAbd al-Qdir pays almost no attention to Majdhüb’s
biography, and he is not immune to errors and confusions arising from unquestioningly
cullling together material from diverse and often outdated sources. Overall, however —
owing to the simple fact that he was the first to examine the ideas contained in primary
sources — his is clearly the best account of Majdhüb that had ever been published by an
outsider so far.

168 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn, 12, 21.
169 fiAbd al-Qdir erroneously claims that the Wasıla contains stories of Majdhüb’s karmt in al-
Dmar, Sawkin, “and Egypt” (al-‡aw√if al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn, 87).
170 Extracted from the morning/evening rtib (al-Wasıla, 25-7, not “3-18”); see below, Chapter VI.
171 From Majdhüb’s exhortations (waßy) (al-Wasıla, 41-2); see below, Chapters III, VI.
172 al-Wasıla, 46-7; see below, Chapter VI.
173 al-Wasıla, 47; see below, Chapter VI.
174 al-Wasıla, 63-4 = Dıwn, 178-80. Both are regarded as examples of ecstatic expression
(sha†a˛t); they became very popular and which were incorporated into Asn ma†lib for regular perfor-
mance in 1923 by Majdhüb b. al-‡hir; see below, Chapter VI.
175 Dıwn, 24; see below, Chapter VI.
176 Dıwn, pp. 30 (beginning of al-Nür al-s†ifi); 56 (preface to the mawlid, al-La√lı al-zhirt); 74
(preface to the mawlid, al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya); 104-10 (from Sirr al-madad; these poems are not
quatrains as fiAbd al-Qdir claims, but quintains).
177 All from the “Ten Quatrains” in the light hazaj metre (Dıwn, 150, 152, 157, 158, 159, not “121,
154, 170”).
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1111999977771111::::    BBBBaaaasssshhhhıııırrrr    KKKKΩΩΩΩkkkkΩΩΩΩ    ˘̆̆̆iiiimmmmmmmmeeeeyyyyddddaaaa,,,,    LLLLaaaammmmaaaa˛̨̨̨tttt    mmmmiiiinnnn    ttttrrrrııııkkkkhhhh    aaaallll----MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhııııbbbb
The glory of oral tradition

In 1964, the Sudan Research Unit (Shufibat Ab˛th al-Südn) at the University of
Khartoum was founded in a deliberate effort to strengthen the study of Sudanese history
and culture (which had been marginal to the University’s programme before) and to
open up new resources by recording and studying oral traditions and other material that
had largely been neglected by mainstream historiography. This enterprise gathered pace
in 1967 with the organisation of a regular seminar on oral tradition. Subsequently, many
honours and graduate students were sent out to do fieldwork, and some of what they
collected was published in the Sudanese Heritage Series (Silsilat dirst fı ’l-Turth al-
Südnı).178 In 1972, the Sudan Research Unit widened its scope to become the Institute
of African and Asian Studies, but it continued to be the main centre for the study of
Sudanese history, anthropology, folklore, and linguistics.

Bashır KΩkΩ ˘immeyda’s B.A. (Honours) dissertation was prepared at the Department
of History of the University of Khartoum179 but is clearly influenced by the activities of
the Sudan Research Unit. Bashır KΩkΩ reopened the door of oral tradition which
Trimingham had closed; and he was the first writer on the Majdhıb to use primary
documentary sources for his research.

For the latter, he could turn to a collection of 46 photocopied documents known as
Wath√iq al-Sda al-Majdhıb (vol. I-II) that was issued for internal circulation in about
1970 by the director of the Central Records Office (now National Records Office) in
Khartoum, Dr Mu˛ammad Ibrhım Abü Salım.180 This collection is a sample of a much
larger number of original documents preserved in the Naqarb khalwa in al-Dmar
where they were taken care of since about 1945 by Majdhüb [b.] Mu˛ammad al-Amın
(c. 1930-1988), son and later (1975) successor of the imm of the Naqarb mosque.

The volumes of al-Sda al-Majdhıb (a third volume of 80 documents was added later181) form the core
of a large body of Majdhıb records dating from 1721 to the mid-twentieth century. The bulk of them are
legal contracts concerning land rights, marriage, contracts of sale, court disputes etc. The significance of
this material lies in its comprehensiveness, the fact that it provides an almost unbroken chain of evidence
to study the development of a leading Sudanese family since the eighteenth century. After Bashır KΩkΩ,
the collection was also used by al-Karsani (v.i.) and by Jay Spaulding who drew heavily on the Majdhıb
example to demonstrate his thesis of the overthrow of Nubian kingship by Islamic fakıs, that is the

178 17 titles since its inception 1967 until 1971; 36 titles until 1988. For the history of the SRU/IAAS,
see Institute of African and Asian Studies, Prospectus, 1981-82; and Abdullahi Ali Ibrahim, “Sudanese
historiography”, 125-126.
179 Perhaps under the supervision of fiUthmn Sıd A˛mad Ismfiıl?
180 NRO, Misc. 1/10/77-78 [= Bergen, NI 139.13/1-184/13.46].
181 NRO, Misc. 1/33/778.
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change from an African system of social organisation to an Islamic one during the eighteenth century.182

In 1986-88, Anders Bjørkelo and myself were able to photograph more documents from the Naqarb
collection; they have been deposited at Bergen.183

For oral information, Bashır KΩkΩ relied primarily on “al-shaykh Majdhüb [Mu˛ammad
A˛mad] Jall al-Dın” (1888/7-1976; v.s.), by that time an octogenarian and the most
highly-esteemed man in al-Dmar. Bashır interviewed him and read, under his
guidance, the prayerbook he had compiled (al-Wridt; v.s.) as well as the hagiography,
al-Wasıla.184 Other sources he used include Wad ∆ayf Allh’s ‡abaqt, Burckhardt’s
Travels in Nubia, and al-Sh†ir Bußaylı’s edition of the Funj Chronicle.

The influence of shaykh Majdhüb Jall al-Dın permeates the whole dissertation; in
every respect, the Majdhıb are presented in the best possible light. Thus, they were
among the most learned Sudanese scholars:

“Their circles of learning resembled those of the Azhar [University]. As an example of the broad
culture (thaqfa: ‘Bildung’) that some of them possessed we may mention al-Faqıh Mu˛ammad
al-Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, the scion of ˘amad Abü Diqn (of whom Wad ∆ayf Allh wrote a
biography), and who was mentioned by the Ktib al-Shüna in his manuscript. He had studied in al-
Dmar and carried off the prize in Arabic culture (thaqfa). His poetry and Sufi prose which was
collected in the Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb testify to his mastery of language. [Bashır quotes examples
and fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib’s appraisal].185

Apart from being excellent scholars, the Majdhıb also ruled a “little state” (dawla
ßaghıra); an idea the genesis of which we have traced above. They administered this
state wisely and for the common good; and they also had “foreign relations”. One
example of this is Fakı ˘amad’s link to fiAlı al-Safiıdı al-fiAdawı.186 But

182 Spaulding, Heroic age, esp. pp. 150-178. Spaulding’s attention was drawn to these documents in
the early 1970s; see his “Some documents of the Majdhıb of al-Dmir”. Working draft, Union, New
Jersey, December 2, 1975 and Bergen NI 139.13/1 to 184.13/46.
183 Bergen, NI 579.25/1 to 719.25/141 [Bjørkelo; documents dating from 1836 to 1933]; Bergen,
Hofheinz Collection.
184 Bashır KΩkΩ probably read only select passages from the Wasıla; in several cases he refers to
Majdhüb Jall al-Dın in his footnotes without realising that the latter is summarising or quoting stories
from the Wasıla (e.g. 91-92), and for Majdhüb’s prayers and teachings he relies only on the Wridt
version. See also below, n. 172. For dates, Bashır KΩkΩ relied on Trimingham, not on the Wasıla.
185 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 31-32.
186 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 50-51. fiAlı al-∑afiıdı al-fiAdawı (1700/1-1775/6) was as a well-known
Mlikı scholar at the Azhar. While not famous as a mystic, he did have a Sufi affiliation (to the
A˛madiyya, not the Shdhiliyya!). He does not appear in the traditional Shdhilı silsila (“chain” of
initiation) of the Majdhıb according to which Fakı ˘amad took the Shdhiliyya from fiAlı al-Darwı.
But there is documentary evidence showing that Fakı ˘amad did write to him asking for a Shdhilı ijza
— he was obviously the highest living authority ˘amad could think of and had access to. The original
correspondence is not preserved, but there are several copies of al-∑afiıdı’s letter answering al-Fakı
˘amad’s request. Three almost identical ones have found their way into public archives. They combine
al-∑afiıdı’s very short letter with some sayings attributed to various Moroccan shaykhs, followed by the
ass and the silsila.
Bashır KΩkΩ most likely knew the letter through Majdhüb Jall al-Dın. Incomplete copies of it are pre-
served in the Naqarb khalwa in al-Dmar and were later included in the collection, al-Sda al-Majdhıb,

(cont’d)
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“the most noticeable of the Majdhıb’s foreign relations was the link of al-Faqıh al-Majdhüb b.
Qamar al-Dın b. ˘amad with Medina […] where he stayed for nine years […]. During these years,
he studied with al-Shaykh A˛mad b. Idrıs, and then started to teach in the Prophet’s Mosque where
he had students (†ullb) from Medina and beyond.187 He married in Medina and had children who
died, however. He had intended to stay on in Medina for the rest of his life, but his mother in al-
Dmar longed to see him and asked him to come back. [Bashir quotes the story of the miracles that
happened when Majdhüb left Medina; al-Wasıla, 114{3}].”188

While there is a general tendency throughout the thesis to use Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın
as a timeless example for the grandeur of the Majdhıb in general, their history is also
presented as a three-stage development: after initial adherence to the Qdiriyya (where
emphasis is on external ritual), they turned to the more intellectual Shdhiliyya of
which Fakı ˘amad established a branch in the Sudan. They were thus “among the
vanguard of those who introduced Sufism” in the Sudan. Finally, they changed from the
Shdhiliyya “to another †arıqa , al-†arıqa al-Mu˛ammadiyya al-Shdhiliyya al-
Majdhübiyya. This was brought about by al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b. Qamar
al-Dın (1796-1832)”.189

The †arıqa Mu˛ammadiyya that Majdhüb now followed resulted from an encounter with
the Prophet. After the Prophet chose the Shdhiliyya for Majdhüb as his †arıqa,
Majdhüb became independent of all mediators and the Prophet became his shaykh who
was constantly with him. Those who take his †arıqa become members of the Prophet’s
family (l Baytihi) and are protected by him in this world and the next.190

“What is the difference between the Shdhiliyya and the Mu˛ammadiyya Majdhüb-
iyya?” While originally based on the Shdhiliyya with regard to educational method
and the prayer on the Prophet [i.e. the Dal√il al-khayrt], Majdhüb “received the
litanies (awrd) of his †arıqa al-Majdhübiyya from the Prophet” and composed litanies
that were based on Prophetic Tradition.191

Previously, Sufi literature had been imported from abroad. Majdhüb, on the other hand,
wrote new material for his †arıqa and thus gave it a specifically local character. The

III [NRO, Misc. 1/33/778 p. 72 r. & v (Bergen NI 262.13/123), and NRO, Misc. 1/33/778 p. 75 r. (Bergen
NI 265.13/126)]. A complete version is NRO, Misc. 1/25/352, a photocopy of a MS in the possession of
the Rıshb of Berber, copied in 1333: 1915/4. A slightly different version, based on a copy in the posses-
sion of the Azriqa of al-Qa∂rif, is printed in fiAbd al-fiAzız Amın fiAbd al-Majıd, al-Tarbiyya III, 44-5.
187 See Kitb al-Wasıla il ’l-ma†lüb, compiled by Mu˛ammad al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, Cairo: M†. al-
Taqaddum, 1332 h., p. 114 [Bashır KΩkΩ’s note; the page number actually refers to the story of
Majdhüb’s departure from Medina].
188 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 50-51. Note the ‘modern’ designation, “al-Shaykh A˛mad b. Idrıs”; in
contemporary sources, he is called, “al-ustdh” or “al-Sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs”.
189 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 91, 102. The dates are obviously taken from Trimingham, not from the
Wasıla.
190 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 91-92, quoting Majdhüb Jall al-Dın [who is effectively summing up al-
Wasıla, 100{1-2}, 144{4} and 101{4}].
191 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 92.
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Mu˛ammadiyya Majdhübiyya was therefore a truly “Sudanese †arıqa”, a source of
pride for the Majdhıb who “by relying on their own production broke the circle of
dependence on foreign shaykhs in which the Sudanese were turning without change or
alteration”.192

The Mu˛ammadiyya Majdhübiyya has a clear educational method for moral betterment.
Contrary to some other †arıqas, it lays great stress on making its adepts knowledgeable
in the rules of the Law (tafilım al-fiilm al-sharfiı).193 The Majdhıb emphasise the Law
(with its rules ordering the externally apparent aspects of human life) more than extra-
sensory perception (kashf), and in this they are perhaps influenced by Abü ’l-˘asan al-
Shdhilı who ruled that where Law and kashf collide, the Law has to prevail.

In both the moral and the judicial realm (fı sulükihim wa-˛ukmihim) the Majdhıb were
very much concerned to “command what is commonly recognised as good and prohibit
what is objectionable” (al-amr bi’l-mafirüf wa’l-nahy fian al-munkar). It is likely that
this “philosophy” influenced Mu˛ammad al-Khayr194 and through him the Mahdi. This
is illustrated through a quotation from the Wasıla (121 ss.) showing Majdhüb’s method
of enforcing strict personal morality through ‘exposing’ (kashf) his students’ ‘immoral’
acts (f˛isha). For fear of public disgrace (fa∂ı˛a), they changed their behaviour. “We
can therefore say that the schools of the Majdhıb were one of the agents shaping the
personality of the leader of the Mahdist revolution”.195

192 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 92-93, 102. Among the works of Majdhüb, Bashır names the four
mawlids, Prophetic praise songs, litanies and prayers. He also gives some titles from the list in al-Wasıla,
49 ss. but says that most of these can no longer be traced. The diwns of al-‡hir Majdhüb and his son
Majdhüb b. al-‡hir are also mentioned.
193 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 93-94, derived from Wridt, and indirectly from R al-Sulük; v.i.
Chapter VI.
194 Mu˛ammad ∆ikeyr (renamed by the Mahdı, al-Khayr) fiAbd Allh KhΩjalı (c. 1820-1889) had
memorised the Qur√n in the old (A˛madbı) khalwa at al-Dmar; his teacher there was [A˛mad?]
Takrün b. Fiqeyrı, the second in a line of three famous Bijwı teachers of the Qur√n in nineteenth-
century al-Dmar. In the 1840s, he went to study fiqh in al-∑üfı on the upper Atbara with M. “al-Azraq”
b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı (1787-1872/3), one of the more famous pupils of the Azhar-trained A˛mad w. fiˆs.
Before fleeing to the East, M. “al-Azraq” had been Majdhüb’s fiqh-teacher in al-Dmar (see also below,
Chapter III). After completing his studies, Mu˛ammad ∆ikeyr returned to al-Ghubush where he became a
famous teacher himself; among others, he taught Mu˛ammad A˛mad (the later Mahdı ) there in the
1850s. In the 1870s, he took the Tijniyya from the missionary, Wad al-fi◊liya. He joined the Mahdist
cause, was made an amır, conquered Berber and became governor of the northern provinces until
removed from office in 1886; he perished with the expeditionary force to Egypt in 1889.
(Holt, Mahdist state, index s.v.; ALA I, 245, 287, 294, 304; al-Tijnı fi◊mir, Darwısh wa-fursn, 35-87;
fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, ˘aqıbat al-dhikrayt, 71; Majdhüb “al-Naqar”, 17/11/86; al-Jaylnı, 4/2/87; al-
Mahdı al-‡ayyib “al-Naqar”, 14&17/2/87).
195 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 68-69.
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Overall, Bashır KΩkΩ concludes that the foremost goal that the Majdhübiyya served in
Sudanese society was the spread of fiilm.196 Even though it did not initiate it, it was part
of the move from the traditional, emotional belief of nominal Muslims (al-ımn al-
taqlıdı al-q√im fial al-fi†ifa wa’lladhı l yatafiadd mujarrad al-khu∂üfi li’l-Islm
wa’fitinqihi) to rational belief (al-ımn al-fiilmı alladhı l yaqifu fiinda ˛add al-taqlıd
wa-innam yu˛wilu an yafhama umüra dınihi).197

But it was not only the progress of society that was its goal. “What rank al-Shaykh
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb had with God” [sic] may perhaps best be illustrated by the won-
drous exploits his contemporaries told of him. As a “neutral witness”, Bashır quotes
Ktib al-Shüna (v.s.). “In fact, all the Majdhıb fuqah√ were marked by God’s favour
(aß˛b karmt); but Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın” was peerless among them
(durra yatıma baynahum), even though his life was so short (37 years [sic; recte 35-
36]).198

This picture of light and knowledge and glory in ever higher incarnations is a totally
uncritical and therefore all the more faithful reflection of the views of Majdhüb Jall al-
Dın. It was he who brought Majdhıb history to life for Bashır, and it is largely his
interpretation of this history that Bashır’s dissertation mediates to an academic public.
Majdhüb Jall al-Dın was actively engaged in reshaping his religious tradition to adapt
it to the changing institutional framework laid out by the colonial and post-colonial state
and to preserve it in and for a society that was strongly influenced by these changes.
The “‡arıqa Mu˛ammadiyya Majdhübiyya” was something he defined and thereby
tried to create. The term never appears in any of Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın’s writings
nor in the hagiography al-Wasıla; it makes its first appearance in Majdhüb Jall al-
Dın’s prayer-manual (al-Wridt) that he compiled from the Wasıla. By giving shape,
structure and cohesion to a rather loose and variegated ensemble of traditions, Majdhüb
Jall al-Dın attempted to overcome the internal divisions among the Majdhıb in order

196 This term is difficult to translate here; it can be paraphrased as ‘true/real, rationally constructed
knowledge of the order of the world as created by God, apparent in nature, and organised through the
normative revelation and the learned tradition derived therefrom’.
197 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 98.
198 Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 97-98. It is curious to note that the form of the name Bashır uses for
Majdhüb changes in the course of his thesis, from
(1) “al-Faqıh [Mu˛ammad] al-Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın b. ˘amad” (pp. 31, 50), to
(2) “al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb [b. Qamar al-Dın]” (68-69, 85, 91-93), to
(3) “al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad Majdhüb” (97-98).
This seems to reflect Bashır’s reading process. In the beginning, he was influenced by the fakıs so central
to Burckhardt and the subsequent secondary literature; then he heard Majdhüb Jall al-Dın, and read the
later Majdhübı literature (the Wridt and the Wasıla); and finally, when quoting directly from one of
Majdhüb’s own writings, he realised that the form the author himself used was simply, ‘Mu˛ammad
Majdhüb’.
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to help them to face the challenges of encroaching modernity and to preserve what he
saw as their message of religious learning and conservative values in a changing
society.

Bashır KΩkΩ’s Lama˛t are an excellent source mirroring Majdhüb Jall al-Dın’s
views. They can almost be regarded as a contribution to the oral history of a twentieth-
century religious thinker and actor, even if they fail to be an adequate study of Majdhıb
oral tradition and history. And because his informant was extremely well-acquainted
with all the preserved writings of Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın as well as with the hagio-
graphy, Bashır KΩkΩ came to record better than any outsider before him some of the
more important aspects of Majdhüb’s teachings. Many of the individual points that I
have summarised above can be traced back to Majdhüb’s words and deeds; it is their
generalisation and systematisation that are due to his twentieth-century successor. And
while Majdhüb Jall al-Dın clearly had his own reasons for making the Mahdi a prod-
uct, at least partially, of Majdhıb influence (he had much sympathy for the Mahdi’s
call), he may not have been completely wrong in linking the Mahdi’s success to the
social and moral changes brought about by agents of Islamisation such as Majdhüb.

1111999977775555::::    YYYYüüüüssssuuuuffff    FFFFaaaa∂∂∂∂llll    ˘̆̆̆aaaassssaaaannnn,,,,    DDDDiiiirrrrsssstttt    ffffıııı    ttttrrrrııııkkkkhhhh    aaaallll----SSSSüüüüddddnnnn
Great tradition, slow moves

Yüsuf Fa∂l ˘asan is one of the leading post-independence Sudanese historians. He dealt
with Majdhüb in the context of an essay on the sources of pre-Mahdist Sudanese
history.

“Al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın (1205-1247: 1790-1831/2) was the grandson
of al-Shaykh ˘amad al-Majdhüb, the founder of the †arıqa al-Majdhübiyya al-Shdhiliyya that
spread among his people, the Jafialiyyın. The Austrian traveller Burckhardt has pointed out the
religious, educational and political influence that the Majdhıb enjoyed in the Fünj empire.199 Al-
Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb pursued thorough studies of the religious sciences in Mecca the
Blessed. Among his teachers was the Sufi leader (zafiım) and religious reformer (mußli˛), al-
Shaykh A˛mad b. Idrıs al-Fsı (d. 1837).200 Upon his return to the Sudan he succeeded in gaining
followers for his †arıqa among the Beja. Among his writings are: The story of the Prophet’s ascen-
sion entitled, al-Jumna al-yatıma […];201 al-Nür al-s†ifi fı mawlid al-Nabı al-jmifi; the mawlid,
al-La√lı al-zhirt wa’l-fußüß al-f√iqt; al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı dhikr mawlid khayr al-

199 J.L. Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, London, 1819, 235, 240 [Yüsuf Fa∂l’s note].
200 Dr Abü Salım says that this school — the school of al-Shaykh A˛mad b. Idrıs — although [or:
and that; corrupt] al-Sayyid Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı was among its students, was characterised
by a world-affirming attitude (? ıjbiyya), an interest in intellectual matters (al-fikr), and the sending of
missions (irsl al-wufüd) to the Sudan and Abyssinia to spread the Islamic religion. See “Makh†ü†a [sic]
fı trıkh mu√assis al-Khatmiyya”, Majallat al-Dirst al-Südniyya, 1/1 (1968) [Yüsuf Fa∂l’s note].
201 Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın al-Majdhüb, Qißßat al-mifirj al-musamm bi’l-Jumna
al-yatıma, Cairo 1339 h., p. 3 [sic; Yüsuf Fa∂l’s note].
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bariyya.202 The book, al-Wridt al-wahbiyya fı awrd al-†arıqa al-Majdhübiyya contains the
rules (db) and litanies (adhkr) of this †arıqa, composed by al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-
Majdhüb.203 Chapter Five contains the basic office (ass) of the †arıqa al-Mu˛ammadiyya al-
Shdhiliyya al-Majdhübiyya, copied from a manuscript in his own hand in 1244: 1828/9.204”205

The first half of this — the biography — is clearly based on Trimingham, fiAbd al-
Majıd, and Hill; perhaps also on Ibrhım Fawzı (cf. the ‘thorough studies in Mecca’).
Yüsuf Fa∂l correctly describes Majdhüb as ˘amad’s grandson, and no longer uses the
epithet, ‘al-∑aghır’ — evidently, he has taken to heart what fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib had
to say on the subject. He continues the confusion of dates, however (from fiAbd al-
Majıd), and makes Burckhardt, the Swiss traveller in British service, an Austrian.
A˛mad b. Idrıs is portrayed as a mußli˛ dını, a re-translation from Trimingham’s
“religious reformer” who had thus rendered the Arabic, ‘mujaddid’ used by a twentieth-
century great-grandson of A˛mad b. Idrıs to describe his ancestor206 — apparently an
anachronistic backward projection as A˛mad b. Idrıs himself seems to have discounted
“the notion of a mujaddid as derogating from the uniqueness of the Prophetic
mission”.207

The second half of Yüsuf Fa∂l’s note is devoted to a list of Majdhübı writings, taken
from the Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb and the Kitb al-Wridt (v.s.). His list is incomplete208

and he makes no attempt to describe the content of the writings. There is no indication

202 These books were published as part of a series of 17 “Collected Works [of …]” (majmüfia) by
Muß†af al-˘alabı, Cairo, 1339, all by this author (sic) [Yüsuf Fa∂l’s note].
203 K al-Wridt al-wahbiyya fı al-†arıqa [sic] al-Majdhübiyya … al-ma√khüdha fian qu†b al-firifın
Sayyidı al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, wa-qad istakhlaßahu min K al-Wasıla il al-ma†lüb wa-
ghayrihi Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın [Yüsuf Fa∂l’s note].
204 See al-Wridt al-wahbiyya, p. 39 [Yüsuf Fa∂l’s note]. On the nature of this compilation by
Majdhüb Jall al-Dın (1888/7-1976), see above. Both the Wridt (pp. 39-40) and the manuscript copy
Majdhüb Jall al-Dın made in 1350: 1931/2 (NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 p. 25 = Bergen, NI 163.13/25) give the
basic office only under the title, “Ass al-†arıq”. On the “Mu˛ammadiyya Majdhübiyya”, v.s. 1244: 1829
is the year Majdhüb arrived in Sawkin.
205 Yüsuf Fa∂l ˘asan, “Maßdir trıkh al-Südn fı fatrat m qabl al-Mahdiyya”, in id., Dirst fı
trıkh al-Südn, 136-8.
206 Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan, 199 n. 1, quoting from a biography of A˛mad b. Idrıs by
Shams al-Dın b. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-fi◊l al-Idrısı al-Yamanı contained in Kanz al-safida wa’l-rashd
(cf. ALA I, 137).
207 O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 21.
208 While Yüsuf Fa∂l’s notes [here # and #] seemingly point to two different books, they refer in
fact the same Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb (al-mushtamil fial Qißßat al-mifirj …), publ. Cairo: Muß†af al-
Bbı al-˘alabı, 1359: 1941 [and not in 1339; this error is carried over from fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın,
Trıkh al-thaqfa, 429]. This collection comprises, other than the four texts mentioned by Yüsuf Fa∂l
(pp. 2-86), one further mawlid (pp. 87-98) and almost all of Majdhüb’s poetry (pp. 99-188). The mawlid
omitted by Yüsuf Fa∂l and part of the poetry (99-165) must be considered among Majdhüb’s most impor-
tant literary heritage in that it continues to be regularly performed at religious gatherings. It is unclear
why Yüsuf Fa∂l stopped short of completing his list of the contents of Majdhüb’s Dıwn (not to speak of
the poetry collections of al-‡hir al-Majdhüb (1832/3-1890) and his son Majdhüb b. al-‡hir (c. 1860-
1930) which are also included in this Majmüfia (pp. 191-270 and 277-344, respectively)).
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that Yüsuf Fa∂l read the works of fiAbd al-Qdir and Bashır KΩkΩ or that he knew the
Majdhübı writings that had been deposited in the NRO between 1968 and 1973.209

In a way, Yüsuf Fa∂l follows in the footstep of fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın. Both rendered
into Arabic elements from the established, English-language historiographical tradition.
But at the same time they both strove to break loose from this tradition by adding
information from Arabic sources known to them. Unfortunately, Yüsuf Fa∂l did not
fully incorporate the results of the more recent research that had been undertaken in
Khartoum. Writing twenty years after fiAbd al-Majıd, Yüsuf Fa∂l illustrates the continu-
ing dependence of post-independence Sudanese scholars on British historiography (of
colonial and orientalist roots), and the attempt to overcome this dependence by the
opening up of indigenous sources. For the time being, however, these were still rather
pointed to than critically analysed.

1111999977777777////88885555::::    aaaallll----KKKKaaaarrrrssssaaaannnniiii,,,,    TTTThhhheeee    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhuuuubbbbiiiiyyyyyyyyaaaa    TTTTaaaarrrriiiiqqqqaaaa
New horizons?

fiAwa∂ al-Sıd al-Safiıd Muß†af al-Karsanı’s M.Sc. thesis on “The Majdhubiya Tariqa:
its doctrine, organization and politics” (University of Khartoum, Department of Politi-
cal Sciences, 1977) was published in an abridged version by Martin Daly in 1985. It
thus became the first widely available separate study of the Majdhıb, and therefore
deserves close attention here.210

Al-Karsani’s stated aim was to “investigate how religion, trade and politics are […]
interrelated” (p. 3). His basic hypothesis is that “the Majdhubiyya was a result of the
[…] Sufi-fiUlam compromise” and was therefore a “quietist”, “orthodox […] elite
order […] not open to the mass of the illiterate peasant society” but catering for the
needs of urban traders.211

Al-Karsani begins (pp. 1-2) by claiming that there are “no written traditions concerning
the historical development of both the Majdhubiyya order and the Majadhib family”
and that due to this alleged lack of primary sources, “academic research has depended
largely on Burckhardt” who, however, says almost “nothing about the history of the
Majadhib” and looses “no word […] about the Majdhubiyya order”. This marred the
views of Lorimer and Bashır KΩkΩ who were “mainly interested in the clarification and

209 See bibliography, Archival Sources, NRO, Misc. items before Misc 1/82/1315.
210 Page references are to the published version unless otherwise indicated. Given the subject of the
book, obviously not all references can be quoted here in full. Majdhüb is mentioned on the following
pages of the published version: 2, 33, 42, 53-63, 80, 84-85, 89-90 and 93 (= thesis 1977, pp. 13, 93, 116,
148-189, 232-236, 243-244, 246-247, 259-260, 262-264, 270-271).
211 Al-Karsani, “Majdhubiyya”, 4-5, 19 ss; thesis 1977, 34.
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collection of historical facts” instead of questioning previous views; they were therefore
unable to establish “the real history” of the “Majdhubiyya”.

It should by now be obvious to the reader of this chapter that the evolution of primary
and secondary written sources on the history of the Majdhıb is somewhat more
complicated than that portrayed by al-Karsani. But what does he himself do to remedy
the “shortcomings of previous writers”? His research, he says, “depends for many of its
arguments on oral tradition” (p. 3) collected during three months’ fieldwork (May-
August 1975) which were spent mostly in the area of al-Dmar/Berber but included a
visit to Sawkin. Written sources do, however, play a role. Apart from a perusal of the
secondary literature212 and archival research in the NRO, al-Karsani drew to a consider-
able extent on the Wasıla. Contrary to fiAbd al-Qdir he read not only the first part; and
to a greater extent than Bashır KΩkΩ he made use of the karmt-stories to gather in-
formation on Majdhüb’s life and the social background of his activities. Unfortunately,
his references are frequently flawed.213

According to the bibliography (p. 95), al-Karsani also used a substantial number of
unpublished Arabic manuscripts, said to be “kept by the Majadhib family in al-Damer”.
Among these was the Ibna (v.s.). Al-Karsani seems to have been unaware of the true
nature of this text and of Abü Salım’s work on it;214 and may not have read it very
carefully.215 Other than the Ibna, he mentions “Books of Nisba” by Majdhüb “al-
Naqar”,216 plus 24 works by Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın. His list is interesting, for 11 of

212 The bibliography p. 96 lists nowhere near all the titles mentioned in the footnotes.
213 Correct references are: 43 n. 26, 55 n. 7, 57 n. 20, 60 n. 31, 61 n. 34, 75 n. 42, 88 n. 41, 89 n. 42.
Half-correct are: 54 n. 4 (not al-Wasıla, p. “173” but p. 13), 55 n. 11 (not “173-75” but 115-16), 62 n. 38
& 39 (not “91” & “125” but 121-2; the phrases quoted are not literal quotations from a report by “Abu
Bakr” but are taken from a passage where the compiler of the hagiography explains the general nature of
the following stories [dealing with sex] and why they are all kept anonymous); 62 n. 40 (page nr. correct,
but the story does not speak of “the ruler of Yemen” but of “a trader from the Yemen”); 62 n. 43 (not
“122” but 120; A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad was not a ˘asanbı but is called a Sharıf there); 63 n. 44 (the list of
Majdhüb’s students in Sawkin is very haphazard; for details, v.i. Chapter V); 67 n. 13 (not “19” but 8);
84 n. 19 (the Dignéy were indeed followers of Majdhüb and are frequently mentioned in al-Wasıla, but
not p. 125 which only contains anonymous stories).
I could not reproduce: 42 n. 24, 62 n. 37.
214 Abü Salım, “Makh†ü† fı trıkh mu√assis al-Khatmiyya” (1968). This article marked the beginning
of Abü Salım’s interest in the Ibna which eventually resulted in a published edition (1991).
215 He seems to have used a MS copy in the possession of Majdhüb “al-Naqar” and to have at least
thrown a quick glance at another copy in the house of Hshim al-Suhaylı, without realising that they were
the same work. Al-Karsani believes that the Ibna was written “by Ibn Idris, a Khatmı khalifa in Kanur”
and that it accuses Majdhüb of kufr, that is of not being a Muslim. While the Ibna’s portrait of Majdhüb
is certainly not the most sympathetic, he is definitely not accused of kufr in the text established by Abü
Salım (Al-Karsani, “Majdhubiyya”, 89, 90).
216 On Majdhüb “al-Naqar” b. fiAbd Allh b. al-‡hir b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (1933-1987), a for-
mer communist turned Sufi who became the leading local reference for the history of al-Dmar, see here
below, and Hofheinz, “From Fakı to DuktΩr”. His manuscript on Majdhıb genealogy is also mentioned
by fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib (v.s.). Majdhüb “al-Naqar” prepared a new version of this for me in 1986-7.
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the 24 works he claims to have used must be considered lost, and the remaining 13 can
mostly not be traced in manuscript form but exist in published versions — in the
Wasıla, the Wridt, and the Dıwn (on which v.s.).217 A comparison with al-Wasıla
(pp. 49-54) shows that al-Karsani simply copied the list of titles there; and while he
gives away his source by maintaining the sequence of the original, he overlooked
several works mentioned by al-‡hir (e.g., al-La√lı al-zhirt, known to Yüsuf Fa∂l)
and did an awful job transcribing those that he did include. To give only one example:
‘Qurat Aiyin al-Sadiqqin min Hadith Sayid al-Mursaliyyin’ should really read, Qurrat
afiyun al-ikhwn al-ßdıqın min ˛adıth Sayyid al-Mursalın. This latter work, inciden-
tally, is the only unpublished one in the list of which manuscript versions can be traced;
these exist not in al-Dmar, however, but in Leiden (F. Or. A. 680) and in al-Zayniyya,
the seat of the Egyptian branch of A˛mad b. Idrıs’ family.218 Al-Karsani’s list ends with
“Manaqib al-Sayid Muhammad Uthman”, not referred to in the Wasıla (or anywhere
else) and described by al-Karsani as “a small booklet of poetry” (thesis, 305). Given this
muddle, one no longer wonders why none of these “unpublished manuscripts” are ever
quoted in the footnotes of his study. And one is inclined to overlook such minor
inaccuracies as his description of the “Majadhib Documents” at the NRO (no number is
provided, but reference is to two of the three bound volumes of photocopied material
circulated under the name, Wath√iq al-Sda al-Majdhıb [Misc. 1/10/77-78; the third
volume, Misc. 1/33/778, is ignored]). Al-Karsani claims that “the original manuscripts
of these volumes are kept in the National Records Office”. In fact, the originals are still
in the Naqarb mosque in al-Dmar. They do indeed include (among much else not
pointed out by al-Karsani) an important letter from “Uthman Aqha” who was not,
however, “the Turkish governor of Khartoum” but conducted government affairs in the
name of the deceased commander-in-chief of the Turco-Egyptian troops there; and his
letter was not written “to his representative in Berber” but to district officials in the
Shendi area as well as the village elders there.219 Lastly, the oldest document in the
collection is not dated 1168 (which, by the way, corresponds to 1755/4, not to 1768) but
goes back to 1134: 1722/1.

Al-Karsani’s attitude to sources and documentation does not inspire much confidence in
his enterprise to remedy the “shortcomings of previous authors”. What does he have to
say about Majdhüb?

To begin with, he claims that “Muhammad al-Majdhub b. Qamar al-Din (1796-1832)”
(the wrong dates are obviously taken from Trimingham) is “better known as
Muhammad al-Sughayyar”;220 this is then further shortened to, ‘al-Sughayyar’. This

217 For details, see ALA I, 244-256.
218 See further below, Chapter VI.
219 See further below, Chapter V.
220 Al-Karsani, “Majdhubiyya”, 53.
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appears to derive from a misinterpretation of Hill’s Dictionary entry which starts,
“Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, called al-∑ughaiyar”. Karsani thus falls back behind his
Sudanese and Arab colleagues who seem to have read fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib’s remarks
on the subject (Min nfidhat al-qi†r; v.s.).

Majdhüb’s historical role, we learn, was the “revitalization of the Majdhubiyya” which
meant that it was “revived among the peasants” (p. 53). Al-Karsani then goes on “to set
the record straight” regarding the reasons for Majdhüb’s departure from the Sudan and
his relation to A˛mad b. Idrıs. “There was no claim among the Idrisiyya that
Muhammad al-Sughayyar was their student. Even the Khatmiyya […] have not made
such accusations” (p. 54)! They did not, indeed, for they claimed Majdhüb exclusively
as a student of their own supreme guide, as we have seen above. The Adrisa, on the
other hand, did portray Majdhüb as one of Ibn Idrı’s students, contrary to al-Karsani’s
assertions.221

Majdhüb’s departure from his home country is correctly linked to Mu˛ammad fiUthmn
al-Mırghanı’s visit to al-Matamma, though al-Karsani takes care to state that Majdhüb
was “not initiated” by Mu˛ammad fiUthmn (p. 55). The “intellectualism and indepen-
dence of Majdhubiyya doctrines” caused “differences” between the two which “led to a
parting in Massawa”. One would like to know the source of these assertions. Further, “it
is not reported in the Majadhib sources that al-Sughayyar spent any time in Mecca
except on occasional visits to his friend Ahmad b. Idris.222 It is therefore clear that al-
Sughayyar was not a student of Ibn Idris”.223 The logic is a little hasty, but al-Karsani
may be forgiven for wanting to correct the predominant view that Majdhüb lived nine
or so years in Mecca as a student of A˛mad b. Idrıs. Since therefore “the revitalized
Majdhubiyya cannot be considered a derivative of Idrisid teachings” its roots must be
sought elsewhere: in the “breakdown of the administered system of trade” in the Funj
Sultanate which “led to an increasing exploitation of the peasants”; in the political
troubles in the ˘ijz at the time of Majdhüb’s departure to the Holy Cities “in 1818-
1819” (sic); and in the context of the “messianic and revolutionary” “Wahhabi and
other Islamic movements of the early nineteenth century” that were both “a popular
expression of reaction against colonial rule” and “an expression of internal societal
crises” (pp. 55-7).224

221 See A˛mad b. Muß†af b. fiAbd al-fi◊l al-Idrısı, al-Sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs.
222 Al-Tahir, Al-Wasila, 173-75 [al-Karsani’s note; the correct page numbers are 115-6].
223 Al-Karsani, “Majdhubiyya”, 55.
224 Al-Karsani’s sources for this wider context are: al-Fünj wa’l-ar∂ (ed. Abü Salım); Yüsuf Fa∂l
˘asan, Muqaddima fı trıkh al-mamlık al-Islmiyya; Shibayka, al-Südn fı qarn; Trimingham, Sufi
orders; Trimingham, “Phases of Islamic expansion”; Brown, “Sudanese Mahdiya”; Lanternari, Religions
of the oppressed.
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In this context, our protagonist is said to have “creat[ed] a new centre for the
Majdhubiyya […] in the Hijaz in 1820” (p. 57). “Revitalization” signified a return “to
the precepts of the old sufi orders” with their “emphasis on the position of the shaykh as
an educator” to whom the disciple owes “total submission” (p. 58). In his daily litanies
(awrd), Majdhüb included passages from the Dal√il al-khayrt (described as,
“Abdulla Abu Jazuli’s book of writings about dhikr (remembrance) and on the virtues
and properties as the names of God”!),225 from the Shdhilı ˘izb al-Sul†n, as well as
“Hizb Ibn Arabi” and “Ibn Arab[i]’s al-Salat al-Jamia” (p. 59).226 This “borrowing
from the international sufi literature” allegedly was “a new phenomenon in the Sudan”.
Consequently, “the revitalized Majdhubiyya came to uphold the strict principles of
orthodox Islam which the ulama-sufi compromise [that characterised the Majdhübiyya
in the first place, according to al-Karsani] had brought into the body of sufism”.
Majdhüb also showed an “interest in individual salvation” which

“reveals that al-Sughayyar’s ideas reflected his involvement in Hijaz society in the early nine-
teenth century (1819-1828). He was a revivalist leader like Ahmad b. Idris and his students, not
revolutionary like the Wahhabiyya. This revivalist attitude led him back to the traditions of Ibn
Arabi, one of the leading Islamic mystics, whose call for ‘a religion of love’ and the creation of the
‘Perfect Man’ is identical to al-Sughayyar’s ‘elect of God’. His was an attempt to reorient Islam
‘away from the formalism of the orthodox manuals and laid new stress upon the psychological and
ethical elements in religion’.227 The revitalization was a result of both internal and international
Islamic forces, and was influenced by the works of Ibn Arabi, the sufi-ulama compromise, and the
old Shadhiliyya heritage of the Majdhubiyya. The outstanding result of the revitalization was the
lessening of the orthodox nature of the Majdhubiyya in its religious activities.”228

Did the rivitalised Majdhübiyya uphold or lessen orthodoxy? Al-Karsani’s self-
contradiction continues the confusion that surrounds his earlier attempt to situate

225 Al-Karsani clearly has no idea of the nature of this famous set of prayers on the Prophet. The
Dal√il al-khayrt wa-shawriq al-anwr fı dhikr al-ßal fial al-nabı al-mukhtr was composed by the
Moroccan Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Abı Bakr b. Sulaymn al-Jazülı (d. 1465) of Gzüla in Süs.
A collection of prayers on the Prophet, in parts hypnotically repetitive, interspersed with requests for
guidance, well-being and moral strength. See Meier, “Kehrreim und ma˛y”, 474-9. The important role
of the Dal√il in the spread of veneration of the Prophet has been highlighted by Vincent Cornell; see,
e.g., his Mirrors of Prophethood. It was certainly no new import in the Sudan where it spread during the
early eighteenth century. Majdhüb’s grandfather Fakı ˘amad (1694/3-1776/7) was one of the more
famous men who used it regularly (‡abaqt, 114, 188; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, 7/11/86), but he was by no
means the first. The first Sudanese whom the ‡abaqt associates with the use of the Dal√il was Abü ’l-
˘asan b. ∑li˛ al-fi·dı (1660-1721) (#16). Shaykh KhΩjalı (1664-1743), who in 1737 was initiated into
the Shdhiliyya, taught the Dal√il to Shaykh ∑li˛ w. Bn al-Naq (#134) and to ∆ayf Allh b.
Mu˛ammad b. ∆ayf Allh (1695-1768) (#136). Others included fiAbd al-Wahhb w. Ab Quranı (#179)
and Nür˙n w. Ab Qujja (#259).
226 This description of Majdhüb’s awrd is based on al-Wasıla, 33, but is very incomplete. Among
the components of Majdhüb’s litanies, the Wasıla lists Ibn al-fiArabı’s al-Dawr al-afil [wa’l-durr al-
aghl] al-müßil il kull maqm afil (see below, Chapter VI). “Ibn Arab[i]’s al-Salat al-Jamia”, on the
other hand, must be a misunderstanding for Majdhüb’s (not Ibn al-fiArabı’s) al-Asrr al-jamma fı ’l-ßalt
fial nabı al-ra˛ma which immediately follows the Dawr al-afil.
227 Gibb, Mohammedanism, 125 [al-Karsani’s note].
228 Al-Karsani, “Majdhubiyya”, 59-60.
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‘orthodoxy’ in a socio-economic context. He described the Majdhıb as “orthodox”
(p. 45) Mlikı scholars who were running a three-level educational institution, “al-
Damer College”, “to serve the interests of the urban commercial community” (p. 41).
“The highly scholastic doctrines of the Majdhubiyya” and their abstention from
“magical practices” (p. 49) alienated them from the peasants.229 In the 1760s, however,
Fakı ˘amad’s eldest son, fiAbd Allh al-Naqar, who “unlike most of his brothers […]
was a peasant” (p. 51), “rebel[led] against the trading activities of the family”. He
established a second mosque “and a separate khalafa”, and the family split “into two
camps: traders and religious men”.230 The latter (the Naqarb) “associated with the
masses of the area”. While their brothers forgot religion for trade, the Naqarab
continued “the family’s orthodox practices” (p. 52) which now, apparently, no longer
alienated the peasant masses.

The meaning of ‘orthodoxy’ and its socioeconomic implications is only one of the many
uncertainties in al-Karsani’s account. It results from his quick use of clichés and sim-
plistic labels without paying enough attention to adequate documentation. Among al-
Karsani’s many factual errors and unsubstantiated claims, let me give only two exam-
ples: the educational institution in al-Dmar, and Ibn al-fiArabı’s influence on Majdhüb.

Al-Karsani portrays the Majdhıb schools as a neat three-tier system: after completing
the three-year “primary school” (nr al-Qur√n), students entered “senior school” (nr
al-fiilm) where they studied a standardised curriculum for “a period often exceeding
seven years” before being awarded graduation certificates (ijzas). These were a
“prerequisite for entering the third stage”, the “Sufi Sciences School”, which led to …
al-fan√ fı Allh, that is, “subsistence in God” (! sic). This educational institution was
headed by the “Grand Faki”; administrative matters were handled by the “Shaykh al-

229 This directly contradicts Burckhardt, who wrote of al-Dmar in 1814 that the Majdhıb “family
[…] has the reputation of producing necromancers, or persons endowed with supernatural powers, from
whom nothing remains hidden, and whose spells nothing can withstand” (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia,
266, cited by Karsani himself [“Majdhubiyya”, 39-40]). Burckhardt continues, “Innumerable stories are
related of their magic powers [… The fakı al-kabır] should be a shrewd man, and well versed in the
Mussulman law, these being absolutely necessary to enable him to act his part. The great Shikh, however,
is not the only person in the place who possesses magical powers; there are many Fakys of less note, who
enjoy a similar credit, in proportion always to their sanctity and learning, and thus the whole town of
Damer has acquired great reputation. Here are several schools […]”. Burckhardt’s text beautifully illus-
trates how inextricably linked scholarly learning and ‘magic‘ were held to be at the time. For more on the
subject of ‘magic’, see below, Chapter VII.
230 fiAbd Allh al-Naqar (1732/3-1813), the eldest son of al-Fakı ˘amad, established a second
khalwa (Qur√nic school) south of his father’s original one during his father’s lifetime. It was, however,
his younger brother A˛mad Ab Jadarı (1146/7-1804/8) who became his father’s official successor
(khalıfa). The descendants of fiAbd Allh never claimed the title, ‘khalıfa’; and they only established a
small second mosque in about the third quarter of the nineteenth century which was enlarged in about the
early 1910s (many jurists do not allow to build two Friday-mosques in the same settlement if one is
enough to house all men).
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Fuqara and the Shaykh al-Ulama, who were responsible for the […] primary and senior
schools respectively. Below them was a Senate”.231

One wonders why the Senate took no measures to preserve the statutes of these schools.
Al-Karsani picture of a neatly organised and institutionalised educational system is not
based on eighteenth-century evidence but shows many parallels with the system of
modern “Government schools”. These parallels are not accidental. They reflect the
views of al-Karsani’s main informant, Majdhüb “al-Naqar” (1933-1987), whose early
years as a communist party activist influenced his ideas and organisational principles to
a degree traceable even after he turned to “sientific Sufism” (al-taßawwuf al-fiilmı) in
the late 1950s and eventually settled down as a teacher of English and geography at a
local secondary school. Majdhüb “al-Naqar” reinterpreted the history of al-Dmar as
one of the implantation and spread of knowledge (fiilm) in the African darkness. The
Majdhıb, contrary to other Sufis, followed a “scientific method” (manhaj fiilmı) and
thus established their educational system topped by the “Sufi Science School”.232

It was no coincidence that al-Karsani relied on Majdhüb “al-Naqar” as his main infor-
mant. By the mid-1970s, the commissar turned Sufi had become al-Dmar’s leading
local intellectual. He spread his views via the local radio station, and academic
researchers and jounalists were directed to him when they enquired about local
history.233 During my fieldwork 1986-8, almost everyone in al-Dmar acknowledged
the superior authority of Majdhüb “al-Naqar” in matters of history, and for the younger
generation his version has meanwhile started to replace — via state-controlled media
and education — the ‘living’ tradition of the family which was originally transmitted
mainly by story-telling grandmothers.234 Majdhüb “al-Naqar’s” account brings his
home town into the modern world by reformulating its history along patterns clearly
reminiscent of modern examples.235 Unfortunately, al-Karsani failed to recognise the
significance and the extent of this change. He took “al-Naqar’s” word for fact. The
reader of his book should beware of that.

231 Al-Karsani, “Majdhubiyya”, 41-44. Al-Karsanı published his view of this educational system in
Arabic, complete with neat tables and flow charts (“Ni÷m al-tafilım fiind al-Majdhıb”); from there it
was adopted by al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib (al-Masıd, 137). Here is a sample of how the ‘Senate’ is
described in al-Karsanı’s article (p. 20): “yushakkilu shuyükh Nr […] al-Qur√n wa-Nr al-fiIlm
Majmafia ’l-Astidhati ’l-fiulam√ düna ’l-fiuraf√ [!] majlisan istishriyyan ghayra mulzimatin
qarrtuhu li’l-Faqıh al-Kabır.”
232 Majdhüb al-Naqar’s view of history is concisely expressed in an interview broadcast by Radio
fiA†bara on 17 November 1986. It is influenced by the views of Majdhüb Jall al-Dın (v.s.) but accentu-
ates them in a particular way and thus further modernises them.
233 E.g. fiUthmn A˛mad al-fiAwa∂, “Khalwı al-Majdhıb”, in: al-Qawm 11 (Oct 1987), pp. 28-35
(first in: Dirst fian al-khalwa, ed. Jamfiiyyat al-Manhij wa-‡uruq al-Tadrıs, Faculty of Education,
University of Khartoum, Oct. 1976).
234 Cf. Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı’s memories of his grandmother’s story-telling (Nr al-Majdhıb, 10).
235 For more detail on this ‘commissar turned Sufi’, see Hofheinz, From Fakı to DuktΩr.
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The alleged influence of Ibn al-fiArabı on Majdhüb is not demonstrated but merely
claimed by al-Karsani. The passage quoted above omits pp. 169-179 of his M.Sc. thesis,
but these do not do any better in proving the claim. Al-Karsani simply compared the the
seven-stage model of the soul’s progress along the Path presented in Majdhüb’s Rislat
al-Sulük with the similar system he found outlined in Rom Landau, The philosophy of
Ibn fiArabi (London, 1949 [sic; recte 1959) — not today a recognised authority on the
Shaykh al-Akbar. The similarites go not much further than the mere use of a sevenfold
system itself. This model is widespread in much of later Sufi history; the passage al-
Karsanı draws upon for Majdhüb’s views is actually taken from a seventeenth-century
manual.236 But a seven-stage system certainly does not correctly describe Ibn al-
fiArabı’s views.237 Al-Karsani thus unwittingly disproves his claim. When he then goes
on to deduce a “lessening of the orthodox nature of the Majdhubiyya” from this alleged
influence of Ibn al-fiArabı, he compounds his error by unquestioningly accepting the
widespread but false association of Ibn al-fiArabı with antinomian views.238 Al-Karsani
goes on to state that the lessening of Majdhüb’s orthodoxy facilitated his success among
the deprived classes — the alleged practical result of the “revitalization”.239 What shall
one do with conclusions based on a maze of stereotypes, misunderstandings, and simple
errors?

Al-Karsani deserves credit for his attempt critically to analyse Majdhüb’s ideas, to place
them (and the history of the Majdhıb in general) in a wider context, and to pose
questions regarding the political economy of Sudanese religious brotherhoods. Unfortu-
nately, his research base and his material are so flawed, his text so full of contradictions,
confusions, and simply wrong data, that his study cannot only not be relied upon for
factual information but must also be regarded with great suspicion as far as al-Karsani’s
general hypotheses are concerned. This is unfortunate, for some of al-Karsani’s ideas
certainly deserve closer consideration. They need, however, to be reconstructed from
scratch. A serious study of “how religion, trade and politics are […] interrelated” in the
Sudan is still lacking.

236 For details, see below, Chapter VI.
237 See Chodkiewicz, “Introduction”, in Ibn fiArabî, Illuminations, 30-31.
238 See Chodkiewicz, Océan, 39 ss.
239 Al-Karsani, “Majdhubiyya”, 60-63, 80; id., thesis 1977, p. 179; cf. ib., p. 163: Majdhüb “rejected
[… the] orthodox educational system and became much linked with the ordinary uneducated peasants and
nomads”. The alleged source for this claim is Majdhüb’s Rislat al-sulük (with a passage from seven-
teenth-century al-Khnı; v.i. Chapter VI). This normative work looses no word on peasants and nomads
and certainly does not describe Majdhüb’s interaction with them. For more on al-Karsani’s misunder-
standing, see below, Chapter V.
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1111999977778888////99992222::::    VVVVoooollllllll,,,,    HHHHiiiissssttttoooorrrriiiiccccaaaallll    ddddiiiiccccttttiiiioooonnnnaaaarrrryyyy    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnn
Standard errors

John Voll (b. 1936) is a noted historian of the Sudan and of the modern Islamic world.
Research for his Ph.D. thesis (Harvard 1969) on the history of the Khatmiyya in the
Sudan provided him with an intimate knowledge of the arch-rivals of the Majdhıb. His
Historical dictionary (1978) has since seen a second edition (1992; by Fluehr-Lobban,
Lobban and Voll) in which the entry “Majdhubiya” remained unaltered except for
minor cosmetic changes. The following extract on Shaykh al-Majdhüb is quoted from
the first edition:

“Muhammad al-Sughayyir (1796-1832) transformed the order into one of regional rather than
localized importance. He fled from the Sudan after the Turco-Egyptian armies destroyed Damar
and studied in Arabia. There he was a student of the Islamic revivalist, Ahmad ibn Idris. On his
return around 1830, al-Sughayyir succeeded in winning followers throughout the eastern Sudan.”

Voll essentially compresses Trimingham’s account, glossing over the contradictory
dates found in the literature (“return around 1830”), and most notably adding a quick
generalisation in passing regarding Majdhüb’s “regional” success “throughout the
eastern Sudan”. The imprecision of both the date and Majdhüb’s “influence amongst the
Eastern tribes” can be found already in Willis, “Religious confraternities” (v.s.) and are
possibly taken from there. Unwittingly perhaps, Voll thus helped to stabilise old
misconceptions.

1111999988880000////3333::::    fifififiAAAAbbbbdddd    AAAAllllllllhhhh    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡aaaayyyyyyyyiiiibbbb,,,,    MMMMiiiinnnn    ˛̨̨̨aaaaqqqqııııbbbbaaaatttt    aaaallll----ddddhhhhiiiikkkkrrrraaaayyyytttt
Pious moments

Meanwhile, fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib — 1978-86 far away from home teaching Arabic
literature in Fez — was looking back again to his roots, asking God to have mercy on
the soul of our unfortunate saint:

“‘May God rest the soul of the righteous friend (walı) of God, the awe-inspiring pole (al-qu†b al-
mahyüb), the one who opened up the way (al-fatta˛ al-durüb), who sits in the company of the
beloved Prophet (jalıs al-nabı al-ma˛büb), my lord and master and means (wasıla) to reach God
Most High, Sayyidı al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb!’ Thus say the disciples of al-Shaykh al-
Jafialı (may God be pleased with him)240 at the end of their litanies (adhkr). They do not mean
our original ancestor (jaddun al-akbar) but al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, the author of
the marvelous volume of poetry (dıwn) that is pearl of the Majdhübı Collection and through
which I and a great many other people (khalq) gained the love of the Arabic language and of
poetry and the love of God’s Apostle (may God bless him and grant him peace) — and the love of
him is the core of faith (sirr al-ımn). Al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb had no son, but a blessed daughter by

240 A˛mad al-Jafialı (c. 1820/30 - c. 1902) was initiated into the Qdiriyya around 1865 and estab-
lished a very influential Qdirı centre at Kadabs (opposite Berber). See further Rasmussen, Kadabas.
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the name of fi◊√isha; therefore people use to say when they toil and tug the boats, “Lord of lords,
father of fi◊√isha, steer it (siyyid siyyüda — y’b fi◊shsha qüd)!”241

This passage beautifully illustrates fiAbd Allh’s nostalgic love for the pious and
‘unbroken’ atmosphere he associates with his rural origins.

1111999988885555////99993333::::    KKKKaaaarrrrrrrraaaarrrr,,,,    TTTThhhheeee    SSSSuuuuffffiiii    bbbbrrrrooootttthhhheeeerrrrhhhhooooooooddddssss    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnn
Summa summarum

fiAlı ∑li˛ Karrr’s doctoral thesis (Bergen 1985) was published, essentially unchanged,
in 1993. It primarily deals with The Sufi brotherhoods in the Sudan until 1900, with
special reference to the Shyqiyya region (the title of the original thesis), but is adver-
tised on the dust cover as a replacement for the old standard reference, Trimingham’s
Islam in the Sudan. One of two appendices is specifically devoted to “Mu˛ammad al-
Majdhüb, ‘the younger’”:

“Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad Qamar al-Dın b. ˘amad al-Majdhüb, known as al-∑aghır 'the younger'242

(1210/1795-6 to 1247/1831-2), was born and spent his early years at al-Matamma, where he mem-
orized the Quran and learnt to read and write under Shaykh A˛mad al-Rayya˛. Al-Majdhüb later
moved to al-Dmar, the Majdhıb centre, where he was initiated into the Shdhiliyya by his father
A˛mad Qamar al-Dın. Al-Majdhüb then returned to al-Matamma where he rejoined his master
A˛mad al-Rayya˛. While in al-Matamma, he was initiated by al-Mırghanı into the Khatmiyya
†arıqa.243 Al-Majdhüb then returned to al-Dmar where he succeeded his father as al-faqıh al-
kabır, who, according to Burckhardt who visited the area in 1814, was the effective ruler of al-
Dmar.244 When al-Dmar, together with most of the Jafialiyyün region, was destroyed in the
harsh campaign by Mu˛ammad al-daftardr in 1823 in reprisal for the assassination of Ismfiıl
Pasha, al-Majdhüb al-∑aghır fled to Sawkin and thence to Mecca.245 He stayed in Mecca for
some seven years during which he first joined Mu˛ammad al-Madanı who initiated him into the
Shdhiliyya for a second time. Al-Majdhüb and his teacher joined Ibn Idrıs for a number of years.
Ibn Idrıs is said to have been impressed by al-Majdhüb, saying to his students that al-Majdhüb
received his fiilm directly from God.246

241 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min ˘aqıbat al-dhikrayt, 192-3. See also ib. p. 42.
242 The author of the present book is aware of the fact that Shaykh al-Majdhüb was never called al-
∑aghır by his family. This nickname, however, is widely accepted in the Sudan [Karrar’s note].
243 Kitb al-ibna, ms., f. 14 [Karrar’s note].
244 Burckhardt (1822), 236 [Karrar’s note].
245 SAD 195/7/2 and NRO, Intel., 2/32/263 [both refer to Shuqair’s 1915 memorandum]. According
to the Kitb al-ibna, ms., f. 4, and Makh†ü†a, 111, he accompanied Mu˛ammad fiUthmn to the ˘ijz
[Karrar’s note].
246 Mukhtaßar manqib al-sayyid Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, ms., f. 14, NRO, Misc., 1/67/1188 and
1/82/1315; al-Rashıd (1974), 63-4 & 97, and Karrr, thesis (1977), 57-9 [Karrar’s note].
[The original sources referred to here are letters exchanged between A˛mad b. Idrıs and Majdhüb.
Mukhtaßar manqib = M. Majdhüb b. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (1888/7-1976), Asn ’l-
ma†lib. Reference is probably to Majdhüb’s letter to A˛mad b. Idrıs; see The Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs,
136-143. Al-Rashıd = Afi†r azhr aghßn. Reference is to the three letters from A˛mad b. Idrıs to
Majdhüb quoted there. They have since been edited and translated as Letters II-IV (out of V) to Majdhüb
in The Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, pp. 128-135].
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While in Medina, al-Majdhüb is said to have seen a vision in which he was ordered by the
Prophet to abandon the Khatmiyya and return to the order of his grandfather, the Shdhiliyya.247

In about 1830, he returned to Sawkin where he established a zwiya and preached the
Shdhiliyya, which he revitalized in the light of the teachings of Ibn Idrıs. He called his †arıqa, al-
Mu˛ammadiyya al-Shdhiliyya al-Majdhübiyya. But the †arıqa is commonly known in the Sudan
as al-Majdhübiyya al-Mujaddada 'the renewed Majdhübiyya' to distinguish it from the 'ancient'
Majdhübiyya, the order of his grandfathers.

In 1831, after the Jafialiyyün were granted amnesty by the Turco-Egyptian authorities, he
returned to al-Dmar where he stayed until he died in 1832. After his death, his nephew Shaykh
Mu˛ammad al-‡hir to whom the zwiya of Sawkin had passed in al-Majdhüb’s lifetime, became
the main representative of the Majdhübiyya in the eastern Sudan. He was a rival to the Khatmiyya
in the eastern Sudan and joined the Mahdist forces under the leadership of fiUthmn Diqna.”248

What else do we read in the book about Majdhüb?

“A˛mad [al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır (1742/3-1824), who introduced the Sammniyya into the Sudan]
stayed for some time at al-Dmar with ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, whose grandson
Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b. A˛mad Qamar al-Dın later became a prominent Sammniyya
leader.”249

247 Makh†ü†a, 111 [Karrar’s note].
248 Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 186-9.
249 Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 46, based on fiAbd al-Ma˛müd Nür al-D√im, Azhır al-riy∂, 68, and
id., al-fiArf [not al-fiUrf] al-f√i˛, 14-5. The assertion that Mu˛ammad Majdhüb became a prominent
Sammnı leader is completly wrong, but explainable by a misunderstanding of the sources. Here is some
information on Majdhübı-Sammnı links:
A˛mad al-‡ayyib (then a young man in his thirties) appears to have held Fakı ˘amad (then an established
religious leader about eighty years old) in high regard. He passed through al-Dmar on his way to his
second pilgrimage not long before the death of his shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Sammn (1718-1775), and he
also visited ˘amad upon his return. ˘amad is the only Sudanese shaykh who figures so prominently in
the description of al-‡ayyib’s journey (A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır, al-Jawhar al-farıd fı fiilm al-
wa˛da wa’l-taw˛ıd (as quoted in fiAbd al-Ma˛müd Nür al-D√im, Azhır al-riy∂, 55-6; I have no access
to the original). His visit did make an impact in al-Dmar; it is frequently remembered to this day, and
according to Majdhübı tradition, ˘amad’s sons acknowledged al-‡ayyib’s spiritual excellence (al-Wasıla,
8; fiAbd al-Ma˛müd Nür al-D√im, Azhır al-riy∂, 67-8).
It was not Mu˛ammad Majdhüb but two of Fakı ˘amad’s other grandsons who took the Sammniya. One
of them was Majdhüb’s teacher of fiqh, Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq” w. A˛mad Ab Jadarı (1787 - 1872/3; see
below, Chapter III). He had been ordered to do so while himself a student of A˛mad w. fiˆs (c. 1737/8-
1826) when al-‡ayyib visited Wad fiˆs’s school (in the 1790s?); reputedly, he received a written ijza
from al-‡ayyib. Al-Azraq did not take the Sammniyya out of his own free will, and he did not pass it on
to his descendants; it is doubtful whether he practiced it at all. His cousin al-∑iddıq b. al-Amın b. Fakı
˘amad, on the other hand, became a devout follower of the Sammniyya, and his descendants remain the
only branch of the Majdhıb affiliated to this †arıqa. He took it in QΩz al-Fünj from Shaykh ˘asıb al-
Kübwı, a student of A˛mad al-‡ayyib. His son, ˘asıb al-fi◊lim, later renewed the †arıqa when he visited
al-Kübwı in the ˘ijz. The (later) Mahdi studied grammar with ˘asıb in Berber in the 1850s, and it may
have been ˘asıb who directed him to the Sammnı shaykh Mu˛ammad Sharıf — with well-known
consequences.
(al-Wasıla, 71, 78, 200; fiAbd al-Ma˛müd Nür al-D√im, Azhır al-riy∂, 67-8, 241, 284-6, 338; Lorimer,
“The Megadhib”; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 97 & 102-3; id., 7/11/86, 18/2/88, 1;
Majdhüb al-Makkı, 14/11/86; fiUthmn fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Azraq, 18/3/87, 1-2; Hshim al-Suhaylı,
28/09/87, 7; al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, 27/02/88, 1; ˘asan al-Fti˛ Qarıb Allh, al-Taßawwuf fı ’l-
Südn, 232; ALA I, 14-15, 119, 256. A letter from the Mahdı to ˘asıb, dated 15 Rabıfi I 1301: 14 Jan.
1884, is preserved in SAD [AR] 97/5/97-98).
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and

“Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s willingness to co-operate with the Turco-Egyptians may have been the
reason for the defection of […] Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb al-∑aghır.”250

Karrar’s appendix effectively sums up the ‘myth’ of Majdhüb that had been constructed
over the previous century. Many of the errors in this account should by now be familiar
to the readers of this chapter; there is no need to go through them again in detail.

The main raison d’être for his appendix appears to be the presentation of material on
Majdhüb which Karrar unearthed in “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛’s al-Ibna, a source which
had been rediscovered by Abü Salım in the mid-1960s but which had never before been
seriously used for the study of Sudanese Sufism.251 It is from the Ibna that Karrar
adduces information on Shaykh al-Rayya˛ who is not, however, given the name, A˛mad
there. The Ibna leaves it open whether Majdhüb’s teacher was A˛mad al-Rayya˛ al-
Sanhürı or al-Rayya˛ al-fiAydarüs; only the latter lived in al-Matamma. Furthermore,
the Ibna does not claim that Majdhüb “memorized the Quran and learnt to read and
write” under al-Rayya˛; these abilities Majdhüb acquired under different teachers both
in al-Matamma and in al-Dmar.252 Finally, the Ibna does not say that Majdhüb
returned to al-Dmar after he was initiated into the Khatmiyya but that he left from al-
Matamma to the ˘ijz.

It is this last error which illustrates Karrar’s working method. He has to make Majdhüb
go back to al-Dmar because he tries to tie the Ibna’s account on to the standardised
belief that Majdhüb became “the effective ruler” there. In passing, Karrar exacerbates
this error by writing that Majdhüb “succeeded his father as al-faqıh al-kabır”; no author
before him had actually said that Majdhüb’s father had ever borne this title.

Karrar pulls together material from a great variety of sources to construct the longest
and most detailed biographical notice so far published on Majdhüb by an outsider apart
from al-Karsani. Karrar is the first of those discussed here to use letters exchanged
between A˛mad b. Idrıs and Majdhüb. The Funj Chronicle (Karrar cites only al-Sh†ir
Bußaylı’s edition, however) and the Ibna had also not been seriously considered in this
context before. The other sources are more conventional: Burckhardt and Shoucair
(1915) are acknowledged in the footnotes since they are regarded as primary sources;
but clearly the writings of Willis, Trimingham, Hill, Holt, and Yüsuf Fa∂l have also
been drawn upon. Al-Karsani’s thesis was not used, but his influence can be detected
and may be traced to oral information (he is mentioned as a friend in the acknowledge-
ments). Not consulted, on the other hand, were the works of fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib,

250 Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 71.
251 For al-Karsani’s pseudo-usage of the Ibna, see above.
252 See further below, Chapter III.
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Bashır KΩkΩ or fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd,253 let alone the Wasıla — sources, that is, that
stand apart in important ways from the standardised tradition built up over the twentieth
century.

All sources are not equal. There is a distinct ‘hierarchy’ of sources evident from
Karrar’s choice of what to believe and what not. Holt occupies the highest rank of all; it
is his ideosyncratic version of the name of Majdhüb’s father which is adopted in the
face of all other writers. The treatment of Majdhüb’s ˘ijzı years shows the order of the
other sources. From the Funj Chronicle and the Ibna, Karrar knows that Majdhüb
spent time in Medina; the Funj Chronicle speaks only of Medina, and the Ibna has him
end up there. Untroubled by these relatively early reports, Karrar continues to believe
that Majdhüb lived most of the time in Mecca. Al-Karsani had pointed out the error
(v.s.), but Karrar ignores this. In his hierarchy, the nineteenth-century sources which he
had taken so much trouble to open up maintain a more lowly position than the mighty
Shoucair/Willis/Trimingham/Hill/[fiAbd al-Majıd]/Yüsuf Fa∂l tradition.

Most strikingly perhaps, this standardised tradition is not only augmented and amplified
but upheld and defended against information coming from insiders. Karrar “is aware of
the fact that Shaykh al-Majdhüb was never called al-∑aghır by his family. This
nickname, however, is widely accepted in the Sudan.”254 Majdhüb “called his †arıqa,
al-Mu˛ammadiyya al-Shdhiliyya al-Majdhübiyya. But [it] is commonly known in the
Sudan as al-Majdhübiyya al-Mujaddada”. All this may be widely accepted in certain
academic circles influenced by the weight of twentieth-century erudition and the
assumptions of al-Karsanı,255 but outside of Khartoum I have yet to come across any

253 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd appears in the bibliography, but what he wrote on Majdhüb was
obviously not taken seriously.
254 This remark is the only change introduced in the published version of this appendix compared to
the thesis.
255 Al-Karsanı, “Tajdıd al-†arıqa al-Majdhübiyya” (1982). The same error, and the same wrong
dates for Majdhüb’s life) appear in Karrr, al-‡arıqa al-Idrısiyya, 12, 53-54. This is an essentially unre-
vised version of Karrr’s MA thesis, U of Khartoum, 1977. The influence of al-Karsanı (who wrote his
MA thesis in the same year as Karrr) is most likely oral; none of his writings are quoted in Karrr’s
work. The biographical information on Majdhüb given there is completely dependent on Trimingham; the
published version does not even incorporate Karrar’s own findings from his doctoral research on the
Ibna. The appendix (122-125) lists several of Majdhüb’s writings; it is based mainly on a rather cursory
reading of al-Wasıla. For example, Majdhüb is said to have written three mawlids (listed from al-Wasıla,
51-52); it is not clear why Karrr did not read on to find the forth one named there (not to mention the
fifth that according to the Wasıla is lost). This information is not integrated with archival material Karrr
had at his disposal; the Jumna al-yatıma is listed from NRO Misc., 1/55/1033 which is, however, not an
“undated manuscript” but a lithograph printed in Cairo in 1295: 1878. Other printed versions of this
Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb are ignored, as is the fact that the mawlids mentioned before are included in this
collection. The copy of the Wasıla used by Karrr is also not “undated” but was printed in 1332: 1914.
The description of the contents of the writings (only prayers are considered) is taken from the summary in
the Wasıla; Karrar did not read even those of Majdhüb’s writings that are published on the margins of the
Wasıla.
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trace of such ideas. That Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın did not call “his †arıqa, al-
Mu˛ammadiyya al-Shdhiliyya al-Majdhübiyya” we have already seen above; Karrar
probably derived this idea from Yüsuf Fa∂l’s Dirst (v.s.). Finally, in his attempt at
completeness, Karrar resurrects “Mu˛ammad al-Madanı” as Majdhüb’s Shdhilı master
who had lain dormant since Trimingham.

Karrar is understandably enthusiastic about the new material he discovered in the Ibna
and the other Arabic manuscripts and published texts that he assembled. Rather than
using this new material to analyse and critique the established picture of Majdhüb,
however, he merely attempts to integrate it within this picture. In the process, he com-
pounds previous errors and adds new ones. He is clearly aware of the importance of
primary sources and has obviously read many more of them than his predecessors. Had
he been more disrespectful towards the established tradition and reversed the hierarchy
of sources, he might have effectively used his material to challenge the old cliché image
of Majdhüb.

1111999999990000////99993333::::    YYYYaaaa˛̨̨̨yyyy    MMMMuuuu˛̨̨̨aaaammmmmmmmaaaadddd    IIIIbbbbrrrrhhhhıııımmmm,,,,    MMMMaaaaddddrrrraaaassssaaaatttt    AAAA˛̨̨̨mmmmaaaadddd    bbbb....    IIIIddddrrrrııııssss    aaaallll----MMMMaaaagggghhhhrrrriiiibbbbıııı
A change of paradigm

Ya˛y Mu˛ammad Ibrhım’s doctoral thesis (Khartoum 1990)256 is a very comprehen-
sive study of A˛mad b. Idrıs and his “school”: of his life (46 pp.), his writings, ideas
and teachings (163 pp.), and the spread of his influence through his students (108 pp.).
“Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb Qamar al-Dın” is dealt with in this last context (pp. 360-66).

Ya˛y does not give a detailed biography of Majdhüb, but concentrates on his intellec-
tual formation: [his cousin] M. “al-Azraq” [1787-1872/3; v.s.] is mentioned as his fiqh-
teacher; his father as the one from whom he first took the Shdhiliyya. When
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı came to al-Matamma, Majdhüb used the opportunity
and joined him, wishing to fulfill a longstanding desire to visit the Prophet’s tomb.
“This belies Trimingham’s idea257 that he was [in the country] during the Daftardr’s
massacre. Majdhıb traditions assert that he accompanied Mu˛ammad fiUthmn from
al-Matamma; they do not suggest that he played a role in the resistance to the Daftar-
dr’s campaign.” Nor is such a role mentioned in the Wasıla. According to fiAbd Allh
al-‡ayyib, the Majdhüb whom were are dealing with here was not the one whom
Burckhardt had met.258

256 Supervised by Dr. Ma˛sin ˘jj al-∑fı (IAAS) and Dr. Mu˛ammad Ibrhım Abü Salım (NRO).
257 Trimingham, J.S. [Islam in the Sudan], p. 225 [Ya˛y’s note].
258 al-‡ayyib, fiAbd Allh, al-Ittijht al-˛adıtha fı ’l-nathr al-fiArabı fı ’l-Südn (Cairo 1959).
N. 2 p. 11 [Ya˛y’s note].
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Ya˛y goes on to discuss Majdhüb’s separation from Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, and to
describe his stay in Medina, his relationship with Ibrhım al-Suwaydı, his teaching in
the Prophet’s mosque, and his decisive encounter with the Prophet which made him
independent of all other human mediators. He quotes (from the Wasıla) the testimonies
of A˛mad b. Idrıs, Ismfiıl al-Walı,259 [Mu˛ammad al-Khalıfa b.] Mukhtr al-Kuntı,260

and Ibrhım al-Suwaydı before addressing his main question, Majdhüb’s relationship
with A˛mad b. Idrıs.

Was Majdhüb a student of A˛mad b. Idrıs or was he not? This tricky issue — Idrısı and
other sources affirm that he was, while the Majdhıb rather stress his independence —
is handled with great care. Comparing and critically assessing information from the
Wasıla (including various ijzas), some of Majdhüb’s writings, the letters of A˛mad b.
Idrıs, Ibrhım al-Rashıd’s Nubdha, and Majdhıb oral tradition, Ya˛y gives a nuanced
account of both the ways in which Majdhüb differed from A˛mad b. Idrıs’ ‘regular’
students — Ibn Idrıs does not appear in Majdhüb’s sanad; he seems to have had an
exceptionally high opinion of Majdhüb — and the ways Majdhüb was influenced by the
teachings of Ibn Idrıs: Ibn Idrıs entrusted him with some of his students; Majdhüb
followed Ibn Idrıs’ instructions regarding their education; and Majdhüb used the most
characteristic Idrısı prayers and incorporated them into his own litanies. Parallels with
Idrısı ideas are also noticeable in some of Majdhüb’s epistles (printed on the margins of
al-Wasıla), but Ya˛y takes care to point out that one must not jump to hasty conclu-
sions in this matter since such parallels can also be found in many previous Sufi
writings.

259 Ismfiıl al-Walı (1793/2-1863) of al-Ubayyi∂ in Kordofan, was initiated into the Khatmiyya
during Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s visit to al-Ubayyi∂ in 1816; in 1826, he established his own †arıqa
Ismfiıliyya. In the winter of 1841/2, Ismfiıl performed the pilgrimage to Mecca; this was the only
occasion when he passed through Sawkin, and it was probably then that he extolled Majdhüb in front of
his followers (al-Wasıla, 15; ALA I, 228-9). Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı’s final visit to Sawkin,
which marked the beginning of a Khatmı ‘offensive’ against the followers of Majdhüb there, took place
only the following year (1843).
260 It is not al-Mukhtr al-Kuntı (d. 1811) — the most influential West African Qdirı leader of his
time — to whom al-Wasıla (p. 14) attributes words in praise of Majdhüb, but his son Mu˛ammad
(1764/5-1826/5) who had set himself up in Timbuktu in 1819/8. Given the year of his death, however, it
is not very likely that Mu˛ammad b. al-Mukhtr had heard of Majdhüb either.
There is a possible link, however. The Wasıla quotes al-Kuntı’s words of praise on the authority of a
student of Majdhüb (˘asan b. Ibrhım) who had heard them from one Mu˛ammad Sıdeyn al-Shinπı†ı,
most likely while the latter passed through Sawkin in the course of his Pilgrimage. Al-Wasıla 125{4}
reports that at sometime during Majdhüb’s stay in Sawkin (7 Jan. 1829 - 7 Feb 1831), a Fulnı student
of [Mu˛ammadu] Bello b. Uˇsmnu bi Fodiye (1781-1837) had come through Sawkin on his way back
from the Pilgrimage. He met Majdhüb and was highly impressed with thim. We may well imagine that he
(or someone like him) carried news of Majdhüb back to West Africa where it reached the Fodiawa and
the Kunta; that a Majdhüb about whom the West Africans knew not much more than his name and place
was included among the great saints of the age, and that such a sanctified stereotype image of him was
carried by later pilgrims back to Sawkin where such reports (with a sanad projected back in time) were
eagerly received as proof of Majdhüb’s widespread fame.
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Finally, Ya˛y cites fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib again who sees in Majdhüb “the appearance
of the first signs of a [particular] intellectual inclination” or development,261 namely,
the call “to return to the Qur√n and Prophetic Tradition (Sunna) and to study them
properly, without abandoning the Sufi heritage with its emphasis of moral and spiritual
refinement (adab al-b†in; almost = ‘Kultur der Seele’). While the “call to return to
Qur√n and Sunna” is something Majdhüb shares with the Wahhbiyya, his attachment
to Sufism “cleansed of tarnishing admixtures (shaw√ib)” separates him from them. But
it brings him close to A˛mad b. Idrıs who represented exactly this combination of a
purified Sufism with the call to return to Qur√n and Sunna.

Ya˛y’s study marks a clear break with the paradigm of the standardised tradition. Of
all the studies reviewed above, this is the only one that is first and foremost informed by
available primary sources and uses them critically to assess some of the claims of both
the secondary literature and the followers of the brotherhoods. The core of the book, the
analysis of A˛mad b. Idrıs’ views on matters both mystical and legal, is the best we
have so far. Ya˛y’s account was clearly not written to deconstruct the Idrısı tradition
or to establish its social and economic contexts. As a contribution to the careful recon-
struction of the history of its ideas, it is a milestone.

CCCCoooonnnncccclllluuuussssiiiioooonnnn

Overall, the review of the existing literature on Majdhüb leaves a rather bleak impres-
sion. Dominant historiography has failed both to establish reliable external data (in all
respects: for his life, his writings, his followers) and to give an adequate portrait of his
ideas. The picture one derives from perusing the literature is so full of confusions,
contradictions, and generalisations that one really has to ask what it is good for.

The most important of these generalisations is the idea that Majdhüb ‘renewed’,
‘revitalised’, ‘reformed’ etc. the †arıqa of his forefathers. This idea was first introduced
by Shoucair, according to whom the “Magzub Tarika was renewed by […] El Magzub
(El Saghir)”. No sources are given, nor is what this ‘renewal’ meant explained. Read in

261 ”⁄uhür bawdir nazfia fikriyya” — notice the (deliberate?) avoidance here of terms such as,
‘ißl˛’, ‘tajdıd’, ‘˛araka’, etc. Ya˛y does use these terms in his overall assessment of A˛mad b. Idrıs
whom he calls a mußli˛ and a mujaddid; but he takes care to define them very conservatively. “Renewal”
(tajdıd) thus means a renewed understanding of God’s immutable order (sharfi) through a return to the
primary sources Qur√n and Sunna, and this not to accommodate the sharfi to the expediencies of the
time, but to bring out more clearly the true meaning of Islam. “Reform” (ißl˛) is used in a similar way,
but applied specifically to a reform of legal reasoning (breaking down the inflexible madhhab-system)
and to the reform (or better, ‘amelioration’) of certain social and moral conditions that negatively affected
the general state of the Muslims (Ya˛y, Madrasat A˛mad b. Idrıs, 11, 407, 410-1).
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the context of Shoucair’s memorandum, it appears to originate simply in the narrative
opposition between Majdhüb “El Kebir or the first”, the presumed “founder” of the
†arıqa, and Majdhüb “El Saghir or the Second”. This would seem to be supported by
Willis (? 1915/21) who wrote of “Sheikh Mohamed el Magzub distinguished from the
founder by the name El Saghir. He resuscitated the Tariqa at Damer” — again without
further elaboration. In Willis’ published version (1921), this is watered down to a
vague, “The Tariqa received further impetus” by Majdhüb. Trimingham is the first to
fill the ‘revival’ with some content; and interestingly, this content is a political one.
Majdhüb’s “rule […] marks a new stage in the history of this order”, expressed through
resistance to the Turkish invasion. Further, Majdhüb is connected to the “revivalist
influence of A˛mad b. Idrıs”. We have seen that Trimingham’s description of A˛mad b.
Idrıs as a “reformer” is the translation of an anachronistic twentieth-century portrayal of
A˛mad b. Idrıs by one of his descendants as a ‘mujaddid’. Trimingham was probably
also influenced by standard Orientalist reference works of his time (such as Arnold) for
whom the “reformed orders” appeared different from their predecessors precisely
because they offered resistance to the colonial administration.262 The political content
of the ‘reform’ idea is even clearer in fiAbd al-Majıd who is wholly dependent on the
Orientalist tradition but gives it a ‘nationalised’ and anti-imperialist interpretation. fiAbd
al-Qdir inflates this to nothing less than “a major renaissance (nah∂a) on the religious,
the national, and the intellectual front in general”. Yüsuf Fa∂l dampens the tone,
presenting Majdhüb as a student of the “religious reformer (mußli˛ dını)” A˛mad b.
Idrıs — a retranslation from Trimingham. Voll merely replaces “reformer” by
“revivalist”. Al-Karsani, denying the influence of A˛mad b. Idrıs, is not clear about
what “revitalization” really means but is firmly convinced that it helped to spread the
‘Majdhübiyya’ among the peasants. Karrar reaffirms the link to Ibn Idrıs but instead of
offering more precise information on the nature of “revitalization”, he invents a new
name for Majdhüb’s †arıqa: “al-Majdhübiyya al-Mujaddada”.

Obviously, ‘re-newal/vival/vitalisation’ etc. is not much more than an empty label of
dubious origins which has been either left vague or was filled by various authors with
whatever content fitted their general ideas of Islamic history. There was never any
attempt to base its application on an analysis of Majdhüb’s (or Ibn Idrıs’) works.263

This, it seems, is indicative of a general tendency. Since historiography and hagiogra-
phy parted company in the 1860s (Funj Chronicle, ‘Third Recension’ vs. al-Wasıla),
historiography has become remarkably estranged from primary written sources
produced by the brotherhoods themselves. Shoucair had a brief look at the Wasıla in
1915, but no more; then the book and Majdhüb’s own writings disappeared from public

262 See O’Fahey & Radtke, “Neo-Sufism reconsidered”, 61-64; O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 16-20.
263 For a parallel case, see the pertinent criticism by de Jong, “Mustafa Kamal al-Din al-Bakri
(1688-1749): revival and reform of the Khalwatiyya tradition?”.
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view. Instead, it was the military intelligence report itself that became the primary
source for historians. Rewritten several times and eventually published in a respectable
journal, its dominance in shaping historians’ view of Majdhüb was all the greater
precisely because the source base used was so narrow. Trimingham placed the military
and civil intelligence reports in an orientalist frame, and by giving them the blessing of
text-centred scholarship completely closed the door of oral input which had until that
time stood at least slightly ajar. Military intelligence, couched in orientalist terms,
became the standard view of Sudanese Sufi brotherhoods. All subsequent historians,
including the Sudanese themselves, relied on Trimingham’s book as their chief source
of reference on Sudanese Islam. They may have phrased what he had said a little
differently, and added bits and pieces of information here and there, but the overall
hegemony of Trimingham was unbroken until very recently.

Most twentieth-century writing on the Majdhıb (and by extension the history of
Sudanese Islam) thus appears to have rested on a very narrow source base. Turning
round and round in a circle the axis of which was military intelligence, it endlessly
repeated the same old clichés. From time to time a few pseudo-primary sources
(Burckhardt, ‡abaqt etc.) were added to the standard canon, but inexplicably no one
made a serious effort to study the available first-hand primary sources, the writings of
the Majdhıb themselves. The existence of these writings was known; they were
printed, but noone thought it worth to study them. Majdhüb’s Dıwn resurfaced briefly
as a literary document in 1953 (fiAbd al-Majıd), but it was not until the 1970s that
earnest attempts were made to analyse these writings from a historical point of view.
Even then, most historians writings on the Majdhıb appear to have read them only
cursorily and without undertaking a systematic analysis.

Oral tradition fared slightly better. It was an important — and often the only — source
for all early writers: from Wad ∆ayf Allh, the authors of the Funj Chroncicle, and the
hagiographer, to Ibrhım Fawzı, the military intelligence officers and their civilian
successors. Among the authors discussed above, Lorimer is the last example of the large
group of British administrators who collected oral tradition as ‘amateur historians’ and
published it in Sudan Notes and Records.264 The door of oral tradition was closed by
orientalist scholarship with its focus on texts and on medieval roots. Oral Tradition
appeared in print again since the late 1950s, first as part of folk heritage drawn upon by
literary writers. It was rediscovered and reappropriated by academic historians in the
1960s.

Ignoring primary written sources and relying more on outside and ultimately oral
information, the dominant historiographical tradition came to concentrate mostly on

264 There are also several Sudanese ‘amateur historians’, among them Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛ım
(d. 1966) and Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr (1892-1972) whose work is only now gradually being published.
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external data; and even these were constructed rather poorly. As for the content of
Majdhüb’s teachings and his ideas, we are fobbed off with the cliché of ‘renewal’ or
‘revitalisation’. A few authors dealt at somewhat greater length with the content of
Majdhüb’s writings (fiAbd al-Majıd, fiAbd al-Qdir, Bashır KΩkΩ, Ya˛y); but the
results of their studies (which are all written in Arabic) were almost completely ignored
in the dominant, English-language historiographical tradition.

So much for the genesis of this literature. What about its reception, its influence? What
do contemporary scholars in the Western world reach for when they wish to inform
themselves quickly about aspects of Sudanese history not directly in their own area of
expertise? I have labelled various works discussed above as ‘standard references’:
Trimingham’s Islam in the Sudan; Hill’s Biographical dictionary; Holt’s History of the
Sudan; and meanwhile also Karrar’s Sufi brotherhoods. Those who want to learn more
about the Majdhıb in particular will turn to al-Karsani’s Majdhubiyya Tariqa and
perhaps also to one or the other article published in Sudan Notes and Records. My own
experience of the field may be supplemented by data from the catalogue of books in the
library system of the University of California / California State Library to indicate the
general spread and availability of the various titles:265

Nr. of
copies

First-
last edn.

Author, Short title

28 1961-88 Holt (& Daly), History of the Sudan
18 1958-70 Holt, Mahdist state
14 1978-92 Voll (&c.), Historical dictionary
10 1967 Holt, “Holy families” (in Studies in the history of the Near East)
10 1951-67 Hill, Biographical dictionary
10 1949 Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan
8 1918- Sudan Notes and Records
3 1993 Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods
3 1985 al-Karsani, Majdhubiyya Tariqa                                                         English
3 1804 Wad ∆ayf Allh, ‡abaqt                                                                     Arabic
2 1968 fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, al-Fikr al-∑üfı
2 1953 fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın, Trıkh al-Thaqfa
2 1903 Shuqayr, Jughrfiy wa-trıkh
2 1890 al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna (ed. Abü Salım)
2 1838 Funj Chronicle (only the edn. by al-Sh†ir Bußaylı)
1 1993 Ya˛y Mu˛ammad Ibrhım, Madrasat A˛mad b. Idrıs

Number of copies in MELVYL of titles discussed

265 Internet search in the MELVYL library system, 5 February 1996. MELVYL is probably the largest
and most comprehensive public-access library catalogue accessible online (telnet://melvyl.ucop.edu).
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Holt, Voll, Hill, and Trimingham, then, are clear frontrunners: works that are widely
available, widely read, and therefore highly influential. Karrar and al-Karsani are rela-
tively well placed after them. Ya˛y, on the other hand, trails far behind. This is not any
better in Khartoum, where copies of his book are extremely difficult to find. MELVYL is
of course an American, ‘Western’ library system where one can expect to find a
predominance of English-language titles. But as we have seen, this English-language
literature continues to exert a paradigmatic influence also over Arab writers. Sudanese
who use the medium of English have a chance to make it in this world; those who
choose to express themselves in Arabic are all but ignored. Arabic-language works are
divided into two categories: primary sources, and secondary literature. The first, the
primary sources, are objects of study and analysis. Secondary literature in Arabic, on
the other hand, is at best read cursorily. In short, Arabic-language scholarship is not
taken seriously in the first world.

That this does grave injustice to the quality of the works considered I have demon-
strated above. Errors of fact and distorted interpretations can be found in both English-
and Arabic-language studies; there is no reason to justify the view that the first present
in any way a more exact picture than the second. In fact, in the case under considera-
tion, it is rather the other way round; and many of the errors found in the works of
Sudanese and Egyptian authors can be traced to the hegemonic influence that the
scholarly output of the first world exerted on them.

The fewest distortions have come from those authors who, for one reason or another,
ignored the ‘standardised tradition’ of dominant historiography. This is why the first
improvements to the picture of Majdhüb came via literature, literary studies, and
philosophy. Historiography only began to catch up when an effort was made not only to
collect primary sources (the most important ones had been available for a long time
already) but also to read them ‘afresh’. Some glimpses of Majdhüb’s ideas have
meanwhile found their way into existing studies. Reliable contextualisation of them is,
however, still lacking.

Unfortunately, the case of Majdhüb is not an isolated one. The representatives of other
Sufi brotherhoods in the Sudan have not fared much better. There is not a single mono-
graph presenting an in-depth and contextualised non-hagiographic study of an outstand-
ing religious leader in the Sudan apart from the Mahdi. The tour de force that the reader
was taken through in the previous pages was meant to demonstrate that much of what
we believe to ‘know’ about Sudanese Islam is premature generalisation based on meta-
assumptions but on insufficient knowledge of primary sources and of local conditions.

The present thesis was not originally conceived to remedy this situation; but I have
often suffered the consequences of it — namely, the great difficulty of stepping back
and making comparisons when there was no reliable ground to stand on. The reader
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may bear this in mind when the following chapters sometimes appear to pursue too
narrow a path. Local analysis is definitely not the end; sometimes, however, it is a vital
precondition for generalisations and theory-building. It is with this in mind that I hope
to present a more detailed description and a more nuanced analysis of Majdhüb.266

266 Cf. Sharpe, “History from below”, 35.
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II MAN◊QIB AS A HISTORICAL SOURCE

Nur Wunder machen Sinn
Wim Wenders, Bis ans Ende der Welt

The proof of the pudding is in the eating.

While the discourse of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb can be analysed in his own writings, our
chief source of information on his social interaction is a book of manqib, a
‘hagiography’ compiled from oral and written accounts thirty-seven years after his
death.1 Prior to the present century, works of manqib were the most common form of
individual biographies written in the Muslim world. Their potential as sources for social
history has, however, not yet been fully exploited by historians of Islam who for a long
time have concentrated on official documents and historiographical works produced for
a scholarly or courtly audience. In the following chapter, I shall discuss some aspects of
the ‘genre’ manqib, both its limitations and its possibilities. I shall argue that manqib,
while not especially useful for a study of the psychological development of individuals,
constitute a source of rich information on the social background of their subjects’ lives.

MMMMaaaannnnqqqqiiiibbbb    aaaannnndddd    hhhhaaaaggggiiiiooooggggrrrraaaapppphhhhyyyy::::    tttteeeerrrrmmmmiiiinnnnoooollllooooggggiiiiccccaaaallll    aaaassssppppeeeeccccttttssss

The Arabic term, ‘manqib’ is a very general word for encomia of all sorts.2 We find
manqib of individuals (especially of religious or political leaders, including jurists,
kings, and Sufis), of classes of people (in addition to the above, poets, government
secretaries, physicians, the Lebanese army, etc.), and occasionally of towns (e.g.,

1 Mu˛ammad al-‡hir Majdhüb, al-Wasıla il ’l-ma†lüb (v.i.).
2 Both Arab lexicographers and Western scholars have struggled with the etymology and seman-
tics of this term; see the article “Man ‚kib” by Charles Pellat in EI2. Suggested etymologies variously
relate it to “perforate”, to “chief”, or to “narrow path”. The semantic field of the word is somewhat
clearer; it revolves around, “praiseworthy acts and traits”. “Encomia” is thus a suitable translation. The
Latin ‘encomium’ comes from the Greek ôgkËmion “praise, eulogy, extolment”, derived from kÓmoj
“revel, carousal; band of revellers, esp. of the procession which celebrated a victor in games; the ode sung
at one of these festive processions”. It is used in English for “a formal or high-flown expression of praise;
a panegyric” (New shorter Oxford English dictionary). “Panégyrique” was chosen to render ‘manqib’ in
the French translation of a manqib of Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad al-Yashru†ı published in Tananarive in 1949
(van Ess, “Ya¸sru†ıya”, 85 n. 235).
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manqib  Baghdd) or even of Islam as such.3 In short, anything presented as
‘distinguished’ (in a positive sense) may be called, ‘manqib’. It should be noted that
‘manqib’ primarily refers to the encomia themselves and is only secondarily used as a
shorthand for “a book describing the encomia” of a person etc.

Thus, the semantic field of ‘manqib’ is clearly wider than ‘hagiography’. But what, in
fact, is ‘hagiography’? The term has recently come under attack among Western
medievalists; some propose to replace it by ‘sacred biography’. Let us look briefly at the
history of the term.

‘Hagiographa’, until the mid-nineteenth century, referred to the final portion of the
Hebrew Scriptures. The emergence of ‘history’ as an empiricist academic discipline in
the context of the secular nation-state set the background for a change in the meaning of
‘hagiography’. Both in Biblical and Medieval scholarship, it became a polemical
expression for ‘unscientific’ adulatory writing; its purpose was at best held to be moral
edification, whereas ‘history’ was ‘objective’ and ‘scientific’. ‘Hagiography’ was
‘untrue’; and by distancing themselves from it the new historians portrayed themselves
as writing ‘true’ history.

But this appears to have been a self-delusion. It helped to forget that nineteenth-century
historical writing was not at all value-free and ‘really’ objective — the real difference
from what went before was that the frame of reference for evaluation had changed
drastically. Religion was out; ‘reason’, or ‘the individual’, or ‘the nation’ were in. With
the benefit of hindsight, it is not so difficult to see that ‘hagiography’ and ‘history’ had
much more in common than the nineteenth-century historians would have us believe.
The virtues that were being extolled had changed, but the heroes of history were still
being held up as examples. And while ‘hagiography’ had certainly and openly been
written for the purpose of soul-building, ‘history’ was equally openly put to the service
of nation-building (both, it must be emphasised, served many other purposes as well4).

To get around this nineteenth-century ballast and avoid the negative connotations of
‘hagiography’, some scholars propose to replace the term with ‘sacred biography’.5 This

3 See the long list of titles in Pellat, art. “Man‚kib”, in EI2.
4 Perhaps the most influential definition of ‘hagiography’ stems from Hippolyte Delahaye, who
contended that engendering, propagating, and strengthening the cult of a saint was its primary function.
But it has recently been argued that “there are many writings about saints which seem never to have
served any functioning cult”, and in many cases the dominant motives were quite different: “Biographies
of saints provided communities and institutions with written traditions; they defended the independence
of communities and institutions against those who wished to subject them; they defended property rights
and territorial endowments; they fueled episcopal rivalries; they conveyed political and theological
stances; they propagated an individual author’s group’s notion of ‘the holy’” (Lifshitz, “Beyond
positivism and genre”, 96-7).
5 Heffernan, Sacred biography, 15-6.
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is, however, not a complectely satisfactory solution, for two reasons. First, the meaning
of ‘sacred biography’ as defined by those who introduced the term is wider than
‘hagiography’; it refers to “accounts written by followers or devotees of a founder or
religious saviour”.6 This definition includes biographies not only of saints, but also of
Prophets. The difference between the two should not be neglected, for biographies of
founders may approach their subjects differently from those of saints. “Whereas sacred
biographies of founders […] primarily intend to depict a distinctively new religious […]
ideal, those [of saints] present their subject as one who has realized […] an ideal […]
already recognized by his religious community”.7 This description is somewhat over-
simplistic, but it does emphasise an important point. Saints’ biographies are only a
subset of sacred biographies.

From another angle, the replacement of ‘hagiography’ with ‘sacred biography’ was
criticised by Lifshitz who argued that it is impossible to establish “which biographies
are ‘sacred’ and which are not”.8 Lifshitz’ deconstruction of the presumed genre
‘hagiography’ is useful and necessary but goes too far by downplaying excessively the
differences between pre- and post-Enlightenment biographical writing.

Quibbling over terms is useful only to a degree. My major reason for touching on this
debate was twofold:
(a) To alert us to the danger of facile deduction: of applying a label to a text without
paying much attention to the problematic nature of the label; and then to assume that the
text conforms to the preconceived label, thus ignoring the peculiarities, the individuality
of each text.9

(b) To show that there is no clear-cut boundary between ‘history’ and ‘hagiography’.
All speaking (and writing) about the past is bound by perspective; perspectives change
over time. All speaking (and writing) about the past is thus time-bound. Biographies are
no exception. They are usually written about people considered ‘great’ in one way or
another; at certain times and places, some such people were constructed as saints. Saints
are not the same as secular heroes, but the two have much in common. Once we realise
that “biography, of saints or of other figures, seems to have been the most popular form
of historical narrative in the Middle Ages, just as it is today”,10 it quickly becomes clear
that ‘hagiography’ (or whatever we may call the biographies of saints) presents us with

6 The Biographical process, ed. Reynolds/Capps, 3.
7 The Biographical process, 4 (emphasis added; AH).
8 Lifshitz, “Beyond positivism and genre”, 101 n. 30.
9 Consider in this respect Vansina’s argument that narrative “genres are […] concepts that are
culture bound”, and that it is therefore “not possible to achieve a universal cross-cultural classification” of
them (Vansina, Oral tradition as history, 81-2). This is completely ignored by Pellat (art. “Man ‚kib” in
EI2) whose complaints about the presumed “imprecision” or “fluctuation of the nomenclature” are wholly
due to his inability to realise that ‘manqib’ cannot be equated with ‘hagiography’.
10 Lifshitz, “Beyond positivism and genre”, 97.
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texts that have to be analysed along similar lines to other non-documentary texts used
by historians.

Do manqib belong to ‘ta√rıkh’? Not in the strict sense; works of ta√rıkh are generally
more concerned with chronology and data. But do manqib therefore not belong to
‘history’? I would claim that they do; for the modern term, ‘history’ is not the exact
equivalent of ‘ta√rıkh’. A proper discussion of these issues of classification requires,
however, the investigation of a large sample and falls outside the scope of the present
study.

While manqib in general cannot be equated with hagiographies, it appears that in the
course of time, the use of the term became increasingly (though not exclusively)
restricted to hagiographical writing. No systematic study has been undertaken, but this
appears to be an impression shared by most scholars.11 In the context of Sudanese
writing (a comparatively late literature), ‘manqib’ is in fact identical with
‘hagiography’; there are no Sudanese manqib not devoted to a saint or religious figure
described in terms of a saint (v.i.). Having made clear that ‘hagiography’ is not a genre
opposed to or outside ‘history’, I shall therefore use the terms ‘manqib’,
‘hagiography’, and ‘saint’s biography’ interchangeably in the following. The term
‘sacred biography’ is also used, though I maintain that its semantic field is larger than
‘saint’s biography’.

SSSSaaaaiiiinnnntttt’’’’ssss    bbbbiiiiooooggggrrrraaaapppphhhhiiiieeeessss    iiiinnnn    IIIIssssllllaaaammmm

The lives of Muslim saints were reduced to writing since the tenth century CE, when
both collective and individual biographies made their appearance.

Collective biographies
The earliest collective volume of Sufi biographies that we know of is Abü Mu˛ammad Jafifar b.
Mu˛ammad al-Khuldı’s (d. 959) ˘ikyt al-mash√ikh; it is no longer extant. Al-Sarrj’s (d. 988) al-
Lumafi and al-Kalbdhı’s (d. 995, of Bukhr) al-Tafiarruf also include important biographical informa-
tion, although in the context of a general presentation of Sufism. The oldest extant collection of Sufi
biographies is al-Sulamı’s (936-1021, of Nıshpür) ‡abaqt al-∑üfiyya; this, however, is more an antho-
logy of the Sufis’ sayings, and is less concerned with their acts and personalities. One of the most famous
sources for Muslim hagiology is Abü Nufiaym A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh’s (938-1038, of Ißfahn) ˘ilyat al-
awliy√ wa-†abaqt al-aßfiy√. Al-Qushayrı’s (986-1072, of Nıshpür) Risla and al-Hujwırı’s (d. c.
1075, of Ghazna) Kashf ol-ma˛jüb (again general manuals on Sufism) include much biographical
material. Al-Anßrı (1005-1089, of Hert) produced an enhanced edition in Persian of al-Sulamı’s
‡abaqt. Later works worth mentioning are fiA††r’s (d. c. 1190/1220, of Nıshpür) Tadhkirat ol-awliy√;

11 See Pellat, art. “Man ‚kib”, in EI2. In Indian Islam, three Arabic keywords for praise and descrip-
tion have developed into specialised terms for different kinds of religious panegyric: ˛amd (praise of
God); nafit (praise of the Prophet Mu˛ammad); and manqaba (praise of a saint).
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Jmı’s (1414-92, of Hert) Nafa˛t ol-ons (based on al-Sulamı and fiA††r); and fiAbd al-Wahhb al-
Shafirnı’s (1491-1565, of Cairo) al-‡abaqt al-kubr (430 biographies).

Analyses of the works by Jmı and al-Shafirnı have demonstrated that they do not seek
to enhance the prestige of any particular silsila or local community, and this may be true
also for other such collections. Jmı propagated the general idea of silsila-based Sufism
(as opposed to the Uwaysı type). Al-Shafirnı, although based in the Shdhilı tradition,
effectively placed greater emphasis on the personality of the shaykhs than on their
†arıqa-affiliation; the reason being, on the one hand, the importance he assigned to a
direct master-disciple relationship, and on the other, his belief that beyond the various
†uruq, it is the Prophet who is the ultimate master. These works thus show that not all
hagiographies “can be neatly linked to the goal of ‘propagandizing’ particular Sufi
communities” — an observation also made for other parts of the Muslim world as well
as for medieval Christian hagiography.12

Individual biographies
The earliest known monographical biography of a Muslim saint is al-Daylamı’s Sıra of
Ibn Khafıf.13 Perhaps a little earlier even is al-Sahlajı’s al-Nür min kalimt Abı ‡ayfür,
often referred to as K Manqib Sayyidin Abı Yazıd al-Bas†mı;14 but this is a collection
of al-Bas†mı’s sayings and does not include biographical information. Another famous
early example is Abü Safiıd b. Abı ’l-Khayr (d. 1049) who became the subject of two
biographies written by his descendants about 100-150 years after his death.1 5

Subsequent generations produced thousands of manqib-works; their history remains
largely uncharted, and even a brief survey is beyond the scope of the present study.16 In
the following, I shall therefore narrow my focus to present a more in-depth case study of
the process of producing manqib.

12 DeWeese, An ‘Uvaysı’ Sufi, 11-12; Garcin, “Histoire et hagiographie”, 289-290; Eaton, Sufis of
Bijapur, 19-21; Lifshitz, “Beyond positivism and genre”, 97.
13 Radtke, “Autobiografie des Theosophen von Tirmi≤”, 243. Ibn Khafıf (d. 982) was an important
Sufi from Shırz who helped to establish the teachings of al-Junayd in Frs; al-Daylamı was his student.
The biography, which is held to be more reliable for Ibn Khafıf’s life than for his teachings, is extant only
in a Persian version translated and rewritten by Ibn Junayd; this was edited by A. Schimmel (Sırat-e Ebn
Khafıf, Ankara, 1955) (J. C. Vadet, art. “Ibn Khafıf”, in EI2).
14 al-Bas†mı died in 874/8#CE.
15 Meier, Abü Safiıd, 19-21.
16 Cf. the long list of titles in Pellat, art. “Man‚kib”, in EI2.
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MMMMaaaannnnqqqqiiiibbbb    aaaassss    pppprrrroooocccceeeessssssss::::    tttthhhheeee    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnneeeesssseeee    ccccaaaasssseeee

In Sudanese Islamic literature, we find the following biographical material: manqib,
sıra, tarjama, and †abaqt.17 The ratio is approximately 50 - 10 - 5 - 1; manqib were
thus clearly the most popular type of biographical writing. The boundaries between the
different forms are not very clearly defined. ‘‡abaqt’ refers to a biographical
dictionary; such dictionaries may, however, also be called, ‘tarjim’ (pl. of ‘tarjama’).
Nevertheless, most works of tarjama and manqib and all the sıras found in the Sudan
are devoted to a single person. The term, ‘sıra’ remains strongly associated with the
biographies of the Prophet and early Islamic leaders; it is also frequently used for longer
biographies of political leaders and non-religious figures. ‘Tarjama’ occurs as a term for
shorter biographical notes, whatever their character. ‘Manqib’, on the other hand, is
almost exclusively used for Sufi leaders (the exception being biographies of early
Islamic imms by one of their putative descendants), and they incorporate karmt
(miracle)-stories at greater length than do the other forms. Within these stories, they
supply much lively information illustrating an individual’s social life, to a greater
degree than is common in tarjama- or †abaqt-works where often only a silhouette of
the person is discernable.

We shall now examine in greater detail the hagiography used in the present study.

TTTThhhheeee    WWWWaaaassssııııllllaaaa::::    aaaannnn    eeeeaaaarrrrllllyyyy    bbbbrrrreeeeaaaakkkktttthhhhoooouuuugggghhhh    iiiinnnn    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnneeeesssseeee    hhhhaaaaggggiiiiooooggggrrrraaaapppphhhhyyyy

The Kitb al-Wasıla il ’l-ma†lüb fı bafi∂ m ishtahara min manqib wa-karmt walı
Allh al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb was compiled by Mu˛ammed al-‡hir Majdhüb (1832/3-
1890), a nephew of its subject, Shaykh al-Majdhüb (1796-1831). The latter had founded
a Shdhilı community in Sawkin between 1829 and 1831 which he left in the hands of
his students when he returned to the Nile shortly before his death. Eventually, the
Sawkin group felt the need for a head from their Shaykh’s family, and in 1270: 1854/3
they brought al-‡hir, then about 22 years old, from al-Dmar to Sawkin where he was
further educated to become his uncle’s successor.

Fourteen years later — thirty-seven years after the death of Shaykh al-Majdhüb — , al-
‡hir had collected enough oral and written material to compile the biography of his
saintly uncle. He included not only a great number of anecdotes showing the Shaykh’s
karmt, but also his prayers and litanies and other extensive quotations from his works.
The manuscript draft of the Wasıla was completed on 10 Dhü ’l-˛ijja 1284: 3 April

17 The following is based on an ideometric analysis of data collected in ALA I. Other labels found
in Islamic biographical literature include akhbr, akhlq, fa∂√il, fahrasa, khaß√iß, ma√thir wa-
mafkhir, malfü÷t, tafirıf, tadhkira.
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1868; al-‡hir was 36 at the time. It took four more years, until 1872, before the 338 pp.
strong volume was printed (with some additional material18) in Cairo-Bülq by
Ma†bafiat al-Mafimüra. In 1865, Sawkin had come under Egyptian rule; what influence
this fact had on the composition and printing of the book can no longer be recon-
structed. The printing was sponsored by one fiAbd al-Karım al-Kblı — from the name,
probably a Sudanese merchant.

The Wasıla had few predecessors in the Sudan. It was the first Sudanese manqib-book
to appear in print, and in fact we know of only three definitely earlier hagiographies by
Sudanese authors.19 These are much shorter, however, and they also differ in nature
from the Wasıla in that they are chiefly collections of personal reminiscences by the
author himself of the biography’s subject. The Wasıla does, as we shall see, incorporate
one of these collections, but it includes material from many other sources as well. Thus,
it grew into an exceptionally long work; only fiAbd al-Ma˛müd Nür al-D√im’s Azhır
al-riy∂ (written between 1908 and 1911) is comparable in size (but a quarter of its text
consists of 123 biographical notices of of A˛mad al-‡ayyib’s disciples and sons).20

Finally, the Wasıla may have enjoyed a particular popularity; it was printed three times
(between 1872 and 1914), which is unmatched by any other Sudanese hagiography
known to us.21

18 The colophon gives 10 Dhü ’l-˛ijja 1284: 3 April 1868 as the date of completion, but the last few
pages of the printed version include a reference dating the death of A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim in
1285 [1868/9] and also refer to the death of fiAlı Diqna which occurred in1872.
19 The oldest one is Madanı b. Ibrhım al-Qulübwı, al-Jawhar al-farıd fı manqib al-shaykh al-
rashıd walı Allh tafila al-shaykh Ibrhım al-Qulübwı (compl. in 1779/80; ALA I, 12). Ibrhım al-
Rashıd (1813-74) wrote down his recollections of his teacher Ibn Idrıs in fiIqd al-durar al-nafıs fı bafi∂
karmt sayyidin wa-mawln A˛mad ibn Idrıs, and of his brief encounter with Majdhüb in Nubdha min
bafi∂ karmt […] al-Majdhüb. Both texts are undated, but the Nubdha can be shown to have served as a
source for al-‡hir Majdhüb’s Wasıla and must thus be earlier (see below, and Hofheinz, “Encounters”).
The Khatmiyya — the Majdhıb’s great rival in the Sudan — produced quite a few manqib works; but
only one was definitely completed before the Wasıla: Lu√lu√at al-˛usn, a brief 15-page hagiography of
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Khatm (1793/4-1852) by one of his sons, Jafifar al-∑diq (1822/3-1860/1), who
lived in the ˘ijz. Al-Khatm himself put down some notes and reminiscences of his own teacher, A˛mad
b. Idrıs, but his manuscript was left incomplete probably until the twentieth century (ALA I, 193, 207). Al-
Jazülı b. fiAbd al-Wahhb, a student of al-Khatm from al-Tka, wrote a manqib of one of his master’s
sons who died in infancy (fiAbd Allh “al-Ma˛jüb”, 1829-1834/5), but the date of composition is not
given in the manuscript.
20 The edn. Cairo 1973 of Azhır al-riy∂ comprises 362 pp. smaller in size than those of al-
Wasıla. The numbers of pages of manqib-works where mentioned in ALA I are as follows: 13, 15, 16,
21, 22, 22, 22/26, 28, 33, 35/15, 39, 43, 45, 95, 108, 128, 136, 160, 222, 368 (the last one is another edn.
of Azhır al-riy∂). Longer (421 pp.) is fiAbd al-Ma˛müd fiAbd al-Qdir al-Jaylı’s biography of his father,
written sometime between 1965 and 1980; but it presents itself with a modern title (al-Shaykh fiAbd al-
Qdir al-Jaylı, ˛aytuhu wa-thruhu).
21 The three editions of the Wasıla are: (1)#Bülq: M. al-Mafimüra [sic], 29 ∑afar 1289: 8 May 1872
(copies of this edn. are kept in al-Azhar Library and in the National Library in Cairo (Taymüriyya, ta√rıkh
257). (2)#Bülq 1319: 1901/2. (3)#Cairo: Mk. al-Taqaddum 1332/1914. This last edition includes, on the
margins, four works by Shaykh al-Majdhüb and one by al-‡hir himself (for details, see bibliography and
ALA I). Its printing was financed by al-Mahdı A˛mad (owner of al-Mk. al-Wa†aniyya, Omdurman),

(cont’d)
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Thus, the Wasıla is not simply one of an endless row of similar works; it represents an
early breakthrough in the ‘production line’ of saints’ biographies in the Sudan. We have
seen that the first Muslim hagiographies date back to the tenth century CE. In the Sudan,
however, they appeared only towards the end of the eighteenth century, and before the
1860s, only a handful of works have been traced. All of them originated in the milieu of
newly established brotherhoods (Khatmiyya, Rashıdiyya) that stemmed from the
tradition of A˛mad b. Idrıs and actively propagated their ideas and organisation in the
Sudan. The Wasıla itself stands partly in this same tradition.

Suddenly, after 1870, we find an almost abrupt outburst of manqib-production in the
Sudan (see table below). This development came to a similarly abrupt halt a decade
later when the Mahdist state abolished all Sufi brotherhoods and banned all but a few
books. After the end of the Mahdiyya, however, manqib-production quickly resumed;
it reached an all-time height in the 1910s but petered out during the 1920s. The 1930s
and 40s were a time of hibernation for saints’ biographers; the period that witnessed the
breakthrough in public life of the graduates of the modern schools established by the
British was not favourably disposed towards what it scorned as superstition and miracle-
mongering. After about 1950, however, representatives of the brotherhoods — now
often leaders who had themselves gone through the modern education system — started
again to compose manqib, if on a slightly lesser scale than during their heyday earlier
in the century. Their efforts have to be seen as attempts to reassert the validity of their
tradition in the face of developments such as modern education, increasing urbanisation,
and growing state-control, which tended to erode the authority of the traditional Sufi
leaders.

Table: When were Sudanese manqib written?22

1779 (al-Qulübwı)
{1820 (MO al-Khatm on Ibn Idrıs; not ‘really’ Sudanese)}
[1840 (Ibr. al-Rashıd on M Majdhüb)]
1840 (al-Jazülı on MO al-Khatm’s infant son)

Mu˛ammad Safiıd al-˘jj fiAbd Allh (a trader from al-Dmar), and al-‡hir Mu˛ammad ˘asan al-
Shaykh (a trader from Khartoum). The 1914 edition appears to be the most widespread of the three; all
the copies I found in private hands or in libraries in the Sudan were from this. A photocopy of it has been
deposited in Bergen (Hofheinz Collection, Bergen 509). In 1988, Shaykh fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. fiAbdullhi
b. fiAbd Allh b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın from al-Adirgwi, senior khalıfa of the eastern Majdhıb, told
me of his plans to publish a photomechanical reprint of this edition.
Of all the other manqib mentioned in ALA I, only ∑li˛ al-Jafifarı’s (1910-79) al-Muntaq al-nafıs fı
manqib […] Ibn Idrıs was printed three times; but al-Jafifarı, for all practical purposes, has to be con-
sidered an Egyptian author.
22 Explanation: Plain figures indicate year of composition. Italics: approximate year of compo-
sition. Bold: year of publication, if it is likely to be not long after the composition. [Square brackets]:
Works that do not bear the term ‘manqib’ in the title, but should be considered together with the hagio-
graphies (mostly, they have ‘karmt’ instead of ‘manqib’). {Curly brackets}: Khatmı works written
outside the Sudan. The distribution shown here should of course be understood as indicating orders of
magnitude rather than precise quantities.
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{1850 (Lu√lu√at al-˛usn; ˘ijzı, not Sudanese)}
[1850 (Ibr al-Rashıd, fiIqd al-Durar, on Ibn Idrıs)]
1868 al-Wasıla
1870
1874
1876
1880
1880
1880
1880
[1880]
[1880]

gap: Mahdist state forbids indep. Sufi brotherhoods and all but a few books
1903
[1903]
1908
1909
1910
1911
1910
1910
1915
1915
1916
1920
1920
[1920]
1923
[1930]

gap: breakthrough of graduates of modern schools
1950 ‘traditionalist’ reassertion
1950 
1950
1960
1966
[1974]
[1975]
1980
1980
1984
1990

FFFFrrrroooommmm    oooorrrraaaallll    hhhhiiiissssttttoooorrrryyyy    ttttoooo    ffffiiiixxxxeeeedddd    mmmmeeeemmmmoooorrrryyyy::::    wwwwhhhhoooo    wwwwrrrrooootttteeee    hhhhaaaaggggiiiiooooggggrrrraaaapppphhhhiiiieeeessss????

An ideometric analysis23 of data from ALA I reveals that Sudanese manqib were
‘typically’ written not long after the death of a shaykh: mostly by grandsons, surviving
direct students, or sons of the deceased (in this order of frequency). This pattern seems
to correspond to the general impression I have of manqib-production in the wider
Islamic world. We may reasonably assume that most hagiographies were written
between 30 and 100 years after the death of their subject.

23 Ideometry is the the study of significant patterns resulting from a comparative and quantitative
analysis of clusters of data.
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Total works of manqib24 in ALA I:

47 [or 55 if we include the 5 that have only ‘karmt’ in the title, plus 3 more hagiographies not identi-
fied by either keyword. Tarjama and sıra are not covered here!]

Thereof,
22 [23] were written by members of the shaykh’s family:

2 by ‘same generation’ family (brother, cousin),
6 [7] by the first generation after the subject (typically, subject’s son),

10 by the 2nd generation,
2 by the 3rd generation,
4 by other or unidentified family members.

25 [30] by followers; of these
1 [2] by ‘same generation’ followers or companions (of shaykh’s son; Ibrhım al-Rashıd on

Mu˛ammad Majdhüb),
8 [11] by direct students,
2 by 2nd-generation students,
1 [2] by later students,

13 by other followers who can no longer be identified more closely.

The Wasıla is thus fairly representative of the overall trend in that it was written thirty-
seven years after the death of the shaykh by a member of his family’s ‘next generation’
(by his nephew).

If we analyse the chains of transmitters who provided al-‡hir with his stories, we
arrive at the following picture: of the 500 central stories, 24% (120) are based on first-
hand accounts; that is, on personal reminiscences told to al-‡hir by informants who
had witnessed the event themselves. 56% (283) have only one informant in the chain of
transmitters; 41% (208) have two informants; 4% (22) have three, and only one story
has four informants.25 One may thus say that about a quarter of the stories in al-Wasıla
can be viewed as oral history recorded by al-‡hir; three quarters belong to the realm of
oral tradition (stories that passed through more than one generation). It appears that
manqib typically arise on the border between oral history and oral tradition, in a bid to
fix and control memory as the time of the founder recedes into greater distance.

One can certainly find other works where the stories have gone through a more compli-
cated editing process. These obviously have to be approached differently from those in
the Wasıla. But whatever the time gap, historians using hagiographies can learn much
from their colleagues working with oral tradition.

24 This omits fiAbd Allh al-Ma˛jüb’s five books on the manqib of early Islamic sharıfı lineages
(from whom the author, not a Sudanese but a Meccan religious scholar, claimed descent).
25 It may be noted that 9 out of the 23 stories with 3 or 4 informants end in the same last transmitter
(Abü Bakr b. al-˘jj al-∑diq al-Bakhitwi, probably a man from the Berber area); al-‡hir used him
mainly to obtain information about events in a place far away from Sawkin where he himself was living
and writing.
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The intertwining of hagiography with oral tradition has also been described for
Christian literature.26 In many cases, oral sources seem to have been more important to
hagiographic writing than documentary evidence; the living word of the faithful had
greater weight than the dead letter. Another aspect of this same intertwining is that
contrary to modern biography, hagiography draws its material largely from its own
audience. The hagiographer commits to writing oral accounts circulating in the commu-
nity of the faithful; not uncommonly, he is specifically asked to do so (v.i.). He is seen
and sees himself as the eloquent mouthpiece of his community whose members trust
that thanks to his greater learning, he is able to bring out more clearly the ‘truth’
contained in the life of the saint.27

FFFFrrrroooommmm    eeeeyyyyeeee----wwwwiiiittttnnnneeeessssssss    rrrreeeeppppoooorrrrtttt    ttttoooo    ppppuuuubbbblllliiiisssshhhheeeedddd    bbbbooooooookkkk::::    wwwwrrrriiiitttttttteeeennnn    ssssoooouuuurrrrcccceeeessss

It was, however, not only oral sources that the hagiographer used. We are fortunate, in
the case of al-‡hir Majdhüb’s Wasıla, to be able to take a look into the ‘workshop’ of
the saint’s biographer. It can be demonstrated that one of the sources used by al-‡hir
was a small notebook containing about ten anecdotes that Ibrhım al-Rashıd (1813-
1874) had written down at the request of one of the brethren, and in which he described
his encounter with Majdhüb whom he had met briefly in 1830 while passing through
Sawkin on his way to the ˘ijz. A manuscript of this Nubdha min bafi∂ karmt […]
Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb has survived.28 Of the ten stories it contains, seven can be
found, in part or in full, in the Wasıla. The similarities in wording and phrasing of both
texts are so great that they cannot possibly be the product of independant oral
transmission. We must assume that a written version of the Nubdha (one slightly, but
only slightly different from the one at hand) was used by al-‡hir Majdhüb for his
hagiography.29

The two most striking indications of the Wasıla’s dependence on a written copy of the Nubdha are
contained in stories III and X.30 In both cases al-‡hir had to remodel sentences because he omitted part

26 Heffernan, Sacred biography, 22-25, 33.
27 Heffernan, Sacred biography, 20; for the role of the audience, see Kleinberg, Prophets in their
own country.
28 NRO, Misc. 1/81/1298 (photocopy of a ms. bearing only the date (27 Rajab 1347: 9 January
1929) of its acquisition by al-˘usayn al-˘jj Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. Bbikr of al-Kurü, the home
village of Ibrhım al-Rashıd, north of Karıma. A photocopy of this has been deposited at the University of
Bergen (Hofheinz Collection, Acc. No. 503).
29 I have previously published an edition and translation of this text with an introduction comparing
the two versions (Hofheinz, “Encounters with a saint”). What follows is a slightly revised and condensed
presentation of the results of this study. For a ‘run-in’ translation aiming to show the similarities and the
differences between the two versions, see below, translation of Majdhüb’s karmt stories, 108{2-5},
116{2}.
30 Roman numerals refer to the numbering of the individual stories in my edition of the text
(“Encounters with a saint”).
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of the material from his source. In story x (= al-Wasıla, 116{2}), he reworked the beginning of the
Nubdha’s postscript (which he could not use in this same function) into the end of the anecdote recounted.
In story III (= al-Wasıla, 19), he could not use the last sentence because it referred to an incident that he
had chosen to omit (for reasons which we shall discuss below); so he he built a new sentence from the
root of the key word in his source, al-na÷ra, stripping it of it’s concrete meaning in the original context
and making it refer in a general way to the Shaykh’s penetrating insight into the secrets of others’ hearts.

Such examples show that al-‡hir drew on a version of Ibrhım’s Nubdha very similar to the one at hand.
That the text he used was almost but not exactly the same as ours can be inferred from story X where the
Wasıla contains what looks like a quotation (it is preceded by ql) which is not included in our version of
the Nubdha. Another indication is that the Wasıla includes a quotation from Ibrhım al-Rashıd that
resembles the Nubdha in tone and style, but is not contained in our version.31

A general comparison between the the Wasıla and the Nubdha is instructive for the way
al-‡hir used his material. The Nubdha is a rather unpolished text, containing many
colloquialisms and other reflections of spoken language, and is very personal in
character, answering to the question, “What do you know of the shaykh? What is your
experience of him?” Al-‡hir regarded the account of these personal experiences as raw
material to be incorporated in a text demonstrating the significance of Majdhüb in a
broader context. He dissolved the narrative sequence of his source by integrating the
individual stories in various places in his own book (sometimes repeating the same story
in two different places). And rather than copying his source word for word, he brought
the text more in line with established literary norms by correcting outright grammatical
errors and changing Ibrhım al-Rashıd’s colloquialisms and sentences reflecting the
spoken rather than the written language.

Examples of incorrect grammar32: (III): fı ’l-layl al-fulniyya (referring to a particular night) || (V):
fiaßfıran || (VII): karaytuhu [iktaraytuhu] || (VIII): fa-n÷ur il man [fa-n÷ur fı man] (“contemplate”, not
“look at”) || (IX): wa-yaßıru laki fiindı manzila || (X): kna ra∂iya Allhu fianhu lahu al-yad [knat lahu al-
yad].

Examples of colloquialisms: (from story II): asmhum Idrıs… || yaqarrük al-salm || bi-ßawt filı || (III):
iltaff‹et || (IV): al-Majdhüb an m khallaftuh || (VIII): w˛id min ikhwnin … wa-mafiahu hadiyya [rajul
min ikhwnin bi-hadiyya] || (X): wa-m fiindı hadiyya lakum [wa-lam tikum … bi-hadiyya] ||
qassimüh [iqtasimüh].

Reflection of spoken language: (III): wa-an … ayym al-jahl … mafia wujüd al-˛ijb … m kunn
numayyiz || fa-bimujarrad na÷ar al-akhı al-shaykh … fa-˛aßalat || wa-bafid yawm aw yawmayn an mrr
fı fijj al-bild [qad ji√tu dhta yawmin mrran bi-zuqqin min aziqqati Sawkin] || lamm anta kunta fı
Kurdufn || (VIII): fa-bimujarrad wußülı fı ’l-˛aram wa-ßallaytu fı ’l-Raw∂a [fa-dakhaltu ’l-˘aram wa-
zurtu ’l-Nabı … thumma ataytu ’l-Raw∂a].

31 al-Wasıla, 13, reporting, on the authority of Ibrhım al-Rashıd, a saying from A˛mad b. Idrıs
concerning Majdhüb who is referred to as ‘akhün Abü ’l-Majdhüb’, a use of the kunya know from the
Nubdha, but not otherwise found in the Wasıla.
32 Italic text is from the Nubdha; where appropriate, the Wasıla’s version is cited, set in roman and
between brackets.
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Al-‡hir preserved the overall phrase structure of his source, but produced a more sober
and austere text. He standardised the eulogies and reduced their total number;33 he used
less titles and less elaborate name forms; he did away with Ibrhım al-Rashıd’s
unsystematic ventures into rhymed prose (sajfi);34 he omitted obscure or corrupt
phrases35 and emotional expressions.36 He also transformed the second-hand reports
from A˛mad ibn Idrıs (VI, VII) into direct speech by the master.

Al-‡hir’s editing has two noticeable effects. The stylistic ‘face-lift’ serves to bring the
text and thereby its subject closer to the standards of urban literary culture. The dissolu-
tion of his source’s narrative sequence causes a partial loss of context and thus works
towards removing the Shaykh from the realm of direct personal experience; the aim
appears to be a recasting of this experience in terms of a more stylised model.

This partial stylisation notwithstanding, the overall structure and content and the
individual elements of the stories are generally left intact. There are only two serious
exceptions; both are cases of outright censorship where material from the source was
simply not incorporated. This accounts for the fact that only seven out of the ten or so
original stories made it into al-‡hir’s book.

One of the two omissions is political. The Nubdha is unusually outspoken in its enmity
towards Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı (1793/4-1852), the founder of the
Khatmiyya brotherhood who already in the 1820s became locked in fierce competition
and rivalry with other adherents of the Idrısı tradition — among them Majdhüb and al-
Rashıd and their followers. Al-‡hir carefully edited out all negative references to al-
Mırghanı and the Khatmiyya found in the Nubdha: how leaving the Khatmiyya brings
immediate fat˛ (I); Khatmı slanders against Majdhüb because he left no sons (II);
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s attempt to “replace” Majdhüb by sending another deputy to
Medina (IV); and a Khatmı brother’s switch of allegiance to Majdhüb (III).

That al-‡hir did use a source containing these accounts and omitted them consciously
is obvious from his transformation of the last sentence of story III. In this story, the
Nubdha recounts how a Khatmı brother, A˛mad Mabadda, came to Sawkin where he
met Majdhüb. He merely had to cast a glance at Majdhüb to become convinced that he,
and not al-Mırghanı, was his true Shaykh. Al-‡hir, in his version of the story, cut out
any reference to the Khatmı brother’s conversion, and therefore could not use the

33 The Wasıla uses ‘ßall Allhu fialayhi wa-sallam’ invariably and exclusively for the Prophet
Mu˛ammad; the names of other Prophets such as Adam are followed by ‘fialayhi al-salm’. The Nubdha,
on the other hand, varies the eulogies on Mu˛ammad, and uses ‘fialayhi al-ßaltu wa’l-salm’ for him,
Adam, and the angels alike (examples from story VII).
34 Examples of sajfi from the Nubdha: (V): il ayna balaghat fı ’l-infifil, bi-mujarradi ∂arb al-
mithl; and perhaps (VIII): man nawwar Allhu baßıratahü, kayfa yaßnafi wa-kayfa amruhü.
35 VII: wa-m dhakartu anna al-mal√ika l ta∂afi ajni˛atah ill li-†lib al-fiilm.
36 VII: Majdhüb travelled fial barakat Allh … bi-han√ wa-surür.
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Nubdha’s reference to “this glance” (tilk al-na÷ra) of A˛mad Mabadda. Instead, he
constructed a new sentence around the root of this key word, making al-na÷ar refer to
Majdhüb’s penetrating insight into the secrets of other people’s hearts.

Al-‡hir’s careful avoidance of any negative statement about al-Mırghanı is striking.
Throughout his book, he never mentions any of the popular anecdotes about the quarrels
between Majdhüb and al-Mırghanı that continue to live in oral tradition today. A few of
the stories in the Wasıla may be have originally referred to rivalries with al-Mırghanı,
but al-‡hir reproduces them in very vague and general terms and without mentioning
any names so as to make recognition impossible.37 This appeasement is all the more
remarkable as his position in Sawkin was threatened by Khatmı claims; the Khatmiyya
themselves were less scrupulous in their account of their relationship with the
Majdhıb.38

The other case of censorship may be characterised as moral. Al-‡hir chose not to
include the anecdote of Majdhüb divorcing one of his wives so that a brother suffering
from insatiable sexual desire could marry her.

Whatever al-‡hir’s motives for expurgating these two aspects of Majdhüb’s life were,
he clearly thought of them as inappropriate elements in the idealised picture of the
Shaykh that he was assembling. What is of interest to us here are not so much the
particular reasons for his decision but the general implications of the way the hagio-
grapher dealt with his material. In conclusion, we may say that

(a) there was censorship. Some stories did get cut out, and this may have particularly
affected those containing references to the ‘odd’, the non-standard, the non-ideal sides
of the Shaykh’s life.

But
(b) the material that did make it into the Wasıla was left relatively intact. Stylisation
at this stage affected mainly formal elements; a degree of depersonalisation is also
recognisable. This is not very advanced, however; when al-‡hir had accepted a story
he generally preserved the details it contained on people and places and other incidental
information.

37 E.g. al-Wasıla 145{5, 6}. See also below, Chapter V.
38 Compare, for example, al-Rub†bı, al-Ibna, xxx.
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OOOOtttthhhheeeerrrr    wwwwrrrriiiitttttttteeeennnn    ssssoooouuuurrrrcccceeeessss    uuuusssseeeedddd    bbbbyyyy    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡hhhhiiiirrrr    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb

We do not know whether al-‡hir had access to other written ‘eye-witness accounts’
similar to Ibrhım al-Rashıd’s Nubdha. He did of course use Majdhüb’s own writings,
including his letters and prayers, as well as the extensive body of poetry composed by
the Shaykh as well as by his followers and admirers. In addition to this ‘internal’
material, al-‡hir was familiar with a number of works from the corpus of Muslim
scholarly tradition. In al-Wasıla he quotes the following:

Tafsır (?):
1. Shif√ al-∑udür [perhaps Mu˛ammad b. al-˘asan AL-NAQQ◊SH (880-962), Shif√ al-ßudür al-

muhadhdhab fı tafsır al-Qur√n, a comm. on the Qur√n “mit vielen schwachen Traditionen”39].
Al-‡hir uses it to report a story about the Prophet (171{1}).

2. [Mu˛ammad b. fiUmar] al-Fakhr al-Rzı (c. 1149-1209). Al-‡hir quotes him on dreams (166) —
perhaps from his Qur√nic commentary, Maftı˛ al-ghayb?

3. Ismfiıl ˘aqqı [al-Brüswı] (1652-1725), Rü˛ al-bayn [fı tafsır al-Qur√n], a comm. on the
Qur√n “with, at times, original mystic interpretations”,40 written by a Jilwatı Sufi who was one of
the most prolific Turkish scholars of his time (205).

˘adıth:
‘Canonical’ collections:
4. [Mu˛ammad b. Ismfiıl] al-Bukhrı (810-870), [al-Jmifi al-ßa˛ı˛] (94, 95, 96, 97, 151{1},

158{4}, 171{2}, 192{1}, 199{2}, 199{3}, 248).
5. Muslim [b. al-˘ajjj (c. 817-875), al-Jmifi al-ßa˛ı˛] (94, 158{4}, 171{2}, 192{1}, 199{2}).
6. Abü D√üd [Sulaymn b. al-Ashfiath] (817-888) (K al-Sunan) (171{2}).
7. [Abü fiˆs Mu˛ammad b. fiˆs] al-Tirmidhı (825-892) (either K al-Sham√il, or al-Jmifi al-ßa˛ı˛)

(151{1}, 171{2}).
8. [A˛mad b. fiAlı] al-Nas√ı (830-915), [K al-Sunan] (248, possibly quoted via al-Bayhaqı).

Other collections and commentaries:
9. [Safiıd b. fiUthmn] Ibn al-Sakan (907-964, Egyptian Traditionist, wrote al-∑a˛ı˛ al-Muntaq).41

Al-‡hir quotes a Prophetic miracle on his authority (155{2}).
10. [A˛mad b. al-˘usayn] al-Bayhaqı (994-1066, Persian Shfifiı Traditionist), [prob. K al-Sunan

wa’l-thr, or K al-Sunan al-ßaghır]42 (181{3}, 248).
11. [prob. Yafiqüb b. Mu˛ammad b. Hubayra] (d. 1165), al-Ifß˛ [fian mafinı ’l-∑i˛˛] (a comm. on

Mu˛ammad b. Abı Naßr Futü˛ al-˘umaydı, al-Jamfi bayn al-∑a˛ı˛ayn).43 Quoted with a comm.
on al-Bukhrı (97).

12. [fiUmar b. fiAlı b. al-]Fkihnı (1256-1333, Egyptian scholar mostly known as a grammarian, but
who also composed several ˛adıth commentaries).44 Quoted with a comm. on a passage by al-
Bukhrı (98).

39 GAL S I, 334; GAS I, 44-5.
40 Gµnay Kut, art. “Ismfiıl ˘a‚k‚kı”, in EI2.
41 al-Ziriklı, III, 97; GAS I, 189.
42 GAL L, 363; J. Robson, art. “al-Bayha‚kı, Abü Bakr A˛mad”, in EI2.
43 GAL S I, 578.
44 GAL I, 22; S II, 15; al-Ziriklı, al-Afilm, V, 56.
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Works on the Prophet and the Companions:
13. [Mu˛ammad] Ibn Is˛q (704-767), [Sırat Mu˛ammad Rasül Allh, in the recension of fiAbd al-

Malik IBN HISH◊M (d. c. 834)] (206).
14. [Yüsuf b. fiAbd Allh b. Mu˛ammad IBN fiABD AL-BARR (978-1071, celebrated Andalusian

Traditionist and Mlikı jurist with Shfifiı leanings)], K al-Istıfib [fı mafirifat al-aß˛b] (an
alphabetical dictionary of the Prophet’s Companions) (207).

15. al-Q∂ı fiIy∂ [b. Müs] (1088-1149): al-Shif [bi-tafirıf ˛uqüq al-Muß†af]. fiIy∂ was “one of the
most celebrated figures of Mlikism in the Muslim West” and leading Moroccan Traditionist from
Sabta, q∂ı in Sabta and Granada, died in Marrkush. He is best known for his al-Shif “which
continues to play an important part in popular piety”.45 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı al-
Khatm and Mu˛ammad Majdhüb each composed a mukhammas on the same poem from al-
Shif.46 The Shif√ is quoted by al-‡hir with a story on the Prophet, and with the statement that if
in doubt of someone’s faith, it is better to leave an unbeliever alive than to kill a Muslim (15{1},
249).

16. [A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh] al-‡abarı (1218-1295, ˘ijzı Shfifiı Traditionist), al-Riy∂ al-na∂ira fı
manqib al-fiashara (on the ten Companions to whom the Prophet guaranteed entry into
Paradise)47 (208).

General biography/History:
17. [Mu˛ammad] Ibn Safid (784-845), (K al-‡abaqt al-kabır, a detailed biographical lexicon of about

4250 persons who, from the time of the Prophet until the year of the author’s death, “had played a
rôle as narrators or transmitters of Traditions”).48 Al-‡hir uses it to relate a story about the
Prophet (181{3}).

18. Ibn fiAskir (prob. fiAlı b. al-˘asan IBN fiAS◊KIR (1105-1176), famous Syrian Shfifiı Traditionist
and historian best known for his encyclopædic dictionary of famous Damascenes, Trıkh madınat
Dimashq. This includes lenghty biographies of the Prophet and of early Companions).49 Al-‡hir
relates a story from the Prophet’s childhood on his authority (181{3}).

19. [fiAlı b. fiAbd Allh] al-Samhüdı (1440-1506, Egyptian Shfifiı scholar), (prob. Khulßat al-Waf√,
a widely read abridgement of his own history of Medina).50 Al-‡hir quotes him in his discussion
of the saints’ ability to act after their death (208). The Khulßa is also quoted by Mu˛ammad
Majdhüb in one of his letters to his cousin al-∑iddıq b. al-Amın (v.i., Documentation, Letter II).

20. K Bad√ifi al-zahr fı waq√ifi al-dahr [most likely Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad IBN IY◊S (1448-1524),
Bad√ifi al-zuhür fı waq√ifi al-duhür, a history/chronology of Egypt].51 Al-‡hir uses it to quote a
story reported by the staunchly anti-Sufi ˘anbalite scholar Ibn al-Jawzı (c. 1116-1200), concerning
the Companion of the Prophet and Abü Hurayra (c. 600 - c. 678), one of the most oft-quoted
narrators of Prophetic Traditions (207).

Sufism:
21. Abü fiAbd Allh Mu˛ammad [b. fiAbd Allh al-˘akım] al-Tirmidhı (c. 820/30 - c. 910, famous

theosopher, ˘anafi). Al-‡hir cites a passage by him on intercession (tawassul) (49).
22. Abü Nufiaym [A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh b. Iß˛q al-Ißfahnı] (948-1038, Persian Traditionist and

historian), ˘ilyat [al-awliy√ wa-†abaqt al-aßfiy√] (famous collection of biographies of 649

45 M. Talbi, art. “fiIy∂ b. Müs”, in EI2; al-Ziriklı, V, 99.
46 al-Mırghanı, Majmafi al-ghar√ib, #3 (p. 12); Majdhüb, Dıwn, 175-6.
47 GAL I 361; Heffening, art. “al-‡abarı”, in EI1.
48 J. W. Fµck, art. “Ibn Safid”, in EI2; GAS I, 300.
49 GAL I, 403-4, S I, 566-7; N. Eliséeff, art. “Ibn fiAskir”, in EI2. The Prophet’s biography has been
published separately: fiAlı b. al-˘asan Ibn fiAskir, Trıkh madınat Dimashq: al-sıra al-nabawiyya,
Damascus: Majmafi al-Lugha al-fiArabiyya, c. 198_.
50 F. Krenkow, art. “al-Samhüdı”, in EI2.
51 GAL S II, 405; W. M. Brinner, art. “Ibn Iys”, in EI2.
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pious men and women, preceded by a general introduction on Sufism, written to strengthen
‘orthodox’ Sufism).52 Al-‡hir cites it with miraculous stories told about the Prophet and his
Companions (94, 155{3}, 181{3}).

23. [Abü ˘mid Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad] al-Ghazlı (1058-1111 one of the most famous theo-
logians of Islam, professed Sufism), (prob. I˛y√ fiulüm al-dın) (208).

24. A˛mad [b. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Karım] Ibn fiA†√ Allh al-Iskandarı (d. 1309, the third shaykh
of the the Shdhiliyya and its first important writer), La†√if al-minan fı manqib Sayyidı Abı ’l-
fiAbbs [al-Mursı] wa-Shaykhihi Abı ’l-˘asan [al-Shdhilı] (the most widespread book on the
early Shdhiliyya) (48, 96, 98, 250).

25. [fiAbd Allh b. Asfiad] al-Yfifiı (c. 1298-1367, of Yemeni origin, Sufi, Shfifiı), Raw∂ al-riy˛ın
[fı ˛ikyt al-ßli˛ın] (a very popular collection of 500 hagiographical stories)53 (250).

26. [Mu˛ammad] Waf√ [b. Mu˛ammad al-Nijm, al-Shdhilı] (1302-1364, influential representative of
the Shdhiliyya in Egypt, founding-father of the Waf√iyya. Al-‡hir’s source is perhaps his al-
Manqib al-saniyya al-makhßüß bih al-sda al-ßüfiyya)54 (47, on the excellence of the
Shdhiliyya).

27. [Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım,] Ibn fiAbbd [al-Rondı] (1333-1390, preacher in Fs, Shdhilı Sufi),
(Ghayth al-mawhib al-laduniyya bi-shar˛ al-˘ikam al-fiA†√iyya? or al-Ras√il al-kubr? or al-
Ras√il al-ßughr?)55(2, 49).

28. [A˛mad b. A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad b. fiˆs b.] Zarrüq al-Walı (1442-1493, Mlikı jurist and Shdhilı
Sufi)], “Jawb li-Shaykhihi [Abı ’l-fiAbbs] A˛mad b. fiUqba al-˘a∂ramı&”56 (42 = 205, on the
preeminent status of the deceased saint).

29. [Mu˛ammad b. Yüsuf al-Dimashqı] Shams al-Dın al-˘anafı (d. 1535, one of the most distin-
guished Egyptian Sufis in his time, Shdhilı, wrote, i.a., a comm. on al-Tirmidhı, K al-Sham√il]57

(47, on the excellence of the Shdhiliyya).
30. fiAbd al-Wahhb al-Shafirnı (1491-1565, major Egyptian Sufi author):58 al-‡abaqt [al-kubr]

(mostly Sufi biographical dictionary of 430 persons, a third of whom were his contemporaries)
(22, 207, 208, 209, 250).

31. [fiAbd al-Wahhb al-Shafirnı]: al-Yawqıt wa’l-jawhir [fı bayn fiaq√id al-akbir] (on Sufi
dogma, compl. 1548)59 (209).

32. [fiAbd al-Ra√üf b. Tj al-fi◊rifın] al-Munwı (1554-1621, Egyptian Shfifiı scholar and ∑üfı student
of al-Shafirnı whose works became widely disseminated), (prob. al-Kawkib al-durriyya fı
tarjim al-sda al-ßüfiyya, biographical dictionary of post-tenth century Sufis).60 Al-‡hir quotes
him in defence of the existence of karmt (94).

33. D√üd, Shar˛ on [Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı’s (1197-1258)] ˘izb al-Ba˛r (47).
34. Ibrhım Abü ’l-Mawhib al-Shdhilı .61 Al-‡hir quotes him on the different degrees of taking the

†arıqa, on the saint’s ability to perform supernatural acts taßrıf (49, 97 = 209 [same quote]).

52 GAL I, 362, S I, 616-7; J. Pedersen, art. “Abü Nufiaym al-Ißfahnı”, in EI2.
53 GAL II, 226; F. Krenkow, art. “al-Yfifiı” in EI2.
54 GAL S II, 148; al-Ziriklı, al-Afilm, VII, 37-8.
55 GAL S II, 358. See the monograph on him by Nwyia, Un mystique prédicateur.
56 This may not be the title of the work, but it is only identified as such in al-Wasıla. Abü ’l-fiAbbs
al-˘a∂ramı was Zarrüq’s shaykh (see Zarrüq, Qawfiid al-taßawwuf, 165).
57 GAL S I, 269, 846; cf. also Schimmel, “Sufismus und Heiligenverehrung im spätmittelalterlichen
Ägypten”, 288.
58 See the monograph on him by Winter, Society and religion; Garcin, “Index des ‡abaqt”;
Garcin, “Histoire et hagiographie”.
59 GAL II, 336.
60 GAL II, 306; A. Saleh Hamdan, art. “al-Munwı”, in EI2.
61 The Wasıla gives his name as Ibrhim (p. 49 only); and while this may be an error, he can there-
fore not unquestioningly be identified with Abü ’l-Mawhib Mu˛ammad b. Zaghdün/Zaghdn al-Waf√ı

(cont’d)
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35. Ibrhım b. Mu˛ammad Nßir [of the Nßiriyya?] (48, in praise of al-Shdhilı).
36. al-Bayn fı mafirifat khaß√iß al-insn fial ’l-mal√ika wa’l-jnn (250).
37. al-Irshd wa’l-tafilım fı fiilm al-anwr wa’l-taslım (208).
38. al-Tabyın fı manqib al-ßli˛ın (250).

[others]:
39. [Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad] Ibn al-˘jj al-⁄hir [al-fiAbdarı] (c. 1260-1336,

Mlikı jurist “noted for his bitter opposition to popular religion” and — to counter what he
perceived as erroneous innovations— “anxious to popularize his learning”. He is best known for
his Mudkhal al-sharfi al-sharıf, a work showing the “application of the principles of [Ghazlı’s]
I˛y√ [regarding the importance of intent and motivation] to the Mlikı formalism”. Al-‡hir,
however, quotes him with his Shar˛ al-asm√ al-˛usn [= Bulügh al-qaßd wa’l-mun fı khawßß
asm√ Allh al-˛usn]62 (208).

40. Abü fiAbd Allh al-Qurashı (an adıb)63 (49).
41. Safiıd al-Nısbürı (not identified) (206).

This list is not complete, but it helps to give an idea of the intellectual horizon of al-
‡hir who — we have to remember — was educated in al-Dmar and Sawkin and
travelled abroad only once in his lifetime, in 1859, to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca.
The list consists mostly of well-known works, but about a fifth are obscure titles. The
preponderance of Sufi writings and works of ˛adıth is noticeable. The disciplines of fiqh
(jurisprudence), kalm (dogmatics), and grammar are entirely absent; serious Qur√nic
studies seem to be rather marginal.64 Al-‡hir’s literary culture can be characterised as
Sufi Traditionist.

It is the chief canonical ˛adıth collections that are most frequently quoted throughout
the Wasıla; of the “Six [canonical] Books”, the one with the lowest reputation (the
collection of Ibn Mja) is ignored. Al-‡hir’s interest in the model provided through the
Prophet’s life also determined his reading of other sources. This is exemplified in his
use of such famous historical works as Ibn fiAskir’s history of Damascus or Ibn Iys’
history of Egypt — he draws on them for Prophetic anecdotes only.

In Sufism, it is al-Shafirnı who is most frequently quoted, particularly with his famous
biographical collection, al-‡abaqt al-kubr. References to Ibn fiA†√ Allh’s La†√if al-
minan, the best-known source on the origins of the Shdhiliyya, occur almost equally
often. In general, al-‡hir’s Sufi reading list is dominated by Shdhilı writers, and

al-Shdhilı (1417-1477), a Tunisian living in Cairo who was the foremost Shdhilı poet in his time and
who also wrote a number of prose works on aspects of Sufi life (GAL S II, 1006; Winter, Society and
religion, 89, 97, 183, 201 n. 15, 204, 309; Meier, “Auferstehung”, 37 n. 62).
62 J.-C. Vadet, art. “Ibn al-˘djdj”, in EI2; GAL II, 83, S II, 95; al-Ziriklı, al-Afilm, VII, 35;Winter,
Society and religion, 7. Ibn al-˘jj’s Mudkhal was recommended as one of the most important sources for
“÷hir” knowledge by Zarrüq, Qawfiid al-taßawwuf, 166.
63 GAL S II, 906.
64 That al-‡hir is aware of these disciplines can be seen from his summary reference to jumhür al-
fiulam√ al-mu˛addithın wa’l-ußüliyyın wa’l-fuqah√ al-mutakallimın who, he says, all agree (ajmafi) on
the existence of karmt al-awliy√ (al-Wasıla, 94).
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concentrates on biographical rather than theoretical texts. The classic Sufi manuals or
the great Sufi thinkers play a conspicuously lesser role. Equally noticeable is the fact
that no noted Sufi after al-Munwı caught al-‡hir’s attention. The Ibrız of al-Lama†ı or
the writings of al-Nbulusı, to mention only two eighteenth-century examples, do not
figure among the cited works.

While al-‡hir’s use of the literary heritage of Arabic-language Islam seems somewhat
eclectic and indiscriminate at times, this may be a misjudgement. We have to consider
the purpose of his writing. Most of his quotations serve to legitimate and elevate the
subject of his biography by placing him in a well-established tradition of Prophetic
precedents and of the acts and beliefs of the pious and righteous of old. If the hagio-
grapher drew on books, he did so not to extract knowledge from them in a systematic
manner; rather, he used them as pointers to the living embodiment of true knowledge
experienced by and through the saint.

TTTThhhheeee    hhhhaaaaggggiiiiooooggggrrrraaaapppphhhheeeerrrr’’’’ssss    pppprrrrooooggggrrrraaaammmmmmmmeeee

It is, after all, for practical reasons that al-‡hir wrote his own book. In the preface, he
gives two reasons for composing the Wasıla. They may be summed up as follows: (1)
the Shaykh is dead; (2) the †arıqa is growing.

(1) “The Shaykh is dead”, he is no longer physically among us — therefore it is
important to tell his story and to preserve his memory. The importance of the Shaykh
does not diminish after his death, even though he may no longer be visible, for what we
(his followers) are concerned with is not his outer figure (ßüra) but his moral example
(qudwa). Some may even have failed to notice and understand this while he was living
among them. So it is important to point this out to everyone.

(2) “The †arıqa is growing”; more people are joining than during the Shaykh’s
lifetime, and as they have never met the founder, we have to provide them with
information about the Shaykh whom they are supposed to take as their model (for their
behaviour) and as their door (bb) through which fat˛ (a higher level of understanding)
will come to them.65

Having laid out the basic situation, al-‡hir goes on to say that he was asked by some of
his brethren to compile this book — a common topos, but one which may still reflect
what actually happened. After all, he was then the leader of the †arıqa, and what he was
asked to do was to collect (yajmafi) and put down in writing stories (˛ikyt) on the

65 Notice the Arabic: “yanbaghı an yajfialahu bban min abwb Allh yaqifu bihi li-ya√tiyahu ’l-
fat˛” — that is, fat˛ comes to the follower who attentively stands by the door; it is not reached through an
active movement.
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manqib and karmt that were circulating in the community (see above, for the inter-
relationship between hagiographer and audience). He responded positively, he says, for
two reasons: (1)#to provide new members with information (since the ˛ikyt are
“soldiers of God” who strengthen the hearts of the novices); and (2)#because to think of
the righteous (ßli˛ün) brings about ra˛ma (a word difficult to translate here, but which
implies human understanding and sympathy).66 Al-‡hir overcame his hesitations that
he might not be up to the task when he had a dream in which his uncle — the subject of
the biography — reassured him of his approval and guidance in the enterprise. Again,
such dreams are a common topos, but one which may well have shaped al-‡hir’s actual
experience. “Collect about 500 encomia (manqaba)”, his uncle told him, “and after that,
add or leave whatever you please”. Al-‡hir writes that this is what he did: he collected
500 stories, and then matched them with almost another 500 (in fact the core of his
collection consists of almost exactly 500 stories, so we may well believe that he set this
figure as his goal when he started his work). Once he had begun, he says, the writer’s
block disappeared, and stories came to him morning and evening until he had completed
the required number.

Al-‡hir then promises to provide information on the †arıqa of the Shaykh, his adhkr
and awrd (litanies and daily offices), his manqib and karmt (encomia and extra-
ordinary gifts), his nasab (genealogy, line of physical descent), his ßifa (physical and
moral features), and his silsila (line of teachers/spiritual descent). These topics are
subsequently dealt with at uneven length, as an overview of the work’s structure shows:

The book is organised into twelve chapters (bb), each consisting of between three and
fifteen subchapters (faßl); there is also an introduction and an epilogue (for a detailed
overview, see below, Documentation).
• The introduction (17#pp.  7%) briefly sketches the main stations of the Shaykh’s
life, his ideal physical features and his spiritual perfection as testified by his teachers
and other religious figures, and the basic rules of his †arıqa.
• Chapters 1-5 (70#pp.  28%) introduce the Shaykh’s words: his prayers (17#pp.)
and various Sufi dicta (8#pp.) are quoted in full; an inventory of his writings is listed
(5#pp.); and finally, his poems (38#pp.) are presented in extensive extracts and
summaries.
• Chapters 6-10 (111#pp.  44%) depict the Shaykh’s miraculous deeds (karmt)
that marked his exemplary life throughout his adult years, in Medina and the ˘ijz
(18#pp.; 74#stories), Sawkin (59#pp.; 300 st.) Berber (7#pp.; 47 st.), and al-Dmar
(16#pp.; 79#st.). This part is preceded by a general discussion of miracles performed by
saints during their lifetime (5#pp.); and at the end, long extracts from ten elegies
composed for Majdhüb are quoted (6#pp).

66 The first saying (that the ˛ikyt are soldiers of God) is attributed to Junayd (d. 910); the second
to Mafirüf al-Karkhı (d. 815).
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• Chapters 11-12 (43#pp.  17%) describe miraculous appearances of the Shaykh
after his death, give examples of his help in need, and report various auspicious signs
confirming the excellence of Majdhüb and his †arıqa. Again, this part is introduced by a
theoretical justification of the saints’ continuing power to act after their death (5#pp.).
• An epilogue (2#pp.) stresses that it is allowed and effective to intercede with
Prophets and saints, be they alive or dead.

Texts composed by Majdhüb are given primacy of place in al-‡hir’s book. But it is
material drawn from oral tradition that stands at the centre of the work and takes up
most space. The core of the book is the part presenting the wondrous deeds Majdhüb
reputedly performed during his adult life.

There is a notable imbalance in the space allotted to the different stations of Majdhüb’s
life: the eight years he spent in the ˘ijz (c. 77% of the timespan covered) receive about
15% of the hagiographer’s attention, the two years (20%) in Sawkin 60%, the three
months (2%) in Berber 10%, and the final month (1%) in al-Dmar 15%. Expressed in
relative terms (attention/time-length), the ˘ijz years are given only a fifth of their
‘objective’ (chronological) significance, while the period in Sawkin receives 3 times,
that in Berber 5 times, and that in al-Dmar 15 times more attention than their pure
time-value. These figures are interesting not so much because they show that the
Arabian years have been extremely condensed. Al-‡hir wrote his book for the commu-
nity Majdhüb had established in the Sudan, and practically all his informants came from
this community. But the centre of this group, Majdhüb’s lodge, the seat of al-‡hir, was
at Sawkin, and of Majdhüb’s Sudanese years, those in Sawkin are the least ‘inflated’.
The reason for this may be sought partly in natural ‘attrition of attention over time’;
partly in the fact that times of constant travelling (such as Majdhüb’s last months) are
more ‘dense’ than times of settled, ordinary life; and partly in the significance of family
‘roots’ (the link back to Majdhüb’s family and ancestors is an important theme of the
anecdotes from al-Dmar).

It may be pointed out that the space allotted to the Shaykh’s life and deeds is much
larger in the Wasıla than in the two earliest Shdhilı biographies. Ibn fiA†√ Allh’s
La†√if al-minan and Ibn al-∑abbgh’s Durrat al-asrr devote only about 15% of their
pages to their subjects’ lives and miracles; they both concentrate on collecting the
preserved writings and sayings of al-Shdhilı and al-Mursı (La†√if: 45%, Durra: 70%).
The different emphasis may be partly due to the fact that in contrast to Majdhüb, neither
al-Shdhilı nor al-Mursı had left any independent writings, so whatever had survived
had to be put in the hagiographies. A look at Azhır al-riy∂, the other great Sudanese
hagiography, may strengthen this hypothesis: about 44% of it is devoted to Shaykh
A˛mad al-‡ayyib’s life, and only 8% to his words. Instead of quoting everything they
could find, the latter hagiographers could simply include long lists of their subject’s
writings.
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Finally, a comment on the end of the Wasıla is in order. Al-‡hir concludes his book on
a highly apologetic note, going to great lengths to defend those who believe in the
power of saints to intervene on behalf of their followers against accusations of unbelief
(kufr) and polytheism (shirk). While this defence was nothing new in itself, it was not
given such prominence in earlier hagiographies. This shows that even as Sufism in the
Sudan was expanding its literary activity, its organisational structure and its social base,
it did so against the background and in full knowledge of an equally growing vigorously
anti-Sufi strain in Islamic public opinion.

MMMMaaaannnnqqqqiiiibbbb    aaaassss    pppprrrroooocccceeeessssssss::::    sssscccchhhheeeemmmmaaaattttiiiicccc    rrrreeeepppprrrreeeesssseeeennnnttttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn

The preceding discussion has shown how the hagiographic process transforms the origi-
nal event into an account of oral history which is passed on to subsequent generations as
oral tradition or in the form of written notes; these are eventually compiled into a book
which pins down living tradition and influences subsequent usage. Schematically, we
can represent the hagiographic process as follows:

event  oral history/tradition [  written note(s)]  book  usage

The original religious leader (shaykh etc.)
“original encounter”

Original follower(s)
their own personal testimony of their own experience(s)

+ their fellow followers’ testimonies
start to crystallise into early forms of “group accounts” (Vansina 19)
[may already be written down in the form of loose notes {“nubdha”)]

Second generation followers (typically)
try to collect these testimonies:
• usually relying on only a few key informants who were intimates of the

shaykh (even if they tried to collect as much material as possible)
• moulding the material according to ‘models’ (existing ‘images’ of saints;

literary topoi; standards of scholarship (isnd/matn); ‘genre’)
and thus stylising and standardising the oral accounts.

book
‘codifies’ manqib: book serves to fix (and thus control) tradition.

Subsequent generations
rework the (few) 2nd-gen. sources:

• written extracts (esp. for ritual purposes: shaykh’s anniversary)
• oral re-counting
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both are directly dependent on the codified source [  al-Manqib al-kubr]
(cf. the language often used in oral versions: literary Arabic (fuß˛))

Thus, the ‘dynamic’ use of ‘manqib’ continues, but it expresses itself in selection and
performance/context rather than the content of individual stories. New karmt are added to
the corpus, but they chiefly concern miracles worked by the shaykh after death.

late 19th/early 20th century
proliferation of ‘manqib’-production (context: proliferation & expansion of

†uruq / ‘inner mission’ / state protection / introd. of printing)

since mid-20th century
‘modern’ reworkings in defense of the †uruq
care for modern concerns67

MMMMaaaannnnqqqqiiiibbbb    aaaassss    aaaa    hhhhiiiissssttttoooorrrriiiiccccaaaallll    ssssoooouuuurrrrcccceeee

While the hagiographic process certainly transforms the image of the saint, it does not
do so in complete isolation from the social background and the historical facts of his or
her life. Saint’s biographers, we have seen, did not simply invent legends; they collected
oral and written traditions originating from among close followers of the saint. Their
stated purpose was not to produce an ahistorical genre ‘hagiography’ but to record true
events that had actually happened and that demonstrated the power of the saint in real
life. Consequently, the manqib considered here — those written within about a
hundred years after the death of their subject — contain many references to actual
people, places, and events linked to the saint; some of these references are fairly
detailed and they can often be verified through recourse to other sources.

The hagiographers did, of course, shape their material to emphasize the saintly nature of
their subjects; but the result had to be credible to their audience in order to work. This
audience was primarily the community of followers of the saint, at least some of whom
had known him personally. The shaykh had shared an important part of their life-world;
if this were misrepresented by the hagiographer, the result would be unbelievable. This
is one of the points working in favour of the historian. Secondly, the sacred biographer
and his informants were primarily concerned with ‘sanctifying’ their shaykh and/or
ancestor; ‘mundane’ details (incidental information on everyday life, social relations,
etc.) were therefore much less likely to be consciously distorted. Of course, the general

67 Examples from fiAbd al-˘alım Ma˛müd, al-Madrasa al-Shdhiliyya al-˛adıtha include the
portrayal of al-Shdhilı as a socialist; and the description of the traditionalist philosopher and convert to
Islam/the Shdhiliyya, Guenon emerging victorious from a discussion with André Gide.
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caveat regarding the weaknesses of memory applies;68 but so does the cautious
optimism in the absence of contradictory information. All in all, manqib are a source
quite comparable to others historians use, with all their weaknessess and strengths.

MMMMaaaannnnqqqqiiiibbbb    aaaassss    aaaa    ssssoooouuuurrrrcccceeee    ffffoooorrrr    ssssoooocccciiiiaaaallll    hhhhiiiissssttttoooorrrryyyy

The usefulnes of hagiographies for social and cultural history has been recognised by
many modern researchers, in spite of the enmity of some of their ‘positivist’ or empiri-
cist colleagues.69 Muslim hagiographic material has been tapped by Western scholars
since the beginning of modern Islamic studies.70 For a long time, however, the use of
Muslim hagiography remained relatively unaffected by methodological considerations
and in ignorance of the important discussions on the subject that were held among
medievalists. What was said by way of methodology did not go much beyond the state-
ment that one had to pierce the “hagiographic haze (Dunstwolke)”71 in order to arrive at
‘the facts’. Only recently — in the context of growing interest in social and everyday
history — have modern historians of Islam reflected in greater detail on the problems
and possibilities a study of manqib poses. Perhaps the first to highlight the significance
of Muslim hagiographies not only as sources for the study of saints, but also for local
history and social psychology was Jean Aubin.72 He pointed out that hagiographies are

68 The process of memory, after a generation or so, fuses stories out of several accounts into a
stabilised form (Vansina, Oral tradition as history, 17).
69 E.g. Zoepf, Heiligen-Leben, 162 (hagiographies are useful for “Kulturgeschichte”); Delooz,
Sociologie et canonisations; Lotter, “Methodisches” (e.g. 339: they can be used “[zur] direkten
Erschlie˝ung repräsentativer Daten zur Sozial-, Wirtschaft- und allgemeinen Kulturgeschichte” — a
slightly overoptimistic judgment in my view, with regard both to the ‘directness’ and the representivity);
Brown, The cult of the saints; Weinstein & Bell, Saints & society; Schmitt, “La fabrique des Saints”;
Heffernan, Sacred biography.
70 A few random examples: In 1914, Rudolf Tschudi edited the Vilâyat-nâme des Hâdschim Sultan.
In 1936, his student Fritz Meier completed his doctoral dissertion, Die Vita des Abü Is˛q al-Kzarünı.
The latter is characterised by a philological, historical-critical approach. There are no explicit methodo-
logical considerations; methodology is evident only indirectly (e.g., when Meier dismisses something as
“topos”). Mostly, Meier reads his source very closely, and with much confidence (i.e., he does not dismiss
its historical veracity), and extracts whatever information (as opposed to topoi) he finds in it. In 1956,
Meier’s student Johann Karl Teufel completed his doctoral dissertation, Eine Lebensbeschreibung des
Scheichs fiAlı-i Hamadnı (gestorben 1385): Die Xulßat ul-manqib des Mauln Nür ud-dın Cafifar-i
Badax¸sı, a presentation of the source in translation or paraphrase, accompanied by notes on the author, on
Hamadnı’s life and work, and on the Hamadniyya. In 1957, Jean-Claude Garcin published his “Histoire
et hagiographie de l’Égypte musulmane”, presenting a few of the most typical biographies from al-
Shafirnı’s ‡abaqt. There are no theoretical deliberations, other than saying that he pursues a “lecture
historienne” of the book, which is equated with placing al-Shafirnı’s biographies in historical context (p.
288, 316).
71 Meier, Abü Safiıd. Even a volume as recent as 1988 (al-Trıkh wa-adab al-manqib) falls into
this category.
72 Aubin, Matériaux pour la biographie de Shah Nifimatullah Vali Kirmani (1956); id., Deux
sayyids de Bam (1956); id., “Un santon quhistani” (1967) (the latter is a study of a decidedly rural and

(cont’d)
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a rich source for “notations sur la vie sociale prises d’un point de vue qui n’est pas celui
des chroniqueurs officiels ou officieux” and that they contain “des indications,
révélatrices jusque dans les défauts du genre, sur le climat psychologique”.73 These are
important points, even though Aubin’s overall expectations regarding the value of the
genre as a source may have been too great when he wrote, “Nous y saisissons le mode
de vie, les préoccupations quotidiennes, la voix mème des couches modestes, mieux
qu’aucun autre document de l’époque ne les enregistre”.74 This ignores the fact that
hagiographies were written not by the “couches modestes”, but by educated people who
were attempting to lead these classes. They are thus not the voice of the ‘silent masses’,
but that of mediators/brokers trying to educate them; they are discourses of power,
albeit on a different level from the state chronicles, and we have to decode them
accordingly.75 Monika Gronke shows a more cautious and realistic appraisal when she
writes that manqib contain “— abgesehen von wertvollen Informationen wirtschafts-
und sozialgeschichtlicher Art — auch fµr das Lebensgefµhl der Bevölkerung oft
nµtzliche Hinweise”.76 Devin DeWeese has used hagiographies in a similar way; this is
what he has to say about his major source:

“while insignificant for political history […], the work is a rich source for social and religious
history. [It] differs from other works of its type in the extent of concrete information it provides on
local geography, social and ethnic groups, crafts and professions, and village life in general. Its
value as a source lies primarily in its richly detailed portrayal of rural life in an extremely limited
area […] Certainly no court histories […] provided comparable material suitable for a ‘micro-
level’ history of rural Central Asia.”77

The most thorough example of methodological reflection on and use of Muslim hagio-
graphy so far has been given by Jµrgen Paul.78 Based on his study of the social origins

‘provincial’ Central Asian Khalvatı shaykh (Akhı Mu˛ammad Shh, d. c. 1410), based on a brief tadhkira
composed around 1485).
73 Aubin, Deux sayyids, 7. Aubin adds another insightful comment: “Derrière l’apparence banale et
la monotonie du développement ces traités cachent des préoccupations qui étaient profondément
actuelles. Il y aurait beaucoup à dire sur l’invasion du souci édifiant dans les divers genres littéraires. Pour
la production historique notons seulement la fabrication d’apocryphes et la part énorme qu’usurpent dans
les œuvres l’histoire des rois préislamiques, des prophètes et des califes” (ib., n. 1).
74 Jean Aubin, “La propriété foncière en Azerbaydjan sous les Mongols”, in: Le monde iranien et
l’islam, IV, 85, cit. in Zirke, Hagiographisches Zeugnis, 7.
75 This point is expressed — perhaps in somewhat extreme terms — in Wunder’s statement that
hagiographies are written “in der Herrschaftssprache und fµr einen bestimmten ˜berlieferungszweck”
(Wunder, “Sozialer und kultureller Wandel”, 50; cf. Kittsteiner, Entstehung des modernen Gewissens,
24).
76 Gronke, “Lebensangst”, 391.
77 DeWeese, An “Uvaysi” Sufi in Timurid Mawarannahr. The source referred to is Hasht ˛adıqa, a
biography of A˛mad Bashırı (c.#1367/8-1463/4) the core of which probably dates from the latter half of
the fifteenth century. Cf. similarly Hammoudi, “Segmentarity”, 301; id., “Sainteté”; ˘alıma Fer˛t &
˘mid al-Trıkı, “Kutub al-manqib ka-mdda trıkhiyya”, in al-Trıkh wa-adab al-manqib, 51).
78 Paul, “Hagiographische Texte als historische Quelle”; id., Die politische und soziale Bedeutung
der Naq¸sbandiyya in Mittelasien im 15. Jahrhundert. Paul’s chief source is ∑al˛ al-Dın al-Bukhrı, Anıs
al-†libın wa-fiuddat al-slikın which exists in a longer and a shorter recension.
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of the Naqshbandiyya as reflected in the early hagiographic accounts (c. 20-30 years
after the death of the shaykh), he developed two guidelines on how to deal with such
material:
(1) Inversion of central narrative and background: as background information is given
‘naively’, it is less prone to distortion, if the distance in time and space between the
saint and the hagiographer is small (about one generation).
(2) De-individualisation: Collating as many individual stories as possible, the researcher
tries to obtain a picture of a social milieu, not of individual events, and of types rather
than individual persons.

Paul is still a little too optimistic in his belief that hagiographies show us “society as a
whole”; but he is more correct in his observation that hagiography is “eine der wenigen
Gattungen, in denen das Leben der einfachen Leute µberhaupt auch nur vorkommt”.79

They do thus offer us an invaluable ‘view from the edge’.

This view has two characteristic limitations that the historian has to keep in mind: a
degree of imprecision, and a decidedly local focus. The imprecision is caused by the
distance in years (and possibly space) between the event and its reporting. Manqib are
not documents; the view of the past portrayed by them is therefore slightly out of focus.
But even so, there are enough recognisable details in the picture that must not be
discarded. After all, a degree of imprecision is found in most any historical source; we
sometimes tend to forget that even documents are not exempt from this rule.

A more serious limitation is that the details depicted in manqib chiefly concern local
events pertaining to the group associated with the shaykh. There is much less detail
about structures and events belonging to the wider world. This wider world of politics,
economics, etc. is dimly reflected from time to time, but with very little detail, and with
almost no indication that the supra-local context is sufficiently comprehended.

It is important to realise that this does not mean that wider political and economic
contexts played no part in the lives of the people. It does not even mean that people
were not conscious of such contexts. We must take care not to confuse silence about
something (the fact that it is not spoken about) with its (subjective or objective)
insignificance.80

It is equally important to realise that the local detail so richly provided in our manqib is
particular to the group associated with the shaykh; it cannot automatically be assumed to
be representative of local/regional society as a whole. Majdhüb’s followers in Sawkin
certainly shared many social and cultural traits with others in the town, but any one

79 Paul, “Hagiographische Texte als historische Quelle”, 21.
80 This is ably demonstrated by Dakhlia, L’oubli de la cité.
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single group can never be sufficiently representative of society at large. This may be a
truism, but it is important to remember it. Manqib open up a unique perspective on a
certain group or certain groups of people; they offer excellent material for micro-
analysis, and microanalysis provides essential clues for the understanding of social
processes. But a broader picture can only be obtained through statistical analysis of a
large body of comparable material.81 The greatest risk of all (to adapt Vansina’s
warning) is not to be be aware of one’s limitations and to read too much into one’s
material.82

On the other hand, we should not be too pessimistic either; manqib do contain ‘traces’,
allusions to the wider world, and it is possible to decode some of them if we have access
to extraneous sources that can be used for comparison. Examples are Majdhüb’s and his
followers’ relationship to the religious establishment in Sawkin, or their attitude to
Turkish and European colonial penetration (v.i., Chapters 3 and 5).

MMMMaaaannnnqqqqiiiibbbb    aaaassss    aaaa    ssssoooouuuurrrrcccceeee    ffffoooorrrr    iiiinnnnddddiiiivvvviiiidddduuuuaaaallll    bbbbiiiiooooggggrrrraaaapppphhhhyyyy

Finally, there remains the quest for the ‘facts’ of the biography of a particular indi-
vidual, for ‘hard’ data, the ideosyncracies of personal development, etc. It is here that
caution is most necessary — not surprisingly, after what we have seen regarding the
process of sanctification at work in hagiography. Manqib cannot be used for a psycho-
logical study of individuals, because they portray an ideal of behaviour, a norm
exemplified in the life of its subject, not real motivations, doubts, etc. of individuals.
They may contain other sources, such as letters, or extracts of writings, that possess a
more documentary character. But overall, we cannot be sure of obtaining a reliable
picture of the ‘real’ motivations that moved the shaykh or his followers. What we may
hope for is that the text contains some reflection of the image of himself and his goals
that the shaykh tried to impart to his followers. This reflection, however, is volatile and
may be subject to rapid change. The closer therefore in time and space the hagiography
is to the ‘original’ shaykh, the better.

Some ‘hard’ data may also be extracted. The few dates actually given in manqib-texts
usually seem reliable, but they are not enough to reconstruct a detailed chronology. The
death date is the one most frequently given; pilgrimage(s) and other extraordinarily long
travels are also often dated. The birth date is a case where special caution is in order;
many Muslim saints are stated to be born on 12 Rabıfi II, or in that month, simply
because this is the traditional birthdate of the Prophet. As concerns the Wasıla, my

81 For use of statistical analysis to quantify aspects of the phenomenon of ‘sanctity’, cf. e.g. Delooz,
Sociologie et canonisations; Weinstein & Bell, Saints & society.
82 Cf. Vansina, Oral tradition as history, 146.
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general impression is that the author gives a date when he knows it, and is silent when
he does not.

Data on education or teachers are also uneven. There are frequent gaps and contra-
dictions, and we have to take into account a measure of stereotypisation and idealisation
regarding the shaykh’s education (‘he memorised the Qur√n at age seven, studied with
the greatest teachers of his age’, etc.).

Manqib tell us much more about a shaykh’s interaction with his followers than with his
teachers (or than about his character or psychological development). It is mainly in this
sense that they should be used for individual biography.

SSSSuuuummmmmmmmaaaarrrryyyy

Manqib are one (of several) forms of historical writing (writing concerned with the
past) which while not being aloof from power-structures in general, is usually indepen-
dent of the institutions of the central state, and thus offers us a perspective distinct from
that of the central state institutions. This is their chief value for the historian. While
manqib are consciously composed with a normative intent, they portray the examplary
embodiment of this norm not outside history, but within a specific temporal and spatial
frame. In fact, it can be argued that the raison d’être of many manqib is not only to
present a norm to a specific audience, but equally to demonstrate that this norm has
been embodied — located and localised — in a specific community. It is images of this
community as well as the normative model of its saint which are reflected in manqib.
The norm must be anchored in real life in order to become effective; the image of real
life must be credible for the normative story to be believed. It is for this reason that
manqib do not only consist of didactic fiction which should be analysed for its
narrative structure, but contain substantial traces of real life which the historian must not
discard as evidence in his quest for facts about the past.
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III THE YEARS OF SEARCHING AND OPENING
From the Nile to the City of the Prophet

Our knowledge about Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s life, due to the nature of our sources,
remains uneven; of some periods we know more, of others less. In particular, the period
that was probably most important to himself — his long sojourn in the ˘ijz — is much
underrepresented in the extant accounts. But this relative dearth of information is not
peculiar to him. Like others of his kind, the ‘Shaykh’ soon became a model to be imi-
tated, and his life an exemplary image of the path to perfection that, to his followers,
was much more important than the incidents of external biography. And of his appear-
ance upon the worldly stage, his Sudanese disciples naturally remembered the Sudanese
years best.

Nevertheless, a careful comparison of the hagiography, the extant correspondence of
Majdhüb, oral tradition, and other historical sources on the general developments in the
Sudan and the Arabian peninsula allows us to arrive at a more detailed picture than has
hitherto been available. The following three chapters thus describe the biographical
points that can be elicited from the extant sources, and give some background on the
social and political situation that may have influenced Majdhüb.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    oooorrrriiiiggggiiiinnnnssss

Mu˛ammad b. Qamar al-Dın b. al-Fakı ˘amad al-Majdhüb was not an offspring of the
‘core’ of the Majdhıb family; he was born into a branch of it which, rather than seek-
ing religious or political office in al-Dmar, had expanded its links with the merchant
communities of Berber, Shendi and al-Matamma and was also engaged in the Sawkin
trade.

The fate of the lineages that developed among the Majdhıb after Fakı ˘amad’s death
was linked in important ways to their maternal relatives, that is, to the families of the
mothers of ˘amad’s sons. The eldest sons were born to ˘amad’s paternal and maternal
cousins; they struggled for their father’s succession as religious leaders.1 After having

1 See above, Introduction.
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fulfilled his ‘obligations’ towards his cousins, ˘amad was able to strengthen his links
with other families of the area who were important in the religious, economic, and polit-
ical spheres. He married Bint Asad of the fiUmarb (religious leaders between Shendi
and al-Dmar); F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla (daughter of an important
trader from Berber);2 and (apparently later) ◊mina bt. al-Malik Siweykit (of a leading
Berber family).3 F†ima’s eldest son al-Amın (d. between 1822 and 1830) became al-
Dmar’s wealthiest man in his time; his descendants assumed political leadership in al-
Dmar during the nineteenth century. Among ◊mina’s descendants some are noted for
founding mosques and centres of teaching in the Berber reach and beyond.

Majdhüb’s father Qamar al-Dın (d. 1822 or 18234) was apparently the youngest of the
four sons Fakı ˘amad had by F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh. Like his brothers, he is
said to have been engaged in trade, profiting from links to important families from
Berber and Shendi.5 Interestingly, the two brothers al-Amın and Qamar al-Dın may
have supported different sides in the struggle for Jafialı leadership from about 1780
between the Safidb (who had held this position for over two centuries) and the Nimrb,
a struggle the Funj puppet sultans attempted to exploit in their bid to regain power from
the Hamaj regents who had ousted them in 1762. Roughly speaking, the Nimrb
supported the cause of the sultan while the Safidb were allies of the Hamaj.6 Al-Amın
and Qamar al-Dın seem to have been divided in their allegiance. Al-Amın distanced
himself somewhat from the most important Hamaj regent of the second generation,
Nßir w. Mu˛ammad Ab Likaylik (r. 1788/7-1798/9),7 but accepted generous grants of

2 ˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla is described in the genealogies as a Jafifarı. The Jafifira were an Arab
tribe settled in Upper Egypt, and many of them were engaged in trade between Egypt and the Sudan. His
father’s name, NiqΩla (=Nicolas), suggests a Coptic background. Perhaps fiAbd Allh converted to Islam
(strengthening this conversion by a pilgrimage) and adopted the ethnic identity of a Jafifarı to facilitate his
trade interests? fiAbd Allh is a common first-generation convert name.
3 The Siweykitb are sometimes classified as a subsection of the Meyrafb (to whom most of the
inhabitants of Berber belonged); sometimes they are represented as a separate group (˘mid Mu˛ammad
Khayr & Spaulding, “The deposition of a makk of Berber”, 52-3). The identity of a Makk Siweykit cannot
yet be established.
4 Qamar al-Dın fell in the battle of al-Kiweyb (late1822 or early 1823) where a band of Majdhübı/
Jafialı warriers emerged victorious over the Turkish troops of Ma˛ü Bey (Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛ım, al-
Nid√, 110). See below, Documentation.
5 “Shendi” here includes the settlements on both sides of the Nile, Shendi proper and ‘Shendi al-
Gharb’ out of which a new and rival “capital” (“matamma in the idiom of the western Sudan”) grew in
the course of the 1790s (Spaulding, Heroic age, 400).
6 For details see Spaulding, Heroic age, 340-80; Bjørkelo, Prelude, 8-9.
7 Letter from Nßir b. Mu˛ammad to al-Amın, undated (c.$1797/8) (NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. =
Bergen, NI 162.13/24); see translation in Spaulding, Heroic age, 366. A tradition from the fakı’s family
portrays the relationship between al-Amın and Nßir from the other side; both the letter and the tradition
show that all was not well between the ‘noble’ and the ‘pious’ men of power. Both sides tried to come to
terms with the other; but each wanted it to be on their terms. The tradition runs as follows: al-Makk Nßir
w. Mu˛ammad demanded from al-Amın a good riding camel. Instead of one, al-Amın sent him forty,
gave one to Nßir’s messenger, and added twenty slaves; all of this he sent to Nßir with his brother al-
‡hir [d. c. 1795]. When thedelegation arrived in Sinnr and the makk saw all the riches they had

(cont’d)
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land from the Nimrb.8 Qamar al-Dın, on the other hand, married daughters of both
Nßir w. Mu˛ammad and Safid w. Idrıs (d. 1800/1), the opponent of Mu˛ammad w.
Nimr (r. c. 1780-1800). It is at present not possible to say anything about the reasons
leading the two to support different factions; however, it is interesting that the Majdhıb
eventually mediated a peace settlement between the two sides (v.i.).

The two other sons of F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh, al-‡hir and al-‡ayyib, were not
as prominent as their full brothers; they married fewer wives and died earlier. Al-
‡ayyib (d. of smallpox in 1229: 1814)9 lived in al-Dmar as a fakı, possibly specialising
in ˛ikma.10 Al-‡hir (d. before 1794) was a trader who continued the existing marriage
links of the Majdhıb with the Khuffb, a section of the nomadic JΩdallb claiming
Sharıfı descent who had established themselves near Berber. The two daughters he had
from his marriage with fi◊√isha bt. al-Sharıf w. JΩda both married sons of al-‡hir’s
brother al-Amın.11

Later, al-‡hir took a second wife, fi◊√isha bt. al-I˛eymir12 from the ˘u∂ür merchant
community of al-Matamma. ‘˘u∂ür’ (sg. ‘˘a∂arı’) was “a generic term applied to

brought, he said, “I, the king, shall be surpassed by an Arab/tribesman/bedouin (an ’l-makk yafüt
fialayya ibn al-fiarab)?!” When al-‡hir heard this, he became very angry and said, “I thought I had come
to [someone who would treat us in the manner of] a Sul†n — but as I see it is otherwise; so we have no
need for you (fa-l ˛jata lan bik)!” He spurred his horse and told the slaves to turn around. The king
was bewildered (ta˛ayyar al-malik), and his counsellors rebuked him, so he gave orders to call them
back. They came, and the king afforded them satisfaction and treated them honourably and hospitably
like noone before; then he sent them home laden with gold beyond measure. — Sometime later, the king
again sent to al-Amın asking for a horse; al-Amın sent him twenty horses and ten slaves, and the king
marvelled at this as well (fa-tafiajjab al-makk min dhlika ay∂an) (paraphrased from Yüsuf al-Hindı, Tj
al-zamn, 150-1). Note that Nßir is portrayed in this anecdote as makk and sul†n whereas he in fact
never bore these titles; he was the wazır of Fünj [puppet] sultans. But as seen from the other side, he was
the representative of wordly-based power.
8 Letter from Idrıs b. Nimr to al-Amın, undated (NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. = Bergen, NI 160.13/22);
Mu˛ammad b. Nimr, grant of over 300 fiüd to al-Amın, 12 Shafibn 1208: 15 March 1794 (NRO, Misc.
1/10/77 f.1 = Bergen, NI 165.13/26; cf. Spaulding, Heroic age, 375-6).
9 NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f.12 = Bergen, NI 175.13/37 (transcribed in Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t 46-7).
10 Al-‡ayyib is mentioned together with other leading figures of the Majdhıb of al-Dmar in a let-
ter dated June 1808 (NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f.4 = Bergen, NI 142.13/4) and in a land-charter of February
1813 (NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f.17 = Bergen, NI 179.13/41); he figures as scribe of two other documents
(NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f.6 = Bergen, NI 169.13/31; NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f.11 = Bergen, NI 174.13/36). —
Young Mu˛ammad Majdhüb turned to him for dream interpretation (al-Wasıla, 7); his grandson, al-
‡ayyib “Shaykh al-fiAllma” (d. 1885) was the most outstanding representative of ˛ikma in al-Dmar
(fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 84; al-Fakı, 03/02/87; al-Jaylnı, 04/02/87; fiAbd Allh al-
‡ayyib, 10/03/88).
11 One of these sons, ˘amad al-Ma√mün, plays a particularly important role in al-Wasıla (130{2},
150{2}, 176{7}, 193{1-2}, 194{3-4}, 195{5}).
12 Nothing is recorded about her family except the name of her sister Umm Kunayna (al-Wasıla,
8). There is some uncertainty regarding a possible relationship of fi◊√isha (or the Majdhıb in general) to
the family of one of al-Matamma’s most prominent merchants, fiAbd Allh Bey ˘amza (ca 1824/5-ca
1940 [sic, according to oral sources]). Rumours of such a relationship exist both among this merchant
family and the Majdhıb, but no one seems to know any details.

(cont’d)
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traders from outside the Nilotic Sudan”;13 they could be found in all the major trading
cities of the Sudan. Though their name is frequently said to derive from “˘a∂riba, the
appellation for people of Sawkin and the Red Sea coast who claimed descent from the
˘a∂rima of ˘a∂ramawt”,14 other sources relate it to ˛a∂ar, making ˛a∂arı a ‘civilised
town dweller’ (or someone belonging to that sphere), as opposed to badawı, a ‘nomad’.
In all likelihood the etymology of the term lies in a conflation of both these words.
Sawkin long-distance traders had enjoyed prominence along the Nile since pre-Fünj
times and their name may have come to denote foreign private merchants in general.
The number of these private merchants grew after the seventeenth century, and not all
of them had links to Sawkin; it may have been in this context that a more general des-
ignation only vaguely reminiscent of the ˘a∂riba gained currency. The ethnic origin of
the ˘u∂ür is sought not only in southern Arabia but also in Upper Egypt;15 it is specifi-
cally said that they could also include Copts. Thus, fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla himself may
have been a ˘a∂arı; many ˘u∂ür in the Sudan are regarded as Jafifira.16

The house in which Majdhüb was born no longer exists; in its place today stands a house known as ‘b˙t
ns Nü˛’ which belongs to fiAbd Allh Bey ˘amza’s family. This is said to have been the first “proper
rectangular mud house with a ˛Ωsh wall” in al-Matamma (Bjørkelo, Prelude, 125). The available evi-
dence suggests that Majdhüb was born in a house — a mud house not surrounded by a wall (cf. Burck-
hardt, Travels in Nubia, 212 & 277-8) — that belonged to his mother’s family. This house was later
abandoned and sold to or otherwise acquired by fiAbd Allh Bey’s father, ˘amza Müs (d. in the early
1860s), a trader of fiAbdallbı and Jafifarı descent who in Darfur had married a ˘a∂ariyya, Sitto bt.
˘usayn w. ˘usayn w. fiAbd al-Qdir w. shaykh fiAwwΩ∂a al-Qri˛ (her mother belonged to the
Bidayriyya-Dawlıb and is said to have descended from the ˘amadtΩyb). During the first decade of the
nineteenth century ˘amza was established in al-Khandaq, but moved to al-Matamma due to the disrup-
tion of trade caused by the presence of the Mamlüks in Dongola after 1811. On the ground he had ac-
quired, ˘amza built his ˛Ωsh. The designation of this as ‘b˙t ns Nü˛’ probably refers to Nü˛, a son of
fiAbd Allh and his (fifth?) wife fiAdıla; it is quite possible that a house can be known by the name of a
later owner rather than by the name of the original builder.
Whether the links between ˘amza and the Majdhıb (˘amza’s brother, Abbakar lived in al-Dmar for a
few years) were anything more than what was to be expected between people belonging to prominent
sections of society (i.e., whether links of marriage existed or not), our sources do not yet allow us to tell.
The only information we have from a later period is that in the early Condominium, ‘the Majdhıb’ wrote
a letter to the n÷ir Ibrhım [Bey Fara˛] (with whom they seem to have enjoyed a good relationship), ask-
ing him to transfer the house to fiAbd Allh Bey ˘amza. Most likely, this was to support the restoration of
fiAbd Allh’s property which had been confiscated by the Mahdists while fiAbd Allh was in exile in
Egypt (Abbashar Ma˛müd Jall al-Dın, 24/03/88, 2; Bjørkelo, Prelude, 71, 124-8; Bjørkelo, private
communication).
13 MacHugh, Holymen, 38; MacMichael, History, I, 347; O’Fahey & Spaulding, Kingdoms, 79.
14 MacHugh, Holymen, 38. — For a more detail discussion of the ˘a∂riba, see below.
15 “The original ˘u∂ür are all Guhayna and inhabit the country between Edfu and Aßwán” (∑adıq
al-˘a∂ra in MacMichael, History, II, 91).
16 Mu˛ammad fiAwa∂ al-Karım Sh≤ül, 20/03/87, 6; Sulaymn fiAbd Allh Bey ˘amza via Anders
Bjørkelo, private communication.
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Al-‡hir died shortly after his marriage to fi◊√isha, leaving her pregnant.17 Following
custom, fi◊√isha was taken care of by being married off to her dead husband’s brother,
Qamar al-Dın. From this marriage sprang three children, al-‡ayyib,18 his younger
brother Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, and their sister F†ima.

Majdhüb was born in 1210: 1795/6 in al-Matamma. Originally a mere trading station
linking Shendi with Kordofan and Darfur, al-Matamma was just then emerging as a po-
litical centre in its own right, being dominated by the Safidb in opposition to the rival
Nimrb who had taken control of Shendi.19 Majdhüb’s father Qamar al-Dın probably
did not live permanently with fi◊√isha and her children,20 even though at the time he
may have been based in al-Matamma rather than in al-Dmar; all but one of his wives
came from this area.

CCCChhhhiiiillllddddhhhhoooooooodddd    aaaannnndddd    eeeeaaaarrrrllllyyyy    eeeedddduuuuccccaaaattttiiiioooonnnn

As a young child, Majdhüb joined a Qur√nic school in al-Matamma.21 There are vari-
ous reports as to the identity of this school; the oldest one mentions the fiUmrbı Fakı
A˛mad b. ˘amad as his teacher (or one of his teachers).22 The fiUmrb (or fiUmarb)
of Jabal Umm fiAlı are the dominant religious leaders among the Jafialiyyın between al-
Matamma and al-Dmar.23 According to other reports Majdhüb attended the khalwa of
Wad al-Ma˛büb in al-Matamma.24 A third informant named Ibrhım al-Saqq from
Shendi as his teacher.25

17 The son she gave birth to was called al-‡hir after his dead father, as is custom in the area. Al-
‡hir eventually moved to Medina where he married and later met a violent death; he is buried in al-
Baqıfi cemetery. His only son died without leaving any offspring (“al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir, Tansul, 22).
No other record exists of him; in particular, we know nothing about his relation to his half brother,
Majdhüb.
18 Al-‡ayyib was older than Majdhüb according to oral family tradition (Majdhüb “al-Naqar”,
Nasab, 16). Apparently, the two full brothers enjoyed a particularly close relationship with each other (al-
Wasıla, 147{6}, 199{3}; below, Documentation, Letters VI & VII); al-‡ayyib named one of his sons after
“al-Shaykh” Majdhüb (al-Wasıla, 183{2}, 189{2}).
19 For the role of the exiled Musabbafit sultan Hshim of Kordofan in the establishment of al-
Matamma, see Spaulding, Heroic age, 400.
20 It is common practice in the Sudan that a woman continues to live at her parents’ home even
after marriage, or returns there for her confinement.
21 Children commonly enter khalwa at the age of between three and seven.
22 al-Wasıla, 190 {3}.
23 Cf. above, Introduction.
24 The ruins of this khalwa can still be seen. The descendants of Wad al-Ma˛büb today live partly
in al-Matamma, partly in the Gezira (Kaml al-‡ayyib al-‡hir, 27/2/88, 3-4).
25 ˘asan al-Bashır al-Saqq, 21/10/87, 6. I am not able to judge whether this information is histori-
cally sound or whether it arises out of a desire to ascribe to one’s own ancestors a special relationship
with the Shaykh.
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In 1215: 1800 — Majdhüb was five — war broke out. Safid w. Idrıs (Qamar al-Dın’s
father-in-law), returning from years of campaigning in the West, made a bid to oust his
rival Mu˛ammad w. Nimr. He was supported by the Hamaj regents in what proved to
be “the last attempt of the central government of Sinnr to assert its authority north of
the Nile Confluence”.26 Before it came to a decisive battle, Safid died. The Hamaj laid a
trap for the Nimrb at Wad Bn al-Naq; only the young Nimr w. Mu˛ammad w. Nimr
(c. 1780-1844) and his uncle Safid were able to escape. They retreated to the Bu†na
steppe where Nimr reorganised his forces; in 1216: 1801/2, he launched an attack on
Shendi where Musfiad w. Safid w. Idrıs had been invested as makk of the Jafialiyyın.
Musfiad was defeated and retreated across the Nile to al-Matamma; Nimr occupied
Shendi. At this point, the Majdhıb intervened to bring about a settlement between the
two sides which lasted until the Turco-Egyptian invasion in 1821. Henceforth, the Jafialı
kingdom was divided; Musfiad ruled al-Matamma and the west bank, Nimr Shendi and
the east bank.27

We do not know how these events influenced Majdhüb’s family; it may be that they
were a factor leading fi◊√isha and her son28 to move to al-Dmar, where the young
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb was educated in his family’s schools.29 He is said to have studied
Qur√n, fiqh, ußül, taw˛ıd, and Arabic — ˛adıth, interestingly, is not mentioned among
the subjects.30 Tradition names as his teachers two brothers, sons of A˛mad Ab Jadarı:
al-˘jj fiAlı for Qur√n,31 and Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq” w. Ab Jadarı (1787 - c. 1872/3)
for fiqh.32 It may seem a little surprising to see that Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq”, who was
only nine years older than Majdhüb, should have been his fiqh teacher; but he is
mentioned as the author of an ijza in the scholastic sciences (al-mafiqül wa’l-manqül)
issued to Majdhüb,33 and oral tradition is unanimous regarding the names of these

26 Spaulding & O’Fahey, “A Sudanese battle in about 1800”, 44.
27 This war became known as ˘arb al-fiAwl˙b. See Makh†ütat Ktib al-Shüna (ed. Bußaylı), 44-5
(& 31 for the background); Spaulding, Heroic age, 376-80; Bjørkelo, Prelude, 9; MacMichael, History,
II, 377; fiAwa∂ al-Shaykh, 1/4/88, 1-3. — In 1226: 1811, Musfiad suffered a severe military defeat at the
hands of the neighbouring Jimeyfib as a result of which his power was much curtailed, though his rule
continued until 1821 (Spaulding, Heroic age, 410).
28 The fate of fi◊√isha’s other children during these years is not known.
29 Informants from the Majdhıb family were conspicuously silent about Majdhüb’s teachers in his
native area; however, they have also lost memory of Shaykh al-Rayya˛ (v.i.). The family, one might
speculate, was as eager to contain Majdhüb’s roots within the family as outsiders were keen to establish
links with him.
30 al-Wasıla, 10.
31 Majdhüb “al-Naqar”, 17/11/86.
32 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 85. — Al-Karsani, “Majdhubiyya”, 54 says
Majdhüb studied under Jall al-Dın w. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar; but he gives no source for this information,
which was refuted by fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib in an interview with me.
33 al-Wasıla, 23. — fiIlm al-mafiqül is that branch of knowledge accessible through reason, fiilm al-
manqül the one accessible through recourse to sound authority; ultimately, the pair of terms posits a com-
plementarity between natural intelligence and divine revelation. See Goldziher, Vorlesungen µber den
Islam, Ch III.
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teachers. Even assuming they were not directly responsible for Majdhüb’s education,34

they were the most outstanding representatives of the scholarly tradition of al-Dmar to
which he was exposed, and their names serve well to illumine the beginnings of Shaykh
al-Majdhüb’s career.

˘jj fiAlı had studied Qur√n with the Awld Jbir in the Shyqiyya area before teaching it in al-
Dmar.35 He seems to have stood in the shadow of his brother, Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq”w. A˛mad Ab
Jadarı w. al-Fakı ˘amad (1787–1872/3).36 The latter had memorised the Qur√n in al-Dmar before he
was sent to study fiqh with the famous Azhar-trained Mlikı scholar A˛mad WAD fiˆS◊ (c. 1737-1826) at
Kutrnj; another of his teachers there was one Wad al-Jibeyl.37 When A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır
(1742/3-1824) visited Wad fiˆs’s school (in the 1790s?), Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq” followed his teacher
Wad fiˆs in taking the Sammniyya; reputedly, he received a written ijza from al-‡ayyib. He did not
practice this †arıqa, however, and did not pass it on to his descendants.38

When al-Dmar was destroyed in 1823 during the Turkish campaign to avenge the death of Ismfiıl
Pasha, the brothers fled up the Atbara like all the other inhabitants. They were among those who did not
return a few years later but moved on to the Abyssinian borderlands where the reestablished their school.
In the 1840s and 1850s, the government brought these areas under its control as well, and in 1858 the
group had to resettle in the market and administration centre of al-Q∂rif. In the school of the so-called
“Azriqa”, al-˘jj fiAlı’s line represented the teaching of the Qur√n, Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq”’s that of
fiilm.39 The school soon became famous outside its region; the Azriqa, it is often said, preserved the
learned tradition of al-Dmar after 1822, and the two founding fathers became symbols of this learning.40

Besides his training in the “rational and traditional” sciences, Majdhüb grew ‘naturally’,
so to speak, into his family’s Shdhilı tradition; it was his father from whom he first
took the Shdhiliyya. To this primary affiliation to his family’s †arıqa Majdhüb held
fast all through his life; he did not change it as others did, and subsequent initiations by
other teachers he interpreted as strengthening his basic, family-mediated Shdhilı

34 The ijza may have been issued later in Madhüb’s life, “for the blessing”.
35 The Awld Jbir were the most prominent religious teachers in the Shyqiyya area in the latter
part of the sixteenth century. Some of their descendants later founded schools in other parts of the Sudan,
and the ‘original’ school evidendtly maintained some reputation throughout the eighteenth century.
36 Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq” was named after his uncle, “al-Azraq” b. Fakı ˘amad. The latter may
have been named after Mu˛ammad al-Azraq b. al-Zayn b. ∑igheyrün (d. 1696/7), a famous fiqh teacher at
al-Fijeyja / QΩz al-Mu†raq / “QΩz al-fiIlm” just south of Shendi (al-‡abaqt, #243/pp. 356-7). Ultimately,
the Sudanese use of the name points back to Abü Yafiqüb Yüsuf b. fiAmr al-Azraq (d. around 850), the
most important transmitter of the Qur√nic “reading” (qir√a) of Warsh (d. 813/2) (fian Nfifi [d. 785/6])
which is dominant in all of Mlikı North Africa (fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, 18/2/88, 1; Nöldeke, GdQ III,
174-6, 186-7).
37 Wad al-Naqar, 15/3/87, 11 & 18/3/87, 1-2; M al-Azraq A˛mad al-˘jj fiAlı, 21/3/87, 1-2.
38 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 85; fiAbd al-Ma˛müd b. Nür al-D√im, Azhır al-
riy∂, 67-8, 241, 338; fiUthmn fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Azraq, 18/3/87, 1-2.
39 Perhaps the most famous pupil of Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq” in al-∑üfı (on the Atbara, in the 1840s)
was Mu˛ammad ∆ikeyr (later renamed, al-Khayr), who later taught grammar to the Mahdı (see below,
Documentation). His other students include: Mu˛ammad al-Amın b. Yüsuf al-Hindı (1820/19-1883) who
came from the neighbouring area of al-Qallbt and seems to have moved on later to Kutrnj; fiAbd Allh
al-fiArakı; fiAbd Allh al-Hawwrı; Müs w. al-Zkı; al-Q∂ı Ashbuh; Sh. Minnı; Mu˛ammad Kawy
(Wad al-Naqar, 19/3/87, 3-4; al-Tijnı fi◊mir, Darwısh wa-fursn, 41-2; ALA I, 277; O’Fahey, “A
history of the Awld Hindı”, 48 n. 32).
40 For details, see below, Documentation.
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allegiance which with an old Sufi expression is described as his ‘Golden Chain’ (silsilat
al-dhahab).41

TTTThhhheeee    yyyyeeeeaaaarrrrssss    ooooffff    sssseeeeaaaarrrrcccchhhhiiiinnnngggg

After completing his education (that is, probably sometime between 1812 and 1818),
Majdhüb returned to al-Matamma where he allegedly set up a Qur√n school of his
own. Majdhıb family tradition makes him, at this young age, already a gifted Sufi
teacher who gathered spiritual adepts around him. That he was a Sufi master by the end
of his adolescence we can probably leave to the realm of legendary exaggeration; it is
less unlikely that the young Qur√n teacher was part of a group of peers who shared,
among others, a common interest in spiritual matters. One of these, al-Amın, became
Majdhüb’s closest friend; he accompanied him on all his subsequent travels and married
one of Majdhüb’s wives after Majdhüb had divorced her (she bore him a daughter).
Eventually, al-Amın became the Shaykh’s successor (khalıfa) at the head of the lodge in
Sawkin when Majdhüb returned to the Nile; he died, however, shortly afterwards of an
illness.

Al-Amın’s origins remain obscure; the Wasıla identifies him only by his first name and
calls him, khdim [al-shaykh] wa-ß˛ibuhu as well as tilmıdhuhu al-f∂il. Oral sources
give him the nisba, ‘al-Kitaybı’, referring to a village about 65 km northeast of al-
Matamma. His mother is sometimes said to have been from the same family as
Majdhüb’s mother; no more specific information is given, however. In a society where
genealogy plays such an important symbolic role, the obscurity in which al-Amın’s
origin is clouded seems to point to a rather lowly descent, possibly from (a) slave
parent(s).42

41 al-Wasıla, 21-2. The expression, ‘silsilat al-dhahab’ was taken over by the Sufis from ˛adıth
scholarship. Majdhüb lists this chain of Shdhilı teachers through his father and grandfather in his poem,
A-y †liban li’l-Shdhiliyyati hka khudh (ib.). The silsila runs as follows: Mu˛ammad Majdhüb 
Qamar al-Dın  Fakı ˘amad  fiAlı al-Darwı  Mu˛ammad b. Nßir [al-Drafiı (1602/3-1674)] 
fiAbd Allh b. al-˘usayn  Abü ’l-fiAbbs A˛mad b. al-˛jj fiAlı  Abü ’l-Qsim al-Ghzı al-Sijilmsı

 fiAlı b. fiAbd Allh al-Sijilmsı  Abü ’l-fiAbbs A˛mad b. Yüsuf al-Milynı  A˛mad Zarrüq
[1442-93]  Abü ’l-fiAbbs A˛mad b. fiUqba al-˘a∂ramı [d. 1490]  Abü ’l-˘asan fiAlı al-Qarfı 
Abü ’lfiAbbs A˛mad b. fiA†√ Allh al-Iskandarı [d. 1309]  Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı [1196-1258] 
fiAbd al-Salm b. Mashısh [d. c. 1228]  fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Madanı al-Zayytı b. al-˘usayn al-fiA††r

 Tuqayy al-Dın al-Fuqayyir [d. 1198]  Fakhr al-Dın  Nür al-Dın  Tj al-Dın  Shams al-Dın 
Zayn al-Dın  Abü Is˛q Ibrhım al-Baßrı  A˛mad al-Marwnı  Safiıd  Mu˛ammad Fat˛ al-Sufiüd

 Jbir  al-˘asan b. fiAlı b. Abı ‡lib [d. after 669]  F†ima al-Zahr√  fiAlı b. Abı ‡lib  the
Prophet. This list, with all it’s weaknesses and obvious lacunae, is one example of the silsila
characteristic for the Shdhilı tradition which exists in a number of versions that differ only in minor
details; compare the discussion in van Ess, “Libanesische Miszellen, 6: Die Ya¸sru†ıya”, 30-40.
42 On al-Amın, see al-Wasıla, 19-20, 146{2}; Majdhüb “al-Naqar”, 20/11/86. Khdim literally
means ‘servant’ and is often used to designate a slave or a eunuch (which latter al-Amın evidently was

(cont’d)
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The group to which Majdhüb belonged was led by ‘al-shaykh al-Rayya˛’, a man whose
identity cannot be certainly established. Most likely he was al-Rayya˛ al-fiAydarüs, an
important religious leader in al-Matamma who was to survive the destruction of the
town by the Turks in 1822/3.43 Alternatively, Abü Salım takes him to be A˛mad al-
Rayya˛ al-Sanhürı, at the time a well-known teacher of Mlikı fiqh and apparently also
of Sufism who is thought to have been affiliated to the Shdhiliyya.44 Al-Sanhürı,
however, lived not in al-Matamma but in Sayyl Nyir, a village in the Jimeyfib area a
little further south.

Apart from Majdhüb, the names of two other followers of al-Rayya˛ are recorded:45 the
brothers A˛mad and fiAlı al-‡ireyfı, descendants of A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh al-‡ireyfı46

(fl. c. 1700) of the fiArakiyyın, one of the most important clans of Qdirı leaders in the
Sudan.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    aaaannnndddd    MMMMuuuu˛̨̨̨aaaammmmmmmmaaaadddd    fifififiUUUUtttthhhhmmmmnnnn    aaaallll----MMMMıııırrrrgggghhhhaaaannnnıııı

Early in 1820, al-Matamma saw the visit of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı47

(1794/3-1852) who stayed there for a few months before moving across the river to
Shendi where he established himself for a slightly longer period.48 Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn, who originated from a prominent Meccan family who claimed Sharifian

not, if he had a daughter). In a Sufi context, khdim is a common designation of ‘a sincere follower of the
master’. — Abü Salım, Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, 43 n. 2 confuses al-Amın with his son Mu˛ammad
al-Amın, a follower of al-‡hir Majdhüb.
43 Cf. NRO, Misc. 1/81/1292; Bjørkelo, Prelude, 167. Articles about al-Rayya˛ al-fiAydarüs have
been published in Sudanese journals by Ya˛y Mu˛ammad Ibrhım (in al-Multaq) and by fiUthmn
Kabbshı (in al-Khur†üm or al-Thaqfa); I have been unable to consult any of these (information from
A˛mad Abü ShΩk).
44 Abü Salım, note 69 in his edition of A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 79-80. Al-Sanhürı
and “100” of his students were put to death by the Turks in the course of a “second” (?) burning of al-
Matamma in 1823. Majdhıb family tradition has lost all memory of Majdhüb’s affiliation to al-Rayya˛.
45 A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 80.
46 Wad ∆ayf Allh, al-‡abaqt, #30/pp. 56-7.
47 The literature on Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı and his †arıqa, the Khatmiyya, abounds. The
reader is therefore only referred to the most recent publications in English (O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint,
142-53; Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 55-102; Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 42-117), where further references
can be found.
48 A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 79-81. — The exact dates of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s
stay in the Shendi/al-Matamma area are still not established with certainty. Khatmı informants in Shendi,
in line with Ibna, told me he stayed there for two years. We know that on 4 November 1819, A˛mad b.
Idrıs received a letter from Mu˛ammad fiUthmn dispatched from Kordofan. When his son al-˘asan was
born on 28 March 1820, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn had already left the West. Thus, he must have arrived in
the Shendi area in late 1819/early 1820. — As for the end he of his stay there, it is linked to the Turkish
invasion force’s arrival in the Berber area in March 1821 (v.i.). When Khatmı sources speak of “two
years” that Mu˛ammad fiUthmn spent in the area they may have been influenced by the fact that he lived
there both in 1235 and 1236.
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descent,49 was the senior student of A˛mad b. Idrıs at the time.50 He joined him in
about 1809,51 was sent on mission to Eritrea in 1813, and probably in 1229: 1814
accompanied his master to Upper Egypt. A˛mad b. Idrıs let him preach in Asyü† and
Manfalü†; but Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s activist character apparently led him to seek a
larger missionary field, and he eventually succeeded in getting his master’s permission
to travel to the Sudan. After spending some time in Nubia, in 1816 he went on to
Kordofan, then a prosperous province of the Sultanate of Darfur. There he stayed for
over three years, marrying, fathering children,52 and laying the foundations for the fu-
ture success of his †arıqa by striking alliances with local merchants and religious
leaders.53 In 1817,54 he made a brief visit to the neighbouring state of Sinnr, but his
attempt to establish a foothold in what remained of the old centre of the Fünj Sultanate
largely failed,55 and he returned to Kordofan. Two years later (probably in December
1819) he moved to the Jafialiyyın area which by this time had become virtually
independent from Sinnr.

Al-Matamma was the first town Mu˛ammad fiUthmn visited on the middle Nile.
Shaykh al-Rayya˛ became his main supporter there, building him a mosque and encour-
aging all his students to follow him. Such a collective ‘conversion’ was apparently not
unusual; when A˛mad w. fiˆs had taken the †arıqa from Mu˛ammad fiUthmn he had
been joined by most students of his school (masıd).56 Notwithstanding the fact that in

49 See Hofheinz, “Sons of a Hidden Imm”.
50 Others who could aspire to this rank, like Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı (1787-1859) or Ibrhım
al-Rashıd (1813-74), joined A˛mad b. Idrıs only at a later period. — On A˛mad b. Idrıs, see further
below.
51 This date is based on the information that Mu˛ammad fiUthmn spent four years with A˛mad b.
Idrıs before reaching illumination; the year of his fat˛ is generally given as 1813, shortly before his first
journey to Eritrea (A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 63 [and 240]; Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-
Mırghanı, al-Nafa˛t, 9).
According to his own account (al-Nafa˛t, 9), Mu˛ammad fiUthmn was first introduced to A˛mad b.
Idrıs by the Yemeni (Zabıdı) scholar fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Sulaymn al-Ahdal(ı) (1766-1835), apparently
during a visit by the latter to Mecca (cf. O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 84). Later sources, on the other hand,
attribute this to one of his Naqshbandı teachers, the otherwise unknown fiAbd al-Karım al-Azbakı
(A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 63; Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 56-7, n. 53).
52 Among others, his future successor as head of the Khatmiyya in the Sudan, al-˘asan (1820-69).
53 At the same time, he incurred the hostility of the Governor of Kordofan (Makh†ü†at Ktib al-
Shüna, ed. al-Sh†ir Bußaylı, 73; Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 71). The interplay of power and interests be-
tween old nobility, indigenous religious leaders, merchants, and foreign missionaries (or Sudanese trained
abroad) warrants further investigation. There is, however, a problem of sources for detailed studies in this
regard.
54 He returned from Sinnr in September 1817 (on 11 September, during the return trip, he com-
pleted his al-Hibt al-muqtabasa, in which he mentions one of his students from Umm Mara˛ı in the
Gezira).
55 One notable exception was his success in winning the allegiance of the influential Azhar-trained
teacher A˛mad w. fiˆs (c.$1737-1826) of Kutrnj who had previously (in Medina) taken the Sammniyya.
56 Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 60-1; oral information. On Wad fiˆs, see the note here above and
Introduction; ALA I, 14-6.
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any collective act there is an element of personal decision, such an allegiance should
therefore not be interpreted too individualistically.

Majdhüb was one of those who joined Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, and while we cannot be
certain about his motives,57 they must have been strong enough to lead him to abandon
his settled life in al-Matamma and follow Mu˛ammad fiUthmn when the latter moved
on from Shendi down the Nile to al-Dmar. We may speculate, of course, that he
simply meant to use the opportunity to see his relatives in al-Dmar, or, later, join a
party travelling to the ˘ijz to perform the pilgrimage. However, he could have done
this independently as well. It seems likely therefore that he initially felt some sort of
attachment and esteem for Mu˛ammad fiUthmn.

While Mu˛ammad fiUthmn had been in Kordofan, Mu˛ammad fiAlı, the viceroy of
Egypt, had begun to prepare for an invasion of the Sudan, and rumours of the impend-
ing enterprise had spread in both countries.58 While he was in Shendi, the invasion
began in earnest,59 and in Shendi one was well aware of what was going on. Realising
the superior military power of Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s modern army, Makk Nimr had already
sent a delegation to negotiate with the invading forces in Nubia (at the Third Cataract)
in around October 1820; after the defeat of the Shyqiyya in November/December, the
Egyptian army commander Ismfiıl Psh sent an envoy60 to Shendi in January/
February 1821. At the end of February the Egyptian troops set out from KΩrtı. The
boats, accompanied by a small protective force, moved up the Nile, while the main
body of the army crossed the Bayü∂a desert, arriving at al-Bq˙r on 28 February and at
al-Ghubush opposite present day Berber on 5 March. Naßr al-Dın, the local ruler,
surrendered, as did Makk Nimr on 22 March.61

57 Majdhıb family legend, not surprisingly, emphasises the “election” of a “chosen one” by the
master. It recounts how Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, when he came to al-Matamma, picked Majdhüb as his
pupil out of a large crowd that had gathered round him, asking him to accompany him on his way back to
the ˘ijz. His father protested at first, suggesting that Majdhüb’s elder brother al-‡ayyib should go
instead. But the master insisted: “I want this one, none else!” So the father finally let him go (oral
information).
58 The invasion was being planned in 1818 (Douin, Histore du Soudan Egyptien, I, 77; Hill, Egypt
in the Sudan, 8; Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 61).
59 The troops (numbering about 4,000 combattants) left Cairo early in July 1820; by September
they were concentrated around Wdı ˘alf (Holt, A Modern History, 37; Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 9).
60 Mu˛ammad al-Jallbı (a Dongolese Nubian trader?). See Cairo, Nat. Arch., Ma˛fi÷ al-
Ab˛th/al-Südn 7 MT 167 (28 Jum II 1236: 2 Apr 1821), referring to Ismfiıl’s letter of 13 Jum I: 16
Feb.
61 Shuqayr, Jughrfiya wa-trıkh, 497; Holt, A Modern History, 39-40; Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 9.
The date of arrival in Berber is given as 18-21 March in: Cairo, Nat. Arch., Ma˛fi÷ al-Ab˛th/al-Südn
7 MT 198 (21 Shafibn 1236: 24 May 1821, referring to Ismfiıl’s letter of 22 Jum II: 27 March); this
perhaps refers to the arrival of the boats?
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By that time,62 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn had abandoned his original plans to move further
down the Nile where he would have encountered the Egyptian troops. He remained only
a few days in al-Dmar before turning east, travelling up the River Atbara to QΩz Rajab
and on to the Tka Mountains where he established a settlement called al-Saniyya (“the
Sublime”).63 After spending a few months in this fertile oasis, he moved on towards the
Red Sea which he reached at Maßawwafi.64 He was back in Mecca early in 1822.

TTTThhhheeee    ccccoooonnnnfffflllliiiicccctttt
Majdhüb left the Nile as a follower of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, but he did not remain so
for very long. The exact circumstances of the split between the two men remain
obscure; we can no longer reconstruct whether the two arrived in the ˘ijz together (as
the Ibna claims65) or whether they had parted already on they way (as oral tradition
maintains). Whatever the details, one story is told in both Majdhübı and Khatmı oral
tradition to illustrate the split:

The travelling party found a stray oxen on their way. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s followers slaughtered
it, but Majdhüb refused to eat from it, saying it was unlawful (˛arm) because the owner had not
given his consent.

Some of the informants end the story here. Usually, though, it continues:

After a while, the owner of the ox appeared, looking for it. When he learned that the travellers
were Mu˛ammad fiUthmn and his followers, he said, “I had pledged this ox as a present for you!”
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn had known this by suprasensory knowledge (kashf) and accepted it.66

It is important to note that this story is told not only of Majdhüb but also of other saints,
evidently to demonstrate the preeminence of the mystic over the exoteric scholar.67

Majdhüb would thus have a lower status than Mu˛ammad fiUthmn. It is therefore in-
teresting to see that the Majdhıb do accept the story and relate it themselves. They do
not explicitly deny the second part, but sometimes omit it, and sometimes explain that
Majdhüb did have the same mystical insight as Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, but that it was
better to wait until the owner arrived, in order to conform to the outward requirements
of the Law.

62 “When he learned that the Turks had arrived at Abü ˘amad”, says A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛
(al-Ibna, 84). Abü Salım (ib., 245) thinks this is a mistake for Berber, since the Turkish army “did not
alight in Abü ˘amad”; he forgets, though, that the boats and their escort passed by that place.
63 This settlement was later named al-Khatmiyya; it remains one of the main centres of the brother-
hood until today.
64 al-Wasıla, 11.
65 A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 80 (v.s., Chapter I).
66 Source: Oral information.
67 For example, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s son al-˘asan versus an unnamed exoteric scholar (filim
÷hirı) (“Shaykh” b. Mu˛ammad al-Jizülı, 20/02/88, 4). For another version involving Majdhüb, see
Hurreiz, Jafialiyyın Folktales, 123 #68.
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The ubiquity of this story suggests that it has to be read as a symbolic rather than a fac-
tual statement about the relationship between Majdhüb and Mu˛ammad fiUthmn — or
rather, between the Majdhıb and the Marghina?68 For the whole episode may be seen
as a backward projection of the later antagonism between these two families and their
followers. I would, however, argue against a view interpreting the story solely in terms
of later †arıqa rivalry. Not only do both groups agree that Majdhüb and Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn arrived in the ˘ijz separately,69 but all the evidence we have from the Idrısı
circle points to a very early dissension between the two.70 Also, an emphasis on the
necessity to conform to the prescriptions of the Law is characteristic of Majdhüb’s atti-
tude. It is therefore likely that the story expresses, in symbolic terms, an essential aspect
of a conflict that actually occurred between Majdhüb and Mu˛ammad fiUthmn.71

From what we know of the dynamics between A˛mad b. Idrıs and his various students,
the reasons of this conflict have to be sought primarily in Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s highly
ambitious character, his unwillingness to accept anything less than the position of
undisputed leader, and his subsequent effort to build up a hierarchical organisation
around himself. His claim to be a master in his own right — instead of a mere propa-
gator of A˛mad b. Idrıs’ †arıqa — is understandable in view of his purpoted Sharifian
origin and the fact that his grandfather had been a renowned Sufi teacher in Mecca and
al-‡√if.72 He was only twenty-two years old when he urged A˛mad b. Idrıs to permit
him to travel to the Sudan; the master reluctantly let him go. Once there, Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn increasingly asserted his independence.73 Even though incontestable evidence
for the usage of the name, al-†arıqa al-Khatmiyya appears only in later sources,74 it is

68 The Marghina are the family of al-Mırghanı (just as the Majdhıb are the family of Wad al-
Majdhüb); they are to be distinguished from the †arıqa ‘al-Mırghaniyya’. See Hofheinz, “Sons of a
hidden Imm”.
69 The only exception is al-Wasıla which carefully passes in silence over all possible hints at a dis-
sension between the two shaykhs. Cf.$al-Wasıla,$11 (but this is a general tendency in the book).
70 See Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 24, 38-9, 53-4; Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 120.
71 Apart from these more overt divergences, there may have been subtler differences between the
two: for example, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn emphasised his Naqshbandı affiliation over his other affiliations
(Qdiriyya, Shdhiliyya, Junaydiyya, and Mırghaniyya), while Majdhüb remained strongly attached to
the Shdhilı tradition (see Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, al-Nafa˛t al-Makkiyya, 7).
72 fiAbd Allh al-Ma˛jüb al-Mırghanı (d. 1792-4), on whom see ALA I, 180-5.
73 A˛mad b. Idrıs repeatedly urged him to come back, but Mu˛ammad fiUthmn always made
excuses and stayed on; see Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 45, 58-9, 72-3, 76-85, 114-5.
74  The first occurrence of the name, al-†arıqa al-Khatmiyya is sometimes dated to 1824 (e.g.,
O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 149). This apparently goes back to Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 64. Karrar’s
source is Ismfiıl al-Walı, al-fiUhüd al-wfiya; this, however, was not written in 1824, but in 1844;
Karrar’s dating is based on a misunderstanding (1824 is the date when Ismfiıl composed his tawassul, al-
Jawhir al-fkhira, the text and date of which are given at the end of al-fiUhüd). Still, in al-fiUhüd Ismfiıl
does use the name when he says that he took the †arıqa al-Khatmiyya from Mu˛ammad fiUthmn in
1816/7 (Radtke, “Lehrer” 107, 111-2). — The name, al-†arıqa al-Khatmiyya is also given in Ibrhım al-
Rashıd’s undated Nubdha, referring to events that took place before 1830 (Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 30,
35, 47).
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probable that Mu˛ammad fiUthmn was seeking followers on his own account rather
than that of his master already during his first stay in the Sudan, that is, between 1815
and 1821. During this stay, he composed all the basic texts a †arıqa needs (an ass,75 a
mawlid,76 and a rtib77); and in writings from this period, possibly as early as 1816/7,
he claimed not only absolute spiritual sovereignty over the Sudan, but also the status of
highest walı of his time (khatm al-wilya).78

Relations between Mu˛ammad fiUthmn and A˛mad b. Idrıs were not broken off, but
they became increasingly strained. As the letters exchanged between the two suggest,
A˛mad b. Idrıs feared Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s pretensions would lead to self-inflation
and thereby distract him from the path of Truth; Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s preoccupation
with increasing the number of his followers appeared as an aberration to A˛mad b. Idrıs
who was primarily concerned with individual guidance. The master repeatedly admon-
ished his student, but in the end he could not control him. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn went
ahead and established his al-†arıqa al-Khatmiyya — the Ultimate Way.

Even while he was laying the foundations of his own †arıqa, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn in
1821 still described himself as a student of A˛mad b. Idrıs. The treatise in which he
does this79 perhaps provides a key for understanding the process underlying his devel-
opment. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn distinguishes three kinds of shaykhs: apart from the
teacher of Qur√n and fiqh, there is the shaykh al-irshd (the master from whom one
receives [complete] guidance) and the shaykh al-tabarruk (the master from whom one

75 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, R al-Ass, completed before his rtib (i.e., before November
1816). Printed in al-Nafa˛t al-Makkiyya, 20-33, and in Majmüfi al-awrd, 2-8 (a longer version). See
ALA I, 195-6.
76 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, al-Asrr al-rabbniyya, allegedly written in Dongola (i.e., in
about 1816). See ALA I, 188.
77 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, al-Anwr al-mutarkima, completed in November 1816;
often published. See ALA I, 188.
78 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, al-Asrr al-mutardifa (commentary on his rtib) (originally
completed in November 1816, but including references to events in 1239: 1824/3); id., al-Hibt al-
muqtabasa li-i÷hr al-mas√il al-khamsa wa ’l-fia†y al-daqıqa fı asrr al-†arıqa, in al-Ras√il al-
Mırghaniyya, 19-36 (originally completed 29 Shawwl 1232: 11 September 1817; the present text in-
cludes, however, a reference to the event s of 1821).
Behind the idea of khatm is a long history. The first to claim to be the Seal (khatm) of the awliy√ was
apparently al-˘akım al-Tirmidhı (d. c. 910) in his book Khatm al-wilya (see Tirmidhı, Thaltha mußan-
naft, I: Sırat al-awliy√; Radtke, “Der mystiker al-˘akım al-Tirmi≤ı”, 245). But only Ibn al-fiArabı —
who commented on parts of that book in chapter 73 of his al-Futü˛t al-Makkiyya — made the claim
“explicit in a coherent way”, and it was probably through him that the idea reached the later Sufis
(Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 42 ss.; id., “Diffusion”. Other Sufis to make this claim included al-Riffiı (d. 1183)
and al-Tijnı (1737-1815) (Meier, “Mystic path” 126; Chodkiewicz, “Diffusion”, n. 15 & 21. According
to the sources quoted by Chodkiewicz, in the case of al-Riffiı it was actually his grandson, fiIzz al-Dın
A˛mad al-∑ayyd, who described him as the Seal of Saints in his book, K al-Mafirif al-Mu˛ammadiyya
fı ’l-wa÷√if al-A˛madiyya, Cairo 1888, pp. 59-60. For al-Tijnı, see ˘arzim, Jawhir al-mafinı, Cairo
1384 [1964/5], II, pp. 21, 84-5).
79 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, al-Zuhür al-f√iqa, in al-Ras√il al-Mırghaniyya, 48.
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[only] receives blessing). The shaykh al-irshd is granted his authority by God and the
Prophet, while the shaykh al-tabarruk is given a limited authority from a shaykh of the
first kind; it is the authority of a deputy.80

Evidently, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn presented himself as a shaykh al-irshd; he probably
aspired to such a position ever after his fat˛ (which is dated in Khatmı sources to 1813).
In the Sudan, away from his master, it was easier to behave as the supreme guide than
in the company of A˛mad b. Idrıs. This may explain his desire to go there in the first
place and his reluctance to return to Mecca. When the circumstances finally forced him
to do so, he did not stay long; a year later, he was in Africa again, this time preaching
and gathering adherents in Eritrea.

To strengthen his influence, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn installed deputies (khalıfas) in the
various places he visited.81 The office of khalıfa was not a new one in Sufism;82 it was
known in the Sudan as well, where it denoted the successor of the head of a religious
centre.83 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s project was different, however. Its meaning is revealed
in an incident that happened when Majdhüb was in Medina and Mu˛ammad fiUthmn
sent a khalıfa there in an attempt to ‘dismiss’ him — even though Majdhüb apparently
never conceived himself as a khalıfa of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn.84 By drawing an analogy
between Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s behaviour and the administration of a state, Ibrhım al-
Rashıd (who reports this incident) reveals the essence of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s
project: to appoint and depose khalıfas as mere administrative officials, whose authority
was limited, and who were completely dependent on the central leadership of the
†arıqa.85 Thus, al-Mirghanı effectively established a new institution, a hierarchy that

80 For details see Radtke, “Lehrer”, 102; Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 126-8.
81 See the lists in A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna.
82 See De Jong, art. “Khalıfa” in EI2.
83 The word does not occur very frequently in Wad ∆ayfallh’s ‡abaqt; when it does, it often
seems to involve a dispute or at least an uncertainty over who should be the group’s leader after the death
of their former head. For instance, see p. 254, where fiAbd Allh al-fiArakı is asked who should become
his successor (early 17th century); p. 351, on the succession dispute after the death of Madanı al-N†iq,
head of the NΩrı ˘amadtΩyb in the mid-17th century; p. 188, referring to A˛mad al-Khalıfa as the suc-
cessor of al-Fakı ˘amad al-Majdhüb (1696-1775) (that the Majdhıb family split over the succession
dispute is attested by oral sources). These examples indicate that the main significance of the term was
‘officially recognised successor to the leadership of a (religious) family (or clan)’. This corresponds to
the second group in De Jong’s phenomenological classification in EI2, rather than to the fifth, “pre-
eminent representative and principal propagator of a †arıqa in a particular area acting independently” (as
he himself classifies it). — Trimingham’s (Islam in the Sudan) examples of the khalıfa as an office in a
hierarchical order are all from the 19th and 20th centuries.
84 Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, tr. in Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 54.
85 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı’s instructions concerning the office of khalıfa can be found in
his al-Zuhür al-f√iqa, in Hshim al-Mırghanı, Shif√ al-qulüb, 96-97. This office is limited to admin-
istering the dhikr, caring for the †arıqa’s convent, and generally looking after the brethren. It is sharply
distinguished from the individual guiding role of a shaykh or murshid, which can only be conferred by
God and His Prophet (on this last point, see also Ismfiıl al-Walı, Mashriq shumüs al-anwr, 5).
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helped the central leadership to establish control over a much larger area than had been
possible before. Judging by the astonishment Ibrhım al-Rashıd shows, this attempt at a
centralised, bureaucratic †arıqa organisation was a novelty by both Sudanese and
‘Idrısı’ standards.

Not only did Mu˛ammad fiUthmn institute his own separate Way, but he also made it
exclusive, threatening everyone who left it with eternal damnation.86 This attitude must
naturally have appeared as spiritual arrogance to A˛mad b. Idrıs, who did not hesitate to
voice his disapproval. In his letters,87 he repeatedly warned his student of how becom-
ing absorbed with building up a large following would threaten his spiritual progress. In
Ibrhım al-Rashıd’s report he is more outspoken. The Khatmiyya, he says, “is the veil”;
one has to leave it in order to gain illumination. By 1832, students of Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn who wanted to take the †arıqa from A˛mad b. Idrıs first had openly to
disavow their former allegiance to the Khatmiyya.88 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s pretensions
provoked steps towards a mutual exclusiveness between his Way and his master’s.

In 1821, when Majdhüb joined Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, the institutionalisation of an in-
dependent †arıqa Khatmiyya may not yet have reached this stage, but at least the roots
of this development must have been present. The reasons for Majdhüb’s split with
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn may perhaps be sought here, at least in part. On the details we can
only speculate. Perhaps Majdhüb regarded Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s attitude as arro-
gance, or it appeared to impede his own aspirations. Perhaps a lack of conformity to the
prescriptions of the Law as laid down in the Qur√n and Prophetic Tradition was indeed
an issue. However that may be, it is clear that in spite of initial attraction Majdhüb soon
saw no place for himself either at the side of or below Mu˛ammad fiUthmn. He left
him to pursue his own way.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    aaaannnndddd    AAAA˛̨̨̨mmmmaaaadddd    bbbb....    IIIIddddrrrrııııssss

There is absolutely no record of Majdhüb’s life between his split with Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn and his arrival in Medina.89 This period is erased from memory; neither the
Majdhıb, nor the Khatmiyya, nor the Adrisa know anything about it. Tradition only
resumes with Majdhüb’s arrival before the gates of Medina. This means that it does not
preserve anything regarding Majdhüb’s initial encounter with a man who was to

86 Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, tr. in Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 47.
87 Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 45, 58-9, 94-5.
88 Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, tr. in Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 47.
89 On Majdhüb’s stay in Medina, see further below.
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become one of the most important personalities to influence him: Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn’s teacher, the great Moroccan Sufi A˛mad b. Idrıs (1749/50-1837).90

Beyond silence, the nature of the relationship between Majdhüb and A˛mad b. Idrıs has
been the subject of polemics between followers of the Idrısı, Khatmı and Majdhübı
traditions. While the Adrisa unequivocally rank al-Majdhüb among their ancestor’s
students,91 the Majdhıb deny that he took the †arıqa from A˛mad b. Idrıs. The Khatmı
view, influenced by the enmity between them and the Majdhıb, states that after having
been a loyal follower of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, Majdhüb went astray.92 Secondary
literature unquestioningly follows the intelligence report on the Majdhıb prepared for
the British in 1915 by Naum Shoucair [Nafiüm Shuqayr] in assuming that Majdhüb was
initiated by A˛mad b. Idrıs.93

Precise information on Majdhüb’s relationship with A˛mad b. Idrıs is scarce; our most
important source is a number of letters exchanged between the two which bespeak a
close and even intimate relationship.94 In contrast to the concerns A˛mad b. Idrıs voices
in his writings to Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, his letters to Majdhüb show a paternal love and
benevolence toward “the enraptured one” living in the Prophet’s mi˛rb in Medina; the
same appreciation is also reflected in an early ‘insider’s’ account of the relationship
between the master and his students, Ibrhım al-Rashıd’s Nubdha,95 as well as in the
Wasıla.96

Even if we do not know anything about how and when Majdhüb first met A˛mad b.
Idrıs, and how Majdhüb’s split with Mu˛ammad fiUthmn influenced this first en-
counter, A˛mad b. Idrıs eventually came to express the view that the fact that Majdhüb
had left the Khatmiyya was an essential precondition for experiencing a breakthrough to
a higher level of spiritual understanding (fat˛).97

90 A˛mad b. Idrıs has been the object of renewed interest and intensive research during the 1980s
(see O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, which contains an extensive bibliography). In the following, I shall
restrict myself solely to a discussion of the nature of his relationship with Majdhüb.
91 Cf. A˛mad b. Muß†af b. fiAbd al-fi◊l, al-Sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs, 65–6.
92 A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 108-9.
93  SAD 195/7, p. 10. Interestingly, Shuqayr had no Majdhübwı informants, but relied, among
others, on A˛mad b. Idrıs’ grandson, Mu˛ammad Sharıf fiAbd al-fi◊l (1866/7-1937) who spread the Idrısı
path in the Dongola reach. See further above, Chapter I.
94 These letters have been edited and translated by me in Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, Chapter Three
(pp 119-143).
95 Edited and translated with an introduction in my “Encounters”.
96 al-Wasıla, 105{1}, 110{3}, 112{2-3}, 115{5}, 116{1}.
97 Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, tr. in Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 48. The ‘Second Recension’ of the
Funj Chronicle attributes Majdhüb’s encounter with A˛mad b. Idrıs to Ibrhım al-Suwaydı of Medina.
This seems to be caused, however, by the interpolation of material from the Sawkin oral tradition into
the text of the ‘First Recension’. See above, Chapter I.
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It is clear from the letters as well as the stories told in the Wasıla that Majdhüb had met
A˛mad b. Idrıs by the time he was living in Medina and that they maintained regular
contact. Apparently, Majdhüb travelled to Mecca almost every year for the pilgrimage,
using the occasion to visit A˛mad b. Idrıs. They exchanged presents, and A˛mad b.
Idrıs sent Majdhüb his gown and skull-cap — an informal sign playing on the classical
Sufi custom of the bestowal of the khirqa (the Sufi dress) which was part of many
initiation ceremonies. A˛mad b. Idrıs gave Majdhüb the awrd that became most
characteristic for his path: the famous fiA÷ımiyya prayer and “the two mighty prayers
known as the ‘A˛madan Devotion’ and the ‘Eternal Secret’”.98 He also advised
Majdhüb on matters concerning the spiritual guidance of his (and A˛mad b. Idrıs’?)
followers in Medina.99

To this should be added the fact that A˛mad b. Idrıs is mentioned as one of the most
important figures testifying to Majdhüb’s spiritual status in his hagiography.100 Explicit
reference to the letters is made there, and the one preserved letter addressed by Majdhüb
to A˛mad b. Idrıs is today read aloud in full at every Majdhübı ˛awliyya celebration.101

All this points to a very important and influential role of A˛mad b. Idrıs. Nonetheless,
Majdhüb explicitly denied that he had been ‘initiated’ by the Moroccan. The following
passage from al-Wasıla102 is central to our understanding of the dynamics between the
two:

98 Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 128-9, 132-3; for parallel cases of A˛mad b. Idrıs giving these
prayers to other students, see Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 64-5, 82-3, 158-9; Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-
Mırghanı, Manqib … A˛mad b. Idrıs, 44; A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 64-5 (both tr. in
O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 145-6).
99 Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, tr. in Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 54-7; al-Wasıla, 105{1}, 108{2},
110{3}, 112{2,3} 115{5}, 116{1}.
100 al-Wasıla, 13. A˛mad b. Idrıs is the first in a line of legitimating figures whose praise of
Majdhüb is mentioned in al-Wasıla; the sayings of A˛mad b. Idrıs are taken from Ibrhım al-Rashıd’s
Nubdha and another, unidentified source. As regards the contents of this praise, A˛mad b. Idrıs is
reported to have said that Majdhüb ‘speaks with God without intermediary’; and that his light is brighter
than that of all the other Prophets, Saints, and Sufis attending the Prophetic dıwn. These words of praise
may sound extraordinary, but A˛mad b. Idrıs is on record as having said similar things of some of his
Maghribı teachers (Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 94-7). — The other ‘legitimators’ are (in the sequence of
al-Wasıla): Ibrhım al-Suwaydı (v.i.); Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ [al-Zwwı?] (apparently an ascetic living in the
Great Mosque in Mecca); a Yemeni held to be the ‘[spiritual] pole’ (qu†b) of his time; Ismfiıl al-Walı
(1793/2-1863); Shaykh Abü fiAß (a dervish living in Sinnr around 1830); Mu˛ammad b. [al-]Mukhtr
al-Kuntı (c. 1764/5-1826; son and successor of the famous West African Qdirı reformer); ∑li˛ al-Saqq
(one of Majdhüb’s students in Medina); ˘asan b. Muß†af from Medina; A˛mad al-Shinqı†ı (an Idrısı
sharıf); A˛mad Mabadd b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn (a Sudanese from Kordofan; see Hofheinz, “Encounters”,
51); al-Amın (Majdhüb’s closest companion); Mu˛ammad al-Imm al-Kitaybı; fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad
Lubb (a Sharıf from Wdı Baraka); A˛mad b. fiAlı Jumfia (one of Majdhüb’s students from Sawkin).
101 Anniversary celebration for Shaykh al-Majdhüb in al-Dmar, around 27 Mu˛arram.
102 al-Wasıla, 13. This passage has an interesting history that has meanwhile transcended academia.
I first translated it for my introduction to “The letters to Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb” (Letter of A˛mad Ibn
Idrıs, 121). It was quoted as an example of A˛mad b. Idrıs’ understanding of †arıqa by O’Fahey,
Enigmatic saint, 110, from where it made its way to a passage on “imaginal auto-initiation” in a book by

(cont’d)
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Al-Majdhüb used to say of A˛mad b. Idrıs, “He is my shaykh”. Asked, “Did you take a binding
oath to him in the [Sufi] path (akhadhta fialayhi fiahdan fı ´l-†arıq)?” he answered, “No”. — “So
how can he be your shaykh?” — “Through one word he said to me”. — “What was that?” — “I
was confused at first about my state (˛l) compared to the state of the friends of God (awliy√).
[Even] the most eminent of them are proud of [certain miraculous] things they have achieved
through their progress on the spiritual path; but I never gave heed to these things and even
regarded them with contempt. I was thus in a state of doubt who of us was really on the right path.
When I consulted him [sc. A˛mad b. Idrıs] in this matter, he said: ‘They are on a [right] path, and
you are on a [right] path. However, the fact that you don’t pay any attention to these things clearly
shows the gap between them and you. For their spiritual support (madad) comes from the shaykhs
that educate them; yours though, my brother, comes from God and His Messenger’. And upon this
word, my innermost self became calm”.

This passage clearly reveals the importance given to personal instruction and individual
guidance over a merely formal, traditional initiation.103 The term, ‘shaykh’ in
Majdhüb’s usage has undergone a modification. He detaches it from its conventional
sense and fills it with a new, individualised meaning.104 What matters most in a
‘master’ is no longer formal attachment but situational, personal advice. In the story
quoted, this is expressed by the fact that not long apprenticeship, but “one word” made
Majdhüb regard A˛mad b. Idrıs as his master. “One word”, said at the right moment,
was more important than all the traditional chains of allegiance (silsilas). “One word”
expressed the uniqueness of the individual encounter, of the individual apprentice.

This conception corresponds closely with A˛mad b. Idrıs’ views on the role of the
shaykh, and it seems as if the nature of Majdhüb’s relationship with A˛mad b. Idrıs
illustrates the master’s method of teaching in general and his way of dealing with his
followers. A˛mad b. Idrıs stressed that as every one of God’s creatures was a unique
individual, it was essential for every one to find his own, particular shaykh, who would
lead him unto his own, particular path — “there are, as they say, as many paths as there
are souls”.105

the postmodern American Sufi author Peter Lamborn Wilson, Sacred drift: essays on the margin of
Islam, p. 11, illustrating no less than the opinion that “the ‘protestant reformation’ of Sufism has already
taken place”!
103 Thus, it shows how wrong Trimingham is when he writes of the †arıqas of “[t]he two A˛mads
[al-Tijnı and A˛mad b. Idrıs], “They did not believe in personal guidance and progress along the Path”
(Sufi orders, 107). — A˛mad b. Idrıs’ position with regard to the karmas and in particular the more
miraculous aspects of them is also expressed in an anonymous biography: “They are of no importance on
the path to God except for those who are imperfect. For the perfect, his good fortune lies in having the
Quran as his ethos [khulquhu], as had the Messenger of God” (Tarjamat … al-ustdh A˛mad b. Idrıs, tr.
in Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 196).
104 “New” is to be understood in a relative sense here, i.e., compared to the practical concepts of
shaykh in the period immediately preceding Majdhüb (and in the countries where he lived). Early Sufi
masters had a similar idea of the relationship between shaykh and aspirant.
105 A˛mad b. Idrıs, al-fiIqd al-nafıs, 228. This refers to what was apparently reported as a [spurious]
˛adıth, “The ways to God are as numerous as the number of creatures” (Esin, Mecca & Madinah, 214 n.
45, seemingly from Mehmet Arif, Binbir hadis ≈serh-i ≈serif, Cairo 1319 [1901/2]; I could find no such
saying in Wensinck or al-Suyü†ı, al-Jmifi al-ßaghır. In his interpretation, however, Ibn Idris clearly goes

(cont’d)
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Perhaps it can be seen as a consequence of this attitude that A˛mad b. Idrıs never
founded an organised †arıqa. He devoted his time to teaching and personal guidance,
holding general teaching sessions for a larger public106 and giving special advice and
awrd to those he thought more advanced in spiritual perfection.107 These are things
any Sufi shaykh claiming to be a murshid would do. But as a close look at our sources
— in particular the letters — suggests, A˛mad b. Idrıs consciously tried to direct his
students’ attention away from himself and onto the Prophet. In his view, a human guide
was necessary on the Path, but the guide’s role was, eventually, to render himself
superfluous.108

Thus directed toward the Prophet, Majdhüb left Mecca to settle in Medina; it was there
that the doors opened for him and he entered into direct communication with
Mu˛ammad.109 The Prophet confirmed him in his initiation into the Shdhiliyya,110 and
Majdhüb thus became spiritually independent of other shaykhs. While this was perfectly
legitimate from the point of view of A˛mad b. Idrıs, it marked the final break with
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı.

To conclude: the apparent contradictions in the surviving records on Majdhüb’s rela-
tionship with A˛mad b. Idrıs can be reconciled, if we take into consideration the differ-
ent points of view of the respective authors. Majdhüb did not take the †arıqa from
A˛mad b. Idrıs, but he was his student in a more general sense. He owed him much;
neither he nor his descendants have ever denied this. On the other hand, he was not one
of those who lived constantly with A˛mad b. Idrıs; he preferred to stay with the
Prophet. He came to visit regularly, and A˛mad b. Idrıs felt responsibility for him and
through him for his students in Medina.111 Majdhüb partook of the Idrısı tradition, but
did not feel dependent on it; he used its elements in his own way.

Other students of A˛mad b. Idrıs (particularly Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı and
Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı) also felt free to exploit the Idrısı heritage in their own
way, and are thus similar to Majdhüb in that A˛mad b. Idrıs can be regarded as their
main, but not their only teacher. Majdhüb differs from them, however, because he
emphasised more strongly than they the role of the Prophet as his main teacher. This

beyond traditional wisdom in emphasising that each and every individual is unique, and therefore needs a
unique path to spiritual perfection.
106 Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, tr. in Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 56. Also fi◊kish, “Mun÷arat A˛mad
b. Idrıs mafia fuqah√ fiAsır”, ed. fiAbd Allh Abü Dhish, 337.
107 Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, passim.
108 Thomassen, “General Introduction”, in Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 6.
109 al-Wasıla, 99{2}, 100{1}, 101{1}.
110 al-Wasıla, 100{2}.
111 Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 128-35; al-Wasıla, 108{2}, 110{3}, 112{2,3}.
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may correspond to the fact that he never established an independent †arıqa in the same
manner as did, for example, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı.112

MMMMeeeeddddiiiinnnnaaaa

Medina (Ottoman postcard, 1912)

Medina is well built, entirely of stone; its houses are generally two stories high, with flat roofs. As
they are not white-washed, and the stone is of a dark colour, the streets have rather a gloomy
aspect; and are, for the most part, very narrow, often only two or three paces across: a few of the
principal streets are paved with large blocks of stone; a comfort which a traveller little expects to
find in Arabia. It is, on the whole, one of the best-built towns I have seen in the East, ranking, in
this respect, next to Aleppo.”113

Medina impressed even the European visitor; the impression must have been greater
still on someone who had hitherto spent his life in the flat mud houses of the Northern
Sudan. Even though the appearance of the town and the state of its houses had suffered
during the Wahhbı occupation, Burckhardt found quite “a number of pretty private
habitations, having small gardens, with wells, the water of which is used in irrigation,
and fills marble basins, round which, in summer-time, the owners pass the hours of
noon under lofty sheds”.114 These were the surroundings in which Majdhüb was to

112 See below.
113 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 323.
114 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 325.
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spend if not the most influential than perhaps the most beautiful years of his life.115

Although he started out there not in a villa but rather in a makeshift hut, he was able to
advance his position and find himself a respected place in Medinese society.

We do not know exactly when Majdhüb came to Medina. He was there in 1238:
1823/2,116 but may in fact have come the year before. The Wasıla states that he lived in
Medina “for about nine years”,117 but this period is certainly too long since Majdhüb
left the ˘ijz at the end of 1828;118 and as we have seen, he did not leave the Sudan
until in about mid-1821. We also do not know whether Majdhüb had planned to stay for
so long. Many pilgrims “stop at first with the intention of remaining for a year or two
only, but generally continue to reside here permanently”.119 While it is not out of the
question that Majdhüb’s decision was linked to the turmoil back home, the available
sources do not allow us to draw specific conclusions on this point.

Why did Majdhüb move to Medina rather than stay in Mecca with A˛mad b. Idrıs? Two
points may be mentioned in this regard. In terms of natural geography, living conditions
in Medina were better than those in Mecca; abundant wells, fertile gardens and palm-
groves, and a relatively pleasant climate contrasted favourably with the “suffocating
heat, deadly winds, [and] clouds of flies” in the barren Meccan valley.120 But there was
also a symbolic side. Medina was the town where the Prophet was buried; it was here
that Muslims visited him and believed that they could feel closer to him than anywhere
else on this earth. “Islamic writers have said that the Kafibah in Mecca is a symbol of
the monotheistic faith, but the mosque in Madinah represents Muhammad’s heart. There
he preached that every child of Adam […] had the privilege of direct communication
with God”.121 This symbolic association of Medina with the emotional side of religion
may have been one reason why Medina became a preferred place of settlement for
pious Muslims from all corners of the Islamic world; to them, Mecca, with its incessant
struggles for power between various Sharıfı clans and the involvement of Islamic rulers
from outside, smacked too much of this-worldly affairs. No matter how pious the
Medinese ‘really’ were, they apparently consciously tried to project this image of

115 The Wasıla indicates that he did not really want to leave Medina, and his poetry is full of longing
for the Prophet’s Town.
116 When an ijza was issued to him; see below.
117 al-Wasıla, 11.
118 al-Wasıla, 119.
119 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 372.
120 Buhl, art. “al-Madına” in EI1; Watt, art. “al-Madına” in EI2; Wensinck, art. “Mecca” in EI1. The
quotation is from al-Maqdisı, A˛san al-taqsım. — In the first half of the nineteenth century, the popula-
tion of Medina was estimated at 16-20,000 (Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia; Burton, Personal narrative, I,
393). Contemporary estimates for Mecca cannot be given; it seems, however, that Mecca usually had
slightly more inhabitants than Medina.
121 Esin, Mecca & Madinah, 94. Burckhardt stated that many Arab writers, particularly Mlikıs,
“pretend that Medina is more to be honoured than Mekka” (Travels in Arabia, 329; see also ib., 348).
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themselves. Greater ‘decency’ among the women, greater cleanliness on the streets, less
obtrusion by beggars are only some aspects of this image noticed by Burckhardt who
visited the town less than a decade before Majdhüb. Burckhardt also noted that African
pilgrims (who generally belonged to the Mlikı madhhab) showed a particular vener-
ation for the place where both the Prophet and Mlik b. Anas were buried.122

Thus, Medina enjoyed the reputation of being a particularly pious town, and very likely
Majdhüb knew of this. Devoted to love of the Prophet, he went to the Prophet’s town
because he wanted to gain access to the Prophet, to take knowledge from the Prophet,
and to live with the Prophet.123 ‘To be the Prophet’s neighbour’ (jwara ’l-nabı) was
both an emotional and an intellectual experience, and it is difficult to distinguish be-
tween the two.

FFFFrrrroooommmm    hhhhuuuummmmaaaannnn    ttttoooo    PPPPrrrroooopppphhhheeeetttt::::    mmmmeeeeddddiiiiaaaattttoooorrrrssss    oooonnnn    tttthhhheeee    WWWWaaaayyyy
Majdhüb came to Medina at the age of about twenty-five. He was equipped with the
knowledge which the schools of al-Dmar had been able to provide him and with a
limited reputation as a religious leader which had assured him the company of a few
Sudanese disciples. In his new surroundings, he had to find a place for himself, and he
did this by trying to establish himself in the religious domain. This involved demon-
strating his piety as well as engaging in study and teaching (above the basic level of
instruction, learning and teaching often went hand in hand in Islamic education, elder
students tutoring their younger colleagues). It remains unclear, however, how thorough
Majdhüb’s studies in Medina were; long lists of teachers as frequently found in other
Muslim biographies are absent from our sources. The assessment of the quality of his
formal education is further complicated by the fact that our knowledge of the scholarly
milieu of Medina at the time is limited. In the eighteenth century, the town had been a
centre of intensified interest in the Prophetic Traditions (˛adıth) as the main or even the
only source of valid religious knowledge besides the Qur√n, that is, of a revival of the
Traditionist as against the scholastic rationality. As such, it attracted many outstanding
scholars from all parts of the Islamic world,124 and Medinese scholars came to enjoy a
greater reputation than their Meccan colleagues. What remained of this scholarly
network after the Wahhbı interlude is unclear. The old fame apparently persisted, but
Burckhardt (who visited Medina in January 1815) had the impression that the actual

122 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 382. This image (or cliché) was also recorded by Snouck
Hurgronje (Mekka 58-9) who wrote, “It is rightly said by the Mekkans themselves that in Medina men
live only for religion (by which is meant above all punctuality in certain outward observances and hatred
of modern culture), and in Jeddah only for worldly goods, while in Mekka the business of life is divided
between this world and the next”.
123 Cf. al-Wasıla, 99{2,4}; or 111{4}, where Majdhüb is reported to have roamed the streets of
Medina looking for traces of the Prophet.
124 See Voll, “Mu˛ammad ˘ayy al-Sindı and Mu˛ammad ibn fiAbd al-Wahhb”; Hunwick, “∑li˛
al-Fullnı”.
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state of learning had much declined.125 This decline may have been temporary, how-
ever, and Burckhardt’s impressions perhaps reflect a low point immediately following
the general disruption caused by war and occupation. Even though the Wahhbıs were
“said to have carried off many loads of books”, and there was no public book market,
private libraries still held considerable quantities of books,126 and a generation later, the
town was even described as “abound[ing]” in books.127 Similarly, Burckhardt found
public instruction in mosques and schools reduced to a minimum,128 and those wanting
to pursue more advanced studies leaving for Damascus and Cairo.129 In 1852, when
Burton visited the place, Egyptian professors teaching in Medina still enjoyed a particu-
larly good repute; but madrasas were flourishing and the overall state of religious
learning was such that “the burial-place of the Prophet […] no longer [lay] open to the
charge of utter ignorance brought against it by” Burckhardt.130

It is therefore likely that at the time of Majdhüb’s stay in Medina during the 1820s,
when Egyptian sovereignty over the ˘ijz had stabilised, the institutions of learning
were gradually recovering, and at least some personal and ideational links to the eigh-
teenth-century Traditionist scholars may have persisted.131 Majdhüb may have been in-
fluenced by some of the ideas of these Traditionists, for his writings are characterised
by the same emphasis on Qur√n and sunna as the only legitimate sources of knowl-
edge.132 On the other hand, he certainly did not share all their opinions; for example, his
veneration for the awliy√ and his frequent visits to their tombs directly contradict the

125 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 348-9, 389-90.
126 “[T]he only books I saw exposed for sale were in some retail clothes-shops near the [Bb al-
Salm]” (the chief entrance to the Prophet’s Mosque). “I saw [a private library] in the house of a Sheikh,
where at least three thousand volumes were heaped up; but I could not examine them. As it often happens
in the East, these libraries are all wakf, that is, have been presented to some mosque by its founder, or en-
tailed upon some private family, so that the books cannot be alienated” (Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia,
390).
127 Burton, Personal narrative, II, 24.
128 “During my visits to the mosque I never saw a native Arab teaching knowledge of any kind, and
only a few Turkish hadjys explaining some religious books in their own language, to a very few auditors,
from whom they collected trifling sums, to defray the expenses of their journey home. […] I believe that
there is not in the whole Mohammedan empire a town so large as Medina where lectures are not held in
the mosques; that this was formely the case also in this town, is proved by the many pious foundations es-
tablished exclusively for this purpose, the emoluments of which many olemas still enjoy without per-
forming the duties” (Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 348-9; see also ib., 389).
129 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 389.
130 Burton, Personal narrative, II, 24-5. — O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 59 similarly cautions against
unquestioningly accepting Burckhardt’s negative picture of the state of learning in the Holy Cities.
131 For example, Zayn al-fi◊bidın b. fiAlawı b. B-˘asan “Jamal al-Layl” (1174-1235: 1760-1820),
of a noted scholarly family with branches in the Yemen and India, had in his time been one of the leading
Medinese Traditionists and Shfifiı muftı of the town. His son Mu˛ammad was naqıb al-Ashrf in 1852
and owner of an extensive private library that he had probably inherited from his father (Ka˛˛la IV 196;
al-Ziriklı, III, 65; Burton, Personal narrative, II, 24).
132 See below, Chapter VI.
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condemnation of such practices by many of those who were associated with the
Traditionist revival.133

In any case, documentary evidence for Majdhüb’s formal education is scarce and of a
curious nature. In 1238: 1823/2, he was issued an ijza by one Ibrhım al-Suwaydı134

‘of Khursn’. This ‘licence’ is a comprehensive one, as was quite common for such
documents; in it, Ibrhım gave Majdhüb permission to transmit from him the four law
schools, Prophetic Tradition, Qur√nic exegesis, and the ‘instrumental’ science (fiilm al-
lt) (e.g., grammer, stylistics, and poetics).135 Such ijzas which summarily permitted
the student to use the books the teacher had written as well as those he quoted in his
works were often issued by renowned teachers to students whom they hardly knew.136

Ibrhım al-Suwaydı’s licence, however, differs from the usual ijzas in that it states in
unmistakable terms that Majdhüb did not need any instruction since the Prophet had
initiated him (al-idhn al-b†inı min ˛a∂rat al-rasül) and God had blessed him with
complete exoteric and esoteric knowledge; therefore, he only asked for the ijza in
compliance with an established form and as a sign of kindness (takarruman). The words
Ibrhım uses to describe Majdhüb as an outstanding Sufi master137 certainly go beyond
the standard formulæ of politeness; they are words used of a venerated superior, not of
a student, no matter how highly regarded he may be. No wonder then that Ibrhım,
before pronouncing the licence he was asked for, thanks God for having granted him the
favour of meeting Majdhüb, of profiting from the teaching sessions (majlis fiulümih) he
held as a lecturer (mudarris) at the Great Mosque, and having been initiated by him into
the Shdhiliyya †arıqa.

What shall we make of this ‘teacher’ who turns out to be a student? Who was this man?
We do not know. No information on Ibrhım nor on a Khursnı locality called
Suwayd138 can be found in the standard reference works; nor does Majdhübı oral tradi-

133 Cf. Voll, “Mu˛ammad ˘ayy al-Sindı and Mu˛ammad ibn fiAbd al-Wahhb” 32; Burton,
Personal narrative, II, 25 n. 3.
134 The ijza, printed in al-Wasıla, 22-3, gives his name as “Ibrhım b. Suwayd”, but elsewhere in
the book as well as in oral tradition he is called al-Suwaydı.
135 For the meaning of lt, see Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka 192, 197.
136 See Vajda, art. “Idjza” in EI2; Arberry, “Ijaza by correspondence”; Abü Salım, Ijzt al-†uruq
al-ßüfiyya fı ’l-Südn; Eickelman, “The art of memory”. A more extreme form of licencing was to receive
an ijza in a dream, a possibility declared valid by fiAbd al-Ghanı al-Nbulusı in his treatise, Raw∂ al-
anm fı bayn al-ijza fı ’l-manm (MS Princeton (Yahuda), no. 2864 (295); cit. Katz, “Visionary
experience”, 106).
137 E.g., “mu˛yı ma√thir al-sharıfia wa’l-†arıqa wa-mafidin asrr al-wilya wa’l-˛aqıqa, shihb al-
milla al-s†ifi wa-badr al-kaml al-†lifi, shaykhı wa-sayyidı wa-ustdhı wa-fia∂udı […]”.
138 To which the name refers according to al-Wasıla, 141{3}. There is a town called al-Suwayda in
Syria (Jabal ˘awrn) and another one in southern Anatolia; Iranian reference works do not list it as a
geographical name. Literally, of course, suwayd is the Arabic diminutive of aswad, ‘black’; for this entry,
Persian dictionaries record, i.a., the meaning, ‘starling’. Unrelated is the Persian savıd, ‘ploughshare’.
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tion preserve any more details about al-Suwaydı. So we are left with the silsila he gives
in the ijza:139

al-Suwaydı  Müs al-Kurdı  Mu˛ammad al-Urdı (? √-r-dı)  fiAbd al-˘alım al-Bukhrı 
Ibrhım al-Khursnı  fiAbd al-Salm  (his father) fiAbd al-Malik  (his father) al-˘usayn b.
Abı Bakr (“Shaykh al-Islm”, who possessed many silsilas, i.a.:)  fiUmar Abü ’l-Qsim b.
Mu†ayr140  Zakariyy al-Anßrı141  fiAlı b. ˘ajar al-fiAsqalnı.142

Apart from the last two, none of these names can be identified. These weak credentials
notwithstanding, Majdhüb cites al-Suwaydı as his main and most important teacher of
the exoteric sciences (fiqh, ˛adıth, and tafsır) in his own ijza to one of his main fol-
lowers in Sawkin, Yüsuf b. Ibrhım.143 Other teachers are not named in this document,
and the only other ijza he may have received in Medina is in a different domain (al-
Jazülı’s litany, Dal√il al-khayrt), and was issued by a similarly unknown person with
a similarly obscure isnd.144

To make matters worse, Ibrhım al-Suwaydı appears not only as Majdhüb’s fiqh-
authority cum Shdhilı adept, but also as the one who mediated Majdhüb’s own
illumination (fat˛) after which the Prophet became his shaykh, and he became
independent of all other shaykhs!145 To paraphrase Majdhüb’s account:

When I was approaching illumination (fı awwal al-fat˛), a righteous man (ßli˛) whom I knew ap-
peared to me (qad ÷ahar fialayya) [in a vision? cf. the next ßli˛], accompanied by a great many
followers (wa-mafiahu ˛alqa kabıra). He wanted me to accept fat˛ from him (an aqbal al-fat˛ fial
yadayhi), but I declined. There followed a period during which I saw nothing (lam ar [sic] fıh
shay√an). Then the figure of another righteous man with more followers appeared to me (÷aharat
fialayya ßürat rajul khar min al-ßli˛ın …). He also wanted me to accept fat˛ from him, but again
I declined. Finally, after a period during which I saw nothing, I got to know a great walı, Ibrhım
al-Suwaydı, who introduced me to (fiarrafanı) the rules of wayfaring (db al-sulük) and direct
communication with Mu˛ammad (al-muwßala al-Mu˛ammadiyya), “by order of the Prophet”, as
he said. Consequently, the Prophet displayed himself (injal) to me, and all the prophets and saints
and Companions etc told me all their secrets (which had not happened to anybody else in my

139  The sign “ ” stands for the Arabic fian, “[took] from”.
140 The ◊l Mu†ayr are a (Shfifiı) Yemeni clan.
141 Zakariyy al-Anßrı (1420-1510), famous Shfifiı scholar and jurist from Egypt; prolific writer
on fiqh, Qur√nic commentary, ˛adıth (Tu˛fat al-Brı fial ∑a˛ı˛ al-Bukhrı, et al.), logic, grammar etc
(al-Ziriklı, III, 46). He was a Qdirı, and in this field wrote al-Futü˛t al-Ilhiyya (Trimingham, Sufi
orders, 186 n. 1).
142 Intended is perhaps A˛mad b. fiAlı “Ibn ˘ajar” al-fiAsqalnı (1372-1449), a famous Shfifiı
traditionist best known for his $Fat˛ al-Brı$(commentary on al-Bukhrı).
143 al-Wasıla, 174.
144 It runs as follows: Mu˛ammad al-Tünisı al-˘asanı  fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-fiA††r  Ya˛y al-
Sarfı  Mu˛ammad al-Janzürı  fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Bishtı  fiAbd al-Salm al-Asmarı  Mu˛ammad
al-Düklı  Mu˛ammad al-Marzüqı  Abü Rwı al-Fa˛l  fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Bjı  Ibrhım al-
Tümı  Abü fiIzza al-Qarawı  Mu˛ammad b. fiˆs al-Marrkushı  Mu˛ammad al-Jazülı (al-Wasıla,
23).
145 That is, al-Suwaydı played the same role for Majdhüb that A˛mad b. Idrıs played, for example,
for Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı or Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı.
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time). I became independent of all mediators and became myself the intermediary of intermedi-
aries (al-wsi†a li’l-was√i†). The Prophet became my shaykh, and he is constantly with me,
whether I am awake or asleep.146

Later, in Sawkin, Majdhüb must have spoken of Ibrhım al-Suwaydı in high terms,
depicting him as an important walı with whom he communicated beyond the limits of
time and space; his Sawkinese wife reportedly had a vision of Ibrhım.147 But this is
all our sources have to say. They leave us with no other option than to guess at a possi-
ble interpretation. We may imagine that Majdhüb and Ibrhım were both foreigners
visiting Medina where they met, were attracted to each other, and learned from each
other. Perhaps Ibrhım was a little older than Majdhüb; perhaps he was able to show
him certain Sufi techniques like those developed by the Naqshbandıs (the most impor-
tant †arıqa in Central Asia) to facilitate concentration of the mind and help meditation.
In turn, Ibrhım may have been impressed by Majdhüb’s strong emotional devotion to
the Prophet, and (in addition to whatever †arıqa he already had) asked to take the
Shdhiliyya from him. Perhaps both of them attached more importance to such matters
than to regular fiqh courses; perhaps they preferred to study for themselves the books of
tafsır and ˛adıth, and when for one reason or another Majdhüb needed an ijza he
turned to his companion, “as a sign of kindness” (takarruman). Perhaps … it could have
been thus. There is no way of knowing.

In all these uncertainties one aspect is conspicuous: the very weakness of Majdhüb’s
formal credentials. Most of his contemporaries, including those who influenced him in
one way or another like A˛mad b. Idrıs or Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, took
greater care to legitimate themselves by adducing the names of more and better known
teachers.148 Majdhüb’s failure to do so seems almost like an extreme expression of the
belief (shared in principle by A˛mad b. Idrıs) that such palpable earthly links are far
less important than legitimation by Prophetic initiation — an attitude expressed
throughout the Wasıla. The Prophetic link is seen as the ultimate source of legitimation,
and if on occasion it is supplemented by a traditional ijza then this is only to comply

146 al-Wasıla, 100{1} (told on the authority of fiAbd al-Qdir Slim, one of Majdhüb’s most promi-
nent students in Sawkin).
147 al-Wasıla, 141{3}.
148 A˛mad b. Idrıs, Kunüz al-jawhir; Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 64-7; ijza to fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-
Ahdal, tr. in O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 86; Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, al-Nafa˛t al-Makkiyya.
Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı wrote three works on his teachers. The two larger ones (al-Shumüs al-
shriqa fı-m lan min asnıd al-maghriba wa’-mashriqa and al-Budür al-sfira fı fiawlı al-asnıd
al-fkhira are lost; apart from them, al-Sanüsı wrote al-Salsabıl al-mufiın fı ’l-†ar√iq al-arbafiın (on his
Sufi affiliations), and al-Manhal al-rawıy al-r√iq fı asnıd al-fiulüm wa-ußül al-†ar√iq (on both Sufism
and the exoteric sciences). Compare also, as a contemporary example from West Africa, fiUthmn ∂an
Fodiye, al-Salsil al-dhahabiyya li’l-sdt al-ßüfiyya (ALA I, 167-72; ALA II, 70).
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with an established form, not because such an ijza would be seen to possess an
intrinsic value to someone who enjoyed direct access to the Prophet.149

The Prophet stands at the end of a line of spiritual masters that had started with
Majdhüb’s father, who had introduced him to the family †arıqa as established by Fakı
˘amad, that is, a particular set of prayers and exercises drawing from the Shdhilı tra-
dition.150 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı had been the door through which he left the
confines of the Sudan, on a path that led him to meet A˛mad b. Idrıs, the first man
whom he called his shaykh, and who seems to have given his search a more focused di-
rection. Then, in Medina, he met Ibrhım al-Suwaydı who remains unknown to history
but whose personal influence was apparently such that it triggered Majdhüb’s fat˛.
After that, he felt he had become independent of human mediators, that he was directly
guided by the Prophet. Majdhüb was of course not the only one who made such claims;
it can almost be said that by his time, this assertion had become a topos for any accom-
plished Sufi.151

AAAAnnnn    AAAAffffrrrriiiiccccaaaannnn    ffffaaaaqqqqııııhhhh    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    PPPPrrrroooopppphhhheeeetttt’’’’ssss    CCCCiiiittttyyyy
Majdhüb’s personal aspirations notwithstanding, his social status in Medina cannot
have been very high, at least in the beginning. African pilgrims like him usually had to
earn their living by collecting and selling firewood, working as porters, weaving mats
and baskets, etc — services that, though indispensable to the town, were despised by the
native Arab population.152 There is, however, no indication that Majdhüb himself en-
gaged in such occupations. Instead of selling his physical labour, he seems to have tried
to establish himself in another domain, that of religion.

149 A˛mad b. Idrıs’s attitude seems to have been similar in principle. He also valued a chain with
few intermediaries higher than one with many — thus giving precedence to the †arıqa al-Mu˛ammadiyya.
He himself claimed to have received his final initiation directly from the Prophet after the death of his last
teacher (Kunüz, § 6). However, he did comply with his followers’ “longing to know the lineage of their
order and to know their fathers” (Letters, 64-5) and gave a number of more down-to-earth silsilas since
“he whose father is not known is a foundling” (Kunüz, § 1, tr. O’Fahey/Radtke). — A slightly different
position seems to have been held by the West African Qdirı reformer, al-Mukhtr al-Kuntı (1729-1811),
who “during his entire life […] acquired only a single Sufi initiation” (Brenner, “Concepts of ‡arıqa”
50). After this initial initiation, al-Mukhtr needed no other; the single silsila signified the uniqueness of
his spiritual path.
150 Majdhüb used his grandfather’s awrd until he reached fat˛; during the initial period of intensive
spiritual exercises in Medina the daily office meant the recitation of: one third of the Qur√n; 12 times the
Dal√il al-khayrt; 700 “astaghfir Allh al-fiA÷ım” (called, ‘The Great Wird of the Shdhiliyya’); 1000
“Sub˛na Allh al-fiA÷ım wa-bi-˛amdihi”; 1000 “L ilha ill Allh”; 1000 “Allhumma ßalli fial
sayyidin Mu˛ammadin wa-fial lihi wa-sallim” (called, ‘The prayer of Anas [b. Mlik, the Prophet’s
servant]’) (al-Wasıla, 99{3}).
151 E.g., al-Tijnı (seefiAlı ˘arzim, Jawhir al-mafinı, I 43-4); A˛mad b. Idrıs (Kunüz al-jawhir,
see O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 48).
152 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 381-2.
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Medina’s religious significance was the chief source of its income. Money was brought
in by the pilgrims,153 and Islamic governments (in particular those of Egypt and the
Ottoman Empire) supplied funds in the form of annual stipends, called ßurra.154 The
ßurra was distributed among different classes of people; the most detailed classification
is given by Burton who describes five different groups: (1) the fiulam√ (religious
scholars) and mudarrisın (lecturers for adults); (2) the imms (leaders of prayer) and
kha†ıbs (Friday preachers); (3) the ashrf (descendants of the Prophet); (4) the fuqah√
(Qur√n teachers for boys); (5) the fiawmm (other permanent inhabitants of the town,
comprising both ahlı [old-established families] and mujwirün [foreigners settled in
Medina for a longer period]).155 This particular classification may have originated only
after Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s conquest of the ˘ijz, but it may well serve as an indication of
the different ranks among the religious professionals in Medina.

To find out where in this picture Majdhüb fit, let us look at what the Wasıla has to say
regarding his stay in Medina. He arrived in the town leading a small party of friends and
companions over whom he had a measure of influence by virtue of his more advanced
formal learning and his charismatic qualities. The core of this group did not exceed
eleven men, among them his closest companion, al-Amın [al-Kitaybı].156 Apparently,
the group was rather destitute at the beginning, suffering from lack of shelter and food.
Like other poor, they slept in the dusty open plain of al-Mankha which separates
Medina proper from its western suburb al-fiAnbariyya.157 They shared this lot with most
of the African pilgrims of whom Burckhardt wrote, “They usually live together in some
of the huts of the public place called El Menakh, and remain till they have earned
money enough for their journey home. Very few of them are beggars”,158 Burckhardt
adds, and this aversion to mendicity is echoed in Majdhüb’s attempt to prevent his fol-
lowers from actively begging.159 According to al-Wasıla, Majdhüb viewed this hard-
ship as a necessary religious trial and told his companions that they should not even turn
to the local poorhouse (takiyya)160 if they needed a meal. He may have encouraged

153 Burckhard, Travels in Arabia, 379, 382.
154 Mouradgea d’Ohsson Tableau général, 96-7; Burckhard, Travels in Arabia, 379-380; Faroqhi,
Herrscher µber Mekka, 102-125.
155 Burton, Personal narrative, I, 375.
156 al-Wasıla, 99{2}. — For more details on al-Amın, see below, Chapter V.
157 al-Wasıla, 99{2}.
158 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 382.
159 al-Wasıla, 99{2}.
160 This is what ‘takiyya’ — literally, ‘Sufi convent’ — is explained as inWasıla, 99{2}. There was
a takiyya “for Fakirs” in the western suburb, adjoining the Bb al-fiAnbariyya on the road to Mecca
(Burton, Personal narrative I, map following p. 392).
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them to work for a living;161 on the other hand, he did not reject alms given voluntar-
ily.162

Caravan leaving al-Mankha (Ottoman postcard)

This period of hardship — during which Majdhüb nevertheless continued to hold teach-
ing sessions (majlis dars) for his companions163 — is said to have lasted for three
months.164 Then after a time, Majdhüb succeeded in expanding his reputation as a pious
man beyond the narrow circle of those who had come with him. This helped to ease his
material situation. He was eventually able to move to a house of his own;165 he was
given a slave girl as a concubine, and he married a Medinese woman.166 From both
these women he had children, who however died in infancy. At the time he left Medina,
he was allegedly able liberally to distribute alms himself.167

161 Cf. for a later period in Medina, al-Wasıla, 107{4}, and for Sawkin, ib., 165{3} (see also
below, Chapters IV and VI).
162 al-Wasıla, 99{4,5}. — When A˛mad b. Idrıs and his entourage came to Mecca, they are reported
to have had to endure a similar period of hardship which they turned to religious advantage; see
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, Manqib […] A˛mad b. Idrıs, 26.
163 al-Wasıla, 99{4}.
164 al-Wasıla, 99{2}.
165 al-Wasıla, 102{2}. We cannot tell whether he owned or rented the houses or whether he was
lodged there by some wealthy patron.
166 al-Wasıla, 111{5-6}.
167 al-Wasıla, 114{3-5}, 116{2}. — This is of course a topos, and we should not take it as an indica-
tion of real wealth. On the other hand, the story may contain an element of truth. The reception of gener-
ous gifts and their partial redistribution is a well-known feature of Muslim holy men, with both economic
and symbolic aspects; Majdhüb was no exception to this. Apart from securing a living for himself and

(cont’d)
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How did Majdhüb attain this status? He had come to Medina because he was attracted
to the site of the Prophet’s Tomb; and the veneration of the Prophet, religious exercises,
and the expression of religious emotion were central elements of the image he projected
to the world. To endure hardship and to live on charity was a conventional part of the
traditional image of the pious wayfarer. Majdhüb could draw on these elements, as well
as on his literary schooling, to establish for himself a certain reputation as an educator
in the domain of individual ritual obligations and as a guide on the path of spiritual per-
fection. In the following, we shall examine these elements in greater detail.

Facing the Prophet
»u³;« w³M"« fOKł ≠ »Ëc:« aOA"«168

“The negroes, little instructed as they usually are, may be said to adore the Prophet, placing him, if
not on a level with the Deity, at least very little below him. They approach his tomb with a terrified
and appalled conscience, and with more intense feelings than when they visit the Kaaba; and they
are fully persuaded, that the prayers which they utter while standing before the window of the
Hedjra, will sooner or later obtain their object. A negro hadjy once asked me […] if I knew what
prayers he should recite to make Mohammed appear to him in his sleep, as he wished to ask him a
particular question; and when I expressed my ignorance, he told me that the Prophet had here ap-
peared to a great many of his countrymen.”169

On the surface of it, Burckhardt’s words are aimed at West African, Mlikı pilgrims;
but these were the same people among whom Majdhüb had lived in the plain of al-
Mankha, and the description bears much resemblance to al-Wasıla’s depiction of
Majdhüb’s acts and attitudes near the Prophet’s Tomb. Even so shortly after the
Wahhbı plundering of the Mosque,170 this Tomb must have made a splendid impres-
sion. It lies in the southern part of the Mosque which is called al-Raw∂a, ‘the Garden’,
and which in the eyes of pious visitors represents one of the gardens of Paradise.171

This part of the Mosque was lavishly decorated with white marble slabs, mosaics, gilt
inscriptions, and painted glass windows.172 The Tomb itself is situated in the south-
eastern corner in what is known as al-˘ujra, ‘the Chamber [of fi◊√isha, the wife of

providing for his followers, these gifts — reallocated to others — allowed Majdhüb to display generosity
(karam), a quality expected from a proper walı. See further below, Chapter VII.
168 This is a common way of referring to Shaykh al-Majdhüb (fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min ˘aqıbat
al-dhikrayt, 192; al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, 28/02/88, 1).
169 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 382.
170 The Wahhbıs, who dominated the city between 1804 and 1812, had stopped short of razing the
Prophet’s Mosque to the ground; but they plundered its treasures and attempted to destroy the dome over
Mu˛ammad’s Tomb, pious visits to which they proscribed (Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 334-6; Buhl,
art. “al-Madına” in EI1; Watt, art. “al-Madına” in EI2).
171 “Between my tomb and my pulpit is a garden of the gardens of Paradise”, says a well-known
˛adıth. — In the narrower sense, the Raw∂a refers only to the area immediately adjoining the Prophetic
mausoleum, described as “the Prophet’s Garden, next to fi◊√isha’s chamber”. In common usage this has
been extended to designate the whole southern part of the Prophet’s Mosque. See Burton, Personal nar-
rative, I, 310-11 n. 3.
172 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 330-1.
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Mu˛ammad in whose room he died]’, an irregular square hidden from the eyes of visi-
tors by a high curtain of silk brocade and separated from the rest of the Mosque by a
finely meshed, filigreed iron railing with silver and gilded inscriptions. “Glass lamps
are suspended all round the curtains, which are lighted every evening, and remain
burning all night”.173 After paying a considerable fee, visitors were permitted to enter
the enclosure, but no one except the chief eunuch guardians was allowed to pass beyond
the curtain. Most visitors contented themselves with peeping through a small window in
the railing known as Shubbk al-Nabı, and to offer their salutations and invocations
from there.174

This is what Majdhüb had before his eyes when he installed himself in the Raw∂a,
‘contemplating the Apostle of God’ and observing other visitors,175 praying, composing
songs in praise of the Prophet, and becoming so overwhelmed with emotion that from
time to time he went into trance.176 This did not fail to make an impression on others
who frequented the place:

When ˘jj Idrıs b. Qurashı177 visited Medina, a righteous man told him: “From the Sudan has
come to us a man who is one of the perfect friends of God (min kummal al-awliy√)!” — “What is
his name?” I asked. — “Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb”. — “How do you know he is one of the
friends of God?” — “One day, he went into a trance for three days, over there”, and he pointed out
to me a place in the Prophet’s Mosque where they say the Shaykh used to sit. “Then when he came
out of it after the three days I asked him for the reason of this trance, and he (may God be pleased
with him) told me, ‘The Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace) gave me something
with his finger, and thus happened to me what you saw’.”

The said man added, “I have never seen anyone whom the Apostle of God (may God bless him
and grant him peace) loves as much as the Shaykh”.178

Yet the Raw∂a was not only a place of pious contemplation and religious ecstasy. The
area around the Tomb was always crowded with people expecting alms, and visitors
(especially first-time visitors) were practically obliged to leave them a share of what
God had granted them. “Some were mild beggars and picturesque, who sat upon the
ground immersed in the contemplation of their napkins; others, angry beggars who
cursed if they were not gratified” — thus Burton begins his typology of the Raw∂a’s
beggars,179 and it may be that the reservations Majdhüb had about begging were in

173 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 335.
174 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 332.
175 al-Wasıla, 99{5} (‘jlisan […] muqbilan fial Rasül Allh’), 105{2}.
176 For the reason why I translate jadhb as ‘trance’, and an analysis of these states as described in al-
Wasıla, see below, Chapter VII.
177 Unidentified.
178 al-Wasıla, 105{4}.
179 Burton, Personal narrative, I, 331. Cf. Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 340: “On every spot where
prayers are to be said, people sit with handkerchiefs spread out to receive the gifts of the visiters, which
appear to be considered less as alms, than as a sort of toll; at least, a well-dressed visiter would find it
difficult to make his way without paying these taxes. […] In the Rodha stand the eunuchs, or the
guardians of the temple, waiting till the visiter has finished his last prayer of salutation, to wish him joy

(cont’d)
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large part inspired by an aversion to its more noisy and impertinent forms. He certainly
did not refuse to accept such donations himself, and his own account as given in the
Wasıla in some ways reminds one of Burton’s description of the ‘mild’ beggars:

‘I was sitting in the Noble Raw∂a, contemplating the Apostle of God […] when a man came to me
and handed me much gold. I took it from him; later [when I wanted to leave my place for a while]
I handed it to a man close to me telling him to guard it. When I came back, I asked him for it, but
he pretended not to know anything about it. Al-Amın was with me, but the more he urged [the
man to return the gold], the more stubborn he became. So I let him off and adjured al-Amın not to
question him anymore about this gold, and [al-Amın] fell silent, even though he was full of
anger.’180

Waiting for alms in quiet contemplation was, however, not something that Majdhüb
contented himself with for the rest of his life. Relatively early in his Medinese period he
decided to abandon his vita contemplativa and pursue a more active vocation. Here is
how he described this turn in his life:

“I had gone into Retreat (khalwa) for devotional exercises, intending to cut myself off from the
people, but before long the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace) entered the room
together with all the Prophets, the Apostles, the Companions, and the Righteous. The Prophet
(may God bless him and grant him peace) and the Apostles lined up in one line, the Prophets and
the Righteous in another. I saw that my grandfather, Fakı ˘amad, was standing in the line of the
Apostles.

Then the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace) asked me, “Which line do you
choose?” I answered, “I choose the Apostles”. He motioned me to take up position with them,
which I did. Then he told me, “If that is so, leave this Retreat, guide the people (arshid al-khalq) to
God, and also work to teach the sciences (ishtaghil ay∂an bi-tadrıs al-fiulüm).

So I left the Retreat and started to work as a teacher, as the Prophet (may God bless him and
grant him peace) had ordered me.”181

Teaching the practice of the Prophet
Majdhüb is described as a mudarris in Ibrhım al-Suwaydı’s ijza of 1238: 1823/2;
there is, however, no evidence that he ever held an official teaching position at the
Mosque or received a stipend out of the ßurra. While this can be taken to mean that he
did not become part of the local learned establishment, it was not in itself unusual.
Much (if not all) of the teaching in Medina at the time seems to have been fairly infor-
mal; it was up to the individual teacher to attract an audience willing to listen and to
pay.182

If he was not in the Raw∂a, Majdhüb could usually be found at the far end of the
Mosque (khir al-˘aram) in a place called Dikk al-Zayt (‘the Oil Benches / Plat-

on having successfully completed the zyara or visit, and to receive their fees; and the great gate of Báb-
es’-Salám is constantly crowded with poor, who closely beset the visiter, on his leaving the mosque
[…]”.
180 al-Wasıla, 99{5}.
181 al-Wasıla, 100{3}.
182 Cf. Burckhardts observation cited above [“During my visits to the mosque…”].
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forms’).183 If this was situated at the northern end, it may perhaps have been associated
with the Mosque’s schools.184 Thus, we may well imagine Majdhüb installing himself
at an appropriate spot, opening a book and starting to expound it, addressing the small
circle of followers who had come with him to the town and hoping to attract others who
happened to pass by.

As far as we know, the books Majdhüb used as the basis for his lectures were standard
works; some of their titles can be inferred from the list of his various ‘commentaries’
reported in al-Wasıla.185 It may not be purely by coincidence that these commentaries
are all lost; they were composed for a particular audience in the scholarly milieu of
Medina, but proved of less use to the less educated followers Majdhüb later found in
Sawkin.

Majdhüb read and commented upon works of grammar such as Ibn ◊jurrüm’s (1273/4-
1323) widely used and memorised outline of ‘terminational syntax’ (ifirb) and Ibn
Mlik’s (1203/5-1274) equally celebrated versified treatise on Arabic grammar known
as al-Alfiyya.186 He explicated Kafib b. al-Zuhayr’s (7th century) model panegyric on
the Prophet, Bnat Sufid,187 and wrote a philological commentary on al-Tirmidhı’s
(824/5-892/3) Sham√il, the earliest famous depiction of the Prophet’s noble qualities
(consisting of a collection of ˛adıth).188 Mostly, however, he seems to have concen-
trated on Prophetic Tradition (˛adıth). He explained the classificatory system of ˛adıth
criticism,189 and compiled three collections of ˛adıth: one to illustrate the fundamental

183 al-Wasıla, 101{4} (which is actually on p. 102, line 11), 105{4}, 107{3}. I cannot identify the
exact location of this place.
184 “On the north-west and north sides are several small doors opening into the mosque, belonging
to public schools or medreses originally annexed to it, but which have now been forfeited their ancient
distinction. On this side the schoolmasters sit with the boys in a circle round them, and teach them the
rudiments of reading” (Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 342).
185 al-Wasıla, 49-50; see Hofheinz, “The Writings of the Majdhıb”. — It was a standard method of
teaching in these circles to have a senior student read the text phrase by phrase, and the teacher explain-
ing each phrase in turn; many commentaries are written reflections of such courses.
186 Majdhüb’s commentary on the ◊jurrümiyya is called, al-fiAjab al-fiujb; most of the examples he
gave therein are said to stem from the Qur√n and the Alfiyya. Majdhüb also composed another introduc-
tion to ifirb called, La†ıfat al-˛all fial man÷ümat al-jumal. The study of the basics of Arabic grammar
was of course a prerequisite for attending lectures on other subjects, and beginners therefore only at-
tended such grammar courses (Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, 192). — On Ibn ◊jurrüm, see GAL II 237, S II
334; G. Troupeau, art. “Ibn ◊djurrüm”, in EI2; on Ibn Mlik, see GAL I 298, S I 521; H. Fleisch, art. “Ibn
Mlik”, in EI2.
187 On which see Inayatullah, art. “Bnat Sufid”, in EI2.
188 Tas’hıl munwalat al-Sham√il. On al-Tirmidhı’s Shm√il, see GAL I 169; GAS I 156-9;
Andrae, Die person, passim; Schimmel, Und Muhammad, 29.
189 The terms Majdhüb explained in his Hadiyya li’l-mubtadi√ın yadkhulüna bih fı fiilm al-
muß†ala˛ al-thamın are said to be ßa˛ı˛, ˛asan, ∂afiıf, shdhdh, makdhüb, mudraj, gharıb, fiazız, mashhür,
mursal, musalsal, marfüfi, maq†üfi, mawqüf, munqa†ifi, mufi∂al, mudallas, mu∂†arib, maqlüb — that is,
only a selection of the terms commonly occurring.
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principles of religion;190 one intended as a reference manual to ‘what every Muslim
needs to know’ regarding the fulfillment of the fiibdt;191 and one containing an alpha-
betically arranged selection of Traditions of perhaps a more general exhortatory na-
ture.192 Similarly, Majdhüb’s treatises on the pilgrimage, on prayer, and on the basmala
consist almost exclusively of Prophetic Traditions.193 That this emphasis on ˛adıth not
only implicitly meant a rejection of taqlıd is shown by the fact that Majdhüb composed
a treatise on the need to transcend the divisions of the legal schools (madhhabs) and to
follow only the example of the Prophet.194 On the other hand, Majdhüb remained much
indebted to the Shfifiı school. This can be seen in his exposition of the part on fiibdt
in Zakariyy al-Anßrı’s (1422-1520) Manhaj al-†ullb fı ’l-fiqh, a well-known abridg-
ment of Shfifiı law;195 it will also become evident from a more detailed analysis of his
views on several points disputed between the various madhhabs (v.i.).

Presumably Majdhüb was able to earn some money from the lectures he gave; alms and
gifts may have continued to supplement this income. Another source of revenue for him
and his group was that they were engaged as professional reciters of the Qur√n196 and
probably also as performers of Prophetic praise songs (madı˛);197 the poems Majdhüb
composed in Medina, and perhaps some of his mawlids, should be seen in this context.
We are, however, unable to make any reasonable guess about the relative importance of
these various sources of income, or of their absolute amount.

190 al-Sunna al-Mu˛ammadiyya fı bayn al-qawfiid al-dıniyya. The Wasıla, p. 50 describes this
work as laying out the fundamental principles of religious law (ußül al-fiqh), a description that is not
necessarily evident from the title. The book itself is not preserved.
191 Qurrat afiyun al-ikhwn al-ßdiqın min ˛adıth sayyid al-mursalın, see below, Chapter VI.
192 al-Mufijiz al-wajız min a˛dıth al-rasül al-fiazız, of which al-Wasıla, 49 says, “it contains exhor-
tations (mawfii÷) delicate and subtle”.
193 al-Mansik al-abhaj fı bayn jumla min mashfiir al-fiumra wa’l-˛ajj; Izlat al-˛uzn wa’l-qab∂ fı
ithbt wa-ßi˛˛at mas√alat al-qabd; al-Wurayqt al-nfifia li-kull ˛amım fı ithbt bi’smi ’llh al-ra˛mn
al-ra˛ım; for a detailed analysis of these see below, Chapter VI. Cf. also al-Wasıla, 110{1}.
194 Rislat al-Hud fı ’l-ittibfi li’l-nabı al-muqtad, the subject of which is described in al-Wasıla,
50 as, “fı’l-iqtid√ bi’l-madhhib kullih”, — apparently meaning that one should accept whatever can be
demonstrated to be Prophetic practice, no matter which madhhab has adopted that particular solution. The
treatise itself is lost.
195 On the Manhaj see GAL II 99. — On this occasion it may be of interest to compare Snouck
Hurgronje’s observation that after the afternoon prayer, “the younger professors who in the morning and
evening themselves hear lectures from the great Sheikhs, [used] to initiate young students into the first
five chapters of the Law, in which man’s duties towards God are explained” (Mekka, 197).
196 al-Wasıla, 70. Professionals were frequently hired to perform a recitation of the whole Qur√n
(khatma) or of parts of it, on the occasion of funerals, weddings, feast-days, during Rama∂n, when
someone moved into a new house, in memory of the deceased, etc. For a performance of the whole
Qur√n, sections of the text were usually assigned to all the reciters who then read their part each at the
same time. See Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 269; Lane, Manners and customs, 281; Snouck Hurgronje,
Mekka, 99, 117-8, 146-7. Majdhüb composed his own prayer to be said after the completion of a recita-
tion of the whole Qur√n (al-Wasıla, 69-70), and also used prayers written by others for such an occasion
(see below, Chapter VI).
197 Cf. Dıwn, 157.
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Opposition
Likewise, the Wasıla leaves us in doubt regarding the relative importance of the various
roles Majdhüb played in Medina — poor African pilgrim, pious beggar, teacher of ritual
obligations, chanter of Qur√n and Prophetic praise, Sufi guide… We cannot be sure
whether one of these aspects predominated in the overall image, or how this image was
influenced by different social perspectives; and even the chronological order that is
suggested by the Wasıla remains vague.198 All we can say is that most of his activities
were typical for a faqıh,199 someone who had mastered the basics of literary religious
knowlegde without attaining the level of advanced scholarship whereby he would be-
come an filim.

Majdhüb’s attempt to establish himself as a mudarris apparently met with some sort of
opposition. The account of his decision to turn to teaching (v.s.) continues that when he
started to work as a teacher some people “became jealous” of him, but it is not said who
they were; we can only guess that they were non-Sudanese Mlikıs.200 Other stories
would seem to suggest that Majdhüb had to legitimate himself especially vis-à-vis three
groups: the scholars (fiulam√), the Ashrf, and other (rival) Sufis.201 Legitimating the
Shaykh is certainly one of the main objectives of the Wasıla, and therefore we should be
careful not to take these stories at face value; but on the other hand, these three groups
seem to be rather obvious adversaries for a stranger trying to establish a religious repu-
tation.202 If the Wasıla tries to demonstrate that Majdhüb was more learned than the
scholars,203 that he was as close to the Prophet as the Prophet’s descendants,204 that his
constant reference to the Prophet was not merely a show but resulted from actual com-
munication,205 and that his views were not heretical but perfectly orthodox positions,206

then we are probably not far from the truth if we assume that such were the accusations
and opposition Majdhüb had to face. Whether Majdhüb’s opponents — as the Wasıla

198 For example, we do not know how long Majdhüb actually was a mudarris in the Prophet’s
Mosque. Al-Suwaydı in his ijza describes him as “teacher at that time [ie of the issuing of the ijza]”
(al-mudarris ˛ına√idhin fı Masjid al-Nabı); but if he really did write all the commentaries and ˛adıth col-
lections ascribed to him the period during which he was teaching must have been longer than merely a
year.
199 Cf. Burton, Personal narrative, I, 316, 375.
200 al-Wasıla, 100{3}. One of these men had a dream in which he received an authoritative instruc-
tion from Mlik b. Anas, and in which Majdhüb is called, ‘al-Sinnrı’, suggesting that the dreamer was
not from Sinnr. The formulations also suggest that the man was not one of those who were constantly
with Majdhüb.
201 See — in addition to the stories mentioned below — al-Wasıla, 110{3}.
202 For the fiulam√, see Snouck Hurgronje’s formulation: “No doubt the overpowering influence of
certain sheikhs of tarîqahs excites from time to time the jealousy of the professors” (Mekka, 207).
203 al-Wasıla, 109{7}, 110{1-2}. Compare perhaps also Dıwn, 132 (the last verse of Arka
˛azınan), where Majdhüb says, “Just like the learned ones I crave for him [sc. the Prophet]”.
204 al-Wasıla, 101{3}.
205 al-Wasıla, 101{1,4}.
206 al-Wasıla, 109{6}.
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would have it — actually went as far as attempting to poison the Shaykh for his
criticism of their immoral behaviour we cannot know.207

Perhaps the most interesting criticism voiced against Majdhüb concerned his constant
reference to the Prophet: he was rebuked by a ßli˛ — a term often denoting a Sufi —
because he always used to say, “The Prophet told me …” or, “I do nothing, even if it is
licit (mub˛),208 without the Prophet’s permission (idhn)!”209 In making this assertion,
Majdhüb expressly claimed to follow Prophetic guidance — and thus to represent the
Prophetic model — in matters not regulated by religious Law; and he used this argu-
ment to silence criticism of his behaviour.210 Not everyone believed him, of course. To
some, Majdhüb’s pretensions seemed presumptuous, his attitude haughty. “What? Does
he think he is more knowledgeable or more righteous than … [and they named a man
who to all appearance was a righteous and prosperous inhabitant of Medina]”.211

Community
Others, however, became convinced that Majdhüb had something special about him,212

and in time a group of men formed around him who congregated regularly to perform
obligatory and voluntary religious rituals. For some of the voluntary rituals, Majdhüb
taught them special formulæ that served to distinguish the group from others; thus, they
had their own particular tarwı˛ (nightly prayers during Rama∂n) and rawtib (litanies
and offices recited after some of the obligatory prayers).213 This coming together of a
small group of worshippers and its separation from the others who were present in the
Mosque was of course nothing unusual in a place of such significance that attracted
Muslims of different madhhabs and ethnic backgrounds.214

The group of men who congregated to perform their prayers behind Majdhüb need not
necessarily have been the same as those who by taking the †arıqa from the shaykh be-

207 al-Wasıla, 102{2}, 103{1}.
208 Literally, a religiously indifferent act: neither obligatory (far∂) or recommended (sunna), nor
reprehensible (makrüh) or forbidden (˛arm). It seems likely, however, that the term is not used here in a
precise technical way, but in a more general sense emphasising the ‘supererogatory’ piety and Prophet-
centredness of Majdhüb; cf. the moral rather than strictly legal usage of ‘˛arm’ in al-Wasıla, 133{3-4}
(eating the ruler’s food is ˛arm).
209 al-Wasıla, 101{1}
210 For examples, see al-Wasıla, 108{1}, 121{1}, 157{5}, 187{4}, 194{4}.
211 al-Wasıla, 110{3}.
212 Cf. al-Wasıla, 105{4} (translated above).
213 al-Wasıla, 101{2}, 107{1}, 115{1}.
214 Welch in Watt & Welch, Der Islam, I, 320. Regarding the tarwı˛, cf. Snouck Hurgronje,
Mekka, 64-5: “[…] the faithful gather in groups of 10 to 100 or 150 […]. The heart of such an assembly
is formed of some good friends who have come together of their own motion, some brothers of the same
mystical society […]. Every meeting can be joined by others at their pleasure either regularly or only for
a few evenings. It is the rule however that everyone should keep his appointed place for the whole
month”.
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came his followers in the narrower sense. But it was probably from among them that
Majdhüb’s Sufi adepts were recruited, and these adepts doubtlessly constituted the core
of the prayer assembly. It is difficult to distinguish between the two categories.
Majdhüb did accept the bayfia (the oath of allegiance to a Sufi master), thereby estab-
lishing a formal threshold distinguishing those who were considered to be closer to him
from the others; but in the absence of more detailed information about social practice in
his circle it is impossible to know what consequences the taking of the bayfia really had.
It was quite common to take a †arıqa ‘for the blessing’ (li’l-tabarruk), that is, without
adhering to its ordinances,215 and the very fact that the Wasıla does not pay any atten-
tion to clear distinctions between different categories of followers should caution us
against reading a formalised hierarchy into what may have been a relatively informal
network of relationships centred on Majdhüb.

The communal performance of religious rituals was one aspect in the life of the com-
munity; the recitation of special prayer formulæ composed by a particular shaykh was
an essential mark of distinction, a sign that one belonged to a distinct group or †arıqa.216

In this respect, Majdhüb’s †arıqa was no different from others. It seems, however, to
have been a peculiar characteristic of Majdhüb’s group that they did not perform
communal dhikrs such as they are generally described for other brotherhoods.217

One of the stories in al-Wasıla seems to indicate that it was rather ‘normal’ in contem-
porary Medina for a foreigner to arrive claiming special religious gifts and to seek to in-
crease the number of followers already accompanying him; the same account under-
standably suggests that such claims to popular following resulted in rivalry between the
protagonists. Majdhüb was apparently involved in at least one such dispute.218

The social background of Majdhüb’s followers in Medina is not easy to establish; the
only case where a profession is explicitly mentioned is that of a water carrier.219 On the
other hand, the very fact that notables are generally not mentioned in al-Wasıla as
among the shaykh’s adherents seems to support the impression that Majdhüb’s success
was largely restricted to the lower strata of urban society. The only exception to this
may have been the ghawt, the eunuch guardians of the Mosque.220 They are men-

215 Cf. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, 205. This is of course a well-known concept in Sufism in general.
216 “After the preliminary conversion [the murıds] commence the special tarîqah exercises. From
the mouth of the teacher they learn some simple formulae which they have to utter in the prescribed atti-
tude after one or more of the daily obligatory prayers” (Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, 204-5).
217 Communal dhikr gatherings are never mentioned in al-Wasıla (neither for Medina nor for
Majdhüb’s last years in the Sudan); and they are not performed by the Majdhıb today.
218 al-Wasıla, 110{3}.
219 al-Wasıla, 107{4}.
220 Burton’s informants gave three reasons why the guardianship of the Mosque was entrusted to eu-
nuchs: “1. These people are concentrated in their professions; 2. They must see and touch strange women

(cont’d)
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tioned relatively often in al-Wasıla,221 and some stories suggest a certain personal af-
fection between them and Majdhüb. At least two of them (Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ al-◊gh
and Abü Bakr Dayrı al-◊gh) became his students. Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ is depicted as one
of the chief eunuchs;222 among the presents Majdhüb received from him was a slave
concubine, the mother of his son A˛mad. As most of the eunuch guardians were black,
the common African origin may have played a role in their affection towards
Majdhüb.223 It should be noted, on the other hand, that their honourable position made
the mosque guardians especially appropriate legitimators of the subject of a pious biog-
raphy; a parallel can be found in the manqib of al-˘asan al-Mırghanı who in his youth
was renowned for his ascetic exercises and whom the inhabitants of Medina, “and in
particular the eunuchs of the Prophet’s Mosque loved very much”.224

In the early nineteenth century, most of the eunuch guardians of the Mosques of Mecca
and Medina were black slaves who originated from non-Muslim regions adjoining
Darfur. They were castrated either there or in Upper Egypt, the operation being usually
performed on boys aged eight to twelve. The majority of them were sent on to
Constantinople to serve at the Sultan’s palace or in the houses of other influential per-
sonages; and the eunuchs themselves often had held important positions in the Ottoman
capital before being pensioned off to an honorary (and profitable) last service in the
Holy Cities when they became older. The chief eunuch, for example, often was a former
Qªzlar ◊ÿsª (supervisor of the harem) at the Sultan’s court. Before the Wahhabi occu-
pation,225 he had been one of the most important persons in Medina; but at the time of
Majdhüb, his political influence was somewhat reduced by the Turco-Egyptian authori-
ties.226 Some eunuchs were also being sent to the ˘ijz directly from Darfur as presents
by African kings; and a small number came from India.227

at the shrines; and 3. The shrines are ‘Harim’, or sacred, having adyta which are kept secret from the pry-
ing eyes of men” (Burton, Personal narrative, I, 371; the last point refers to the interior of the ˘ujra).
221 al-Wasıla, 106{1,2}, 107{1}, 111{5}, 113{4}, 114{3}, 115{1}, 148{3}, 158{7}.
222 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ could enter the interior of the Prophet’s Tomb (˘ujra) where only the chief
eunuchs were allowed (al-Wasıla, 107{1}; Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 341).
223 The eunuch guardians of the Mosques of Mecca and Medina came, i.a., from Abyssinia or
Darfur, but most of them were apparently from Wady. While most ended up in the Holy Cities after ser-
vice in Constantinople (a custom the Ottomans had taken over from the Mamlüks of Cairo), some were
being sent there directly as presents by African kings (Pellat, art. “Khaßı” in EI2; Petry, “From slaves to
benefators”, 62; John Hunwick, personal communication). I have not yet been able to see Shaun Marmon,
Eunuchs and sacred boundaries in Islamic society which may throw some light on these matters.
224 al-Rub†bı, Ab†l al-Khatmiyya, 18.
225 The Wahhbıs sent the eunuchs into honourable exile at Yanbufi (Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia,
344).
226 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 343-4, 395; Burton, Personal narrative, I 370-1.
227 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 328-331; Pellat & Orhonlu, art. “Khaßı” in EI2; Meinardus, “The
Upper Egyptian practice of making eunuchs”; John Hunwick, private communication.
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The numbers of eunuchs attached to the Prophet’s Mosque varied; figures are given
from 40 to 120, but in Majdhüb’s time they are likely to have been rather in the lower
range.228 Their task was to open and close the gates of the Mosque, to light the lamps,
and to clean the building. As guardians and servants of the Prophet’s Tomb they en-
joyed considerable respect.229 They received a monthly salary which differed according
to their rank. Donations from the visitors of the mosque constituted another important
source of income for them. Visitors paid, for example, to be allowed to assist in lighting
the lamps in the evening, or to be permitted entrance into the railed enclosure surround-
ing the Prophet’s Tomb (˘ujra); and if after the performance of the rituals the eunuchs
offered their congratulations to the visitor, they expected a small remuneration in re-
turn.230

Nothing can be said about the number of Majdhüb’s followers in Medina. Al-‡hir
Majdhüb met some of them when he went on pilgrimage in 1859;231 but no trace of
them seems to have survived in other sources.

Presumably, at least some of Majdhüb’s followers gathered not only for prayer with the
shaykh but also attended the lectures he gave. Apart from instructing his disciples on
practical aspects of their religious obligations,232 he talked to them about the spiritual
exploits of other ‘friends of God’.233 He interpreted dreams,234 and from time to time
they went to visit the tombs of the U˛ud martyrs to whom he addressed a special prayer
of supplication (tawassul).235 People started to believe that he had supernatural powers,

228 Mouradgea d’Ohsson, Tableau général, I 96 (40); Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 342 (40-50);
Burton, Personal narrative, I, 372 (120); Esin, Mecca & Madinah, 185 (80).
229 The eunuchs were “richly dressed […]; usually wear fine Cashmere shawls, and gowns of the
best Indian silk stuffs, and assume airs of great importance. When they pass through the Bazar, every
body hastens to kiss their hands; and they exercise considerable influence in the internal affairs of the
town. They have large stipends, which are sent annually from Constantinople by the Syrian Hadj caravan;
they share also in all donations made to the mosque, and they expect presents from every rich hadjy, be-
sides what they take as fees from the visiters of the Hedjra. They live together in one of the best quarters
of Medina, to the eastward of the Mosque, and their houses are said to be furnished in a more costly man-
ner than any others in the town. The adults are all married to black or Abyssinian slaves” (Burckhardt,
Travels in Arabia, 342-3). All this splendour could not masque, however, the physical effects that emas-
culation had: Their faces “appeared almost destitute of flesh, the eye hollow, the cheek bones prominent,
and the whole physiognomy having a skeleton-like appearance, by which the eunuch may generally be
recognised at first sight” (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 330).
230 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 332, 341; Burton, Personal narrative, I, 372.
231 al-Wasıla, 15.
232 The list of Majdhüb’s non-ritual writings appears to confirm Snouck Hurgronje’s observation
that “the tracts of the sheikhs [were] mostly aimed at more or less practical objects” (Mekka, 206).
233 al-Wasıla, 107{3} (on Majdhüb’s ancestors); 108{3} (on A˛mad b. Idrıs); 106{3} (two unidenti-
fied walıs).
234 al-Wasıla, 110{4}.
235 al-Wasıla, 113{3-4}, 114{1}. See further below, Chapter VII.
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that he could heal the sick,236 and even that he could leave this world of mortal bodies
to visit the realm of eternal life and bring back its fruits to earth…237

However that may be… Majdhüb continued — even after his decision to abandon his
vita contemplativa — to go into Retreat (khalwa) from time to time inside the Prophet’s
Mosque. To spend the night near the Prophet’s Tomb in prayer and meditation was be-
lieved to be particularly meritorious, and pious visitors paid the eunuch guardians con-
siderable fees for this.238 Whether Majdhüb also had to pay we do not know, for as we
have seen, some of the eunuchs had become his students. The eunuchs organised food
for him during his Retreats,239 but it remains unclear whether they did this for money or
because they were his followers.

Majdhüb also made some of those around him to enter khalwa; one may surmise, how-
ever, that Retreat was not widely practised by his disciples. In the few cases reported,
the period was short (three days), and those who emerged from it were all described as
no less than great illuminated walıs.240 While Majdhüb urged his followers punctually
to fulfill their religious duties, he did not want them completely to turn their back to this
world. His own way of life certainly had its attractions; some of his followers would
have preferred to sit in the Mosque with their shaykh instead of having to toil to secure
a living for their families.241 Majdhüb, however, in line with his early aversion to
begging, did not allow them to go idle, but exhorted them to work to earn their
living.242

A˛mad b. Idrıs, Majdhüb, and the authorities
When Majdhüb arrived in Medina, the city had just lived through one of the more
turbulent phases in its history. Like the rest of the ˘ijz, Medina had been occupied
from 1804 to 1812 by the Wahhbıs, a fundamentalist reform movement based in the
inner Arabian region of Najd.243 The Wahhbıs attempted to eradicate what they saw as
deviations from true Islam, as the basis of which they only acknowledged the Qur√n

236 al-Wasıla, 109{1-5}. — On healing, see below, Chapter VII.
237 al-Wasıla, 107{1-2
238 Burton, Personal narrative, I, 333.
239 al-Wasıla, 106{1-2}. The food was brought to Majdhüb by a slave just before the night-prayer
(after the night-prayer, the gates of the mosque were shut). It is often recommended to take only one
small meal during the periods of Retreat.
240 al-Wasıla, 112{1-3}. See further below, Chapter VII.
241 al-Wasıla, 106{3}, 107{4}.
242 al-Wasıla, 42. Al-Sanüsı had the same attitude (Vikør, Sufi and scholar, 201).
243 “Wahhbıs” is not used by the followers of the movement, who call themselves muwa˛˛idün,
that is, “those who profess taw˛ıd (the unity and uniqueness of God)”. The Wahhbı movement “asserted
the interests of the frail urban society of the oases against the pastoral hinterland” (Hourani, A history of
the Arab peoples, 258); it “has come to represent the prototype of rigorous fundamentalism in the modern
Islamic experience” (Voll, Islam, 60).
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and Prophetic Tradition. As part of this reforming campaign, they had turned against the
veneration of the awliy√, the visiting of their graves, and the erection of tomb build-
ings. When the Wahhbı forces had occupied Medina, they had stopped short of razing
the Prophet’s Mosque to the ground; but they violated the sacredness of the ˛ujra,244

plundered its treasures and attempted to destroy the dome over Mu˛ammad’s tomb;245

they also destroyed the tombs of many prominent members of the Prophet’s family who
lay buried in al-Baqıfi cemetery. During the time of Wahhbı domination, pious visits to
the Prophet’s tomb had been forbidden. Even though visits to the mosque itself were
permitted, these acts hurt the pious feelings of traditional believers, and together with
the general insecurity created by the wars served to disrupt the pilgrimage, Medina’s
chief source of income.246

In 1807, after the Wahhbıs had turned back the Syrian and Egyptian pilgrimage cara-
vans, the Ottoman sultan asked his governor in Egypt, Mu˛ammad fiAlı, to expel the
Wahhbıs from the ˘ijz. Mu˛ammad fiAlı dealt with this task after he had strength-
ened his position in Egypt. In 1811, Egyptian troops landed in Jidda, and in the follow-
ing year they occupied Medina. In 1813, the Wahhbıs were forced to retreat from
Mecca, and when their imm, Safiüd b. fiAbd al-fiAzız, who had originally orchestrated
the conquest of the ˘ijz, died, his less energetic son and successor fiAbd Allh agreed
to a treaty with the Egyptians recognising their suzerainty over the Holy Cities (1815).
Peace did not last, however, and Mu˛ammad fiAlı sent his son Ibrhım, a brilliant mili-
tary leader, to crush the Wahhbıs in their homeland. In September 1818, their capital
al-Dirfiiyya was conquered, the imm taken prisoner and sent to meet his death in
Constantinople. Ibrhım’s task seemed over; the rebel movement defeated. Even if this
proved to be deceptive (in 1824 already, the Wahhbı community in the Najd was back
on its feet),247 Ibrhım’s victory secured some years of peace for the inhabitants of the
˘ijz and stability for trade and traffic in the Red Sea. Ostensibly, Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s
campaigns were led in the name of the Ottoman sultan, but in fact they were part of the
Egyptian wlı’s relatively successful efforts to assert his independence from Constanti-
nople. Only in 1840, when European powers intervened to prevent Mu˛ammad fiAlı
from becoming too strong, was Egypt forced to give up the ˘ijz and the ports on the
African side of the Red Sea that had been handed over to her by the Ottomans in 1830.

244 The Wahhbı imm, Safiüd b. fiAbd al-fiAzız entered the interior of the ˘ujra, which previously
had only been allowed to the chief eunuchs.
245 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 334-6; Buhl, art. “al-Madına” in EI1; Watt, art. “al-Madına” in
EI2.
246 Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins, II, 200. Individual pilgrims continued to arrive in the ˘ijz;
but the great organised caravans from Egypt and Syria were discontinued (partly, of course, for political
reasons). See ib., 205.
247 G. Renz, art. “al-Dirfiiyya”, in EI2.
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The three external forces contending for power in the ˘ijz — the Ottomans, the
Wahhbıs, and the Egyptians — were matched on the local side by different clans of the
Ashrf, who had ruled Mecca and varying parts of the ˘ijz since the middle of the
tenth century AD. Out of necessity the Ashrf had to acknowledge at least the nominal
suzerainty of one or the other of their mightier neighbours, particularly those who con-
trolled Egypt upon which the ˘ijz depended for most of its food supply; after 1517 this
suzerain was the Ottoman sultan. The actual influence of the “Turks” (as the Ottoman
officials were commonly referred to) appears, however, to have been limited; the man-
agement of the internal affairs of the community remained in the hands of the Ashrf.248

Three or four clans vied for leadership among the Ashrf; in the second part of the
seventeenth century, the Dhawı Zayd249 gained a precarious supremacy that was to last
until 1827.

In 1788, Sharıf Ghlib b. Musfiid of the Dhawı Zayd succeeded his brother Surür as
ruler (amır) of Mecca upon the latter’s death. Initially, he was only a puppet in the
hands of the slaves and eunuchs of his brother who had attained power in a series of
bloody wars and uprisings against his uncle.250 These slaves, however, were oppressing
the inhabitants of Mecca, and when Ghlib turned against them, he apparently assured
himself a measure of popularity. He seems to have been a strong-willed man who did
everything in his might to avert the Wahhbı danger, but when he finally failed to pre-
vent the occupation of the ˘ijz, he chose to remain in Mecca, at least initially retaining
his position under Wahhbı suzerainty. He tried to achieve a similar arrangement with
the Egyptians in 1813, but the new conquerors were less willing to leave such a shrewd
and popular politician in power; Ghlib was sent into exile where he died a few years
later.251 In his place, his nephew Ya˛y b. Surür was installed, a good administrator
who governed the Holy Cities on behalf of the Egyptians until 1827 when anti-Turkish
feelings among the Arabs lead to a revolt which seriously threatened Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s
position in the ˘ijz.252

For some time, relatives and followers of sharıf Ghlib living in Medina had conspired
to overthrow Turkish rule in the ˘ijz. Early in 1827, Ya˛y was deposed because he
“had made his position untenable by the vengeance he took” on a rival sharıf.253 In his

248 It should be noted here that our knowledge of the internal history of Mecca prior to the nine-
teenth century leaves much to be desired.
249 The Dhawı Zayd were the descendants of Sharıf Zayd b. Mu˛sin (r. 1631-66) who was perhaps
the most energetic ruler of Mecca between 1600 and 1788. See A. J. Wensinck - [C. E. Bosworth], art.
“Makka 2”, in EI2; al-Ziriklı, III, 60-1.
250 Al-Ziriklı, III 81.
251 On Ghlib, see al-Ziriklı, V, 115 with further literature in Arabic; de Gaury, Rulers of Mecca,
180-209; Abir, “‘Arab Rebellion’.”
252 Arab ill-feelings vis-à-vis ‘the Turks’ are not only a phenomenon of the modern nationalist
movement; see, for example, Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 50-52; id., Notes on the Bedouins, 199-200.
253 A. J. Wensinck - [C. E. Bosworth], art. “Makka (2)”, in EI2; al-Ziriklı, VIII, 147.
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place, sharıf Raj√ was appointed, an old rival of Ghlib who had fought on the
Wahhbı side but joined Mu˛ammad fiAlı in 1814. But in April or May Raj√ was mur-
dered during evening-prayer in the ˘aram of Mecca (or Medina) by one of his cousins
(or nephews), sharıf “Chimber”, a son of Ghlib. Simultaneously, Ya˛y b. Ghlib and
one of his cousins (also called Ya˛y) who had been held in Cairo as hostages were
able to flee. During the subsequent rebellion, Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s troops were driven out
of Mecca, Medina, and al-‡√if and were only able to hold on to Jidda and Yanbufi. In
September 1827, the rebels unsuccessfully attacked Jidda. Only after 4,000 modern
(ni÷mı) Egyptian troops were dispatched to the ˘ijz was the rebellion quelled. The
two Ya˛ys were able to escape to Constantinople where they arrived in Sept. 1828;
they were given asylum in Bursa.254

During the rebellion, Ghlib’s son fiAbd al-Mu††alib (1794-1886) was ruler of Mecca; it
is unclear whether he was installed by the rebels or by the Egyptians in a bid to placate
them. In about September 1827, when the Egyptians went on the offensive again, fiAbd
al-Mu††alib was deposed in favour of Mu˛ammad [b. fiAbd al-Mufiın] b. fiAwn (1790-
1858) of the rival fiAbdila clan. Mu˛ammad b. fiAwn (as he is commonly referred to)
had lived in Egypt where he had developed close ties with Mu˛ammad fiAlı; in 1825, he
had supported the Egyptians in their campaigns in fiAsır.255

Mu˛ammad b. fiAwn’s rule ended one and a half centuries of Zaydı dominance in
Meccan politics. For the next fifty years, he and fiAbd al-Mu††alib vied for power in
Mecca; both held office three times. But there can be no doubt that ever since the defeat
of Ghlib, the position of the Ashrf was increasingly dependent on foreign interests;
they were no longer only nominally subject to foreign sovereigns. The ‘external’ con-
tenders — the “Turks” — had gained the upper hand, and the local rulers could only try
to gain influence by playing one side against the other. Generally, in the period under
consideration, fiAbd al-Mu††alib seems to have had better relations with the Ottomans,
while Mu˛ammad b. fiAwn was on closer terms with Mu˛ammad fiAlı. These leanings
were probably influenced by strategic considerations; they did not last into the second
half of the nineteenth century.

When A˛mad b. Idrıs first arrived in Mecca in 1799, he found Sharıf Ghlib in power
there. The evidence on A˛mad b. Idrıs’ relationship with Ghlib is still inconclusive;

254 Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins, 285-6, 311, 317, 330, 336, 352-3; Rµppel, Reisen in Nubien,
236-7; id., Reise in Abyssinien, I, 160-1, 236-7.
255 According to Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, I, 204$ss., fiAbd al-Mu††alib ruled Mu˛arram-∑afar
1243: Aug/July-Sep/Aug 1827; but al-Ziriklı, IV, 154 gives him five months which fits better with the
date of Raj√’s assasination. On Mu˛ammad b. fiAwn see de Gaury, Rulers of Mecca, 241; Snouck
Hurgronje, Mekka, I, 160-9; Uzun≈ca≈rsªlª, Mekke-i mµkerreme emirleri, 125-8.
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our main source (Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı’s collection of reminiscences)256

depicts a Sufi master who profitted from the material support of the Meccan ruler while
refusing to be coopted into his power play: Ghlib offered him a place to teach, house-
hold goods, and the means of subsistence for him and his followers. At first, A˛mad b.
Idrıs declined the Sharıf’s offer, saying that he relied only on God; Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn hints at tensions between the two that at times were so acute that A˛mad b.
Idrıs left Mecca for al-‡√if, and that people were afraid Ghlib might make an attempt
on his life. Eventually, however, some sort of compromise seems to have been reached,
and A˛mad b. Idrıs settled in the madrasa al-Bsi†iyya adjoining the Great Mosque.
When the Wahhbıs appeared before the gates of Mecca, he counselled Ghlib against
armed resistance, and like Ghlib he remained in the ˘ijz during the period of
Wahhbı occupation, maintaining a cautious distance from the new overlords. He only
left during the time of the Egyptian-Wahhbı wars, moving to Upper Egypt (that is,
relatively far from central government control) where he stayed until the final defeat of
the first Safiüdı state at the end of 1818. After peace seemed secure, A˛mad b. Idrıs im-
mediately returned to Mecca, urging his student Mu˛ammad fiUthmn to do the same.

During the tumultuous events of 1827, A˛mad b. Idrıs is said to have taken the side of
his old patron’s son, fiAbd al-Mu††alib b. Ghlib, and to have involved Majdhüb in this
assistance.257 fiAbd al-Mu††alib’s efforts to raise the support of bedouins and other
Ashrf failed, however. The bedouins were bought off by Mu˛ammad b. fiAwn with
large sums of money provided by Mu˛ammad fiAlı,258 and around the turn of 1827-8,
when the defeat of the anti-Turkish forces had become clear, A˛mad b. Idrıs left Mecca
for the Yemen where other rulers held sway.

As more details of A˛mad b. Idrıs’ and Majdhüb’s involvement in these affairs are not
known, it is not easy to decide whether their support for fiAbd al-Mu††alib was simply
motivated by old loyalties or whether it indicates an open political preference for the
‘Ottoman’ protégé who stood for less effective Turkish control than the ‘Egyptian’
protégé. Some kind of resentment against Mu˛ammad fiAlı, his colonial enterprise, his
‘un-Islamic’ innovations, and his foreign officers is likely, given the general climate in
the ˘ijz; it may also be inferred from A˛mad b. Idrıs’ moves to Upper Egypt in 1814
and to the Yemen in 1827/8, for example. But it is difficult to prove directly. The
Wasıla, in any case, does not distinguish at all between Ottomans and Egyptians — they
are indiscriminately called, ‘Turks’ and appear as foreign oppressors.259 On the other
hand, there is also no distinction made between the various Sharıfı clans — they are all

256 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, Manqib […] A˛mad b. Idrıs, 26-32. On A˛mad b. Idrıs’
links to the Dhawı Zayd, see also O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 61-2, 69.
257 al-Wasıla, 105{1}.
258 de Gaury, Rulers, 241.
259 al-Wasıla, 104{1-2}, 111{1-3}, 144{2}. The blanket use of the word ‘Turks’ seems to have been
commonplace in the ˘ijz at the time; see Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 52.
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‘Ashrf’, and while individual sharıfs may not live up to the standard, ‘the’ Ashrf, as
descendants of the Prophet, appear as people who must be supported.260 Too close an
involvement in political struggles, too direct a taking of sides with one or another party
was something that both A˛mad b. Idrıs and Majdhüb seem to have tried to avoid; on
occasion, A˛mad b. Idrıs attempted to use his influence to prevent military action, no
matter whether this position was advantageous to the Wahhbıs or the ‘Turks’.261 Nev-
ertheless, at least in al-Wasıla’s accounts of Majdhüb’s acts, a general resentment of
‘Turkish’ rule is apparent that does reflect an image of the foreign oppressor which was
and is widespread in the Sudan and in the Arab world. Majdhüb certainly had personal
reasons not to like the ‘Turks’ who had destroyed his family’s home town and killed his
father and several of his relatives early in 1823.262 Sometime during his stay in Medina,
Majdhüb was allegedly denounced to the Turkish authorities as a ‘relative’ of the rebel
Makk Nimr.263 Even though the background to this story is difficult to establish, it
portrays Majdhüb not only as generally standing in the camp of the ruled, the subjects
of the Turks, but also as having to rely solely on God and the Prophet because he had no
personal relationship with the rulers, no personal influence on them.264 This is in
contrast to A˛mad b. Idrıs whose links to the rulers of Mecca (and later the Yemen)
may have been precarious and strained at times, but which nevertheless existed.

DDDDeeeeppppaaaarrrrttttuuuurrrreeee
Majdhüb’s departure from the ˘ijz has sometimes been linked or compared to that of
A˛mad b. Idrıs.265 The latter left Mecca in late 1827 or early 1828, after the revolt of
his patrons (the Dhawı Zayd) had been crushed by Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s troops.266 Apart
from the change in the political situation, the opposition of the Meccan fiulam√ is also
mentioned as a factor inducing him to leave; he had incurred their hostility by his rejec-
tion of taqlıd and the traditional law schools (madhhabs) that they represented.267 The
two factors may have been interdependent in that the fiulam√ were only able success-
fully to plot against A˛mad b. Idrıs after the demise of his patrons. But the references to

260 al-Wasıla, 101{3}, 103{2}. On Majdhüb’s position towards the Ashrf, see further below,
Chapter V.
261 A˛mad b. Idrıs counselled Sharıf Ghlib against fighting the Wahhbıs who were threatening
Mecca (see above), and the pro-Wahhbı ruler of fiAsır against fighting the Turco-Egyptian invasion
army (O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 78, 105 [from fi◊kish, “Mun÷arat A˛mad b. Idrıs mafia fuqah√ fiAsır”,
ed. fiAbd Allh Abü Dhish, 336, 357).
262 al-Wasıla, 111{1-2}.
263 al-Wasıla, 111{3}.
264 Cf. also al-Wasıla, 103{2}.
265 O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 79, 178.
266 “Ibn Idrıs departure from Mecca had no other reason than the event that had been caused by the
[Turkish and ni÷m] troops through the agency of some of the sons of the Sharıf Ghlib” (fi◊kish,
Mun÷ara, § 2; cf. also ib., § 16). The explanation we have from A˛mad b. Idrıs himself is rather general
(“Trouble had broken out in the ˘aramayn, so we departed” (Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 169).
267 O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 64, 73-8.
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these events in fi◊kish’s Mun÷ara suggest that it was the political and military change
that triggered A˛mad b. Idrıs’ departure, not the longstanding hostility of the Meccan
fiulam√.268

While Majdhüb seems to have leaned towards the same side as A˛mad b. Idrıs, we
cannot be sure whether his departure from Medina happened in similar circumstances or
had anything to do with A˛mad b. Idrıs’ moving to the Yemen; the available evidence
is just too slight. Between A˛mad b. Idrıs’ departure and Majdhüb’s arrival in Sawkin
lay as much as a year; a considerable period during which the political situation in the
Holy Cities had stabilised to a degree. There are indications that Majdhüb travelled to
the Yemen himself;269 this may be compared to the information that another student of
A˛mad b. Idrıs, Mu˛ammad al-Sanüsı, went to visit his master in the Yemen.270 On the
other hand, the Wasıla depicts Majdhüb’s final encounter with A˛mad b. Idrıs as having
taken place in Mecca,271 and says that he arrived from Medina when he passed through
Jidda on his way to the Sudan. If there is any substance to the hints at a stay in the
Yemen it may well be that they refer to a visit that took place much earlier, perhaps
even during Majdhüb’s initial journey from the Sudan to the ˘ijz.

The fact that Majdhübı sources do not speak of tensions with scholars or rulers when
giving the reasons for Majdhüb’s departure from the ˘ijz does of course not preclude
the possibility that such tensions existed; positive evidence for that is, however, not
available. The Wasıla gives a much more personal reason for Majdhüb’s departure: a
letter from his ailing mother telling him that she had become old and weak and urging
him to return to support her (her husband had been killed in 1823).272 When Majdhüb
read his mother’s letter, al-Wasıla continues, he was sad at leaving the Prophet’s town,
and went to the Mosque where he received the Prophet’s blessing for his departure.
Later it was argued that the letter was only the ‘ostensible’ (÷hir) reason, and that the
real cause behind Majdhüb’s move was that by Prophetic injunction he was to guide the
nefarious and obstinate population of Sawkin.273 This is, of course, a well-established

268 fi◊kish refers to “the debates between himself and the fiulam√ of the Maghrib at the time of his
departure from [Fès to] Qayrawn, and in the days of his sojourn in Mecca”. This sentence does not
sound as if any particularly memorabe debate took place at the time of his departure from Mecca,
contrary to his earlier departure from Fès (Mun÷ara, § 2).
269 al-Wasıla, 14 reports the testimony of a man who met Majdhüb in the Yemen during a teaching
session held by the shaykh; later, from Sawkin, Majdhüb sent a letter to someone he knew in the Yemen.
270 O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 82.
271 al-Wasıla, 115{6}, 116{1}. — The narrative sequence in al-Wasıla has its own logic which does
not necessarily correspond to historical chronology. In al-Wasıla’s narration, Majdhüb leaves Medina,
travels to Mecca where he visits A˛mad b. Idrıs and both are elevated to heaven to meet God.
272 The letter — if it was ever written — is no longer extant. It must be noted here that Majdhüb’s
mother was strong enough to undertake the strenuous journey across the desert to Sawkin where she
stayed for some time with her son before returning to al-Dmar; she was to survive Majdhüb.
273 al-Wasıla, 114{2}, 116{4}, 119{3}. — The different accounts of Majdhüb’s reasons to leave
Medina are used to strengthen the links of one’s own community to the shaykh. In Sawkin, greater em-

(cont’d)
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topos which serves to legitimate the shaykh’s activities in the Sudan; Majdhüb’s pri-
mary motives may well have been more personal. That he had some regrets about leav-
ing Medina is suggested not only by written and oral traditions,274 but also emerges
from many of the poems he wrote in Sawkin.275 His missionary zeal, judging from his
writings and letters, seems to have been less developed than that of Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn al-Mırghanı. On the other hand, it cannot have been completely absent;
otherwise he would not have spent two years preaching in Sawkin. As the sources are
silent, further speculation on this point seems fruitless.

On his way to Sawkin, Majdhüb passed through Jidda, perhaps the major port in the
Red Sea since the sixteenth century. During his brief stay there, he used connections
from his time in Medina to establish contact with a group of ˘a∂rima. The large
˘a∂ramı community constituted the majority of Jidda’s population;276 “[m]any of them
act[ed] as servants in the merchants’ houses, as door-keepers, messengers, and porters,
in which latter character they [were] preferred to all others for their honesty and indus-
try”.277 Thus, Majdhüb appears to have associated himself with members of the same
social class from which the majority of his followers in Medina had come.

Majdhüb does not seem to have spent much time in Jidda; the passage in al-Wasıla on
his stay there is extremely brief, and not even a visit to the ‘Tomb of Eve’ lying just
outside the town is mentioned (this contrasts with the usual pattern in the Wasıla where
visits to tombs and graveyards always figure prominently among Majdhüb’s activities).

phasis is laid on the Prophetic injunction; in al-Dmar, the story of the letter is the one most commonly
told. In another version from al-Dmar, two sons of al-Amın b. al-Fakı ˘amad (Salım and Ma√mün) are
said to have gone to Mecca (sic) to bring Majdhüb back to his family’s home town (Hshim al-Suhaylı
5/10/87. Hshim is a descendant of al-Amın; his informations are generally characterised by great incon-
sistencies and discrepancies vis-à-vis other oral traditions in al-Dmar, and should therefore be regarded
with caution).
274 al-Wasıla, 140; Jaylnı, 04/02/87, 2.
275 E.g., A-naf˛atu miskin (Dıwn, 127-8; see translation below, Chapter VI).
276 Estimates of the number of inhabitants of Jidda at the time vary widely; figures given include:
5,000 + 200 Turkish and Arabic soldiers (1807, Badía y Leblich, Voyages); 12,000-15,000, swelling to
18,000-22,000 during the pilgrimage (1814, Burckhardt); 22,000 (increasing considerably during the
pilgrimage, 1831, Rµppel, Reise in Abyssinien, 159); 10,000 (1834 [∑afar], Combes, Voyage en Égypte,
359); 15,000-50,000 “according to the number of pilgrims which may be there” (1841, Parkyns, 12);
15,000-20,000 (1854, Didier), c. 15,000 (1857, v. Neimans, 402) (where no page numbers are given,
references are from Pesce, 39, 42, 99, and Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 14). For an account of the
reasons for Jidda’s economic success, see Pearson, Pious passengers, index s.v. Jiddah, esp. pp. 146-65.
277 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 45. Burckhardt himself compares the role the ˘a∂rima played in
Jidda to that of the Nubians in Cairo. — While many ˘a∂rima probably were also involved in some sort
of commercial activity (“commerce […] engrosses the mind of almost every town-inhabitant, not except-
ing even the olemas”; ib., 44), they were apparently not prominent in largescale trade. The “two greatest
merchants”, al-fiArabı Jaylnı and one ‘Sakkat’, were both of Maghribı origin; other wealthy traders came
from India (ib., 15-6).
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The ˘a∂rima were amazed, so it is said, that Majdhüb should want to travel to such a
country as the Sudan where, as they had heard, detestable things were commonplace
(“fial m nasmafi bild al-Südn fıh)mankir ÷hira”).278 Eventually, however, they
agreed to pay the fare for his passage across the Red Sea.279 Most likely, Majdhüb left
Jidda on Saturday, 3$January 1829; he arrived in Sawkin on 6 January.280

278 This may be compared to Burckhardt’s observation that in Egypt in the early 1810s, “a journey
to Soudan [was] looked upon […] as a desperate undertaking [for merchants], in which those only
embark who have little or nothing to lose”; and to A˛mad b. Idrıs’ reluctance to let his student
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı depart for the Sudan in 1815/6 (Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 52-5).
279 In 1834, the usual fare for a passage from Sawkin to Jidda was 1 dollar (5 fr. 25 c.) for a place
on open deck (Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 350).
280 al-Wasıla, 116{4}, 117{1}. The Wasıla gives the date of his arrival in Sawkin, and the day of
week of his departure from Jidda. As the wind at the time — somewhat unusual for the season — is said
to have blown from the north (al-Wasıla, 157{3}), 3 January seems a likely date for his departure
(Reubeni also travelled from Jidda to Sawkin in three days). Under more adverse conditions, the journey
could take longer.
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IV SAW◊KIN

IN THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY

Sawkin

Whatever Majdhüb’s motives were for coming to Sawkin, it was here that he made his
most lasting direct impact. During the two years of his stay (1829-30), he established a
lodge and managed to ally himself to several families in the town who belonged to
influential ethnic groups (the Art˙ga, Ashrf, and ˘asanb) but who were not them-
selves in the centre of power. Through these alliances, promoted through intermarriage
and through appointing members of these families as his representatives when he left,
he laid the base for the Majdhıb’s successful expansion into the Beja hinterland a
generation later.1

1 See below, Chapter VII.
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The institutionalisation of Majdhüb’s way (through the establishment of a lodge), and
the length of his stay (25 months, as compared to 2 12  in Berber and one in al-Dmar)2

make the Sawkin period centrally important to our understanding of Majdhüb’s
endeavours. It is for this reason that the following chapter looks in detail at the social,
economic, and cultural background of Sawkin in the early nineteenth century.

IIIIssssllllaaaannnndddd    aaaannnndddd    MMMMaaaaiiiinnnnllllaaaannnndddd::::    TTTThhhheeee    ttttwwwwoooo    ffffaaaacccceeeessss    ooooffff    SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn

Island house in the ‘Turkish’ style3

Sawkin “is situated at the extremity of a narrow bay” or channel cutting through the off-shore
reefs, about 3 km in depth and 140-500 m in breadth. “Towards the bottom of the bay are several
islands,4 upon one of which the town itself is built, separated from its suburb, called El Geyf [al-

2 This is also reflected in the number of stories told in the respective sections in al-Wasıla: 63
from Medina, 9 from Mecca, 2 from Jidda, 297 from Sawkin, 46 from Berber, and 78 from al-Dmar.
3 West elevation of al-Sayyid al-∑fı’s block (adapted from Greenlaw, Coral buildings, 56).
4 More exactly, two small and two large coral islands; the large ones are called, respectively,
Jazırat Sawkin (on which the town is built) and Jazırat (al-Shaykh) fiAbd Allh (al-Jabartı) (named after
one of the more famous Sawkin saints; v.i.). During the Mahdist campaigns, the British operated a
hospital and condensers on this island; consequently, it is referred to as “Condenser Island” or “Hospital
Island” in British sources. It is also sometimes called, “Quarantine Island”, because the old quarantine
station for pilgrims was located there (Shuqayr, Jughrfiya, 122; Greenlaw, Coral buildings, 10). The
small island between Jazırat fiAbd Allh and the northern end of Kitchener’s wall was known in ti-
Be∂wyet as “Tinschéteah” [ti-n’shetea] or “Anshetea”. On the northern tip of it the Ottomans built a

(cont’d)
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Qeyf], which stands on the main land, by an arm of the sea about five hundred yards [100 m]
wide. The harbour is on the east side of the town, and is formed by a prominent part of the conti-
nent. The arm of the sea on the west side affords no anchorage for ships of any size. The islands,
as well as the whole of the surrounding country, are sandy, and produce nothing but a few shrubs,
or low acacias. The town upon the island is built in the same manner as Djidda; the houses have
one, or two stories, are constructed of blocks of madrepores, and have a neat appearance; but the
greater part of them are falling to decay; the suburb El Geyf, on the contrary, is rapidly increasing
in size and population, and is now larger than the town itself.”5

Burckhardt’s classic description is confirmed by Moresby who landed in Sawkin while
Majdhüb was living there:

“The town of Suakin is built of madrepore, and is situated upon a small island of the same name;
the houses are very small, seldom containing more than one room, though some few have also an
upper room with a verandah; for supplies it has to depend upon Ulgaff, situated on the main at the
bottom of the Core. The water between them is shallow, and there is constant communication
between the places throughout the day by ferry-boats. Ulgaff is much larger than the town of
Suakin, and consists of grass huts surrounded by compounds; it has a bazaar […].”6

It was two faces that Sawkin showed to its nineteenth-century visitors. Island (Ar.
Jazırat Sawkin; ti-Be∂wyet u-SΩk) and mainland (Ar. al-Qeyf; ti-Be∂wyet u-G˙f)
constituted not only two geographically distinct areas but represented a social and
cultural contrast as well: that between the urban inhabitants of the Island who often
presented themselves as ‘Arab’, and the semi-urban Beja of the mainland. The most
detailed report of this situation was given by Burckhardt; where no other source is
indicated, the following is chiefly based on his account.

The Island — simply known as Jazırat Sawkin7 — was the site of the town proper, a
typical example of the core of an Arab-Islamic Indian Ocean merchant town similar in
appearance to Jidda or Maßawwafi, for example. The houses on the island were built of
coral rock from the sea (˛ajar ba˛rı) or mangubba (a kind of limestone, probably also
of coral origin?) from the land. Before the building boom of the 1860s and ’70s, they
were only one or two storeys high. Among their more prominent features were
mashrabiyyas made of imported Java teak (as no timber was available locally). The
mashrabiyyas were locally known as rΩshan ‘skylight’, a term apparently also used
parte pro toto to designate the whole house. The buildings covered the whole Island,

small fort (called, “al-Jafifariyya”) to guard the canal branching off to the north of it where the widest
anchorage could be found. The fort seems to have been destroyed in the eighteenth century. In around
1805, the Ottomans started to restore it in expectation of a Wahhbı attack, but this did not result in a
lasting structure; in 1830, Moresby noted only a “ruined tower”. The ruins finally disappeared after the
mid-nineteenth century (Valentia, Voyages, II, 281, 288; Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 332; Moresby & Elwon,
Sailing directions for the Red Sea, 164; Bloss, “Story of Suakin”, I, 294; id., “Story of Suakin”, II, 280;
Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-Afrika”, 336). Today, the growth of coral and the deposition of silt has
progressed so much that none of the islands except Jazırat Sawkin are recognized as islands any more.
5 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 431-2.
6 Moresby, Sailing directions for the Red Sea, 164.
7 Which is the reason why I spell it, ‘Island’ with a capital ‘I’.
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but throughout the period concerning us a considerable percentage of them were un-
inhabited and lay in various stages of ruin (coral rock structures, if not constantly main-
tained, quickly disintegrate). The most prominent buildings were two mosques (v.i.) in
the northern part, and the government dıwn and a few warehouses on the south-east
side. One (1814) or two (1838) coffee-houses should also be mentioned.8

Across the shallow lagoon, on the mainland, a different picture obtained. The Qeyf
featured only few permanent houses, and these were constructed in the Sudanese rather
than the Arabian style, that is, they consisted of one storey rooms surrounding a large
courtyard. Most dwellings in the Qeyf were either bi∂aygaws (hemispherical Beja huts
made of a frame of poles covered with dΩm palm matting, in Arabic sometimes called
fiishsha) or bekkrs (more solid rectangular reed huts).9 The description by Combes,
who visited Sawkin only three years after Majdhüb’s departure, provides the most
detailed image of our protagonist’s new surroundings:

“les habitations de la côte ont quelque chose de pittoresque et même d’original entre les autres
villages d’Afrique; des grillages, en bois ou en roseaux […] forment les murs de ces maisons
rustiques: […] ces grillages sont couverts de toiles ou de nattes qui interceptent l’air et les rayons
du soleil, mais qui doivent être un bien faible rempart contre les pluies de l’été. Chaque groupe de
trois ou quatre maisons est entouré d’une haie de bois mort et ainsi séparé des autres […] la
plupart des maisons de l’île, au contraire, sont neuves […]; ce sont des constructions à la manière
turque, blanchies à la chaux et exécutées par de méchants ouvriers; les rues de cette partie de la
ville me rappelaient les vilains quartiers d’Alexandrie, et l’on y retrouvait jusqu’à ces odeurs fortes
et nauséabondes […]”.10

The contrast between an inner town built of stone houses and an adjacent area covered
with huts built of less permanent material in the style of local villages was in itself a
common feature of the Arabian Red Sea/Indian Ocean towns.11

The architectural differences were a visual indicator of social and cultural contrast. In
Sawkin, the islanders generally represented urban Arabian culture, while the main-
landers adhered more to Beja tradition. Many (though probably not all) islanders spoke
Arabic in the dialect of Jidda as their native language, and they dressed and behaved in

8 Valentia, Voyages, II, 285-6; Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 332; Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 432, 445;
Hill, On the frontiers, 150, 157, 215. Detailed descriptions of Sawkin’s architecture are given in
Matthews, “Read Sea Style”; id., “Suakin postscript”; Greenlaw, Coral buildings.
9 Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 332; Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 432; Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-
Afrika”, 337; Roper, Tu Be∂awie, 160-1.
10 Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 338; see also Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien, 110. During the
nineteenth century, a slightly more urban form of housing appeared on the Qeyf: houses constructed of
driftwood (ßandaqa) (Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-Afrika”, 337; “Report of the Suakin Land Commission,
1906”, SAD 542/8/11 [p. 9]).
11 Cf., e.g., descriptions of Jidda, al-Mukh, or al-˘udayda. In al-Mukh, the size of the straw hut
settlement relative to the inner town was apparently much larger in the early 17th century than today
(Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 9; Combes, Voyage en Abyssinie, 46; Becker/Höhfeld/Kopp, Kaffee aus
Arabien, 27, 42).
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the manner of urban ˘ijzıs. The mainlanders’ native tongue was ti-Be∂wyet, and
while all of the (male?) inhabitants of the Qeyf understood Arabic, they spoke it with a
heavy accent. The tribesmen from the surrounding countryside were often “entirely
ignorant of Arabic”.12 Similarly, the Qeyf population corresponded to the model image
of the Beja in terms of physical features and costume : “Their colour is of the darkest
brown;” “the thick and bushy hair [is] white with grease, and a long wooden skewer
sticking in it. As for clothing, both sexes usually wore the typical Beja tΩb13 (referred to
in ti-Be∂wyet as halák for men, and as shdir for women). Women wrapped an addi-
tional piece of cloth known as fot√a round their hips. The influence of Sinnr was
noticeable in that dammür cotton (imported from the interior) was the chief material
used for clothing, and “the better classes of both sexes [wore] the Nubian shirt, made of
Indian cambric”. Both men and women wore ear-rings and used ˛inna. Women adorned
themselves with armlets made of ivory or black horn (imported from al-Mukh) and
with silver anklets; when dressing up, they put on elevated wooden clogs (qabqb).
“Turkish slippers” and the “Arabian bonnet” (†qiyya), on the other hand, were so
uncommon on the mainland that they served as insignia of the ruling amır.14

The contrast was also apparent in matters of religion. The symbols of Islam were more
visible in the urban, ‘Arabian’ context of the Island which featured two large and at
least one small mosque while the Qeyf had only one, even though it was much more
populous. The islanders also appeared to be much stricter in their religious observance
than the people on the mainland. These religious aspects will be discussed in greater
detail below.

Marriage patterns worked to level the differences within each of the two halves of
Sawkin while emphasising the distinction between them (for a detailed description, see
below). The mainlanders intermarried to a considerable degree among themselves,
which led to the assimilation of the heterogeneous groups that made up the population
of the Qeyf; similarly, the Turkish merchants of the Island “were connected both by
interest and consanguinity with the descendants of the people from the towns of
Arabia”. In contrast, it was “difficult for a townsman to obtain a Bedouin [= Beja] girl”,
as “the daughters of the principal families [i.e., the Beja notables] are given to none but
Bedouins”.15

12 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 446.
13 The tΩb “consists of a long piece of cambric, one end of which is wrapped round the loins, while
the other, thrown across the breast and left shoulder, hangs loosely down over the back, leaving the legs,
and the greater part of the upper body, entirely naked” (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 438). Hoskins
noted that the Beja tΩb was made of linen (i.e., not cotton) (Travels in Ethiopia, 54).
14 Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 337-8; Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 435, 438, 446; Roper, Tu Be∂awie,
178, 195. For the position of amır, v.i. p.
15 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 434. Burckhardt’s use of the word ‘Bedouin’ appears to reflect a
confusion between ‘badawı’ (Arabic for ‘desert dweller’, ‘nomad’, ‘bedouin’) and ‘Be∂wı’ (speaker of
the language of the Beja). Whether their is in fact an etymological relationship between ‘badawı’ and

(cont’d)
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EEEEtttthhhhnnnniiiicccc    aaaassssppppeeeeccccttttssss

The last paragraph requires some clarification regarding the various ethnic groups that
made up the population of Sawkin. This is an extremely difficult field given the
shifting nature of ethnic definitions and ‘identities’ in the first place, and the almost
incommensurable approaches to this question we find in our sources. Here is not the
place to enter into a discussion about ethnicity in general; a brief definition of how I
employ the concept must suffice.16 I use ‘group’ as the most general, unspecific way to
designate social collectivities; and ‘ethnic’ to refer to social groups above the family
level who are, within the society of which they form a part, conceived of as being
related to each other by at least theoretically traceable common genealogical or geo-
graphical origin and for whom a common label is used. This definition deliberately does
not claim any general validity beyond the context of the Sawkinese and Sudanese
societies under consideration here. As is the case with social groups in general, specific
cultural traits usually serve as markers of difference vis-à-vis other such groups.

The various sources drawn upon for this study deal with ethnicity in different and
seemingly incommensurable ways. Ethnic labels that figure prominently in one type of
source may be completely absent in another, making it difficult to compare and relate
these accounts. In general, it appears that the reports of travellers and administrators
attempt to arrive at a more comprehensive and clearcut ethnic mapping of the societies
they describe than do oral and written narratives by the local inhabitants. This does
certainly not mean that ethnic categories are absent from local accounts; but, perhaps
not surprisingly, there is a difference in focus. Local reports are more concerned with
small, local units of actors in specific contexts. This gives the ethnic labels used in them
a shifting character; they do not neatly fit together to make up a fixed whole. To speak
in terms of a well-known metaphor, ethnicity as used in local narratives is not so much
a mosaic as a kaleidoscope.

Those who aim at classifying whole societies — be they travellers, administrators, or
academics — have often found it easier to work with the mosaic metaphor. But while
one should take care not to be trapped by this, not to ignore the fluidity of ethnic labels,
it is also not sufficient merely to repeat the local perspective. Historical or structural
links may exist between groups without their own constant and open articulation of
them, or even their own consciousness of them. As with any other narrative, local
accounts often build upon assumptions that are not directly articulated but can only be

‘Be∂wı’ (as claimed by Bender in The non-Semitic languages of Ethiopia, 7) remains open to question.
It is more important to note the cultural implications. Burckhardt mostly refers to all the mainlanders
(including the ˘a∂riba who were definitely not nomads; v.i.) as ‘Bedouin,’ in contrast to the
‘townspeople’ of the Island. Cf. the similar use of ‘Bedowee’ by Valentia (Voyages, II, 278 ss.).
16 Ethnicity in present-day Sawkin is discussed in Kentley, Suakin and its fishermen, esp.
Chapters 3 & 4.
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made accessible in a meta-discourse. Ideally, this meta-discourse should involve local
actors and detached observers in a continuous exchange. Such ideal conditions rarely
obtain. In their absence, the solitary observer has to be content with recording as care-
fully as possible the various perspectives and presenting one interpretation or more to
the larger community.

Burckhardt classified the inhabitants of Sawkin into two distinct groups: the “towns-
people” on the Island and the Beja (“Bedouin”) on the mainland.17 It must be kept in
mind that this is obviously a sociocultural distinction, not an ethnic one in the sense
defined above. Some of the outward representations of this distinction have been
described above.

Each of these two sociocultural groups was, in fact, internally heterogeneous — a
consequence of Sawkin’s history as a port which had perhaps stronger connections to
other harbours overseas than to the African interior (v.i.). In the mid-eighteenth century,
half of the Island population were said to be “Turks”, the other half people of local
extraction.18 Burckhardt did not mention any “locals” on the Island; he described its
inhabitants as either Arab merchants from the opposite coast, or descendants of
“Turkish merchants, masters of ships, refugees, &c.” who through trade and inter-
marriage had become assimilated to the Arab merchants.19 The category ‘Turks’ was of
course used to describe a wide variety of people from all corners of the Ottoman Empire
and even beyond; not all of them are likely to have been easily assimilated to Arab
culture. For example, in 1838, two Armenian tailors or merchants are mentioned as
having lived there.20 Similarly, the small but important minority of non-Muslim Indian
traders (the “Banyn”) were said to have sticked to their social and religious customs.21

17 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 434.
18 Maillet, “Route de Sennar à la Mecque”, Paris, Bibl. Nat., ms., fr. 6141, f. 10. The Turkish garri-
son at the time numbered 200 men with c. 20 canons; half of the soldiers were stationed on the mainland
to guard the fortified wells. Maillet counted 300 houses on the Island; as 100 men would not need 150
houses, this means that the “Turkish” population also included civilians, probably traders. The 200
soldiers observed by Maillet may have been an exceptionally large force; 200 was the number of troops
dispatched to sack Sawkin in the 1780s (v.i.).
19 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 434. By 1808, an important Cairo merchant company had estab-
lished a representative in Sawkin (Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 333).
20  Hill, On the frontiers, 156.
21 The Banyn remain “the most enigmatic of all social communities of the Indian Ocean”
(Chaudhuri, Trade and civilisation in the Indian Ocean, 100) — even though one of the most famous
Indians, Mahatma Gandhi, was a Bany! Information on them is scattered in brief notes throughout the
literature, but hardly any systematic study of them has yet been undertaken. It is chiefly because so little
is known about this community and in particular their Indian background among historians of the Red
Sea that the following footnote is included.
‘Banyn’ (also spelled, ‘Bnyn’) is either a Frsı plural or a Portuguese corruption of ‘Bany’ (var.
Bani/Vani), the generic name for the great merchant castes of northern and western India. The name is
derived from the Sanskrit, v ‚nijya / ba‚nijya ‘trade, traffic’. The Bany were mostly Hindu (chiefly
Vaiß‚navas) but included an important Jaina minority. Within the individual castes, members of the two

(cont’d)
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religions intermarried. Both Hindu and Jaina Bany were, as of their religious faith, bound not to kill any
living being; this rule has often been linked to their traditional occupation, trade and money-lending. Care
must be taken not to confuse the Bany with a caste; the designation stands on the same level as
Brahmn, for example. Even though not all Bany were merchants, and certainly many merchants were
not Bany, the word was sometimes applied indiscriminately to traders in general. The meanings given in
Platts’ Urdu dictionary are telling: “merchant, trader, shopkeeper, corn-chandler, grain-seller, vendor of
provisions, (syn. baqql); — (met.) petty-minded man; niggard; timid man”. While the small traders were
synonymous to baqql, the large merchants and their commercial and communal organisations were
known as mahjn.
Money-lending, cloth-selling, and grain-dealing are mentioned as typical activities of the Bany in India.
But they could not only be found in most parts of the subcontinent. For centuries, they played a very
important role in the trade between India, the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, and the East African coast; some
could even be found in places as far as Constantinople and Moscow. Little is known about the history and
the organisation of the Banyn (as I shall henceforth call them in accordance with local usage) in the
Indian Ocean trade. Their rise to prominence n the fifteenth century curiously coincides with the disap-
pearance of the Muslim Krimı merchants (on whom see Subhi Y. Labib, art. “Krimı”, in EI2); it may
not have been unrelated to the arrival of the Portuguese in the area, who “relied heavily on Indian Hindus
[as opposed to Muslims] in their attempt to secure a monopoly of the Indian Ocean […] trade” (Allen,
“Indian merchant community”, 39). While the earliest Hindus involved in this trade appear to have been
from Sind, most of the later Banyn in the Indian Ocean came from Gujart where they maintained close
family links. The largest concentrations of Banyn outside India apparently existed in the Yemen. They
were banned from settling permanently in the ˘ijz (meaning chiefly, in Jidda), but Banyn communities
could be found in Maßawwafi and in Sawkin. Through the British occupation of India the Banyn
became British subjects and enjoyed the protection of the British government which utilised them as
agents to expand British influence in the Red Sea.
In the eighteenth-century Yemen, the Banyn controlled not only the Indian import trade but the whole
credit system. Generally, the Banyn communities around the Indian ocean are said to have dominated
brokerage and money-exchange, while shipping was overwhelmingly in Muslim hands (Das Gupta,
Merchants of maritime India, III [12-3], XI [123]). Most Banyn were, however, not traders themselves
but small artisans and servants working for the Indian commercial houses. One of the most detailed
reports on their organisation is contained in a letter written by Rochet d’Héricourt on 23 May 1842; it
suggests that they formed a trade corporation perhaps comparable to the earlier Krimıs. The note is so
interesting as to be worth quoting in full: “On dirait une communauté religieuse appliquée au commerce.
Chacun d’eux a apporté primitivement une mise de fonds pour laquelle il a droit à une part proportionelle
sur les bénéfices généraux. Ils vivent en commun. La loi de la division du travail préside à l’organisation
de leur société. A chaque membre est assignée une fonction spéciale, une tâche précise. Les uns
s’occupent de l’administration intérieure et, parmi eux, il en est qui descendent aux détails les plus
infimes de l’économie domestique, comme par exemple les soins des appartements et la préparation de la
nourriture. De ceux auxquels les occupations mercantiles sont dévolues, les uns conduisent les grandes
opérations, font les voyages, surveillent la pêche des perles, dont ils ont le commerce exclusif. Les autres
sont chargés de la vente en détail, ils débitent leurs marchandises dans les boutiques des bazars et même
chez eux. Du reste une hiérarchie réglée détermine la distribution des fonctions parmi les membres et la
dignité des rangs. Au sommet de l’association est le trésorier, qui est nommé par les membres de la
société. Les Banians déploient dans les affaires beaucoup d’habilité, et j’ajouterai même beaucoup de
ruse, mais leur caractère doux et inoffensif les fait aimer des indigènes” (cit. in Douin, Histoire du règne
du Khédive Ismaïl, III/2, 181-2 n. 4).
Sources: Crooke, art. “Bani”, and Gait, art. “Caste”, in Encyclopædia of religion and ethics; NN, art.
“Bania”, in Encyclopædia Britannica, 15th edn.; Crooke, Tribes and castes, I, 174-6; Klass, Caste, 75,
87; Chaudhuri, Trade and civilisation in the Indian Ocean, 100-1, 211, 224-6; Pearson, Merchants and
rulers, index s.v. ‘Vanias’; Das Gupta, Merchants of maritime India, I [411, 422-3, 427], III [9, 12-15], V
[490], VI [187], VII [140, 150, 159-60], XI [123-4, 132-4], XIV [32]; Rµppel, Reisen in Nubien, 240; id.,
Reise in Abyssinien, I, 165, 184-5, 196, 202, 283-4; Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien, 109; Becker /
Höhfeld / Kopp, Kaffee aus Arabien, 27-9, 33, 34 n. 68 and the sources mentioned there; van Donzel,
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But even in Burckhardt’s days the Island population cannot have exclusively consisted
of the descendants of immigrants. The Beja ˘asanb, religious leaders of the Shfifiı
mosque (v.i.), lived on the Island; the Art˙ga family of Fakı Slim$— also linked to this
mosque — had a house there; and these were probably not the only Beja families, given
the share of “locals” half a century earlier. In the mid-nineteenth century, the Art˙gwı
fiAlı b. A˛mad fi◊wlı bequeathed his property which lay both on the Island and the
mainland as waqf to his nephews.22 Whatever their background, however, the inhabi-
tants of the Island were seen as and probably saw themselves as “townspeople” repre-
senting an urban culture which was characterised to a large degree by the lifestyle and
values of the Arab merchants. Most townspeople were therefore influenced by a process
of ‘Arabisation’ in language, customs, religion, etc. the visible forms of which are
outlined above.

On the mainland this Arab cultural influence was much less pronounced; here, Beja
culture predominated. The difference can be seen in the fact that while the descendants
of ‘Turks’ on the Island became Arabised, on the mainland they assimilated to the Beja
(v.i.). Among the Beja, a broad stratificatory distinction applied between the “˘a∂riba”
and “the other settlers”, all those who could not claim ˘a∂rabı identity and whom

Foreign relations of Ethiopia, index s.v.; Serjeant & Lewcock, “The Hindu, Bniyn, merchants and
traders”; Kreiser, “An Unpublished Ottoman Manuscript on the Yemen in 1849”, 186. Allen, “The Indian
merchant community of Masqat” is an excellent account based on fieldwork specifically devoted to the
subject, and comes closest to solving the ‘enigma’ of the Banyn communities in the Indian Ocean. Das
Gupta mentions Lakshmi Subramanian, “The west coast of India: the eighteenth century”, PhD, Visva-
Bharati University, 1984, which shows the important role of the Banyn as supporters of the British
traders in the late 18th century.
As far as Sawkin is concerned, its trade relations with India go back at least to the eleventh century,
when its name is mentioned in connection with the Krimı merchants. Banyn are first mentioned in
Sawkin by the early seventeenth-century traveller Benoît de Maillet who estimated their number at about
20-30 (“Route de Sennar à la Mecque”, Paris, Bibl. Nat., ms., fr. 6141, f. 10; see also Lobo, Itinerário, tr.
Lockhardt, 283; Bruce, Travels, I, 355). While this number seems to fade into insignificance when com-
pared to the contemporary estimate of over 3,000 Banyn in al-Mukh (Pearson, Merchants and rulers,
103 n. 48), one must take into account the difference in the size of trade and population of the two ports
at the time. On Sawkin Island, one of the six quarters was named after them, “˘rat al-Banyn (“Report
of the Suakin Land Commission, 1906”, SAD 542/8/8 [p. 6]); they had a special ˛Ωsh where they kept a
cow for worship (SAD 110/2/93). As elsewhere, the Banyn of Sawkin tended to be wealthier than their
Arab competitors and dominated important sections of the market (e.g., the ivory trade) (Munzinger,
Ostafrikanische Studien, 111; v. Neimans, “Das rothe Meer”, 433; Douin, Histoire du règne du Khédive
Ismaïl, III, index s.v. ‘Banians’; Bloss, “Story of Suakin”, II, 250; Das Gupta, Indian merchants and the
decline of Surat, 70). On their social customs, see Shuqayr, Jughrfiya wa-trıkh, 124. The Banyn left
Sawkin after the Mahdiyya and resettled in the new Port Sudan (v.i.). Some of them today also live in
other Sudanese towns, such as al-Dmar (where they contributed recently to the building of a guest-house
associated with shaykh al-Majdhüb’s tomb).
22 A˛mad fi◊wlı’s nephews were the sons of his brother Mu˛ammad ‡h: Ma˛jüb, Jafifar, and
Mu˛ammad Safid. The waqf documents are in the possession of the latters’s son, ‡h, who told me that
photocopies of them were made by the NRO (‡h Mu˛ammad Safid, 21/11/87, 1).
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Burckhardt simply lumped together under the term, “Sawkinı”.23 Politically as well as
economically, the ˘a∂riba were the dominant group in mainland Sawkin; ‘˘adrib’
or ‘˘a∂riba’ had been associated with positions of leadership among the Beja since
pre-Islamic times. While still refusing to give their daughters in marriage to the Arab
merchants, Arab-Islamic influence had become strong enough among the Beja to cause
the ˘a∂riba to present a claim to Islamic Arab ancestry (“from ˘a∂ramΩt”). The
˘a∂riba are discussed in greater detail below.

“The other settlers” on the mainland were mostly settled Beja related to the neigh-
bouring semi-nomadic tribes; in Burckhardt’s account, they formed the lower strata of
Sawkin society. Burckhardt’s claim that they were called, “Sawkinı” is somewhat
problematic. The word is an Arabic singular, not a plural which would normally be used
by native speakers to refer to a group of people; and the only other author to use the
term is Valentia, according to whom the mainland settlement as well as all the hinter-
land of Sawkin was controlled by “a powerful tribe of Bedowee [= Beja], who take
their name from the town, and call themselves Suakini”.24 Contrary to Burckhardt,
Valentia makes no distinction between different Beja groups, and does not use the
word, “˘a∂riba” at all. On the surface, Burckhardt’s and Valentia’s use of the term,
“Sawkinı” contradict each other (in Burckhardt, the Beja leader is from among the
˘a∂riba, who are distinct from the Sawkinı; in Valentia, he is from among the
Sawkinı; and leadership remained in the same family throughout the period in
question). Perhaps the term was used somewhat loosedly to refer to the ‘natives’;
depending on the perspective of the speaker, its actual application could vary, desig-
nating the ‘native’ Beja (as opposed to the Ottoman overlords; Valentia), or the ‘native’
tribesmen (as opposed to the ˘a∂riba who had come to claim Arab descent; v.i.).

However that may be, in Burckhardt’s account the Ha∂an∂ iwa, Ammr√ar, and
Bishriyın are named as belonging to this group of non-˘a∂riba settlers. It is unclear
how comprehensive his list is; it excludes the Banı fi◊mir, even though people from
Banı fi◊mir territory play a more important role in al-Wasıla than do Ammr√ar or
Bishriyın. Whatever the relative strength of these groups in Sawkin itself, it was the
Ha∂an∂iwa who had come to dominate the hinterland of the port, and much of the area
to the southwest of it in the direction of al-Tka, which gave them control over the
transport of grain for which Sawkin was a major trans-shipment centre.25 It would be
interesting to know more about the degree of ‘sedentariness’ of these people; more
precisely, how intensive and important their urban interests were compared to their
tribal links. One may surmise that there was a difference between those who controlled

23 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 433. These “Sawkinı” comprised both Beja tribespeople and the
descendents of Arab and Turkish settlers.
24 Valentia, Voyages, II, 287.
25 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 443.
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the caravan trade (and who were presumably more firmly established in the town) and
those who were principally herders and only came to the market to sell their butter and
hides. However, there is not enough evidence to be more precise. It is probably safe to
assume, though, that the majority had stakes in both the local and the regional economy.

Apart from these, the “Sawkinı[s]” also included some people of Ottoman and Arabian
origin. The latter were apparently distinct from the Arab merchants of the Jazıra; no
further information on them is, however, available. The former were mostly descen-
dants of Ottoman soldiers — many of them Kurds26 —, of prisoners, exiles, etc, who
had ended up in Sawkin after the Ottoman occupation of the port in the sixteenth
century. Through intermarriage they acquired African features and customs and became
completely assimilated to the local population, though retaining the memory of their
“Turkish” or “Kurdish” descent. The Diqney family — to whom fiUthmn Diqna
belonged — are perhaps the most prominent example of such a group.27

Lastly, an important element of Sawkin’s population were the people whose stage
there was only transitory: pilgrims (mainly Central and West African “Takrina”),28 and
slaves. Slaves-as-merchandise — that is, excluding those employed at Sawkin itself —
constituted on average perhaps 2-3% of the population. In the months preceding the
˛ajj, pilgrims made up perhaps 5%; their numbers probably dwindled at other times of
the year.29

TTTThhhheeee    ˘̆̆̆aaaa∂∂∂∂rrrriiiibbbbaaaa

It was on the mainland, as we shall see, that Majdhüb eventually found most of his
followers. It is therefore important to attempt to elucidate more thoroughly who the
people were who lived there — especially since the ambiguity of some of the ethnic
labels used in describing the inhabitants of Sawkin has led to much confusion about
the background of Majdhüb’s followers. Thus, al-Karsani writes:

26 From [the provinces of] Diyr Bakr and Mawßil (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 434)
27 At least this is the common consensus (Jackson, Osman Digna, 22); for further details, v.i.
I≈sªksal, art. “˘abesh”, in EI2 writes that “descendants of the Ottoman garrison, intermarried with the local
population, became a hereditary military caste”, but I have not come across any other reference con-
firming this.
28 Burckhardt explicitly mentioned Darfur and Kordofan among the countries of origin of the
Takrina (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 364; Hill, On the frontiers, 215). Generally, the term ‘Takrina’
or ‘Takrır’ is used indiscriminately in the Sudan to refer to all the Muslim peoples between Darfur and
the Atlantic.
29 Burckhardt estimated the total population of Sawkin in 1814 at about 8,000; in Rajab, there
were “several hundred” pilgrims encamped outside the town (Burckhardt estimated the total number of
pilgrims who passed through this route at not more than 500 per year); and annually 2-3,000 slaves
passed through Sawkin (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 363, 411, 442, 447, 455).
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“[In Majdhüb’s] day there was a struggle for power between the immigrant Hadariba merchants
from Hadramaut, and the Artayqa who claimed the same foreign ancestry but descent in the female
line from the local Beja. The Artayqa comprised the native aristocracy, while the immigrant
Hadariba dominated Suakin’s commercial life. The powerful Hadariba families belonged to the
growing Khatmiyya order in the Sudan. [… Majdhüb] became influential among the Artayqa,
Hassanab, and other local elements who were competing for power against the Hadariba”.30

While at first sight this appears to be an interesting thesis, on closer scrutiny it suffers
from the observation that the Art˙ga (as this Be∂wye name is pronounced) are
described by Burckhardt as a sub-group of the ˘a∂riba, namely, their “first families”,
all clearly being Beja.31 Karsani’s opposing of the “immigrant Hadariba” to the local
Art˙ga is thus at best confusing. Burckhardt hints at (but does not elaborate on) two
possible sources of this confusion: the ˘a∂riba’s claim to ˘a∂ramı ancestry, and the
fact that outsiders used their name to refer to the Sawkinese in general32 — usually in
connection with trade.

Interpretation of these data is not made easier by the realisation that the terms,
‘˘a∂riba’, ‘Art˙ga’, ‘˘asanb’, or ‘Beja’ never occur in our main ‘indigenous’ source,
al-Wasıla. On top of that, there is a clear contrast between oral sources and outsiders’
reports in the usage of the various ethnic labels. In the accounts of Burckhardt or
Valentia (to mention only two early nineteenth-century European travellers), of
medieval Arab geographers, and of nineteenth-century traders from the Nile, the
˘a∂riba are almost invariably identified either as the leading group in Sawkin, or
simply as its people in general. On the other hand, they were never referred to in any of
the oral testimonies I was able to gather during my fieldwork, a finding that is corrobo-
rated by their absence from the reports British intelligence officers and Condominium
administrators compiled from oral accounts around the turn of the century. In these oral
sources, the Art˙ga and ˘asanb figure prominently as the traditional political and
religious élite of Sawkin, whereas they are hardly ever mentioned in the accounts of
the ‘outsiders’.

What are we to make of this? Who were these ˘a∂riba who appear in foreigners’
writings but less so in local accounts? I believe that it is important to note here that
while the ˘a∂riba were generally (and vaguely) thought to have come from ˘a∂ramΩt,
there was no agreement on whether their ancestors came to Sawkin “about a century
ago” or “soon after the promulgation of Islam”.33 This seems to indicate that the people
Burckhardt identified as ˘a∂riba did not possess a shared genealogical legend as a
point of crystallisation; and indeed, no such legend has been reported in any other
source. This lack clearly contrasts with the existence of ancestral legends for the Art˙ga,

30 al-Karsani, “The Majdhubiyya”, 62 = thesis, 183-4.
31 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 434.
32 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 433.
33 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 433.
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the ˘asanb, or the other groups that appear in the oral accounts. I would therefore
advance the hypothesis that at least at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
‘˘a∂riba’ was an ethnic label on a different level from ‘Art˙ga’ or ‘˘asanb’; it was
used in a general sense to designate possibly heterogeneous Beja groups in Sawkin
who successfully advanced a claim to descent from ˘a∂ramΩt. The fact that outsiders
often confounded the term with ‘Sawkinese’ in general (v.s.) appears to support the
argument that the ˘a∂rima were among the most prominent groups in Sawkin. This
prominence was political as well as economic; and the economic significance of the
claim to ˘a∂ramı ancestry becomes clear in Burckhardt’s observation that all non-
˘a∂riba traders who entered Sawkin from the interior had to pay, in addition to the
regular customs, one dollar per head to the “chief of the caravan”.34

The heterogeneous and vague ethnic origin and the economic weight are characteristics
the ˘a∂riba share with the Bany(n) and the Krimıs; to a degree, these groups may
perhaps be regarded as ‘ethnic corporations’. Parallels between the genesis of the
˘adriba and that of the Fünj are also striking: both terms appear to have emerged as
stratificatory designations of categories of people who emerged in a sphere of economic
interaction between Arabs and non-Arabs, and may have been applied specifically to
those non-Arabs who in this context changed their way of living and adopted some (but
of course not all!) of the ways of the ‘Arabs’.35 A more detailed discussion of the term,
‘˘adriba’ would have to go back to the ninth century AD; this lies beyond the scope of
the present thesis.36

We shall now turn our attention to that other ethnic label, ‘Art˙ga’, which plays a
prominent part in the thesis we quoted above from al-Karsani, adding that it seems to be
invalidated by his erroneous juxtaposition of ‘Art˙ga’ and ‘˘a∂riba’.

TTTThhhheeee    AAAArrrrtttt˙̇̇̇ggggaaaa…………
The Art˙ga (sections of whom were to become the most important followers of the
Majdhıb in the Eastern Sudan during the nineteenth century37) were classified as
˘a∂riba not only by Burckhardt but already in an account written as early as the tenth

34 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 451. It should also be taken into account that al-Shi˛r, from where
Burckhardt’s ˘a∂riba often claimed to hail, was one of the major ports on the trade route between India
and Africa.
35 For the Fünj, see James, “Funj mystique”.
36 I hope to publish a separate discussion of the ˘a∂riba problem later.
37 In 1915, about three-quarters of the Art˙ga in Red Sea Province, over 2,000 men, were estimated
to be followers of the Majdhıb; only two sections were Khatmı (NRO, Intel 2/32/263 [Governor, RSP to
Assistant Director of Intelligence, 1 Aug 1915]). The Art˙ga (headed by their shaykh Abü F†na fiUmar)
also provided the larger part of the followers of the Majdhıb in Kassala Province in 1915 (NRO, Intel
2/33/263 (Governor, KP to Assistant Director of Intelligence, 24 June 1915). Then as well as today, they
probably lived mainly in the Gsh and the middle Atbara area. Abü F†na most probably belonged to the
Minniyy of the Gsh (group interview 14/11/87, 3-5; ‡h Safid ‡h 23/11/87, 4).
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century AD.38 The word, ‘Art˙ga’ is generally said to mean “patricians” in Be∂wyet,
the language they speak.39 In nineteenth and twentieth-century written and oral sources
the Art˙ga are consistently described as the indigenous political leaders of Sawkin; it
was from among them that the amır al-˘a∂riba was chosen.40 Burckhardt reported
that they comprised five “families”.41 It is at present impossible to say anything about
the size and organisational structure of these sections.

In origin, the Art˙ga claim descent from ˘a∂ramı ashrf, that is, they not only identify
as ˘a∂riba, but legitimate their leading position by linking themselves to the family of
the Prophet. Their ancestor — so they say — was Mu˛ammad B∑affr,42 an immigrant
from ˘a∂ramΩt who was descended from Mu˛ammad b. al-˘anafiyya (637-700/1), a
son of fiAlı b. Abı ‡lib (not from F†ima, but from Khawla, a prisoner/slave) who
became famous for having been the first fiAlıd to be declared mahdı.43 The core groups
of the Art˙ga are said to be descended from Mu˛ammad B∑affr’s four sons, GΩl (
GΩlb), Birfi (  Nafrb), ∑ınayya (  ∑ınayyafb), and BΩsh (  BΩshb).44 In

38 Ibn ˘awqal (fl. 943-977) mentions the ‘fiArıtayka’ as a clan of the ˘a∂riba (∑ürat al-ar∂, ed
Kramers, p. 56). In view of Burckhardt’s account, I would be even less hesitant than Yüsuf Fa∂l (The
Arabs, 249 n. 37) to identify the Arıt˙ga (as one could easily read Ibn ˘awqal’s spelling) with the Art˙ga.
(The fiayn is often added to non-Arabic words for graphic reasons only; cf. ‘fiA†bara,’ from the Nubian
name, ‘Atbara’). See also Paul, History, 140; Muß†af, al-Maktaba, 72. — Local genealogists give
various dates for the presumed arrival of the Art˙ga from ˘a∂ramΩt. The date 270: 883 is first given by
Jackson (Osman Digna, 56) on the authority of “native tradition”; it is obviously computed as 130 years
before the alleged arrival of the Shdhiliyb in 400 (v.i.). Bloss (“Story of Suakin”, i, 279) and
Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr (Trıkh Sawkin, 34) apparently copied this from Jackson. Yüsuf Fa∂l’s (The
Arabs, 249 n. 38) claim that Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr suggests “220/800” (sic; 220 corresponds in fact to
835) may perhaps be a simple misreading of 220 for 270. Yüsuf Fa∂l himself relies on Mu˛ammad ‡hir
Sharıf of Sinkt for preferring the ninth/fifteenth century. It may perhaps be possible to see the name
‘Art˙ga’ reflected in that of the alleged ancestress of various Sudanese peoples, Art˙t (Artıt) bt. T_bwıl
b. T_r_s b. Yf_th, the wife of Kanfin b. ˘m (al-˘amdnı, al-Iklıl, 30).
39 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 434. The “Report of the Suakin Land Commission, 1906” says
that ‘Art˙ga’ is the Ha∂an∂iwa word for ‘amır’ (SAD 542/8/17 [p. 15]).
40 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 434; Khalıfa Mu˛ammad Abü Bakr, 15/11/87, 7; SAD 110/2/77-8.
On the position of amır, see below.
41 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 433. A later report on the nineteenth century (SAD 542/8/17)
speaks of different Art˙ga ‘tribes’. As is well known, the usage and meaning of both the Be∂wye ‘∂iwa’
(literally, ‘family’) and the Arabic ‘qabıla’ (literally, ‘tribe,’ a word commonly used by Be∂wye
speakers as well) vary considerably; both can be used to refer to the lineage (Morton, “Beja Kinship
Terminology”, 147-8; Hassan Mohamed Salih, “Some aspects of Hadendowa social organisation”, 52-4).
42 In greater detail still, Mu˛ammad b. […] b. Jaml al-Dın B∑affr, ‘B∑affr’ being the ‘family
name’ (‡h Safid ‡h 23/11/87, 4).
43 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 210-11, based on oral information gathered from
Mu˛ammad Bey Müs of the Art˙ga ruling family in Sawkin (which corresponds to current tradition
among the Art˙ga). Interestingly, Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr notes that a written pedigree in the possession
of Mu˛ammad A˛mad fiAww∂ contained different information, but he does not elaborate.
44 This is based on oral information gathered during my fieldwork; it corresponds to Paul, History,
142. Jackson (Osman Digna, 56) gives different, more Islamic names for B∑affr’s sons: Mu˛ammad,
˘amad, and Jaml al-Dın. — The GΩlbı ‡h Safid ‡h said GΩl was the eldest brother. The BΩshbı
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addition, many other groups (e.g., the Minniyb) are identified as ‘sons of A˛mad’,
Mu˛ammad B∑affr’s brother.45

Before the mid-eighteenth century, Sawkin appears to have been the main centre of the
Art˙ga. This changed allegedly around the beginning of the nineteenth century, when
Art˙ga moved to cultivate in the Tokar delta, paying dues to the Banı fi◊mir who had
used it as a grazing ground only.46 This move may have been linked to the power
struggle between the Kurbb and the Manwb (fiAlmanΩyb) sections; the Manwb,
who had unsuccessfully tried to oust the Kurbb from leadership, became the most
important section in Tokar.47 In Sawkin, the Kurbb developed into “a small aristo-
cratic remnant”.48 How many other Art˙ga sections remain in the port is unclear from
the literature; but at least in the mid-nineteenth century, the ˘ansılb are mentioned to
have lived on the Qeyf.49

Mu˛ammad fiAbd Allh said the all the Art˙ga were originally descended from the BΩshb (04/11/87, 8);
this is reflected in the pedigree in Paul, where BΩsh is the father of the Art˙ga proper.
45 Mu˛ammad fiAlı Mu˛ammad u-Sh˙k 15/11/87, 1; Muß†af Mu˛ammad Muß†af 16/11/87, 6;
‡h Safid ‡h 23/11/87, 4. The following are names of groups classified as Art˙ga (The main place
where they presently live is indicated in brackets; the most important sections are highlighted in bold;
sections marked in italics are said to be followers of the Majdhıb until today. The emphatic consonants,
incl. fiayn, are often unetymological ‘Arabisms’; they are not pronounced and often not spelled emphati-
cally): fiAbd al-Salmb (Gsh), Adirwey (Sawkin), Akr˙mb (Tokar), Alen∂iwb (Tokar), fiAlısΩmey/
AlsΩmey (Sawkin), fi◊liyb/Aryb, Alkarey (Tokar), Anfin (Red Sea), fiAtman/B√atman (Tokar),
fiA†wey [of the ˘umrn] (KhΩr Baraka), fiAlmanΩyb/AmmanΩyb/Manwb (Tokar, KhΩr Baraka, Gsh,
R Atbara), Billiyb/Birtiyb, BΩshb (Red Sea, Gsh, R Atbara), ∆irrayb (Red Sea, Gsh), Garfüdı (R
Atbara), GΩlb, ˘amashshb (Red Sea), Hannin (Gsh), Hangıs (Red Sea), ˘ansılb (Red Sea), ˘umrn
(Setıt), ˆdhan, ˆ˛had, Kal˙wey (Red Sea), Kurbb (Sawkin, Tokar, Port Sudan), Mar˙gey, Mu˛ammad
Safidey, Nafrb (Gsh), ·ley (Red Sea), Qaddar (Tokar), Qsimb, Ri∂wnb, Shagaley (Gsh, R
Atbara), Shifiayb/Shifib (Red Sea, Gsh), Siltan (Sawkin), Sinnyifb/∑ınyafb/∑ınayyafb (Red Sea)
(Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 212; fiUthmn ˘amad Allh, Dalıl al-mafirif, 117; ˘asan Abü
Mu˛ammad al-Jaylnı & fiAlı Abü Mu˛ammad Ab Sh˙ˇk, 15/11/87, 4; al-Amın Ma˛müd Bey Art˙ga,
16/11/87, 1, 4; It must be emphasised that this list is in no way be complete or consistent, and that the
groups mentioned may differ very much in size, political importance, and emic hierarchical position.
46 The beginning of agriculture in Tokar has so far been put rather later; Newbold wrote that it was
“about 1840 that the Baraka Delta at Tokar, which was formerly all forest and grass and grazed over by
the Beni Amer and Hadendowa Tulinab, was cleared for dukhn [millet] cultivation by the Artega from
Suakin, paying dues to the Beni Amer” (Newbold, “The Beja tribes of the Red Sea hinterland”, 155;
followed by Paul, History, 141 and Roden, “Twentieth century decline”, 12 n. 1). But according to local
legend, the ancestors of another ethnic group, the ˘asanb, became agriculturalists in Tokar in the
sixteenth century (v.i.); and Seetzen mentions cultivation in Tokar (of dhura and millet) in 1808
(“Mémoire”, 330-1).
47 Their prominence in Tokar may have been only temporary; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr says that
they eventually moved to KhΩr Baraka where they merged with the Banı fi◊mir and the fiA†wey (a section
of the ˘umrn) (Trıkh Sawkin, 212).
48 Paul, History, 141; SAD 542/8/17. The majority of the Art˙ga are now to be found in the Tokar
delta, and some have acquired stakes in the Gsh. A few families (mainly Shagaley followers of the
Majdhıb) moved to the middle Atbara after the Mahdiyya.
49 Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-Afrika”, 337.
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…………aaaannnndddd    tttthhhheeeeiiiirrrr    rrrreeeellllaaaattttiiiioooonnnn    ttttoooo    tttthhhheeee    HHHHaaaa∂∂∂∂aaaannnn∂∂∂∂iiiiwwwwaaaa
Both the internal Art˙ga power struggle and the move to Tokar may be related to the
larger context of Ha∂an∂iwa expansion in the eighteenth century, itself part of a general
movement southwards by all the northern Beja which may have been caused by a
degradation of the environment coupled with an increase in population.50 The
Ha∂an∂iwa, who appear to have emerged as a distinct ethnic group only in the seven-
teenth century, became the dominant force in the area between Sawkin and the Gsh,
and they put considerable pressure on the earlier inhabitants there. Emigration (as to the
Tokar delta) was one way of escaping this pressure; accommodation (through intermar-
riage, for example) was another. Where detailed family trees are available,51 they show
that intermarriage was so common as to make it impossible to base ethnic boundaries
between the groups involved chiefly on descent. This is also reflected in the legends of
origin: The Ha∂an∂iwa appropriated the same topos as the Art˙ga of tracing their ances-
tor to a noble foreigner who married a local girl. This noble foreigner is sometimes said
to have been a sharıfı descendant of fiAlı b. Abı ‡lib — just like the forefather of the
Art˙ga. The details of the story are variously told and, depending on the context, may
serve to link the ‘ancestors’ of all the groups found in Sawkin.52 This does not mean
that individual groups do not try to maintain their difference and distinction; the differ-
ent stories are therefore never consistent and often contradict each other. Thus, while
the Art˙ga are proud of their sharıfı origin (which is disputed by the ‘Ashrf’, another
ethnic group who try to guard the purity of their origin by keeping a written pedigree
administred by the naqıb al-Ashrf; v.i.), Ha∂an∂iwa sometimes explain the name,
‘Art˙ga’ to mean, ‘sons (ar) of Rok (t˙ga)’ — Rok (from the Persian, rokh) being said
to be, “a bird of unknown origin”. This, it is added, signifies that the Art˙ga have no
known father, that they are thus only ‘sons of the daughter,’ and cannot therefore claim
the same rights to the land as the Ha∂an∂iwa themselves.53 While the Art˙ga most
likely preceded the Ha∂an∂iwa in the area, this ‘etymology’ neatly illustrates the change
of power that has occurred. It is difficult to say when power tipped in favour of the
Ha∂an∂iwa, but by the early nineteenth century the process had certainly begun. In
1833, the Ha∂an∂iwa had become so strong in Sawkin that at least as perceived from
Berber, they were the second most important group there after the ˘a∂riba.54

50 On this expansion, see Paul, History, 94-8.
51 One of many examples is shown in Sandars, “The Amarar” (reproduced in Paul, History, 95).
52 For details, see Hassan Mohamed Salih, “Some aspects of Hadendowa social organization”, 22-
30; Owen, “The Hadendowa”, 184; Crawford, Fung kingdom, 122-3.
53 fiAbd al-Ra˛ım, 17/10/87, 2.
54 Hoskins, Travels in Ethiopia, 54.
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EEEEccccoooonnnnoooommmmiiiicccc    aaaassssppppeeeeccccttttssss

Sawkin owed its fortune to international commerce and the pilgrim traffic. Following
the decline of fiAydhb in the early fifteenth century,55 it became the largest northeast
African port north of Maßawwafi.56 It served as an entrepôt for the whole upper Nile
basin, as the major point of embarkation for pilgrims from the Sudanic belt and even
some North Africans, and as a maritime station on the trade route between India and
Egypt which had grown in significance after the disruption of the land routes during the
Tımürid wars in the fourteenth century. In its latter function, Sawkin had to compete
with Jidda on the opposite coast which was propped up by the rulers of Mecca; around
the fifteenth/sixteenth centuries the sharıfs succeeded in diverting the main India to
Egypt route to their side of the Red Sea. This coincided with the general decline in the
significance of the Red Sea route due to the establishment of a direct maritime connec-
tion between India and Europe around Africa. What was left to Sawkin of the Indian
trade was that linking India with the Nile basin.

At least in the early nineteenth century, however — the period concerning us here —,
the bulk of Sawkin’s exports went to the Arabian peninsula. The most important
export item was sorghum (dhura). Much of this was grown in the Bu†na (around
present-day al-Qa∂rif) and in the province of al-Tka (chiefly in the Gsh delta), but
some also came from the riverain Sudan.57 Wheat played a minor part. While most of
the grain was shipped to Arabia (where demand was particularly steep during the ˛ajj
season), part of it was sold to the tribes living around Sawkin, especially the Ammr√ar
and the northern Bishriyın whose territories were less suitable for extensive cultivation
than those of the Beja living further south.58

55 The decline of fiAydhb has been linked to a variety of factors: the negative effects of the
struggle for control of the trade between the local ˘a∂riba and the Mamlük rulers of Egypt; the building-
up of Jidda as the main Red Sea port by the Sharıfı rulers of Mecca; the diversion of some of the African
pilgrim traffic via Sinai after the mid-thirteenth century; the exhaustion of the gold and emerald mines in
the Nubian desert in the middle of the fourteenth century; the decline of the Nubian kingdom of Muqurra
(Dongola) at the same time; and the economic depression in Upper Egypt in the late fourteenth century
(Paul, History, 76; Yüsuf Fa∂l, The Arabs, 75-82; O’Fahey & Spaulding, Kingdoms, 20-21).
56 Al-Qußayr and Suez were less frequented; cf. Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 359. For the earlier
history of Sawkin, which is first mentioned in the tenth century CE, see Hofheinz, art. “Sawkin”, in EI2.
57 In the early nineteenth century, two caravans of Shyqı merchants travelled to Sawkin per year,
chiefly with wheat and dhura for the Arabian market (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 71).
58 In 1838, dhura was said to be imported to Sawkin from the ˘ijz — a curious bit of infor-
mation which is difficult to interpret without further contextual data (Hill, On the frontiers, 150). All
other nineteenth century sources speak of the export of sorghum from Sawkin, and the ˘ijz is generally
not know as a grain-exporting country.
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In exchange, the Beja brought to the Sawkin market animal products (tanned cow,
sheep, and goat hides, water-skins,59 leather bags, clarified butter, milk, cow and sheep
horns, honey), mats made of dΩm leaves, the fruit of the dΩm palm and that of the lotus
tree (nabaq), camels, and occasionally a few cattle. Local Sawkin fishermen (running
about a dozen small boats) provided a little fish60 and some pearls, mother-of-pearl,
tortoise shells, and black coral (yessus$[?]).61 In 1830/31 (that is, while Majdhüb was
living there) the following description was given of the local market:

“a few cattle may be had occasionally, but firewood, milk, ghee, coarse mats, jowarré [sorghum],
grass, and butter, were the principal articles; fish is very scarce. Good water can be obtained at a
moderate price; it is brought from about a mile beyond the town on donkeys.”62

The chief ‘luxury’ commodities exported through Sawkin from the Sudan interior were
slaves (2-3,000 per year)63 and gold. Other luxury items continued to be transshipped at
Sawkin (ivory, tobacco, incense [libn], gum arabic, ostrich feathers and eggs, horses,
ebony, musk); the volume of trade in them, however, seems to have fallen to a
comparatively low level by the early nineteenth century.64 For local use, cotton cloth
(dammür) was brought to Sawkin from the interior.65

59 “The greater part of the Hedjaz is furnished with water-skins from Sowakin; they are in great
request, being very light, and sewed with much neatness. A Sowakin water-skin will last, in daily use,
about three of four months” (Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 41).
60 Fish could always be bought on the Sawkin market; mullets and a kind of shellfish called,
‘surumbq’ were especially noted. While most Beja are said to have preferred meat, the presence of fish
on the market indicates that it did form a regular part of the diet at least of the poorer classes. The
surumbq was exported to Jidda where it served as food for the poor and for small children, as well as a
remedy against diarrhea (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 441-2; Valentia, Voyages, II, 290).
61 Pearl and tortoise fishing had been more important in earlier times; tortoise shell “sold for its
weight of gold, in China” (Bruce, Travels, I, 355). Bruce, relying chiefly on sixteenth century Portuguese
sources, believed its decline (like that of the “India trade”) was due to excessive Turkish exploitation of
the fishermen and merchants, and that it had been abandoned by about 1600 (ib., 356-7). However, the
French traveller de Maillet reported that it was still important in the seventeenth and the first part of the
eighteenth centuries. He stated that the tenth levied on the pearls was a prerogative of the Ottomans [i.e.,
not the local amır] and that at one time it constituted the main revenue the Jidda Governor had from
Sawkin (Paris, Bibl. Nat., fr. n. a. 6503, f. 643; see also Poncet in The Red Sea and adjacent countries
154; for a description of the pearls and tortoise shells, see Lobo, 281 and Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 331-2).
Usually, however, taxes levied on slaves and pilgrims seem to have provided the main income the
Ottomans drew from Sawkin. Pearl fishing seems never to have been completely discontinued (see The
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, ed. Gleichen, I, 94); for detailed descriptions of the traditional method see
Rµppel, Reise in Abyssinien, 250-5, Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien, 101-3, and Crossland, Desert
and water gardens, 65-7.
62 Moresby, Sailing directions for the Red Sea, 164.
63 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 324. Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 333 reports that slaves were brought to
Sawkin from Sinnr, Abhart (Abü ˘arz?), al-˘alfya, Darfur, Shendi, Kordofan, Ily (?), Minnmir
(?), and Abyssinia.
64 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 293-4, 320-1, 439; Valentia, Voyages, II, 290; Bruce, Travels, I,
355-7. Horses seem to have been a more prominent export item in the seventeenth century (Lobo 96).
They were bred in Dongola and exported to the Yemen. As regards ostrich feathers, Burckhardt specifi-
cally says that they were imported from the Nile area; Lobo 97, on the other hand, talks at lengths about
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Many of Sawkin’s imports were collectively known as ‘Indian goods’, the reason for
this designation being not so much their Indian origin but the fact that they were sold by
Indian merchants.66 Basically due to problems of navigation, they were imported via
Jidda and the Yemeni ports.67 Textiles probably constituted the bulk of imports from
India;68 other goods originating there included spices, perfumes, ornaments, and rice.
From or through Jidda came also household utensils, dates, onions, sugar, coffee,
tobacco (Yemeni and Persian), “a good deal of iron” and some steel used to manu-
facture lances and knives in Sawkin, as well as highly-valued European sabres.69 Mail
coats (dharfi) were also imported and sold by Sawkin merchants to the Shyqiyya.70

Commodities arriving from overseas, that is mainly ‘Indian goods’ were landed on the
Island and subjected to customs there. Customs for goods arriving from the interior
(except dhura, which was not taxed at all71) were handled at a watering place at some
distance from the town.72 The reason for this was of course the caravans’ need for

the abundance of ostriches along the Red Sea shores. The volume of trade in gum arabic was very low in
Burckhardt’s days; only occasionally it was bought by Sawkin merchants in Shendi and resold to
English and American traders in al-Mukh. Later in the nineteenth century, the export of gum arabic
increased considerably; in 1853 it was the most important export item (most of it at that time was
collected along the coast and of inferior quality). Other export items not mentioned earlier were coffee
and wax from Abyssinia, as well as hippopotamus teeth (Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien, 111).
65 Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 337.
66 For example, the glass beads exported from Jidda to Sawkin counted among the ‘Indian goods’
even though the were “partly of Venetian and partly of Hebron manufacture” (Burckhardt, Travels in
Arabia, 36).
67 Bruce, Travels, I, 355 and Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 337 specifically mention al-Qunfudha.
For the role of navigation in the Red Sea and its impact on shaping patterns of trade, see Pearson, Pious
passengers.
68 Burckhardt mentions silks and women’s dresses; he gives no information regarding the size and
quality of trade in these items. Das Guptas reminds us that “as to India’s major export, which was textiles
throughout [the period 1500-1750], the mass of it was of the coarser kind. In Indonesia as well as in the
Red Sea it was the commoner people who were the overwhelming majority of India’s customers and the
more expensive varieties did not sell well. […] The evidence from the Red Sea during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries in fact indicates that the preference for cheaper goods was not confined to
textiles but extended to the entire range of commodities. This does not mean that the more expensive
goods […] were not in demand […]. Travellers who wrote enthusiastically of the trade in such luxuries
were by no means fanciful; but the fact is that the mass of the trade was in cloth about which no one
would write home” (Das Guptas, Merchants of maritime India, I 415-6).
69 Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 333; Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 441; Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 337.
70 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 70.
71 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 436.
72 Burckhardt places customs at the “wells” “about twenty minutes walk from the town” (Travels in
Nubia, 451). Sawkin had two watering places: the salty wells at al-Shta (c. 3 km or one hour west of
the Qeyf); and a rainwater basin (˛afır) at al-Füla (c. 800 m southwest of the Qeyf). Al-Shta could
supply drinking water all year round; but the water of al-Füla was less bitter and closer to town. The
walking distance mentioned by Burckhardt may indicate that even though he was speaking of “wells”, he
was actually referring to al-Füla. It would not seem unlikely that the caravan’s halting place shifted
according to season, and customs with it. In 1838, they rested at the wells of al-Shta, an hour from the
town (Hill, On the frontiers, 158).

(cont’d)
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water. At the same place the pilgrims were encamped; while waiting for a passage to
Jidda, they worked as porters or manufactured earthen pots for the local market.73

The main market was situated on the Qeyf, in “an open space surrounded by huts”, and
held from midday to dusk.74 Every morning, Beja tribespeople also crossed over to the
Island to sell milk, butter, chicken, meat, and drinking water for daily consumption to
the inhabitants and the Turkish garrison there. In the mid-nineteenth century, a market
hall built of stone could be found on the Island.75

Artisans were a minority in this trading centre. The most important were the smiths who
made lances and knives out of imported iron; their market area included “all the
bedouins in a circuit of fifteen days journey”.76 A number of masons and carpenters
could also be found. The few fishermen have already been mentioned above.

According to the information collected by Seetzen, the following coins were in circula-
tion in Sawkin in 1808: quarter paras (ma˛allaq, ti-Be∂wye mahallag, made locally
by cutting Egyptian paras into four parts and forming them into ring-shaped coins);
Egyptian paras (dıwnı); piastres; and [probably Maria Theresia] dollars (“écus”)
[riyl]; usually = 20 piastres]. Yemeni coins were not accepted.77 Gold was also used as
a currency, either by weight only, or in the form of thick gold rings imported from inner
Africa which were valued at 24 piastres per ounce (waqiyya) (sic).78 In the troubled
times of 1814, immediately after the Egyptians had taken over Sawkin, quarter paras
and dollars were the only coins accepted; “neither the piastre, nor the para, nor the gold
coins of Turkey [were] taken”. Smaller amounts were paid in dhura (measured in

Al-Füla is frequently mentioned in al-Wasıla as a place where Majdhüb used to go with his companions.
“Sµdwestlich vom Ort, etwa 1/2 Meile entfernt, befindet sich ein Regenteich, in dem nach Sudanischem
Brauch vor Eintritt der Regen in den Bergen […] mehrere Ochsen geschlachtet werden. Unter gµnstigen
Umständen fµllt sich das mit mehreren Khoren in Verbindung stehende Bassin und enthält dann 5 bis 6
Monate lang gutes Trinkwasser. Ist die ‘Fúla’ ausgetrocknet, so werden in ihrem Bett Brunnengruben
abgeteuft, die aber mehr und mehr faules und salziges Wasser geben, das dann nur noch zur Tränke fµr
Kameele benutzt werden kann” (Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-Afrika […] 1857”, 337). Both Burckhardt
and Heuglin passed through Sawkin half a year after the rainy season.
73 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 455.
74 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 443; Hill, On the frontiers, 215.
75 Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 339; Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-Afrika”, 337.
76 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 441. Fifteen days was the distance to Berber; it was only ten days
to al-Tka.
77 The latter information is interesting in that it may indicate a relative decline in the influence in
Sawkin of the Banyn who dominated the Yemeni financial markets (v.s. n. 19; also Das Gupta, Indian
merchants and the decline of Surat, 69).
78 Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 333-4; Hill, Frontiers, 215; fiAwn al-Sharıf, Qmüs, s.v. ma˛allaq;
Bjørkelo, Prelude, 108. In 1857, dıwnıs and ma˛allaqs had apparently lost so much value that they were
no longer mentioned in Heuglin’s report on the coins circulating in Sawkin; Heuglin speaks only of
Maria Theresia dollars and Egyptian [silver, as opposed to the Turkish copper] grand, whole, half, and
quarter piastres (“Reise in Nordost-Afrika”, 338). On golden ear-rings used as currency “at market value”
see also Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 289.
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handfuls or in mudd); larger sums could be paid in gold the ounce of which had a fixed
value of twenty dollars.79 In 1838, paras and dollars (abü nuq†a) were in circulation; 35
paras were valued at 1 piastre [qirsh] (contrary to Egypt where the piastre was worth 40
paras); and according to the information given by the anonymous traveller, the dollar
was apparently worth 23 piastres.80

Valentia gave the following prices for Sawkin in 1805: 1 bullock: 6-7 dollars; 1 sheep
according to size: 1/2-1 dollars; 4 fouls: 1 dollar (judged to be expensive); 25 water
skins: 1 dollar; 1 hundred weight juwary (sorghum): 3 dollars; 5 hundred weight
juwary: 13 dollars. For piloting a ship through the long and dangerous coral channel
into the harbour, 30-40 dollars were quoted as standard; in fact, Valentia paid 20 dollars
on his way in, but when he wanted to leave, he was in a less favourable bargaining
position and had to agree to the sum of 65 dollars for the pilot plus 100 for the pilot’s
dhow for being guided out again.81 The only price mentioned by Burckhardt for
Sawkin in 1814 is that of 6-8 dollars for a Bishrı camel.82

EEEEccccoooonnnnoooommmmiiiicccc    cccchhhhaaaannnnggggeeee    aaaannnndddd    eeeetttthhhhnnnniiiicccciiiittttyyyy

The diversion of the trade route from India to Europe around Africa seriously affected
the economic situation of the intermediaries, and the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries witnessed a marked decline in Sawkin’s overall prosperity. The exploitative
practices of Ottoman tax-farmers did probably not improve this situation. However,
Sawkin’s function as a transshipment centre for African trade with the Arabian penin-
sula secured it a continued importance.83 Jidda was its chief counterpart on the opposite
coast, but ships from Sawkin continued to put in at al-˘udayda and other ˘ijzı and
Yemenı ports down to al-Mukh. The continued presence of the Indian merchant
community in Sawkin in the eighteenth century also seems to indicate that its decline
was only a relative one.84

79 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 310, 443. In Maßawwafi, cotton and salt were also used for barter;
but this has not been documented for Sawkin (Abir, “Brokerage and brokers in Ethiopia in the first half
of the nineteenth century”).
80 Hill, On the frontiers, 150, 215. For currencies in use in Sawkin in 1883/4, see Sartorius, Three
months in the Soudan, 124-5.
81 Valentia, Voyages, II, 290-3, 297-9.
82 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 441, 455.
83 Bruce, Travels, I, 355-7; Valentia, II, Voyages, 287.
84 This would modify the opinion of previous authors (Bloss, “Story of Suakin”, I, 292; Roden,
“Twentieth-century decline”, 2). — The Indians (Banyns; v.s.) left Sawkin when commerce drastically
declined after the Mahdiyya (Roden, “Twentieth-century decline”, 6).
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A degree of ethnic division of labour was noticeable in the economy of Sawkin.85 For
example, grain transport between al-Tka and Sawkin was more or less monopolised
by the Ha∂an∂iwa and constituted an important source of their economic strength. For
marketing, however, the Ha∂an∂iwa had to cooperate with the ˘a∂riba whose
prominent role we have already indicated, suggesting that (at least in the period under
consideration) they may be compared to an ‘ethnic corporation’. The ˘a∂riba trading
activities were very widespread; apart from being middlemen between the other groups
meeting in Sawkin, they engaged in long-distance caravan trade themselves, perhaps
more with Sinnr and the Shendi/Berber area than with al-Tka or the Shyqiyya
country.86 Many of them also travelled to Jidda and the Yemeni ports for trade.87 The
ships sailing from Sawkin were manned chiefly by Somalis, together with a few Beja,
and the pilot was often a man from Jidda or the Yemen.

According to Burckhardt, maritime traffic was largely controlled by the ‘Arab’ or
Arabised inhabitants of Sawkin Island, who together with people from Jidda owned
most of the ships putting in at Sawkin. Given the location of the port facilies and the
origin of the town on the Island, this seems logical. If the ˘a∂riba (who were Beja
whose settlement centres lay on the mainland) engaged in overseas trade they must
therefore have entered into competition with the ‘Arab’ merchants. Precise data are not
available, but one may advance the hypothesis that the decline of Sawkin’s inter-
national, ‘luxury’ trade led to a relative decline of the ‘Arab’ merchants on the Island.
The export of grain and animal products, on the other hand, remained much more
stable, which must have resulted in a relative increase of the weight of the Beja popula-
tion vis-à-vis the ‘Arabs’. Demographic developments seem to support this hypothesis.

85 J O’Brien argued that the construction of ethnicity is largely influenced by if not dependent on
the labour market (“Toward a reconstitution of ethnicity”). While he deals only with the twentieth century
and his thesis is perhaps stated in extreme terms, his argument does show an important aspect of ethnicity
and should be taken into account for earlier periods as well.
86 Caravans from Sawkin to Sinnr took 25 days, to Berber 15, and to the Shyqiyya country 12
(the latter, somewhat questionable information is from Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 71). The caravan to
Sinnr which set out in late February 1805 was led by the son of the Art˙ga amır (Valentia, Voyages,
294). Burckhardt noted that at Shendi, the Sawkin “merchants […] enjoy more credit than any others,
because they are the richest and most numerous, all free Arabs themselves, not peasants, like those of
Upper Egypt, or Blacks, like those of Kordofan; but composed chiefly of the best families of Suakin, and
who are prompt to revenge an insult offered to any individual amongst them. They are always treated
very politely by the Mek, to whom they make larger presents than any other traders” (Travels in Nubia,
321).
87 In the early nineteenth century, the son of the Art˙ga amır frequently visited al-Mukh in the
way of trade; in 1805, he asked Valentia for a letter of recommandation (presumably to facilitate his
contacts with British agencies who were established in al-Mukh for trade in coffee and ‘Indian goods’)
(Valentia, Voyages, II, 295, 298). See also al-Wasıla, 120{1}, 134{1,2}. While in the interior Sudan the
Sawkin merchants enjoyed a high social status, this was not the case on the other side of the Red Sea. In
Jidda, the “Sawkin quarter” was an assembly of straw huts outside the city walls associated with alcohol
and prostitution; this socio-ethnic ghettoisation also existed in the Yemeni ports (cf. Becker/ Höhfeld/
Kopp, Kaffee aus Arabien, 27).
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DDDDeeeemmmmooooggggrrrraaaapppphhhhiiiicccc    aaaassssppppeeeeccccttttssss

The most significant trend in population development in the early nineteenth century
was a relative decline on the Island, contrasted by rapid growth among the mainland
population. A mid-eighteenth century report estimated the number of houses on the
Island at about 300.88 Burckhardt, who visited in 1814, put the number of houses on the
Island at about 600, two-thirds of which had tumbled down.89 About 3,000 people lived
in the 200 remaining dwellings. The mainland population was considerably larger,
numbering about 5,000 people.90

In 1853, Munzinger estimated that the Qeyf alone had about 10,000 inhabitants;
Heuglin (1857) gave a lower total of 6-8,000 for the whole town. Many later figures are
perhaps dependant on Burckhardt’s estimates; travellers’ and administrators’ reports
from 1864, 1869, 1881, and 1912 invariably put the number at about 8,000.91 During
the Mahdiyya, the population dwindled to about 5,000,92 but in 1904 it was estimated
again at 10,500.93 In 1905, Sawkin’s final year as the Sudan’s major port, the Island
had about 300 registred properties (with 490 houses), compared to 300 on the
mainland.94

88 Maillet, “Route de Sennar à la Mecque”, Paris, Bibl. Nat., ms., fr. 6141, f. 10. Almost all the
houses were built in madrepore.
89 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 432.
90 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 447.
91 Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien, 110; Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-Afrika”, 337; id., Reise in
das Gebiet des Weissen Nil, 286; Baker, Ismailia (cit. in Bloss, “Story of Suakin”, II, 248); James, The
Wild Tribes of the Soudan, 11; “Notes on Red Sea Province, 1912” (NRO 2/9/42 [sic]) and CairInt 10/1/1
(both cit. in Perkins, “‘The Best Laid Out Town’”, 299, and id., Port Sudan, 79). All sources but the first
two give 8,000. Baker reported the opinion that the number of inhabitants had been higher before the
Egyptian occupation of 1865. This impression sounds odd, since the Egyptian administration of Sawkin
(which came in the wake of the opening of the Suez Canal) witnessed a large-scale reconstruction of the
town. Practically all the buildings the remains of which can still be seen today were constructed after
1865. — For comparison, Maßawwafi was said to have had 1,500 inhabitants in 1831 (Rµppel, Reise in
Abyssinien, I, 185, counting only the island population) and 10,000 in 1865 (this figure probably includes
the mainland settlement of ˘arg˙go; Henri Blanc, A narrative of captivity in Abyssinia, London 1970, 66,
cit. in Orhonlu, Habe ≈s eyaleti, 148 n. 37); Kasal’s population (excluding troops) was estimated at 8,000
in 1861 (Baker, Nile tributaries, 69); and Khartoum had “perhaps as many as 30,000 inhabitants around
1860” (Bjørkelo, “The territorial unification”, 17).
92 Three quarters of them were foreigners (mainly “Turks”, plus Egyptians, Indians (Banyns),
˘ijzıs, Greeks, and Italians). The indigenous population was composed of Art˙ga, Khssa [= Banı
fi◊mir], and Ashrf (Shuqayr, Jughrfiyya wa-trıkh, 123; “Report of the Suakin Land Commission,
1906” (SAD 542/8/6)).
93 The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, ed. Gleichen, I, 94. The report on Sawkin in SAD 110/2 (written
between 1891 and 1898) estimated that of the total population, 2,000 were “original natives (Art˙ga,
Ashrf, Ha∂an∂iwa, Ammr√ar)”, 6,000 “late settlers (mawlıd)”, and 600 “foreigners” (SAD 110/2/80).
94 Roden, “Twentieth Century Decline”, 12, 16.
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Even though these numbers are only estimates (like other such figures), they do give an
idea of the relative size of the town, indicating that both in absolute numbers and in
population density Sawkin surpassed all other Sudanese towns except Sinnr.95 Other
ports on the Red Sea, however, were considerably larger; contemporary al-Mukh, for
example, still had about 20,000 inhabitants in 1824, eighty years after the heyday of its
coffee trade was over.96

The population growth on the Qeyf — which contrasted with the delapidation of many
of the buildings on the Island — was probably caused by an increasing migration of the
semi-nomadic population from the vicinity of Sawkin to the town where they hoped to
gain a share of its market’s prosperity. One can easily imagine that this influx of
Ha∂an∂iwa, Ammr√ar, etc., constituted a threat to the other Beja groups (the
˘a∂riba/Art˙ga) who controlled the Sawkin trade together with the ‘Arab’ Island
merchants. It is interesting to see that it was among these ‘established’ Beja that
Majdhüb found his initial and main supporters in Sawkin.

PPPPoooolllliiiittttiiiiccccaaaallll    aaaassssppppeeeeccccttttssss

Sawkin politics was a function of foreign interests seeking to control the port and its
trade, and of local groups trying to assert and maintain their position in a world domi-
nated by superior foreign military strength. The chief players in the period that interests
us here were the Ottomans, the Meccan Sharıfs, and Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s Egypt on the
one hand, and the Art˙ga on the other.

FFFFoooorrrreeeeiiiiggggnnnn    ppppoooowwwweeeerrrrssss

After defeating the Portuguese in the mid-sixteenth century, the Ottomans became the
leading military power in the Red Sea until the beginning of the nineteenth century.97

95 Shendi, the only possible rival, had 800-1,000 houses in 1814 (no population figures given); al-
Dmar had 500 houses with 2,000 inhabitants (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 265, 277). In 1821/2,
Shendi consisted of 8-900 houses with 5-7,000 inhabitants (Bjørkelo, Prelude, 18). In 1832, Shendi,
which had suffered from the destruction in the wake of the Daftardr’s punitive campaign in 1823, was
inhabited by 3,000-3,500 people (living in ca 600-700 houses). Al-Mikheyrif’s population was cautiously
estimated at 3,500 in 1833, and the total sedentary population of Berber province at that time was said to
be about 30,000 (Hoskins, Travels, 52-3, 87).
96 van Donzel, art. “al-Mukh”, in EI2.
97 The first Ottoman occupation of Sawkin occurred shortly after their conquest of Egypt in 1517;
there is some uncertainty as to the actual year (1520 in Shuqayr, Jughrfiya wa-trıkh, 123; 930: 1524 in
I ≈sªksal, art. “˘abesh”, in EI2; 937: 1530/1 in Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 52). The
Portuguese landed at Sawkin during their Ethiopian expedition (1540/1), but did not stay. After several
inconclusive skirmishes, in 962: 1555 the Ottomans finally started a campaign to expel the Portuguese

(cont’d)
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Sawkin (Sevkin) became a sancq within the Eylet ˘abe ≈s; the eylet’s adminis-
trative headquarters were located there for a few years before being transferred to Jidda
towards the end of the sixteenth century.98

The Ottomans maintained their control of Sawkin not so much by continuous military
presence99 as by the threat of intervention.100 However, Ottoman capacity to take action
in the Red Sea declined more and more towards the end of the century.101 Actual rule
reverted to the local amır (v.i.), while the Sharıf of Mecca assumed effective control of
the port’s customs;102 he may also have been motivated by an interest in securing other
sources of grain supply than Egypt.103 With the beginning of the nineteenth century, the
changing international situation made itself increasingly felt in Sawkin. In 1803, two
Wahhbı envoys were sent to the town, but a request to join their movement was turned
down.104 At the same time, the Ottomans were making an effort to reassert their
authority in the region after the French evacuation of Egypt by sending a new governor,
≈Serıf P≈s to Jidda in 1803 with 400-500 troops. This Pasha, however, soon became
“the mere instrument of Sherif Ghaleb, and in 1804 his career was terminated by sudden

from the Red Sea once and for all and to regain control over the pilgrimage and spice trade routes. They
reoccupied the Red Sea littoral between Sawkin and Zaylafi, and in 962: 1555 (or 964: 1557) established
the Eylet ˘abe ≈s. After the death of beylerbeyi Özdemir Pa ≈sa in 967: 1560 (or 966: 1559), however,
direct Ottoman control over these countries rapidly declined (the differing dates are given in I ≈sªksal, art.
“˘abesh”, and Blackburn, art. “Özdemir Pasha”, in EI2, respectively. According to Orhonlu, Habe ≈s
eyaleti, 37, the “vilâyet-i Habe≈s” was officially established on 15 Shafibn 962: 5 July 1555).
98 Sawkin remained the official (though not the actual) seat of the Eylet ˘abe ≈s until Jumd I
113: Oct. 1701, when the province was definitely united with Sancq Cidde (Jidda) and the post of
Shaykh al-˘aram of Mecca, with Jidda as the seat of administration (Orhonlu, Habe≈s eyaleti, 96).
99 In Burckhardt’s days, the Turkish garrison was negligible; it consisted of 5-6 Yemeni merce-
naries, “paid by the Aga out of his own revenues”, who “hardly dare stir out of the island;” their heavy
weaponry had fallen into disuse: “two or three rusty iron guns lie dismounted upon the rubbish of the
ruined walls, which at present afford not the slightest protection to the town” (Burckhardt, Travels in
Nubia, 432, 437-8).
100 This threat that was carried out at least once during the eighteenth century (in about 1780/90,
according to Burckhardt). A Turkish expedition corps of about 200 men sent by the Governor of Jidda
plundered the Qeyf and barricaded themselves on the Island where they were “besieged for some time by
the Bedouins [Beja], in the governor’s house, and adjoining buildings, but they contrived at last to get off
with their booty” (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 438). In what appears to be a different incident, the
Turkish garrison was besieged by Beja tribesmen on “Anshetea” (Ti-n’shétea) island (Jazırat fiAbd Allh)
where they eventually starved to death (oral tradition related in Bloss, “Story of Suakin”, II 293-4).
101 Valentia (1805) says that they “ceased to have a fleet in the Red Sea” (Voyages, II, 286).
102 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 46-7. “The pashalik of Djidda was reduced to perfect insignifi-
cance by the power of the sherif of Mekka; and the title had become merely an honorary distinction,
enjoyed by the individual on whom it had been bestowed, while he resided in some provincial town of
Turkey or at Constantinople, without ever attempting to take possession of his government” (ib.). It
seems no coincidence that the list of governors of Jidda given by Orhonlu ends in 1792 (Habe ≈s Eyaleti,
257).
103 Cf. Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins, 214-216.
104 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 438. Wahhbı ships (from al-Qunfudha) again tried and failed to
secure the port of Maßawwafi in 1811, after the Egyptian invasion of the ˘ijz (Rµppel, Reise in
Abyssinien, I, 188).
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death”.105 In February 1804, Ghlib had to recognise Wahhbı suzerainty but tried to
maintain his own freedom of action. For a number of years, these power struggles gave
greater independence to the local leaders in Sawkin.106 But in 1808 Ghlib was again
able to send a small garrison to Sawkin (as well as to Maßawwafi). He also appointed a
political representative (gh; v.i.) there, who was the foremost and wealthiest filim of
the town; his name is not known, but he may have been from among the Ashrf.107

The rise to power of the viceroy of Egypt, Mu˛ammad fiAlı brought a new actor onto
the political stage, and for much of the nineteenth century, Sawkin was to pass back
and forth between Ottoman and Egyptian control. Only nominally subject to the sultan
in Constantinople, Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s rule was effectively directed against Ottoman
power. In 1813, his troops defeated the Wahhbıs and consequently brought the ˘ijz
under Egyptian control. As a dependency of Jidda, Sawkin thus became subject to
Egyptian domination (though not sovereignty) even before the conquest of the
Sudan.108 It is not completely clear how this affected the actual position of the town on
the ground, but the parallel case of Maßawwafi suggests that actual administration
remained largely in local hands.109 The Ottoman central government was certainly not
happy with their loss of influence in the Red Sea area. However, their efforts to
maintain jurisdiction at least on the African coast were unsuccessful, and in 1830,
acknowledging Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s superior strength, the Sul†n officially transferred all
claims to the African parts of the province of ˘abe≈s to the Psh of Egypt.110 But this

105 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 46.
106 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 434. In 1805, Valentia delivered a letter from the n√ib (the
indigenous local ruler) of Maßawwafi directly to his counterpart, the amır (v.i.) of Sawkin, bypassing the
Ottoman governor. The infuriated governor tried to obstruct contacts between the British traveller and the
Beja rulers, declaring “that he was master here” and responsible for everything. However, he was not able
to enforce his verbal statements in practice (Valentia, Voyages, II, 282 ss.)
107 Abir, “‘Arab Rebellion’”, 197; id., Ethiopia, 6 [sources of Abir which I was not able to consult
myself are: F.O., Abyssinia, 1/1, p.$80; India Office Bombay Secret Proceedings, Range Series, 383, vol.
32, 835]; Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 329, 338; Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 446. By 1808, the fortifications
on the mainland lay in ruins; the island was guarded by four small forts with a few cannons. For the
situation in 1814, see above.
108 When Burckhardt passed through Sawkin in June 1814, it had a Turkish representative
appointed by Mu˛ammad fiAlı; see also NRO Misc 1/47/925. The governor was, however, not supported
by any significant armed force. An Egyptian garrison of sixty men was dispatched to Maßawwafi
following the appointment of A˛mad ‡üsün as wlı of Jidda & ˘abe ≈s by the Ottoman sultan on 5
Shawwl 1230: 9 Sep 1815 (Abir, Ethiopia, 6 n. 4; Amın Smı, Taqwım al-Nıl, Cairo 1927, II, 252). Abir
(who miscalculated the date as 1813) says nothing about Sawkin.
109 In Maßawwafi, the Egyptians paid a monthly sum to the local ruler (1,005 dollars in about 1830),
and they had to evacuate the town in 1826 or 1827 following a quarrel over this payment. This did
certainly not mean a return to Ottoman control, as Talhami wants us to believe (Rµppel, Reise in
Abyssinien, I, 191; Abir, Ethiopia, 6, 98; Talhami, Suakin and Massawa, viii).
110 I ≈sªksal, art. “˘abesh”, in EI2. In 1834, Sawkin was definitely controlled by Mu˛ammad fiAlı;
his sovereignty at the time extended to the territory of the ˘abb in present day Eritrea (Combes, Voyage
en Égypte, 338, 350). In 1838, its governor was a Bosnian named fiAbd Allh ◊ÿ; he had 25 soldiers at
his disposal (Hill, On the frontiers, 150, 156-7).
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situation lasted only for ten years. When Egypt had to evacuate most of her acquisitions
in 1841, the Red Sea territories were nominally returned to the Ottomans who were,
however, unable to exert effective control there, leaving Sawkin and Maßawwafi
practically independent.111 Late in 1846, the ports were leased to Mu˛ammad fiAlı for
the duration of his lifetime against payment of the extraordinary sum of 5,000 purses
(125,000 dollars) annually, which suggests that the Egyptian wlı’s interests were
strategic rather than economic.112 After the death of Mu˛ammad fiAlı in 1849, the ports
reverted to Ottoman sovereignty, although an actual Ottoman presence was not reestab-
lished until the spring of 1851 when a force of 400 soldiers was sent there under the
command of the energetic and reformist Nür ul-Dın (“Nürı”) P≈s b. Rÿªb P≈s.113

Egypt continued her efforts to gain control of Sawkin which many regarded as an
easier outlet for the increasing Sudan trade than the Nile route. In spite of protests by
local traders who feared Egyptian competition, Sawkin and Maßawwafi were
transferred to Egyptian administration in Dhü ’l-˘ijja 1283: May 1865, while Egypt
recognised Ottoman sovereignty over Jidda.114 This agreement was initially concluded
under the same conditions as the one of 1846, that is, against the payment of a substan-
tial tribute, and only for the lifetime of Khedive Ismfiıl. However, when Ismfiıl’s title
was made hereditary (27 May 1866), it was extended for an indefinite period, and the
Ottomans never again regained control of the area.115

111 Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien, 110.
112 Douin, Histoire du règne du Khédive Ismaïl, iii/1, 276. 5,000 purses were far beyond any
conceivable income that Mu˛ammad fiAlı could hope to extract from the ports in the form of customs and
monopolies. Customs revenues from Sawkin in the mid-1840s were 800 purses (20,000 dollars; compare
this to an estimated 40,000 dollars for Maßawwafi in about 1830; Rµppel, Reise in Abyssinien, I, 173);
they rose to 1,500 purses (37,500 dollars) in the mid-1850s (Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-Afrika”, 338).
This gap between income from and expenditure for Maßawwafi and Sawkin was nothing new, however;
it is already reported for the early Ottoman period (Orhonlu, Habe ≈s eyaleti, 100) and for the time around
1830 (Rµppel, Reise in Abyssinien, i, 162). According to the Egyptian economic historian Nasım Maqqr,
one of the main reasons for Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s wish to acquire jurisdiction over Sawkin and Maßawwafi
was to be able to control the rampant smuggling that went on through these ports (Nasım Maqqr, al-
Ra˛˛la Plme, Cairo 1961, 46 [cit. in ˘asan A˛mad Ibrhım, Mu˛ammad fiAlı Bsh fı ’l-Südn, 161]).
— To put the numbers given for Sawkin and Maßawwafi in perspective, one should perhaps mention that
the customs revenues from al-Mukh were estimated at over 350,000 dollars in around 1820; they fell to
less than 150,000 by 1870 (K. Andree, Geographie des Welthandels mit geschichtlichen Erläuterungen,
vol. II, Stuttgart 1872, p. 145 [cit. in Becker/Höhfeld/Kopp, Kaffee aus Arabien, 35]).
The name of the governor during this period of Egyptian control is given as Mu˛ammad Beg al-Sharkası
in SAD 110/2/60, and as Mu˛ammad al-Amın [◊gh] in Hill, “Rulers of Sudan”, 93; according to Hill,
the position was called, “mu˛fi÷” (not q√im-maqm) during this time.
113 Talhami 239 n. 6, following Marston, Britain’s imperial role in the Red Sea area, 169;
Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien, 109-112.
114 al-Jamal, al-Wath√iq, 42.
115 The annual tribute for the lease of Sawkin and Maßawwafi which was agreed upon in 1865 was
7,500 purses; apparently, it was never actually paid (Douin, Histoire du règne du Khédive Ismaïl, iii/1,
276, 305-6).
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TTTThhhheeee    llllooooccccaaaallll    lllleeeevvvveeeellll

During most of the Ottoman period, Sawkin was under the jurisdiction of the governor
(wlı) of Jidda, but largely left to administer its internal affairs on its own. As in other
sancqs, the representative of the Ottoman government was a q√im-maqm (locally
referred to as ‘gh’ by his rank, and later perhaps also as ‘mudır’116) who resided on
the Island. His main task was the collection of taxes; customs levied on merchandise
and a poll-tax imposed on pilgrims were generally the main source of government
income. In line with the practice in other parts of the Ottoman Empire, the office was
filled by way of annual taxfarming.117 It carried little weight in terms of actual policy-
making; “when any disputes happen, the Hadherebe [˘a∂riba] generally interfere, and
the Aga is obliged to waive his authority”.118 In around 1830, while Majdhüb was in
Sawkin, the q√im-maqm was one ˘usayn ◊gh; in 1834, his name was ˘aydar
◊gh. The latter at least was appointed by Mu˛ammad fiAlı.119

The q√im-maqm had at his disposal a handful of soldiers and a few officers one of
whom was given the title, wlı, which Burckhardt translates as “police-officer”,120

being clearly distinct from the gh. The title, wlı also occurs in al-Wasıla; the context
and overall usage of the term in this book suggests, however, that it designates the
holder of Ottoman government authority in a general sense and may in the case of the
“wlı of Sawkin” refer to the q√im-maqm.121

The most important local position was that of the amır. He resided on the Qeyf and was
“elected” by its population — in fact, the office was monopolised by the most powerful
Art˙ga families of the mainland (v.s.). The amır was nominally dependent on the
Ottoman administration, being confirmed in his office by the Governor of Jidda

116 Valentia (1805; Voyages, II, 287) and Burckhardt (1814; Travels in Nubia, 435) refer to the
governor as, ‘gha’; Combes (1834; Voyage en Égypte, 340) and Heuglin (1857; “Reise in Nordost-
Afrika”, 337) as governor as, ‘mudır’.
117 Burckhardt (Travels in Nubia, 436) calculates that the gh made a personal gain of 2-3,000
[Spanish] dollars annually, in addition to 3,200 dollars which he had to pay into the Jidda treasury.
Sometimes, the governors of Sawkin were simply reconfirmed (Valentia, Voyages, II, 287); the same is
true for the governors of Eylet Habe≈s (see lists in Orhonlu, Habe≈s eyaleti, 183-4, 253-7).
118 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 437. Cf. SAD 542/8/16 (partly dependent on Burckhardt): “The
authority of the local Governor appears to have varied somewhat according to the character of the man.
The Emir elected by the local tribes being sometimes perhaps the more important”. According to
Valentia, the influence of the Turkish governor was restricted to the Island, and he “dares not put his foot
on the main land” (Voyages, II, 287). An anonymous traveller who spent some time in Sawkin in 1838
mentioned the “proverbial” powerlessness of the governor (Hill, On the frontiers, 157).
119 Hill, “Rulers of Sudan”, 93. The name is spelled, “Haïdin-Aga”, in Combes, Voyage en Égypte,
340-1.
120 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 453.
121 In al-Wasıla, 133{2}, the wlı of Sawkin gives orders to its amır; the Sawkin wlı is also
mentioned 153{2}; for other wlıs, cf. 103{2}, 131{5}, 152{2}. Due to the lack of other sources, nothing
more can be said so far on this subject.
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together with the appointment of the q√im-maqm, that is, normally every year.122 His
main source of income was the customs duties collected from traders on the Qeyf. In
theory, these were farmed out to him by the gh; in practice, however, the amır only
paid anything to the Turks if he felt they were strong enough to pose a threat to him.123

Two or three men were appointed by the amır to help him to control the market.

In Majdhüb’s time, the amır was fiUthmn (colloquially pronounced, /etman/),124 of the
Kurbb section of the Art˙ga who had successfully monopolised the position since at
least the second half of the eighteenth century, after ousting rival sections.125 fiUthmn
was perhaps the most powerful amır Sawkin had known, and the Ottoman-Egyptian
rivalry helped him to exert a virtually independent control over the mainland settlement
for much of the 1830s and 1840s. He was able to hold on to his position for a long time,
but was forced to submit to superior power after the arrival of 400 Ottoman troops in
1851. In 1270: 1854/3, he still figures in a document granting him the privilege of tax
collection against payment of a substantial sum of money to the Ottoman governor.126

A very old man, he had withdrawn from office by 1857 in favour of his son (b. c. 1817-
27), but unofficially continued to exert some authority. Jaylnı was much more depen-
dent on the Ottomans. He was made chief police officer of Sawkin; in his function of
amır he continued to collect customs and paid a yearly tribute (800 dollars in 1860) to

122 A firmn of appointment kept by the amır is alleged to have been purloined from the Kurbb un-
der more or less false pretense by the new Concominium authorities in 1903. Other valuable documents
were said to be still in the possession of ˘asan Jaylnı and al-Amın Ma˛müd Bey Art˙ga in 1955
(Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 53). The documents shown to me by al-Amın, ˘asan, and his
brother Mu˛ammad (15-16/11/87) dated, however, all from the Condominium period; they were mostly
honorary certificates in recognition of services rendered to the Egyptian government during the Mahdiyya
and after.
123 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 434-5. In 1814, the amır paid 800 dollars to the “strong” govern-
ment of Mu˛ammad fiAlı (ib.). In 1838, the yearly sum of 500 dollars is mentioned (Hill, On the
frontiers, 157). In 1270: 1854/3, amır fiUthmn offered 33,000 piastres [1,650 dollars?] payable by four
installments (SAD 542/8/17). His son Jaylnı paid 800 dollars in 1860 (Lejean, Voyage aux deux Nils, 4).
124 al-Wasıla, 133{2}; Hill, On the frontiers, 157).
125 Before the Kurbb, the amır of the Art˙ga is said to have been from among the Dassiyb, who
had overthrown the BΩshb, who in turn had come to power by defeating the descendants of Sawkin’s
original inhabitants. The Dassiyb were overthrown by the Kurbb’s eponymous ancestor, A˛mad Kurb
(“b. fiAbd Allh BΩsh b. Mu˛ammad b. B∑affr”; kurb means ‘elephant’ in ti-Be∂wyet). His grandson,
fiAlı Garnı b. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad Kurb, was in turn overthrown and killed by the Manwb (=
fiAlmanΩyb) who installed their chief,$Mu˛ammad, in his place. Later, fiAlı Garni’s son,$Ra˛ma,
succeeded in avenging his father’s death, apparently with the help of the expanding Ha∂an∂iwa. He killed
amır Mu˛ammad and (perhaps with some delay?) reestablished Kurbb leadership, for which “he is held
in high honour”. For a long time, the imra was then passed on from father to son: Müs b. Ra˛ma 
Mu˛ammad b. Müs (b. c. 1745) whom Valentia met as chief of Sawkin in 1805 (he is also mentioned
by Salt, who had accompanied Valentia)  Ma˛müd b. Mu˛ammad  fiUthmn b. Ma˛müd (for his
successors, see below, Documentation, p. 595).
(Valentia, Voyages, II, 282-99; Salt, A voyage to Abyssinia, 441; SAD 542/8/17-18; Jackson, Osman
Digna, 56; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 53, 212; al-Amın Ma˛müd Bey Art˙ga & ∆arır Abü
Mu˛ammad Jaylnı, 16/11/87, 2-3).
126 V.s.
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the Porte.127 The descendants of fiUthmn still provide the leadership of the Art˙ga
today; the title ‘amır’, however, appears to have been replaced by that of ‘fiumda’ when
the Egyptian administration took over Sawkin in 1865.128

It is not altogether clear what the division of labour was between the amır and another
local official, the shaykh of the ˘a∂riba. This office was completely independent of the
Ottoman system, and was only concerned with internal administration, according to
Burckhardt.129 It is not mentioned in other sources.

RRRReeeelllliiiiggggiiiioooouuuussss    aaaassssppppeeeeccccttttssss

Many visitors to Sawkin during the first half of the nineteenth century noted that the
symbols of Islam were more visible in the urban, ‘Arabian’ context of the Island. In
1814, there were two large mosques and one small one on the Island, but only one on
the Qeyf — figures that have to be evaluated in the light of Burckhardt’s population es-
timates (3,000 on the Island and 5,000 on the Qeyf).130 In 1808, seven Qur√n schools
were said to be open on the Island; none were mentioned on the mainland.131 Corre-
sponding differences appeared to the outside observer with regard to religious practice:

“[The inhabitants] of the Geyf are as indifferent about religion as those of the desert; very few of
them would be found, upon inquiry, to know how to pray in the Mohammedan form; and I was
told that even the fast of Ramadhan is little attended to. In the town the inhabitants are as strict in
their religious duties as sea-faring people usually are”.132

127 Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien, 110; Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-Afrika”, 337; Lejean,
Voyage aux deux Nils, 4. Munzinger, who visited Sawkin in 1853, wrote: “Die alten Häuptlinge haben
nur noch nominellen Rang. Ich sah den frµheren Emir, der ehedem µber Tausende von Lanzen gebot und
nie ausging, ohne von einigen Hunderten Kriegern gefolgt zu sein, einzig im Tarbusch uns bewillkomm-
nen”. And Lejean about Jaylnı: “les fonctions de commissaire de police de la ville […] sont ses
fonctions avouées, mais, en réalité, il est l’espion des Turcs et les tient fort au courant de tout ce qui peut
les intéresser”.
128 Cf. SAD 542/8/17. The Art˙ga ruling family in Sawkin remained loyal to the Egyptian govern-
ment throughout the Mahdiyya, and their leaders were rewarded for their stance by the Condominium
authorities. When native administration was introduced, the Art˙ga were not numerous enough to qualify
for a ni÷ra (they were estimated at 4,000 people in the 1950s; Paul, History 138). Even so, my Art˙ga
informants generally referred to their fiumda in Sawkin as n÷ir. There are six other Art˙ga fiumdas, i.a.
in Tokar (1860s: Müs b. Mu˛ammad Dın; 1904: Badanı Rshid; 1920s probably: Abü ◊mina [b.]
Mu˛ammad [b.] Müs [b. Mu˛ammad Dın]; 1987: u-Hj Kab˙rı NΩrıt) and in the Gsh (of the Abü F†na
family) (Jackson, Osman Digna, 25, 56; The Ango-Egyptian Sudan, ed. Gleichen, I, 329; Mu˛ammad
∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 212 n. 1, 237, 245; Majdhüb Qamar al-Dın, 14/3/88, 2).
129 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 435.
130 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 447.
131 Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 333. Burckhardt speaks only of one “public school” (Travels in Nubia,
142).
132 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 447. The Beja pastoralists’ ignorance of the basic tenets and
practices of (scriptural) Islam is a theme frequently encountered in the literature. Like the supposedly

(cont’d)
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MMMMoooossssqqqquuuueeeessss

All the present mosques in Sawkin were built after the time of Burckhardt and
Majdhüb.133 However, the two larger mosques Burckhardt saw on the Island were
predecessors of the most prominent mosques there today. The Shfifiı mosque —
probably the oldest in town — was noted by Seetzen (1808).134 The ˘anafı mosque is
mentioned in an Ottoman document from 1793. The third mosque seen by Burckhardt
on the Island was probably a zwiya or a simple prayer room without a minaret.135 A
“Mosque of al-∑iddıq al-Shdhilı”, located in the fiAbd al-fi◊l quarter (˛ra) in the
northwestern part of the Island is mentioned in a document from 1869.136 From its

stricter religious observance of the Red Sea sailors, however, it remains under-researched. To gain a
proper understanding, one has to take several factors into account: ethnicity and social class in the widest
sense (i.e., including differences between ‘religious’ and ‘warrior’ clans, education, occupation, place of
living, etc.), gender, age, context of action, historical situation, physical environment, and of course also
individual inclination. Each of these factors may perhaps be described as a range of possible degrees of
conformity to norms of scriptural Islam stretched out between opposing ideal poles. It is, however,
important to note that all these factors overlap and interrelate in manifold ways, modifying, contradicting,
or strengthening each other. Further, religious practice has to be distinguished from religious belief, and
the latter cannot automatically be deduced from the former.
The following three examples all describe ‘sea-faring people’ from the Red Sea:
• “La plupart de ces marins […; Arabs from the ˘ijz transporting people and goods between
Sawkin and Jidda] mettent généralement en pratique les préceptes du Coran, et les prières prescrites […]
sont récitées avec assez de régularité sur les barques de la Mer Rouge” (Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 355
[1834]).
• After performing a visit to a saint’s tomb on the coast at Rs Berns (BerenÖkh), “the captain
devoutly said his evening prayer, whilst he of the tom-tom, Ahmet Faraj, stood behind and mimicked
him, to the great amusement of his fellows — a piece of irreverence I have never seen before in any
Mohammedan country. Still I think our sailors were as a whole religious; they observed their fasts and
prayers most regularly during Ramadan, and their only idea of time was regulated by the five prayers”
(Bent, Southern Arabia, 292 [1895])
• “Until about [1905], when the first Arab shop-keeper settled in [a small village c. 150 km north
of Port Sudan, on the boundary between the Bishriyın and the Ammr√ar], the inhabitants [local Beja
sailers and fishers] did not know their prayers, the calls of the Muezzin or the [mülid]. They called
themselves [Muslim], but knew nothing, and my friend the doctor says that the reply to his consolation to
patients, ‘Well, you won’t have this pain in Paradise,’ is often, ‘Who knows if there is a Paradise?’”
(Crossland, Desert and water gardens, 36).
133 Pace Greenlaw (Coral buildings, 22, 65). For details on this and the following, see below,
Documentation.
134 Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 332-3. Both Valentia (1805) and an anonymous French traveller of 1838
also noted two mosques on the Island (Valentia, Voyages, II, 285; Hill, On the frontiers, 150).
135 In the 1890s, there were perhaps four zwiyas and around five very simple prayer rooms
(mußall) in Sawkin (SAD 110/2/94). Greenlaw (Coral buildings, 11, 57, 62-3, 71) lists six small
zwiyas on the island. The largest of those, located towards the middle of the island on plot 160, “was
labelled as a mosque on the plan and had the necessary adjuncts for it to perform its functions as such”,
including a “raised platform in lieu of a minaret”. Smaller zwiyas could be found on the east side, near
plots 68 and 110, and adjecent to plot 222 (“Sayyid al-∑fı’s block”) in the centre. The latter is most
likely an example of a private prayer room built by the owner of the adjacent house; more of these
probably existed elsewhere.
136 Document of land sale, dated 17 Dhü ’l-˘ijja 1285: 30 March 1869, quoted in ˘usayn Sıd
A˛mad, Ta†awwur ni÷m al-qa∂√, 96-7. The fiAbd al-fi◊l quarter, one of six Island ˛ras, used to be

(cont’d)
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name it appears to be linked to the Shdhiliyb (v.i.); it may be the same as the zwiya
of Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı repeatedly visited by Majdhüb.137

The mosque that Burckhardt mentioned on the Qeyf may have been a predecessor of the
present al-Majıdı Mosque (completed in 1270: 1854/3) which lies next to the main
crossing point between Island and mainland. Greenlaw regarded this as the oldest
mosque in town, basing his judgement on architectural traits and perhaps on
(misunderstood?) local tradition (he had no access to written documents).138 It should
be noted that according to information I gathered from the naqıb al-Ashrf, the family
of Ibrhım [b.] al-Q∂ı (v.i.) maintained a mosque in their area of town; Majdhüb, who
became a guest of Ibrhım’s sons, enlarged this to build his lodge.139 No trace of this
story can be found in al-Wasıla. If there is anything to it at all, it would appear most
likely that the mosque of the awld Ibrhım al-Q∂ı was a simple raküba set aside for
prayer in the family’s compound; such prayer places were and still are fairly common in
the Sudan, and Majdhüb’s original zwiya was not much more than that (v.i.). This
structure would have been so inconspicuous that Burckhardt would probably not have
called it a ‘mosque’ at all, which brings us back to the much more central site of the
Majıdı mosque which therefore seems a more likely candidate for the mosque
Burckhardt saw on the mainland.

TTTThhhheeee    SSSShhhhffffiiiififififiıııı    ttttrrrraaaaddddiiiittttiiiioooonnnn::::    tttthhhheeee    ˘̆̆̆aaaassssaaaannnnbbbb

The two main mosques on the Island were a visible representation of the prominence of
two different religious affiliations in Sawkin, namely, the Shfifiı and the ˘anafı
madhhabs. These two madhhabs came to be associated with different centres of power.
As elsewhere along the shores of the Red Sea, the urban merchant population was
predominantly Shfifiı. The ˘anafiyya, on the other hand, was the madhhab introduced
and supported by the Ottoman government. The Mlikiyya was also present, though
less prominent; it was more associated with the hinterland and the interior, that is, in the
Sawkin context, with the Beja pastoralists. As we shall see below, it appears that
during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the Ottomans made an effort to
strengthen their judicial control over the area and to establish ˘anafı law as the only
offical interpretation of the sharıfia. This resulted in a clash with local views on
religious authority.

known as ˘rat al-∑ayyghın “the goldsmith quarter” prior to the early nineteenth century. Captain fiAbd
al-Ra˛mn b. Mu˛ammad ∑iddıq (note the name!) had property there (document of land donation, dated
17 Shafibn 1227: 24 Aug 1812, quoted in Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 215; “Report of the
Suakin Land Commission, 1906” (SAD 542/8/8)).
137 al-Wasıla, 142{4}, 147{2, 4}.
138 Greenlaw, Coral buildings, 22, 65.
139 A˛mad Mu˛ammad Mu˛ammad Dın (naqıb al-Ashrf), 14/11/87, 13.
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Local tradition maintains that the original qu∂awa (“judges”) of Sawkin were the
˘asanb. They controlled the Shfifiı mosque where they are said to have held the posi-
tions of imm and kha†ıb. They also exercised other religious functions: the conclusion
of marriage contracts, (Qur√n) teaching, jurisconsultation (ift√; but see below on the
meaning of the term), and jurisdiction (qa∂√).140

In this picture, the ˘asanb appear as the traditional religious leaders of Sawkin just as
the Art˙ga were the political leaders. Authority is divided into political and religious
spheres, and this division is expressed in ethnic terms.141

The lack of contemporary sources prior to the eighteenth century complicates the
discussion. The ancestors of the present ˘asanb who appear in the first extant
documents are not expressly identified as “˘asanb”; their pedigree ends in a vague “al-
fiUmarı al-Qurashı” which we also find in the nasab of the Shdhiliyb (v.i.). However,
as they are commonly called ˘asanb in oral tradition, I shall continue to use the term
as a convenient shorthand for those religious leaders who at least from the mid-
eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century controlled the Shfifiı mosque in Sawkin and
performed functions prescribed by religious law there.

Like the Art˙ga, the ˘asanb claim Arabian ancestry. They trace their descent from
Ibrhım b. Abı ’l-Walıd Ismfiıl b. Abı ’l-fiAbbs A˛mad b. Müs b. fiAlı b. fiUmar b.
fiUjayl. A˛mad b. Müs (1212-91) was a Shfifiı faqıh who lived as an “ascetic and

140 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 148, 217; several informants in Sawkin, 14/11/87, 2-
3; Muß†af Mu˛ammad u-Kesh, 16/11/87, 7.
141 E.g. Khalıfa Mu˛ammad Abü Bakr, 15/11/87, 7. Such an ethnic division of political and
religious authority is fairly common in the Sudan; for example, the Ha∂an∂iwa’s political leadership has
been invested in the W˙lfialyb ever since they succeeded the Gurhabb, whereas the Samaran∂iwb are
considered their fakıs of old (Hassan Mohamed Salih, “Some aspects of Hadendowa social organization”,
25-7). Among the Jafialiyyın, a similar distinction obtains, although more groups are involved.
Regarding the social status of the ˘asanb, here is a curious bit of information that is difficult to interpret
without further contextual detail, but which may be suggestive enough to be included here. When I was
interviewing “Sayyidn” Madanı al-Fakı ∑iddıq, a ˘asanbı tailor who is the present “keeper of the keys”
of the Majdhübı lodge in Sawkin, a drunken man came into his shop. He said he was an Art˙gwı, and
gave me his name. I was questioning Madanı about the alleged ‘corruption’ (fasd) of Sawkin prior to
Majdhüb’s arrival there, a topic frequently mentioned in Majdhübı accounts. “How could such corruption
occur? Did the ˘asanb do nothing to prevent it?” I asked. When the visitor heard my question, he
became angry. “Don’t argue with the ˘asanb!” he said. “They are our masters (asydn) and those of
Shaykh al-Majdhüb as well! They are pure people (ns †hirın). Our masters!” At this moment, two black
men came in. They heard these words and became angry in turn: “Such things don’t exist anymore
today!” The exchange that followed made it clear that the implication was one of slavery or serfdom; the
word fiabd was explicitely used. The Art˙gwı visitor did not give in, however: “Go argue with the
Majdhıb […], but don’t argue with the ˘asanb!” (16/11/87, 7-8). — The incident reminded me of the
strict stratificatory system that survives until today among the Banı fi◊mir/Tigrey. It is certainly not suffi-
cient to conclude that a similar system existed formerly among other Beja groups as well. It should be
remembered, however, that Sawkin lay at the northern edge of an area where there seems to have been
much overlapping of Tigrey and ti-Be∂wye-speaking societies in earlier times.
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humble devotee”142 in the village of Ghassna about 40 km north of Zabıd; he became
renowned for his learning as well as for his miracles (in one of his karmas, he defeated
Zaydı jurists through his miraculous powers). Soon after his death, his tomb became a
place of pious visits. Ibn Ba††ü†a visited it in 1329 and stayed there in the company of
his son Ismfiıl.143 Around the tomb developed the town of ‘Bayt al-Faqıh’ which
became known as a place of Shfifiı learning, but saw its most prosperous period in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when it was the main centre of the Yemeni coffee
trade.144

The ˘asanb are not the only ‘religious’ group who claim descent from A˛mad b.
fiUjayl; the Banü ’l-M_sh_r_fi in the Yemen do so as well.145 I am unable to tell whether
the two groups know of each other. According to ˘asanbı tradition, it was Ibrhım b.
Ismfiıl b. A˛mad who settled in Sawkin; the reason given being trade interests.146 The
descendants of this Yemeni trader are said to have intermarried with the local
population; the first to do so was allegedly al-shaykh Ma˛müd b. al-shaykh
Mu˛ammad, who married a girl from the Art˙ga.147 All sources agree that the ˘asanb
heavily intermarried with many different groups, including Art˙ga, Ha∂an∂iwa, and
Shdhiliyb.148

Allegedly in the early sixteenth century, some of the family moved to Tokar where they
worked as farmers and pastoralists and founded several villages. After their leader,
˘asan fiAbd Allh Rashıd, they became known as ˘asanb. Most ˘asanb live in the
Tokar area today. Both they and their relatives in Sawkin are said to have contributed
to the spread of Islamic knowledge among their neighbours.

142 Ibn Ba††ü†a, Travels, ii, 367.
143 Note that al-Khazrajı dates Ismfiıl’s death in 1317 (fiAlı b. al-˘asan al-Khazrajı, al-fiUqüd al-
lu√lu√iyya fı akhbr al-dawla al-Rasüliyya, ed. & tr. J M Redhouse, Leiden, 1906-8 (Gibb Mem. III), iv,
422 [cit. by Gibb in Ibn Ba††ü†a, Travels, ii, 368 n. 30]).
144 Ibn Ba††ü†a, II, 367-9; al-Khazrajı, I, 221-2; GAL S I, 461; al-Kattnı, Fihris, II, 852; Ka˛˛la, II,
189 with further sources; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 213-6; Headley, art. “Bayt al-Fa‚kıh”,
in EI2; Becker/Höhfled/Kopp, Kaffee aus Arabien, 23, 31 (most of these sources are also the basis for the
next two paragraphs).
145 This family appears to have been based in the village of al-Rawiyya near al-Zabıd; see fiAbd al-
Ra˛mn b. Sulaymn al-Ahdal, al-Nafas al-Yamnı, ed. al-˘ibshı, 100-107.
146 Jackson reports that “native tradition” puts the date of the ˘asanb’s arrival from the Yemen in
1208 CE. This is apparently based on a calculation ignoring the dates of A˛mad b. fiUjayl’s birth and
death (1208 CE = 605 h., which is 250 years before 855: 1451, the alleged date of arrival of the Ashrf in
Sawkin). Even though these dates do not reflect historical fact, they are still of symbolic importance
(Jackson, Osman Digna, 56; repeated without indication of the source in Bloss, “Story of Suakin”, I, 280;
Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 211, 214 [also dependent on Jackson]).
147 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 216; several of my informants simplified the story and
said that immigrant A˛mad b. fiUjayl (!) married a girl from the Ha∂an∂iwa (!) and thus “became a
Ha∂an∂awı”; 14/11/87, 2-3
148 This was confirmed by recent genealogies I collected during my fieldwork, as well as in
interviews (e.g., Khalıfa Mu˛ammad Abü Bakr, 15/11/87, 7)
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However accurate or legendary this traditional account may be, trade links between
Sawkin and the Yemen certainly existed in the early fifteenth century and most likely
before, and some of the traders settled and married in Sawkin.149 Whether the ˘asanb
are actually descended from such immigrants, or whether they were a group of Beja
(from Tokar, conceivably150) part of whom moved to Sawkin where they discovered a
saintly Yemeni ancestry that served to legitimate their religious leadership, or whether
the truth lies somewhere in between is, however, hard to tell.

The ˘asanbı fiulam√ lived on the northern tip of the Island, about 70 m across an open
space from the Shfifiı mosque. Their houses (known as buyüt al-fiulam√) had
reception rooms on the upper floors; the governor and other notables used to visit them
there on religious holidays.151

Whatever the origin(s) of the ˘asanb and however they exercised their offices, by the
eighteenth century they had come to represent local religious authority in Sawkin, an
authority associated with the Shfifiı madhhab. But there were competitors to their
position.

OOOOttttttttoooommmmaaaannnn    ˘̆̆̆aaaannnnaaaaffffııııssss    aaaannnndddd    tttthhhheeee    ssssttttrrrruuuugggggggglllleeee    ffffoooorrrr    tttthhhheeee    qqqq∂∂∂∂ıııı’’’’ssss    mmmmaaaaddddhhhhhhhhaaaabbbb

Contrary to the local “ethnic” separation of political and religious authority, the
Ottoman government in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries tried to
establish a system reflecting not so much a division as two different faces of authority.
According to a number of documents preserved from that period, the q∂ı of the
Sawkin sancq was appointed by the governor of Jidda; in one instance he was
explicitly admonished to “agree with the q√im-maqm […] in all matters”.152 Like the
q√im-maqm, the q∂ı was apparently appointed or confirmed in his office annually,
often towards the beginning of the Hijrı year.

The first Ottoman magistrate in Sawkin was fiAbd al-Wahhb Efendi, probably an
Egyptian, who on 30 November 1555 was appointed as q∂ı of the newly-established

149 Yüsuf Fa∂l, The Arabs, 88-89, based on Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Sakhwı, al-∆aw√
al-lmifi li-ahl al-qarn al-tsifi, 12 vols, Cairo 1353-5: 1934-6, iv: 140, 219-20, v: 240, x: 150.
150 They may be related to the fiUjaylb who live between Tokar and Maßawwafi (Mu˛ammad ∑li˛
∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 223).
151 Burckhardt (Travels in Nubia, 446) reports that in 1814, there were “two or three persons
belonging to the corps of Olemas”; these must include non-˘asanbı ˘anafı scholars as well (v.i.). The
property of the ˘asanb was confiscated when they joined the Mahdiyya, and on the site of the main
house of the ˘asanb fiulam√ the Eastern Telegraph building was erected (Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr,
Trıkh Sawkin, 148, 216; several informants in Sawkin, 14/11/87, 2-3).
152 NRO Misc 1/47/927 = Bergen KH 541.16/213 (of 6 May 1782); Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh
Sawkin, 135.
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eylet Habe≈s. The seat of the province magistrature remained in Sawkin even when the
beylerbeyi moved to Maßawwafi or Jidda. Apart from a reference to the Ma˛kamat
Sawkin al-Sharfiiyya being headed in 1110: 1699/8 by the q∂ı fiAbd al-fiAlım al-
fiAbbsı, almost nothing is known so far on the history of this institution during the first
two centuries of its existence.153 Perhaps in relation to a reorganisation of the judicial
administration in the ˘ijz, the Ottoman government in the eighteenth century ordered
the q∂ı al-qu∂t of Mecca to appoint Mu˛ammad Mu˛yı al-Dın b. A˛mad b.
Mu˛ammad al-Q_m_lı as q∂ı of Sawkin. Mu˛yı al-Dın, who may have been of
Ottoman origin154 is said to have been a learned scholar who mastered both the ˘anafı
(his own) and the Shfifiı madhhab.155 Initially, Mu˛yı al-Dın declined, arguing that he
had planned to spend his days in Mecca. But the Jidda governor pledged that he would
be allowed to go on pilgrimage every year at public expense, and that he would not be
subject to any orders from the governor of Sawkin, but would be directly responsible
to the q∂ı of Mecca. Thereupon, Mu˛yı al-Dın accepted the offer.156

The appointment of Mu˛yı al-Dın has to be seen in the context of the Ottoman effort to
establish the ˘anafı madhhab as the sole basis of law in the Ottoman state. This met
with resistance from the local, predominantly Shfifiı population. During the period
covered by the documents (1780-1820) they appear to have constantly pressed for the
removal of the ˘anafı q∂ı. At times, this must have been successful; the documents
indicate that the acting q∂ı more than once was a Shfifiı, and in 1793 even a Mlikı.
The Ottomans occasionally had to accept this situation; but when they could, they tried
to impose a ˘anafı q∂ı “because it is not permissible that the q∂ı be of any other than
the ˘anafı madhhab, that is, the madhhab of the Sul†n”,157 and “the ˘anafı scholars
clearly stated in the law-books that a government may not give authority to the Shfifiı

153 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 120 n. 2 (see also below [note on fiUthmn Diqna]);
Orhonlu, Habe ≈s eyaleti, 114-5. On the manifold responsibilities of an Ottoman q∂ı, see Káldy Nagy, art.
“‚K∂ı [Ottoman Empire]”, in EI2.
154 In my interviews, the ethnic affiliation of his family was generally left unusually vague. Only
one Art˙gwı informant claimed that they were Art˙ga (14/11/87, 1). In what appears to be an isolated
reference, Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr (Trıkh Sawkin, 236) groups the family with the Ashrf! My assump-
tion that they may have descended from outside Sawkin is based on their ˘anafı affiliation, on the fact
that the name, Mu˛yı al-Dın is very uncommon in this area, and on the title, efendi which is consistently
and exclusively given to members of this family in the Ottoman documents. On the ˘anafı affiliation of
the family see, apart from the Ottoman documents, ˘usayn Sıd A˛mad, Ta†awwur ni÷m al-qa∂√, 92;
˘usayn fiAbd al-Qdir u-K˙r (11/4/88, 1-3).
155 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr indicates that the Sawkinese used to study in the Shfifiı centres of
learning in the Yemen, Zabıd and al-Mukh (Trıkh Sawkin, 132 n. 2).
156 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 132, apparently based on oral information from the
descendants of this q∂ı. The document ∆irr reproduces pp. 132-4 is not the appointment of the Sawkin
judge, but that of Mecca.
157 NRO Misc 1/47/925 = Bergen KH 539.16/211 (of 13 December 1814?); Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr,
Trıkh Sawkin, 138.
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q∂ı over a ˘anafı unless he follows (qallad) the madhhab of the Greater Imm [sc., al-
˘anafı]. [Therefore,] the Sul†n has issued a prohibition of this”.158

Mu˛yı al-Dın was followed in office by his son fiUmar who was dismissed without the
consent of the Jidda governor but reinstated in 1782. Complaints by Shfifiıs appear to
have played a part in his dismissal; and in the document reappointing him he is admon-
ished not to disagree with the Sawkin governor in any way.159 fiUmar was succeeded
by his son Sulaymn who appears as q∂ı in a document from 1790.160 A few years
later, however, in 1793, a Mlikı (!) had become q∂ı, named A˛mad Slim. The back-
ground to this appointment is difficult to ascertain; it may have represented a temporary
compromise between the Ottoman ˘anafıs and the local Shfifiıs. Sulaymn’s brother,
fiAbd al-Qdir b. fiUmar was made imm and kha†ıb of the ˘anafı mosque, an office
which had previously been exercised by the ˘anafı q∂ı.161

During the following twenty years, the office remained disputed between ˘anafıs and
Shfifiıs. fiAbd al-Qdir exercised it for a time, but he was removed again, and the
Shfifiıs prevailed. This obviously has to be seen in the context of the complete loss of
Ottoman power in the area after 1804 and its replacement by the influence of Sharıf
Ghlib of Mecca, a Shfifiı stronghold. Probably in 1806, the ˘asanbı imm of the
Shfifiı mosque, Mu˛ammad Q_m_l b. fiAbd Allh Rashıd, became q∂ı of Sawkin; he
definitely exercised this office in 1812. Mu˛ammad Q_m_l’s brother Mu˛ammad [b.]
Rashıd appears as muftı of Sawkin already in a document from 1793, and again in
1812. Their father had also been muftı, and his grandfather, the first known ancestor of
the family (who must have lived around 1700), was apparently a teacher (probably at
the Shfifiı mosque).162 During the time of Sharıf Ghlib, the ‘Ottoman’ ˘anafiyya

158 NRO Misc 1/47/926 = Bergen KH 540.16/212 (of 1779/81); Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh
Sawkin, 135.
159 NRO Misc 1/47/926 = Bergen KH 540.16/212 (of 1779-81); NRO Misc 1/47/927 = Bergen KH
541.16/213 (of 6 May 1782); Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 134-5.
160 Gift of land, al-˛jja Maryam bt. Had√a to al-˛jj fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Mu˛ammad ∑iddıq fiAbd
al-Qdir, dated Tuesday, 1 Rabıfi I 1205: 9 Nov 1790 (reproduced in Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh
Sawkin, 146).
161 NRO Misc 1/47/923 = Bergen KH 537.16/209 (of 19 Aug 1793); Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh
Sawkin, 136-7. fiAbd al-Qdir appears as witness in the land gift document of 1790 (v.s.).
162 This is suggested by the nasab: fiAbd Allh Rashıd (or shortened, fiAbd al-Rashıd) b. ‡h b. al-
shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Mudarris al-fiUmarı al-Qurashı. See NRO Misc 1/47/923 = Bergen KH 537.16/209
(of 19 Aug 1793); Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 136, 214-6 (reproduction of a donation
document issued by q∂ı Mu˛ammad Q_m_l and signed, i.a., by his brother the muftı, dated Monday, 17
Shafibn 1227: 24 August 1812; the date 1221 [1806/7] is inscribed on one of Mu˛ammad Q_m_l’s seals.
I have not been able to ascertain the origin and pronounciation of the laqab, ‘Q_m_l’. It first appears as
the nisba, ‘al-Q_m_lı in the pedigree of the ˘anafı q∂ı Mu˛yı al-Dın (v.s.) where it may refer to the
place of origin of the family. That it later appears as a laqab in the name of the Shfifiı q∂ı is most
peculiar. Mu˛ammad Q_m_l for one reason or the other may have been called after Mu˛ammad al-
Q_m_lı, but in the absence of more precise data any further speculation is futile. In one instance (p. 70),
al-Wasıla gives the name as, ‘al-shaykh Fa˛l b. al-shaykh Rashıd’, but this is obviously a misreading of
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were apparently ousted from their mosque in Sawkin which was turned over to the
Mlikı community.163

The tables turned again in 1814 when Mu˛ammad fiAlı conquered the ˘ijz, thereby
bringing Sawkin under his control. The Shfifiı q∂ı Mu˛ammad Q_m_l was dismissed
and proper ‘Turkish’ order reestablished by appointing fiAbd al-Qdir b. fiUmar b.
Mu˛yı al-Dın, who previously had to content himself with being ˘anafı imm, as the
new magistrate.164 fiAbd al-Qdir’s appointment and the reaffirmation of effective
Turkish rule met with open resistance from the local ˘a∂riba. They stayed away from
his Friday prayers when they started to be held in the name of the Sul†n and of
Mu˛ammad fiAlı, just as they refused to accept the currencies Mu˛ammad fiAlı put into
circulation — these two acts of insubordination are mentioned together in a letter which
fiAbd al-Qdir and “a dozen” others sent to Mu˛ammad fiAlı. Simultaneously, this letter
complained about the q√im-maqm whom Mu˛ammad fiAlı had appointed, accusing
him among other things of standing in too much fear of the Beja/˘a∂riba — which
clearly seems to indicate that the supplicants, and thus the supporters of fiAbd al-Qdir,
came from among the Arabic-speaking townspeople. The other “complaints against [the
governor] were, that he made the Turkish name ridiculous […], and that he disgraced
his office by his [homosexual] propensities”.165

The refusal to accept Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s coins parallels the Sudanese resistance against
the introduction of Egyptian currencies after the conquest of the Sudan in 1821. This
had a variety of reasons, among them skepticism regarding the content of precious
metals, and the realisation that the aim of Egyptian monetary policy was not only the
facilitation of trade, but also market control and surplus extraction.166 However, this is
only one side of the story. The boycott of Friday prayers, the Arab - Beja tensions with
their underlying urban versus rural background, the struggle for the madhhab of the
q∂ı, the accusation of homosexuality are all facets of a conflict which nicely illustrates
the interrelatedness of economic, political, ethnic, moral, and symbolic issues.

Opposition against fiAbd al-Qdir continued, but a petition to remove him from office
was dismissed in 1820.167 Eventually, he died of a fever during a visit to Mecca. His

the handwritten manuscript by the typesetters (qL!, if written cursorily, can easily be misread for the more
common name, q×# ). Al-Karsani made the same mistake (“The Majdhubiyya tariqa”, 62).
163 Seetzen, “Mémoire”, 332-3.
164 Document of appointment, issued by Mu˛ammad ∑iddıq, q∂ı of Mecca, 20 Mu˛arram 1229: 12
Jan 1814 (reproduced in Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 137); id., sealed by Mu˛ammad fiAlı, 1
Mu˛arram 1230: 3 Dec 1814 (NRO Misc 1/47/925 = Bergen KH 539.16/211; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr,
Trıkh Sawkin, 138-9).
165 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 446-7. The letter was secretly given to Burckhardt when he left
Sawkin, with the request to deliver it to Mu˛ammad fiAlı personally.
166 Bjørkelo, Prelude, 30, 107-111.
167 NRO Misc 1/47/924 = Bergen KH 538.16/210; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 139.
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family and descendants continued to be responsible for the ˘anafı mosque, and at least
sometimes provided the q∂ı, although they do not appear to have been able to mono-
polise the office before the return of the Egyptians in 1865.168 The title, q∂ı also
occurs in the name of the family of Majdhüb’s hosts in Sawkin, the awld Ibrhım [b.]
al-Q∂ı, but as this cannot be related to any independent evidence, it is difficult to
interpret. Ibrhım is today said to belong to the Ashrf; he may in fact have had
Art˙gwı roots (v.i.). He died long before 1829,169 and during the time of Majdhüb’s
stay (1829/31) Mu˛ammad Q_m_l b. fiAbd Allh Rashıd was again exercising his old
office as q∂ı.170

168 After the Egyptians took over Sawkin in 1865, fiAbd al-Qdir b. ˘usayn b. fiAbd al-Qdir (d. c.
1901) was appointed q∂ı at the Sawkin Sharıfia court (with jurisdiction reaching as far as Maßawwafi)
until he (like his twin brother, imm Mu˛ammad al-Nür) joined the Mahdist movement in 1883. His
house (or at least one of his houses) was located on the Island; four rooms in it were set aside for the
Sharıfia court, and more than seven for his family. When he left Sawkin, the house was expropriated; in
1903, the Egyptian National Bank erected their new building on its site (Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh
Sawkin, 107 n. 3, 140-3). According to Sartorius (Three months in the Soudan, 147), the q∂ı fiAbd al-
Qdir’s house was located not far from the Majdhübı lodge.
The exact circumstances of q∂ı fiAbd al-Qdir’s shift of allegiance are still not entirely clear. Apparently,
he was in Sinkt (the summer resort of most wealthy Sawkinıs) in August 1883 but left it shortly before
fiUthmn Diqna’s first attack on the town. Jackson’s account is chronologically unclear, but its substance
is probably correct: fiAbd al-Qdir seems to have made secret contacts with fiUthmn Diqna in his
headquarters at T’aman˙b, especially after the Sawkin garrison, on their way to Sinkt to escort the new
governor-general of the eastern Sudan, Sulaymn Pasha Niyzı, had been annihilated by fiUthmn Diqna
on 2 Dec 1883. But it was only when the proposed evacuation of the Sudan had been made public by
Gordon in February 1884 that fiAbd al-Qdir “assembled some of the leading natives of Suakin and
advised them to follow his example and make peace with Osman Digna. He then went by night to the
rebel camp” (Jackson, Osman Digna, 33; Bloss, “Story of Suakin”, II, 255). Nevertheless, he tried to
guard his rear by leaving a letter behind explaining that he had only joined the Mahdists out of the neces-
sity of circumstances, and that, “should the Egyptian Government, after all, elect to remain, he would
return and serve them faithfully” (Sartorius, Three months in the Soudan, 202).
Abd al-Qdir’s Mahdist allegiance seems to have signified the end of his family’s ‘monopoly’ on the
office of q∂ı in Sawkin; while some of his descendents held prominent posts in Sawkin and Port
Sudan in the twentieth century, none ever became a judge. For details, see Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna,
43 n. 3, 56 n. 2; ˘usayn Sıd A˛mad, Ta†awwur ni÷m al-qa∂√ fı ’l-Südn, 95, 97; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛
∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 140-3, 169; Bsharı, Ruwwd al-fikr al-Südnı, 223-8; Abdel Gadir Okier,
“Education among the Beja”; and my interviews with fiAbd al-Ra˛mn u-K˙r (21/10/87, 2-3 & 14/11/87,
1), ˘usayn fiAbd al-Qdir u-K˙r (11/04/88, 1-3), and a man from the Art˙ga (14/11/87, 1). Mu˛ammad
al-Nür and probably also his brother appear to have been followers of Shaykh al-‡hir, the leader of the
eastern Majdhıb during the second half of the nineteenth century; in 1868, long before the Mahdiyya,
Mu˛ammad al-Nür wrote a poem in praise of al-‡hir’s K. al-Wasıla, the manuscript of which had just
been completed (printed al-Wasıla, 254). Important members of the family continued to support the
Majdhıb throughout the present century, though this seems to have diminished recently.
169 al-Wasıla, 152{4}.
170 al-Wasıla, 137{6}. A son of Mu˛ammad Q_m_l’s sister, Mu˛ammad Madanı b. Ra˛ma, became
an informant of al-‡hir Majdhüb (al-Wasıla, 135{2}, 137{6}). He was ma√dhün of Sawkin and a
Qur√n teacher at the Shfifiı mosque; that this was not the only source of his income is shown by the fact
that he repeatedly joined fiUthmn Diqna on his trading trips to Kordofan (Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr,
Trıkh Sawkin, 220). He appears as a witness in a land-sale document issued in 1869 where he is given
the title, ‘faqıh’ which precedes the titles, ‘shaykh’ (Mu˛ammad Muß†af al-Shinnwı), ‘efendi’ (˘asan
∑li˛), and ‘mufiallim’ (Safiıd al-Bann) (˘usayn Sıd A˛mad, Ta†awwur ni÷m al-qa∂√, 97). After the
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TTTThhhheeee    mmmmuuuuffffttttıııı

The position of muftı of Sawkin seems to have been less contested; all the muftıs
whose names can be identified were ˘asanb. This has probably something to do with
the way the office was perceived and exercised. Even though Muslim governments
early on limited the practical independence of muftıs and tended to turn them into state
employees, jurisconsultation never completely lost its association with the idea of being
less subject to government authority than the magistrature, and therefore being more
representative of local legal tradition. In the Ottoman Empire,

“Individuals with the title of mµftı are to be found acting along with the ‚k∂ıs throughout all the
provinces but they have no connexion with fetw other than in etymology. While in theory the
mµftı should be a man deeply versed in the canonical works of his madhhab and of an unimpeach-
able character, in practice it was only the latter quality that was demanded in these provincials. For
as the ‚k∂ı was usually a transient and a stranger to the district to which he was appointed, and
was felt, moreover, to be the agent and the voice of the secular power, his judgments only
achieved the authority of religion when they had the implicit sanction of some elderly person
locally respected for his piety and somewhat above the very low average level of education”.171

While this description is aimed at the central provinces of the Empire, it may well
illustrate the situation in Sawkin as well, at least to a degree. Nothing is known about a
Sawkin muftı before the reorganisation of the Sharıfia court in the late eighteenth
century, and no record of appointment of a Sawkin muftı has survived (this does of
course not prove that they were not appointed). As we have seen, the ˘asanbı fiAbd
Allh Rashıd b. ‡h b. al-shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Mudarris was muftı of Sawkin in
about the second half of the eighteenth century; his son Mu˛ammad exercised the same
function in 1793 and 1812. The muftı at the time of Majdhüb was shaykh Ma˛müd,172

who appears to have been another (younger?) son of fiAbd Allh Rashıd. Ma˛müd was
probably the ancestor of the most prominent ˘asanbı religious figure of the mid-
nineteenth century, Fakı (b.?) ∑iddıq b. Mu˛ammad b. Ma˛müd b. Rashıd, who worked
as muftı and ma√dhün of Sawkin and is said to have also been imm and kha†ıb at the
Shfifiı Mosque before joining the Mahdist movement in 1883.173

Mahdiyya, al-Fakı [Mu˛ammad] Madanı Ra˛ma is the only scholar (filim) of his time in Sawkin to
appear on a list of notables “who are usually to be invited” to official occasions (SAD 110/2/89) .
171 Walsh, art. “Fatw ii.—Ottoman Empire”, in EI2.
172 al-Wasıla, 117{2}.
173 Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, 43 n. 5; “Sayyidn” Madanı al-Fakı ∑iddıq & al, 21/10/87, 2-3,
16/11/87, 8. On “Sayyidn”, who is either the son or the grandson of Fakı ∑iddıq, see above A “Fakı
Ma˛müd” was named to me as the “close ancestor” of the present day Sawkin ˘asanb by an
Art˙gwı/W˙lfialywı informant (Khalıfa Mu˛ammad Abü Bakr, 15/11/87, 7).
Other than partaking in the fees for legal cases, the muftı may have derived an income from teaching the
Qur√n in the local school. In the 1793 document, the muftı was addressed as, “fiumdat dhawı ’l-ift√
wa’l-tadrıs” (NRO Misc 1/47/923 = Bergen KH 537.16/209; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin,
136-7).
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To sum up this section: Religious authority in Sawkin had for some time been exer-
cised by a Shfifiı kin-group (the ˘asanb), according to a pattern common among the
Beja which divides religious and political authority between different ‘ethnic’ groups.
In an effort to strengthen central government control (in the context of declining
military power), the Ottoman government in the eighteenth century tried to reorganise
judicial administration and to impose ˘anafı law as the sole official interpretation of the
Sharıfia. This attempt was resented and resisted by local groups who pressed for the
appointment of a magistrate belonging to their own madhhab, normally a Shfifiı.
Neither side was able to gain the upper hand in this struggle; by 1830, the situation of
the opposing proponents of madhhab-based fiqh (or, as they were characterised by my
informants, al-fiilm al-÷hir, mush al-b†in “exoteric religious knowledge”) appear to
have been locked in an uneasy truce. This may have made them vulnerable to people
who attacked the madhhab system because they claimed to have, and to be able to
provide to their followers, a more immediate access to the truths of religion. Majdhüb
was to be one of them.

TTTThhhheeee    AAAAsssshhhhrrrrffff

Apart from the ˘asanb, another group in Sawkin claimed special religious status, in
this case not based on learning but on descent: the Ashrf. Generally, ‘ashrf’ is a
designation for all the descendants of the Prophet or even of his uncles, but in Sawkin
and much of the eastern Sudan, ‘the’ Ashrf are a distinct ethnic group tracing their
ancestry to one particular ‘sharıf Mu˛ammad’ who is believed to have arrived in
Sawkin sometime between the mid-fifteenth and the early seventeenth century.174

174 The founding legend of the Ashrf is spun around the written pedigree (nasab) that they keep to
prove their noble origin. What is regarded as the ‘master copy’ of this is preserved by the naqıb al-Ashrf
in Sawkin, and a number of other copies exist in the hands of prominent members of the group. A large
extract from such a charter was published by ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 230-1; I myself photographed
another one (in the possession of fiUthmn fiAbd Allh fiUthmn Bbikr AdarΩb, Sinkt, 9/11/87, 2).
This nasab was allegedly produced when the ancestor of the Ashrf, sharıf Mu˛ammad, who had come to
settle in Sawkin, demanded the hand of a local women (her ethnic background is most often given as
Art˙gwiyya-Sinayyefbiyya). The Art˙ga, rulers of Sawkin, demanded proof of his noble origin, and so
he returned to Mecca in the company of a Sawkinı delegation and received, ‘from the depot in the Kafiba
where the nasab of the Ashrf is kept’, a written testimony of his own pedigree. The copy reproduced by
∆irr claims to go back to the original version as penned in Mecca on the auspicious day of fiArafa, 10
˘ijja 941, and signed by no less than 32 witnesses, including five from the inner circle of the ruling fami-
lies of Sawkin. Upon their return from the Holy City, sharıf Mu˛ammad married and fathered children
who became the eponymous ancestors to the various Ashrf sections. The core sections, fiAbdallayb and
Abbakarb, trace their origin to fiAbd Allh and Abü Bakr, sons of sharıf Mu˛ammad’s first wife. Other,
smaller sections are said to descend from other wives or from a daughter of his.
As part of Ashrf’s pride in possessing a written pedigree it is usually stressed that this contains the
precise date of their ancestor’s arrival in Sawkin. Nevertheless, these dates differ considerably in the
various sources. What seems to be important is the belief in the supreme validity of a written testimony
the content of which is not critically examined. The following should serve to illustrate this. In one
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They intermarried with the Art˙ga and the Ha∂an∂iwa, and spread out from Sawkin to
the Red Sea Hills (between etby and KhΩr Baraka) and more recently into the Gsh.
The two most important sections of the Ashrf are the fiAbdallayb and the Abbakarb;
the fiAbdallayb are the largest and, according to tradition, politically dominant group.
Other sections (Yünisb, Sayyidb) are apparently much smaller.175 Like the Art˙ga
and the ˘asanb, the Ashrf were not numerous enough to qualify for a ni÷ra during
the Condominium; they only had a fiumda of their own, subject to the ni÷ra of the
Ha∂an∂iwa.176

TTTThhhheeee    SSSShhhhddddhhhhiiiilllliiiiyyyybbbb…………

A portrait of the religious situation in Sawkin would be incomplete without
mentioning its shrines or places where ‘saints’ were and still are popularly venerated.
The most important of these is the domed tomb (qubba) of Shaykh Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-
Shdhilı, who is known as rjil Sawkin.177 This qubba lies on the edge of the “Barr al-
fiAjam” cemetary, opposite the Island, dominating the eastern horizon.178 The man said

account, ∆irr gives 855 AH (Trıkh Sawkin, 211); this corresponds to Jackson’s 1451 CE reported from
“native tradition” (Osman Digna, 56) and is probably derived from it (∆irr used Jackson’s book). When
reproducing the extracts from the written nasab discussed above, ∆irr cites its original date (10 ˘ijja
941) but instead of giving the correct equivalent (11 June 1535) he puts down 1451 — in this instance
likely a direct copy from Jackson. The nasab copy ∆irr used (from the possession of al-∑fı b. F fiUmar
b. fiUthmn b. F fiUmar b. fiUthmn b. A˛mad b. Abı ’l-Qsim b. fiAbd Allh b. al-sharıf Mu˛ammad)
was written in 1325: 1907/8, from a copy written in 1243: 1827/8, from a copy written in 955: 1548/9,
from the “original”. The year 955 appears as the “original” date on the nasab photograped by myself.
Jackson’s “1451” may perhaps have its origin in a simple misreading of 855: 1451 instead of 955.
Another charter is said to be kept by Mu˛ammad al-Amın Sharıf of Sinkt and to give [1030:] 1621 as
the date of sharıf Mu˛ammad’s arrival (Hassan Mohamed Salih, “Some aspects of Hadendowa social
organization”, 30). This seems to be based on generational computing (7*30 years after the alleged
arrival of the Ha∂an∂iwa ancestor Brakwın, starting from 820: 1417).
For more (conflicting) details, see Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 230-2; Crawford, “The
Ashraf of the Sudan”; my interviews with fiUthmn fiAbd Allh fiUthmn of the Abbakarb, 18/10/87, 1
& 9/11/87, 2; “Sayyidn” Madanı of the ˘asanb, 21/10/87; ‡h Mu˛ammad ‡h of the ˘asanb,
7/11/87, 1; A˛mad Mu˛ammad Mu˛ammad Dın, naqıb al-Ashrf, 14/11/87; a blind informant from the
Ashrf, 18/11/87, 3.
175 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 230-2.
176 Mu˛ammad Abü F†ima, 16/11/87, 6; NRO, Kassala Province Records, 1/79/362).
177 The fishermen, before leaving the harbour, used to invoke his blessing saying, “fiAl ’llh wa-
fialeyk al-yΩm y rjil Sawkin!” (Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 151). A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-
Bashır (1742/3-1824) visited the tomb of Abü ’l-Fat˛ on his return from his second pilgrimage (around
1775) “and frequently urged the people of Sawkin to visit this saint” (fiAbd al-Ma˛müd Nür al-D√im,
Azhır al-riy∂, 67).
178 Bloss notes two other shaykh tombs there, that of Shaykh “Garih”, and a smaller one “near the
sea on Graham’s Point […] of Sheikh Abdullah” (“Story of Suakin”, I, 278). “Graham’s point” was the
name given by the British to the peninsula south of the inlet to Sawkin harbour where this cemetary lies,
because the expeditionary forces of Major-General Graham encamped there in 1884 and 1885.
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to be buried there, Mu˛yı ’l-Dın Abü ’l-Fat˛, is the eponymous ancestor of the
Shdhiliyb.

The qubba of Abü ’l-Fat˛ rjil Sawkin179

Abü ’l-Fat˛ is generally believed to be a descendant (“son”) of the famous patron saint
of al-Mukh, fiAlı b. fiUmar al-Shdhilı (d. 821: 1418), who personifies the introduction
of coffee as a beverage (hence he is referred to as mu˛dith al-qahwa).180 There are
conflicting traditions regarding his name and his time and place of living.181 One of

179 Adapted from Greenlaw, Coral buildings, 69.
180 Chaudhuri, art. “‚Kahwa”, in EI2; van Donzel, art. “al-Mukh”, in EI2; Trimingham, Sufi orders,
199 n. 2; Kreiser, “An unpublished Ottoman manuscript on the Yemen in 1849”, 186.
181 His name is given as Mu˛yı ’l-Dın Abü ’l-Fat˛ Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Afil in Mu˛ammad ∑li˛
∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 150-1; fiAbd al-Afil does not otherwise occur as an epithet of fiAlı b. fiUmar (the
latter is called, fiAlı b. fiUmar al-Qurashı b. al-Maylaq in al-Wasıla, 48). A wooden plate installed in his
tomb in 1399: 1979/8 identifies the Sawkin saint as Mu˛yı ’l-Dın Abü ’l-Fat˛ b. fiAlı b. fiUmar al-
Qurashı al-Umawı al-∑üfı al-Shdhilı al-Yamanı b. Ibrhım b. Abbakar [sic] [b.] Hudayma b.
Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd Allh [b.] Ds˙n wa-huwa awwal man asnada nasabahu [or, usnida nasabuhu] il
fiAdnn fa-huwa al-faqıh al-ßli˛ Jaml al-Dın Mu˛ammad Ds˙n b. Mu˛ammad Rabıfia b. fiAlı b.
A˛mad b. Shukr b. Kazzm b. Khlid b. Mu˛yı ’l-Dın fiAbd Allh b. Zakariyya b. Khlid b. fiAbd al-
fiAzız b. fiAbd Allh b. Khlid b. Usayyid b. K_r_zn Amır b. Abı ’l-fi◊ß b. Umayya b. fiAbd Shams b.
fiAbd Manf. The plate carries two dates (apart from that of its installation): 805 [1403/2] (which
Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr gives as the date of Abü ’l-Fat˛’s [!] death), and 594 [1198/7]; neither of these is
identified as to what they are supposed to refer to. The tomb’s custodian, Mu˛ammad Adár√b Madanı
told me that this plate “contains errors” (14/11/87, 6). — The claim to Umayyad descent is also reported
by Jackson (Osman Digna, 56) whose informants, however, put the date of the Shdhiliyb’s arrival
much earlier, in about 400/1010 — an obvious invention which served as the basis for calculating the
arrival of the Art˙ga “130 years earlier” (v.s.). This putative Umayyad pedigree is probably also at the
origin of the belief that Abü ’l-Fat˛ was descended from Abü ∑ufyn (fiUthmn ˘amad Allh, Dalıl al-
mafirif, 120).
One of the karmt told about Abü ’l-Fat˛ suggests that he did not live permanently in Sawkin: Abü ’l-
Fat˛ had a slave in Sawkin. When Abü ’l-Fat˛ died, his coffin was thrown into the sea (as he had
stipulated in his last will). It was drifting towards Sawkin. The slave said, “I smell my lord” until the
coffin had reached the shore where Abü ’l-Fat˛ was eventually buried (Mu˛ammad Nür A˛mad Bqrb,
18/11/87, 1). This impression seems to be confirmed by the inscription on a stone inside the tomb
(allegedly brought from Mount fiAraft) which begins with the Qur√nic words, “and whoso forsaketh his
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these traditions makes him a trader “between Egypt, Sawkin, and al-˘udayda” who
had a wife in Sawkin from the Hansılb-Art˙ga; his three sons from this marriage
figure as ancestors of the Shdhiliyb lineages.182 The Shdhiliyb heavily intermarried
with the Art˙ga, in particular the Shagaley. It may be that the various traditions reflect
increasing trade links between Egypt and the southern part of the Red Sea after the
Ottomans had driven the Portuguese out of the area; Özdemir Psh, the conqueror of
Sawkin and founder of Eylet ˘abe ≈s, is credited with the introduction of coffee in less
mythical sources,183 and the ancestors of the Shdhiliyb may have been prominent in
the emerging coffee trade. It is also interesting to note that a Shdhiliybı family, the
Fydb, allegedly received an annual pension from the waqf of Abü ’l-fiAbbs al-Mursı
in Alexandria, Egypt.184

…………aaaannnndddd    ooootttthhhheeeerrrr    ssssaaaaiiiinnnnttttssss

Perhaps the second most important shrine in Sawkin was that of Shaykh fiAbd Allh al-
Jabartı. His domed tomb, situated on the island formerly known after him, lies in ruins
today, but was still standing in 1906 and was venerated at that time.185 On the same
island, north of the hospital, lay a maqm of Shaykh Barghüt who was particularly
venerated by seafarers.186 Another tomb said to lie on this island was that of “Abü Fatr”
(sic, distinguished from Abü ’l-Fat˛).187

The third tomb identifiable today is that of Shaykh al-Anßrı (al-Samarqandı), believed
to be older than that of Abü ’l-Fat˛.188 It lies not far from the marketplace, and in 1887-

home, a fugitive unto God and His messenger, and death overtaketh him, his reward is then incumbent on
God. God is ever Forgiving, Merciful” [Q 4:100]. This is the tomb (?) of al-˛jj …” (rest not deciphered).
182 Mu˛ammad Adár√b Madanı, 15/11/87, 5.
183 Cf. Chaudhuri, art. “‚Kahwa”, in EI2; van Donzel, art. “al-Mukh”, in EI2.
184 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin 151 (based on a document in the possession of Sh al-
˘asan Abü ’l-˘asan, President of Tokar Civil Court (Ma˛kamat TΩkar al-Ahliyya) [in the 1950s?] which
Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr claims to have seen). Abü ’l-fiAbbs A˛mad al-Mursı (d. 684/5: 1285/7) who was
an orphan raised by Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı (c. 593-656: c. 1197/6-1258), the founder of the
Shdhiliyya †arıqa. He became one of his master’s closest followers and upon his death succeeded him as
head of the Shdhilı community which was based in Alexandria. The mosque of Abü ’l-fiAbbs al-Mursı
outside the northern city wall became one of Alexandria’s more prominent places of worship.
185 See also al-Wasıla, 142{2}; Kentley, Suakin, 33.
186 The principal site associated with Shaykh Barghüt is present day Port Sudan.
187 Shuqayr, Jughrfiya wa-trıkh, 122. “In the days of the Ottoman Government, [the descendants
of both Shaykh fiAbd Allh and Shaykh Abü Fatr] used to be given oil and of every camel or cow killed in
Suakin they were given the head, which was divided between the two families” (SAD 542/8/10).
188 “500 years” as opposed to “400 years” (“Report of the Suakin Land Commission, 1906” [SAD
542/8/10]). Nothing more than the name of al-Anßrı is known to the locals today. The legend saying that
he was one of the Medinese “Supporters” of the Prophet who emigrated to Sawkin can probably be
explained to be an extrapolation from his name (Bloss, “Story of Suakin”, II, 271; Idrıs Ibrhım Karrr, a
Banı fiAmrwı policeman, 15/11/87, 7). It is unclear whether he is connected to the local tradition
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8 was incorporated in the fort north of Kitchener’s Gate. According to the Wasıla, in the
early nineteenth century the common people were gambling there, a practice stopped by
Majdhüb. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the tomb was still said to be
regularly venerated, but it is rather neglected today.

Other saints’ tombs have completely disappeared today. A “∂arı˛ al-Shaykh Ismfiıl”,
north of the old Quarantine Station, is noted on a map by Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr. The
tiny tomb of Shaykh Farajallh was placed by the front doorstep of plot 225, in the
complex of houses known as “Sayyid al-∑fı’s block”. The tomb of Shaykh al-
Qulubwı was probably a similarly small structure.189

While in Sawkin itself only the existence of venerated tombs of dead saints is
documented, many living holymen could be found along the shores of the Red Sea, and
they fulfilled a function beyond extending their blessing to the sailors and fishermen
who wished for a calm sea and a rich catch:

“Many such holy men dwell on promotions and on remote island rocks along this coast in sancti-
fied seclusion, and they are regularly supported by the Bedouin and pearl-fishers, who bring them
food and water, neither of which commodities is to be found in such localities. Our sailors on New
Year’s Eve [AD 1895/6] took a handsome present of bread and candles, presented to them by us, to
a holy man who dwelt on the extreme point of Ras Bernas, and had a long gossip with him
concerning what boats had passed that way and the prospects of trade — i.e. the slave trade — in
these desert regions”.190

The mutual links of interest come out nicely in this quotation. The holymen may have
had their personal reasons for choosing to live as hermits, but they were sustained by
the larger community at least partly because they provided a service — in this case,
otherwise unobtainable information which was vital for a people who had a strong stake
in smuggling, whether of slaves or of other goods, across the sea.

This obviously made Sawkin a less than ideal dwelling place for living saints of this
kind, for it was the only government-controlled port in the area.

claiming that in 622 CE (Jackson, Osman Digna, 56) or 1255 C E (Bloss, “Story of Suakin”, I, 280;
probably a misunderstanding) four Anßr came to Suakin from Mecca and found it was a small fishing
village inhabited by the “Hamaj”. In general, the laqab, “al-Anßrı” may be applied to all those who
claim descend from the original Anßr of Medina.
189 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 90; SAD 110/2/2, p. 44 (cit. in fiAwa∂ fiAbd al-Hdı al-
fiA†, Mafilim, 287); Greenlaw, Coral buildings, 57.
190 Bent, Southern Arabia, 292.
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V PEOPLE AND PLACES
Majdhüb in his society

The area between Sawkin, Berber, and al-Dmar1

After the previous detailed discussion of Sawkin, Majdhüb’s main destination upon his
return to the Sudan, the following chapter tries to establish who the people were who
supported Majdhüb, and who those who opposed him; what places he visited, and
where he endeavoured to establish a foothold. Sawkin constitutes the starting point for
Majdhüb’s Sudanese mission; by the end of the chapter, we will have followed him
back to the Nile, to Berber and al-Dmar, where he was to meet his death and find his
final place of rest.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    iiiinnnn    SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn

Majdhüb set foot in Sawkin on Tuesday, 1 Rajab 1244: 6 January 1829; he was to
leave it on the forenoon of Monday, 23 Shafibn 1246: 7 February 1831.2 When he first
arrived, he was an unknown young man foreign to local society and its politics. Two
years later he had succeeded in gaining so much influence that many observers believed

1 Source: Hill, On the frontiers.
2 al-Wasıla, 119{2}.
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that Sawkin had virtually become Majdhüb’s spiritual domain (v.i.). The Sawkin
years were a time of great activity for Majdhüb. He married several times into locally
important families, fathered children, buried a wife. He built a lodge that still stands
today and acquired a considerable religious reputation that allowed him to carve out a
niche for himself and his successors. For some decades, until they were expelled from
the town in 1884, the Majdhıb became one of the most important religious factions in
Sawkin.

How important, and in what respect, deserves closer scrutiny. An oft-repeated cliché,
expressed in Majdhübı oral accounts and Khatmı written sources and reflected in
British intelligence reports and the subsequent historical literature states that the major-
ity of Sawkin’s population became followers of Majdhüb, and that this situation only
changed during the Mahdiyya, when the Majdhıb —supporters of the anti-Government
uprising — were expelled from the town, leaving it to their rivals, the Khatmiyya.3

On a closer look, this judgement appears to be overdrawn and oversimplified. It is
distorted by an exclusive focus on the antagonism between the Majdhıb and the
Khatmiyya (which characterised the second part of the 19th century and beyond) while
overlooking other religious groups, who, after all, were Majdhüb’s primary rivals when
he arrived in the port.

Compared to the perspective of religious competitors and later followers, al-Wasıla is
much more specific regarding the extent and the limits of Majdhüb’s influence in
Sawkin. In the words of fiAlı Diqna (a prominent follower of Majdhüb and one of the
chief informants of the author of al-Wasıla; see further below), Majdhüb was like a
flood sweeping a small part of the Island, and the southern quarter of the mainland but
not the northern Qeyf. Another image used is that of a fertile tree coming across the sea,
and staying in the southern quarter of the Island for three hours before finally settling in
the Müsey quarter (v.i.) in the southern part of the Qeyf. This, explains the informant, is
what actually happened: Majdhüb stayed for three days on the Island, then moved on to
the mainland. Whether the details concerning Majdhüb’s initial place of stay are liter-
ally correct or not, what matters in this context is the interpretation given by Majdhüb’s
followers themselves, namely that “some of the inhabitants of the Island and all those of
the Müsey quarter benefited from him, but not the inhabitants of the northern quarter [of
the Qeyf]”.4 This means that Majdhüb failed to gain the allegiance of most of the
Islanders (that is, the ‘Arab’ community of big merchants). The geographical distinction
between the northern and southern districts of the mainland may equally reflect a social
distinction: the northern district, lying directly opposite the Island, was probably the
older part of the Qeyf settlement and the place of the main market. The southern district

3 On the Majdhübı-Khatmı rivalry in Sawkin, v.i.
4 al-Wasıla, 117{2}, 118{1}.
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was a kind of new extension.5 It was here, outside the centre of the mainland settlement,
that Majdhüb was to establish his lodge.

BBBBuuuuiiiillllddddiiiinnnngggg    ffffoooorrrr    aaaannnn    iiiinnnnssssttttiiiittttuuuuttttiiiioooonnnn::::    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    zzzzwwwwiiiiyyyyaaaa

It would have been natural for any traveller arriving in Sawkin from the sea to set foot
first on the Island, where the harbour was located. The stories alluded to above seem to
indicate that Majdhüb may have made an initial but unsuccessful attempt to find a place
for himself on the island; but no reliable information on this has been preserved. Even-
tually — and probably not too long after his arrival — he moved to the mainland. Here
he was able to strike alliances with a number of families that enabled him to settle down
and establish himself as a religious teacher. The visible expression of this, and the
centre of Majdhüb’s activities, became the lodge (zwiya) that he founded.

Institutional logic demands that the account of the foundation of the lodge be put at the
beginning of the story of Majdhüb’s †arıqa-building in Sawkin, and this is what the
Wasıla does. Its establishment is dated to 1244; if correct, this would mean that the
lodge was built during the first half of 1829. This date may of course be simply a guess
made to coincide with the year of Majdhüb’s arrival. Even though the lodge was a fairly
modest structure (v.i.), Majdhüb did not build it alone; various resources (land, building
material, and manpower) were needed for its construction. That Majdhüb was able to
mobilise these resources presupposes that he had some influence in the community; and
indeed, al-Wasıla shows not only that he had followers who put enough trust in him to
contribute to this enterprise, but also that he was living in a house of his own and exer-
cised spiritual guidance before the lodge was built.6 Chronologically, the establishment
of the zwiya thus did not come at the beginning of Majdhüb’s stay in Sawkin.

Access to land was of crucial importance for the foundation of the lodge. In early
nineteenth-century Sawkin, most land was probably owned individually. Nevertheless,
for a background understanding of what land may have meant to the Beja population of
the Qeyf, one may look to the neighbouring Ha∂an∂awa. To them, land-titles are not

5 The name, ‘al-Qeyf’ is often used for the mainland settlement in general; but in a narrower sense
it only applies to the main market district lying opposite the present causeway. The Müsey quarter is
located in what is today known as ‘Ksaddür’, a village recognised as a separate administrative unit
(˛ayy) south of ˛ayy al-Qeyf in 1971 (Kentley, Suakin, 129). There are two popular theories explaining
the name, ‘Ksaddür’. According to one, it is named after its one-time successfull football team who
gained the ‘ka√s al-dawr’, the “cup of the half” awarded in Sudanese football to the winner of every half
(Kentley, Suakin, 37). Another one explains it as deriving from ‘ka√s [al-sharb] yadür’, indicating that
“it was a place where the Turks used to drink wine” (al-Amın Ma˛müd Bey, 16/11/87, 3). The latter view
is perhaps influenced by the fact that the area today houses Sawkin’s red light district; the prostitutes are
often Eritrean and Tigrean refugees (Kentley, Suakin, 138).
6 al-Wasıla, 120{1}.
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only a material but a symbolic resource. Most land is owned either communally by the
∂iwa or individually by its members. Foreigners are barred from acquiring land and
may only obtain usufructury rights. This applies to herders from another ∂iwa just as
much as to immigrant religious teachers; in the latter case, it ensures that these teachers
cannot act independently from the ∂iwa and without taking its interests into consid-
eration.

The ban on foreigners acquiring land was probably not as strict in ‘urban’ Sawkin, but
land was certainly not freely available. The Wasıla does not in fact tell us whether
Majdhüb did gain a property title to the land where he built his lodge or whether he was
only given usufructury rights.7 We are only informed us that the land was donated to
him (wahabüh ilayhi) by the sons of ‘Ibrhım [b.] al-Q∂ı’, a family whose origins
remain somewhat mysterious but who appear to have been locally prominent (v.i.).
They lived in the Müsey quarter on the Qeyf, and according to one report, they already
had a small mosque there — most likely simply a demarcated open space or a raküba
set aside for prayer in the family’s compound. Majdhüb at first established himself
there, and later enlarged it to build his lodge.8 The Wasıla, perhaps not surprisingly,
does not mention any forerunner to Majdhüb’s zwiya; but such more or less private
places of prayer were and still are frequently attached to the homes of families of a
certain standing in the Sudan.

TTTThhhheeee    bbbbuuuuiiiillllddddiiiinnnngggg
The zwiya Majdhüb had erected was a relatively small, rectangular building 13.5
cubits (dhirfi) wide (on the eastern and western side), 5.75 cubits deep and 6 cubits

7 When the possessions of the Mahdı’s followers in Sawkin were expropriated in 1884, the
houses belonging to al-‡hir Majdhüb (then the leader of the eastern Majdhıb) are said to have been
given to Mu˛ammad fiUthmn II al-Aqrab (1848-1886) (Muß†af u-Kesh, 14/11/87, 8). Interpreted in
conjunction with a reading of the land register started in 1918, this information seems to indicate that the
Majdhıb were never able to acquire much land in Sawkin; most of the land remained in the possession
of their followers from the Ashrf and the Art˙ga.
In the register, only one plot in the Müsey quarter is listed as belonging to members of the Mırghanı
family: #815, registered in 1919 “by decision of the commission” to the sons of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn II,
A˛mad (1877-1928) and fiAlı (1878-1968). The lands to the immediate east, south, and west of
Majdhüb’s lodge (#832, 834-43, 850) were all inherited by Ashrf; other plots to the north of it (#845-
847) were registered to Art˙ga. Both the Ashrf and the Art˙ga named in the register can be linked to
followers of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. — fiUthmn Diqna’s former possessions were located south of the
present day Sawkin primary school; they are registered to sons and daughters of one Mu˛ammad Abü
Bakr, possibly from the Art˙ga (plots #828-831).
(Sartorius, Three months in the Soudan, 146-7 [incl. a description of fiUthmn Diqna’s house]; Majmafi
al-Ma˛kim al-Madaniyya wa’l-Jin√iyya wa’l-Sharfiiyya, Sawkin — Qism tasjılt ar∂ı Port Südn;
Director, Madrasat Sawkin al-Sharqiyya al-Ibtid√iyya, 14/11/87, 9; al-Amın Ma˛müd Beg 16/11/87, 9;
Majdhüb Qamar al-Dın, 23/11/87, 14/3/88, 6).
8 A˛mad Mu˛ammad Mu˛ammad Dın, naqıb al-Ashrf, 14/11/87, 13.
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high;9 it had a door in both its eastern and western wall and a single window. The stones
for the walls10 were paid for by ‘Sayyid A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad al-Sharıf’, apparently a
relative of the awld Ibrhım; the wood for the ceiling was a gift from Mu˛ammad b.
Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır, a seemingly well-to-do businessman engaged in trade with the
Yemen and the ˘ijz who may have been an in-law of the awld Ibrhım (see further
below). Construction work was carried out by Majdhüb’s “companions” (aß˛b); the
walls were put up in three days. The lodge appears to have been surrounded by a zarıba
(a fence made of branches), and the enclosed area could be layed out with straw mats
(˛aßıra) and used for prayer or other communal activities.11

Local accounts of the construction of the zwiya emphasise the Prophetic precedence
(for example, that the master himself helped to carry the bricks; that bones from old
tombs were found on the site during the excavation work); or assert that it was the
Prophet himself who had established its qibla and measurements. These traditions pre-
serve the memory of Majdhüb and his followers being teased because of the modest
dimensions of the original lodge, and of rumours that the prayer niche did not point in
the right direction.12 It is interesting and perhaps characteristic to see that Majdhüb (or
his followers) countered the accusation of an error regarding requirements stipulated by
the religious law (‘He doesn’t even get his qibla right!’) by referring to Prophetic inspi-
ration, not by demonstrating that his qibla was correct.

The original lodge remained unchanged until 1274: 1858/7 when cracks in the wall made restoration
works necessary. On this occasion, the lodge was enlarged, making it 8 cubits minus 2 fingers deep and 9
cubits high.13 Also, the mi˛rb, which had protruded outside the wall in the first building, was brought in
line with the eastern wall and supplemented by two windows to its right and its left (the original building
had had only one window). The two old doors were enlarged, and a third one added linking the zwiya to
the small adjoining khalwa (place of Retreat) to allow those who could find no room in the lodge’s main
room during prayer to move to the khalwa. The restoration apparently took four years; a wooden beam
(originally placed above the main door) carrying the date 1278: 1861/2 is still preserved in the lodge.14

9 6.73 m × 2.86 m × 2.99 m, based on the dhirfi al-yad; 8.97 m × 3.82 m × 3.99 m, based on the
dhirfi al-fiamal (approximate minimum/maximum values). A room of 20-35 m2 could only hold a limited
number of people; this should be taken into account when one considers the number of Majdhüb’s
students who participated in his teaching sessions and ritual gatherings when it is said that ‘there were so
many people that I had to sit by the door’ (al-Wasıla, 138{6} et passim).
10 al-Wasıla, 120 speaks of ˛ijra; most likely, this refers to the coral rock (˛ajar ba˛rı) commonly
used in the area.
11 al-Wasıla, 135{3}.
12 al-Wasıla, 120{1}, 121{1}; al-˘asan al-Bashır, 21/10/87, 11. The correct qibla in Sawkin is at
44°07' east of north. Greenlaw’s plan of the Majdhübı zwiya gives an angle of 87°, but as this does not
radically differ from his plans of other Sawkin prayer places (for which he gives angles between 66° and
82°) I am not sure how exact his compass points are. I did not measure the angle of the Majdhübı mi˛rb
myself.
13 C. 3.95 m deep, 4.49 m high based on the dhirfi al-yad; c. 5.25 m deep, 5.99 m high based on
the dhirfi al-fiamal.
14 al-Wasıla, 120-1, 244. This first restoration was undertaken as al-‡hir Majdhüb (1832/3-1890)
effectively assumed the khilfa of his uncle in Sawkin (v.i. Chapter VII). It coincided with an upward
trend in the prosperity of Sawkin which was due to gradually increasing trade. While a real upsurge in

(cont’d)
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In 1883/4 the Turco-Egyptian authorities expropriated land and houses belonging to supporters of the
Mahdist movement in Sawkin, and turned many of them over to people who remained loyal to the
Government (the Mırghanı family and other Khatmıs benefitted from this). The Majdhübı lodge was
among the confiscated possessions, but it remained in Government hands and was used as a hospital. It
had, however, to be abandoned when smallpox broke out there.15

The Majdhübı zwiya after the Mahdiyya16

wealth and building activity only came after Sawkin was placed under Egyptian administration in 1865,
“there are references to recently constructed stone buildings as early as 1857” (Roden, “Sawkin”, 5 n. 1,
from J. Hamilton, Sinai, the Hedjaz, and Soudan. London 1857, p. 191).
15 NRO, Intel 2/32/263 (Governor, BP to Assistant Director of Intelligence, 16 June 1915); ∆irr,
Trıkh Sawkin, 239. — Apparently, the land confiscated from fiUthmn Diqna was originally used by
the military. In 1307: 1890/89, a two-storey hospital building was erected south of the Majdhübı lodge. I
am not sure whether the use of the lodge as a hospital preceded this building, or whether it was simply
attached to the hospital after 1890. In 1312: 1894, after the end of the campaigns in the east, the hospital
was abandoned to make room for the school which is still housed there (inscriptions on the building;
Director, Madrasat Sawkin al-Sharqiyya al-Ibtid√iyya, 14/11/87, 9). The Majdhübı lodge was appar-
ently not the only place of worship used by the British for non-religious purposes; on 14 or 15 December
1883, some of the inhabitants of Sawkin lodged an official complaint about “a mosque having been
taken up for the purpose of housing commissariat stores”. The mosque was emptied subsequently
(Sartorius, Three months in the Sudan, 142-3).
16 Picture and plan of the zwiya are taken from Greenlaw, Coral buildings, 63.
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The twentieth century history of the zwiya is not well documented. The present building is the result of
an extensive restoration undertaken probably in the early 1980s by a prosperous follower of the
Majdhıb, the Port Sudan merchant and contractor al-Barbarı (whose family originated from Suez).17

AAAA    pppprrrrooooffffiiiilllleeee    ooooffff    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    ffffoooolllllllloooowwwweeeerrrrssss    iiiinnnn    SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn

MMMMaaaarrrrrrrriiiiaaaaggggeeee    ttttiiiieeeessss::::    ffffaaaammmmiiiillllyyyy    aaaalllllllliiiiaaaannnncccceeeessss
The awld Ibrhım al-Q∂ı on whose land the zwiya was built were probably
Majdhüb’s most important patrons in Sawkin; whether they were also the first is not so
certain. An analysis of the marriages the Shaykh concluded in his new home may
provide more indication about important alliances he was able to strike.

As we have seen above, Majdhüb had been married to a local woman in Medina. It is
unclear what became of her; perhaps she was the woman whom Majdhüb divorced and
married off to his servant and friend, al-Amın to whom she bore a daughter.18 But as no
names are given, we cannot be sure of this. In Sawkin, Majdhüb married at least three
times.19

Khalıl (Müsey)

Mu˛ammad

Abü Bakr

F Madanı

F†ima

al-Kitaybiyya

12

? concubine?

1 2

fiAlı Shagalay

Mu˛ammad

Yüsuf

bt.

Ibrhım

F Yüsuf

 ( Sh.
)

fiUthmn

Nafısa

bt.

MMS

fi◊√ishaIbrhım
Q∂ı Sawkin

Abü Bakr

MMS’s surviving
descendants

Majdhüb’s initial family links in Sawkin

17 Mubrak Majdhüb Jall al-Dın, 04/04/88, 3
18 al-Wasıla, 19.
19 Majdhüb was not alone in marrying frequently; the same is reported of Ibn Idrıs or Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn al-Mırghanı (O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 73; A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna.
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(1) His first wife there was Nafısa bt. fiUthmn b. Yüsuf, the beautiful cousin of Fakı
Yüsuf b. Ibrhım [b. Yüsuf b. Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı] of the Shagaley Art˙ga.20 After a
while, Majdhüb divorced her21 and married

(2) F†ima bt. Fakı Madanı b. Abü Bakr Mu˛ammad Khalıl who descended from the
Müsey on her father’s side but was a maternal cousin of Majdhüb’s first Sawkinese
wife Nafısa (F†ima’s mother was a daughter of Fakı Yüsuf; see diagram below).22 This
marriage was not unopposed; Nafısa’s immediate family were angry,23 and apparently
there was also opposition from within the family of F†ima. There is a hint in the Wasıla
that F†ima had had another suitor, Fakı Mu˛ammad Shaykh w. Mu˛ammad ∑iddıq (a
Shdhiliybı), but that Majdhüb had been preferred; Mu˛ammad ∑iddıq later married
F†ima’s sister fiEyalt.24 Some commentators mocked the Müsey for their eagerness to
win Majdhüb as a son-in-law, saying that they “must be crazy for the Shaykh; they give
him this daughter immediately after he has repudiated another one of them!”25 F†ima
appears to have been very young when Majdhüb married her;26 this may have been the
reason why she bore him no children. She accompanied her husband on his journey
back to the Nile; when Majdhüb’s Sawkinese followers returned home after their
Shaykh’s death, she was left behind in al-Dmar and married to Majdhüb’s brother ˘jj
fiUmar (v.i.). With him she eventually returned to Sawkin. She bore him at least eight
children all of whom lived in the East, and most were to play important roles in the
history of the eastern Majdhıb. She seems to have been still alive in 1868.27

(3) The third wife Majdhüb took in Sawkin was a sister of the awld Ibrhım [b.] al-
Q∂ı (on whose land, as we have seen, he built his lodge). Her name was fi◊√isha, but
as her family were held to be Ashrf, she is commonly honoured by the epithet, “al-
Sharıfiyya”.28 Majdhüb had already been in Sawkin for some time when he married
her.29 He had students from al-Dmar at the time, and the marriage apparently took

20 The names in brackets are from a pedigree of Shagaley families which I copied in Seksen√ey on
15/4/87, 1-2.
21 al-Wasıla, 136{1}. The reason for the divorce may have been that she did not become pregnant;
as far as I know, she also bore no children to her second husband, her paternal cousin Fakı Yüsuf, who
married her after his first wife and mother of his children had passed away (which happened while
Majdhüb was still in Sawkin; al-Wasıla, 163{2}).
22 Jidda MS. The long form of Fakı Madanı’s name is given in al-Wasıla, 138{5}. In Tansul, 24
he is called, al-Fakı Madanı al-Khalılbı. Al-Wasıla, 159{2} refers to his family as the ahl al-Müsey.
23 al-Wasıla, 136{1}.
24 al-Wasıla, 164{4}.
25 al-Wasıla, 159{2}, on the occasion of Majdhüb’s marriage to F†ima bt. Fakı Madanı.
26 al-Wasıla, 211{4}.
27 al-Wasıla, 164{4}, 211{4}; Tansul, 24 et passim; several informants in Seksen’ey, 24/2/87;
Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, 42.
28  Tansul, 23 gives her name as F†ima, but in al-Wasıla she is consistently called, fi◊√isha.
‘F†ima’ can almost be regarded as a generic female name in the Sudan.
29 al-Wasıla, 152{4}.
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place during the hot season (June - October) which many of the inhabitants of Sawkin
spent in the cooler mountain village of Sinkt.30 Nine (or so) months later, when
fi◊√isha gave birth to a son, part of her family were also in Sinkt.31 As Majdhüb spent
only two summers in Sawkin (1829 and 1830), we may reasonably deduce that he
married fi◊√isha in about October 1829.32 fi◊√isha died soon after childbirth, but as
mother of Majdhüb’s only son who survived infancy33 her memory continued to be
particularly honoured.34

fiAbd Allh

al-Q∂ı

Mu˛ammad Ibrhım

Mu˛ammad ˘asan

˘usayn fi◊√isha

fiAlı (d.
bef. 1829)

fiAbd Allh

MMS

Ma˛müd

The family of Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

The identity of this family remains a mystery, both with regard to their origin and to
their later fate. Ibrhım had died long before Majdhüb’s arrival, and no trace of a q∂ı
with this name can be found in the extant official documents. The quarter in which the
awld Ibrhım al-Q∂ı lived was called after its first (or leading?) inhabitants, ˛rat al-
Müsey.35 It is likely that the awld al-Q∂ı were themselves Müsey; for example, one
of their elders was called, fiAbd Allh b. Müs.36 Both al-Wasıla and present-day oral
reports identify the family as Ashrf;37 conceivably, however, they may have had
Art˙gwı roots (v.i.). Even though the exact significance of the laqab, ‘al-Q∂ı’ is diffi-
cult to establish, it probably reflects a relatively prominent social status of the family in
the area, and their ability to donate land for the construction of Majdhüb’s lodge would
seem to support this. Members of the family were apparently involved in the Sawkin-
Berber trade; Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım travelled this route while Majdhüb was in

30 al-Wasıla, 134{3}.
31 al-Wasıla, 142{1}.
32 Supposing that she became pregnant immediately after marriage.
33 al-Wasıla, 140{4}; Tansul, 23.
34 al-Wasıla, 140-2.
35 Among the eponymous ancestors of the Müsey were Müs Qaddar and Müs Malak (Muß†af u-
Kesh, 14/11/87, 8).
36 al-Wasıla, 126{1}, 148{4-6}.
37 A˛mad Mu˛ammad Mu˛ammad Dın, naqıb al-Ashrf, 14/11/87, 11.
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Sawkin.38 No more specific information is, however, available on their economic
activities.

Ibrhım’s son Mu˛ammad was the elder brother among his siblings and the head of the
family at the time of Majdhüb.39 The way he is portrayed in al-Wasıla indicates that he
did not wholeheartedly support the new shaykh from the beginning. He was angry that
his brother ˘asan took the oath of allegiance (al-Wasıla’s explanation being that he
judged him to be too young and irresponsible). Even though Mu˛ammad eventually
took the †arıqa himself,40 he seems to have remained more reserved towards Majdhüb
than ˘asan.41 Some stories may be interpreted as indicating that he had contacts with
the Khatmiyya; and he was warned in a dream that one should not leave Majdhüb’s
†arıqa after joining it.42

Mu˛ammad’s younger brother, ˘asan, may thus have been the driving force behind his
family’s support for Majdhüb. He accepted him as spiritual guide before the construc-
tion of the zwiya; he became one of the talmidha (on the meaning of which see
below);43 and one story stresses his devotion by calling him, ‘khdim al-shaykh’.44

From the number and nature of the stories he reported, it seems that he spent much time
in the company of Majdhüb. ˘asan’s twin-brother ˘usayn45 was also a daily visitor; he
came together with their brother Mu˛ammad.46 ˘usayn is described as someone who
was willing, but a little ‘weak’ with regard to his spiritual abilities.47 Unlike
Mu˛ammad, ˘asan and ˘usayn were still alive when al-‡hir Majdhüb recorded
information for his book.

(4) The identity of another woman whom Majdhüb married cannot be established
with certainty. The Wasıla refers to her only as, “WO³¹—«—ULF#«”. Most likely, this should
be read, “al-fiAmmr√arıbiyya”, indicating that she came from the [fi]Ammr√ar, a
section of the Beja living northwest of Sawkin. She seems to have been older than
Majdhüb’s other wives and her social standing was apparently rather low. Nothing else
is known of her background or of the circumstances in which Majdhüb married her; in
fact, it is not even certain whether Majdhüb married her in Sawkin or later (on his way
back to the Nile?). In any case, she was one of the two wives Majdhüb left behind in al-

38 al-Wasıla, 137{8}. Mu˛ammad was accompanied by Majdhüb’s half-brother fiUthmn.
39 al-Wasıla, 131{2}, 126{1}, & passim.
40 al-Wasıla, 131{2}.
41 al-Wasıla, 141{1}.
42 al-Wasıla, 145{7}, 167{1}. On the early Khatmı mission in Sawkin, see below.
43 al-Wasıla, 111{3}. See also 145{4}, 146{3}.
44 al-Wasıla, 120{1}.
45 ˘asan and ˘usayn are typical names for twins in the Sudan.
46 al-Wasıla, 129{5}.
47 al-Wasıla, 169{3-5}. This may be understood as referring to a mental handicap.
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Dmar when he died (the other one being young F†ima bt. al-Fakı Madanı). The
Wasıla portrays her as a recalcitrant woman who did not care for her husband when he
was lying on his deathbed, and who upsat his family by refusing to participate in the
funeral ceremonies. We may of course well imagine that she resented being treated less
well than her better-born rival, F†ima. Like the latter, she was left behind in al-Dmar
when Majdhüb’s Sawkinese followers returned home. Against her will, she was
married to Majdhüb’s brother fiUthmn (d. 1887) with whom she remained until her
death (before 1868); she does not seem to have borne him any children.48

The fiAmmr√arıbiyya being an ‘isolated case’, we can say that Majdhüb concluded
marriage ties with three families in Sawkin: (1) that of Fakı Yüsuf of the Shagaley,
who are identified as Art˙ga in all my sources;49 (2) that of Fakı Madanı of the
Khalılb-Müsey, in-laws of the Shagaley; and (3) that of the sons of the late Ibrhım
[b.] al-Q∂ı who gave him the land for his lodge. The latter two families are identified
as Ashrf in Majdhübı sources; but this may have been “discovered” only by Majdhüb
— the details of Majdhüb’s ‘making of Ashrf’ will be discussed below.

From the sequence of marriages, we can tentatively reconstruct a story whereby
Majdhüb found initial assistance among the Shagaley before gaining the support of their
wealthier in-laws, the Müsey.50 But even if we do not attempt such a chronological
ordering, it is clear from al-Wasıla that the support of these two families was decisive
for Majdhüb in gaining a foothold in Sawkin society. Their links to the Majdhıb
continued to be of the utmost importance after Majdhüb’s death: all his descendants
trace their pedigree through his daughter fi◊√isha, married to Fakı Yüsuf’s son Abü
Bakr; and the descendants of the children F†ima bt. Madanı bore to Majdhüb’s brother
fiUmar became an important part of the Majdhübı élite in the eastern Sudan.

(5) Since fi◊√isha (not to be confused with Majdhüb’s wife of the same name!) was the
only one of Majdhüb’s children to continue the line, it is highly interesting to see that
her maternal family background is kept totally obscure. This is an almost certain indica-
tion that fi◊√isha’s mother was a slave. Her nisba, al-Kitaybiyya, is the only piece of
information upon which all sources seem to agree. Her first name is variously given as

48 al-Wasıla, 198{4}, 211{3, 4}. An eastern informant (Qamar al-Dın u-Sh˙k, 21/07/87, 5) called
her, “Umm al-˚raybiyya” and confirmed that she was from the Ammr√ar. An informant from the
Khuffb/Berber gave her name in the form, “al-fiUmarbiyya”, probably taking her for a woman from the
Jafialı fiUmarb (al-Amın ˘asan al-Amın A˛mad ˘jj ˘amad, 26/03/88, 8).
49 ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 239; pedigree of the Shagaley, photographed in al-Sabfit 15/4/87, 1-2;
al-Amın Abü Zaynab Bfidnı, 21/2/87.
50 al-Wasıla, 126{1}.
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Layl,51 (al-˛jja) F†ima,52 or even Jamıla.53 One informant claimed that she was from
the Art˙ga;54 another said she had been the wife of Majdhüb’s oldest companion, al-
Amın al-Kitaybı, who had divorced her in Medina so that Majdhüb could marry her
and make her the mother of his illustrious offspring.55 No information on fi◊√isha’s
mother can be found in al-Wasıla; it is obvious, however, that fi◊√isha was born in
Sawkin and not in Medina.56 This silence clearly contrasts with the prominence given
to “al-Sharıfiyya”, and the contradictory oral accounts presented by my informants
seem to be thinly disguised attempts to obscure the fact that their ancestress was of less
than noble origin. When Majdhüb left Sawkin, he did not take his daughter with him
but put her in the care of Fakı Yüsuf. Yüsuf’s son Abü Bakr married her thirteen years
later (1842/3); she bore him five sons and five daughters.57

Intermarriage between these families was continued by Majdhüb’s successors, a devel-
opment that eventually lead to acculturation of the ‘Eastern’ Majdhıb to the Beja.
Their mother tongue (almost in a literal sense: their mothers’ tongue) became ti-
Be∂wyet; some of them continue to speak only imperfect Arabic today, and sometimes
their ethnic identity is given as ‘Art˙ga’ by Beja followers.

OOOOtttthhhheeeerrrr    pppprrrroooommmmiiiinnnneeeennnntttt    ffffoooolllllllloooowwwweeeerrrrssss
Apart from his in-laws, two other families attained particular prominence among
Majdhüb’s followers in Sawkin:

(1) The family of Fakı fiAbd al-Qdir [b.] Slim [Mu˛ammad ∑li˛]. fiAbd al-Qdir
was one of the more famous teachers at the Shfifiı mosque.58 He appears as the scribe
of a document of land donation dated 17 Shafibn 1227: 24 August 1812 (that is, during
the period when Shfifiıs dominated Sawkin’s official religious positions).59 After
Majdhüb’s arrival, fiAbd al-Qdir and his sons, Ysın (d. between 1868-1881) and

51 Qamar al-Dın u-Sh˙k, 21/10/87, 5 (adding, “I think that was her name”); fiAbd al-Ra˛mn
-Adirqwı, 4/11/87, 9 (“yes, Qamar al-Dın was right”).
52 Tansul, 23. As pointed out above, ‘F†ima’ can be regarded as a generic name.
53 Majdhüb Qamar al-Dın, 21/10/87, 10 (adding, “perhaps”).
54 Qamar al-Dın u-Sh˙k, 21/10/87, 5.
55 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn -Adirqwı, 4/11/87, 9; this story may originate in a confusion with al-Wasıla,
19-20 where al-Amın is said to have married one of Majdhüb’s divorced wives. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn went on
to say that apart from fi◊√isha, al-Kitaybiyya bore to Majdhüb two other daughters who died in Medina
— a clear confusion with Majdhüb’s two children (one son and one daugher, from different mothers) who
were buried in Medina (al-Wasıla, 111{5-6}; v.s. Chapter III).
56 al-Wasıla, 140{2} (fi◊√isha had barely learned to walk); ib., 160{1} (she had not yet learned to
speak when Majdhüb left Sawkin).
57 fi◊√isha is said to be buried on Sawkin’s main (old) cemetary on Barr al-fiAjam; an old man, I
was told in 1987, knew the exact place of the tomb and visited it every Friday (Qamar al-Dın u-Sh˙k,
21/10/87, 5).
58 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 220.
59 The document is reproduced in Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 214-6.
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A˛mad (d.&1285: 1868/9),60 were among the earliest and closest associates of the
Shaykh. Ysın reportedly lead the prayer in Majdhüb’s lodge in 1830,61 and after the
death of Majdhüb’s friend and first khalıfa, al-Amın, he became his second successor as
leader of the Shdhilı community in Sawkin.62 A˛mad was probably the single most
important informant of ‡hir Majdhüb for his K. al-Wasıla. There were of course limits
to the family’s allegiance; fiAbd al-Qdir’s brother-in-law (the husband of his wife’s
sister) was not among the close associates of Majdhüb.63

fiAbd al-Qdir’s family, the Ri∂wnb (or Rídwan in ti-Be∂wyet) claimed descent
from one “al-Sayyid al-Ri∂wnı”;64 they were generally identified as Art˙ga by my
informants.65 The house of fiAbd al-Qdir’s father Fakı Slim (d. before 1812) is said to
have stood on the Island;66 it may well be that like his son he was a teacher in the
Shfifiı mosque. Whether fiAbd al-Qdir himself also lived on the Island is not certain.
In another story in al-Wasıla his neighbours are said to have been “Ashrf”; and from
the context this seems to refer either to the family of Mu˛ammad AdarΩb (v.i.) —
whose place of residence I do not know — or to the awld Ibrhım al-Q∂ı who lived
in the Müsey quarter.67

(2) The family of Fakı Mu˛ammad Diqna (b. c. 1770), the Diqnb (or Digney in ti-
Be∂wyet). They belong to that group of Sawkinese who are generally said to be
descended from Kurdish Ottoman soldiers who had intermarried with and become
assimilated to the Beja (v.s.). The early history of the family is shrouded in partly
contradictory legendary accounts; these suggest, however, that when the first histori-
cally reliable names of members of the family appear at the end of the eighteenth
century (Fakı Mu˛ammad Diqna and his brother Abü Bakr), the Diqnb lived in
Sawkin and had strong bloodties both with Art˙ga families (i.a. the BΩshb) and with
the Tirik of the Red Sea Hills (around Erkwayt), a section of the Ha∂an∂iwa who were
rivals for power of the W˙lfialyb.68

60 A˛mad’s death date is given in al-Wasıla, 245.
61 Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, tr.&Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 51.
62 al-Wasıla, 164{7}; Majdhüb al-Naqar 20/11/86; Mu˛ammad u-Sh˙k 15/11/87, 2.
63 al-Wasıla, 152{3}.
64 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 239.
65 E.g., ‡h b. Mu˛ammad Safid b. Mu˛ammad ‡h, 21/11/87, 1 & 23/11/87, 3 ss.
66 al-Wasıla, 158{2}.
67 al-Wasıla, 132{6}.
68 Unless otherwise indicated this and the following paragraphs on the Diqnb are based on:
Wylde, ’83 to ’87, I, 21-2, II, 310; Shuqayr, Jughrfiya wa-trıkh, 745; Jackson, Osman Digna, 22, 57,
appendix (genealogical table); Dehérain, “Dictionnare biographique du Soudan égyptien”, Institut de
France, ms 5636; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 106, 117-28; Holt, Mahdist State, 81; Abü
Salım, introduction to Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, 6-7. In most accounts (including that of fiUthmn
Diqna as told to Shuqayr), the ancestors of the Diqnb are said to have come from [the province of] Diyr
Bakr (i.e., the upper Tigris basin). Wylde, ’83 to ’87, II, 310 is alone in stating that they were Albanians
from Constantinople. According to Ibrhım Fawzı, the ancestor of the Diqnb was a Turkish q√id exiled

(cont’d)
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Fakı Mu˛ammad Diqna was a Sawkin notable who perhaps exercised a religious
profession, as is suggested by his title/name.69 In a number of stories in al-Wasıla, he
appears as being present among Majdhüb’s entourage.70 His son fiAlı (one of al-‡hir
Majdhüb’s chief informants) was one of the leading Sawkin merchants. He became
Chief of the Chamber of Commerce there71, and was made a bey by the Turkish
authorities; in addition, he was reputedly very popular. He travelled widely inside and
outside the Sudan, to the ˘ijz, Aden, Cairo, and Constantinople. He died at Tokar in
about 1872, and was buried at Sawkin.

At the time of Majdhüb, fiAlı was still relatively young and unruly; in al-Wasıla he
appears as somewhat quick-tempered and as having been involved in occasional street-
fighting.72 He was, however, old enough to be engaged in trade, to be married, and to
live in his own house.

It seems that fiAlı Diqna did not immediately become a follower of Majdhüb, but was at
first linked to Khatmı circles (v.i.). Eventually, though, he did become an important
companion of Majdhüb, who assured him that he had prayed for his many sins of the
past to be forgiven.73 When this happened exactly is not known, but fiAlı was close to
Majdhüb when the latter’s son fiAbd Allh was born (probably in the summer of

by Sul†n Ma˛müd (al-Südn bayn yaday …, I, 176; it is unclear whether this is meant to refer to
Ma˛müd I [r.&1730-54] or whether it is a local memory of people exiled by Ma˛müd II [r.&1808-39]; the
latter would of course be definitely unhistorical as regards the ancestors of the Diqnb). Sometime after
the middle of the nineteenth century, al-‡hir Majdhüb made an effort to refute the “allegation” that the
Diqnb were not of Arab descent, by establishing a Qurashı-fiAbbsı pedigree for them. Their ancestors
were said to have lived in Alexandria, where one of them was a student of Abü ’l-fiAbbs al-Mursı (!).
Supposedly, this pedigree was registered in 1110: 1699/8 in the Ma˛kamat Sawkin al-Sharfiiyya by the
q∂ı fiAbd al-fiAlım al-fiAbbsı (Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 120 n. 2). Another written
nasab repeats the typical pattern with different details, claiming that the family’s ancestor was a merchant
called fiAbdullhi (! a rather generic name) who came to Sawkin from Egypt in 1532 A.D. [938/9 h) and
married a local woman (from the BΩshb-Art˙ga) who became the mother of his son fiAbdullhi …
(Hassan Mohamed Salih, Some aspects, diagram 9 (after p. 38), copied from an Arabic manuscript in the
possession of Ma˛müd al-Q∂ı of the Amry farıq at Timinty). ∆irr made a point of defending
fiUthmn Diqna’s “pure” (ßamım) local roots against allegations that he descended from an Egyptian
sailor left behind in al-Qußayr in 1801 (sic), or a Frenchman, or a Turk, etc. This must however be seen in
the context of ∆irr’s efforts to justify the Mahdiyya as a Sudanese national uprising (Trıkh Sawkin,
259 n. 3).
69 The name of his most prominent son is given as, “Ali Digna Fagi”, in Wylde, ’83 to ’87, I, 22,
which suggests that ‘Fakı’ was generally used to identify Mu˛ammad Diqna, becoming in fact his com-
mon name instead of Mu˛ammad. Such replacement of a person’s original name by a title or a nickname
is quite frequent in the Sudan. See also al-Wasıla, 118{1}, 161{4}. On his age see al-Wasıla, 149{7}.
70 al-Wasıla, 132{7}, 147{4}, 149{5}, 161{4}; see also ib., 149{7} (Majdhüb prays for his recov-
ery from serious illness).
71 Wylde’s term (’83 to ’87, I, 22). Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 106 calls him, zafiım
tujjr Sawkin. I did not come across a description of the merchants’ organisation in Sawkin.
72 al-Wasıla, 128{6}, 129{1}, 163{6}.
73 al-Wasıla, 149{9}.
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1830).74 His rise to prominence among Majdhüb’s talmidha75 may not have been
unrelated to his social and economic standing in Sawkin society at large.

When Majdhüb returned to the Nile, fiAlı was among those who accompanied him.76

This was not the first time he had travelled to the riverain Sudan, and he maintained his
trading connections there throughout his life. In 1270: 1854/3, he was instrumental in
arranging the coming of Shaykh al-Majdhüb’s young nephew al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib
from al-Dmar to Sawkin in order to head the zwiya there.77

fiAlı’s cousin fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr Diqna (c. 1840-1926) later made good use of his
family’s links to the Majdhıb when he looked for allies to support the Mahdist revolt in
the eastern Sudan in 1883.78

(3) The families of Mu˛ammad [b.] Tankwır and Mu˛ammad AdarΩb. As we have seen,
Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır [ta-n’Kwir] participated in covering the expenses
for Majdhüb’s lodge. He appears to have been a relatively well-to-do businessman
engaged in trade with the ˘ijz and probably also the Yemen; he owned at least one
ship and used to travel to Jidda himself.79 During the time of Majdhüb’s stay in
Sawkin, Mu˛ammad gave his daughter F†ima in marriage to Mu˛ammad AdarΩb,
allegedly after Majdhüb had confirmed that the latter was a sharıf (v.i.).80 This marriage
resulted in two daughters and five sons, the descendants of whom maintained the links
between the two families; they played a prominent role as supporters of the Majdhıb in
the eastern Sudan, particularly in Sinkt where they founded a Shdhilı khalwa.81

74 al-Wasıla, 141{1}. See also ib., 161{3,4}.
75 For the meaning of this term, v.i. Chapter VII.
76 For fiAlı Diqna in al-Dmar, see al-Wasıla, 190{6}, 191{3}, 193{5}, 194{4}, 195{3} (where
Majdhüb sends fiAlı on a mission to Berber), 196{5}, 198{4}, 199{3}.
77 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 169 n. 1, 239.
78 Descendants of the Diqnb — still followers of the Majdhıb — today live in New ˘alf, in al-
Qafala (A˛mad and fiAlı, sons of Mu˛ammad al-Amın), and in Jammn east of Kasal. Their social status
is much lower than that of their famous ancestors; but the younger generation has at least provided one
provincial minister in Kasal (Majdhüb Mu˛ammad Nür, 14/03/88, 7).
79 al-Wasıla, 120{1}, 134{1,2}. One story assures (Mu˛ammad b.?) Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır that
Majdhüb has taken his many ‘sins of the tongue’ upon himself (al-Wasıla, 149{1}). Mu˛ammad ‡hir b.
Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır is rebuked for frivolously playing with his new dagger (al-Wasıla, 129{4}).
Ma˛müd b. Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır was an informant of al-‡hir Majdhüb (al-Wasıla,
129{4}, 195{1}).
80 al-Wasıla, 132{3}.
81 fiUthmn fiAbd Allh fiAbd Allh, fiUthmn fiAlı fiUthmn Bbikr, and other members of their
family in Sinkt, 13/11/87, 3-6 (interview and written pedigree photographed there).
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fiAbd Allh Sharıf
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M AdarΩb
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fiˆs

fiAbd Allh
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fiUmar fiUthmn

fiAlı Khadıja

˘urriyya

The “Ashrf” connection

AAAAsssshhhhrrrrffff    pppprrrroooommmmoooottttiiiioooonnnn
The status of Mu˛ammad AdarΩb’s family as Ashrf was not universally recognised; in
fact, Majdhüb seems to have been instrumental in bestowing this status upon them, in
making them into Ashrf. Consider these two stories:

One day, Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır was sitting with Majdhüb. Majdhüb told him that
the Prophet had called him (M. M. Tank[w]ır) his in-law. Thereupon M. M. Tank[w]ır told
Majdhüb a secret he had not yet divulged to anyone but his immediate family: that he had thought
of marrying his daughter F†ima to sayyid Mu˛ammad Adar‹ob, but that he had not been sure
whether he truly was a sharıf. But now, after what Majdhüb had said, he could be sure.82

One day, fiˆs b. Mu˛ammad AdarΩb came to an assembly where Majdhüb was present. Majdhüb
greeted him with the words, “Welcome to sayyid fiˆs!” One of those present thought by himself,
“How does he know that fiˆs is a descendant of the Prophet (min ayn fiarifa siydatahu; could be
freely translated as, “Since when is fiˆs a sayyid?”)? Majdhüb turned to him and said, “Among
you is someone who thinks so-and-so; by God, I have just heard an invisible voice (htif) saying
that fiˆs is a sayyid from the descendants of the Prophet”. Thereupon, those present fell silent.83

If nothing else, these stories show the doubt that surrounded Mu˛ammad AdarΩb’s
claim to Prophetic descent. Majdhüb’s way of dealing with this was through recourse to

82 al-Wasıla, 132{3}.
83 al-Wasıla, 132{4}. Cf. also 170{2} where sayyid fiˆs Gıly (ÈöO$) is ‘selected’ by his ancestor,
sharıf Mu˛ammad. He may be the same as fiˆs b. Mu˛ammad AdarΩb b. Gılnı who appears in the
pedigree I photographed in Sinkt on 13/11/87 (see diagram).
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direct Prophetic intervention. A written pedigree tracing the family’s roots to the immi-
grant Sharıf Mu˛ammad exists today, but how old it is is open to question (the copy I
saw was penned rather recently). The shifting nature of the ethnic identity “Ashrf” is
further illustrated by the fact that one of my informants included the l Tank[w]ır
among the Ashrf sections living in Sinkt (along with the l Mu˛ammad AdarΩb and
the l Tayfür), while in al-Wasıla they are clearly not Ashrf, only their in-laws.84 It
may not be insignificant that the naqıb al-Ashrf in Sawkin, when asked about the
Shdhilı “Ashrf” of Sinkt, distanced himself from them by a brief laughter.85

Those who followed Majdhüb, however, did not laugh but “fell silent” of their doubts;
consequently, Mu˛ammad AdarΩb’s sharıfı status was allowed to irradiate (through
family ties) upon another prominent disciple, fiAbd al-Qdir Slim, whose wife, so it
was discovered later, also had sharıfı roots!86 Considering these discoveries, the claim
that Majdhüb’s hosts, the awld al-Q∂ı for whom no pedigree has been preserved,
were Ashrf may also appear in a new light. And in their case the mutual interest would
seem to be even more obvious than in the others: they supported Majdhüb, who
promoted their status as Ashrf, which in turn reflected positively upon himself as their
in-law. One story tries to strengthen this mutual sharıfı link even further. While in
Medina Majdhüb had explicitly denied that he was a descendent of the Prophet in any
literal sense,87 his Sawkinese brother-in-law

˘usayn b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı reported that he heard Majdhüb saying, “I am a sharıf from the ◊l al-
Bayt”. ˘usayn asked him, “Through fiAbbs?” — “No”. — “Through your learning and piety
(fiilm & taqw)?” — “No, by descent. The Prophet told me a line of descent which links me to him
[directly] (qad fiadda lı […] nisbatan tattaßil bihi)”. — “Why don’t you make it public?” — “God
wants to keep it hidden; therefore I don’t make it public”.88

The honorific, ‘sharıf’, the story shows, could be used in a variety of ways: in a
metaphorical sense, or broadly referring to all those related to the Prophet, even if only
through his uncles.89 In the northern riverain Sudan, where since the seventeenth or
eighteenth centuries all the native tribes (the Jafialiyyın and the Danqla) were ascribed

84 Shayba Ysın fiAlı Karrr (a Khatmı sharıf related to the Majdhıb), 3/11/87, 1.
85 A˛mad Mu˛ammad Mu˛ammad Dın, 14/11/87, 11.
86 al-Wasıla, 132{6,7}.
87 al-Wasıla, 101{3}. Compare Ibn Idrıs, who, when asked about his nasab, answered, “The family
say Ashrf — but God alone knows what is true. It has been a long time, and there are no locks on the
pudenda of women (al-zamn qad †l wa-laysa fial furüj al-nis√ aqfl)!” (quoted in al-Amın b. ∑li˛ al-
Tiweym [d. 1884/5], Majmüfi al-wridt wa’l-as√ila wa’l-jawbt [NRO, Misc. 1/218/2767], p. 28
[collection] / 65 [original pagination]). The context there is al-Amın’s discussion of the value of the
nasab. He argues against priding oneself in descent from the Prophet; the nasab that matters, he says, is
that of the spirit, not that of this earthly body (al-nasab al-rü˛ı l al-†ını) (see Ya˛y Ibrhım, Madrasat
A˛mad b. Idrıs, 391-2).
88 al-Wasıla, 170{7}.
89 Throughout Islamic history, the fiAbbsids have often been counted among the ashrf (van
Arendonk, art. “Sharıf”, in EI1).
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an fiAbbsı pedigree, only the claim to direct descent from the Prophet could be used to
establish and defend the higher social status of particular individuals and groups, and
those who already possessed the title defended its narrow genealogical definition. But
even in this narrow sense there was room for interpretation, for claim and counter-
claim. What mattered was whether one’s claims were accepted. And in the case under
consideration here, it seems that more than one party had stakes in these claims. Even if
Majdhüb himself would have been content to stress that his visionary encounters with
Mu˛ammad proved that he was as close to him as his descendants proper, this symbolic
link was not enough for those who had established close ties with Majdhüb. By seeking
to find a Prophetic ancestry for Majdhüb, they aimed at enhancing their own status. And
in turn, by ascertaining sharıfı descent for some of his followers and in-laws, Majdhüb
furthered his own cause.

There were of course limits to Majdhüb’s ‘Ashrf making’. He could not simply turn
himself or anybody he wished into a sharıf out of the blue — otherwise he would
probably have done so and openly proclaimed himself a sharıf. Instances of control
existed to prevent this: the naqıb, for example, or collective memory. But as the cases
outlined above suggest, this control was not totally impervious.

To be sure, much of the above remains hypothetical, and in the absence of further
sources, the background is difficult to establish — whether the families concerned had
any previous claims to sharıfı status, how quickly and by whom Majdhüb’s intervention
was recognised, etc. Three conclusions can, however, be reasonably drawn: (1)
“Prophetic descent” was a symbolic resource enhancing social status; (2) to a certain
extent, claims to Prophetic descent were negotiable; (3) Majdhüb employed his
particular means (direct contact with the Prophet) to support such claims by some of his
followers.

Not only was Majdhüb involved in promoting the sharıfı status of certain families; he
also tried to change people’s attitudes towards what this status meant. Previously,
‘Ashrf’ “had just been a name” (an ethnic label) which did not confer any special
distinction (lam yakünü yafirifüna fa∂lahum fialayhim ghayra tasmiyatihim bi’l-Ashrf).
Majdhüb advised ordinary mortals to “give [the Ashrf] a distinct status from you in the
way you deal with them and address them, and recognise their rank, in honour of the
Prophet (mayyizühum fiankum bi’l-˛l wa’l-maql wa-firifü lahum qadrahum ikrman
li-rasül Allh)”.90 His admonitions, writes al-‡hir Majdhüb, were largely successful,
for

90 al-Wasıla, 41 (one of Majdhüb’s waßy).
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‘through his baraka, people were able to make this distinction as he said, so that they came to treat
[the Ashrf] with high respect. They started to say, “This one is a sayyid; give him a distinct status
over you, recognise his excellence, treat him whith due honours, and put him in front of you in
public!” All this they did, even though they fell short of giving them all that is rightfully theirs.’91

As examples of Majdhüb’s positive discrimination of the Ashrf, stories are told that
show how he honoured two sharıfs by kissing their hands even though they were known
to live in sin, or how he rebuked a Qur√n teacher for beating a sharıfı pupil even
though only as an educational measure.92 On the other hand, he also exhorted the
Ashrf to be especially meticulous in their moral standards.93

These stories, and al-‡hir’s words on the effects of Majdhüb’s admonitions, are of
course prescriptive rather than descriptive (al-‡hir’s phrasing is obviously inspired by
Majdhüb’s waßiyya quoted above). Still, they may be read to indicate that veneration of
the sayyids in the Sudan, so characteristic a part of the cliché of ‘traditional’ Sudanese
piety, has historical roots some of which may reach no further than the past century.

A relatively recent rise in the status of the Ashrf has also been observed in other
Islamic countries: in Egypt during the later Ottoman period (since the seventeenth
century),94 and in Iran (seventeenth to eighteenth centuries) where their claim to
hegemony over other groups in society was related to the “implicit attenuation of the
legitimacy of the juristic authority of the mujtahids” in favour of the authority of the tra-
ditionists (Akhbrıs).95 In Morocco, on the other hand, the general exaltation of the
Prophetic lineage occurred earlier (fifteenth century),96 and sharıfı descent seems to
have played a more important role there as a prerequisite for religious leadership
outside the realm of the scholar-jurists.97

Closer to home, Majdhüb’s attitude towards ‘the Ashrf’ in general may conceivably
have been influenced by the prominent status they enjoyed in the ˘ijz. Not only had
they held the reins of power there since the tenth century CE, but they had become
almost a ruling caste since the famous Law of Abü Numayy (r.&1525-1584) which, in
thirty-six paragraphs, made the rule of the Hshimı clan heredetary, forbade the Ashrf

91 Fa-˛aßala min barakatihi al-tamyız bi-kalmihi wa’l-tawqır wa-jafialü yaqülün hdh sayyid
mayyizühu fialaykum wa-firifü lahu fa∂lahu wa-fimilühu bi-m yasta˛iqquhu min al-ikrm wa-qaddimü-
hu fialaykum fı ’l-majlis fa-fafialü dhlika kullahu wa-in lam yüfü bi-jamıfi ˛uqüqihim (al-Wasıla,
125{3}).
92 al-Wasıla, 133{1}, 132{5}.
93 al-Wasıla, 41-2 (“close to (qarıb) God and his Messenger is the one who obeys them”: this is the
other half of Majdhüb’s waßy regarding the Ashrf (“sfiatan indhr wa-sfiatan tabshır”)); 122{3};
129{5}; 167{1}.
94 Winter, Society and religion, 278-82; id., Egyptian society, 191.
95 Arjomand, Shadow of God, 146-7.
96 Sharıfı ideology was propagated in particular by the Safidı dynasty and the Jazüliyya †arıqa
(Cornell, “The logic of analogy”, 74-6, 84-7).
97 Cf. Hammoudi, “Sainteté”.
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to engage in any (manual?) profession (mihna aw ßinfia), gave them special rights over
other classes, and prohibited insolence or opposition towards them.98

SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn    ffffoooolllllllloooowwwweeeerrrrssss    ooooffff    aaaa    hhhhuuuummmmbbbblllleeeerrrr    ffffaaaammmmiiiillllyyyy    bbbbaaaacccckkkkggggrrrroooouuuunnnndddd
Majdhüb’s followers in Sawkin also included other people of a less prominent family
background. The names of some of them are recorded in al-Wasıla (only people who
are identified as tilmıdh etc. are listed here; names preceded by an asterisk indicate
those who were still alive when al-‡hir Majdhüb collected information for his book):
*Abü Bakr Habıs: a Red Sea trader.99

A˛mad b. al-Fakı fiAlı Jumfia: a young man who composed a qaßıda in praise of Majdhüb.100

Hays: owned merely half a donkey, and had difficulties in understanding Majdhüb’s fiqh lessons.101

Ibrhım: attended Majdhüb’s majlis; his brother was a student of another religious teacher in Sawkin,

Ibn Jayln.102

*Fakı Madanı b. A˛mad al-Mireyqbı: participated (manually) in the construction of the zwiya. Perhaps

he came from a rural background, and was rather young (Qur√n-student?) at the time of Majdhüb

(that is, he probably became a fakı only later).103

*Mu˛ammad b. Abü Bakr fiˆs: apparently a regular attendent of Majdhüb’s ritual and teaching sessions;

seems to have been particularly close to Majdhüb’s friend and first successor, al-Amin; went on

pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina with al-Amin and Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı after

Majdhüb’s death.104

*Mu˛ammad Qalül: had a wife in Sinkt. Even though he had accepted Majdhüb as his shaykh, he

wondered if perhaps fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı (v.s.) was more powerful.105

*Mu˛ammad Ri∂wn b. ˘mid: probably a young follower, he memorised the Qur√n after Majdhüb’s

departure from Sawkin.106

Mu˛ammad Salım: his doubts regarding Majdhüb’s status were alleyed in a dream.107

*Mu˛ammad Slim: reported one of the most miraculous stories in the Wasıla which allegedly happened

to him one day when he and his friend were sitting in the coffee-house on the Island.108

98 fiAbd al-Ra˛ım fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbd al-Ra˛ım, al-Dawla al-Safiüdiyya al-ül, 122 n. 2 (after
˘usayn b. Mu˛ammad b. Naßıf, M∂ı al-˘ijz wa-˛∂iruhu, Cairo, 1349 [1930/1], pp. 17, 289-309); al-
Ziriklı, al-Afilm, VI, 52.
99 al-Wasıla, 165{2}.
100 al-Wasıla, 21.
101 al-Wasıla, 126{1}, 130{1}.
102 al-Wasıla, 168{3}.
103 al-Wasıla, 138{4}, 169{2}; 165{5}, 170{5}.
104 al-Wasıla, 147{3}, 169{7}; 130{1}, 134{2}, 145{7}, 146{2}, 154{2}, 157{3}, 159{6}; 110{2}.
105 al-Wasıla, 146{1}.
106 al-Wasıla, 165{4}.
107 al-Wasıla, 167{2}.
108 al-Wasıla, 155{2}.
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*Müs b. A˛mad Minnı: apparently one of the regular companions of the Shaykh, he acted as an inter-

mediary between Majdhüb and one of his followers who was too shy to address him directly.109

*fiUmar Früq: a married man whose family probably was involved in agriculture in Tokar. His father

was not part of Majdhüb’s circle. fiUmar, on the other hand, seems to have been a devoted adept

who in the internal hierarchy of Majdhüb’s followers may be located at the upper middle level. He

used to massage Majdhüb’s legs when he visited him. 110

*fiUthmn b. Abü Bakr: a very thick, somewhat simple-minded fellow who seems to have had a weakness

for miracle stories and who was looked down upon by some of Majdhüb’s other students (later, he

accompanied Majdhüb to Berber and al-Dmar).111

Yüsuf: a simple brother who venerated his shaykh almost like the Prophet.112

Not least among these Sawkinese of a less prominent family background we have to
mention Majdhüb’s personal attendant, *Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta. Abü Bakr, who was
probably in his twenties at the time,113 was a Bijwı whose family was comparatively
poor, but not totally penniless.114 He had already travelled to the Yemen and performed
the pilgrimage,115 and when Majdhüb came to Sawkin, he took the Shdhiliyya (he is
both grouped among the fuqar√ and the talmidha; for the meaning of this, see below),
and became Majdhüb’s personal attendant.116 Serving the shaykh was considered an
honour, and some of the fuqar√ envied Abü Bakr for his closeness to Majdhüb,117 even
though his service was not merely a symbolic one but entailed real work.118 The stories
told in al-Wasıla preserve the memory of a paternalistic affection shown by Majdhüb
towards Abü Bakr. Social distance was clearly maintained; Majdhüb could throw Abü
Bakr out of his teaching session because he was angry at him, shouting, “Don’t you
ever come back again!” The next morning, however, he was in a more conciliatory
mood, and when Abü Bakr turned up and started to massage Majdhüb’s neck, Majdhüb

109 al-Wasıla, 132{5}, 144{1}; 152{1}; 113{2}. The Minniyey are variously said to be Art˙ga,
Ha∂an∂awa, or ˘asanb (group interview, Sawkin, 14/11/87, 3-5; ‡h Safid ‡h 23/11/87, 4)
110 al-Wasıla, 130{4}, 154{1}, 161{4}, 162{2}.
111 al-Wasıla, 127{3}, 133{1}, 135{3}, 140{1}, 148{9}, 151{2}, 154{5}, 156{2}, 156{3}, 156{4},
156{5}, 170{6}, 177{1}, 193{3}.
112 al-Wasıla, 132{2}.
113 al-Wasıla, 136{3}.
114 al-Wasıla, 157{2}, 163{3}. That he was a Bijwı is clear from his name, ‘T˙ta’, as well as from
that of his brother, ‘Shingery’ (al-Wasıla, 157{2}).
115 al-Wasıla, 139{2} (Abü Bakr was in Mecca while Majdhüb was there; i.e. in August 1822?). It is
interesting to see that in spite of having performed the pilgrimage, he is never called, ‘˛jj’.
116 al-Wasıla, 136{3}, 168{6}. — Usually, this position is called, ‘khdim’; once, the diminutive,
‘khuwaydim’ is used (al-Wasıla, 103{1}). ‘Khdim’often means ‘slave’ or ‘eunuch’; but in this context it
should probably be understood in its literal sense, infused with some of its religious and ∑üfı connotations
(‘faithful servant’). This latter meaning is particularly evident when the Wasıla in one instance refers to
Majdhüb’s brother-in-law ˘asan, held to be a sharıf, as ‘khdim al-shaykh’ (120{1}).
117 al-Wasıla, 139{2}, 168{6}.
118 See al-Wasıla, 143{4}, 147{2}.
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accepted him back, saying that the Prophet had asked him to forgive him.119 In another
story, Majdhüb pressed Abü Bakr to his bare chest, “so that the fire of hell would not
touch him.”120 Abü Bakr was chosen to accompany Majdhüb’s mother and brother back
to al-Dmar (v.i.),121 but he seems to have stayed behind in Sawkin when Majdhüb
himself returned to the Nile. His closeness to Majdhüb is reflected in the fact that he
was one of al-‡hir Majdhüb’s chief informants for the composition of the Wasıla.

Abü Bakr’s brothers were also drawn into Majdhüb’s circle, but they were not so close
to the Shaykh. *Mu˛ammad Khalıl b. ˘amad T˙ta is grouped among the talmidha, but
not the fuqar√. He participated in the general activities of the group, and was asked by
a bedouin who wanted to take the †arıqa to introduce him to Majdhüb.122 Another
brother, Shingery b. ˘amad T˙ta, is only mentioned once as having lent a few dirhams
(sic) to Majdhüb.123

Majdhüb’s entourage also included non-locals who travelled with him, like Khi∂r al-
Shmı, most probably a Syrian who had met Majdhüb in the ˘ijz (while on pil-
grimage?), and accompanied him to Sawkin and on to Berber and al-Dmar. Khi∂r’s
social background was probably rather low. He was poor and illiterate and may have
been simple-minded (he was ridiculed by the other fuqar√); but he knew the Qur√n
perfectly by heart and could explain every passage in it, and Majdhüb, perhaps moved
by his simple piety, employed him as his mu√adhdhin and ordered Ysın b. fiAbd al-
Qdir Slim to teach him the letters of the alphabet. Probably for his religious
demeanour he was occasionally (teasingly?) called, ‘al-muftı Khi∂r’.124 He was
unmarried, but kept a slave girl at home (in Sawkin, he lived on the Island). After
Majdhüb’s death, Khi∂r returned to the ˘ijz and lived in Medina.125

The foremost travelling companion of Majdhüb, however, was still his old friend and
servant al-Amın who had been with him ever since he had left his home country back in
1821 (v.s.). Only when Majdhüb returned to the Nile, al-Amın stayed behind in
Sawkin as Majdhüb’s first khalıfa; he died, however, shortly afterwards of an
illness.126

119 al-Wasıla, 170{1}.
120 al-Wasıla, 149{6}.
121 al-Wasıla, 136{4}.
122 al-Wasıla, 131{3}, 137{7}, 168{2}; 129{3}, 136{2}
123 al-Wasıla, 157{2}. Dirhams were not generally in circulation in the Sudan. Even though they
might have been accepted in large trading centres such as Sawkin, their usage is not attested so far (v.s.).
124 al-Wasıla, 126{3}, 127{1, 2}, 146{6}. I say, ‘teasingly’, since normally, one would not expect a
muftı to have his ears twisted, or to massage the feet of his shaykh, stories typical of the way Khi∂r is
depicted in al-Wasıla.
125 al-Wasıla, 119{1}, 137{4}, 180{1}, 194{3}, 198{1}.
126 al-Wasıla, 19-20, 146{2}.
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MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnneeeesssseeee    ffffoooolllllllloooowwwweeeerrrrssss    aaaannnndddd    tttthhhheeee    eeeeccccoooonnnnoooommmmyyyy
Sawkin lived from trade, and so did many of Majdhüb’s followers. Some of them
owned ships, either for trade with Jidda and the Yemen, or for (pearl?) fishing. Some-
times, they travelled to the Arabian ports in person; sometimes they remained in
Sawkin, sending only their agents.127 The Wasıla gives the impression that those who
were involved in the trade between Sawkin and Berber (trade with al-Tka is never
referred to) were not the same as those engaged in overseas trade. fiAlı Diqna,
Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı, and A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim are mentioned as
having travelled to the Nile.128 Others were natives of the riverain Sudan.129 Profit-
sharing ‘joint ventures’ were common;130 the scale of these activities varied consid-
erably.

Other people around Majdhüb (not all of whom were necessarily his followers) were
manual workers: a fisherman is mentioned,131 a piercer of pearls with his own
workshop,132 a bedouin hired to look after a trader’s camels during the latter’s stay in
Sawkin,133 a man employed to repair drain pipes,134 and a woman selling a carpet.135

How many of Majdhüb’s followers were traders or labourers cannot be established with
certainty. References to trade are about twice as frequent as those to manual labour, but
this need not necessarily reflect the occupations of his followers. It may simply be due
to the fact that trade was more prestigious, or more profitable; or that Majdhüb’s more
important supporters were traders. On the other hand, according to all we know about
Sawkin almost everyone there with a minimum of capital was engaged at least in some
limited form of trade, and Majdhüb’s followers were probably no exception.

How much money they made is another question. One story in al-Wasıla portrays
Majdhüb’s followers in Sawkin as being not particularly affluent: when Majdhüb
checked their financial situation, he found that Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı owned
one ounce of gold, his ‘uncle’ fiAbd Allh Müs half an ounce; Ysın b. fiAbd al-Qdir

127 al-Wasıla, 134{1-2} (Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Tankwır); 165{2} (Abü Bakr Habıs).
128 al-Wasıla, 139{8}, 171{3}, 195{5}, 198{2}.
129 al-Wasıla, 127{5}, 131{5}, 152{2} ([fiAlı,] the Governor of Berber; Majdhıb from al-Dmar:
A˛mad & al-∑iddıq, sons of al-Amın b. F ˘amad; al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad b. F ˘amad); al-Wasıla, 137{1}
(˘usayn al-Rub†bı [probably from Berber]); al-Wasıla, 154{2} (˛jj Mu˛ammad al-Tilib, who trans-
ported 17 camel loads of goods from Sawkin to the Nile); see also al-Wasıla, 128{5}, 135{1}. Al-Tilib
may have belonged to a family settled at the riverain entrepôt al-Masallamiyya; see ALA I, 45).
130 al-Wasıla, 131{5}.
131 al-Wasıla, 143{2} (not a student of Majdhüb).
132 al-Wasıla, 154{3}.
133 al-Wasıla, 159{6}.
134 al-Wasıla, 137{2}.
135 al-Wasıla, 124{6}. Looking beyond Sawkin, we find a water carrier as one of Majdhüb’s
devotees in Medina (al-Wasıla, 107{4}); in the al-Dmar area, a saddler worked to sew up amulets
written by the shaykh (al-Wasıla, 189{1}).
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possessed half a camel (which he said he had just received as alms [ßadaqa]); and the
next in line was Hays, who had only half a donkey. “God has afflicted me with a bunch
of drop-outs (ßafilık)”, Majdhüb complained, “just like in Medina!”136

The anecdote has definite topical elements placing it in the well-known context of
social groups trying to downplay their economic power, and in particular that of
religious groups portraying themselves as not being involved in worldly affairs. Even
on the level of the story’s conscious imagery, its purpose must have been to complain of
the low level of currently liquid assets of Majdhüb’s followers, not their overall
possessions, and it cannot therefore be read in any literal sense. Majdhüb’s in-laws
come out on top of the list. Among the notable absentees are, however, Mu˛ammad b.
Mu˛ammad Tankwir and fiAlı Diqna — as we have seen, the first was a maritime trader
who owned at least one ship, while the latter was to become Sawkin’s leading
merchant. While in Medina the majority of those who gathered around Majdhüb seem
to have been genuinely from the lower strata of society, in Sawkin the spectrum of his
followers widened to include people who were successfully involved in the profitable
long-distance trade. The complaint of poverty need not contradict this; it is, after all, a
device frequently used to veil actual wealth from the preying eyes of others.

VVVViiiissssiiiittttoooorrrrssss    ffffrrrroooommmm    oooouuuuttttssssiiiiddddeeee    SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn
Sawkin’s importance as a centre of trade and the pilgrim traffic attracted visitors from
afar, and some of them came into contact with Majdhüb and took the †arıqa from him.

Best documented are Majdhüb’s relations with his relatives who visited the port during
the Shaykh’s sojourn there. Most of them came primarily for trade; but personal reasons
also played a role, as in the case of Majdhüb’s mother who undertook the strenuous
journey across the desert to see her son after his long absence in the ˘ijz. These visits
enabled Majdhüb to resume and intensify contacts the maintenance of which would
appear to have been difficult during the turbulent period following the destruction of al-
Dmar, the dispersal of its inhabitants, and Majdhüb’s own sojourn overseas. The
riverain family connections will be considered in more detail below.

Majdhüb was also visited in Sawkin by his old Qur√n teacher from Shendi, Fakı al-
Bashır b. fiUmrn, but there are no reports of al-Bashır taking the †arıqa from his former
student.137 Another riverain Sudanese who did come under the influence of Majdhüb in
Sawkin was ˘usayn al-Rub†bı from Berber who arrived in the port together with
Majdhüb’s wealthy cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün and appears to have taken the †arıqa on

136 al-Wasıla, 126{1}. How much was a camel worth? In 1814, Burckhardt had to sell his good
camel in Sawkin for four dollars, less than its worth. In 1834, ordinary camels at the Shendi market cost
9-10 dollars, better ones 12-14; dromadaries sold for 12-20 dollars, and a high-bred Bishrı could even
fetch 50 dollars (Hoskins, Travels in Ethiopia, 88). The price level in Sawkin was generally higher.
137 al-Wasıla, 126{5}; see also 195{4}.
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this occasion.138 From beyond the Nile came A˛mad Mabadd b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn who
had set out from his native Kordofan in search of a shaykh and to perform the pilgrim-
age. In 1830 (in Berber) he had attached himself to a party of followers of the newly-
established Khatmiyya who were on their way to meet with Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-
Mırghanı. They gave him their †arıqa; but when they reached Sawkin, A˛mad
Mabadd encountered Majdhüb and became convinced that he was the shaykh he had
been looking for. He abandoned his Khatmı companions, took the Shdhiliyya, and
stayed in Sawkin for some time; later, he apparently achieved some popularity as a
holy man.139

But what about Majdhüb’s influence among the population of the hinterland of
Sawkin? His most important visitor from there was sayyid fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad
Lubb, a religious teacher from the Ashrf of Wdı Baraka. fiUmar was clearly older
than Majdhüb; he had been to Shendi when Majdhüb was a child and is said to have
lodged with his father there. He travelled to Sawkin in the company of at least one of
his students, ˘usayn b. Ma˛müd, and after acquainting himself with Majdhüb and the
peculiarities of his †arıqa, he took the Shdhiliyya from him. According to one account,
he had previously been used to seeing the Prophet in his dream, but for some time, these
nightly encounters with his ancestor had stopped. Through the intermediacy of
Majdhüb, sayyid fiUmar was able to see the Prophet again;140 he combined ÷hir and
b†in and became a walı.141 Majdhüb treated sayyid fiUmar with great respect. After his
business in Sawkin was finished, fiUmar returned to Wdı Baraka where he died
sometime later. His son Muß†af became an informant of al-‡hir.142

Majdhüb’s ‘fame’ attracted not only luminaries who travelled to Sawkin with an
entourage and engaged in discussions on the relative merits of his path with him; it also
drew the occasional unnamed nomad who did not dare to approach Majdhüb directly
but to whom Majdhüb administered the bayfia without any further introduction.143 On
the whole, however, Majdhüb’s influence among the surrounding semi-nomadic

138 al-Wasıla, 130{2}, 137{1,4}.
139 Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, tr. in Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 51-53; al-Wasıla, 18-19 (incl. a poem
in which A˛mad Mabadd praises his shaykh: “fa-li’l-˘aqqi ma˛büb wa-li’l-nsi ma†lüb * Mu˛ammad
Majdhüb …”).
140 al-Wasıla, 20-21 (Majdhüb contacted the Prophet, then explained, ‘It is not for any reason that
you see or don’t see the Prophet — it is a favour (fa∂l) from God. But by the way — you shouldn’t say
your prayers so hurriedly!’ fiUmar obeyed, the Prophet returned, and fiUmar took the Shdhiliyya). The
passage includes a few verses by sayyid fiUmar in praise of Majdhüb.
141 al-Wasıla, 165{5}.
142 al-Wasıla, 126{4}, 137{8}, 138{3}, 144{5}, 165{1}.
143 al-Wasıla, 131{3}.
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population seems to have been limited. The reason for this may have to be sought partly
in the language barrier, partly in general cultural distance.144

Whether Majdhüb gained any followers among those who came to Sawkin from over-
seas is not known. The Wasıla only speaks of a group of Yemenis who just came too
late: they arrived in Sawkin a few days after the shaykh had left. “They were sad”, it is
reported, and had to be content with taking the †arıqa from Majdhüb’s representative,
al-Amın.145

TTTThhhheeee    ssssoooocccciiiiaaaallll    ssssttttaaaattttuuuussss    ooooffff    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    ffffoooolllllllloooowwwweeeerrrrssss
A survey of Majdhüb’s followers in Sawkin suggests that he found support not among
the old political and economic élite (the inhabitants of Sawkin Island or the centre of
the Qeyf) but chiefly among ‘urban’ Beja from the mainland who may have belonged to
the leading ethnic groups in Sawkin (such as the ˘a∂riba) but did not themselves
occupy leading positions. Among Majdhüb’s followers in Sawkin, fifty-two male indi-
viduals are known by name.146 All of them, as far as it is possible to find out, were
Beja. The mere fact that Majdhüb was able to communicate with them shows that they
had at least a reasonable command of Arabic; this in turn indicates that they belonged to
groups who had been settled in Sawkin for some time. The only follower known by
name who came from the Beja hinterland was a religious leader from Wdı Baraka.
Admittedly, data on the social stratification of Majdhüb’s followers are scarce, but from
the little we have, we may still draw up a hypothetical picture. Of the fifty-two individ-
uals, only six may be tentatively located towards the lower end of the social ladder.147

Twenty-seven belonged to families whose status was comparatively high (in relation to
other followers of Majdhüb);148 ten were located somewhere in the middle;149 and four
cannot even tentatively be placed.150 It is probably reasonable to describe the majority
of these families and individuals as being people who did not stand at the centre of
power and influence in Sawkin but who were pushing to improve their status and posi-
tion. They thus entered into competition with the old élite (the chief ˘a∂riba families
and the ‘Arab’ merchants); and at the same time they had to distance themselves from

144 For examples of the few contacts he had with them while on occasional outings from the town,
see below, Chapter VII.
145 al-Wasıla, 165{6}.
146 This figure excludes those who visited Majdhüb from the Nile countries.
147 The T˙ta family, fiUthmn Abü Bakr, Hays, and Yüsuf.
148 The Digney, awld al-Q∂ı/“Ashrf”, Müsey, Shagaley, l Tankwır, Ri∂wnb, the family of
Fakı Mu˛ammad ∑iddıq al-Shdhilı, and Sayyid Lubb.
149 fiUmar Früq, al-Mireyqbı, Mu˛ammad Abü Bakr fiˆs, Abü Bakr Habıs, Mu˛ammad Slim,
Mu˛ammad Salım, Mu˛ammad Ri∂wn b. ˘mid, Müs b. A˛mad Minnı, Mu˛ammad Qalül, and the
Qur√n-teacher Mu˛ammad Sayyid.
150 Mu˛ammad Abü Bakr al-Shdhilı, A˛mad al-Bushrbı, Sayyid Idrıs, and Ibrhım.
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those Beja from the surrounding countryside who moved to Sawkin in increasing
numbers trying to get a share in its market.

The relationship that emerged between Majdhüb and his followers was one of mutual
interest. Majdhüb benefited from local social and material support. In turn, association
with the Shaykh could be a source of prestige, and Majdhüb’s entourage could also
hope for his ‘intercession’ with leading political and economic figures to further the
interests of his clientèle.

A final word on numbers: if we take Burckhardt’s population estimate as a base, the
Qeyf may have had approximately 2,500 male inhabitants at the time. Assuming a
rough ratio of 30% younger than 15, about three percent of adult males on the mainland
are known by name to have been associated with Majdhüb.151

BBBBaaaacccckkkk    ttttoooo    tttthhhheeee    NNNNiiiilllleeee

On 7 February 1831, after a stay of two years and one month, Majdhüb left Sawkin to
return to the Nile — “the Sudan”, as the Wasıla says from a Sawkinese perspective.152

He was accompanied by his wife F†ima bt. Fakı Madanı and a few of his Sawkin fol-
lowers: ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (the brother of his late wife fi◊√isha) and fiAlı Diqna
of the more well-to-do; Khi∂r al-Shmı and fiUthmn b. Abü Bakr of the ‘simpler’
devotees (both were, we remember, somewhat looked down upon by others; Khi∂r was
Majdhüb’s muezzin). Majdhüb’s servant, Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta, probably stayed
behind in Sawkin; he is never mentioned in a riverain context. A˛mad b. fiAbd al-
Qdir Slim appears to have gone on ahead.153 It may be that Majdhüb’s wealthy cousin
from al-Dmar, ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın (b.&c.&1760/80), was also part of the
group; he had travelled to Sawkin and met A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir on his way, and,
according to one oral tradition, he was responsible for “bringing Majdhüb back” to al-
Dmar.154

151 The age ratio estimate must of course be a very rough one, in the absence of data on mortality
and fertility, and given the additional incertainties of a port city. Still, reasonable guesses would lie
between 25-35%. See Coale & Demeny, Regional model life tables; Wrigley, Population and history.
152 al-Wasıla, 171{1}. Ysın fiAbd al-Qdir Slim wrote a poem on the occasion of his shaykh’s
departure from Sawkin (al-Wasıla, 119).
153 These persons are mentioned in al-Wasıla as having been with Majdhüb in the Berber/al-Dmar
area: his wife F†ima: 198{4}; ˘asan b. Ibrhım: 178{5}, 190{3}, 191{3}; fiAlı Diqna: 171{3}, 179{5},
184{3-5}, 185{1-2}, 190{6}, 191{3}, 193{5}, 194{4}, 195{3}, 196{5}, 197{1}, 198{3-4}, 199{1-3};
Khi∂r: 180{1}, 194{3}, 198{1}; fiUthmn b. Abü Bakr: 177{1}, 193{3}; A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir:
195{5} (showing that he travelled to the Nile before Majdhüb), 179{3}, 182{1, 3-4}, 186{2}, 193{1},
193{4}, 196{2}, 198{2}.
154 al-Wasıla, 130{2}, 195{5}. The oral tradition was reported by Hshim al-Suhaylı. Even though
Hshim may have confused QΩz al-Fünj with Sawkin (˘amad urged Majdhüb to return from QΩz al-

(cont’d)
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No direct explanation is given either in al-Wasıla or in oral tradition for Majdhüb’s
decision to leave his zwiya in Sawkin. He may of course have been motivated by a
personal desire to move back to his home where his family roots lay, where the climate
was friendlier, and where he could hope to broaden his missionary activities and to gain
new and more prominent followers. None of these are directly mentioned as reasons in
al-Wasıla, but family links and missionary travels do play a more prominent role in the
description of Majdhüb’s life after he left Sawkin. On the other hand, his decision
should probably also be seen in the context of a general trend among the Jafialiyyın to
resettle and cultivate their homeland, encouraged by the Turkish authorites who were
eager to promote production in these areas which had been largely deserted after the
crushing of the Jafialı rebellion in 1823. It was probably not a particular amnesty
granted to Majdhüb that induced him to return; his relatives had been allowed to return
to al-Dmar already in 1825 (v.i.). More likely, the reason is to be sought in the overall
— if gradual — stabilisation of the situation in the riverain Sudan. The change in
Sawkin’s official status effected in 1830 (v.s.), which may have been interpreted at the
time as presaging the unification of its administration with the rest of the Sudan, may
have been another factor in his decision to leave.

IIIInnnn    tttthhhheeee    ddddeeeesssseeeerrrrtttt

Caravans from Sawkin to Berber usually took about fifteen days; in 1834, guides
charged 60 piastres per camel for the route,155 three times as much as the boat fare from
Jidda to Sawkin. The guide for Majdhüb’s party was one fiAlı b. Sulaymn, a
W˙lfialybı-Ha∂an∂awı who may have been relatively young and whom Majdhüb tried
to convert (that is, to make him ‘repent’) on the way when he fell ill.156 Majdhüb may
indeed have been able to communicate with him since due to their profession, many
(but not all) Beja guides spoke Arabic, which set them apart from most of their fellow
tribesmen.157 Nomads approached the shaykh for cures or to sell a camel; somewhere
along the way, Majdhüb composed a poem158 — other than that, nothing noteworthy is
reported to have happened on the journey. As all caravans on this route, the group

Fünj to attend the fiıd in al-Dmar; al-Wasıla, 150{2}, a story reported untypically in the Sawkin section
of al-Wasıla), it may still be true that ˘amad wanted Majdhüb back in al-Dmar for one reason or
another.
155 Hoskins, Travels in Ethiopia, 54; Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 262, 350; Escayrac de Lauture,
Désert, 581 (12 days); Gleichen, Report on the Nile, 197. In 1838, a government tariff existed (60 pt. per
camel); but the guides tried to get 70 pt. out of local travellers and 4-5 dollars (c. 90-120 pt.) out of
Europeans (Hill, On the frontiers, 157).
156 al-Wasıla, 171{1}.
157 Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 266; Hill, On the frontiers, 148, 160.
158 Tafila wa-smafi maqlı (al-Wasıla, 89; Dıwn, 162).
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passed through u-Bk, the last important wells on the road; three days later, they saw
the Nile.159

BBBBeeeerrrrbbbbeeeerrrr

If everything went smoothly, Majdhüb must have arrived in Berber around 22 February
1831. He stayed in the area until mid-May 1831, calling at number of places on the west
bank of the Nile and also crossing the river for a brief visit to al-Ghubush.

There is some confusion regarding the sequence of these visits. Several of my oral informants maintained
that Majdhüb first went to al-Dmar and then visited Berber later.160 One story in al-Wasıla explicitly
says that Majdhüb came to visit Fakı fiAbd al-Wahhb (who was based in Rs al-Wdı; v.i.) from al-
Dmar.161 Another story implies that Majdhüb arrived in al-Dmar only a few days after leaving
Sawkin.162 Nevertheless, both the overall sequence of events as related in al-Wasıla and logical guess
suggest that he visited al-Dmar only after a stay in the Berber area. He took the usual caravan route from
Sawkin which lead to Berber via u-Bk. In the Berber area, he called at many different places (al-
Mikheyrif, QΩz al-Süq, QΩz al-Fünj, Rs al-Wdı, ˘illat Isrfıl, al-Sharafa, al-Ghubush; v.i.). These
visits, which included the establishment or renewal of contacts with a number of local religious leaders,
surely must have taken some time. Two and a half months would not seem to be too much for all these
activities. The account of a visit from al-Dmar to Rs al-Wdı need not contradict the overall picture.
Rs al-Wdı lies only about 15 km north of al-Dmar, and Majdhüb may well have returned there for a
visit after establishing himself in al-Dmar. Also, his alleged arrival in al-Dmar “a few days” after
leaving Sawkin need not, in the context of the story, be taken literally at all; and the oral informations
regarding Majdhüb’s itinerary are clearly dependant on modern readings of the geographical situation
(Atbara did not exist in Majdhüb’s time).

Before the Turkish conquest, ‘Berber’ was simply the name of the Meyrafb territory
which extended along the Nile from the Fifth Cataract to the Atbara. In January 1822,
the territories between the Forth Cataract and the Nile Confluence were united to form
the “Province (ma√müriyya) of Berber and the Jafialiyyın”; the administrative seat of
this province was established at al-Mikheyrif, the capital of the Meyrafb. Over time,

159 al-Wasıla, 171{1-3}. U-Bk is two days (29 hours) march from the next well, Abü Tagar, which
is three hours from Berber (Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 262, 267). Its importance is due to the fact that
its wells, even though partly bitter, never dry out completely.
160 fiAbd al-Karım al-Rıshbı (27/03/88, 2) told me that Majdhüb came to Berber via Atbara (sic)
and Kinnür, from where he moved down the Nile “village by village” (˛illa ˛illa) as far as Berber. After
Berber, he visited al-Ghubush and al-Sharafa (ma˛all al-shuraf ns Abü Khuff. Al-Bqir Sulaymn’s
statement (26/03/88, 3, in answer to a direct question for a date) that Majdhüb “arrived in” Berber from
al-Dmar in Dhü ’l-Qafida 1247: April/May 1831 (that is, two months after leaving Sawkin) is most
likely derived from the fact that this is the only date expressly mentioned in al-Wasıla (p. 182) in connec-
tion with Majdhüb’s visit there; al-Wasıla, however, does not say that this was the date of Majdhüb’s
arrival.
161 al-Wasıla, 177{2}.
162 al-Wasıla, 186{5}.
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al-Mikheyrif itself was more and more referred to as ‘Berber’, though this appears not
to have been formalised until the twentieth century.163

Al-Mikheyrif was laid out on the right bank of the Nile over a relatively large area not
surrounded by any fortifications; it was divided into seven villages or quarters.164 Its
houses were scattered and often stood at a considerable distance from each other; for
the most part they were quadrangular, one-storey buildings made of sun-baked bricks,
but a few qu††iyyas (circular houses with conical roofs) could also be found. Being
shaded by dΩm palms and acacia trees, “they produce[d] a rural and sometimes
picturesque effect”. The governor and some of the local notables resided in more
prominent complexes (˛Ωshs) surrounded by large walled courtyards. Many houses in
al-Mikheyrif and its surroundings lay abandoned and in ruins in the early 1830s, due to
the population exodus of the previous decade; in one village of 120 houses, Hoskins
“counted only twenty that were inhabited”.165

Immediately to the south of al-Mikheyrif proper lay QΩz al-Süq, evidently the chief
marketplace of the area. About three kilometers south of al-Mikheyrif, QΩz al-Fünj may
have been established as a regional capital by the rulers of Sinnr; it is described as the
chief place in Berber until the second half of the eighteenth century when the Meyrafb
(whose capital was al-Mikheyrif) asserted greater autonomy from Sinnr. Even as a
capital, QΩz al-Fünj was only a small settlement; in 1772, it had not more than thirty
houses.166 In 1814, Burckhardt described it as being in a state of decay, characterised by
“many ruins of modern buildings” and several “pits of brackish water”. Nevertheless,
the place was the home of a fakı (perhaps fiAbd al-Wahhb?; v.i.) who was also “a
trader well known in Egypt, who entertained us hospitably, and asked for no presents
[contrary to the makk of al-Mikheyrif]. Whenever he visits Egypt, he quarters himself in
like manner upon his acquaintance at Daraou.”167 Halfway between QΩz al-Fünj and the
mouth of the River Atbara lay the last prominent settlement of the Berber reach, Rs al-
Wdı. In 1814 it was larger than al-Mikheyrif “but not so well built, and containing
many huts made of mats”, as well as “a common brothel” cum büza shop. It served as a
market for the exchange of goods with the neighbouring Bishrın, and had a makk of its

163 In about 1826, the area of al-˘alfya was attached to the Province of Sinnr, leaving the south-
ern border of Berber Province at around the Sixth Cataract. Holt, art. “Berber” in EI2; Bjørkelo, Prelude,
36.
164 It is not entirely clear from the available accounts whether or not these “villages” included QΩz
al-Süq and QΩz al-Fünj (v.i.) or not.
165 The two quotations are from Hoskins, Travels in Ethiopia, 43, 52; see also Combes, Voyage en
Égypte, 227-8.
166 Bruce, Travels, 2nd edn. 1813, VI, 460.
167 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 258.
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own, ˘amza, who was a paternal cousin of Makk Nür al-Dın of Berber but “quite inde-
pendent of him”.168

Long-distance trade was the cause of Berber’s importance, as it was situated at the
intersection of the east-west and the north-south routes from Sawkin, Egypt, and
Sinnr. But agriculture also played a role in the province’s economy. The area around
Berber is relatively fertile, certainly more so than the country of the Rub†b to the
north. In 1828, the Turkish government introduced the compulsory cultivation of indigo
in Berber, responding to an increase in demand for the dye by Europe’s textile and
printing industries. An extraction plant was built at al-Mikheyrif to process it. “By 1832
the yield from Berber province had risen to over 17 tons which sold at about 13s. a
pound in Cairo”.169 Other cash crops tried by the Turks were cotton and sugar cane.
Tobacco, flax (used to make a coarse linen cloth), and senna appear to have had a
longer local tradition. The most important food crop was dhura; barley, wheat, oats,
haricot beans, maize, okra, mulükhiyya, egg-plant, purslane, rock melons, water melons,
and pumpkins were also grown. Levels of production must have varied considerably,
however. In 1834, food was noticeably cheaper in Berber than in Sawkin; four years
laters, the opposite was true, and there was “widespread complaint of the high cost of
living”.170

After his arrival in Berber, Majdhüb visited its chief places, staying a few days here and
a few weeks there, staying with the local religious leaders, renewing contacts with
relatives who were living in the area, preaching at the mosques, and generally calling
people to his way. He stood within an established tradition of travelling scholars; the
closest example were other members of the Majdhıb themselves who on their way to
al-Azhar used to “alight at the houses of the rich inhabitants, and teach their children to
read and write”.171 Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, however, seems to have set himself a higher
goal; he wanted to teach adults, not children. The content of his teachings will be
analysed in the following chapters; here, I am concerned with who were the important
families/groups that he contacted in the area. The names of seven such groups can be
distinguished: the Wahh˙b, the l ˘ajjz, the Rıshb, the Ghubush, the ∑fiyb, the
Khuffb, and the awld Shüna.172

168 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 259-63.
169 Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 55. The figure given includes the yield of two other plants, at al-
fi◊liyb (south of al-Dmar) and Tamniyt. Brocchi speaks of a plant at Abü Sileym in 1825 (Giornale,
115). See also Hoskins, Travels in Ethiopia, 52-3.
170 Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 262; Hill, On the frontiers, 133-4, 150, 163.
171 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 51 n.
172 The names of these groups are preserved both in al-Wasıla and in presentday oral tradition (the
latter possibly dependent on the former). The memory of others with whom Majdhüb came into contact
has been lost. Thus, Faqıh A˛mad al-Rihayyif b. Karım al-Dın and Faqıh Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Mjid b.

(cont’d)
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TTTThhhheeee    WWWWaaaahhhhhhhh˙̇̇̇bbbb,,,,    tttthhhheeee    llll    ˘̆̆̆aaaajjjjjjjjzzzz,,,,    aaaannnndddd    tttthhhheeee    RRRRıııısssshhhhbbbb
At the turn of the nineteenth century, the Wahh˙b appear to have been the most
prominent religious leaders in the Berber area. Genealogical legend portrayed them as
descendants of Shaddü and Qaddü, sons of fiAbd al-D√im b. fiAdln b. fiArmn b.
Jafial.173 Their more immediate ancestor, however, from whom they derived their name,
was Fakı Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb, a contemporary of Fakı ˘amad al-
Majdhüb (1694/3-1776/7). He probably lived at QΩz al-Fünj where he is buried; his
tomb was housed in a special building (baniyya) and had become a place of pious visits
by the 1830s.174 At that time, the head of the family was Fakı fiAbd al-Wahhb b.
Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb.175 It is unclear where his main residence was; one
would expect him to be set up at his father’s home in QΩz al-Fünj, but al-Wasıla never
locates him there, and some stories explicitly state that he was not there, but rather in
Rs al-Wdı.176 Fakı fiAbd al-Wahhb had a longstanding relationship to the Majdhıb;
one of his wives was Majdhüb’s aunt (a full-sister of his father), ˘alıma bt. al-Fakı
˘amad; he had paid a considerable dowry to her on 11 February 1795.177 The couple

fiAbd Allh b. Mu˛ammad al-Madlül, with both of whom Majdhüb exchanged letters (see below, Docu-
mentation), may have been from the Berber area (judging from their names); but no further information
on them is available.
173 MacMichael, History, II, 86; Mu˛ammad Majdhüb Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz, Maysür al-
raqım, 10.
174 al-Wasıla, 179{1}, 182{2}; 178{6}, 180{1}. There is some confusion between the tomb of Fakı
Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb and that of “al-Shaykh al-Mißrı”; according to the Funj Chronicle, it was
the latter whom Majdhüb visited in Berber (Funj Chronicle, ed. Bußaylı, 112). The confusion is aggra-
vated by the fact that there are at least two possible candidates for this tomb of al-Mißrı:
(1) The Egyptian Shfifiı scholar Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı Qaram al-Kımnı al-Mißrı (fl. c. 1560?) is
traditionally credited with having introduced the Shfifii school of law into the Sudan. He had studied
with al-Shirbını (d. 1570) and after travelling in Sinnr settled in Berber. The ‡abaqt (353-4) says that
“all the [Sudanese] shaykhs learned fiilm al-far√i∂ from him.” These rules of inheritance are generally
held to be among the most complicated branches of Islamic law; their mastery signifies a very high stand-
ing of knowledge. Most of al-Mißrı’s students continued to be Mlikıs, but some became Shfıfiıs, like
the famous Q∂ı Dush˙n of Arbajı (note that Dush˙n’s son reverted to the dominant Mlikiyya)
(‡abaqt, 331)). Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı Qaram is buried in Berber where his tomb “is visited” (‡abaqt,
354).
(2) Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı Qaram must not be confused with the Mlikı shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Qinwı
al-Mißrı who also settled in Berber about a generation later. Al-Qinwı was most famous as a teacher of
theology (taw˛ıd) (‡abaqt, 100-1). His grandson, Mu˛ammad al-Mu∂awwı b. Mu˛ammad Adaddwı (c.
1630-1684) taught at Shendi but died and is also buried in QΩz Rajab where his tomb “is visited”
(‡abaqt, 103).
It may be that the Wahh˙b claimed descent from al-Mißrı (cf. fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd, ‡aw√if, 7); but I
have not been able to confirm this independently.
175 al-Wasıla, 180{1}; 177{2}; cf. also Bergen, NI 177.13/39.
176 The most explicit story is 176{3}: fiAbd al-Wahhb‘ young son Zarrüq wanted to travel from
Rs al-Wdı to Berber; before his departure, his father urged him to stop over in QΩz al-Fünj to visit
Majdhüb (where apparently he gave the bayfia to Majdhüb; al-Wasıla, 243{5}).
177 The dowry contract has been preserved in the al-Sda al-Majdhıb collection (NRO, Misc.
1/10/77 f.14 = Bergen, NI 177.13/39). The ßadq consisted of 142 fiüd of land, 10 (? or 11?) slaves, the
rights in 1 1

2  horses, 2 golden earrings, 8 head of cattle, and 3 camel-loads (zmilas) of spikenard
(sunbul) and ma˛lab (the latter were luxury goods imported through Egypt, and generally sold together;

(cont’d)
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had no children. The names of two of Fakı fiAbd al-Wahhb’s brothers, fiAlı and Fakı
al-Madanı, are known from documents they signed as witnesses in 1795 and 1801/2,
respectively.178 A few other, younger members of the family are mentioned in al-
Wasıla without much further information regarding their status.179 The fakı and “trader
well known in Egypt” whith whom Burckhardt stayed in QΩz al-Fünj in 1814 (v.s.) may
have been Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb or his son; but as no name is given, this must
remain a conjecture.

Ibrhım

Muddaththir
(1866/7-1937)

M. Majdhüb
(1900-1985)

Muddaththir

Muß†af

M. ˘ajjz

HMK

˘alıma Mu˛ammad Muddaththir
al-˘ajjz

Sulaymn
(Mu˛ammad?)

˘amad
al-Rıshbı

RˆSH◊B◊L ˘AJJ◊ZMAJ◊DHˆB

(daughters)

WAH◊H˚B

fiAbd al-Wahhb
{fl. 18th c., QΩz al-Fünj}

F Mu˛ammad

F fiAbd al-Wahhb
{fl. 1830., Rs al-Wdı?}

F
Mu˛ammad

F Zarrüq

F Rizq ?

F
al-Madanı fiAlı al-Makkı F†ima

Majdhib-Wahh˙b-◊l ˘ajjz-Rıshb marriage ties

1&zmila consisted of about 350 pounds of sunbul and 120 pounds of ma˛lab; “every respectable
merchant coming from Egypt brings with him two Zameles”; Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 299). See
also Spaulding, Heroic age, 167-8, 514 n. 52. A contract of ßadq (a term which comprises both the mahr
paid before the wedding and the deferred sum due in case of divorce) need not necessarily have been
drawn up at the time of marriage; see NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f.6 = Bergen, NI 144.13/6.
178 al-Sda al-Majdhıb, NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f.14 = Bergen, NI 177.13/39; NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f.19
= Bergen, NI 181.13/43.
179 Fakı Zarrüq b. fiAbd al-Wahhb b. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (still very youg when he
gave the bayfia to Majdhüb; al-Wasıla, 176{3}, 242{5}); Fakı Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (probably
a brother of Zarrüq; 176{4}); Fakı Rizq b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (who was present in al-Ghubush during
Majdhüb’s visit there; 181{6}); fiAlı b. al-Makkı b. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (probably a cousin of
Zarrüq; travelled to Khartoum in 1831; 188{1}).
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Further north, in QΩz al-Süq, Fakı Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb had set up a small
prayer-room and Qur√n-school (masjid tadrıs al-Qur√n).180 This may have been
placed under the supervision of one of his students, Fakı Mu˛ammad Muddaththir al-
˘ajjz, who appears to have been married to a daughter of Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-
Wahhb.181 Al-˘ajjz in turn had another student who strengthened his links to his
teacher by marrying his daughters (apparently more than one): Fakı ˘amad al-
Rıshbı.182

Apart from the fact that ˘amad al-Rıshbı lived in Berber as a (young?) student of al-
˘ajjz when Majdhüb visited, no further details are known to me about him. According
to oral information, he took the †arıqa from Majdhüb.183 Later, part of the family turned
to the Tijniyya, presumably following the l ˘ajjz’ conversion at the hands of
Mu˛ammad b. al-Mukhtr al-Shinqı†ı (“Wad al-fi◊liya”, c. 1820-1882/1); both families,
be they Shdhilı or Tijnı, supported the Mahdiyya. Meanwhile, the Wahh˙b became
Khatmıs probably sometime during the twentieth century.184 It was this conversion of
formerly more prominent adherents of Majdhüb that left the Shdhilı branch of the
Rıshb as the only representatives of Majdhüb’s †arıqa in Berber.185

180 al-Wasıla, 180{1-2}; M. Majdhüb Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz, Maysür al-raqım, 9-10.
181 The mother of Muddaththir b. Ibrhım al-˘ajjz’ (1866/7-1937) grandfather was F†ima bt. F
Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (M. Majdhüb Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz, Maysür al-raqım, 9; ALA I,
293-4).
182 al-Wasıla, 178{6}, 180{1-2}; al-Bqir Sulaymn al-Amın Mu˛ammad ˘amad al-Rıshbı,
26/03/88, 3-4. The genealogy of the family is given in a work written by or for al-˛jj Mu˛ammad
˘amad al-Rıshbı. It is not entirely clear whether Mu˛ammad ˘amad and ˘amad are one and the same
person. The phrasing of the nasab suggests this; but al-Wasıla distinguishes between al-Fakı ˘amad al-
Rıshbı (178{6}, 180{1-2}) and al-˛jj Mu˛ammad al-Rıshbı (182{2}). This confusion is a common
one in Sudanese names, especially those that include, ‘Mu˛ammad’. The Rıshbı nasab is given as, al-
˛jj Mu˛ammad ˘amad b. Muß†af b. ˘amad b. Madanı al-I˛eymir b. Sulaymn b. al-˛jj al-ßaghır
˘amatt Allh [sic] b. fiAwn Allh b. al-˛jj al-kabır ˘amatt Allh b. al-Jimuh (?) b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn …
and further back to Hrün al-Rashıd and beyond (al-Fu˛üla al-fiAbbsiyya; Bergen, ms. V ms 1
[Hofheinz collection]). ˘jj Mu˛ammad ˘amad was an old man at the outset of the Mahdiyya; it is
unclear when he died.
Mu˛ammad (b.?) ˘amad’s father, Muß†af w. Rıshbı, figures as witness to a document dated 1216:
1801/2 in which two sons of Fakı ˘amad al-Majdhüb are granted land by makk Naßr al-Dın of Berber
(al-Sda al-Majdhıb, NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f.19 = Bergen, NI 181.13/43).
183 fiAbd al-Munfiim fiAbd al-Fatt˛ al-Amın al-Rıshbı, 8/11/87, 2.
184 I had no chance to interview the Wahh˙b, and my information about them may be biased by the
perspective of my (mostly Rıshbı) informants in Berber. In several letters written in 1928/9 by the
Majdhıb leader Majdhüb b. al-‡hir to the Rıshb, the Wahh˙b are mentioned as “family” (ahl;
suggesting close relations with the Rıshb), and a contemporary Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Wahhb is given
the title, ‘al-khalıfa’ (though this does of course not in itself mean that he was a khalıfa of Majdhüb).
There is undisguised enmity (sic; mush˛ant) today between the two families, reflected in and perhaps
reinforced by their different religious affiliations.
185 They have a mosque which they say was established in the name of Majdhüb; their ancestor, “al-
Rıshbı al-Kabır”, allegedly founded it after taking the †arıqa from Majdhüb. The above is based on
interviews, Berber and Kadabs, March 1988. See also ALA I, 289 (elegy on Mu˛ammad ˘amad al-
Rıshbı, written by the Mahdist amır Mu˛ammad al-Khayr b. A˛mad b. Hshim). An undated letter from

(cont’d)
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Back in the 1830s, however, fiAbd al-Wahhb, al-˘ajjz, and al-Rıshbı represented
three important religious families in the Berber area, structured into a hierarchy of
eminence and linked together by bonds of marriage that bear a striking resemblance to
the Fünj practice of binding subordinates to their superiors by marrying them to the
latter’s daughters.186

Other important families such as the Majdhıb, the Khuffb, or the family of ˘jj fiAbd
Allh w. NiqΩla also participated in these marriage alliances. One example is
Mu˛ammad w. al-∑fı (d. around 23 May 1831) of QΩz al-Fünj, held to be a descen-
dant of shaykh al-fiAjamı, the brother of shaykh ˘asan w. ˘asüna.187 One of his wives
(possibly his second one) was Madına, a full-sister of Majdhüb’s father like ˘alıma, the
wife of Fakı fiAbd al-Wahhb. Both wad al-∑fı and fiAbd al-Wahhb were thus uncles-
in-law of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. Especially if considered in detail,188 the marriages of
the two sisters to two prominent men in Berber nicely illustrate the networking of
leading families in the area. Mu˛ammad w. al-∑fı’s grandson (the son of his daughter
al-Nfisha), al-∑iddıq b. al-Amın b. F ˘amad al-Majdhüb (thus, a paternal cousin of
shaykh al-Majdhüb) also settled in QΩz al-Fünj.189

the Mahdı to the Mu˛ammad ˘amad al-Rıshbı (acknowledging ˘amad’s bayfia through the deputy his
son, Mu˛ammad al-Amın, who had been sent to al-Rahad by his father), as well as letters to Mu˛ammad
al-Amın [b. Mu˛ammad ˘amad] al-Rıshbı from Abü ’l-Qsim Hshim and from “al-Shaykh” b. al-
‡hir Majdhüb (1928/9) are preserved by the family; copies of these were deposited in the NRO in 1967
(Misc.?).
186 See Spaulding, Heroic age, 21-38.
187 “al-∑fı w. Kashnı w. Mu˛ammad w. Hrün w. A˛mad w. al-fiAjamı w. ˘assüna w. al-sharıf
Müs” (Tansul, 16; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, 7/11/86; Yüsuf al-Hindı, Tj al-zamn, 150-1).
188 The mother of Madına, ˘alıma, and Qamar al-Dın was F†ima, daughter of al-˛jj fiAbd Allh
w. NiqΩla (a Berber trader with old-established links to the Majdhıb) and of ˘alıma bt. Slim al-
Sharıfiyya (probably from the Khuffb). Mu˛ammad w. al-∑fı was also married to Madına’s maternal
aunt, Rbi˛a bt. al-˛jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla; Rbi˛a’s daughter from this marriage, al-Nfisha, became
the wife of al-Amın b. F ˘amad al-Majdhüb ; among their children were ˘amad al-Ma√mün, A˛mad, and
al-∑iddıq, who all played a prominent role in al-Dmar at the time of Majdhüb.
189 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 100.
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∑fiyb-Majdhıb marriage ties190

While the Wahh˙b were the most prominent religious leaders on the east side of the
Nile, the Ghubush on the west bank had established one of the most prestigious schools
of the seventeenth-century Sudan, situated directly opposite QΩz al-Fünj.191 The heyday
of this school was long over by the 1830s; but its former fame had not been forgotten,
and the school carried on some teaching of at least local importance.

North (?) of al-Mikheyrif lived the Khuffb, a family who claimed Sharıfian ancestry
and whose village was accordingly called, al-Sharafa.192 They had some marriage ties
with the Majdhıb from at least the late eighteenth century.193

Sharıf w. JΩda from the Khuffb married F†ima bt. Umm Hnı bt. Mu˛ammad Majdhüb al-kabır; their
daughter fi◊√isha married Shaykh al-Majdhüb’s uncle al-‡hir b. F ˘amad (who died c. 1794); the two
daughters from this relationship married two sons of al-Amın b. F ˘amad.

190 Hatched fields: women married to Majdhıb; dotted fields: Majdhıb and their descendants.
191 On the Ghubush, see above, Introduction.
192 fiAbd al-Karım al-Rıshbı, 27/3/88, 2. On the name of the village, see below.
193 I was not able to find out more on the background of this family.
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MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    iiiittttiiiinnnneeeerrrraaaarrrryyyy
Majdhüb’s exact itinerary in the Berber area cannot be reconstructed (v.s.), but a
reading of al-Wasıla suggests that he spent most of his time in QΩz al-Fünj.194

Conceivably, he lived in the compound of his aunt Madına and his uncle-in-law
Mu˛ammad w. al-∑fı; he and his followers were, however, also guests in other
houses.195 It was a time of high prices (ghal√), and Majdhüb and his entourage were
evidently a financial burden to his hosts, a problem the latter had to balance with their
wish to partake in the shaykh’s baraka (v.i.).196 During the daytime, Majdhüb received
crowds of visitors in QΩz al-Fünj, prominent and less well-known ones; the numbers of
people who thronged to pray with him were so large that the mosque became too small
and the worshippers had to move out into the open (al-fad√).197 Frequently, Majdhüb
went to sit for a long time in the mausoleum (baniyya) of Fakı Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-
Wahhb.198

At least once, Majdhüb crossed the Nile to visit al-Ghubush, opposite QΩz al-Fünj.
Invited there by Fakı al-‡hir b. JΩd Allh, he ‘identified’ the place where the mosque
and school of the Ghubush’s eponymous ancestor fiAbd Allh al-Aghbash (early seven-
teenth century) had once stood. Similarly, he found out where his own ancestor, Fakı
˘amad supposedly used to go into Retreat (khalwa), and ordered a new khalwa to be

194 This is based both on the numbers of stories set in QΩz al-Fünj (12 out of 47, the highest number
after those that are only generally located in “Berber”), and on specific indications within these stories.
195 al-Wasıla, 181{4}.
196 al-Wasıla, 177{2, 3}, 178{4}.
197 al-Wasıla, 178{1}; 181{3}; 176{6} (Zarrüq b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (who was on his way from Rs
al-Wdı to al-Mikheyrif)); 176{7} (˘jj al-Nfifi b. al-Murd). Cf. also 181{2} (mosque too small in Rs
al-Wdı).
198 al-Wasıla, 179{1}, 182{2}.
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erected there. And he performed acts of healing and gave awrd to those who turned to
him in need.199

At some stage, Majdhüb visited Fakı al-˘ajjz in QΩz al-Süq. He urged him to cooper-
ate with his teacher, Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb, to build a Friday mosque there.
Before, it seems, the Wahh˙b’s small prayer-room had been the only place of worship
there. It had been some time ago that the centre of Berber had shifted northwards from
QΩz al-Fünj, the Wahh˙b’s old home, but the need for a Friday mosque may have been
felt more urgently by 1830, after the consolidation of Turkish rule. Majdhüb’s sugges-
tion at first met with some reluctance from the parties whom he tried to put in charge of
the enterprise. The reasons may perhaps be sought in material constraints or in rivalries
between the religious leaders involved; but the sources preserve no evidence on this
point. Eventually, the mosque was built with the collaboration of “all the inhabitants” of
QΩz al-Süq, and Fakı al-˘ajjz became its imm. A parallel between the foundation of
this mosque with the construction of Majdhüb’s zwiya in Sawkin is suggested al-
Wasıla’s account: in both cases, Majdhüb sealed the decision by repeating the words,
“Y Mawln kun mafin” in a formulaic way.200

Perhaps a rather brief visit led Majdhüb north (?) of al-Mikheyrif to al-Sharafa where he
visited the Khuffb.201 Another (?) place he went to was ˘illat Isrfıl, where he and his
followers stayed with Sharıf fiAlı.202 But the end of Majdhüb’s stay in the Berber area
definitely saw him in QΩz al-Fünj. His influential older cousin, ˘amad al-Ma√mün, had
urged him to come to al-Dmar in time for the Feast of Immolation (fiıd al-a∂˛; 23
May 1831). But his uncle-in-law, Mu˛ammad w. al-∑fı, was dying, and Majdhüb
chose to stay by his side until the end. Only after the burial and the initial period of
morning did Majdhüb depart for al-Dmar.203

On his way south, Majdhüb passed through Rs al-Wdı, where Fakı fiAbd al-Wahhb
b. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb was living. It is unclear whether Majdhüb had visited
fiAbd al-Wahhb before; and one story suggests that he returned to Rs al-Wdı again
from al-Dmar, accompanied by an entourage of two hundred people.204

199 al-Wasıla, 178{4}, 179{2-4}, 180{3, 6}, 181{5-6}.
200 al-Wasıla, 180{1-2}; M. Majdhüb Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz, Maysür al-raqım, 10.
201 fiAbd al-Karım al-Rıshbı, 27/03/88, 2; cf. al-Wasıla, 181{1}.
202 I was not able to locate ˘illat Isrfıl on any map. It may be that Sharıf fiAlı was actually from the
Khuffb, who are generally considered to be the Ashrf in the Berber area; ˘illat Isrfıl and al-Sharafa
(the latter name was only given by my oral informants) may therefore refer to the same place.
203 al-Wasıla, 150{2}, 178{2}.
204 al-Wasıla, 177{2}, 181{2}.
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aaaallll----DDDDmmmmaaaarrrr

During or shortly after the Feast of Immolation (23 May 1831),205 Majdhüb arrived in
the chief place of the Majdhıb, al-Dmar, where his grandfather’s heritage and position
was the prize to win. But destiny was to cut short any such aspirations Majdhüb may
have entertained. Only thirty-five years old, he died of an illness just about a month
after his arrival, on a Friday afternoon, the 27 Mu˛arram 1247: 8 July 1831.206 He was
buried the same day, shortly after the evening-prayer.207

We do not know what illness cost Majdhüb his life. It may have been the cholera. During the pilgrimage
(˛ajj) 1246 (May/June 1831), a huge cholera epidemic spread from Ethiopia to Mecca and Jidda where it
is said to have cost the lives of over 50,000 people. Returning pilgrims quickly carried the epidemic to
Egypt, Syria, fiIrq, and probably also the Sudan.208

AAAAllllllll    tttthhhhaaaatttt    rrrreeeemmmmaaaaiiiinnnneeeedddd…………
The place to which Majdhüb returned was no longer the same as the one where as a
teenager he had studied the fundamentals of religion in his family’s schools. Al-Dmar,
once hailed as one of the neatest towns in the riverain Sudan,209 had been razed to the
ground by Turkish forces in 1823. All its 500 houses, including the mosque, had been
set on fire, and a few walls were all that was left.210 The inhabitants, estimated at about
2,000 in 1822,211 had fled before the troops; many of them went into temporary exile
further up the River Atbara. Some were never to come back; they formed the nuclei of
the later Majdhübı community of al-Qa∂rif and of similar, smaller groups in the
Gezira. Others, however, did not want to give up their land; two years after the dis-
persal, circumstances proved favourable for them to return.

AAAAmmmmnnnneeeessssttttyyyy
In 1825, the Turkish government granted an amnesty or assurance of indemnity (amn)
to the Majdhıb (or at least part of them). This is documented in a letter dated 13
Rama∂n 1240: 1 May 1825.212 It was sent by fiOˇsmn ◊ÿ [∫arpü†lª; v.i.] to the

205 al-Wasıla, 150 {2}.
206 al-Wasıla, 199{2}; Funj chronicle, s.a. 1247; Shuqayr, Jughrfiya wa-trıkh al-Südn, 517 (the
latter gives the year of Majdhüb’s death erroneously as 1248: 1832).
207 al-Wasıla, 210{2}.
208 Rµppel, Reise in Abyssinien, 133-7; al-Ahdal, al-Nafas al-Yamnı, 125; Barker, Syria and Egypt,
II, 165-7.
209 The classic description is Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 265-71.
210 Robinson, “The Conquest of the Sudan”, 177; Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 17.
211 Cailliaud, Voyage à Méroé, III, 175-6.
212 al-Sda al-Majdhıb, II 9 (NRO: Misc 1/10/78 f.12 = Bergen NI 150.13/12]). A transcription of
the letter is given in Bashır KΩkΩ, Lam˛t, 54-5.
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district officials in the Shendi area (Mu˛ammad kshif, ˘aßan kshif,213 al-malik
Shwısh and his Shyqiyya troops,214 as well as “all the village elders” (? kmil kibr
al-˛alllt) in the districts of Shendi, on both banks of the Nile (a˛km Shandı sharq
wa-gharb). The letter informs them that al-shaykh ˘amad w. al-shaykh A˛mad [b. F
˘amad] al-Majdhüb, al-shaykh A˛mad w. al-shaykh al-Amın [b. F ˘amad] al-Maj-
dhüb, and the latter’s brother, al-shaykh Madanı215 had met with fiǑsmn’s “father”, the
“executive commander of the Sudan” (mutaßarrif bild al-Südn), who had granted
them robes of honour and an amnesty. He had confirmed their rights to their former
property (land, houses, lifestock, etc.), and ordered them to return with their families
and slaves (ahlıhim wa-tawbifiihim) to rebuild their settlement and cultivate their
land. The Turkish officials and other shaykhs were ordered not to interfere in the
Majdhıb’s affairs, but to assist them and to respect the amnesty.

The name of fiOˇsmn’s “father” is not given in the letter, and it is doubtful whether the
reference is in fact to his physical father. The post of commander-in-chief of the Turco-
Egyptian troops, the highest office in the Sudan at the time, was held since September
1824 by colonel fiOˇsmn Bey Çerkes who soon acquired a reputation of being merciless
and cruel; his brutal rule “caused a fresh exodus of cultivators from the Nile valley”.216

In Rama∂n 1240: April/May 1825 — the month in which our letter was written — he
died in Khartoum of alcohol abuse. However, his death was officially concealed until
the arrival of a successor in September 1825. In the interim, fiOˇsmn ◊ÿ ∫arpü†lª
conducted government affairs in the name of fiOˇsmn Bey because he feared that the
discontented Sudanese would rise in rebellion if they discovered the truth.217

The date of the letter, and the fact that it was not sent by the commander-in-chief who
supposedly issued the amnesty but by his ‘son’ make it both peculiar and difficult to

213 The districts for which these officials were responsible are not named. In 1825, there were two
districts (qism) in the Shendi area: al-Matamma and Zaydb. The kshif of Zaydb was an Albanian
called Sulaymn, aged about 35 (Brocchi, Giornale, 123).
214 Malik Shwısh had led the Shyqı resistance to the invading Turco-Egyptian army in 1820.
Defeated, he fled to Shendi where he surrendered in March 1821. His troops were subsequently enlisted
by the new régime as irregular cavalry; they “earned a bad reputation as merciless tax-collectors”
(Bjørkelo, Prelude, 45; cf. Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 10; Karrar, Brotherhoods, 6, 10; on his son Kanbl,
see Hill, On the frontiers, xxii, 70-1, 73-4, 166, 195).
215 The most prominent of the three supplicants was A˛mad b. al-Amın, on whom see above.
“˘amad w. A˛mad” is somewhat puzzling; Majdhübı genealogy knows only ˘amad al-Qamar b. A˛mad
who “was killed by the Mukbrb when he was a child” (Tansul, 14). Given his prominence in both oral
accounts and in al-Wasıla, one would be tempted to think of A˛mad b. al-Amın’s brother ˘amad al-
Ma√mün; but the (sealed) text of letter at hand clearly prevents us from drawing an easy conclusion (there
may have been a misunderstanding on the part of the Turkish officials, but there is no way to prove that).
On Madanı, nothing is known to me except that he married ◊mina bt. al-‡hir b. F ˘amad and had two
children with her, Mu˛ammad and Zaynab.
216 Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 18-21; id., Biographical dictionary, 369.
217 Hill, On the frontiers, 6-7, 233. Brocchi reports that word of fiOˇsmn Bey’s death did in fact
secretly spread among the Jafialiyyın, causing great concern to the Turish authorities (Giornale, 119-20).
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interpret without additional evidence. If a delegation of Majdhıb notables had really
approached the government for an amnesty, this must have happened while the ‘brutal’
fiOˇsmn Bey was still alive. Perhaps they had decided to try to do something against the
excesses wrought upon them by the Turkish and Shyqı troops? Perhaps they had been
encouraged by the somewhat more lenient style the Berber governor Ma˛ü Bey had
shown in pacifying his province?218 We do not know. However, the fears of a revolt
that fiOˇsmn ◊ÿ entertained after his superior died may well explain why he hastened
to send out orders to his troops not to harass the Majdhıb any more, and to ask the
Majdhıb to return to al-Dmar and engage in reconstruction. Incitement of the
Jafialiyyın by one of their ‘religious clans’ was certainly not what he could have hoped
for.

The reconstruction of al-Dmar did not proceed very quickly; as late as 1840, Werne
saw “nichts mehr von dieser hierokratischen Stadt, wie sie in frµherer Zeit Burckhardt
gesehen, [but only] ein Dorf mit den Ruinen hoher, dµnner Lehmwände”.219 In 1841,
Lepsius found the houses “zu ärmlich, um uns aufzunehmen”.220 Nevertheless, another
traveller observed in 1837 that “die Schulen von Damer haben ihren alten Ruhm
keineswegs ganz verloren und sind noch immer sehr besucht”.221 What exactly this
meant, and how accurate this description would have fit five years earlier is hard to say.

The population of al-Dmar in 1831 cannot have been very high. Unfortunately, we
have no contemporary figures. At the end of the Mahdiyya, al-Dmar had only 700
inhabitants; it is very unlikely that the population exceeded 1,000 in 1885 — only half
of what is used to be before the Turkiyya. 222 In 1831, only six years had passed since
the amnesty; many, probably the majority of those who had fled had not returned. Al-
Dmar must have been a tiny village among the ruins of a former town when
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb returned there from his long years of travelling.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    aaaammmmoooonnnngggg    tttthhhheeee    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhııııbbbb
As mentioned above, Majdhüb had reestablished links with members of his family
already during his stay in Sawkin. It is interesting to note that the various Majdhıb
lineages were not equally represented among Majdhüb’s contacts.

218 Ma˛ü Bey Urfalª was governor (ma√mür) of Berber province from January 1822 until September
1825, when he went to Khartoum to become the successor of fiǑsmn Bey Çerkes. Contrary to the latter,
he was reputed to be pious, and at least from time to time tried to coopt rather than estrange the Sudanese
notables (Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 18-21; id., On the frontiers, 7, 51; id., Biographical dictionary, 227;
Bjørkelo, Prelude, 36-7, 84-6, 88).
219 Werne, Feldzug, 19.
220 Lepsius, Briefe aus Aegypten, 141.
221 Russegger, Reisen, II/2, 483.
222 These numbers are based on Bjørkelo, Prelude, 115, and a comparison with the figures for
Shendi given there.
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The Qamaraddınb: Majdhüb’s immediate family
Perhaps not surprisingly, Majdhüb’s immediate family figured prominently among his
contacts. His father had died fighting the Turks in 1822/3;223 but his mother was still
alive, and she travelled to Sawkin to see her son there. She was accompanied on this
trip by Majdhüb’s (elder?) full-brother al-‡ayyib, who appears to have had a particu-
larly close relationship with his brother.224 After they had returned to al-Dmar, both of
them wrote letters to Majdhüb.225 Al-‡ayyib, who named one of his sons after his
brother,226 played an important role at his funeral;227 he himself was later buried with
the Shaykh.228

Al-‡ayyib was Majdhüb’s only full-brother; this may perhaps explain why the two of
them appear to have been particularly close. But some of his half-brothers were also
dear to Majdhüb; most of all ˘jj fiUmar who is referred to as al-‡ayyib’s “twin” in al-
Wasıla.229 fiUmar passed through Sawkin on his way to the pilgrimage and back in the
summer of 1829. After Majdhüb’s death, he married his widow F†ima bt. Fakı Madanı
al-Khalılbı (v.s.) and moved to Sawkin with her; his descendants from this marriage
were to play important roles in the history of the eastern Majdhıb.230 fiUmar’s full-
brother ˘jj fiUthmn (d. 5 Nov. 1887) also travelled to Sawkin while Majdhüb was
there; he was accompanied on this trip by Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı.231

An anecdote told by ◊mina (a full-sister of fiUmar and fiUthmn) points to some rivalry
between Majdhüb’s siblings from different marriages:

When Majdhüb came to al-Dmar and always had so many people around him, his sisters
complained among themselves that they would like to prepare some food for him [that is, have
him as a guest], but that it was so difficult because of [the number of] his Sawkinese students.

One day he called his sisters and said, “You put blame on our Sawkinese brethren?! Come
and bring me some food!” They did, and he ate from it. A morsel fell on his beard, and his sister

223 al-Wasıla, 111{1}). Al-‡hir, a half-brother of Majdhüb, was also killed by the Turks in 1822/3.
His mother was a daughter of ‡h w. al-Mu∂awwı of the ∑fiyb-Katanb. Perhaps he was born after
the death of his uncle, al-‡hir b. Fakı ˘amad, in around 1794?
224 Cf. Documentation, Letters I, II; al-Wasıla, 128{4}, 136{4}, 147{6}, 161{4}, 199{3}; Majdhüb
al-Naqar, Nasab-book, 16. The familiarity between the two brothers is perhaps responsible for the brevity
of the address in Majdhüb’s letter and the omission of any elaborate form of politeness.
225 al-Wasıla, 147{5}.
226 al-Wasıla, 183{2}, 189{2}.
227 al-Wasıla, 199{1,3}.
228 Madına fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, 18/09/87, 8.
229 al-Wasıla, 128{1}; does this refer to their being foster-brothers or some other particular relation-
ship between the two? fiUmar’s mother was Sitt al-Jıl bt. al-Makk Safid (probably Safid w. Idrıs w.
Mu˛ammad al-Fa˛l, an ally of the Hamaj who ruled in Shendi in the 1780s-90s) (Tansul, 24; Jidda MS).
230 al-Wasıla, 148{2,3}, 164{4}; Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, 42; al-Karsani, “The Majdhubiyya”,
90.
231 al-Wasıla, 137{8}. ˘jj fiUthmn died on Saturday afternoon, 18 ∑afar 1305 (Majdhüb Qamar
al-Dın Madanı, written note, cf. 21/10/87, 9 & 22/10/87, 1). See also fiUthmn ˘amad Allh, Sahm al-
ar˛m, 13-4.
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F†ima got up and removed it. ◊mina thought, “She only did this because she is his full-sister!”
Majdhüb immediately said, “Bring me the Qur√n!” They did, and he put his hand on it and said,
“By this Book (bi-˛aqq hdh ’l-muß˛af)! All of you are equal to F†ima before me! And [half-
brother] fiUthmn and [full-brother] al-‡ayyib are equal before me!”232

Four of Majdhüb’s eight brothers are never mentioned in al-Wasıla: ˘jj fiAlı and ˘jj
al-Amın (full-brothers of fiUmar and fiUthmn); Bbikr (whose mother was Jra, a
daughter of the Hamaj regent al-Nßir w. Mu˛ammad Abü Likaylik, r. 1202-13: 1788/7
- 1798/9); and ˘amad (whose mother was from KabbΩshb). ˘amad may have died
young (he left no children); another of Majdhüb’s brothers, al-‡hir, certainly died
prematurely when he was killed by the Turks in 1822/3.233 Judging from their mothers’
origin, their marriages and the places of residence of their descendants, fiAlı, al-Amın,
and Bbikr may not have lived in al-Dmar at all. As for Majdhüb’s sisters, F†ima and
◊mina appear not as individual persons but as representatives of the ˘a∂ariyya and
Safidbiyya sibling-groups, respectively (v.s.). Sisters from other marriages are not
mentioned at all.234

The Amınb: economic and political leaders
His own siblings apart, most of Majdhüb’s contacts were with members of a section of
the Majdhıb called the Amınb, the sons of Fakı al-Amın b. ˘amad al-Majdhüb. The
foundation of the Amınb’s importance in nineteenth-century al-Dmar was laid by
their father who appears to have been the most economically successful of all the sons
of Fakı ˘amad. Al-Amın’s mother, F†ima, was a daughter of the Berber trader fiAbd
Allh w. NiqΩla; and a granddaughter of this trader became al-Amın’s most prominent
wife: his maternal cousin al-Nfisha, daughter of Rbi˛a bt. fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla and
of Mu˛ammad w. al-∑fı, a religious teacher in QΩz al-Fünj. The importance of these
maternal connections is recognised by local tradition according to which his maternal
relatives (akhwl) were

traders to whom al-Amın gave much money so that they would trade with it in his name; these
deals brought great profit which al-Amın used to buy much land. […] The rulers (mulük) of the
Jafialiyyın also donated land to him (taßaddaqü lahu bi-a†yn), for example al-makk al-Musfiad
[ruler of al-Matamma and the west bank c.&1800-1821]. All in all, he was given 1,500 fiüd
thamnı.235

232 al-Wasıla, 188{4}.
233 al-Wasıla, 111{1}. Al-‡hir’s mother was a daughter of ‡h w. al-Mu∂awwı from the ∑fiyb-
Katanb.
234 The names of three other sisters are known: al-Nfisha and ˘afßa (full-sisters of Bbikr); and
F†ima bt. ˘ilyat bt. al-Makk Safid.
235 Paraphrased from Yüsuf al-Hindı, Tj al-zamn, 150-1. Al-Amın is the only Majdhübı other than
shaykh Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to be included in this biographical dictionary which is mainly based on oral
information. As the manuscript of Tj al-zamn is not publicly available, I have chosen to present rather
lengthy extracts from it here. Even though al-Amın enjoyed strong family connections with the Berber
area, he is said to have been born in al-Dmar and lived there until his twenty-ninth year (? It is unclear
what the latter information means. Yüsuf al-Hindı, Tj al-zamn, 150-1).
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The surviving documents certifying to al-Amın’s ‘joint ventures’ and his acquiring of
land constitute the largest group pertaining to a single individual in the al-Sda al-
Majdhıb collection preserved in the NRO; these documents also show that al-Amın
benefited from generous grants of land by various rulers of Berber and Shendi (to the
ruling Safidb he was also linked by marriage).236 The effect of all this accumulation of
wealth is described by local tradition:

Throughout his life, al-Amın never worked, not in commerce and not in any worldly activity —
instead, he devoted all his time to religion. He was very generous (karım) and very rich — his
riches came from where he did not know. He possessed land watered by the Nile flood (jaz√ir),
land watered by sqiyas, and rainfed land (ar∂ı ma†ariyya). He had many khalwas [here proba-
bly, “guesthouses”] and many expenses. He prayed and remembered God (dhikr) all night long
and throughout the morning, until the late morning assembly (majlis al-∂u˛) when crowds of

236 NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. ? = Bergen, NI 159.13/2 (al-Amın buys 45 fiüds of sqiya land for 10 tΩb
from Fakı ˘amad b. [Madanı?] w. ?; 20 Sep. 1775);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. ? = Bergen, NI 159.13/21 (A˛mad w. al-˛jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla
contracts 42 complete rolls of cloth from al-Amın to pan for 6 ounces of gold; undated; see Spaulding,
Heroic age, 176-7);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. 16 = Bergen, NI 154.13/16 (A˛mad w. al-˛jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla has
no claims against al-Amın with regard to the inheritance of his brother Mu˛ammad; no year given);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. 14 = Bergen, NI 152.13/14-15 (al-∑yim b. al-arbb Nufiaym gives 80
fiüds of land as waqf to al-Amın and his brother A˛mad; undated);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. ? = Bergen, NI 160.13/22 (fragment of a letter to al-Amın from al-arbb
Idrıs b. al-arbb Nimr [the brother of Mu˛ammad w. Nim who ruled in Shendi in the 1780-90s]);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. 10 = Bergen, NI 148.13/10 (al-arbb al-fiUjayl b. al-arbb Idrıs [b. al-
arbb Nimr?] sold to al-Amın 10 fiüds of land for half an ounce of gold; 8 Oct. 1792);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. 2 = Bergen, NI 140.13/2 (al-Amın buys 3 fiüds for 21 tΩb [c.&42 dollars]
from Mu˛ammad b. Safid b. Da˛sh and from al-Madanı b. Ibrhım b. al-˘alanqı with the consent of his
wife Batül bt. Safid [b. Da˛sh?]; 21 Aug. 1793);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. 3 = Bergen, NI 141.13/3 (al-Amın buys 1 fiüd for 4 tΩb from Mu˛ammad
b. Izeyriq with the consent of his wife Bint A˛mad and from A˛mad b. Abı Shanab with the consent of
his wife Ruqayya bt. w. ∆aqıl; 31 Aug. 1793);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f. 1 = Bergen, NI 165.13/26 (al-arbb Mu˛ammad b. Nimr [who in 1772
usurped the Jafialı throne from the minor Idrıs w. al-Fa˛l] grants (taßaddaq) al-Amın over 300 fiüds of
prime agricultural land [jazıra]; 15 March 1794; see Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 24-5);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f. 19 = Bergen, NI 181.13/43 (al-arbb Naßr al-Dın b. al-arbb al-∑diq [the
makk of Berber] grants 120 fiüds of land in Walad Umm Qußayr [an island in the Berber area? cf. al-
Karsani, “The Majdhubiyya”, 172] to al-Amın and 30 fiüds to his brother al-‡ayyib; 1216: 1801/2);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. 17 = Bergen, NI 155.13/17 (al-Amın buys 2 fiüds of land in al-
Shfiaddınbiyya from F†ima bt. Qasm Allh for 10 tΩb; c. 1806?);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. ? = Bergen, N I 156.13/18 (al-Amın buys 1 12  fiüds of land in al-
Shfiaddınbiyya from ◊mina bt. Mu˛ammad Ma˛müd for 7 12  tΩb; c. 1806?; see Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t,
45);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. 17 = Bergen, NI 157.13/19 (al-Amın buys 2 fiüds of land in al-
Shfiaddınbiyya from A˛mad w. Abü Dallla for 10 tΩb; c. 1806?);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f. 9 = Bergen, NI 172.13/34 (al-Amın donates to his new-born grandson
A˛mad b. ˘amad [al-Ma√mün] 10 fiüds of jazıra land; transcribed 14 March 1815);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f. 3 = Bergen, NI 166.13/28 (al-Amın transfers 45 fiüds of land in al-
Shfiaddınbiyya and two slaves to his son by a concubine, Mu˛ammad; the land had previously belonged
to his sister ˘alıma [who was married to Fakı fiAbd al-Wahhb of Berber]; 19 April 1822).
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people came to him with their requests (˛jt). […] He distributed a lot of corn and slaves; to each
of his brothers and relatives (aqrib) he gave a slave. To a man from the fiAbdb [?] he gave
14,000 [sic] dollars to trade. For 7,000 dollars, the man bought goods. When he returned the
remaining 7,000 to al-Amın, al-Amın distributed them among his neighbours and family (ahl), and
even the 7,000 that the man had used he did not have to repay!237

Al-Amın’s endeavours appear to have made him the largest landowner in the area of al-
Dmar; it is therefore not surprising that his sons were the main driving force behind the
effort to get this land back after the devastation of al-Dmar and the dispersal of its
inhabitants in 1823. In 1825 their rights to their former property were confirmed (v.s.).
Whether al-Amın himself witnessed these events is uncertain; he died sometime
between 1822 and 1830.

Of al-Amın’s eleven surviving sons, the most noted were Fakı ˘amad al-Ma√mün,
A˛mad, and (Fakı) ˘jj al-∑iddıq, the three eldest sons of al-Amın’s foremost wife al-
Nfisha (v.s.).

• ˘amad al-Ma√mün (b. c. 1760-80) became known for his learning; he is said to
have owned an impressive library before the destruction of al-Dmar in 1823, and was
still an important man in al-Dmar in around 1830.238 He may have died around the
same time as Majdhüb, possibly of the same illness (cholera?).239 His son, al-‡hir, also
a relatively rich man in al-Dmar in the early 1830’s, appears to have favoured ac-
commodation to Turkish rule.240

• A˛mad b. al-Amın, who conspicuously is never given the title, fakı, in any of the
available sources, was appointed head of the sub-district (˛kim kha††) of al-Dmar after
the amnesty and subsequent return of the Majdhıb to al-Dmar which he and his broth-
ers were able to secure in 1825 (v.s.). His family was to hold this office throughout the
Turkiyya, and the negative image that A˛mad has in local tradition may at least partly
be a reflection not only of his own acts but of resentment against the oppression and
exploitation associated with Turkish rule in general. “It was said that he used to levy an
entry-tax to al-Damer market and was famous for using cruel means to collect taxes”.241

Allegedly, Fakı Jall al-Dın b. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar (d. 1256: 1840/1) quarrelled with
him over this, and A˛mad was deposed by the governor of Berber. The exact circum-
stances of this are unclear,242 but it seems that A˛mad was succeeded by his younger

237 Paraphrased from Yüsuf al-Hindı, Tj al-zamn, 150-1.
238 al-Wasıla, 150{2}, 176{7}, 192{5}, 194{3}; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, 10/09/87.
239 Majdhüb is reported to have turned to ˘amad as they were about to start praying, saying, “‘A
breeze has come to you; beware of it!’ It is said that from this very hour, they both fell ill” (Funj
Chronicle, ed. Bußaylı, 112). For the reason of Majdhüb’s death, see above.
240 al-Wasıla, 194{1}.
241 Al-Karsani, “The Majdhubiyya”, 75, based on interviews with Majdhüb al-Naqar, Hshim al-
Suhaylı, Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-Majdhüb, and [al-Shaykh b.] al-Bashır [A˛mad] Jall al-Dın.
242 Al-Karsani writes that A˛mad was deposed in favour of his son al-Amın by Na÷mı Psh. There
are two problems with this view: first, my own informants all agreed that A˛mad was followed by his

(cont’d)
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brother al-˘asan who enjoys a reputation of having been more pious. Again it is not
clear who followed al-˘asan; oral tradition generally maintains that the next shaykh al-
Dmar was al-Amın b. A˛mad b. al-Amın; but Petherick, who passed through the town
in 1864, said that he was received by the absent chief’s brother, al-Amın w. ˘asan. Al-
˘asan had four sons (al-Amın, al-‡ayyib, Mu˛ammad, and A˛mad), but none of these
are associated with worldly power in local tradition. However that may be, al-Amın b.
A˛mad did eventually become ˛kim and was made an gh. He fell out with ˘usayn
Bey Khalıfa, the governor of Berber (r. 1869-73 and 1884-5), and this is said to have
contributed to his joining the Mahdist side; he died in the Mahdist conquest of Berber in
May 1884.243

• Al-˘jj al-∑iddıq is said to have been a young man when the Turks invaded the
Sudan in 1821. Local tradition suggests that he opposed the Jafialı uprising in 1822/3
and did not join the Majdhübı group who retreated to the middle Atbara area for a time
in the face of the Turkish forces. Instead, he moved to QΩz al-Fünj where his mother
came from and where he married the daughter of his mother’s sister, fi◊√isha bt.
Waqiyya bt. al-fi◊bidwı. Al-∑iddıq was involved in bringing about the assurance of
amnesty for the Majdhıb in 1825. It is unclear where his main place of residence was
after that. He was in al-Dmar in 1831;244 but family memory associates him most
closely with Berber where also his most prominent son, ˘asıb al-fi◊lim, was probably
born and spent most of his life.245

Al-∑iddıq took an ijza from Mu˛ammad Majdhüb,246 but this was only ‘for the
blessing’. His active affiliation was to the Sammniyya to which he was introduced by
Shaykh ˘asıb al-Kübwı, a student of A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır (1742/3–1824).247

Whether this happened before or after he received the ijza from Majdhüb is unclear;
but it did happen before the birth of his son ˘asıb who was named after al-Kübwı. Al-

brother al-˘asan; and second, there is no trace of a ‘Na÷mı Psh’ in the sources (Hill, “Rulers of the
Sudan”, 88). ‘Na÷mı’ may of course be a generic name. Al-Karsani’s informant, Majdhüb al-Naqar, was
heavily biased in favour of the Naqarb and against the Amınb.
243 Petherick, Travels in Central Africa, II, 47; Tansul; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-
qi†r, 103; al-Tijnı fi◊mir, Darwısh wa-fursn, 55; Maymüna Mırghanı ˘amza, ˘ißr wa-suqü† al-
Khar†üm, 63; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, 7/11/86; al-Jaylnı, 2/2/87, 4/2/87, 4/10/87, 7-8; fiAwa∂ al-Shaykh,
4/2/87. A fuller treatment of the political history of al-Dmar is beyond the scope of this thesis.
244 al-Wasıla, 193{2}.
245 ˘asıb’s mother was from Berber; he lived there all his life except for his years of study in Zabıd.
The Mahdı studied grammar with ˘asıb in Berber in the 1850s; was it perhaps ˘asıb who directed him to
the Sammnı shaykh Mu˛ammad Sharıf? (Lorimer, “The Megadhib”; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min
nfidhat al-qi†r, 102-3; Hshim al-Suhaylı, 28/09/87, 7; al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, 27/02/88, 1. A
letter from the Mahdı to ˘asıb, dated 15 Rabıfi I 1301: 14 Jan. 1884, is preserved in SAD [AR] 97/5/97-
98).
246 Reproduced in al-Wasıla, 174–5.
247 fiAbd al-Ma˛müd b. Nür al-D√im, Azhır al-riy∂, 68, 284-6; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min
nfidhat al-qi†r, 97 & 102; id., 7/11/86, 18/2/88, 1; Majdhüb al-Makkı, 14/11/86; ˘asan al-Fti˛ Qarıb
Allh, al-Taßawwuf fı ’l-Südn, 232; ALA I, 119.
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∑iddıq and his descendants remained devout followers of the Sammniyya until the
present day.

The A˛madb: khalıfas of Fakı ˘amad
The other important lineage members of which played a noticeable part among Maj-
dhüb’s contacts were the A˛madb. They were the descendants of A˛mad Ab Jadarı b.
Fakı ˘amad (b. 1747/6, d. between 1804 and 1808), who is said to have become his
father’s official khalıfa during the latter’s lifetime (that is, before 1776).248 He held this
position until his death (before or during the first half of 1808) when he was succeeded
by his eldest son, Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra, who remained the chief religious leader of the
Majdhıb until shortly after the destruction of al-Dmar in 1823 (he died in exile; his
corpse was secretly brought back to al-Dmar and buried there).249 Both A˛mad and his
son Mu˛ammad owned land, but apparently not on the same scale as al-Amın.250

Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra was khalıfa in the days of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s youth; he is
reported to have turned to the Sammnı shaykh A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır (1742/3-
1824) for religious advice.251

Majdhüb’s contacts
Of all the relatives of Majdhüb from al-Dmar, ˘amad al-Ma√mün is the most frequent-
ly mentioned in al-Wasıla. He visited his cousin in Sawkin and in QΩz al-Fünj.252 The
closeness between the two is emphasised in al-Wasıla;253 it is also reflected in marriage
ties: ˘amad’s daughter F†ima was married to Majdhüb’s ‘closest’ brother al-‡ayyib;

248 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 81; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, 18/2/88; al-Wasıla, 7.
249 Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛ım, al-Nid√ fı daffi al-iftir√, 110; Hshim al-Suhaylı, 9/2/87 &
28/9/87, 5; al-Karsani, “The Majdhubiyya”, 72/3 (from interviews with Majdhüb al-Naqar).
250 NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f.7 = Bergen, NI 145.13/7 (A˛mad renounces his claims against his brother
Muß†afa in an inheritance dispute concerning the legacy of their father (who died in 1776/7);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. 14 = Bergen, NI 152.13/14-15 (al-∑yim b. al-arbb Nufiaym gives 80
fiüds of land as waqf to A˛mad and his brother al-Amın ; undated);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f. ? = Bergen, NI 159.13/21 (A˛mad Ab ∑urra is the scribe of the contract
drawn up between his brother al-Amın and the latter’s uncle A˛mad w. al-˛jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla to
pan for 6 ounces of gold against 42 complete rolls of cloth; undated; see Spaulding, Heroic age, 176-7);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f.13 = Bergen, NI 151.13/13 (“Abü ∑urra” mentioned as a landowner);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/77 f.20,21 = Bergen, NI 182.13/44 (copy of a record of landownership: “al-
Faqıh Mu˛ammad b. al-Khalıfa al-Faqıh A˛mad b. al-Faqıh ˘amad Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb” owns
land totalling at least 536 fiüds abü thaltha on Umm Jamal [?]. Date [of the original record]: Thursday,
26 Qafida 1222: 21 [?] January 1808);
• NRO, Misc. 1/10/78 f.4 = Bergen, NI 142.13/4 (Letter from one Mu˛ammad fiUthmn to “al-
Faqıh Mu˛ammad al-Khalıfa”, F fiAbd Allh [al-Naqar], F al-‡ayyib [b. Fakı ˘amad], and oll the other
Majdhıb, dated Rabıfi II 1223: June 1808)
251 al-Wasıla, 8. A˛mad w. al-Bashır had visited al-Dmar twice during the lifetime of Fakı ˘amad.
252 al-Wasıla, 130{2}, 150{2}, 195{5}.
253 al-Wasıla, 130{2}.
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and ˘amad’s son ˘jj A˛mad married Majdhüb’s full-sister F†ima.254 Both in al-
Wasıla and in oral tradition, ˘amad is credited with having urged Majdhüb to return to
al-Dmar.255 His personal reasons for this may have not been the same as Majdhüb’s;
two anecdotes suggest that the views and plans of the two men did not always over-
lap.256 The reasons for these disagreements and their extent can, however, no longer be
reconstructed from our sources.

˘amad’s brothers A˛mad and al-∑iddıq also visited Sawkin during Majdhüb’s stay in
the port. They went there on business in mid-1830, together with their cousin al-‡ayyib
b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı and the governor of Berber, Province, a certain fiAlı [◊gh] at the
time.257 On this visit al-‡ayyib is reported to have received money from A˛mad b. al-
Amın and from the governor to use in a profit-sharing operation.258

While Majdhüb is portrayed as having ostensibly distanced himself from the “greed” of
some of his relatives (in particular A˛mad b. al-Amın), he definitely drew on them for
material support after his own return to the Nile. This is not to say that material consid-
erations were the dominant factor motivating Majdhüb in this respect — his letters, the
only expression we have of his conscious attitude, show a concern with private family
affairs and religious matters — but the material aspect should also not be ignored.

The absence of the Naqarb (the lineage of the fakı al-kabır)
It is interesting to note that one of the more important Majdhıb lineages, the Naqarb,
is practically absent from the list of Majdhüb’s contacts.259 They are the descendants of

254 ˘jj A˛mad was perhaps F†ima’s second husband. She had also been married to A˛mad w.
fiAwa∂ al-Sıd al-ˆwarbı , a descendant of Fakı fiAbd Allh w. Iyr from the family of Wad Karım al-Dın
of al-Sayl. A˛mad’s mother came from the family of Fakı Mu˛ammad Umm BasΩt of Shendi.
255 The details differ. Al-Wasıla, 150{2} says ˘amad urged Majdhüb to leave QΩz al-Fünj and
return to al-Dmar for the fiıd. According to presentday oral tradition, ˘amad brought Majdhüb back from
the ˘ijz when he went on pilgrimage (Madına fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, 18/9/87, 6; Majdhüb al-Makkı,
30/9/87). The latter version can of course easily be interpreted as resulting from a ‘here vs. there’-
dichotomy in which more precise details of locality have been lost: Majdhüb had been away in the ˘ijz
(‘there’); ˘amad brought him back (‘here’).
256 al-Wasıla, 150{2}, 194{4}.
257 Documentation, Letter III; al-Wasıla, 127{5}, 131{5}, 152{2}. fiAlı was governor of Berber
Province 1829-32 (Hill, “Rulers of Sudan”, 87). The Wasıla calls the governor of Berber unspecifically
“wlı Barbar”. His official title at the time was ma√mür; the privincial governors were given the title,
mudır, in 1835 (Bjørkelo, Prelude, 37). But note that Combes, writing of 1834, refers to the Berber
governor as mudır! (Voyage en Égypte, 204).
258 al-Wasıla, 131{5}.
259 The only exception is ˛jj A˛mad b. ˘amad b. Fakı fiAbd Allh al-Naqar (d. 1872), who report-
ed a number of incidents from al-Dmar (al-Wasıla, 183{3}, 188{2}, 197{2,3}, 198{1} [plus 137{3}, a
secondhand report from Sawkin]); he is chiefly known in history for having founded an agricultural
settlement on the upper Atbara (south of present-day al-Shuwak) which became known after him as,
‘Wad al-Naqar’.
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Fakı ˘amad’s eldest surviving son, fiAbd Allh al-Naqar (1145-1228: 1733/2-1813),260

who had established his own khalwa some 500 m south of that of his father while the
latter was still alive (that is, before 1777). Whether this happened with Fakı ˘amad’s
approval or not is no longer known; but it did eventually result in a split in the family
when not fiAbd Allh but his younger half-brother A˛mad Ab Jadarı (v.s.) became his
father’s official khalıfa (allegedly with the blessing of Fakı ˘amad himself261). The
rivalry for religious prominence in al-Dmar was continued by fiAbd Allh’s and
A˛mad’s descendants. Its visible expression was the existence of separate places of
worship; the khalwa of fiAbd Allh al-Naqar served as a place of prayer already during
the early nineteenth century and eventually developed into a second mosque. Another
expression of this rivalry appears to have been the designation, ‘al-fakı al-kabır’ which
was associated with the Naqarb who could not (and did not, for all we know) claim the
title of ‘khalıfa’. Our chief witness is Burckhardt, who passed through al-Dmar a year
after al-Naqar’s death. He observed that

the Faky el Kebír [Jall al-Dın b. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar; d. 1840] leads the life of a hermit; he
occupies a small building [= his father’s khalwa] in the midst of a large square in the town. One
part of this building is a chapel [i.e., used for prayer], and the other a room about twelve feet
square [= c. 1.1 m2], in which he constantly resides day and night, without any attendants, and
separated from his own family.262

The term, ‘al-fakı al-kabır’ does not occur in indigenous written sources and is not used
today. So far, most Sudan historians have taken it to mean, ‘the Grand Fakı’, following
Burckhardt in thinking that it was the title of the chief religious official in what was
believed to be “the little hierarchical state” of al-Dmar.263 This is, however, incorrect.

260  fiAbd Allh’s mother Mashhı bt. ˘amad w. fiAlı Ab Dmifi was ˘amad’s paternal cousin. Fakı
˘amad’s eldest son overal was probably Mu˛ammad Rjil al-Safına (Umm D˙r), a full-brother of fiAbd
Allh; but as he died young he is not generally counted. On the laqab, ‘al-Naqar’, see Wad ∆ayf Allh,
al-‡abaqt, 354.
261 A parallel case is Ismfiıl al-Walı, who appointed his son al-Makkı as head of the Ismfiıliyya
†arıqa while still alive, praying behind him (ALA I, 237).
262 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 267. Cf. Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 236: “Abdullah, the father
of the present Faky […].” See also fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 98; interview with fiAbd
Allh al-‡ayyib, in: Yüsuf Badrı, Survery of Islamic learning, 98; al-Karsanı, personal communication,
22/10/86. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar’s khalwa can still be seen today and is shown with pride to visitors.
263 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 268. Burckhardt wrongly had the impression that in 1814, the
Majdhıb were all followers of Jall al-Dın b. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar — at a time when according to
Majdhıb sources the khalıfa of al-Fakı ˘amad clearly was his son A˛mad, followed by Mu˛ammad Ab
∑urra (al-Wasıla, 7-8; Wad ∆ayf Allh, al-‡abaqt). In 1821, Linant distinguished two power centres in
al-Dmar, the “chek de la religion” and the “chek du village”. The religious leader was a “viellard” who
had “mal aux yeux” and wanted medicine from Ricci at any cost; in return, he was ready to give him
money (argent) and diamonds (Linant, Journal, 8 Nov. 1821). This description would seem to fit much
better for khalıfa Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra who died two years later than for Jall al-Dın who was to live
another twenty years. These inconsistencies are probably because the European visitors (who never
stayed in town for more than a few days) met with or were hosted by different factions of the Majdhıb,
and subsequently gave one-sided reports according to the information they had received from their
respective hosts.
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As pointed out above, the chief religious office was that of the khalıfa of Fakı ˘amad,
and it was held by someone who was clearly not Burckhardt’s fakı al-kabır. Much more
likely, the latter term should be translated as ‘the elder fakı’, meaning, in origin, the
elder son of Fakı ˘amad, fiAbd Allh al-Naqar. The designation stuck to fiAbd Allh’s
eldest son, Jall al-Dın, which suggests that it might have developed into a proper insti-
tution rivalling the official khilfa. But the upheavals caused by the Turkish conquest
disrupted this development. For the remainder of the nineteenth century, the Naqarb
held on to their khalwa and tried to enlarge it; but it was only during the twentieth
century that they succeeded in establishing a proper mosque which put them on a par
with the A˛madb khalıfas.

Why do the Naqarb not appear in the stories told about Mu˛ammad Majdhüb in al-
Dmar, nor among the addressees of his letters? A likely explanation is that the fakı al-
kabır, Jall al-Dın, and his family had not yet returned to their hometown, just like the
A˛madb khalıfa whose absence is explicitly stated in al-Wasıla. Alternatively, the
reason could be sought in the rivalry between these families and a possible siding of
Majdhüb and/or his followers with one group against the other, resulting in a ‘black
hole’ in historical memory. The Amınb who, as we have seen, were Majdhüb’s chief
supporters in al-Dmar, were in fact connected by blood and interest to the A˛madb,
while intermarriage between them and the Naqarb was extremely rare. However, as
long as we do not possess other sources, any such explanations of the Naqarb’s
absence from Majdhüb’s contacts must remain hypothetical.

The balance of power
It may be interesting at this point to speculate a little about the effect the Turkish
destruction of al-Dmar and the dispersal of its people had on the overall balance of
power among the different groups that had made up the population of the town before
1820. As stated above, the population of al-Dmar was estimated at about 2,000 at that
time, about 10-20% of whom may have been Majdhıb.264 This means that contrary to
the impression one may gain from Burckhardt,265 al-Dmar, while led by Majdhıb,
was definitely not exclusively a Majdhıb settlement. The documents preserved from
that time support this conclusion; most of the names of land-holders occurring in them
were not Majdhıb; and even some of the fakıs were from different families. In the
documents dating from after the 1820s, this picture changes; the names of Majdhıb are
much more frequent, and among them, the Amınb and A˛madb become particularly

264 The estimate of the percentage of Majdhıb is based on a survey of all the descendents of
Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b. fiAlı Ab Dmifi (fl. c. 1720; the names are mainly taken from Tansul) up to
the fourth generation who may have been alive in 1822. There are 455 names that would have to be
considered; these certainly include people who were born later or did not live in al-Dmar. A count only
up to the third generation yields 167 potential names.
265 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 266: al-Dmar “is inhabited by the Arab tribe of [Majdhıb], who
trace their origin from Arabia; the greater part of them are Fokara, or religious men”.
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prominent. This may not be a coincidence. As we have seen, it was the Amınb and the
A˛madb who had secured the amnesty for their families and the confirmation of their
land-titles. It was they who during the nineteenth century became the political leaders of
al-Dmar. And it is their names who appear most prominently in the documents. All
this suggests that the Amınb and A˛madb were able to turn the amnesty of 1825 to
their favour; that by cooperating with the Turks and by being the first to return to al-
Dmar, they secured for themselves the leading political and economic positions to the
detriment of other Majdhıb clans and in particular of non-Majdhübı groups.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    ‘‘‘‘ppppllllaaaacccceeee’’’’    iiiinnnn    aaaallll----DDDDmmmmaaaarrrr::::    tttthhhheeee    ssssttttrrrruuuugggggggglllleeee    ffffoooorrrr    rrrreeeelllliiiiggggiiiioooouuuussss    lllleeeeaaaaddddeeeerrrrsssshhhhiiiipppp
Apparently, Majdhüb stayed in al-Dmar not as a permanent guest of some distin-
guished notable but in a house of his own, probably his father’s.266 His followers and
visitors contributed to his livelihood, each according to their means: by providing him
with a boatload of grain,267 or by feeding him and his companions for a particular
evening.268 Most important to his household was, however, the support of his relatives,
in particular that of the Amınb, who catered at least partly for his food269 and that of
his guests.270

One of the places where Majdhüb used to sit and receive visitors was the khalwa of
A˛mad b. al-Amın b. Fakı ˘amad, a fairly large shelter (raküba) made of sticks which
seems to have been originally set up by A˛mad’s father in front of Fakı ˘amad’s
hermitage (khalwa ) which was built of mud (†ın). The structure was simply referred to
as ‘al-Raküba’. The Jabalbı Fakı Mu˛ammad al-˘jj Muß†af, a close companion of
al-Amın from the days when they had memorised the Qur√n together, was put in
charge of this khalwa; he became known as imm al-Raküba and was also referred to as
imm rtib.271

Majdhüb did not content himself with sitting in al-Amın’s raküba. He had built a
zwiya in Sawkin; he had seen to the construction of a mosque in QΩz al-Süq and of a

266 al-Wasıla, 192{3-5}. The house of Qamar al-Dın is said to have stood in the quarter immediately
to the east of the Old Mosque (fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, personal communication). During the Condo-
minium, “the government” is said to have bought the land and resold it. Today, the houses of fiAbd Allh
al-‡ayyib, of fiAbd al-˘afı÷ w. Mu˛ammad A˛mad al-Rub†bı, and of fiAbd al-Khlid (“b˙t ˛aküma”)
are located there (Hshim al-Suhaylı, 28/9/87, 5).
267 al-Wasıla, 187{2}.
268 al-Wasıla, 194{3}.
269 al-Wasıla, 193{1}.
270 al-Wasıla, 192{1}.
271 al-Wasıla, 193{2}, 194{3}, 164{1}; Yüsuf al-Hindı, Tj al-zamn, 150-1. Mu˛ammad al-˘jj
Muß†af married a daughter of al-Amın; the couple had no children (al-Hindı, loc. cit.). Only two daugh-
ters of al-Amın remained childless: Madına (whose mother was a ˘adariyya), and Jamıla (whose mother
was a slave).
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khalwa in al-Ghubush; and in al-Dmar as well, he set out to establish a space for
himself which would manifest his claim to part of the ‘territory’ of religious leadership.

When Majdhüb returned to al-Dmar he rebuilt the hermitage (khalwa) of Fakı ˘amad which had
been in ruins since the Turkish attack. Its original owners (aß˛buh) had fled with all the others,
and had not yet returned. Occasionally, when he was on his way to the mosque to pray, he used to
sit in this hermitage for a while to obtain the blessing.

Now a woman from among his close relatives thought that Majdhüb sat in the khalwa because
he wanted to become the successor (khalıfa) of Fakı ˘amad; and she wished the original owners
would return and resume their leadership. Majdhüb went to her and said to her, “No, I did not
rebuild the khalwa in order to become khalıfa. Well, I would be entitled to this position — after
all, I too am a grandson of Fakı ˘amad. But in fact I built it so that its owners will find it intact
when they return. I myself am going on a journey (musfir). When I leave I shall give you the keys
of the hermitage; keep them and give them to its owners!” The woman made many excuses, but
Majdhüb just said, “This is what you have thought, don’t deny it!”

When he was about to die, Majdhüb gave the keys to the woman, who eventually returned
them to the original owners.272

The khalwa of Fakı ˘amad was situated next to the mosque, and the two buildings have
become confused in present-day oral accounts crediting Majdhüb with the reconstruc-
tion of the mosque.273 It is, however, clear from al-Wasıla that they were two different
buildings.274 The khalwa had been a place of spiritual Retreat and of teaching.275 The
mosque (masjid/jmifi), which had been burned in 1823, was used for prayer in 1831,276

but it is unclear whether it had already been fully rebuilt or only temporarily repaired.

272 al-Wasıla, 184{1}; see also 184{2}.
273 Mu˛ammad fiAlı al-Balla, 14/11/86; al-Jaylnı, 02/02/87; 04/02/87, 2; 04/10/87, 8; Hshim al-
Suhaylı, 09/02/87. Al-Jaylnı said that prior to its destruction by the Turks, the old mosque had consisted
of straw mats plastered with clay; when Majdhüb came, the walls were erected in layers of clay (jlüß)
and the building was covered with a roof of strong wooden beams. The woman who accused Majdhüb of
wanting to usurp the khilfa is said to have been F†ima Da˛nın bt. al-khalıfa ˘amad, a granddaughter of
the late khalıfa Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra who had died in 1823; her name is given neither in al-Wasıla nor in
Tansul.
274 al-Wasıla, 197{1}.
275 The background of the Qur√n teachers employed in this khalwa is somewhat mysterious; they
are usually identified as Beja (Ha∂an∂awa, according to my informants). The first of them is said to have
been ‘Fig˙rı’, brought to al-Dmar by Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra (d. 1823). After him came ‘Takrün’ (or,
‘Takrür’) who is sometimes described as Fig˙rı’s son. It is said that Takrür’s first name was A˛mad, and
that he received his nickname for his close association with Takrina (West African Muslims) “who went
on pilgrimage repeatedly” (alladhına takarrarü ’l-˛ajj). Takrün is said to have been honoured by al-
˘asan al-Mırghanı (who was active in the Sudan 1843-65) as a very good ˛fi÷. Takrün’s son al-Shaykh
was Qur√n teacher in al-Dmar during the Mahdiyya (fiAbd al-fiAzız Amın fiAbd al-Majıd, al-Tarbiya fı
’l-Südn, III, 39; fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min ˛aqıbat al-dhikrayt, 71; Jaylnı, 4/2/87; al-Mahdı al-‡ayyib
al-Naqar, 14/2/87, 17/2/87).
276 al-Wasıla, 184{1}, 193{3}. The mosque is referred to as a masjid in 183{1}, 184{1}, 193{1},
and as a jmifi in 196{6}, 197{1}. There was only one congregational (Friday) mosque in al-Dmar at the
time; others were built only during the twentieth century. See Arthur E Robinson, “The Conquest of the
Sudan”, 177: “All the buildings were set on fire, and the mosque […] was burnt, but the walls were left,
and it was reconstructed some years later.” See also Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 17.
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It is equally unclear who was in charge of it at the time. The ‘official’ khalıfa of Fakı
˘amad had been his son A˛mad Ab Jadarı, who was succeeded in turn by his son
Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra. Ab ∑urra died in 1823, leaving the dispersed Majdhıb without a
strong spiritual leader. The official line of succession has continued from father to son
until the present generation, but neither Ab ∑urra’s son ˘amad nor his grandson
Mu˛ammad appear to have distinguished themselves in any particular way; nothing but
their names is recorded. As the anecdote above suggests, ˘amad w. Ab ∑urra had not
returned to al-Dmar by 1831. The spiritual leadership of al-Dmar (the khilfa of Fakı
˘amad as embodied in the position of imm of his mosque) was not technically vacant;
but the incumbent had not taken his place. Even in the absence of more specific infor-
mation, it is probably safe to say that the old religious leadership had been weakened by
the social upheavals following the destruction of al-Dmar and the scattering of its
inhabitants. And even if they or their partisans were present in al-Dmar in 1831, all the
sources indicate that they feared the competition of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, who was in
his prime, who was ambitious and probably endowed with a certain charisma, who
claimed extraordinary spiritual capabilites, who carried the prestige of having spent
long years in the Holy Cities and who had proved himself as a gatherer of men in
Sawkin and Berber. One way of dealing with this threat was to belittle their rival:

Four men came to visit Majdhüb. When they had sat down, Majdhüb said to them, “Welcome to
the scholars (fiulam√) who think, «How can we pray behind this young boy who only recently
played with the children in the sand?»” They made excuses, naming another man (a paternal
cousin of Majdhüb) who had actually said this, but Majdhüb said, “Yes, but you laughed approv-
ingly!” They admitted it.277

Majdhüb might well have displaced the A˛madb khilfa had he not died so young. In
the event, however, he was attributed with a different kind of khilfa:

When Majdhüb came to al-Dmar and gathered many people around him, one of the Majdhıb
fakıs said to himself, “He only came to assume the successorship (khilfa) of Fakı ˘amad!”
Majdhüb rose immediately and replied, “Among you there is one who thinks that I want to assume
the khilfa of Fakı ˘amad. By God, I did not come for that reason. I am the khalıfa of God and
His Prophet, and your khilfa is not what I desire. When my grandfather Fakı ˘amad saw me, he
got out of his grave and prostrated himself, thanking God and saying to me, «Praise be to God that
he has created among my descendants someone like you!» And you say I came here to become
khalıfa?!”278

Whether it was actually raised by Majdhüb himself or only by his followers at a later
stage, the claim to the khilfa “of God and His Prophet” served to promote the status of

277 al-Wasıla, 184{5} (reported by fiAlı Diqna).
278 al-Wasıla, 184{3}; cf. 190{6} for another version of this saying by Fakı ˘amad. It may be inter-
esting to note in this context that oral tradition in al-Dmar today has preserved the version of the story
given in al-Wasıla, 184{1} (v.s.), which portrays Majdhüb as the one who preserved the khalwa of Fakı
˘amad for its rightful inheritors, rather than the version which emphasises his being a khalıfa on a much
grander scale. The latter is told on the authority of Majdhüb’s Sawkinese disciples.
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Majdhüb in a situation where officially he was not entitled to assume supreme religious
leadership in al-Dmar. The ‘workaround’ put him in a different category; but signifi-
cantly, this category was also a higher one than that defended by his rivals. He (or his
followers) avoided formal institutional conflict on the old leadership’s terms and at the
same time outmanoeuvred them by laying claim to higher sources of legitimacy.
Claiming the khilfa of God and His Prophet instead of that of Fakı ˘amad is, on an
institutional level, the same device that Majdhüb employed to overcome entrenched
opposition in other areas: when confronted with arguments that were authoritative
according to a previous model of knowledge and legitimation, he often simply referred
to direct links with and legitimation by the Prophet.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    aaaannnndddd    ooootttthhhheeeerrrr    rrrreeeelllliiiiggggiiiioooouuuussss    lllleeeeaaaaddddeeeerrrrssss

The suspicion regarding Majdhüb’s possible bid for the khilfa of Fakı ˘amad was only
once example of the opposition from other religious leaders which Majdhüb had to
confront. The established religious leaders of Sawkin, Berber, and al-Dmar did not
necessarily welcome the advent of a competitor; and apart from the incumbents,
Majdhüb also faced the rivalry of another newcomer, the Khatmiyya.

TTTThhhheeee    fifififiuuuullllaaaammmm√√√√

Majdhüb’s relationship with people classified as fiulam√ appears to have been charac-
terised by tensions, although it was not one of irreconcilable hostility. The precise
development of Majdhüb’s attitude to the fiulam√ is impossible to determine; al-Wasıla
reflects only the end-result, so to speak, as perceived by his followers. This picture
consists of familiar elements from the catalogue of criticisms exchanged between
fiulam√ and Sufis. There were two fields of contention: knowledge and practice. The
fiulam√ sought to show that Majdhüb’s teachings were not based on the recognised
written sources of scholastic knowledge. Criticism by the fiulam√ of Majdhüb’s
behaviour — otherwise a very common point raised against the ‘debauched’ Sufis — is
not reported in al-Wasıla.279 For his part, Majdhüb blamed the fiulam√ for ignoring
other sources of knowledge, and for neglecting the actual implementation of the rules
specified by Islam.

279 Given the bias of our source, this may seem hardly suprising; but in other cases, the voice of the
opponent is perceivable through the defence, and al-Wasıla makes no effort to show that Majdhüb was
not debauched.
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The fiulam√ were not accused of wrong knowledge; they were faulted for being short-
sighted and ineffectual. Their knowledge was limited to books; and in their bookishness
they did not recognise other, superior sources of knowledge such as kashf (v.i.) and
direct contact with the Prophet. The fiulam√’s criticism (‘Where in the books is the
basis for what you say?’) could thus be turned against themselves — either by adducing
supportive texts and thus showing that one was more learned, or by claiming access to
superior sources of knowledge.280

It must be emphasised that this criticism of book-knowledge did not mean a complete
rejection of books. As we shall see below, Majdhüb did use books himself, and he was
among the most prolific writers the Sudan had so far produced. But there were other
sources of knowledge recognised by Majdhüb, and it was this that set him apart from
the fiulam√. In al-Wasıla, the term filim/fiulam√ is applied to people only to indicate
their mastery of book-knowledge. Majdhüb could be called an filim, but he was not
merely an filim:

A learned Moroccan man (rajul filim min al-Maghriba) passed through Sawkin. He had heard
of Majdhüb as a righteous and learned man (rajul ßli˛ filim) who was teaching the four
madhhib, so he went to attend a dars, which happened to be in the Shfifiı madhhab. He liked it,
but thought, “Is this shaykh equally well-versed (mutqin) in the other madhhib?” Majdhüb
immediately turned to him and said, “Yes, in the others as well!” There the Moroccan realised that
Majdhüb could read thoughts.281

Majdhüb’s alleged mastery of the four schools of Law is a hyperbole; an analysis of his
writings will show that of all the madhhib, he was only influenced by the Shfifiiyya.
The hyperbole has its function; in the context of the anecdote, it is used to show that
Majdhüb’s transcending the limits of traditional scholastic knowledge arose not out of
ignorance, but in full appreciation of its value.

Ideally, according to al-Wasıla, those who were merely fiulam√ would ultimately
concede the superior value of the non-scholastic sources of knowledge. Thus, the
Moroccan filim in the story above recognised Majdhüb’s ability to read thoughts, and
while Sawkin’s q∂ı Mu˛ammad Q_m_l b. Rashıd (v.s.) is portrayed as having been
sceptical of Majdhüb’s activities because he thought they had no base in the authorita-
tive books,282 he is also said to have turned to Majdhüb for an ijza for the Dufi√

280 al-Wasıla, 110{1} (Majdhüb can adduce more Traditions than his opponent to support the
judgement that the basmala is part of prayer); 137{6} (Majdhüb uses an uncommon tahlıl, but when
asked is able to give the reference in a book); 109{7} (Majdhüb interprets the Qur√n with more ease than
the fiulam√); 106{4} (fiulam√ fail to give a convincing answer to a particular problem); 110{2} (muftı of
Medina recognises that Majdhüb’s non-bookish knowledge is superior).
281 al-Wasıla, 137{3}. The Majdhıb of al-Dmar are called, ‘fiulam√’ in 179{4}, 184{5}.
Majdhüb, like al-Mırghanı and Ibn Idrıs, was wearing clothing typical of the fiulam√ when he was in
Medina (Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 123, 129; al-Wasıla, 112{3}; O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 72).
282 al-Wasıla, 137{6}: The tahlıl Majdhüb used was different from those Q_m_l knew from his
books — but when asked about his source, Majdhüb could duly indicate it.
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Khatm al-Qur√n of Jaml al-Dın Abü ˘arba.283 The Wasıla is of course not the best
source for finding out what the fiulam√’s reactions to Majdhüb really were, but in the
absence of other sources we have to content ourselves with the perspective of
Majdhüb’s followers.

The other field of contention between Majdhüb and the fiulam√ was practice; and there,
the fiulam√ fell far short of what a Muslim moralist expected of them. The people of
Sawkin were oblivious of God’s commandments, but the fiulam√ just looked on and
said nothing.284 This is al-Wasıla’s major criticism of the previous religious establish-
ment in the port; it will be analysed in greater detail in Chapter VII below.

TTTThhhheeee    ffffuuuuqqqqaaaarrrr√√√√

Families of fuqar√ were the second important category of religious leaders with whom
Majdhüb had to to come to terms. Such families played a more significant role in the
riverain Sudan than in Sawkin where Ottoman state tradition had led to the emergence
of the offices of q∂ı and muftı (v.s.). These offices also existed in the Fünj kingdom,
but their practical influence appears to have been largely restricted to the area around
Sinnr.

Other than his own family and relatives (the Majdhıb and the ∑fiyb), Majdhüb had
contact with the Shdhiliyb of Sawkin, and the Wahh˙b, the Rıshb, the Ghubush,
and the Khuffb of the Berber area (v.s.). In general, it seems, he attempted to establish
friendly relations with these local leaders wherever he went; compared with the
fiulam√, there is much less talk in al-Wasıla of animosities between him and fuqar√
families. His encounters with them followed a recognisable pattern: he visited them, ate
with them, honoured the tombs of their ancestors, prayed or performed a mawlid in their
mosques or zwiyas, ‘identified’ long-forgotten traces of past religious leaders, and left
his own mark in space by erecting a place of worship himself.285 In places where he
stayed for more than just a very brief period, he received the visits of other fuqar√
himself, hosted them (either himself or by sending them to his own hosts), accepted
presents from them, and occasionally gave them a robe of honour.286 To some (but not

283 al-Wasıla, 70: he went to Majdhüb with a written copy of the Dufi√ and asked him to read it out
to him aloud and then give him the ijza. On this famous prayer, v.i. Chapter VI.
284 al-Wasıla, 119{4}.
285 For sources on Majdhüb’s visits to other fakıs, see above.
286 al-Wasıla, 176{6}: Zarrüq b. F fiAbd al-Wahhb, travelling from Rs al-Wdı to Berber, visits
Majdhüb in QΩz al-Fünj (at his father’s wish); 186{1}: Majdhüb sends his adhkr to a fakı from the
Ghubush whom he had never met; 186{4}: Hj al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı and his wife visit Majdhüb who
lodges them with A˛mad b. al-Amın b. F ˘amad; 187{2}: the Ghubush leader presents ten sacks of
sorghum to Majdhüb which results in gossip regarding Majdhüb’s motives in seeking relations with the
Ghubush; 190{3}: Majdhüb honours his old Qur√n teacher who came to visit him from Shendi; 190{4}:

(cont’d)
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to all) of the religious leaders he administered the Shdhiliyya; but interestingly, there
are no reports of his taking another †arıqa himself.287

Of all the fuqar√ families, it seems that Majdhüb met with the strongest opposition or
animosity from within circles of his own family, the heirs to his grandfather’s khilfa.
The saintly families in those locations where Majdhüb was perceived only to pass
through saw him more as a colleague from whose baraka and fame they could hope to
benefit than as a rival who had come to usurp their positions. While enmity from within
fiulam√ circles was based to some degree on considerations of principle (anti-Sufism),
the traditional fuqar√ did not object to Majdhüb’s teachings or methods; if they
opposed him they did so chiefly because they feared he could prove more ‘powerful’
and influential than themselves.288 This does not necessarily mean that Majdhüb’s
image was indistinguishable from that of previous fakıs. In one anecdote, Majdhüb’s
visitors react in surprise when he knew of things they thought they had done in secret:
“The shaykhs we know are not able to know hidden things in this way [as you do] (lam
nakun nafihad min mash√ikhin al-i††ilfi fial ’l-mughayyabt mithla hdh).”289 This
may of course be a purely ahistorical assertion that Majdhüb was more powerful than
the previous shaykhs; but then it may also be that Majdhüb emphasised kashf (v.i.) to a
greater extent than his predecessors.

TTTThhhheeee    KKKKhhhhaaaattttmmmmıııı    ooooppppppppoooossssiiiittttiiiioooonnnn

The fiercest opposition Majdhüb encountered was from quarters that were, in a way,
closest to him: from the Khatmiyya †arıqa founded by the man who had first introduced
him to the world of A˛mad b. Idrıs and with whom he had set out for the ˘ijz. The
early rivalry between Majdhüb and Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı has been
described above; here we shall be concerned with the enmity of Khatmı groups that
Majdhüb had to face after his return to the Sudan.

In about 1830, only a year after Majdhüb had established himself in Sawkin, al-
Mırghanı passed through the port on his way to Eritrea.290 Whether the two men met or
not is unknown; both Khatmı and Majdhübı sources are silent on this point. Ibrhım al-

Majdhüb’s cousin al-∑fı envies a Juhaymbı faqır for being given a robe of honour by Majdhüb;
192{1}: Majdhüb generously “feeds” Ghubush & Wahh˙b fuqar√ and Awld Bint Asad; 192{3,4}:
Majdhüb is visited by local fakıs from otherwise unknown families; offers them food.
287 al-Wasıla, 186{1-2}, 185{1}. This is in contrast to the otherwise widespread practice of
‘collecting’ a great many silsilas (Winter, Society and religion, 90 & 118 n. 10).
288 Cf. al-Wasıla, 153{5}: The W˙lfialybı tribal fakıs (fuqar√ al-bdiya) had said the rains would
not be good that year, but Majdhüb’s counter-invocation brought about much rain.
289 al-Wasıla, 185{1}.
290 A discussion of this date and of al-Mırghanı’s other travels rectifying some data previously
published by Karrar can be found in Hofheinz, “Encounters with a saint”, 30-1.
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Rashıd, then still a Khatmı, arrived in Sawkin shortly after al-Mırghanı had left. In his
Nubdha min bafi∂ karmt […] al-Majdhüb,291 he described the heavy animosity
reigning between the Khatmiyya and Majdhüb. It appears that al-Mırghanı had some,
but not many followers in Sawkin at the time, whereas Majdhüb — who had of course
spent much more time there — was rather more successful in gaining adherents.

One of the followers of al-Mırghanı in 1830 seems to have been fiAlı Diqna, who later
became a prominent disciple of Majdhüb. This is suggested both by Ibrhım al-Rashıd’s
Nubdha and by several stories in al-Wasıla. When al-Rashıd and his Khatmı compan-
ions passed through Sawkin in 1830, they stayed with fiAlı Diqna. Given the tension
and mistrust between the followers of al-Mırghanı and those of Majdhüb, it does not
seem likely that fiAlı Diqna was among the adherents of the latter.292 The Wasıla is less
outspoken, and gives no names, but it does include several anecdotes suggesting that
fiAlı Diqna came under the influence of some other religious guide before finally
joining Majdhüb. In one story, an unnamed “righteous man” (ßli˛) is said to have
proposed to fiAlı Diqna to impart to him some mystical secrets (asrr). But he was in
fact unable to do so and excused himself saying that had seen fiAlı’s shaykh al-Majdhüb
who was angry and said, “You interpose yourself between me and my sons and
students!” Later he also saw the Prophet who told him that he should not intervene
between al-Majdhüb and his students.293 In another story, some of Majdhüb’s followers
are portrayed as having tried to prevent fiAlı Diqna from joining their shaykh.294 As al-
‡hir Majdhüb throughout al-Wasıla carefully avoids any negative statement about al-
Mırghanı or any open indication of rivalry between the followers of the two shaykhs,
the interpretation of such stories as referring to al-Mırghanı must remain tentative; the
circumstantial evidence provided by Ibrhım al-Rashıd should, however, be taken
seriously.

Another follower of Majdhüb who may have had links to the Khatmiyya was his
brother-in-law, Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (v.s.).

In general, however, the position of the Khatmiyya in Sawkin remained weak through-
out the 1830s, and even al-Mırghanı’s last visit there in 1843 and the appointment of a
number of khalıfas did not help to change this situation. The Khatmı A˛mad “ibn Idrıs”
al-Rub†bı, writing in 1889-90, put the story thus:

“The followers of [Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı] in Sawkin were the last in the Sudan to
take from him […], because at first he had delivered Sawkin (sallamah) to his student, Shaykh
al-Majdhüb [… who] set himself up there with great success. Sawkin’s inhabitants followed him,

291 Edited and translated in Hofheinz, “Encounters”.
292 Hofheinz, “Encounters”, 27, 51.
293 al-Wasıla, 145{6}; cf. also 145{5,7}.
294 al-Wasıla, 129{1}. Cf. also 163{6}, where a dispute between fiAlı Diqna and enemies of
Majdhüb’s family in 1864/5 is linked to similar events in 1829/30.
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both the people of distinction and the commoners (inqdat ilayhi ahluh khußüßan wa-fiumüman),
and almost all (kulluhum ill al-ndir) became his students (talmidha)”.

Al-Rub†bı goes on to describe how al-Mırghanı met with so much opposition on his
visit to Sawkin that he decided to bypass the obstinate leaders of the town and to turn
to the younger generation instead. Among them, says al-Rub†bı, he was much more
successful. The young people turned to him in spite of punitive measures by their par-
ents; al-Mırghanı “guided them and defrayed their expenses”.295 Al-Mırghanı appointed
a number of khalıfas from among these youngsters, warned the obstinate majority that
great harm would befall them if they did not mend their ways, and left. When the
[Mahdist] revolt broke out, the followers of Majdhüb became its leaders (ßrü lah
qda wa-a√imma), as a consequence of which the Egyptian government expropriated
them and expelled them from Sawkin “so that they lost both this world and the next”;
their place was taken by those youngsters who had followed al-Mırghanı.296

As we have seen, it is hardly correct to say that almost all the inhabitants of Sawkin
followed Majdhüb. Al-Rub†bı’s perspective is tainted by the antagonism between the
Khatmiyya and the Majdhübiyya and the enmity between the two groups that was
heightened because of their different stances on the Mahdist revolution; consequently,
he saw only two camps, which he identified with the supporters and the opponents of
al-Mırghanı. While in wartime Sawkin of the 1880s this was an understandable simpli-
fication, it does not adequately reflect the multitude of religious allegiances there in
1830. Nevertheless, al-Rub†bı’s account still serves to illustrate both the relative
weakness of the Khatmı position in Sawkin prior to the Mahdiyya, and the methods al-
Mırghanı used to gain influence in the face of strong local opposition. The descendants
of the young khalıfas he appointed still run the major Khatmı zwiyas in Sawkin
today.297

295 “Lamm ay√asa minhum [= min atbfi al-Majdhüb] — wa’l-˛l anna ri√sat al-balad wa-ni÷m
amrih kullihi muntahiya ilayhim — aqbala fial abn√ihim al-ßighr, fa-a˛abbühu […] wa-kharajü fian
†awfi b√ihim. Wa-lam yufid fıhim adhiyyatuhum lahum min ∂arb wa-zajr […], fa-afi†hum al-†arıqa
[…] wa-arshadahum fı umürihim al-dıniyya wa’l-dunyawiyya, wa-ta˛ammala bi-nafaqatihim wa-
lawzimihim min malbis wa-ghayrih” (al-Rub†bı, al-Ibna, 109-10).
296 al-Rub†bı, al-Ibna, 108-13. Cf. SAD 110/2/91-2: “Most of the natives of Suakin were
formally following, in their Malikieh creed, the order of [al-Fakı al-‡hir al-Majdhüb] (originally a Jaali
from Berber + native of Suakin who gained a large part of the population to his order + who joined
Osman Digna in the revolt against Govt + remained with him till he died in Tokar in the year 1890 […]).
But owing to the late conduct of this fanatic the natives now dare not confess his order; natives now
follow the Morghani order”.
297 The Zwiyat al-Anwr (or zwiyat al-Müsey, next to Majdhüb’s lodge), where the first khalıfa
was al-∑fı b. Abü Bakr of the Art˙ga; the Zwiyat al-Asrr (or zwiyat al-Hansılb, behind the wikla
built by Shinnwı Bey), where the first khalıfa was fiAbd Allh b. Mu˛ammad Nür of the Art˙ga-
Hansılb; and the Zwiyat al-Abrr on the Island where the first khalıfa was al-∑diq b. al-Art˙gı
(fiUthmn ˘amad Allh, Dalıl al-mafirif, 120-1 [based on oral information collected in June 1964 from
Mu˛ammad Jaylnı Bey]; Hj Ma˛müd, 12/11/87, 5; Muß†af u-Kesh, 14/11/87, 7-8.
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In the riverain Sudan, a number of Majdhüb’s opponents may have been associated with
the Khatmiyya †arıqa. The Wasıla includes several anecdotes describing strong resis-
tance against Majdhüb from the part of unnamed rival fakıs who did not belong to the
religious families discussed above. The early history of the Khatmiyya in the Berber
area is almost undocumented, which makes it difficult to interpret these stories with
certainty. However, it is precisely the fact that the fakıs in question are not named which
may serve as a clue. Throughout the Wasıla, any direct negative reference to the
Khatmiyya is carefully avoided, although there are indirect allusions (v.i.). To this may
be added the observation that at least some of these stories speak of a non-traditional
†arıqa. There are thus strong reasons to believe that these anecdotes describe the hostil-
ity shown to Majdhüb by local Khatmı representatives in Berber.

The senior Khatmı khalıfa in the area at the time was the Rub†bı fakı Mu˛ammad b.
A˛mad of al-Dkhila, just north of the Atbara-Nile confluence. He took the †arıqa in
1821 from Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı; in fact, he is the only person from Berber
who is mentioned among Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s direct students. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad
(nicknamed, al-Naßay˛, by al-Mırghanı) and his son A˛mad “ibn Idrıs” became fervent
defenders of the Khatmı cause; A˛mad even emigrated to Sawkin when the Mahdiyya
proved victorious in the Sudan.298 It should not come as a surprise that this Khatmı
khalıfa reacted vigourously against someone who by 1830 was definitely seen as a rebel
against his master Mu˛ammad fiUthmn.

Perhaps the most interesting anecdote is the following, which suggests that the
Khatmiyya had just started to make inroads among the Ghubush, the oldest of the
established religious families of the area, and that the appearance of Majdhüb was seen
to threaten this development:

A khalıfa from al-Ghubush, who had left the †arıqa of his ancestors and joined another †arıqa
[probably the Khatmiyya] came to Majdhüb, carrying a knife on his leg under his gown. When he
had sat down, Majdhüb smiled at him and said, “You, N.N., khalıfa and a knife [how does this fit
together]!?” — “I don’t have a knife,” said the man, drawing back his sleeves to prove it.299

“Show your legs,” replied Majdhüb, and when the man refused, Majdhüb himself exposed the
knife at his leg. “Your ancestors do not approve that you have taken another †arıqa! Leave it and
return to their Path!” The man said nothing. Majdhüb continued, “They are right now sitting here
with us listening to what I say to you.” Thereupon the man was convinced, and gave the oath of
allegiance in the Shdhiliyya †arıqa to Majdhüb. Majdhüb ordered him to shave his head, which he
did; then Majdhüb dressed him in a garment (kiswa) and said to him, “You are a khalıfa in your
fathers’ place — not a khalıfa of me!” The man left, and within a short time reached illumination
(fat˛).300

The next story probably also refers to visitors from al-Ghubush:

298 al-Rub†bı, al-Ibna, 85 and Abü Salım’s introduction, ib., 34-6.
299 Knives were usually worn strapped to the upper arm, below the sleeve of the tunic.
300 al-Wasıla, 186{2}.
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Fakı Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Mjid and a group of other people set out to visit Majdhüb in al-
Dmar. In Kannür [a village just north of al-Dkhila] they rested in the shade of a dΩm palm. A
man came to them and asked them where they were going. He then warned them not to go to
Majdhüb, saying he was not a walı, but they went anyway. When they arrived in al-Dmar, […]
Majdhüb turned to his followers (man mafiahu min al-qawm) and told them that a devil had
tempted his new visitors under the dΩm tree [… the text of the rest of the story is slightly
corrupted].301

This ‘devil’ was a khalıfa — probably of the Khatmiyya — who also appears in another
story:

Fakı Abü Bakr “b. Niyya” and one of the khulaf√ [of the Khatmiyya?] went [from Berber] to visit
Majdhüb in al-Dmar. When they arrived in a small village of the Berber area they lodged with
another khalıfa. Upon their departure, this khalıfa warned them not to go to Majdhüb, for he would
mislead them (yu∂illukum). “Return and hold fast to your old †arıqa!” So they left, but when they
were on their way they started to question the village khalıfa’s advice, and decided to return to see
Majdhüb and find out about his ability to know hidden things. When they arrived, Majdhüb asked
them, “What did that devil tell you?” They did not answer, so Majdhüb told them the whole story.
Thereupon they were attracted in love to Majdhüb (injadhabat arw˛un li-ma˛abbatihi), and
asked to take the bayfia in the Shdhiliyya †arıqa from him. They held fast to it ever since.302

The strength of resistance against Majdhüb is evident from the following anecdote,
again told anonymously due to the sensitive nature of the topic. At the same time, it
would appear that the opposition of the (Khatmı or other) religious leaders was some-
times no match for the curiosity of the local population:

A group of about ten men came to visit Majdhüb [in al-Dmar]. He greeted them with the words,
“Welcome, but…”. Asked about the meaning of this “but” he first said, “Oh, it just slipped from
my mouth,” but when he was pressed (“By God, tell us!”) he said, “It has been four months now
since I came to this place (balad), and every day you come together and take counsel whether you
should go to see me to find out what is the matter with me (m fiindı), but you could not come to a
conclusion, so you left it [and did not come]. Yesterday night, however, you finally decided to go.
Now when you came to that-and-that place, you thought it might be best first to go to N.N. and ask
his opinion. Some of you disagreed with this idea, because they feared N.N. would advise you
against visiting me, but eventually you did go. N.N. did in fact advise you not to go and see me,
because — as he said — you would then [change your mind and] become followers (tatbafiü) of
me. You said you would [be strong enough and] not become followers of me [— so finally you
came here]. Did it not happen that way?” They said yes, and apologised, and Majdhüb pardoned
them.303

It is interesting to note that while many people wanted to see the new shaykh, even if
this meant upsetting their traditional religious authorities, the Wasıla does not claim that
they all took the †arıqa from Majdhüb — some just came to look and then went on their
way. Conceivably, Majdhüb might have gained more adherents among the local popu-
lation of the Berber area had he not succumbed to sudden death. As it were, four

301 al-Wasıla, 186{1}. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Mjid is a typical Ghubush name.
302 al-Wasıla, 185{3}.
303 al-Wasıla, 185{2}. The “four months” must refer to Majdhüb’s arrival in the riverain Sudan in
general, not to al-Dmar in particular.
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months proved too short to gain enough reliable support, to overcome resistance from
within the Majdhıb and from rival religious leaders, and to organise his succession in
al-Dmar. His heritage was chiefly preserved in Sawkin; in the riverain Sudan, the
Khatmiyya won the day. Only the twentieth century was to see a revival of the
‘Majdhübiyya’ in al-Dmar — but that is beyond the scope of the present study.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    aaaannnndddd    tttthhhheeee    ppppoooolllliiiittttiiiiccccaaaallll    aaaauuuutttthhhhoooorrrriiiittttiiiieeeessss

in jeder geistigen Haltung
ist das Politische latent

(Thomas Mann)304

As we have seen above, Sawkin lay in the Egyptian sphere of influence when Majdhüb
arrived in the town. Its governor was appointed from Jidda, and was nominally still
dependent on the Ottoman Porte; but in 1830, during Majdhüb’s stay, this fiction was
abandoned and Sawkin and Maßawwafi were officially transferred to the direct control
of the Psh of Egypt.

In that same year, and perhaps in the context of this change in the official status of
Sawkin the governor of Berber

“asked Jedda for permission to collect the customs dues at Suakin on the guarantee that he would
raise the receipts to £25,000 a year. The governor of Jedda referred the proposal to Cairo, which
gave its approval. Eager for revenue the dıvn-i khidıvı directed the governor of Berber to send the
Egyptian treasury a copy of the new tariff by wich he proposed to raise the promised sum.”305

It is unclear whether the proposal was actually implemented or not.306 But it is interest-
ing to see what may be a reflection of it reported in al-Wasıla. During Majdhüb’s stay
in Sawkin, the governor of Berber visited the town — incidentally, he was in the
company of some of the Majdhıb from al-Dmar (v.s.).307 The following story most
likely refers to this visit:

A Turk came to Sawkin with some members of Majdhüb’s family. After few days, he invited
Majdhüb and talked to him quite a lot. But he was harbouring ill intentions against the people of
Sawkin, so Majdhüb touched his bowels a bit (qaba∂a min a˛sh√ihi shay√an) and left. The man

304 Mann, Gesammelte Werke, x, 267.
305 Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 41 (from Letter Book 769, The Turkish office of the dıvn-i khidıvı
Mißr, No. 340. Decision of 13 Aug. 1830). The background to this request was that so far, customs
revenues of the Egyptian Sudan had been very small, as the only customs house was at Wdı ˘alf.
306 Note in this context that Lejean, who visited Sawkin in 1860 (i.e., before Egyptian regained
control over its administration in 1865), reports that the taxes of Egyptian subjects resident in al-Qeyf
were collected by Egypt (Voyage aux deux Nils, 4).
307 al-Wasıla, 131{5}, 152{2}.
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developed a stomachache, so he asked Majdhüb’s relative [A˛mad b. al-Amın b. HMK, or al-
∑iddıq w. al-Amın?] to go and bring his cousin (ibn fiamm). Majdhüb refused to come, but his
cousin implored him, “If you don’t come we are afraid he will attack us / harm us (nakhfu min
sa†watihi)”. Majdhüb: “I am not afraid of him!” — so he came along even though he did not want
to. When they arrived, the Turk stepped aside (ikhtal) with Majdhüb and said, “You have touched
my bowels!” — “Yes, but only slightly!” — “Why?” — “Will you not give up your intentions
against the people of Sawkin?” — “O.k., I leave them!” — “And I leave you!” His pain went
away.308

Here, Majdhüb is presented as someone who protected the people of Sawkin from the
ill intentions of the government. This is, one may almost say, what is expected from a
proper saint; Wad ∆ayf Allh’s ‡abaqt provides many parallel examples. In this
perspective, the relationship between the ruler (wlı, ˛kim) and the people (ahl) is
characterised by a dichotomy of interests and by an uneven distribution of power; the
ruler has the will and the power to exploit the people. It is the task of the saint to
provide the people with some protection against the excesses of the government.
Usually, he does this by making use of his miraculous powers.

This is the ideal typical model into which the Wasıla consciously moulds Majdhüb.
Against this background of ‘expectation’ it is therefore interesting to see that a closer
look at other stories suggests that Majdhüb’s relations to the rulers in Sawkin were
definitely not characterised by open resistence but rather by cautious accommo-
dation309:

The ruler (al-˛kim) invited Majdhüb and some of the fuqar√ for a meal. They came and ate. One
of those present thought by himself, “Sub˛na ’llh! Those fuqar√ always say that it is forbidden
(˛arm) to eat the rulers’ food — and here they are eating it themselves!” Instantly, Majdhüb
turned around and said, “Well, we ate it — but do you know where we put it?” When the man
realised that Majdhüb knew what he had thought, he asked his pardon.310

A man asked Majdhüb, “You say that eating the rulers’ food is ˛arm — so why are you eating it
yourself?” Majdhüb: “If you are sure that I ate it, swear so bi’l-†alq! I am going to swear equally
that I did not eat it!” Thus all those present knew that in his belly/inner truth (fı ba†nih), Majdhüb
had not eaten it.311

Even though ‘outwardly’ it looked like Majdhüb had taken his place at the ruler’s table,
that he had made his peace with the government, he had not been corrupted by the
oppressors — this is the message of the two stories. It is a message meant to quieten
suspicions on the part of the ‘people’. After all, Majdhüb’s influence with government
officials is portrayed as having allowed him to intercede in favour of people who felt

308 al-Wasıla, 153{3}.
309 For a reflection of this attitude in Majdhüb’s letters, see below, Chapter VI.
310 al-Wasıla, 133{3}.
311 al-Wasıla, 133{4}.
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that they had been treated unjustly (such as a man who was imprisoned for illegal slave-
trading).312

How often Majdhüb frequented the government dıwn, how intensive his relations were
with the local rulers, we cannot say.313 It is striking to see, however, that all stories in
al-Wasıla which mention contact with the authorities show Majdhüb cooperating with
the government, or exonerating its representatives: he helped to bring back two runaway
slave girls to the governor314; he mediated in a dispute that was brought before the
governor for formal settlement (ßul˛)315; he received a substantial sum of money
through the governor316; he made a government official repent without having to admit
anything in public317. Perhaps the most striking example of this accommodationist
approach is contained in an anecdote set in Berber:

Majdhüb and his companions went to visit the cemetary. They came to a grave of which it was
said that the one buried there (Fa∂l Allh “wad ˘arrn”) was an alcohol addict and a supporter of
the Government. But Majdhüb said, “He is a great walı, and known among the awliy√ as “Abü ’l-
Bant”. His drinking — it was only outwardly (fı al-÷hir) alcohol. His prominent role in
government (taqaddumuhu fiind al-dawla) — it was to protect (wiqya) the Muslims.” He ordered
a flag to be spread on the tomb, which was done, and his grave became a place of pious visits.318

Accomodation to Turkish rule did not necessarily mean that one loved the oppressor —
this was particularly true of those indigenous Sudanese collaborators who used their
new offices to push members of the old élite out of their positions. The best-known
example is the Masallambı shaykh Bashır whom the Turks installed in place of the
Safidb as indigenous chief (shaykh mash√ikh) of the Jafialiyyın. Bashır exploited the
absence of many Jafialı landowners who had fled from the daftardr to acquire their
land. Much hated among the Jafialiyyın, he drew his only some support from among his
native area around Umm al-‡uyür, the kha†† Rs al-Wdı and the qism al-Zaydb.319

According to al-Wasıla, Bashır came to visit Majdhüb in al-Dmar. Someone wanted to
serve them much food; but Majdhüb said, “No, those leftovers will be enough for
them!”320 Not exactly the most hospitable attitude towards one’s immediate political
overlords…

312 al-Wasıla, 195{1}.
313 One story (al-Wasıla, 125{1}) may be interpreted as indicating that Majdhüb went somewhat
regularly to the government dıwn, and also that he had problems with some government officials; but
the lack of detail and the absence of context information makes the incident described difficult to assess.
314 al-Wasıla, 133{2}.
315 al-Wasıla, 153{2}.
316 al-Wasıla, 137{1}.
317 al-Wasıla, 139{1}.
318 al-Wasıla, 182{3}. I have been unable to identify Fa∂l Allh “wad ˘arrn”.
319 Bjørkelo, Prelude, 46-8. The shaykh al-mash√ikh was subordinate to the kshif, the Turkish
administrator of a kha††. The title, shaykh al-mash√ikh was later changed to n÷ir (ib.).
320 al-Wasıla, 192{2}. For a similar contempt of ‘the Turk’, see al-Wasıla, 144{2}.
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Nevertheless, the overall political attitude reflected in al-Wasıla was quietist, as is
clearly expressed in the following saying attributed to Majdhüb by al-‡hir b. ˘amad
al-Ma√mün of the Amınb, that faction of the Majdhıb which, as we have seen above,
had been particularly accommodating towards the new government and thus was able to
uphold the leading economic position they had already started to attain before the
Turkish conquest:

‘My [grand]father Fakı ˘amad used to meet the Prophet frequently. When the Turks conquered
the Sudan (bild al-Südn) and its inhabitants were despersed, [Fakı ˘amad] became very angry.
But the Prophet consoled him saying, “˘amad, won’t you accept that what happened to my
children happens to yours?” He replied, “I accept it.”’321

‘We are upset by the foreign, oppressive, unjust government, but we have to accept it’
— this is the morale of the story. By giving a metaphysical justification for this
acceptance, the immediate reasons for the quietist attitude (whether they be the Turks’
superior military might, or the interests of some people to profit from collaboration with
the new authorities) are withdrawn from open political discourse. And while quietist
accomodation does not mean that the overall image of the government as unjust and
oppressive is challenged, individual members of the government apparatus are
portrayed as being not so bad after all.

Of course, the interests of those men who related and shaped the stories collected in al-
Wasıla may have influenced the picture given of Majdhüb’s attitude towards the
authorities; the quietism is part of the conscious purpose of the stories. However, the
political attitude reflected by the Wasıla is the same that we encounter in Majdhüb’s
letters (v.i.), and we may therefore conclude that quietist accomodation to the existing
authorities was not only an attitude projected back onto the Shaykh, but part of the
Majdhübı heritage.

CCCChhhhrrrriiiissssttttiiiiaaaannnnssss    oooonnnn    MMMMuuuusssslllliiiimmmm    sssshhhhoooouuuullllddddeeeerrrrssss::::    CCCCoooolllloooonnnniiiiaaaallll    ppppeeeennnneeeettttrrrraaaattttiiiioooonnnn

A large sailing ship came to Sawkin, measuring the depth of the sea and its ports. The Christian
commander (kabır al-markab) came ashore in a boat, accompanied by the Muslim nkhüda
[captain of the native boat accompanying the surveying ship; v.i.]. The nkhüda carried the
Christian from the boat across the water to the shore. A man went to tell this to Majdhüb who
became angry and asked, “What should be the punishment for this man who carried the Christian
on his shoulders?” No one answered. Majdhüb said, “He should be beaten on his shoulders where
he carried the Christian!” — Later, the man was arrested by the state authorities and beaten on his
shoulders.322

321 al-Wasıla, 194{1}.
322 al-Wasıla, 163{4}.
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In the wake of the French expedition to Egypt, British interest in establishing a connec-
tion between England and India via the Red Sea grew considerably, and with it the need
to obtain adequate information on the navigational routes. In 1803, the Governor-
General of India authorised the sending of vessels of the Bombay Marine to explore the
Red Sea, but it was not until 1805 that the survey actually went on its way, conducted
by Captain Court and Lord Valentia on the cruiser ‘Panther’. Valentia described the
reaction in Sawkin to the first appearance of a British ship in the Red Sea:323 The
Art˙ga amır “was considerably alarmed at the report of an English ship’s coming”. The
Ottoman q√im-maqm, on the other hand, was rather more favourably disposed to the
English. Apparently, this had two reasons, one being the international context (i.a., the
British-Ottoman alliance that had driven the French out of Egypt), the other the hope for
personal profit (through gifts and the selling of provisions) from the visit. The q√im-
maqm tried to reassure the Art˙ga; “they, however, were still uneasy, and said, the
English never came before, why should they do so now?”324 Eventually, a Bijwı
member of the ship’s crew succeeded in convincing them (by swearing on the Qur√n)
that the English meant no harm.

For over twenty years, the amır of Sawkin may have been reassured of the validity of
this oath. For a variety of reasons (including, possibly, the Wahhbı wars), public inter-
est in the Red Sea route waned in England, and when the establishment of a maritime
steam ship link with India was considered in the 1820s, the all-sea route around Africa
was first chosen.325 However, the dismal failure of the first steam voyage on this route
in 1825 helped to further the cause of those who argued for a connection via Suez. In
1828-9, the first steam vessel destined for the Red Sea route was built in the govern-
ment dockyards at Bombay and christened, the ‘Hugh Lindsay’.

Meanwhile, the Bombay Marine (called, the ‘Indian Navy’ since 1 May 1830) had
begun since 1823 to undertake exact triangulation surveys of its areas of operation.
After 1828, these surveys literally ‘gathered steam’, and it was decided to produce an
exact map of the Red Sea. In February 1829, Commander Robert Moresby “was
despatched from Bombay in the ‘Thetis’, ten gun-brig [sic], to make a preliminary

323 Valentia, Voyages, II, 278, 284. Cf. Low, History of the Indian Navy, II, 68-9; Hoskins, British
routes to India, 185-6. The charts produced by Capt. Court are in the India Office, London; Sawkin is on
X/3661. Previous examinations of the Red Sea had been undertaken by the British in 1776, 1787, 1795,
1796, and 1799-1800, but the only chart was drawn up in 1796, and that apparently did not include the
African shore (Markham, Memoir of the Indian surveys, 7-8). An earlier, Portuguese map of “Suaquem
and Port Dradart, Abexim Coast” is preserved among Alexander Dalrymple’s Charts in the India Office,
London (X/3624/1-).
324 Emphasis added. A.H.
325 Unless otherwise mentioned, the following is based on Low, History of the Indian Navy, I, 526-
31, II, 68-73 (the quotation is from II, 69); Hoskins, British routes to India, 80-110, 185-8; Markham,
Memoir of the Indian surveys, 14-16; Marston, Britain’s imperial role in the Red Sea area 1800-1878,
41-2.
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examination of the Red Sea”; simultaneously, the brig ‘Owen Glandower’ deposited
coal at Aden, Jidda, al-Qußayr, and Suez, which was used by the ‘Hugh Lindsay’ on the
first experimental steam voyage up the Red Sea in March/April 1830.326 The survey
proper was undertaken between January 1830 and April 1834 by two ships. The
‘Palinurus’ under the command of Robert Moresby measured the part north of Jidda,
and the ‘Benares’ (of fourteen guns) under the command of Captain Thomas Elwon the
part south of Jidda. Sawkin served as a meeting point on the African shore, and was
visited by both ships. The ‘Palinurus’ anchored there in March and late June 1830,
January 1831, and June 1833. The ‘Benares’ stayed mostly on the Arabian side but
visited Sawkin in late June 1830 when the ‘Palinurus’ was also there.327 During the
time of Majdhüb’s stay in Sawkin, the port was thus visited by British survey ships at
least three times, and it is highly likely that the anecdote told in al-Wasıla refers to one
of these visits.

326 The ‘Hugh Lindsay’ went on a second trip from bombay to Suez later in 1830. Sawkin was not
touched on any of these trips.
327 The survey of the southern part of the Red Sea commenced in practice on 24 Feb. 1830, when
Elwon was finally able to leave Jidda. Elwon had hired two native boats (‘briggalows’), commanded by
native captains (nkhüdas), for six months. According to his original plan, he himself, on the ‘Benares’,
and accompanied by one of the native boats, was to survey the area as far south as Sawkin, returning
from there to the Arabian shore. Elwon appointed lieutenant F.D.W. Winn as assistant surveyor on the
other native boat (commanded by nkhüda ‘Abdel Agges’ [sic; ?]). Winn was ordered to survey the
Arabian shore as far south as al-Mukh, and then return to meet the ‘Benares’, either at Jidda, or, should
she not be there run over to the African coast and turn towards Sawkin where, should the two sides still
not have met, further instructions would be left (Elwon, letter to Winn, 23/2/1830, in Elwon, Report,
India Office Records F/4/1275 (51234), pp. 76-9; see also ib., pp. 66-7, 76). But the extremely hazy
weather forced Elwon to change his plan. He surveyed parts of the Arabian coast and returned to Jidda on
8 May 1830 (Elwon, letter to Malcolm, Judda, 12 May 1830 [IOR, P/412/16, Bombay Marine proceed-
ings, No. 97]). The ‘Benares’ then crossed the Red Sea and met the ‘Palinurus’ at Sawkin, apparently
only to exchange information and obtain further instructions from Moresby. The ‘Palinurus’ left the
‘Benares’ at Sawkin on 28 June 1830, sailing for Bombay where it arrived on 24 July 1830. The
‘Benares’ returned to the Arabian coast. Elwon dispatched letters to Malcolm from Jidda on 30 Aug.
1830 and 4 Jan. 1831; he had stayed on the Arabian side throughout this period. The ‘Palinurus’ left
Bombay again on 12 Oct. 1830 to resume the survey of the northern part of the Red Sea (Malcolm,
“Letter Book”, MS, National Maritime Museum, London, MAL/7, pp. 45-6, 49-51).
In July 1830, the ‘Palinurus’ brought a number of papers to Bombay that were connected with the survey;
among them was “an account of the country its inhabitants resources” (Malcolm, “Letter Book”, p. 45).
Elwon (who was called away prematurely in 1833 to serve in the Persian Gulf where he died in 1835)
“kept a very complete journal […], containing a great mass of nautical, meteorological, statistical, and
topographical information, which was deposited with the Bombay Geographical Society, and has
supplied its volumes [i.e., the Journal of the BGS] with valuable materials” (Low, History of the Indian
Navy, I I, 70). However, none of these articles relate to Sawkin (Kennelly, Index). Moresby’s and
Elwon’s original papers and journals might still lie in Bombay (where the Bombay Geographical Society
still exists); if traced, they would provide us with the only known contemporary European description of
Sawkin at the time when Majdhüb was living there. Meanwhile, we have to be content with the relevant
passage compiled by Moresby from a “memoir” written by Elwon (= his journal?) and from his own
records (Sailing directions for the Red Sea. London, 1841); the description of Sawkin (pp. 163-5)
appears to be based on Moresby’s own observations.
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By the early 1830s, it had become more difficult for many Muslims around the Red Sea
to believe that ‘the English meant no harm’. The rise of Mu˛ammad fiAlı had provoked
the Ottomans there to join the camp of those who were suspicious of British intentions.
In the ˘ijz, for example, the arrival of modern Egyptian forces trained according to
European standards had made secondclass troops out of the Ottoman Turkish soldiers.
Consequently, they associated the surveying activities of the British with Mu˛ammad
fiAlı’s attempts to expand his influence at Ottoman expense, accusing him of having
secretly agreed that the British should take over Jidda.328

While the latter is probably an exaggeration, it is true that the British needed to cooper-
ate with Mu˛ammad fiAlı in order to make the Red Sea connection work. Thus, it is
interesting to note once more that in a case where Ottoman and Egyptian strategies
collided, Majdhüb’s position corresponded to that of the Ottoman side rather than the
Egyptian one.329 The judgement conveyed by the anecdote in al-Wasıla appears to be a
purely moral one. To a degree, however, it had latent political implications. In the Red
Sea in 1830, the British intruders were riding on Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s shoulders.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    eeeeccccoooonnnnoooommmmyyyy

We have seen that many of Majdhüb’s more prominent supporters, whether from
Sawkin or from al-Dmar, had stakes in trade. As for the Shaykh himself, there is no
positive indication that he actively participated in trade; he ostensibly distanced himself
from the ‘greed’ of the richest merchants.330 This is no proof against his involvement in
trade; but Majdhüb’s only sources of income mentioned in al-Wasıla are those related
to his being a religious specialist who was mostly remunerated through ‘gifts’. As the
information in al-Wasıla is extremely sketchy, a few words from the present-day Sudan
may help to illustrate the practice. ‘Gifts’ are a very common factor in the economy of
religious specialists (fakıs/shaykhs) in the Sudan; they are expected but usually not
demanded openly, and their customary amount is ‘known’ to those who ask for the
fakı’s services (this is not the place to discuss exactly how this amount is established).
The ‘gift’ one leaves for an ordinary visit to the fakı is appropriately termed, ‘ziyra’;

328 Rµppel, Reise in Abyssinien, I, 169-70; v. Neimans, “Das rothe Meer”, 425; Douin, L’Égypte de
1828 à 1830, 161-2, 165, 375.
329 For a similar case of Majdhüb’s position falling in line with the Ottoman side, v.s. Chapter III.
330 In particular, from A˛mad b. al-Amın (al-Wasıla, 131{5}, 186{4}, 192{5}). The scarcity of
information on Majdhüb’s income parallels the case of A˛mad b. Idrıs (O’Fahey, personal communi-
cation). The Wasıla, incidentally, adds to our knowledge on the latter point when it mentions a shepherd
working for A˛mad b. Idrıs (al-Wasıla, 112{3}).
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other (usually larger) donations are often called, ‘ßadaqa’. Only a few specific services
carry an express fee; and amulets or medicinal herbs are usually sold.331

Majdhüb is specifically said to have sold amulets332 and to have received votive money
(nadhr) for healing.333 He obtained ‘gifts’ of varying amounts; as one story shows,
there existed what was deemed an appropriate sum; but smaller ‘gifts’ were by no
means refused.334 Perhaps the largest single donation Majdhüb is said to have received
was 100 dollars “from a Yemeni trader”; but the circumstances of this ßadaqa are not
easy to establish.335 That the fiction of religious services being rendered not for money
but for the sake of God (li-wajh Allh), and the ‘gifts’ being voluntary donations was
upheld is suggested by al-Wasıla, 150{1}. Nevertheless, both parties handled the
exchange of spiritual and material goods in a very flexible and dynamic way. This is
evident from a story where a bedouin tried to buy himself off from ‘repenting’ by
offering Majdhüb his camel instead. Majdhüb angrily refused to accept this trade-off:
“Do you think that I was out for worldly profit when I told him to repent? By God, not
at all! I never thought of this! […] God is my witness!”336 Majdhüb’s emphatic effort to
distance himself from the idea that all he was really after with his preaching was the
man’s camel implicitly confirms that such an exertion of ‘spiritual’ pressure to bargain
for material goods was not unknown to the society in which he lived; both the bedouin
and Majdhüb, in a way, reckoned with it.

Regarding Majdhüb’s access to and attitude towards material goods, the information
contained in al-Wasıla is sparse and somewhat contradictory. On the one hand Majdhüb

331 Cf. al-Wasıla, 196{6} (a fakı tries to convince a [sane] man that he is majnün, and should be
cured by him for money). Evidence from my fieldwork in 1987 shows that the same service may not
necessarily carry the same price-tag; and that a fakı may demand quite a substantial amount of money
from his patients. I was present when (on 28/09/87, 5) a fakı was consulted by a young couple. After
inquiring about their problem, he told them to go and buy saffron and Java-incense (lubn jwı), saying
that it would not be cheap. From these ingredients he would then mix a fumigation (bakhür) which they
would have to use three times. For his services, he demanded £S&61.03 (sic; that is, in addition to the
ingredients). Hearing the price, the couple sat there saying nothing for a moment; then the woman
plucked up her courage and said, “Reduce it a bit (khaffif shwayya)!” — “Give what you can”, answered
the fakı. The husband took out £S&5, but the fakı said he would not do it for that price. After some
bargaining, they agreed that the couple would first get the ingredients, and the fee for the treatment would
be agreed on when they came back. Shortly afterwards, another woman came to consult the fakı; he
prescribed the same treatment for her, but demanded only £S&32.01 (in addition to £S&15 for the ingre-
dients which she would have to buy).
332 al-Wasıla, 131{6}.
333 al-Wasıla, 199{1}.
334 al-Wasıla, 150{1}.
335 al-Wasıla, 137{1}. The money was allegedly sent to the “ruler” (˛kim) of Sawkin with the
request to forward it to “the best man” (af∂al rajul) in town; the “ruler” gave it to Majdhüb who distribut-
ed it among those who happened to be with him, without leaving a share for his family (ahl baytih).
336 al-Wasıla, 171{3}.
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is portrayed as having been uninterested in wordly affairs (†alab al-duny337) and not
very affluent; on the other hand, some stories presuppose that he did have access to
above-average financial means. Both images are, of course, well known topoi and must
therefore be treated with caution. However, a study of the Wasıla suggests at least that
Majdhüb’s material situation improved after he left the ˘ijz; and the general impres-
sion is that the level of resources he had at his disposal was above average, but not
enough for him to be considered rich. A look at some stories illustrates this. On the one
hand, some of the Majdhıb of al-Dmar were said to be surprised that the love of
Majdhüb’s Sawkinese followers did not ‘pay off’:

˘jj fiAlı b. F A˛mad Ab Jadarı and ˘jj Ibrhım al-Dahrbı (a former student of fiAlı’s father
who apparently had visited Sawkin) were sitting together. fiAlı asked Ibrhım, “Tell me about the
people of Sawkin: do they give anything to Majdhüb or is their love for him useless
(ma˛abbatuhum hdhihi l naffia mafiah)?” Ibrhım: “As far as I know, they don’t give him
anything.” — “And did he bring anything from the ˘ijz?” — “No.” fiAlı was very surprised to
hear this.338

On the other hand, Majdhüb appears as having had access to sufficient means for others
to try to ‘exploit’ him. Thus,

A man asked Majdhüb to buy a slave girl for him. Majdhüb sent A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim to
the market; he came back with a girl for 40 odd dollars. The man liked her and asked Majdhüb to
pay for her. Majdhüb said he did not have any money at the moment. “So have your students
(talmidha) pay!” — “I don’t take money from my students; on the contrary, if I get something, I
give it to them! And [besides that,] you do have the money to pay for the girl!” The man did not
give in: “Have your friends/companions (aß˛b) pay!” Hearing this, Majdhüb’s colour changed,
and he told the man’s messenger, “Tell him he should pay for her from the silver dollars that he
had put under the son of the box (? walad al-ßandüq) (or, according to another version: from the
500 dollars)!” When the man learned that Majdhüb knew of his fortune, he paid for the girl
himself.339

This story may also indicate the difficulty of drawing a clearcut distinction between
Majdhüb’s ‘private’ budget and that of his followers and friends. Such a distinction did
exist; Majdhüb borrowed money from a student and later returned it.340 But the
boundary was permeable, as the ‘budget’ included both symbolic and material goods.341

337 al-Wasıla, 131{5}; cf. also 150{3}.
338 al-Wasıla, 128{5}.
339 al-Wasıla, 134{4}. The expression, walad al-ßandüq, is not generally known today; Milton
Coughenor, however, reported that in Kordofan, “farmers in many rural villages were enthusiastic about a
new sesame variety which was early maturing and high yielding which they called Wad ∑andüq” (posting
on SUDAN-L, 26/09/94).
In another instance al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı asked Majdhüb to give him a garment for his wife
when he was about to return to al-Dmar (al-Wasıla, 131{5}). He was more successful; whether the
reason was that he was a relative, or that the value of the item demanded was smaller, we do not know.
340 al-Wasıla, 157{2}.
341 Cf. al-Wasıla, 135{2}, 153{2}, 187{2}.
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The absence of more detailed information prevents further speculation on a possible
‘moral economy’ around Majdhüb.

As for his attitude to work, Majdhüb propagated a middle path between excessive
running after riches (†alab al-duny) and abandoning the pursuit of one’s livelihood
(zuhd fı ’l-duny).342 In the context sketched out above, this recommendation can be
read not only as a classic moral advice; it would also seem to make more narrow
economic sense as seen from the perspective of Majdhüb: pious but penniless followers
are as useless as rich but stingy ones when it comes to establishing a support network
for financing a zwiya and †arıqa.

It is impossible to quantify the overall level of Majdhüb’s material existence; but if we
believe al-Wasıla, his turnover may not have been negligeable. When he departed from
Sawkin, his accumulated debts are said to have amounted to five ounces of gold, or
perhaps 100 dollars. The Wasıla is no account book; but the figure may at least suggest
for what sum Majdhüb was thought creditworthy. He is said to have paid off his debts
after his return to al-Dmar.343

HHHHoooossssppppiiiittttaaaalllliiiittttyyyy    iiiinnnn    aaaa    ttttiiiimmmmeeee    ooooffff    ssssooooaaaarrrriiiinnnngggg    pppprrrriiiicccceeeessss

A recurring motif in al-Wasıla is the worry of Majdhüb’s hosts of how to feed him and
his entourage, which in one story is numbered at two hundred people.344 Prices were
high and food was scarce, so those who invited the shaykh had to balance their wish to
partake in his baraka with the constraints of scarce resources:

fiAlı w. Shüna (of Berber) invited Majdhüb to come to his house, for the baraka. Majdhüb came,
and brought with him many people. It was a time of high prices (ghal√), so fiAlı was worried how

342 al-Wasıla, 131{5}, 165{3}. For a similar attitude in Medina, see above, Chapter III. For a reflec-
tion of this anti-asceticism in Majdhüb’s writings, see below, Chapter VI.
343 al-Wasıla, 198{2} (he sent A˛mad fiAbd al-Qdir Slim to Sawkin to have al-Amın settle his
debts). Majdhüb’s debts should be compared to other sums mentioned in al-Wasıla: Thirty ounces was
the amount used to try to ransom a slave trader imprisoned by the Turkish Governor in Berber (al-Wasıla,
195{1}). A trader considered the loss of 500 dollars in Maßawwafi a major desaster (ib., 135{2}). A
precious stone found in the sea was sold in Jidda for 75 dollars, held to be a great profit (ib., 165{2}). A
slave girl offered on the Sawkin market cost 40 dollars (ib., 134{4}). Fifty ounces — a fortune unheard
of — was promised to Abü Bakr T˙ta in the somewhat enigmatic story al-Wasıla, 163{3}. Contemporary
evidence for prices in Sawkin is hard to come by, but these figures do not appear to be absolutely
incommensurable with Burckhardt’s information on the trade between Shendı and Egypt, which was
“carried on with very small capitals”. No traders’ stock, he estimated, exceeded 1,500 dollars’ worth of
goods, and “the common class of merchants have from two to three hundred dollars”. It may be inter-
esting to note in our context that these sums were often based on credit (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia,
304-5). Also, as we have seen above, in 1814 the q√im-maqm paid 3,200 dollars for the right to tax-
farm Sawkin, while the local amır paid 800 dollars.
344 al-Wasıla, 177{2}.
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he should feed them. Majdhüb knew of these worries, so he asked fiAlı to bring a bowl (qarfia) of
water, over which he said something, then told fiAlı to pour it over the dough. This was done. The
dough had been just enough to serve as one supper for the inhabitants of the house; now the
women baked from it for the three days Majdhüb and his companions were staying there, and only
two days after their departure the dough was finished.345

Invariably, Majdhüb’s answer to the problem of food scarcity is portrayed as miracu-
lous: causing a small quantity of food to be sufficient for many guests. This is of course
a well-known motif in the karmt literature,346 and allowance must be made for this.
But even so, the worries of local hosts seem real enough: that a popular fakı who
quartered himself upon them together with his companions would stretch to the limit the
resources they had to offer him according to the laws of hospitality.347 Solutions varied:
one could ask the neighbours for help, and/or give the most expensive food only to
Majdhüb himself while preparing something more modest for his companions.348 One
could invite only a few people out of the crowd to share Majdhüb’s food.349 Or one
could send the local villagers away before serving supper, as Sharıf fiAlı did when
Majdhüb came to visit ˘illat Isrfıl. Ibn al-Rabıfi, one of those ordered to go home,
grudged: “We did not come here to eat — we came to see the Shaykh!” So upset he was
that he could not even eat the supper which his wife had prepared for him; he was only
consoled when Majdhüb gave him some cake and dates the next morning.350

Many of these stories can also be interpreted as indicating that the guests had to be
content with whatever little food was offered them — out of decency and because they
had no choice. This would also be true in the cases where Majdhüb himself was the
host:

One night, he was with his cousins, the brothers ˘amad and A˛mad awld al-Amın. Supper was
brought in a small gourd, and Majdhüb invited his guests to join him. A˛mad said, “How can you
invite us to a meal which I alone could eat, complete with its gourd, without getting my fill?!” —
“Eat!” said Majdhüb, and they joined him.351

None of the stories indicate that Majdhüb made special arrangements for his guests.
They were invited if they were present during eating time (mostly supper); if they came

345 al-Wasıla, 177{3}. The “bowl of wad Shüna” has become the archetypal symbol for Majdhüb’s
food miracles.
346 See Gramlich, Wunder, 328-331. Al-Shafirnı reported this miracle about himself (Winter,
Society and religion, 187 with sources).
347 For parallel examples of the worries especially of housewives regarding the many gluttonous
pious visitors, see van Ess, “Libanesische Miszellen, 6: Die Ya¸sru†ıya”, 44; Teufel, Lebensbeschreibung,
76 (“Wenn jemand Scheich fiAlı-i DΩstı [14th c.; a student of Simnnı] einlud, pflegte dieser seine
Genossen ungeladen zum Essen mitzubringen, falls sie besonders hungrig waren. Bisweilen floh der
Gastgeber aufs Dach […]”).
348 al-Wasıla, 177{2}, 192{1}.
349 al-Wasıla, 178{1}.
350 al-Wasıla, 177{4}.
351 al-Wasıla, 192{5}.
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too late, they had to make do with the leftovers.352 The basic dish appears to have been
a porridge generally prepared from millet and only occasionally from wheat.353 This
would probably have been served with a vegetable sauce. Meat was the exception.354

Unleavened bread (fa†ır) is also mentioned; if served with sugar, milk, and mutton, it
was considered a delicacy.355 In the riverain Sudan at least, the other staple food was
dates; they were apparently eaten mostly during daylight hours. Majdhüb received dates
as a present; he used to give his visitors a few dates while they were talking, or have a
whole group of people fed on baskets full of them.356 Clarified butter357 and honey358

are the only other foodstuffs mentioned, the latter only in metaphorical contexts. Coffee
was commonly consumed;359 millet-bear was also available; the only other drink
referred to, wine, was “hard to come by” and in any case was not among the items
Majdhüb offered to his guests.360

Most of these foodstuffs were proper items to be given as presents to Majdhüb: a few
pounds (ra†l) of coffee beans, a hundred dates, a pot of ghee, or ten sacks (c. 660 l) of
sorghum.361 The latter present, which came from the Ghubush leader, was apparently
held to be so considerable that it was found necessary to emphasise that Majdhüb’s
interests in seeking relations with the Ghubush were “for the sake of God only, […] not
for any worldly advantage”. The sorghum, nevertheless, was accepted.

352 al-Wasıla, 192{2,4}.
353 This porridge is today normally known as fiaßıda; but the word does not not occur in al-Wasıla.
354 al-Wasıla, 192{3}.
355 al-Wasıla, 190{3}, 193{1}.
356 al-Wasıla, 177{1,4}; 190{2}; 194{3}; 197{7}.
357 al-Wasıla, 183{5}, 188{2}.
358 al-Wasıla, 156{1}, 165{4}, 190{7}.
359 al-Wasıla, 132{7}, 139{1}, 158{8}, 159{1}, 176{7}, 182 {1}, 194{2}. Sawkin had a coffee-
house (155{2}).
360 al-Wasıla, 190{3}.
361 al-Wasıla, 176{7}, 177{1}, 183{5}, 188{2}, 187{2}.
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VI DRAWN ON THE PROPHET
The Writings of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb

Alles Gescheite mag schon siebenmal gedacht worden sein,
aber wenn es wieder gedacht wird,

in anderer Zeit und Lage,
war es nicht mehr dasselbe.

Nicht nur sein Denker, sondern vor allem
das zu Bedenkende hat sich unterdes geändert.

Ernst Bloch, Avicenna

Having followed Majdhüb through the stations of his external biography, we shall now
turn to the world of his ideas. First we shall try to situate him within intellectual history
by presenting a content-analysis of his written legacy. The analysis of his ‘theory’, so to
speak, will be followed by a reconstruction of his ‘practice’ in the last chapter.

Judging from his œuvre, Mu˛ammad Majdhüb was not only one of the most learned
Sudanese of his generation but the most prolific writer Sudanese Islam had known up to
his time. Earlier Sudanese authors are credited with far fewer writings; the most produc-
tive of them seem to have been Mu˛ammad al-Mu∂awwı al-Mißrı (c. 1635-1684) with
nine titles and A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır (1742-1824) with fifteen.1 Majdhüb, on
the other hand, has 38 titles listed to his name, a number surpassed in pre-twentieth
century Sudanese literary history only by Ismfiıl al-Walı (1793/2-1863) (63 titles),
fiAbd al-Ma˛müd b. Nür al-D√im b. A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır (1845/6-1915) (55
titles) and Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı (1793-1852) (50 titles).2 These authors,
however, lived much longer than Majdhüb, and Mu˛ammad fiUthmn was not actually a
Sudanese but a foreign missionary. Majdhüb thus stands squarely at the beginning of a
literary outburst which the Sudan witnessed from about 1800. A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-
Bashır, who introduced the Sammniyya into the Sudan, can be seen as a predecessor of
this outburst; and if we take into account the fact that the most prolific writer of the
Qdirı tradition in the Sudan was Ibrhım al-Kabbshı (1787/6-1869/70) (9 titles)3 we
may speculate that the sudden increase in literary production has something to do with a
common concern all these writers shared: an attempt to reorganise religious life in the
Sudan.

1 ALA I, 37-8, 94-7. On Mu˛ammad al-Mißrı, see also above, Chapter I.
2 Based on ALA I, 187-98, 229-35, 244-55.
3 ALA I, 280-2.
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As the biographies of these authors suggest,4 influence from outside played a significant
role in this development. In particular, this influence came from the ˘ijz, as opposed to
the apparently greater importance of Egypt in shaping earlier Sudanese Islam. However,
the significance of indigenous Sudanese education should not be underestimated.
Sudanese schools like those of al-Dmar or Masıd Wad fiˆs had attained a high reputa-
tion, and although Ismfiıl al-Walı was initiated by the ˘ijzı missionary Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn al-Mırghanı in 1816, he had received — like Majdhüb — his basic training in
his family’s schools. He travelled abroad only at an advanced age and only for a short
period, yet he wrote some of the most delicate pieces on illuminationist mysticism in the
Sudan, pieces that arguably stand comparison with the works of classical Persian Sufi
writers.5

Seen in this light, Majdhüb stands at a turning point in Sudanese religious history, and
his writings should be analysed as one example of a development of which he,
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı (a Sudanese by adoption) and Ismfiıl al-Walı are the
three most outstanding contemporaneous representatives.

Perhaps the most striking feature of Majdhüb’s writings is his sense of style. In his
mastery of the intricacies of the Arabic language he has few rivals among his fellow
Sudanese, and his letters display a range and variety of lexical and poetic expressiveness
that makes them exemplary showpieces of rhetoric to a people who have long attached
special value to linguistic skills. His letter to A˛mad b. Idrıs6 is read aloud with pride at
his every ˛awliyya in al-Dmar; its exquisite style, it is felt, is an indicator of its
author’s learning and knowledge in general.

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, often regarded as the modern Sudan’s leading authority on
Arabic literature, professes to have learned literary Arabic through his exposure to
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s poems.7 These have been collected in a Dıwn which has been
reprinted several times and which today remains the most popular of Majdhüb’s works.8

Many of its poems are sung every Thursday at the layliyyas9 held in al-Dmar, Erkwayt,
and whereever where a sizeable Majdhıb community lives.

4 See ALA I.
5 Bernd Radtke, personal communication, referring to Naqshbandı writings, possibly to be seen in
the context of the Naqshbandı affiliation of his teacher Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı. See also
Radtke’s “Lehrer”, “Ismfiıl al-Walı”.
6 Edited and translated in Hofheinz, “Letters to Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb”, in Letters of A˛mad ibn
Idrıs, 137-43.
7 See above, Chapter I; as well as personal communication by fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib.
8 For a list of printings of Majdhüb’s Dıwn, see ALA I, 248, and below, Documentation.
9 A layliyya is a ritual held by Sufi brotherhoods once or twice a week, usually on Thursday and
Sunday evenings; it can also be arranged by individuals for special occasions.
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Next to these poems, the five mawlids Majdhüb wrote are regularly performed at the
layliyyas. Other works play a less prominent role today; namely, some of his prayers
and other devotional material which are used by individual adherents of the tarıqa. This
uneven distribution of interests may explain why about one third of the titles attributed
to Shaykh al-Majdhüb have been lost, in particular works on questions of fiqh or ˛adıth.
Let us look briefly at the distribution of topics within Majdhüb’s writings.

SSSSuuuubbbbjjjjeeeecccctttt----mmmmaaaatttttttteeeerrrr    ccccllllaaaassssssssiiiiffffiiiiccccaaaattttiiiioooonnnn

As already stated, the list of Majdhüb’s writings known to us at least by title comprises
36 items.10 One of these is a ˛adıth collection about the precise nature of which not
much can be said since it has been lost; one deals with ˛adıth terminology; seven set out
matters of fiqh;11 two discuss issues of grammar;12 two outline the spiritual develop-
ment of the Sufi; two describe the image of the Prophet (as an aid to visualising him);13

two are commentaries on poetry by other authors; and one is a collection of sermons
(khu†bas). Ten items on the list are prayers, and five mawlids; to which have to be added
the numerous poems composed by Majdhüb.

A chart will help to illustrate the subject distribution of titles (poems are not counted
here because as individual items they would distort a title-based classification; but see
below, “Page count”).14 “All writings” counts the commentaries as a separate class;
“All writings 2” includes the commentaries under their respective categories:

˘adıth

Fiqh

Grammar
Sulük

Prayers

Mawlıd

all comm. 

Majdhüb, all writings: title count

10 V.i., Documentation. The letters are not counted in this list.
11 This includes the commentary on Zakariyy al-Anßrı’s Manhaj.
12 Including a commentary on the ◊jurrümiyya.
13 Including a commentary on al-Tirmidhı’s Sham√il.
14 My classification differs somewhat from that given by Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın,
who distinguishes ˛adıth, tafsır, taßawwuf, muß†ala˛ al-˛adıth, fiqh, na˛w, sıra (Munabbiht al-fiibd 3).
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˘adıth

Fiqh

Grammar
Sulük

Prayers

Mawlıd

Comm. on 
Poetry

Majdhüb, all writings 2: title count

A comparison with the titles of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı15 shows an equal
share of half devotional, half ‘theoretical’ literature, though the distribution within these
two groups differs:

Language

Sufism

Prayers

         Tafsır
Taw˛ıd

Mawlid         ˘adıth

Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı: title count

The next chart shows what has actually been preserved of Majdhüb’s writings; it strik-
ingly illustrates the bias favouring the preservation of devotional writings over
‘theoretical’ literature:16

Fiqh

Sulük

Prayers

Mawlıd

Majdhüb, preserved writings: title count

15 Based on ALA I, 187-98.
16 This appears to be generally true for many Sufi authors.
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The percentage of devotional material has risen from about half the titles Majdhüb
wrote to more than three-quarters of the total preserved. The ˛adıth collections,
commentaries and grammar books have completely disappeared; on the other hand,
none of the prayers or mawlids has been lost. If we reckon subject-matter distribution in
terms of the number of pages, we get the following:

Fiqh

Sulük

Prayers

Mawlıd

Poems

Majdhüb, preserved writings: page count

Furthermore, the preserved fiqh works all deal with practical matters of worship; the
two more general texts on ußül al-fiqh and on the need to transcend the divisions of the
legal schools have been lost. This suggests that in the long run, the text of the shaykh’s
treatises, their dogmatic content, was less important to his followers than their function
as indicators of their author’s intellectual status, his reputation for learning.

On the other hand, to Majdhüb himself the contents of his writings probably was quite
important, no matter what role they played for his disciples after his death. The fact that
the beginning of the nineteenth century saw an outburst of literary activity in the Sudan
indicates the importance Islamic religious leaders attached to the task of instructing and
educating the society in which they lived, to transform the lives of its members accord-
ing to principles derived from Islamic literary tradition.

None of Majdhüb’s didactic works purport to be ‘original’ in any way; on the contrary,
their aim is to re-present to a particular local audience what has long been established as
‘truth’. If originality is a concept denied by the author, any peculiarities that may char-
acterise Majdhüb’s own, personal approach must therefore be sought in tiny differences
to similar texts, be they classic expositions or, better still, contemporary manuals.

In the following, I shall present in detail those writings of Majdhüb that have been pre-
served. For the sake of clarity, and to give the reader the possibility to gain an impres-
sion of the individual works, each title is described separately.
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TTTThhhheeee    eeeexxxxttttaaaannnntttt    wwwwrrrriiiittttiiiinnnnggggssss    ooooffff    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb

It is difficult to classify Majdhüb’s writings into ‘Sufi’ and ‘non-Sufi’, since for him, as
for most Sufis in general, true religion concerns itself both with the external (÷hir) and
the internal (b†in) aspects of the world. In fact, Majdhüb would probably have objected
to being primarily identified as a ‘Sufi’. While he often draws on Sufi tradition, the
terms ‘Sufism’ (taßawwuf) or ‘Sufis’ (ßüfiyya) never occur in his writings. Like his
descendants today, he would most probably have presented himself first and foremost as
a ‘Muslim’.

As such, he stressed the importance of abiding by the Revealed Law (sharıfia) of Islam.
This Law was conceptualised as being the prescriptions of the Qur√n and Sunna,
presented by Majdhüb as the sole authoritative sources.

He was, however, not so much a theorist as a teacher and guide; most of his writings
have an immediate practical purpose. They are either educational or devotional texts;
the only possible exception, a treatise on the need to transcend the divisions of the legal
schools,17 remains lost. Some of the educational material is intended for relatively
advanced students, or, to be more exact, for those who chose to pursue their studies
beyond the very basic training in the essentials of religion: for example his commentary
on a standard Shfifiı law manual,18 or his treatise on ifirb.19 Most, however (and all of
what has been preserved) are manuals designed to serve the general public, to sum-
marise for them the essentials of religious life.20

Accordingly, they show a characteristic imbalance in the subjects treated, reflecting the
uneven importance attached in practice to the various branches of the classical system
of Islamic norms. There are no texts at all on social and economic relations or on penal
law (mufimalt, al-a˛wl al-shakhßiyya, ˛udüd).21 The only branch of fiqh dealt with
are the ritual obligations (fiibda).22 Within this branch, greatest attention is given to rit-
ual prayer (ßalt), followed by pilgrimage (˛ajj) and, to a significantly lesser extent,
fasting (ßiym). Alms-giving (zakt) is almost totally neglected. The brevity of

17 R. al-Hud fı ’l-ittibfi li’l-nabı al-muqtad.
18 Shar˛ al-Manhaj. This incomplete work was allegedly written in Medina, i.e., in a more learned
environment than that of Sawkin.
19 La†ıfat al-˛all fial man÷ümat al-jumal. Cf. also his commentary on the ◊jurrümiyya.
20 “m l budd li-kull a˛ad min al-fiamal bih” (Qurrat fiayn 1).
21 Even Majdhüb’s commentary on Zakariyy al-Anßrı’s Manhaj (which is lost) is said to have
ended after the section on ˛ajj.
22 This is of course nothing new; it is characteristic of Sufism in general. In fact, the subjects dealt
with by Majdhüb in his writings are much the same as those discussed by Ghazlı in his I˛y√ fiulüm al-
dın.
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Majdhüb’s discourse on the content of faith (ımn) is characteristic for texts dealing
with the fiibdt.23

Correct fulfillment of the Divinely-inspired and Prophetically-exemplified fiibdt is
seen by many — though not all — Sufis as a precondition for embarking on the path of
moral and spiritual perfection (sulük). In the exposition of Majdhüb’s writings I shall
therefore start with his manuals on the ritual obligations. Subsequently, his description
of the Sufi Path will be presented, followed by a look at the devotional material, his
prayers and poems.

RRRRiiiittttuuuuaaaallll    oooobbbblllliiiiggggaaaattttiiiioooonnnnssss

If ye do love God, follow me: God will love you
Qur’an 3: 31

Apparently, Majdhüb aimed to provide his followers with a complete set of introductory
texts setting out the essentials of their ritual duties as derived from the Qur√n and
Sunna. This is explicitly stated as the purpose of his Qurrat fiayn al-ikhwn (dealt with
in more detail below). Qurrat fiayn al-ikhwn itself deals with ritual prayer and fasting;
for further information it refers the reader to Majdhüb’s manual on pilgrimage (al-
Mansik al-abhaj) and to his two more elaborate discussions of some details of ritual
prayer (al-Wurqyqt al-nfifia and Izlat al-˛uzn). These four texts thus interlock to
form a coherent whole.

AAAAllll----WWWWuuuurrrraaaayyyyqqqqtttt    aaaallll----nnnnffffiiiififififiaaaa    lllliiii----kkkkuuuulllllllliiii    ˛̨̨̨aaaammmmıııımmmm    ffffıııı    iiiitttthhhhbbbbtttt    BBBBiiiissssmmmmiiii----llllllllhhhhiiii    ’’’’llll----rrrraaaa˛̨̨̨mmmmnnnniiii    ’’’’llll----rrrraaaa˛̨̨̨ıııımmmm
Should the basmala be recited aloud at the beginnning of ritual prayer or not? This is
the issue behind this treatise (for details, v.i.). It was published on the margins of al-
Wasıla (1332 edn., pp. 169-185); the printed text is taken from a manuscript also
containing another treatise, the Izlat al-˛uzn wa’l-qab∂ (v.i.). No date is given as to
when the epistle was composed; as for the occasion, Majdhüb says that apart from a re-
quest by the brethren (a common topos)24 he was prompted by Divine influence
(wrid)25 occurring to him shortly before daybreak.

23 See Bousquet, art. “fiIbdt”, in EI2.
24 But see below, reference to al-Wasıla, 110{1}; the question may have been an issue in Sawkin
at the time Majdhüb was there.
25 On the term, ‘wrid’ see below. Here, it should be understood rather loosely as a sudden experi-
ence of inspiration; cf. the definition in a modern Sufi dictionary, “every hidden meaning descending
upon the heart without human intent” (kull m yarid fial ’l-qalb min al-mafinı al-ghaybiyya mn ghayr
tafiammud min al-fiabd) (al-˘ifnı, Mufijam muß†ala˛t al-∑üfiyya 263).
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Methodologically, Majdhüb espouses Traditionalist rationality, supporting his argument
by quoting Prophetic Traditions from various ˛adıth collections and refuting the validity
of contradictory a˛dıth.

The epistle is divided into two paragraphs, one showing that the basmala is an obliga-
tory part of the Fti˛a in ritual prayer, the other one demonstrating that it also is part of
the Qur√nic Revelation where it occurs at the beginning of every single süra. The
argument can be summarised as follows:

§ 1: The introduction asserts the fundamental importance of the basmala: every act (amr) not preceded by
it is without baraka (˛adıth). Majdhüb then states his main point: the basmala is an obligatory part of ev-
ery ritual prayer, because it is part of the Fti˛a. Supporting Traditions are traced to the first four caliphs;
to the “Companions” (ßa˛ba) fiAbd Allh b. fiAbbs, fiAbd Allh b. Masfiüd, Abü Hurayra, and Ibn al-
Zubayr;26 to the “Followers” (tbifiün) ‡wüs,27 fiA†√28, Mujhid,29 and Safiıd b. Jubayr;30 and to the
fuqah√ A˛mad [b. ˘anbal] (in the “sounder” (aßa˛ )̨ one of the two Traditions transmitted by him), al-
Zuhrı,31 Is˛q,32 Ibn al-Mubrak,33 Abü fiUbayd,34 Abü Thawr,35 and Ibn Abı Layl;36 many of the
fiIrqı scholars also shared this opinion.

The major part of the treatise is devoted to the refutation of possible objections to this thesis:
(1) To those who argue that the three Traditions quoted from fiAlı only signify the inclusion of the bas-

mala in the ßalt, not in the Qur√n, Majdhüb responds that the obvious (÷hir) reason for its inclu-
sion in prayer is that it part of the Fti˛a; and that whoever claims otherwise has to prove it!

(2) Allegations of a weak isnd. — There is no support for this in the sources.
(3) But Abü Hurayra transmits a Tradition where the basmala is not mentioned as part of the prayer. —

This is because the Prophet in this case wanted to explain a specific case; he just started with the
second verse, and he has the freedom to do so. Besides, the Traditions from Abü Hurayra supporting
our view are more numerous, and there is another version of this story which does contain the bas-
mala. How can you oppose many Traditions by just one?

(4) A Tradition from Mlik cites the Fti˛a without the basmala — We can adduce more Traditions,
and from various sources; thus, our view prevails.

26 fiAbd Allh b. al-Zubayr, anti-Umayyad caliph in Mecca c. 680-692.
27 ‡wüs b. Kaysn (653-724), Yemeni Traditionist and scholar of Persian origin who refused to
become involved in politics (al-Ziriklı, III 224).
28 Probably fiA†√ b. Yasr from Medina, a Qadarı, held to be a very reliable Traditionist (Watt,
Islam II, 93, 108). Or fiA†√ b. Dınr (d.$744), Traditionist who transmitted a tafsır from Safiıd b. Jubayr
(v.i.) (al-Ziriklı, IV 235).
29 MUJ◊HID b. Jbir (c. 642-722), noted scholar, possibly with Khrijite sympathies; wrote a
Qur√nic commentary (GAS I 29).
30 SAfiˆD B. JUBAYR (665-714), Kufan mufassir, one of the most important tbifiün (GAS I 28).
31 Mu˛ammad b. Muslim AL-ZUHRˆ (c. 670-742), one of the most renowned Medinese scholars of
his time and the first one who systematically introduced the isnd (GAL I 65; GAS I 280-3).
32 Probably IS˘◊Q  B. Ibrhım b. R◊HWAYH (778-853) of Khursn, a noted Traditionist who
encouraged his student al-Bukhrı to compile a collection of all the sound Traditions so far scattered in
various books (GAS I 109; Ka˛˛la II 184; al-Ziriklı, I 292).
33 fiAbd Allh b. AL-MUB◊RAK (736-797), noted Traditionist, historian and Sufi (GAS I 95).
34 Probably ABÜ fiUBAYD al-Qsim b. Sallm (d.$838), a philologist, wrote fa∂√il al-Qur√n (GAS
I, 5, 8 & passim).
35 ABÜ THAWR Ibrhım b. Khlid (d.$854), Shfifiı Traditionist and jurist in Baghdd (GAS I 491;
ZIRIKLˆ I 37).
36 IBN ABˆ LAYL◊ (693-765), independant Küfan jurist and q∂ı, relied heavily on ra√y. Not very
renowned as a Traditionist (GAS I 518).
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(5) There are Traditions (especially from Anas b. Mlik) which explicitly deny that the Prophet was
heard reading the basmala in prayer. — Of these Traditions there also exist other versions, and
a˛dıth with contradictory versions cannot be used as evidence. Again, ‘our’ Traditions are more
numerous and reported by more Traditionists. Besides, one could interpret the ‘opposing’ ˛adıth to
the effect that the person praying behind the Prophet just has not heard him reading the basmala, for
example since he was standing too far away.

(6) fiAbd Allh b. Mughaffal37 did not hear the Prophet reading the basmala during prayer. — This
˛adıth is not ßa˛ı ;̨38 even if it would be so, it could refer to instances where the basmala is not read
aloud.

(7) A ˛adıth from fi◊√isha that the Prophet did not read the basmala in prayer. — There is another
˛adıth, also from fi◊√isha, that the Prophet did read it.

It should be clear from all this that ‘our’ Traditions are free from contradictions, that they have a firm
isnd, and are more numerous. When Mufiwiya once lead the prayer, he omitted the basmala, and was
severely rebuked for this by the ßa˛b. To explain this ijmfi of the Prophet’s Companions as merely in-
dicating that including the basmala in prayer is sunna (but not wjib) is not credible.
(8) But the Medinese scholars maintained that the basmala should not be read in prayer. — ˘adıth

outweighs this opinion.
§ 2: The basmala preceding every süra is a part of the revelation. The Prophet said he could not know the
end of a süra until the basmala of the next one was revealed. He referred to süras 108 and 96 including
the basmala. To explain the reading of the basmala here as mere tabarruk is illogical.
The Companion’s ijmfi was already mentioned.

Strictly speaking, most of the quoted Traditions do not deal with the question whether the basmala is part
of the Qur√n, only whether it is part of the ßalt. They could also be interpreted as meaning that before
the Fti˛a, one has to read the basmala, without it necessarily being part of the Qur√n (esp. p. 177). Al-
Majdhub, however, argues that its inclusion in prayer is wjib, not just musta˛abb; otherwise, there would
not be so many a˛dıth on the question (p. 183); and he deduces that it is obligatory because it forms part
of the Qur√n (p. 172).

Almost all the Traditions are quoted from one book, al-Draqu†nı’s [Sunan]39 (15 times). Majdhüb uses
al-Draqu†nı as an authoritative reference to judge whether a Tradition is correct or not.40 Mlik is quoted
twice: once with a refuted Tradition, and once with a supporting one (the latter is, however, not taken di-

37 fiABDALL◊H B. MUGHAFFAL (d.$677), Medinese ßa˛bı sent by caliph fiUmar to be one of the
ten first fuqah√ of Baßra (al-Ziriklı, IV 139-40).
38 Tirmidhı classifies it as ˛asan (Sanüsı, Shif√ al-ßadr 42. Sanüsı does not stress that ˛asan is a
lesser grade than ßa˛ı˛).
39 fiAlı b. fiUmar AL-D◊R(A)QU‡Nˆ (918-995), Shfifiı Traditionist whose K. al-Sunan only con-
tains chapters with a direct bearing on fiqh and which reveal the author’s solid knowledge of the differ-
ences between the law schools (GAS I 206-9; see also GAL I 165; Robson, art. “al-Dra‚ku†nı”, in EI2; al-
Ziriklı, IV 314. — Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı AL-SANÜS ,̂ Muqaddimat Muwa††a√ al-Imm Mlik (tr. Vikør,
draft 21.2.89, p.$28) said he “wrote a book in which he gathered the Traditions that Abü ˘anıfa related
from Mlik”; he also collected in a book all those who transmitted directly from Mlik (ib., 30).
40 al-Wasıla, 172. — Al-Draqu†nı was a critical spirit: in his K. al-Istidrkt wa’l-tatabbufi he tried
to prove that many of the Traditions contained in Bukhrı and Muslim are false (Schulze, Internatio-
nalismus 341).
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rectly from Mlik, but via al-Draqu†nı). fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. [Abı] ˘tim,41 al-Nas√ı, al-Tirmidhı, and
al-Bustı42 are each cited once, the latter with a refuted Tradition. Ibn al-Mundhir43 is also referred to.

The issue discussed in this treatise is reflected in a story told by fiAlı Diqna:44

A man asked Majdhüb about the reading of the basmala in prayer, whether there were a˛dıth stat-
ing that the Prophet used to read it. Majdhüb said, “Yes”. The man then told him 18 a˛dıth stating
that the Prophet did not read it; Majdhüb retorted with 21 a˛dıth. The man, angry, went home and
collected Traditions supporting his argument in a copy-book, then went back to Majdhüb. Majdhüb
knew (‘God had revealed to him’) what was in that book, and started to quote it to the man, who
asked Majdhüb’s pardon and stopped the dispute.

Whether or not the introductory basmala is part of the Qur√n was a controversial sub-
ject among early Islamic scholars.45 While Mlik and Abü ˘anıfa (following the view
of Medina, Baßra and Syria) did not consider it as belonging to the text of the revelation,
al-Shfifiı (like the jurists of Mecca and Kufa) counted it as the first verse of the Fti˛a.
Consequently, the question became a mark of distinction between the established law
schools which found its practical expression mainly in the fact that the Mlikıs (and the
˘anafıs) did not read the basmala aloud during prayer, while the Shfifiıs did. Khalıl,
the standard fiqh reference in the Sudan prior to the nineteenth century, says: “The
basmala is not part of the sunna [for ritual prayer], though it may be read […] as a
supererogatory act; it is by no means obligatory”.46 Al-Qayrawnı’s Risla plainly
forbids the reading of it, without specifying any exceptions,47 though a commentator
explains his words as meaning that it is detestable (makrüh) for fear of it being held
obligatory.48 This classification as makrüh can be found in many Mlikı sources, for
example in a manual by A˛mad al-Dardır (1715-1786),49 one time Shaykh al-Mlikiyya

41 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. ABˆ ˘◊TIM (854-939), celebrated Shfifiı Traditionist, whose best-known
work is K. al-Jar˛ wa’l-tafidıl (GAL S I 278; GAS I 178).
42 Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. ˘ibbn AL-BUSTˆ (d.$965), east Persian Traditionist and polyhistorian,
whose Musnad al-ßa˛ı˛ is said to be more reliable than that of Ibn Mja (GAL I 164, S 273; al-Ziriklı, VI
78).
43 Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım IBN AL-MUNDHIR (856-931), a mujtahid in Mecca thought to have held
the same opinions as al-Shfifiı. He wrote, i.a., al-Awsa† fı ’l-sunan wa ’l-ijmfi wa ’l-ikhtilf, al-Ishrf
fial madhhib ahl al-fiilm, Ikhtilf al-fiulam√ (al-Ziriklı, V 294; GAS I 495).
44 al-Wasıla, 110{1}.
45 See EI2 s.v. Basmala.
46 Khalıl, Mukhtaßar, 23 (Bb Far√i∂ al-ßalt).
47 Bb ∑ifat al-fiamal fı ’l-ßalawt al-mafrü∂a wa-ma yattaßil bih min al-nawfil wa’l-sunan
(Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, s.d., p.$55).
48 fiAbd al-Majıd al-Shurnübı al-Azharı (d.$c. 1930), Taqrıb al-Mafinı, on the margin of Muß†af
al-Bbı al-˘alabı’s edn. of al-Qayrawnı’s Risla, p.$55.
49 A˛mad al-Dardır, Aqrab al-maslik, 19.
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at al-Azhar who according to oral sources was held in high regard by the Majdhıb of
al-Dmar; or in the fiIzziyya, another popular Mlikı primer.50

With the emergence of the debate on taqlıd during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, the question gained a new symbolic importance, the crucial point of which
was whether it was permissible for scholars to depart from the standard views and
practices of their traditional law school and engage in independent ijtihd.

Among others, many of the religious figures associated with A˛mad b. Idrıs expressed
anti-taqlıd opinions in this regard and therefore came into conflict with more conserva-
tive or tradition-minded contemporaries. A˛mad b. Idrıs himself based his view that the
basmala was part of every süra on the fact that it was included in all the texts of the
Qur√n and on the consensus of the Muslim community that the companions of the
Prophet wrote nothing down which did not belong to the revealed text.51

A˛mad b. Idrıs’ student, Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, while practically defending the
same position, gives a much more elaborate and balanced exposition of the topic.52 He
uses legal terms to classify the problem, distinguishes four (not only two) different
attitudes that have been taken regarding this question, and discusses those attitudes in
detail, mentioning supporting a˛dıth for all of them. He concludes with al-Bannnı that
the different views are really a result of variant readings of the Qur√n, and that they are
all as valid as the seven canonical Qur√n recitations. After that, he attempts to outline
the historical evolution of the discussion among Islamic Traditionists and scholars, and
finds that Mlik originally supported Nfifi’s opinion that it was sunna to say the bas-
mala aloud. While all of the opinions advanced are correct (proof of it being that to
Nfifi readings both including and excluding the basmala are attributed), the practical
consequence al-Sanüsı draws is that each one should follow the master of his school —
and as Mlik ‘originally’ supported its inclusion, Mlikıs have to accept it as part of the
Qur√n!

This brilliant example of scholarly logic — in which al-Sanüsı exercises ijtihd while
upholding the value of taqlıd — contrasts greatly with Majdhüb’s treatise. A compari-
son of the two texts clearly shows the different methods of the two men: While al-
Sanüsı resorts to well-established methods of fiqh, Majdhüb quite consciously acts as a
pure mu˛addith. He does not employ the terms wjib or makrüh; he does not identify

50 Abü ’l-˘asan fiAlı [b. Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad b. Yakhluf al-Manüfı al-Mißrı
al-Shdhilı] (858-939: 1454-1532/3), al-Muqaddima al-fiizziyya [li’l-jamfia al-Azhariyya], p.$70-71. —
The fiIzziyya is curiously silent about the sadl-qab∂ dispute (v.i.).
51 fiIqd 229.
52 He deals with it in his prayer manual Shif√ al-ßadr bi-ary al-mas√il al-fiashr fı ˛ukm raffi al-
yadayn fı ’l-ßalt wa-fı ’l-qab∂ wa’l-istifiadha wa-fı ’l-basmala li’l-Fti˛a wa’l-süra wa fı ’l-ta√mın wa-
ghayri dhlik (in: al-Majmüfia al-mukhtra) (written c. 1846-48?), as well as in his exposition of some
problems of fiqh, Bughyat al-maqßid fı khulßat al-marßid (see Vikør, Sufi and scholar, 223-8).
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the positions of the various madhhabs; he only uses vocabulary and method of the
˛adıth critique, and an extremist one for that matter, since he discards ˛asan Traditions
as invalid.

The result of his critique is a defense of the Shfifiı position against the predominant
Mlikı view of his native Sudan and the ˘anafı one of the ruling Turks — without,
however, ever openly referring to madhhab issues.

IIIIzzzzllllaaaatttt    aaaallll----˛̨̨̨uuuuzzzznnnn    wwwwaaaa’’’’llll----qqqqaaaabbbb∂∂∂∂    ffffıııı    iiiitttthhhhbbbbtttt    wwwwaaaa----ßßßßiiii˛̨̨̨˛̨̨̨aaaatttt    mmmmaaaassss√√√√aaaallllaaaatttt    aaaallll----qqqqaaaabbbb∂∂∂∂
Qab∂, the issue at stake here, is the positioning of the right hand over the left in prayer.
As the title of this short work indicates, Majdhüb’s aim is to show that the Traditions in
favour of this practice are muthbata and ßa˛ı˛a.

The text of the epistle is published on the margins of al-Wasıla (1332 edn., pp. 185-
191). Although this printed version contains standard formulas for the conclusion of a
treatise, the original text may have been longer, containing a second section on the
question of whether one should raise one’s hands during the takbır (which practice is
known as raffi al-yadayn). This may be inferred from Majdhüb’s Qurrat fiayn (v.i.),
where he cites the title as Izlat al-qab∂ bi-ithbt al-raffi wa’l-qab∂, saying that it
contains an exhaustive discussion not only on the question of qab∂, but of raffi as well.
The point of the latter is that the Mlikıs recommend lifting the hands for the initial
takbır (takbırat al-i˛rm), while they hold it reprehensible (makrüh) for the rest of the
prayer. Shfifiıs, on the other hand, raise their hands for all takbırs during prayer.53 In
Qurrat fiayn,54 Majdhüb adopts this Shfifiı position.

The argument of the text printed in al-Wasıla runs as follows:

After stating his goal (namely, to show the thubüt of qab∂ from al-a˛dıth al-˛asana al-ßa˛ı˛a), Majdhüb
quotes three Qur√nic and two Prophetic injunctions to follow the Prophet, who “says nothing out of
personal inclination/interest (haw)”.55 The main section then starts by quoting four sayings of the
Prophet in favour of not exceeding the daily hours of fasting and putting the right hand over the left in
prayer. That the Prophet practised this himself is asserted by two Traditions (1. al-Bukhrı  Yüsuf b.
Sayf al-fiAbsı  al-˘rith b. Ghu†ayf56; 2. Abü Nufiaym57  W√il [b. ˘ujr];58 the ˛adıth from Abü
˘amıd is not mentioned). Abü Bakr and fiAlı are also cited as examples. Mlik’s Muwa††a√ includes two
Traditions urging people to qab∂; this is supported by other Mlikıs (Ashhab, “the Medinese”, [al-
]Mu†arrif, Ibn [al-]Mjishün). The jurist IBN fiABD AL-BARR said that no different Traditions from the
Prophet were extant, and that qab∂ was common practice of the ßa˛ba and the tbifiün. [Ibn fiAbd al-
Barr, we note, first was a ⁄hirı, then later turned to the Mlikiyya, but had strong Shfifiı leanings!] Two

53 Al-Jazırı, al-Fiqh fial al-madhhib al-arbafia, I, 249-50.
54 Qurrat fiayn 21.
55 Haw is condemned in Q 28: 50.
56 For the confusion surrounding al-˘rith’s name, see Dutton, “fiAmal vs. hadith”, 3 n. 15. The
Wasıla has the erroneous spelling, ‘Qu†ayf’.
57 V.i.
58 Cf. Qurrat fiayn (v.i.), 21.
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other jurists, Ibn al-Mundhir and Ibn al-˘jib, argued against letting the arms hang down, interpreting
respective Traditions as allowing it for relaxation only.
Majdhüb’s conclusion is that qab∂ is ßa˛ı˛, that it is ˛aqq. He does not declare it wjib, and therefore
does not directly contradict Mlik’s refusal of recognising it as far∂. But his phrase, wa-mdh bafid al-
˛aqq ill al-∂all, makes his position quite clear.

The sources quoted are: al-‡abarnı (al-Kabır) (twice);59 Ibn fiAbd al-Barr (twice);60 Abü Dwüd; al-
Nas√ı; Ibn Abı Shayba;61 al-Bukhrı; Abü Nufiaym;62 Mlik (al-Muwa††a√) (2); Ibn al-Mundhir;63 Ibn
al-˘jib;64 all Sunan books together; the four Musnad books together. The other references are probably
not to independent books: Ashhab (via Mlik);65 Mu†arrif (perhaps via b. fiAbd al-Barr);66 Ibn al-
Mjishün.67

The four law schools differ over the position of the hands during prayer.68 Mlikıs
commonly let the arms hang down (sadl); this is based on the practice (fiamal) of
Medina.69 Mlik had ruled that qab∂ was only a supererogatory act and not obligatory.

59 Sulaymn b. A˛mad AL-‡ABAR◊N  ̂(873-971), Traditionist mostly known for his al-Mufijam al-
kabır (GALS I 279) which is referred to here (contrary to Qurrat fiayn (v.i.), where Majdhüb explicitly
refers to his al-Mufijam al-awsa†).
60 Yüsuf IBN fiABD AL-BARR (978-1071), celebrated Spanish Traditionist. His most well known
books are Jmifi bayn al-fiilm and al-Tamhıd li-m fı ’l-Muwa††a√ min al-mafinı wa’l-asnıd (GAL I
368). Al-‡hir Majdhüb quotes from his K al-Istıfib fı mafirifat al-aß˛b, an alphabetical dictionary of
the Prophet’s Companions (al-Wasıla, 207).
61 fiAbd Allh b. Mu˛ammad b. ABˆ SHAYBA (775-849), noted fiIrqı historian and Traditionist,
known mostly for his al-Mußannaf (or: al-Musnad) (GAL S I 215; GAS I 108).
62 The best-known person with this name was A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh ABÜ NUfiAYM al-Ißfahnı
(948-1038), most noted as an authority on Sufism and Shfifiı fiqh, but among whose many works several
also deal with ˛adıth (Pedersen, art. “Abü Nufiaym al-Ißfahnı”, in EI2; GAL I 362, II 155, S I 616). An
alternative possibility would be ABÜ NUfiAYM al-Fa∂l b. Dukayn AL-MUL◊√  ̂(748-834), a Kufan who
was “considered a very reliable transmittor of Traditions” and is frequently referred to by historians. He
wrote K. al-Mansik and K. al-Mas√il fı ’l-fiqh, both of which are lost (Rosenthal, art. “Abü Nufiaym al-
Mul√ı”, in EI2).
63 V.s.
64 fiUthmn b. fiUmar b. AL-˘◊JIB (b.$after 1174, d.$1248), Egyptian philologist best known for his
works on grammar. He also wrote two manuals of Mlikı fiqh, Muntah ’l-su√l wa’l-amal fı fiilmay al-
ußül wa’l-jadal (which he abbreviated himself) and al-Mukhtaßar fı ’l-furüfi. The latter replaced Sa˛nün’s
Mudawwana as main reference work of the Mlikiyya and was later abreviated by KHALˆL b. Is˛q, who
regared IBN AL-˘◊JIB as his model). (GAL I 367, S I 531; EI2).
65 ASHHAB al-Qaysı (762-819), Egyptian Mlikı jurist, highly regarded by al-Shfifiı (al-Ziriklı, I
333).
66 [Al-]MU‡ARRIF b. fiAbd Allh al-Aßamm (d.$835), of the Andalusian sanad of the Mlikiyya
(EI2, art. “Mlikiyya”); “friend” [? contemporary?] of Mlik (Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı AL-SANÜS ,̂ Muqaddi-
mat Muwa††a√ al-Imm Mlik, quoting him via IBN fiABD AL-BARR (tr. Vikør, draft 21.2.89, p.$14)).
67 Ibn al-Mjishün (d.$829), of the Andalusian line of transmission of the Mlikiyya (EI2, art.
“Mlikiyya”).
68 The most exhaustive recent discussion of this issue can be found in Dutton, “fiAmal v. ˛adıth in
Islamic law”.
69 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, ˘aqıba 218 says he has always preferred sadl over qab∂ which might be
interpreted as expressing too excessive an attitude of reverence (cf. Ibn Rushd, Bidyat al-mujtahid, I,
193: wa-qad ya÷har min amrih annah hay√a taqta∂ı al-khu∂üfi, wa-huwa al-awl bih). Cf. also Khalıl,
Mukhtaßar, 23: sadl is sunna, but some Mlikıs practise qab∂ in supererogatory prayers, or when the
prayer is long, or to make it clear that sadl is not far∂, or to express reverence.
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The other schools all practice it in regular prayer; their opinion is congruent with the
great majority of Prophetic Traditions. Again acting as a mu˛addith, Majdhüb rules in
favour of a position that is at varience with that of the madhhab dominant in his native
country. And like in the dispute on the basmala, Majdhüb’s view is the same as that of
A˛mad b. Idrıs70 and Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı. The issue is of course one where
communal identity and difference is made particularly obvious (‘augenfällig’), and it
has therefore at various points in history and in various places developed into a point of
hot conflict between different Muslim parties.71

AAAAllll----MMMMaaaannnnssssiiiikkkk    aaaallll----aaaabbbbhhhhaaaajjjj    ffffıııı    bbbbaaaayyyynnnn    jjjjuuuummmmllllaaaa    mmmmiiiinnnn    mmmmaaaasssshhhhfifififiiiiirrrr    aaaallll----fifififiuuuummmmrrrraaaa    wwwwaaaa’’’’llll----˛̨̨̨aaaajjjjjjjj
This manual on the rites of pilgrimage was written in Medina ‘upon the request of one
of the brethren’ (a common topos).72 It is published on the margins of al-Wasıla pp.
192-249, following a manuscript penned by al-Amın Abü Bakr Yüsuf Ibrhım
(Tuesday, 28 Rama∂n 1322: 6 December 1904).73 The printed text is followed by two
poems by Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz,74 allegedly written as an appendix (dhayl) to
the epistle but which do not specifically refer to it. — Another manuscript is said to be
in the possession of the Adrisa of al-Zayniyya.

The epistle is divided into four chapters:
I. ˘ukmuh wa-fa∂luh: on the Qur√nic and Prophetic ordainment of the pilgrimage to Mecca (194-

5) and on its merits (195-200).

II. ◊db al-safar: on the journey to Mecca (200-04).

70 A˛mad b. Idrıs is said to have had a dispute with the Mlikı scholars of Morocco over the posi-
tion of the hands during prayer (Einar Thomassen, interview with the Adrisa of Omdurman, March 1987,
cit. O’Fahey, Enigmatic Saint 47).
71 A famous example is the case of Ibrhım Niasse (1900/2-1975), who was responsible for the
spectacular spread of the Tijniyya in twentieth-century West Africa, and his rivals. After the death of his
father in 1922, Ibrhım had not recognised his elder brother’s claim to succession, and in 1930, he
founded a new settlement (“al-Madına al-Jadıda”) where he established an independent branch of the
Tijniyya. To mark his difference and his claim to leadership, he adopted qab∂ instead of sadl in prayer.
When he first visited Nigeria on a missionary tour in 1951, his successful proselitysing provoked the
Qdirı establishment. The aspiring Qdirı leader Nßiru Kabara (b.$1916 or 1925), who had until then
been one of the few Nigerians practicing qab∂, abandoned it and returned to the standard Mlikı sadl.
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the question was a hotly-debated issue between the two rival parties
who were vying for the same consituencies in their effort to establish themselves as mass movements.
Since the 1970s, the debate has been superseded by the more pressing need for the Sufi brotherhoods in
general to defend themselves against the Wahhbi-influenced Jamfiat Izlat al-bidfia wa-iqmat al-
Sunna lead by Abü Bakr Gumi (1922-1992) (who himself practiced qab∂ to mark his difference from the
Mlikı tradition). See Loimeier, Islamische Erneuerung und politischer Wandel in Nordnigeria, 44, 51,
74-77, 103.
72 al-Wasıla, 195.
73 I e three days after al-Amın completed a copy of the Rislat al-Sulük — probably a task he had
set himself for the last ten days of Rama∂n, days particularly suited for religious exercises.
74 Muddaththir Ibrhım AL-˘AJJ◊Z (1866/7 - 1937), from the Tijnı branch of a well know
religious family of Berber, related to Mu˛ammad al-Khayr. Personal secretary to the Khalıfa fiAbdullhi
(ALA I, 293-7; Karrr & Ya˛y Mu˛ammad Ibrhım, “A Sudanese Tijnı Shaykh”).
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III. al-Mawqıt: on the rites of the pilgrimage proper (204-31).

IV. Ziyra: on visiting the Prophet in Medina (231-49).

This is a well-established classical order for such pilgrimage guides.75

Generally, the exposition of the various rituals is brief and concise, interspersed only
sporadically with references to a ˛adıth establishing the practice just recommended;
almost all of these a˛dıth are quoted without isnd. Often,76 the pilgrim is admonished
to perform the ritual acts with the right mental attitude: God-inspired peace of mind
(sakına), dignity and presence of the heart, indifference to matters of this world, contri-
tion and repentance of one’s sins, hope for God’s forgiveness, gratitude (shukr), sincer-
ity (ßidq) and certainty (yaqın). Characterisations of these mental attitudes are not
expressed through a˛dıth, but in Majdhüb’s own words. The only exception is a long
story attributed to al-Shiblı which is quoted at the end of chapter III to emphasise what
is most important during the pilgrimage: If you do not have the right inner attitude
(niyya) which transcends the outward symbols towards their true meaning, but only
perform the exterior ritual in imitation of others,77 then your pilgrimage is not valid!
The emphasis on the inner attitude is of course a classical one in Islamic piety.78

Majdhüb expresses this in radical terms by declaring the religious act invalid if
performed without presence of the heart. He does not, however, go as far as other Sufis
who declared that the true and proper pilgrimage was that unto God, the physical ˛ajj to
Mecca being only a substitute for those who are not able to complete the spiritual
journey.79 So again, this is an example of how Majdhüb was both influenced by Sufi
tradition and differed from it.

If we compare Majdhüb’s guide to other pilgrimage manuals,80 we find two conspicu-
ous differences:

(1) Majdhüb is much more concise, omits inessential details, gives almost no instruc-
tions about the practical performance of the rituals, and mentions only very short invo-

75 In some (but not all) modern pilgrimage manuals the mixing of ˛ajj and ziyra is criticised cf.
Michot, “La signification du pèlerinage dans trois brochures populaires égyptiennes”.
76 Esp. pp. 211-3.
77 In this example: the ritual according to the ˘anafiyya.
78 “Dem frommen Muslim kommt es weniger auf die äu˝ere Tat als auf die innere Einstellung […]
an. Seine Devise lautet: »Religiöses Handeln wird durch die Aufrichtigkeit zum religiösen Handeln.«”
(Gramlich, “Mystische Dimensionen”, 189, citing Hujwırı, Kashf al-ma˛jüb, ed. Zhukovsky, 109 line 9).
See also Meier, Bah√ 182 ss. (esp. p.$184).
79 Meier, Bah√-i Walad 184, referring i.a. to al-˘ajj wa-asrruhu attributed to al-˘akım al-
Tirmidhı. From al-Tirmidhı, the idea was apparently taken up by al-Sulamı in his ˘aq√iq al-tafsır
(Bernd Radtke, personal information; on al-Sulamı, see GAS I, 671 no 53).
80 For a detailed comparison of pilgrimage rites according to various schools of fiqh, see Mughnıya,
“The ˘ajj according to five schools of Islamic fiqh”.
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cations (dufi√) to be said during these rituals.81 As for other prayers and litanies, as well
as many Prophetic Traditions, there exists a wide variety of such invocations whose
precise texts almost never match but which can be broken down into standardised ele-
ments that are variously put together by the different authors.

(2) He places special emphasis on the right mental attitude which stresses repentance: It
is the ethical rather than the metaphysical aspects that stand in the foreground.82 In this
regard he can be compared to al-Ghazlı’s I˛y√.83 But his moral and ethical instruc-
tions are less concrete and less elaborate than al-Ghazlı’s, and apart from his general
emphasis on the right attitude he often merely mentions the bare outlines of the rituals:

For example, where Majdhüb only speaks about presence of the heart (211 & passim), al-Ghazlı explains
that one should refrain from touching or kissing the Prophet’s tomb but instead respectfully contemplate it
from a distance as one would have done if the Prophet were alive (278); or, when regarding the pulpit,
one should imagine the Prophet ascending it and preaching to the assembled Muhjirün and Anßr (278).
Where Majdhüb reports a ˛adıth that one should preferably cover the distance between Mecca and fiArafa
on foot (196), al-Ghazlı refers to some fiulam√’s opinion that those for whom the spending of money
weighs heavier than walking should rent a donkey, and those who do have enough money should go on
foot, adding that it is even better to walk and give the money as alms (270). Al-Ghazlı enters into a de-
tailed discussion about the meaning of the throwing of pebbles at the Satan Pillars, warning the pilgrim
that the devil showed himself exactly in such thoughts as, ‘I have successfully fought off the devil’ or,
‘this throwing is ridiculous; it’s just like playing!’ Resisting the devil, al-Ghazlı says, consists in obeying
God’s order without questioning its meaning, and without paying attention to one’s nafs or fiaql. Such
detailed guidance is absent from Majdhüb’s epistle.

Source references are given almost only for the two introductory chapters. Their omission in the chapters
describing the ritual proper may indicate that the acts and invocations described were so common and
familiar that Majdhüb did not deem it necessary to legitimise them in detail. The sources quoted are: al-
Bazzr (5 times);84 al-Tirmidhı (5); al-‡abarnı (5); al-Nas√ı (4); Muslim (3); Abü Dwüd (3); the six

81 Compare e.g. his “Sub˛na ’llh wa’l-˛amdu li’llh wa-l ilha ill ’llh wa’llhu akbar wa-l
˛awla wa-l quwwata ill bi’llhi ’l-fialıyi ’l-fia÷ım” for the circumambulation with al-Ghazlı’s one page
long invocations in I˛y√ I 257 or the even longer ones in Kaïdi, Mekka und Medina 124-33. Even
Majdhüb’s formula of obeisance (talbiya) (p 205) is shorter than the standard one!
82 Contrast this with Ibn al-fiArabı’s view of the ˛ajj (Gilis, La doctrine initiatique).
83 Al-Ghazlı, I˛y√ I, 246-79 (K. Asrr al-˘ajj), particularly pp. 269 ss.
84 Probably A˛mad b. fiAmr AL-BAZZ◊R (d.$905), fiIrqı Traditionist, who wrote a Musnad (GAL S
I 258; GAS I 162).
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canonical ˛adıth collections together (3); al-Bukhrı (2); Ibn ˘ibbn [al-Bustı] (2);85 al-Drimı (1);86 al-
˘kim (Mustadrak) (1);87 al-Lakhmı (1);88 Mlik (1); al-Mawßilı (1).89

QQQQuuuurrrrrrrraaaatttt    fifififiaaaayyyynnnn    aaaallll----iiiikkkkhhhhwwwwnnnn
This is the last of Majdhüb’s manuals on obligatory religious practice (fiamal); in it, he
lays out those rules on which he has not already written, referring the reader to his
earlier works for the other topics.90

There has been some confusion about who actually composed this treatise, since the
author does not identify himself in the text. The Leiden manuscript91 is ascribed to
A˛mad b. Idrıs by its copyist in its colophon (dated Thursday, 29 ∑afar 1323: 4 May
1905) as well as in the introduction; but it can be convincingly argued that this ascrip-
tion is wrong, and that in fact the treatise was composed by Majdhüb. The strongest ev-
idence is provided by the references to the author’s other texts. Also, the style, the man-
ner of presentation, the sources quoted, and the conformity with Shfifiı rules all match
Majdhüb’s other works.92

The manual is set up as follows:

85 Mu˛ammad IBN ˘IBB◊N b. A˛mad, ABÜ ˘◊TIM AL-BUSTˆ (recte Bistı) (d.$965), Sijistnı
Traditionist and polyhistorian; his best known work is al-Musnad al-∑a˛ı˛, said to be more reliable than
Ibn Mja’s Sunan (al-Ziriklı, VI 78).
86 fiAbd Allh b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn AL-D◊RIMˆ (797-865), Traditionist whose short collection
(commonly called al-Musnad) Ibn ˘ajar al-fiAsqalnı considered to be superior to that of Ibn Mja (EI2, II
159).
87 Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd Allh AL-˘◊KIM AL-NAYS◊BÜRˆ (933-1014), celebrated Khorsnı
Traditionist and prolific writer. His Mafirifat fiulüm al-˛adıth “set a standard for the method of dealing
with the subject”. His al-Mustadrak fial ’l-∑a˛ı˛ayn (the book used by Majdhüb) was critcised by al-
Dhahabı. But “in spite of criticism he holds an honoured place among traditionists” (J Robson, art. “al-
˘kim al-Naysbürı”, in EI2; see also GAL I 175, S I 276 S; al-Ziriklı, VI 227).
88 Perhaps fiAlı b. Mu˛ammad AL-LAKHMˆ (d.$1085), Mlikı jurist from Qayrawn/Sfax, best
known for his commentary on the Mudawwana in which he departed from standard Mlikı opinion (al-
Ziriklı, IV 328).
89 Probably Abü Yafil A˛mad b. fiAlı al-Mawßilı (826-919), best known for his Musnad (GAL S I
258).
90 Reference to al-Mansik on p.$1 of Qurrat fiayn, to Izlat al-qab∂ bi-ithbt al-raffi wa’l-qab∂ [sic]
on p.$21, and to al-Wurayqt al-nfifit [sic] li-kull ˛amım fı ithbt Bismi ’llhi ’l-ra˛mni ’l-ra˛ım on pp.
22-2.
91 Leiden F. Or. A. 680 (tract 11), [Bergen, no. 440].
92 Other arguments include: (1) al-Wasıla, 49 attributes the work to Majdhüb and describes it as
containing isnds only from the section on Qa∂√ al-˛ja onwards — a description matching the text at
hand. (2) The learned copyist of the Zayniyya manuscript of Qurrat fiayn, Muß†af b. fiAbd al-fi◊lı b.
A˛mad “b Idrıs” wrote on his copy, “It became evident [during the process of copying?] that it is not by
A˛mad b. Idrıs but by al-Majdhüb al-Sawkinı”. (3) The title is not attributed to A˛mad b. Idrıs by any
other source. (4) The text is clearly set up as a written treatise, divided into sections and chapters, some-
thing done by Majdhüb in his other works as well, but which is not used by A˛mad b. Idrıs whose works
are reflections of oral teaching collected by his students. (I am obliged to Ya˛y Mu˛ammad Ibrhım for
a list presenting all these arguments in convincing form).
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I. ımn & islm (p. 1)93

II. Ritual purity (†ahra) (p. 4)
• bowel movements (p. 6)
• how to clean oneself after a bowel movement (p. 7)
• how to perform the minor ablution (wu∂ü√) (p. 8)
• what destroys the state of ritual cleanliness (p. 9)
• on wiping the footwear [instead of washing the feet] (p. 10)
• the major ablution (ghusl) (p. 11)

III. Ritual prayer (ßalt) (p. 13)
• the times of prayer (p. 14)
• times when one should not pray (awqt al-karha) (p. 14)

IV. Call to prayer (dhn) (p. 15)
• its wording; the iqma (p. 15)
• what to say when hearing the call to prayer (p. 16)

V. Mosques (p. 17)
• their excellence (fa∂l) (p. 17)
• what is forbidden inside the mosque (p. 18)
• what parts of the body to cover during prayer (p. 19)
• what parts of the body to cover [in general] (p. 20)
• facing the qibla (p. 21)
• the form of ritual prayer (p. 21)
• bowing down (ruküfi) (p. 24)
• prostration (sujüd) (p. 24)
• times when one should not pray (awqt al-nahy) (p. 27)
• communal prayer (p. 27): its value (fa∂l); one should attend it whenever possible; its minimum

consists of three people; possible excuses for not attending it; participation of women
• straightening the rows; excellence of the first row (p. 28)
• who can lead the prayer (p. 30)
• how those who are praying behind the imm should act (p. 31)
• additional rakfit to be performed before or after prayers (p. 31)
• prayers while traveling; combining prayers (p. 33)
• Friday prayers (p. 34): obligation of attending; performing the major ablution before it; its excel-

lence
• time of Friday prayer; the call to it (nid√); the Friday sermon (p. 35)
• prayer in times of fear (ßalt al-khawf)
• fiˆd prayers (p. 36)
• prayer during eclipse (p. 36)
• prayer for rain (p. 37)
• sickness (p. 37)
• it is forbidden to wish to die (p. 37)
• how to wash and shroud the dead (p. 38)
• funeral procession; prayer for the dead (p. 38)
• giving condolences; visiting the grave (p. 38)

VI. Fasting (ßawm) (pp. 39)
• excellence of fasting in Rama∂n (p. 39)
• how to establish the days of fasting; rules for the meals taken before and after fasting (p. 39)
• what is permitted during fasting (p. 40)
• the fast of those who eat or drink inadvertently does not have to be repeated (p. 41)
• rules of breaking the fast while travelling (p. 41)

93 The Leiden manuscript has two different Arabic paginations (one starting with 67, the other with
58; the Bergen photocopy of it is additionally numbered from 1. All of these paginations are confused. I
therefor use my own pagination, starting with 1.
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• expiation (kaffra) for breaking the fast intentionally (p. 42)
• litanies (dhikr) for Laylat al-Qadr (27 Rama∂n) (p. 42)
• voluntary fasts (p. 43)
• voluntary fasts may be broken at will (p. 43)
• almsgiving at the end of Rama∂n (zakt al-fi†r) (p. 43)

VII. Khtima (pp. 44-5): formulas for the remembrance (dhikr) of God and prayer on the Prophet.

The fact that ‘The call to prayer’ and ‘Mosques’ are introduced as separate chapters
(bb), but that this pattern of dividing the work is not continued suggests that Majdhüb
did not revise his first draft. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that sources are
mentioned only from p. 6 onwards (v.i.).

The structure follows the conventional sequence of subjects in fiqh and ˛adıth manuals.
As in the treatises discussed above, on controversial points Majdhüb adopts a position
which is at varience with the Mlikı view and in agreement with the Shfifiı prescrip-
tions; he does not, however, identify it as such, but only justifies it by reference to
Prophetic Tradition.

To give just a few examples: Combining prayers94 is permitted under certain conditions on travel, and
when it is raining (Mlikıs add: in case of illness, and other bad weather conditions).95 Unintentional eat-
ing or drinking does not necessitate a repetition (qa∂√) of the fast (something the Mlikıs would re-
quire).96 Voluntary fasts may be broken at will — the Mlikıs hold that, once begun, it is obligatory
(far∂) to complete them (for Shfifiıs this is sunna).97 Regarding the expiation (kaffra) for breaking the
fast, Majdhüb cites the ˛adıth98 used by Shfifiıs, ˘anafıs and ˘anbalıs alike to establish the following
order of preference: (1) manumission of a slave, (2) fasting two consecutive months, (3) feeding of 60
poor (Mlikıs, on the other hand, allow free choice between these three possibilities, sometimes giving
the feeding of the poor highest priority).99 The alms-tax at the end of Rama∂n can be given to either of
the eight groups mentioned in Qur√n 9: 60 — according to the Mlikıs, it is destined only for the poor
(al-fuqar√) and the needy (al-maskın).100 The list could easily be continued.

On the first five pages, no sources for the Traditions are given (and the chapters are not subdivided into
sections). After that, Majdhüb states that he was told by a pious man (ßli˛) in a vision (ra√aytu fı filam
al-arw˛)101 to include source references. Henceforth, the first transmitter (rwı) and the collector
(mukhrij) are mentioned. Majdhüb quotes from the six canonical collections (al-Bukhrı, Muslim, al-
Tirmidhı, al-Nas√ı, Abü Dwüd, Ibn Mja) as well as from A˛mad b. ˘anbal, Mlik, al-Draqu†nı, and
al-‡abarnı ([al-Mufijam] al-awsa†).

94 Noon & afternoon; evening & night.
95 Both ˘anafıs and ˘anbalıs have much stricter rules.
96 Al-Jazırı, al-Fiqh fial ’l-madhhib al-arbafia, I, 564 & 568.
97 Al-Jazırı, al-Fiqh fial ’l-madhhib al-arbafia, I, 558.
98 This ˛adıth is also used to show the permissibility of feeding one’s own relatives. The
manuscript of Qurrat fiayn (after a blank space) adds a noteworthy “[in this case] fast one day and ask for
God’s pardon!” which is usually not part of this Tradition.
99 Al-Jazırı, al-Fiqh fial ’l-madhhib al-arbafia, I, 579; al-Sayyid Sbiq, Fiqh al-Sunna, I, 356. Al-
Qayrawnı, Risla 62 gives preference to feeding the poor.
100 Schacht, art. “Zakt”, in EI1.
101 On Majdhüb’s understanding of ru√y and my translation of this term as, “vision”, see below,
Chapter VII.
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Most interestingly, with all his regard for completeness, Majdhüb does not treat the sub-
ject of alms-tax (zakt) at all. “Those who own something (man lahu ml)” are simply
referred to the chief Traditions (ummaht al-˛adıth),102 without any further details. For
practical purposes this is totally insufficient since the subject is certainly one of the
more complicated topics in Islamic Law. Only almsgiving at the end of Rama∂n is
treated, as an appendix to the chapter on fasting.103 This strongly suggests that collec-
tion of the alms-tax was not actually practiced by Majdhüb.

Finally, it should be noted that Majdhüb’s particular deference to the Ashrf shows in
his invariably using the formula, ‘ßall ’llhu fialayhi w a -  l i h i  wa-sallam’ after
mentioning the Prophet — most other authors use ‘wa-lihi’ only occasionally.

TTTThhhheeee    PPPPaaaatttthhhh

As already mentioned, Majdhüb never expressly identifies himself as a Sufi. The word
does not occur in his writings,104 and when it occurs in sources he quotes it is omitted
by him.105 Majdhüb does, however, use other terms which are frequently employed by
the Sufis to designate themselves (e.g. ahl Allh, qawm); and the content of many of his
works clearly demonstrates that he drew on Sufi tradition. This side of his teaching, as
reflected in his writings, shall now be considered.

DDDDiiiiffffffffeeeerrrreeeennnntttt    ppppaaaatttthhhhssss    ffffoooorrrr    ddddiiiiffffffffeeeerrrreeeennnntttt    ppppeeeeoooopppplllleeee
Majdhüb left no doubt about his affiliation to the Shdhilı tradition.106 On his reasons
for this no primary material is available. However, it seems plausible that he was influ-
enced both by his family tradition and by the image of the Shdhiliyya as being a
sober,107 learned †arıqa emphasising individual spiritual development and strict obser-
vance of the sunna.108

102 Qurrat fiayn, 1.
103 “Throughout the Muslim world the regulations about the zakt al-fi†r are observed with particu-
lar scrupulousness” (Schacht, art. “Zakt”, in EI1). Schacht says that according to the Mlikıs zakt al-fi†r
is only sunna (for Majdhüb, as for the other schools, it is obligatory); however, al-Jazırı (al-Fiqh fial al-
madhhib al-arbafia, I, 629) states that is is obligatory for the Mlikıs as well.
104 This is contrary to al-Sanüsı, for example (Bughyat al-maqßid, 182).
105 V.i. A˛mad b. Idrıs, as far as we can see, also does not use the terms ‘ßüfı’ or ‘taßawwuf
’(Radtke, personal communication). In the case of Majdhüb, however, what is striking is that he omits the
word when he encounters it in his sources. This corresponds to a general tendency in his writings to
reduce discussions of mystical matters in favour of moral instruction.
106 He gave his silsila (known as silsilat al-dhahab, the “Golden Chain”) in poetic form in A-y
†liban li’l-Shdhiliyyati hka khudh (al-Wasıla, 22).
107 Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı: “The ‘Enraptured one’ (al-majdhüb) of them always returns to sobriety
(ßa˛w)” (al-Wasıla, 47).
108 Cf. al-Wasıla, 48.
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Principally, however, he made it clear that for different people there were different
paths or methods (†uruq/maslik) — even though the goal was the same.109 More pre-
cisely, he named the following paths:

• fiibda ritual: prayer, dhikr, awrd the safest path
(aslam al-†uruq)

• riy∂t [physical-spiritual] exercises to break the
power of the lower soul

the most sincere path
(aßdaq al-†uruq)

• ifitizl [periodic] retreat, khalwa the clearest path (aw∂a˛
al-†uruq)

• tajarrud renunciation [of the world]: living exclu-
sively for God

the party of God
(˛izb Allh)

• siy˛t itinerancy the soundest path
(aßa˛˛ al-†uruq)

He himself, for all we can know about him, concentrated on fiibda and ifitizl. Most of
his practical instructions deal with aspects of fiibda; and al-fiuzla fian al-ns is among
the most frequently repeated recommendations he voices in his letters to his disciples
(v.i.). On the other hand, he opposed total retirement from this world and urged his
students to lead a regular working life,110 thereby actively discouraging idleness
(tajarrud) and indirectly also the life of the wandering dervishes.

It should be noted here already that in addition to these ‘controllable’ methods Majdhüb
had access to another way of gaining knowledge and certainty: trance (jadhb).111

Naturally (from the point of view of the Sufis) he could not ‘teach’ trance — therefore,
it is not reflected in his written works. But judging from the many records that have
been preserved in al-Wasıla, it must have been an important element of his personal
experience. I shall come back to this point in the next chapter.

109 al-Wasıla, 47.
110 al-Wasıla, 107{4}. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı recommended that one should earn one’s
living (al-Fat˛ al-mabrük 41). Ismfiıl al-Walı permitted it (al-Fuyü∂t az-zhira, 25) (Radtke, “Lehrer”).
Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı “forbade begging, and insisted on a work ethic in his order” (Vikør, Sufi
and scholar, 201).
111 I translate ‘jadhb’ (literally, ‘attraction’) as ‘trance’ because this is obviously what is meant in
the descriptions of Majdhüb’s jadhb in al-Wasıla (v.i., Chapter VII).
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TTTThhhheeee    tttteeeexxxxttttuuuuaaaallll    bbbbaaaassssiiiissss,,,,    oooorrrr::::    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    ‘‘‘‘rrrreeee----pppprrrreeeesssseeeennnnttttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn’’’’    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    SSSSuuuuffffiiii    ttttrrrraaaaddddiiiittttiiiioooonnnn

bHM! œUF| ÂöJ!« ÒÊ√ ô u! 112

Majdhüb composed two works on matters traditionally categorised as Sufi; both deal
with the stages of progress on the path of moral and spiritual perfection. In addition to
these, the Wasıla contains two brief lists, attributed to Majdhüb, of the various maqmt
and a˛wl.113

The treatise on the dangers of the five (!) different stages of the path114 is lost; the other,
Bughyat al-murıd al-slik il ˛a∂rat rabbihi al-fiazız al-mlik (commonly known as
Rislat al-Sulük),115 is published on the margins of al-Wasıla, pp. 192-249, from a
manuscript written by al-Amın Abü Bakr Yüsuf Ibrhım (forenoon of Saturday 25
Rama∂n 1322: 3 December 1904). The printed text is followed by a poem by
Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz.116

Although Majdhüb presents the Rislat al-Sulük as a work of his own,117 it is largely
copied from a popular Sufi manual of the seventeenth century, Qsim b. ∑al˛ al-Dın
AL-KH◊Nˆ’s al-Sayr wa’l-sulük il malik al-mulük118 which was recommended reading
for Sufi novices in eighteenth century Egypt (v.i.). Majdhüb’s text consists mainly of
extracts from and paraphrases of al-Sayr. This source is, however, never acknowledged,
Majdhüb’s only explicit reference being to the Qur√n and Sunna. Yet the correspon-
dence between the two texts is so close119 as to exclude any doubt that Majdhüb, when
composing his work, must have had a written copy of al-Sayr in front of him on which
he drew extensively. He copied entire phrases, or changed sentences by replacing their
component words with synonyms. He rearranged the material somewhat, but left it oth-

112 Saying attributed to fiAlı b. Abı ‡lib, and quoted by Abü Hill al-˘asan al-fiAskarı (d.$1005) at
the beginning of his discussion of plagiarisms (sariqt) in his book, K al-∑infiatayn, cited in turn in
Losensky, “‘The allusive field of drunkenness’”, 227.
113 al-Wasıla, 42-3.
114 Al-Ma÷hir al-Iblısiyya al-mutammama li’l-martib al-khamsa al-nafsiyya. — Should it ever be
found, this text should be compared to Qsim al-Khnı’s al-Sayr wa’l-sulük (v.i.), f. 119 v ss.
115 It was republished under this title as a separate book, ed. Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-
Dın (Khartoum: D.$al-Südniyya, 1390: 1970).
116 On whom see above.
117 Sulük, 3.
118 Qsim b. ∑al˛ al-Dın A L-KH◊N  ̂ al-˘alabı al-∑üfı al-Qdirı (1028-1109: 1619-1697). His
manual was published in Fs 1315: 1897/8; and with an Italian translation as “Il Progredire verso il Re dei
Rei”, in al-Ndı/Il Convito IV, K. 1907, Ar. pp. 3-31, 42-46, It. pp. 11-19, 56-59 (GAL II 344, S II 472; al-
Ziriklı, V 177). I am using the Berlin manuscript WE. 124, to which all page references are made. Only
occasionally I shall refer to the Fs lithography. — Ahlwardt 3289 f. 54-66 lists a commentary on al-
Khnı’s Sayr by an unidentified author, the manuscript of which was copied in about 1200: 1785.
119 To obtain an impression of the degree of agreement between the texts of Majdhüb and Qsim,
compare, for example, al-Khnı f. 66 v - 67 r to Sulük, 18 and to al-Sanüsı’s much freer handling of the
same source in Bughyat al-maqßid 187.
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erwise intact. Only in a few instances did he diverge from his model by substituting one
term for another with a different meaning, or by omitting a significant part of al-Khnı’s
text.

Majdhüb was not alone in using al-Khnı’s work in such a way. Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-
Sanüsı (1787-1859), another student of A˛mad b. Idrıs, also copied the Sayr in the last
part of his Bughyat al-maqßid fı khulßat al-marßid;120 unlike Majdhüb, however, he
acknowleges his source at least for some of the quotations (though by no means for all
of them).121 A work from the Khatmı tradition,122 on the other hand, is also directly or
indirectly dependent on al-Khnı without mentioning its source. The Naqshbandı
Mu˛ammad Asfiad b. Ma˛müd ∑˛ibzda (1855-1928), in turn, refers to al-Khnı’s
work openly.123

Can this be called plagiarism? Arab literary critics used the concept of plagiarism
(sariqa) extensively from early on, and “the literature devoted to this problem far
exceeds that devoted to any other single problem in Arabic literary history”.124 In
scholarly writing, jurists generally took great care to identify the sources from which
they quoted.125 On the other hand, unattributed borrowing from earlier writers seems to
have been a rather widespread practice at the time; it was used extensively not only by
rather uneducated (by scholastic standards) Sufis such as the Tijnı adept fiAlı
˘arzim126 but equally by the distinguished historian fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Jabartı.127

Majdhüb was thus not completely at variance with established conventions, even though

120 I am using the edition Cairo 1353: 1935.
121 Qsim “al-Khalwatı”(sic) is mentioned on pp. 184 & 186. However, his Sayr is quoted exten-
sively at least from p.$182, without acknowledgment. Note also the similarity to the title of al-Sanüsı’s
poem, Sayr al-sulük fı ’l-taraqqı il ˛a∂rat mlik al-mulük (which, like Majdhüb’s treatise, is also
referred to as, Rislat al-Sulük). This poem “is the earliest work of al-Sanüsı we have, and the one most
Sufi in content” (ALA I, 170; cf. the analysis in Vikør, Sufi and scholar, 235-6).
122 Al-Ru†bı, Min˛at al-aß˛b 81-2. On p.$62, al-Ru†bı says he compiled his work from the books of
the Sufis (jamafituhu min kutub al-qawm). For a summary of its contents, see Radtke, “Lehrer” § 2.6.
123 Mu˛ammad Asfiad b. Ma˛müd ∑˛ibzda, Nür al-hidya wa’l-fiirfn wa-sirr al-rbi†a wa’l-
tawajjuh wa-khatm al-khwjagn, compl. 1305: 1888/7, printed Cairo 1311: 1893/4 (Meier, Zwei Abhand-
lungen, 219-20, 235).
124 Abu Deeb, “Literary criticism”, 351.
125 Baber Johansen, personal communication.
126 In Jawhir al-mafinı, the most widespread Tijnı book; for details, see Abun-Nasr, Tijaniyya
24-25.
127 Eighteenth century Egypt, ed. Crecelius. Moroccan historians (as opposed to religious scholars)
regularly quoted their predecessors without acknowledgment; see Lévi-Provençal, Historiens des Chorfa,
62-3. Meier gives earlier examples of what he calls plagiarism: Ibn al-fiArıf (Andalusian Sufi, d. 1141),
Ma˛sin al-majlis (fromfiAbd Allh al-Anßrı al-Harawı [d. 1089], fiIlal al-maqmt); Ibn al-Jawzı (the
famous theologian, d. 1201) (from al-Rzı [d. 925], al-‡ibb al-rü˛nı); al-Jazn√ı (14th c. historian of
Fs) (from Ibn Abı Zarfi, Raw∂ al-qirtß, itself dependent on Ibn fiIdrı al-Marrkushı, Bayn al-
mughrib); Anon., Tu˛fat al-slikın (1512/20; MS ºstanbul, Fatih, 3567) (from Najm ol-Dın-e Dya [d.
1256], Mirßd al-fiibd min al-mabda√ il ’l-mafid (Meier, “Ein briefwechsel”, 321-2 = Bausteine, I,
324-5).
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his Rislat al-Sulük does not merely incorporate unacknowledged quotations but can
best be described as a ‘re-presentation’ of classical material. Another example may
perhaps be Munabbiht al-fiibd, a work attributed to Majdhüb by his followers and
eventually published under his name.128 It can, however, be shown to be a one-to-one
copy of a collection of mnemonic aphorisms generally thought to have been compiled
by the Shfifiı Traditionist A˛mad b. fiAlı “Ibn ˘ajar” al-fiAsqalnı (1372-1449).129

We can only speculate that the way Majdhüb used these texts is an expression of his
acting as a multiplicator or transmitter of knowledge to a larger audience in the periph-
ery of literary learning. Although the Rislat al-Sulük can not be considered an original
work,130 it represents a view on moral and spiritual development that Majdhüb appar-
ently wished to impart to his followers. I shall therefore consider it both in toto as well
as examining more closely the differences between Majdhüb’s version and the original.

The source
Al-Khnı131 (1028-1109: 1619-1698/7) was a Syrian132 who after ten years of trade and
travel in around 1649 retreated to his native ˘alab, where for almost seven years he led
the life of an ascetic under the guidance of Shaykh A˛mad al-˘imßı. In 1656 he turned
to the study of the exoteric sciences (mainly under Abü ’l-Waf√ al-fiUr∂ı),133 and two
years later started to teach himself. He succeeded A˛mad al-˘imßı at the Ashrafiyya
madrasa and was later appointed to the ˘ulwiyya madrasa where he worked both as a
teacher and as a leader of Sufi devotions. He was also made muftı of ˘alab for the
˘anafı and Shfifiı schools. Among his works — other than the Sayr — are an abbre-
viation of and commentary on the Sarrjiyya, an epistle on logic, another on predesti-
nation, and a commentary on A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh al-Jaz√irı al-Zawwı’s (d.$898:
1497) poem on the basic Islamic beliefs.134

128 al-Wasıla, 50; Munabbiht 3-4. We do not know whether Majdhüb himself claimed authorship
for the Munabbiht; the work may have been found among his papers after his death.
129 Munabbiht fial ’l-istifidd li-yawm al-mafid. Often publ., e.g. Qzn: Khrı†Ωnov, 1904 (GAL
II 69; S II 74,34).
130 Al-Khnı’s manual, on the other hand, seems not to be directly dependent on another work, as
can be surmised from his statement that “you will not find this expressed in such a way in another book”
(al-Khnı f. 18 v). However, he probably drew at least partly on a standardised tradition, as is suggested
by the fact that the sequence of the attributes (ßift) assigned to each stage in his text is often identical to
that in other manuals, like the Qdirı al-Fuyü∂t al-Rabbniyya, p.$35.
131 al-Ziriklı, V, 177; autobiography contained in: 1) al-Murdı, Silk al-Durar, IV, 9-10;
2)$Mu˛ammad Rghib al-‡abbkh al-˘alabı, Ifilm al-nubal√ bi-trıkh ˘alab al-Shahb√, VI, 416-8.
132 His family, notables of ˘alab, provided their native town with several muftıs (for this information
I am obliged to Baber Johansen).
133 Abü ’l-Waf√ b. fiUmar b. fiAbd al-Wahhb al-fiUr∂ı al-Shfifiı (993-1071: 1585-1660), son and
successor of the Shfifiı muftı in ˘alab (GAL II 292, S II 402; al-Ziriklı, VI 317; al-‡abbkh, Ifilm VI 308-
18).
134 GAL II 252, S II 356. Al-Jz√irı’s poem was also commented on by, among others, Mu˛ammad
b. Yüsuf al-Sanüsı (d.$1486) and al-Laqqnı (d.$1631).
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Al-Khnı is called a Qdirı at the beginning of a manuscript of his Risla fı tafirıf al-
qadar.135 Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, on the other hand, describes him as a
Khalwatı,136 an affiliation that would fit well the idea of the seven stages which he
espoused, as we shall see below.

Al-Khnı seems to have had exceptional didactic skills;137 he cultivated a style of pre-
sentation that was clearly laid out and easy to understand.138 This may be one of the rea-
sons why his manual on sulük became so popular as to be considered recommended
reading for Sufi novices in eighteenth century Egypt; al-Dardır139 lists it along the
books of fiAbd al-Wahhb al-Shafirnı (such as [Lawqi˛ al-anwr al-qudsiyya fı bayn]
al-fiuhüd [al-Mu˛ammadiyya] and [La†√if] al-minan [wa’l-akhlq …]), Muß†af al-
Bakrı, al-Ghazlı’s I˛y√ fiulüm al-dın and the mukhtaßar thereof, Ibn fiA†√ Allh al-
Iskandarı (al-˘ikam, al-Tanwır fı isq† al-tadbır), and al-Qushayrı (al-Risla).

Formal aspects
Let us turn our attention now to Majdhüb’s ‘re-presentation’ of al-Khnı’s work. The
treatise can be divided into two parts: one on the preconditions of sulük, the other on the
seven stages of the Way. An appendix explains thirty-one Sufi technical terms. He
thereby switches the order of al-Khnı who starts with the Sufi glossary and describes
the necessary qualities of a shaykh in an appendix. As will be seen, this change of order
reflects the increased significance Majdhüb pays to the practical ‘performance-aspect’
of sulük and his lesser interest in the metaphysical or spiritual side (v.i.).

To support his view, al-Khnı quotes Qur√n and Prophetic Traditions; the latter without
isnd. Occasionally, other authors are mentioned,140 as well as sayings by prominent
Sufis.141 Majdhüb, on the other hand, does not only not identify his immediate source,
but abstains from referring to any other text but the Qur√n and ˛adıth.142 Contrary to
his practice in the fiqh treatises, he gives no source references for the a˛dıth. This may
be explained by the fact that almost all of these a˛dıth appear in al-Khnı. Al-Khnı
quotes many more Traditions than Majdhüb, usually put together in separate sections

135 Ahlwardt, 2498. The work is dedicated to one A˛mad al-Qdirı.
136 al-Sanüsı, Bughyat al-maqßid, 184.
137 See al-Murdı, IV, 10.
138 For example, he says on his commentary on al-Jaz√irı, “Whoever wishes easily to gain certainty
should read it because […] its style is free from complication, and everyone with the slightest ability to
understand can understand it” (Sayr f. 121 v).
139 A˛mad al-Dardır, Tu˛fat al-ikhwn fı db al-†arıq, 7-8.
140 [Abü ˘mid] al-Ghazlı (f. 28 v); id., Mukhtaßar al-I˛y√ (f. 43 r, f. 44 r); [Mu˛ammad b.
Yüsuf] al-Sanüsı (f. 45 r).
141 fiAbd al-Qdir [Gılnı] (f. 125 v); Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı (f. 54 r).
142 The only exception could be seen in Majdhüb’s quotation (Sulük, 11; taken from al-Khnı f. 21
v) of a saying of Jesus; however, this is completely assimilated to the surrounding a˛dıth.
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which serve to prove a particular point. Majdhüb generally simply copies the first ˛adıth
occurring in these sections.

However, as Majdhüb omits large parts of those sections in al-Khnı which are not di-
rectly based on the Qur√n and ˛adıth, the overall percentage of Qur√n and ˛adıth
quotations in the whole text is significantly greater than in al-Khnı.143 Majdhüb also
adds quotations from the Qur√n to those already mentioned by al-Khnı.

On the other hand, Majdhüb omits al-Khnı’s reference to the consensus of the com-
munity (ijmfi al-umma)144 as a valid source of judgement. He also does not include al-
Khnı’s occasional references to variant versions of a Tradition,145 or his discussions of
grammatical aspects.146

Majdhüb, it seems, aims at providing the reader with a clear and unambiguous text
which purportedly is based solely on the Qur√n and Prophetic Tradition.

SSSSuuuullllüüüükkkk::::    tttthhhheeee    ppppaaaatttthhhh    ooooffff    mmmmoooorrrraaaallll    aaaannnndddd    ssssppppiiiirrrriiiittttuuuuaaaallll    ppppeeeerrrrffffeeeeccccttttiiiioooonnnn
The essence of †arıqa life as defined by Majdhüb is individual moral perfection.147 A
catalogue of virtues and vices provides orientation on this path. Necessary preconditions
to successfully engage in this enterprise are a qualified guide (shaykh/murshid) and the
sincere will to change one’s life (tawba) and shape it according to the norms ‘of God’,
as laid down in the Qur√n and Sunna, exemplified in His Messenger and taught by the
shaykh.

The master
The first part emphasises the strict necessity of a guide on the path. Majdhüb sets him-
self off from many others whom he perceives as charlatans claiming a special religious
status by, for example, ostentatious asceticism.148 A true shaykh must be firmly
anchored in the sharıfia and be a gifted educator. Specifically, he must know the outer
and inner aspects of the Divine, as well as the outer and inner meanings of the Qur√n
and Sunna. This knowledge must be derived directly from the original sources (Qur√n
and Sunna); these sources must be considered in their entirety, and everything the

143 Al-Sanüsı’s Bughyat al-maqßid and al-Ru†bı’s Min˛at al-aß˛b also show a smaller occurrence
of such quotations and are thus closer to al-Khnı.
144 Al-Khnı f. 44 v (vs. Sulük, 6-7).
145 E.g., al-Khnı f. 46 v: 70 (variant: 70,000) veils of light. Sulük, 7 mentions only the 70,000.
146 Al-Khnı f. 46 v.
147 The following discussion is based mainly on the R al-Sulük; when appropriate, however, I shall
also consider fragments and poems contained in al-Wasıla.
148 The rejection of excessive asceticism has been part of the Sufi repertoire ever since the shift of
emphasis from asceticism to mysticism in around the ninth century. A˛mad b. Idrıs condemned it as
serving the pretensions of the lower soul (÷hir al-nafs) (Fuyü∂t 87). For Majdhüb’s aversion against
begging and his refusal of excessive asceticism see also above, Chapters III and IV.
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master teaches must be supported by reference to them. Further, the shaykh must
practice what the Divine Law prescribes, for “there is no sulük without sharıfia”.149

With regard to his character, the shaykh should strive to imitate the Prophet, show com-
passion, understanding and patience with his followers, and be a true healer of souls. In
his effort to benefit the community, “and in particular his followers”,150 he should point
out their faults, general and particular; but he must keep in mind how far they are ready
to go (their qbiliyya), and should abstain from violence. In short, he should avoid ex-
tremes, neither be negligent nor excessive, but always stick to a middle course.151

To such a shaykh, the student owes nearly total obedience. He is not only the most re-
spected, venerated, and loved human being among his followers, but the mediator
(wsi†a) between them and God, between them and the Prophet; he is, de facto, God’s
representative (khalıfat Allh lak).152 Therefore, the student is asked to abandon himself
completely to the master, trusting him like a child and believing everything he says; he
should not to hide anything from him, serve him spiritually and materially, and spread
his fame.153

This ideal of total and unconditional surrender of the student to his master was devel-
oped during the ninth-eleventh centuries; at the beginning of the twelfth, the idea that
man is before God as the dead before the one who washes his corpse was first applied to
describe the ideal relationship between the murıd and his shaykh. Earlier Sufis had not
raised the shaykh to such heights, and authors as late as al-Qushayrı (d.$1072), Anßrı
(d.$1089), or even fiAyn al-Qu„zt-i Hamadnı (d. 1131) warned against holding the
master to be infallible.154 After the twelfth century, it appears, the shaykh — now no
longer a mere instructor (shaykh al-tafilım) but a psychagogue (shaykh al-tarbiya) —
was given practically unrestricted command over his student.155 This gradually changed
(after the sixteenth century?) when some Sufis started to attach an important condition

149 Sulük, 4.
150 Sulük, 4.
151 Sulük, 4-5. Cf. al-Khnı f. 118 v - 119 r.
152 A˛mad al-Dardır expresses this in even more extreme terms: “˛a∂rat al-shaykh ˛a∂rat Allh”
(“la présence du shaykh est la présence même de Dieu”) (Tu˛fat al-ikhwn fı db al-†arıq, 5 = tr.
Bannerth, “Khalwatiyya”, 25).
153 Cf. A˛mad al-Dardır, Tu˛fat al-ikhwn, 4-5. Al-Dardır gives more detailed instructions regarding
the behaviour towards one’s shaykh, and includes a caveat: “Il [the murıd] ne doit pas faire son [the
master’s] éloge devant ses ennemis, de crainte que cela ne leur serve ensuite à mal parler de lui”(Tu˛fat
al-ikhwn, 5 = tr. Bannerth, “Khalwatiyya”, 24).
154 fiAyn al-Qu„zt perhaps personifies the turning point, for he both said that the shaykh was not
infallible and that the murıd should be before him perinde ac cadaver (Meier, “∫ursn”, 555-6 =
Bausteine, I, 141-2).
155 Meier, “∫ursn”, 545-70 = Bausteine, I, 131-56; id., “Zum vorrang”, 31-6 = Bausteine, II, 906-
11 (with further literature in n. 153).
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to the master’s authority, namely, conformity to the rules of Qur√n and Sunna.156

Majdhüb was one of them; he stressed that the student should imitate his master in
everything — except where it contradicts an express text of the Qur√n or the Sunna of
the Prophet.157 The student should, however, refrain from critisising the master for such
a behaviour, for he may not be aware of particular circumstances which render it
permissible.158 And in case of doubt, if he cannot find an express text in the Qur√n or
Sunna proving the master’s error, the student has to follow the master.159

This restriction gives each individual student the right, nay the obligation to judge for
himself the behaviour of his master by referring directly to what is established as the
supreme authoritative sources. This does not mean that he has the right to interpret
these sources, that is, to exercise ijtihd. But it does give each murıd a definite if limited
individual religious responsibility which according to many earlier authors he did not
have before.

An individual, responsible decision is also demanded to judge ideas and inclinations
that come to one’s mind160 without there being an authoritative text on the particular
point or a perfect master whom one could (and should) ask. In such a case, says
Majdhüb, one must pay attention to the context within which this idea arose. If immedi-
ately before or after the idea occurred one was in a “Divine” state (˛la ra˛mniyya:
e.g., meditating God’s majesty, longing for the Prophet, thinking of one’s shortcomings,

156 A˛mad Sirhindı (1564-1624) taught that the students should not imitate their master in
something that contradicts the Law, but should try to interpret such behaviour in the best possible light
(Meier, “Zum vorrang”, 35 = Bausteine, II, 910). The earliest Sudanese example is probably Ismfiıl b.
Makkı al-Daqlshı, “∑˛ib al-Rabba” (fl. mid-18th c.) who wrote that the student must follow the walı
in everything except what contradicts the sharfi (K fı †arıq ahl Allh wa’l-sayr bih, N R O, Misc.
1/1777/2306, p. 4). But the change to a more legalistic position happened by no means easily and quickly.
Even the radical Khalwatı pietist, A˛mad al-Dardır (1715-86) maintained that the student had to break the
fast, or to stop praying, if ordered to do so by the shaykh; he explained that a “knowing” shaykh (al-
shaykh al-firif) may do so to test the sincerity of his students (Tu˛fat al-ikhwn, 5; passage slightly
misunderstood by Bannerth, “Khalwatiyya”, 25)
157 Majdhüb distinguishes three kinds of masters: the most high-ranking are those who test their stu-
dents’ obedience by ordering them to do things which are not forbidden by Law. Others demand from
them to abstain from things ordered by Law (tark al-wjibt), or even to do forbidden things (irtikb al-
manhıyt). If the particular rules the master’s order would violate are not based expressis verbis on
Qur√n or Sunna, the master has to be obeyed (al-Wasıla, 43).
158 Sulük, 9. A˛mad b. al-Mubrak al-Lama†ı (1679/89-1742) gives a drastic (if somewhat
contrived) example for this in al-Ibrız, Chapter 5 (ed. al-Shammfi, II, 84); cf. also ib., II, 99-5: an outsider
does not possess the right scale to judge a walı; and one should not assess him by external aspects
anyway, since it is his inner qualities that distinguishes him.
159 al-Wasıla, 43.
160 m yajiduhu ’l-murıd bi-qalbihi min al-awmir (al-Wasıla, 43). Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-
Mırghanı in his Fat˛ al-Mabrük 41 distinguishes three kinds of ‘khaw†ir’. His instructions on how to
deal with them are, however, less sophisticated than those of Majdhüb; he simply says one has to follow
those ideas that conform with the sharıfia, and reject those that contradict it. On the khaw†ir, see Meier,
Kubr, 127 ss.
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etc.) one should follow the idea; otherwise (if one was thinking of worldly matters) one
has to discard it.

Interestingly, these individual rights are absent from a text intended for a more general,
less sophisticated public. In his mnemonic poem, In rumta an tafüza fı dunyk,161

Majdhüb repeats that the student must not criticise the master for any acts contradicting
the outer (÷hir) prescriptions of the Law,162 and goes on to enjoin him to accept “all”
the master’s words “just as the words of the Prophet”.163 The same poem states that
while the master must be firmly rooted in the outer Law, it is even more important that
he loves God and His Prophet.164

Evidently, this apparent contradiction reflects the traditional distinction between the
fiawmm and the khawßß, which the Sufis interpreted as the regard for the receptivity
(qbiliyya) of the addressee as he progresses on the Path: “Kullu insnin bi-qadri m
lahu — every man [receives] according to his gifts”.165

Interestingly, Majdhüb’s passages on the status and the role of the master and the stu-
dent’s relationship to him are, with a few exceptions, not derived from al-Khnı, con-
trary to most of the rest of his book. The most conspicuous difference between the two
authors is that for al-Khnı, it is not absolutely necessary to have a shaykh. If someone
who wants to embark on the path finds the necessary qualities in himself, but cannot
find a master, he is entitled to pursue the path on his own, as long as he takes care to
stick firmly to the rules of the Sharıfia and the example of the Prophet.166 For Majdhüb,
this possibility does not exist. We must take care not to assume a linear development in
this matter; the question of the necessity of the shaykh found different answers
throughout Islamic history.167 It may be significant, however, that Mu˛ammad fiUthmn

161 al-Wasıla, 58-60.
162 “Never criticise [him], not even in the slip of your tongue, as long as you are veiled from the
inner [truths] — nay, even when you have been accepted in the name of the inner [truth]” (In rumta…, al-
Wasıla, 59).
163 Cf. Abü Safiıd b. Abı ’l-Khayr’s (d.$1049) dictum, “Der scheich ist fµr seine Leute was der profet
fµr seine gemeinde” (cit. in Meier, “∫ursn”, 555 = Bausteine, I, 141).
164 Fa-aßluh ’stiqmatun fı ’l-÷hir * tunabbi√ fian ta√ahhul al-ma÷hir • bal aßluh ’l-akbaru
˛ubbu ’llhi * wa-˛ubbu ˛ibbihi rasüli ’llhi.
165 In rumta… (al-Wasıla, 59).
166 Al-Khnı f. 119 v. On f. 4 v he speaks of al-sharıfia al-Mu˛ammadiyya.
167 For twelfth-fifteenth century examples, see Meier, “∫ursn”, 568 (= Bausteine, I, 154). “The
question had originated among the Sufis of Spain, where it occasioned much debate: this shows how
different things were in India, where the strict insistence on the need for an elder was universal” (Baldick,
Mystical Islam, 105).
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al-Mırghanı and Ismfiıl al-Walı (who operated in conditions comparable to those of
Majdhüb) similarly stressed that it is absolutely necessary to have a shaykh.168

General ethical demands
Certain preconditions must be met by the novice (murıd) in order to be able to pursue
the Path. These conditions are traditionally expressed by the expression, “combatting
one’s lower soul” (mufidiyan li-nafsih).169 Majdhüb gives this expression an interpreta-
tion centring on personal modesty. The murıd has to break the power of “desire” (haw:
the lower instincts) by depriving himself of food, sleep and human society. The
humiliation of the nafs should go so far as to blame oneself if one is insulted.170

Quarrelsomeness, envy, haughtiness, talkativeness should be abandoned; patience,
lenity, veracity and pleasant manners are recommended. One should help and advise
one’s brethren and accept their advice joyfully; one should obey the orders of one’s
shaykh as if he were one’s father and fulfill the demands of the †arıqa as if it were one’s
mother, not neglecting the awrd one has been assigned. In general, one should try to
imitate the Prophet as far as one can, look out for God’s grace (nifiam) to thank him and
search for one’s own deficiencies in order to overcome them. If one is serious in this
attempt, one can rely on God and be confident of His help in this enterprise. What
counts is not so much the perfect attainment of the ideal but the constant effort to
approach it.

Compared to this list of ‘performances’, al-Khnı deals much more with the subtleties
of individual psychology. Where Majdhüb simply demands that one has to combat
one’s nafs and to humble oneself, al-Khnı explains the psychological reasons for this
by describing in detail what happens in the soul of the slik during the different states
(a˛wl) he is exposed to, and what psychological results different actions he may take
will have on his soul. The difference is one between voluntary mental actions and their
psychological results. Al-Khnı (who makes this difference explicit)171 deals with both,
while Majdhüb generally omits psychological detail, restricting himself to prescribing
what attitude to take and what to leave. The overall impression is that Majdhüb presents
a simplified text, one that gives clearer instructions which can be followed more easily
since they leave little room for interpretation of situational detail. Al-Khnı’s text, on

168 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, al-Fat˛ al-mabrük 38; al-Hibt al-muqtabisa 23-24; an-
Nafa˛t al-makkiyya 24; Ismfiıl al-Walı, al-fiUhüd al-wfiya al-πaliyya 234-5; Mashriq shumüs al-
anwr 55, 100 (see Radtke, “Lehrer”).
169 Sulük, 5 = al-Khnı f. 118 v.
170 Sulük, 5 = al-Khnı f. 117 r.
171 Al-Khnı (f. 48 v) refutes the objection that repentance (tawba) belongs to the realm of mystical
experiences (a˛wl: [psychological] “states”/‘Seelenzustände’) and therefore is not something that can be
voluntarily achieved (by ikhtiyr). According to him, tawba can be classified among the voluntary acts
since one can voluntarily create the preconditions for it, by listening to religious exhortation (mawfii÷),
useful study (tafiallum al-fiilm al-nfifi), remembrance of God (dhikr Allh), etc. On the difference
between “stations” as acts and “states” as experiences or “gifts”, see Hujwırı, Kashf, tr. Nicholson 181-2.
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the other hand, provides a much better understanding of the psychological side of the
spiritual process with its various and often ambiguous elements. One should be careful,
however, not to draw hasty conclusions from the result of this comparison. Mu˛ammad
b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı in his Bughyat al-maqßid draws on the same source — but although
he is writing in a society somewhat similar to that of Majdhüb, he copies from al-Khnı
the psychological more than the ethical elements.

Introduction to the Path
Once one has acquired ‘theoretical’ knowledge, so to speak, of the fundamentals of the
Path, and found a suitable guide for it, the next step is to take a practical decision to
change one’s life and repent of one’s sins, for they are the most important impediment
(˛ijb, literally, “veil”)172 to spiritual progress. Once that is achieved, the primary
concern must be to love and obey the master and to free oneself of worldly interests.
Only then can one start in earnest to pursue the Path of perfection.

Majdhüb expresses an unqualified negative attitude to “the world” (al-duny); the murıd
is simply asked to hate it.173 Al-Khnı, on the other hand, explains the ambiguous na-
ture of the world, which is “everything that distracts you from God […] as well as ev-
erything that helps you towards Him”.174 The world may be blameworthy (madhmüma)
or praiseworthy (ma˛müda); al-Khnı even distinguishes an intermediate category (qism
mutawassi†), consisting of all that which is both profitable in this world as well as serv-
ing one’s interests in the hereafter.175 In themselves, the elements of this world (like
property) are neither good nor bad — what is important is how they are utilised.176 Such
a statement is absent from Majdhüb who completely omits al-Khnı’s remarks on the
pleasant side (ladhdha) of the world. He simply quotes some of the a˛adıth on its faults
mentioned by al-Khnı, without adding the latter’s qualification that these Traditions
only refer to the blameworthy aspect of this world.177

172 Majdhüb discusses in some detail the various kinds of “veils”. Sins are “veils of darkness”; they
are impenetrable and opaque. The lighter, transparent veils which have to be overcome at a later stage are
the 70,000 “veils of light”. Majdhüb says that these are the beauties of God’s creation; al-Khnı, on the
other hand, explains them as the illusion of one’s own piety (al-Khnı f. 45 v - 46 v; copied by al-Sanüsı,
Bughyat al-maqßid 183). Finally, Majdhüb adds a third class not mentioned by al-Khnı or al-Sanüsı, the
“subtle” (khafıya: “leichtstofflich”) veils (Sulük, 7-8). Note that earlier Sufi writings often speak of
70,000 veils (> 70 > 7+7 > 7 > 1) alternating between light and dark and that there is thus no stage with-
out its veils of darkness (see Landolt, Révélateur, 70-73, 111-113 n. 176). Majdhüb (but not al-Khnı!)
thus has a simplified scheme.
173 Sulük, 10, a passage not taken from al-Khnı!
174 Al-Khnı f. 20 v.
175 […] kull ˛a÷÷ fı ’l-fijil yufiın fial afiml al-khira (al-Khnı f. 20 r).
176 Al-Khnı f. 20 v.
177 Al-Khnı f. 21 r.
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Virtues and vices
The goal of the path of perfection is to become a better human being. What this means
for Majdhüb is detailed in a catalogue listing good and bad qualities. One should train
oneself to overcome the vices and adorn oneself with the virtues:

A — Vices178

[jahl ignorance]
gha∂ab • wrathfulness
˛asad • envy
˛iqd malice
bukhl stinginess
kibr haughtiness
fiujb self-conceit
riy√ • hypocrisy (opposite of ikhlß)
˛ubb al-jh179 love of worldly position
kathrat al-kalm loquaciousness
ghıba slander
tafkhur bragging
[˛irß greed]
sü√ al-khulq evil nature

B — Virtues

fiilm knowledge
˛ilm gentleness, patience
ßaf√ al-b†in • inner purity
karam generosity
tadhallul humility
ßabr • forbearance
shukr • gratitude
zuhd • renunciation of the world
tawakkul • trust in God
˛ay√ • modesty, shame
ikhlß • fidelity, faithfulness
ßidq • sincerity
ma˛abba • selfless brotherly love (¢gapª)
murqaba • selfcontrol
ra˛ma • mercy
˛ubb fı Allh love in God
buk√ • weeping
˛uzn • sorrowfulness
˛ubb al-khumül love of anonymity
˛usn al-khulq good nature

This catalogue is directly derived from al-Khnı. This is particularly evident in the case
of the “vices”, which al-Khnı lists in two different sequences: one a brief overview, the
other one complete with explanations and references to the Qur√n and ˛adıth. Majdhüb
extracts the terms from the second list, quotes the first ˛adıth mentioned by al-Khnı,

178 Terms in square brackets [] are taken from the description of the first stage of the soul (Sulük, 15
= al-Khnı f. 50 ss.).
179 In al-Khnı: nafs al-shuhra wa-ntishr al-ßıt.
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and goes on to the next term (interestingly, he omits any Qur√nic references here). —
The virtues are dealt with more briefly by al-Khnı; they are given as a plain list without
any explanations or ˛adıth references. Consequently, Majdhüb also has no such ref-
erences.

Both of Majdhüb’s lists are shorter than al-Khnı’s. From the vices, he omits conceit
(ghurür), joking ( muz˛), adorning oneself for the sake of outward appearance
(tazayyun li’l-khalq), and irking others (? m-r-sh). From the virtues, about a third of al-
Khnı’s terms are absent from Majdhüb’s list. However, they partly appear in the later
discussion of the seven stages of the soul, and their omission in the introductory list
does not seem to follow any particular logic.

Majdhüb’s list (like al-Khnı’s) does not deal with things that are obligatory or forbid-
den according to Islamic jurisprudence. Its primary emphasis is on personal moral atti-
tude, not on the judgement of outward acts. It is this emphasis which leads Majdhüb to
quote the Prophetic Tradition, “With God, a single calumny counts as much as sixty acts
of fornication”.180 That observance of the religious Law is the basis for this process is
beyond doubt. But it is not Majdhüb’s main interest. Transgression of the Law can be
forgiven more easily than a faulty heart can be repaired. Acts weigh less than attitudes.
On the other hand, Majdhüb sets himself off not only from the legalists, but by cutting
out al-Khnı’s metaphysical and psychological considerations, he distinguishes himself
also from a more spiritually inclined tradition within Sufism. His emphasis is on
morality.

The educational process
The process of training the soul is metaphorically described as following a way or
“Path” (sulük al-†arıqa). Pursuing it, one is “on the way” (slik); the process is marked
by certain stations (maqmt) and has a definite end. The guide on this way is the mur-
shid, the provisions fear of God, the means of transport (r˛ila) is zeal (himma), the
companions are the brethren, and defence is provided by the recitation of the Names of
God.181

The progress of the soul on the path has often been measured by dividing it into several
“stations” (maqmt). These can be attained by personal training, as opposed to the
“states” (˛lt) which are gifts the seeker receives without personal effort. The number
of the stations and states varies with the different authors, as does their relationship. It
would appear that the scheme given by al-Khnı (and reproduced by Majdhüb in his
Rislat al-Sulük) combines and systematises two different lines of tradition: a classifica-
tion of the maqmt/a˛wl and a classification of the souls.

180 Sulük, 12.
181 Sulük, 13.
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The stages

One must not talk about spiritual stages
before having actually experienced them.

Muhammad Majdhub182

It is as yet quite difficult to say anything certain about the history and distribution of
these classifications. Al-Sarrj’s (d.$988) Kitb al-Lumafi, the oldest attempt at a
systematisation of Sufism, knows of seven183 stations: repentance (tawba), scrupulous-
ness (warafi), renunciation of the world (zuhd), poverty (faqr), patience (ßabr), trust in
God (tawakkul), contentedness [with God’s will] (ri∂).184 These are followed185 by ten
states: watchfulness (murqaba), nearness (qurb), love (ma˛abba), fear (khawf), hope
(raj√), longing (shawq), intimacy (uns), tranquility (†uma√nına), contemplation
(mushhada), certainty (yaqın). Al-Sarrj is somewhat unusual in that he classifies the
˛lt as later stages above the mqmt.186 Similar stations and states appear in varying
number and sequence in other early manuals.187

A reflection of this tradition can be found in the paragraphs on the maqmt and a˛wl
which have been preserved in K. al-Wasıla.188 As will be seen, al-Wasıla’s distribution
and sequence of the stations and states show some similarity to al-Sarrj’s K. al-Lumafi

182 Al-˛ulül fı ’l-maqmt bi’l-maql qabl al-˛ulül fıh bi’l-˛l yüjab ˛urmnuh bi-l ishkl (al-
Wasıla, 43 (˘ikam)).
183 Although the number ‘seven’ was later used as a symbol of completeness, Sarrj himself
mentions the seven stations only as “examples”, just like the ten ˛lt (al-Sarrj, al-Lumafi, 65-6)
184 al-Sarrj, al-Lumafi, 65.
185 al-Sarrj, al-Lumafi, 81.
186 Hujwırı, Kashf adopts a similar stance (ed. Zhukovsky, 226 = tr. Nicholson, 182).
187 For example, Kalbdhı (d.$990 or 995), Kitb al-Tafiarruf names 17 maqmt. He “is unusual in
that he thinks that the ‘states’ are to be found between the beginning and the end of a given ‘station’.
Moreover, some of his ‘stations’ would normally be seen as ‘states’: for example, intimacy, nearness, and
the last, love. Again, he is unusual in asserting that a lot of ‘states’, such as ‘passing away’, ‘survival’,
absence and presence, are considered by some Sufis as being one single ‘state’, even when they are
apparent opposites: the man who passes away from what belongs to himself survives through what is
God’s, and so on” (Baldick, Mystical Islam, 56) [This view is shared by Hujwırı, Kashf, tr. Nicholson,
248 ss., and found expression in Majdhüb’s poem, ˘u∂ürun idh ghibn (Dıwn, 179)].
Or, al-Makkı (d.$996), Qüt al-Qulüb, who knows of “nine ‘stations of certainty’: repentance, patience,
gratitude, hope, fear, renunciation of the world, trust in God, acceptance and love. Here the ‘stations’, as
being lasting, are seen as more important than the thousands of fleeting ‘states’ (Baldick, Mystical Islam,
56).
Later authors have still different systems. Anßrı (d.$1089), ∑ad maydn divides his 1,000 maqmt into
100 manzil. Ibn al-fiArabı (1165-1240), Futü˛t speaks of nine maqmt al-yaqın. fiAlı-ye Hamadnı
(1314-1385), Reslä-ye ¸cehel maqm-e ßüfıyä describes 40 stations (Gramlich, Derwischorden, II, 278
n.$1478; Baldick, Mystical Islam, 64-5). The numbers four or six do also occur; and instead of maqm, the
words daraja or martaba are sometimes used. For a collection of manuscripts on the subject, see
Ahlwardt 3301-3321.
188 al-Wasıla, 46-7. For a discussion of the manifestation of ˛lt in practice, see below, Chapter
VII.
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(though the latter has fewer different categories). The differences vis-à-vis al-Qushayrı
and al-Kalbdhı are greater. Sarrj was a “rigorous follower of the ‘sober’ school of
Junayd”189, and Majdhüb himself seems to prefer Junayd’s definition wherever there is
one, thus showing his own (at least theoretical) effort to strengthen the ‘sober’ rather
than the ecstatic side of Sufism.

The following table shows the spiritual stations (maqmt) as outlined in al-Wasıla:

1. — stations of the aspirant (murıd)

# name translation Majdhdhüb’s explanation notes in Lumafi
1.0. intibh attention,

awakening,
regaining
consciousness

leave the negligent preoc-
cupation with oneself
(ghafla)

1.1.1. tawba repentance (re)turning to God; = Süsı’s defini-
tion of the
basic stage

1st stage in
Lumafi, in Qüt
al-Qulüb, and in
Kalbdhı

fearfully asking for for-
giveness; ÷hiran.

1.1.2. inba remorse constant remembrance
(dhikr) of God, hopeful;
b†inan

1.2.1. warafi Godfearingness leave the dubious = Lumafi’s defi-
nition of the
basic stage of
warafi

2nd stage in
Lumafi

1.2.2. mu˛sabat
al-nafs

accounting of
the lower soul

find out what is acceptable
and what is deficient with
one’s lower soul

1.2.3. irda will making special efforts to
overcome one’s laziness

1.3. zuhd renunciation abstain even from permis-
sible worldly things

3rd stage in
Lumafi, 2nd in
Kalbdhı

1.4.1. faqr poverty free hand and mind from
possessions

= Saqa†ı’s and
(approxi-
mately)
Junayd’s def-
inition of the
basic stage of
zuhd190

4th stage in
Lumafi

1.4.2. ßidq sincerity parity of the innermost self
with what is manifest
(istiw√ al-sirr191 mafi al-
ifiln)

189 Baldick, Mystical Islam, 55.
190 al-Sarrj, al-Lumafi, 72; Kalbdhı, tr., 83.
191 Sirr (lit., “mustªrion” (Trimingham, Orders, 211)), is the innermost (and thus supreme) organ
of human awareness, the “Seelengrund” = apex animae (Chodkiewicz, Océan, 110). Massignon interprets
it as one’s profound unconscious, opposing it to the conscious Ego (= ∂amır) (Essai, 40). Corbin
translates, “innermost conscience” (“Visionary dream”, 389). It is also translated as, “innermost

(cont’d)
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1.4.3. taßabbur patient perse-
verance

bear the inconvenient and
the bitter

2. — stations one reaches after one has passed the status of aspirant192

2.1. ßabr patience no complaints 5th stage in
Lumafi

2.2.1. ri∂ contentedness
[with God’s
will]

take delight in trial 7th (=highest)
stage in Lumafi
(at the same
time first of the
a˛wl)193

2.2.2. ikhlß sincerity / free-
dom from every
form of self-re-
gard194

ikhrj al-khalq fian
mufimalat [*ghayr]
al-˛aqq

2.3. tawakkul trust in God rely solely on God =Junayd in
Lumafi, 79

6th stage in
Lumafi (but
counted as 7th
on p. 65)

The next table shows Majdhüb’s outline of the spiritual states (a˛wl). Like Sarrj,195

he explains them as “actions (mufimalt) of the hearts”. He quotes Junayd’s classic
definition, “al-˛l nzila tanzil bi’l-qalb fa-l tadüm”.196

# name translation Majdhüb’s explanation notes Lumafi
1. murqaba meditation/“exa

mination”/spiri-
tual commu-
nion

contemplate the hid-
den/transcendental with
certain clarity losing one-
self in it through
visualisation

1st state in
Lumafi

2. qurb nearness place all one’s interest
(hamm) in God

cf. Lumafi, 84 2nd state in
Lumafi

3. ßu˛ba companionship agree with the beloved in
everything

corresponds to
ma˛abba

3rd state in
Lumafi

4. raj√ hope the heart holds true what it
has been promised

Qüt al-Qulüb:
maqm;
-Qushayrı:
corresponding
mode of
feeling: bas†

4th (b) state in
Lumafi

heart$/$soul$/$self”, not because it is a heart or soul or self, but since it is the innermost kernel of the
psyche. See also Gramlich, Derwischorden, II, 81$ss.
192 I could not find any parallel to this division of the stations in the literature.
193 The question of whether ri∂ belongs to the maqmt (that is, is attainable through human effort)
or to the a˛wl (that is, is a Divine gift) was a matter of dispute among early Sufis. Al-Qushayrı, 32
counts ri∂ among the a˛wl; Hujwırı (like al-Sarrj) says it is “the end of the ‘stations’ and the begin-
ning of the ‘states’” (ed. Zhukovsky, 226 = tr. Nicholson, 182). See van Ess, Gedankenwelt, 184.
194 Nicholson 238.
195 al-Sarrj, al-Lumafi, 66, quoting the Syrian mystic [Abü Sulaymn fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. A˛mad]
al-Drnı (d.$830): idh ßrat al-mufimala il al-qulüb […] .
196  al-Sarrj, al-Lumafi, 66.
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5. khawf fear the heart perceives [the
acts of] the Lord’s power
and vengeance (mu†alafiat
al-qalb li-sa†awt al-Rabb
wa-niqamtihi)

Qüt al-Qulüb:
maqm;
-Qushayrı:
corresponding
mode of
feeling: qab∂

4th (a) state in
Lumafi

6. ˛ay√ timidity the heart is blocked from
“expansion”

in Lumafi treated
together with
khawf

7. shawq longing the heart falls into ecstasy
when it remembers the
Beloved197

= Lumafi, 93
(literally)

5th state in
Lumafi

8. uns intimacy peace in God = Lumafi, 96 6th state in
Lumafi

9. †uma√nına tranquillity “quietness of heart under
the course of destiny”
[peace through accepting
one’s predestined fate]

= -Mu˛sibı’s
def. of ri∂198

7th state in
Lumafi

10. yaqın certainty removal of doubt = Junayd’s def-
inition [cf.
Lumafi, 103;
Kalbdhı tr.
94]

9th (=highest)
state in Lumafi,
“aßl jamıfi al-
a˛wl”

11. mushhada contempla-
tion/enlighten-
ment

in between material and
spiritual vision (faßl bayn
ru√yat al-fiayn wa-ru√yat
al-yaqın)

cf. Lumafi, 100:
waßl bayn
ru√yat al-qulüb
wa-ru√yat al-
fiiyn

8th state in
Lumafi199

The souls
Concerning the souls (nafs), earlier accounts distinguish three kinds, whose designations
are derived from the Qur√n: (1) the “soul commanding to evil” (al-nafs al-ammra
bi’l-sü√)200 (2) the “upbraiding soul” (al-nafs al-lawwma)201 and (3) the “tranquil
soul” (al-nafs al-mu†ma√inn).202 Two further kinds are also based on Qur√nic vocabu-
lary:203 the “content soul” (al-nafs al-r∂iya) and the “approved soul” (al-nafs al-
mar∂iyya).204 Many of the later authors, however, use a sevenfold classification con-

197 According to Abü Safiıd, the fire of shawq comes after the fire of want (niyz) has burnt the nafs.
Shawq never dies, and is only increased by vision (Nicholson, Studies in Islamic mysticism, 55).
198 Van Ess, Gedankenwelt 183; this is quoted by al-Qushayrı and by Kalbdhı (Kalbdhı tr. 93).
199 This was the highest state reached by Abü Safiıd (Nicholson 62).
200 Q 12: 53.
201 Q 75: 2.
202 Q 89: 27.
203 Q 89: 28.
204 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı in his early work al-Fat˛ al-mabrük, p.$41 mentions only
these five stages of the soul; none of his other writings elaborates on the topic.
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taining, in addition to the stages mentioned, those of the “inspired soul” (al-nafs al-mul-
hama) in the third place, and the “perfect soul” (al-nafs al-kmila) in the seventh.205

The earlier texts do not postulate a strict correlation between the different maqmt and
the various kinds of souls. As both the maqmt and the souls were arranged along a
progressive hierarchy, the urge must have been felt to combine both traditions into a
single system, such as the one presented by al-Khnı. It may well be that such a
‘standardisation’ goes back to authors belonging to the Khalwatı tradition; in any case,
the Khalwatiyya is firmly associated with the seven-stage model.206 In the nineteenth
century, manuals summarising elements that stem from ancient and sometimes variant
Sufi traditions become particularly frequent; many of these describe the seven stages
and their characteristics in almost identical language. As has been shown, some of them
(like Majdhüb’s Rislat al-Sulük) are directly dependent on al-Khnı. The agreement of
Majdhüb’s version with the others is so substantial that it suffices here to reproduce it in
the form of a table207 and to highlight the differences with similar schemes.208

205 On the stages of the soul, see Anawati & Gardet, Mystique musulmane, 42; Gramlich, Derwisch-
orden, II, 71-73; Meier, Kubr 158-160. — A˛mad b. Idrıs knows the sevenfold classification (Kunüz);
Ismfiıl al-Walı is silent on the topic (Radtke, Ismfiıl); and the later Khatmı author al-Ru†bı (1875) adopts
the sevenfold classification (possibly from al-Khnı, v.i.).
206 de Jong, art. “Khalwatiyya”, in EI2.
207 Modelled on Trimingham’s representation of a diagram by al-Sanüsı (Salsabıl 105)
(Trimingham, Orders, 152).
208 Terms in square brackets are taken from al-Sanüsı in cases where Majdhüb does not give a de-
scription.
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Majdhüb takes care to stress that the classification of the soul’s progress into seven
stages is only an auxiliary tool to facilitate description; these stages are, so to speak,
ideal types. The actual development of each individual runs through many more differ-
ent stages which can only be perceived by personal experience (dhawq).209 Majdhüb is
conscious of the difference between a schematic description which generally follows
traditional theory, and actual practice which has to take into consideration individual
circumstances and peculiarities. This caveat should be kept in mind when we examine
his manual.

In only a few instances does Majdhüb diverge from his model; these cases show an at-
tempt to avoid some terms that have been disputed between the more metaphysically
inclined Islamic mystics and scholars of the external religious sciences. Conspicuously,
there are no significant differences in the initial three stages, those of primary progress.

209 Sulük, 14. See also Gramlich, Derwischorden, II, 279.
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Only in the stages of “perfection” (maqmt al-kaml) does Majdhüb try to reduce what
might be offensive to the scholar-jurists.

Thus, he replaces the state of “conjunction” (˛lat al-waßla) with “confidence with God through God”
(i†mi√nn mafi Allh bi-llh).210 The overwhelming influence (wrid)211 of the fourth station is not the
famous ˘aqıqa (True Reality), but “some mysteries of the Sharıfia”. In the fifth station, he omits mention-
ing of its abode (conventionally: the Mystery of Mysteries / the kernel of the innermost heart, sirr al-
sirr).212 Regarding the characteristic state of the sixth station, “bewilderment” perplexity (˛ayra),
Majdhüb takes care to emphasise that it must be “acceptable” (maqbül) bewilderment. The wrid of this
station is simply “the Sharıfia”,213 not “the essence of the Sharıfia” as Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı has it.

Majdhüb’s omission of al-Khnı’s psychological considerations gives his treatise a
more formalistic tone, a tone not shared by al-Sanüsı. This is especially obvious in the
passages describing the way of transcending the stage one is currently in. Majdhüb
simply prescribes the dhikr specific to that stage, paying much attention to its correct
pronunciation. Al-Khnı and al-Sanüsı, on the other hand, give primary importance to
the mental attitude that has to be acquired.214 Al-Khnı in particular gives detailed
descriptions of the various mental states resulting from the practices required at the
respective stage and explains how to evaluate and to deal with them.

The dhikr phrases prescribed for each stage are those of the Khalwatı tradition, not that
of the older Shdhiliyya215 which knows only three (identical to the first three of the
Khalwatiyya), each one comprising two or three of the seven stations (1-2: L ilha ill
Allh. 3-4: Allh. 5-7: Hu). Al-Khnı (followed by Majdhüb) only introduces a slight
difference in that he doubles the Divine Names constituting the phrase of stations 2 - 6,
and sometimes calls for an introductory “y”.

The Sufi glossary
Like the rest of his book, the glossary of technical terms at the end of Majdhüb’s Rislat
al-Sulük is extracted from al-Khnı who has a much longer glossary in his introduc-
tion.216 Al-Khnı’s glossary exists in different versions: in alphabetical order in the

210 In his poetry, Majdhüb is less circumspect; he sings of the “wine of conjunction” in his poem,
∑afat khalwatı (Dıwn, 178; see the translation below, Chapter VII).
211 ‘Wrid’ is explained as, “the descent of spiritual meanings upon the heart” (˛olülı-ye mafinı be-
del) by Hujwırı, Kashf (ed. Zhukovsky, 500 = tr. Nicholson, 385).
212 Al-Sanüsı names as its wrid “being close to God / God’s friend” (walya; sainthood). Majdhüb
sticks to conventional use here in saying that nothing can come onto the soul in this stage since it is in the
state of “passing away” (fan√).
213 Similar in al-Fuyü∂t al-Rabbniyya fı ’l-ma√thir wa’l-awrd al-Qdiriyya, 34.
214 The phrases of remembrance are completely omitted by al-Sanüsı in the context discussed here;
they only appear in his schedule (reproduced by Trimingham, Orders, 152-3).
215 Thus contrasted by A˛mad b. Idrıs, Kunüz al-Jawhir. See also Bannerth, “La Khalwatiyya en
Égypte”, 46-7; de Jong, art. “Khalwatiyya”, in EI2.
216 For a different glossary by an early ninetennth-century Sudanese author, see Ismfiıl al-Walı,
Mashriq shumüs al-anwr, 90-98 (cf. Radtke, “Lehrer”).
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manuscript Berlin WE. 124, and in systematic order in the Fs lithography. Both ver-
sions also have a somewhat different selection of terms.

Majdhüb obviously depends on a version similar to that of the Fs edition.217 He has,
however, fewer terms and often shorter definitions. His selection comprises the follow-
ing terms: sharıfia, †arıqa, ˛aqıqa, murqaba, mushhada, mufiyana, tajallı (t. al-affil,
t. al-ßift, t. al-asm√), ma˛abba, fiishq, shawq, ˛l, sha†˛, †ams / ma˛w / iß†ilm,
fan√,218 baq√,219 ßa˛w, al-farq al-awwal, al-farq al-thnı, saw†ifi, †awlifi, law√i˛,
fiubüdiyya, fiubüda, ßiddıqiyya, qurba, jaras, fahwniyya.

Terms from the Fs lithography lacking in his list are: taßawwuf, †ibb rü˛nı, murshid
muslik, shuhüd, fiilm/fiayn/˛aqq al-yaqın, sirr, malaküt, †abıfia, huwiyya, qab∂/bas†,
hına/uns, some virtues and vices220, safida, kımiy√ al-fiawmm, kımiy√ al-khawßß,
jamfi, jamfi al-jamfi, tajrıd, kawn, †ahra, †hir al-÷hir/al-b†in/al-sirr wa’l-fialniyya,
himma, taqw, ÷ill, al-nafs al-shahwniyya, al-nafs al-n†iqa.

Terms mentioned by Majdhüb which do not occur in any of the versions of al-Khnı ac-
cessible to me are: ˛aqıqa, mufiyana, fiishq, ßa˛w, saw†ifi, law√i˛, fiubüda, ßiddıqiyya,
qurba.

It is difficult to see any stringent logic behind Majdhüb’s selection from al-Khnı.
However, some of his changes to al-Khnı’s definitions are quite significant. The most
important of these is that he replaces the Divine Presence (al-˛a∂ra al-ilhiyya) as the
object of the mystic’s love (ma˛abba)221 by the Prophetic Presence (al-˛a∂ra al-
Mu˛ammadniyya). As there is no context to this statement, one has to be careful in its
interpretation. It seems to indicate that Majdhüb denied the possibility of direct contact
of the mystic with God. This would also be supported by his change to al-Khnı’s defi-
nition of shawq (“longing”). For al-Khnı, shawq is “the need of the heart to meet the
beloved (i˛tiyj al-qalb il liq√ al-ma˛büb)”. As the object of love is the Divine
Presence, the implication is that the mystic can meet God. This was perhaps too daring a
thought for Majdhüb, who explained shawq to be “the wish to see the beloved (tamannı
ru√yat al-ma˛büb)”. ‘Meeting God’ has been changed to ‘seeing the Prophet’.

217 Compare not only the sequence of terms but also the wording of the definitions.
218 Majdhüb follows al-Khnı in defining fan√ as “the dropping of the vices through much exercise;
used to describe insensibility to the world of senses”; but he omits al-Khnı’s reference to ˛aqq al-yaqın.
Other mystics have described fan√ as the disappearance of man’s entire personality (Baldick, Mystical
Islam, 49).
219 Similarly, baq√ is merely explained as, “the presence of the virtues”, again omitting the more
mystical elaborations added by al-Khnı.
220 Gha∂ab, ˛iqd, ˛asad, kibr, fiujb, ghurür, riy√, jh, khumül, ikhlß.
221 Cf. also al-Khnı f. 72 v, where al-ma˛büb refers to God. See further the discussion on poetry
below.
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Certainly this attitude of ‘Prophet-centredness’ is characteristic for Majdhüb. It should
not, however, too easily be taken as proof to support the hypotheses of those who postu-
late the existence of ‘neo-Sufi’ movements. In the same glossary, Majdhüb follows al-
Khnı in defining mushhada as “seeing Truth (= God) in every atom of being {with the
necessary elimination of monistic elements from the conception of deity} (ru√yat al-
˘aqq fı kull dharra min dharrt al-kawn mafi al-tanzıh mimma l yalıqu bi-fia÷amatih)”.
That there is no contradiction but complementarity between the two statements has been
shown elsewhere by de Jong and Peters.222

What can, however, be seen in this example — read in the light of other statements by
Majdhüb — is a greater stress on the distance between God and men, an effort to tighten
possible loopholes for monistic or other ‘heterodox’ views. This greater distance
becomes also apparent when Majdhüb maintains that God displays (tajallı) His Lights
(al-anwr al-ilhiyya) only to His special friends (awliy√) — not to the ordinary slik
who could hope for such a favour in al-Khnı’s view.

God’s friends, however, may experience a continuum between God’s Truth and the
Prophetic Presence. In Majdhüb’s highly mystical prayer, Shams nahr al-tajallı, the
Prophet Mu˛ammad is described as “the sun of the day of self-displaying”, and his
relation to God is metaphorically expressed by describing him as “the moon among the
stars in the sphere of the Presence of Nearness”.223

Sulük: a moral programme
In general outline as well as in almost all of his individual prescriptions Majdhüb fol-
lows elements of well-known Sufi tradition. Remarkable, however, is his almost total
concentration on one aspect of this tradition to the detriment of others. Our overview of
Majdhüb’s Rislat al-Sulük has shown his “accent on the practice of the Way and its
stages rather than on doctrinal principles.224 The key-words to look for […] are those
which […] relate to the sulük and the walya rather than those which characterise his
metaphysical teaching”.225 These words — written originally about a later Rislat al-
Sulük226 — serve well to characterise Majdhüb’s basically ‘practical’ approach.

This approach may have been conditioned by his audience. The population in and
around Sawkin was generally illiterate and only ‘superficially’227 Islamised and his

222 De Jong, ‡uruq and †uruq-linked institutions 151 n.$120; Peters, “Eighteenth and nineteenth
century Sufi revival?”, 9.
223 al-Wasıla, 31.
224 Majdhüb stresses the crucial importance of db and akhlq for achieving progress on the Way
(al-Wasıla, 47).
225 Chodkiewicz, “Diffusion” .
226 First published in Aleppo in 1351: 1932/3.
227 From the point of view of the preacher arriving from Medina.
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followers in Medina apparently also belonged to the lower strata of society. The next
chapter will help us better to understand Majdhüb’s interaction with the society he lived
in.

PPPPrrrraaaayyyyeeeerrrrssss
As was expected from a Sufi shaykh of his time, Majdhüb composed various prayers for
his followers which they had to read regularly.228 ‘Composed’ can be taken rather lit-
erally here: ass, rtib, fiadad etc. were traditional parts of the devotional life of a
†arıqa, and from standard elements Majdhüb put together his prayer formulæ. But
although they are not ‘original’ in themselves, they are “the Shaykh’s prayers” in the
sense that he alone — or his successors — are entitled to impart them to others as they
see fit. The prayers are considered to transmit part of the shaykh’s particular spiritual
power, and therefore distinguish his community from those of other shaykhs.

The ass
The ass is the basic office of spiritual training of a †arıqa; it has to be read five times a
day, after each prayer, and its content is representative of the fundamental attitude that
should be instilled in every adherent’s soul. Therefore, it is translated (and structured)
here in full:229

{At the very end of each prayer, after all other additions specific to that particular prayer,}

1. say (putting your right hand on your chest):

istifidha “I seek God’s protection from Satan the rejected one.

Qur√nic injunction «And whatever good ye send forth for your souls, ye shall find it in God’s pres-
ence, — better and greater, in reward. And ask forgiveness from God»”. (73: 20)

Then (raise your hand from your chest and) say:

acceptance of it
(talbiya)

“Here I am, o God my Lord, in fulfillment, You Who hold all the good in Your
hands; here your poor and humble slave says — giving you what is due to you
and obeying your order and seeking your support in all matters:

performance (dhikr)
(istighfr)

<IIII    aaaasssskkkk    ffffoooorrrrggggiiiivvvveeeennnneeeessssssss    ffffrrrroooommmm    GGGGoooodddd> (100 times); «for God is Oft-Forgiving, Most
Merciful.» (73: 20)

thanksgiving for
salvation (˛amdala)

Praise be to God; by His Grace and Majesty the works of righteousness take
place. [The words of those who enter paradise:] «“Praise be to God, who hath
guided us to this (felicity): never could we have found guidance, had it not been
for the guidance of God: Indeed it was the Truth that the Apostles of our Lord
brought to us”. And they shall hear the cry: “Behold! Paradise before you! Ye
have been made its inheritors, for your deeds (of righteousness)”.» (7: 43)”

228 They are usually said after the canonical prayers.
229 NRO Misc. 1/25/352 (Bergen NI 163.13/25): copy by Majdhüb Jall al-Dın (1350: 1931/2) of
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s autograph dated 1244: 1828/9. Majdhüb Jall al-Dın printed this version in his K.
al-Wridt, 40-1. al-Wasıla, 23-4 contains another version with minor differences.
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2. Then (put your hand on your chest again and) say:

istifidha “I seek God’s protection from Satan the rejected one.

Qur√nic injunction «God and His Angels send blessings on the Prophet: O ye that believe! Send ye
blessings on him and salute him with all respect.» (33: 56)”

Then (raise your hand from your chest and) say:

acceptance of it “Here I am, o God my Lord, in fulfillment, You Who hold all the good in Your
hands; here your poor and humble slave says — giving you what is due to you
and obeying your order and seeking your support in all matters:

performance (dhikr)
(taßliya)

<OOOO    GGGGoooodddd!!!!    SSSSeeeennnndddd    bbbblllleeeessssssssiiiinnnnggggssss    oooonnnn    oooouuuurrrr    mmmmaaaasssstttteeeerrrr    MMMMuuuu˛̨̨̨aaaammmmmmmmaaaadddd    tttthhhheeee    ggggeeeennnnttttiiiilllleeee    PPPPrrrroooopppphhhheeeetttt,,,,    oooonnnn
hhhhiiiissss    ffffaaaammmmiiiillllyyyy    aaaannnndddd    ccccoooommmmppppaaaannnniiiioooonnnnssss    aaaannnndddd    ssssaaaalllluuuutttteeee    hhhhiiiimmmm    wwwwiiiitttthhhh    aaaallllllll    rrrreeeessssppppeeeecccctttt> (100 times).

thanksgiving for
salvation

Praise be to God; by His Grace and Majesty the works of righteousness take
place. «“Praise be to God, who hath guided us to this (felicity): never could we
have found guidance, had it not been for the guidance of God: Indeed it was the
Truth that the Apostles of our Lord brought to us”. And they shall hear the cry:
“Behold! Paradise before you! Ye have been made its inheritors, for your deeds
(of righteousness)”.» (7: 43)”

3. Then (put your hand on your chest again and) say:

istifidha “I seek God’s protection from Satan the rejected one.

Qur√nic injunction «Know, therefore, that there is no god but God».

Then (raise your hand from your chest and) say:

acceptance of it “Here I am, o God my Lord, in fulfillment, You Who hold all the good in Your
hands; here your poor and humble slave says — giving you what is due to you
and obeying your order and seeking your support in all matters:

performance (dhikr)
(tahlıl)

<TTTThhhheeeerrrreeee    iiiissss    nnnnoooo    ggggoooodddd    bbbbuuuutttt    GGGGoooodddd> (100 times); Mu˛ammad is the Messenger of God.

thanksgiving for
salvation

Praise be to God; by His Grace and Majesty the works of righteousness take
place. «“Praise be to God, who hath guided us to this (felicity): never could we
have found guidance, had it not been for the guidance of God: Indeed it was the
Truth that the Apostles of our Lord brought to us”. And they shall hear the cry:
“Behold! Paradise before you! Ye have been made its inheritors, for your deeds
(of righteousness)”.» (7: 43)”

later addenda (1 Fti˛a for the Prophet)

(from al-Wasıla) (1 Fti˛a for your shaykhs)

(1 Fti˛a to please God)

The instruction to put the right hand on the chest during the reading of the Qur√nic in-
structions, as well as the addition of the three Fti˛as at the end are not from the
original manuscript, but stem from al-Wasıla.

After the ass, the “Prayer of Ibn Mashısh”230 should be read. The form taught by
Majdhüb is shorter than other current versions; Majdhüb claimed he had been ‘told by

230 fiAbd al-Salm b. Mashısh (d.$c. 1225/8), an Idrısı sharıf from the Ta†wn area of Morocco, was
a rural ascetic who is remembered as the main teacher of Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı (al-Ziriklı, IV 9). His

(cont’d)
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its author’ (that is, in a dream, a vision, or the like) that the other versions contain later
additions.231

The rtib
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb arranged four general rtibs for his followers, to be read as fol-
lows:232

Number Time read (Wridt) read (today)

I (the main one) after fajr
after maghrib

communally233

individually234
communally
—

II after fiaßr235
before maghrib

communally
communally

individually
—

III after fiish√ communally236 communally

IV wird/rtib al-sa˛ar communally237 individually

In addition, there is a special dhikr to be read after the evening-prayer on Thursday
evening.238

The two most important rtibs are highlighted in boldface; “read” indicates whether the
rtib is to be read communally or individually. Present-day practice239 shows a concen-
tration on the two “major” times (kabıra); the other rtibs are hardly ever used (except
for the Friday evening dhikr). This may have been the practice already in Majdhüb’s
time (v.i., Chapter VII).

The morning rtib — to take this as an example — should be read in the presence of the
Prophet, if possible; if one cannot form a mental image of him one should visualise
one’s shaykh instead.240 The rtib consists of a series of prayers, invocations and

“Prayer” is the only work transmitted in his name; it plays a very important part in the liturgies of all
brotherhoods deriving from the Shdhilı tradition. A translation is given by Titus Burckhardt, “The prayer
of Ibn Mashısh”. See also Padwick, Devotions, 163-4 and the bibliographic references given in van Ess,
“Libanesische Miszellen, 6: Die Ya̧sru†ıya”, 34.
231 al-Wasıla, 24.
232 al-Wasıla, 25-9; al-Wridt, 53-65.
233 Cf. al-Wasıla, 122{4}, 135{3}. When away from the group, however (on travel, for example),
this was performed individually in Majdhüb’s time (al-Wasıla, 115{1}).
234 Said to have been performed communally in Medina (al-Wasıla, 107{1}).
235 Acc. to al-Wasıla, 27, this should also be read after maghrib.
236 Cf. al-Wasıla, 122{4}.
237 In al-Wasıla, 146{6}, the fuqar√ needed to be specifically told to perform this one night.
238 al-Wasıla, 29; al-Wridt, 65-6.
239 Acc. to fiAbd al-Ra˛mn -Adirgwı, 4/11/87, 2.
240 … an tushakhkhißa rü˛niyyatahu al-sharıfa […] in amkanaka wa-ill fa-ßürata shaykhika (al-
Wasıla, 27). — Descriptions of the Prophet, like the famous Sham√il of Abü fiˆs al-Tirmidhı, have been

(cont’d)
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Qur√nic passages that serve to concentrate the mind and gradually to build up mental
energy and power. After the ∑alt al-Rabbniyya,241 this culminates in the pan-
Mu˛ammadan ∑alt al-fiA÷ımiyya of A˛mad b. Idrıs with the request to be intimately
joined to the Prophet: “Join (ijmafi) me to him as Thou joined spirit (rü˛) and soul
(nafs), in outer appearance and inner experience (÷hiran wa-b†inan), in my wakeful-
ness as well as in my dream (yaq÷atan wa-manman), and make him, Lord, a solace
(raw˛) for my true being (dhtı) in every respect, in this world before the End, o God
the Great!”242  This climax ends in a glorification of God the sustainer of the world,
always and everywhere.

After that, the leader of the prayer group recites several prayers, for the Prophet, for the
shaykhs and for God’s satisfaction. The individual members of the congregation are
then free to make their own personal invocations before concluding with more of the
standard prayer formulæ whose spiritual reward they should transfer to the Prophet.
Finally, they take leave of the Prophet (respectively, the shaykh).

The fiadad
The fiadad is a simple dhikr or office which every member of the †arıqa has to recite
daily. This task is given to the novice when he takes the covenant of allegiance. At the
beginning of his training, the initiate has to perform an abbreviated form known as al-
fiadad al-ßaghır. As he progresses on the path, he is introduced to more elaborate ver-
sions, the medium fiadad and finally the fiadad al-kabır. However, this last one is (at
least nowadays) performed only by very few individuals. Most adherents of the †arıqa
today admit to having not even time for the daily recitation of the fiadad al-ßaghır,
although similar recitations are quite commonly performed after ritual prayers through-
out the Muslim world, not only in Sufi circles.

Theoretically, the fiadad should be read after the night-prayer;243 in today’s practice it is
performed whenever the murıd has time for it, e.g. while tending livestock.

composed to help the imagination of the worshipper. Majdhüb wrote a commentary on al-Tirmidhı’s text,
and a second one on another, anonymous description of the Prophet (see below, Documentation).
241 Allhumma ßalli wa-sallim wa-brik fial mawln Mu˛ammadin al-nür al-rabbnı al-s†ifi wa’l-
sirr al-ladunı al-mu˛ı† al-jmifi wa’l-˛ißn al-ilhı al-qawıy al-mnifi wa-fial lihi wa-kullin man lahu
mu˛ibbun wa-tbifi fiadada m wasifiahu fiilmuka y Wsifi y Nfifi. Majdhüb claimed this prayer was dic-
tated to him by the Prophet’s daughter F†ima. Its “power” is reported in al-Wasıla, 181{5}, where a fakı
from the declining college of al-Ghubush gains material welfare by reciting it for a few days.
242 Part of this formula also occurs in Majdhüb’s prayer asking to see the Prophet (al-Wasıla, 36).
For complete (and slightly different) translations of the fiA÷ımiyya prayer, see O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint,
194-5; The Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 147-9 n.$3; Two Sufi treatises. The fiA÷ımiyya prayer seems to be
derived from or inspired by the main wird of fiAbd al-fiAzız al-Dabbgh (d.$1719) which the latter is said
to have received from al-Kha∂ir (al-Lama†ı, al-Ibrız, I, 52; see Radtke, “Zwischen Traditionalismus und
Intellektualismus”).
243 al-Wasıla, 24.
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The table shows the component parts of the office and how often they are to be re-
peated, according to written tradition:

kabır ßaghır

istighfr 700 70

tasbi˛ 1000 100

tahlıl 1000 100

taßliya 1000 100

al-∑alt al-Rabbniyya 30 3

Present-day practice244 has reduced the requirements somewhat, as the following table
shows:

kabır awsa† ßaghır

istighfr 700 70 33

taßliya 700 100 33

tahlıl 700 100 33

According to the present leader of the Eastern Majdhıb, common followers read only
the small fiadad. The village elder may perhaps read the medium fiadad, while the major
one is only performed by the very top leaders, since the others have no time for it.245

Most of the †arıqa’s adherents interviewed by me admitted to not even having time to
perform the minor office.

Praise of the Prophet
Besides the standard devotions intended for general, every-day use, several of
Majdhüb’s prayers convey ideas which are more metaphysical and mystical than ethical
in nature. Praise of the Prophet is the central concern of many of them; if performed
properly, they should help to concentrate the mind so as to visualise the Prophet as the
embodiment of the most elevated of God’s creatures.246 An important model for him
was al-Jazülı’s famous Dal√il al-Khayrt. He made it part of his own office247 and
drew inspiration from it for prayers he composed himself. Other prayers by earlier
authors Majdhüb included in his office are the well-known Shdhilı prayer of fiAbd al-

244 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbdullhi 25/02/87, 4-5. The small fiadad corresponds to the wird prescribed
by Majdhüb to F. Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Mjid (v.i., Documentation, Letter III).
245 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbdullhi 03/03/87, 5.
246 Al-fiIqd al-sanıy (in Al-Wridt) 42.
247 Dividing it into seven parts (Monday - Sunday) which do not correspond to its usual division into
seven ˛izbs, but are purely mechanical. Before reading it, one has to recite one thirtieth (juz’) of the
Qur√n. — Those who have not so much time should read Süra 112 thrice, then ten times the ∑alt al-
Rabbniyya (al-Wasıla, 33 = al-Wridt, 78-9).
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Salm b. Mashısh,248 the ˘izb Ibn Sul†n249 and Ibn al-fiArabı’s al-Dawr al-afil al-
müßil il kull maqm afil.250

Al-Asrr al-jamma fı ’l-ßalt fial nabı al-ra˛ma is a prayer which combines the 99
Divine Names251 with the 202 (sic)252 names of the Prophet, in the order found in the
introduction to the Dal√il. A slight change to this order is justified by a divine injunc-
tion: the four Prophetic names, ‘Bashır’, ‘Munır’, ‘Walı, and ‘Shafıfi’ are rearranged so
that they conclude the prayer which invokes “the mysteries of names and attributes”.253

The prayer has a rigid structure: (a) invocation of one name of God; (b) prayer on two
names of the Prophet;254 (c) exposition of the virtues and supra-temporal aspects of the
Prophet, drawing on these two names, and introduced by an additional epithet of the
Prophet;255 (d) prayer for the Prophet’s family and the other apostles; (e) mentioning of
an aspect of taw˛ıd as contained in a Qur√nic verse;256 (f) the concluding formula
[characteristic of the tradition of A˛mad b. Idrıs], “at every instant and with every
breath, to the number that [only] God’s knowledge can encompass”.

The prayer is divided into three ˛izbs to be read on three consecutive days.257 “It equals
about half the Dal√il al-Khayrt”, according to Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir Majdhüb, and
is said to bring immediate illumination (fat˛) to the one who recites it with a sincere
heart.

Another prayer is called, al-fiIqd al-sanıy al-muzn al-mufaßßal bi-la√lı al-Qur√n.
Majdhüb composed and dictated it to his followers “between the evening- and night-

248 al-Wasıla, 24. — On fiAbd al-Salm b. Mashısh, v.s. n.$230.
249 Divided into seven parts.
250 al-Wasıla, 33 = al-Wridt, 79. Ibn al-fiArabı’s ˛izb, al-Dawr al-afil [wa’l-durr al-aghl] al-
müßil il kull maqm afil seems to have enjoyed some reputation; it is also quoted by Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn al-Mırghanı (al-Hibt al-muqtabasa, 34). It is printed in Mu˛yı ’l-Dın [b.] al-fiArabı, Majmüfiat
al-a˛zb, [ºstanbul?, n.d.], 6-11; and in Majmüfi ilhı, Cairo 1282 (?) (GAL I, 447, S I, 799).
251 Note the misreading of the fortieth name of God, al-Muqıt, as al-Mughıth, which is explainable
by Sudanese colloquial pronunciation! (Asrr [in Al-Wridt] 20). — On God’s Most Beautiful Names,
see Gardet, art. “al-Asm√ al-˘usn”, in EI2.
252 Usually (e.g. in the Dal√il al-khayrt), they are counted as 201 names; however, Majdhüb treats
Ra√üf and Ra˛ım as separate names (Asrr 34).
253 Asrr 37. “Sufi songs of the attributes of the Prophet, corresponding to the chanting and singing
of the attributes of God” are mentioned for the present-day Egyptian Jazüliyya ˘usayniyya Shdhiliyya
†arıqa (Hoffman-Ladd, “Devotion to the Prophet and his family”, 620).
254 Except for the first entity (Allh) which includes four Prophetic names.
255 Epithets that occur more than once are ˛abıbuka (thrice), amınuka, khalıluka, ma˛bübuka,
ßafıyuka, walıyuka, nabıyuka, fiabduka, nifimatuka, dhü ’l-makna (each twice).
256 This is pursued only until #36.
257 Saturday - Monday, Tuesday - Thursday, then the whole of it on Friday (al-Wridt, 79).
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prayers”.258 The component units of the “necklace” which “equals about 1/3 of the
Dal√il al-Khayrt” consist of (a) an unchanging taßliya, (b) an evocation of an aspect
of the Prophet, and (c) a passage from the Qur√n relative to Mu˛ammad or to Prophets
in general.

The fiIqd proper is followed by a dufi259 allegedly composed in trance.260 This incanta-
tion is a fine example of the magic use of words to build up psychic “power” and reli-
gious excitement. Terms and phrases taken from the Qur√n and mystical tradition are
strung together in an associative, not logical way to produce a hypnotic effect on those
who recite them; if prone to exaltation, they often break out in tears.261

This technique is characteristic of many of these prayers. Outwardly, they figure as
“Prayers for the Prophet”; their actual purpose, however, is much like a mantra, as is ev-
ident in the fact that they have to be recited continuously for a great number of times.
For example, Majdhüb’s Maghn†ıs al-khayrt, a short and highly esteemed262 prayer,
should be repeated 125 times for the major fiadad, and 25 times for the minor one. To
convey a flavour of what these prayers are like, the Maghn†ıs is fully translated
here.263 The effect of rhymed prose is of course lost in the translation.

O God! I ask you by your Oneness in [the realms of] Divine perfection, and by your Manifestation
through the attributes belonging to [your] beauty[ful aspect], and by your singularity regarding the
qualities of Lordship, and by your self-displaying onto the holy souls, and by your Might and your
Inaccessibility and your Power and your Mercy, and by the Light of your face which no eye can
see, and by the sublimity of your essence which no thought can imagine, and by your Primordiality
which is not shaped on anything else, and by your Ultimateness which does not end with the end of
eternity, and by your Manifestation in the emptiness of Highness, and by your making yourself
known to the hearts of the pure ones, and by your concealed Hiddenness, and by the secret of your
Life, o Self-Subsisting!
to pray for and salute and bless with your beauty and your Majesty and your perfection your ser-
vant, your prophet, your sincere friend (Mu˛ammad, A˛mad, A˛yad), and to grant me your satis-
faction by which I can reach the reality of unitarianism and be registered by it among the élite of
your servants, and to enlighten my heart with the light of sincere love of you, and to make my rank
more honourable by letting me see your prophet while I am awake, and to forgive and efface all
my sins, and to grant me that end which you like and of which you approve, once the time has
been fulfilled and completed. Amen amen amen.

258 al-Wasıla, 51.
259 al-fiIqd al-sanıy 51-4.
260 al-Wasıla, 51 tells in detail how he fell into a jadhba fia÷ıma, lying on his back, invoking God
and staring at the sky.
261 al-Wasıla, 51. I have often had the opportunity to witness this myself. Note that contrary to the
allegation of al-Wasıla, only some individuals — who are well known and highly regarded for this sort of
behaviour — weep on such occasions.
262 It was this prayer in particular which one of my informants (Abbashar Ma˛müd of Shendi) was
eager to copy when I showed him the K. al-Wridt (which he did not possess).
263 Words with capital initials allude to one of the 99 Names of God.
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Other prayers
In addition to his basic prayers, Majdhüb composed others, to accompany the life of the
Muslim in all kinds of situations:264 one for Thursday evening (with more elaborate
istighfr, tahlıl and tasbı˛ than in the fiadad, and a very long and complex prayer for the
Prophet), prayers for the Rama∂n nights (tarwı˛), for various Muslim feasts, for visits
to the graves, for entering the khalwa; short invocations to be said before going to sleep,
when waking up in the middle of the night, when getting up at daybreak, and when
falling asleep again after morning prayer, when leaving the house and when going on a
journey; potions265 to facilitate memorisation of the Qur√n and an invocation to be said
after completing a full recitation of it; verses to be recited at the opening of a teaching
session, on the wedding night and before having sex with one’s wife;266 prayers to in-
duce a vision of the Prophet,267 to greet the new moon, to attract good and ward off evil,
and to be relieved of a debt; finally, “free”, general purpose prayers.

TTTThhhheeee    eeeemmmmoooottttiiiioooonnnnaaaallll    sssseeeettttttttiiiinnnngggg::::    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    ppppooooeeeettttrrrryyyy
In his poetry, Majdhüb gave expression to the emotional background of his religious
life, and through them these emotions have been transmitted to his adherents, influenc-
ing later generations until today. They have been at the heart of his followers’ attention
and care, and have been memorised by a great many of them even though they are
almost exclusively written in standard literary Arabic and not in the colloquial, the
favoured idiom of poetic expression in other Sudanese brotherhoods.

Hardly any Prophetic eulogy has come down to us from the Sudan prior to the nine-
teenth-century Sudan.268 Mu∂awwı b. Madanı (b.$c. 1675) is said to have written poetry
in praise of the Prophet,269 but this is not preserved. The tradition of colloquial madı˛
becomes tangible only in the latter half of the eighteenth century; the Jafialı al-Naqar w.
al-Shfiir and the Shyqı fiAlı w. ˘alıb are held to be the founding fathers of this
tradition.270

Literary historians agree that religious panegyric of the Fünj era, in colloquial as well as
in literary Arabic, is mainly addressed to Sufi shaykhs; we also find some instances of

264 al-Wasıla, 29-38, 40-41; al-Wridt, 72-101, 107-114.
265 Ma˛w: Qur√nic verses are written on a wooden tablet and washed off with water which is then
drunk.
266 The latter two are omitted from Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad’s 20th century collection, K. al-
Wridt.
267 Including a prayer asking God to be shown the Prophet in a dream (manman) (al-Wasıla, 36).
268 fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın, Trıkh 206; fiIzz al-Dın al-Amın, Turth al-shifir al-Südnı 28; al-Yzijı
I 122 ss.
269 Mu˛ammad al-Nür w. ∆ayf Allh, ‡abaqt, 341/#221.
270 For details see ALA I, 73-90.
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these shaykhs’ self-praise.271 Other genres used by early Sudanese religious poets were
elegy and didactic verse.272

It seems therefore that in his country, Majdhüb had not many predecessors for his
composition of Prophetic praise poetry in the idiom of classical Arabic. The emergence
of such poetry, seen as part of the general upsurge of literary activity in the Sudan at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, may be attributed to two factors. First, after two
centuries of educational activity, the classical Islamic tradition and the Arabic language
had taken relatively deep roots in Sudanese society. Secondly, direct outside influence
may also have played a part: religious leaders either studied abroad, or were influenced
by Sufi missionaries or members of the religious establishment created by the Turco-
Egyptian authorities after 1821. Majdhüb spent about eight years in the ˘ijz; the only
other Sudanese author of Prophetic eulogies contemporary to Majdhüb is Ismfiıl al-
Walı, who completed his al-Jawhir al-zakiyya fı mad˛ sayyidin Mu˛ammad khayr al-
bariyya in 1240: 1825/4.273 If we also mention the Meccan missionary Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn al-Mırghanı with his three dıwns, Majmafi al-ghar√ib (completed perhaps in
1237: 1822/1),274 al-Nür al-barrq (completed perhaps before 1831, since Majdhüb is
said to have written a commentary on it), and al-Nafa˛t al-Madaniyya (begun in
Medina and finished after 1833), we find the same triad of men influenced by A˛mad b.
Idrıs who share between them the credit of being the most productive authors the Sudan
had known up to that time.

Form and subject
In terms of subject matter, three broad categories can be distinguished in Majdhüb’s
poetry: (1) poems of praise (madı˛) and intercession (tawassul); (2) didactic and
descriptive poems; and (3) occasional poems. The first group is the largest, comprising
more than half of the 79 extant titles; it is also the most important one in the religious
life of the Majdhıb today.

271 fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın, Trıkh, 201-15; fiIzz al-Dın al-Amın, Turth al-shifir al-Südnı, 24-30;
al-Yzijı, al-Südn wa’l-˛araka al-adabiyya, I, 97-167.
272 Majdhüb wrote surprisingly little didactic poetry. Elsewhere (in West Africa, for example), this
was an important means to spread Islamic teachings among an illiterate population. See Brenner & Last,
“The role of language”, 436.
273 ALA I, 231.
274 Dating this dıwn is somewhat puzzling. The colophon states that it was completed on
“Thursday, 15 Rajab 1227” [15/7/1227 = 25/7/1812, a Saturday]. But in the introduction, the author
identifies himself as “Father of Mu˛ammad and Zaynab”; Mu˛ammad was born only in 1814, according
to our present knowledge. On pp. 49-50, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı refers to his children,
Mu˛ammad, F†ima, Zaynab, Muß†af, al-˘asan, Abü Bakr, and fiUbayd. Al-˘asan was born in 1820; the
dates of birth of the others we do not know. fiAbd Allh “al-Ma˛jüb” (b.$1822) and children born after
him are not mentioned. This suggests that the poem was probably written between 1820 and 1822. We
may guess that the date given in the colophon is due to a misreading, and should be amended to 1237;
however, 15 Rajab 1237 corresponds to 7 April 1822, which is a a Sunday and thus still further apart from
Thursday than Saturday.
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All the madı˛ poems are included in Majdhüb’s Dıwn,275 which comprises 65 poems
and can be divided into two clearly distinct parts: The first (the Dıwn proper: “Group
I”) consists of 33 poems exclusively in praise of the Prophet.276 All of them include a
refrain and are thus intended to be sung; it is exclusively poems from this group that are
performed today.277

The poems are paraphrased in Wasıla,278 and according to this book, Majdhüb wrote 9
of them in Medina, 22 in Sawkin, 1 on his way back to al-Dmar, and 1 in al-Dmar
shortly before his death. We cannot be sure whether this information is derived from
oral tradition within the community at Sawkin, or whether al-‡hir Majdhüb guessed
the origin of the poems from their contents. For example, many of the “Sawkinese”
poems express a longing for the Prophetic places which is absent from the “Medinese”
poems; or in the “al-Dmar” poem Majdhüb mentions his grandfather (who is buried
there), his family and clan. On the other hand, his family is also mentioned in one of the
“Sawkin” poems, and it seems quite natural that he yearns for Medina only after
having left the Prophet’s town. One of the poems279 contains explicit references to place
names in Sawkin.

The remaining 32 poems of the Dıwn (“Group II”) are more diverse in character; only
four of them include a refrain,280 and none is ever performed,281 with the exception of
two “ecstatic expressions” sha†a˛t282 which were incorporated into the reading of the
Manqib in 1923 by “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb. The poems can be classified as
follows: glorification of God (1), love and longing for the Prophet (including 1
tawassul) (7), reflection of experiences in trance (4), preconditions for the Sufi Path (2),
admonition of the soul (4), the excellence of those who love God (2), warning against
pseudo-Sufis who claim to have reached the goal without the necessary training (1),

275 Often printed (see below, Documentation, p. 786). I am using Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı’s 2nd
edition. The 1875 lithography that served as the basis for this edition (NRO, Misc. 1/55/1033) at the end
contains Majdhüb’s four poems of intercession (tawassul), plus the qaßıda on the novice’s behaviour
towards his shaykh.
276 The only exception is Nasım al-bayt (Dıwn, 143-5), the first third of which describes how God
created man; but this serves as an introduction to the rest of the poem which deals with the role of the
Prophet in man’s salvation.
277 Between Nov 1986 - Mar 1988, I made stereo recordings of 24 of the poems (on MR 1-5, 7-9,
11-14, 17, 19-22, 24-25). They will eventually be deposited at a public archive.
278 Ch. V, § 5, (1332 edn. pp. 71-92).
279 Y karım mawln (Dıwn, 145-6). See also al-Wasıla, 118{3}.
280 Wa-tabdü lı (Dıwn, 183-5); Ashghalta nafsaka (Dıwn, 185-6); plus the two sha†a˛t
mentioned below.
281 That is, they were never performed during the whole time of my fieldwork; when I specifically
asked a renowned munshid to perform some of them, he said they were not part of his repertoire.
282 ∑afat khalwatı and ˘u∂ürun idh ghibn (Dıwn, 178-9; al-Wasıla, 63-4).
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descriptive/didactic urjüzas (2),283 occasional poems (3),284 amplifications poems by
other authors (tash†ır and takhmıs) (6).285

The sequence of the poems is the same in all extant editions of the Dıwn; only the K.
al-Wasıla has a different arrangement within the two groups respectively. Closer exami-
nation indicates that the editors have drawn from the same manuscript source at least for
Group II, a post mortem collection prefacing each poem with a short commentary.

Group I comprises 68% of the total number of verses in Majdhüb’s Dıwn; the average
length of each poem is 21 verses. One third of the poems have non-classical, popular
metres; four of these show the influence of Sudanese colloquial Arabic. Another third is
composed in the light hazaj metre and has a strophic form. The majority of the
“Medinese” poems is of the popular type, while “in Sawkin” the classical qaßıda be-
comes more prominent.286 While only one third of the poems in this group belongs to
the qaßıda type, these classical odes are much more frequently performed today than the
other, lighter forms. This corresponds to the self-proclaimed image of the Majdhıb as a
particularly learned community, contrary to the other Sudanese brotherhoods where
colloquial madı˛ is much more common.

Group II comprises 32% of the Dıwn, with much shorter poems (average length 9
verses). With the exception of a short series of mukhammaßt / musha††art, they are all
of the qaßıda type; like the qaß√id of Group I, they show a conventional distribution of
metres (†awıl 39%, kmil 21%, bası† 16%, rajaz 12%, wfir 10%).

283 On the stations of the pilgrimage route from Medina to Mecca (Dıwn, 176; al-Wasıla, 66), and
on the need to perform the takbır in ritual prayer with presence of heart (Dıwn, 186; al-Wasıla, 67).
284 Request for spiritual support in a state of deep crisis (Dıwn, 170; al-Wasıla, 63); ghazal for his
beloved ‘Layl’ (Dıwn, 172; al-Wasıla, 65); intercession for his followers when he left the ˘ijz
(Dıwn, 187; al-Wasıla, 68).
285 Longing for and fragrance of the Prophet; ˘amza, lord of martyrs; the riding animals carrying
visitors to the Prophet’s town. — One of the original poems can be identified: it is Rufifia ’l-˛ijbu (or
Rafafia ’l-˛ijba) from AL-Q◊∆  ̂fiIY◊∆ b. Müs al-Ya˛subı’s (1088-1149 A.D.) al-Shif bi-tafirıf ˛uqüq
al-Muß†af. A takhmıs of the same poem was written by Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, Majmafi al-
ghar√ib 12. Q∂ı fiIy∂ was a celebrated Mlikı legalist “and sometime Sufi sympathizer” from the
Maghrib. His treatise on the veneration of the Prophet, commonly known as Shif√ al-qulüb, “continues
to play an important part in popular piety” (M Talbi, art. “fiIy∂ b. Müs”, in EI2; Cornell, “Mystical
doctrine and political action”, 201; al-Ziriklı, V 99). It has been translated into English (Muhammad
messenger of Allah: Ash-Shifa of Qadi fiIyad. [Granada?:] Madinah Press, 1992. ISBN 1-874216-002).
286 Some of the popular metres are said to have been set to the melodies of local songs (fiAbd Allh
al-‡ayyib 10/03/88, from Qamar al-Dın fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-‡hir al-‡ayyib, referring in particular to Y
karım mawln [Dıwn, 145-6], composed to the melody of a fishermen’s song, “Umm batΩt”). — An in-
vestigation of the melodies used in Sudanese madı˛ performances would yield interesting results.
Majdhübı poetry is performed in a heavy and rather slow style called “Sawkinese” (la˛n Sawkinı)
which is quite different from the styles usually heard in the riverain communities of the Northern Sudan.
On the other hand, the la˛n Sawkinı bears striking similarities to religious chants of the Ethiopian Jews
(cf. the disk Liturgies Juives d’Éthiopie. Maison des Cultures du Monde, Collection «Inédit», W 260013,
1990). This suggests a continued prevalence of Kushitic over Arabic cultural patterns.
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Eight other poems poems mentioned in al-Wasıla287 are not included in the Dıwn,
because they are either didactic urjüzas or apparently were judged to be too occasional.
They deal with a variety of affairs relevant to Majdhüb in one way or another, and show
him as an intermediate level teacher of the Qur√n and the Islamic sciences, a man who
cares for his family and friends, and who is socially and economically dependent on the
cooperation and support of traders and tribal leaders. The poems are, specifically:
• 9 verses (†awıl) blaming the brethren in Sinkt: ‘even though they are rich traders, mighty tribal

leaders and strong men, they leave us hungry down here in Sawkin, keeping milk and meat all for

themselves instead of sending something down to us’ (p. 67).

• Urjüza (12 verses) on his son fiAbd Allh, who has consoled him about the loss of his wife

(fi◊√isha bt. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı, who died in childbirth). He prays that fiAbd Allh will learn the

Qur√n and the Islamic sciences, and see the Prophet (p. 67-8).

• 20 verses (†awıl), composed upon the death of his cousin Salım b. al-Amın b. al-Fakı ˘amad.288

According to the author of al-Wasıla, this poem should be read for three days after the death of

each of Majdhüb’s followers or family members (p. 68).

• 3 verses (bası†) decrying the corruption of “our time” (p. 68).

• 8 verses (†awıl) in praise of the Dufi√ Khatm al-Qur√n of Jaml al-Dın Abü ˘arba289 (p. 70).

• Urjüza (3 verses) on the four duties of the student: to learn to write; to study the fiilm books with-

out questioning them (bi-l munzafia); to improve his pronounciation of Arabic; and to behave

properly (adab) with God and with his shaykh (p. 62).

• Mnemonic urjüza (3 verses) on the six Qur√n “collectors” (secretaries of the Prophet) (p. 69).

• Mnemonic urjüza (3 verses) on the seven canonical Qur√nic “readers”, starting with Nfifi, the

one regarded as most authoritative in North African Islam (p. 69).

Finally, Majdhüb wrote four poems of intercession (tawassul). Such poems very com-
monly invoke the intercession of members of the Prophet’s family or of prominent
Sufis. Majdhüb does not follow this tradition. In two of his poems he calls upon the
martyrs of Badr and U˛ud for general help, and the two others are directly addressed to
God; they are pleas to be relieved of poverty, debt, dependence on others, envy, illness,
murder, and enemies, and to be granted sustenance (rizq), security, financial profit, a
life of plenty, the fulfillment of one’s wishes, enlightenment of the heart through belief
(ımn) and gnosis (fiirfn) and the following of the Qur√n and Sunna, and finally, a
good death (˛usn al-khitm).

287 Ch. IV-V.
288 Salım, whose mother BfiΩh came from the Masallamb tribe of Saqdı on the lower R. Atbara,
is not otherwise prominent. He died without children.
289 Jaml al-Dın Mu˛ammad b. Yafiqüb, known as Abü ˘arba (d.$724: 1324), Shfifiı Sufi from the
Yemen. His Dufi√ appears to have been quite famous; it was commented upon in two volumes by the
great Yemeni scholar al-˘usayn b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Ahdal (789-855: 1387-1451) (al-Ziriklı, VII, 146).
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Centrality of the Prophet
The central role of the Prophet in Majdhüb’s poems is obvious. 52% of the 79 preserved
titles are addressed to him, usually the longer ones; all of them are included in the
Dıwn, comprising 68% of its poems. The following charts compare the distribution of
addressees and subjects in Majdhüb’s Dıwn with the older one of fiAbd al-Ra˛ım al-
Burfiı,290 as well as one of the Dıwns of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, the Majmafi
al-ghar√ib.291

3.23%

God

Prophet

˘amza

followers & family

spiritual path

fiibda

Dıwn al-Majdhüb

67.74%  

1.61%

1.61%3.23%

22.58%

Dıwn al-Majdhüb: subject distribution

290 fiAbd al-Ra˛ım b. A˛mad b. fiAlı al-Burfiı (d.$803: 1401/0), teacher, muftı and Sufi poet from the
Yemen who lived in the ˘ijz for a long time and died near Medina (al-Ziriklı, III, 343; al-˘ibshı,
Maßdir 325). His Dıwn (extracts of which are translated in Andræ, Die person Muhammeds 337 & 389-
90) is very highly regarded in the Sudan; Majdhüb al-‡hir Majdhüb (c. 1860-1930) amplified (takhmıs)
7 out of the 43 poems al-Burfiı wrote in honour of the Prophet. — The date of his death is given as
“c.$450$h” (i.e. 1058 AD) in GAL I 259, S I 459; but this must be wrong, as he alludes to later poets in his
poetry (Wad Safid, Dıwn, 11 n.$2).
291 Majmafi al-ghar√ib was completed in about 1820-22.
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Dıwn al-Burfiı

13.33%
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God
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wafi÷ &c

Dıwn al-Burfiı: subject distribution

While in all three collections most of the poems are composed in praise of the Prophet,
in the case of Majdhüb their overall percentage has increased significantly. Even more
noteworthy, however, is the fact that Majdhüb wrote no poems at all on other Sufis — a
significant group in the other two dıwns — and the few poems on his family and fol-
lowers are very different in character from those written by Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-
Mırghanı. Both Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı and fiAbd al-Ra˛im al-Burfiı eulo-
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gised their own shaykhs and their family lineage; Mu˛ammad fiUthmn in particular
asserts that his children, every member of his family and every one of his followers will
enter paradise,292 that a visit to him is a visit to the Prophet,293 and that he, as the Seal
of God’s Friends, is the door to the Prophet.294 Such claims are entirely absent from
Majdhüb’s Dıwn. He only asks God to guard his followers whom he leaves behind in
Medina295 and prays for his grandfather, his family and the other inhabitants of al-
Dmar.296 More or less guaranteed salvation (through intercession) is a topic occuring
in his poetry; but it is the Prophet’s, not Majdhüb’s fold to whom this is assured.297 All
in all, the Majdhıb are therefore justified when they state today that the major differ-
ence between Majdhüb’s Dıwn and the collections of other Sufi poets in the Sudan is
that Majdhüb only eulogises the Prophet, and not other Sufi shaykhs.

The poems addressed to the Prophet express a variety of feelings: love, praise, com-
plaint of being far away from him, longing to visit his tomb and to see him unveiled in
Paradise, joy of having met him in mystical experience, etc. Often, the Prophet is ex-
alted to cosmic heights.298 These are themes that can be encountered in Sufi poetry all
over the Muslim world.

As in the case of the absence of eulogies to other Sufi shaykhs, there is, however,
another peculiarity of Majdhüb that can be defined negatively. For him, the “beloved
one” (al-ma˛büb/al-˛abıb) is practically always synonymous with the Prophet; with one
exception,299 it never refers to God. This can be seen in almost all his poems; to quote
only one example:

I asked God for His forgiveness, and that He may let me gain

Paradise without trial

And I implore Him to bring me near to a beloved

through whom the Lord has awarded us safeguarding.300

While the use of the word “beloved” predominantly for the Prophet seems to be a
characteristic feature in much of later Sufi poetry (abundant examples can be found in
the poetry collections current in the Sudan since the nineteenth century), in earlier days

292 Majmafi al-ghar√ib 49 (poem #19: Qad at al-khayr).
293 Majmafi al-ghar√ib 48 (poem #18: M ’l-fakhru).
294 Majmafi al-ghar√ib 60-2 (poems #27-8: Na˛nu ’l-maftı˛u li’l-˛a∂arti ajmafiih; ˘adıthun
atn).
295 Dıwn, 127, 187-8.
296 Dıwn, 166.
297 See the example below (A-naf˛atu miskin).
298 E.g. Arka ˛azınn (Dıwn, 130-1): “You have enlightened the interior of God’s throne” etc.
299 Dıwn, 167: Their Beloved did not leave in their heart an idol / worshipped besides Him […].
300 Dıwn, 173.
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the object of the devotee’s love was much more frequently God himself.301 The classic
example for the mystic’s love of God is Rbifia al-fiAdawiyya (d.$801) who explained,

I saw the Prophet in a dream, and he said to me, “O Rbifia, dost thou love me?” I said, “O Prophet
of God, who is there who does not love thee? But my love to God has so possessed me that no
place remains for loving or hating any save Him”.302

Virtually all the early Sufis addressed God directly as the Beloved, thus Dhü ’l-Nün al-
Mißrı (d.$861), Sumnün al-Mu˛ibb (d.$915), al-˘allj (c. 858-922), and al-Shiblı
(d.$945).303 Later Sufi poets were influenced by the more sophisticated literary styles
which had come to prevail in non-religious poetry. The love of God was described
symbolically in poems directed ostensibly at beautiful human beings, be they women as
in Ibn al-fiArabı’s (1165-1240) Tarjumn al-ashwq304 or men as in Jall od-Dın
Rümı’s (1207-1273/4) Dıvn-e Shams-e Tabrız. The nostalgic amatory prelude (nasıb)
of the classical Arabic ode, and the full-fledged formal love-poem developed from this
were adopted by the mystics to express their “state of spiritual expectancy, poised
between longing and patience”.305

Perhaps the greatest of all Arabic singers of mystic love was Ibn al-Fri∂ (1182-1235),
the “Sultan of Lovers” (Sul†n al-fi◊shiqın). His famous “Wine Ode” (Khamriyya)
opens with the verse, “Remembering the Belovèd, wine we drank / Which drunk had

301 Many examples are given in Lings, “Mystical poetry”. The concentration on the love of God is
also evident in the more theoretical works; see al-Sarrj, al-Lumafi, 86-8; Kalbdhı, Tafiarruf (tr.
Arberry) 102-4; Sufid al-˘akım, al-Mufijam al-ßüfı 302-4; ˘asan al-Sharqwı, Alf÷ al-∑üfiyya 281;
Arkoun, art. “fiIsh‚k”, in EI2. A˛mad al-Ghazlı’s Sawni˛, in stressing the absolute difference between
lover and Beloved, speaks quite obviously of the love of God (Ahmed Ghazzali, Gedanken µber die
Liebe). I have not been able to see Ernst, “The stages of love in early Persian Sufism: From Rabefia to
Ruzbehan”. — In Swahili, the word ‘madaha’ “is normally limited in meaning to the praises of God”
(Knappert, in art. “Madı˛“ in EI2). — In other contexts, different figures are much more important to
religious panegyrics; cf. the central role of fiAlı and the Imms in much of Shıfiı poetry.
302 Reported by fiA††r, Tadhkirat al-awliy√ I 67 (cit. Smith, Rbifia 99). In an other story, Rbifia,
asked about her love to the Prophet, answered, “Verily I love him greatly, but love of the Creator has
turned me aside from love of His creatures” (reported by al-Ghazlı, I˛y√ IV 308, cit. Smith, Rbifia 99).
See also her poem, “R˛atı y ikhwatı fı khalwatı * wa-˛abıbı d√iman fı ˛a∂ratı”, tr. in Lings, “Mystical
poetry“, 240.
303 Lings, “Mystical poetry“, 241, 243, 245-6. For a note of caution regarding al-˘allj’s love
poems, see Meier, “The mystic path”, 118.
304  Many Sufis regarded women as mirrors of God’s beauty and therefore a way to God; a ˛adıth
often quoted to support this view is, “Three I love best in your world: perfume, women, and comfort in
prayer”. For Ibn al-fiArabı the female element seems to have been particularly important, perhaps because
he was introduced to Sufism by two women (Hoffman-Ladd, “Mysticism and sexuality”; Schimmel,
“Eros”; Austin, “Feminine dimension”; Sufid al-˘akım, al-Mufijam al-∑üfı 304-5).
305 Lings, “Mystical poetry”, 235; see also Schimmel, Und Muhammad, 166 = And Muhammad,
190. On the nasıb as “the theme of loss and yearning”, which enounces love in the past as opposed to
ghazal, which speaks of it in the present, see Stetkevych, Zephyrs of Najd. Stetkevych includes a
discusion of the use of this motif in the mystical poetry of Ibn al-Fri∂ and Rümı.
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made us ere the vine’s creation”.306 This poem contains a line of central importance for
our discussion here, which has been paraphrased thus: “You should drink the wine pure;
but if you wish to dilute it, then it would be wrong to do so with anything other than the
water of the Beloved’s mouth”.307 The latter, God’s saliva or kiss, has generally been
interpreted as referring to al-rü˛ al-Mu˛ammadı, and the line thus says, ‘If you cannot
take love at it’s supreme level, that of Divine Essence, seek it through that which is
nearest to Him, the spirit of Mu˛ammad’. Indeed, in five of Ibn al-Fri∂’s twenty-odd
poems, “there is no question of anything other than ‘diluted wine’: the object of love is
the divine beauty as manifested in its first creation”.308 At the same time, it must not be
forgotten that from the point of view of the mystic, the spirit of Mu˛ammad “opens on
to the divinity”309: being a manifestation of it, it is part of it, and loving Mu˛ammad
thus is loving God. In Ibn al-Fri∂’s more didactic T√iyya al-kubr the author even
speaks briefly as the voice of the spirit of Mu˛ammad, who in the highest realms of love
(mafilı al-fiishq) has left love behind, merging into oneness with the Divine (itti˛d).
However, it is made unmistakably clear that this oneness is not for the disciple. The
Qur√nic “And meddle not with the substance of the orphan” is interpreted symbolically
as referring to an unsurmountable difference between the Prophet and the rest of
creation who must “be happy with love”.310

In Ibn al-Fri∂’s odes love of the Prophet does not replace the love of God; it is a way
to loving God. While it may be claimed that this holds implicitly true for the poetry of
Majdhüb as well, the transparency of Mu˛ammad to the Divine is expressed less openly
there. This signifies at least a change of style if not of emphasis. Majdhüb’s poetry thus
reflects the same change that is found in the glossary to his Rislat al-Sulük; as we have
seen, in defining ma˛abba Majdhüb departed from the text of his original source (where

306 Tr. Lings, “Mystical poetry”, 255; in Arabic: Sharibn fial dhikr() ’l-˛abıbi mudmatan *
sakirn bih min qabli an yukhlaqa ’l-karmu. The Khamriyya has been often translated, e.g. by
Nicholson, Studies in Islamic mysticism, 184-8; by Arberry, The mystical poems of Ibn al-Fri∂; by
Gramlich, Islamische Mystik, 167-71. — Al-˘asan b. Mu˛ammad AL-BÜRˆNˆ (1557-1615) (al-Ziriklı, II
219) in his Shar˛ Dıwn Ibn al-Fri∂ “suggests that the poet’s beloved referred to in the line may be ei-
ther God or the Prophet Mu˛ammad, [but] we feel secure, along with fiAbd al-Ghanı al-Nbulusı [1641-
1731), another commentator, in understanding God rather than the Prophet” (Bell, “Muslim idea of love”,
31). On God as the Beloved, see also Nicholson, Studies in Islamic mysticism, 168.
307 Lings, “Mystical poetry”, 255-6; the verse is 36. Lings’ “paraphrase” is based on this reading of
the Arabic: fiAlayka bih ßirfan wa-in shi√ta mazjah * fa-fiadluka fian ÷ulmi ’l-˛abıbi huwa ’l-÷almu.
Nicholson’s less elegant translation switches ÷ulm and ÷alm: “Take it pure! but if thou wish to temper it,
the worst wrong is thy turning aside from the water of the Beloved’s teeth”; Studies in Islamic mysticism,
188; Gramlich’s translation does the same (Islamische Mystik, 170).
308 Lings, “Mystical poetry”, 255-6.
309 Lings, “Mystical poetry”, 257.
310 Ibn al-Fri∂, “al-T√iyya al-kubr”, v. 289-96 (Nicholson, Studies in Islamic mysticism, 226-7;
Dıwn, 42-3). The translation of Qur√n 6: 152 (wa-l taqrabü mla ’l-yatım) is Sale’s. As the passage
makes it very clear that itti˛d is only for the Prophet, Lings’ interpretation that the Prophet here appears
“not as the Beloved but as the ideal lover, with whom they mystic must be identified before he can attain
to union with the Beloved” cannot be upheld (“Mystical poetry”, 260).
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the hearts long “for the beauty of Divine presence”), replacing it by “the beauty of
Mu˛ammadan presence”.311

It is in this same spirit that Majdhüb ends one of his “Ten Quatrains” by describing his
highest goal as “passing away” in (fan√) and “subsistance” through (baq√) the
Saviour-Prophet. This is a famous pair of words. The “passing away” of what separates
the mystic from True Reality may happen at different levels, starting with the annihila-
tion of the lower aspects of one’s self. In modern terms, one may speak of overcoming
one’s ego-centredness. What remains or “subsists” after this transformation is grounded
in the Real. Kharrz (d.$899) of Baghdd is traditionally credited with having been the
first to use these terms; they have been commonly used throughout the centuries to
denote the culmination of the mystic’s striving.312 There have been many elaborations
of this theme. It was recognised that the highest goal may be achieved in stages, that
ego-centredness may be overcome by “passing away in the shaykh” (al-fan√ fı ’l-
shaykh) and in the Prophet (al-fan√ fı ’l-Nabı). But these were usually conceived of as
doors leading to higher stages of experience, and eventually to the surpassing of all
mediators and absolute passing away (al-fan√). Majdhüb knew this theory;313 in
practice, however, passing away in and subsisting through the Prophet constitutes the
climax of his song:

wÒÐ— U{— ÍœuBI(Ë
VÚ−ÓŠ öÐ rJ²¹ƒ—Ë     

^V(« ÔrJO+ uLM¹Ë
vÓKFÓ¹ r6bMŽ Í—ÚbÓ?Ë     

vÓ?—√ ÚwÓJ! w½Ë^bÔL+
vÓIÐ√ uLJO+ vÓM+√Ë     

«u^IÓ½ uL²½√ wAOÓŽË
vÓ!uÓ( ÚrJ! vÓIÐ√ wÓJ!     

uÔłdÓ¹ ÚrJÐ Ï»Ëc−L+
ÔZKÓ¹ rJÝbÔ? ÓdzUCŠ     

«u^−Ó½ t! UÎÒ³ÓŠ ÚsÓ(Ë
v]K, b? tK!« pOKŽ     

My goal is to please my Lord

and unveiled to see you

As love grows for you

ever higher I ascend to you

Reach out, so I rise

and pass away, subsist in you

Purify my life, you

I remain in thrall to you

And wish, being drawn to you

to enter the holiest presence of you

To be with those who are saved by you

God bless you!314

311 Sulük, 28-9. It is interesting to see that a contemporary Sufi dictionary also concentrates on
Mu˛ammad rather than God as the object of love (fiAbd al-Munfiim al-˘ifnı, Mufijam muß†ala˛† al-
∑üfiyya, Beirut 1980, 239).
312 Baldick, Mystical Islam, 3, 40-2
313 See the table of the soul’s progress along the path, above; and al-Wasıla, 169{5-6}.
314  Dıwn, 159 (the eighth of the Murabbafit al-fiashara); cf. al-Wasıla, 87-8. The translation is
somewhat free but attempts to catch the spirit of the Arabic text which is given alongside here also as an
example of the beauty of Majdhüb’s poetry.
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While love, and a very strong love for the Prophet is certainly nothing new in Islamic
piety,315 what stands out in Majdhüb’s poetry is that his love for the Prophet is so over-
whelming, so absolutely dominant that it dramatically reduces the space for attention
given immediately to God or to other Sufi shaykhs.316

A song of love, yearning, devotion, and salvation
Majdhüb’s most popular317 poem is ∑ababtu dumüfian,318 which opens the Dıwn. It
was written in Sawkin, after Majdhüb had had to part from the immediacy of the
Prophet’s Garden in Medina, and assures him through the mouth of the Prophet that
whenever he calls him he will become close to him. Based on this promise, two-thirds
of the poem then evoke the image of the Prophet, mentioning his head, face, eye, nose,
cheek, mouth, neck, breast, heart, hand, and foot.319 These evocations serve to bring the
Prophet before one’s inner eye, and when one has succeeded in representing his outward
figure, his essence (dht)320 appears, followed by the totum (kull) of the Prophet who
leads all the Prophets and Friends of God on the Day of Judgement, and with whom
every sinner can still then take refuge.

315 Andræ, Die person Muhammeds; Schimmel, Und Muhammad.
316 It may be too early to speak of a general trend; but the centrality of the Beloved Mu˛ammad (as
opposed to the Beloved God) in present-day Egyptian Sufism is also stressed in Hoffman-Ladd,
“Devotion to the Prophet”, 620 et passim.
317 See Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Abı Bakr (Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s grandson) in Dıwn, 193. Al-
‡hir al-‡ayyib Qamar al-Dın wrote a takhmıs of it (Dıwn, 194-9), Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz a
tash†ır (al-˘ajjz, Bahjat al-arw˛ 245 ss.). Between 6 Feb 1987 and 16 Mar 1988, I recorded this qaßıda
six times during the laylı sessions held weekly in every Majdhübı community.
318 Dıwn, 121-3. — Following Majdhübı practice, poems are named by quoting the first few words
of them.
319 fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın, Trıkh 207 notes the similarity of Majdhüb’s poem with a particular
genre in Ethiopian poetry called ‘Salm’ where each verse starts with the word ‘salm’, followed by an
enumeration of the parts of the body of the praised person. While in an Islamic context one would seek
the direct inspiration for ∑ababtu dumüfian in the sham√il al-Muß†af genre, some degree of Kushitic
cultural influence on Majdhüb after his arrival in Sawkin should not be dismissed outright, especially as
the melodies to which his poems are performed show clear parallels to the music of Ethiopia. Before
further research is conducted into Beja poetry, however, this must remain a wholly speculative point.
320 Dht, classified here here as intermediate between his body and his kull, clearly means something
different from the “fleisch und blut” mentioned by Meier, “Eine auferstehung” (esp. p. 43 = Bausteine, II,
820). I have therefore translated it as ‘essence’. The German ‘Wesen’ is a better rendering than the
English ‘essence’, though both terms are not ideal translations in this context. Meier’s “das individuum in
seiner ganzen erscheinung, ‘er sie es selbst’, das ding oder die person wirklich” (ib.) is a good explana-
tion, even though it ignores the difference between dht and kull. See further below, Chapter VII. The
practice of first concentrating on different parts of the body, then integrating these parts into a greater
whole is fairly common in various meditation techniques; the modern reader is reminded of the
techniques of autogenic training.
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Another popular poem321 serves well to illustrate the personal intimacy Majdhüb feels
towards his beloved Prophet, and expresses many of the themes that appear throughout
his Dıwn:

Was it a breeze of musk or the fragrance of [the Prophet’s] Garden

or was it Layl’s smile that sent her perfume to us?

Was it a flash of lightning or the brightness of her forehead

that released the light when she showed her affection?322

They both have added joy to my happiness

and swept away my troubles; so my fear has vanished.

The breath of the Living One moves my heart when it comes

to Wdı al-fiAqıq,323 and tears cry out.

How often we spent there, in favour,

in junction (waßl) and intimacy — but time changes

And after junction I am now far from them

and news from them diminish and dwindle away.

Incessantly I think of them — tell me, messenger,

do you not have good news from them that may comfort me?

321 A-naf˛atu miskin (Dıwn, 127-8), recorded three times between 6 Feb 1987 and 25 Sep 1987. Al-
‡hir al-‡ayyib Qamar al-Dın wrote a takhmıs of it (Dıwn, 199-204), Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz a
tash†ır (al-˘ajjz, Bahjat al-arw˛ 250 ss.)
322 “Lightning is an important nasıb theme, exciting yearning and nostalgia, because it flashes […]
from the horizons of the beloved” (Abdullah el Tayib, “Pre-Islamic poetry”, 48). A prominent example
can be found in the Mufiallaqa of Imru√ al-Qays: “Did lightning flash […] or a lantern” (cf. ib., 94). The
confusion of the splendour of the beloved with a flash of lightning is a motif constantly repeated in Sufi
poetry. Ibn al-Fri∂’s opening line, “A-barqun bad min jnibi ’l-ghawri lmifiu * am irtafafiat fian wajhi
Layl ’l-barqifiu” (Dıwn, 104) may not have been unknown to Majdhüb (for similar opening-lines in
other poems by Ibn al-Fri∂, see The Mystical poems of Ibn al-Fri∂, ed. Arberry, 111, cit. Lings,
“Mystical poetry”, 254-5; and Homerin, From Arab poet, 5-7). A more contemporary example is a poem
by Mu˛ammad ˘jj al-fi◊qib, a Sudanese madd˛ slightly younger than Majdhüb (in Dıwn Wad Safid,
16). A more popular reflection of the theme can be found in a story told in al-Wasıla, 111{5}: When
Majdhüb’s son A˛mad was born, his followers stopped lighting a lamp at night, being content with the
light emitted by the radiant face of the baby.
323 The edition by Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı (1359:1940) has Wdi fiatıq; but this is always read as
‘fiAqıq’ by the Majdhıb, and printed as such in the lithography in the possession of Professor de Jong
(ALA I, 248, no. 5 (1)), as well as in al-Wasıla, 79.
“Writers mention two [al-fiAqıq]. The superior comprises the whole site of [al-Madına], extending from
the Western Ridge […] to the cemetary [al-Baqıfi]. The inferior is the Fiumara […]; it is on the Meccan
road, about four miles S.W. of [al-Madına], and its waters fall into the [al-˘amr] torrent. It is called the
‘Blessed Valley’ because the Prophet was ordered by an angel to pray in it” (Burton, Pilgrimage I 278
n.$2). It is this latter one which has become a standard metaphor in the mystical nasıb for the place where
the lover rejoices on his journey because he has arrived close to the abode of the beloved (cf. al-Shushtarı
[d.$1270/69] in Lings, “Mystical poetry”, 263; Ibn al-Fri∂ in Nicholson, Studies in Islamic mysticism,
170).
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Thrilled has my heart he whose tomb is in ‡ayba324

by the beauty it encompasses, beyond description.

Passionately loved I him before I knew of worldly love —

ask me not [how much I love him] now that I know it!

I go to sleep in his love and wake up in it

my heart knows him, my mind (lubb) and my eye.

The beloved — all hearts he captivated, so they grew,

o young man, truly longing for his sight!

He is wrapped in the mantle of beauty, covered;325

vestments of beauty are spread over him.

A prophet who lead us in guidance on the way

and who let down a curtain undescribable

Upon the faults of those of us who are at fault, out of mercy.

He shows compassion for the disobedient among us, and clemency.326

No other apostle resembles him in character and physiognomy;327

this is a special grant of favour from his Lord.

If Abraham is distinguished by friendship

as [God’s] friend, [Mu˛ammad] is characterised by love and closeness.

Moses was spoken to on Mount Sinai; A˛mad328

on the Throne — above the veils he receives this gift.

The dead spoke to Jesus, Mary’s son;

but Ysın329 — the pebbles on his right found words.

Supreme is his rank among angels and apostles

and yet he is the most submissive of men to his Lord, the most fearful.

True! All the prophets on [the Day of] Congregation

pass responsibility for intercession to him; he takes it upon himself.

They all say, “Myself!” to mankind;

he calls out, “My community — men and jinn!

Come unto me, all you who are congregated!

The banner of praise flutters with me!”

He intercedes for them, praising his God

324 ‡ayba, “the sweet-smelling”, is a honorific name given to Medina by the Prophet (Watt, in art.
“al-Madına”, in EI2). It is the most common honorific of the city used in Majdhübı (and much contempo-
rary Sudanese) madı˛ poetry. See also Burton, Pilgrimage II 377.
325 Allusion to Qur√n 73 & 74; Muzammil and Muddaththir are names of Mu˛ammad derived from
these süras.
326 Al-‡hir al-‡ayyib Qamar al-Dın in his commentary to this verse (al-Wasıla, 79) quotes the
˛adıth, “My intercession (shaffia) extends [even] to those members of my community (ummatı) who
have committed great sins (kab√ir)” (Wensinck III 151).
327 Cf. al-Büßırı, al-Burda, verse 38.
328 One of the names of Mu˛ammad.
329 Another name of Mu˛ammad.
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and he is given what he wishes — so the fearful can feel safe!

God’s peace upon him — God elevated him to a rank

that cannot be surpassed and not described —

From the weak slave Majdhüb who

through your rank with God becomes acquainted with you.

God’s blessings upon you, and his peace

Verily, o Apostle of God, I am full of fear!

In the manner of the classical Arabic ode, the poem opens with the nasıb, the rhapsody
about the beloved woman. Many classical Arabic poets shielded their personal feelings
behind a reference to an ideal beloved woman of tradition, most frequently to Layl, the
beloved of Majnün.330 Together with the nasıb, ‘Layl’ made her way into mystical
poetry as a symbol of the Beloved, often the Devine.331 In mingling allusions to earthly
and spiritual love Majdhüb thus stands firmly within the mystical tradition. From the
context of his poem, however, there can be no doubt that the spiritually beloved refers
exclusively to the Prophet, not to God, and after the first three lines the metaphorical
‘Layl’ gives way entirely to more direct references to the Prophet.

In line with the requirements of the nasıb, Majdhüb alludes to the abode of the beloved,
which for him is Medina where the Prophet is buried. The yearning for Medina has been
a feature in Prophetic eulogies from the late thirteenth century onwards.332 Majdhüb
fills the traditional form with personal feelings of loss after he had to leave Medina, the
place where he spent the best part of his adult life, and where he left his friends and
companions behind.

From mourning the separation, Majdhüb then turns to his central theme: the description
of the supreme status and qualities of the Prophet. This is done in total agreement with a
centuries-old tradition cultivated all over the Islamic world; and for each verse countless
comparable examples could be found in other poetry collections. Ever-recurring themes
are: Mu˛ammad is the best of God’s creatures; not only is he an ideal model in his
beautiful appearance as well as his excellent character, but he is also raised to cosmic
heights. On the Day of Judgement, he surpasses all the other prophets, and even those
Muslims who have committed grave sins are assured of his intercession.

Mu˛ammad’s intercession constitutes the climax of many of Majdhüb’s poems and thus
has a great emotional significance. It plays an important role in other Islamic traditions
as well; for example, it is “one of the main doctrines of Swahili Islam”, “an essential
condition for every Muslim to enter Paradise. […] The petty egotism of the other

330 See Abdullah el Tayib, “Pre-Islamic poetry”, 57; Zakı Mubrak, al-Mad√i˛ 59.
331 Lings, “Mystical poetry”, 257 n.$8, 245 (example from al-Shiblı), 254-5 (example from Ibn al-
Fri∂, v.s.), 257.
332 Schimmel, Und Muhammad, 166-70 = And Muhammad, 189-94.
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prophets […] will make it virtually impossible for Jews and Christians to find their way
to Paradise”. Muslims, on the other hand, “just follow their prophet who has the right
knowledge of the straight path”.333 The promise of forgiveness for those who love the
Prophet accompanies the admonition closely to observe the Islamic moral code; both are
inseparable elements of Majdhüb’s worldview.

The ode translated above gives a particularly good example of how Majdhüb in his
madı˛ poetry follows the paradigm of the classical qaßıda. Not all his poems match this
paradigm so closely, but in general most of his Prophetic eulogies, even those composed
in a more popular style, are modeled on the same pattern: An amatory prelude (which
usually takes up about a third of the poem) expresses the author’s sentiments of longing
and love; this is followed by the eulogy proper; and at the end, the poet identifies
himself and expresses his hope for gratification, which in this context means a request
for Prophetic intercession on the Day of Judgement, as well as the wish to see him in
this world and to be joined with him in the next. The poems of Group I also contain a
refrain in the form of a taßliya.334 The central section is the most standardised, while the
introductory nasıb gives Majdhüb an opportunity to refer to his own personal experi-
ences in Medina. This relative freedom the author has in the introduction — which must
capture the listener’s attention — as against the repetition of conventional themes in the
madı˛ proper is itself part of the tradition of the genre.335

Majdhüb’s love of the Prophet leads him to express ideas which have been the subject
of controversy between Sufis and their opponents. Poetry had long been favoured by
mystics to express “ideas which, set out in a discursive form, would seem suspect or
blasphemous”, but which, in poetry, could “be attributed to poetic licence”.336 Among
the ideas shared by Majdhüb is the assertion that the Prophet sits with God on His
Throne (fiarsh):

Moses was spoken to on Mount Sinai; A˛mad

on the Throne — above the veils he receives this gift.337

The interior of God’s Throne you have illumined

333 Knappert, Swahili Islamic Poetry 37.
334 This paradigm corresponds very closely to that described by Haywood for Urdu madı˛ poetry
(itself modeled on the Arabic qaßıda), with the sections: (1) tashbıb (= nasıb); (2) takhalluß
(“disengagement”: the point where attention turns to the main theme); (3) mad˛; (4) khtima, with its two
parts: (a) ˛usn-i †alab (request for recompense), and (b) dufi√ (prayer, blessing) (art. “Madı˛”, in EI2).
335 Haywood, in art. “Madı˛”, in EI2.
336 Chodkiewicz, “Diffusion”.
337 Dıwn, 128 (A-naf˛atu miskin). For Mu˛ammad’s sitting on the Throne see below.
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to those surrounding the Throne, and everybody surrenders.338

Similarly, the names of the Prophet are mystically linked to those of God (an idea we
have already seen expressed in the prayer, al-Asrr al-jamma):

On the Throne together with His name He put his name;

when He is remembered, he is always mentioned together with Him.339

You were a Prophet when Adam was still

in water and clay, no spirit in him.340

Since that time the All-Knowing named you

Mu˛ammad, and A˛mad, Merciful and Compassionate.341

“Merciful” (Ra√üf) and “Compassionate” (Ra˛ım) are two of the names Mu˛ammad
shares with God; the poem continues listing names and aspects Mu˛ammad shares with
other Prophets (for example, both he and Moses are called Kalım, the “one spoken to
[by God]”.)

Such ideas have been heavily attacked as shirk (polytheism) by some Muslims; appar-
ently, however, this opposition could not hold ground against popular imagination ex-

338 Dıwn, 131 (Arka ˛azınan). — Compare to this the more cautious expression of a modern
Sudanese madd˛, al-Sammnı A˛mad fi◊lim: “A˛mad drew close to the Throne and the Stool (il ’l-
fiarshi wa’l-kursı A˛madu qad dan)” (cassette, ManßfΩn 66, Side 2).
339 Dıwn, 125 (Nasımu Qub). The first line refers to a ˛adıth transmitted from Maysara: “I said,
‘O Prophet, when were you Prophet?’ And the Prophet (ß) said, ‘When God created the earth and
descended to heaven and made it seven heavens and He created the Throne He wrote on the leg of the
Throne ‘Mu˛ammad rasül Allh, khtim al-anbiy√ (Muhammad is the Prophet of God, the Seal of the
Prophets). And God created paradise, which was to be inhabited by Adam and Eve. He wrote my name on
doors and leaves and domes and tents while Adam was between the spirit and the body. When God sent
Adam’s soul into his body, he looked at the Throne and saw my name. And God said, ‘He is the master of
your children.’ and when Satan misled them, they repented and asked intercession from God with my
name.’” (cit. Ibn Taymiyya, Fatw, II, 150).
340 This restates the famous Tradition quoted by those who support the notion of the pre-existing
“Mu˛ammadan Reality” (al-˛aqıqa al-Mu˛ammadiyya) or the “Mu˛ammadan Light” (al-nür al-
Mu˛ammadı) (pre-exiting, that is, before all other creation). This idea has been the subject of heated
debates among Muslims; those who reject it (such as Ibn Taymiyya) generally quote the ˛adıth in the
form, “… between the spirit and the body”. See above, and Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 79-80. Chodkiewicz
(p.$84) rejects the thesis of neoplatonic influences in this idea (Goldziher, “Neuplatonische und gnostische
Elemente im ˛adıth”); his rejection is, however, based less on a close scrutiny of the historical sources
than on the principal assumption (in the tradition of Massignon) that Sufism is authentically Islamic (“les
explications historicisantes ne nous paraissent guère recevables car elles reviennent à nier la spécificité et
la cohérence de l’expérience des croyants”). A discussion of this is of course beyond the scope of the
present study.
341 Dıwn, 136 (Y rabbı sa√altuk).
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tolling the Prophet to the loftiest of heights.342 Majdhüb wholly shared this enthusiastic
veneration for the one who is, next to God, the highest being.

TTTThhhheeee    MMMMaaaawwwwlllliiiiddddssss::::    lllliiiittttuuuurrrrggggiiiieeeessss    cccceeeelllleeeebbbbrrrraaaattttiiiinnnngggg    tttthhhheeee    pppprrrreeee----eeeexxxxiiiissssttttiiiinnnngggg    MMMMuuuu˛̨̨̨aaaammmmmmmmaaaadddd
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb was among the first and foremost Sudanese authors to provide his
followers with liturgical works celebrating the life of the Prophet, in particular his birth
and his ascension. This will be shown by a brief overview of the history of the mawlid
in the Islamic world.

History of the mawlid
Court celebrations of the Prophet’s birthday were first held by the F†imıd caliphs in
Cairo (r. 973-1171), as were holidays for other members of the Prophet’s family.343 It is
likely — though difficult to prove — that these Shıfiı celebrations influenced the
emergence of the mawlid in Sunnı circles. The earlierst Sunnı mawlid celebrations can
be demonstrated to have taken place in Aleppo and al-Mawßil in the twelfth century,
before the fall of the F†imids. They have vanished, however, from public memory, and
Sunnı writers following al-Suyü†ı (v.i.) ascribe the origin of the festival to the mawlid
celebrated in Irbil (Upper Mesopotamia) in 604: 1207 by the Turcoman ruler al-Mlik
Mu÷affar al-Dın Gökbµri. Gökbµri, described as a devout Sunnı with close relations to
Sufis, was perhaps driven by a desire to counterbalance Shıfiı nativity festivals (held at
the time in particular for fiAlı b. Abı ‡lib) and the Christmas celebrations of Irbil’s
predominantly Christian population.344 From the thirteenth century onwards the cele-
bration of the Prophet’s birthday quickly became one of the most popular festivals in
most parts of the Islamic world.345

While fairs and processions feature predominantly in descriptions of earlier mawlids,
scholars have concluded from a fatw by al-Suyü†ı346 that from the fifteenth century, the
recitation of texts composed specially for the occasion and themselves referred to as

342 See Andræ, Die person Muhammeds 270-6. Al-‡abarı was forced to revise his opposition against
the idea that Mu˛ammad sits with God on the Throne; and the anti-Sufi Q∂ı fiIy∂ himself was one of the
first to draw up a list of about thirty names Mu˛ammad shares with God. For further early examples of
Mu˛ammad (and even all the God-fearing believers) sitting with God on the Throne, see van Ess,
Youthful God, 9-10, 17 n. 70).
343 Mawlid celebrations always take place in Rabıfi I, usually on the 12th (this is obviously linked to
the day of the Prophet's death on the 13th). The following sketch is based mainly on Fuchs, de Jong &
Knappert, art. “Mawlid”, in EI2 (with further bibliographical information), Knappert, “The Mawlid”, and
Kaptein, Mu˛ammad’s birthday festival.
344 Cahen, art. “Begteginids”, in EI2. Gökbµri’s celebration was described by his protégé Ibn
Khallikn, Biographical Dictionary, tr. McGuckin de Slane, II, 539-40 (reproduced in Grunebaum,
Muhammadan Festivals 73-6).
345 Exceptions are, for example, Afghanistan and Shıfiı areas.
346 Al-Suyü†ı, ˘usn al-maqßid fı fiamal al-mawlid (GAL II 157), translated in Kaptein, Mu˛ammad’s
birthday festival, 48-67.
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mawlid developed into a central feature of these celebrations in Arab countries; by the
end of the eighteenth century, they had become universal in the Islamic world.

Mawlid texts have been preserved from much earlier periods; the Egyptian National
Library (Dr al-Kutub) contains about forty mawlids from different epochs.347 Appar-
ently, however, not all of these were intended for ritual performance; some rather served
an edifying purpose. The first separate mawlid known to us, entitled al-fiArüs, was
written by none else than the vigorously orthodox ˘anbalı polyhistorian Ibn al-Jawzı
(510-97: 1116/7-1201/0) of Baghdd.348 The second one was composed for Gökbµri’s
ceremony in Irbil by the Andalusian Abü ’l-Kha††b b. Di˛ya (c. 544/8-633: c. 1150-
1236/5); it is a prose text entitled, al-Tanwır fı mawlid al-sirj al-munır.349 Like Ibn
Di˛ya, Ibn al-Jawzı may also have been motivated by a desire to counteract what he saw
as heretic Shıfiı tendencies in the veneration of the Prophet and the imms, and to pro-
vide the Sunnı community with an ‘orthodox’ Mu˛ammadan festival. In 633: 1236/5,
the North African Abü ’l-fiAbbs Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad al-fiAzafı al-Sabtı began
writing al-Durr al-muna÷÷am fı mawlid al-nabı al-mufia÷÷am (completed by his son).350

Later mawlids were written by Ibn Kathır (c. 700-774: c. 1300-1373);351 Ibn Jbir (698-
780: 1299/8-1378/9)352 and his friend al-Rufiaynı (b.$after 700: 1300, d 779: 1377/8);353

347 Zakı Mubrak, al-Mad√i˛ 245.
348 GAL I 503; Zakı Mubrak, al-Mad√i  ̨245; Schimmel, Und Muhammad, 129 = And Muhammad,
150.
349 GAL I 312; al-Ziriklı, V 44; Schimmel, Und Muhammad, 131 = And Muhammad, 152; de la
Granja, art. “Ibn Di˛ya”, in EI2. In al-Suyü†ı’s ˘usn al-maqßid, this is entitled, al-Tanwır fı mawlid al-
bashır al-nadhır. Ibn Di˛ya received 1,000 dinar for his efforts from Gökbµri (Kaptein, Mu˛ammad’s
birthday festival, 49).
350 GAL I 366, S I 626-7 (where 633 AH is incorrectly given as 1256 CE).
351 Schimmel, Und Muhammad, 131 = And Muhammad, 152 (not mentioned in GAL). It was
published under the title, Mawlid rasül Allh, by ∑al˛ al-Dın al-Munajjid (Beirut: D. al-Kitb al-Jadıd,
1961, 32 pp. (al-Nußüß al-qadıma; 1). A 31-page MS of this is kept in Princeton, in Collection 4098. The
Naqshbandı shaykh Hisham Muhammad Kabbani (a follower of N÷im al-Qubrußı) and his student
Mateen M Siddiqui <mateen@mickey.hq.interlink.com> ( P.O. Box F, Los Altos Hills, CA 94024) intend
to publish a reproduction and translation of this (announced on the “History of Islam” list
<islam-l@ulkyvm.louisville.edu>, 6 Aug 1994).
352 Zakı Mubrak, al-Mad√i  ̨245. — Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. fiAlı IBN J◊BIR was an Andalusian
poet who lived in Egypt and Syria (al-Ziriklı, V 328).
353 Zakı Mubrak, al-Mad√i˛ 245. — Abü Jafifar A˛mad b. Yüsuf al-Rufiaynı al-Gharn†ı’s Risla
on the Prophet’s birth and life is preserved in MS in Cairo, Dr al-Kutub (al-Ziriklı, I 274).
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fiAbd al-Ra˛ım al-Burfiı (d.$803: 1401/0),354 Sµleymn ¯Celebı (mawlid composed in
1391),355 and Ibn ˘ajar al-Haytamı (909-74: 1504-67).356

From the sixteenth century onwards, when official support for the nativity celebrations
increased,357 mawlids were apparently written in growing numbers; most of these seem
to have been rather ephemeral works, however, and are not generally mentioned in the
secondary literature. It is only in the eighteenth century358 that the most popular of all
Arabic mawlids was composed: Jafifar b. ˘asan al-Barzanjı’s359 (b.$1690, d. 1179:
1765/6) Mawlid sharaf al-anm (also called fiIqd al-jawhir).360 Al-Barzanjı, Shfifiı
muftı in Medina, was apparently a Qdirı; his mawlid is recited throughout the Islamic
world both in Arabic and in translated versions,361 in prose and in verse, and it can be
regarded as a typical model for the genre.

Regarding its content, a mawlid is generally divided into
a) an introduction stating the eminence of the Prophet Mu˛ammad, sometimes
mentioning references to him by earlier Prophets;
b) the main part describing his ancestors, conception, birth, nursing, the opening of
his breast by angels to purify his heart, and the rest of his life up to his emigration
(hijra) to Medina (in particular, the recognition of the signs of Prophethood by the
Syrian monk Ba˛ıra, Mu˛ammad’s marriage to Khadıja, the first revelations and the
first converts, his Night Journey and Ascension, and the hijra);
c) a description of Mu˛ammad’s perfect moral and physical qualities;
d) final supplications (dufi’, tawassul).362

354 Al-Burfiı’s mawlid is read particularly in Egypt and Palestine (Knappert, “The Mawlid”, 213); it
is unknown in the Sudan.
355 Sµleymân Çelebi, Mevlûd-i ≈serif. ºstanbul s.d.; id., Vesîletu ’n-Necât, ed. Ahmed Ate ≈s, Ankara
1954. This poem (a mathnawı) is the most popular Turkish mawlid. However, it was apparently not the
first one performed in Turkey, as Yunus Emre (d.$1321) already alludes to mawlid recitations (Schimmel,
Und Muhammad, 131 = And Muhammad, 152; Knappert, “The Mawlid”, 214).
356 A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad IBN ˘ AJAR AL-HAYTAMˆ (909-74: 1503/4-67) (Salmi, art.
“Mawlidiyya”, in EI2; GAL II 508, S II 527). His name is not al-Haythamı (C van Arendonk-[J Schacht],
art. “Ibn ˘adjar al-Haytamı”, in EI2).
357 “In 996/1588, the Ottoman Sultan Murd III introduced the mawlid […] celebration at his court”
(Knappert, art. “Mawlid”, in EI2).
358 In 1113: 1701/2, the Ottoman government issued an edict introducing the celebration of the
mawlid al-Nabı in Mecca (Esin, Mecca & Madinah 179).
359 GAL II 310; al-Ziriklı, II 123.
360 Knappert, Swahili Islamic poetry I 48-60 gives an English translation of a Swahili version of al-
Barzanjı’s Mawlid.
361 Knappert, “The Mawlid” mentions Swahili, Somali and Malay translations.
362 See — other than the mawlids mentioned — Knappert, “The Mawlid”, 210-12.
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In the Sudan, al-Barzanjı’s mawlid is the oldest one still in use;363 it is also the only one
not composed specifically for a Sudanese audience.364 All the other mawlids performed
in the Sudan were written during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by Sufis
who acted as missionaries for †arıqas newly founded or just introduced into the country.
The earliest of these is Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı’s (1793-1852) al-Asrr al-
Rabbniyya fı mawlid ashraf al-khal√iq al-insniyya, allegedly written c. 1815-6 in
Dongola at the beginning of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s first mission to the Sudan.365 A few
years later, in 1240: 1825, his ex-student Ismfiıl al-Walı (1793/2-1863) composed his
al-Wridt al-multamasa min al-˛a∂art al-muqaddasa wa’l-anwr al-saniyya min al-
dawwın al-A˛madiyya.366 Mu˛ammad Majdhüb is the third in this line, and he is ex-
ceptional in that he composed not only one mawlid but four (three in prose and one in
verse). Later, Mu˛ammad b. al-Mukhtr (c. 1820-1882), who after 1860 introduced the
Tijniyya in northern Sudan, wrote his Mawlid Insn al-Kaml. fiAbd al-Ma˛müd b.
Nür al-D√im (d.$1915), who established a branch of the Sammniyya in Tbat on the
Blue Nile, composed a Mawlid riy∂ al-khayrt. fiAbd al-Qdir “wad ˘shı” b. A˛mad
“al-Badawı” (c. 1870 - c. 1925-30), a Qdirı missionary among the Beja of eastern
Sudan, left a Mawlid,367 and finally, Yüsuf al-Hindı (1869-1942), who broke away from
the Sammniyya to found his Hindiyya †arıqa, wrote two mawlids, one called ˘usn al-
Khitm fı mawlid Sayyid al-anm, and the other simply, al-Mawlid al-Kabır.

A genre related to the mawlid368 are texts describing the Prophet’s night journey to
Jerusalem (isr√) and his subsequent ascension to heaven (mifirj). They too exist in
prose and in verse; early examples were written by Ibn Sın (980-1037),369 al-Qushayrı

363 It is performed by Qdirıs and Sammnıs (Trimingham, Sudan 147 n.$3) as well as by the
Majdhıb community of al-Qa∂rif. The latter do not read any of Majdhüb’s mawlids — an indication of
their relative distance to his tradition (they were the first branch of the Majdhıb to separate from the rest
of the clan to form a community of their own. This happened in the 1820s, before the return of Majdhüb
from Sawkin).
364 There is — to be exact — at least one other mawlid which has been used in the Sudan; but its
usage was restricted to the Yemeni community. It is fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. fiAlı al-Daybafiı al-Zabıdı’s
Mawlid al-sharıf. This mawlid is, next to al-Barzanjı’s, the most popular one in Kenya and Somalia
(Trimingham, Sudan 147 n.$3; Knappert, art. “Mawlid”, in EI2). Its author is perhaps identical to fiAbd al-
Ra˛mn b. fiAlı al-Zabıdı, known as “Ibn al-Daybafi” (866-944: 1462/1-1537/8), a Yemeni historian and
Traditionist (al-Ziriklı, III 318).
365 For bibliographical information on this and the other Sudanese mawlids, see ALA I.
366 ALA I, 237.
367 MS, 22 ff, in the possession of Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ [b] Mu˛ammad A˛mad [b] Müs of Angordn
(River Atbara).
368 Sometimes referred to as “mawlid al-mifirj”. I have not been able to see Qassim al-Samarrai,
The theme of ascension in mystical writings; a studay [sic] of the theme in Islamic and non-Islamic
mystical writings, Baghdad: National Print. and Pub. Co., 1968 (orig. thesis, Cambridge).
369 Abü fiAlı Sın, Mifirj-nme, ed. Shams ol-Dın Ibrhım Abarqühı & Najıb Myil Haravı,
Mashhad: Bunyd-e Pizhüheshh-ye Islmı-ye ◊stn-e Quds-e Re„zavı, 1365 [1986]. 212 p. : facsims.
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(986-1072),370 and Ibn al-fiArabı (1165-1240).371 The most popular mifirj ever written
in Arabic seems to be “Najm al-Dın” Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad al-Ghay†ı al-Sakandarı’s
(910-81: 1504/5-1573/4) Qißßat al-mifirj al-ßughr.372 Al-Barzanjı also wrote a mifirj-
book.373

Al-Ghay†ı’s mifirj was probably known in the Sudan, though we cannot tell what popu-
larity it enjoyed. It was commented upon by A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad al-Salwı (1206-
c.$1256: 1791-c.$1840) in 1243: 1827/8, shortly after his appointment as Grand Q∂ı of
the Sudan by the Turkish government.374 Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to my knowledge was
the first Sudanese to write a mifirj. A son of the founder of the Khatmiyya, Jafifar al-
∑diq b. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn (d.$c.$1300: 1883), wrote a mifirj entitled al-fiUqüd al-
f√iqa al-durriyya fı bathth qißßat al-isr√ bi-sayyid walad fiAdnn; however, Jafifar
spent his life in the ˘ijz and never visited the Sudan. The only other native Sudanese
known to me who contributed to this genre was ∑li˛ b. Tj al-Dın b. A˛mad al-‡ireyfı
al-Rziqı (fl. around 1900), a Qdirı associated with the school of Umm ∆ubbn,375

with his al-Sirj al-wahhj fı dhikr qißßat al-isr√ wa’l-mifirj.

Composition and performance of Majdhüb’s mawlids
The historical comparison has shown that Majdhüb was one of the early Sudanese prop-
agators of mawlids. However, we do not know exactly when they were written and in
what sequence. The Wasıla, talking of prayer sessions held in Sawkin, always speaks
of “the mawlid he [Majdhüb] composed”. There is no way to tell whether at that time
there had been only one, or only one of them was actually performed.

Today, two of the mawlids are more or less regularly performed, not only on the feasts
in honour of the Prophet, but — as in other Sufi brotherhoods — also as part of the
standard layliyya ceremonies. Brevity seems to be an important factor determining the
popularity of these two: the shortest one (the one in verse) is the most frequently

370 Abü ’l-QsimfiAbd al-Karım b. Hawzin al-Qushayrı, Kitb al-mi√rj, ed. fiAlı ˘asan fiAbd al-
Qdır, Cairo: D. al-Kutub al-˘adıtha, [1964] (Maktabat al-db al-ßüfıyya; 2).
371 Mu˛yı al-Dın ibn al-fiArabı, al-Isr il ’l-maqm al-asr, aw, Kitb al-Mifirj, ed. (with a study
on the mifirj in general) by Sufid al-˘akım, Beirut: Dandara, 1988.
372 Al-Ghay†ı also wrote a mawlid (al-Ziriklı, VI 6; Knappert, Swahili Islamic Poetry 227). — His
Qißßat al-mifirj was commented on by al-Dardır (1715-86).
373 Horovitz, art. “Mifirdj”, in EI1; Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka  271. Note that the story of
Mu˛ammad’s ascension is part of al-Barzanjı’s standard mawlid.
374 Shar˛ fial ’l-Ibtihj bi’l-kalm [or fı ’l-kalm] fial ’l-isr√ wa’l-mifirj (GAL II 339, S II 467).
On al-Salwı (pronounced, ‘al-Sillwı’ in the Sudan), see ALA I, 57; O’Fahey, “A colonial servant”.
375 The school of Umm ∆ubbn, to the east of the Blue Nile, is one of the most famous centres of
Islamic learning in present-day Sudan. It was founded by Mu˛ammad w. A˛mad Badr (c. 1810-84) and is
run by his descendants, the Badrb. The influence of this school is analysed — from a Marxist point of
view — by Idris Salim El Hassan, On Ideology.
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performed.376 Next comes the shortest of the prose mawlids.377 The large mawlid is
used exclusively to distinguish the celebrations for the Prophet’s birthday,378 while the
medium sized one379 was never performed during my fieldwork.

Besides their brevity, the two most popular mawlids are distinguished by the fact that
they are directly dependent on the mawlid of al-Barzanjı. A comparison of the Nafa˛t
with al-Barzanjı’s text shows such a high degree of congruence in the sequence of ideas
and images and the choice of words that it seems evident that the Nafa˛t is a mere
paraphrase (sometimes shortened) of sections II-IX and XVII-XIX of al-Barzanjı’s
mawlid.380 And Majdhüb’s al-fiIqd al-muna÷÷am is just a versified version of the
Nafa˛t to which it is practically identical in content. We must conclude, therefore, that
Majdhüb most likely used al-Barzanjı as a model for his Nafa˛t and then versified the
resulting text. This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that in the only section not de-
rived from al-Barzanjı (the ‘cosmic’ introduction inserted before Mu˛ammad’s genea-
logy which in al-Barzanjı follows immediately after the initial dufi√) Majdhüb gives the
sources for the a˛dıth he quotes, while in the other sections he does not.

Peculiarities of Majdhüb’s mawlids
In some instances, however, Majdhüb deviates from his model. These differences be-
tween his texts and other mawlids may be of particular interest.

1. Majdhüb concentrates on the supraterrestrial aspects of Mu˛ammad, his cosmic role,
to the detriment of the ‘historical’ Mu˛ammad.

Contrary to al-Barzanjı and other authors,381 Majdhüb’s mawlids exclusively deal with
what happened shortly before and after the Prophet’s birth, omitting all descriptions of

376 Al-fiIqd al-muna÷÷am fı mawlid al-rasül al-mukarram, referred to as “fia††ir”: 11 chapters in 11
pp. The popularity ratings are based on personal observation as well as on the number of different
manuscripts and printed editions of the mawlids as detailed in the bibliography.
377 Al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı dhikr mawlid khayr al-bariyya, referred to as “balligh”: 11 chapters in
13 pp. A commentary of this mawlid was written by “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb.
378 Al-Nür al-s†ifi fı (dhikr) mawlid al-nabı al-jmifi: 12 chapters in 30 pp.
379 Al-La√lı al-zhirt wa’l-fußüß al-f√iqt (fı dhikr [mawlid] al-nabı dhı ’l-mufijizt: 13 chapters
in 16 pp.
380 The sections are numbered according to the English translation in Knappert, Swahili Islamic
Poetry 48-60.
381 Regarding its content, a mawlid is generally divided into
a) an introduction stating the eminence of the Prophet Mu˛ammad, sometimes mentioning
references to him by earlier Prophets;
b) the main part describing his ancestors, conception, birth, nursing, the opening of his breast by an-
gels to purify his heart, and the rest of his life up to his emigration (hijra) to Medina (in particular, the
recognition of the signs of Prophethood by the Syrian monk Ba˛ıra, Mu˛ammad’s marriage to Khadıja,
the first revelations and the first converts, his Night Journey and Ascension, and the hijra);
c) a description of Mu˛ammad’s perfect moral and physical qualities;

(cont’d)
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his later life. While in other mawlids the Prophet’s birth is only one of several incidents,
in Majdhüb’s texts it becomes a central event of cosmic importance.

This universal role of the ‘cosmic’ Mu˛ammad is particularly stressed in Majdhüb’s ‘medium’ mawlid,
al-La√lı al-zhirt, half of which is devoted to an account of the “Mu˛ammadan light”, its creation from
the Divine Light, the successive creation of all other things from it, and the passing on of it from Adam to
Mu˛ammad’s father fiAbd Allh.382 The same story is told in the long preface of Majdhüb’s largest
mawlid, al-Nür al-s†ifi. Majdhüb’s two shorter mawlids also contain chapters stating that Mu˛ammad is
the best of all creatures, and that all Prophets originate from his light.

The emphasis on the cosmic Mu˛ammad leads Majdhüb to express, in his version of the
story of the Prophet’s ascension, ideas that are strongly rejected by other, more
‘orthodox’ Muslims.383 For example, Majdhüb reports how the Prophet touched God’s
Throne and saw God with his eyes.384 Most current mifirj stories, describing what
happened between God and Mu˛ammad, concentrate on the institution of ritual prayer,
and how their daily number was lowered from fifty to five. Majdhüb mentions this only
in passing, elaborating instead on the guarantees God gave to Mu˛ammad for the
protection and salvation of his community both in this world and in the next.

2. Secondly, Majdhüb only uses ordinary sajfi (rhymed prose) with varying rhymes,
not the more strictly bound form found in al-Barzanjı where two rhymes (-iyya and -h)
alternate consistently throughout the mawlid. This latter form is observed by many
mawlid authors, including Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı (-iyya and -n),
Mu˛ammad b. al-Mukhtr (-iyya and -l), and fiAbd Allh b. Mu˛ammad al-Munwı
(-iyya and -m).385

d) final supplications (dufi’, tawassul) (see — other than the mawlids mentioned — Knappert,
“The Mawlid”, 210-12).
382 The elaboration of this idea can be traced back to Sahl al-Tustarı (c. 818/9-896). Its influence in
the history of Sufism has sometimes been linked to Ibn al-fiArabı and al-Jılı; but it seems to me that
further research into the history of post-Ibn al-fiArabı Sufism is necessary to ascertain the ‘pedigree’ of
the ontological conception of the Mu˛ammadan light (Böwering, Mystical vision, esp. pp. 147-57; for a
detailed account, see Rubin, “Pre-existence and light”; for a brief overview of the occurence of notions of
al-˛aqıqa al-Mu˛ammadiyya and al-nür al-Mu˛ammadı up to Ibn al-fiArabı, see Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 79-
90; for Ibn al-fiArabı in particular, see Sufid al-˘akım, al-Mufijam al-∑üfı, 347-352; for the influence see
de Jong, rev. of Trimingham, Sufi orders, p. 283; for evidence from present-day Egyptian Sufism, see
Hoffman-Ladd, “Devotion to the Prophet”, 618-20).
383 Including Abü ’l-Waf√ al-Taftaznı, President of the Egyptian Supreme Sufi Council, in an
interview with the author, 11/12/1991. Al-Taftaznı’s position contrasts with that of an unnamed Sufi
shaykh expressed during a ˛a∂ra according to which Mu˛ammad is placed on the Throne, showing the
tension between officially sanctioned Sufi teachings and actual popular practice (Hoffman-Ladd,
“Devotion to the Prophet”, 620).
384 Dıwn, 16-7: ab˛a †arfı na÷ratan ammaltuh, etc. Majdhüb here quotes a source the title of
which he does not give. For similar accounts (for example by al-Qas†allnı, upon whose Mawhib al-
laduniya Majdhüb also drew), see Andræ 70-2. Andræ comments, “Das sind nun freilich die letzten
blµten der art!”.
385 Al-Munwı’s al-Mawlid al-jalıl ˛usn al-shakl al-jamıl is the most comprehensive and detailed
mawlid known to me. The author is neither mentioned in GAL nor in al-Ziriklı, but according to Zakı

(cont’d)
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That Majdhüb did not use the more elevated form of sajfi is interesting in view of the
opinion widely held by the Majdhıb that he was one of the most learned Sudanese of
his time. However, I am in no position to judge whether he was not able to carry
through with the stricter, two-rhyme sajfi throughout the whole work, or whether he had
other reasons for abandoning it.386 On other occasions (in his letters) he was quite ca-
pable of writing in a highly elaborate style.

Majdhüb’s references
In some cases, Majdhüb mentions the sources for the Traditions he quotes; they are:

[A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad al-Qas†allnı], al-Mawhib al-laduniyya (pp. 4, 16, 43)387

Ibn Marzüq,388 commentary on al-Büßırı’s Burda (17)
Abü Mu˛ammad b. Abı Jamra (17)389

[Abü ’l-Rabıfi b. Sabfi], Shif√ al-ßudür (18)390

Abü Mu˛ammad Jabr (25)391

fiAbd al-Razzq (25)392

Burhn al-Dın al-˘alabı, K. al-Sharıft min al-manqib wa’l-mufijizt (27)393

Ibn fiAskir (27)394

Mubrak, al-Mad√i˛ 237, his work is very famous, and a recording of it was made by Shaykh Ibrhım al-
Farrn at an early date (on the Odeon label).
386 The “reformist” al-Mawlid al-nabawı al-mukhtr by fiAbd Allh fiAfıfı (d.$1363: 1944), which
strives to omit “unorthodox” ideas and to provide a “modern”, factual account of Mu˛ammad’s life, is
also written in “simple” sajfi. On fiAbd Allh fiAfıfı, personal imm of King Fu√d I (r 1922-36), see GAL
S III 233 & 275, and al-Ziriklı, IV 103. On the Government’s (Waqf minister’s) call in 1934 for a
“modern” mawlid and ‡h ˘usayn’s defense of the popular mawlids (published in al-Wdı, 1 Aug 1934)
see Zakı Mubrak, al-Mad√i˛ 250-2.
387 A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad AL-QAS‡ALL◊N  ̂ (851-923: 1447/8-1517), Egyptian Traditionist who
wrote, i.a., a commentary on al-Bukhrı. His biography of the Prophet, al-Mawhib al-laduniyya fı ’l-
mina˛ al-Mu˛ammadiyya is widely known; it was extensively used by Andræ, Die person Muhammeds
(al-Ziriklı, I 232).
388 Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad al-˘afıd “Ibn Marzüq” (766-842: 1365/4-1438/9), prolific Tilimsnı
scholar. Among his many works (mostly commentaries) are several (2-4) commentaries on the Burda,
one of which is entitled, I÷hr ßidq al-mawadda (al-Ziriklı, V 331). See also Maya Shatzmiller, L’histori-
ographie mérinide, 36 ss.
389 Abü Mu˛ammad fiAbd Allh b. Safid b. Safiıd IBN AB  ̂ JAMRA (d.$695: 1296/5), Andalusian
Mlikı Traditionist who abridged al-Bukhrı’s ∑a˛ı˛ in his Jamfi al-nihya, and then wrote a commentary
on the Jamfi entitled Bahjat al-nufüs in which he gives a mystical explanation of the Prophet’s ascension
(al-Ziriklı, IV 89; Andræ, Die person Muhammeds 85).
390 See Andræ, Die person Muhammeds, 68.
391 Probably Abü Mu˛ammad Jabr b. Mu˛ammad AL-QUR‡UBˆ (d.$615: 1218/9), Andalusian
Mlikı scholar who wrote, i.a., Ma†lifi al-anwr wa-maslik al-abrr fı fa∂√il al-ßalt fial ’l-Nabı al-
mukhtr (al-Ziriklı, II 108).
392 Probably fiAbd al-Razzq b. Humm AL-∑ANfi◊Nˆ (126-211: 744/3-826/7), highly esteemed
Yemeni Traditionist known particularly for his al-Jmifi al-kabır (al-Ziriklı, III 353).
393 Not in al-Ziriklı, al-Afilm.
394 “IBN fiAS◊KIR” is used to refer to several scholars of a Damascus family, the most famous of
whom is fiAlı b. al-˘asan b. Hibat Allh (499-571: 1106/5-1175/6), who is particularly known for his
history of Damascus, but who also wrote several ˛adıth books, among them al-Ishrf. fial mafirifat al-
a†rf. (he was mu˛addith al-diyr al-Shmiyya) (al-Ziriklı, IV 273). Other members of the family include
his nephew fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Mu˛ammad b. al-˘asan (550-620: 1155-1223), a Shfifiı jurist who wrote

(cont’d)
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Ibn MardΩya (28)395

Naf√is al-akhbr (32)
al-Q∂ı fiIy∂, Shif√ al-Qulüb (75)396

al-‡abarnı (75).397

All of these are ˛adıth collections or standard accounts of the life of an idealised
Mu˛ammad; they are authorities for that current within Islam that stressed Prophetic
tradition and the veneration of the Eternal Mu˛ammad over the rational discourse of
scholastic theology.

Evaluation
The fact that Majdhüb was the most prolific of the first generation of Sudanese mawlid
authors indicates the central importance he assigned to the Prophet in shaping the ritual
life of the community of his followers. This central role of the Prophet is also reflected
in the content of Majdhüb’s mawlids: the Eternal Mu˛ammad becomes the focal symbol
of Islamic identity. The mawlids deal with his birth — that is, his coming into this world
— and with his unique relationship to God; they omit other aspects of his life.

Majdhüb was not overly concerned with originality in his writings. In order to serve his
teaching interests, he freely adapted existing material. The question remains why he
never identifies the specific source he borrows or remodels. The only sources he openly
refers to are older, pre-sixteenth century works, in particular ˛adıth collections. One
may speculate that for ideological reasons he preferred reference to Prophetic Traditions
over ‘secondary’ sources. He did, however, write commentaries on such medieval man-
uals, and his unacknowledged dependence on al-Barzanjı (or al-Khnı, for that matter)
may well have been a deliberate disguise. Majdhüb did not do what he could have done:
simply introduce his followers to al-Barzanjı’s mawlid. Writing a mawlid of his own
was more prestigious. And perhaps it was just easier to paraphrase an existing source
than to compose a whole new mawlid from scratch.

QQQQuuuurrrr√√√√nnnniiiicccc    eeeexxxxeeeeggggeeeessssiiiissss

Only a few commentaries by Majdhüb on verses of the Qur√n have been preserved:398

a booklet on the manqib of Mu˛ammad’s wives (al-Ziriklı, III 328); and fiAbd al-∑amad b. fiAbd al-
Wahhb b. al-˘asan b. Mu˛ammad b. al-˘asan b. Hibat Allh (614-86: 1217/8-1287/8), Traditionist who
lived in Mecca for 40 years and left several ˛adıth collections (al-Ziriklı, IV 11).
395 A˛mad b. Müs IBN MARD›OYA (323-410: 935/4-1019/20), Traditionist, Qur√n commentator
and historian from Ißfahn. Among his ˛adıth works are a Musnad and a Mustakhraj (al-Ziriklı, I 261).
396 V.s.
397 V.s.
398 al-Wasıla, 44-6. The editor has arranged the preserved commentaries according to the sequence
of the süras — not necessarily a common procedure in such collections.
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Q 24: 58-9 ( three times of day when servants and children are not allowed to enter a free person’s room
without prior asking).

Q 27: 82 (on the beast brought forth by God on the Last Days). With recourse to ˛adıth and akhbr,
Majdhüb describes the beast in detail as an animal of fable.

Q 31: 12 (“We bestowed wisdom on Luqmn”). Majdhüb cites several sentences (˛ikam) ascribed to this
archetypal sage.

Q 84: 8 (“His account will surely be taken by an easy accounting”). Majdhüb explains this as referring to
the Last Judgement, citing Q 6: 69: “Nothing of their account falls upon those that are godfearing, but a
reminding”.399

Q 94 (“Have We not expanded thee thy breast…”). To this oft-quoted Süra Majdhüb gives a mystical
interpretation, referring to the views of the ahl Allh and ahl al-mafinı.400

Q 95 (“By the fig…”). Noteworthy in Majdhüb’s interpretation is his emphasis of the medical value of
figs and olives.

Q 96: 9-19 (“Seest thou one who forbids a Servant when he [turns] to pray?”). Explained as referring to
Abü Jahl. The views of the ahl al-mafinı are invoked on a question of style.

No particular direction can be discerned in these commentaries. There are legal, mysti-
cal, literal, symbolic and medical explanations; some grammatical points are touched
upon, and twice variant readings (including un-canonical ones) are mentioned.

IIIInnnnssssttttrrrruuuuccccttttiiiioooonnnn    iiiinnnn    pppprrrraaaaccccttttiiiicccceeee::::    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    lllleeeetttttttteeeerrrrssss

He who wants to understand the allegories of our shaykhs
has to take a look at their correspondences and letters,

for their allegories are contained in there,
not in their published works.

al-Sarraj, Luma‘ 120.17

The preceding pages have shown us Mu˛ammad Majdhüb ‘in theory’, as the author of
writings whose general nature tends to hide the specific circumstances of their compo-
sition. We shall now turn to how Majdhüb presents himself in more concrete situations.

Even though the letters addressed to him are generally not preserved,401 Majdhüb’s cor-
respondence can at least give us an idea of the kind of advice sought from him; and it is
also interesting to see with whom he corresponded. Besides answering questions put to
him, Majdhüb freely gives general religious advice, and the pattern of this advice, the
points he emphasises are the same throughout his letters.

399 al-Wasıla, 109{7}.
400 One of Majdhüb’s best-known prayers, Dufi√ Shar˛ al-ßadr, is inspired by this süra; it should be
read three times after each canonical prayer, and seven times in situations of distress.
401 Apart from the letters of A˛mad b. Idrıs; see The Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs.
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1. The people to whom he writes are men from his family, other (local?) religious
leaders (fakıs), and his followers in Sawkin. Contrary to most of the known recipients
of A˛mad b. Idrıs’ letters, they do not belong to an ‘inner circle’ of students whose
spiritual status he tries to raise, but are quite ordinary members of society. Majdhüb
interacts with them not so much as a spiritual teacher for an élite but as a religious
leader for people whose relationship to him is evidently much influenced by descent and
geographic proximity.

2. What do these people seek from him? They want to establish contact and good
relationships with him;402 they assume that he has special powers of addressing God403

and the Prophet;404 they question him about the correct interpretation and application of
religious norms;405 they seek his advice in cases of disagreement and dissent within the
family,406 and complain to him about other problems, possibly with superior authori-
ties.407 All the letters suggest that while his special religious abilities were recognised, it
was his advice and counsel that was sought, not his binding judgement. If one is
allowed at all to make the comparison one could say that he acted as a muftı rather than
as a q∂ı.

3. In his replies, Majdhüb does not restrict himself merely to answering the questions
put to him. Six of the nine letters contain religious advice408 not concerned with the
interpretation of Islamic norms of social behaviour, but with what could be termed basic
rules of spiritual training: mental attitudes as well as various litanies (awrd/adhkr) to
be used regularly.

These recommendations are repeated fairly uniformly throughout the letters. The start-
ing point is ‘godliness’ (taqw).409 In Majdhüb’s interpretation, this basically means

402 Letter VII (F. M fiAbd al-Mjid) and perhaps IV (al-∑iddıq).
403 Letter IV (˘amad al-Ma√mün).
404 Letter II (al-∑iddıq).
405 Letter II (al-∑iddıq).
406 Letters IV & V (˘amad al-Ma√mün).
407 Letter III (˘amad al-Ma√mün).
408 Sometimes explicitly termed ‘waßiyya’.
409 Taqw, for A˛mad b. Idrıs, contrasts sharply with human reasoning and is the basic precondition
for the proper understanding of Qur√n and sunna (R al-Radd, §§ 5, 14, 42). In his commentary on Q 2:21
(al-Fuyü∂t, 49), A˛mad b. Idrıs explains taqw as, “being in uninterrupted contact with God”. “This”, he
says, “is the meaning of the ˛adıth, ‘My servant does not draw near to me by anything dearer to me than
the performance of what I have imposed upon him; and he continues to draw near to Me by works of
supererogation until I love him; and when I love him I am his hearing with which he hears, and his seeing
with which he sees, and his hand with which he strikes, and his leg with which he walks’; and in some
versions, ‘and his heart (fu√d) whith which he understands (yafiqil); and in one version, ‘and when I love
him, I am him’.
It seems characteristic for Majdhüb that in his explanation of taqw, he limits himself to the more
formalistic aspect of obedience to the prescribed norms, without mentioning — as A˛mad b. Idrıs does —
the mystical consequences of this behaviour.
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‘correct behaviour’ according to the prescribed norms of Islamic Law.410 This compli-
ance with outward prescriptions has to be accompanied on the ‘inner’ side by constantly
remembering God (dhikr) and being mindful of him (murqaba). Regularised Retreat
(khalwa) is never mentioned in the letters; but everyone should make an effort to “mix
with people as little as possible”411 (fiuzla) and to spend all their free time thinking of
God and the Prophet. For “those who desire the next world [have to] leave the beauties
of this world”.412 Basic elements of spiritual training are provided in the injunction
constantly to observe oneself,413 that is, to act in the knowledge that God sees every-
thing one does (the classic definition of i˛sn), and in the prescription of several brief
litanies, mostly given “on authority of the Prophet”. These litanies are quite similar in
content, though they vary somewhat in form between the different addressees.

One may summarise Majdhüb’s directives as:
a) Act correctly according to the norms of Islam.
b) Pursue some spiritual training in order to develop the right attitude to God and the

world.
c) Otherwise, solve your everyday problems according to common sense, and be an

integral part of your community.414

One subject that is conspicuously avoided by Majdhüb is politics. His letters are written
at a time of political upheaval and uncertainty, when the people of al-Dmar had just
started to come to terms with the Turkish authorities who had destroyed their home
town in 1823. The members of his family with whom he corresponded belonged to the
Amınb — that faction of the Majdhıb that had been particularly compromising
towards the new government, and thus was able to maintain and strengthen the leading
economic position which they had already started to build up before the Turkish con-
quest.415 Letters III, IV and V allude to problems and divisions, probably within the
Majdhıb clan, that may have political and$/$or economic origins — but Majdhüb’s
expressions are so vague that nothing more specific can be said.

Politics has been described as a taboo subject in the discourse of many Muslim and
Arab societies,416 and the writings of many Sufi leaders are silent about political affairs
(the closest example is A˛mad b. Idrıs, who experienced the French invasion of Egypt,

410 See letters VI & IX. In one case (letter IX, collectively addressed to his followers in Sawkin),
Majdhüb mentions the religious sciences, like jurisprudence and grammar, as providing important guid-
ance on the path to God.
411 Letter VI. On khalwa, see below, Chapter VII.
412 Letter I.
413 Letters I & IX.
414 See Letters IV & V.
415 Conspicuously, none of the letters are addressed to al-Fakı ˘amad’s official khalıfa (from the
A˛madb), nor to members of the ‘breakaway‘ faction, the Naqarb.
416 Al-∑diq al-fiA÷m, Naqd al-fikr al-dını.
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and both Wahhbı and Egyptian rule over Mecca, but never openly talks about these
things).417 But not all Sufi leaders have so restrained themselves. In the Sudan,
examples are Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı’s refererence to the Turkish invasion
and its interpretation as a punishment for the Sudanese people; his son al-˘asan’s
collaboration with the Turkish authorities in settling the Kasal mutiny in 1864-5; and
on a much grander scale, the Mahdist revolt against Turkish rule.

Majdhüb lived under both Ottoman and Egyptian rule; his move to Sawkin and the fact
that initially he did not return to the Egyptian-controlled Nile valley may have been in-
fluenced by political factors. His silence about these matters does therefore indicate a
relatively quietist attitude regarding politics. If we take into account that he corre-
sponded with members of al-Dmar’s ‘collaborationist’ élite, it seems plausible to judge
him as someone who, politically, tried to accommodate himself to the existing situation
— an impression that conforms to our analysis of his practical attitude.418 Rather than
actively trying to change the circumstances, Majdhüb tried to change people’s attitudes
towards them. The emphasis his letters put on withdrawal from this world point to the
same conclusion.

4. Majdhüb’s methodical approach, his way of arguing, shows three central features
consonant with what we have already found in his monographs:
a) Majdhüb endeavors to imitate the Prophet as closely as possible.419

b) This imitation is based on standard written accounts of the Prophet’s words and
deeds, as well as answers obtained directly from the Prophet (through dreams,
visions, etc). ‘Direct’ recourse to the Prophet occurs especially in matters concern-
ing personal affairs rather than general norms.

c) The “Prophetic” example, as portrayed by Majdhüb, always agrees with Shfifiı
positions, mostly in opposition to the Mlikı practice prevailing in the Sudan.

A good example for this is provided by Majdhüb’s letter to his cousin al-∑iddıq.420

Majdhüb is asked to submit a particular question to the Prophet. Apparently, al-∑iddıq
wanted to be reassured that his failure to visit the Prophet’s tomb in Medina so far had
not impaired his religious standing. Majdhüb complies and transmits the comforting
words from the Prophet, “You have been registered among the visitors”. This virtual
registration is, however, meant as an incentive to perform the real visit, as Majdhüb
explains: ‘you should really try to find a way to go to Medina’.

417 In one of his letters, A˛mad b. Idrıs alludes to the troubles in Mecca, but his remarks are so ellip-
tical as to be beyond specific interpretation (see The Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, pp. 167-175, Letter to
fiAbd Allh b. Mu˛ammad).
418 See further above, Chapters III and V, on Majdhüb’s relations to the authorities.
419 The most striking example is his detailed discussion of the exact measures of the Prophet’s tomb
— a question usually not dealt with in the literature of the fuqah√.
420 Letter II.
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After Majdhüb has introduced himself as an intimate of the Prophet, he proceeds to deal
with various questions al-∑iddıq had put to him regarding the correct burial practice.
The answers he comes up with are all based on ˛adıth literature, but they are given in a
rather apodictic manner. Majdhüb does not critically discuss conflicting Traditions, the
position of the Law Schools (madhhabs), or the like. Only if one knows these different
positions is one able to see that he unreservedly supports the Shfifiı point of view (the
deceased should be shrouded in three sheets) against Mlik and Abü ˘anıfa who inter-
preted the relevant ˛adıth421 as meaning that shirt and turban “should not be counted”
among the three pieces of cloth; they therefore ruled that it was preferable to shroud the
dead in three sheets in addition to shirt and turban.422 By 1500 it had even become
common practice to take seven sheets for men and women alike, and people had to be
reminded of Khalıl’s (d.$776: 1374) verdict that to take more than five was reprehen-
sible for men.423

Shdhilıs, on the other hand, preferred three sheets, without any additional pieces of
clothing, though they did not forbid shirt and turban outright, since Ibn fiUmar had used
them for his son.424

Obviously the whole question was not only a matter of conformity to the example of the
forebears. Financial problems and the unneccessary squandering of money are ad-
dressed particularly in Shdhilı commentaries.425

Close examination of the letter and a comparison with the discussion of burial rules in
various fiqh manuals and commentaries reveals three important aspects of Majdhüb’s
thinking:

• Firstly, in his reasoning he turns from scholastic fiqh to ˛adıth for inspiration.
This presents itself as a movement ‘back to the roots’, away from the seemingly abstract
presentation of the Law by the medieval fuqah√, who tend to quote other jurists’ argu-
ments rather than relevant ˛adıths.

421 “The Messenger of God (may God bless him and grant him peace) was shrouded in three pieces
of white Sa˛ülı cloth, without shirt or turban”.
422 Al-Nawawı, Shar˛ Muslim; al-Qayrawnı, al-Risla; it thus became Mlikı practice to shroud a
man in his shirt, turban, loin-cloth, and two additional sheets. See al-Shurnübı, Taqrıb al-mafinı.
423 Abü ’l-˘asan fiAlı b. Mu˛ammad al-Shdhilı, Kifyat al-‡lib. It should be added that all
schools agree that women are to be shrouded in two more sheets than men. — For an extensive discussion
of this subject from the Mlikı angle see al-fiAdawı (who used to be an authority acknowledged by the
Majdhıb in the eighteenth century), ˘shiya I 365-6.
424 See Ibn ˘ajar, Tu˛fa [pp. 533-5]; al-Nawawı, Minhj.
425 Al-Nawawı, Shar˛ Muslim; Ibn ˘ajar, Tu˛fa.
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• Secondly, within the body of ˛adıth Majdhüb disregards those Traditions that re-
port words and deeds of the ßa˛ba and the tbifiın and concentrates on those relating
directly to the Prophet.

• Thirdly, he claims the ability to address himself directly to the Prophet in order to
obtain ultimately authoritative answers to questions that may arise.426

In practice, this method of querying the Prophet during a mystical ˛a∂ra serves primar-
ily to obtain answers in private matters: the visit to Medina discussed above; a family
(?) affair over a woman; the assignment of particular dhikr-formulæ.427 It is not used to
dismiss outright the material handed down by Muslim scholars through the generations
and to legitimate entirely new answers to questions of general normative interest. Like
others before him Majdhüb quotes from books judged to be authoritative in order to
support his position. He does, however, discard the methodology of fiqh and relies
solely on ˛adıth. The choice he makes from the huge body of ˛adıth-literature appears
to reflect the intellectual environment that had a formative influence on him: the
predominance of the Shfifiı school among many scholars in the ˘ijz (contrasting with
his Mlikı origins),428 and the flourishing of ˛adıth-studies that had characterised
scholarly life in Mecca and Medina since the mid-eighteenth century.

The consistent conformity to Shfifiı positions contrasting with Mlikı teachings may
also result from the primacy given to ˛adıth over fiqh. Pro-˛adıth and anti-taqlıd posi-
tions were frequently close to Shfifiı positions;429 something pointed out, for example,
by the (˘anafı) fiulam√ of D˙√Ωband with regard to the Ahl-i ˘adıˇs.430 Mlik’s view of
the sunna, on the other hand, emphasised the collective practice (fiamal) of Medina over
individual a˛dıth.431 Where this fiamal differed from the majority of a˛dıth, an
approach centering on ˛adıth would therefore necessarily lead to a position contra-
dicting common Mlikı practice.

Majdhüb’s ‘Prophetic connection’ is thus clearly conditioned by his education and
environment. But although the answers Majdhüb gives do not transcend the radius laid
down by scholastic jurisprudents, he does go beyond this circle by firmly upholding the
principle of direct contact with the Prophet. Later generations would go further in
dismissing the findings of the scholastic jurisprudents and developing the principle of
direct recourse to the sources of the Law.

426 Majdhüb was of course not the only one to claim this ability; al-Dabbgh did so, as did A˛mad b.
Idrıs, or al-˘jj fiUmar (Rim˛, Chapter 31), to name only a few examples.
427 Letters II, IV, VII.
428 Note that there is a difference between popular and scholarly allegiance; the population of
Medina is largely ˘anafı, with a few Shfifiıs (Winder, art. “al-Madına (ii) The modern city”, in EI2).
429 E.g. A˛mad b. al-Mubrak al-Lama†ı, al-Ibrız, Chapter 5 (ed. al-Shammfi, II, 100).
430 Metcalf, Islamic revival.
431 Dutton, “fiAmal vs. ˛adıth”.
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SSSSuuuummmmmmmmaaaarrrryyyy

Before turning the page, it may be useful to sum up the major findings of our analysis of
Majdhüb’s writings.

Majdhüb was the most prolific writer Sudanese Islam had known up to his time. About
half of his writings consist of devotional material, the other half mainly of manuals
dealing with ritual obligations. Metaphysical and mystical texts are few in number. The
Shaykh composed for his followers a complete set of instructions for ritual practice
(fiibdt). The only topic not seriously discussed is the alms-tax (zakt), which probably
indicates that it was not actually practised in his circle. Methodically, Majdhüb shows
himself to be a pure mu˛addith. In his argumentation he accepts only the Qur√n and
Prophetic Traditions (as codified in the standard collections). Any scholastic reasoning
is absent from his works, as is any reference to the established Law schools (madhhib).
What is striking, however, is that below the surface of exclusive reference to Qur√n
and ˛adıth, Majdhüb in all questions adopts the position of the Shfifiı school against
the Mlikı of his native Sudan.

Similarly, in his treatise on the moral and spiritual Path (sulük), the only references
openly acknowledged are Qur√n and ˛adıth — but in fact Majdhüb (like others in his
time) plagiarises a seventeenth-century ∑üfı manual. The most notable difference vis-à-
vis his source is that Majdhüb generally omits the metaphysical and psychological parts,
thus stressing moral over spiritual aspects. He also shows a tendency to avoid terms and
ideas that have been particularly attacked by anti-∑üfı scholar-jurists.

In his ‘theoretical’ texts Majdhüb appears as a sober guide and teacher of the essentials
of personal religiosity whose main emphasis is on a moral programme stressing the
individual’s responsibility to understand (and not merely to fulfil) his religious obliga-
tions. He does not identify himself as a Sufi and never even mentions the word
‘Sufism’. His prayers and poems, on the other hand, owe much to Sufi tradition. Some
of the prayers play on quite metaphysical themes, but in general it is a very deep, emo-
tional love of the Prophet that dominates his devotional texts almost exclusively and
sets them apart from other (earlier and contemporary) mystics whose poetry is often
directed to their own masters or to prominent Sufi leaders.

Definitely, this ‘Prophet-centredness’ lies at the heart of Majdhüb’s conscious position,
and it was seen as a characteristic mark of his personality by A˛mad b. Idrıs. However,
Majdhüb was clearly influenced by intellectual currents of his time: the rejection of
taqlıd as well as the continuing importance of the Shfifiı views prevalent among
scholars in the ˘ijz; immediate personal religious experience as well as an established,
somewhat standardised Sufi tradition. The letters he wrote show that in everyday
practice he did refer to sources other than the Qur√n and ˛adıth: classical poetry as well
as the opinions of well-known theologians played more than a casual (unconscious)
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part. Their exclusion as legitimate sources from the more ‘official’ writings intended for
a larger public does, however, reflect a significant trend in the history of Islamic
thought.
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VII THE SHAYKH IN PRACTICE
Die †arıqa als moralische Anstalt betrachtet

Qu’est-ce que donc un saint?
Peut-être simplement un mortel pareil aux autres,

somme de qualités et de défauts,
mais habité d’une idée

force à laquelle il subordonne tout?
(Maryse Condé, Ségou)

Having analysed Majdhüb’s writings — his theory —, we shall now turn to his practice
(as far as it can be reconstructed) and try to understand in what ways Majdhüb inter-
acted with the society in which he lived, and in particular with his followers.

As we have seen, the Sawkin years are the best-documented period in Majdhüb’s life,
and it was here that he left his most lasting impact. The following discussion will there-
fore focus on these years, with occasional comparative references to Majdhüb’s visits to
various villages of Berber province and to al-Dmar shortly before the end of his life.

BBBBeeeeggggiiiinnnnnnnniiiinnnnggggssss

SSSSoooouuuurrrrcccceeeessss    ooooffff    lllleeeeggggiiiittttiiiimmmmaaaattttiiiioooonnnn

The lasting image of Majdhüb is that of a shaykh. It was as a teacher of Islamic religion
that Majdhüb presented himself, as someone whose task it was to guide (yurshid) his
followers morally and spiritually. Majdhüb was an outsider whereever he went, even in
al-Dmar (v.s.); and given the brevity of his sojourns in the various places, he was rather
successful in attracting people to his fold. How can this success of an outsider be
explained?

In order to be accepted as a religious leader by the local population, Majdhüb had to
legitimate himself. He could draw on various symbolic resources: By virtue of his
alleged fiAbbsı descent, he was linked to the Prophet’s family; possibly, the religious
reputation of his clan, the Majdhıb, had been heard of in Sawkin; he had received an
education at renowned institutions of learning both in the schools of the Majdhıb in al-
Dmar and in the heartlands of Islam; he claimed to have lived — and to continue to
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live — in intimate connection with the Prophet; and he presented himself as a charis-
matic master of souls with an impressive ability to know every detail of their lives.

(1) Reputation of the Majdhıb? Majdhüb himself was a stranger in Sawkin, but
the reputation of his family may have been one of the factors facilitating Majdhüb’s
entrance into Sawkin society. The Majdhıb were well-renowned as religious leaders
on the other end of the trade route between Sawkin and the Nile. Some of them were
directly engaged in trade with or through Sawkin at the time of Majdhüb’s sojourn
there,1 and these contacts may well have predated Majdhüb’s stay in the port. On the
other hand, the only references in the Wasıla to the reputation of his family are stories in
which Majdhüb himelf tells his followers about his grandfather, Fakı ˘amad;2 and these
references are not very prominent in the Wasıla. We may therefore presume that the
general reputation of the Majdhıb helped Majdhüb to be more than a no-name, but
there is no evidence that it played any really significant role in his success.

(2) Learning? Linked to this question of the reputation of his family is that of the
role of Majdhüb’s learning in legitimating his claims to religious leadership. The
schools of al-Dmar were famous, and Majdhüb is said to have held an ijza linking
him to the renowned school of A˛mad w. fiˆs (c. 1737-1826) and through it to al-
Azhar. Further, he had spent long years in the ˘ijz and was proud to have studied and
taught in the Prophet’s Mosque. Undoubtedly, these were assets that Majdhüb could use
to enhance his standing. It is interesting to note, however, that it is rather a general
notion of Majdhüb ‘being very learned’, and especially, ‘being more leaned than the
fiulam√’, that is projected in the stories told of him in the Wasıla.3 More specific
references detailing Majdhüb’s mastery of fiqh are absent from the hagiography
although they can be found in his letters. The ijza he is said to have received from his
scholar-cousin Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq” had been lost by 1868; and in any case, the only
ijza in the “rational and traditional sciences” that Majdhüb cited when giving an ijza
himself was the curiously untypical one from the otherwise unknown Ibrhım al-
Suwaydı.4 Apparently, the general impression mattered more than formal credentials in
establishing Majdhüb’s reputation as a learned man.

(3) Prophetic descent? The Wasıla  (p."10) goes to great lengths to establish
Majdhüb’s noble descent from the Prophet’s uncle, fiAbbs b. fiAbd al-Mu††alib (c. 567 -

1 See above, Chapter V.
2 al-Wasıla, 168{7}, 161{2}, 194{1}. Majdhüb certainly sought to link himself and his reputation
to that of his grandfather. His original awrd were those of Fakı ˘amad (later, he changed to ‘Prophetic’
litanies); he took a special interest in the traces his grandfather left in al-Ghubush (179{3}); he ordered to
rebuild his hermitage in al-Dmar (184{1-3}), and he withdrew to meditate inside his tomb (190{6-7},
198{3}); cf. also 127{3}. But he also referred to other walıs, e.g. al-Gılnı (182{1}), or al-‡ayyib w. al-
Bashır (193{2}).
3 E.g., al-Wasıla 137{3}, 109{7}.
4 For details, see above, Chapter III.
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c. 653), thus indirectly showing that he could not claim any particularly distinguished
pedigree, for all native tribes in the northern riverain Sudan were ascribed the same
ancestry. Only direct descent from the Prophet could therefore confer higher social
status, and as we have seen above, Majdhüb never publicly claimed such direct descent
from the Prophet. His followers, on the other hand — in particular the Müsey who
established marriage ties with him — were keen to promote him to an at least equivalent
status.5 Thus, they interpreted vague utterances of their shaykh, visions and dreams in
the sense they wished:

The night before Majdhüb left Sawkin to return to the Nile, fiUthmn b. Abü Bakr dreamt that he
asked Majdhüb whom he would leave behind [to lead the community]. Majdhüb replied, “My
grandfather/ancestor (jiddı)”. In the morning, fiUthmn told him his dream and Majdhüb confirmed
it.

Then he left, and all the people accompanied him out of town to bid him farewell. Everyone
was weeping, Majdhüb as well as the crowd. He said, “You are weeping for one man only, but I
am weeping for all of you”. Someone asked to whom he now left them, and Majdhüb said, “To the
Prophet! He told me I should travel; he would care for you”. Everyone was glad to hear this.6

This, concludes the compilor, is a clear indication (dalıl q†ifi) that Majdhüb’s ancestor
is the Prophet.

The fact that such vague allusions were necessary to demonstrate Majdhüb’s Prophetic
family links shows that these claims were extremely tenuous. We can conclude that in
early nineteenth-century Sawkin, sharıfı descent was a valued social resource, but not
one that was indispensable for attaining religious authority.

(4) Prophetic contact. On the other hand, Majdhüb clearly emphasised that even
though he was not officially recognised as a sharıf, he was as close to the Prophet as
anyone could be — not through descent, but through intimate and constant communi-
cation with him. He also claimed to enjoy special links to other pious inhabitants of the
other world. We shall come back to this further below.

(5) Extrasensory perception. Finally, Majdhüb seems to have deliberately worked to
build up the belief in his followers that he was able to “know what is hidden” (kashf),
specifically the secret affairs (thoughts as well as deeds) of individuals. We shall deal
with this point as well in greater detail below.

Of the five elements discussed, it is the latter two that play the largest role in the Wasıla.
It is of course impossible to say what exactly made those who followed Majdhüb
believe his claims; but it should be pointed out that to all appearance, these claims were
not ruled out from the beginning as being totally absurd. The possibility of extra-

5 See above, Chapter V.
6 al-Wasıla, 170{6}.
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sensory perception, or of ‘live’ contact with ‘dead’ people, must therefore have been
accepted in principle by Sudanese society.

If this is so, it seems reasonable to assume that Majdhüb took on a role some of the
elements of which were at least latently available in his society. In other words, he did
not have to design a completely new role for himself; he only needed to establish his
credibility, to prove that he was not a charlatan. Some of his visitors did indeed ‘test’
him, and the results of these tests may not have been uninfluenced by the fact that
Majdhüb seems to have fulfilled certain existing expectations. Majdhüb’s claims to
religious leadership would thus have met certain needs in his society, which would
partly help to explain his success. After having found initial acceptance, he could use
his influence to try and reformulate the content of what he imparted to the people, or
even set up a new institution.

PPPPeeeeoooopppplllleeee’’’’ssss    eeeexxxxppppeeeeccccttttaaaattttiiiioooonnnnssss

 Help! I need somebody!
Help! Not just anybody!

Help! You know I need someone! Help!
John Lennon & Paul McCartney

The Shaykh would have never had any influence in society if no one had bothered to
come and listen to him. What were the concerns of those who turned to him? What did
people seek and expect from someone like him?

The motives behind people’s actions are of course intrinsically difficult to research,
especially if they are far removed in time and space. All we can do here is to explore the
reflection of people’s actions in the Wasıla. What are the reasons given there for people
to come to the shaykh?

# of
cases Reason to turn to the shaykh

23 Medical help: “ask (sal / udfiu) God to restore health";7 ruqya (amulets,8 Qur√n potion (ma˛w)9,
general10).

18 Dream interpretation.11

7 al-Wasıla, 109{1-2, 4-5}, 149{7-8}, 162{3}, 171{2}, 176{2, 5}, 188{2}, 199{1}.
8 al-Wasıla, 131{6}, 189{1}.
9 al-Wasıla, 152{3}.
10 al-Wasıla, 180{3-6}, 186{5}, 188{1-2}, 196{3} (for a camel).
11 al-Wasıla, 110{4}, 167{4-5}, 168{1-5}, 169{1-2, 5-6}, 170{1-6}.
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16 Religious (in a narrow sense):
8 give the †arıqa;12

5 interpret Qur√n and other religious sayings;13

3"other religious concerns (give a judgement in a matter of fiqh, read the mawlid at weddings,
visit a house for baraka).14

16 Fame. In the Berber/al-Dmar area, people thronged to see Majdhüb simply because he was
famous.15 Some wanted to ‘test’ him.16 This may be compared to stories of people coming from
far away to Medina to see him after he had already left.17

6 Help to find lost things: a few ounces of gold; 500 dollars; a rosary; two precious gold bracelets;
a donkey.18

4 Economic aid (often quite direct): “Give me a garment for my wife!”; “Buy me a slave girl!”;
help for a trader who could not find enough camels in the market; or simply, “I’m so poor!
Help!”19

3-4 Shaffia (intercession): help to obtain the release of prisoners through intercession with
government officials, with or without success; intercede with a creditor on behalf of the debtor
(somewhat reluctantly).20

2 ∑ul˛ (mediation): arbitration after homicide; settle a wage dispute between a trader and a bedouin
camel guard.21

2 Help against natural desasters, such as drought or lightning.22

2 ‘Moral’ help: lessen my sexual appetite; make my son give up alcohol!23

The need for support in cases exceeding their own power (43 stories),24 a quest for
meaning and religious concerns (34), or simple curiosity: these were the reasons why
people came to the shaykh.

Their single most urgent concern was medical help. This is not only the most frequent
subject adressed, but also the only express goal of votive promises. Health matters are
the most prominent aspect of a cluster of cases where people sought assistance against
superior (or at least potentially superior) powers. This category also includes interven-
tion in cases of economic, political, and (here, at least, to a lesser extent) social trouble.
It is this whole category — and not only intercession between the people and the ruler
— that appears to have been “an inseparable aspect of [a Sufi shaykh’s] role […] and

12 al-Wasıla, 124{5}, 185{1}, 189{2}, a bedouin 131{3-4}, a woman 149{8}, a Yemeni 165{6}, a
stranger 189{3}.
13 al-Wasıla, 109{6-7}, 110{2}, 141{5}, 164{2}.
14 al-Wasıla, 110{1}, 160{5}, 178{4}.
15 al-Wasıla, 176{1, 5-7}, 178{3}, 181{1-3}, 185{3}, 186{3}, 192{1}.
16 al-Wasıla, 190{1-3}.
17 al-Wasıla, 115{1-3}.
18 al-Wasıla, 135{1}, 135{2}, 154{3}, 178{5}, 194{3}, 196{4}.
19 al-Wasıla, 131{5}, 134{4}, 154{2}, 181{5}.
20 al-Wasıla, 103{2}, 195{1}, 153{2}; cf. also 148{4}.
21 al-Wasıla, 153{4}, 159{6}.
22 al-Wasıla, 153{5}, 154{1}, 153{6}.
23 al-Wasıla, 124{4}, 197{7}.
24 Cf. the expression in al-Wasıla 195{1}: “… but I was unable to do anything more, so I went to
the shaykh (fa-∂qa dharfiı min dhlik fa-dhahabtu li’l-shaykh)".
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essential for [his] support by the murıdün”.25 People expected the shaykh to have access
to forces beyond their control and to be able to influence them in his clients’ favour.
The shaykh was under some pressure to perform accordingly: “If you don’t bring back
my donkey I’ll never visit you again!”26. Sometimes, it seems, he grew weary of
expectations that did not fully correspond to his own self-image. When yet another
donkey got lost and its owner turned to the Shaykh, Majdhüb exclaimed, “So people say
I’m a walı — what do they think a walı is!?” But then he gave in and found the donkey
anyway.27

The wish to have their dreams interpreted is the second most important reason the
Wasıla gives for people to turn to Majdhüb, and it heads the second cluster of concerns:
the quest for meaning, the need for interpretation and guidance in religious affairs, and
the performance of certain religious rituals.

The third major reason causing people to visit Majdhüb appears to have been curiosity:
they wanted to see for themselves a man whose fame had reached their ears, either
because they were already convinced by what they had heard and wished to join his
fold, or in order to ‘check him out’ and test whether what was said about him was really
true. One visitor, for example, told his friends while they were travelling to al-Dmar to
see Majdhüb,

“If this shaykh is truly a walı, there are four things I am thinking of by which I want him to single
me out from among you.” Majdhüb did really do this, so their doubt disappeared and their belief in
him grew.28

Not all visitors were so forthright, however. Some were too shy to adress themselves to
the shaykh directly. When they came to an assembly, they hovered inconspicuously by
the door, or asked someone they knew to introduce them to Majdhüb.29

The quest for meaning and the need for help convene on a meta-leval. The shaykh was
needed as an instance intervening between Ego (the individual turning to the shaykh)
and the world beyond the sphere which Ego could master him- or herself. This ‘world

25 de Jong, rev. of Trimingham, Sufi orders, 283, limiting his remark to shaffia between ruler and
ruled (“this aspect has extensively been treated by G. Moriah, ‘The structure of the Sufi associations in
Egypt in the 18th century’ (University of London Ph.D. thesis, 1963)”).
26 al-Wasıla, 196{4}.
27 al-Wasıla, 178{5}.
28 al-Wasıla, 190{1}. A˛mad Sirhindı (1564-1624) in one of his letters explicitly warned the
novices not to expect their master to perform micracles or to test him (Meier, “Zum vorrang”, 33 =
Bausteine, II, 908). The fact that this had to be pointed out shows that such attempts to test the shaykh
were common.
29 E.g. al-Wasıla, 152{1}; cf . 171{3}, 177{1}, 189{3, 4}, 190{4}, and also 122{1}, 123{1}.
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beyond’ included both the ‘other world’ (in the sense common in religious studies30)
and powers in ‘this world’ beyond Ego’s control.

Ego’s ‘own’ world

‘the world beyond’

Ego

The shaykh was expected to
— support Ego vis-à-vis the forces in the ‘world beyond’, and
— make sense of it.

To find out whether the shaykh lived up to his name as a walı, people critically looked
at his
— material effectiveness (‘can he bring back my donkey?’), and his
— extrasensory perception (‘does he know what’s on my mind?’).

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    pppprrrroooojjjjeeeecccctttt

And now my life has changed in oh so many ways…
now I find I’ve changed my mind and opened up the doors.

John Lennon & Paul McCartney

fiAlı [Majdhüb’s guide (khabır) on the journey from Sawkin to Berber] developed an infection on
his penis, and his testicles were swollen; the pain was so strong that he could not sleep night and
day, and could neither stand nor sit. One day, Majdhüb called for him and was told of his illness,
so he had him come and asked him, “If I ask God to heal you, will you promise me to repent (a-
tufihidunı fial ’l-tawba)?” fiAlı promised to; Majdhüb performed ruqya on him, and God healed
him.31

This is an excellent example of the dynamics between Majdhüb and those who
approached him. People needed his help for one reason or another; Majdhüb told them,
‘Well, I’ll see what I can do — but you ought to mend your ways!’ He had a message
that he wanted to get across, and he used the opportunity of people turning to him for a
service (which he also provided) to preach to them. It is not for nothing that the combi-
nation of medical help and preaching is so widespread in missionary work. Majdhüb
handled this in a circumspect and flexible but determined way. He offered his help

30 Cf. Morton Kelsey, art. “Otherworld”, in The Encyclopedia of religion.
31 al-Wasıla, 171{1}.
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without making it a precondition that people followed his call to ‘repent’,32 but he
consistently repeated the call.

What did he urge people to ‘repent of’ (and turn away from)? A breakdown of all stories
in al-Wasıla where Majdhüb urged people to ‘repent’ yields the following picture:

# of
cases Tawba of:

18 illegal and immoral sexual relations: 122{2-4}, 123{1-6}, 124{1-3, 6}, 126{5}, 183{2-5}
5 ill thoughts, envy & slandering: 127{4-5}, 133{1}, 146{1}, 190{4}
4 quarelling & fighting: 128{6}, 129{2, 4}, 189{5}
4 alcohol: 197{2-5, 7}
3 opposition to Majdhüb: 100{3}, 127{4}, 194{4}
2 lamenting the dead: 176{1-2}
1 not saying bismillh before sex: 139{6}
1 smoking: 197{6}
1 extravagant feasting: 130{3}
1 ill deeds of government: 139{1}
5 general/unspecified sins: 149{8}, 171{1, 3}, 176{4}, 187{1}

Sex, it seems, was the number one issue, receiving about as much attention as other
social problems (ill thoughts, envy, slander, strife, quarrels) and typical ‘moralist’ topics
other than sex (alcohol, lamenting, smoking, extravagant feasting) taken together.
Further, opposition to the shaykh was denounced as were the ill deeds of those in
government.

If we broaden our query to include all cases where Majdhüb is described in the Wasıla
as having intervened by himself (that is, not in answer to a call upon him), we find the
following:

# of
cases Purpose of Majdhüb’s intervention

28 Social mediation (ßul˛ in the broadest sense): ßul˛ after homicide; urging different fakı families in
Berber to build a Friday mosque together; don’t rape your wife; don’t divorce her precipitately;
don’t disobey your parents; don’t mistreat your mother; don’t beat her; don’t disobey her; don’t
hurt her; forgive your deceased relatives; your dead son; your grandchild; stop slandering;
insulting each other; and quarrelling; forgive an unintentional killing; stop driving your cattle on
other people’s fields; stop putting your cows to work the sqiya even at night.33

27 Stop illegal and immoral sexual relations.

32 al-Wasıla, 197{7}.
33 al-Wasıla, 152{4}; 180{1}; 139{4-5}; 130{4}, 164{3}; 189{4, 6}; 176{3}; 129{2}; 128{3};
189{5}; 136{2}, 144{1}; 152{3}, termed, ‘ßul˛’ [with dead son]; 126{2}; 128{1, 3}, 179{6}; 128{2};
128{6}, 129{1}, 129{4-5}, 163{6}; 152{4}; 180{3}; 180{4}.
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12 ‘Moralist’: don’t drink alcohol; don’t smoke; stop gambling; if you are unmarried, fast every
Monday and Thursday to break the strength of your nafs; women, don’t adorn yourselves for
other than your husbands and don’t mix with men; stop lamenting the dead.34

4-5 Support of anti-Turkish / anti-Government positions.35

4 Asks people to tell him their dreams.36

2 Medicine.37

2 Formal religious matters: don’t pray without ablution; never leave your house while you are in a
state of major ritual impurity; say bismillh before sex.38

1 Give the †arıqa.39

Again, sex is the single most important subject of all. The importance of social
mediation becomes clearer in the overall picture where it prevails over ‘moralist’ issues.
These can of course not be separated from the social world, but their immediate or
direct social importance is often less prominent than their symbolic value. They
frequently served in Islamic history as touchstones of proper behaviour, and are
therefore ‘typical’ issues of Muslim moralist preaching. Sexuality is a crucial point
where both spheres meet. Sex constitutes social relations in a very immediate way, and
in most societies is has also been given an immense symbolic value. Perhaps it is for
this reason that it plays such a prominent role among the issues addressed in Majdhüb’s
preaching.

More narrowly religious subjects are not among the lead stories in the above list. It
should be remembered, however, that this includes only cases where Majdhüb actively
intervened to change one or another aspect of people’s behaviour or condition. Regular
activities — such as most religious rituals — are not taken into consideration here. But
this was the goal of our inquiry: what did Majdhüb want to change?

It would be an oversimplification to conclude from the preceding analysis that people
mostly came to Majdhüb for medical help, and he used the opportunity to preach strict
sexual morality to them. But there is a grain of truth in this simplified image. We shall
return to these issues further below.

34 al-Wasıla, 197{2-5, 7}; 197{6}; 143{5}; 127{1}; 130{3}; 176{1-2}, 178{2}.
35 al-Wasıla, 104{2}, 105{1}; 153{3}; cf. also 192{2}, 104{1}.
36 al-Wasıla, 165{4}, 166{3}, 169{3, 7}.
37 al-Wasıla, 152{2}, 196{5}.
38 al-Wasıla, 179{7}; 154{4}; 139{6}.
39 al-Wasıla, 189{4}.
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SSSSttttrrrruuuuccccttttuuuurrrreeee

CCCCiiiirrrrcccclllleeeessss    ooooffff    ffffoooolllllllloooowwwweeeerrrrssss

The Wasıla employs various words to designate Majdhüb’s followers, and while their
use does not always seem to be consistent, they do indicate different aspects and
intensities in their relationships to the shaykh.

The most widely used word for Majdhüb’s followers in al-Wasıla is ‘tilmıdh’ (pl.
‘talmidha’), “student”. This is a general label for a ‘learner’, particularly someone
receiving the basics of learning. Thus, someone memorising the Qur√n is called,
‘tilmıdh’40 — as opposed to the ‘†lib’, the one pursuing more advanced and specialised
studies in fiilm.41 The use of the word in al-Wasıla of a wide variety of people suggests
that in the circle around Majdhüb, anyone who had consciously associated himself with
the shaykh and accepted his spiritual leadership was his tilmıdh.42 The talmidha were
assured of the shaykh’s support on the Day of Judgement.43

The term, ‘˛uwwr’ (pl. ‘˛eyrn’), “disciple” — a common designation for students of
the Qur√n in Sudanese colloquial Arabic — appears to be used in much the same sense
as ‘tilmıdh’ in al-Wasıla, but a little less frequently.44 ‘Atbfi’, “followers”, occurs once
with the same meaning, and the corresponding verb, ‘tabifia’, is also used once in this
sense.45

The second most frequent label for Majdhüb’s followers in al-Wasıla is ‘fuqar√’ (the
singular, ‘faqır’, occurs more rarely). This term literally means, “the poor”; it is a well-
known self-designation of Sufis and is also attested in Wad ∆ayf Allh’s ‡abaqt as a
term for students of the Qur√n.46 In the Wasıla, it is usually used in a more restricted

40 E.g. al-Wasıla, 190{3} (used by Majdhüb’s former Qur√n-teacher in speaking of Majdhüb).
41 al-Wasıla, 196{2}. In the Tijnı community founded by al-˘jj fiUmar (c. 1794-1864), ‘†alaba’
(the plural of †lib) was used to denote the core group of al-˘jj fiUmar’s followers (Radtke, “Von Iran
nach Westafrika”, 40).
42 The same usage is attested for the followers of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı (A˛mad “Ibn
Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, passim).
43 This is also a frequent motif in Majdhüb’s poetry (v.s.). As a mark of distinction, the talmidha
will have Majdhüb’s name written on their forehead (al-Wasıla, 168{5}; see also al-‡hir’s note, ib.,
144{4}). They are also assured that each of them, sooner or later, will reach illumination (fat˛), if not
during their lives, then at least on their deathbed (al-Wasıla, 146{2}).
44 al-Wasıla, 121{4}, 124{2}, 128{4}, 131{3-4}, 149{9}.
45 al-Wasıla, 101{4}, 185{2}.
46 al-‡abaqt, 211.
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sense than ‘talmidha’, mostly of those men who had ‘abandoned this world’47 and
were now constantly in the shaykh’s company. The fuqar√ were Majdhüb’s more
intimate followers; one could be a tilmıdh without being one of the fuqar√.48

Massaging Majdhüb’s legs (and occasionally his neck) was one of the more regular forms of interaction
between the Shaykh and the fuqar√.49 This is a service commonly rendered in African countries by
intimate subordinates, and Indian students also used to massage their masters. It was apparently seen as a
two-way blessing, as the following story illustrates: Mu˛ammad Khalıl b. ˘amad T˙ta was sitting with
Majdhüb. He asked himself, “Will the Shaykh tell me to massage his legs like the fuqar√ so that I may
get baraka from it?” No sooner had he had this thought then Majdhüb called him, stretched out his legs
and told him to massage them. “I was very happy”, Mu˛ammad Khalıl reported.50

Usually, thus, the meaning of ‘fuqar√’ in the Wasıla differs from its other sense
common in Sudanese colloquial Arabic, ‘religious specialists’. The singular of the latter
is, ‘fakı’ (from ‘faqıh’), not ‘faqır’. In the sense of ‘religious specialist(s)’, al-Wasıla
uses the word mainly in the singular as a title before names; the plural is also attested,
but is less common.51 In the sense of ‘dervishes’,52 on the other hand, the word occurs
almost exclusively in the plural, emphasising its collective character.

A similar expression, equally collective in character, but apparently a little less
restricted in its application, is ‘ikhwn’, “brethren”.53 While this term is used quite
often, another alternative to ‘fuqar√’, ‘qawm’ (“folk”), a classic self-designation of the
Sufis, occurs only twice in al-Wasıla, referring in one case to the followers of Majdhüb,
in the other to the community of al-Ghubush.54 In one of his letters, Majdhüb addressed
his followers as, “the sons of the [place of] Retreat and the lodge” (abn√ al-khalwa
wa’l-zwiya).55 And the expression, “my sons” (awldı) is used twice to refer to his
especial intimates.56

47 The Arabic expressions, ‘taraka al-duny’ (“to leave the world”), ‘zahada fı ’l-duny’ (“to
renounce pleasure in worldly things, become an ascetic”), ‘tabattala’ (“to live like a virgin: to retire from
the world and devote one’s life to God”) are used to describe the demeanour of the fuqar√ (al-Wasıla,
165{3}). In at least one instance, however, the category ‘fuqar√’ includes the wealthier of Majdhüb’s
intimate supporters, which suggests that occasionally, the term was used in an honorary way (al-Wasıla,
126{1}).
48 Cf. al-Wasıla, 137{7} vs. 129{3}.
49  Such massages were given by A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (al-Wasıla, 132{6}); Khi∂r
(146{6}); Ibrhım b. F Yüsuf Ibrhım (156{6}); fiUmar Früq (“usually”, 130{4}); by an anonymous
sharıf (123{3}). Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta massaged his neck (170{1}).
50 al-Wasıla, 137{7}. An Indian student had an audition while massaging his shaykh (Metcalf,
Islamic revival, 163).
51 al-Wasıla, 192{1}; see below.
52 This translation (from the Persian equivalent of the Arabic ‘faqır’, “poor”) was used by English
writers to translate the name the Mahdı’s followers gave themselves.
53 al-Wasıla, 116{2}, 145{2}, 167{5}.
54 al-Wasıla, 177{2}, 178{4}.
55 See below, Documentation, Letter IX to his followers in Sawkin (al-Wasıla, 172).
56 al-Wasıla, 145{6}, 168{6}.
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‘Aß˛b’ in a general sense refers to ‘companions’ or ‘friends’, a category larger than
and occasionally different from that of the ‘students’.57 The students may, however, also
be called ‘aß˛b’; the phrase, ‘aß˛buhu al-mulzimın’ serves to distinguish Majdhüb’s
followers in a narrower sense from ordinary followers, as those among his companions
who seriously followed him and his path, and who “from the moment they first saw him
obeyed his every order; they filled the mosques with remembrance of God (adhkr), had
no bad thoughts, prayed the ragh√ib and so reached the highest [mystical] goals”.58

Another qualification, ‘al-aß˛b al-murıdın’, occurs in one of Majdhüb’s letters.59 Used
without such qualification, however, ‘aß˛b’ is the most general, and consequently the
most vague term for those associated with the Shaykh.60

It is noticeable that the term ‘murıd’, “aspirant, novice”, so common in other Sufi
traditions, is only used twice in al-Wasıla. In one instance, it occurs in the combination,
‘al-fuqar√ al-murıdın’ and applies to (apparently younger) followers of the shaykh who
were given special religious exercises to subdue their lower souls.61 The other
occurrence is in the account of al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] being left behind in Sawkin as
Majdhüb’s “deputy/representative to his aspirant brethren” (khalıfa fial ikhwnihi al-
murıdın).62 In both cases, the absence of further information makes it impossible to
establish the exact usage of the term in Majdhüb’s circle.

The final term to be considered is ‘mu˛ibb’. In classical Sufism, this refers to people
who love and support the shaykh without strictly adhering to the rules of his †arıqa; it
may be loosely rendered as, ‘lay brother’. This may well be its meaning in al-Wasıla,
too, as is suggested by two stories of people who ‘developed a loving attachment to
Majdhüb’ (tafiallaqa bi-ma˛abbatin) and therefore gave generous presents to him or to
the fuqar√.63 It is, however, difficult to say anything more specific on this point, as the
term, ‘mu˛ibb’ is only used of anonymous informants of al-‡hir Majdhüb.64

In conclusion, we may tentatively represent the followers of Majdhüb as a set of
concentric circles, wherein each larger circle encompasses the smaller ones. In this
representation, the innermost circle is constituted by the fuqar√, followed by the

57 The distinction between aß˛b and talmidha is particularly evident in al-Wasıla, 134{4}. For
other occurrences of the term, ‘aß˛b’, see al-Wasıla, 116{2} (Mu˛ammad Shwısh, one of the aß˛b of
A˛mad b. Idrıs), 120{1} (Majdhüb’s aß˛b carry clay to build his lodge).
58 al-Wasıla, 125{3}.
59 See below, Documentation, Letter IX to his followers in Sawkin (al-Wasıla, 172).
60 It is in this general sense that it is used in the heading of Chapter VIII, 7 of al-Wasıla, which
contains 43 stories of “glad tidings to his companions” (bash√ir li-aß˛bihi; pp. 144-150).
61 al-Wasıla, 127{1}.
62 al-Wasıla, 19.
63 al-Wasıla, 113{2}, 116{2}.
64 al-Wasıla, 118{3}, 122{2}, 159{1}, 162{2, 6}, 181{2,4}, 183{5}, 190{2, 5}, 196{4}. Apart
from the plural ‘mu˛ibbın’, the form ‘a˛bb’ also occurs (116{1}, 127{2}, 134{1}, 180{4}).
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ikhwn, the ˛eyrn, the talmidha, and the aß˛b. All these terms are, at least occasion-
ally, applied to people who took the †arıqa (v.i.). Outside this set are the mu˛ibbın, a
term which — in contrast to the others — is never used to refer to any group more
intimately associated to the shaykh.65 Still more distanced were those who entered into
contact with Majdhüb only occasionally, dealing with him in a more traditional manner,
as a fakı like others (v.i.).

al-fuqar√

al-ikhwn

al-˛eyrn

al-talmidha

al-aß˛b

al-mu˛ibbın

[ahl] al-†arıqa al-Shaykh

Categories of people around Majdhüb

65 One may contrast this depiction of Majdhüb’s followers with the hierarchy of membership in the
†arıqa of the West African Qdirı reformer, Sıdı al-Mukhtr al-Kuntı (1729-1811). Below Sıdı al-Mukhtr
himself, four rankings could be distinguished:
“(1) The ahl al-Shaikh Sidi al-Mukhtar were his sons, who were all addressed by the title Sidi.
(2) The mash√ikh were selected exclusively from the Kunta, and were addressed as Shaikh.
(3) The talmıdh were those who received the wird from Sidi al-Mukhtar or from the other
mash√ikh, and who were in turn authorized to transmit the wird and to found zawy; this seems to have
been the highest rank attainable by non-Kunta in the Qdiriyya-Mukhtriyya during al-Mukhtr’s
lifetime.
(4)  The murıdün were those who had received the wird from the talmıdh, or who had not taken the
wird but acknowledged the religious authority of Sidi al-Mukhtar” (Brenner, “Concepts of ‡arıqa” 42).
Majdhüb’s followers were not — judging from al-Wasıla — organised so neatly, though the basic
principle (varying degrees of closeness to the shaykh, combined with varying degrees of acceptance of his
Path) appears to have been similar. In Mukhtr’s †arıqa, however, “blood took precedence over religious
initiation” (ib.). This does not apply to Majdhüb’s circle; only twenty years after his death did his
relatives gain greater prominence in the leadership of Majdhüb’s followers in the East.
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SSSSttttiiiicccckkkkssss    aaaannnndddd    ccccaaaarrrrrrrroooottttssss::::    ††††aaaarrrrııııqqqqaaaa,,,,    bbbbaaaayyyyfifififiaaaa,,,,    aaaannnndddd    fifififiaaaahhhhdddd

Thus, not all people who gathered around Majdhüb took the †arıqa, and those who did
had apparently not all the same kind of relationship to him. What did ‘taking the †arıqa’
mean?

The Arabic, ‘byafia [al-Shaykha] fı ’l-†arıqa [al-Shdhiliyya]’ (“he pledged an oath of
allegiance (bayfia) [to the Shaykh] in the [Shdhilı] †arıqa” is the most freqent phrase in
al-Wasıla to describe the act of formally binding oneself to the †arıqa. The expression,
‘akhadha al-†arıqa fial / min al-Shaykh’ (“he took the †arıqa from the Shaykh”) is also
used, as is the formulation, ‘natabyafiu fı ’l-†arıqa’. The latter shows that the bayfia was
considered a mutual pact.66 The word, ‘†arıqa’ itself occurs mostly in the context of one
of these phrases and is not much used in other contexts.

Ritual purity (wu∂ü√) was a precondition for performing the bayfia. The master gave the
†arıqa to the student by grasping his hand and pronouncing for him some of the
formulæ (muqaddimt al-†arıqa, afidd) that constituted the basis (ass) of the †arıqa’s
liturgical practice; the student repeated each formula after the shaykh.67 The full text of
the litanies (adhkr) was later written down and given to the student.68 After having
initiated the student into the ritual practice of the the †arıqa, Majdhüb added a few
words of moral advice and made him promise to give up his previous ‘bad’ behaviour
(fihadahu all yaffiala shay√an bafida fifilihi al-awwal).69 While the fiahd was primarily
a “promise” or “commitment” to mend one’s ways, it also constituted a “covenant” of
mutual love between the students and the shaykh as well as among the brethren
themselves (fiahhadnkum fial […] al-ma˛abba).70

The †arıqa thus consisted of a liturgical practice, a moral commitment, a social network,
and an emotional space. The regular ritual, performed communally if possible, served
both to strengthen the community and to “fortify” the soul (ta˛aßßun), that is to
reinforce the individual’s resolve to resist temptations.71 This moral aspect of the †arıqa

66 Akhadh: al-Wasıla, 121{4}, 123{6}, 144{4-5}, 165{5-6}, 167{1}. Natabyafi: 189{4}. All other
examples have byafiahu or a variation thereof (100{2}, 113{2}, 123{1-2, 5}, 124{1-2, 5}, 131{1-2},
131{3-4}, 148{7}, 149{8}, 164{7}, 171{3}, 185{1, 3}, 186{2}, 189{2-3}, 242).
67 al-Wasıla, 100{2}, 131{3}, 189{4}; cf. also 148{7}. The ass consisted of “the three Shdhilı
adhkr”: the istighfr, the ßalt fial ’l-Nabı, and the tahlıl. See above, Chapter VI. It was usually
Majdhüb himself who gave the †arıqa, but one woman who wanted to take it was directed to one of his
students who was a relative of hers (al-Wasıla, 149{8}). After Majdhüb’s departure from Sawkin, the
bayfia was of course administered by his successors there (al-Wasıla, 164{7}, 165{6}).
68 al-Wasıla, 131{1}. If personal contact was not possible, the litanies could also be sent; the
recipient was expected to practice them, although it is not said that this was equivalent to the bayfia (al-
Wasıla, 186{1}; below, Documentation, Letters I, VII, VIII).
69 al-Wasıla, 124{3-4}, 189{4}.
70 See below, Documentation, Letter IX.
71 al-Wasıla, 154{4}; below, Documentation, Letter VI.
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is the most prominent of all in the Wasıla.72 The wish and the ability to comply with a
particular code of behaviour was normally an important condition for being accepted
into the †arıqa.

A man asked to take the †arıqa from Majdhüb, but was told, “You are too weak for it!” He
insisted, however, so Majdhüb took the bayfia from him. A few days later the devil led him to
fornicate with a woman. After he had stilled his desire, he went out to relieve himself, but when he
reached for his penis he could not find it! He was much worried about this and went to see
Majdhüb immediately. “Have I not told you that you were too weak for our †arıqa? Go your way
(am∂i li-˛lika)!” He went, his penis returned to him, and he became like before (rajafia il
˛latihi ’l-ül).73

This anecdote must of course not be taken literally. It is a drastic example warning those
who had entered upon the path that they must stick to its rules. It shows not what physi-
cally happened but what was set off in the minds of those who took Majdhüb’s †arıqa.

We shall discuss in greater detail below how those who joined the †arıqa generally had
to profess repentance (tawba), abandon their former ways, and henceforth submit their
behaviour to the constant control of the shaykh. Not only were those held to be inca-
pable to comply with these conditions only admitted reluctantly,74 but those who felt
too restricted by the shaykh’s control left again.75 We may therefore say that the most
important practical aspect of the †arıqa was the constitution (through the fiahd) of a
moral obligation to comply with certain behavioural rules.76

This at least was the case with those who lived under the Shaykh’s immediate sway.
Where Majdhüb could not hope to gain direct control, he gave the †arıqa under less
stringent conditions. This may be seen as an attempt to ‘plant seeds’ and spread his
influence among the semi-nomads who came to Sawkin on market-days, or whom he
met during his journey back to the Nile, and among the many people who came from

72 al-Wasıla, 123{1-2, 5-6}, 124{1-3}, 149{8}, 171{3}. Cf. Gilsenan, Saint and Sufi, 109.
73 al-Wasıla, 124{5}.
74 al-Wasıla, 124{5}; cf. also 131{2}, where the idea is expressed that taking the †arıqa may
actually be harmful to someone who is not capable of sticking to its rules. Majdhüb did give the †arıqa to
young people (131{2}, 242}), but some youngsters were told they had to wait a while (164{7}).
75 al-Wasıla, 124{2, 5}. Actual practice thus relativises the familiar theoretical demand that
“whoever takes the †arıqa from this shaykh shall not leave it; and whoever believes in him shall stick to
his belief and not talk [bad] about him nor harbour refractory thoughts against him (l yunkir fialayhi bi-
qalbih)” (167{1}).
76 This is thus in direct contrast to what Gilsenan claims was true for most Egyptian brotherhoods
in the 1960s, where “the aspirant […] is subject to no examination and is not required to show forth in his
life some special qualitities fitting him for entry into the group. […] Their particular social ethic is
minimal” (Gilsenan, Saint and Sufi, 68-9). The group studied by Gilsenan in particular, the ˘midiyya-
Shdhiliyya, differed from this general picture, but this is ascribed to its modernist nature. The case of
Majdhüb suggests that less formally organised Sufi associations could lay claim to a similar degree of
commitment by their members.
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various villages to see him in the Berber/al-Dmar area.77 It must be noted, however,
that not all applicants were given the †arıqa, and not all visitors took it.78

Whether administered under controlled conditions or not, the bayfia was in principle a
rite de passage through which one became part of a distinct community within society
at large. This community was an association rather than an organisation in that it
possessed little formal structure and pursued its aims more on the basis of individual
commitment than through a hierarchy of sanctions. The association had its spatial focus
in the zwiya and was symbolically marked off by a particular ritual. It constituted an
institution through the commitment of its members to observe particular behavioural
norms. In theory, these norms were applicable to all members of society, but their valid-
ity was restricted in practice to the members of the association. The †arıqa was thus at
heart a ‘moral community’. Those who were part of it had to fulfil stricter moral obliga-
tions than the other members of society; this was their part of the “covenant” (fiahd). In
return, they were promised special support and protection by their leader (the shaykh)
and the Prophet in this world and the next; this was the shaykh’s part of the covenant.

SSSSaaaallllvvvvaaaattttiiiioooonnnn    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    hhhheeeerrrreeeeaaaafffftttteeeerrrr
A person held to be a saint (walı) was believed to offer support not only in down-to-
earth matters but also in the affairs of the afterlife. In some of the anecdotes circulating
about Majdhüb, fairly sweeping claims are made regarding his soteriological powers. A
mere gaze at the walı — or at someone who had gazed at him — supposedly guaranteed
one’s release from hellfire. A˛mad b. Idrıs himself is credited as having said, “Whoever
sees […] al-Majdhüb, or who sees someone who has seen him, etc. etc.” — until his
breath expired, without specifying the number as five or six — “will not go to hell.”79

77 al-Wasıla, 131{3-4}, 165{5}, 171{3}, 189{3}; cf. also 165{6}, and below, ‘Outings’. Majdhüb
also gave the Shdhiliyya to a religious leader from al-Ghubush whom he then ordered to return to the
†arıqa of his forefathers. This must probably be seen in the context of the emerging rivalry with the
Khatmiyya, however (al-Wasıla, 186{2}, and above, Chapter V).
78 al-Wasıla, 113{1}, 131{4}, 185{1}, 190{2}.
79 al-Wasıla, 115{5}. On the topos, see Katz, “Visionary experience”, 94, 97, 101, 103, 105-7, 117
n. 75 (incl. numerous parallel examples). Originally, it was the Prophet who allegedly said, “L tamassu
al-nr musliman ra√nı aw ra√ man ra√nı” (al-Tirmidhı, Sunan, “Manqib”, 56). According to Katz, at
some point after the fifteenth century the saving power of the Prophet was transferred to the walı. In many
examples, a maximum number of links is specified, usually seven; the introduction of the number, ‘seven’
is attributed in one source to fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Thafilibı (d. 1468). Later, the number increased
exponentially: the Nßirı Abü Mu˛ammad fiAbd Allh al-fiAtıqı (fl. 1740) credited Ibn Nßir with soterio-
logical power unto the twentieth person, and A˛mad al-Tijnı (d. 1815) claimed that not only everyone
who saw him was saved from hell, but also non-Tijnıs (including infidels) who saw ordinary Tijnıs, as
long as the Tijnı acknowledged also seeing the non-Tijnı.
It is obviously in direct reference to such claims “unto the seventh” etc. that the topos is used with regard
to Majdhüb “without specifying the number as five or six”, thus raising Majdhüb higher than all other
shaykhs.
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In other stories, the scope of Majdhüb’s salvation power is a little more restricted: the
fire will not touch anyone who has prayed behind Majdhüb80 or at whose funeral prayer
Majdhüb has participated.81 Mostly, it is Majdhüb’s students who can expect to be safe
on Judgement Day.82 In one story, a man and a woman appear to be excluded from this
promise, but Majdhüb is said not to have been happy with this restriction because “there
is no perfect walı who has not been given a blank cheque for the release of all his
students”.83 Sometimes, Majdhüb’s protection is extended to all the people of Sawkin
except three men;84 and sinners are saved just because they had once attended a mawlid
celebration with Majdhüb.85

It is of course questionable how accurately these stories reflect Majdhüb’s own position.
In his extant writings, Majdhüb does not make such claims; in his poetry in particular,
salvation is promised to those who follow the Prophet, and Majdhüb is not credited with
any special intercessory power.86 It is therefore not correct to speak in unqualified terms
of a transferral of the saving power of the Prophet to the walı after the fifteenth century,
as Katz has done (v.i.).

On the other hand, it is not wholly unlikely that Majdhüb did indeed tell people that the
Prophet had promised him salvation for those who took his †arıqa; this promise was said
to have been given in a visionary encounter in the interior of the ˘ujra in Medina.87 In
any case, it is probably safe to assume that Majdhüb presented his †arıqa as a path
leading to salvation, and even if he did not literally promise salvation to all his
followers, some of his remarks were understood by them to this effect.

This should not be misinterpreted, however, as indicating a replacement of the Prophet
by the walı in a soteriological sense. Rather, it must be understood within the context of
Sufi ideas whereby the walı fuctions as a representative of and a door to the Prophet
(who in turn leads on to God, at least in theory). The issue is thus a similar one and
related to that of the presumed substitution of union with the Prophet for union with

80 al-Wasıla, 106{4}, 162{6}. Ibrhım al-Rashıd reported the same karma of A˛mad b. Idrıs
(Afi†r azhr aghßn, 27).
81 al-Wasıla, 142{3}; cf. also 168{3}.
82 al-Wasıla, 167{3-4}, 168{4-5).
83 al-Wasıla, 167{3} (emphasis added; AH); cf. also 168{4}: “Some awliy√ are like that”. Cf. also
al-‡hir’s note where he identifies the talmidha as “those who are in [Majdhüb’s] †arıqa” and who are
assured of salvation (ib., 144{4}).
84 al-Wasıla, 167{5}.
85 al-Wasıla, 168{1-2}.
86 A similar tone can be found in his letters; cf. below, Documentation, Letter IX, where Majdhüb
addresses the “sons of the khalwa and zwiya” as those “entrusted by us with the firmly rooted secret;
who implore God for their salvation and welfare at all times; and to whom we wish all the best and the
obtainment of the Pure Messenger’s support (madad)”.
87 al-Wasıla, 101{4} (report of the original encounter in Medina), 144{5} (report of Majdhüb’s
telling of this event in Sawkin); cf. also 144{4}. For the ˘ujra, see above, Chapter III.
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God as the mystical goal which has been at the core of the debate about ‘neo-Sufism’.88

The data for Majdhüb suggest that was has been described as a substition of the walı for
the Prophet (or the Prophet for God) may be better understood in terms of different
perspectives taken by different people in different situations and thus reflected in
different sources. Where Majdhüb may have presented himself in classical manner as a
representative of the Prophet and his †arıqa as a Prophet-inspired path to salvation, more
extravagant hopes and claims were soon attached to his path by those who were
following or propagating it. To what degree this was a novelty, only detailed studies of
earlier examples can show.

RRRReeeelllliiiiggggiiiioooouuuussss    lllleeeeaaaaddddeeeerrrrsssshhhhiiiipppp

The leader of a †arıqa is called its shaykh. ‘Shaykh’ is one of several terms for
religiously outstanding persons used in the Wasıla; others are faqıh (= fakı), khalıfa,
walı, ßli˛, or ghawth. In the following section, we will look more closely at how these
terms are actually used and how they relate to each other.

SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh::::    aaaa    mmmmaaaannnn    ooooffff    aaaauuuutttthhhhoooorrrriiiittttyyyy
The word, ‘shaykh’ is not only used in the context of a †arıqa. Literally meaning,
“elder”, it is a widespread designation for the leader of a social group and by extension
of a political or administrative unit or of other institutions.89 It may also describe an
acknowledged master of an art or a skill, whether it be the recitation of the Qur√n or a
secular profession. Related but distinct from this descriptive meaning is the use of the
word as a title for people of power and authority. In the Funj state, ‘Shaykh’ was the
title of court officials and provincial governors, that is the highest-ranking state officers
after the Sul†n.90 It was also commonly used as a title of religious leaders, whether they
were influential teachers of Islamic law or leaders of (generally Qdirı) Sufi groups
(qawm); in many cases, they combined both functions.91

88 The link is made by Katz himself (“Visionary experience”, 88-9, 108) who is not, however,
aware that this presumed substitution has been demonstrated to be a misinterpretation (O’Fahey &
Radtke, “Neo-Sufism reconsidered”).
89 Examples are: the head of an ethnic group (e.g., shaykh al-qabıla), an occupational group (e.g.,
shaykh al-ghafar), a settlement (e.g., shaykh al-balad), a region (e.g., shaykh al-Tka), an educational
institution (e.g., shaykh al-Azhar).
90 Al-Shaykh fiAbd Allh w. Jammfi (fl. c. 1560) and his son fiAjıb al-Mnjuluk (r. c. 1575 - 1611)
are perhaps the most famous secular shaykhs. Extensive examples of official use can be found in
Spaulding & Abü Salım, Public documents. In Darfur, on the other hand, 'shaykh' was never used in this
sense (O’Fahey, personal communication).
91 A few of the most famous examples from the ‡abaqt must suffice here: Ibrhım al-BΩld b.
Jbir who was among the first to teach the Mlikı madhhab in the Sudan; Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı Qaram al-
Mißrı, an Egyptian who settled at Berber and who was the first to teach the Shfifiı madhhab; Tj al-Din
al-Bahrı (fl. 1566/7-1574), an fiIrqı who introduced the Qdiriyya; KhΩjalı b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn (1665/4-

(cont’d)
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In the Wasıla, the word appears both as a title and a description. As a title, ‘al-Shaykh’
is used for religious scholars, whether they be an filim92 or a faqıh;93 for †arıqa
leaders;94 and for other eminent men such as fiAlı Digna, the chief merchant in
Sawkin.95 Outstanding dead people whose tombs were objects of pious visits and to
whom one could turn for help were also referred to as ‘shaykh’.96 As a description, on
the other hand, ‘al-shaykh’ is used more narrowly in the sense of spiritual authority. It is
in this sense that Majdhüb presented Ibrhım al-Suwaydı,97 A˛mad b. Idrıs,98 and the
Prophet99 as his own shaykhs. The general context of this relationship was the †arıqa.

As understood in the Wasıla, the shaykh of a †arıqa was its master and guide on the
path. He was the one to whom the oath of allegiance (bayfia) was normally given,100 and
by virtue of the covenant thus established he became the major authority figure within

1742/3), who towards the end of his life adopted the Shdhiliyya for his personal use (al-‡abaqt, #1/pp.
45-7; #239/pp. 353-4; #57/pp. 127-9; #94/pp. 190-201). Those people in the ‡abaqt who are never
called, ‘Shaykh’ but only ‘Faqıh’ tended to be either local instructors or men who were not associated
with the predominant form of (Qdirı) Sufism with its group ritual, even though they may have practiced
(Shdhilı) litanies on an individual basis. An example is Fakı fiAbd al-Mjid b. ˘amad al-Aghbash
(c."1630 - 1709/10) who expressly forbade his students from joining the †arıq al-qawm and only allowed
the reading of the Shdhilı ˘izb al-Ba˛r (he also distanced himself from Khalıl’s popular manual of
Mlikı fiqh, emphasising direct recourse to Qur√n and Sunna instead; al-‡abaqt, 227, 279-80). Fakı
˘amad w. al-Majdhüb is a comparable case in that he turned his back on the Qdiriyya; his Sufism
consisted in reading the Dal√il al-khayrt.
92 al-fiAllma Sayyidı al-Shaykh Madanı b. Ra˛ma (al-Wasıla, 135{2}, 137{6}).
93 Shaykhun al-Faqıh Madanı b. Abı Bakr Mu˛ammad Khalıl (al-Wasıla, 138{5}). Other
examples are: the muftı of Sawkin, Shaykh Ma˛müd [b. fiAbd Allh Rashıd?, see above, Chapter IV];
Shaykh fiAbd al-Mjid of the Ghubush school (187{2}; Shaykh fiAbd Allh, a teacher in Egypt (115{5});
Shaykh fiA†wa [b. fiAbd Allh al-Khafja] al-Maghribı, a Moroccan who after leaving the Egyptian army
founded a khalwa in al-Makkylb/Berber (164{1}; see ALA I, 272).
94 A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır [1742-1824] and Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Karım al-Sammnı [sic;
1718-75] (al-Wasıla, 193{2}); al-Shaykh al-Amın, Majdhüb’s first successor as head of the Sawkin
zwiya (19); al-Shaykh Ysın b. al-Fakı fiAbd al-Qdir [b.] Slim [Mu˛ammad ∑li˛] (leader of the
Sawkin zwiya from al-Amın’s death until 1853/4; d. after 1868) (104{1} et passim).
95 al-Wasıla, 102{2} et passim. fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) was one of al-‡hir’s most important
informants. His father, “al-Faqıh Mu˛ammad Diqna” (b."c. 1770), was perhaps a man of religion. In the
elaborate form, fiAlı is referred to as, “al-akh al-Shaykh fiAlı Diqna tilmıdh al-Shaykh”. This contrasts
with al-‡hir’s single most important informant, “al-akh al-ßli˛ A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim”
(d."1868/9), who is never given the title, ‘Shaykh’ (99{1} et passim), unlike to his brother Ysın, who
headed the zwiya for a time. Their father, al-Fakı fiAbd al-Qdir Slim, was a famous teacher at the
Shfifiı mosque (see above, Chapter V). It seems extremely difficult to recognise a consistent pattern in
the way titles are distributed.
96 Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı (al-Wasıla, 142{4} et passim); fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı (142{4} et passim);
al-Anßrı (143{5}); Safid (not otherwise known; 144{2}); an unnamed grave (143{2}.
97 al-Wasıla, 22, 141{3}.
98 al-Wasıla, 13.
99 al-Wasıla, 100{1}.
100 al-Wasıla, 167{1} et passim. In one case, a woman was told to take the †arıqa from one of
Majdhüb’s students who was a relative of hers (al-Wasıla, 149{8}). For comparable examples of avoiding
too close contact between a male shaykh and female adepts see Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, 163-5.
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the realm of the †arıqa.101 He claimed emotional attachment102 and near total obedience
from those who had sworn allegiance to him.103 For this reason the concept of shaykh
tended towards exclusivity.104 The authority claimed by the shaykh was also non-
situational (at least in theory): it was not limited to particular moments but extended
over the whole period from the giving of the bayfia until the covenant was terminated by
one side or the other (which ideally was never supposed to happen). One would there-
fore say, ‘N.N. is my shaykh’ (one could not say, ‘N.N. is my fakı’).105

This, we may say, is the ‘shaykh in the strict sense of the term’, the shaykh al-tarbiya or
shaykh al-irshd of other authors.106 Derived from this concept was a rather more
metaphorical use of the word for someone who in a particular situation exerted a
decisive and lasting spiritual influence on someone else, outside the framework of a
formal master-student relationship.107 In both these cases the shaykh was the major
spiritual mentor, at least at one particular time. This was different where the †arıqa was
given “for the blessing” (li’l-tabarruk) only and not with the intention of the recipient
practicing it, thus reducing the formal relationship and the spiritual influence implied by
it to a mere symbolic level.108

The common denominator of all these usages, both within and outside the †arıqa
context, is the aspect of authority, if not power. As Bernard Lewis says, “the Arabic
word shaykh […] has become the archetypal term connoting dignity and authority in all
the lands of Islam”.109 The authority of the shaykh of a †arıqa did not, however, include
the institutionalised right to apply physical sanctions. He did not have the same power
over his followers that is often associated with political or judicial authorities. As we

101 The shaykh represents the Prophet to his followers (al-Wasıla, 132{2}, 146{4}, 169{5-6}). One
should not place any other walı as high as one’s shaykh (146{1}). He has to be consulted in all important
decisions (107{4}, 108{1}). In return, the shaykh intercedes with God on behalf of his followers
(149{9}).
102 Majdhüb is reported to have said, “If you don’t love me you have no fiaql!” and, “If you truly
knew me (˛aqq al-mafirifa), you would fall to pieces out of love for me!” (al-Wasıla, 148{8}, 159{5}).
Cf. also 144{6}: if people knew the excellence of prayer with Majdhüb, they would even suffer their legs
to be cut off!
103 See above, Chapter VI, and al-Wasıla, 187{1}, 197{3}, 197{6}.
104 Cf. the Egyptian proverb, “kulli sheykh wi-lu †arıqa” (Badawi & Hinds, Dictionary, 489).
105 al-Wasıla, 113{1}; cf. 107{4}, 145{6}, 146{1}, 185{1}, et passim.
106 The Khatmiyya distinguished three categories: (1) Shaykh al-irshd (with two subgroups: Sh.
jamlı (bas†) & Sh. jallı (qab∂)), has his legitimation from God or the Prophet; (2) Shaykh al-tabarruk
(has his legitimation from the Sh. al-irshd); and finally (3) Shaykh al-Qur√n. See Mu˛ammad fiUthmn
al-Mırghanı, al-Zuhür al-f√iqa, 49-51; Radtke, “Lehrer”, 102-3; Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 126. For
more background, see Meier, “∫ursn”, 545-70 = Bausteine, I, 131-56; id., “Zum vorrang”, 31-6 =
Bausteine, II, 906-11 (with further literature in n. 153).
107 The most conspicuous example is the relationship between A˛mad b. Idrıs and Majdhüb; cf. al-
Wasıla, 13 and above, Chapter III.
108 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı calls this, ‘shaykh al-tabarruk’.
109 Lewis, Political language, 16.
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shall see below, he could only use the threat of moral exposure and possibly expulsion
from the community. Just as the †arıqa was in practice a moral community (v.s.), its
shaykh was a moral authority.

FFFFaaaakkkkıııı::::    aaaa    mmmmaaaannnn    ooooffff    kkkknnnnoooowwwwlllleeeeddddggggeeee
In the Sudan, the term, ‘fakı’ (thus pronounced, even if spelled, ‘faqıh’) is a very
common designation of someone who has a minimum of ‘understanding’ of religious
knowledge, starting with the Qur√n.110 Several shades of meaning can be distin-
guished.111

Firstly, fakıs are men112 who have acquired sufficient knowledge of the fundamentals of
the Islamic religion to be able to function as religious specialists in their community.
They fulfil this function through teaching (the Qur√n and the rules of prayer are the
prime subjects), performing religious rituals, advising and adjudicating on issues
affecting the members of their community, and providing help and support in cases
exceeding the power of the individual (medical help and intercession with political
authorites are most frequently mentioned).

In rural areas, this type of fakı often became an ‘all-round’ religious specialist. It was
only in more urban contexts that rivals emerged in the form of filims. An filim is a
‘man of higher learning’; within the realm of knowledge, he occupies a higher position
than the fakı. The distinction has a clear sociogeographical ring to it in that the filim is
associated with institutions of higher learning in urban settings (at least by being the
product of such institutions) while the fakı has acquired his knowledge in schools
outside such centres and returns to live and work in rural areas. A man of knowledge
who has spent time studying in the ˘ijz or at the Azhar in Cairo is typically acclaimed
as an filim upon his return to his community in the Sudan.

Secondly, ‘fakı’ is often used as a title for adult male members of a family or clan in
which religious specialisation has become hereditary. The sons of a fakı, so to speak, are
all fakıs, whether or not they actually fulfil religious functions themselves. While this
rather indiscriminate use suggests that the title often served as a mere honorific, the idea
that the baraka of an outstanding fakı is transmitted genealogically remains latent
behind it.

110 “Fakı is applied to almost anyone known for piety or knowledge of the Qur√n” (McHugh,
Holymen, 17). “Understanding” (intellegere) is the root meaning of f-q-h. The plural of ‘fakı’ is ‘fuqara’
(spelled, ‘fuqar√’).
111 The present-tense here reflects widespread use in written and oral sources ranging from the
eighteenth to the twentieth century.
112 Prior to the eighteenth century, women appear to have played a greater role in the formal, public
transmission of Islamic knowledge in the Sudan; they could become teachers in Qur√nic schools, or Sufi
shaykhas. No such examples are known from the eighteenth century (Scholz, Fakis, 66, 130).
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Lastly, ‘fakı’ is used in a more restricted sense for people who provide not all but one of
the various religious services required by their community. The subordinate instructor in
a Qur√nic school, or the specialist of ruqya (magical healing) are examples of this.

In the Wasıla, the word occurs in all these senses. It is used as a title for scholars (e.g.,
fiAbd al-Qdir Slim, teacher at the Shfifiı Mosque in Sawkin) and for members of
important religious families that had established famous schools of Islamic learning,
such as the Majdhıb, the Ghubush, or the Wahh˙b. Both the ‘founding fathers’ of
these schools and their descendants are called, ‘fakıs’. The example closest to home is
Majdhüb’s grandfather, al-Fakı ˘amad. As a rule of thumb, all his male descendants
(that is, the Majdhıb) are given the title, ‘Fakı’ in the Wasıla, except if they were
children, or very closely related to Majdhüb or to his biographer (in which case terms
such as, “his brother”, or, “my uncle” are used).113 It makes no difference whether they
were ˘amad’s successors in religious office (A˛mad Ab Jadarı, fiAbd Allh al-
Naqar114) or are not known to have worked as religious teachers (Majdhüb’s father, for
example).

Apart from generally referring to learned men and their families, the term ‘fakı’ is asso-
ciated with three particular activities in the Wasıla. A fakı could be a Qur√n-teacher for
children (mufiallim al-a†fl), and"/"or administer magical healing (ruqya). Both functions
could be fulfilled by the same man, whether he was living in a town or not.115 Fakıs
living among the semi-nomads (fuqar√ al-bdiya) were also called upon to bring about
rainfall.116

These activities are assigned a lower status in the Wasıla than what Majdhüb himself set
out to do. For basic Qur√nic instruction, a teacher was hired; Majdhüb only supervised
his efforts.117 And he distanced himself from the ‘tribal’ fakıs (fuqar√ al-bdiya) and
the “spells-and-charms-fakıs” (fuqar√ al-fiaz√im wa’l-ruq) who were unable to bring
about rainfall, or who tried to convince people that they were ill so that they could earn
money by healing them. Nevertheless, he yielded to people’s pressure (or so it is
portrayed) and performed these same tasks.

113 We can of course not expect total consistency here. Some eminent persons, especially members
of Majdhüb’s family, are sometimes given the title and sometimes not (e.g., al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad Ab
Jadarı, who is mostly called, ‘al-Faqıh al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad’; but not in al-Wasıla, 189{3}, where he is
referred to in a more familiar way as, ‘al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad fiamm al-Shaykh’).
114 al-Wasıla, 128{5}, 137{3}, 183{3}, 188{2}, 197{2-3}, 198{1}.
115 al-Wasıla, 126{5}, 132{5}, 180{6}, 195{4}, 196{6}. 139{3} suggests that members of the
Shdhiliyb (see above, Chapter IV) worked as fakıs among the semi-nomads.
116 al-Wasıla, 153{5}, 154{1}.
117 al-Wasıla, 132{5}, 134{3}.
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Overall, the term, ‘fakı’ is used in the Wasıla for earlier or for contemporary but lesser-
ranking men who served as religious specialists in their communities. Majdhüb was
expected to fulfil many of the tasks traditionally assigned to a fakı, and he had to
accommodate these expectations, but he tried to change the terms by introducing a new
frame of reference, the †arıqa. Its leader, the shaykh, did not displace the fakı but
superseded him.

MMMMoooorrrreeee    ppppoooowwwweeeerrrr    ffffoooorrrr    rrrreeeelllliiiiggggiiiioooonnnn????
As a title, the use of the words, ‘Shaykh’ and ‘Fakı’ is rather diffuse. As a description of
living religious leaders, they clearly refer to two different types of leaders. A fakı was
someone who had a minimum of religious knowledge and therefore served as a religious
specialist in a given community (which in the Sudanese context was primarily ethnically
defined). A shaykh, on the other hand, was someone who had authority over a certain
community; a shaykh al-†arıqa had authority over a community that was primarily
defined in religious terms.

By setting himself up as a shaykh and not a fakı like his relatives in al-Dmar, Majdhüb
laid claim to a degree of authority over his followers and of commitment on their part
that exceeded the fakıs’ demands on their students. A fakı trained his students to
memorise the Qur√n and to read fundamental religious texts. The shaykh that was
Majdhüb made his followers commit themselves to changing their lives.

In the Sudan, it seems that since the second half of the eighteenth century, the signifi-
cance of communities based on such a commitment increased noticeably, a development
linked in important ways to the introduction of new Sufi brotherhoods such as the
Sammniyya and the various †arıqas going back to the teachings of A˛mad b. Idrıs. By
adopting distinct names and special, formalised ritual practices, by exalting one particu-
lar shaykh to incomparable heights, and occasionally by introducing new and stricter
forms of internal organisation, these communities established themselves as more
clearly-defined entities than the previous, rather loosely-knit Qdirı groups. During the
nineteenth century, the newly-fashioned †arıqas successfully replaced many of the old-
style Qdirı groups, often by incorporating local religious families and their followers
lock, stock and barrel into the new, supra-regional structures. Many Qdirıs eventually
adapted to the changed circumstances and remoulded their †arıqa in the new fashion.

Seen against this general background, the example of the Majdhıb, with the contrast
between al-Fakı ˘amad and al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb, may be a case in point, indicating a
gradual change of paradigm from the fakı as the religious leader within a primarily
ethnically defined community to the shaykh as the religious leader of a primarily
religiously defined community. Real developments on the ground were certainly more
complex, but the general direction sketched in this hypothesis may not be so far from
the truth. The increasing importance of supra-regional †arıqa communities lead by
shaykhs would then mark the growing feasibility of constructing group identity on a
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religious basis that was separate and distinct from ethnic identity.118 Such a separation
was in turn a precondition to challenge ethnic identities (and their value-systems) based
on religious identity (and its value-system).

WWWWaaaallllıııı::::    aaaa    mmmmaaaannnn    ooooffff    eeeexxxxttttrrrraaaaoooorrrrddddiiiinnnnaaaarrrryyyy    ccccaaaappppaaaacccciiiittttiiiieeeessss
The Wasıla describes Majdhüb not only as a shaykh, but also as a walı (and occasionally
as a ßli˛119). While ‘shaykh’ and ‘fakı’ refer to social roles (and can therefore be used
as titles), ‘walı’ describes someone as having a particular mystical (not social) status.
On a more concrete level, it implies that the one so described possesses special,
extraordinary capacities.120

The issue of spiritual rank being a central concern of the Wasıla, we can of course not
assume that what the hagiographer has to say is an accurate reflection of Majdhüb’s
own views. In particular, it is unlikely that Majdhüb portrayed himself as a walı. Walya
is normally an ascription and not a self-description, and the process of ascription
generally seems to set in after the presumed walı has died. In the case of Majdhüb, there
is certainly no contemporary evidence that he thought of himself as a walı.

On two parallel issues, the contradiction between Majdhüb’s own views and those of his
followers (who had an obvious interest in raising the status of their master as high as
possible) can be more easily demonstrated. One is the issue of Prophetic descent; as we
have seen, Majdhüb explicitly denied that he was a direct descendant of the Prophet, but
his students nevertheless interpreted vague utterences of his to this effect. Similarly,

118 Parallel examples may be found, for example, in the Somali jamaacas, agricultural communities
established since about 1820 that “tended to transcend tribal and social boundaries” (O’Fahey, Enigmatic
saint, 4, 7-8, 166, 180, with reference to Lewis, Pastoral democracy, 96-100, Cassanelli, Shaping of
Somali society, 135-46, and others). The Sanüsı lodges in the Cyrenaica, while imbedded in tribal
structures, transcended them at the same time (Vikør, Sufi and scholar, 207-8). Al-Saniyya, the settlement
founded by Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı next to the Gsh-oasis of al-Tka and which became the
headquarters of the Khatmiyya in the Sudan, may perhaps also be seen in this light.
119 al-Wasıla, 105{1}, 137{3}. ‘∑li˛’ — a lower rank than walı (al-Wasıla, 14, 100{1}) — is a
very general word for any righteous person. The term carries connotations of being a respected and
religiously distinguished member of society.119 In the great majority of cases, it is used to avoid giving
somebody’s name; and often it has the very general sense of, ‘a good man/woman’, without being more
specific. Some of the graves identified by Majdhüb were those of ßli˛s, not of walıs (al-Wasıla, 100{1}
(a ßli˛ with followers); 100{3} (ßli˛ın = “the Righteous” in the Biblical sense); 101{2}; 105{1, 4};
106{1}; 114{1}; 118{1, 3-4} (a ßli˛ is able to interpret dreams); 121{3}; 137{3} (learned); 140{1};
143{3} (dead ßli˛ and shaykh); 145{6-7} (ßli˛ is in possession of mystical secrets); 159{1} (letter from
a ßli˛ causes Majdhüb to fall in trance); 160{3} (donkey breaks down under the weight of a ßli˛’s
divine knowledge); 162{1-2} (grave of ßli˛, not walı); 167{2} & 170{1} (through a dream, a dead ßli˛
speaks from the other world); 179{1, 4}; 182{4} (grave of ßli˛, not walı)).
120 al-Wasıla, 190{1} (see above).
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they portrayed him as the Helper of his Age (ghawth waqtihi), even though Majdhüb
repeatedly spoke of this Helper as someone else than himself.121

Nevertheless, the general image of a walı that is contained in the Wasıla is more likely
to reflect views held among Majdhüb’s followers, and may therefore be of interest here.

The most important aspect of a true walı is that he knows everything; this can be tested
particularly with regard to his knowledge of secret affairs and thoughts.122 He protects
his people (particular walıs were often thought to have a special responsibility for
particular communities),123 and generally takes care of their needs.124 In doing this, he
is able to work miracles.125 His outward appearance may not always conform to stan-
dard images of holiness and proper behaviour,126 but inwardly he is so pure that his
excrement smells like perfume127 and his saliva (or the mucus from his chest, or the
liquid coming out of his mouth after death) is sweet and exulting.128

Walıs come in degrees; they are not all equal. A watershed distinction is that between a
‘simple’ walı and a “perfect” one (al-walı al-kmil). “When the knowing friend of God
(al-walı al-firif) reaches the state of perfection (maqm al-kaml) [the fourth out of the
seven stages of the soul’s progress on the Path], he falls into the heart of the Prophet”,
Majdhüb is reported to have said.129 Thus, while walıs are extraordinary persons, they
are not necessarily perfect ones.

In the other world the awliy√ have their special assembly in which they are seated
according to their hierarchical order.130 This assembly may be attended not only by
deceased but also by living walıs. In turn, deceased walıs may appear on the earth for

121 For the issue of descent, see above, Chapter V. For the ghawth, see al-Wasıla, 99{1}, 159{6},
193{2}.
122 al-Wasıla, 126{3-4}, 133{2}, 160{7}, 178{5}, 181{1}, 187{4}, 190{1}, 198{3}.
123 al-Wasıla, 182{3}, 193{2}, 199{2}.
124 al-Wasıla, 178{4}.
125 al-Wasıla, 192{2} (multiplication of food).
126 al-Wasıla, 182{3}, 187{4}.
127 al-Wasıla, 157{1}. The Wasıla constructs this in direct parallel to the Prophet. The Prophet’s
“urine was pure enough for [his wife] Umm Salama to perform her ablution” (Hoffman-Ladd, “Devotion
to the Prophet”, 620, quoting from public addresses given at Sufi gatherings in Egypt 1987-9). I could
find no comparable examples in Bourke, Das Buch des Unrats (orig.: Scatological rites of all nations) nor
in Laporte, Histoire de la merde.
128 al-Wasıla, 155{3}, 156{1}, 190{7}, 199{3}.
129 al-Wasıla, 158{3}. Al-˘akım al-Tirmidhı and Ibn al-fiArabı have developped the most elaborate
theories of different classes or types of saints in Islam; see Radtke, al-˘akım at-Tirmi≤ı and Chodkiewicz,
Sceau.
130 al-Wasıla, 143{1}. The idea of an assembly of saints (dıwn al-awliy√) is very common among
Sufis in the post-Ibn al-fiArabı period (Radtke, “Traditionalismus”). A˛mad b. al-Mubrak al-Lama†ı
devotes a whole chapter (4) of his al-Ibrız to what he calls, “dıwn al-ßli˛ın” (ed. al-Shammfi, II, 5-45).
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various reasons, for example to come to Majdhüb’s majlis,131 or to give various signs to
those who have ears to hear.132 On Judgement Day, a perfect walı will ensure salvation
for all his followers.133

Majdhüb, who is portrayed as a walı134 and a walı kmil,135 is not the only person so
distinguished in the Wasıla. Al-Amın, his first successor at the head of the Sawkin
lodge, is also called a walı kmil.136 Other walıs were Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı137 and
fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı, whose tombs were the most prominent places of pious visits in
Sawkin138 (but other, unnamed tombs were also ‘discovered’ to be those of walıs);139

Majdhüb’s ancestors, in particular his grandfather, Fakı ˘amad;140 Ibrhım al-Suwaydı,
who caused Majdhüb’s fat˛ and directed him on to the Prophet;141 and Majdhüb’s full-
brother al-‡ayyib (the latter perhaps a metaphorical use).142 Majdhüb’s student
Khi∂r,143 and fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad Lubb, who visited Sawkin and took the †arıqa
there,144 are examples of people who were said to have become walıs under the influ-
ence of Majdhüb. Several other (often unnamed) men fall into this category. By reciting
a particular litany, or entering khalwa for three days, or simply after taking the †arıqa,
they experienced “a great fat˛” and “became great walıs”.145 Some litanies were
believed to be so powerful that their correct recitation could make one a walı in a very
short time. Preconditions were attached to this, however; the authorisation by one’s
master was one of them.146

KKKKhhhhaaaallllııııffffaaaa::::    tttthhhheeee    qqqquuuueeeessssttttiiiioooonnnn    ooooffff    ssssuuuucccccccceeeessssssssiiiioooonnnn
When Majdhüb left Sawkin to move on to al-Dmar, he was about 35 years old; he
probably had no idea that he was going to die only months later. It is possible that he
did not formally appoint a khalıfa to succeed him at the head of the Sawkin lodge:

131 al-Wasıla, 147{4}.
132 al-Wasıla, 181{6}, 193{5}.
133 al-Wasıla, 167{3}, 168{4}; cf. 145{4-5}.
134 al-Wasıla, 15, 105{4}, 107{3}, 118{1-2}, 145{4}, 146{1}, 157{1}, 178{4-5}, 181{1}, 182{2},
186{1}, 187{4}, 190{1}, 192{2}, 195{1}, 199{2}.
135 al-Wasıla, 126{3-4}, 160{7}, 166{4}, 167{3}, 182{1}, 198{3}.
136 al-Wasıla, 19.
137 al-Wasıla, 147{4}).
138 al-Wasıla, 146{1}.
139 al-Wasıla, 143{3}, 144{3}, 182{3}.
140 al-Wasıla, 107{3}, 193{5}.
141 al-Wasıla, 100{1}.
142 al-Wasıla, 147{6}. For a rather ‘honorific’ use of the word, see also al-Wasıla, 70.
143 al-Wasıla, 198{1}.
144 al-Wasıla, 165{5}.
145 al-Wasıla, 112{1, 3}, 113{2}, 165{5}, 198{1}. The use of the term here is almost comparable to
the honorific usage of shaykh, and fakı. Does this perhaps indicate what has been called an 'inflation of
symbols'?
146 al-Wasıla, 169{4}.
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The night before Majdhüb left Sawkin to return to the Nile, fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr dreamt that he
asked Majdhüb whom he would leave behind [to lead the community]. Majdhüb replied, “My
grandfather/ancestor (jaddı)”. In the morning, fiUthmn told him his dream and Majdhüb
confirmed it.

Then he left, and all the people accompanied him out of town to bid him farewell. Everyone
was weeping, Majdhüb as well as the crowd. He said, “You are weeping for one man only, but I
am weeping for all of you”. Someone asked to whom he now left them, and Majdhüb said, “To the
Prophet! He told me I should travel; he would care for you”. Everyone was glad to hear this.147

In his letter to his followers in Suakin the term, ‘khalıfa’ is not used, and no leader is
specifically addressed, contrary to the usual practice.148 According to another passage in
the Wasıla, however, Majdhüb did leave a khalıfa in Sawkin, his closest companion al-
Amın who, as we have seen, was possibly of slave origin.149 Al-Amın was the only
person who had accompanied Majdhüb on all his previous travels, and the fact that he
did not return with him to the Nile may therefore indicate that Majdhüb did indeed
entrust him with the affairs of the zwiya, if only in an informal way. Whether that was
so, or whether al-Amın simply grew into the position, he became recognised as khalıfa
by the Sawkin community. He died himself, however, not long afterwards. The lodge
was then taken over by the local (Art˙gwı) Ysın b. al-Fakı fiAbd al-Qdir, son of a
renowned teacher at the Shfifiı mosque and one of the earliest and closest associates of
Majdhüb in the town.150 Finally, in 1853/4 — twenty-four years after Majdhüb’s
departure from Sawkin — a ‘proper’ khalıfa was imported from the Shaykh’s family,
his nephew al-‡hir (1832/3-1890). According to oral tradition, a delegation from
Sawkin led by Ysın and fiAlı Diqna went to al-Dmar to ask for a member of the
Majdhıb clan to be sent to head the Sawkin lodge. The choice fell on al-‡hir (then in
his early twenties); he moved to the Red Sea port where he was introduced to the
teachings of his uncle and took the †arıqa from Ysın who subsequently stepped aside to
make way for al-‡hir as khalıfa. Al-‡hir’s pilgrimage in 1859 may have marked the
completion of this process.151

We cannot know what — if any — plans Majdhüb had regarding the organisational
structure of his †arıqa.152 As we have seen in Chapter V, he may have been intent on
establishing himself in the place of his grandfather in al-Dmar. The fact that he
founded a zwiya in Sawkin, his assumption of the role of shaykh of a †arıqa, and his

147 al-Wasıla, 170{6}.
148 See below, Documentation, Letter IX.
149 On al-Amın, see al-Wasıla, 19-20, 146{2}; and above, Chapter III.
150 See above, Chapter V. Interestingly, Ysın is never called, ‘khalıfa’ in the Wasıla, only ‘tilmıdh’,
contrary to al-‡hir (al-Wasıla, 164{1, 7}). But this may perhaps be explained by the fact that Ysın had
resigned from the office, and was still alive at the time of khalıfa al-‡hir.
151 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, 7/11/86 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbdullhi fiAbd Allh, 25/2/87, 3 & 26/2/87, 7.
For written sources, see ALA I, 257.
152 For al-Mırghanı’s organisational efforts, see above, Chapter III.
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missionary travels in the Berber area indicate, however, that even so, he had grander
designs than becoming a local fakı.

TTTThhhheeee    ssssttttrrrruuuuccccttttuuuurrrriiiinnnngggg    ooooffff    ttttiiiimmmmeeee    aaaannnndddd    ssssppppaaaacccceeee

Once Majdhüb had built his lodge in Sawkin, it became the focal point for his and his
group’s activities. As we have seen above (Chapter V), he strove to establish similar
centres whereever he went after leaving Sawkin. From the beginning, the zwiya seems
to have been very important in holding together the community of Majdhüb’s followers
in Sawkin. It is the chief locus of the stories told in al-Wasıla, and in Majdhüb’s only
surviving letter to his community, he addressed them as “the sons of the khalwa and
zwiya”.153 This importance of the lodge as a focal point where religious allegiance
crystallises in practice continues until the present day. As people participate in different
degrees in the life of the zwiya, the activities going on there express in space and time
the circles of allegiance that we have described above.

AAAA    ddddaaaayyyy    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    lllliiiiffffeeee    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    zzzzwwwwiiiiyyyyaaaa
Time in the community of Majdhüb’s followers was structured by the five daily ritual
prayers. People were strongly encouraged to pray with Majdhüb in the lodge.154

Attendance at the communal prayers varied, however, even though distance was not a
problem. Between the lodge and the market was no more than three hundred meters, and
the residences of Majdhüb’s followers were even closer (as we have seen, Majdhüb had
no adherents in the northern Qeyf). If they so wished, people could therefore easily go
to the zwiya for prayer and return to work afterwards. That they did not always do so,
in spite of Majdhüb’s urging, is therefore noteworthy.

There was apparently some customary regularity in the attendance and the use of time
during the day. For example, the noon-prayer plays a significantly lesser role in the
stories told in al-Wasıla than the morning-prayer. An analysis allows us to draw the
following tentative picture of how time was used:155

Even though it was sometimes hard to get up in the morning,156 the morning-prayer
(ßalt al-ßub˛) was attended with surprising frequency; it had to be completed before
sunrise which in Sawkin, depending on the time of the year, occurs between about five

153 Below, Documentation, Letter IX.
154 al-Wasıla, 144{6}; cf. also 107{4}.
155 Abdelmajid Mezian in Gardet, Moslem views of time, contains what is described as an “empirical
apperception of time among the peoples of the Maghreb”. The following analysis may help to develop a
more realistic picture of the actual as opposed to the ideal use of time in a Muslim community.
156 al-Wasıla, 158{5}.
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and six o’clock.157 After prayer, the morning rtib (the most important of all) was read.
The Shaykh himself was not always present at the lodge for morning-prayer and rtib;
contrary to some of the fuqar√, he usually slept at home, and sometimes performed his
prayers there.158 After the rtib — while ordinary people such as manual labourers were
working159 — Majdhüb used to hold a teaching session (v.i.).160

Forenoon was devoted to work; no religious activities are recorded in al-Wasıla for this
time of day. The forenoon-prayer (ßalt al-∂u˛) — not one of the five ritual prayers
but recommended as sunna — was not unknown161 but apparently seldomly practiced.
When the sun rose higher, people retreated to hold their siesta.162 They were thus in
danger of missing the time for the noon-prayer (c. 11:15 - 11:45); and communal
attendance of ÷uhr seems to have been the exception in Sawkin. This was different
during Majdhüb’s tour of the settlements along the Nile; in those places where he stayed
only for a day or so he held large assemblies for his visitors that lasted all morning, and
when the time for noon-prayer came the local mosque was often so overcrowded that
people had to move to the open field outside.163

In Sawkin, however, Majdhüb’s adherents woke from their midday rest to have
lunch164 before they assembled again for the afternoon-prayer (ßalt al-fiaßr) (c. 14:30 -
15:00).165 Apparently, this was usually held at the lodge,166 but on at least one occasion
Majdhüb’s followers assembled at his house instead167 — although this may have been
an extraordinary situation (Majdhüb had fallen into a prolonged state of mental absence
and had been carried to his house). Whatever the location, it is clear from al-Wasıla that
the afternoon-prayer was the time when the fuqar√ generally reassembled after the
day’s work and rest; accordingly, it is the prayer most often mentioned in the book. In
Berber and in al-Dmar, where Majdhüb had no lodge of his own, the prayer was either
held at his house (or at the place where he was staying),168 or in front of the small
raküba serving as khalwa that had been built by A˛mad al-Amın (v.s.).169

157 Fajr (dawn) times in Sawkin vary between c. 3:30 and 4:50.
158 al-Wasıla, 122{4}, 148{8}.
159 al-Wasıla, 137{2}.
160 al-Wasıla, 135{3}. — Other instances of morning-prayer in al-Wasıla, 148{5}, 183{3}, 188{1}.
161 al-Wasıla, 195{3}.
162 al-Wasıla, 151{1}, 158{6}.
163 al-Wasıla, 181{1-3}.
164 al-Wasıla, 131{7}.
165 Calculated according to Shfifiı/Mlikı/˘anafı specifications (i.e., with an object-to-shadow ratio
of 1/1). This is what A˛mad b. Idrıs used (fi◊kish, Mun÷ara, Additional Material, § 9). The ˘anafıs start
fiaßr when the shadow is twice as long as the object casting it.
166 al-Wasıla, 155{3}.
167 al-Wasıla, 159{7}.
168 al-Wasıla, 182{1}, 187{2,4}, 190{3}.
169 al-Wasıla, 193{2}.
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The time after the fiaßr-prayer was dedicated to various social activities that did not
necessarily take place at the lodge:170 receiving visitors, chatting and drinking coffee
with them;171 or visiting the graveyard.172

These activities could extend right up to the evening-prayer (maghrib) (c. 16:50 - 18:15)
which was consequently not always held at the lodge but at the place where Majdhüb
and his companions happened to find themselves, be it his house or the graveyard.173

The evening-prayer was thus a relatively individual affair; communal attendance seems
to have been low. After the evening-prayer, some people went home for supper;174 or
Majdhüb invited those who happened to be at his house to share supper with him.175

Sometimes, supper was only taken after the night-prayer;176 this could perhaps be
related to the time of year.

At night, children were taught the Qur√n, but there is no indication that Majdhüb was
directly involved in this himself; as is usual in Qur√nic schools in the Sudan, he hired a
teacher for this chore.177

The night-prayer (fiish√) (c. 18:00 - 19:40) was the time when Majdhüb’s followers
tried to reassemble even if they had been prevented from attending communal prayers
during the day.178 Accordingly, more people were present than earlier in the day.179

Afterwards, Majdhüb returned to his house where he was sometimes visited by his more
intimate followers;180 the fuqar√ also went home to sleep.181

It is not possible to say how regularly the “dawn office” (wird/rtib al-sa˛ar) was read
by the group. It is mentioned twice in al-Wasıla, for different times of the day. In one
story, the fuqar√ come to the zwiya to perform it before the morning-prayer;182 on
another occasion, Majdhüb asks them to read it after they have completed the mawlid,
before going to sleep. The latter may have been a special day, but no details are given in
the story.183

170 Cf. al-Wasıla, 155{3}, where Majdhüb returns to his house after the fiaßr-prayer.
171 al-Wasıla, 182{1}, 187{2}, 190{3}.
172 al-Wasıla, 143{6}.
173 al-Wasıla, 127{2}, 198{1}.
174 al-Wasıla, 130{4}.
175 al-Wasıla, 127{2}.
176 al-Wasıla, 137{4}.
177 al-Wasıla, 132{5}.
178 al-Wasıla, 145{2}.
179 al-Wasıla, 135{3}.
180 al-Wasıla, 146{5}, 155{3}.
181 al-Wasıla, 135{3}; see also 169{6}.
182 al-Wasıla, 169{6}.
183 al-Wasıla, 146{6}.
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With one exception (from Medina), ßub˛ and fiish√ are the only daily prayers in
connection with which al-Wasıla actually mentions the performance of additional rituals
such as the one just described, or the rtib.184 Most notably absent is any reference to
the rtib al-fiaßr. This is interesting, for the two “major” (kabıra) rtibs of Majdhüb are
those attached to these two prayers. Present-day observance of the rtibs (if they are
performed at all) is largely restricted to these two major ones.185 If al-Wasıla’s karmt-
stories do reflect actual practice, they would indicate that the ‘norm’ concerning rtib
performance laid down in al-Wasıla (v.s., Chapter VI) was not strictly applied in
Majdhüb’s time — if it was laid down at all at that time. It is therefore not possible to
speak of a decline in the ritual observance of the †arıqa’s rules.

SSSSppppeeeecccciiiiaaaallll    ddddaaaayyyyssss
In Sawkin, Majdhüb did not hold his own, separate Friday-service, but attended the
Friday-prayer in the central mosque on the Island — most likely, the Shfifiı one. To
reach the mosque, he was carried across the lagoon by his students.186 After prayer, he
often used to read his mawlid, a custom attested both for Sawkin and al-Dmar.187 This
Friday-mawlid was performed either in the mosque188 or in a private house, naturally
belonging to one of his wealthier supporters.189 In the more elaborate version at least,
this mawlid was preceded by a complete reading (khatma) of the Qur√n (v.i.).
Afterwards, Friday lunch (distinguished by its inclusion of meat) was served to
Majdhüb and those who were with him; this could constitute a considerable strain on the
host’s resources (v.s., Chapter V). At other times, Majdhüb was not directly invited but
had to organise food himself; this may still have been paid for by his supporters and/or
followers.190 The communal meal after the Friday-service seems to have been a well-
established custom in his community. Communal meals in connection with word-
centred rituals are of course a wellknown phenomenon worldwide; to share food
symbolises community in a ‘natural’ sense, while communication through words is
more an expression of the world of hierarchy, dominance and subordination.191

Majdhüb’s mawlid — which one of the four is never specified — was also performed
on other festive or special occasions: at weddings for example (including his own),192

184 al-Wasıla, 146{6}, 156{4} (night); 115{1}, 135{3} (morning); 122{4} (both). A rtib al-
maghrib was communally performed in Medina acc. to 107{1}.
185 See above, Chapter VI. It may be pointed out here that communal dhikr was and is not practiced
in Majdhüb’s †arıqa.
186 al-Wasıla, 160{4}.
187 al-Wasıla, 147{1}, 150{4}, 151{1}, 184{4}.
188 al-Wasıla, 147{1}.
189 al-Wasıla, 151{1}.
190 al-Wasıla, 150{4}.
191 Cf. Sabaen, Das zweischneidige Schwert, 130-1.
192 al-Wasıla, 160{5}, 169{7}.
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but also in the Government dıwn. However, its performance was not restricted to such
occasions; it was read at night in the zwiya even without Majdhüb himself being
present.193

One of the descriptions of a mawlid performance reads as if it referred to a ˛awliyya (an
anniversary celebration for a walı), even though it is not explicitly said. On this occa-
sion, Majdhüb and his followers got on a boat after the evening-prayer to visit the lodge
of Sawkin’s ‘patron saint’, Abü ’l-Fat˛, on the Island. They sat together with the old
Shdhiliybı khalıfa; then after the night-prayer, they performed a complete reading of
the Qur√n (khatma). Majdhüb distributed the different sections of the text to those
present; each one read his assignment, and thus the whole of the Qur√n was read by the
group. Such a khatma was apparently not an uncommon event in his circle, and
Majdhüb himself “usually” assigned himself the same part to read. After the khatma,
Majdhüb read his mawlid, and then performed some Prophetic praise-songs (mad˛)
before the group went to sleep.194

On another visit to the same lodge, Majdhüb did not spend the night there; after
performing his Sirr al-Madad, he and his followers returned to the Qeyf.195 It seems
natural that visits to Abü ’l-Fat˛’s zwiya — perhaps the oldest and most important one
in Sawkin — were performed not only on the occasion of a ˛awliyya but every so
often.

Majdhüb’s habits during Rama∂n and on the two major Islamic feasts (al-fiıdn) seem
to have been in line with common pious practice, the only exception perhaps being that
he used his own, ‘Prophet-inspired’ version of the tarwı˛ (special prayers during the
Rama∂n nights). He had already been using these prayers during his stay in Medina.196

Like everyone else, he put on fresh clothes before going to the fiıd-prayer.197

An example of Majdhüb’s effort meticulously to observe the pious practice of the
Prophet is perhaps his attempt to preserve as unbroken a state of ritual cleanliness
(wu∂ü√) as possible: thus, when he had relieved himself after Friday service, he imme-
diately performed ablution again.198

PPPPuuuubbbblllliiiicccc    aaaasssssssseeeemmmmbbbblllliiiieeeessss…………
Apart from the daily prayers and liturgical gatherings, perhaps the most important
regular event in the life of Majdhüb’s community was the majlis, the “assembly” of the

193 al-Wasıla, 147{3}, 146{6}.
194 al-Wasıla, 147{4}.
195 al-Wasıla, 147{2}.
196 al-Wasıla, 106{3}.
197 al-Wasıla, 158{7}.
198 al-Wasıla, 147{1}.
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Shaykh and his followers. The term, ‘majlis’ could be used for any such assembly
presided over by the Shaykh, whatever specific activity took place there. In one case, for
example, it denoted a communal reading of the whole Qur√n (khatma), followed by a
performance of the mawlid.199 Mostly, however, the majlis was an assembly where the
Shaykh addressed his students and whoever else wanted to attend. It was the occasion to
speak to the public, to preach, to instruct, and to answer questions from the audience,
and this was so important to Majdhüb to that he held a majlis even while on travel.200

Two kinds of assemblies may be distinguished. The more general one tended to take
place following either the afternoon- or the night-prayer (v.s.), but its timing was rather
flexible, and during Majdhüb’s tour of the Berber area it seems to have been held
mostly in the forenoon.

The second kind was a more formalised assembly which was sometimes, but not
always, referred to as ‘majlis al-dars’, and was precisely that: a “teaching session”.
Majdhüb had held such sessions in Medina; they continued on a regular basis in
Sawkin and were only suspended when Majdhüb went into Retreat (khalwa; v.i.).201

The usual time for this dars was in the morning;202 as we have seen, Majdhüb
sometimes arrived at the lodge only after the morning-rtib to give his lesson.203

Attendance varied; the most regular audience were the fuqar√, that is, the Shaykh’s
most intimate followers some of whom slept in the zwiya. Ordinary people had to work
at this time of day, and sometimes no one showed up at all.204 Not everyone always
followed the lessons with undivided attention: a visitor from al-Ghubush, for example,
fell asleep during one of Majdhüb’s assemblies.205

The subject-matter of the teaching sessions varied, but Majdhüb seems always to have
been ready to preach and give moral advice. At least from time to time, however, formal
fiqh lessons were held, not surprisingly following the Shfifiı madhhab. Most likely —
given the content of Majdhüb’s writings — they dealt chiefly with fiibdt. After the
lesson, the students had to memorise the subject-matter, and at noon, Majdhüb returned
to examine them.206

199 al-Wasıla, 147{4}.
200 al-Wasıla, 171{3}.
201 al-Wasıla, 161{1}.
202 al-Wasıla, 122{1}, 130{1}, 137{2}, 139{2, 5}, 170{3}. Al-Wasıla, 156{5} may refer to a dars
held before the Thursday evening-prayer; but this is not certain.
203 al-Wasıla, 122{4}, 148{5}.
204 al-Wasıla, 137{2}, 139{2}.
205 al-Wasıla, 196{1}.
206 al-Wasıla, 130{1}, 137{3}; see above, Chapter VI. In the light of the conformity of Majdhüb’s
views with the Shfifiı law school, it was perhaps no coincidence that it was this madhhab which hap-
pened to be taught when a Moroccan scholar dropped in on one of his lessons. “Is he equally learned in
the other madhhabs?” the visitor wondered and was immediately informed that this was the case.

(cont’d)
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For comparison, we may note the parallel ‘schedule’ of A˛mad b. Idrıs, who held two general teaching
sessions a day, one after the morning-prayer and into the day, and another one the time of which varied:
between the fiaßr- and maghrib-prayers, or later (“in the evening”, or “after the night-prayer”). During
these sessions, he addressed a great variety of topics, apparently often in a rather spontaneous and
associative manner, or answering specific questions put to him by people in the audience. In these general
sessions, he drew chiefly on the Qur√an, Prophetic Tradition, and “Divine inspiration” (fiilm ladunı). For
his closer students he held (a) special teaching session(s) after the normal one(s?), where he used to
expound works by Ibn al-Fri∂ or Ibn al-fiArabı.207

While the timing of the assemblies shows obvious parallels between the two shaykhs, no
specific division of mystical and non-mystical teaching sessions is reported for
Majdhüb. Majdhüb’s teaching was devided otherwise. He organised Qur√nic instruc-
tion for children — a task fulfilled by hired instructors (v.s.) — while he himself gave
formal fiqh-lessons and devoted much time to general preaching. His audience, it seems,
was slightly different from that of A˛mad b. Idrıs; it included fewer scholars (and
perhaps fewer literate people altogether). A˛mad b. Idrıs trained missionaries; Majdhüb,
in turn, was one of those whose role was the transmission of Islamic knowledge to a
wider audience.208

…………    aaaannnndddd    pppprrrriiiivvvvaaaatttteeee    vvvviiiissssiiiittttssss
While the majlis was a public forum to address people, private visits played an
important role in strengthening the links between the Shaykh and the members of his
community. A few of his closest associates and in-laws used to visit Majdhüb at home
every day.209 The hours following the afternoon-prayer seem to have been a favourite
time for visiting, but the more intimate followers also came after the night-prayer (v.s.).
These were the same hours during which Majdhüb sometimes held a public majlis,
which further strengthens the impression that this second (non-morning) assembly was
handled rather flexibly. The atmosphere during the private visits was fairly relaxed;
Majdhüb was often lying on his bed (sometimes even with his face turned to the wall),
while his visitors sqatted on the ground around him.210 Coffee was usually served in the
afternoon (by Majdhüb’s servant-friend, al-Amın); Majdhüb sat up and talked and was

However, in view of the fact that ‘knowledge of the four schools’ is a topical way to express that some-
body is ‘very learned’ or ‘knows everything’, and bearing in mind the Shfifiı leanings that Majdhüb
displays in his writings, it remains doubtful whether Majdhüb taught any other madhhab. Indeed, the very
fact that this story was told, and that it was told in this way, seems to indicate that this doubt is not
restricted to the historian but was also voiced by Majdhüb’s contemporaries.
207 fi◊kish, Mun÷ara, § 4; anonymous biography of A˛mad b. Idrıs on the margin of al-fiIqd al-
nafıs, 2 (tr. Voll, “Two biographies”); Ibrhım al-Rashıd, fiIqd al-durar, in Afi†r azhr aghßn, 12-3; al-
Wasıla, 108{4}; A˛mad b. Idrıs’ fiIqd al-nafıs is probably a good reflection of the style and content of
these lessons.
208 For example, A˛mad b. Idrıs’ circle in ∑aby included six prominent non-local students, plus an
unspecified number of scholars from the Tihma, plus other, less conspicuous people from Abyssinia, the
Sudan, and elsewhere (fi◊kish, Mun÷ara, § 3).
209 al-Wasıla, 129{5}.
210 al-Wasıla, 131{4}, 132{8}.
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sometimes carried away by his emotions, falling into a trance (v.i.).211 When it was time
to eat, those present were invited to share the meal.212 At night, the atmosphere was
more tranquil and intimate; not uncommonly, Majdhüb was in the company of only one
man who massaged his legs, and the experience of this intimate togetherness could fill
the student with such an overwhelming feeling of peace and joy (sakına) that he got
goose-flesh!213

There are many more reports of Majdhüb receiving visitors in Sawkin than of him
visiting other people. It may have been in particular on Fridays, when Majdhüb went to
the Island to attend Friday-prayers in the main mosque, that he was invited to other
people’s homes.214 The zwiya of Sawkin’s patron-saint on the Island was a place
which Majdhüb not only visited but where he also spent the night on occasion.215

Weddings and funerals had to be attended,216 and the Shaykh was also a guest of the
“ruler” (˛kim) of Sawkin.217 Mostly, he came not alone but brought a number of his
followers; and this could cause a dilemma to his hosts: while they appreciated the reli-
gious blessing from the Shaykh’s visit and the performance of a mawlid in their houses,
they worried about the expenses of feeding all his entourage. This was a particular
problem during Majdhub’s tour of the Berber area, where he and his companions had to
rely completely on the hospitality of local hosts, at a time when prices were soaring.218

VVVViiiissssiiiittttiiiinnnngggg    tttthhhheeee    ddddeeeeaaaadddd
Perhaps the most important visits, however, were those that Majdhüb rendered to the
pious who had passed away from this world.

Paying respect to and visiting the graves of beloved or outstanding people is a
phenomenon as old as human history, and it plays an important symbolic role in all
religions.219 Frequently, the graves of special categories of people draw particular
attention. More or less elaborate cults developed around their tombs, and ideas and
theories were devised explaining why and in what ways these people (often classifiable
as ‘saints’) were favoured over others. In monotheistic religions, the cult of saints could
present a problem for theologians anxious to defend the boundary between the Divine
(the sole legitimate object of adoration) and the human; the veneration of saints often

211 al-Wasıla, 132{7}, 139{1}, 158{8}, 159{1}, 182{1}, 194{2}.
212 al-Wasıla, 127{2}, 151{4}, and above, Chapter V.
213 al-Wasıla, 130{4}, 146{6}, 156{6}. Hairs standing on end was one of the possible physical
effects of successful dhikr (Metcalf, Religious revival, 187).
214 al-Wasıla, 151{1}.
215 al-Wasıla, 147{2, 4}.
216 al-Wasıla, 160{5}, 127{3}.
217 al-Wasıla, 133{3-4}; cf. ib. 125{1}, 130{5}, 153{3}, and above, Chapter V.
218 See above, Chapter V.
219 Cf. Tamara M. Green, art. “Tombs”, in The Encyclopedia of religion.
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seemed to threaten this boundary, particularly in its ‘popular’ forms, those eluding the
control of the orthodoxy-defining religious authorities. Intricate theories were therefore
constructed to justify existing practices or to distinguish between legitimate (‘orthodox’)
and illigitimate approaches to saints and their tombs. The Catholic distinction between
adoration (of God) and veneration (of saints), or that between prayer (to God) and
supplication (to the saint-intercessor) are typical examples of such theological efforts.

Islam was no exception. The cult of saints at their tombs (ziyrat al-qubür, lit. “tomb-
visiting”) was and is widespread throughout the Muslim world, but it always had its
opponents, mostly drawn from the ranks of rigorously scripturalist scholar-jurists who
saw it as a form of polytheism (shirk) — the ultimate sin in this unitarian faith. It is
important to realise that (1) scholars were by no means unanimous in condemning these
practices, and that (2) opposition was not confined to one particular school of Law
(madhhab). However, ˘anbalıs are often thought to have been been among the most
vigorous opponents of what they saw as the excesses of saint-veneration; Ibn Taymiyya
(1263-1328) was to become their most famous representative.220 His position, inciden-
tally, parallels that of the Lutheran and Anglican churches where saints are recognised
but not venerated. Ibn Taymiyya distinguished between legitimate practices at the tombs
of saints (ziyra sharfiiyya) and corruptions or perversions (ziyra bidfiiyya). Only
paying respect to the dead, greeting them (taslım) and asking God (dufi√) for their well-
being was considered legitimate and recommended (musta˛abb); all other practices
were condemned.221 Ibn Taymiyya’s ideas were shared by numerous other critics, but
they reflected by no means the only or even the dominant view among Muslim theolo-
gians. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, however, his name and ideas were
revived by the Wahhbis in Arabia and similar movements in India and North Africa.
The Wahhbı conquest of the ˘ijz (1803/6) and the consequent destruction of all (?)
the saints’ tombs there brought the issue violently to the attention of the Muslim world,
overshadowing to a degree the positions taken by pre- or non-Wahhbı reformers. Early
nineteeth-century Muslim thinkers could not ignore the Wahhbı action which did much
to polarise the debate. Some writers came out resolutely in defense of saint veneration;
others conceded that the Wahhbis had a point, even if their intolerance could not be
justified. A˛mad b. Idrıs seems to have been in the latter camp. In a debate with
Wahhbı scholars (1832), he declared his opposition to the common custom of erecting
and visiting domed tombs (qibb) and shrines (mashhid), saying they were “an inno-
vation in violation of the Mu˛ammadan Law. They are simply the work of ignorant
rulers and their wealthy subjects” for no other reason than vanity. “Many of the ordinary

220 Very little is known so far about the historical development of what Rudolf Peters calls,
“fundamentalism” in pre-eighteenth-century Islam, or the process linking the ideas of Ibn Taymiyya and
his student, Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (1292-1350), Me˛med Birgevi (1522-1573), and their later
successors (Peters, “Battered dervishes”, 100 [definition of “fundamentalism”], 109).
221 See the analysis of Ibn Taymiyya’s position by Olesen, Culte des saints, esp. pp. 112-92, and by
Kabbani, Heiligenverehrung im Urteil Ibn Taymıyas, esp. pp. 70-79.
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people (al-fimma) as well as some of the élite who are not too distant from them (wa-
man huwa qarıb minhum min al-khßßa)”, he said, showed a behaviour at these tombs
and shrines that bordered on idolatry (shirk).222 A˛mad b. Idrıs was clearly not the only
Sufi who declared himself against the excesses of saint veneration. For example, M. al-
‡ayyib b. Kırn (1758-1812) and ˘amdün b. al-˘jj (1760-1817), the leading Moroc-
can scholars in their time and both Sufis, came out in support of the Wahhbıs
(1806).223 Like A˛mad b. Idrıs, they did so not because they were influenced directly by
Wahhbı ideas (they belonged to a generation that had grown up before the Wahhbı
success); but after 1803, their taking position could no longer be seen in isolation from
the Wahhbı action, and in fact, in all three cases it happened in direct response to a
Wahhbı challenge.

Two prominent Sufis of the next generation (both of whom had had some contact with
A˛mad b. Idrıs) are also said to have opposed the cult of saints’ tombs, although their
exact attitude is somewhat unclear as we only have indirect statements on them. One
was Mu˛ammad b. ˘asan b. ˘amza ⁄fir al-Madanı (1780-1847) who was said to have
“abolish[ed] the veneration of dead saints”. He does not appear to have been particularly
sympathatic to the Wahhbıs, but he witnessed their destruction of saints’ tombs in the
˘ijz, and could not have taken position on this issue without being aware of the
controversy caused by it.224 The other was Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı (1787-1859)
whose “peculiar dogma is the superiority of live over dead saints, whose tombs are
therefore not to be visited”.225 Both these observations stem from European travellers
and are based on hearsay; the writings of al-Sanüsı, at least, do not seem to contain a
clear statement on the issue. Al-Sanüsı did place lodges close to saints’ graves, but he is
not known for having actively venerated them or encouraged people to do so.226

222 fi◊kish, Mun÷ara, § 24. There is an obscure passage in A˛mad b. Idrıs’ letter to fiAlı b.
Mujaththal, the ruler of ∑aby (r. 1826-34) sympathetic to the Wahhbıs under whose auspices the debate
was held, which has been translated by the editors of The letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs (p. 165) as, “build for
him [the carrier of the letter] the tomb which you had granted them this year”. This interpretation is
questionable, however. The Arabic reads, “rN! ÂUF!« t²KFł Íc!« bNA*« t! bC½Ë”, which is rather vague, and
difficult to interpret in the absence of any contextual clues (Letters, 164-5).
223 Vikør, Sufi and scholar, 66.
224 The reference is from Barth, Travels, I, 163. Mu˛ammad b. ˘asan ⁄fir al-Madanı left Medina in
about 1807, a year after the Wahhbıs had consolidated their position in the ˘ijz, and travelled to
Morocco where in 1809 he became a student of al-fiArabı al-Darqwı (1760-1823). He returned to the
˘ijz after the Wahhbı defeat (c. 1818) and stayed for three years during which he met A˛mad b. Idrıs
and “took initiation from him for the blessing of it”. He then returned to al-Darqwı, and after the latter’s
death moved to Mißrta in Tripolitania where he founded a zwiya which he headed until his own death.
See Lings, Sufi saint, 70-1 (tr. from Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad ⁄fir al-Madanı, al-Anwr al-qudsiyya fı
†arıq al-Shdhiliyya); de Jong, art. “Madaniyya”, in EI2.
225 Burton, Personal narrative, II, 24-5.
226 Knut Vikør, personal communication, 11/3/93, 15/2/96.
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Other Sufis accociated with the circle of A˛mad b. Idrıs took different positions.
Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı exhorted his followers to visit the cemetary (al-
maqbir) since that would remind them of Judgment Day.227 Apart from this one
reference, nothing on the subject can be found in the writings of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn.
Ismfiıl al-Walı appears to have been completely silent on the issue.228 But so was
Majdhüb himself in his epistles and letters. Whatever they entrusted to paper, the
Khatmiyya and the Ismfiiliyya — like the Sammniyya, Rashıdiyya, or Dandarwiyya,
to name but a few of the †arıqas emerging in the Sudan after the mid-eighteenth century
— actively engaged in tomb-building and -visiting.229 People’s practice cannot always
be deduced from their written heritage, and it seems that those who did visit saints’
tombs tended not to write much about it unless they deemed it necessary to defend
themselves against opponents of the practice.

Majdhüb’s practice, in any case, clearly differed from the Wahhbı position and the
view taken by A˛mad b. Idrıs. Majdhüb was an ardent venerator of saints, and
whereever he went, visiting their tombs was among his most urgent concerns.230

In Medina, it was of course the Prophet (and to a minor extent those buried with him)
upon whom his attention focussed.231 But he also used to get on a donkey and ride to
the mountain of U˛ud (about half an hour from the town) to visit the 76 “martyrs” who
fell defending Medina in a decisive battle there in 625 CE. U˛ud was one of the
principal places of pious visits in Medina.

“Devout Moslems visit Ohod every Thursday morning after the dawn devotions in the Harim; pray
for the Martyrs; and, after going through the ceremonies, return to the Harim in time for mid-day

227 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, al-Fat˛ al-mabrük, 41 (this may be read as reflecting the
Prophetic Tradition, “Zürü ’l-qubür fa-innah tudhakkir al-mawt” (Muslim, Jan√iz)). I could not verify
Karrar’s assertion that Mu˛ammad fiUthmn “allowed his adherents to venerate and visit living and dead
shaykhs of other orders (Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 135; the references given there [Mu˛ammad fiUthmn
al-Mırghanı, al-Hibt al-muqtabasa, 33, and al-Ru†bı, Min˛at al-aß˛b, 73] do not contain such a
statement).
228 O’Fahey & Radtke, “Neo-Sufism reconsidered”.
229 Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, passim.
230 7.4% of the karmt-stories in the Wasıla are directly concerned with visiting tombs; 5.6%
concern tombs other than the Prophet’s. Their symbolic importance is such that they are always placed in
a separate section at the beginning of the account of Majdhüb’s activities in any place he visited.
231 al-Wasıla, 101{4}, 104{2-3}, 105{1-2, 4}, 108{2}, 110{3}, 111{1, 6}). The first two caliphs,
Abü Bakr al-∑iddıq (c."573-634) and fiUmar b. al-Kha††b (c."590-644) are buried together with the
Prophet. His daughter F†ima al-Zahr√ (c."605-632), according to most sources, is buried in the Baqıfi
cemetary, but the exact location of her tomb is disputed, and in any case she has a mausoleum in the Great
Mosque next to her father’s. It is this that Majdhüb used to visit. Curiously, there are no reports of his
visiting al-Baqıfi (a rather desolate place at the time). His children who died in Medina in infancy were
buried there, however (al-Wasıla, 111{5}; Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 362-4; L. Veccia Vaglieri, art.
“F†ima”, in EI2; R. Winder, art. “al-Madına”, in EI2).
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worship. On the 12th of Rajab, Zairs come out in large bodies from the city, encamp on the plain
for three or four days, and pass the time in feasting”.232

The “Lord of the martyrs” of U˛ud (Sayyid al-shuhad√) was the Prophet’s uncle
˘amza b. fiAbd al-Mu††alib who was buried in a small mosque together with three of his
companions. The dome (qubba) above his tomb had been demolished by the Wahhbıs
but may already have been rebuilt by the time of Majdhüb’s visits.233

In Sawkin, it was the town’s patron saint, Shaykh Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı, to whom
Majdhüb most frequently directed his steps. The qubba of Abü ’l-Fat˛ lies on the edge
of the “Barr al-fiAjam” cemetary dominating the entrance to Sawkin harbour. It is
within half an hour’s walking distance from Majdhüb’s zwiya, and on the way
Majdhüb and his followers often stopped briefly at the cemetary as well.234 The qubba
of Shaykh fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı (on an island opposite Abü ’l-Fat˛) was more difficult
to reach as one had to go there by boat; consequently, it was less frequently visited.
Thus, after one prolonged visit to Abü ’l-Fat˛,

the fuqar√ asked him, “Did you not tell us that we would visit fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı as well?” —
“Yes, but Abü ’l-Fat˛ told me that fiAbd Allh does not like so many visitors at one time, and if I
wanted to go I should go with a small group. That’s why I left this for another time.”235

Apart from these two most prominent saints of Sawkin, Majdhüb went to the tomb of
Shaykh al-Anßrı just north of the market-place. People were gambling there (a pastime
perhaps not unrelated to the market?), and Majdhüb intervened to stop this.236 Other
tombs he visited are no longer identifiable today: that of Shaykh Safid “outside town”,
and that of Fakı ∑iddıq bi’l-Bb (apparently at the cemetary).237

Back on the Nile, Majdhüb payed frequent visits to the tomb of Fakı Mu˛ammad b.
fiAbd al-Wahhb in QΩz al-Fünj — not a qubba but a baniyya, a simple rectangular mud
building, with or without a roof.238 In al-Dmar, he visited the graves of his ancestors,
among them the baniyya of his grandfather Fakı ˘amad.239 And he ‘rediscovered’ the

232 Burton, Personal narrative, I, 423-4.
233 al-Wasıla, 113{3-4}. Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 364-5, contains a detailed descriptions of
U˛ud and the rites performed there in 1814.
234 al-Wasıla, 142{3-4}, 143{1}, 144{1}. For details on the saints of Sawkin, see above, Chapter
IV.
235 al-Wasıla, 142{4}.
236 al-Wasıla, 143{5}.
237 al-Wasıla, 144{2}, 143{5}.
238 al-Wasıla, 178{6}, 179{1}, 182{2}. On Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd a-Wahhb, a contemporary of
Majdhüb’s grandfather, see above, Chapter V.
239 al-Wasıla, 190{6-7}, 198{1, 3}. This baniyya no longer exists today; the site of Fakı ˘amad’s
tomb lies quite inconspicuously in the middle of a road.
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tomb of ˘jj fiˆs w. Qindıl, the eponymous ancestor of the Qindılb (the parent ethnic
group of the Majdhıb).240

Such a ‘discovery’ of previously unknown graves was rather typical of Majdhüb. He
used to enquire about obliterated burial-sites that he passed, and revealed (bayyana /
ashhara) many ‘forgotten’ tombs, with or without indicating the names of those buried
there who were usually, but not always, identified as walıs.241 Sometimes, these newly-
discovered holymen were literally far-fetched, as in the case of the tomb of a “Maghribı
walı” supposedly located six days’ journey from Sawkin which neither Majdhüb had
ever seen nor anyone else used to know about.242

The identification of ˘jj fiˆs’s tomb was clearly the most spectacular of all his
‘discoveries’; fifteen years later, it was already talked about in Khartoum.243

One day Majdhüb, accompanied by a large crowd, went to visit the graves among which ˘jj fiˆs
is buried [2 km south of al-Dmar]. He asked those present where ˘jj fiˆs’s grave was, but no
one knew since he had died such a long time ago. Majdhüb returned [to al-Dmar]. When night
fell, he sent fiAlı Diqna and Sayyid ˘asan b. Ibrhım [two non-locals!] to dig at the place they had
visited during the day, ordering Sayyid ˘asan to dig first.

They went and dug, and Sayyid ˘asan found nothing. fiAlı Diqna said, “Move!”, and dug, then
tasted the soil and found it tasted like sugar. They took some soil and brought it to Majdhüb who
tasted it and said, “You found it!”

In the morning, Majdhüb, accompanied by a countless number of people, went to the place. He
told the crowd, “My ancestor has ordered me to make public his grave, telling me that the sign
would be that I would find sugar there. He then asked Sayyid ˘asan to dig, and ˘asan found the
soil sweet. Then Majdhüb himself went and dug with both his hands and gave the sugar-soil to
those present; they crowded in upon the grave, and pushed him out of it so that they could get
more of it; but as soon as he had left the grave, the sugar-soil turned into ordinary soil again.244

The sweet stuff that “tasted like sugar and looked like soil”245 caused some controversy
in al-Dmar, and the local scholars debated its true nature:

Fakı Mu˛ammad Hawwrı asked Fakı A˛mad b. al-‡ayyib b. Fakı ˘amad whether the soil from
˘jj fiˆs’s grave had truly turned into sugar or whether it had [only] tasted like sugar. Fakı A˛mad
replied that it had remained soil, but tasted exactly like sugar.

As everyone with the slightest understanding of the nature of karmt will know, the
hagiographer comments, this is a much higher karma than just to turn soil into plain

240 al-Wasıla, 191{3-6}.
241 al-Wasıla, 143{2-3}, 144{3}, 162{1-2}, 182{3-4}, 191{3-6}. Majdhüb was also in the habit of
identifying other obliterated places, such as the mosque and school of fiAbd Allh al-Aghbash (179{2}),
or the place where Fakı ˘amad used to go into Retreat while a student in al-Ghubush (179{3}).
242 al-Wasıla, 144{3}.
243 al-Wasıla, 191{3-6}; Funj Chronicle (see above, Chapter II).
244 al-Wasıla, 191{3}.
245 al-Wasıla, 191{4}.
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sugar.246 But doubts remained about the true motives for the transmutation. Fakı al-
Azraq b. al-Azraq b. Fakı ˘amad thought to himself, ‘He is doing this merely to show
off (i÷hr nafsih), and with much success!’247

However that may be, the story is not as fantastic as it may seem at first sight. Not only
is it a common belief in the Sudan that the earth from a fakı’s tomb is endowed with
healing power, and is therefore used as an ingredient in amulets.248 As witnessed by
Baker in al-∑üfı in 1861, visitors “ate the holy earth in small pinches, which they
scraped like rabbits, from a hole they had burrowed towards the venerated corpse; this
hole was about two feet deep from continual scratching, and must have been very near
the Faky.”249 One would rather expect the soil to taste sweeter and sweeter at this level
of approach.

It was perhaps no coincidence that the ‘discovery’ of this man’s tomb in particular
should be considered so important. Al-˘jj fiˆs al-Nakks w. Qindıl (fl. early 16th c."?),
often depicted as a foreign trader and ‘wise stranger’, was the eponymous ancestor of
the Qindılb, the parent ethnic group from whom the Majdhıb emerged as a separate
clan in the late eighteenth century. According to local tradition, he and his family lived
in Darrü (today known as al-Shfiaddınb) 2 km south of al-Dmar; it is there that his
tomb is shown. Al-˘jj fiˆs’s significance in the context of oral tradition lies in the fact
that he stands at the juncture of the local (“fiAnaj”/“Nubian”) with the “immigrant”,
“Arabic-Islamic” cultures. He may be interpreted as symbolising the emergence of a
particular group (possibly clustering around immigrant traders) assuming a decidedly
Islamic identity, fed on foreign sources, within a local African context.250 Later oral
tradition in al-Dmar credited Majdhüb with the ‘discovery’ of other tombs as well,
such as those of al-˘jj fiˆs’s grandson fiAbd Allh rjil Darrü, of a certain Wad
fiAwΩ∂a, and others.251

The ‘discovery’ of tombs may have been a means to stage a show; it certainly helped to
establish significant links and ‘networks’ in time and space. Sometimes, however, the
dead — or Majdhüb? — grew tired of all the publicity:

The graves between Sawkin and t’Amın˙b are graves of righteous men. Majdhüb passed by them
when he was accompanying his mother for a while on her return to the Nile, and the spirits of

246 al-Wasıla, 191{5}.
247 al-Wasıla, 191{6}.
248 El Safi, Native medicine, 33.
249 Baker, Nile Tributaries, 163 (emphasis in the original).
250 A detailed discussion of the various traditions concerning al-˘jj ˘amad is beyond the scope of
the present argument; the sources are: Hurreiz, Jafialiyyın folktales, 123-4, 128; “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir
Majdhüb, Bayn nasab al-faqıh ˘amad, Bergen, Hofheinz collection, ms. 3. 43-51; Tansul, 1;
Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-Majdhüb, Nr al-Majdhıb, 7; Bashır KΩkΩ, Lama˛t, 10-11; al-Karsani,
“Majdhubiyya”, 12-3, 15; id., thesis-version, 42; Majdhüb M. al-Amın, 9/2/87.
251 Madına fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, 18/9/87, 6.
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those buried there came to greet him. He asked them whether he should make their graves public,
but they said no, so he left them.252

Majdhüb visited both ordinary graves and tombs (more elaborate buildings that one
could enter). What did he do there?

A typical visit was framed by greeting the buried person at the beginning253 and reciting
the Fti˛a before taking leave.254 In between, various other activities could take place.
For example, Majdhüb read a poem of intercession (tawassul)255 or distributed the
Dal√il al-khayrt among his followers for a communal performance.256 There is no
clear evidence that he performed prayers at the site of tombs (a practice sharply
condemned by the Wahhbıs), but at least one of his students did perform two rakfias
‘of greeting’ in the mi˛rb inside the tomb of Abü ’l-Fat˛. After all, the saints
themselves were said to pray in their tombs (v.i.).

Often, however, it was silence rather than words that marked the central part of a visit.
On his way to the main tomb on the cemetary, Majdhüb stopped by other graves:

At every grave he said useful invocations. Then he turned to a grave which we did not know, and
stood there for a long time. When he came back, he was asked why, and said that he had heard [the
person buried there] reading the Qur√n very beautifully.257

This story illustrates the aspect of individual withdrawal into silent contemplation that
was an important part of many visits to the cemetary. This withdrawal is even more
obvious in the case of tombs that one could enter. Majdhüb spent many hours alone
inside the qubbas or baniyyas of ˘amza b. fiAbd al-Mu††alib, Abü ’l-Fat˛, fiAbd Allh
al-Jabartı, Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Wahhb, and Fakı ˘amad.258 Followers who accompa-
nied him to the cemetary had to wait outside. Sometimes they fell asleep; sometimes
they were curious to see what their shaykh did inside, so they peeked through an
opening. They could see Majdhüb sitting like in prayer and apparently conversing with
the tomb-dweller. This was confirmed when Majdhüb came out of the building and told
them what they had spoken about, or what he had seen of the saint, or simply that he
had passed a very pleasant time in the saint’s company.

252 al-Wasıla, 162{2}. T’Amın˙b is a mountain east of Sinkt and about 45 km southwest of
Sawkin, at 37°E 18°50' N.
253 al-Wasıla, 113{3}.
254 al-Wasıla, 143{2, 6}.
255 al-Wasıla, 113{3}.
256 al-Wasıla, 143{2}.
257 al-Wasıla, 191{1}.
258 al-Wasıla, 113{4}, 142{4}, 143{1, 4}, 179{1}, 182{2}, 190{6-7}.
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Innehalten: to stop and pause for a moment, to step away from the usual pace of this
world and reflect on its fleeting nature and its relativity in the face of the other world, to
withdraw from society and to dip into sources of meaning, harmony, beauty, and
strength — these cross-cultural themes are also apparent in the Wasıla’s desription of
visits to the graves. Tombs were places where one could meditate; and more generally,
in the society in which Majdhüb lived they offered one of the few legitimate possibilites
to be alone and undisturbed and silent.

Withdrawal and silence were, however, imbedded in social activity and socially held
beliefs. One of these was the belief that the bodies of saints, like those of prophets, are
not consumed in their tombs. The saint, says Majdhüb, “is alive in his tomb; he prays
and fasts”.259 Although this idea is well-known throughout human history,260 for some
of his followers it seems to have been a somewhat disturbing thought, an extraordinary
one in any case.261 It may be significant in this regard that while other people also used
to spend time alone inside tombs, the Wasıla never credits them with seeing or speaking
to the saint inside, and in one instance specifically tells how one of Majdhüb’s followers
was too weak to stand the experience that was about to unfold.262

At many of the graves he visited, Majdhüb ordered flags or banners (bayraq) to be put
up. This happened not only at sites where presumed saints were buried, but was also
granted to quite ordinary people, and even to some who had died only recently after a
life spent in sin. In the latter case, the reason given was that they had been forgiven by
God, or that despite external appearance, they were in reality walıs protecting the
Muslims. These cases only confirm, however, that spreading a flag was a sign of
distinction and turned the grave into a place of pious visits (mazr).263

The afterlife and this life were intertwined. In one instance, for example, Majdhüb stood
by a recent grave weeping for the torments the man buried there had to endure because

259 al-Wasıla, 142{4}: “huwa ˛ayyun fı qabrihi yußallı wa-yaßüm”.
260 Goldziher, “Veneration of saints in Islam”, in Muslim studies, esp. 279-341 (German 305-78).
Bodies not consumed: p. 286 (German 314). Opposition: 332-341 (German 368-78). The idea that the
dead dwell in their tombs like the living in their houses can be traced back to earliest human history. It
may originate in the old wish to see death not as the absolute end but as a transition to another form of
life. However that may be, the idea that the dead reside in their tombs marks both a similarity and a
difference between them and those inhabiting ‘this world’. Similar is the widespread belief that the dead
communicate or ‘speak’ — but in a voice that only special people can perceive and understand (Tamara
M. Green, art. “Tombs”, in The Encyclopedia of religion; cf. also Erika Bourguignon, art. “Necromancy”,
in ib. [with her note on the limited use of this term]).
261 al-Wasıla, 113{4}.
262 al-Wasıla, 146{1}, 142{4}, 156{4}.
263 al-Wasıla, 143{2, 6}, 144{1}, 182{3-4}.
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his mother would not forgive him; appropriately, she was urged to change her mind
about him.264

All in all, it was thus the shaykh who mediated (or least attempted to mediate) what
meaning a visit to the cemetary had for his followers. He spoke with them about the
deceased, evoking stories about their lives, embellishing existing anecdotes and adding
new ones. He gave them a taste of the encounter with the saint, occasionally by such
drastic means as spitting into his followers’ mouth (which “left a sensation sweet as
honey for three days”).265 In this way, he brought the saints to life; he filled the local
space with pious and saintly people and linked them to the Prophet.266 He thereby added
religious value to this local space.

The locals, however, were not always quick enough to follow, and sometimes Majdhüb
despaired of them. After a visit to Abd Allh al-Jabartı, he and his followers sailed away
from the island.

After a while, we heard a sound from the direction of the tomb like the whistling of a bird.
Majdhüb asked: “Do you recognise this sound?” — “It’s a bird.” The Shaykh fell silent for an hour
before recovering his voice. “Don’t you have any sense of understanding!? (a-lam yakun lakum
fi†na?) That had been Shaykh fiAbd Allh calling you! And you think it was a bird!” We meant to
ask him what Shaykh fiAbd Allh had said; but then we were too shy (akhadhatn haybatuhu fa-
sakatn).267

No story serves better to illustrate the discrepancy between the preacher’s attempt to
infuse places and events with religious meaning and the obstinacy of his much more
down-to-earth audience. They were fascinated by him, but they were not ready to go
quite as far as he would have liked them to.

OOOOuuuuttttiiiinnnnggggssss::::    lllliiiimmmmiiiitttteeeedddd    ccccoooonnnnttttaaaacccctttt    wwwwiiiitttthhhh    tttthhhheeee    sssseeeemmmmiiii----nnnnoooommmmaaaaddddssss
During the rainy season (mid-October to January), Majdhüb and his followers occasion-
ally left the residential area of Sawkin to go to al-Füla, a large water storage basin
(˛afır) consisting of two earthen dams across a khΩr that lay about eight hundred meters
south of the Majdhübı lodge; numerous small water holes lie nearby.268 This was not

264 al-Wasıla, 144{1}.
265 al-Wasıla, 190{7}.
266 al-Wasıla, 143{2}.
267 al-Wasıla, 143{4}. Cf. similarly 156{3}, where the fuqar√ fail to recognise a man in shabby
clothes as being Khi∂r.
268 al-Wasıla, 134{2}, 153{6}, 160{1-3}, 168{2} (al-Wasıla wrongly spells it, ‘al-Ghüla’).
According to local legend, the ˛afır was first built in 967: 1560 [or 970: 1562] by the fiAbdallb ruler al-
fiAjıb al-Mnjuluk on his way to the ˛ajj and was frequently enlarged later on. About 1200 m south of it
are three or four graves reputed to be those of the Fünj sul†ns, Bdı IV Ab Shilükh and fiAbd Allh
Jammfi (Shuqayr, Jughrfiya wa-trıkh, 122; Bloss I, 286, and II, 278; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh
Sawkin, 46-7, 241; Paul, History, 77).

(cont’d)
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only a place of refreshment — people enjoyed watching the water coming down the
khΩr when it had rained — but most certainly also served the purpose of getting water
for the community and watering the animals. Majdhüb was, however, not directly
involved in these activities. He squatted on a little hill watching the scenery; he prayed;
and he used the occasion to preach to the people who had gathered there. After an hour
or so he returned to the lodge, walking sometimes, and sometimes riding on a donkey.

It is unclear whether al-Füla provided water only for the inhabitants of Sawkin, or
whether it was also used by the (semi-)nomads (afirb) who spent the winter in the
coastal plains. But if not at al-Füla, Majdhüb entered into contact with these people on
occasional outings to the open countryside (fa∂√ or burür).269 He spent the night in the
nomads’ camps, and gathered people around him in the morning to teach and preach
just as he did in his lodge in Sawkin.270 When his mother returned to the Nile, he
accompanied her for quite some distance, perhaps up into the Red Sea Hills, more than
a day’s journey from Sawkin.271 Like other travellers, he tried to obtain food and
fodder from the nomads, and they turned to him for medical assistance. But while
Majdhüb undoubtedly had some contact with the nomads, at the same time it is clear
that this contact remained limited; two stories272 indicate that the nomads had a rather
reserved attitude towards the sedentary townspeople, and Majdhüb was clearly
identified as belonging to the world of the latter. The language barrier was one
expression of this rural-urban contrast. Majdhüb did not speak ti-Be∂wyεt, and
knowledge of Arabic among the Beja was restricted to a very limited group of people.
Majdhüb could therefore not hope to reach a broad audience among the Beja living
outside Sawkin.

Another possible place of contact with the semi-nomadic population in the Red Sea
Hills could have been the summer resort of many Sawkinese, Sinkt. By June, when
the rainy season starts in the mountains, the nomads leave the coastal plains to find fresh

The most detailed description of al-Füla and its use was given by Heuglin: “Sµdwestlich vom Ort, etwa
1/2 Meile entfernt, befindet sich ein Regenteich, in dem nach Sudanischem Brauch vor Eintritt der Regen
in den Bergen […] mehrere Ochsen geschlachtet werden. Unter gµnstigen Umständen fµllt sich das mit
mehreren Khoren in Verbindung stehende Bassin und enthält dann 5 bis 6 Monate lang gutes
Trinkwasser. Ist die ‘Fúla’ ausgetrocknet, so werden in ihrem Bett Brunnengruben abgeteuft, die aber
mehr und mehr faules und salziges Wasser geben, das dann nur noch zur Tränke fµr Kameele benutzt
werden kann.” (Heuglin, “Reise in Nordost-Afrika […] 1857”, 337).
Al-Füla was Sawkin’s main source of water before A˛mad Mumtz constructed — with forced labour,
which caused much resentment — a new water supply system whereby water was conducted from Jabal
t’Amın˙b to al-Sh†a; this was begun in 1866 and completed by March 1870 (∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin,
241-2, 245).
269 al-Wasıla, 129{1}, 161{3}. — Similar outings with a handful of companions occurred in al-
Dmar, where he went to the open steppe (al-barz) (al-Wasıla, 195{2}).
270 See also al-Wasıla, 171{3}.
271 al-Wasıla, 161{4}, 162{1-4}.
272 al-Wasıla, 161{4}, 162{4}.
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pastures further west and south, “and a substantial proportion of the sedentary popu-
lation also goes up into the hills to escape the high summer temperatures and
humididy”.273 It is interesting to note that Majdhüb — contrary to some of his in-laws
— apparently did not move to Sinkt during the two summers he spent in Sawkin. Did
he lack the means? Was he unwilling to leave the lodge and his students who were
perhaps themselves too poor to leave the town? Our sources do not allow us to give an
answer; but it is clear that Majdhüb did not preach to the population around Sinkt. The
missionary work among these people was started later (probably by al-‡hir Majdhüb).
The mosque/khalwa maintained there today274 by followers of the Majdhıb was
established by a section of the Ashrf, and is considered theirs, not that of the Majdhıb.

IIIIssssssssuuuueeeessss

We shall now turn to a closer analysis of several key issues in the interaction between
Majdhüb and his followers. As we have seen above, medical support and the
interpretation of dreams were among the major reasons for people to turn to Majdhüb;
moral reform, on the other hand, appears as the shaykh’s principal concern. We shall
deal with these issues consecutively.

RRRRuuuuqqqqyyyyaaaa::::    mmmmeeeeddddiiiiccccaaaallll    hhhheeeellllpppp

Medical support is the single most important reason the Wasıla gives for people to turn
to Majdhüb, and apart from religious guidance, it is among the services most closely
associated with fakıs in the Sudan.275 While some fakıs become specialised therapists
who attain fame for their successful treatment of one or several particular kinds of
illnesses, general help and the alleviation of pain is expected more or less from all fakıs;
it is part of their occupational profile to offer support in cases exceeding the individual’s
power, and their interventions can often be interpreted as aiming principly at remedying
the psychosocial context of the patient.

In a society that knows nothing of modern medicine,276 this is an area where the bound-
ary between science, religion, and magic is difficult to draw. In the early nineteenth-

273 Roden, “Sawkin”, 1.
274 In Sinkt-L’yam˙b.
275 Over 8% of the karmt stories in al-Wasıla are directly concerned with healing. Cf. also
Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan 141.
276 The term ‘modern medicine’, as used here, refers to a medicine that sees itself as being based
solely on the results of ‘modern’, secular, empirical science which explores the world ‘as if God did not
exist’.
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century Sudan, books on “Prophetic medicine” (al-†ibb al-Nabawı) and perhaps on
some aspects of Galenic-Islamic medicine, indigenous knowledge about the effective-
ness of particular substances, and the belief in the power of God’s Word formed the
basis of most cures.277 This was the background against which Majdhüb performed.

The following story serves well to illustrate Majdhüb’s medical activities:

˘jj Mu˛ammad developed a painful neoplasm (nabt) on his leg. ‘I feared it would destroy my
whole leg, so I went to Majdhüb and asked him to use ruqya (v.i) on it. Majdhüb replied, “Go to
the doctors (a†ibba)! They will either use cauterisation or amputate your leg”. — “If I had the
strength to do so, I would have gone to them before I came to you!” Majdhüb smiled and told me
to come closer, then touched my leg and said once, “In the name of God, the Merciful, the
Compassionate”. Then he took a thread, spat on it and told me to fasten it round my leg. I thought,
“Isn’t this ruqya too little?” But Majdhüb immediately said, “There is no better”. By his baraka,
God healed me without delay (fa-shafnı ’llhu min barakatihi fı ’l-˛ın)’.278

The first important point made clear by this account is that Majdhüb acted in a society
where fakıs were not the only source of medical help. Professional doctors (both the
terms †abıb and ˛akım279 occur) provided an alternative. They were clearly distin-
guished from the fakıs by the methods they used: cauterisation and amputation. The
‘doctors’ can thus be compared to medieval European barbers.280 Majdhüb, on the other

277 A useful survey of pre-modern medical practices in the Sudan is Ahmed El Safi, Native medicine
in the Sudan. Cf. also id., “Traditional medicine in an Afro-Arab country”. A˛mad al-∑fı is director of
the Traditional Medicine Research Institute in Khartoum; results of the research conducted there are
published in the Institute’s occasional papers. For examples of Sudanese medical prescriptions contempo-
rary to Majdhüb, see fiAlı ∑li˛ Karrr, “Three traditional prescriptions”.
“Prophetic medicine” arose as a reaction of Tradition-minded Muslims against what they perceived to be
the ‘heathen’ authorities of Galenic medicine. It draws mainly on Arab folk medicine dressed in the
mantle of Prophetic Traditions. In the Sudan as elsewhere in the Muslim world, one of the most
widespread books on “Prophetic medicine” is al-Ra˛ma fı ’l-†ibb wa’l-˛ikma, popularly attributed to Jall
al-Dın al-Suyü†ı, but in fact written by Mu˛ammad al-Mahdawı al-∑anawbarı (e.g. Beirut: Mk. al-
Thaqfiyya, s.d.). See Pesho, The Prophet’s medicine; Ismail Hussein Abdalla, “The medicine of the
Prophet Muhammad”; Schimmel, Und Muhammad, 38.
For surveys of Galenic-Islamic medicine, see Khan, Islamic medicine; Ullmann, Islamic medicine; id.,
Medizin im Islam; Hassan Kamal, Encyclopaedia of Islamic medicine; GAS III. For pharmacological
knowledge, see B Lewin, art. “Adwiya” in EI2; Remke Kruk, art. “Nabt” in EI2 (the latter includes useful
bibliographical references not only to the classical authors, but also to recent studies of present-day
herbalist practices in Muslim countries). For Islamic medical practices in Africa, see Slikkerveer, Plural
medical systems in the Horn of Africa; African healing strategies; Fisher, “Hassebu: Islamic healing in
Black Africa”; Morsy, Gender, sickness, and healing in rural Egypt; Hamès, “Entre recette magique d’al-
Bûnî et prière islamique d’al-Ghazâlî”.
278 al-Wasıla, 180{5}. The cure described here is known in the Sudan as, ‘˛abl al-fiazıma’ (El Safi,
Native medicine, 34).
279 al-Wasıla, 186{5}.
280 The classical and Sudanese Arabic word, ‘˛allq’ has exactly the same double meaning of “hair
dresser” and “surgeon” as the English, ‘barber’. It is not used in al-Wasıla, but the methods ascribed to
the ˛akım and †abıb are identical to those of the ˛allq. Apart from the ˛allq, Sudanese Arabic also
knows the baßır, the bone-setter. It seems that the different techniques were viewed as different crafts and
performed only by the respective specialists; the craft was often transferred within the family. (El Safi,
Native medicine, 2, 26-7; Kenyon, Five Women of Sennar, 97, 249).
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hand, like Sudanese fakıs in general, never administered such bloody treatment.281 They
specialised in ruqya, a term that requires a more detailed discussion in order to under-
stand the possible role of magic in these practices.

IIIIssss    rrrruuuuqqqqyyyyaaaa    mmmmaaaaggggiiiicccc????

Medicus curat — Deus sanat282

All attempts to come to terms with ‘magic’ practices and their classification begin, in
one way or another, with a definition of magic as ritual techniques that are believed to
have a specific effect on a specific object if correctly applied.283 To what extent this
definition is then upheld or not is a matter of much disagreement. In particular, it is the
question of how magic relates to and differs from religion that continues to be debated
among anthropologists and historians of religion. Part of the problem is that the defini-
tion given above is often seen to imply a sharp contrast, according to which ‘magic’ is
characterised by the belief that through proper and specific practices, humans can exert
a compelling influence over other beings (men, nature, the Gods, etc.), while ‘religion’
asserts that humans do not have the power to cause the Gods (or God) to do something,
but can only ask them.

When one takes a closer look at the details of the practices in question, this contrast
tends to blur, however. As we shall see, the difficulty in drawing a clear line between
‘religion’ and ‘magic’ applies also in our case, Majdhüb’s use of ruqya.

In most accounts of magic, a distinction is made between ‘licit’ and ‘illicit’ magic
(sometimes called, ‘white’ and ‘black’ magic). In Arabic, there are two words that are
often translated as ‘magic’: ruqya and si˛r. These two terms stand in opposition to each
other. Si˛r (“sorcery”) is condemned in the Qur√n,284 while ruqya is expressly permit-

281 The majority of Prophetic Traditions on the subject warn against cauterisation and state the
superiority of those who do not use it; this may have influenced the fakıs’ stance. There are, however,
some Traditions justifying cauterisation (Wensinck VI 73-4; Bukhrı LXXVI 3, 17). In al-Wasıla, 186{5},
Majdhüb — through a dream — expressly discourages cauterisation.
282 Variation of the original Latin saying, “Medicus curat — natura sanat”.
283 ‘Ritual’, that is, as opposed to techniques based on empirical science. These ritual techniques are
frequently symbolic in character, working through analogies, expressive acts, etc. On the problem of
defining magic in general, and terms such as ‘expressive’ or ‘analogous acts’ in particular, see
Kippenberg/Luchesi (edd.), Magie. The vast literature on magic and related questions is practically
impossible to survey. While the debate still goes on, “in modern anthropology the tendency is not to
separate ‘magic’ as a sharply defined field with ritual and religion on the one hand and technical activity
on the other. The anthropologist consequently studies the interpenetration of the symbolic and scientific
aspects of knowledge, as well as the techniques for its application” (Seymour-Smith, 175).
Among recent works on magic in Islam, see especially Kovalenko, Magie et islam; Brandenburg, Medizin
und Magie; Hock, Gott und Magie im Swahili-Islam.
284 Q 2:102; 10:77 & passim.
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ted by the scholar-jurists.285 Because of this opposition, as well as from the context of
the practices to which these terms are usually applied, it seems justifiable at first glance
to understand si˛r as ‘illicit’ and ruqya as ‘licit magic’286

But a second look at our sources may caution us a little. In the case of Majdhüb, it is
obvious that al-Wasıla maintains a clear distinction between his acts of ruqya and the
desired consequence, the recovery (shif√) of the patient. The healing comes from God;
there is no causal link between ruqya and shif√; shif√ is not effected by ruqya, even
though it may be a consequence of it. This is reflected in the wording of the last
sentence of the story quoted above, a standard expression in these accounts: ‘fa-’
(consequence of the action described before) ‘shafnı ’llh’ (God healed me) ‘min
barakatihi’ (through the life-increasing power of the human mediator) ‘fı ’l-˛ın’
(instantly).

If God — and not Majdhüb — is seen to cause the patient’s recovery, the attitude under-
lying Majdhüb’s acts cannot be described as magical in the sense defined above. On the
other hand, his ruqya is clearly more than a mere prayer or invocation; it is a treatment
designed to bring about recovery, and it is believed to be an unfailing treatment. This
belief is explained not in causal terms, but on the basis of statistical evidence, so to
speak: “No one has ever used it without recovering instantly”.287 Thus, it appears that
even though in theory ruqya is distinguished from magic, the practical attitude of those
who are involved in it cannot easily be differentiated from a belief in the effectiveness
of magical means.

The oscillating nature of the practices in question, the inconsistencies between the acts
performed, the conscious attitudes and unconscious motives of those involved in these
acts, and the theoretical explanations given to them, constitute the major problem in the
whole debate about magic. I cannot attempt a general contribution to this debate here.
Rather, I shall try to understand the meaning of ruqya for Majdhüb and his associates by
describing the relevant practices in greater detail.

MMMMeeeeddddiiiiccccaaaallll    ddddeeeettttaaaaiiiillllssss
Headache, eyeache, blurred vision, blindness, ear-ache, stomach-ache, gastric or intesti-
nal ailments, distended stomach, renal, venous, and cardiac pain, cough, neoplasms,
kalaf (“a skin infection characterized by an abnormally dark pigmentation”),288 infec-

285 See al-Qayrawnı, al-Risla, Cairo: Dr al-Kutub al-Islmiyya, s. d., p. 166.
286 It is noteworthy in this context that in Sudanese colloquial Arabic, ‘†ibb’ (the classical Arabic
word for “medicine”) is synonymous with ‘si˛r’ (fiAwn al-Sharıf, Qmüs, s.v. ‘†ibb’; El Safi, Native
medicine, 23).
287 al-Wasıla, 39. This is very reminiscent of Ashfiarite conceptions of God’s ‘habits’.
288 Ullmann, Islamic medicine, 28. In Mauritania, it denotes “an abnormal darkening of the cheeks”
(Norris, “Mauretanian medicine”, 21). In modern Arabic, ‘kalaf’ means “freckles” or “pimples”.
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tion of the sexual organs,289 scorpion and snake-bites, insomnia, impotence,290 hemi-
plegia, clonic attacks, mental disorders, possession, leprosy, leucoderma, smallpox, and
other unspecified illnesses — the list of afflictions Majdhüb had to deal with is long and
varied.291 The ways of treatment similarly differed. Popular perception chiefly retained
the memory of the more miraculous methods, the effect of which, judging from the
perspective of modern medicine, must have been based on their psychological impact,
that is, the patients’ belief in the power of the shaykh. Majdhüb’s saliva292 and his ablu-
tion water were particularly significant transmitters of this power; they were applied
externally (against headaches,293 neoplasms,294 or infections295) or internally (by
drinking water into which he spat to alleviate pain in the breast,296 or by drinking his
ablution-water to cure leprosy297). The imposition of Majdhüb’s hands drove away
headaches and bad dreams.298 Some methods were more ‘theatrical’. For example,
Majdhüb literally pulled the source of a clonic attack out of a child’s head;299 he
relieved fiAlı Digna of his diarrhea by intensely stroking his hand across his own
belly;300 he drove out the ‘spirits’ inhabiting a possessed man by throwing his ablution
pitcher at him301 or by moving a grass blade in front of the patient.302 In other instances,
Majdhüb’s word sufficed. “Rise”, he ordered someone who had lain unconscious for
two days,303 “in the name of God!”304 — and the patient walked. Words, like saliva,
could be applied to a thread and fastened to the sick body where they helped not only
humans305 but also animals.306 The most powerful word of all was, of course, the

289 al-Wasıla, 171{1}. “L’éléphantiasis du scrotum, quoique plus rare [than that of the legs], afflige
encore les malheureux habitans de Massaouah, et cette partie du corps acquiert parfois un développement
monstrueux” (Combes, Voyage en Abyssinie, 116).
290 Impotence was explained as being caused by a spell, and therefore called, d’ al-nushra.
291 al-Wasıla, 38-9, 109{1-5}, 122{2}, 126{5}, 130{5}, 138{4}, 147{4}, 152{1-3}, 153{2,6},
154{5}, 159{3-4}, 162{3}, 168{7}, 171{1-2}, 179{6}, 180{3-6}, 188{1-2}, 196{3,5}, 197{2-4,6-7}.
292 “A believers’s saliva is medicine” (rıq al-mu√min shif√), Majdhüb is said to have quoted a
˛adıth (not in Wensinck, nor in al-Suyü†ı, al-Jmifi al-ßaghır). He was thereby reacting to the astonish-
ment of an onlooker who found it strange that Majdhüb, to whom children were brought so that he would
pray for them (yadfiü lahum), merely spat at them (al-Wasıla, 176{5}). The fakı’s saliva is of course the
chief ‘transmittor’ of healing-power in the practice known as, ‘fiazıma’ (El Safi, Native medicine, 29).
293 al-Wasıla, 180{3}.
294 al-Wasıla, 152{1-2}.
295 al-Wasıla, 171{1}.
296 al-Wasıla, 153{2}.
297 al-Wasıla, 109{5}.
298 al-Wasıla, 154{5}.
299 al-Wasıla, 180{6}.
300 al-Wasıla, 196{5}.
301 al-Wasıla, 109{3}.
302 al-Wasıla, 162{3}.
303 al-Wasıla, 122{2}.
304 al-Wasıla, 109{2-3}.
305 al-Wasıla, 180{5}.
306 al-Wasıla, 196{3}.
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Qur√n;307 the phrase, “We send down in the Qur√n that which is a healing and a
mercy to those who believe” (Q 17: 82) is one of the verses regularly cited for medical
purposes.308 The Qur√n could be ingested by writing verses on a wooden tablet and
washing the ink off with water which was then drunk;309 this procedure is known as
‘mi˛ya’ (“erasure”) in Sudanese colloquial (= ‘ma˛w’, in classical Arabic). Finally,
plants310 and mineral earths311 were also used.

It was recognised that Majdhüb’s power was not limitless, that sometimes he just could
not do anything. Examples are instances of blindness,312 of possession,313 and one case
of a man whose belly “exploded”.314

So much for the ‘popular’ perspective, as reflected in the stories told by Majdhüb’s
adherents. A more ‘learned’ perspective is given in a list of the prescriptions Majdhüb
used.315 Here, we find conspicuously more emphasis on medicinal plants and earths,
and the power of the Qur√n; the direct power of the shaykh qua shaykh plays a lesser
role.

The healing power of God’s word was principally invoked in cases exceeding the capa-
bilities of contemporary pharmaceutical knowledge. Foremost among these was small-
pox, epidemics of which regularly struck the Sudan (e.g., in 1813) taking a heavy death
toll. The only help against it was to write protective formulæ onto the body.316

307 al-Wasıla, 138{4}, 154{5}.
308 al-Wasıla, 38-9.
309 al-Wasıla, 152{3}, 197{7}. On this practice, see Abdullahi Osman el-Tom, “Drinking the
Koran”; El Safi, Native medicine, 30.
310 al-Wasıla, 186{5}.
311 al-Wasıla, 180{4}.
312 al-Wasıla, 109{1}.
313 al-Wasıla, 159{3-4}.
314 al-Wasıla, 197{3}.
315 Unless otherwise noted, the following is based on al-Wasıla, 38-9.
316 The exact formulæ are given here as an example of how Qur√nic verses were used in medicine:
On the forehead, write, “Mu˛ammad is no more than an apostle; many were the apostles that passed away
before him” (Q 3: 144). — On the right upper arm, “And Job, when he cried to his Lord, ‘Truly distress
has seized me, but thou art the most merciful of those that are merciful’” (Q 21: 83). — On the left upper
arm, “Here is [water] wherein to wash, cool [and refreshing], and [water] to drink” (Q 38: 42) [this verse
marks the beginning of Job’s recuperation]. — On the right thigh, “Therefore patiently persevere, as did
the apostles of inflexible purpose; and be in no haste about them. On the day that they see the
[punishment] promised them, [it will be] as if they had not tarried more than an hour in a single day” (Q
46: 35) [in the original context, this refers to Mu˛ammad’s attitude towards the unbelievers]. — On the
left thigh, “And when a matter is resolved on, it were best for them if they were true to God. Then, is it to
be expected of you, if you turn your back, that you will do mischief in the land, and break your ties of
kin?” (Q 47: 21-22).
There is an obvious and programmatic sequence of meaning in these quotations: the initial confession that
one belongs to the community of Mu˛ammad, the last Prophet; Job’s plea for relief and God’s eventual
help; the admonition to be patient; and threats against those who are not true to God.
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Neoplasms were another example; they were thought to subside by drinking an infusion
composed of various Qur√nic verses, taken on an empty stomach every morning for up
to seven weeks. To fight cardiac pain, Majdhüb simply combined all the passages from
the Qur√n talking of ‘opening of the breast’.317 It is striking that in all these instances
where Qur√nic verses were assembled as medicine, they occur in the exact sequence of
süras (each quotation is from a süra coming after that of the preceding quotation). One
gets the impression that this may reflect Majdhüb’s working style — as if he had made
up his prescriptions by browsing through the Qur√n from beginning to end. We cannot,
of course, be sure about this, but it occurs so regularly that it does not seem to be a
coincidence.

Potions were used for a wide variety of purposes, and they were mixed in various
combinations. Pounded acacia leaves,318 over which eight particularly oft-quoted
passages from the Qur√n had to be recited,319 and a non-Qur√nic invocation of God
were macerated to produce a medicine against impotence. The patient had to take three
sips of this liquid, swallow it, and wash himself with the rest. This procedure had to be
observed for two weeks, from Friday to Monday respectively. If after two weeks no
improvement occurred, daily fumigation was prescribed with a piece of paper on which
some Arabic letters (starting with the sequence, a-˛-d, possibly an invocation of God’s
name, ‘al-A˛ad’, “the Unique”) were written round a square, to be applied at sunset:320

œ Õ «

’
 ”

 — ô Ë Á Â ‰

„ Ÿ ◊

‡Ž

‡Ž
‡Ž

‡Ž

Majdhüb’s remedy for persistent impotence

Other potions dispensed completely with such ‘literary’ components, consisting only of
natural ingredients: clarified butter, water, and honey were used as vehicles (the latter
obviously also for its own healing power);321 senna leaves,322 tamarind323 (sweetened

317 Q 6: 125, 20: 25, 39: 22, 94: 1.
318 The medical use of acacias is attested for antiquity (Plinius Sr, Scribonius Largus [1st c. CE])
(Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v. “Acacia”).
319 Q 1 (al-Fti˛a), 2: 255 (yat al-kursı), 9: 128-9, 17: 82, 59: 21-4 (which includes the longest
Qur√nic list of names of God), 112 (al-Ikhlß), 113 & 114 (al-Mufiawwidhatn).
320 al-Wasıla, 38.
321 Its high nutritional content makes honey an excellent tonic. In addition, it contains antiphlogistic
substances, furthers hematopoiesis, and helps in case of cardiac and liver complaints. Many peoples
considered honey to be an almost universal medicine (Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v. “Honig”).

(cont’d)
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with sugar), black caraway, and cumin324 as active substances. No specific indications
are given for these potions, but they are all wellknown digestives and laxatives. This
does not necessarily mean that they were used only for gastric or intestinal diseases,
even though these are among the most common illnesses in tropical countries. Rather, it
was a familiar treatment for all kinds of afflictions in Galenic-Islamic medicine which
was largely based on humoral pathology.325 The aim was to purge the body of
pathogenic agents. This purgation could take place through the intestines, the kidneys,
or the skin; that is, using laxatives, diuretics, or diaphoretics (later, bloodletting also
played an important role). Majdhüb’s all-purpose potions clearly stand in the tradition
of Galenic-Islamic medicine. It is, however, noticeable that among the drugs used by
Majdhüb no diuretics or diaphoretics appear. It remains unclear whether the reason for
this was insufficient knowledge on his part, unavailablity of the substances, or the sim-
ple fact that given the climate, it was not necessary to induce transpiration artificially.

Honey was highly recommended by the Prophet and therefore enjoys a special place in “Prophetic
medicine”.
322 Senna leaves (Folia Sennae off.) — the leaves of Cassia acutifolia and Cassia angustifolia —
have a laxative effect on the large intestine (active agent: anthraglycosides). The home of the plant is the
middle Nile valley (south of Aswn) and Kordofan. The officinal use of the leaves as a laxative is attested
in Egyptian medical papyri. Ibn Msawayh (d. 857) used them in case of eye-complaints. They were
introduced into European medicine by Arab physicians (in particular through the pharmacological ency-
clopædia al-Jmifi li-mufradt al-adwiya, compiled by Ibn al-Bay†r of Málaga [d. 1248]). Egypt was the
major source of senna export to Europe until the monopolisation of the trade under Mu˛ammad fiAlı
1808-28 caused a sharp increase in prices which led the British to introduce its cultivation in southern
India and Ceylon. In the Sudan, not only the leaves but also the fruit is used as a laxative (Reinhardt,
Kulturgeschichte der Nutzpflanzen, II, 313-4; Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v. “Sennesblätter”;
Roche-Lexikon Medizin, 1564; J Vernet, art. “Ibn al-Bay†r”, in EI2; Walaa Ahmed Abdel Mageed,
“Application of traditional medicine by ‘attareen’”, 14). For a treatise on laxatives and senna in particular,
contemporary to Majdhüb, see Mu˛ammadu Bello (1781-1837), al-Qawl al-sann√ fı wujüh al-talyın
wa’l-tamashshı bi’l-sin√ (ALA II, 136).
323 Tamarind (Tamarindus indica) pulp (Pulpa tamarindorum off.), in quantities of 3-40 g, is a mild
laxative. The home of the tamarind tree is tropical Africa (from Ethiopia and the upper Nile reach south to
the Zambezi). From there, it spread to India where it was known already in Vedic times. It was used by
Persian and Arab physicians and was first introduced into Europe in the thirteenth century (as a laxative
as well as in case of bilious complaints). In the Sudan, it is also used in case of Malaria (Reinhardt,
Kulturgeschichte der Nutzpflanzen, I I, 314-5; Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v. “Tamarinde”;
Norris, “Mauretanian medicine”, 19; Walaa Ahmed Abdel Mageed, “Application of traditional medicine
by ‘attareen’”, 4).
324 Cumin (Cuminum cyminum) and caraway (Carum carvi) help to relieve flatulence and also have
antispasmodic effects. Cumin is mentioned in Egyptian medical papyri and in the Bible; it was used in
India, Persia, and ancient Greece. Ibn al-Bay†r mentions its cultivation (together with black caraway
[Nigella sativa L.]) in twelfth-century Spain and Morocco. Hildegard von Bingen used cumin in
medicines against cardiac pain and vomiting (Reinhardt, Kulturgeschichte der Nutzpflanzen, I, 547-8;
Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v. “Kµmmel”; Reger, Hildegard-Medizin 147-50).
325 Humoral pathology was developed by Babylonian and Egyptian physicians and adopted by the
Greek Hippocratians, the founders of medicine as an independent science. It was elaborated in particular
by Galen (129-199), on whose system much of Arabic medicine is based. Humoral pathology rests on the
assumption that illnesses are caused by a defective composition of the body liquids (as opposed to the
solid components of the body). The paradigm of modern medicine, on the other hand, is cellular patho-
logy as first formulated by Rudolf Virchow (1821-1902).
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Some of Majdhüb’s medications were more specific. Like the potions just mentioned,
they are all reminiscent of similar remedies known from other pre-modern medical
traditions. The effectiveness of some of them can be scientifically proven to be based on
particular chemical substances; for others, such a demonstration is more difficult or has
not yet been undertaken. Thus, urine and resin contain antibiotic substances.326

Majdhüb used bull-urine mixed with honey as an ointment to cure blurred vision, and
treated earache by dripping camel-urine into the ear or applying it to a piece of cotton or
wool which was plugged into the ear. Frankincence/olibanum (lubn) was mixed with
honey and taken on an empty stomach to ease cough.327 Five peppercorns daily were
prescribed against stomach-ache.328

Given the state of medical knowledge at the time, many of Majdhüb’s prescriptions
could only mitigate the symptoms or try to support the body’s own healing process.
Thus, he recommended that people bitten by scorpions or snakes should chew colocynth
roots; the resulting plant-saliva mixture should be partly swallowed and partly rubbed
into the bite.329 This surely does not help much in case of serious poisoning; in less
severe cases, the detoxification produced by defecation and the soothing and antibacte-
rial effect of the saliva on the bite may well be useful. Similarly, boiled (i.e., not
roasted) poultry (dık kabır, turkey?) — an easily digestible meat — spiked with
cloves330 and let to rest overnight seems an appropriate diet when recovering from diar-

326 Urine was widely used officinally in all non-modern medical traditions (so also by Galen).
Resins were officinal in the Middle East, China, pre-Columbian America, and medieval Europe. ‘Lubn’
is extensively described by Ibn al-Bay†r; among the many uses he mentions that it “dries up excessive
humours in the breast” (Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.vv. “Harn”, “Naturharze” (based on
Böttcher, Wunderdrogen); Norris, “Mauretanian medicine”, 15, 22; Dietrich, art. “Lubn”, in EI2).
327 The same use of resin is attested for medieval Germany (Handwörterbuch des deutschen
Aberglaubens, s.v. “Harz”).
328 al-Wasıla, 186{5}. — Pepper contains substances stimulating the salivary and gastric glands. It
is used in modern pharmacology to activate the appetite and ease digestion. Chinese doctors prescribed it
against stomach-ache, diarrhea, chills, etc. It was used as a drug in antiquity and the Middle Ages, in
particular by Arab doctors. Hildegard von Bingen included it as a component in medicaments against
cardiac pain, menstrual complaints, and impaired potency. Popular medicine saw it as an aphrodisiac, but
it was also used against a wide variety of symptoms, from sore throat to gastric troubles and indigestion.
(Porkert, Klinische Chinesische Pharmakologie 280; Reger, Hildegard-Medizin 191-4; Brockhaus
Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v. “Pfeffer”; Walaa Ahmed Abdel Mageed, “Application of traditional
medicine by ‘attareen’”, 16).
329 I could not find a documented use of the roots of Citrullus colocynthis elsewhere. Fructus,
Extractum, and Tinctura Colocynthidis are strong laxatives. In antiquity, the fruit was also used as an
emetic and to provoke sneezing (Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v. “Koloquinte”). A˛mad b. Idrıs
prescribed the leaves and fruit (but not the root) of colocynth against scorpion bites; and fiüd al-qar˛
against snake bites (al-˛ayya al-nawshdir) (A˛mad b. Idrıs, al-fiIqd al-nafıs, 108).
330 Cloves (variously called Caryophyllus aromaticus L., Eugenia caryophyllata Thunberg, and
Syzygium aromaticum) are known in medicine for their analgesic and antiseptic properties. They come
originally from the Moluccas, and were imported into Europe (at the time of the Roman emperors) from
China via Ceylon and Alexandria. Cloves became one of the most important articles of the spice trade.
The monopoly of those who controlled its east Indian growing areas was broken after 1770 when seeds
were smuggled out. In 1793, the tree was introduced into Zanzibar and Pemba which grew into the most

(cont’d)
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rhea. Whether fenugreek331 (here boiled together with clarified butter and pure water) is
really effective against renal pain remains open to question; it is included in some
present-day detoxifying drugs. More important in this case is certainly the supply of
sufficient quantities of water to flush the kidneys; and it is probably not a coincidence
that Majdhüb insists on pure, boiled water. The usefulness of other prescriptions is more
open to doubt. Onion juice332 (on a base of chicken fat) was used against kalaf (v.s.);
human milk333 was thought to clear the eye and ease pain in it. Hemiplegia was treated
with millet,334 and leprosy by incising the leproma and applying a mixture of dried,
powdered pigeon blood335 mixed with vinegar.336

Earlier, we have described some of Majdhüb’s medications that can be explained
completely by reference to the chemical substances contained in the plants he used. By

important clove exporters of the nineteenth century. — Officinally, cloves were employed in Chinese
pharmacotherapy against a variety of symptoms associated with bodily ‘coldness’, like belching, nausea,
diarrhea, anorexia, chills, impotence, vaginal discharge (fluor albus), etc. Arab physicians believed them
to be good for digestion; they also recommended them to sharpen the eyesight, to increase the sexual
powers, to treat diabetes, among other diseases. In Europe, they were used by physicians of the 6th-7th
centuries (Aetius Amida, Alexander of Tralles, Paulus of Aigina) as well as later doctors (Konrad von
Megenberg, Konrad von Wµrzburg, Hildegard von Bingen [c. 1098-1178]) (Reinhardt, Kulturgeschichte
der Nutzpflanzen, I, 588-93; Harvey, Gewµrz- und Heilkräuter, 112; Porkert, Klinische Chinesische
Pharmakologie, 281; Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v. “Gewµrznelke”; Ashtor, art. “‚Karanful”, in
EI2; Norris, “Mauretanian medicine”, 19).
331 Fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-graecum L.) seeds are widely used as a tonic in Middle Eastern
countries, and their active substances are still included among the ingredients of some restoratives in
Western medicine. Scientifically proven is their soothing effect in case of cough and bronchitis (Reger,
Hildegard-Medizin 79-81).
332 Chinese doctors used onion juice in case of vomiting and expectoration (Porkert, Klinische
Chinesische Pharmakologie 65, 70). Onions were used officinally in ancient Egypt against a wide variety
of complaints; like other leeks, they were believed in antiquity to have magical healing qualities
(Reinhardt, Kulturgeschichte der Nutzpflanzen, I, 317-322; Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v.
“Zwiebel”, based on Schelenz, Geschichte der Pharmazie).
333 Human milk (as well as rose water) was used in Sawkin in the seventeenth century as a base for
ground ostrich egg shells, to dissolve nebula on the eye (Lobo, Itinerário, 97). Greek and Roman doctors
applied human milk internally and externally (Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 17th edn., s.v. “Milch”, based on
Schelenz, Geschichte der Pharmazie).
334 About 4 kg of sorghum (dhura) were boiled; half of it thrown into the sea, a river, or the desert;
of the other half, the patient should eat as much as he liked; the remainder was given to the poor. The
patient also had to wash his whole body in the water in which the sorghum had been boiled. This proce-
dure had to be repeated on at least four days, or until the patient was healed. — Chinese doctors treated
ulcers by applying millet paste to them (Fazzioli, Des Kaisers Apotheke, 143). Millet was used in
medicine by Dioscurides (first century CE) (Reinhard, Kulturgeschichte der Nutzpflanzen, I 42). For a
different nineteenth-century Sudanese prescription for curing hemiplegia, see Karrr, “Three traditional
prescriptions”, 86-9.
335 The magical and medical use of animal blood often rests on the belief that blood transports the
‘soul’ of the respective animal (Handwörterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens, s.v.“Blut”). In Islam, the
symbolic role of the pigeon goes back to the wellknown story that it protected Mu˛ammad during his
flight from Mecca.
336 On the medical use of vinegar, see Schelenz, Geschichte der Pharmazie. Prior to chemotherapy,
leprosy could not be healed; doctors could only try to influence the leproma locally.
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contrast, the two last examples, with their use of blood,337 and the throwing of millet
into the sea, certainly border on what is commonly perceived of as magical practices.
This ‘magical’ character is even more clearly reflected in two methods that are not
medical prescriptions in the narrow sense, but are included among them without any
apparent distinction: To complete “any task”, one should fumigate oneself by burning
the eye of a black cat;338 or rub one’s face with dried, powdered human blood mixed
with perfumed fat.

TTTThhhheeee    aaaattttttttiiiittttuuuuddddeeee
Thus, just like the initial consideration of the therapist’s role in the healing process, the
analysis of medical details shows the oscillating nature of the term, ‘ruqya’. What was
the attitude of the people involved?

As far as our sources allow us to judge, people turned to Majdhüb for help as they
would turn to any other recognised fakı, expecting a particular treatment (different from
that of the ‘barber’), and believing in in principal in its effectiveness. This attitude is
only natural. Healthcare is a cherished good worldwide, and it is well known in
medicine that patients, out of their desire to be cured, frequently display a belief in the
abilities of the doctor and the power of the cure which is not based on any empirical
evidence; this belief often positively influences the process of recovery
(autosuggestion).

The attitude of the fakıs who practiced ruqya is more difficult to establish. Obviously,
they must have had an interest in claiming that their methods worked, otherwise they
would have lost an important source of income.339 Whether they were always sincere in
their claims cannot be said for sure. Charlatanry almost certainly occurred, but it is not
an issue for al-Wasıla, and in any case could only have thrived on the basis of an
existing belief in the validity of ruqya in principal.

It is difficult to establish what attitude Majdhüb had regarding the effectiveness of his
cures. His successor, al-‡hir Majdhüb, definitely knew that all men were not equal,
and that different methods had to be used for different people. He realised how
important it was that the patient believed in the method used (“al-faw√id bi’l-fiaq√id”),

337 The belief that blood is the seat and medium of life and soul is as old as humankind; from this
belief stems its widespread use in magic and healing (see Schelenz, Geschichte der Pharmazie, and more
generally Strack, Das Blut im Glauben und Aberglauben der Menschheit). On the perception of blood in
the Muslim world, see art. “Dam”, in EI2, Suppl.
338 In medieval Europe, the black cat was the devil’s animal. The gaze of a cat is often perceived of
as spellbinding; hence the common use of cat’s eyes in magic.
339 al-Wasıla, 196{6] tells the story of a faqır who tried to convince a potential patient that he was
possessed, saying he would treat him for the usual fee.
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and that no method was guaranteed to be effective, for in the final analysis, it was God
who was “the Healer and Helper”."340

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb’’’’ssss    mmmmeeeeddddiiiiccccaaaallll    rrrroooolllleeee
In sum, Majdhüb fulfilled the medical tasks traditionally assigned to a fakı — a job that
can be clearly circumscribed as consisting of the application of pharmacotherapeutical
and psychological means, as opposed to the bloodletting and surgery of the barber-
doctors. While fulfilling this task, Majdhüb apparently distanced himself somewhat —
but not completely — from the more openly ‘magical’ activities;341 and he apparently
tried to avoid — but did not completely refuse — to deal with mental illnesses.342 In
general, it appears that he prescribed herbal remedies whenever available, used
‘psychological’ means where necessary and applicable, occasionally supported these
therapies by the power of God’s word, and relied solely on the latter only in cases
beyond contemporary human knowledge. In other words, he displayed quite a rational
approach to his medical tasks.

At the same time, his rationale was that of a person living between the urban world of
the ˘ijz and the rural Sudan. Correspondingly, Majdhüb’s medical practice represents
a border case. Clearly he owed something to the Galenic-Islamic medical tradition. But
he only applied some of its prescriptions without apparently having much knowledge of
their scientific background; in any case, he did not consciously present himself as repre-
senting the scientific tradition of Islamic medicine.343 In part, his cures rested on a
belief in spirits, the power of the word, etc., or they were purely ‘symbolic’. It is this
‘unscientific’ aspect of his acts or performances that some may want to classify as
‘magical’.

But then, comparable beliefs and symbolic actions play an important role in the practice
of any modern doctor as well. The power of words (medical jargon) and of ritualised
performances (from administering placebos to subjecting the patient to all kinds of
technical apparatuses) can be observed there just as in a ‘magical’ healer’s clinic; and
many practitioners are also not overly preoccupied with the scientific foundations of

340 al-Wasıla, 38-9.
341 Note that diagnoses such as fiamal, firi∂, or fiayn (on which see Kenyon, Five Women of Sennar
246) are not openly reported in al-Wasıla but may be implied (cf. the case of impotence explained as
being caused by si˛r, al-Wasıla, 38)
342 Mental illnesses are typically dealt with by specialist fakıs in the Sudan; a basic distinction of
healers is that between those who deal with jinn, and those who do not.
343 Exactly in what ways and in what form knowledge of Galenic-Islamic medicine spread in the
Sudan has not been researched. The most likely book on the subject known to Sudanese medical practi-
cioners was Dwüd al-∆arır b. fiUmar al-An†kı (d. 1599/1600), Tadhkirat ülı ’l-albb wa’l-jmifi li’l-
fiajab al-fiujb (El Safi, Native medicine, 40, 45, 74; Slikkerveer, Plural medical systems, 191). As far as
Majdhüb is concerned, however, neither oral nor written tradition ascribes knowledge of any such work to
Majdhüb.
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their work but with the application of cures that have been designed by others who are
held to be reliable authorities. This is even more true for the attitude of the patients
whose belief in the abilities of the physician is frequently no less great than the belief
some of Majdhüb’s clients may have had in his ‘magical’ powers.

These points have often been made in the discussion about ‘magic’, and some have used
them to conclude that aspects of magic thinking persist in our own society. More useful,
however, than such a ‘levelling’ of differences may be the observation that in the
account of ‘magical’ remnants in modern medical practice, these ‘remnants’ (note the
word) are seen to be somehow ‘other’ than or ‘outside’ of what is perceived to be the
‘scientific’ part of medicine. It is this observation that has led Lévi-Strauss to suggest
that ‘magic’ is a purely subjective notion used to mark off ‘outside’ thought from one’s
own superior religious and/or scientific thought. If this is so, then one could normally
not expect to find ‘magic’ as a self-description, and indeed, such a self-description
appears to be hard to document.

This view makes it understandable why the notion of ‘magic’ tends to dissolve when
one takes a close look at the practices concerned and the self-interpretation of the
practitioners. Seen from the perspective of ‘orthodox’ Islamic thought, God must of
necessity always be the cause of what happens. How present or absent this concept is in
the minds of those who are involved in particular practices is another matter. But an
analysis of al-Wasıla — which is written from a perspective that is both ‘inside’ and
‘orthodox’ — would never lead to the conclusion that ruqya is magic, for it is
something that ‘we’ practice ‘in good faith’.344

We are thus left with a dissolving definition, and thrown back on observing the practice
as closely as the sources allow. Interestingly, to the problems of definition on the part of
the scholar corresponds an ambiguous attitude on the part of the practitioner. For
Majdhüb himself apparently was not unequivocal in his attitude to ruqya. On the one
hand, he tried to distance himself from what he called, fuqar√ al-fiaz√im wa’l-ruq,
‘the spells-and-charms-fakıs’ — an obviously derogatory description. On the other
hand, he did administer fiaz√im and ruq himself, and he could probably not have done
otherwise, given people’s expectations.345 He may occasionally have tried to picture
himself as being different from both traditional healers and barbers, telling the patients

344 In 1995, the Sudanese government intervened (probably for the first time) against a fakı practic-
ing forms of treatment very similar to those Majdhüb was using: to heal patients suffering from paralysis
and dumbness, he sprinkled and spat water on them and said words from the Qur√n. Such practices were
classified as a form of magic (“sorcery”) and “an affront to religion”. Unable to perform under the eyes of
a television camera, the fakı was sentenced to three months in prison and twenty-five lashes (Reuter
reports, 13 April & 4 May 1995).
345 al-Wasıla, 180{6}, where Majdhüb initially refuses to treat someone with a clonic attack, saying,
“I am not one of the fuqar√ al-fiaz√im wa’l-ruq”, but then bows to the demand. The term, ‘fiazıma’ is
not used in al-Wasıla for Majdhüb’s practices, but the acts described are the same (v.s.).
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coming to him, ‘No, I am not one of those — go to those who specialise in these
matters!’ In the end, however, he had to comply with what was expected of someone in
his role. And yet, how he acted towards and represented himself to his clients was one
thing; another was how he viewed his own acts and how they were represented in the
literary account of al-Wasıla. In the latter case, a distinction between curing and healing
was categorically maintained; in the former, this may not always have been so clear.346

All-in-all, the Wasıla shows Majdhüb as a therapist who was skillful in using God’s
gifts, but who always accepted the superior power of God. This is beautifully exempli-
fied in his last prescription, taken from a ˛adıth, which is meant to help those struggling
with death: honey is mixed with a little water, some Qur√nic verses are recited over it,
then it is fed to the patient. “If some of his days remain, God will heal him; but if they
are over, he will die in the faith”.

AAAAlllltttteeeerrrreeeedddd    ssssttttaaaatttteeeessss    ooooffff    mmmmiiiinnnndddd::::    aaaacccccccceeeessssssss    ttttoooo    aaaannnn    ‘‘‘‘ooootttthhhheeeerrrr’’’’    wwwwoooorrrrlllldddd

Like medical help, the interpretation of dreams was a regular and important feature of
Majdhüb’s interaction with his followers.347 All over the world, dreams and visions
have been considered an important channel through which humans are able to commu-
nicate with a world other than — although encompassing — that of everyday experi-
ence, a world from which comes a ‘deeper’ (or ‘higher’) knowledge of things transcend-
ing the limits of time and space that restrict ‘everyday’ knowledge; a world therefore
linked to or even identical with the world of Gods, spirits, etc. According to this
conception, whosoever is able to understand and interpret dreams and visions possesses
a singular insight into realities, contexts or relations that may be obscured to ‘everyday’
consciousness but that are no less ‘real’ than the ‘everyday’ world of senses.

Dreams are only one of several ways of access to this ‘other’ world. They are one of
several possible states of mind that differ from the ordinary state of ‘everyday’
experience. While the distinction between dreams and visions is often blurred (v.i.),
other such states clearly occur while the subject is awake. Sometimes, for example,
between the evening- and night-prayers — a time of limbo when the clear borders of
daylight hours fade away and make room for different perceptions — Majdhüb’s mind
left this world and turned to another dimension:

‘Folding his hands behind his back, he turned round and round in front of his house saying, “al-
Rasül shlΩhu * li’llhi waddΩhu * fΩq al-fiarish wllΩhu * wa’l-rusul ˛fΩhu * bi’l-kalm njΩhu
* ˛usn al-dht wrrΩhu * bi’l-asrr mllΩhu * bi’l-anwr ksΩhu * bi’l-Burq wllΩhu * wa’l-

346 This confirms the assessment by McHugh, Holymen, 65-6, and the quotation from an unpub-
lished paper by Louis Brenner there.
347 10% of the stories in the Wasıla are directly concerned with dreams.
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˛ujub w†Ωhu * fiind al-b˙t ˛a††Ωhu (“They took the Prophet, brought him to God, put him on the
Throne, and the Prophets received him with honours, talked to him about confidential matters,
showed him the most beautiful Self / Essence, filled him with Secrets, clothed him in Light, [then]
put him on al-Burq, veiled him, [and] returned him to [his] house / the Kafiba”).’348

The Prophet’s nightly ascension to heaven (mifirj) has served very frequently as the
prototype of the mystic’s spiritual journey.349 Here, it is moulded into Sudanese
colloquial language, and set to rhyme and rhythm, to produce an emotional and
‘hypnotic’ effect strengthened by the bodily gyration. On other occasions, Majdhüb fell
into an outright trance, as we shall see. All these are symptoms of what is nowadays
known as, ‘altered states of consciousness’ (ASC).350

Altered states of consciousness are conditions of the mind during which subjects are
aware of qualitative (and not only quantitative) changes from their ‘ordinary waking
consciousness’.351 ASCs have a very complex and varied typology. They modulate
perception, sensation, cognition, and emotion, and frequently lead to physical changes
as well.

“Variations from ordinary waking consciousness and perception take many forms and may be
related either to increases or decreases in sensory stimuli, activity or emotion; to abnormal or
pathological psycho-physiological conditions; and to drugs or other agents. They may take the
form of increased arousal (e.g. hallucinations) or decreased arousal (e.g. meditation). These
changes, which modern psychology locates in consciousness itself, are explained in many other
cultures in terms of changes in reality (mystical or ‘other-world’ knowledge and perception). Thus
there is a frequent link between these states and religious belief.”352

In 1966, Arnold Ludwig353 presented a general typology of ASCs by distinguishing five
major types of causes:

(1) change in exteroceptive stimulation and/or motor activity:
(1.1) reduction

348 al-Wasıla, 44.
349 The spiritual journey as a metaphor for ASC-experiences can, of course, be found universally; cf.
Wallace, “The trip”.
350 Strictly speaking, ordinary dreams are not altered states of consciousness because dreamers are
not consciously aware of their state during the dream. Only lucid dreams (in which one knows that one is
dreaming, and may be able to influence the content of the dream) fulfill this criterion. Nevertheless, “[t]he
similarity between trance states [here = ASC] and dreams, both of which are private, internal experiences,
is great, and in cultural terms, they are often interchangeable or used together in some way”
(Bourguignon, Psychological anthropology, 253). The use of the term, ‘altered states of mind’ in the
heading of this section is an effort to make room for ordinary dreams in the terminology. In the following,
I shall, however, generally stick to the more common, ‘ASC’.
351 This term is now preferred by most authors to ‘normal waking consciousness’, to avoid confu-
sion with a ‘normal’ vs. ‘deviant’ or ‘pathological’ dichotomy. In the context of the discussion here, both
‘normal’ and ‘ordinary’ are used to refer to the usual level of mental stimulation and activity during
waking states. Cf. Devereux, “Normal and abnormal”.
352 Seymour-Smith, Macmillan dictionary of anthropology, s.v. “Altered states of consciousness”.
353 Ludwig, “Altered states of consciousness”.
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(1.2) increase
(2) change in alertness or mental involvement:

(2.1) reduction
(2.2) increase

(3) somatopsychological factors.

This classification has been very influential; it must be borne in mind, however, that it is
based solely on the different ways of inducing ASCs and does not take into account the
various ways such states are experienced, expressed, and interpreted in different
contexts. While recognising the heuristic value of Ludwig’s scheme, it seems to me that
one should best view ASCs (just like consciousness and mind in general) as a continuum
along which different cultures (including the culture of modern psychology) mark off
different sections with different names; the borders between these sections are more or
less clearly delineated, and the sections may overlap intra-culturally. Cross-culturally,
sections may or may not cover the same ground; the latter is probably more frequently
the case.354

Keeping this caveat in mind, it is still possible to say that the types of ASC commonly
known in the Sudan cover the whole range of Ludwig’s classification; that is, all the
major types of induction occur. The following emic forms and practices to induce ASCs
can be distinguished and tentatively related to Ludwig’s scheme:

1.) change in exteroceptive stimulation and/or motor activity:
1.1.) reduction: khalwa
1.2.) increase: dhikr [al-jamfia]; zr, tumbura, bΩrı

2.) change in alertness or mental involvement:
2.1.) reduction: ru√y, ˛ulm
2.2.) increase: ˛l, jadhb; junün

3.) somatopsychological factors /drugs: alcohol; cannabis

It is noticeable that the terms of group (1) and (3) consists of inductive practices and
agents, while group (2) comprises terms for altered states and experiences.

Some of these forms and practices are mentioned in the Wasıla (khalwa, ru√y, ˛l,
jadhb, alcohol); others are not. Some of them are clearly proscribed by Islamic law
(e.g., alcohol); others are highly valued by influential members of Sudanese society
(e.g., khalwa); and still others occupy a more marginal position viewed from the

354 Cf. also Suryani & Jensen, Trance and possession, 177-9 (speaking of “The dissociation
continua”, obviously only part of the general ‘mind continuum’).
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perspective of what Lewis has called the “main morality cult” (e.g., zr).355 On yet
another level, some of them are seen as ‘normal’ or healthy activities; others are held to
be pathological (junün). In some cases, a categorisation along such lines is relatively
easy; other forms occupy less obvious positions on these scales and may be evaluated
differently according to context. It may be generalised, however, that those types of ASC

that are believed to be caused by possession (junün, zr) are regarded at least with
suspicion by the (male) representatives of the main morality cult, while those that are
seen as experiences of one’s soul are held to be more acceptable.

ASCs thus represent a wide and varied range of human experience. We shall now
attempt to throw some light on those forms that played a noticeable part in the the life of
Majdhüb and his followers.

RRRRuuuu√√√√yyyy::::    tttthhhheeee    ppppoooowwwweeeerrrr    ooooffff    iiiimmmmaaaaggggiiiinnnnaaaattttiiiioooonnnn

The imagination is the incarnation of thought in image
and the placing of the image in being.

Henri Corbin356

Dreams were the most common way for Majdhüb’s followers to access the ‘other’
world. All human beings dream, and most feel the need to make sense of what they
experience. Most cultures attach considerable significance to dreams and visions. The
belief in the ‘reality’ of what one sees is often expressed by ascribing material substance
to it, thus giving it an ontological (as opposed to a mere psychological) reality.357 This
idea occurs widely throughout Islamic history, and it is shared by the Wasıla, as we
shall see.

Terminology
In keeping with the lexica of Arabic and the Semitic languages in general, the Wasıla
makes no categorical distinction between dreams and visions one has while not
asleep.358 The term ‘ru√y’ applies to both; an alternative designation used in the Wasıla

355 Lewis, Ecstatic religion, 259 & passim. It may be noted hear that this “main morality cult” is
male-dominated; zr is the only form of ASC in the Sudan that is to a significant extent associated with
the sphere of women.
356 Corbin, “Visionary Dream” 407 (on filam al-mithl). Cf. Ibn al-fiArabı: “the reality of imagina-
tion is to embody that which is not properly a body (jasad); it does this because its presence (˛a∂ra) gives
this to it” (al-Futü˛t al-Makkiyya, II, 379; quoted in Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 116).
357 For overviews of cross-cultural studies of dreams, see D’Andrade, “Anthropological studies of
dreams”; Bourguignon, “Dreams and altered states of consciousness”; Bourguignon, Psychological
anthropology.
358 On the absence of a clear terminological distinction between dream and vision in the Semitic
languages see Fahd, Divination arabe, 269-70. This lack of a clear distinction has also been observed in
other parts of the world.
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is ‘mubashshirt’, literally, “glad tidings”.359 Both these terms are well established in
the Islamic literature on the subject since they occur in various Prophetic Traditions.
One of the most oft-quoted of these Traditions is cited by al-‡hir Majdhüb in his
introduction to the section on dream interpretation in the form, “lam yabqa min al-
mubashshirt (ayy mubashshirt al-nubuwwa) ill al-ru√y al-ßli˛a yarh al-
muslim”, “Of the glad tidings (of prophecy) nothing has remained but the good vision
that a Muslim sees”.360 This Tradition exists in a number of versions that differ mainly
in the definition of whose ru√y is considered an aspect of prophecy: that of a muslim, a
mu√min, or a rajul ßli˛. In Bukhrı and Muslim, the ‘believer’ (mu√min) predominates;
in Mlik’s Muwa††a√ only the ‘righteous man’ (al-rajul al-ßli˛) appears. Al-‡hir
Majdhüb conspicuously selects that form in which the ability to participate in the
remaining aspect of nubuwwa is not restricted to particularly pious men but granted to
every Muslim.

While dream (asleep) and vision (awake) are not clearly separated terminologically,
Muslim writers have distinguished different kinds of visions (whether asleep or awake).
Both twofold and threefold classifications occur. The former seems to be older; it is
reflected in all Semitic languages (except Akkadian) by the opposition of the root ˛.l.m
to other dreams/visions. Etymologically, ˛.l.m delineates the semantic field of ‘puberty,
attainment of sexual maturity’, and the prototype of the Arabic ˛ulm is the dream a man
has during pollutio nocturna. From there, the meaning is extended to all dreams driven
by the ‘passions of the soul’.361 Quite early, this distinction must have led to an evalua-
tion of ˛ulm as ‘bad’ and ru√y as ‘good’; a frequently-quoted Prophetic Tradition states
that, “ru√y comes from God and ˛ulm from Satan (al-ru√y min Allh wa’l-˛ulm min
al-shay†n)”. The identification of ˛ulm with ‘a dream one does not like’ is already
contained in Tradition; one ˛adıth replaces ˛ulm with ru√y ta˛zın ‘distressing vi-
sion’;362 and when one has such a disagreeable dream one should spit three times over
one’s left shoulder and not tell it to anyone.363

359 Otherwise also in the form, ‘bushr’, after Q 10: 64 and a Tradition explaining this as al-ru√y
al-˛asana (cf. al-Qushayrı, Risla (tr. Gramlich), Kap. 53,1 with further references). — Unless otherwise
specified, in the following I use the English word ‘vision’ to render ru√y, both in the sense of ‘dream’
(Traumgesicht) and of ‘vision while being awake’ (Wachgesicht). Whether asleep or awake, a ru√y is
distinct from what one sees with one’s physical eyes (cf. al-Wasıla, 168{2}).
360 al-Wasıla, 166{1}. I translate al-ru√y al-ßli˛a as ‘good vision’ because it is contrasted with
ru√y ta˛zın ‘distressing vision’ (Muslim, ∑a˛ı˛, “K. al-Ru√y”, II 305) and is sometimes given as al-
ru√y al-˛asana (Mlik, Muwa††a√, “Ru√y”, II 237). Dream-visions not to one’s liking are held to be
works of Satan (Muslim, ib. 304-5; al-Wasıla, 166{1}). For an excellent presentation of the early Muslim
discussion on the relationship between dream and prophecy, see Friedmann, Prophecy continues, 83-6.
The issue at stake was the conflict between the idea that Mu˛ammad was the final Prophet and the need to
maintain Divine guidance for the Muslims even after his death.
361 Fahd, Divination arabe, 269-70, referring, i.a., to al-Zabıdı, Tj al-fiarüs VIII, 355.
362 Muslim, ∑a˛ı˛, “K. al-Ru√y”, II, 305.
363 Mu˛ammad Fu√d fiAbd al-Bqı, al-Lu√lu√ wa’l-marjn, II, 42; Muslim, ∑a˛ı˛, “K. al-Ru√y”, II,
304-5.
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Another line of thought distinguishes three kinds of dreams: “dreams of glad tidings
[mubashshirt] from God; they are those good dreams [al-ru√ al-ßli˛a] cited in the
tradition [˛adıth]; dreams of warning from the devil; and dreams that originate in the
self [nafs]”.364 By breaking up the dichotomy of Traditional classification and intro-
ducing the soul (nafs) as a source of dreams, this approach is able to do more justice to
the diversity of dreams as they actually occur, as is shown by the differentiated discus-
sion of the types of dreams that follows the passage from al-Nbulusı cited above. One
might therefore identify the twofold classification as that of the ‘Traditionists’, the
threefold one as that of the ‘psychologists’ — without overworking these terms.365

There does appear, however, an element of tension between Tradition-as-theory on the
one hand and psychology-as-practice on the other. While al-‡hir Majdhüb follows
Tradition in recommending that one should simply dismiss dreams one dislikes as
attempts by Satan to frighten man,366 the nightmares reported in al-Wasıla were not
interpreted as devilish insinuations but as the consequence of refractory or adversary
thoughts the dreamer had harboured against Majdhüb.367 One has very much the
impression that al-‡hir in his general introduction on dreams fell back on Tradition
without paying close attention to the concrete material he had before him.

Even though (good) dreams and visions were seen to form a continuum, visions one has
while awake (yaq÷atan) were generally judged to be of superior value to those one sees
while asleep (manman).368 Many Sufis in particular taught that seeing the Prophet
while awake is an indication that one has reached a higher spiritual stage. Some thought
that the organs that received the different kinds of visions were different: a dream-vision
was said to fall upon the spirit (rü˛), a vision while awake upon the heart (qalb), the
heart being the higher organ, less prone to the influences of the lower soul (nafs) and
less subject to evaluation by reason (fiaql), and thus more certain in its position.369

Contrary to this conception, for al-‡hir the receiving organ of ru√y, whether awake or
asleep, is always the heart; more exactly, that part of the heart which has not been

364 fiAbd al-Ghanı al-Nbulusı, Tafi†ır al-anm fı tafibır al-anm, Cairo 1316, I 3-4 (cit. von
Grunebaum, “Dreams” 7-8) (an English translation of this work by von Grunebaum & D.P. Little was
announced, but was apparently not completed).
365 To dismiss ‘bad’ dreams may certainly, on occasion, be the right thing to do for the dreamer
from a therapeutic point of view. However, a serious psychological approach can certainly not always
ignore unpleasant dreams.
366 al-Wasıla, 166{1}.
367 al-Wasıla, 133{1}, 146{1}, 154{5}, 167{1}, 168{6}, 196{1}.
368 According to Meier, “there was in Muslim consciousness at first no difference between the value
of the dream and that of the vision; this value depended solely on the personality of the dreamer or
visionary”. Yet the example Meier quotes from Najm al-Dın al-Kubr (d. c. 1221) shows that there is an
implicit differentiation of value: “What the vulgar owing to the vigor of their lower nature can experience
only [emphasis added; AH] in a dream, the mystic experiences between waking and sleep owing to the
weakness of his lower nature and the strength of his noble nature” (Kubr, quoted in Meier, “Inspiration
by demons”, 422).
369 al-˘akım al-Tirmidhı, Sırat al-awliy√, 67.
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adversely affected by sleep.370 A vision in the state of wakefulness is, however, still of
superior quality. The less the heart is covered by sleep, the clearer (aßf) the vision is.

In this perspective, dreams appear more or less as the visions of the common people; as
al-˘akım al-Tirmidhı writes, they are much more widespread than visions of people
whose “heart is in the hand of God”.371 Accordingly, most ru√ys described in al-
Wasıla clearly happened while the person was asleep372 or half-asleep.373 In only a few
instances the person who had the vision is described as having been awake; in the two
cases where this is made unmistakably clear they were Majdhüb himself and his “most
excellent” Sharıfı wife.374

Symbolic and literal visions
When we set aside emic terminology for the moment and look at the interpretation of
the dreams as given in al-Wasıla, we can classify them into those that are perceived as
symbolic and those that are seen as an immediate image of a reality.375 Literal dreams
require interpretation, others are self-explanatory. The Wasıla’s criterion for
distinguishing the two is relatively simple (and certainly more simplistic than what Sufis
of the tenth to forteenth centuries had to say on the subject): If someone sees a known
person (either from among his acquaintances, or from Islamic history and cosmology),
this person stands for himself or herself. Other dreams are generally interpreted
symbolically.376

370 juz√ min al-qalb lam tastawli fialayhi fat al-nawm (al-Wasıla, 166{1}).
371 al-˘akım al-Tirmidhı, Sırat al-awliy√, 67. Cf. also the quotation from Kubr, above.
372 Expressions used are, generally, ra√aytu fı tilk al-layla /fı ’l-manm … fa-ntabahtu min al-
nawm/fa-aßba˛tu; or bittu fial furshı 142{1}.
373 Indicated by: sina, 101{3}, akhadhatnı fiaynya 140{1}, 198{1}.
374 al-Wasıla, 197{1}, 141{3}.
375 Cf. Kinberg in Ibn Abı ’l-Duny, Morality in the guise of dreams, 44-5. On the ‘reality’ of what
one perceives in the visions, see below.
The Wasıla makes no explicit distinction between various levels of reality, such as the physical and the
spiritual world or the world of images (filam al-mithl). The stories it tells are, however, compatible with
such models, and at least a distinction between the world of physical bodies (abdn) and that of spirits
(arw˛) may be implicit in them. What is important to note, in any case, is that the world one enters in
dreams and visions is conceived of as a material reality (v.i.).
376 On the whole issue, see Meier, Kubr, 101-8. After a detailed discussion of the intricacies of
symbolic and immediate perceptions, Meier concludes, however, that the criterion for their distinction
was rather vague: “Als Merkmal fµr die direkte Wahrnehmung scheinen die Sufi’s also nur das Fehlen
einer Verschlµsselung angenommen zu haben”.
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Most frequently reported among the symbolic dreams are visions of light; this light
appears in the form of a column,377 a cube,378 the moon,379 stars,380 or lightning,381 and
is interpreted as signifying sources of illumination: the Prophet,382 the Shaykh,383 the
awliy√,384 the lodge.385 Such light is always seen as a good sign. Another image occur-
ring more often than once is being given milk to drink, which signifies the receiving of
knowledge386 — a wellknown interpretation founded in Prophetic Tradition.387 Other
dreams may contain less ‘standardised’ elements, but their interpretation is usually also
a straightforward translation of the type, ‘x signifies a’.388

While this procedure may seem somewhat mechanical, dream interpretation was not
completely standardised. That there was room for disagreement is suggested by al-
Wasıla 118{1}. Majdhüb, of course, as pictured in al-Wasıla, ‘never gave wrong inter-
pretations’, but it is interesting to learn that while he often asked his followers to tell
him their dreams, he did not always come forward with an interpretation,389 and some-
times his interpretation could be as vague as, “Something good will happen to you”.390

There is no direct evidence that Majdhüb used a dream-book, although it is of course
not impossible that he was acquainted with such literature.391

377 al-Wasıla, 148{5}, 179{3}, 197{1}.
378 al-Wasıla, 120{1}.
379 al-Wasıla, 118{2,4}. The interpretation of the moon in one’s lap as signifying a splendid future
spouse can also be found in pseudo-Ibn Sîrîn, 23.
380 al-Wasıla, 166{4}.
381 al-Wasıla, 166{6}.
382 al-Wasıla, 166{4}. One may also include here the dream where a man shining with light (= the
Prophet) enters another, dark skinned one (= Adam) (141{5}).
383 al-Wasıla, 118{2,4}, 166{4,6}.
384 al-Wasıla, 118{2}, 166{4}.
385 al-Wasıla, 120{1}.
386 al-Wasıla, 141{4}, 165{4}, 198{1}.
387 Bukhrı 76-19; pseudo-Ibn Sîrîn, 59-60; Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 119.
388 al-Wasıla, 148{7}, 167{4}, 169{1,2
389 al-Wasıla, 166{3}; cf. also 110{4}, 164{8}.
390 al-Wasıla, 165{2}.
391 A long inventory of Arabic oneirocritical works is given in Fahd, Divination arabe, 330-363.
The largest of these is a late encyclopedic (600 pp.) compilation summarizing ‘all’ the major works on the
subject, completed in 1684 by fiAbd al-Ghanı al-Nbulusı (1641-1731), entitled Tafi†ır al-anm fı tafibır
al-manm. This book was repeatedly printed in Egypt after 1858, and Fahd asserts that it was widespread.
The most popular dream book was, however, not this huge encyclopedia but a work attributed to “Ibn
Sırın”, Muntakhab al-kalm fı tafibır al-a˛lm, probably compiled at the beginning of the fifteenth
century by Abü fiAlı al-˘usayn b. ˘asan al-Drı. Several other titles also circulated under the name of Ibn
Sırın. In the Sudan, “Ibn Sırın” is said to have been “normally used”; the fakıs also drew on A˛mad b.
fiUmar AL-DIYARBˆ (d. 1151: 1738), Fat˛ al-Malik al-Majıd li-naffi al-fiabıd, a book on medical and
divinatory practices. Another popular book (at least in Egypt) was Khalıl IBN SH◊HˆN (d. 1468), al-
Ishrt fı fiilm al-fiibrt. Lane mentions Ibn Sırın and Ibn Shhın as standard references in early
nineteenth century Egypt; they were printed on the margins of various editions of al-Nbulusı; and the
popular use of “Ibn Sırın” is also described for twentieth-century Egypt.

(cont’d)
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As the literal visions were seen as self-explanatory, Majdhüb’s only task upon hearing
them was to confirm that they were true.392 These visions were perceived as direct ways
of communication between the dreamer and other persons, particularly absent ones
(absent in time = dead; or in space = contemporaries whose body was somewhere else).

Thus, dead sinners appeared in dreams to tell that some brief association with Majdhüb had brought them
forgiveness.393 A pious soul brought news from the other world.394 Majdhüb’s grandfather, Fakı ˘amad
came to heal one of Majdhüb’s followers.395 The Prophet, his daughter F†ima, the Caliphs Abü Bakr and
fiUmar testified to Majdhüb’s status.396 Majdhüb’s shaykh, Ibrhım al-Suwaydı, appeared to his wife.397

While it was Majdhüb himself whom his followers saw most frequently,398 seeing the Prophet was often
their dearest wish.

Seeing the Prophet

Whoever has seen me in a dream
has really seen me.

hadîth399

According to al-Wasıla, the most important and desirable person to see is normally the
Prophet.400 To be able to see him was generally considered an indication of one’s spiri-
tual progress, and illumination (fat˛) meant in part that one could easily enter into
contact with him.401 While a vision of the Prophet was normally interpreted as a

(For a general evaluation of Arabic oneirocritica, see Fahd, “Les songes et leur interprétation selon
l’Islam”; Fahd, “The dream in medieval Islamic society”; Fahd, art. “Ibn Sırın”, in EI2. On Ibn Shhın,
pseudo-Ibn Sırın, and al-Nbulusı see von Grunebaum, “Dream”, 6-7; Fahd, Divination arabe, 335-6,
348-9, 351-2. On al-Diyarbı, see al-Ziriklı, al-Afilm, I, 188. On the books used in the Sudan and Egypt,
see Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan, 177 (erroneously spelling, ‘ad-Dairabı’); Lane, Manners and
customs, 264; Lecerf, “Dream”, 375).
392 Cf. i.a. al-Wasıla, 167{5}, 168{1-7}.
393 Attending the mawlid together with Majdhüb; Majdhüb reading the Fti˛a for the deceased (al-
Wasıla, 168{1-3}). — The motif is old; see Ritter, Meer der Seele, 256-8.
394 al-Wasıla, 167{2}.
395 al-Wasıla, 168{7}.
396 al-Wasıla, 101{4}; cf. also 99{4}, 101{3}.
397 al-Wasıla, 141{3}.
398 al-Wasıla, 138{4}, 140{1}, 141{4}, 142{2}, 146{1}, 154{5}, 165{4}, 166{2,6}, 167{5},
168{4,6}, 169{5}, 170{6}, 186{5}, 198{1}.
399 This Tradition exists in a variety of versions; the most frequently-quoted one is, in its full form,
“Man ra√nı fa-qad ra√ ’l-˛aqq fa-inna ’l-shay†n l yatamaththal bı”. Katz offers an interesting
hypothesis regarding changing interpretations of this ˛adıth. In fifteenth-century North Africa, he claims,
“it was the seer who really saw the Prophet. For later seers [c. 18th-19th c.], […] it was the Prophet who,
in his [˛aqıqa Mu˛ammadiyya], was really seen” (Katz, “Visionary experience”, 108). While such a
change of emphasis may well be observable in the material studied by Katz, we shall see that the case of
Majdhüb does not support the hypothesis of a general development towards an increasing emphasis of
one aspect over the other.
400 Cf. al-Wasıla, 169{5}.
401 al-Wasıla, 100{1}, 146{2}. On fat˛, see further below.
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positive sign, this was not always the case: in one instance it presaged the death of a
man’s favourite son.402

Visions of the Prophet have been common throughout Islamic history, and not only in
Sufi circles.403 Muslim mystics, however, often also claimed to have seen God, in
various forms, in their dreams.404 Even Mu˛ammad al-Ghazlı held that one could see
God in a symbolic image (mithl ma˛süs min nür wa-ghayrihi min al-ßuwar al-jamıla
…).405 And A˛mad b. Idrıs affirmed that it is possible for a walı to see God if he truly
loves his shaykh who imitates Mu˛ammad.406 This passage from A˛mad b. Idrıs’
writings is curiously reflected in a story in al-Wasıla where Majdhüb and A˛mad b.
Idrıs are said to have met God; after their return, and after explaining where they had
been, and asserting that people other than prophets could see God, too, A˛mad b. Idrıs
stressed to one of Majdhüb’s followers how important it was to love one’s shaykh!407

On the other hand, Majdhüb’s preserved writings do not contain such a claim, and
whatever Majdhüb’s original position on the subject, in the overall context of what we
know about him the story remains ‘extra-ordinary’. It is the only example of its kind,
and the fact that it contains a demand to keep it secret as long as the two proponents are

402 al-Wasıla, 170{5}.
403 A discussion of the various opinions on this point is given in al-Suyü†ı, Tanwır al-˛alak fı jawz
ru√yat al-nabı wa’l-malak. Al-Suyü†ı judges that it is possible to see the Prophet in this world, with one’s
physical eyes, though only in a particular ‘state’ (˛l). What one sees is generally not the Prophet’s body
(jism/badan) but a “likening of it” (mithl lahu); however, this does not exclude the possibility that one
can also see his body and dht (p. 37-8; on dht, v.i.).Visions of the Prophet have been extensively
studied by Katz (Vision of the Prophet; “Visionary experience”; “Shaykh A˛mad’s dream”). See also
Krenkow, “The appearance of the Prophet in dreams”; Goldziher, “The appearance of the Prophet in
dreams”; Meier, “Auferstehung” (chiefly based on al-Suyü†ı’s Tanwır al-˛alak).
404 This claim is sometimes linked to the Prophetic Tradition, “I saw my Lord in the form of a
beardless youth […]” (quoted by Ibn al-fiArabı in Dhakh√ir al-fialaq: shar˛ “Tarjumn al-ashwq”, ed.
M. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Kurdı, Cairo, 1968, p. 71); Ibn al-fiArabı himself was aware that this Tradition was
normally not considered sound (Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 116, 120, 396 n. 3). His views on the
subject revolve around the Prophetic Tradition, “None of you will see his Lord before dying”; this is
interpreted as meaning that mystics who have died the death of initiation are blessed by their Lord’s
vision before the Day of Resurrection (see Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 206). For examples of other people’s
claims to have seen God, see al-Qushayrı, Risla (tr. Gramlich), Kap. 53,6; Ritter, Meer der Seele, 447-9;
pseudo-Ibn Sîrîn, 11-12; von Grunebaum, “Dream” 16; Corbin, “Visionary dream”, 388, 392, & passim
(on the paradox of seeing what cannot be seen); Meier, “Inspiration by demons”, 422. Abü Mu˛ammad
fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Mu˛ammad al-Bakrı, a tenth-century Sicilian settled in Qayrawn, allegedly even
maintained that saints could see God while awake (Fierro, “Polemic”, 240). On the whole question see
also van Ess, Youthful God, esp. p. 10.
405 Mu˛ammad al-Ghazlı, Risla fı ta˛qıq ru√yat Allh fı ’l-manm, cit. in Ritter, Meer der Seele,
448. See also Trimingham, Sufi orders, 190-1.
406 A˛mad b. Idrıs, Fuyü∂t, 98 where the expression used is mushhadat tajallı ilhı. On A˛mad b.
Idrıs’ conception of tajallı as ÷uhür nür al-˛aqq, see Fuyü∂t, 53. Ibn al-fiArabı taught that what one sees
during tajallı is one’s own form in “the mirror of God” (Corbin, “Visionary dream”, 389). See also
A˛mad b. al-Mubrak al-Lama†ı, al-Ibrız, Chapter 9 (ed. al-Shammfi, II, 287-8).
407 al-Wasıla, 115{5}.
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alive (as well as al-‡hir’s reference to al-Dardır: “the theophany (tajallı)408

experienced by people other than prophets is different from and inferior to that of the
prophets”) reveals an apologetic attitude that tries to emphasise the ‘orthodoxy’ of
Majdhüb and his followers.

In the vast majority of cases related in al-Wasıla it is the Prophet who appears as the
highest being one can see. Those who report such encounters display no apologetic
feelings, and Majdhüb himself in his writings frequently refers to his meeting the
Prophet. While reports of an encounter with God may have served to exalt Majdhüb in
the eyes of his followers, meetings with the Prophet served much more practical
purposes as well: one could turn to him with specific questions and requests.409

According to what is presented as his own account, Majdhüb himself strove hard to
attain the stage where he was able to communicate easily with the Prophet.410 Once he
had reached it, he apparently claimed that he could contact the Prophet more or less at
will. It is difficult to know exactly what Majdhüb’s position was on this point, and
whether he saw his ‘Prophetic connection’ as a sign of a special favour granted to him,
since this is part of the praise of the Shaykh’s excellence with which al-Wasıla is
centrally concerned. According to al-Wasıla, Majdhüb claimed that the Prophet never
left him, whether he was awake or asleep,411 and that he did nothing, not even licit
(mub˛) things, without the Prophet’s permission (idhn).412 In what is preserved of his
written statements, Majdhüb did not express such claims, but he may well have done so
in talking to his followers, and the idea — an old one in Sufi thought — certainly
became part of the image that was projected of him.413 What is confirmed by his
writings is that he did indeed claim to get answers from the Prophet to specific
questions he put to him.414 These answers he made public with reference to the fact that
he had received them from the Prophet; consequently, people turned to him and asked
him to submit their questions to the Prophet.415

408 In this context, tajallı (‘self-display’) may be straightforwardly translated as ‘theophany’.
409 al-Wasıla, 108{1}, 147{5}; and infra n. 152.
410 al-Wasıla, 99{2}, 100{1}.
411 al-Wasıla, 100{1}.
412 al-Wasıla, 101{1}, 121{1} (“not even if I want to urinate”), 157{5} (“not even if I want to sleep
with a woman”), 187{4}. In al-Wasıla, 157{4}, he is said to have asked the Prophet when he could not
remember the end of a story he was in the process of telling — he bowed his head, and after a while,
came up with the answer “from the Prophet”. For the role of the ‘Prophetic connection’, see above, Cap.
III, and below.
413 Abü ’l-fiAbbs al-Mursı is often quoted as saying, “By God, were the messenger of God (ß)
concealed from me for the twinkling of an eye, I would not count myself among the Muslims” (Ibn fiA†√
Allh, La†√if al-minan, 169 [cit. in Katz, “Shaykh A˛mad’s dream”, 164]).
414 See below, Documentation, letters II, IV, VII, VIII.
415 Letter II.
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Not everyone, however, believed Majdhüb’s claims. Apparently, the ease with which he
claimed to communicate with the Prophet was not a matter of course at the time416 and
even raised suspicion in some circles. The Wasıla reflects criticism voiced against him
for constantly saying, “The Prophet told me …” or “I do nothing without the Prophet’s
permission”.417 In the absence of more evidence it is difficult, however, to assess the
origin, extent and significance of such criticism; it may have come from envious Sufis
and strict legalists alike. It is interesting to note that even A˛mad b. Idrıs, who on the
one hand admitted in principle to the possibility of seeing God and the Prophet, seems
to have distanced himself from what some may have regarded as excessive claims to
seeing the Prophet. “One of our companions”, he said, “says that he sees the Prophet [ß].
This is just a claim of his.”418 Anyone can come and claim whatever he likes — but he
has to prove it in order to convince others of its truth. Whatever A˛mad b. Idrıs’ theo-
retical position on this matter, the practice of Majdhüb (or one of A˛mad b. Idrıs’ other
followers?) seems to have been less disturbed by such scruples.

Dht, rü˛, htif: the mode of contact
According to al-Wasıla, the Prophet or the awliy√ could contact living (‘living’, that is,
in the modern sense) human beings in their rü˛ or in their dht.419 Both of these were
regarded as visible forms.

It is impossible to trace here the manifold meanings ‘rü˛’ and ‘dht’ have been given
throughout the history of Islamic thought.420 I shall therefore restrict myself to present-
ing those views that are implicit in the usage found in al-Wasıla.

The Wasıla agrees with the widely-held conception that rü˛ (“spirit”) is “that part of
one’s nature that will continue to exist after one’s death”.421 According to this view the
rü˛ can exist apart from the body; it is therefore a substance (fiayn), not an attribute of
the body.422 This substance was believed to be of subtle (la†ıf) materiality. Thus it is
visible, but not to the physical eye, only to the “eye of the heart”.423 It is located in the
sensible body; but it may be separated from it, either during sleep or upon death.424

416 Cf. al-Wasıla, 108{1}.
417 al-Wasıla, 101{1}.
418 fi◊kish, Mun÷ara, “Additional material”, § 2.
419 al-Wasıla, 147{4}.
420 For an overview of the various meanings of rü˛, see Calverley, art. “Nafs”, in EI1; see also
Hujwırı, Kashf al-ma˛jüb (tr. Nicholson), 196, 261-6. On dht, see Lane, Arabic-English lexicon, s.v.
‘dhü’; Fazlur Rahman, art. “Dht”, in EI2; Radtke, “Sufism in the 18th century”.
421 Rosen, Bargaining 31, quoting a Moroccan; cf. al-Wasıla, 152{3-4}, 167{2}. The rü  ̨is also that
part of one’s nature that has been created before the body (fiAlı ˘arzim, Jawhir al-mafinı, II, 59).
422 The latter view (which is less common) identifies rü˛ as life (al-Qushayrı, Risla (tr. Gramlich),
Kap. 2,26).
423 The expression, “eye of the heart” (chashm-e del) is from Hujwırı, Kashf al-ma˛jüb (tr.
Nicholson), 262. Majdhüb similarly distinguished ru√y from “what you saw with your eyes” (amr

(cont’d)
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While rü˛ can be described as a part of human nature which together with other,
different parts makes up the whole, living human being, dht is this being ‘in itself’ —
however this ‘in itself’ may be conceptualised.425 The notions of ‘substance’ and
‘essence’ are attached to it, and the relations between ‘substance’ and ‘qualities’ (ßift)
and between ‘essence’ and ‘attributes’ (afir∂) have been controversially discussed in
Muslim philosophy. These discussions have extended into theological and Sufi circles.
Following classical models, A˛mad b. Idrıs distinguished dht and ßift/asm√,426 but
while he kept them apart as concepts he maintained that in reality they are one (˛aqıqa
w˛ida): One can see a writer, but as long as one does not see him writing one does not
know that he is a writer; one only sees his dht. On the other hand, the writing cannot be
perceived ‘in itself’ (q√iman bi-dhtihi), abstracted from the writer; ßifa and dht are
thus “one reality”.427

For the purpose of understanding how dht  is used in al-Wasıla the general and
somewhat loosely defined notion of ‘in itself’ seems sufficient; it may often even be
translated as, ‘self’ if one takes care not to attach European philosophical or psycho-
analytical notions to this word. It is important to note that this ‘self’ is not abstracted
from physical form.428 While our sources do not expressly say that to appear in dht
means to appear ‘in flesh and blood’, they make it unmistakably clear that the manifes-
tation (tajallı) of the dht happens in the exact physical shape the person had during his
lifetime, so that one can see him and describe his physical appearance.429 This opinion
contrasts with what A˛mad b. Idrıs wrote on the subject, namely that “the manifestation
of the dht is the appearance (÷uhür) of the holy dht [he is talking here about the self-
display of God] without how, without direction, without location, without time, without

shahidtahu fiiynan) (al-Wasıla, 168{2}). Rashıd Ri∂ (1865-1935), a Naqshbandı in his youth, later
criticised the Sufi’s claims to be able to see the rü ,̨ calling them pure imagination and associating them
with European spiritualism (Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, 209).
424 Al-Qushayrı, Risla (tr. Gramlich), Kap. 2,25-26; Hujwırı, Kashf al-ma˛jüb (tr. Nicholson), 262.
Al-Sarrj’s view of rü˛, on the other hand, is framed by an attempt to defend what he sees as orthodoxy
(alladhı fialayhi ahl al-˛aqq wa’l-ißba) against all kinds of false doctrines. He thus asserts that the spirits
(arw˛) “taste death just as the body does” (and do not leave it to wander around from body to body)
(Lumafi, ed. Nicholson, 434; ed. fiAbd al-˘alım Ma˛müd, 555; tr. Gramlich, Kap. 157,1-3).
425 Al-Sarrj explains dht as, ‘hay√at (or: hiya) al-shay√ al-q√im bi-nafsih’, rendered by Gramlich
as, “die Form der Sache, die in sich selbst Bestand hat” (Lumafi, ed. Nicholson, 351; ed. fiAbd al-˘alım
Ma˛müd, 427; tr. Gramlich, Kap. 120,75). Cf. also Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 5, 135, 385 n. 6.
426 ∑ift and asm√ are identified in A˛mad b. Idrıs, Fuyü∂t, 53 (contrary to Qsim al-Khnı and
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, R al-Sulük 28).
427 A˛mad b. Idrıs, Fuyü∂t, 4-5, 53-4.
428 On this question, see al-Suyü†ı, Tanwır al-˛alak, e.g. p. 37-8; Meier, “Eine auferstehung”,
especially p. 43.
429 al-Wasıla, 147{4}; cf. also 145{1}, where light is “shaped like” (mutashakkil fial) the dht of
the Prophet.
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light”.430 But then, al-Wasıla never talks about the manifestation of God; ‘tajall’ is
used for the Prophet, and the more general ˛a∂ar for the awliy√.431

The dht may appear to people while they are awake as well as during their sleep.432

Whether one has a vision of dht or rü˛ does not depend on how much of the heart is
not covered by sleep, nor is it a function of one’s spiritual progress. One can see dhts
and rü˛s of different persons in the same vision.433 Dht appears to be slightly more
prominent in the accounts of visions, but a gradation between dht and rü˛ is not
recogniseable in the Wasıla.434

In addition to visions, Majdhüb and his followers are said to have heard invisible voices
(htif).435 In the Wasıla, these voices are not identified as belonging to particular
persons or to God; but in one of his letters, Majdhüb explicitly identifies is a a Prophetic
voice.436 In any case, a htif always imparts definitive judgements the truth of which is
beyond doubt — just like the judgements gained from visionary encounters.

Visions in practice
The role and importance of visions were not assessed unanimously among Sufis. Al-
Qushayrı, for example, warned that the novice must not trust his visions and not be
deceived by them; he should tell them to his shaykh so that his heart becomes free of
them, and the shaykh should try to direct his student’s attention to higher things and
keep his secrets private.437 And al-Simnnı regretted that he had allowed his students to
write down their dreams and visions, because this practice was conducive to vain-
glorious pride.438 Whether these reservations ever had much echo the current state of
scholarship does not permit us to say. In general, the interpretation of dreams by the
shaykh became common practice in Sufi brotherhoods,439 and a brief look at the
preserved accounts is sufficient to show that the motive was usually not to relieve the
dreamer of excessive preoccupation with his dreams, but to provide the shaykh with a

430 A˛mad b. Idrıs, Fuyü∂t, 53.
431 al-Wasıla, 147{4}.
432 al-Wasıla, 141{5}.
433 al-Wasıla, 147{4}.
434 In al-Lama†ı’s Ibrız, rü˛ designates a higher form of being than dht; while dht still belongs to
the world of darkness (÷alm), rü˛ is part of the word of light (nür) (see Radtke, “Sufism in the 18th
century”). While this distinction is not recogniseable in al-Wasıla, the latter’s use of the terms does not
contradict such a view. After all, the Wasıla is a much less theoretical work than the Ibrız.
435 al-Wasıla, 132{4}, 147{1}, 166{2,4,5}, 167{1}, 191{3}. — On the subject, and in particular on
the attempts by medieval Muslim writers to explain htif as a psychological rather than an ontological
phenomenon, see Fahd, art. “Htif”, in EI2.
436 Below, Documentation, Letter II (bashsharanı al-htif fialayhi al-salm).
437 Al-Qushayrı, Risla (tr. Gramlich), Kap. 54, 12. Cf. also ib. Kap. 28,8.
438 Sıstnı, Chehel majles, 95b (cit. Meier, “Sufik und Kulturzerfall”, 161 = Bausteine, I, 111)
439 Meier, Kubr, 98 ss.; Gramlich, Derwischorden, II, 213-17; Fahd, Divination arabe, 303-4;
Schimmel, Mystical dimensions 103, 255.
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means of access to the inner life of his student. To tell the dream was therefore more
important than to interpret it. A˛mad b. Idrıs, for example, maintained that the novice
should tell all his dreams to his shaykh “and not conceal anything, whether good or bad,
in order that the latter can guide him on the Way. He should not, however, ask the
[shaykh] for an explanation about what he tells him, but realise his own shortcomings
[…]”.440

This appears to have informed Majdhüb’s practice. With reference to a Prophetic Tradi-
tion, he had been urged to pay attention to visions by A˛mad b. Idrıs who pointed out to
him that dreams were a form of revelation (wa˛y).441 Although A˛mad b. Idrıs encour-
aged him to write down his dreams, Majdhüb left no written account of them.442 He did,
however, follow the model of the Prophet who “used to ask his companions after the
morning-prayer: ‘Those of you who have had a vision [tonight], let them tell it!’”443 It
was standard part of the meetings and assemblies Majdhüb held in the morning that he
asked his visitors to tell him their dreams.444 At least in one case this happened in
public.445 At other times, his students may have told him their dreams after the public
majlis, when they went to him for individual conversation, as is common in Sufi circles
in the Sudan; this is, however, not directly mentioned in al-Wasıla.

While students were encouraged to tell their dreams (sometimes, Majdhüb himself told
them his own dreams446), and while they often came forward to ask Majdhüb for an
interpretation on their own initiative, Majdhüb did not interpret all dreams that he was
told.447 Sometimes he said nothing, or merely smiled; and occasionally, an interpreta-
tion was not given immediately but only sometime later.448

440 A˛mad b. Idrıs, Kunüz al-jawhir, § 3.
441 Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, 133-5 (letter IV to Majdhüb); A˛mad b. Idrıs, Kunüz al-jawhir, §"3.
This is based on the Tradition, “The first thing by which began the revelation to the Messenger of God
was the vision (al-ru√y)” (Bukhrı, Bad√ al-wa˛y, 3). Based on this ˛adıth, Ibn al-fiArabı interpreted
ru√y as a form of wa˛y (Futü˛t, II, 58, 375; cit. by Chodkiewicz in his review of The letters of A˛mad
ibn Idrıs, in Studia Islamica, 80 (1994), 170). The passage in Kunüz al-jawhir speaks in unambiguous
terms of wa˛y al-manm as one “of two forms of revelation that come to the novice” (m ya˛ßul li’l-
murıd min al-wa˛yayn) (the other form being kha†ar and ilhm). This use of the term, ‘wa˛y’, clearly
abstracts from the ‘normal’, Prophetic meaning. Majdhüb, on the other hand, always maintained the
exclusive use of ‘wa˛y’ for the Prophet (al-Wasıla, 42, 166).
442 Such an account of one’s dreams is preserved, for example, from al-˘akım al-Tirmidhı, Bad√
sha√n; see Radtke, “Autobiografie des Theosophen von Tirmi≤”; Tirmidhı, Concept of sainthood, tr.
Radtke & O’Kane (these now supersede M K Masud, “al-˘akım al-Tirmidhı’s Buduww [sic] sha√n”, in
Islamic Studies (Karachi), IV (1965), 315-343). Another example of a dream-diary is Mu˛ammad al-
Zawwı’s (d. 1477) Tu˛fat al-n÷ir wa-nuzhat al-man÷ir (analysed in Katz, Vision of the Prophet).
443 Cf. Wensinck, Concordance, II 206. The quotation is from A˛mad b. Idrıs’ letter IV to Majdhüb.
444 al-Wasıla, 133{1}, 148{5}, 165{3}, 166{3}, 167{3,4}, 168{1,3,4,6}, 169{5,7}, 170{1,6}.
445 al-Wasıla, 169{7}.
446 al-Wasıla, 150{1}.
447 al-Wasıla, 166{3}.
448 al-Wasıla, 110{4}, 164{8}.
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Certain techniques were used occasionally to induce dreams. For example, Majdhüb
advised one of his students to repeat a particular dhikr formula a specified number of
times; after he had done this, the student in his dream saw a cube of light at the place
where the lodge was later built.449 Divination by purposefully-induced dreams — often
in conjunction with sleeping at particular holy places, like the tombs of saints — is a
widespread phenomenon all over the world; in Arabic, it is associated with the term,
‘istikhra’ (also called, ‘kheyra’ in Sudanese colloquial Arabic).450 Muslim legal
scholars rejected the practice of incubation proper which involves the combination of
three elements: (1) to sleep at a particular holy place and/or time with (2) the formally-
stated intention to receive an answer to a particular question (3) after having performed
a particular ritual. It remains open to question to what extent the scholars succeeded in
preventing the occurrence of all of these elements together; reports from North Africa in
particular describe practices almost indistinguishable from incubation. In any case, the
scholars were never able to eradicate the individual elements themselves. Istikhra,
consisting of a particular prayer and including a reference to the subject on which
consultation is desired, could be defended with reference to Prophetic Tradition. And
while the fuqah√, particularly those of the Mlikı school, generally opposed the
practice of sleeping in shrines and mosques, some authors attempted to justify it.451 The
Wasıla does not use the term istikhra (which may perhaps be due to the wish to avoid
open reference to a controversial custom). But even without the name it was apparently
practiced by Majdhüb, as we have seen; and in Medina Majdhüb also was in the habit of
sleeping in the Prophet’s Mosque for religious purposes.452

How did Majdhüb and his followers handle visions, what practical attitude did they
show towards them? The general impression conveyed by the accounts of dreams and
visions in al-Wasıla and in Majdhüb’s letters is the following: Majdhüb, the shaykh,
claimed to be able to see the Prophet more or less at will, or at least to a degree that was
unusual at the time. Consequently, his followers too wanted to have such visions, to see
the Prophet as their master did.453 Some were more, some less fortunate in having
visions,454 and not all were judged to be strong enough to bear the sight of the
Prophet.455 These were consoled, however, by being told that it was sufficient for them
to see Majdhüb in their dreams.456 This corresponds to the wellknown Sufi position
shared by Majdhüb that the shaykh is for his student “the representative of the

449 al-Wasıla, 120{1}. Cf. also ib., 112{1}.
450 El Safi, Native medicine in the Sudan, 19-20; Fahd, art. “Istikhra”, in EI2; id., Divination arabe,
363-5; Lane, Manners and customs, 263-4.
451 Fahd cites a seventeenth-century Shfifiı author (art. “Istikhra”; Divination arabe, 365-7).
452 al-Wasıla, 106{1,2}.
453 al-Wasıla, 169{6}; cf. also ib., 112{1}.
454 al-Wasıla, 148{5}.
455 al-Wasıla, 169{3}.
456 al-Wasıla, 169{5-6}. Cf. also ib., 131{4}: to remember Majdhüb is enough dhikr for a bedouin!
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Prophet”457 and that during dhikr, those who cannot imagine the Prophet should
visualise their shaykh.458

While in our reports some of Majdhüb’s followers did advance ‘on their own’ the claim
to have seen the Prophet,459 more often than once it was only through Majdhüb’s expla-
nation that they ‘recognised’ that what they had seen had been the Prophet.460 The
model of their shaykh, the students’ wish, and Majdhüb’s explicit interpretation all
contributed to give a specific direction to the process of lending meaning to what they
saw. Majdhüb’s interpretation was perhaps decisive in determining what a dream meant;
he helped his students not only to recognise unknown persons they saw as ‘the Prophet’
but sometimes identified them as other people, like ancestors, saints, etc.461 Majdhüb
thus helped to ‘shape’ his followers dreams; this observation supports the view that “not
just the functional role assigned to dreams but also their contents and patterns are
culturally determined”.462

The function of visions
A perusal and overall evaluation of the accounts of visions in al-Wasıla shows that
Majdhüb used the medium of dreams and visions to communicate if not with God then
with the Prophet, as well as with deceased and absent persons. As these visions were
experienced as being ‘real’, one could address the persons who appeared in them and
ask them particular questions which they answered.463 The answer given was seen as
deriving ‘really’ from the person one saw, as possessing no less validity than a state-
ment elicited in a physical encounter.464 This is made particularly clear when Majdhüb
referred to Prophetic answers in his rulings on various questions which he gave in his
letters. The use of Prophetic visions to decide points of controversy, and their equality
or even superiority to knowledge derived from books, was not specific to the rural
periphery of Islam, but was also attested for scholarly circles in early nineteenth-century
Cairo. The credibility of the vision, it is important to note, was dependent on the status

457 Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, R al-Sulük 8-9.
458 al-Wasıla, 27. Cf. above, Ch V n. 219.
459 al-Wasıla, 101{1,4}, 108{1}, 170{3,5}.
460 al-Wasıla, 141{5}, 169{3}.
461 E.g. al-Wasıla, 170{2}.
462 Katz, “Shaykh A˛mad’s dream”, 177, after Dodds, The Greeks and the irrational.
463 al-Wasıla, 145{5}, 167{2}.
464 “It cannot be emphasized enough that to the medieval Muslim, scholar or lay, the cognitive
power of the dream does not present an epistemological problem. [They do not] question the objective
validity of oneiric data” (von Grunebaum, “Dream”, 6-7). This view is of course not restricted to “the
medieval Muslim”. Strong ideosensory activities as evinced in some altered states of consciousness
“involve a perception that a stimulus is actually present”, and “may be compelling enough to induce one
to enter into a conversation with” a person thus perceived to be present (Scheflin & Shapiro, Trance on
trial, 124). ‘Ideosensory activity’ is a term used to avoid the pathological connotation of ‘hallucination”.
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and repute of the dreamer.465 It is an expression of this same dependence that ‘true’
visions (that is, those that were accepted as genuine) were seen as an indication of an
advanced spiritual state and thus helped to enhance the status of the dreamer.

With regard to their content, visions — more accurately, the right visions by the right
people — served to obtain certain knowledge about right conduct in particular
situations,466 as well as about the final outcome of one’s fate.467 They provided
practical assistance in reaching a decision468 and conveyed support in situations of
doubt, uncertainty and insecurity.469 They were also seen to announce future events470

(or events happening somewhere else at the same time);471 events that were not always
positive472 but the mere knowledge of which helped to stabilise man’s position in the
flux of time and space.

Detailed studies of Prophetic visions — in particular accounts written down by the
dreamers themselves — have recently been undertaken by Jonathan Katz.473 On the
basis of his studies, Katz posits “a major change in what might be called the communal
function of the Prophetic vision” in North Africa between the fifteenth and the nine-
teenth centuries.474 The development he sees may be summarised as follows: In early
Islam, visions of the Prophet were “irregular although legitimate spiritual or psychic
event[s]”. Approximately from the fifteenth century onwards, they became “an increas-
ingly widespread social phenomenon”; this was linked to the growing saliency of
reverence for the Prophet in the spiritual and social lives of North African Muslims.475

Prophetic visions supposedly ‘sacralised’ the seer as a walı; this effect was perhaps
strongest in the fifteenth century when the phenomenon had not yet become too
widespread. Katz argues that “the vision of the Prophet became inextricably linked with
the notion of salvation in the hereafter”. As more and more would-be saints claimed
intimacy with the Prophet, the accounts of their encounters and the powers acquired
through them became more and more grandiose, and the “soteriological function
initially performed by the Prophet as the ultimate intercessor eventually adhered to the

465 Lane, Manners and customs, 215-8, translating an account where the Mlikı scholar, Mu˛ammad
b. Mu˛ammad AL-AMˆR Sr. (1154-1232: 1741/2-1817/6) was convinced by a vision of the wrongness of
an opinion he had derived from books.
466 See the references to Prophetic visions in Majdhüb’s letters.
467 E.g. al-Wasıla, 167{2,3,5}, 168{1-5}.
468 E.g. al-Wasıla, 120{1}; cf . also ib., 116{1}.
469 E.g. al-Wasıla, 138{4}, 140{1}, 198{1}.
470 E.g. al-Wasıla, 110{4}, 150{2}, 164{8}, 165{1}, 169{1}, 170{3}.
471 E.g. al-Wasıla, 142{1}.
472 E.g. al-Wasıla, 170{4,5}.
473 Katz, Vision of the Prophet; id., “Visionary experience”; id., Shaykh A˛mad’s dream”.
474 Katz, “Shaykh A˛mad’s dream”, 168. The following quotations are from id., “Visionary experi-
ence”, 86; cf. also ibid., 87-8, 106, 110.
475 For this context, Katz depends on Cornell, Mirrors of prophethood and id., “Logic of analogy”.
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walî”, a development that reached a culmination point in A˛mad al-Tijnı (d. 1815). But
the same development that led to more and more extravagant claims also brought about
an ‘inflation’ of Prophetic visions and a subsequent devaluation of the fact of the vision
itself. In the mid-nineteenth century, seeing the Prophet had become so common as to
be almost boring.

The developmental thesis sketched by Katz offers interesting insights; but in view of the
limitations of Katz’ source material the extent of its validity may be questioned. Katz
bases his conclusions mainly on the analysis of a handful of ‘autobiographical’ accounts
put into circulation by their authors as a way of self-promotion. Katz is conscious of the
literary character of the accounts he analyses; but he does not sufficiently distinguish
the different functions Prophetic visions may have in different literary genres (dream-
books, spiritual autobiographies [fahrasas], didactic hagiograpies [manqib], promotory
postscripts to books, etc.). The way dreams were put to use in the context of a zwiya-
centred community cannot easily be inferred from self-promotory dreambooks. The
analysis of dreams and visions as presented in al-Wasıla cautions us somewhat against
accepting too broad a validity for the developmental trends described by Katz. We have
seen that for Majdhüb and his followers, ‘to see the Prophet’ served as a mark of
distinction enhancing the status of the seer — but it did not necessarily ‘sacralise’ him.
Certainly, Majdhüb’s walı-ship is stressed by al-Wasıla through the frequency with
which he is said to have contacted the Prophet. But while intimacy with the Prophet
may have been “an essential part of any would-be walî’s stock in trade”476, Katz links
Prophetic visions to walıs more closely than even his own data suggest. In the sixteenth
century, popular manuals circulated that “held out the possibility of seeing the Prophet
to anyone willing to perform the requisite rituals”, and the recitation of al-Jazülı’s
Dal√il al-khayrt was believed to have the same effect.477 On the other hand, the
analysis of Majdhüb’s case has shown that the claim to see the Prophet had not become
so ‘normal’ and commonplace in the nineteenth century as Katz would seem to believe
— the frequency and extent of such claims were viewed critically not only by outspoken
adversaries, but even by A˛mad b. Idrıs.

A central concern in Katz’ analysis is the supposedly inextricable link of Prophetic
visions with the walı’s soteriological abilities. We have seen that in Majdhüb’s own
writings, the Prophet, not the walı, appears as the ultimate intercessor (this is contrary to
some of Majdhüb’s contemporaries, like Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı). In his

476 Katz, “Shaykh A˛mad’s dream”, 163.
477 Katz, “Visionary experience”, 104-5, and id., “Shaykh A˛mad’s dream”, 164, referring to
Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Zayn al-fi◊bidın al-Marßafı (d. 1562), Hidyat al-mushtq al-mustahm fı
ru√yat al-nabı […] fı ’l-manm. As for Katz’s view that in the earlier cases, “the content of the vision was
relatively less important than the fact of the vision itself”, he himself provides us with a counter-example,
the vision of the Algerian shaykh fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Thafilibı (d. 1468) with its conservative moralistic
message (Katz, “Shaykh A˛mad’s dream”, 168-9).
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hagiography, on the other hand, the soteriological topos discussed by Katz is applied to
Majdhüb, even though the most sweeping claim of the redemptive quality of seeing
Majdhüb is justified in connection with a mystical encounter with God, not the Prophet.
Prophetic visions are used to legitimate similar, but not the same statements; it is not
unlikely that Majdhüb did indeed tell his followers what he did not (dare to?) express in
writing, namely that the Prophet had promised him salvation for them in the hereafter
(v.s.). But this cannot be construed as constituting an inextricable link between
Prophetic visions, sainthood, and the promise of salvation; the walı’s soteriological
power was legitimated by the Prophet, but a Prophetic vision did not necessarily convey
such power. In Majdhüb’s circle, Prophetic visions served a variety of purposes, related
to both status and content; they have to be analysed in their varying contexts and cannot
easily be reduced to a single common denominator. It would not be surprising if a
similar variety could also be demonstrated for visions from earlier times. More data
need to be assembled before we can with any degree of reliability describe changes in
the function of Prophetic visions over time.

˘̆̆̆llll    aaaannnndddd    jjjjaaaaddddhhhhbbbb::::    tttthhhheeee    ggggrrrriiiipppp    ooooffff    ‘‘‘‘ooootttthhhheeeerrrr----wwwwoooorrrrlllldddd’’’’    ppppoooowwwweeeerrrr

One Friday in Dhü ’l-Qafida 1246 [April/May 1831], we were together with Majdhüb after the
afternoon-prayer. He was sitting on a bed, with us on the ground around him. He was talking and
preaching to the audience. Coffee was brought and he drank a little; then the ˛l overwhelmed him
and he entered into jadhb (ghalab fialayhi ’l-˛l fa-njadhab). He fell off the bed, but the cup did
not fall out of his hand, and no coffee was spilled. A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim rose and took it
out of his hand.

Majdhüb remained in jadhb for an hour, then woke up (afq) and sat down in front of the
house. People assembled around him, and he told them what he had seen: [there follows the
account of Majdhüb witnessing a mystical encounter between al-Khi∂r and fiAbd al-Qdir al-
Jılnı].478

Similar stories are told in al-Wasıla with relative frequency. The image of the coffee-
cup not falling to earth when Majdhüb fell down in jadhb is alone repeated four
times.479 All the reports of Majdhüb’s jadhb describe a characteristic sequence of
events, expressed in Arabic in these terms:

˛aßala lahu / hja fialayhi / ghalaba fialayhi / akhadha(t)hu (al-)˛l(a) (fia÷ım)
fa- / ˛att / thumma

injadhaba (fıhi) / ghba / kharra [waqafia] maghshiyyan fialayhi

478 al-Wasıla, 182 {1}.
479 al-Wasıla, 158{8}, 159{1}, 182 {1}, 194{2}. The three other versions make the account more
miraculous by claiming that the cup fell out of Majdhüb’s hand, but remained upright in the air or sank
only slowly to earth. Fifteen years after Majdhüb’s death, the story had made it into the First Recencion of
the Funj Chronicle (see above, Chapter I).
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that is, he was overcome by a mystical “state” (˛l), and subsequently fell down uncon-
sciously / into jadhb. ˘l(a) and jadhb(a) (nomen speciei and nomen unitatis are used
interchangeably480) were linked in that jadhb was always triggered by a ˛l; on the
other hand, a ˛l did not necessarily lead to jadhb.481 As the ˛l was seen to persist
during jadhb,482 the latter may be described as a ‘peak’ expression of ˛l.

What do ˛l and jadhb mean? In Majdhüb’s writings we have encountered ‘˛l’ as a
technical term for an ephemeral mystical “state” descending upon the heart (nzila
tanzil bi’l-qalb fa-l tadüm) — a classic definition.483 ‘Jadhb’, on the other hand, is not
discussed by Majdhüb. Literally, the word means, “attraction”; and after the twelfth
century Najm al-Dın-i Kubr’s (d. 1221) and fiUmar al-Suhrawardı’s (d. 1234) usage
became widely accepted, according to which it denotes “a type of piety which is chiefly
of a passive nature”, contrasting with sulük, the active striding on the Path. While the
slik, the “strider”, labours along the Path by his own efforts, the majdhüb, the
“attracted one”, is drawn to God in a single rapture by divine attraction. Al-Suhrawardı
elaborated a fourfold scheme distinguishing not only ‘slik’ and ‘majdhüb’ but adding a
‘slik mutadrak bi’l-jadhba’ (a “strider who is overtaken by attraction”) and a
‘majdhüb mutadrik bi’l-sulük’ (an “attracted one [who completes by] striding”); the
latter was presented as the most perfect model.484

How jadhb and ˛l manifested themselves in practice is left open by these theoretical
definitions. Some scholars see a contrast between what is laid out in the old handbooks
of Sufism and later reports of phenomena designated by these terms, and conclude that a
debasement especially of the concept of jadhb occurred in the course of time which led
to ‘majdhüb’ being used more and more as an an “extenuating and exculpating designa-
tion of eccentric ecstatics, love-maddened persons, holy fools, and despisers of the
law”.485 In a schematic model, the ‘ecstasy’ of these people has been regarded as an
expression of ‘Folk Islam’ and contrasted with the ‘rule observance’ of ‘High Islam’.486

480 Cf. al-Wasıla, 158{9}, 159{1}.
481 For examples of ˛l without jadhb, see al-Wasıla, 108{3}, 146{5}, 158{3}, 160{2}, 179{5},
193{2}; cf. also 109{2} (˛l fia÷ım min al-wajd). For examples of ˛l leading to jadhb, see al-Wasıla,
138{5}, 162{1}, 164{5}, 182{1}, 184{4}, 194{2}; cf. also 158{9}, 159{1}, 159{7}, where only the
expression, ‘maghshiyyan fialayhi’ is used but which describe the same phenomenon as jadhb, as can be
seen from a comparison with 182{1} and 199{3}. For non-technical use of the term, ˛l(a), see al-
Wasıla, 124{5}, 133{5}.
482 al-Wasıla, 44.
483 Junayd’s definition of ˛l as quoted by Majdhüb. See further above, Chapter VI.
484 al-Suhrawardı, fiAwrif, 87 = tr. Gramlich, 10.16-23; Gramlich, Derwischorden, II, 189-194;
Gramlich, art. “Madjdhüb”, in EI2; Meier, “Schriften des fiAzız-i Nasafı”, 126 = Bausteine, I, 179; Meier,
Kubr, 95-6. Meier translates jadhb variously as, “Raptus”, “Hinanziehung”, “Zug”, and “Entrµckung”
(Bausteine, 159, 349, 909; Zwei Abhandlungen, 213, 232).
485 Gramlich, art. “Madjdhüb”, in EI2. Cf. also Trimingham, Orders, 200.
486 Gellner, Postmodernism, 11.
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It should be clear from the previous analysis of Majdhüb’s life and writings that he can
hardly be called an eccentric madman who despised the law. But the coffee-cup-
anecdote quoted above shows that the states of jadhb experienced by Majdhüb are also
not adequately described as passive piety. The following analysis of pertinent passages
from al-Wasıla will help to give a more detailed understanding of how ˛l and jadhb
were experienced in actual practice in the nineteenth-century Sudan.

˘l and jadhb: a phenomenological enquiry
Let us first look at examples of ˛l without jadhb. A ˛l could result from (probably
intense and selective) concentration of the mind on an emotionally charged religious
subject, a matter of special mystical significance, in particular something that was
beyond normal reasoning and understanding (fiaql) and that could hardly be expressed
in words (ya∂ıqu fianhu nu†q al-fiibrt).487 When Majdhüb was speaking of “hidden
things” (umür mughayyaba), or of the exploits (manqib) of A˛mad b. Idrıs,488 for
example, this was obvious; in other cases, no such observable act preceded the ˛l, and
it has to be assumed that it was brought about by being immersed in ‘mystical’ thought.

The state of ˛l itself was characterised by intense emotions (cf. the expression, ‘hja
fialayhi ’l-˛l wa-fia÷uma fialayhi ’l-amr),489 narrowly-focussed concentration, and a
reduction of self-consciousness and responsiveness to the environment. Manifestations
of a ˛l varied, and there appear to have been different degrees. Sometimes, the only
symptom was that Majdhüb said things of a special mystical significance (such as
giving a mystical interpretation to a Qur√nic verse, or revealing that the sparrows knew
of A˛mad b. Idrıs’ status).490 In other cases, however, he pronounced words that were
beyond normal understanding (kalm gharıb lam yasifihu fiaqlı), strayed off the path
normally used, repeated rhythmically monotonous religious phrases, lost consciousness
of what he was saying, broke out in loud weeping, or sank down on a bed for an
hour.491

In about half the reported cases, the ˛l seizing Majdhüb492 caused him to fall down
unconsciously (maghshiyyan fialayhi), often in a cataleptic way493 and after giving off a

487 al-Wasıla, 108{3}, 146{5}.
488 al-Wasıla, 108{3}, 179{5}.
489 al-Wasıla, 108{3}. Majdhüb shared the classic view of ˛lt as “actions (mufimalt) of the
hearts” (see above, Chapter VI).
490 al-Wasıla, 108{3}, 158{3}.
491 al-Wasıla, 146{5}, 160{1-2}, 179{5}, 193{2}.
492 It is usually, but not only, the jadhb-experiences of Majdhüb that are described. The exception is
al-Wasıla, 113{1}, describing how seven pilgrims from Baghdd entered into jadhb when Majdhüb
joined their dhikr and performed Prophetic praise songs in their midst.
493 Catalepsy is “a physical state characterized by involuntary muscle contractions of any part of the
body. Eyeballs become fixed and a nonblinking gaze ensues; limbs become immovable or conform to a
waxy flexibility […]. An arm can be raised in some manner and simply hang in the air in that position

(cont’d)
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loud shriek. It is the resultant condition that was called, ‘jadhb’. Whether a ˛l resulted
in jadhb or not cannot be easily deduced from what came before. Both occurred where
religious symbols were mobilised. The particular situations leading to jadhb are
mentioned more frequently in al-Wasıla than those preceding a mere ˛l; they include
communal prayer, the performance of Prophetic praise songs (madı˛) or of a mawlid,
the silent contemplation or mere mentioning of the Prophet, as well as preaching and
talking about ‘hidden things’ such as junction to God (al-jamfi fial ’llh).494 Ritual
performances (prayer, madı˛, mawlid) are not mentioned in the cases of ‘simple’ ˛l,
and it may be that they were particularly conducive to jadhb; but how firm this link was
is difficult to say. In any case, Majdhüb stressed that he had no control over the process
leading him to jadhb and did not bring it about intentionally (lam nanjadhib bi-
murdin);495 jadhb was thus experienced as a spontaneous phenomenon. It should be
noted, though, that the incidents described always happened in public: in the Prophet’s
Mosque, at a city gate, in a camp outside Sawkin, in the middle of a large audience, or
while sitting with his companions.496 While theoretically, this may simply be due to
lack of reports of ‘private’ examples of jadhb, it is more likely that the (public) setting
played in important part in inducing it (v.i.).

Observers chiefly noted the external appearance of jadhb. The most common feature of
all jadhb-states was the cataleptic fall (often accompanied by a shout). This was
followed by a state of removal from ordinary consciousness, wherein attention to the
external senses was either severely reduced497 or selectively concentrated (resulting in
hypersensitivity to being touched).498 Voluntary movement was frequently lacking,
sometimes to the extent of resembling death.499 To these states of withdrawal from the
external world corresponded a heightened alertness to ‘inner’ experiences such as
visions.500 In other cases, the majdhüb was not completely motionless but able to speak,
especially of ‘hidden’ matters that were not accessible to ordinary consciousness, and to
answer questions regarding these things.501 Often, what was said in jadhb was incom-
prehensible or wrong on the level of ‘normal’ consciousness,502 but special mystical
significance was ascribed to it. Thus, for example, the words, “A˛ünun qfun adumma

without signs of tiredness or strain” (Scheflin & Shapiro, Trance on trial, 124). It is one of many possible
characteristic signs of trance as catalogued by Hilgard, Divided consciousness.
494 al-Wasıla, 105{4}, 113{1}, 158{8}, 159{1}, 159{7}, 179{5}, 182{1}.
495 al-Wasıla, 184{4}.
496 al-Wasıla, 105{4}, 113{1}, 138{5}, 162{2}, 164{5}, 182{1}, 184{4}, 194{2}.
497 al-Wasıla, 164{5}: gh√iban fian ˛issih.
498 al-Wasıla, 159{7}; cf. 146{5} (Majdhüb’s followers check whether or not he is hypersensitive);
and 179{5} (he says he will emerge from ˛l when one touches him).
499 al-Wasıla, 159{7}, 199{3}.
500 al-Wasıla, 182{1}; cf. also 193{2}.
501 Such as making ‘public’ graves of hitherto unknown walıs (162{1); or predicting the birth of a
child (164{5}).
502 al-Wasıla, 112{2-3}, 166{6}.
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˛amma h√un amın” uttered by Majdhüb in jadhb were believed to be the Greatest Name
of God “according to the Shdhilı tradition”.503

A state of jadhb could last for shorter or longer periods (one hour, one night and one
day, two or three days).504 Eventually, one woke from it (afq), either by oneself or
through external influence: by being touched or shaken505 or by being made to listen to
special invocations. Majdhüb taught his followers a short prayer on the Prophet, “the
spirit of spirits (rü˛ al-arw˛), the life of the bodies and shadows (˛ayt al-ajsd wa’l-
ashb˛)” which they had to read to him “when the ˛l overcame him and he drowned in
jadhb and tawjud; […] when he heard it, the ˛l would gradually retreat from him until
he relaxed and his wounded heart healed”.506

Upon emerging from jadhb, Majdhüb answered people’s questions about the reason for
his state and told them of spiritual matters and visions that he had experienced. Jadhb
was thus not followed by amnesia, although sometimes Majdhüb did not elaborate on
his experiences, contenting himself with making equivocal allusions.507 The experi-
ences he did report were almost all of a highly charged mystical-religious nature, and in
one instance, his jadhb was followed by a visit to the tomb of a local saint.508 For
example, he said that the Prophet had given him something with his finger (causing his
jadhb); that he had been to the “City of Saints”, that “there are now 70,000 angels here
in my house”; that so-and-so would attain a high mystical rank; that so-and-so in
Baghdd would be the shaykh of so-and-so; or that the sins of every one of those present
had been forgiven.509 Two stories contain elaborate visions involving prominent saints
and the mystical guide, al-Khi∂r, to confirm Majdhüb’s own high rank (linked to the

503 al-Wasıla, 44. Prophetic Tradition speaks of ninety-nine of “God’s most beautiful names” (a
Qur√nic expression). Muslims widely believe that one of them, or a combination of them, or a hundredth
one, is “God’s Greatest Name”. The knowledge of this, which carries extraordinary power and thus may
confer the ability to work miracles, is supposed to be restricted to particualar classes of people, such as
prophets and, according to some, saints. The formula, “A˛ünun qfun adumma ˛amma h√un amın” is
given in Ibn fiAyyd (sixteenth century or later), al-Mafkhir al-fialiyya fı ’l-ma√thir al-Shdhiliyya; but
the same source also contains other traditions regarding this name. See the extensive discussion in Meier,
Kubr, 137-54 (I follow Meier’s reading of the formula); cf. also Lane, Manners and customs, 266;
Trimingham, Orders, 158.
504 al-Wasıla, 105{4}, 107{1}, 159{7}, 182{1}, 184{4}. Three days is not unparalleled a duration
of an ASC; cf. A warning to disobedient youth: being a relation concerning a certain Henry Webb, who
was three days and nights in a trance. As also an account of what he had seen while in that condition
[…]. Carlisle [PA], 1788. A Persian Sufi, Shams od-Dın al-Jmı, also remained in a state of jadhb for
several days (Meier, “Zur Biographie”, 49 = Bausteine, I, 159).
505 al-Wasıla, 113{1}, 179{5}.
506 al-Wasıla, 44.
507 al-Wasıla, 107{1}; cf. also 159{7}. No report is given in 113{1}, 194{2}.
508 al-Wasıla, 143{4}.
509 al-Wasıla, 105{4}, 107{2}, 146{5}, 184{4}. That the reports of such experiences were taken
quite literally is shown by al-‡hir Majdhüb’s comment: The answer to the possible objection, “How can
70,000 angels fit into one house?” is, “They are of light, therefore it is no problem”.
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love of the Prophet), and reassure the people of the Sudan that they were under the
saints’ and the Prophet’s protection.510

‘Trance’: a comparative perspective
The phenomenological appearance is clear enough to allow us to recognise that jadhb as
described in al-Wasıla belongs to what most recent anthropological literature discusses
under the heading, ‘trance’.511 As we have seen, the term, ‘ecstasy’ has also been used
in this connection. Many different definitions, descriptions, and explanations have been
proposed for these states, and the terminological confusion has not yet come to an end,
but most scholars now agree that ‘trance’ and ‘ecstasy’ refer to the same class of
phenomena.512 ‘Trance’ (from the Latin, ‘transitus’ “passage” [sc. to another state]) is
preferred by most anthropologists and is generally gaining currency in the more recent
literature.513 ‘Ecstasy’ (from the Greek, ‘úkstasij’ “standing outside” [sc. of reality as
ordinarily experienced]) is more commonly found in older writings, especially those by
students of religion; it is frequently used without proper definition, and many (though
not all) of those who favour this term concentrate on the subjective experience of the
ecstatic to the detriment of an analysis of the objective/external aspects and the social
context of the phenomenon.514 Some authors use both words interchangeably. Gilbert

510 al-Wasıla, 182{1}, 193{2}.
511 For the common usage of ‘trance’ (as opposed to the manifold specialised definitions), see the
entries on “Trance” in Heinze, Trance and healing in southeast Asia today [1988], Glossary; Peters,
Wörterbuch der Psychiatrie [1984]; (by Wolfgang Schmidbauer) in Lexikon der Psychologie [1980];
Encyclopedia of occultism and parapsychology [1978]; Meyers Enzyklopädisches Lexikon, 9. edn.,
[1978]; Handbook of parapsychology, ed. Wolman [1977], glossary; Hehlmann, Wörterbuch der
Psychologie [1974]; Penguin dictionary of psychology (quoted in Lewis, Ecstatic religion, 33). See
further: Schmidbauer, “Zur Psychologie des Orakels”, 95-7.
For specialist research, I have chiefly consulted: Lapassade, Les états modifiés de conscience [1987];
Bourguignon, “Altered states of consciousness”, in id., Psychological anthropology, [1979], 233-269;
Religion, altered states of consciousness, and social change, ed. Bourguignon [1973]; Altered states of
consciousness, ed. Tart [3rd edn., 1990; 1st edn. 1969]; Ludwig, “The trance” [1967].
512 Other words, such as ‘rapture’, ‘ravishment’, ‘crisis’, etc. are also used by some, generally,
however, without giving any terminological definitions. For ‘hypnosis’ (psychologically identical) and
‘possession’ (not semantically congruent), v.i.
513 In the Latin Middle Ages, the word was used for the passage from life to death (Lapassade, États
modifiés de conscience, 25). In the nineteenth century, it was applied to the mediumistic trance. It was
mainly its use in the anthropological literature that emancipated the term from this spiritualist
connotation.
514 Cf. Holm, “Ecstasy research”, 8 (from Anna-Leena Siikala, The rite technique of the Siberian
shaman, Helsinki 1978, 39); Ogén, “Religious ecstasy in classical Sufism”, 227. Rouget offers an
interesting thought: “If ‘trance’ has gradually replaced ‘ecstasy’ in descriptions of possession states, it is
perhaps because, in both English and French, the word trance in some way evokes both trembling and
dancing, and so summarizes, or better yet (like Lewis Carroll), telescopes the two aspects that are
particularly characteristic of such states” (Rouget, Music and trance, 7).
Those who prefer ‘ecstasy’ often identify it with specifically religious trance (a typical example: “Werden
in der Trance religiöse Inhalte belebt, wird von Ekstase gesprochen” [Peters, Wörterbuch der
Psychiatrie]). This ignores, however, the religious aspects of trance in general. Lewis, Ecstatic religion,
never defines ecstasy, but equates it with spirit possession and shamanism. Berger (Sacred canopy, 43,

(cont’d)
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Rouget stands out in his attempt to establish a binary opposition between the two.515

But even though he takes care to stress that “ecstasy and trance must […] be regarded as
constituting the opposite poles of a continuum”, his structuralist model has not found
favour with other researchers who criticised it as being inconsistent with findings on the
ground.516

Here, I shall adopt the term, ‘trance’ as loosely applying to various states in which the
generalised reality-orientation of ordinary consciousness is reduced while concentration
on a part or segment of reality or experience is heightened to the extent of temporarily
giving these segments the value of total reality for the subject.517 To these subjective
changes in perception corresponds the most characteristic ‘external’ aspect of trance, a
decreased general responsiveness to the environment (sometimes with heightened
selective responsiveness). Objective signs vary considerably; they often include a lack
of voluntary movement (in extreme cases resembling coma)518 and various forms of
automatism (e.g. abnormal postures, decreased or increased sensitivity and/or physio-
logical response to stimuli such as heat, cold, or piercing the skin). Such conditions are
not limited to humans but have also been observed in animals.519

Trance-states can be analysed both on the biopsychological and the sociocultural level.
From the point of view of biopsychology, the hypnotic trance — a form of trance
developed in the cultural context of modern scientific psychology — has received most

64, 73) uses ‘ecstasy’ for altered states of consciousness (called by him, “the nightside of consciousness”)
that are characterised by strong emotions. See also Religious ecstasy, ed. Holm [1982]; Beiträge zur
Ekstase, ed. Spoerri [1968]; Arbman, Ecstasy or religious trance [1963].
515 Rouget characterises ‘ecstasy’ as a state of immobility and silence achieved through sensory
deprivation in solitude, and which leads to hallucinations; ‘trance’, on the other hand, he sees as an
agitated, noisy ‘crisis’ due to sensory overstimulation in public and followed, contrary to ‘ecstasis’, by
amnesia (Rouget, Music and trance, 11).
516 Lewis, Ecstatic religion, 9 (preface to the second edn.); Bourguignon, “Trance and shamanism”,
11-12 (for example, the shamanistic trance is typically characterised by hallucinations without amnesia).
517 ‘Generalised reality-orientation’ is used here as defined by Shor: “The usual state of conscious-
ness is characterized by the mobilization of a structured frame of reference in the background of attention
which supports, interprets, and gives meaning to all experiences. This frame of reference will be called
the usual generalized reality-orientation” (Shor, “Hypnosis and the concept of the generalized reality-
orientation”, 284). In some (but not all) forms of trance the perceptual concentration is focussed on the
interior, so that “the subject becomes aware of certain intra-psychic processes ordinarily exluded from or
beyond the scope of awareness” (Deikman, “Deautomatization”, 51).
518 To the outside observer, some forms of trance appear analogous to the normal sleep-state. This
analogy is, however, only one of external appearance. Neither blood flow to the cerebral vessels, nor
electroencephalogram (EEG) tracings show the same patterns in sleep as in trance (Scheflin & Shapiro,
Trance on trial, 129, 138).
519 Suryani & Jensen, Trance and possession, 28-33; Lapassade, États modifiés de conscience, 52-5
(from A. Demaret, “De l’hypnose animale à l’hypnose humaine”, and Didier Michaux, “Au-delà de la
représentation sociale de l’hypnose: un phénomène aux formes multiples”, both in Résurgence de
l’hypnose, ed. L. Chertok, Paris: Desclée de Brouwer, 1984).
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attention.520 Still, the physiological processes during trance/hypnosis are not fully
understood yet; many findings appear to be contradictory and have not been replicated.
Research has concentrated on the role of beta endorphines (the body’s own painkillers),
on neurotransmitters, and on electrical brain activity. These findings have, however, not
yet been synthesised.521

From a psychological point of view, trance is generally understood as a dissociative
state. ‘Dissociation’ is a mental mechanism whereby perceptions, thoughts, emotions, or
actions are temporarily ‘split off’ from other information and take over the entire field
of consciousness and behaviour. It must be stressed that the range of dissociative states
is far wider than that of trance-states; dissociation occurs frequently in daily life where
one is so ‘totally absorbed’ in a particular activiy or thought that one appears to lose
contact with one’s surroundings. 522 That is to say that there are not only different forms
of dissociative conditions, but also different degrees of intensity or depth. This is also
true for trance-states in particular.523

Several attempts have been made to come to an experimentally-based understanding
and theoretical classification of the experiential side of trance, in particular of the so-
called ‘mystic experience’. Arthur Deikman’s ‘experimental meditation’ and his use of
the concept of ‘deautomisation’ “of the psychological structures that organize, limit,
select, and interpret perceptual stimuli” have received much attention.524 The notion of
‘peak-experiences’ developed by the humanistic psychologist Abraham Maslow is
another example of an attempt to arrive at a description of trance-experiences within the

520 Shor, “Hypnosis and the concept of the generalized reality-orientation”, 298 (written before the
term, ‘ASC’ had been introduced). Many of the hypnosis-researchers use ‘trance’ practically as synony-
mous with ‘altered states of consciousness’ (cf. Holm, “Ecstasy research”, 9, 23 (from Gaunitz 1980);
Suryani & Jensen, Trance and possession, 1.
521 EEG tracings of people in ‘possession’-trance have been shown to be significantly different from
people in ‘simple’ hypnosis (Suryani & Jensen, Trance and possession, 2-3, 221-2 [from F.W. Putnam,
“Dissociative phenomena”, in Review of psychiatry, ed. A. Tasman & S.M. Goldfinger, Vol. 10,
Washington: American Psychiatric Association Press, 1991; and D.J. Hughes & N.J. Melville, “Changes
in brain wave activity during trance chanelling: a pilot study”, in Journal of transpersonal psychology, 22
(1990), 175-89]); Scheflin & Shapiro, Trance on trial, 127-8; Altered states of consciousness and mental
health, 17-8, 170-1; Lewis, Ecstatic religion, 10; Goodman, Ecstasy, ritual, and alternate reality, 39;
Altered states of consciousness, ed. Tart, Section 8 (pp. 576-611).
522 Familiar examples of dissociation include the ‘absorption’ in a book or a movie, ‘highway-
hypnosis’, or the proverbial ‘absent-minded professor’. See Hilgard, Divided consciousness, 1-17, 216-
56; Suryani & Jensen, Trance and possession, 5, 20-3, 27-8, 45, 239; Heinze, Trance and healing,
Glossary, p. 342; L. J. W./Ed., art. “Perception”, in Encyclopædia Britannica / Macropædia, 15th edn,
XXV, 500.
523 Suryani & Jensen, Trance and possession, passim. Cf. Shor, “Three dimensions of hypnotic
depth”, in Altered states of consciousness, ed. Tart, 302-14 (abridged from International journal of
clinical and experimental hypnosis, 10 (1962), 23-38. The concept of psychic depths goes back to P.
Schilder & O. Kauders, A textbook of hypnosis, New York: International Universities Press, 1956.
524 Deikman, “Experimental meditation”; Deikman, “Deautomization and the mystic experience”.
Cf. also Geels, “Mystical experience”, 39-46.
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framework of modern science.525 None of these conceptions have gained general
acceptance, however, even though it would not seem impossible to synthesise them,
since some of the key terms employed may easily be understood to refer to the same
general phenomena. Thus, Deikmans’s “deautomization” is reminiscent of the decrease
of Shor’s “generalised reality orientation” (the latter can be compared to Deikman’s
“pragmatic systems of automatic selection”).526 But while the research of these scholars
has certainly helped to enrich our understanding of certain aspects of the trance-
phenomena,527 it seems to me that the more general, abstract or neutral the
classifications of trance-experiences attempt to be, the more vague they become. This
should come as no surprise, for an abstract ‘universal’ categorisation of experiences
empties them of precisely that aspect which turns perception into experience, namely,
the interpretation by the people involved.

The inconclusiveness of research into the biopsychological side of trance-states thus
confirms the position taken by most anthropologists and cross-cultural psychologists
that the actual form the phenomomena take cannot be sufficiently explained without
recourse to their sociocultural dimensions. Sociocultural factors are of fundamental
importance in activating, shaping, interpreting, and defining trance-phenomena and
altered states of consciousness in general. Even if a lowest common physiological or
psychological denominator can eventually be found, it will be so emptied of meaning
that it will not help much in understanding the social and cultural roles/functions of the
phenomena in question. It is to these aspects that we shall turn our attention now.

The results of cross-cultural studies on trance have been convincingly summed up as
follows:528

1) The biological potential for trance appears to be universal; in most societies, it is
seen as part of the normal range of potential human behaviour, not as a pathological
condition.

2) The incidence and frequency of trance-states vary widely between different
societies.

3) Within cultures, trance-states are considerably standardised.
4) Trance in its actual form therefore should be considered as learned behaviour.

The latter point is particularly important to stress. In societies with institutionalised
forms of trance, individuals are usually taught in one way or another ‘how to trance’:
what situations are appropriate, how one should enter the trance-state, what to expect

525 Maslow, Religions, values, and peak experiences; Geels, “Mystical experience”, 39-46; Brenner,
“Separate realities”, 648-9.
526 Deikman, “Deautomization”, 55. His “action mode” also converges on the same phenomenon
(Deikman, “Bimodal consciousness”).
527 I find Deikman’s concept of “sensory translation” particularly useful (v.i.).
528 Adapted from Lambek, Human spirits, 5-6.
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and how to behave during the trance, when and how to ‘wake up’ from it, and how to
behave afterwards. In other words,

“whereas the potential for trance is normal in humans, the appropriateness of its manifestation is
frequently a matter of cultural definition. […] The symbolic structure [of a particular culture] is
necessary to form and generate the behavior. […] The potential for trance has to be activated
through specific cultural means, given specific cultural form and substance”.529

Perhaps the most fundamental classification of cultural interpretations of trance-states
that has been made is a division into possession-beliefs and non-possession-beliefs,
categories that can be found all over the world. The former explain ASCs as the invasion
of the body by personalised or impersonal forces (spirits, powers, etc.); the resulting
state is usually followed by amnesia. Non-possession beliefs, on the other hand, most
frequently view ASCs as experiences of one’s soul; this is often conceptualised as a
spiritual journey or ‘trip’ and communication with spirits etc., and the trance-experience
(“hallucination”) is readily available to post-trance consciousness. Erika Bourguignon
has based her research on this classification and has done much to further our under-
standing of how these beliefs relate to social context. She suggests that non-possession
trance “is more characteristic of males, particularly in hunting societies, whereas
possession trance is more characteristic of women, particularly in agricultural
societies”.530 This conclusion, however, is based chiefly on statistical evidence; care
must be taken not to confuse a simplified model with the manifold reality on the ground.

An important result of cross-cultural studies has been to demonstrate that where ASCs
are culturally accepted, the reactions of individuals who experience ASCs are also
culturally patterned, meaning that they do not exhibit a breakdown of social and psycho-
logical inhibitions and continue to behave in socially accepted ways. This is to say that
it is generally wrong to conceive of trance as uncontrolled, eccentric behaviour. The
assessment of trance as ‘eccentric’ is thus a normative judgement that has to be seen in
social context. We shall come back to this point below.

Inner-Islamic comparisons
Apart from, ‘jadhb’, the Wasıla employs several other words to designate comparable
states: ‘ghayba’, ‘gharqa’, and ‘tawjud’ are at least sometimes used together with
jadhb; ‘wajd’ occurs only once, in connection with ˛l.531 All these words (except

529 Lambek, Human spirits, 6; cf. Goodman, Ecstasy, ritual, and alternate reality, 37-8.
530 Bourguignon, Psychological anthropology, 245-65 (the quotation is from p. 264).
531 Ghayba and gharqa are very closely linked to jadhb (cf. their occurrences as verbs) (44;
112{1}). Examples for tawjud: the ˛l overcame him and he drowned in jadhb and tawjud (44); ˛aßala
lahu ˛l fia÷ım fa-tawjada kathıran wa-shtaghala bi-nafsihi mudda, thumma ghba fiann bi-jismihi ’l-
la†ıf (107{1}); ˛aßal li’l-shaykh tawjud fia÷ım (in the midst of the entranced Baghddıs) (113{1}); ˛l
fia÷ım wa-tawjud kathır (146{5}). Wajd: while in a ˛l fia÷ım min al-wajd, Majdhüb heals a girl
(109{2}).
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perhaps ‘gharqa’) were used as technical terms in earlier Sufi writings. A brief review
of this older usage as reflected in some classical handbooks will reveal some of the
cultural interpretations that were developed throughout Islamic and in particular Sufi
history to come to ‘terms’ with trance-phenomena and ‘determine’ their form and
interpretation.

‘Ghayba’ (lit., “absence”) is defined by al-Qushayrı as

“die Abwesenheit des Herzens von der Kenntnis der bei den Geschöpfen eintretenden Umstände
[a˛wl al-khalq; i.e. ordinary reality], weil die Wahrnehmungsfähigkeit durch die µber es kom-
mende Anwandlung [wrid; i.e. intense spontaneous affective or cognitive experiences] in An-
spruch genommen ist. Sodann kann es abwesend sein von der Wahrnehmung seiner selbst und der
anderen”.532

Al-Qushayrı gives various examples that are all clear cases of dissociation; he states that
there are different kinds or degrees of ghayba, reaching from the simple momentary
mental absence to prolonged (one-day) “unconsciousness”, the latter being held to be an
excessive form. Examples of ghayba include cases of decreased sensitivity to painful
stimuli (fire), a typical sign of the trance-state. ‘Ghayba’ can thus be defined as,
‘decreased exteroceptive alertness’ and may almost be translated as, “dissociation”. Part
of the total dissociation phenomenon is that “the person becomes so absorbed by certain
thoughts or stimuli that he appears to lose touch with what is going on around him”.533

This increased selective alertness is called by the Sufis, ‘˛u∂ür’. Of course, dissociation
is labelled, ‘ghayba’ only if experienced and interpreted in religious terms, and
consequently, al-Qushayrı only speaks of ˛u∂ür when the dissociation is caused by an
absorption in the thought of God or of things perceived as being revealed by God.

‘Gharqa’ (lit., “drowning”) does not often occur as a technical term in the ∑üfı manuals.
Al-Qushayrı uses the image of ‘drowning’ in the sea to explain the effect of wajd; the
context makes it clear that he is referring to what psychologists describe as the loss of
individual ego-consciousness.534 The image of submergence of the ‘I’ of normal
consciousness as assimilated to a drop of water in the sea is of course a well-known
mystic metaphor.535

‘Wajd’, finally, is the most important of the terms to be discussed here, for it occupies a
prominent place in the theoretical literature of Sufism, and as we shall see, it is “a state
that both British and French ethnologists would indisputably render today by the word

532 al-Qushayrı, al-Risla, tr. Gramlich, 2.9; for examples of ghayba see ib., 2.6 and 2.9; for wrid
see ib., 2.23, and Deikman, “Deautomization and the mystic experience”, 35.
533 Suryani & Jensen, Trance and possession, 21.
534 al-Qushayrı, al-Risla, tr. Gramlich, 2.6.
535 Freud explained the “oceanic feeling” (a term he took up from Romain Rolland) as a psychic
regression to a relatively undifferentiated infantile ego state (Freud, “Das Unbehagen in der Kultur”
[1930], in Gesammelte Werke, XIV, 422-31).
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‘trance’ or transe”.536 Western Orientalists usually translate it as “ecstasy”.537 In the
Arabic lexicon, both ‘wajd’ and ‘tawjud’ denote conditions of intense emotional
excitement;538 ‘tawjud’ has a more agitated aspect than ‘wajd’. The authors of the
classical Sufi manuals distinguished three terms derived from this root: tawjud, wajd,
and wujüd (translated by Gramlich as, “ekstatisches Verhalten”, “Ekstase”, and
“ekstatisches Sein”).539

Wajd was related to ghayba and gharqa; a classic definition describes it as “the states
(a˛wl) that come upon the heart unexpectedly and annihilate it from witnessing itself
and those present”.540 This — clearly dissociative — mental condition was frequently
interpreted by Sufi authors in terms of the root meaning of w-j-d, “find”, that is, as
referring to the ‘finding’ of ultimate Truth or Reality; the essence of wajd was said to be
as ineffable as mystical experiences are generally claimed to be.541 The forms of wajd
varied; they were often classified according to whether they manifested themselves
externally (‘loud’ wajd, held to be ‘weak’; translated as, “transe” by Anawati & Gardet)
or not (‘silent’ wajd, held to be strong and superior by the Sufis; translated as “extase”
[proper] by Anawati & Gardet).542 Inarticulate shrieks and compulsive body movements
were most commonly noted among the external changes; other manifestations included
weeping, extraordinary physical strength, or ‘fainting’ — phenomena often described of
people in trance. The most characteristic subjective sign of wajd was, according to al-

536 Rouget, Music and trance, 4.
537 MacDonald, “Emotional religion in Islam”, passim; Hartmann, Al-‚Kuschairîs Darstellung des
∑ûfîtums, 87; Massignon, Essai sur les origines, 105-6; Gardet, “Quelques textes ßüfis concernant
l’‘extase’” (chiefly a translation of chapter LIII, on wajd, in al-Kalbdhı’s [d. 995] K al-Tafiarruf and a
poem by al-˘allj [d. 922]; dependent on this article are: Anawati & Gardet, Mystique musulmane, 175-
80; and [unacknowledged] Trimingham, Orders, 200); Ogén, “Religious ecstasy in classical Sufism”;
Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 212; al-Qushayrı, al-Risla, tr. Gramlich, index s.v. Meier oscillates
between “Ekstase”, “Verzµckung” (sometimes explained as, “Gefµhlsµberschwang”) (Bausteine, index
s.vv. + I, 87) and “innere Berµhrung” (ib., I, 71, 301, 391).
538 In Arabic philosophical terminology, ‘wijdn’, a derivative of the same root, is used to designate
unmitigated feelings (such as pain or joy) in contrast to rational cognition.
539 al-Qushayrı, al-Risla, tr. Gramlich, index s.vv.
540 Quoted by Ibn al-fiArabı, Futü˛t, Bülq 1911, II, 537.1 (Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 212).
541 Adab al-mulük, tr. Gramlich (Lebensweise der Könige), Chapter 28. Anawati & Gardet (Mystique
musulmane, 175 ss.) stress the root meaning of w-j-d, “find”, and in his translation of Adab al-mulük,
Gramlich uses “Finden” for ‘wajd’, “Empfinden” for ‘wujüd”, and “Gebaren des Findens” for ‘tawjud’,
though noting that ‘wajd’ often is “gleichbedeutend mit Ekstase, Verzµckung, innerem Angerµhrsein u.
dgl.” The translation, “Finden” can be justified in the context of Adab al-mulük’s and some other Sufi
author’s deliberations on the etymological links between tawjud, wajd, and wujüd. In other contexts,
however, such an ‘etymological’ rendering would obscure the actual usage of the terms; semantics is not
consonant with etymology.
542 On the preference for still/silent over loud/agitated wajd see al-Ghazlı, I˛y√ (tr. MacDonald,
“Emotional religion in Islm”) (from Rouget, Music and trance, 260).
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Qushayrı, an experience of light; this, of course, is the most widespread perceptual
phenomenon associated with similar mystical experiences worldwide.543

Tawjud was explained as the practicing of particular means to achieve wajd, such as
concentrated thinking, meditation, or imitation of the movements or the motionless
states of the ecstatics; but it could also refer to the feigning of wajd. Some criticised it
for being artificial; others held that it was better than nothing.544 Beyond wajd, finally,
lay the realm of wujüd, a term that in ordinary language means, “being” and that was
interpreted by the Sufis along the lines of ‘absolute/necessary existence’. Theory had it
that only there God would ‘be found’ and replace all experience of ‘this’ world of
man.545

Our review of ‘wajd’ shows two things: (a) its external manifestations fall squarely
within the definition of ‘trance’ as given above; (b) the theoretical deliberations of Sufi
authors centre on the experiential side of wajd in a way that is very similar to the use of
‘ecstasy’ in the writings of Christian authors and scholars of religion. As both terms are
also used non-specifically to denote a state of strong emotional excitement (in religious
as well as non-religious contexts), ‘ecstasy’ appears to be the best translation of ‘wajd’.
In a technical sense, we recall, ‘ecstasy’ and ‘trance’ are identical.

This terminologial identification (‘wajd’ = ‘ecstasy’ = ‘trance’) immediately leads to a
further question: ‘wajd’ = ‘trance’ = ‘jadhb’? Again, we will have to consider two
aspects: external manifestation, and usage. On the one hand, there are strong reasons for
equating wajd and jadhb. All the external phenomena associated with Majdhüb’s jadhb-
states can also be found in descriptions of wajd, and in one case, the term, ‘wajd’ is used
in al-Wasıla itself. On the other hand, does not the existence of two different terms
suggest a difference in meaning?

543 Cf. also Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 213-6. Deikman, “Deautomazation”, 35, 49-50,
proposes an explanation in terms of ‘sensory translation’, i.e. “the perception of psychic [processes] via
the relatively unstructered sensation[…] of light”.
544 Al-Qushayrı was rather critical (al-Risla, tr. Gramlich 54.19). Al-Hujwırı held it to be permis-
sible if done in a spiritual frame of mind, not merely through body movements (Kashf al-ma˛jüb, ed.
¯Zukovsky, 541 = tr. Nicholson, 415-6). For other sources on tawjud, see Meier, “Derwischtanz”, 124,
126, 131 (= Bausteine, I, 40, 42, 47); “Zum vorrang des glaubens”, 47-8 (= Bausteine, II, 922-3). The late
nineteenth-century reformist Shdhilı fiAlı al-Yashru†ı was opposed to any form of ecstatic behaviour; he
condemned any such presumed wajd as tawjud (van Ess, “Ya¸sru†ıya”, 63; cf. also 85). The ˘midiyya-
Shdhiliyya, a reformist †arıqa founded in early twentieth-century Egypt, was similarly opposed to
ecstatic behaviour (Gilsenan, Saint and sufi, 170"ss).
545 The sequence, tawjud - wajd - wujüd is the most common conceptualisation of trance experi-
ences among Muslim authors, but it is not the only one. Al-Hujwırı (d. 1075) still reported that “the
Shaykhs hold different views on the question whether wajd or wujúd is more perfect” (Kashf al-ma˛jüb,
tr. Nicholson, 414 = ed. ̄Zukovsky, 539-40).
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Such differences in meaning cannot, however, be tied to words alone; they are linked to
changing social and cultural contexts. Our exercise in text-analysis has shown that
jadhb (as described for Majdhüb) and wajd (as discussed in the old handbooks)
converge on the same phenomenon (trance). This means that it is ahistorical to see in
the ‘ecstatic’ behaviour of latter-day majdhübın a ‘degeneration’ of Sufism. Trance
occurrred in the early centuries of Islam just as well as in later times, and — just as
importantly — theoretical speculations about the experience of being brought ‘out of
this world’ can be found in the nineteenth century as well as in the tenth.546 One clearly
has to distinguish between practical manifestations and theoretical interpretations; the
latter are always attempts to come to grips with ‘raw’ experience by moulding it accord-
ing to a culturally acceptable system.

Different words may be used to describe identical phenomena, just as the use of the
same words by different people at different times does not necessarily mean that they
were used in the same way. No systematic study has been undertaken; but a purview of
the subject as reflected in the works of Gardet and Meier suggests the following
developmental hypothesis: In the earlier authors, ‘wajd’ denoted much the same as
‘jadhb’ in later times. While the term, ‘jadhb’ was apparently not used before the
twelfth century, the concept of being granted mystical insights without any effort of
one’s own was known and conceptualised as, ‘wqifi’; the passive recipient of God’s
gifts was called, ‘murd’.547 When it was first introduced in around 1200, the termino-
logical distinction between ‘slik’ and ‘majdhüb’ served just this very general theoreti-
cal classification of the Sufis; the practical experience of trance continued to be called,
‘wajd’. Gradually, however, ‘wajd’ appears to have lost currency in favour of ‘jadhb’,
and consequently, ‘jadhb’ came to be associated with all the physical manifestations
that were the characteristic external signs of wajd.

A look at the Naqshbandı writings studied by Meier is instructive. ‘Wajd’ does not seem
to be used by Naqshbandı authors at all; instead, they present ‘jadhb(a)’, God’s
attracting the novice to Himself, as a peak experience which they claim to reach at the
beginning of their mystic life. Jadhb is induced through the shaykh’s power to influence
and control souls (taßarruf); it manifests itself in an individually differing experience of
non-rational understanding (mafirifa as opposed to fiilm) that drags the novice out of his
being trapped in the world of ordinary consciousness and gives him a foretaste of the
final mystical experience which can only be attained after pursuing the path of self-
purification that follows the initial jadhb-experience.548 The Naqshbandıs thus conceive

546 Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, frequently quotes nineteenth- and twentieth-century authors.
547 al-Qushayri, al-Risla, tr. Gramlich, 26.10; Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, 83-4; Meier,
“Handschriftenfund”, 79, 89 (= Bausteine, I, 295, 305.
548 Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, 82-91, 213, 232, 247-53, 257-8, 263. Sometimes, this experience is
also called, ‘ghayba’ (ib., 120, 122-3, 232, 286). It remains unclear whether ‘ghayba’ and ‘jadhba’ were
phenomenologically identical or not.
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of themselves as ‘majdhübın slikın’, as those who after having experienced initial
‘attraction’ go on to strive on the path. This is the highest category according to al-
Suhrawardı’s classification — was the Naqshbandı way perhaps influenced by or
modelled on this theoretical scheme?

According to the Naqshbandı model, jadhb is fairly widely constructed as an altered
state of consciousness leading to a mystical experience. The instructions for achieving
this state are classic techniques of contemplative meditation.549 Occasional examples,
however, show that jadhb could be achieved not only through meditation resulting in a
‘still’ ASC, but could also occur spontaneously and result in a ‘loud’ ASC, typically
characterised by the same ‘shriek and fall’ and/or loss of consciousness that we have
already encountered in Majdhüb’s trance.550

It may have been in such ways that ‘jadhb’ gradually came to be identified with a
particular form of trance characterised by certain visible signs that included the catalep-
tic fall followed by either automated movements or a motionless state resembling coma.
While this usage clearly differs from the early conceptualisations of jadhb, the
phenomenon itself was known in early Sufism as well; it was subsumed under, ‘wajd’.
When ‘jadhb’ took on the specialised meaning of ‘cataleptic trance’, this did not neces-
sarily completely displace the older meaning of ‘passive insight’; this older meaning
may have continued to be transmitted in writings addressing theoretical issues of
Sufism. It is noteworthy, however, that in a work such as al-Wasıla, the term is only
used in the sense of ‘cataleptic trance’.

The significance of Majdhüb’s trance-states in their cultural and social context
On the preceding pages, we first described the phenomena called, ‘˛l’ and ‘jadhb’ as
they appear in al-Wasıla. We then reviewed cross-cultural studies of trance-states, and
saw that such states have been known in various forms throughout the history of
Sufism. We shall now return to Majdhüb and his followers and ask, what role did these
phenomena play in their lives, what meaning did they have for them, and what
function(s) did they fulfill in their society?.

Cultural model
Altered states of consciousness, as we have seen, are modelled culture-specifically; ˛l
and jadhb were no exception. In the case of Majdhüb, they were conceptualised as a
continuum of experiences and behaviour where jadhb constituted a possible (but not
necessary) peak of ˛l that was chiefly distinguished by catalepsy or comparable forms

549 Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, 104, 120 (on rbi†a); Deikman, “Deautomization”.
550 Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, 82, 250. Cf. also the report of neighbours complaining about the
“clamour of the attracted ones” during the Naqshbandı communal ritual (khatm) — a behaviour that some
learned Naqshbandıs criticised as “ignorant” but which they obviously could not stop (Meier, Zwei
Abhandlungen, 206).
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of physical changes. Characteristic aspects of this continuum may be described as
follows:

(1) Because of the clear phenomenological appearance, jadhb as experienced by
Majdhüb can safely be categorised as trance, in most cases more specifically as
cataleptic trance. ˘l is more difficult to equate with any term used in the comparative
literature; but certainly, authors who use ‘trance’ to designate all non-secular, non-
dream types of altered states of consciousness would also classify it as a form of
trance.551

(2) ˘l and jadhb were not constructed as ‘possession’; in the indigenous classifica-
tion, possession was believed to be caused by personalised forces (e.g., zr, junün).552

The absence of amnesia also fits with the non-possession picture. Nevertheless, a trace
of ‘being in the grip’ of an impersonal power is noticeable in the language describing
˛l and jadhb (“akhadhahu ’l-˛l”).

(3) ˘ l  and jadhb were considered as part of the acceptable range of human
behaviour, not as pathological deviances. The phenomena associated with these states
did not cause bewilderment among those who experienced or witnessed them; cultural
models existed to explain them. They were thus institutionalised forms of ASCs.

(4) Although institutionalised, ˛l and jadhb were seen to happen spontaneously.
They often occurred in ritualised or otherwise formal contexts; but these contexts were
not designed specifically to induce trance-states.

(5) ˘l and jadhb did not lead to a breach of social norms. On the contrary, religious
obligations continued to be observed by the person in trance, and the experiences he

551 Bourguignon, Psychological anthropology, 233-69; id., “Introduction”, in Religion, altered
states of consciousness, and social change. Trimingham (Orders, 200) also recognises that, “In the
Sufism of the orders this ecstasy or trance-like ‘state’ is called a ˛l” — and then proceeds to dismiss this
as a degeneration from the “proper” Sufism of the ancient masters which is laid out in books such as al-
Kalbdhı’s al-Tafiarruf.
552 On Mayotte, on the other hand, jadhb has been personalised as the jathiba spirit, the only form of
spirit possession that occurs there in a specifically Islamic context. “Under the influence of the jathiba,
[the possessed] individual would pierce himself in the flesh above the shoulder blades with special sharp
iron instruments during the performance of one kind of Sufic dance (the Mulidi). The jathiba also had the
tendency to rise in the old man whenever he felt particularly moved by the quality of a particular piece of
Koranic recitation. Unfortunately, the jathiba liked to indicate its arrival by giving a high shriek that was
singularly out of place in the solemn atmosphere of the recitation of sacred liturgy, particularly of the
Friday reading of the hutuba ‘sermon’. […] The reaction of the congregation was […] a kind of titillated,
amused embarrassment” (Lambek, Human spirits, 32). Both the piercing and the shrieking are pheno-
menologically similar to behaviour observable in other Islamic contexts, and may indeed have been
influenced by particular Sufi performances; but the phenomenon as a whole is obviously constructed
differently in the context of Mayotte society.
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related to the public served to support ideas that were part of his and his group’s
consciously-held belief-system.

The recognition of ˛l and jadhb as institutionalised forms of trance allows us to over-
come the simplified ‘eccentric ecstasy vs. law-obedience’ contrast that has resulted from
a rather ahistorical comparison of ancient theoretical texts with more recent travellers’
observations. In his society, Majdhüb’s altered states were a culturally acceptable mode
of conduct; they did not negatively interfere with his ordinary states, and he was not
conceptualised as a madman (majnün). An important reason for this was that he and
others made religious sense of his states.

Meaning
The Wasıla is no source to study individual psychological motives; it reflects meaning
only in cultural context. What ˛l and jadhb meant to the individuals concerned can
therefore only be discussed with regard to these cultural aspects. We have seen that
what occurred in ˛l/jadhb was the mobilisation of specific, emotionally-charged
religious symbols and their intense psychic experience. The content of these experiences
included the Prophet, angels, saints, and the Sufi path; the messages derived from them
served to reassure Majdhüb and his audience of salvation in this and the afterlife.
Clearly, this material corresponded closely to ideas that Majdhüb propagated during his
ordinary waking states. That is, it does not seem to have been primarily an expression of
his unconsciousness. It is interesting to note that the content of trance-experiences as
reported in al-Wasıla was limited to religious subjects, in contrast to the broader
spectrum of ru√y which included contact, in non-religious contexts, with persons from
one’s own everyday social environment who were absent for one reason or another.

There is an ongoing debate among psychologists regarding the constitution of what is
experienced and expressed during a trance-state. To what degree and how purely uncon-
scious material is reflected, and what importance social expectations, role enactment,
and personal (Ego) motivation play is very much a matter of dispute.553 One way of
looking at these things is in terms of the psychological distinction between dissociative
and repressed material. Dissociation involves separation of thought from consciousness;
this material can usually be accessed directly after the end of the dissociative state.
Repressed material, on the other hand, resides in the unconscious and may only be
revealed indirectly.

In the reports of Majdhüb’s trance-states, repressed material plays no obvious role. How
exactly this describes the actual experiences he had had can of course not be decided,
but it clearly reflects how these experiences were represented to his followers. The
anthropological literature similarly suggests that repressed, unconscious material is

553 Cf. Scheflin & Shapiro, Trance on trial, 133.
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more frequently expressed in possession-trance, while in non-possession-trance disso-
ciative material appears to be more prominent.554 In psychoanalytic terms, we may
describe this as the prevalence of the superego over the id in Majdhüb’s trance-states.555

Trances where the material experienced stems from the unconscious may signify an
escape from the established ways of ordinary waking consciousness, thus possibly
threatening the dominant norms. If, on the other hand, it is mainly superego material
that forms the stuff of trance, the result is an emotional confirmation of dominant norms
and values. This should be conceptualised as a feed-back process where consciously-
held beliefs increase the likelyhood of specific trance-experiences and are in turn
strengthened by them. He who believes that it is possible and important to meet the
Prophet will find it easier than the sceptic actually to experience such an encounter, and
he who has encountered the Prophet in trance will ‘know’ with greater certitude that the
Prophet is alive and can be met.

Trance may thus strengthen the motivational commitment of individuals to whatever
they believe.556

Function
This, in fact, seems to have been one of the main functions of ˛l and jadhb as practiced
in the sociocultural space established between Majdhüb and his followers. What is
reported on trance-states in al-Wasıla serves to support the religious ideas and values
consciously propagated. This would apply to both the public and the individual side of
the phenomenon.

Whether ˛l/jadhb also had a function relating to status is more difficult to say. There is
little indication in al-Wasıla that beyond being generally associated with mystical
talents, Majdhüb’s trance experiences conferred upon him a higher status in the eyes of
his followers or other people. Jadhb was not exclusive to religious leaders,557 even
though it was probably seen to confirm Majdhüb’s heightened religious sensibility. But
a direct link between jadhb and status as a walı is openly expressed in only one story,
which refers to the longest trance (three days) into which Majdhüb was said to have
fallen in the Prophet’s Mosque.558

554 Cf. Suryani & Jenson, Trance and possession, 32.
555 Cf. Schmidbauer, “Zur Psychologie des Orakels”, 97.
556 Ludwig, “Trance”, 13; Bourguignon, Psychological anthropology, 244.
557 al-Wasıla, 113{1}. One may note here that not only al-Wasıla but the Sufi literature in general
leaves one with the impression that jadhb was an exclusively male phenomenon. This fits with the result
of Bourgignon’s survey showing that non-possession trance forms are usually male-dominated, while
possession-forms are often the domain of women.
558 al-Wasıla, 105{4}.
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Not everyone looked upon Majdhüb’s states uncritically. A prominent religious leader
in Sawkin who was also Majdhüb’s father-in-law wondered how Majdhüb could
possibly, as he claimed, dictate a whole poem in jadhb, in perfectly arranged metre.559

And while to this fakı, Majdhüb’s behaviour appeared too controlled to be credible,
another observer regarded it as a childish show.560

On the other hand, there is no evidence that more radical objections were raised against
Majdhüb’s trances, such as accusing him of transgressing the rules of Law. This silence
contrasts with other cases where al-Wasıla does reflect points of criticism voiced
against Majdhüb in order to refute them. In the case under consideration, opposition in
principal to trance-states can therefore only be discussed as a hypothetical assumption.

Where jadhb (as cataleptic trance) was anathemised it appears to have been done so
chiefly by urban-based scholars. Their rejection signified the claim that only ordinary
waking consciousness provided an acceptable way to obtain knowledge. Since they
were also asserting the right to control and administer this knowledge, their condemna-
tion of jadhb meant not only condemning a specific interpretation of Islam that was
contrary to their own, but also dismissing the right of the social carriers of this interpre-
tation to their own voice. Clearly, anti-trance attitudes must be seen in the context of the
differential distribution of power. This has been observed in many other cases as well:

“[T]he more strongly-based and entrenched religious authority becomes, the more hostile it is
towards haphazard inspiration. […] For the religious enthusiast, with his direct claim to divine
knowledge, is always a threat to the established order”.561 “If inspiration figures at all [as part of
established ‘main morality cults’], it represents little more than a nodding gesture by the gods that
they continue to endorse the priestly hierarchy’s management of its spiritual endowment. […] It is
thus no accident that throughout history, and in many different religions, established churches have
sought to control and contain personal inspiration.”562

Majdhüb himself obviously did not regard his trance-states as disruptive antinomian
behaviour; they were quite compatible with and supported his ‘orthodox’ beliefs and
teachings. From his point of view they were ‘a nodding gesture’ by the Prophet and the
saints (who were thereby —it should be noted — themselves confirmed as the supreme
authorities). From the point of view of an Azhar-based establishment (such as the hier-
archy of Muslim officials installed by the Turco-Egyptian authorities), this ‘nodding’ on

559 al-Wasıla, 138{5} (Fakı Madanı b. Abı Bakr Mu˛ammad Khalıl of the Müsey). The poem in
question is “˘u∂ürun idh ghibn wa-ghaybun ˛u∂ürun” (Dıwn, 179-80), and it seems quite possible
that the story was inspired by the topic of the poem. But consider in this context what has been observed
of the speech of some people in trance: “a switch to a beautiful rhythmic vocalization, pulsing like poetry,
and rising in intonation until the end of the first third of the utterance unit, then steadily dropping toward
the end” (Goodman, Ecstasy, ritual, and alternate reality, 37, most likely referring to her field studies on
glossolalia among an Apostolic congregation in Yucatán).
560 al-Wasıla, 184{4}.
561 Lewis, Religious ecstasy, 29; cf. also Lambek, Human spirits, 32.
562 Lewis, Religious ecstasy, 156.
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Majdhüb could be seen as a threat, because it helped to make him independent of them.
Therefore, they had to strive to suppress or delegitimate such forms of behaviour. But to
repeat, such objections are not documented in the sources available to us concerning
Majdhüb, so we do not know whether they were actually raised against him or not.

However that may be, the preceding discussion should have made clear that the charac-
terisation of jadhb as ‘eccentric madness’ is not a value-free appraisal but a normative
judgement. The occurrence of cataleptic trance has been demonstrated for early and late
periods alike; it does not reflect a ‘degeneration’ of Sufism. Rather, the question of
whether trance is acceptable or not, and to what degree, must be seen in the context of
wider discussions about what is Islamically acceptable. These discussions took place
throughout Islamic history; and it is important to understand that any debate on how
Islam is to be defined is also, implicitly at least, a debate on who has or should have the
power and authority to define Islam. The association of jadhb with antinomian
behaviour reveals the bias of urban-based scholars, defenders and upholders of a scrip-
turalist interpretation of the Law. Majdhüb shared these scholars’ belief in a basic
scriptural canon; and the norms that he preached were largely derived from this canon.
But he differed from them in the question of methodology. To him, trance-states were a
legitimate mode of access to religious knowledge; they supported rather than threatened
the dominant beliefs of his ordinary waking consciousness.

KKKKhhhhaaaallllwwwwaaaa::::    iiiinnnnssssttttiiiittttuuuuttttiiiioooonnnnaaaalllliiiisssseeeedddd    sssseeeecccclllluuuussssiiiioooonnnn    ttttoooo    iiiinnnndddduuuucccceeee    AAAASSSSCCCCssss
The experiences and insights gained in altered states of consciousness were, in fact, so
valued by Majdhüb and by many other Sufis that they did not rely on their spontaneous
occurrence but cultivated techniques to induce them deliberately. The most prominent
of these was sensory deprivation, institutionalised as ‘khalwa’ (“vacation” in the literal
sense of “emptying”; best translated as, “Retreat”).563

“Reduction of exteroceptive stimulation and/or motor activity” (as opposed to sensory
overload or ‘jamming the circuits’) constitutes the first of Ludwig’s four sets of causes
of ASCs.564 Ritualised solitary confinement is one of the most common techniques
practiced world-wide to induce special religious experiences. Prolonged understimula-
tion is conducive to ASCs in ‘secular’ settings as well (as reported, for example, by lone
seamen or polar explorers).565 Coupled with particular teachings (that is, guidance on
how to interpret the ASC-phenomena), it may lead to ‘mystical’ experiences.

563 Ibn al-fiArabı describes khalwa as a return to the aboriginal void or emptiness where God was
before creation (Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 190). On a more concrete or outward level, Retreat is “to empty the
heart from thoughts connected to […] sensory objects” (Ibn al-fiArabı , al-Futü˛t al-Makkiyya, II, 48.20,
tr. Chittick, in Les Illuminations de la Mecque, 274).
564 Cf. Bourguignon, Psychological anthropology, 235.
565 Geels, “Mystical experience”, 45.
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Formal Retreat has been practiced by Muslim mystics since early on, and beginning
with the tenth century, the forty-day khalwa assumed a dominant position in the
novice’s training.566 Not all placed equal emphasis on it; for some, the “Way of Com-
panionship” (†arıq al-ßu˛ba) (that is, of communal life in a group directed by a master)
was a possible or even preferred alternative to the “Way of Retreat” (†arıq al-
khalwa).567 But in many †arıqas, khalwa was a central element of spiritual training.568

Its basic principle was to “close up the external senses” in order to “open up the internal
senses”.569 Special cells or hermitages (themselves called, ‘khalwa’) were constructed
for this purpose; they were typically very small, often only a meter or two square,
located near a mosque or place of prayer, and made to exclude the daylight.570 Specific
rules were often laid down to regulate the conditions for entering khalwa and the
conduct to be observed during it.571

Such rules were composed by A˛mad b. Idrıs and by several of those affiliated to him.
It is striking to note the differences among these texts. A˛mad b. Idrıs’ own rules are
preserved in a student’s note; they concentrate on the formalities and are limited to what
might be regarded as the bare essentials. Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı dealt with the
subject at greater length. He agrees with what his master wrote in every detail that the
two texts have in common, but devotes more space to the mental or psychological side
of Retreat. While these two texts show many parallels with what might be called the
‘classical’ tradition, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı’s treatise is strikingly different
in tone; he all but guarantees illumination to all who practice khalwa for three days
according to his rules and concentrate their mind on his — al-Mırghanı’s — image.
Ismfiıl al-Walı’s epistle is largely dependant on that of his master, but it omits the
latter’s extreme affirmation of the soteriological role of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn.572

566 Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, 33.
567 Landolt, Révélateur, 25. Among the reasons for objecting to the practice of khalwa was the
danger of self-conceit and vainglory to which the extraordinary experiences in Retreat might lead. For a
detailed discussion see Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, 33-41.
568 Meier, Kubr, 201; Landolt, Révélateur, 54, 184.
569 Sadd ˛awss al-÷hir vs. sadd ˛awss alb†in/al-qalb: Najm al-Dın Kubr, Rislat al-s√ir, in
M. Molé, “Traités mineurs de Naπm al-Dın Kubr”, in Annales Islamologiques, 4 (1963), 25, cit. in H.
Landolt, art. “Khalwa”, in EI2, and in Meier, Kubr, 112 n. 1; cf. Kubr, Faw√i˛, 41 = Meier, Kubr,
Arabic 18, tr. German 97-8.
570 Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, untitled treatise on khalwa, in A˛mad al-Sharıf al-Sanüsı, al-
Anwr al-Qudsiyya, 107; Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 267. Mud walls and a strong roof were common
in the riverain Sudan (al-Wasıla, 177{2}; 193{2}).
571 For an overview, see H. Landolt, art. “Khalwa”, in E I2; cf. also Meier, Kubr, index s.vv.
‘ƒalwa’, ‘Klausur’; id., Bausteine, index s.vv. ‘ƒalwa’, ‘Klausur’, esp. pp. 28, 140, 194, 240, 328, 330-1,
485-9, 700; Landolt, Révélateur, index s.v. ‘retraite’; Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 183-221 (with select parallels
p. 188 n. 2). Further parallel works are listed in A˛mad b. Idrıs, “Two Sufi treatises”.
572 A˛mad b. Idrıs, Nubdha fı ßifat dukhül al-khalwa; an edition and translation of this is forth-
coming (“Two Sufi treatises”). Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, untitled treatise on khalwa, in A˛mad al-
Sharıf al-Sanüsı, al-Anwr al-Qudsiyya, 101-12; Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, Kayfiyyat al-khalwa,
in id., Majmüfi al-awrd al-kabır, 63-6 (this may be the same as Lawmifi al-anwr al-bahiyya fı kayfiyyat
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The rules Majdhüb put down in writing are the briefest of all, and they show no particu-
lar similarities to any of the others.573 Most importantly, Majdhüb does not say that one
should concentrate one’s mind on one’s shaykh; for him, the only object of contempla-
tion is the Prophet whose figure one should try to imagine in between the various
adhkr. The latter are shorter than those of any of his colleagues. A khalwa may last
three, seven, or forty days; a three-day Retreat should be held during either the first or
the last ten days of a month, but not in the middle. One should enter it before sunset.574

The room should be empty, and one should not leave it except to relieve oneself.
Speaking to anyone is proscribed, and in case of absolute necessity communication
should take place through signs. Sleep and drink should be reduced as much as possible.
As for food, one should take bread baked from a mudd nabawı of grain plus ninety dates
for a three-day khalwa, and double that amount for a seven-day Retreat; for a forty-day
khalwa, five mudd worth of bread and four hundred dates must suffice.575

The minimising of the attention given to the world served to maximise one’s receptive
space for religious experience. The recitation of particular litanies, or the continuous
repetition of a particular name of God were familiar practices helping to concentrate the
mind and empty it of worldly concerns.576 Even though withdrawal into seclusion to
remember God was generally valued for its ‘purifying’ aspect alone, the ultimate goal of
full-fledged, regularised Retreat was to alter the seekers’ state of consciousness and
propel them to a higher level of insight and spiritual understanding (fat˛).577 This

khalwat al-†arıqa al-Khatmiyya al-Mu˛ammadiyya, listed in ALA I, 192); Ismfiıl al-Walı, al-‡awlifi al-
jaliyya fı kayfiyyat ßifat khalwat al-†arıqa al-Ismfiıliyya, in i d., Mashriq shumüs al-anwr, 162-9
(written in or before 1262: 1846; partial tr. in Radtke, “Lehrer”, 129-30).
573 al-Wasıla, 33-4.
574 This directly contrasts with A˛mad b. Idrıs’ rules, where “the time for entering the retreat is after
the morning prayer but before sunrise. There is no appointed day for it” (“Two Sufi treatises”). Ismfiıl al-
Walı stipulates yet another time, after evening prayer (Radtke, “Lehrer”, 129). The 3-7-40-division is
most commonly found in the literature, but other periods also exist. The Sammniyya in the Sudan, for
example, know a ten-day Retreat at the end of Rama∂n, which is modeled on Prophetic example (cf.
A˛mad b. Idrıs, “Two Sufi treatises”; Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, in A˛mad al-Sharıf al-Sanüsı, al-
Anwr al-Qudsiyya, 102).
575 ‘Mudd’ is a dry measure used in particular for grain (cf. Kapteijns, Mahdist faith, 248, 258 n. 32).
I have not been able to find out exactly how much a “Prophetic” mudd is (it is not commonly used in the
Sudan), but it would likely be similar to the canonical mudd of early Islam which (particularly in Medina)
equalled 1.053"l (Hinze, Islamische Ma˝e und Gewichte, 45-6). Majdhüb’s obvious attempt to shape even
the smallest detail according to some Prophetic model is striking.
576 Cf . al-Wasıla, 112{1} (although this example is not explicitly called, ‘khalwa’, it mirrors
common practice; cf. Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, 62-5, 82-3, 128-9). Prayer and the recitation of the
Qur√n were also used, but appear to have played a secondary role; cf. Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, in
A˛mad al-Sharıf al-Sanüsı, al-Anwr al-Qudsiyya, 107-8; Ismfiıl al-Walı, al-‡awlifi al-jaliyya, tr. in
Radtke, “Lehrer”, 129.
577 The archetype of this was the Prophet’s Retreat to the cave of ˘ir√ and the revelation that he
had there. But one should not try to force fat˛ (Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, in A˛mad al-Sharıf al-
Sanüsı, al-Anwr al-Qudsiyya, 111). “Even if illumination [fat˛] does not occur in the course of the
retreat, nevertheless purification of the heart may result, and good tidings may come”, and even simple,
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process should be guided by one’s master, but the visions and other ASCs experienced in
solitude always remained somewhat unpredictable and uncontrollable. For this reason,
the practice was condemned by rationalists and legalists such as Ibn Taymiyya who
only approved of simple withdrawal (ifitikf) in the mosque.578

Majdhüb hinted at his khalwa-experiences in a famous poem, “∑afat khalwatı”:

Pure love fills my Retreat; around it stand in serried ranks

the greatest of men to sanction my inebriation.

For mine is a story of love, if told

to the strongest of men their hearts would melt.

A single draft of the love I have tasted,

if thrown upon the oceans would make them sweet.

The robe of honour I have been clad in,

if spread on an army of thousands would cover them.

In my innermost heart I was told a secret I concealed

for fear it might cause the greatest dissension.

Unknown is my station to me for a reason so wise

that even the lords of wisdom have failed to comprehend.

But I was given to drink their wine of conjunction;

in goblets of affection it was passed around to me.

And high, if my Lord wills, is my status with Him

thanks only to grace, not to obedience.

Hows and how many’s we discuss, and speak

of kin, of men and djinn and ifs and buts —

It’s from him that I learned the all-encompassing Qur√n579 — a gift;

he granted me knowledge of outer bonds and inner truth alike.

The right path I’ve pursued under his guidance;

attainment, perfection580 is all through him.

Into the clear sea of the Law I have plunged

based on the firm land of the Scriptures, Qur√n and Sunna.

informal withdrawal may help “to purify and illuminate the heart [li-ßaf√ al-qalb wa-tanwırihi], and to
attract the divine influences [al-wridt al-ilhiyya]” (Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, 86-7, 64-5). See also
ib., 96-7, and al-Wasıla, 100{3}, 112{2, 3}, 113{1}.
578 Meier, “Das sauberste”, 78 = Bausteine, II, 700; Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 188 n. 2.
579 ‘al-sabfia a˛ruf’, from the ˛adıth, ‘Nazala ’l-Qur√n fial sabafiata a˛ruf kulluh shfin kfin wa
mafinh fı hdh kullihi w˛id’ (see H. Fleisch, art. “˘arf”, in EI2). This ˛adıth has given rise to much
speculation; a detailed discussion can be found in A˛mad b. al-Mubrak al-Lama†ı, al-Ibrız, Ch. 1, pt. 2
(ed. al-Shammfi, I, 128-154) where the seven a˛ruf are explained as the seven different “lights”
(aspects/shades of meaning) of the Qur√n that are outwardly expressed, i.a., by the seven different
canonical readings.
580 ‘I˛sn’ can mean the realisation of the highest goal of the mystic (cf. Metcalf, Islamic revival,
184-5).
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God’s face of Beauty turned to me in kindness, and

guarded am I by the regard of His face of Majesty.581

And I met the one582 of whose love I cannot aspire

to be worthy, preserved by the highest of care.

From him to Him be most goodly praise on behalf of

Majdhüb, this slave who admits to his shortcomings.

Through Him, from Him, I pray for His friend

through whom, from whom I attained every blessing and benefit.583

Retreat, this poem shows, could lead to a highly emotional, overwhelming experience
that was difficult or problematic to cast in words. The experience was potentially
disruptive but was partly concealed and kept private, partly interpreted in the light of
established norms and ideas and thus made to confirm them.584 This mirrors what we
have found out about the function of trance-states. Majdhüb did not usually talk about
what he experienced during his Retreats, just as he often kept silent about what
happened during a trance. But where he did choose to speak, his accounts of his
ASC-experiences served to support the dominant belief-system of his ordinary waking
consciousness.

So much for the theory and the ideas about the possible effects of Retreat. What about
Majdhüb’s actual practice? It appears that he used to enter khalwa more frequently in
his earlier days in Medina where he went into Retreat from time to time inside the
Prophet’s Mosque, staying overnight when the gates were locked.585 In Sawkin, he
built a separate khalwa next to the lodge for this purpose.586 Such hermitages were
commonly maintained by religious leaders in the Sudan, and on his travels in the
riverain areas, Majdhüb used to spend time in the khalwas of his hosts, or restored
ruined hermitages for his own use.587 As required by the rules, Majdhüb’s social inter-
action while in khalwa was reduced to a minimum, but not totally interrupted. His basic

581 On the complementarity of God’s “Beauty” (jaml) and His “Majesty” (jall), see Meier, Kubr,
79-82.
582 Most likely, the Prophet.
583 Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, ∑afat khalwatı, a popular poem classified as ‘ecstatic expression’ (sha†˛)
in the Wasıla (Dıwn, 178-9 = al-Wasıla, 63).
584 “Keep the secrets (asrr) of your Lord from those who cannot understand them (min ghayri
ahlih), and do not make improper use of them. And if what you experience conforms to the Law, it is
true; but if it is contrary to the Law then your understanding is deficient” (Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-
Mırghanı, Kayfiyyat al-khalwa, in Majmüfiat al-awrd al-kabır, 66).
585 al-Wasıla, 100{3}, 106{1-2}; see further above, Chapter III.
586 al-Wasıla, 121{1}, 167{5}, 169{6}. During the restoration of the zwiya undertaken in 1858/7,
this khalwa was integrated with the main building.
587 In Rs al-Wdı, he used to spend time inside the khalwa of Fakı fiAbd al-Wahhb (al-Wasıla,
177{2}). In al-Ghubush, he had a khalwa reputedly used by his grandfather rebuilt (179{3}). He also
restored and used his grandfather’s khalwa in al-Dmar (184{1-2}, 196{6}, and Chapter V above).
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needs (such as food) were taken care of by a select individual,588 and when it was
deemed necessary, the Shaykh exchanged written notes with his followers in the world
outside.589

Vigils resembling the khalwa-technique but performed only overnight, and other brief
periods of isolation, were apparently distinguished from the full-fledged khalwa which
lasted three, seven, or forty days.590 The short, three-day Retreat appears to have been
the most common;591 in the one instance reported of Majdhüb entering a seven-day
khalwa, his followers grew impatient and begged him to come out.592 The forty-day
khalwa is mentioned only once, and rather as a model, not as actually practiced by
Majdhüb.593 Clearly, too frequent Retreats conflicted with the shaykh’s teaching and
guidance obligations, and sometime during his stay in Medina, Majdhüb appears to to
have cut back on practicing khalwa.594 No formal Retreat is mentioned during his
missionary travels in the riverain Sudan, although he did use to withdraw to a quiet spot
when it was possible.595

As we have seen in Chapter III, Majdhüb made some of those who gathered around him
in Medina enter khalwa. A˛mad b. Idrıs had told him to “urge the brethren to practice
Retreat, using the fiA÷ımiyya prayer”. But he admitted that not all were strong enough to
endure the strict regimen of regularised khalwa and proposed that they “should stick to
simple solitude (fiuzla) and silence”. Majdhüb was admonished to “be patient with
them”.596 Overall, it seems that Retreat was not widely practised by his disciples. The
two cases mentioned were people sent by A˛mad b. Idrıs whom Majdhüb made to enter
khalwa in Medina;597 there are no extant reports of Majdhüb’s students going into
khalwa in Sawkin or the riverain Sudan.598 This corresponds to the attitude of the

588 A slave in Medina; his student and in-law ˘asan b. Ibrhım in Sawkin (al-Wasıla, 106{2},
161{1}). A˛mad b. Idrıs recommends that one be served by a “simpleton or a foreigner” [whose language
one did not speak] (“Two Sufi treatises”); similarly Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, in A˛mad al-Sharıf al-
Sanüsı, al-Anwr al-Qudsiyya, 107.
589 al-Wasıla, 161{1-2}.
590 al-Wasıla, 112{1}; Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, 62-3.
591 al-Wasıla, 112{2, 3}), 169{2}. See similarly Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, Kayfiyyat al-
khalwa, in Majmüfi al-awrd al-kabır, 64 (‘our khalwa is so effective that one seldom needs more than
three days to reach fat˛’); Ismfiıl al-Walı, al-‡awlifi al-jaliyya, in Mashriq shumüs al-anwr, 163 (tr.
Radtke, “Lehrer”, 129); A˛mad “ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 64 (tr. O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 145).
592 al-Wasıla, 161{2}.
593 al-Wasıla, 113{1}.
594 al-Wasıla, 100{3}, 161{1}; Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, 62-3.
595 al-Wasıla, 177{2}, 179{1}, 184{1}.
596 Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, 128-9.
597 al-Wasıla, 112{2-3}.
598 Majdhüb’s Sawkin students are called, ‘abn√ al-khalwa wa’l-zwiya’, in Letter IX; and al-
Wasıla, 145{1} speaks of the awld al-khalwa. The absence of further contextual information makes it
difficult to interpret these passages. Khalwa did of course also refer to the Qur√nic school (179{7};
probably also 193{2}; for students memorising the Qur√n in Sawkin, see 132{5}, 134{3}, 169{2}.
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Khatmiyya and the Sanüsiyya, both of which also put little practical weight on Retreat
for the brethren, even though it was explained in brief treatises and practiced from time
to time by their leaders and particularly eager individuals.599 In West Africa, khalwa
appears to have been even less commonly practiced; instead, it was used as an initiation
test or rite de passage preparing a man for an exceptional religious career.600

The practice of these groups thus did not conform to the ideas put forward in many
written tracts that emphasised the necessity for the novices to enter Retreat and undergo
regular spiritual exercises under the guidance of their shaykh. Especially (but not exclu-
sively) in the earlier treatises, this was seen as the central element of a novice’s training.
Many authors dealt at some length with the dangers of paying undue attention to the
visions and auditions experienced during khalwa; if the seeker forgot that God alone
was the true goal of his striving, he would be distracted by his states and succumb to the
illusion that he had reached the summit of spiritual life.601 Khalwa should be entered as
if it were one’s tomb in which one would remain until the Day of Resurrection, not with
a fixed period in mind after which one would gloriously emerge from it.602

Even in the thirteenth century, however, the complaint was raised that “only a few
advanced [mystics] paid attention” to these warnings.603 It reads like a direct contra-
diction of the above when Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı writes, “Our khalwa [with
the formulæ prescribed by him] is among the most effective of all. Hardly anyone enters
it without having brilliant illuminations (saw†ifi al-futü˛t), mostly within three [days];
only in a few cases, seven [days are needed]”.604 Through the repetition of fixed
litanies, the concentration upon the image of one’s shaykh, his dht (v.s.) and then his
rü˛niyya (“spiritual presence”), one could come to visualise the rü˛niyya of the
Prophet Mu˛ammad, other prophets and the saints. This was interpreted as the begin-
ning of fat˛.605 God is no longer mentioned in this context; instead of arduous self-
mortification Mu˛ammad fiUthmn offered instant illumination. He was criticised for

599 Karrar, Sufi brotherhoods, 164; Vikør, Sufi and scholar, 199, 236. The Sammniyya and other
Khalwatı groups may have continued to attach greater significance to khalwa, but so far we have too little
information on their actual practice. In the twentieth century, even Khalwatı groups seem to have largely
abandoned strict educational Retreat in favour of a more ‘ceremonial’ form (Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen,
34, 39).
600 Triaud, “Khalwa and the career of Sainthood”, especially pp. 55 & 58. Not a single separate
treatise on khalwa can be found in ALA II.
601 al-Qushayrı, al-Risla, tr. Gramlich 54.12; Meier, Kubr, 25, 29-32, 134, 196-200.
602 Kubr, Faw√i˛, 125 = Meier, Kubr, 32 & Arabic 59-60; Isfaryinı, Kshif al-asrr, tr. Landolt,
Révélateur, 183; Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, in A˛mad al-Sharıf al-Sanüsı, al-Anwr al-Qudsiyya,
106-7.
603 Kubr, Faw√i˛, 125 = Meier, Kubr, Arabic 60.
604 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, Kayfiyyat al-khalwa, in Majmüfi al-awrd al-kabır, 64.
605 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı, Kayfiyyat al-khalwa, in Majmüfi al-awrd al-kabır, 65;
Ismfiıl al-Walı, al-‡awlifi al-jaliyya, tr. Radtke, “Lehrer”, 130.
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this by his more scholarly oriented contemporaries,606 and Majdhüb himself did not
make such sweeping promises in writing; but in practice, the view of khalwa as a short-
cut to fat˛ was not uncommon among his followers, as is reflected in the Wasıla.607 The
example of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn shows that such ideas were not only held by the less
advanced ‘masses’ but were actively encouraged by some — not all — contemporary
Sufi leaders.

There seems to be a contradiction in that on the one hand, khalwa was held out as an
ideal way to fat˛, while on the other, it was not widely practiced by ordinary adherents
of the †arıqa. But this apparent contradiction is resolved when one realises that khalwa
served as an ‘icon’ of extraordinary spiritual status more than being taken seriously as
an essential discipline to achieve progress on the path. Precisely because ordinary
followers of the shaykh did not generally practice it and thus had no personal experience
of it, they could regard it as a miraculous way to achieve fat˛ and become a walı in a
very short time. One would assume that those who did undergo the exercise had a
vested interest in maintaining such beliefs among the rest of the community. But even if
others were ready to regard them as walıs after a three-day khalwa, they themselves
would probably have to deal with feelings of doubt in their own souls, which is why
they had to be consoled and advised to be patient, for “even if illumination [fat˛] does
not occur in the course of the retreat, nevertheless purification of the heart may result,
and good tidings may come”.608

Evidently, khalwa had lost its centrality to actual †arıqa-practice. Like most Sufis (and
unlike the rationalists), Majdhüb regarded it as a possible way to achieve a higher level
of understanding. But in his circle, and in similar groups, it was practiced only by a
small élite, principally by the shaykh himself. It was an icon of extraordinary spiritual
status, not a normal or regular exercise that all students had to undergo. Arduous
spiritual training did not lie at the core of Majdhüb’s †arıqa. Other aspects were more
important; first and foremost the moral commitment.

606 Both A˛mad b. Idrıs and Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsi held different views from al-Mırghanı and
Ismfiıl al-Walı. A˛mad b. Idrıs wrote, “The period of his stay in the retreat is forty days. If he wants to
stay longer, he may do so. And perhaps he will attain illumination [fat˛] before this within a short space
of time. Sometimes it has even come after three days, sometimes after five […] sometimes it has only
come after the forty days. This depends on the high-mindedness of the novice, the intensity of his concen-
tration and the purity of his manliness and his sincerity” (A˛mad b. Idrıs, “Two Sufi treatises”). Al-Sanüsı
is more outspoken: “The one who enters Retreat must take care not to expect fat˛, for that is precisely a
barrier which will block the door to [illumination]” (Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı, in A˛mad al-Sharıf al-
Sanüsı, al-Anwr al-Qudsiyya, 111).
607 al-Wasıla, 112{1-3}, 113{1}.
608 Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, 86-7.
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FFFFaaaatttt˛̨̨̨::::    bbbbrrrreeeeaaaakkkkiiiinnnngggg    tttthhhhrrrroooouuuugggghhhh    ttttoooo    hhhhiiiigggghhhheeeerrrr    lllleeeevvvveeeellllssss    ooooffff    uuuunnnnddddeeeerrrrssssttttaaaannnnddddiiiinnnngggg    aaaannnndddd    iiiinnnnssssiiiigggghhhhtttt
The interpretation of the function of khalwa as an ‘icon’ of extraordinary spiritual
achievement is supported by an analysis of the meaning of fat˛ — the ultimate goal of
khalwa — in the Wasıla.

‘Fat˛’ literally means, “opening”; it is generally used in the Qur√n for success granted
by God. In mystical contexts, ‘fat˛’ is often translated as, “illumination”, and even
though it does not in itself convey a sense of ‘enlightenment’, metaphors of light are
often used in conjunction with it. The history of the term remains to be written, but a
perusal of the literature suggests that its use as a central concept in Sufism owes much
to the influence of Ibn al-fiArabı (1165-1240). Authors earlier than the Shaykh al-Akbar
or clearly belonging to different traditions seem to have used terms meaning “opening”
less prominently; they often resorted to poetic metaphors to describe the goal of khalwa
without pinning it down in a single, concise term.609 In Ibn al-fiArabı’s teaching, on the
other hand, “the term ‘opening’ [fat˛ or futü˛] plays a major role”;610 it was he who
systematised its use:

“Whatever comes to you without self-exertion, or raising up your gaze, or seeking, is ‘opening,’
whether outward or inward. Opening has a mark in him who tastes it, which is that he does not
take from the opening of anyone else, or from the conclusions of reflection.”611

Any knowledge not achieved through a reflective, rational process, but ‘given’ from
God, is fat˛; it is usually experienced as a sudden breakthrough. Apart from stating that
no two people’s fat˛ can ever be the same, and from speaking of many different kinds
of “openings” peculiar to the dhikr one is practicing, or to the Qur√nic verse one is
reading,612 Ibn al-fiArabı distinguishes three main levels: futü˛ al-fiibra, futü˛ al-
˛alwa, and futü˛ al-mukshafa.613 But he also refers to an opening that is all-encom-

609 In a saying attributed to al-Shdhilı (1197/6-1258) — contemporary of but not influenced by Ibn
al-fiArabı —, fat˛ is not the final goal of the mystic path, but the fruit of the first level, that of dhikr
(“remembrance” of God). The fruits of the subsequent levels are knowledge (fiilm), thankfulness, and
finally, union with the Beloved (Ibn al-∑abbgh, Mystical teachings of al-Shadhili, 109). The Iranian
Isfaryinı (1242-1317) — later than but also not influenced by Ibn al-fiArabı — serves to remind us that
the term was not introduced by the Shaykh al-Akbar. Isfaryinı used the expression, ‘fotü˛(t)-e gheybı’,
the “opening of the concealed” in different shades of meaning, but at least once referring to a limited
experience occurring at the beginning of one’s mystical training (Isfaryinı, Kshif al-asrr, in Landolt,
Révélateur, Persian 16, 25, 47, 62; French 145, 152, 171-2; Isfaryinı, Reslä dar rawesh-e solük ve
khalvat neshını, in Landolt, Révélateur, Persian 112; cf. ib. 41, 200 n. 33).
610 Chittick, “Two chapters from the Futûhât al-Makkiyya”, in Muhyiddin Ibn fiArabi: a commemo-
rative volume, 103.
611 Ibn al-fiArabı, al-Futü˛t al-Makkiyya, III, 272.32 (tr. Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 224).
612 Ibn al-fiArabı, al-Futü˛t al-Makkiyya, IV, 88.31 (tr. Chittick, in Les Illuminations de la Mecque,
312); Addas, Soufre rouge, 154, 186; Addas, “Abu Madyan and Ibn fiArabi”, in Muhyiddin Ibn fiArabi: a
commemorative volume, 166.
613 For a discussion of these concepts, and of Ibn al-fiArabı’s views on futü˛ in general, see Sufid al-
˘akım, al-Mufijam al-ßüfı, 864-70; Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, xii-xiii, 168, 215, 222-4, 370; Addas,
Soufre rouge, 168-72.
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passing; he himself experienced this at the outset of his spiritual carreer, and through it
he grasped, in a moment of rapture (jadhb), all the knowledge (fiulüm) that he later laid
out in his books. Normally, this ‘total’ fat˛ should come at the end of thorough spiritual
training; only in exceptional cases — such as that of Ibn al-fiArabı himself — may it
precede the training without impairing the spiritual “manliness” (muruwwa) of the
seeker.614

After Ibn al-fiArabı, Sufi authors seem to have used the term, ‘fat˛’ much more
frequently to describe a decisive spiritual experience (often accompanied by intense
physical symptoms) that they perceived as their major breakthrough to understanding or
‘seeing’ everything there is to understand: ‘perfect knowledge’, ‘the worlds’, etc. One
of the most lively such accounts is given by fiAbd al-fiAzız al-Dabbgh (1679-
1718/9).615 Al-Dabbgh’s student, A˛mad b. al-Mubrak al-Lama†ı (1679/89-1742)
collected the teachings of his master in a work that became a classic in the Arabic-
speaking world. This book, al-Ibrız, devotes a separate chapter to the subject and also
discusses it in various other contexts.616

Fat˛ is described there as the opposite of ˛ajb, “veiling” or “concealment”. “When God
wants to show mercy to His servant […] He carries him from a state of veiling to a state
of opening”.617 This leads to enhanced perception and insight. It is not a mere cognitive
event, however; it has physical qualities as well and thus involves the whole person.618

In the terms of the Ibrız’ anthropology, fat˛ means that the veil (˛ijb) between dht
and rü˛ is removed, so that the secrets (asrr) that are “with the rü˛” (fiind al-rü˛) are
“opened up” to the dht. This removal of the barrier preventing the free flow of sublime
knowledge from rü˛ to dht is what makes a person a walı.619

A closer look reveals that several degrees or stages of fat˛ can be distinguished (in one
passage, five are enumerated).620 The lowest of them is the opening up of the material
cosmos, leading to an understanding of its hidden principles and the ability to manipu-

614 Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 190; Addas, Soufre rouge, 53-8.
615 Quoted in A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, Muqaddima, Faßl 2 (ed. al-Shammfi, I, 53-4); cf.
Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 112 n. 1.
616 A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, Chapter 9 (ed. al-Shammfi, II, 269-304); as well as I, 109 (fat˛
∂ayyiq), 142-3, 218, 398-401 [five maqmt al-maftü˛ fialayh and their dangers; cf. similarly II, 276, 302-
3]; II, 54-8, 83, 97-103 (al-walı al-maftü˛ fialayhi l yataqayyad bi-madhhab). See also Radtke, “Sufism
in the 18th century”.
617 A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, II, 289.
618 A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, II, 298.
619 “L farqa bayn al-walı wa-ghayrihi ill an yufta˛ m bayn al-dht wa’l-rü˛; fa-man futi˛a fial
dhtihi fı ’l-asrr allatı fiinda rü˛ihi, wa-uzıla al-˛ijb baynahum, fa-huwa al-walı al-firif ß˛ib al-
fat˛” (A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, I, 218). Cf. also ib., II, 55.
620 A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, I, 398-401.
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late them.621 One can see everything in the seven earths and the seven heavens, perceive
what people do behind closed doors, foretell the future, etc.622 This is what is com-
monly referred to as, ‘kashf’ (“unveiling”), and therefore it is said, “kashf is the weakest
stage of sainthood (al-kashf a∂fiaf darajt al-walya)”.623 While this stage of fat˛ can
be attained even by unbelievers and other “people of darkness” (ahl al-÷alm or ahl al-
b†il), it merely serves to lead them astray by blinding them to the non-material,
spiritual realities which only open up to believing “people of truth” (ahl al-˛aqq). The
danger of falling prey to conceit about one’s insights and about the power gained
through them is ever present, and those who succumb to it forfeit their happiness in this
world and the next. But those who pay no attention to the extraordinary capabilities
accruing to them can reach higher and higher levels of fat˛ that lead eventually to
seeing the Prophet while awake (mushhadat al-nabı fı ’l-yaq÷a) and through him to
seeing God (mushhadat al-˘aqq). Many are too weak to stand such a powerful
“opening”; they die or go out of their minds (dhahaba fiaqluhu) (in reality, their minds
are not confused as it seems to outsiders, but they have wholly turned to their vision and
thus become lost to this world). The highest stage of all is not to become completely
absorbed in the vision of God but to keep a foot in this world and combine the spiritual
beatitude of seeing God with that of seeing the Prophet.624

Such sophisticated considerations are attempts to conceptualise an experience that by its
very nature, its individual character, must in the end elude any abstract theory. This
accounts for the fact that even in the Ibrız, the use of term remains somewhat imprecise
and open to misunderstanding, as witnessed in one instance where al-Dabbgh had to
clarify to A˛mad b. al-Mubrak that he was not talking about the grand fat˛ but about a
more limited one.625 In order to make this distinction clear, the term is sometimes
qualified by an adjective such as “narrow” (∂ayyiq) or “great” (kabır), or by a compa-
rable expression such as “in the beginning” (al-fat˛ fı awwal al-amr) etc. This is not,
however, worked into a wholly consistent theory but only serves as a useful reminder
that different “openings” may be experienced in different contexts and at different
stages of personal development.

‘Fat˛’ is not limited to Sufi usage. “God opened up [the realm of] knowledge to him”
(fata˛ Allh fialayhi al-fiilm), is a phrase used in Wad ∆ayf Allh’s ‡abaqt for some-

621 The philosophers’ knowledge of the celestial spheres, or the ability to walk on water, are among
the examples given.
622 The Ibrız contains contradictory statements about whether one sees these things only with the
“inner eye” (one’s “insight” [baßira]) or with the physical eye (baßar) (A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, II,
276, 298).
623 A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, II, 276; cf. also ib., I, 399. See further below.
624 Speaking again in terms of the Ibrız’ anthropology, it is the rü˛ that becomes absorbed (ghbat)
in the vision of God, while the dht continues (baqiyat) in the vision of the Prophet (A˛mad b. al-
Mubrak, al-Ibrız, II, 287).
625 A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, I, 109.
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one who finally was able to achieve a grasp of the scholastic sciences. And in the
account of a present-day Sudanese “faith-healer and seeress”, fat˛ is the category used
to explain this woman’s particular healing powers — powers she acquired suddenly,
without training, in a situation of extreme psychological tension, as a ‘gift’ from God.
This is strongly reminiscent of the way people discover that they have the zr, a parallel
drawn by the woman herself; she used the word fat˛ instead of zr, however, in order to
emphasise that these powers came directly from God.626

A breakthrough to a higher (not necessarily the highest) level of understanding, a break-
through that is seen as a sudden ‘quality jump’ which may be prepared by the seeker’s
discipline, exercise, or devotion, but which, when it comes, is experienced as a gift —
this is thus the essence of the meaning of ‘fat˛’ when used to speak of human
perception.627 While a careful analysis of such experiences must necessarily distinguish
between many different kinds of ‘breakthrough’ according to circumstance, tone, and
level, it seems that in actual usage this diversity was often reduced to a simple distinc-
tion between limited and total fat˛, ‘an’ illumination and ‘the’ illumination, “narrow”
and “grand” opening. This is evident, for example, in the heading of the Ibrız’ chapter
on the subject which contrasts “dark” and “luminous” opening (fat˛ ÷ulmnı /
nürnı).628 It can also be seen in the letters of A˛mad b. Idrıs who sometimes uses ‘fat˛’
to refer to a limited illuminating experience, but elsewhere speaks of fat˛ Allh al-
afi÷am or al-fat˛ al-kabır al-fimm, defined as “the self-displaying of the most sublime
power and the overflowing of the manifestation of the greatest glory on all parts of the
body” (tajallı sul†n al-kibriy√ wa-fay∂ tajallı al-fia÷ama fial jamıfi ajz√ al-badan).629

But as was already the case with Ibn al-fiArabı, ‘fat˛’ is also used without further
qualification to designate the major spiritual breakthrough. The Ibrız contains such
examples, as does fiAlı ˘arzim’s Jawhir al-mafinı.630 This does of course not mean
that these authors do not recognise various different forms and stages of fat˛. It is from
the context that one has to understand the exact shade of meaning of the term.

626 Kenyon, Five women of Sennar, 36, 142, 146, 151-6.
627 The subjective experience notwithstanding, such a breakthrough generally does not come ‘out of
the blue’: “The momentary illumination usually depends in fact on a shared reference-system, built up
over a period of time. The ability to provide a moment of sudden, deep illumination can indeed at times
arise in a brief encounter, but it arises out of participation in a community in which teacher and student
have a close relationship that extends over a period of time, even if the one illuminated is not a member of
that community. The spiritual strength built up through these attachments is what the zaddik [similar to
the murshid] draws on to provide the moment of insight for the newcomer, the seeker” (Harriet Adele
Feinberg, Teacher and student in Buber’s Hasidic tales, PhD thesis, Dept. of Education, Harvard U, 1972,
p. 189, cit. in Trix, Spiritual discourse, 11).
628 These terms are never used in the actual text, which quickly goes beyond a simple two-tiered
model.
629 Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, 50-1, 64-5, 160-1. The definition of al-fat˛ al-kabır has a decidedly
Akbarian ring about it.
630 E.g., A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, II, 294-5 et passim; fiAlı ˘arzim’s Jawhir al-mafinı, II,
49ss., 112; see Radtke, “Ehrenrettung”.
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In the Wasıla, on the other hand, such a differentiation is not readily evident. The stories
told there suggest that in practical use the term, ‘fat˛’ (without further qualification)
generally referred to the major breakthrough.631 Thus in the case of Majdhüb himself
fat˛ meant the end of an overall state of qab∂ (and thus the onset of a general state of
bas†); the beginning of visions of saints and the Prophet, independence from all media-
tors, and the taking of the Path directly from the Prophet.632 A final breakthrough is
clearly also intended when all of Majdhüb’s students are assured that they will reach
fat˛, at least on their deathbed, which means that they will see the Prophet and enter the
afterlife as walıs.633 This meaning of fat˛ as reaching the status of walı is also evident
from other stories.634 In other cases, fat˛ means a sudden opening of one’s “insight”
(baßıra) so that one could see God’s Throne, for example, reach a general and confident
understanding of spiritual matters, and become a Sufi guide (murabbı).635 There is only
one instance in the Wasıla where fat˛ may have a less exalted sense, simply referring to
an opening up of the realm of exoteric knowledge (fiilm).636

All of these are points that can be found in earlier works; the Wasıla thus clearly reflects
older teachings. Its focus, however, is different from the more theoretically inclined
works. Where the latter expound sophisticated macro- and microcosmological systems,
the Wasıla presents a simplified understanding of the term; basically, fat˛ means that
one becomes a walı and gains easy access to the Prophet and an understanding of
spiritual truths. This is held out as a promise to all those who associate with Majdhüb;
but it is implicitly conceded that in real life, most of them will only achieve it “on their
deathbed”. Like khalwa, fat˛ thus served more as an icon (for the status of a walı) than
being something that spiritual training was consciously promoting.

631 The expression, 'great fat˛' is only used once, and in a somewhat humorous context, not referring
to Majdhüb (al-Wasıla, 112{1}).
632 al-Wasıla, 99{2-4}, 100{1-2}.
633 al-Wasıla, 146{2-3}.
634 al-Wasıla, 112{1, 3}, 113{2}.
635 al-Wasıla, 112{2}, 113{1}, 198{1}; cf. also 186{2}.
636 al-Wasıla, 178{3}.
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EEEExxxxttttrrrraaaasssseeeennnnssssoooorrrryyyy    ppppeeeerrrrcccceeeeppppttttiiiioooonnnn::::    ddddiiiissssccccoooovvvveeeerrrriiiinnnngggg    wwwwhhhhaaaatttt    iiiissss    ‘‘‘‘hhhhiiiiddddddddeeeennnn’’’’    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    wwwwoooorrrrlllldddd    ooooffff
hhhhuuuummmmaaaannnnssss

Guard your tongues when you sit with the ‘ulamâ’,
and your hearts when you sit with the ahl Allâh!

Muhammad al-Majdhûb637

The fist stage of fat˛, we have seen, is described in the Ibrız as an opening up of the
secrets of the material cosmos, so that one can perceive everything in the seven earths
and the seven heavens, knows what people think and what they do behind closed doors,
foretell the future, etc. In other words, those who experience this kind of fat˛ acquire the
ability of extrasensory perception.

‘Extrasensory perception’ (ESP) is the technical term for any perception that occurs
independently of the sensory processes. The term has gained general currency beyond
the milieu of parapsychology where it was originally coined; its usage does not imply
any position on the ‘real’ existance of ESP. Three main types of ESP are usually distin-
guished: clairvoyance, telepathy, and precognition; sometimes, ‘retrocognition’ is added
to this list. ‘Clairvoyance’ is defined as the direct cognisance of the distant physical
world without the use of the sense organs. ‘Telepathy’ is the direct perception of the
conscious mental contents of someone else’s mind. ‘Precognition’ is the knowledge of
future events or of another person’s future thoughts that are inherently unpredictable.
‘Retrocognition’ is the direct cognisance of events that took place in the past, without
recourse to physical sources of information or rational inference. Most authors subsume
retrocognition under clairvoyance, chiefly because it is inherently unresearchable by
experimental means.638

I cannot engage here in the debate about the actual existence of ESP. Instead, I shall
restrict myself to recording the belief in such phenomena among Majdhüb’s followers
and other Sufis. With regard to the general discussion of ESP, I would merely like to
note that such beliefs constitute a powerful social context that shapes the subjective
experience as well as the interpretation of certain phenomena as ‘extra-sensory’.639

637 al-Wasıla, 44.
638 The terminology of parapsychology was devised by its most prominent representative,
Joseph"Banks Rhine, director of the Parapsychology Laboratory at Duke University (Rhine, Extra-sensory
perception, London: Faber & Faber, 1934; Parker, States of mind, 18-9; Extrasensory perception, ed.
Krippner, 7-9; Hansel, Search for psychic power, 13-4, 17-8). Freud discussed telepathy in terms of
thought-transference, refraining from speculations about how this can actually come about (Freud,
“Psychoanalyse und Telepathie” [1921], in Gesammelte Werke, XVII, 25-44). Sufism has recently been
looked at from the point of view of ESP-research in a rather simplistic way by al-Rwı, al-Taßawwuf wa’l-
brsykΩlΩjı.
639 Cf. Alcock, Parapsychology.
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The Ibrız refers to the first stage of fat˛ — the “opening up” of the secrets of the
material cosmos — as, ‘kashf’ (“un-covering”, “dis-covery”), and therefore says, “kashf
is the weakest stage of sainthood (a∂fiaf darajt al-walya)”.640 In a sense, this is a
rather debased meaning of kashf, compared to how earlier Sufi writers had used the
term. What is kashf, what has it been?

The image the word conveys is that of the ‘removal of a cover, barrier, or veil’, and it is
generally used to refer to the direct and clear perception of previously ‘hidden’ (or
unknown, or uncomprehended) realities. The ‘removal of a cover’ may mean to ‘bring
out into the open’, ‘make plain’, and thus ‘explain’ things; it may also signify to ‘take
away’ an affliction and thus to ‘bring relief’. In everyday language, the word is used as
the ordinary term for, ‘discovery’.

When the term first appeared in Sufi writing, it referred primarily to the lifting of the
veil(s) between man and God which leads to a direct perception of spiritual secrets or
truths.641 It has therefore mostly been translated as, “unveiling”. In this sense, ‘kashf’
contrasts with rational (fiaqlı) or speculative (na÷arı) reasoning and may be compared to
intuition.642 Some authors distinguished between “uncovering” (mukshafa) and subse-
quent “witnessing” or “beholding” (mushhada), or drew up other such classificatory
divisions.643 But whatever the subtleties of their individual interpretations, they all

640 The relevant passage specifically states that it is not the physical eye that “sees” these things but
one’s “insight” (baßıra). See above, with reference to A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, I, 399, II, 276.
641 The general use of ‘kashf’ seems to be somewhat older than that of ‘fat˛’; and the related
‘mukshafa’ (which has a slightly more process-oriented meaning, as in “dis-covering”) perhaps goes
back even further.
In addition to more specific references given in context below, the following is based on Kalbdhı (d.
995), al-Tafiarruf, Chapters 46 & 58; Hujwırı (d. c. 1075), Kashf al-ma˛jüb; Ibn al-fiArabı (1165-1240),
al-Futüht al-Makkiyya, II, 552.12 (tr. Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 153); Ibn al-fiArabı, Les
Illuminations de la Mecque, 45, 104, 297, 402; Chittick in ib., 92, 313; Morris in ib., 543 n. 80; Chittick,
Sufi path of knowledge, 3, 212, 215, 394 n."19, 400(a) n."4; Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 80, 99; Isfaryinı (1242-
1317), Kshif al-asrr & Psokh be-chand porsesh & Reslä dar ravesh-e solük ve khalvat-neshın, in
Landolt, Révélateur, Persian/Arabic 54-5, 58, 68 & 98, 101, 104 & 139, French 178-9, 181, 190; Ismfiıl
al-Walı (1793/2-1863), Mashriq shumüs al-anwr, 54 (summarised in Radtke, “Lehrer”, 115).
642 Kashf is translated as, “dévoilement intuitif” by M. Chodkiewicz and by Gril in Ibn al-fiArabı,
Les Illuminations de la Mecque, 50, 335, 391, 450. From a psychological point of view, ‘intuition’ comes
close to describing the experience of kashf, although it does not sufficiently convey the sense of an exter-
nal agency removing the veil that is very prominent in the Sufi conceptualisation of kashf.
643 Sahl al-Tustarı (d. 896) distinguished three degrees: mukshafa (“unveiling”), mufiyana (“visual
beholding”), and mushhada (“contemplative witnessing”) (Böwering, Mystical vision, 211-6). Al-
Qushayrı, al-Risla (compl. 1046), distinguished mu˛∂ara (the “presence” of the heart, before the veil is
lifted), mukshafa and mushhada, and followed al-Sarrj (d."988), al-Lumafi in further subdividing
mukshafa into three progressively less sensory stages (tr. Gramlich, Sendschreiben, 2.14, 21.6). This
distinction found its way into Ismfiıl al-Walı’s mashriq shumüs al-anwr, 98 (Radtke, “Lehrer”, 117).
Najm al-Dın-e Dy (d. 1256) inverted mushhada and mukshafa in listing the progressive stages of
ru√y (dream-vision), wqifia (visionary incident while awake), mushhada (contemplative witnessing),
mukshafa (unveiling), tajallı (Divine self-disclosure), and wußül (arrival), all of which have further

(cont’d)
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agreed that the experience of “discovery” is of an immediacy and directness which
parallels (or equals, or even surpasses) that of sensory perception, and that since the
knowledge so perceived is literally ‘e-vident’, kashf leads to a certitude never reached
by rational reflection.644

The immediacy of kashf, its experience as a ‘gift’, its contrast with reasoning, and the
certitude it yields are all characteristic aspects of fat˛ as seen by Ibn al-fiArabı, and the
Shaykh al-Akbar therefore employed the two terms more or less interchangeably.645

Like fat˛, kashf is used of limited646 as well as all-encompassing experiences.647 It often
describes the perception of God’s self-disclosure (tajallı);648 but generally refers to any
“sensory” access to the imaginal world (jawaln ˛issı fı ’l-malaküt) leading to a
“beholding” (mushhada) of the essential forms of things (fiayn al-ßüra).649

The term thus combines sensory with non-sensory elements in a characteristic way. It
employs sensory imagery to realities that are not accessible by sensory means to
ordinary, everyday consciousness. It is most likely this aspect that caused kashf to be
popularly understood as “direkte µbersinnliche Wahrnehmung”650 or extra-sensory
perception.

A˛mad b. al-Mubrak considered this view of kashf and the fascination with extra-
sensory perception a debasement, but it was obviously a widespread one:

“People love kashf, although it is very harmful to the walı and to those who seek it from him. It is
harmful to the walı since it leads him to turn from the contemplation of God to the contemplation
of His creatures, and that is from the loftiest heights a decline. As for those who seek it from the

subdivisions (Meier, Kubr, 111). For a fivefold classification of various degrees of kashf from
nineteenth-century India, see Schimmel, Mystical Islam, 192-3.
644 Ibn al-fiArabı, Les Illuminations de la Mecque, 45, 450, 506 n. 50; Chodkiewicz in ib., 50; Gril in
ib., 335, 391; Morris in ib., 588 n. 81. Rational reflection is sometimes labelled an outright veil preventing
such direct knowledge, but while kashf is clearly placed on a higher level, Ibn al-fiArabı does not reject
the rational faculty altogether; he aims at balancing it with immediate witnessing of the imaginal world
(Ibn al-fiArabı, Les Illuminations de la Mecque, 179, 545 n. 95; Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 63, 70,
391 n."14; Addas, Soufre rouge, 134; Mahmoud al-Ghorab, “Muhyiddin Ibn al-fiArabi amidst religions
(adyân) and schools of thought (madhâhib)”, in Muhyiddin Ibn al-fiArabi: a commemorative volume,
208); Meier, Kubr, 119 n. 2.
For the certitude (yaqın) brought about by “unveiling”, see Böwering, Mystical vision, 207-16; al-
Qushayrı, al-Risla (tr. Gramlich, Sendschreiben, 21.6); Ibn al-fiArabı, al-Futü˛t al-Makkiyya, I, 218.19
(tr. Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 170); Ibn al-fiArabı, Les Illuminations de la Mecque, 147;
Chodkiewicz, Sceau, 106.
645 Chittick, in Ibn al-fiArabı, Les Illuminations de la Mecque, 312-3.
646 Ibn al-fiArabı, Les Illuminations de la Mecque, 114; Chittick in ib., 313. See also Isfaryinı,
Psokh be-chand porsesh, in Landolt, Révélateur, Persian/Arabic 101.
647 Ibn al-fiArabı, Les Illuminations de la Mecque, 181 (al-kashf al-atamm).
648 Chittick, Sufi path of knowledge, 168, 220; id., in Ibn al-fiArabı, Les Illuminations de la Mecque,
501 n. 7.
649 See the list of references in Sufid al-˘akım, al-Mufijam al-∑üfı, 971-2.
650 Meier, Kubr, 119 n. 2.
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walı, only those whose love for him is wavering do so; and if the walı complies, he merely
confirms them in their state of blindness.”651

The Ibrız knows of the ‘lofty’ understanding of the term, but from its repeated warnings
it is obvious that in practice, kashf was popularly understood in a rather more
‘materialistic’ (or should we say, ‘practical’?) sense. Instead of trying to lift the veil
between man and God to obtain knowledge of spiritual secrets, people were more inter-
ested in such ‘reprehensible’ things as palmistry, drawing lots, etc.652 This ‘decline’
bemoaned by A˛mad b. al-Mubrak is not so much due to the course of time but is
rather an expression of socio-cultural differences between ‘high’ and ‘low’, élite and
popular levels of understanding. The ‘high’ meaning of ‘kashf’, the unveiling of spiri-
tual secrets, continued to be known and was used by Sufi authors in their manuals and
treatises.653 But some at least seem to have had less qualms than A˛mad b. al-Mubrak
about satisfying the desire of the general public for acts of extrasensory perception.654

After all, the dividing-lines were blurred; ESP-phenomena concerning the material world
were conceptualised in Sufi theory as reflections, mirrors, transitional stages, or
byproducts of the heightened spiritual awareness of the saint. To have penetrated the
secrets of the cosmos, to know what the future holds, what people do behind closed
doors, and what they ponder in their hearts is part and parcel of the stock-image of any
walı.655 As Lane wrote of early nineteenth-century Egypt: “It is commonly said of a
[walı], that he knows what is secret, or not discoverable by the senses [yafilam al-
ghayb]”, and many obtained the reputation of being walıs by demonstrating, often in
drastic ways, their powers to know what is hidden to ordinary mortals.656 Such demon-

651 A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, I, 79.
652 Compare also A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-Ibrız, I, 471-2; II, 155-6.
653 A˛mad b. Idrıs uses the term, ‘mukshafa’ for spiritual ‘revelations’ that one could have in
Retreat (Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, 96-7). Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı mentions the consecutive
ru√y, kashf khaylı, kashf ˛aqıqı (al-Zuhür al-f√iqa, in al-Ras√il al-Mırghaniyya, 49). Mu˛ammad b.
fiAlı al-Sanüsı seems to have used ‘kashf’ for a visionary experience contrasting with rational scholarship
(but confirming it); see Vikør, Sufi and scholar, 254, 262.
654 Ismfiıl al-Walı is an example of those who practiced both arts. On the one hand, he discoursed
on kashf dhtı, the disclosure of the dht of God, and defined the progressive stages of mu˛∂ara,
mukshafa, mushhada, mufiyana that we have already encountered in works such as al-Qushayrı’s
Risla (Mashriq shumüs al-anwr, 54, 98) (Radtke, “Lehrer”, 102, 109, 112, 115, 117). But he also
composed a manual for fortune-tellers under the title, Kashf al-bakht wa’l-∂amır (probably identical with
al-Buyüt wa’l-daw√ir fı [al-?]kashf fian m [fiamm?] fı ’l-∂am√ir, although they are listed separately in
ALA I, 232).
655 Gramlich, Wunder, 150 ss.; Meier, Kubr, 103-8, with reference, i.a., to Suhrawardı, Ghazlı,
Kubr (c. 1145/6-c. 1221), fiAlı Hamadnı (d. 1385). Fakı"fiAbd al-Mjid b. ˘amad al-Aghbash (c."1630 -
1709/10) “kn min arbb al-mukshaft yukh†ib al-ns bi-m fı ∂am√irihim” (Wad ∆ayf Allh, al-
‡abaqt, 279).
656 Lane, Manners and customs, Chapter X (Everyman’s Library edn., pp. 239-41). Cf. also al-
Wasıla, When the police ordered the Art˙ga amır to search for two runaway slave-girls, and Majdhüb
supported this request, the amır thought by himself, “If this were a true walı he would not ask me to look
for them!” (al-Wasıla, 133{2}). Cf. also 178{5} (translated above).
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strations, it seems, were sometimes necessary; people wanted to see proofs, and specifi-
cally ‘tested’ a presumed saint for ESP-ability.657

On the other hand, the issue was controversial; rationalists remained sceptical regarding
such claims, and some thinkers condemned them as outright un-Islamic. This had an
impact on how the Sufis presented themselves. While the followers of A˛mad b. Idrıs,
for example, believed that he was always aware of their condition, their thoughts and
spiritual progress, even while they were living far away for years,658 the master himself
appears defensive regarding the topic in his 1832 debate with the Wahhbıs, where he
stated that only the Prophet knows what is hidden (yafilam al-ghayb), but that no one
among his own companions made such a claim.659

However that may be, it is clear that the followers of our shaykhs — those who believed
that they were walıs — did credit them with just such extraordinary powers.660 Thus,
examples for all the main types of ESP — clairvoyance, telepathy, and precognition —
can be found in al-Wasıla. In fact, the book abounds in such anecdotes; more than a
third of its core stories (180 out of 500) are classified by al-‡hir Majdhüb under such
section headings as, “uncoverings” (kushüft), “what he told of hidden things” (m
akhbara bihi min al-mughayyabt), ‘what he exposed of secret thoughts’ (m akhbara
bihi mimm a∂marühu fı anfusihim), or ‘forecasts that came true’ (ishrtuhu il bafi∂
aß˛bihi najizat bafida afiwm).661 This makes the subject the single most prominent
aspect of the public image that is presented of the walı. So important it was that in his
commentaries on each anecdote, al-‡hir tried to point out as many extraordinary
“perceptions” (i††ilfit) as possible, generally by splitting up every incident into its
constituent components and counting each as a separate case of ESP.662 ‘I††ilfi’ is his
term of choice for extrasensory perception; but while ‘kashf’ clearly occurs much less
often, it is used for the section-headings dealing with ESP, and I could find only one case
where it refers to the perception of something not part of the ordinary material world (of

657 See above (reference to al-Wasıla, 190{1-3}); and the quote from A˛mad b. al-Mubrak, al-
Ibrız, I, 79 translated above.
658 Thomassen, “General Introduction”, in Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 7, referring in particular to
letter VI to Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı.
659 fi◊kish, Mun÷ara, Additional Material, § 6. The Wahhbıs even denied that the Prophet knows
what is hidden.
660 The Wasıla (185{1}) expresses this, i.a., by setting Majdhüb against the previous religious
leaders. “The shaykhs we were familiar with until now were not able to know hidden things in this way
(lam nakun nafihad min mash√ikhin al-i††ilfi fial ’l-mughayyabt mithla hdh)”, some astonished
visitors are quoted to have said.
661 Sections VIII, 3-4, 11; IX, 1; X, 1-2. Precognition is the least important of these; there is only one
section fro it (VIII, 11) with 20 stories.
662 For examples of four- or fivefold i††ilfit, see al-Wasıla, 126{1}, 130{5}, 135{3}, 140{1},
185{2}, 189{4}. A threefold i††ilfi occurs in at least 19 stories, a double one in 38.
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God’s Throne).663 This is very important to note: in the great majority of cases, kashf or
i††ilfi concern the affairs of humans, their thoughts and acts, and especially their inter-
action with each other, that is, aspects of their social behaviour. To take as examples
only those anecdotes that use ‘kashf’:

• Majdhüb (in Medina) knew what A˛mad b. Idrıs and fiAbd al-Mu††alib b. Ghlib (1794-1886,
Sharıfı leader of Mecca in the summer of 1827) had talked about in Mecca (al-Wasıla, 105{1}).

• Seven Baghddıs came to Medina; before entering the town, they held a dhikr at the Bb al-
fiAnbariyya. Majdhüb knew this by kashf (küshifa bihim); he went to join them and performed
Prophetic praise-songs in their midst so that God drew the veil from their ‘insight’ (kashaf Allh
fian baßıratihim) and they all could see God’s Throne (113{1}).

• Majdhüb knew by kashf that a man had grabbed at a woman’s buttocks; and that he had urinated in
his pants during Majdhüb’s assembly out of fear of being publicly exposed (122{1}).

• He knew min †arıq al-kashf part of the dream one of his followers had had concerning a deceased
man (168{2}).

• He knew by kashf (küshifa fialayhi) that a stranger had been ordered by his parents to take the
tarıqa from him (189{3}).

Whatever Majdhüb may have thought with regard to the “unveiling” of spiritual secrets
on the one hand, or the more crudely materialist forms of ESP on the other, in practice
the concept of kashf served as a powerful tool to build up among his followers the
conviction that their shaykh was familiar with all their affairs. For this purpose,
Majdhüb habitually (daydan)

‘showed affection to them, joked with them, and also laughed, so as to create an atmosphere of
familiarity. [In such an atmosphere] he used to disclose/expose (yakshif) secrets of theirs in a
joking way, telling them, “You ate that-and-that today”, “You had that-and-that for supper”, “You
slept in such-and-such a place, on your right/left side”, and so on.’664

The aim of this, explains al-‡hir, was to demonstrate that nothing remained hidden
from the shaykh. So they took the †arıqa from him and became religious (ßrü
yamda˛üna bafida an knü yughannün).665 Whenever someone had done something
wrong, it was exposed during the first majlis he attended afterwards. In the beginning,
people used to sin since they thought the shaykh would not know. But when they

663 A typical expression is, “fa-ra√aytu minhu al-kushüft wa’l-i††ilfi fial ’l-mughayyabt” (al-
Wasıla, 105{1}). ‘Kashf’ or a derivative from the same root occurs directly in five stories in al-Wasıla:
105{1}, 113{1}, 122{1}, 168{2}, 189{3}. ‘I††ilfi’ is used in the commentaries of at least these 116
stories: 102{2}, 104{3}, 105{1}, 113{4}, 116{4}, 122{1-3}, 123{1-6}, 124{1-4, 6}, 125{1, 2}, 126{1-
4}, 127{2}, 128{1, 4-6}, 129{4}, 130{1-3, 5}, 131{1, 2, 4, 5, 7}, 132{1, 3}, 133{2, 3}, 134{1-3}, 135{1-
3}, 136{1-4}, 137{1, 3-5, 8}, 138{1-3}, 139{3-5, 7, 8}, 140{1, 3}, 144{1}, 148{5}, 152{2}, 164{4, 5},
165{2, 4}, 169{1}, 171{3}, 176{6, 7}, 177{1-4}, 178{1, 2, 4}, 183{1, 2, 6}, 184{1, 4, 5}, 185{1-3},
186{1, 2, 5}, 187{1-3}, 188{1-4}, 189{1, 4}, 190{3, 4}, 192{3, 4}, 195{1}, 197{5}, 198{3, 4}.
664 al-Wasıla, 121{4}.
665 Literally, "they turned to performing hymns of Prophetic praise after they had been singers of
worldy tunes”. The image is familiar from ˘jj al-M˛ı, who turned from worldly to religious music
under the influence of Ibrhım al-Rashıd.
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realised that nothing remained hidden from him, they stopped and repented and changed
their behaviour.666

Psychologically, it was obviously the interplay between the beliefs and expectations of
the general public and the shaykh’s own ‘suggestive’ actions that was of crucial impor-
tance in this matter. To know hidden things was part of the standard image of walı, and
Majdhüb skilfully played on this. We have already seen that he could distinguish the
call of a deceased saint from the simple cry of a bird; but he also understood the latter:

Al-‡ayyib (Majdhüb’s cousin) reported: al-Amın and I were correcting our Qur√n-lessons under
Majdhüb’s supervision when a crow flew by and made, “ghq”. Majdhüb answered, “That’s a lie!”
Al-Amın nudged me with his foot to notion to me that I should ask what the crow had said. I did,
and Majdhüb retorted, “Didn’t that come from you, al-Amın?” Al-Amın repeated his question
aloud, and Majdhüb answered, “The crow said Sayyid Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım would come within
an hour. But in fact he will only come tomorrow.” And so it happened. [Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım
was in Sinkt at the time when he was invited to his sister’s wedding with Majdhüb].667

It is of course inherently impossible to check such interpretations of the ‘language of the
birds’ or similar phenomena, and Majdhüb’s followers were sometimes simply left
dumbfounded at their shaykh’s perceptive abilities — which merely increased their
respect (hayba) for their master.668 If he understood the language of the birds, or knew
what they had had for supper, there was a good chance that he was also aware of more
serious matters, such as their family quarrels, their recurring lapses into ‘immoral’
behaviour, their having overslept the call for prayer, or other things they would have
preferred to keep secret. Didn’t he have this particular smile on his face when they came
to see him? He surely knew what was going on!669 After all, he sometimes told what
had happened to their face, before they even opened their mouth.670 Such ideas pro-
vided the background against which Majdhüb’s followers interacted with their shaykh.

From a psychological point of view, the issue appears less mysterious. The shaykh was
aware of the overall condition of his followers and could observe their behaviour. A
familiarity with the general social milieu, particularities of people’s behaviour and their
apparent state of mind helped him to ‘see’ what his students had done. On the other
hand, believing students expected their master to have such extraordinary abilities, and
therefore they were ready to interpret a ‘knowing smile’ or other vague indications as
clear signs that Majdhüb knew what they tried to hide.671

666 al-Wasıla, 125{3} [al-‡hir’s summary of the effects of Majdhüb’s methods], 185{1}.
667 al-Wasıla, 134{3}; cf. also ib., 108{3}.
668 al-Wasıla, 143{4}.
669 al-Wasıla, 124{3}, 139{4}, 158{6}, 161{3}; cf. also ib., 154{5}, 183{4}, 193{3}.
670 al-Wasıla, 138{2}, 176{6}, 183{4}, 186{2} et passim.
671 Cf. also al-Wasıla, 156{3}; for direct parallels from twentieth-century Lebanon, showing the
pivotal role of a shaykh’s ‘knowledge’ (or assumed knowledge) of secret, illigitimate sexuality, see
Gilsenan, Recognizing Islam, 116-41.
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UUUUnnnndddd    ddddiiiieeee    MMMMoooorrrraaaallll    vvvvoooonnnn    ddddeeeerrrr    GGGGeeeesssscccchhhhiiiicccchhhhtttt…………

What was the object and the objective of Majdhüb’s penetrating insight, what its
purpose and social impact? In the final section of this chapter, we shall turn to an
analysis of what appears to have been Majdhüb’s main concern besides the performance
of canonical and Sufi religious rituals and the teaching of the basic principles of fiqh,
namely, the moral education of his followers. We shall look at the rules of behaviour he
tried to inculcate in them, and the methods he used to achieve this.

TTTThhhheeee    mmmmoooorrrraaaallll    ccccaaaammmmppppaaaaiiiiggggnnnn
At some point during his stay in Sawkin — probably rather early on — Majdhüb
appears to have mounted a specific and limited moral ‘campaign’ in the course of which
he called upon people to put an end to their ‘un-Islamic’ behaviour. This may be
inferred from the fact that one of Majdhüb’s most important followers dates two of his
accounts by reference to “the days when [Majdhüb] was telling people to stop doing
what is objectionable” (fı ’l-ayym allatı kna sayyidı al-Shaykh ya√mur al-ns fıh bi-
izlat al-mankir).672 This literal translation of the wellknown exhortation to “command
what is commonly recognised as good [i.e., what God has ordered] and prohibit what is
objectionable [i.e., what He has forbidden]” (al-amr bi’l-mafirüf wa’l-nahy fian al-
munkar) appears to have taken on an ‘extraordinary’ form:

By order of the Prophet, as he said, he roamed the streets of Sawkin dressed in rags like a dervish,
a stick in his hand, a stern expression on his face, his swift pace expressing his missionary zeal.
Whenever he passed someone he repeated over and over again, “Say, ‘There is no god but God’,
calling people to end their reprehensible way of life, to abstain from what the Prophet had forbid-
den, and to do what he had commanded. From time to time he fell into a trance or a state of mental
absentia (gh√ib fian ˛issih) and mumbled unintelligible words before regaining his senses and
resuming his way.673

Even if we cannot be certain of the details of this picture, it seems likely that such a
specific campaign did take place, and that it was viewed as an outstanding event
contrasting with Majdhüb’s usual demeanour in Sawkin. Such exceptional behaviour
often reflects and magnifies important aspects of a person’s concerns.

The goal Majdhüb worked to achieve was clearly defined: to fight against what he
regarded as objectionable behaviour (mankir), as un-Islamic practices that conflicted
with the Law of God (a˛km al-sharfi) revealed to humankind through His Prophet.
Urged by “the Prophet”, he set out to guide (“arshid!”) the inhabitants of Sawkin who
had “overstepped their limits, engaged in acts of disobedience [to God] (mafißı), and
[followed their personal] desires (shahawt)”.674 What this meant is forcefully stated in

672 al-Wasıla, 166{5-6}.
673 Cf. al-Wasıla, 166{4-6}.
674 al-Wasıla, 119{3}.
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a story that al-‡hir Majdhüb quotes at the very beginning of his account of Majdhüb’s
Sawkin years:

‘One night early during his stay in Sawkin, Majdhüb left the lodge to go home. Some of the
fuqar√ accompanied him part of the way. When Majdhüb arrived at his house, however, he
immediately returned to the lodge. Expressing his anger, he started to talk about ‘objectionable
behaviour’ (mankir) and gave an order to convene the leaders of the town (akbir al-balda). They
were all brought to him immediately, and he addressed them saying, “I just saw crowds of devils
assembling in that-and-that place”, indicating a location close to his house where the leaders were
due to assemble the following morning in order to issue legally binding rules of their own the way
they used to do in their state of ignorance [of Islam] — they issued them, based their judgements
on them, and applied them as if they were the rules of Divine Law (a˛km knü yata˛kamünah
[sic pro yata˛akkamünah] fı jhiliyyatihim wa-yastanidüna lah wa-yum∂awnah fım baynahum
ka-im∂√ a˛km al-sharfi). The next morning, Majdhüb convened the proponents of these
erroneous laws (al-a˛km al-∂lla) again and guided them to what was better for them, so they
abandoned these laws which they had thought would never lose their validity — but by the grace
of God, through the baraka of the Shaykh, they lost [their validity] right away!’675

In raising his call, Majdhüb openly challenged the established religious and political
leaders. He compared them to devils who disregarded the Law of God and who ascribed
to their own legal ordinances a validity proper to Divine Law alone.

But while Majdhüb denounced the judges and rulers, there is no sign that he actually
tried much to influence them. Instead, both the unanimous testimony of the accounts in
al-Wasıla and the complete absence of any indications to the contrary show that he
concentrated on attacking some widespread ‘un-Islamic’ practices in everyday life. It
was not state institutions that he addressed, but public and private morality. He did not
set out to ‘introduce the Sharıfia’ in the modern, politicised sense, but to change the
behaviour of individual people. This is illustrated in the list of grievances al-‡hir
Majdhüb gives in his explanatory remarks on the passage quoted above. He complains
that before the arrival of Majdhüb, the people of Sawkin were

‘publicly mixing with women and singing-girls (mughanniyt [associated with prostitution]). They
openly and universally practiced gambling. At weddings, women used to make themselves up and
come out into the public so that men could see them and they the men. When the bridegroom went
to the mosque, the women followed him, singing loudly. For these weddings and its distractions,
the groom had to spend a lot of money, which meant that some men had to postpone getting
married out of financial difficulites. The long period of celibacy in turn led them to fornication
(zin). At funerals they also engaged in such distractions, mingling in public lanes so that men and
women would touch each other and go off to a wellknown place (or: end up in a well-known
situation? il an yaßilna il maw∂ifi mafilüm). And these were women from the families of notables
(afiyn) — scholars (fiulam’), judges (qu∂t), and political leaders (umar√) — who did, however,
nothing to prevent it. They were oblivious of God’s commandments; and the fiulam√ just looked
on and said nothing to these practices, which were generally considered as praiseworthy behaviour
and exemplary custom (ka’l-†arıqa al-ma˛müda wa’l-sunna al-marghüba). Such was their
customary practice (fida).’

675 al-Wasıla, 119{4}.
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General immorality, we are told, was the conseqence of people’s ignorance (jhiliyya)
of the Divine Order; this is chiefly depicted as ‘permissive’ sexual behaviour. The
traditional authorities had failed to prevent the perceived corruption of morality. To end
this deplorable state was what Majdhüb believed to be his mission:

‘When the Shaykh saw this objectionable behaviour (mankir), he got on his feet out of a fervent
concern (ghayratan) for God and His apostle. He commanded for God’s sake and prohibited for
God’s sake. There the people obeyed his command and spread his fame. The first thing that made
them join him was that they learned about their religion and about what is permitted and what is
forbidden (al-˛all wa’l-˛arm). In a very short time, they became well-behaved (tahadhdhabat
nufüsuhum, literally, “their [lower] souls were set right/educated”) and their mosques were filled
with the remembrance of God (adhkr) and with individual and communal prayers; supererogatory
prayers (ragh√ib) were said there, and students of the religious sciences (†alabat fiilm) could be
found there following their lessons. People strove to control their lower souls (jhadü ’l-nufüs);
they held themselves before God in periods of Retreat (rba†ü ’llh fı ’l-khalawt); and their
innermost thoughts became pure so that they could enter into confidential conversation with God
(ßafat sar√iruhum li’l-munjt).’676

The standardised, formulaic expressions al-‡hir uses here must certainly not be
regarded as factual descriptions. By presenting an ideal image, however, they do
indicate the conscious goal of the educational process. The replacement of traditional
custom (fida) by Divine Law (sharfi), obedience (†fia) to God’s commandments (amr)
and prohibitions (nahy) — these are key words defining this goal. Where God’s order
was applied, the fulfillment of the religious duties was guaranteed, religious learning
flourished, and best of all (it is mentioned at the end of the description of this ideal
situation) people strove to perfect themselves. A classic Sufi goal, this is expressed in
Sufi terms: jihd against the nafs, murba†a, purification of the sarıra, munjt. This is
no coincidence: the Islamic mystical tradition offered a wealth of psychological
knowledge and moral experience that could be used — and has been used throughout
Muslim history by people from very diverse backgrounds — to express goals of moral
perfection driven by psychological controls instead of legal sanctions.

After the formulaic invocation of the stereotype image of flourishing mosques and well-
mannered pious Muslims, the descriptions of individual cases that follow are anything
but formulaic. On the contrary, their rich detail and local colour suggest that they may
well reflect actual conditions at the time.

TTTThhhheeee    ppppaaaarrrraaaaddddiiiiggggmmmm    ooooffff    sssseeeexxxxuuuuaaaallll    mmmmoooorrrraaaalllliiiittttyyyy
To describe what was wrong with society, al-‡hir in the passage quoted above
concentrates almost exclusively on what he considered to be immoral relations between
the sexes. This is not fortuitous. Morality in everyday life is a major topic in the reports
of Majdhüb’s interaction with his followers, and the paradigmatic example for this is
sexual morality. We already noted the prominent role this issue plays in many of the

676 al-Wasıla, 119-20.
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stories told in the Wasıla; in fact, these stories constitute separate chapters that al-‡hir
purposefully677 put ahead of all other accounts of Majdhüb’s deeds in Sawkin and in
al-Dmar.678 Sexual morality thus becomes the ‘number one issue’ and a touchstone of
proper behaviour.

There are of course other areas of concern — quarrelling and inner-family tensions,679

slander,680 envy,681 alcohol-consumption,682 smoking,683 gambling,684 bewailing of the
dead685 — but no single issue receives as much attention in the book as ‘immoral’
sexual relations.686 It is also interesting to note that criminal acts such as theft or
homicide are not addressed in Majdhüb’s preaching at all; when Majdhüb deals with
them because he is called upon to do so, he tries to bring about reconciliation, have the
offenders pardoned, or even covers the thief.687 This is indicative for the fundamentally
moralist — as opposed to legalist — approach shown by Majdhüb, a point to which we
shall come back below.

Majdhüb was clearly not alone in paying considerable attention to sexual morality.
Throughout history, this subject has tended to be a major point of concern for moralists
worldwide, and Islamic moralists, for example, have long regarded the public mingling
of the sexes with suspicion. But although Majdhüb appears to have pronounced a prohi-
bition for women to adorn themselves for men other than their husbands (tabarruj), and
to mix with men in public places (ikhtil†),688 most of his wrath was directed against
“sexual abomination” (f˛isha). In most cases, this meant illicit sexual intercourse
(zin), that is — from the dominant male perspective — sex with persons other than a
man’s wives or his female slaves.689 Homosexuality is named in one case,690 but what
is chiefly described is visiting women who are called, “female companion” or “girl-

677 al-Wasıla, 125{3}.
678 al-Wasıla, Chapters VIII, 3 and X, 1, respectively.
679 al-Wasıla, 129{2-5}, 130{4}, 138{2}, 161{3}, 176{3}, 186{4}, 188{4}.
680 al-Wasıla, 128{1, 3}, 179{6}, 185{1}.
681 al-Wasıla, 127{5}, 190{4}.
682 al-Wasıla, 182{3}, 190{3}, 197{3-5, 7}.
683 al-Wasıla, 197{6}.
684 al-Wasıla, 143{5}.
685 al-Wasıla, 176{1, 2}, 178{2}. Both the terms, ‘niy˛a’ and ‘bik’ are used. On injunctions
against lamentation (and their ineffectiveness), see Meier, “Ein Profetenwort gegen die Totenbeweinung”;
A. S. Tritton, art. “Djanza” in EI2; Gilfiadi, “∑abr (steadfastness) of bereaved parents”.
686 For a detailed breakdown of the various issues, see above.
687 al-Wasıla, 135{1, 3}, 152{4}, 153{4}.
688 al-Wasıla, 130{3}.
689 The Wasıla uses ‘zin’ (“fornication”) and ‘f˛isha’ (“abomination”) interchangeably (cf.
183{6}). Both words occur in the Qur√n where fornication is condemned as an abomination (Q"17: 32).
In legal terminology, only ‘zin’ is used and has thus been clearly defined (see below); ‘f˛isha’, on the
other hand, is more moralist in tone.
690 al-Wasıla, 104{3}.
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friend” (ß˛iba). Most of them are likely to have been prostitutes, prostitution being
widespread phenomenon at the time.691

Prostitution
In the Sudan, prostitutes were mostly of two kinds: women who prostituted themselves
for a livelihood, and female slaves who were forced into prostitution by their masters. In
the latter case, the slave woman often had to turn over all her earnings to her master
who was responsible for lodging and maintaining her; it was such women who were
often provided for the pleasure of male guests overnight, not entirely without self-
interest, since whatever the slave received from the guest she had to give to her master.
In Berber, many of these ‘public women’ lived in separate apartments in the compound
of their masters.692 Another possibility was that the slave was given or had to build
herself a hut in the prostitutes’ quarter where she had to maintain herself, paying a fixed
monthly sum to her master. This pimping was sometimes justified by the masters on the
grounds that they were not allowed to sell slaves who had shared their bed.693 However,
it being a profitable business, entrepreneurs bought female slaves specifically for this
purpose, and one could often find “establishments of this kind belonging to the same
owner in various towns and villages”.694 Both big and small merchants were engaged in
this commerce, as well as members of the traditional nobility or religious officials. Any
children born to these slave women automatically became the property of their mothers’
masters, which increased the profitability of the enterprise; this has given rise to the
allegation that veritable ‘breeding farms’ were set up to produce slave children for
export and to work on their masters’ farms. The slave prostitutes enjoyed a higher social
status than their ‘free’ sisters; “virtuous women” could freely socialise with them, and
they were “allowed to wedding and funeral ceremonies, though not to join in the
dance”.695 The logic behind this is obvious: their slave status was used to put them in a
category where different moral standards applied, so that contact with them did not spoil
the moral standards of ‘respectable’ men.

691 The word, ‘ß˛iba’ is deliberately vague, and occasionally, it was used to refer to one’s wife (al-
Wasıla, 139{4}, 214{2}). Generally, however, the context makes it clear that the women involved were
not the man’s spouses or his female slaves.
692 Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 212, 214-5.
693 This is clearly a deliberate misinterpretation and partial reading of the Mlikı legal rule saying,
“A man who has a child from a slave woman may enjoy her during [all] his life […]; she may not be sold,
and he has no right to put her to service or to seek revenue through her” (al-Qayrawnı, al-Risla, Ch. 35,
my translation, = tr. Bercher, 226-7 = tr. El-Béheiry, 115).
694 Hill, On the frontiers, 116.
695 Hoskins, Travels in Ethiopia, 59, 89-90 (with more details); Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 216-7;
Hill, On the frontiers, 115-6, 183.
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To these two groups of prostitutes the heavy Turkish taxation added another one:
married ‘unprofessional’ women who sold their bodies with the knowledge of their
husbands, in order to increase the family’s income so as to be able to pay taxes.696

Practices castigated as zin may have transcended the milieu of prostitution (although it
is difficult to say whether the atmosphere of personal intimacy and friendship that
shines through some of the accounts in al-Wasıla could not perhaps also be found
between prostitutes and their customers). Up until the nineteenth century, sexual
morality in the Sudan seems to have conformed much more to African standards that
were less rigid than those stipulated by Islamic Law.697 Perhaps the most famous
example came to be princess Nßira bt. fiAdln (c. 1790/1800 - c. 1850/60) of mixed
Hamaj-Fünj parentage, who not only ran a slave brothel at ∑ürıba south of Wad Madanı
but in her youth was

“said to have been liberal with her favours [herself], both with the great and for caprice. Her
daughter [∆awwa] was married to the great shaykh fiAbd al-Qdir698 and she had the same success
as her mother, being no miser in the bestowal of her favours. She even surpassed her mother for
whenever someone took her fancy she would offer herself to him”.

Nßira became the mistress of the governor-general A˛mad Abü Adhn (r. 1838-43)
who “kept her husband on tour in the provinces on various pretexts in order to enjoy his
time with her freely” and who eventually compelled him to divorce her. Later, she was
the mistress of the governor of Sinnr province, Müs Bey ˘amdı (c. 1810-65), and
came “to indulge her fancies openly”.699 Even if we allow for some exaggeration in
these accounts, ‘Sitt Nßra’ came to personify social norms associated with Fünj society
that gave women greater freedom of conduct and that were increasingly condemned as
un-Islamic in the nineteenth century.

To my knowledge, no contemporary accounts openly describing practices of prosti-
tution in Sawkin survive, but the Wasıla makes it clear that many men from Sawkin
had a ‘female companion’ or ‘girl-friend’ (ß˛iba) whom they visited regularly; this

696 Combes, Voyage en Égypte, 206, 210.
697 Sentences like, “The manners of their women are said to be very depraved” are frequent in the
travel literature (this example is from Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 71, on the Shyqiyya). European
travellers often seem to have reflected not only their own value-judgements but also the sentiments of
some of their informants who had adopted values more informed by the norms of scriptural Islam.
698 The Yafiqübbı fiAbd al-Qdir w. al-Zayn (d. 1857) submitted to Turkish rule together with
Nßira’s brother, Idrıs w. fiAdln, in 1826/7 and was appointed the foremost native representative (shaykh
al-mashyikh) of the district of Sinnr. He became one of governor-general A˛mad Abü Adhn’s closest
advisors (Hill, Biographical Dictionary, s.v. “fiAbd al-Qdir wad al-Zain”; Idris Salim & McHugh, “Sitt
Nasra”, 5-6).
699 All three quotations are from Hill, On the frontiers, 116-23. Müs ˘amdı later became governor-
general of the Sudan 1862-5 (Hill, Biographical Dictionary, s.v. Müs Pasha ˘amdı).
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they did not only in Sawkin but also in the trading ports across the Red Sea.700 When
they joined Majdhüb he demanded that they stop seeing these women, but this demand
was sometimes hard on them, and relapses were apparently not rare.701 Thus we find a
man who slept in the lodge with his brethren getting up secretly at night to have sex
with a ‘girl-friend’ and return “as if nothing had happened”.702 One of Majdhüb’s
intimates seduced a female visitor to the Shaykh.703 Someone combined a visit to the
Shaykh with a visit to an ‘illicit’ woman living nearby; another left immediately after
the evening-prayer for a secret meeting with a woman from another town.704 Yet others
committed zin and did not even perform the proper ablution before returning to prayer
or meeting the Shaykh.705

Particularities of Majdhüb’s approach
It was such behaviour that Majdhüb castigated, and at least according to his biographer,
his main reproach against the previous fiulam√ was that they had done nothing to stop
it. How does the Shaykh’s position compare to that of the fiulam√? Anticipating the
following discussion, five major aspects may be pointed out in this regard:

• The norms propagated by Majdhüb were based on the scriptural scholastic tradition
as developed in the urban centres of Islamic learning.

• Majdhüb strove towards the effective validation of norms that had hitherto been
only nominally acknowledged.

• Majdhüb’s approach was moralist, not legalist.
• To achieve his goal, Majdhüb used not legal sanctions but psychological means.
• The validation of the norms preached by Majdhüb was not attempted in society at

large but was effectively restricted to those who voluntarily joined the new,
religiously distinct (and distinguished) community led by the Shaykh.

700 al-Wasıla, 123{2}. For Jidda, more detailed information is available. It was in particular the
“Sawkinı quarter” near Bb al-Madına, north of the city proper, that was associated with prostitution and
alcohol (Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 9). “Von dem Punkt, wo die Häuser [sc. stone houses] aufhören,
bis zur Stadtmauer, befinden sich Strohzelte, die ausschlie˝lich von Freudenmädchen bewohnt werden,
deren Anzahl hier ganz ungewöhnlich gro˝ ist”; “dort wohnen auch die meisten Neger-Matrosen, die mit
Tanz und Gesang ihre Abende zu verkµrzen pflegen”. The red-light district also attracted many soldiers
and “die geringere Volksklasse”; the more well-to-do, one suspects, had more discreet ways of enter-
taining themselves (Rµppel, Reisen in Nubien, 234; id., Reise in Abyssinien, I, 172). Some of the prosti-
tutes were Bedouin women who came to the Jidda market to sell not only milk and butter: “Les mœurs de
ces femmes ne sont pas irréprochables. Il y a á Djeddah un grand nombre de filles publiques, mais c’est
en secret qu’elles osent avoir des relations avec des chrétiens et des infidèles” (Combes, Voyage en
Égypte, 206; see also ib., 210, 362).
701 al-Wasıla, 122{2-3}, 123{1-2}, 124{1}.
702 al-Wasıla, 122{4}.
703 al-Wasıla, 183{5}.
704 al-Wasıla, 183{1, 2}.
705 al-Wasıla, 183{3, 6}.
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These points shall now be considered in greater detail.

The scriptural basis
The norms propagated by Majdhüb were based on the scriptural scholastic tradition as
developed in the urban centres of Islamic learning. The legal approach to zin may be
gleaned from al-Qayrawnı’s Risla, one of the most common Mlikı lawbooks in the
Sudan up to the nineteenth century:

“A free, mu˛ßan Muslim who fornicates is stoned to death. A ‘mu˛ßan’ is someone who has
married a woman in a legally valid marriage and has had sexual intercourse with her as defined by
the law. If he is not mu˛ßan, he is given one hundred lashes, and the imm banishes him to another
place where he is imprisoned for a year. A slave who fornicates is given fifty lashes, and a slave-
woman likewise, even if they are married. No banishment is imposed on them, nor on a woman.
The fornicator is not subject to the ˛add-punishment except through confession, or through evident
pregnancy, or through the testimony of four free adult men of integrity who saw it like a ku˛l-stick
in a ku˛l-container, and who testify to it at the same time. If one of them fails to give such a
complete description, the three who have given it are subject to [the appropriate] ˛add-punishment
[for false accusation of fornication]. Those who have not attained puberty are not subject to the
˛add-punishment. A man who has intercourse with a slave-woman belonging to his father is
subject to the ˛add-punishment. A man who has intercourse with a slave-woman belonging to his
son is not subject to the ˛add-punishment, but has to pay her assessed price [thus becoming her
owner], even if she does not conceive. The co-owner of a slave-woman who has intercourse with
her is given a corrective penalty in addition to being made to pay her assessed price [and thus to
become her exclusive owner] if he has liquid assets; if she does not conceive, his partner is given
the choice of maintaining [the shared ownership] or to have him pay her assessed price. […] If
someone who has confessed to fornication retracts [his confession], this is accepted and he is left.
[…] If someone commits sodomy with a male adult who consented, both are lapidated whether
they are mu˛ßan or not.”706

The precise definition of zin given here (whereby only actually performed coitus with
an illicit partner constitutes zin) is the same in all the law-schools; they differ only in
minor details concerning the punishment.707 Majdhüb shared this definition,708 which is
not surprising given the fact that the scriptural tradition constituted a major frame of
reference for him. But on the other hand, he differed from the lawbooks in that he did
not make much of a distinction in practice between actually performed coitus and other
‘abominations’: they were all equally denounced as, ‘f˛isha’.

The moralist approach
Majdhüb aimed at bringing people effectively to comply with norms that had hitherto
been only nominally acknowledged. In pursuing this goal, Majdhüb showed himself a
moralist, not a legalist. Like the fuqah√, he denounced sexual intercourse with women

706 al-Qayrawnı, al-Risla, Ch. 37, my translation (= tr. Bercher, 252-5 = tr. El-Béheiry, 128-9).
Ku˛l is a preparation of pulverised antimony for darkening the edges of the eyelids.
707 Cf. Schacht, art. “Zin√”, in EI1; A˛mad b. al-Naqıb al-Mißrı, fiUmdat al-slik, o12.
708 See al-Wasıla, 183{1}; cf. also 183{5}.
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other than one’s wives or one’s female slaves, as well as male-male sexuality709 — both
classified in fiqh as crimes subject to the appropriate ˛add-punishment. Contrary to the
fuqah√, however, Majdhüb did not take into consideration questions of legal validity
and justiciability. Thus, he made no difference between coitus710 and petting.711

Grabbing at the buttocks of a neighbour’s slave,712 touching the breast of one’s former
girl-friend,713 pressing her hand,714 or merely going to see her715 were just as despi-
cable, and it was equally bad to have sex without pronouncing the basmala before-
hand,716 or to sleep with one’s wife against her will.717 Most astonished about the extent
of Majdhüb’s prohibitions, however, was a student who bought a carpet merely to look
at the pretty woman selling it:

One day after the Shaykh’s assembly I got up to go home. On my way I met a pretty woman who
wanted to sell a rug. I did not need a rug, but as she was so beautiful, I bought it from her, just to
have an opportunity to look at her from all sides.

Later, when I went to see Majdhüb again and wanted to greet him, he lightly slapped me with
his hand and asked me, “Have you not finished yet?” I did not understand; only when he repeated
his words three times I remembered, and repented — by God, I had done no more than just looked
at her!718

709 al-Wasıla, 104{3}. Male-male sexual intercourse (‘fiamal qawmi Lü†’"/"’liw†’ = “sodomy”) is
usually distinguished from zin in the narrower sense but is subject to even harsher punishment; see
above.
710 ‘aßba’/‘zan’: al-Wasıla, 122{2,4}, 124{2,5}, 183{3,4,6}.
711 ‘aßba minh m düna ’l-wiqfi’: al-Wasıla, 123{3,5}.
712 al-Wasıla, 122{1}.
713 al-Wasıla, 124{1}.
714 al-Wasıla, 123{1}.
715 al-Wasıla, 123{2}.
716 al-Wasıla, 139{6}.
717 al-Wasıla, 139{4-5}. Interestingly, despite all the detailed knowledge of his followers’ private
life Majdhüb was credited to have, masturbation is not mentioned among the reprehensible acts he
uncovered. Most jurists (especially the Mlikıs) regarded it as forbidden (mu˛arram); some ˘anbalıs and
˘anafıs allowed it if one lacked the means to marry and was afraid that otherwise one would commit zin
(al-Jazırı, al-Fiqh fial ’l-madhhib al-arbafia, V, 152). Contrary to other ‘abominations’, the Wasıla
never mentions the subject openly. One anecdote (139{8}) refers to a man who had an ejaculation appar-
ently without having slept with a woman (he was travelling on a boat), but the text leaves it open whether
this refers to a pollutio nocturna or to masturbation. And Majdhüb told bachelors to fast twice a week to
break the strength of their nafs (127{1}) — an order in line with a Prophetic injunction cited by the jurists
in support of the anti-masturbation position (al-Jazırı, loc. cit.).
The reason for Majdhüb’s silence on this subject is a matter of speculation. Was its mentioning beyond
the limits of what was considered acceptable in public discourse? Judging by the other stories, these limits
were definitely wider than they were in much of nineteenth- and twenteeth-century Europe — where
masturbation was a favourite subject of Christian moralist discourse. A more likely explanation may
perhaps be that masturbation does not involve anyone else and is therefore not a ‘social’ problem. There
is, however, no way to check this hypothesis.
718 al-Wasıla, 124{6}. A well-known Qur√nic passage tells the believers to “lower their gaze”
(yaghu∂∂ü min abßrihim) (Q. 24:30, and 24:31 for the same admonition addressed to women). In the
Wasıla, lowering one’s head when one encounters a woman in the street is portrayed as the logical conse-
quence of repentance (122{1}). The motif is of course old; cf. Matthew 5:"27-28: “Ye have heard that it

(cont’d)
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The jurists knew well that such things could lead to ‘fornication’, and most of what
Majdhüb denounced was forbidden in their lawbooks as well. But they did consider
differences of nature and degree when evaluating acts. On the one hand, they recognised
a fivefold scale of religio-moral qualifications (al-a˛km al-khamsa), carefully distin-
guishing between what is (1)"forbidden (˛arm), (2)"reprehensible (makrüh),
(3)"indifferent (mub˛), (4)"recommended (musta˛abb), and (5)"obligatory (wjib, far∂).
They also — and importantly — maintained that only externally observable acts (afiml
÷hira) were justiciable, that is could be subject to legal sanctions imposed by a court.
Therefore, a second scale of legal validity, unrelated to the moral scale, existed, distin-
guishing acts according to whether they were (1)"valid (ßa˛ı˛), (2)"disapproved
(makrüh), (3)"defective (fsid), or (4)"invalid (b†il).719

For Majdhüb, such considerations played no apparent role. He did not bother at all with
formalities based on external observability since he was more concerned with the intent,
the inner motivation. This is well illustrated by the difference between his and the
jurists’ approach to the question of looking at the opposite sex. The Qur√nic source for
his prohibition (“Tell the believers to lower their gaze…”) continues, addressing the
believing women:

“[…] and guard their pudenda; that they should not display their beauty and ornaments except
what (must ordinarily) appear thereof; that they should draw their veils over their bosoms and not
display their beauty except to their husbands, their fathers, their husband’s fathers, their sons, their
husbands’ sons, their brothers or their brothers’ sons, or their sisters’ sons, or their women, or the
slaves whom their right hands possess, or male servants free of physical needs, or small children
who have no sense of the shame of sex; and that they should not strike their feet in order to draw
attention to their hidden ornaments”.720

The jurists took this verse as a starting point to draw up lists of who may look at whom,
and at which parts of the body, distinguishing between what is forbidden (˛arm), what
is reprehensible (makrüh), and what is indifferent (mub˛). These considerations result-
ed in detailed discussions of what is and what is not fiawra (the area of the body that
must not be looked at under normal circumstances, and that must therefore be covered).
The practical outcome of this was exact prescriptions on clothing and the conditions
under which a woman may leave the house.721 The jurists thus concentrated on estab-
lishing external impediments to prevent the occurrence of what was defined as, ‘˛arm’.

was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not commit adultery: But I say unto you, That whosoever
looketh on a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his heart”.
719 Schacht, Introduction, 120-3. For the distinction between justiciable norms and moral qualifica-
tion as complementary aspects in Islamic law, see further Johansen, “Die sµndige, gesunde Amme”.
720 Q 24: 31 (translation by Yüsuf fiAlı, slightly amended).
721 al-Jazırı, al-Fiqh fial ’l-madhhib al-arbafia, V, 54; A˛mad b. al-Naqıb al-Mißrı, fiUmdat al-
slik, m2.3-8.
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Not so Majdhüb. While he shared with the jurists the basic definitions of what is forbid-
den (to look at the pretty carpet-seller is clearly ˛arm in fiqh), he concentrated not on
external aspects but on the inner motivation of the one who looked. In this exclusive
attention to the moral aspects of behaviour, he completely disregarded questions of legal
validity. But even within the moral sphere, the jurists’ scale of qualifications played no
apparent role for him. His reactions when ‘uncovering’ an ‘abomination’ are impossible
to organise into a scale of increasing severity reflecting a scale of increasing
‘blameworthiness’ of behaviour, and his students’ reactions when a trespassing not
classifiable as zin in fiqh was discovered were sometimes even more drastic than in the
case of plain adultery.722

Majdhüb’s position was thus based on the rules of fiqh developed by the jurists, but his
emphasis was different. The acts condemned by Majdhüb were also regarded as ˛arm
by the legal scholars, but for various formal reasons, the offenders could not be
subjected to legal sanctions. Not only was there no question of bringing the man who
had cast a lustful gaze at the carpet-seller to court, but the rules of evidence for proving
zin were so strict that in practice they all but prevented the application of the legal
punishment for fornication.

This failure to prevent ‘immoral’ acts was the major reason for moralists like Majdhüb
to denounce the legal institutions as ineffective — scholars and judges had “just looked
on”, unable to prevent rampant ‘abominations’. The difference between them and
Majdhüb was not one of theoretical definition but of practical application.723 Their
distinction between legal and moral aspects had opened the door to general moral
corruption; it was therefore discarded. Other means were called for to overcome the gap
between norm and reality and bring people actually to obey the rules defined by Muslim
scholars.

Psychological sanctions
Just as he disregarded questions of legal validity, Majdhüb did not apply legal sanctions
to press his point, but used psychological means instead.724 We have seen that accord-
ing to the jurists, fornication actually performed is punishable by lashing or stoning,
depending on the status of the perpetrator. Majdhüb, however, only called for

722 For details, see al-Wasıla, 122{1}, 123{1}.
723 Perhaps with the exception of a few jurists who ruled that intercourse with a prostitute is not
subject to the ˛add-punishment, apparently because the relationship of a paying client to the prostitute
constitutes a kind of milk (legal ownership), and zin is technically defined as sexual intercourse without
milk or shubhat milk (Schacht, Introduction to Islamic law, 178).
724 One might object that he was not in a position to do so since he had no legal power. One reply to
this is that he could have cooperated with the q∂ı — of which there is no indication. More importantly,
however, was the fact that for formal reasons, the q∂ı could not apply the legal sanctions either; they
were thus simply ineffective.
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“repentance” (tawba). If the ‘transgressor’ promised not to do it again, the shaykh
pronounced his pardon. Ideally, repentance had to be “good” or sincere (˛asunat
tawbatuhu); cases of lipservice and relapse did occur, however.725 The context in which
the expression, ‘˛asunat tawbatuhu’ occurs — often combined with the words, “he did
not do it again” — shows that it signified both mental and practical sincerity, remorse
and effective change of behaviour.

Those whose repentance was not sincere were reminded that the shaykh was not oblivi-
ous to their continuing trespassing, and ideally this was enough to make them mend
their ways.726 Only occasionally, they had to be threatened with severe physical conse-
quences, but even then, these were not legal sanctions but punishments inflicted directly
by God: death through illness, for example, or in war.727 At other times, Majdhüb sim-
ply let habitual offenders go their way.728 For his efforts were aimed at something that
ultimately demanded personal understanding and self-control: remorse and sincere
repentance, coupled with the promise not to do it again: that is, a change of mind
leading to a change of behaviour.

Repentance is a concept known in many — though not all — religions. While widely
differing in form and detail, the basic idea is shared across most traditions. Repentance
is seen as a “turning” from sin to God, a turning away from one’s evil, sinful, worldly
ways and towards God and a godly life. Often, this “turning” is related to a general
‘con-version’ to the truth, a metamorphosis or transformation of ordinary, sinful humans
into better — godly — humans, this being a precondition for ultimate salvation. This
general change of attitude must prove itself in daily life through individual acts of
repentance.729

This basic idea is also conveyed by the Arabic word, ‘tawba’. In particular, it were the
Muslim ascetics and mystics for whom ‘tawba’ was a key term. ‘Turning away’ from
this world began with repentance of one’s sinful ways and the pledge to refrain from
such behaviour in the future. This commitment to change one’s life was regarded as a
fundamental condition for embarking on mystic path. Majdhüb was well aware of
this.730

But while the manuals of Sufism genearally place tawba at the beginning of their
presentations, the anecdotes in the Wasıla typically end with it. As understood in these
stories, tawba is limited to the promise of abstaining from violating particular norms of

725 al-Wasıla, 123{6}.
726 E.g., al-Wasıla, 123{6}, 176{4}.
727 al-Wasıla, 187{1}, 197{2-4, 6-7}.
728 al-Wasıla, 197{4-5}.
729 Cf. Aune, art. “Repentance”, and Rambo, art. “Conversion”, in The encyclopaedia of religion.
730 See above, Chapter VI.
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behaviour; “good”, sincere tawba proves itself in that this promise is kept in practice.
This may be the first step on the mystic path according to Sufi theorists, but the Wasıla
never says so. The spiritual side of tawba was clearly not prominently emphasised to
Majdhüb’s followers. In his community, tawba was not merely a first step, but an
important goal in itself. The stories illustrating repentance show a very matter-of-fact
attitude towards it; it must therefore be distinguished both from penitential discipline
(Majdhüb had no one lying in ashes) and from continuous contrition as a fundamental
attitude to the world. Tawba meant primarily a practical change of behaviour in
everyday life.

This was, in fact, not so far from the jurists’ idea of tawba. As defined by the prominent
Shfifiı scholar al-Nawawı (1233-77), tawba means, “(a)"to desist from sin; (b)"to regret
having done it; (c)"and to resolve never to commit it again”, plus, “if the act of disobe-
dience is connected with the rights of another human being, […] clearing oneself of the
obligation owed to the other person”.731 But while morally, repentance was held to be
obligatory (wjib) for every sin, it only had a limited effect on the legal side. A ˛add-
punishment could be averted by tawba only in a few limited cases: apostasy (if the
apostate returned to Islam); armed highway-robbery (if the offender turned himself in
before being caught); and unproven accusation of fornication (if the one so accused
accepted the retraction). The ˛add-punishment for fornication, on the other hand, could
not be obviated by repentance.732

This helps us even more clearly to see the peculiarity of Majdhüb’s approach. To the
mystic, tawba was a stepstone on the way to spiritual perfection. The q∂ı could only
under certain very specific conditions take a formal declaration of tawba into consid-
eration. For Majdhüb, however, repentance was a central element of moralist preaching.
A practical change of behaviour, ultimately controlled by one’s own will, was what he
tried to bring about among his followers. This is why he used psychological means and
placed no emphasis on legal sanctions.

Internalisation of behaviour-control
We have already seen what his primary method was to influence his followers’
behaviour: building up among them the conviction that he was familiar with all their
affairs, that he knew their hidden secrets and trespassings, even if no one else had been
present. But significantly, he endeavoured to establish this conviction not in an intimi-

731 al-Nawawı, Riy∂ al-ßli˛ın, tr. Keller in A˛mad b. al-Naqıb al-Mißrı, fiUmdat al-slik, p77.2-3.
Ghazlı has the same threefold basic definition of tawba (I˛y√, book IV; cf. Nicholson, art., “Tawba”, in
EI1). Compare the definition of repentance by the Council of Trent (1545-63), which affirmed that it must
involve: (1)"contrition; (2)"confession; (3)"satisfaction"/"restitution (Aune, art. “Repentance”, in The
encyclopaedia of religion).
732 A˛mad b. al-Naqıb al-Mißrı, fiUmdat al-slik, o8.2-5, o16.5; al-Jazırı, al-Fiqh fial ’l-madhhib
al-arbafia, V, 238-43.
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dating way. He “showed affection to [his followers], joked and laughed with them, so as
to create an atmosphere of familiarity” within the community of the “sons of the lodge”
(awld al-zwiya). It was in such an atmosphere that he started to expose (yakshif)
harmless secrets of theirs — like what they had had for supper — in order to familiarise
them with the idea of his penetrating insight.

In this way, he induced in his followers the image of an omniscient, but also loving and
caring father-figure. Both elements of this image are important: the belief that the
shaykh733 knows everything, and the feeling that he cares, that he wants only the best
for his children. Only out of such a feeling of emotional security could people fully
submit themselves to the leadership of the shaykh, open up their hearts to his pene-
trating insight, and accept the rules of behaviour he demanded from them.

Emotional security (as opposed to a climate of fear) is the precondition for a successful
internalisation of the rules laid down by an authority. “Triebkontrolle entsteht in den
Konflikten mit den sozialen Ordnungen; sie wirken sich aber nur dann gewissensbildend
aus, wenn sie ‘im Medium der Liebe erfolgen’”.734 This is a centrally important point in
the psychoanalytic model of the development of the superego.735

Roughly, this model may be summarised as follows: The ‘children’ are confronted by
an omniscient and omnipotent parental authority (often represented by a ‘father’-figure).
This authority guides them through a mixture of attention and care on the one hand and
punishment or the withholding of loving attention on the other. By not only punishing
or threatening to punish his ‘children’, but also showing understanding and a readyness
to forgive, the ‘father’ convinces them that all is for their own good, and that it is in
their best interest to submit to his authority. If they follow the rules he has pronounced,

733 Note that the basic meaning of shaykh is ‘elder’.
734 Kittsteiner, Entstehung, 399; Rµdiger, “Der Beitrag der Psychologie zur Theorie des Gewissens
und der Gewissensbildung”, 467-8, 476-85.
735 The superego “vertritt […] die moralischen Forderungen und idealen Strebungen der Person. Es
ist um die Funktionen der Selbstkritik, Selbstverurteilung und Selbstbestrafung, um Reue und
Wiedergutmachung, aber auch um Anerkennung, Selbstliebe und Selbstlob zentriert. Die Kontrolle der
Triebregungen geht zwar vom Ich aus, steht jedoch unter der Fµhrung des ˜ber-Ichs. […]
[Before his fifth year] “lernt das Kind zwar die ihm gestellten Forderungen zu respektieren, doch aner-
kennt es sie zunächst nur bedingt. Es ist geneigt, sie zu µbertreten, sobald es sich unbeobachtet glaubt,
weder Entdeckung noch Strafe befµrchtet oder die Mutter zu ärgern wµnscht. Erst um das fµnfte bis
sechste Lebensjahr beginnt das Kind die elterlichen Gebote und Verbote zu verinnerlichen und von sich
aus, unabhängig von Strafe, Liebesverlust oder Belohnung, seine Verfehlungen zu verurteilen.”
This is a “höchst bedeutsame[r] Schritt zur Errichtung selbständiger moralischer Prinzipien […] Während
frµhere Identifikationen nachahmenden Charakter haben (‘Ich will wie meine Eltern sein’), vertreten die
zur ˜ber-Ich-Bildung fµhrenden Introjekte die Forderung: ‘Ich will so sein wie die Eltern mich
wµnschen.’
“Die […] ˜ber-Ich-Organisation wird im Verlaufe der weiteren Entwicklung ergänzt und modifiziert.
Erziehung, neue Vorbilder, kulturelle und religiöse Einflµsse formen und erweitern das ˜ber-Ich […].”
(art. “˜ber-Ich”, in Lexikon der Psychiatrie, ed. Christian Mµller).
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if they orientate and control their behaviour accordingly, they receive loving attention;
if they fail to do so, they are ultimately threatened with losing parental love altogether.
The more they become convinced that the ‘father’ loves them, they cannot hate him.
Aggressions that necessarily arise they must therefore turn inwards, against themselves.
These introjected aggressions provide the energy for self-control. Through this process,
the omniscient normative authority is internalised; the ‘father’ becomes the ‘superego’
that watches, criticises, and thus controls behaviour.736

This model of the internalisation of norms of behaviour shows striking similarities to
what is reported about the interaction between Majdhüb and his followers. Contrary to
the judge or muftı, the shaykh is not merely a normative and"/"or punishing authority but
a father-figure to whom one can relate emotionally, by loving him and feeling secure
under his guardianship.737

Degrees of internalisation
In analysing the material presented in the Wasıla, it is highly interesting to see that there
are varying degrees of introjection of this father-figure as an agency of behaviour
control, and thus various degrees of internalisation of the rules of behaviour that
Majdhüb tried to inculcate in his followers:

(1) At the most superficial level, conformity to the norms was enforced by the fear of
being publicly exposed by the shaykh and thus compromised and humiliated in the eyes
of others. Fa∂ı˛a, the disclosure of one’s misdeeds and public dishonouring, appears as
one of the most dreaded things that could happen to a member of Sudanese society.738

Similar apprehensions (Freud’s “‘social’ anxiety”739) can be observed in most societies,
and they are usually a very effective means to ensure conformity to social norms.
Majdhüb manipulated this with great skill. On the one hand, he asserted over and over
again that he did not want to disgrace people; he even shed crocodile tears when he was
blamed for being indiscreet.740 Nevertheless, on occasion he disregarded pleas to
respect the ‘secrets’ of others, insisting on revealing their ‘misdeeds’ in public, either
pinpointing the culprit directly,741 or talking about his offence in front of the others

736 Freud, Gesammelte Werke, XIV (“Das Unbehagen in der Kultur”), pp. 483-90; XV (“Neue Folge
der Vorlesungen zur Einfµhrung in die Psychoanalyse”), pp. 67-9
737 Following the shaykh leads, after all, to ultimate salvation in the hereafter; see above.
738 al-Wasıla, 125{2}, 137{5}, 183{1}.
739 Freud, Gesammelte Werke, XIV (“Das Unbehagen in der Kultur”, Abschnitt VII), p. 484.
740 Confronted with this accusation, Majdhüb started to weep, saying, “Oh my God, what a fool I am
(lastu bi-fiqil)! God hides and I expose!” (al-Wasıla, 137{5}; cf. also 125{2}). The Islamic moral code
features several Prophetic traditions prohibiting the disclosure of one’s neighbour’s sins. And because of
the severity of the ˛add-punishments, even the jurists maintained that such cases it is “more meritorious
to cover them up than to give evidence on them” (Schacht, Introduction, 198). Majdhüb’s ‘uncovering’
had of course nothing to do with court-procedures.
741 E.g., al-Wasıla, 122{2}, 123{5}, 183{1-6}.
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without specifying names but making the offender afraid that he might become
exposed.742 Thus, while in general Majdhüb did not expose his students’ ‘immoral’
behaviour in public but only in private encounters, once the belief that nothing remained
hidden from the shaykh had taken root, the threat of public exposure constantly hang
over their heads. Normally, this implicit threat was enough — sometimes it was enough
to cause people literally to make a mess in their pants for fear of public disgrace.743

Regarding the practical validity of the norms in question, the social sanctions effective
at this level imply that ‘everything is allowed as long as it is not publicly spoken about’,
or, slightly more rigidly, ‘Everything is allowed as long as it does not become publicly
known.’744

(2) In a second step, the general fear that a violation of a norm might become publicly
known is concentrated onto a particular person, in this case the shaykh as the leader of
the group one has joined and the one who pronounced the rules (the shaykh does not
necessarily have to have enacted the rules, but by pronouncing them to his followers he
becomes for them the representative of the enacting authority).745 At this level,
‘everything is allowed as long as no one, not even the shaykh finds out’. The most
striking illustration of this is contained in the following story:

‘A man from Sawkin who was very fond of women professed repentance to the Shaykh and
pledged allegiance to him (byafiahu) in the †arıqa. The Shaykh made him pledge (fihadahu) to
leave his previous ways, and he accepted to do so. But then his lower instincts (nafs) overwhelmed
him. As he was afraid the Shaykh would find out if he did something in town, he went on a journey
during which he had sex with a woman. After his return he went to greet the Shaykh who asked
him, “When did you come back?” — “Just now.” — “I hope you didn’t violate your repentance!?”
— “No.” — “Do you really say the truth?” — “Yes, I do.” [Majdhüb] pressed him repeatedly, but
the man persisted in his denial. Finally, [Majdhüb] said, “Did you forget what you did with the
woman who asked you for tobacco at such-and-such a place at the foot of the mountain?” — “No,
I did not forget that, but I didn’t think that you would know what happened to me on my journey; I
reckoned your knowledge is restricted to what happens here in town, so I left it just because of
you. Now that I see it is otherwise, take back your †arıqa and leave me in peace!” When the
Shaykh heard this, he just laughed.’746

742 E.g., al-Wasıla, 122{1,4}, 123{1,4}.
743 al-Wasıla, 122{1}, 123{1}. Al-Tijnı adopted a similar stick-and-carrot approach and sometimes
exposed a fa∂ı˛a, sometimes not. His students became convinced that al-Tijnı knew everything that was
in their hearts, so that “when we assembled with him, every one of us would be afraid of being publicly
exposed, and ask God for safety and dispense, since we had repeatedly seen what he could make of our
most detestable affairs” (fiAlı ˘arzim, Jawhir al-mafinı, 47).
744 These two cases have to be distinguished, for there are many examples of behaviour of which
everybody knows (and in which often everybody participates), but about which ‘one must not talk.’
745 Cf. in this context al-Wasıla, 184{3} where Majdhüb says, “I am the representative (khalıfa) of
God and his apostle”.
746 al-Wasıla, 124{2}. The view of this man that a shaykh’s capacity to know what is going on is
limited corresponds to a popular belief; cf. the Egyptian proverb, “il-sheykh il-bifiıd maq†üfi nadru”
(Badawi & Hinds, Dictionary, 489).
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While in this case, the limits of norm and knowledge are openly discussed between
shaykh and follower, other stories tell of someone who commits an offense and then
simply goes to see Majdhüb or attend his majlis ‘as if nothing had happened’ — at the
most, he takes a place at the back of the assembly. Majdhüb then lets him know through
gestures or looks that he is aware of what he has done, without, however, making this
public. The ‘bad conscience’ of the offender certainly plays a part in that these looks
appear to have such an unambiguous meaning.

(3) A third stage is reached when the thought that the shaykh will find out interferes
with or actually prevents the offence from being carried out.747

Thus, it, is reported that a man who had taken the †arıqa one day passed by the house of his former
girl-friend. She saw him from the window and called out to him, “Why did you abandon me?” —
“Don’t you know that I took the †arıqa and repented of my former bad ways?” She urged him to
come closer, but he was reluctant: “The Shaykh knows everything!” — “Oh well — I don’t need
you!” He came closer. “Don’t you want to come in?” — “The Shaykh knows if I come in!” So he
remained below the window, and she talked to him so beautifully, and his longing became so
strong (ishtqat nafsuhu lah) that he couldn’t help but press her hand. Then he went to Majdhüb’s
assembly but sat down at the far end. After a while, Majdhüb said, “Don’t you fear God? You go
and press the hands of women who are not allowed (˛all) to you!” The man, frightened, urinated
into his pants, but no one noticed. Again he heard Majdhüb say, “Don’t sully the mosque!”
Quietly, he got up and cleaned himself.748

At this level, one could say, ‘forbidden acts should not be carried out because the
shaykh will find out anyway’.

(4) While until this point one cannot speak of an ‘internalisation’ of the figure of the
shaykh in the strict sense of the term, in a next step the idea occurs that the omniscient
shaykh is actually present during the act of violating the norm. This can be seen in the
following story reported by one of Majdhüb’s students who said,

Having pledged commitment (fiahd) to the Shaykh, I left Sawkin to travel. On my trip I met a
pretty woman whom I talked into making a date for the night. She came, but when I was just about
to lay her on her back, suddenly the Shaykh appeared clearly before my eyes, between her and me,
which frightened me a lot, so I let off her.

When I returned from this trip I went to greet [Majdhüb]. As soon as he saw me he started to
laugh, so I realised for sure that he knew what had happened. I took his hand and renewed my
repentance.749

In another instance, the Shaykh appeared “filling the room with light” when a man
wanted to rape his wife, and the two were much ashamed because he had seen them in
this state.750 In both these cases — and there are other examples751 — the ‘exposition’

747 al-Wasıla, 122{1}, 123{1-2}, 124{1}.
748 al-Wasıla, 123{1} (slightly abridged).
749 al-Wasıla, 124{3}.
750 al-Wasıla, 139{4}.
751 al-Wasıla, 124{6}.
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by Majdhüb is not outspoken and frank; it is his smile, his laughter, his gestures, facial
expressions, or vague indications that are interpreted by the offender as showing that the
shaykh knows everything. This apprehension clearly indicates the offenders’ ‘bad
conscience’, a feeling that is no longer bound to actual public exposure and social
humiliation. Even if only the shaykh knows, and even if he only knows without speak-
ing of it, this is humiliating.

Where the image of the shaykh is detached from his physical presence, he begins to turn
into an instrument of self-control supplementing or even replacing external social
control. Violation of rules is then followed by a feeling of shame or guilt even if no so-
cial humiliation takes place. This is an important step in the process of internalising the
agency of control and the norms it represents.

To prevent misunderstandings we should perhaps state the obvious and point out that
we are not dealing here with primary socialisation. Those who joined Majdhüb were
generally beyond the fundamentally formative stages of childhood and early adoles-
cence.752 What particular norms and values they had been exposed to during this time,
and to what degree they had internalised them, our sources do not tell. What we can see
in the case under consideration is that specific norms deriving from the scriptural
tradition of urban Muslim scholars were spread among people in whose daily lives they
had previously not played an important practical role. These norms were not merely
taught to them in a bookish, theoretical way, but instilled into them existentially,
through the experience of their encounter with the shaykh. Obviously, the new norms
they were imbued with were not the only ones that influenced their behaviour or that
had general validity for them. It is therefore important to emphasise that what we are
dealing with here is not the emergence of the internal regulatory agency (the superego),
but the integration and absorption of scriptural Islamic norms into it.

Several issues call for discussion here. One is the question of shame and guilt. Another
is the examination of parallels within Islamic history. The third is the assessment of
what I have described in the social context in which it happened. These issues shall now
be dealt with in turn.

752 Two — but only two men emphasised that they were “very young” (˛adıth al-sinn) when they
took the †arıqa from Majdhüb (˘asan b. Ibrhım and Zarrüq b. fiAbd al-Wahhb: al-Wasıla, 131{2},
176{3}, 242).
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Shame or guilt?

…das Schuldgefühl [ist]
das wichtigste Problem der Kulturentwicklung…

S. Freud753

I have stated above that where the shaykh turns into an instrument of self-control, viola-
tion of rules is “followed by a feeling of shame or guilt even if no social humiliation
takes place”. This was, in fact, a deliberate glossing over a complicated issue that has
been much debated between psychologists and anthropologists since at least the 1940s.
Following a lead by Margaret Mead, a book by her student Ruth Benedict helped to
popularise an anthropological distinction between ‘shame-cultures’ and ‘guilt-cultures’.
These were classified according to whether self-control is primarily determined by
external sanctions (the fear of shame) or by internal sanctions (the feeling of guilt).754

The pair of terms was borrowed by scholars in other disciplines as well. The classicist
Eric Dodds, for example, used it to contrast the fear of social humiliation (‘shame’)
motivating the actions of Homeric man to the feelings of ‘guilt’ in the face of moralised
Gods typical of the Archaic period (before the Sophists began to emphasise the pivotal
role of human reason).755 The reification of this distinction, however, soon came under
criticism especially from a psychological and psychoanalytic perspective.756 It was

753 Freud, Gesammelte Werke, XIV (“Das Unbehagen in der Kultur”, Abschnitt VIII), pp. 493-4. The
issue Freud is concerned about is of course the role of the superego in the development of civilization,
and therefore later psychoanalysts have pointed out that ‘guilt’ is best understood here in a generic sense,
comprising feelings of both guilt and shame (cf. Lewis, Shame and guilt in neurosis, 21).
754 Mead, Cooperation and competition among primitive peoples [1937], a cross-cultural study of
the formation of character by cultural agencies, introduced — “tentative[ly] groping”, as Mead later put it
— a fairly straightforward distinction between societies relying principally on external sanctions (mainly,
‘shame’) and others relying principally on internal sanctions (mainly, ‘guilt’). Mead was clearly sensitive
to the danger of simplifying such distinctions into neat dichotomies when she wrote, “Shame may also,
when it is very strongly developed, become a relatively internal sanction” (p. 494). In And keep your
powder dry [1942], Mead pointed out the supreme importance of guilt in early Puritan America, and
noted a lessing of this and an increasing siginificance of shame in contemporary US-society. Benedict,
The Chrysanthemum and the sword (1946 edn.: 222"ss., 1967 edn.: 156"ss., et passim) classified Japanese
society as a “true shame culture”. Benedict’s analysis was not only “tacitly indebted to Margaret Mead’s
use of the shame-guilt distinction” but also to “the Weberian contrast between Protestantism’s notion of
interior dignity and Confucianism’s emphasis on external dignity” (Dale, The myth of Japanese unique-
ness, 182). In her preface to the 1961 edition of Cooperation and competition, Mead plainly calls her
earlier usages of ‘guilt’ and ‘shame’, ‘internal’ and ‘external sanctions’, “outmoded” (p. vii).
755 Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational [1951], 17-8, 28-63. Cf. also Chadwick, “Gewissen”,
1027; Kittsteiner, Entstehung, 19.
756 Among the most important psychological contributions on shame and guilt are: Piers & Singer,
Shame and guilt: a psychoanalytic and cultural study [1953]; Ausubel, “Relationships between shame
and guilt in the socializing process” [1955]; Lynd, On shame and the search for identity [1958]; Lewis,
Shame and guilt in neurosis [1971]; Miller, Shame experience [1985]; Jacoby, Scham-Angst und
Selbstwertgefµhl [1991]; Gilbert"/"Pehl"/"Allan, “The phenomenology of shame and guilt” [1994]. If have
not yet been able to see the most recent collection of essays on the subject, Self-conscious emotions: the

(cont’d)
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convincingly demonstrated that the criterion of external versus internal sanctions cannot
be used to explain the genesis of shame and guilt or to differentiate between the two.
Both shame and guilt may have external and internal aspects. Piers & Singer proposed a
different view of shame and guilt, and their definition has meanwhile been widely
accepted. It may be summarised as follows:

Both shame and guilt function as drive-controls. Shame expresses the fear of loss of
love, of abandonment by the parental authority (or more generally, by ‘significant
others’); guilt, on the other hand, expresses the fear of punishment. Originally, these are
quite real — external — anxieties. Once they are internalised — for both eventually are
internalised — shame may be said to result from a failure to live up to the positive
ideals of the superego (the ‘ego-ideal’); guilt from a failure to comply with the negative
injunctions of the superego.

Thus, there are two main mechanisms leading to the internalisation of norms and values.
One of them is the avoidance of anything that might lead to punishment and the
eventual anticipation of this punishment in the psyche, the idenfication with the
punishing authority. The other is “imitation or emulation of an admired or beloved
parental figure. This kind of identification involves the incorporation of an ego-ideal: an
admired imago who serves as a positive model for the child’s activities.”757

“The ‘sense of guilt’ and the ‘ego-ideal’ are two categories of attitudes which are
commonly described as the content of what is internalized as a result of identification,
and constitute the superego”.758 Psychologists seem generally to agree that ontogeneti-
cally, the development of shame-feelings sets in at an earlier stage than that of guilt-
feelings. Earlier scholars had assumed that since “visual shame precedes auditory
guilt”,759 shame is ‘less internalised’ and hence of a lower order than guilt. Most recent
researchers, however, stress that shame and guilt are equal but “different superego
functions, developed along differing routes of identification”; their rating as ‘higher’ or
‘lower’ is a value-judgment often tainted by ethnocentric bias.760 The — often
emotional! — comparative discussion of ‘shame’ and ‘guilt’ in the Japanese and US-
American case has made it clear that it is extremely difficult if not impossible to define
these concepts in terms of the actual content of the norms concerned.761

psychology of shame, guilt, embarassment, and pride, ed. Tangney & Fischer [1995], nor Bakhtiar’s Das
Schamgefµhl in der persisch-islamischen Kultur [1994].
757 Lewis, Shame and guilt in neurosis, 20; emphasis A.H.
758 Lewis, Shame and guilt in neurosis, 21.
759 Erikson, Childhood and society, 244.
760 Lewis, Shame and guilt in neurosis, 22-3; cf. Creighton, “Revisiting shame and guilt cultures”,
283, 287 et passim.
761 Creighton, “Revisiting shame and guilt cultures”, 297.
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Thus, neither the distinction between external and internal sanctions, nor the value-
content of the experience can reasonably serve to distinguish between shame and guilt.
Such a distinction can only be based on the type of anxiety experienced: failure to
conform to the ego-ideal in shame; fear of punishment for not complying with the
internalised rules in guilt.

Further, ‘internalisation’ means that the conflict or tension experienced is one between
ego and superego occurring within the psyche; it does not mean that visual or auditory
elements play no role in the experience, or that self is not aware of ‘real’ tensions in the
external social world. Thus,

“In shame, the internalized admired imago functions more visibly as the referent ‘in whose eyes’
shame is experienced; a ‘shadow’ of the imago falls on the self. […] These ‘watching’ thoughts
may include the awareness that the person is thinking about what the other person is thinking about
him. In this kind of instance, the self is both participant and watcher in its own fantasy”.762

According to the definition just outlined, all the examples discussed above of the inter-
actions of Majdhüb’s followers with their shaykh are clearly instances of shame. The
sanction they had to fear was not punishment but abandonment. If they persisted in
committing ‘fornication’ they were not dragged to court to be lashed or stoned, but a
laughing shaykh told them that they were “too weak” to be part of his group and should
therefore “go away” — typical reactions of a ‘significant other’ in the shame-
complex.763 It is not difficult to see that it was the shaykh who provided the “admired
imago” for the ego-ideal.

One critical aspect of the currently accepted definition of shame and guilt remains to be
discussed. According to Piers & Singer’s influential essay, “whereas guilt is generated
whenever a boundary (set by the Super-Ego) is touched or transgressed, shame occurs
when a goal (presented by the Ego-Ideal) is not being reached”.764 Now, apparently the
examples analysed above are all cases where a negative injunction, a prohibition, and
thus a boundary — ‘Don’t fornicate!’ — is touched or transgressed. Should we not
therefore expect the secretive fornicators to feel guilt, not shame? Several possible
answers suggest themselves.

One is to conclude that the boundary was set only by the shaykh, not the superego; that
it was not internalised, and could therefore not produce a feeling of guilt.

762 Lewis, Shame and guilt in neurosis, 23-4.
763 Lewis, Shame and guilt in neurosis, 88.
764 Piers & Singer, Shame and guilt, in Guilt and shame, ed. Morris, 147; often quoted, e.g.
Creighton, “Revisiting shame and guilt cultures”, 286 (unacknowledged).
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The second is to blur the difference: if guilt is caused by transgressing the laws set by an
omniscient authority (God or His representative), and if shame is caused by the fear of
being exposed to someone else, then guilt may be subsumed under shame.765

The third is to conclude from the ‘ashamed’ reaction of the fornicators that what they
internalised was not the fear of a punishing God (or other such authority) but rather the
ideal of good behaviour preached by the shaykh.

The second of these answers serves mainly to demonstrate the impossibility of using the
external"/"internal sanctions divide as a meaningful criterion to distinguish shame and
guilt. What about the other two conclusions? They are in fact not mutually exclusive,
except if one identifies the superego solely with its punishing aspect — an error encour-
aged by Freud’s own predelection for the guilt-aspect and his insufficient attention to
shame. “For reasons which are obscure”, Lewis writes, “a short-hand convention has
developed in which the ‘sense of guilt’ […] is the main referent when the concept of the
superego is invoked”.766 Creighton’s “Revisiting” of the Japanese case suggests that
these reasons may not be so “obscure” after all, but should rather be sought in the
cultural bias of much of Western psychological writing. If this bias, which assumes a
psychological and cultural development ‘from shame to guilt’, guilt being ‘more inter-
nalised’ and thus characteristic of a ‘higher level’ of development, is stated openly,
current psychologists (and anthropologists for that matter) will certainly disavow it; it
neverthess remains a powerful stereotype in public opinion and has been recognised as
such by Japanese and Japan specialists. Japanese psychologists have been perfectly able
to present ‘shame’ as the more original and therefore “deeper” emotion, and to reverse
the perceived Western value-bias by pointing out that shame fosters interdependency
and social cohesion instead of isolation and frustration.767

My aim here is not to enter into a competition over “whose culture is best?”, but (apart
from revealing the ultimate absurdity of such an exercise) to draw attention to the
cultural bias lurking behind the developmental construct, ‘from external shame to
internal guilt’. As emphasised before, shame and guilt are equal but different superego
functions. They may have the same object in external reality; they may refer to the same
particular norm. Whether nonconformity with this norm is viewed and experienced as a
violation requiring punishment or as a failure fo fulfill the expectation to live up to it,
depends on a variety of cultural, situational, and personal circumstances. Depending on
such circumstances, a failure to comply with God’s law on zin may thus result in guilt

765 Cf. Creighton, “Revisiting shame and guilt cultures”, 285.
766 Lewis, Shame and guilt in neurosis, 21; cf. ib., 24; see also Erikson, Childhood and society, 244.
767 Creighton, “Revisiting shame and guilt cultures”, 285 et passim.
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or shame, or both. Majdhüb clearly shamed his followers into obeying the Law; it was
their failure to live up to the †arıqa-ideal that they came to internalise.768

What I have described here is the absorption of certain norms of behaviour into the
internal monitoring agency (the superego), and thus the emergence of a mechanism of
behavioural control operating within the psyche to regulate behaviour according to
norms brought from outside and internalised. This was achieved under the sign of
‘shame’ rather than ‘guilt’. People were challenged to live up to the ideal set by the
Shaykh"/"the Prophet"/"God, not threatened into submission through punishment. Why
this was so must remain a matter of speculation for the time being. Perhaps the path of
emulation of an admired imago was seen as being more effective than the way of
punishment to bring people to comply with the norms?

Inner-Islamic parallels
The case of Majdhüb is not new or unique in Islamic history. On the contrary: an
emphasis on the ‘inner’, psychological side of religion has been the most distinguishing
mark of the Sufi tradition throughout, and linked to that was often a particular attention
to issues of morality (akhlq) and proper behaviour (adab/db) and the view of the
shaykh as a model to be imitated. This lead to very close parallels with the stories found
in the Wasıla. Thus, the motif of the shaykh appearing as a warning figure in critical
situations is old. In his Durrat al-asrr (written not long after 1320), Ibn al-∑abbgh
reports the following story: M∂ı Abü ’l-fiAz√im (c. 1205 [!] -1318; one of the closest
companions of Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı (c."1197-1258)) was about to be seduced by a
beautiful woman. She stirred him out of his afternoon-prayer at the beach of Alexandria.
Just as he was about to give in to his nafs, he felt a hand taking him by the collar and
heard the warning voice of his shaykh, al-Shdhilı. He felt cast away from the woman,
and when he raised his head, he found neither the shaykh nor the woman.769 A
comparable example from late nineteenth-century Lebanon is given by van Ess:

768 In a separate article (Hofheinz, “Der Scheich im ˜ber-Ich”), I have used the example of
Majdhüb’s followers internalising the shaykh as an authority of control to argue against van Ess’ assertion
that, “Muslims follow not their conscience but the will of God” (Kµng"/"von Stietencron"/"van
Ess"/"Bechert, Christentum und Weltreligionen, edn. 1984, pp. 84-5; edn. 1990, pp. 75-6; tr. Heinegg, pp.
45-6). This claim suffers from a comparable cultural bias, namely the equation of ‘conscience’ with an
autonomous, secularised inner mechanism of control — a brainchild of Enlightenment philosophy and not
an unchanging constant of the psyche of Western man. In several private discussions of this article,
people objected that ‘shame’ should be distinguished from ‘conscience’. As should be obvious from the
psychological analysis presented here, this rests on an exclusive identification of ‘conscience’ with the
guilt-aspect of the superego, the internalised fear of punishment, and not the ego-ideal. This is a common
assumption in Western thought (witness Freud, “Das Unbehagen in der Kultur”) — but one must realise
that ‘conscience’ thus understood is not a value-free concept but the product of a theological or
philosophical discourse informed by a particular history and cultural tradition.
769 Ibn al-∑abbgh, Durrat al-asrr, tr. Douglas, 29. Cf. also Gµmµ ≈sƒnelı, Jmifi al-ußül, Cairo
1328 [1910], 209, rule 22 (cit. Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen, 29).
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“Wenn jemand sich mehrfach durch eine Gestalt von einem verbotenen Stelldichein abgehalten
sieht und nachher erfährt, da˝ der, den er zu sehen meinte, den ≤ikr während dieser Zeit gar nicht
verlassen hat, so schlie˝t er nicht etwa, da˝ er seiner Phantasie zum Opfer gefallen ist, sondern lä˝t
sich sofort µberzeugen, da˝ der ¸saiƒ ihm in dieser Gestalt erschienen sein mµsse”.770

Other such examples of a ‘visualised’ interference by the shaykh could easily be found.
On a more abstract level, the Sufis have long believed that the shaykh has the power to
influence a student’s mind, behaviour, and general condition even at a distance
(taßarruf).771 But ‘taßarruf’ more often than not refers to the shaykh’s influence on his
student in a spiritual context, such as the khalwa. For the aspect of moral self-control,
one may compare the concept of ‘murqaba’ (“watchfulness ”), meaning,

“to guard one’s heart from base things (mu˛fa÷at al-qalb fian al-radiyya); […] ‘to serve God as if
you saw Him, for even though you do not see Him, He sees you’ [a very famous definition, also
used to describe proper behaviour (i˛sn)]. There are two kinds of murqaba: that of the
commoners (al-fimm), and that of the élite (al-khßß). The watchfulness of the commoners before
God is [based on] fear (khawf), while that of the élite is [based on] hope (raj√). […] The mark of
watchfulness is to favour what God favours (ıthr m tharahu ’llh), to elevate what He elevates
(tafi÷ım m fia÷÷amah) and to belittle what He belittles (taßghır m ßaghgharah)”.772

According to all these definitions, people should strive to shape their attitudes and
actions in such a way as to conform to the norms of an external authority, God; their
motivation may be either fear (of punishment) or hope (for reward). The parallels with
the model of an internalised parental authority are obvious.

In a ‘modern’ brotherhood in twentieth-century Egypt, murqaba has even led to the
practice of ‘confession’ (ifitirf al-dhunüb), an institution otherwise not generally known
in the Muslim world. The brethren were urged to confess their ‘sins’ in public, except
for grave ones such as adultery (!). The shame resulting from this public confession was
supposed to lead to an “inner improvement”.773 Again, both the parallels and the differ-
ences to Majdhüb’s practice are obvious.

Further studies will hopefully help us to obtain a fuller picture of how such ideas were
put to actual practice in various parts of the Muslim world, at various times of Islamic
history.

770 van Ess, “Libanesische Miszellen, 6: Die Ya̧sru†ıya”, 42, 49.
771 See the fundamental study of this subject by Meier, “Kraftakt und Faustrecht des Heiligen”, in
id., Zwei Abhandlungen, 243-304. The term, ‘taßarruf’ does not occur in the Wasıla. For its use in a
setting not uncomparable to that of Majdhüb, see Metcalf, Islamic revival, 172-4.
772 ˘ifnı, Mufijam muß†ala˛t al-∑üfiyya, 240-1.
773 Gilsenan, Saint and Sufi, 107-9.
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There is one final point that I would like to address to avoid possible misunder-
standings. Care must be taken to distinguish two separate kinds of “internalisation” or
“Verinnerlichung”:

(1)"an “inner understanding” (verinnerlichtes Verständnis) of religious teachings; and
(2)"the internalisation of norms of behaviour.

Both aspects can be found throughout Sufi history, and may be related in Sufi theory,
but they have to be distinguished for analytical purposes. To illustrate: Under the
heading, “Verinnerlichung”, Richard Gramlich describes how Persian Sufis interviewed
by him have largely ‘internalised’ the objects of their faith, such as God, the angels, or
Satan.774 ‘Internalisation’ here concerns cosmology and refers to an understanding of
true religion as a matter of the heart (posing “das äu˝ere Tun” against “[den] inneren
Sinngehalt”) — not the internalisation of norms of behaviour in a psychological sense.

Of course, one form of internalisation does not preclude the other; but to assess any
particular case, such as that of Majdhüb, one has to look at (a)"the relative emphasis
given to these aspects, and (b)"the ‘constituency’, the social setting.

Majdhüb certainly stressed the importance of an ‘internal’ understanding of religion, but
this chiefly took the form of admonitions such as, ‘Concentrate your mind during prayer
(and don’t think about supper or the like!)’.775 Clearly, this is not the same as the rather
élitist speculations of the Persian Sufis described by Gramlich. This is revealing for the
general assessment of Majdhüb. One the one hand, we see him (and the likes of him) as
standing in the old Sufi tradition emphasising inner motivation and inner meaning; on
the other hand, his role (and that of his ‘colleagues’) was clearly not to instruct a
spiritual élite in a “verinnerlicht” understanding of their religion but to bring about the
expansion of the influence of Islamic norms in the social and geographical periphery
through the internalisation of a mechanism of behaviour-control.

TTTThhhheeee    SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh’’’’ssss    iiiimmmmppppaaaacccctttt
Aspects of the impact of Majdhüb’s preaching have been discussed in this and in previ-
ous chapters; it seems appropriate here to recapitulate the two major points: the spread
of scriptural norms to the periphery, and within it, the use of these norms to legitimise
particular groups as ‘better Muslims’.

Majdhüb attacked practices current in Sawkin that contradicted the norms of the
scriptural, juridical tradition. He demanded the actual fulfillment of scriptural norms

774 Gramlich, Derwischorden, II, 97-101.
775 al-Wasıla, 137{4, 5}.
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which until then had — if at all — been only nominally acknowledged.776 What this
meant in effect was the validation of norms deriving from the urban, scriptural Islamic
tradition in a society that had until then lived on the periphery of urban Islam
(symbolised in the location of the Sawkin lodge on the Qeyf, in a ti-Be∂wyε-speaking
community, not on the ‘Arab’ Island). This may be seen as a instance in a much larger,
multifaceted, and varied process of expansion of the influence of the ‘great tradition’
within Islam to the detriment of the ‘little tradition’. We must of course take great care
not to assume a unilinear development here; in practice, ‘great’ and ‘little’ traditions are
interdependent, and processes of osmosis, of mutual influence, always occur. Most
importantly, we have to recognise how and by whom the new ‘import’ is used: it is not
simply taken over because it is more prestigious, but serves purposes of legitimation for
particular groups in particular historical, social, economic circumstances. Both the
†arıqa-context and the social setting provide clues for assessing these particular circum-
stances:

(1) ‡arıqa: The effective validation of the norms preached by Majdhüb was not
attempted in society at large, but was restricted in practice to those who voluntarily
became followers of the shaykh; by adopting a special set of behavioural rules that set
them apart from society at large, they were able to present themselves as being morally
superior.

Majdhüb’s direct influence was effectively restricted to those who joined his †arıqa or
became otherwise associated with him. It were these people to whom he preached in his
daily teaching sessions, whose dreams he interpreted, whose ‘misdeeds’ he uncovered
and whose professions of repentance he accepted. Certainly, Majdhüb’s message laid
claim to more general if not universal validity. It was “the” inhabitants of Sawkin in
general whom the Prophet told him to guide;777 it was “all the leaders of the town”
whom he accused of issuing false rules; and charges of fornication, for example, were
directed against passing visitors.778 But the practical consequences of this message
were, for the time being, limited to the ‘in-group’ of those who, by their own decision,
associated themselves to the shaykh. As we have seen, those who joined the †arıqa had
to profess repentance, abandon their former ways, and henceforth submit their
behaviour to the constant control of the shaykh.

Majdhüb thus became the crystallisation point of a voluntary association with a special
set of behavioural rules that not only set them apart from society at large but provided
them with a sense of (moral) superiority.

776 If the analogy is allowed, this reminds one of petty-bourgeois morality. To pursue this analogy
further would demand a separate study, however.
777 al-Wasıla, 119{3}.
778 al-Wasıla, 126{5}.
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(2) Social background: As we have seen in Chapters IV and V, those who joined
Majdhüb in Sawkin seem to have mostly been half-urbanised, upwardly mobile Beja
competing for a better place in society with the ‘Arab’ Island merchant groups that had
hitherto dominated Suakin economically and culturally. In this situation, it appears, they
adopted the ‘Islamic’ weapons of their rivals, denouncing the previous élite as
effectively un-Islamic and presenting themselves as the ‘better’ Muslims. The moral
superiority — the good Islamic ‘conscience’ — served to legitimate their claims and to
promote their status in society.779

779 Small wonder then that Majdhüb 'discovers' that his hosts in Sawkin are really descendants of
the Prophet, and should be treated as such (see above).
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CONCLUSION

Love and knowledge appear together in the dedication of this work; love and knowledge
intertwined are central features of Shaykh al-Majdhüb. In this entwining lies the key to
our understanding of him. Love for the Prophet and knowledge of God’s Law converge
in his experience, urging him to go out and preach and call people to obey God’s Law
and to trust in the love of His Prophet, for their benefit in this world and the next. The
conflation of the emotional and the rational spheres, of norm and love, Law and
personal experience produced the conditions necessary for an internalisation of God’s
Law; the successful internalisation of norms “kann nur im Medium der Liebe
erfolgen”.1

The Prophet — and his representative, the Shaykh — play a crucial symbolic role in this
process. It is the Prophet who embodies the integration of the different dimensions of
Islam for Majdhüb; and it is Majdhüb himself, as the Shaykh, who represents this inte-
gration to those of his followers who cannot enter into direct contact with the Prophet
themselves. Others have called this the †arıqa Mu˛ammadiyya, the “Mu˛ammadan
way”. Majdhüb did not use the term, but he clearly pursued the same path.

TTTThhhheeee    SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh::::    aaaannnn    eeeexxxxaaaammmmpppplllleeee

In the urban centres of classical Islam, juridical, ethical, and emotional religiosity had
usually been distinguished as different dimensions that can be related to the sometimes
conflicting traditions of the scholar-jurists (fiulam√), the Traditionists (mu˛addithün),
and the mystics (ßüfiyya). While these dimensions were not mutually exclusive, and
were often combined in the same person, they were nevertheless distinguished
institutionally. In the Sudan, however, as in many other areas of the Islamic periphery,
these distinctions were blurred to an extent that affected the very institutionalisation of
religion. The fakı — for centuries the central figure of Sudanese Islam — embodied the
merger of faqıh and faqır, of jurist and Sufi. It was through the fakıs’ activities — their
ritual services, their schools (khalwa and masıd), their social and judicial mediation,
their medical support, their chanelling of baraka to their communities — that Sudanese

1 Rµdiger, “Der Beitrag der Psychologie”, cit. in Kittsteiner, Entstehung, 399.
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Islam took root among the population. Fakı ˘amad serves well as an example of this
category of religious leaders.

The fakıs’ world of juridical learning and Sufi piety (exemplified in this case by al-
Jazülı’s Dal√il and various manuals of fiqh) provided the background and starting-
point for Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s career. He received a traditional education in the
schools of his family and set out to become a Qur√n-teacher himself. But then, follow-
ing a travelling missionary from the ˘ijz, he made his way to the City of the Prophet,
Medina. There he spent important years of his life, the years between age 25 and 33. He
came under the influence both of people who stood in the tradition of Islamic mysti-
cism, and of a general movement that was critical of the scholastic concept of knowl-
edge and strove to transcend the confessionalisation into law-schools by a return ‘back
to the sources’, to the Qur√n and the sayings of the Prophet. Majdhüb developed a
special attachment to the Prophet that had emotional as well as rational aspects: love,
devotion, and imitation are key words characterising this attachment. Many a night he
spent in the Prophet’s Mosque, “contemplating the Lord Sublime and Munificent, in the
guise of the A˛madic aspect and the pure Mu˛ammadan elements”, until he heard the
Prophet’s call to leave his Retreat, and go out and preach and ‘stand in this time and
place like the Prophet did in his, enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong’.2

And so he did. When he died, prematurely at the age of 35 or 36, he had accomplished
what none of his family, and few in the Sudan before him, had done. He had written
books — or rather, booklets, but more than anyone else so far. Not only commentaries
on standard juridical and grammatical texts for academic use, but a complete set of
concise manuals setting out ‘what every Muslim needs to know’ about obligatory reli-
gious practice. These works were ostensibly grounded in Qur√n and Sunna alone, for
those who followed the example of the Prophet were expected to transcend the divisions
of the legal schools. He had also composed an extensive collection of liturgical texts —
prayers, mawlids, and poems — to celebrate the pivotal role of the Prophet as leader and
saviour of his community in this world and the next and to impress a deeply-felt love for
him on the hearts of those who performed them.

These rituals as well as the Shaykh’s teaching-sessions were important aspects in the life
of the community that Majdhüb founded and led. This community was organised as a
Sufi brotherhood (†arıqa), and those who belonged to it were regularly exposed to the
Shaykh’s teaching and preaching and participated in the communal rituals. Emotional
and normative aspects were inextricably linked in the life of the †ariqa. Loving the
Prophet meant following the Law he had proclaimed and exemplarily embodied in his
life. The Shaykh propagated this way of the Prophet and represented him to his

2 Quotation and paraphrase from Letter III.
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followers. In joining the †arıqa, people vowed to accept this way of the Prophet as
represented by the Shaykh and to realise it in their own lives.

Majdhüb legitimated his every act by reference to the Prophet, claiming the ability to
have direct access to the Prophet in visionary and auditory encounters — a method
generally proscribed by the scholar-jurists when it came to legally-binding decisions.
Such assertions were not necessarily taken for granted at the time, and the frequency
with which Majdhüb claimed to meet the Prophet appeared presumptuous to some
observers and aroused hostility among the scholar-jurists. But Majdhüb’s actual deci-
sions are clearly and for the most part openly based on the Qur√n and on Prophetic
Traditions (˛adıths) collected in standard reference works. They are also in consistent
agreement with the Shfifiı interpretation of these scriptural sources, although this is
never openly acknowledged.

Majdhüb’s ideas were thus clearly conditioned by the scriptural sources and the literary
heritage of the scholarly tradition available to him. In his own writings and teachings, he
did not attempt to elaborate, develop, or change this tradition, but to transmit what he
saw as its essentials to a new audience. This audience lived on the periphery of the
urban centres of Islamic learning, and from the perspective of these centres it fell far
behind acceptable standards of Islamic norms. To change this situation, to bring the
behaviour of these people in line with the scriptural norms as laid down by urban
scholars, was what Majdhüb pursued in writing and preaching. For this purpose, he
drew liberally on existing written material, rearranging, rewriting, abbreviating and
simplifying, and thus ‘re-presenting’ a digest of scholarly knowledge and ‘Prophetic’
norms to his followers.

In practice, he appears to have concentrated on morality in everyday life. Using psycho-
logical rather than legal means, and emphasising moral intent over external act, he
imparted certain norms of behaviour to his followers not as bookish knowledge but in
an ‘existential’ way, through direct, personal impact. He presented himself to his
followers as a father to his children, as someone who knew their every step and secret
thoughts, but who loved them and cared for them. He was not out to punish them but to
educate them and elevate them to a higher level of being. Unlike the q∂ı, muftı, or fakı,
the shaykh was a father-figure to whom one could relate emotionally. This ‘covenant of
love’ was an essential condition for the process the father/shaykh set in motion in his
followers: the introjection of the omniscient normative authority, and thus the internali-
sation of the norms pronounced by this authority.

SSSSccccrrrriiiippppttttuuuurrrreeee    aaaannnndddd    tttthhhheeee    cccciiiittttyyyy

Majdhüb’s message, thus, was clear. He called upon people to abandon their former
lifestyle in favour of an ‘Islamic’ one — ‘tawba’, in his idiom. The ‘Islamic’ norms that
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he preached were essentially scriptural norms developed by urban-based scholars. The
sources upon which he based himself were written in centres of learning and scholarly
exchange such as the ˘ijz or Cairo, not in Sawkin or al-Dmar. To an extent, the
norms preached by Majdhüb were thus imports from outside. They were transmitted
from (relative) ‘centres’ to (relative) ‘peripheries’ by a ‘cultural broker’.3 The question
is, when, by whom and why were they adopted and appropriated?

In Sawkin (where the most detailed analysis is possible), most of Majdhüb’s followers
were people from a Bijwı and#/#or rural background who had already established a
place for themselves in the ‘city’ but did not occupy economically and politically
leading positions there. Striving to improve their status and position, they competed
with the properly ‘urban’, ‘Arab’ merchant groups that had hitherto dominated Sawkin
economically and culturally; at the same time, they had to distance themselves from the
more rural Beja from the surrounding countryside who were moving to the port city in
increasing numbers to benefit from its economic opportunities.

Those who joined Majdhüb’s †arıqa took an oath of special allegiance to the shaykh and
committed themselves to observe particular behavioural norms. In theory, these norms
were applicable to all members of society, but in practice their validity was restricted to
those who had voluntarily pledged to be bound by them. They thereby became part of a
‘moral community’ that was institutionally distinct from society at large, and the
members of which could lay claim to moral superiority over others — the old political
and economic élite (‘Turks’ and big ‘Arab’ merchants) as well as their own rural
cousins.

A very similar process has been described by Marc Gaborieau in his analysis of the
adoption of Islamic reformist teachings by migrant Nepalese bangle-makers in a bid to
raise their status. In the cities, where they occupied lowly positions, they came into
contact with reformist (Wahhbı or D˙√Ωbandı) teachings. By adopting them, they laid
claim to be “admitted as full members of the Muslim umma” just like the higher classes
of society, the Ashrf. Upon returning to their villages, on the other hand, they used
their newly-found identity of being ‘good Muslims’ to emphasise their distance from the
other, ‘ignorant’ villagers.4

Ideational and normative models associated with the culture of dominant groups often
serve such a purpose. Over the past two centuries, and to varying degrees, many people

3 The emphasis on local practice and local actors has sometimes led to a downplaying of external
agents and structures. This runs the risk, however, of not paying due attention to factors related to the
differential distribution of power and prestige. The Sudan, viewed from the ˘ijz, was peripheral; people
went from the Sudan to study at the Azhar or in the ˘aramayn — not the other way round. And the
˘a∂rima in Jidda wondered ‘why on earth such a learned man as Majdhüb wanted to go back to that land
of ignorance’ (al-Wasıla, 116{4}).
4 Gaborieau, “Transmission of Islamic reformist teachings”, esp. 142-8.
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in the Sudan have abandoned their former lifestyles in favour of presumedly more
‘Islamically correct’ practices.5 The norms adopted are often, but not always, those of
an urban, literate élite; they may or may not be based on scriptural sources. Darfur —
the most highly-developed non-Arab Muslim region in the Sudan — has served as a
good example in several discussions of this process. The influence of scriptural norms
in shaping ideas about sexual morality is strikingly illustrated by a Darfurian’s excla-
mation, “Zin [fornication] was almost taught to us by the preachers!”6 The spread of
female circumcision, on the other hand, provides an example for the influence of domi-
nant cultural models with a dubious scriptural basis:

“[…] there are a number of other groups who are Muslims and who traditionally did not practise
[female circumcision]. A good example are the Fur. But this is fast changing. Those who are
incorporated into urban cultures have started picking up the habit. This is in fact the predicament
as we, the [secular, educated] elite, who are [abandoning] the habit, are outnumbered by those who
are in the margin and are just coming into the mainstream central Sudanese dominant culture.”7

The attraction of scriptural norms is thus not so much due to any inherent qualities of
scripture as such but to the prestige and the power of those who are associated with the
scriptural call — chiefly, the cities and their economies and cultures in which outsiders
want to participate.

We should be careful, however, not to carry the argument too far. It is fashionable these
days to emphasise the limitless malleability and variability of texts (‘every reader
constructs hir own narrative’). But is there really nothing inherent at all in a given text?
After all, scriptures do contain text with which one has to come to grips — even
conceding a wide margin of interpretative liberty. Such a text poses a specific challenge
as it stands in principle before, above, slightly apart from a particular context, and is
therefore ‘autonomous’ to a degree. Certainly, scriptures appear as finished, immutable
products only from a given perspective — but from this perspective they do appear to
be unchanging, a fact that we should not ignore. Unilaterally to stress either ‘essence’ or
‘context’ seems to me as fruitless as the debate about whether the fate of living beings is
‘determined’ by either genes or environment. Multiplicity is produced by the interaction
of both. The meaning of texts is a factor of both their inherent content and the political,
social, and economic circumstances of those interpreting them. And while every reader
or listener has to make his or her own sense of whatever text he or she reads or hears,
these interpretations are not all equal; some have greater prestige than others and are
bolstered by greater power.

5 See Doornbos, “On becoming Sudanese”; Beck, “Hirtengesellschaften und islamische Identität”.
6 Doornbos, “On becoming Sudanese”, 119.
7 Abdullahi El-Tom <eltom@ailm.may.ie>, posting on the electronic mailing list, Sudan Discus-
sion <sudan-l@emuvm1.bitnet>, 21 May 1996: Re: FC and Hausa in Sudan (typing errors corrected).
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My research suggests that while rural societies are certainly not passive recipients of
whatever filters down to them from the urban centres, the cultural products of these
centres do exert a paradigmatic influence on rural areas. It remains a question to be
answered individually as to the ways these products are changed when adopted by rural
societies trying to imitate models of the urban ‘high culture.’

TTTThhhheeee    rrrroooolllleeee    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    PPPPrrrroooopppphhhheeeetttt

Throughout this study, we have noted the central importance of the Prophet for
Majdhüb. Here, I will attempt a general assessment of the role the Prophet played for
our shaykh.

For Majdhüb, the Prophet served
(a) as a source of norms and decisions as well as a legitimating figure (through

˛adıth, but also through direct contact); and
(b) as someone one can relate to emotionally and take as an example (a Bezugs-

person).

(a) The pivotal role of Prophetic Tradition as a source upon which Majdhüb
consciously based his views is obvious, as this study has already shown. Here, I would
like to reemphasise that the Prophet served not only as a source of particular views, but
as a legitimator for the positions Majdhüb took.

The claim of having direct recourse to the Prophet — the highest human authority —
posed a potential threat to the authority of canonical texts and the fiulam√-class
controlling their interpretation. It was therefore regarded with suspicion by the scholar-
jurists, even though they did not categorically rule out the possibility of meeting the
Prophet and asking him questions. Recourse to Prophetic authority through dreams is an
old phenomenon not limited to Sufi circles. Early examples include no less a figure than
al-Ashfiarı (873-935) who legitimated his action against the Mufitazila through a
Prophetic vision. By the sixteenth century, the practice had become so routinised that
some Sufi shaykhs claimed to be in continuous contact with the Prophet and thus to be
able to put to him any question that might arise; and answers so obtained appear to have
found acceptance even among jurists (e.g., Ibn ˘ajar al-Haythamı). Nevertheless, the
majority of the fiulam√ opposed the use of such ‘visionary’ arguments in legal matters,
especially when they were used to justify innovations directly contradicting an authori-
tative text.8

8 Krenkow, “The appearance of the Prophet in dreams” and especially Goldziher, “The appearance
of the Prophet in dreams”.
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In practice, however, the visionary authority of the Prophet was generally not invoked
to introduce completely unheard-of ideas revolutionising the dominant belief-system. It
served to confirm positions that the subject was consciously holding or trying to justify,
such as the opinion of one’s teacher in a dispute with another scholar, or one’s own
views and pronouncements.9 Majdhüb’s recourse to the Prophet may have irritated the
fiulam, but in practice, all the Prophet did was to confirm standard Shfifiı positions.
This is not surprising; comparative research has shown that altered states of conscious-
ness more often than not confirm the dominant belief-system rather than challenge it.10

On occasion, ‘the Prophet’ appears to have been Majdhüb’s conceptualisation of a
certain immediately convincing psychological experience ranging from a ‘voice’ (htif)
he heard11 to spontaneous impulse in everyday situations. Once, for example, Majdhüb
had declined to treat an epileptic, but then changed his mind. “Why”, people wondered,
“did you refuse to heal him when you were asked; but when you were not asked, you
did heal him?” — “Because the Prophet told me to.”12 In another case, ‘asking the
Prophet’ was almost a justification for falling silent and lapsing into concentration.
Majdhüb had forgotten a story. “Let me ask the Prophet!” he said, and bowed his head.
After a while, he came up with the answer: “The Prophet told me it was so-and-so…”.13

This function of explaining sudden disruptions in the flow of one’s activity, or sudden
changes of mind, could also be fulfilled by saints.14

In cases where ‘the Prophet’ was invoked to solve concrete social disputes, his answers
appear to have hinged on Majdhüb’s knowledge (or lack thereof) of the details of the
situation in question. This is suggested by one of Majdhüb’s letters to his cousin ˘amad
al-Ma√mün. ˘amad had asked Majdhüb to “turn to God” in order to obtain a ‘Divine’
solution to an apparently tricky dispute. Majdhüb came forward with an answer from his
intimate the Prophet — incidentally, in favour of his full-brother, al-‡ayyib. But he
made no effort at all to impose this solution. On the contrary, the Prophetic ishra was
treated as if it were just a personal opinion — ‘if for some reason you see otherwise,
that is perfectly acceptable to me!’ The reason for the non-obligatory nature of the
Prophetic ‘opinion’, we may surmise, lies in the fact that Majdhüb (who was living in

9 Goldziher, “Appearance”, 503; Katz, “Shaykh A˛mad’s dream”.
10 Bourguignon, Psychological anthropology, 244, 261.
11 See below, Documentation, Letter II.
12 al-Wasıla, 180{6}.
13 al-Wasıla, 157{4}.
14 Cf. al-Wasıla, 142{4}: Majdhüb had promised his followers a visit to fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı, but
then did not go. “Did you not tell us that we would visit fiAbd Allh?” — “Yes, but Abü ’l-Fat˛ told me
fiAbd Allh does not like so many visitors at one time, and that if I wanted to go I should go in a small
group. That’s why I left this for another time”. On another occasion, Majdhüb was lying on his bed,
turning his back to the assembly for a while. Afterwards, he justified his ignoring them by saying: “I have
just been to Syria attending the funeral of a saint!” (158{4}.
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Sawkin at the time) had been away from al-Dmar for too long to feel capable of
judging correctly the intricacies of social relations there.15

The ‘voice of the Prophet’ thus appears to be in part a projection of intuitive knowledge.

(b) To the believing — those who had ears to hear and eyes to see —, such Prophetic
encounters helped to confirm their beliefs and strengthen their certitude by adding the
immediacy of personal experience to dry textbook knowledge. Even if not all of
Majdhüb’s followers succeeded in having proper visions themselves, their shaykh was
in daily contact with the Prophet. Through his accounts, and particularly through the
prayers and poetry he taught them, he brought the Prophet close to them.

Majdhüb’s poetry — which continues to be very much alive on the lips of his followers
— expresses, in the first instance, love of the Prophet; and secondly, it promises those
who follow the path of the Prophet salvation on Judgement Day.16 By establishing a
direct emotional link to the Prophet, it provides a way to a personal religious experi-
ence, a crucial building block of subjective, individual piety.

Scholars are still debating the origins and development of what may be called,
‘Mu˛ammadan mysticism’ in the Muslim world. Vincent Cornell has convincingly
described a paradigmatic change that occurred in North African Sufism through
Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Jazülı’s (d.#1465) and his immediate successors’
innovation of an “all-inclusive tariqa in which religious authority was based on an
analogical correspondence between the Sufi shaykh and the living essence of the
Prophet”. In this †arıqa Mu˛ammadiyya or “Mu˛ammadan method”, the shaykh —
especially the axial qu†b — simultaneously played the roles of successor (khalıfa) to the
Prophet, viceregent (khalıfa) of God, and model (qudwa) for normative social
relations.17 The concept of †arıqa Mu˛ammadiyya appeared shortly afterwards in the
Ottoman lands where Me˛med Bergevı (1522-1573) wrote his pietist work, al-‡arıqa
al-Mu˛ammadiyya wa’l-sıra al-A˛madiyya. Cornell claims that it had been “Jazülite
shaykhs who acted as propagandists for the Safidiyan Sharifian state” who introduced
the idea in the Ottoman Empire.18 Since the seventeenth century, the †arıqa
Mu˛ammadiyya became an influential concept in India. It remains to be demonstrated

15 Below, Documentation, Letter IV. Note that Majdhüb was asked to turn directly to God, but
came forward with an answer from the Prophet!
16 The question of salvation on Judgement Day played a central role in the processes of individual
conscience-building in Christian Europe, and the particular concern with this subject evinced in
Majdhüb’s poetry is therefore an interesting parallel.
17 Cornell, Mirrors of Prophethood, 475-716; the quotation is from p. 478. The †arıqa al-
Mu˛ammadiyya was formalised by the third shaykh al-jamfia of the Jazüliyya, fiAbd Allh al-Ghazwnı
(d. 1529/8) (ib., 596-612).
18 Cornell, Mirrors of Prophethood, 714.
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whether and how these ideas were linked, whether similar concepts were perhaps inde-
pendently developed in different Islamic lands, and how the concept changed according
to the various contexts in which it was put to practice. It is increasingly acknowledged,
however, that an “immer stärker hervortretende Mohammedmystik” was a new element
distinguishing later (especially post-seventeenth-century) from earlier Sufism.19

In the Sudan, this trend became noticeable with the spread of al-Jazülı’s Dal√il al-
khayrt in the early eighteenth century, and during the second half of that century it led
to the first known examples of Prophetic praise poetry. Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s grand-
father, Fakı ˘amad, is prominently associated with the first development; Majdhüb
himself became one of the foremost representatives of the second.

But more than with influences I am concerned here with the significance of
‘Mu˛ammadan mysticism’ in a particular context. In this case, as I hope the present
work has demonstrated, the Prophet — followed, venerated, imitated, loved —
symbolises the convergence of the different dimensions of Islam: of sharıfia and †arıqa,
knowledge and practice (fiilm and fiamal), normative and emotional religiosity. The
Prophet’s way is found in normative books as well as in the immediate encounter; the
sharıfia (Qur√n and Sunna as viewed by the Traditionists rather than the scholastic
jurists) and the †arıqa are one.20

The emotional link to the Prophet, and to his representative the shaykh, was thus the
‘medium of love’ necessary to internalise the scriptural norms.

TTTThhhheeee    eeeexxxxppppaaaannnnssssiiiioooonnnn    ooooffff    IIIIssssllllaaaammmm’’’’ssss    iiiinnnntttteeeerrrrnnnnaaaallll    bbbboooouuuunnnnddddaaaarrrriiiieeeessss

The internalisation of social norms is of course a process that has taken place through-
out human history, and thus also throughout Islamic history. Sufi shaykhs have worked
since the earliest times to instill certain moral standards in their followers.21 Majdhüb
and the likes of him were heavily indebted to this tradition. A full appreciation of these
processes, however, requires that they also be assessed quantitatively, with regard to
their ‘mass’ impact. Majdhüb not only strove to inculcate in his followers certain moral
standards and a feeling of individual responsibility for their acts. By leaving the city

19 Meier, Bausteine, I, 130.
20 See Majdhüb’s poem, ∑afat khalwatı, tr. above, Chapter VI.
21 Cf. the saying attributed to Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Qaßßb, the teacher of al-Junayd (d.#910),
“Sufism is good morality (al-taßawwuf ˛usn al-khulq) shown at a good time by a good man among good
people” (al-Sarrj, Lumafi, 13 (tr. Gramlich, p.#63); al-Qushayrı, Risla, 41.4 (tr. Gramlich, p.#385)). The
same emphasis can be found in al-Makkı’s (d.#996) Qüt al-qulüb or in al-Ghazlı’s (d.#1111) I˛y√. See
also Margoliouth, art. “Shdhiliyya”, in EI1: “al-Shdhilı’s [d.#1258] aim was in the main the inculcation
of the higher morality”.
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walls and choosing as his field of action the grass hut settlements of the Beja, he worked
to spread Islamic knowledge and responsible Islamic practice beyond the traditional
confines of the urban scholar-jurists (fiulam√). He was one of many ‘missionaries’ who
strove to spread knowledge of the basic fundamentals of religious life among as many
people as possible, rather than to form a scholarly or mystical élite. In the long run, this
process appears to have contributed to narrowing the ‘ideological gap’ between towns
and countryside by extending the validity of urban norm systems as a frame of reference
within which more and more people came to define their outlook on the world and
determine their actions in it. The process was not a one-dimensional one, and the resul-
tant worldviews certainly included elements that had previously played a role in the
countryside and continued to serve to express rural concerns. But it should not be over-
looked that the towns were the dominant partner in this relationship, that it was their
system that was expanding, their norms that were spread. It is this process that Gellner
has referred to as “an enormous shift in the balance from Folk Islam to High Islam”.22

But Gellner tends to construct very sharp dichotomies and sometimes argues as if his
ideal types were real actors. While recognising in principle that ‘saints’ have helped to
“keep the door open for the propagation of ‘purer’ Islam”,23 he usually tends to contrast
“two styles of religious life”, the “puritanical, unitarian, individualist, scripturalist ideal”
of the scholar, and the “‘associationist’ [sic = shirk!] ideal” of the saint, “which allows
mediation, propitiation, ritual and devotional excess, and religious hierarchy”.24 This
dichotomous view of Muslim societies has been rather influential, and it led Gellner and
others with him to believe that the enormous expansion of the influence of scriptural
norms in Islam is largely a phenomenon of “the past hundred years” and the work of
decidedly anti-Sufi (Salafı) Muslim reformers.25 Building on Gellner, Hourani wrote:

“The final importance of the [Salafı] reformers is that they prepared the moral ground for a change
which both modernizing governments, whether foreign or indigenous, and nationalist movements
wanted to bring about: the extension of bureaucratic control over the whole of society, and with it
the strengthening of the social control of the city over its hinterland. This process involved the
destruction of rural authorities, in particular those which claimed a religious sanction. A type of
Islam which was simple and universal, preached respect for the law but allowed for changes in it,
and was opposed to the moral domination of the countryside by the tombs of saints and their
guardians, could give a religious sanction to such changes.”26

As the case of Majdhüb has demonstrated, respect for the Law and the cult of tombs
could not only go very well together, but they were sometimes inextricably linked. To

22 Gellner, Postmodernism, reason, and religion, 15
23 Gellner, “Doctor and saint”, in Muslim society, 130.
24 Gellner, “The unknown Apollo of Biskra”, in Muslim society, 159. Gellner borrowed the term,
“associationist”, from Ali Merad, Le réformisme musulman, without questioning its decidedly partisan
background.
25 Gellner, Postmodernism, reason, and religion, 15; Gellner, “The unknown Apollo”.
26 Hourani, “Islamic history, Middle Eastern history, Modern history”, 25.
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Majdhüb, Gellner’s dichotomy would probably have been meaningless. Whereever he
went, he ‘discovered’ saints’ tombs and encouraged their veneration. These saints
helped to represent Islam in a particular locale; discovering their presence here was one
way of opening up direct access to a personal religious experience focused on those
representatives of Islam. Majdhüb did his best to direct and interpret his followers’
experiences in such a way as to enhance their respect for the Law. He was very much
part of a movement preparing “the moral ground […] for […] the strengthening of the
social control of the city over its hinterland”.

It is in this context that the explosion of literary activity in the Sudan and other
peripheries of the Islamic world since the second half of the eighteenth century assumes
its particular significance. This literary revolution was to a large extent the work of
missionaries like Majdhüb — mostly followers of a Sufi path — who went out to spread
serious knowledge of the scriptural word of Islam, and serious commitment to its
norms, among the ‘common people’ (al-fimma). It clearly began not only before the
onset of salafı reformism, but perhaps more significantly before the introduction of
printing. It was not a consequence of new technologies of social and cultural reproduc-
tion and political control, but it may have helped “to prepare the moral ground” —
pushing Gellner#/#Hourani a century back. And as the onset of the literary revolution in
the Islamic periphery is datable to the eighteenth century, we may indeed speak of a
quantum leap occurring then and there, a quantum leap that clearly distinguishes the
eighteenth century from the seventeenth, whatever the continuities.27

It is important to understand the dialectical aspect of this development. Not only did it
help to extend the control of the city over the countryside, but by the same token it
opened up in principle to each and everyone of the ‘common people’ the right and duty
to acquire an understanding of the fundamentals of religious knowledge as based in the
scriptural sources, to apply this knowledge in practice, and to assume individual respon-
sibility for its practical application. Access to and appropriation of these normative
foundations eventually allowed the ‘commoners’ to challenge the position of the old
élite on the basis of the very scriptural standards the interpretation of which had
formerly been a prerogative of the fiulam√.

Majdhüb and his fellow missionaries did not express their aim in these terms; their
conscious goal may well have been merely to make ‘better’ or ‘serious Muslims’ out of

27 Peters, “Eighteenth and nineteenth century Sufi revival?” criticised those who attempted to push
back the dating of the ‘revival’ in the Muslim world from the nineteenth to the eighteenth century on the
ground that they had merely pushed back the boundaries of our detailed knowledge of developments,
leaving the seventeenth century as dark as the eighteenth was before. But for Muslim Africa at least, we
do now have sufficient quantitative knowledge of pre-eighteenth century literary activity (see ALA) to be
able to draw this conclusion.
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‘nominal Muslims’. But the fiulam√ at the Azhar were clearly aware of the dangers to
their position inherent in this approach; hence the virulent attacks launched against
those “on the far edges of the land of Islam” who allegedly claimed that “the one who
treads the path [†arıqa], even if he is an uncivilized bedouin [wa-law afirbiyyan jilfan],
is a mujtahid”.28 This was a crude distortion of the avowed teachings of our cultural
brokers; but as Eickelman noted, “changes in basic patterns of thought and religiosity
are often self-evident only in retrospect”, or viewed from a distance:

“Marc Bloch, writing of the ‘great transformation’ of the emergence of feudalism in Europe, wrote
that ‘these generations of men had no conscious desire to create new social forms, nor were they
aware of doing so. Instinctively each strove to turn to account the resources provided by the
existing social structure and if, unconsciously, something new was eventually created, it was in the
process of trying to adapt the old.’”29

To sum up: We can see a long-term development that has the following aspects:

(1) Urban- and scriptural-based normative knowledge was spread beyond its tradi-
tional boundaries.

(2) A growing emphasis on direct recourse to the ‘primary’ sources of religious
knowledge (Qur√n, Sunna, Prophetic contact) eroded the scholastic tradition.

(3) Every serious individual was given the right and duty of applying this knowledge,
meaning first and foremost that individuals were made responsible for controlling their
own behaviour accordingly (the process of internalisation).

(4) To a degree, one may also see a growing importance of a self-conscious religious
identity separate from and transcending ethnic identities (symbolised in the Sudan in the
rise to prominence of shaykhs and †arıqas over the fakıs, the religious leaders in primar-
ily ethnically defined communities). By establishing religious communities on a differ-
ent level from ethnic ones, a process was set in motion of separating religious from
ethnic legitimation. This was a precondition for effectively challenging traditional value
systems and trying to replace them with scriptural norms.

Ultimately, this meant both a quantitative and a psychological extension in the degree of
influence scriptural Islamic norms had in determining the acts (and probably also the
beliefs) of individuals, and thus an expansion of Islam’s ‘internal boundaries’. It goes

28 ˘asan al-fiA††r (1766-1835), Risla fı ’l-ijtihd, MS Cairo (Dr al-Kutub), mf. 17834, ff. 80 &
46 (tr. Vikør, Scholar and Sufi, 247 & 244; the Arabic text is quoted from Vikør, Sources for Sanüsı
studies, 112 & 92).
29 Eickelman, “Study of Islam in local contexts”, 8, citing Bloch, Feudal society, tr. L.#A. Manyon,
Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1964, p. 148.
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without saying that we should not conceive of this as a unilinear progression towards a
preestablished goal, but as a long-term process of change consisting in practice of
incremental, haphazard, and often contradictory developments.

FFFFaaaannnn√√√√    aaaallll----SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh

Let me conclude by formulating a hypothesis inspired by but pointing beyond the
specific context of the present research.

Fritz Meier has demonstrated that after the twelfth century, the Sufi master was given
practically unconditional authority over his students. If Cornell is right, this develop-
ment was crowned in around 1500 when the idea of analogical correspondence between
shaykh and Prophet — which in itself can be traced to Ibn al-fiArabı and al-˘akım al-
Tirmidhı — was institutionalised in the †arıqa Mu˛ammadiyya. Subsequently, there
seems to have been an inflation of †arıqa-shaykhs all claiming to see and to represent
the Prophet in a very physical way, again culminating around 1800 with people like al-
Tijnı and al-Mırghanı each of whom presented himself as the ultimate and practically
the sole door to salvation.

The analogical identification of the shaykh and the Prophet, and the ‘Mu˛ammadan
method’ propagated to an increasing extent, may have had a consequence running
counter to the extravagant claims of some shaykhs. After the Prophet had been brought
to ‘life’ (the old idea that he is alive in his tomb), he was brought ‘close’ to oneself by
one’s shaykh. But the absolute supremacy of one’s shaykh over oneself began to be
questioned almost as soon as the idea of the shaykh as bearing the physical imprint of
the Mu˛ammadan image was popularised. The very Dal√il al-khayrt of the Jazüliyya
which had paved the way of the †arıqa Mu˛ammadiyya, as well as other prayer manuals,
helped to undermine the shaykh’s exclusivity by offering the possibility of direct access
to the Prophet to everyone. In addition, the idea began to be heard in the sixteenth
century that the individual follower had the right and obligation to judge his shaykh
according to the established norms of the sharıfia. Not surprisingly, such limitations to
the shaykh’s authority were resisted by the majority of Sufi masters long into the
eighteenth century and beyond. But especially during the nineteenth century the shaykhs
appear to have felt the increasing need to justify themselves to critical individuals in
terms of an abstract norm (the sharıfia) that was in principle accessible to all, just as the
intense personal religious experience of meeting the Prophet had become accessible to
all.

The paradox is, of course, that it was the shaykhs themselves, in no small measure, who
had brought the Prophet, and the Law, close to these people. Therein, perhaps, lies their
ultimate fulfilment: fan√ al-Shaykh — the passing away of the shaykh in the psyche of
his followers, wa-baq√uhu — his subsistence in the superego of the individual.
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A CHRONOLOGY

The dates given here are compiled from a variety of sources of uneven quality. Some of
them I have been able to check myself, especially those concerning events that may
have had a direct bearing on the life of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. Others are merely
‘conventional’ dates generally encountered in the literature. The result is thus very
much a preliminary attempt that may nevertheless provide some basic chronological
orientation. It was compiled primarily for my own use, and is given here ‘as is’. Sources
are given only occasionally; a few ‘comparative’ dates have been included. Events
directly involving Majdhüb or al-Dmar are highlighted in boldface. For the period after
Majdhüb’s death (1831), only very select dates concentrating on the transmission of his
works and his ‘memory’ have been included.

Hijrı date CE date sources

651-2 First Arab invasion of Nubia  baq†
831 Beja treaty with Egypt: 100 camels tribute per year
1250 Mamlük accession to power in Egypt leads to migration of bedouin tribes from

Upper Egypt sourthwards and increasing presence of Muslims in the Nubian
kingdoms

1266 Mamlük expedition against Sawkin Paul 134

1315 King of Dongola converts to Islam
1423 Cargo ship from Calicut berthed at Sawkin (the first documented report of an

Indian ship having anchored there)
Lane Poole,
History, 339

1426 fiAydhb destroyed by Bars Bey Paul 134

849 1445/6 The Shdhilı ˘amad Ab Dunna, trad. held to be a “son-in-law of al-Jazülı”
(d."1465), settles in Saqdı West. His daughters are said to be the mothers of
fiAjıb al-Mnjuluk (r."c. 1575 - 1611) and the Qdirı Idrıs w. al-Arbb (1507-
1650!)

1464 Sunnı fiAlı becomes ruler of Songhay
c. 1470 ˘a∂rib (Balaw?) driven from εtby by Bishriyın Paul 135

880 1475 Funj (fiAbdallb?) enter (found?) Arbajı 
1475-1576 Establishment and stabilisation of Funj rule over Sinnr, the fiAbdallb

domains in the North as far as Dongola, and parts of Kordofan. Against
claims to these territories by the new Ottoman power in Egypt and the
revived Ethiopian empire, their political unification under Funj control
laid the basis for the cultural unity of what later became ‘the Sudan’

1493 Askia the Great becomes ruler of Songhay (until 1528)
910 1504 Funj (under fiAmra Dünqas) conquer Sinnr; this conventionally marks the

establishment of the “Funj Kingdom”
1517 Ottoman conquest of Egypt
c. 1519/20-
1530

first Ottoman occupation of Sawkin (acc. to Bruce in 1525) (acc. to Orhonlu
p. 10 n. 54, S. was not controlled by the Ottomans in 1525, but the customs
revenues of Jidda & Sawkin were known for 1527/8)

Bruce III, 128-
9
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932 1526 A˛mad al-Baylı arrives at Shendı. He was a ˘ijzı from Mecca who came to
the Sudan via Sawkin, and eventually settled at Shendı

940 1533/4 fiAmra Dünqas died
1538 Ottomans occupy Aden
c. 1540 fl. Ma˛müd al-fiArakı, est 15 schools on the White Nile (destroyed by Shilluk

in 1684)
1540/1 Portuguese expedition to Ethiopia (stopped in Sawkin on their way) de Cas tro

1553 fiUmar al-Shaykh (of the Arab Kunta tribe) dies. He was the original propagator
of the Qdiriyya in West Africa.

962-4 1555-7 In a bid to expel the Portuguese from the Red Sea and regain control over the
pilgrimage and spice trade routes, Ottomans occupy Red Sea littoral from
Sawkin to Zaylafi (i.e., incl. Maßawwafi), and in 964: 1557 establish eylet
˘abe ≈s, administered from Sawkin (Sev[v]kin) which becomes a sancq.
After the death of beylerbeyi Özdemir Pa ≈sa in 966: 1559, however, Ottoman
control over these countries rapidly declines (acc. to Orhonlu 37, “vilâyet-i
Habe≈s” was officially est. on 15 Shafibn 962: 5 July 1555)

c. 1560 Mu˛ammad b."fiAlı Qaram al-Mißrı settles at Berber, introduces the Shfifiı
madhhab

968 1560/1 ˘asan w. ˘assüna born (d. 1649)
c. 1570-
1625

After the territorial stabilisation of the Funj kingdom, the roots of major
institutions were planted there:
a) the ‘import’ of juridical learning from Egypt (by students of
Mu˛ammad al-Banawfarı) and the relative standardisation of its teach-
ing canon
b) the introduction of Sufi brotherhoods (for the time being in the
form of loose Qdirı affiliation)
c) the appointment of q∂ıs by the central authorities and their clear
subordination to the absolute judicial power of the king
The introduction of these institutions is associated not so much with the
Funj themselves as with their ‘Arab’ vassals in the North, the fiAbdallb

974 1566/7-
1574

Tj al-Dın al-Bahrı in the Gezira (he is traditionally credited with introducing
of the Qdiriyya in the Sudan)

976-994 1568/9-
1585/6

Dakın, fifth Funj king. His viceroy fiAjıb (r."c.1570-1610) is the first to appoint
four q∂ıs, among whom were Dusheyn and fiAbd Allh al-fiArakı, both
Shfifiıs

c. 1570
(-1577?)

Ibrhım al-BΩld b."Jbir returns from Cairo, sets up his school at his native
Taranj (8 km N of NΩrı). He is said to have been the first to teach KHALˆL in
the Sudan

c. 1570?-
after? 1600

fl. fiAbd Allh al-fiArakı

982 1574 [Ibrhım al-BΩld?] b. Jbir’s ijza to Ibrhım w. Umm Rbifia
1576 Turkish invasion against Dongola defeated  border between Egypt and

Sinnr established until 1821
1590 Moroccans attack and destroy Songhay

1007 1598/9 fiAbd Allh al-fiArakı finishes versification of Kubr al-Sanüsı and al-
Muqaddimt; he also wrote a qaßıda containing his silsila

‡abaqt  254

1020 1611 (or
1604|7|8?)

The Funj ascertain their supremacy over the fiAbdallb in the battle of KarkΩj,
where fiAjıb al-Mnjuluk is killed. Peace mediated by Idrıs w. al-Arbb

1020-25 1611/2-
1616/7

Bdı I. Sıd al-QΩm. Upon his invitation, M ∑igheyrün b. F†ima bt. Jbir
(d."1625) settles in al-Fijeyja / QΩz al-Mu†raq (south of Shendi). He became
more famous than his maternal cousins, the Awld Jbir. He took the
Qdiriyya from Idrıs w. al-Arbb in the Gezira.

1025-54 1616/7-
1644/5

Rub† b. Bdı Sıd al-QΩm

1618/9 First Funj-Abyssinian war
1622 Sawkin customs devided between Ottomans and Funj (from Telles, Travels of

Jesuits, III, 213)
SAD 611/6/8-
9
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c. 1625 M Sigheyrün dies. His school in al-Fijeyja / QΩz al-Mu†raq flourished until
1155:1742/3

1634 Lobo (1595-1678) in Sawkin
c. 1640-
1720

Heyday of the ‘Sudanic Kingdom’ in Sinnr. The rulers, who based their
claims to legitimacy primarily on Sudanic African concepts, utilised se-
lect elements of Islam to further their interests. Bdı IV made Sinnr
(previously the site of the Funj ‘treasury’) his permanent residence; a
grand mosque was built there, and the first q∂ıs of Sinnr were
appointed. Fuqar throughout the country were honoured when they
came to visit the king in his capital.

1054 1644 Rub† (r."since 1616/7) dies; is succeeded by his son, Bdı II Ab Diqn (r."
1680)

1648 3 Friars executed in Sawkin by local Pasha (info. taken from Ludolf 368) SAD 611/6/8-
9

1060 1650 Idrıs w. al-Arbb, one of the first Qdirı shaykhs in the Sudan, dies
c. 1650? (c. mid-seventeenth c.) al-Dmar founded?

1070 1660/59 fiAbd al-Rziq Abü Qurün (fl. 1645-60 south of Shendı) dies
1075 1664/5 ˘asan w. ˘asüna (b."c. 1576) dies; Shaykh KhΩjalı and ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad

“Wad Umm MaryΩm” born
1672 Evliya ≈Celebı in the Sudan

1085 1674 M b. “Nßir” al-Darfiı dies
1680 Bdı II Ab Diqn dies; followed (after a brief interlude of fiAdln b. Mu˛ammad)

by Ünsa II b. Nßir b. Rub† (  1691/2)
1095 1684 “Umm La˛m” famine. Famine, and the Shilluk, destroy what remained of

Muslim schools on the White Nile (est. by Ma˛müd al-fiArakı)
cf. ‡abaqt,
387

1098 1687 good Nile flood: people who had previously fled the draught now return to
their homes  population movements lead to tension in the fiAbdallb terri-
tories.

1099 1687/8 Muß†af Kaml al-Dın al-Bakrı born in Syria (d."1749)
c. 1690? ˘amad ∆amın al-Dmar$died
1691 Fakı Arbb al-fiAq√id establishes his khalwa at Muqran al-Nılayn; attracts

“500” students, 300 of whom are Ma˛as
1103 1691/2 Bdı II al-A˛mar b. Ünsa (b."c. 1680) ascends the Funj throne (under tutelage

of the court) (  1715/6). From this point on the Funj Chronicle is more
detailed.

1105 1694/3 ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb born
1107 1696 Sanat Umm ˘iney∂al: epidemic of plague in the whole Nile valley from Cairo

at least as far as Dongola, probably into the Shyqiyya country; leads to
depopulation of many settlements; large areas remain uncultivated. Many
people seem to have fled southwards to Dr al-Abwb [the Shendi reach,
between Atbara and SabalΩqa], among them fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Iseyd of the
˘amadt˙yb. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn settled at al-Fijeyja / QΩz al-Mu†raq, the place
of M ∑igheyrün. He already had been on friendly terms with Abü ’l-˘asan, a
great-grandson of ∑igheyrün.
Did this southward movement contribute to the decline of the northern
schools?

1699 Poncet (d. 1707) in Sinnr (“100.000 inhabitants”)
Jum I 1113 Oct 1701 Definite unification of eylet ˘abe≈s, sancq Cidde (Jidda), and the post of ≈Seyƒ

µl-˘arem of Mecca; seat of the administration transferred from Sawkin to
Jidda (since c. 1595, these areas had already been under one administration
from time to time)

Orhonlu 96

1702 Krump (1683-1724) in Sinnr
1115 1703 M b. fiAbd al-Wahhb born

1705-6 First revolt against a Funj sultan (probably by the more conservative Funj
groups), supported by the fiAbdallb mnjul ˘amad al-Simey˛ of Qarrı
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1118 1706-7 al-Simey˛, retreating from Qarrı towards Marawı (Dr al-Shyqiyya) sacked
Shendi, killed the Jummüfiı king. Dr al-Shyqiyya henceforth independent.

Badawı w. Abü Dileyq, acc. to KhΩjalı the most important Qdirı shaykh after
Idrıs w. al-Arbb (c. 1600), died. ∑li˛ w. Bn al-Naq (1681-1753) becomes
the most important Qdirı leader after him.

1121 1709/10 fiAbd al-Mjid b. ˘amad al-Aghbash, (b."c. 1630?), most famous leader of al-
Ghubush, died

1125 1713 fiAbd al-fiAzız al-Dabbgh est the Kha∂iriyya
1127 1715 A˛mad al-fiAdawı al-Dardır, the radical Khalwatı pietist, born (d. 1786)

fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Iseyd died
1128 1715/6 Bdı III al-A˛mar dies; followed by his son Ünsa III.
1132 1720 M b. fiAbd al-Karım al-Sammn born
1132 1720:

June 8
King Ünsa III deposed and replaced by NΩl: the overthrowal of the Ünsb dy-

nasty signals the beginning of the end of the Funj “Sudanic kingdom” 
1720-1762 Increasing ‘Islamisation’ of the Sudanic Kingdom. Representatives of

Islam became more and more powerful, challenging the position of the
king and his governors. The Funj abandoned their previous matrilineal
hierarchy, stressing instead their alleged Arab (Umayyad) descent. The
fuqar received generous grants of land and other privileges, and they
successfully propagated their worldview as the effective public standard,
so that increasingly, public claims had to be legitimated in an Islamic
language.

1721 oldest extant document from al-Dmar: settlement of a land dispute before
al-Fakı ˘amad (NI170.13/32).

1723 first Funj land charter
1136 1724:

July 8
Infant Bdı IV Ab Shilükh ascends the throne following the death of his father

NΩl
1729/30 ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad “Wad Umm MaryΩm” dies (b. 1645)

1145 1733/2 fiAbd Allh al-Naqar born
1149 1737/6 Sh KhΩjalı (d."1743/2) takes the Shdhiliyya

c. 1737 A w. fiˆs al-Anßrı born
1150 1737/8 A˛mad al-Tijnı born

1741 M b. fiAbd al-Wahhb forms alliance with Ibn Safiüd, starts jihd
1155 1742/3 Sh KhΩjalı dies; A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır born at Umm Marri˛
1157 1744 Bdı IV assumes effective leadership. His reign marks the transition from

matri- to patrilineal succession in Sinnr, leading to a semi-independant,
patrilineal class of warlords (Hamaj) and eventually to the break-up of Funj
rule.

∑afar 1157 7 Apr 1744 Ethiopian emperor Iysü II invades Sinnr. His defeat boosts Sinnr’s fame in
the Islamic world. The king henceforth grants more favours to the fuqar√;
many Muslims from outside come to the Sudan.

1745 Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb in Darfiiyya
1159 1746/7 A˛mad Ab Jadarı born
1160 1747 After strong resistance, Kordofan is conquered for Sinnr by Mu˛ammad Abü

Likaylik (until 1760). Abü Likaylik is promoted chief of the army
1162  1749 Muß†af Kaml al-Dın al-Bakrı dies, leaving al-˘ifnı as his only khalıfa
1163 1749/50 A˛mad b. Idrıs born; M ˘ayy al-Sindı dies

1750 Beginning of fiAbdallb mnjul Mu˛ammad al-Amın’s rule (-1790).
Second-oldest document from al-Dmar

1166 1752/3 ∑li˛ b. M al-Fullnı born
1167 1753/4 ∑li˛ w. Bn al-Naq dies
29 ∑afar
1232

15 Dec
1754

fiUˇsumnu ∂an FΩdiye born (d."1817)

1755 F ˘amad receives as alms 100 fiüd on Umm Jamal from al-Arbb Idrıs b. al-
Arbb Mu˛ammad al-Fa˛al (d."before 1792)
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1756/7 Sıdı al-Mukhtr b. A˛mad al-Kuntı, leader of the Qdirı resurgence in West
Africa, succeeds Sıdı fiAlı b. al-Najıb as khalıfa in the Sahara

1757 beginning of Müly Mu˛ammad’s rule in Morocco
1758/60 A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır goes to Mecca to study, i.a. with fiAbd Allh al-

Ma˛jüb al-Mırghanı, but mainly (fiqh) with Ibrhım b. Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı &
fiAbd al-Salm al-Rayyis al-Zamzamı; later goes to Medina for 7 years

1760 Kordofan regains its independence from Sinnr (until 1787)
c. 1760-70 Bishriyın expand from εtby into the richer lands on the middle Atbara

1174/5 1761/2 Hamaj revolt 
1175 27 March Bdı IV deposed (dies in exile in Sawkin); succeeded by his son Nßir 

1762-1820 Funj power collapsed with the Hamaj revolt, and the empire disintegrated
into various petty dominions. But none of the forces that had brought
about the downfall of the Sudanic kings — the nobility, the merchants,
and the fuqar — managed to gain the upper hand. The Sudan remained
volatile until the conflict was superseded by the Turkish invasion.

29 June
1765

al-Fakı ˘amad gives 40 fiüd across from Umm Jamal as ßadq to his wife
Zaynab bt. fiAbd al-Wahhb; and 10 fiüd on Umm Jamal, 10 fiüd in Shumük,
and 10 fiüd in al-Ruways to their son Muß†af (NI 144.13/6)

1182 1768 Qa˛† al-Kabsa famine
1182 1768/9 Nßir b. Bdı killed; his brother Ismfiıl becomes Funj Sultan

c. 1770 A˛mad b. Idrıs goes to Fez to study with the traditionist Ibn Süda (1700-95),
Ibn Shaqrün (d."1801/4), the fiqh-specialist al-Yzighı (d."1784), and al-
Dhahabı (d."1784/5); the first two later played important roles in the Sultanic
reform movement

1185 1771 large Nile flood
22-5 Oct
1772

Bruce (1730-94) in al-Dmar

1187 1773 Nıl al-bafiü∂a flood
1189 1775 large Nile flood (?=1773)

fiAlı al-∑afiıdı al-fiAdawı dies; his student A˛mad b. M. al-fiAdawı ad-Dardır
succeeds him as Shaykh al-Mlikiyya of Egypt.

M b. fiAbd al-Karım al-Sammn dies
War for American Independence begins

20 Sep
1775

F al-Amın b. F ˘amad buys 45 fiüd [4, =104.4 m] sqiya land in al-Dkkb
for 10 tΩb (NI 139.13/1)

1190 1776/7 fiAdln II becomes Funj Sultan; Bdı w. Rajab succeds M. Ab Likaylik as
Regent.

A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır returns to the Sudan from his second visit to the
˘ijz (˛ajj), where he had gone via al-Dmar, Aswn, Asyü† and Cairo;
allegedly, he also stayed some days in al-Dmar during his return.

F ˘amad dies
1191 1777/8 Ibn Süda travels to Cairo and the ˘ijz
1194 1780 Rajab w. M. succeeds Bdı w. Rajab as Hamaj Regent

Ma˛müd al-Kurdı dies; M ⁄fir al-Madanı born (d."1847)
1196 1781-2 al-Tijnı claims dirict inspiration from the Prophet
1198 1783/4 Arbajı destroyed by the Shukriyya
1199 1784/5 A˛mad b. al-˘jj Abü fiAlı (Ktib al-Shüna) born near al-Masallamiyya
1200 1786 Rajab w. M. dies  Hamaj interregnum
1201 1787/6 Kordofan conquered by Darfur

M. b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı born (d."1859); al-Azraq b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı born (d."c.
1863); Ibrhım al-Kabbshı born (d. 1869/70)

A˛mad al-fiAdawı al-Dardır builds his zwiya with money received from the
fundamentalist Moroccan Sul†n, Müly Mu˛ammad. Al-Dardır dies shortly
afterwards (6 Rabıfi I: 27 Dec)

1202 1787/8 Funj Sultans Idrıs, Awkl (and 5 others during the next 4 years); Regent Nßir
w. Mu˛ammad
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1203 1788 fundamentalist reform in Morocco, Ibn Süda installed as Shaykh al-Jamfia'at
the Qarawiyyın

1788/9 Regent Idrıs w. Mu˛ammad
c. 1790/89
(or 1780)

˘jj al-M˛ı born

c. 1790 end of fiAbdallb mnjul Mu˛ammad al-Amın’s rule. Mu˛ammad w. Nimr
seizes power in Shendi during absence of Makk Safid w. Idrıs in the South

1790 end of Müly Mu˛ammad’s rule in Morocco
1791 Murta∂ al-Zabıdı dies

1206 1792 M b. fiAbd al-Wahhb dies; fiAbd Allh al-Ma˛jüb al-Mırghanı dies.
Beginning of Sulaymn b. Mu˛ammad’s rule in Morocco (until 1822)

1207 1793/2 death of Makk Nuwr, the penultimate Funj king. End of Bassano MS of Funj
Chronicle.

Ismfiıl al-Walı born (d. 1863)
1208  1794/3 MO-Mırghanı born

1795 Ibn Süda dies
1210 1795/6 Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın born

1797 Franz Schubert born
mid-1212 end 1797 A˛mad b. Idrıs leaves Fez
beg 1213 June 1798 A˛mad b. Idrıs arrives in Alexandria

1798 al-Nßir b. M Abı Likaylik dies
1798/9 French occupation of Egypt

end 1213 Jan/June
1799

A˛mad b. Idrıs arrives in Mecca

c. 1800 MO-Mırghanı’s mother dies
1801 “War of the fiAwlıb” in Shendi
c. 1801 time of high prices (ghal√) in Medina MO-Mirgh,

Manqib AI
32-3

1802 Mu˛ammad fiAlı sent to Egypt
Ba†˛ın - Shukriyya war, settled by Majdhıb (Jall al-Dın b. fiAbd Allh

al-Naqar?)
1803 ∑li˛ b. M al-Fullnı dies in Medina
c. 1803 MO-Mırghanı’s father dies

1217/8 (end?) April
1803

After Ghlib’s retreat to Jidda (1217), the Wahhbıs under the army comman-
der Safiüd b. fiAbd al-fiAzız temporarily occupy Mecca (1218), purging the
city and executing some of its inhabitants. Their attempts on Medina and
Jidda failed, however.

July 1803 Safiüd leaves the ˘ijz; Ghlib returns to Mecca; the garrison Safiüd has left
behind is massacred by the inhabitants.

Aug 1803 new Wahhbı siege of Mecca begins
4 Nov 1803 Wahhbı imm fiAbd al-fiAzız b. M b. Safiüd (r."since 1178: 1765) is assasinated

at al-Dirfiiyya by a Shıfiı from Karbal√ (in retaliation for the massacre
committed by the Wahhbıs in Karbal√ in 1801); he is succeeded by his son
Safiüd (r."until his death on 1 May 1814)

Feb 1804 Ghlib acknowledges Wahhbı suzerainty while retaining his own position in
Mecca. Wahhbıs occupy Medina.

1804 fiUˇsumnu ∂an FΩdiye proclaims the jihd
1805 Mu˛ammad fiAlı nominated wlı of Egypt

Amır Mu˛ammad (aged 60) is local chief of Sawkin. Valentia,
Voyages II  284

Feb 1806 Wahhbı forces occupy Mecca, where Ghlib maintains a nominal position.
Jidda falls to the Wahhbıs a few months later

c. 1806/7 MO-Mırghanı acquired sound knowledge of exoteric sciences
1222 1807/8 Mu˛ammad b. ˘asan b. ˘amza ⁄fir al-Madanı (1780-1847) leaves Medina to

travel eastwards.
Lings, Sufi
saint , 70
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1808 Ghlib sends garrisons to Sawkin and Maßawwafi Abir, “The
‘Arab Rebel-
lion’” 197; id.,
Ethiopia 6

c. 1808 MO-Mırghanı combined exoteric sciences with fiulüm al-˛aqıqa
1224 1809 Plague decimates the population of the Sudan
23 ∑afar
1224

8 Apr 1809 Mu˛ammad b. ˘asan b. ˘amza ⁄fir al-Madanı (1780-1847) takes the Path
from al-fiArabı al-Darqwı

Lings, Sufi
saint , 70

1226 1811 Wahhbı rule extends from Aleppo to the Indian Ocean and from the Gulf to
the Red Sea. Mu˛ammad fiAlı sends the first Egyptian troops to the ˘ijz
(Jidda); on the occasion of their departure, he stages the massacre of the
remaining Mamlüks at the Cairo Citadel.

Sıdı al-Mukhtr b. A˛mad al-Kuntı, leader of the Qdirı renaissance in West
Africa, dies.

1812 Mamlük fugitives seize Dongola.
?? Th 15
Rajab 1227

23/5 Jul
1812

MO-Mırghanı completes his “third” dıwn, Majmafi al-Ghar√ib, which
includes 3 eulogies of A˛mad b. Idrıs and one poem claiming direct inspira-
tion from the Prophet

Nov 1812 Wahhbıs driven out of Medina Winder 26

c. Feb 1813 Wahhbı retreat from Mecca to the Najd in the face of the Egyptian expedition. Winder 26

1228 1813 Locust plague in Sudan  famine (al-Dmar less affected than neighbouring
areas). Also smallpox epidemic, in which ANK & -Ty.HMK die.

MO-Mırghanı’s fat˛. MO sent by A˛mad b. Idrıs to the Balgh in Eritrea

Bjørkelo,
Prelude, 33,
68

Rajab 1228 Jul 1813 Ibrhım al-Rashıd born (d."1874)
Oct 1813 Mu˛ammad fiAlı performs the ˛ajj Winder 26

1 May
1814

Wahhbı imm Safiüd b. fiAbd al-fiAzız dies; succeeded by his less capable son
fiAbd Allh.

c. 1814 A˛mad b. Idrıs to Upper Egypt with MO-Mırghanı; MO also sent to Manfalü†
and Asyü†

1230 1814/5 M Sirr al-Khatm (eldest son of MO-Mırghanı) born [but possibly he was born
at least two years earlier; he is mentioned in the Ghar√ib; and MO-Mırghanı
was still in Mecca then] (d."1280: 1863/4); A˛mad al-Tijnı dies

1815 In a treaty with ‡üsün b. M fiAlı, fiAbd Allh b. Safiüd recognizes Ottoman
sovereignty over the ˘aramayn. ‡üsün returns to Egypt where he dies of
plague (November)

MO-Mırghanı to Dongola (Suwr al-Dhahab; MO-Mırghanı is said to have
written his Mülid'there), al-Dabba (∑li˛ al-Duway˛ı)

1231 1816 Ghlib b. Musfiad dies in exile in Saloniki.
Succeeding his brother ‡üsün (d."28 Sep), Ibrhım b. M fiAlı is sent on a new

expedition against the Wahhbıs in Najd who had resumed fighting after
‡üsün’s departure

Shawwl
1231

Sep 1816 MO-Mırghanı meets Ismfiıl al-Walı (1792-1863) in al-Ubayyi∂; in Bra he
marries Ruqayya bt. Jallb; stayed in Kordofan 3 years 3 months [= until Dec
1819?], during which time he also visited Sinnr

ĭjja 1231 Nov 1816 MO-Mırghanı completes the original version of his Rtib Radtke,
“Lehrer” 98

?? ∑afar
1232

Jan 1817  MO-Mırghanı completes the first collection of his daily prayers al-
Musabbafit'(in the Raw∂a"??)

3 Jum II
1232

20 Apr
1817

fiUˇsumnu ∂an FΩdiye dies (b."1754)

25 Ram
1232

9 Aug 1817 MO-Mırghanı completes his “˛ikam”, al-Fuyü∂t al-Ilhiyya, an introduction
to the principles of spiritual life.

29
Shawwl
1232

11 Sep
1817

MO-Mırghanı completes al-Hibt al-Muqtabasa'during or after his first stay in
Kordofan; in it, he claimes the whole of the Sudan as his missionary area in
the face of A˛mad b. Idrıs

1232 1817 MO-Mırghanı visits al-Shdhilı village, then Sinnr
Fr 25 ∑afar
1233

1/4 Jan
1818

MO-Mırghanı, returning to Kordofan, is at Umm ‡al˛a where he completes al-
Hamziyya al-marfüfia, a versified comm on ibn al-Frid’s T√iyya
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1816-18 final defeat of the Wahhbıs on the hands of Ibrhım Pa ≈sa b. M fiAlı. In 1818,
Egyptian troops destroy the Safiüdı capital al-Dirfiiyya (9 September) and
reach al-˘as. fiAbd Allh b. Safiüd is sent to Constantinople and executed
there.

Mu˛ammad b. ˘asan b. ˘amza ⁄fir al-Madanı (1780-1847) returns to Medina
for three years

Douin, 1828-
30, pp 170 &
239

Lings, Sufi
saint , 70

1234 end 1818 A˛mad b. Idrıs returns to Mecca
1234 1818/9 letter by MO-Mırghanı to A˛mad b. Idrıs, apologising for not returning to the

˘ijz, justifying his delay by the increase in both his followers and his family
1819 or
1821

Baardheere jamaaca established by Qdirı shaykh Ibrhım ˘asan Jeberow
(Ibraahim Xasan Jebro)

May 1819 Ibrhım Pa≈sa receives instructions to evacuate Najd. Winder 24

July 1819 After Egyptian troops had evacuated al-˘as, Ibrhım Pa ≈sa leaves Najd for
Medina, where he arrives in September

Winder 26

Nov 1819 Ibrhım Pa ≈sa leaves Jidda for Egypt where he arrives in December. Soon
afterwards, he is appointed by the Sul†n as governor of Jidda, Shaykh al-
˘aram al-Makkı; and Pa≈sa of ˘abe≈s.

Winder 26. 46;
Holt, art .
“Ibrhım
Pasha” in EI2

16 Mu˛
1235

4 Nov 1819 A˛mad b. Idrıs receives letter from MO-Mırghanı from Kordofan

26 Mu˛
1235

14 Nov
1819

letter to MO-Mırghanı from A˛mad b. Idrıs, urging him to return to Mecca that
year

c. Mu˛
1235

Nov 1819 MO-Mırghanı to al-Matamma

12 Jum II
1235

28 Mar
1820

Sy al-˘asan born in Bra

2nd half
1235

c. mid-1820 ? MO-Mırghanı in Shendı
MO in al-Dmar (?)

27 Ram
1235

8 July 1820 MO-Mırghanı completes al-Imddt al-saniyya (comm. on his “˛ikam”, al-
Fuyü∂t al-Ilhiyya).

Jan/Feb
1821

Ismfiıl Pa≈sa sends messengers to Shendi.

21 Feb
1821

Eg. army leaves KΩrtı

28 Feb
1821

Eg. army arrives at al-Bq˙r

13-7 Jum II
1236

18-21 Mar
1821

Eg. army reaches Berber (Abü Salım says on March 5; but I think this is an old
(Hill) and oft repeated mistake)

MO-Mırghanı leaves al-Dmar. He had intended to visit Berber and the
North, but under the new circumstances he changed his mind and went east to
al-Tka via QΩz Rajab

2 Shafibn
1236

5 May
1821

Eg. army leaves Berber

9 Shafibn
1236

12 May
1821

Eg. army reaches Shendi al-Gharb

15 Shafibn
1236

18 May
1821

Eg. army leaves Shendi al-Gharb

1821 In Berber district, rains fail, Nile does not rise  food gap
MO-Mırghanı est. al-Saniyya; writes al-⁄uhür al-f√iqa,'an introduction to the

†arıqa
MO-Mırghanı in al-Maßawwafi

Dubois,
Durham Conf
33

1821 population of Egypt estimated at 4 million Times Atlas  of
W. Hist., 228

mid-Nov
1821

Linant de Bellefonds (1799-1883) & Ricci (1795-1834) in al-Dmar, travelling
southwards

mid 1237 early 1822 MO-Mırghanı returns to Mecca
6 Apr 1822 Cailliaud (1787-1869) and Linant de Bellefonds again in al-Dmar: well-built,

c. 2000 inhabitants (= the size of Shendi, bigger than Berber). Nearby
Bishriyyın & fiAbbda in revolt, therefore not many goods on the regularly
held market
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19 Apr
1822

al-Amın HMK donates land to his son by a concubine (NI"166.13/28)

3 Nov 1822 Ismfiıl burnt to death in Shendi
Dec 1822-
Feb 1823

Daftardr reaches the Nile between Khartoum and al-Matamma; massacre at al-
Matamma, Shendi gutted, al-Dmar mosque burned

end Ram
1238

end May
1823

battle of Abü Sileym

1238 1822/3 MMS takes ijza from al-Suwaydı in Medina.
MO-Mırghanı completes Ra˛mat al-A˛ad,'an extract from Ibn al-Athır’s

collection of ˘adıth.
1823 al-fiArabı al-Darqwı dies

1 Rabıfi I
1239

5 Nov 1823 MO-Mırghanı completes the second collection of his daily prayers Nür al-Ilh

end 1823 Bishriyyın routed in the vicinity of al-Dmar
1239 1823/4 Egyptian troops evacuate the Najd; Wahhbıs return

MO-Mirghanı receives the fiA÷ımiyya prayer from A˛mad b. Idrıs
Kornrumpf
401; Radtke,
“Lehrer” 98

c. 1823/4 MO-Mırghanı in Eritrea, where his wife Ruqayya bt. Jallb and their son al-
˘asan are brought to him by Ruqayya’s brothers; after spending quite a while
in Maßawwafi, they go on to al-Tka (= MO’s 2nd visit to the Sudan)

1239 1824 A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır dies; M. b. al-Mukhtr al-Kuntı dies. Fort in
Khartoum built (Eg. army headquarters remained in Wd Madanı for a time)

1824-28 Many Sudanese who had fled from the Egyptian invasion return home
21 ̆ ijja
1239

17 Aug
1824

MO-Mırghanı at ˘arg˙gΩ (opposite Maßawwafi), writes al-˘u∂ür fı al-ßalt

beg 1240 end 1824 peasant uprising in Upper Egypt lead by one “A˛mad b. Idrıs” al-Isnwı who
allegedly claimed to be the Mahdı; he gathered “40,000” followers but was
quickly defeated and exiled to Dongola; he is said to have died in old age at
Abü Qußayy north of Dabba.

Mu˛ammad
fiAbd al-
Ra˛ım, al-
Nid√ 82

13 Rab II
1240

4 Dec 1824 revolt near al-Zaydb; inhabitants flee to the Jibl; suppressed by fiOˇsmn Bey
Çerkes who was passing by on his way from Cairo to Sinnr; he seized a
number of cattle (date is that of the document, not of the events)

˘asan A˛mad
Ibrhım, M
fiAlı f ı ’l -
Südn, 139

Fr 7 Jum II
1240

 28 Jan
1825

A˛mad b. Idrıs in Mecca; tensions with MO-Mırghanı Ibna , ch 12

13 Ram
1240

1 May
1825

Amnesty granted to Majdhıb of al-Dmar

1826 Sıdı Mu˛ammad b. al-Mukhtr b. A˛mad al-Kuntı dies
A˛mad w. fiˆs al-Anßrı dies

end Ram
1241

April/ May
1826

Ismfiıl al-Walı establishes the Ismfiıliyya

Qafida 1241 June 1826 al-Sanüsı arrives in Mecca
15-6 Jun
1826

va‚kfia-ª ƒairıye: Sul†n Ma˛müd II eliminates the Jenissary corps, thereby clear-
ing the way for lasting reforms and the replacement of traditional institutions
by modern ones

1826 Maßawwafi evacuated by Egyptian troops Abir, Ethipia
6, 98)

1826 Aug- KhΩrshıd P≈s suggests [to revive] irrigated agriculture along the Nile in
Berber province & Jafialiyyın country; Mu˛ammad fiAlı agrees, and subse-
quently Egyptian engineers & technicians are sent there to build sqiyas, dig
irrigation channels, &c. [this must refer to a re-introduction; sqiyas were
used there before the Egyptian invasion]

˘asan A˛mad
Ibrhım, M.
fiAlı f ı ’l -
Südn, 137
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1827 Relatives and followers of sharıf Ghlib who live in Medina conspire to over-
throw Turkish rule in the ˘ijz. In c. April/May, sharıf Raj√ (an old rival of
Ghlib who had faught on the Wahhbı side but joined Mu˛ammad fiAlı in
1814, and who acc. to Rµppel had been appointed as successor of sharıf
Ya˛y b. Surür) is murdered during evening prayer in the ˘aram of Mecca
(or Medina) by one of his cousins (or nephews), sharıf “Chimber”, a son of
Ghlib. Simultaneously, Ya˛y b. Ghlib and one of his cousins (also called
Ya˛y) who had been held in Cairo as hostages were able to flee. During the
subsequent rebellion, Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s troops were driven out of Mecca,
Medina, and al-‡√if and only able to hold on the Jidda and Yanbufi. In Sept.
1827, the rebels unsuccessfully attacked Jidda. Subsequently, 4,000 modern
Egyptian troops were dispatched to the ˘ijz; after a few months, the rebel-
lion had collapsed. The two Ya˛ys were able to escape to Constantinople
where they arrived in Sept. 1828; they were given asylum in Bursa.

Burckhardt,
Notes, 285-6,
311, 317, 330,
336, 352-3;
Rµppel,
Nubien, 236-7;
id.,
Abyssinien, I,
160-1, 236-7

Mu  ̨1243 Aug/July
1827

fiAbd al-Mu††alib b. Ghlib (b."Musfiid b. Safiıd b. Safid b. Zayd) (1794-1886)
is appointed as amır of Mecca by Mu˛ammad fiAlı, following the deposition
of Ya˛y b. Sarür (Ghlib’s nephew, r 1813-1827) of the Dhawı Zayd, who
“had made his position untenable by the vengeance he took on one of his
relatives.” fiAbd al-Mu†talib’s rule was shortlived, however [Mu˛-∑afar 1243:
Aug/July-Sep/Aug 1827, acc to Snouck Hurgronje; 5 months acc. to Ziriklı];
he was soon deposed in favour of Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Mufiın b. fiAwn of
the rival fiAbdila family [r 1827-36, 1840-51, 1856-58], whose rule ended
the Dhawü Zayd & Dhawü Barakt dominance of Meccan politics which had
lasted from 1672 to 1827.

mid 1243 1827/8 A˛mad b. Idrıs — who had supported fiAbd al-Mu††alib against the ‘Turks’ —
leaves Mecca, accompanied by several disciples, sails from al-Layth to al-
Lu˛ayya, goes on via al-Zahra, al-˘udayda, Bayt al-Faqıh to Zabıd, where he
stays for 20 days during his first visit; goes on to al-Mukh and Mawzafi

al-Wasıla
105{1}

1828 al-Sanüsı builds house/lodge at Abü Qubeys on the outskirts of Mecca (A˛mad
b. Idrıs had stayed there for a time. Abü Qubeys was allegedly the place of
Adam’s tomb)

Oct 1828 the last Egyptian troops return to Egypt from Greece
1244 1828/9 after 4 months in the south (al-Mukh & Mawzafi), A˛mad b. Idrıs returns to

Zabıd, remaining there for 9 months; from his lectures there was written
down Shar˛ ˛adıth al-Sunna al-Mu˛ammadiyya

O’Fahey,
Enigmatic
Saint 85-6

19 Nov
1828

Franz Schubert dies

1 Rajab
1244

7 Jan 1829 MMS arrives in Sawkin

1829 fiAbdullhi b. Mu˛ammad b. FΩdiye (fiǓsumnu ∂an FΩdiye’s brother) dies
Aug/Sep
1829

Excessive Nile flood destroys much of the crops in Egypt (and perhaps in the
Sudan?)

Douin,
L’Égypte 382

1245 1829/30 Tomb built over the grave of A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır (partly as an act of
intervention in a succession dispute)

1830 Ottomans transfer all claims on the African parts of the province of Habe ≈s to
the pa ≈sa of Egypt [perhaps as a consequence of the shifting balance of power
in the wake of the Greek independence?]. Berber Governor asks for permis-
sion to collect taxes and customs dues from Sawkin.

French occupation of Algiers

EI; Bjørkelo,
“Terr. U.” 7

Shafibn
1245

Jan/Feb
1830

A˛mad b. Idrıs settles at ∑aby, whose ruler showed sympathies toward the
Wahhbıs

c. Mu-
ąrram

1246

c. July
1830

Letter III from Majdhüb to his cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün

13 Aug
1830

Eg. Govt. directs the gov. of Berber to send the treasury a copy of the new
tariff by which he proposed to raise more customs at Sawkin

Hill, Egypt 41

7 Rabıfi I
1246

26 Aug
1830

Letter IV from Majdhüb to his cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün

1246 1830/1 fiAbd al-fi◊l b. A˛mad b. Idrıs born (dies 1296: 1878)
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c. 1830/31 MO-Mırghanı’s 3rd visit to the Sudan: he visits Sawkin; travels on in the
direction of Maßawwafi (acc to Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha, MO was in
Sawkin while MMS was still there)

23
Shafibn
1246

7 Feb 1831 MMS leaves Sawkin

Qafida
1246

Apr/May
1831

MMS in Berber. Time of high prices (ghal√) Wasıla 177,3

ĭjja 1266 May 1831 Cholera epidemic in Mecca costs c. 50,000 lives; spreads to Egypt [and perhaps
to the Sudan?]

Rµppel,
Abyssinien,
133-7

27 Mų
1247

8 Jul 1831 MMS dies

31 Oct
1831

Ibrhım b. M fiAlı begins invasion of Syria which is occupied in less than 10
months

1248 1832/3 TTQ born
1832/3 Mutiny of discontent Albanian troops in Mecca (spring ’32); they plunder

Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s possessions in Jidda and at the end of 1832 move on to the
Yemen (al-˘udayda, Mukh) where they oppress the local merchant commu-
nity. They are finally overcome by an expedition sent against them at the end
of 1833.

Rµppel,
Abyssinien,
42-4

possibly
∑afar 1248

July 1832 Ibrhım al-Rashıd joines A˛mad b. Idrıs

Jum II
1248

Oct/Nov
1832

public debate (mun÷ara) between A b. Idrıs and Wahhbı scholars at ∑aby

1833 Khartoum declared capital of the Sudan
1250 1834 M b. fiAlı al-Shawknı dies. Combes, traveling from Shendi to Berber by boat,

does not mention al-Dmar. He travels on to Sawkin where he arrives on 13
June 1834 (“Haïdin-Aga” was Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s governor (mudır) at
Sawkin at the time).

1252 1836/7 Shfifiı Mosque in Sawkin begun
1837 Mu˛ammadu Bello (son of fiǓsumnu ∂an FΩdiye) dies.

Russegger in Umm al-‡uyür, mentions that the schools of al-Dmar are still
functioning, if only at a reduced size (but he apparently did not cross the
river)

21 Rajab
1253

21 Oct
1837

A˛mad b. Idrıs dies

15 Ram
1253

1837 people of Sawkin ask for financial support for the mosque the Janb al-fi◊lı
had started to build there (= Shfifiı Mosque)

1838 British occupation of Aden
?1854 TTQ brought to Sawkin?

1275 1859  TTQ goes on pilgrimage; al-Sanüsı dies
1283 ̆ ijja May/April

1865
Sultan fiAbd µl-fiAzız transfers Sawkin and Maßawwafi to Egyptian adminis-

tration in exchange for Jidda (initially for the lifetime of Khedive Ismfiıl;
later, when Ismfiıl’s title was made hereditary, for an indefinite period)

1866 Wdı ˘alf linked to Egyptian telegraph net. Regular steam ship connection
opened between Sawkin and Suez

1867 Cotton schemes begun on TΩkar and Gsh deltas by A˛mad Mumtz Psh
1867-8 Govt elementary schools est at Khartoum, Berber & Dongola
1868 Ottoman Mecelle (codification of Civil Law) started (finished 1876).

Famine and inflation in the Nile valley, esp. between Shendi & al-Dmar, lead
to depopulation and emigration.

K. al-Wasıla completed
1285 1868/9 Mosque of Shinnwı Beg built in Qeyf Sawkin

1869 Suez canal opened
˘usayn Khalıfa becomes Governor of Berber Province

18 Shafibn
1286

23 Nov
1869

Sy al-˘asan dies
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1870 Cotton ginnery built at Sawkin (for Tokar cotton)
Sawkin water supply system (al-Sh†a & t’Amın˙b) completed (by March)

Roden
∆irr,
Sawkin, 245

23 ∑afar
1287

24 May
1870

A˛mad Mumtz Pasha mu˛fi÷ of Red Sea Coast & al-Tka which are
detached from the rest of the Sudan

Wath√iq, ed.
Jamal

15 Rajab
1288

30 Sep
1871

Division of the Sudan ˛ikimdriyya into mu˛afa÷t placed directly under the
control of Cairo.

˘usayn Khalıfa becomes Governor of combined Berber and Dongola Province

Wath√iq, ed.
Jamal

1287 1871 ˘jj al-M˛ı dies.
Sawkin-Kasal-telegraph completed

1871-4 al-Zubayr Pa≈sa conquers Ba˛r al-Ghazl & Darfur
22 Mu˛
1289

8 Apr 1872 Munzinger Bey mu˛fi÷ of the reunited provinces of Maßawwafi & Sawkin.
The governor of Sawkin in 1872 was A˛mad Efendi.

Wath√iq, ed.
Jamal; Bloss II
249

1289 1872/3 al-Azraq w. A˛mad Ab Jadarı dies.
1289 ∑afar
29

1872 May
8

1st edn of K. al-Wasıla printed in Bülq

1873 ˘usayn Khalıfa removed from office.
Work started on first railway in the Sudan

1873 Customs House at Sawkin rebuilt by Munzinger Robinson,
SAD 611/6/8-
9

1291 1874 Ibrhım al-Rashıd dies
Khartoum linked to Egypt via telegraph. Gordon Gov of Equatoria

1875 Kassala-Berber telegraph completed (thereby linking Sawkin to Egypt) Daly, Empire,
208

1876 Women’s Hospital at Sawkin built by Jafifar Psh Robinson,
SAD 611/6/8-
9

4 ∑afar
1294

18 Feb
1877

Gordon Pasha Gov-Gen of the Sudan (  1879) Wath√iq, ed.
Jamal

29 Safar
1294

15 March
1877

fiUthmn Rifqı Pasha mu˛fi÷ of Maßawwafi & Sawkin Wath√iq, ed.
Jamal

8 Rab II
1294

22 Apr
1877

fiAl√ al-Dın Pasha mu˛fi÷ of Maßawwafi & Sawkin; fiAbd al-Rziq Pasha
mudır of al-Tka & al-Qallbt

Wath√iq, ed.
Jamal

1294 1877 Anglo-Egyptian convention to suppress the slave trade.
A˛mad b. MO-Mırghanı born

1294 Ram
15

1877 Sep
23

Mosque in Tokar built by Govt (apparently the first solid mosque there) Yą y, Tafil ım
430/1

1295 1878 Kasal-Berber-telegraph completed. Causeway built at Sawkin
1295 Rajab
15

1878 July
16

first lithogr ed of the Dıwn M. al-Majdhüb, arranged by A/R -Ty Q.

1878/9 highest level of the Nile measured between 1868-1988 (described by Gessi);
very similar to 1988

1879 Khedive Mu˛ammad Tawfıq (  1892) succeeds Ismfiıl
1297 1880 MS al-Asrr al-jamma (DK); MTT goes on pilgramage / study.

Shinnwı Beg khn built in Sawkin
Robinson,
SAD 611/6/8-
9

1298 Rabıfi
II

 1881
March

 M. A˛mad tells his disciples he is the Mahdı

1 Shafibn 29 June  public ÷uhür al-Mahdiyya
1 Rajab
1300

8 May
1883

Mahdı writes several letters to the people of the East, as well as to the
Majdhıb of al-Dmar (adressed to al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, of all
people!). fiUthmn Diqna, appointed amır, leaves for the East.

July 1883 TTQ’s bayfia
25 Jan
1885

Khartoum conquered by Mahdist forces.
Mahdı writes to fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib about the Rtib (SAD 98/1/1 p 32-3)

1899 Condominium agreement (19 Jan)
Land ordinance: those who are able to submit evidence of posession claims are

allowed to register land in their names; all other land considered Gvt property
(effective in 1904)
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1901 Govt appoints “Board of fiUlema” headed by Sh M al-Badawı “to ensure that the
Sudan Government’s decisions ‘on matters of religion’ would have the ‘imprimatur’
of orthodox Islam”. Board expected to lend support to the Govt’s efforts to suppress
“Tarikas” and fakıs (judged to be dangerous to the Govt). But “the leaders of estab-
lished tariqas were gradually accepted by the government, although not accorded the
same official standing as the orthodox but uninfluential ulam√.” (Daly, Empire 122).
Board supervised teaching of fiilm at Omdurman mosque

1319 1901/2 2nd edn. of al-Wasıla
1902 The Sudan Mohammedan Law Courts Ordinance promulgated

A˛mad al-Jafialı dies
8 Nov 1902 Gordon Memorial College opened; call went out to provincial governors “to ascer-

tain the names of the principal inhabitants of their various provinces” who wanted
their sons to be trained for a Govt career. Students entered aged c. 12, for 4 years.

1322 1904  MS Bughyat al-murıd al-slik copied by -AmAbBakr
1904/5 Construction of the Atbara-Sawkin-Port Sudan railway (begun 1 Sep 1904,

completed Sawkin 15 Oct 1905, Port Sudan 31 Dec 1905)
Daly, Empire,
203

1905 (Jan) Work began on the construction of Pt Sudan.
al-Dmar becomes capital of Berber Province.

1906 After the opening of the Port Sudan-Atbara-railway (26 Jan), HQ of the Sudan
Govt Railways were transferred from Wdı ˘alf to Atbara, where a new
town sprang up.

Primary schools opened at Berber and Wd Madanı
1906-7 Land registration in al-Dmar by S A Tippetts SAD

627/15/23 ss
1329 1908/9 3rd edn. of the Dıwn M. al-Majdhüb

1 Apr 1909 Pt Sudan harbour officially opened
1910 Red Sea Province HQ transferred to Pt Sudan Bloss II, 276

1328 1910 3rd edn of al-Thurayy printed (at a Sawkin merchant’s expense)
1910-17 prolonged period of drought in the Sahel (Sanat Ab Tukulya)
1911 Wingate encourages Govt-sponsored religious education (q∂ı / fiulam√ -

training) in Omd (  Mafihad Umm Durmn al-fiilmı, est. 1912) to curb Eg
influence (by sending Sudanese students to Cairo or Eg teachers to the
Sudan)

A w. al-Badawı dies; MTT writes elegy for him
1912 Mu˛ammad al-Badawı, Head of Board of Ulema dies; succeeded by Abü ’l-

Qsim A˛mad Hshim.
fiAbd Allh al-Ma˛jüb dies
Grieve sells his land at al-F∂lb

1913 Sudan balanced its budget for the first time  annual subsidy from Egypt no
longer needed. Britain offered loan to build Sinnr dam

1913/4 lowest level of the Nile measured between 1868-1988
1332 1914 3rd ed of al-Wasıla

c. 1915 establishment of the ˛awliyya$in al-Dmar
1916 Highest Nile flow in the 20th century (120 bill. m3 [average 1899-1959: 84

bl]).
DrfΩr conquered.
The Sudan Mohammedan Law Courts Procedures promulgated

1335 1917/6 Mukhtaßar al-manqib completed
1918 first Graduate Club est in Omdurman

1338 1920/19 Tansul al-bu†ün written
early 1921 MajMAJ transferred to Gordon College
1922 The Powers of Nomad Sheikhs Ordinance (Native Administration for nomadic

areas).
ANK mosque built in burned brick

1923 Mukhtaßar al-manqib enlarged by MTT
1924 White-Flag-League-Movement.

A/R TTQ sent to Erkwayt; MajMAJ takes ijza'from ANS
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1925 Sinnr dam completed: Gezira Scheme established.
fiAlı fiAbd al-Rziq: al-Islm wa Ußül al-˘ukm

1925 Sallüqa lands in al-Dmar registrated by A J O’Meara SAD
627/15/23

1926 Final ban on keeping slaves.
Mukhtaßar al-manqib copied by MajMAJ

1 Jan 1927 2 Gvt subsidized khalwas licenced in al-Dmar (M w. al-‡hir c. 40 pupils
increasing to c. 60 in 1939, al-˘usayn fiAbd al-Mjid c. 30 pupils, remaining
c. constant till 1939)

1927 The Powers of Shaykhs Ordinance extends Native Administration to sedentary
areas (end of dual policy).

1359 1940 Italian - SDF clashes. Italians occupy Kasal; repair Khatmiyya mosque.
21 year old M al-Mahdı al-Majdhüb praises fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Mahdı.

1940-5 Malwa drought
1941 Italians driven out of Sudan.

˘alabı edn. of the Dıwn M. al-Majdhüb.
Development of local gvt. grew rapidly from this year on

1942 Graduates’ Congress Memorandum to Gvt rejected, leading to a split in the
Congress (roots of the political parties)

1943 Ismfiıl al-Azharı est al-Ashiqq√, the first political party; Umma formed soon
afterwards.

Poetic outburst (romantic!) of 24 year old M al-Mahdı al-Majdhüb.
1381 1962/1 K. al-Wridt published

27 Apr
1968

A photocopy (? mußawwara) of the Wasıla is deposited in the CRO (from
Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın)

fiAbd al-Qdir,
‡aw√if, 86

1390 1970 R al-Sulük and Munabbiht al-fiibd published
1972 Apr fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-‡hir al-Majdhüb deposits several Majdhübı documents in

the NRO.
1973 last pilgrim boat left Sawkin for Jidda; pilgrims were redirected to Pt Sudan to

stem the tide of illegal immigration
Kentley 75

c. 1974 renewal of the MMS ˛awliyya$in al-Dmar by Dr fiUthmn
Nov: al-Jaylnı: Nubdha qaßıra

May-Aug
1975

Karsanı in al-Dmar. M al-Amın ANS dies

c. 1976 renewal of al-Fireyfi Mosque
21 Sep: MajMAJ dies

1983  reprint of the Dıwn M. al-Majdhüb and al-Thurayy; A/R -T A/R distributes
mimegraphed version of Tansul al-bu†ün

1984 First MTT ˛awliyya'in ˘umarı
Lowest level of rainfall since 1900

1985  first MMS ˛awliyya$in Sawkin



THE “MAJ◊DHˆB”
The Children of Fakı ˘amad

This is a complete list of the known children of Fakı ˘amad wad al-Majdhüb. The
children are grouped according to their mothers, and where known arranged in chrono-
logical order. The mother’s ethnic background is indicated between square brackets [].

 indicates marriages. F!stands for Fakı, if the person is commonly given this title. 
points to descendants; the chief lineages of the Majdhıb are set in boldface.

• Mu˛ammad Rjil al-Safına
mother: Mashhı bt. ˘amad w. fiAlı Ab Dmifi (paternal cousin of F!˘amad)
Probably older than his full-brother fiAbd Allh al-Naqar, but died young.

• F fiAbd Allh al-Naqar
1733/2-1813
mother: Mashhı bt. ˘amad w. fiAlı Ab Dmifi (paternal cousin of F ˘amad).

 Naqarb.

• F Muß†af [Qindılb]
only child of his mother Zaynab bt. fiAbd al-Wahhb, whom F ˘amad  before 1764.

 only female descendants, absorbed by the Masallamb.

• F A˛mad Ab Jadarı [Qindılb-Abrßb]
b. 1747/6, d. between c.!1804 and 1808
mother: Niyya (?) al-Abrßbiyya, F!˘amad’s maternal cousin.

 A˛madb.

• F al-A˛mar Rjil Kassb [Qindılb-Abrßb]
mother: Niyya (?) al-Abrßbiyya, F!˘amad’s maternal cousin.

 emigrated to Kassb near Sinnr.

• Kulthüm  Numayr (Zaydb)
mother (?): Niyya (?) al-Abrßbiyya, F!˘amad’s maternal cousin.
descendants in al-Zaydb.

• (F) Manßür [fiUmarb]
mother: bt. Asad (fiUmarb), who was also married to one fiUmar (Shfiaddınb)  ◊mina 
Kulthüm bt. Hshimı (Zaydb)  A˛mad Ab Jadarı  F al-Azraq & al-˘jj fiAlı
NB: In “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb, fian bayn …, ‘al-faqıh’ before Manßür’s name is
crossed out!

 Manßır.
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• F al-Amın [Jafifira]
d. between 1822-1830
mother: F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla, whose mother was ˘alıma bt. Slim al-
Sharıfiyya. NB: F†ima’s sister fi◊√isha  F!˘amad’s son, A˛mad Ab Jadarı!

 Amınb.

• F al-‡hir [Jafifira]
d. c. 1794
mother: F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla (cf. al-Amın).
descendants intermarried i.a. with the Qamaraddınb in the East.

• F al-‡ayyib [Jafifira]
d. 1813/4 (in an epidemic of smallpox)
mother: F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla (cf. al-Amın)
descendants intermarried with the Qamaraddınb in the East.

• F Qamar al-Dın [Jafifira]
d. 1822
mother: F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla (cf. al-Amın)
Qamar al-Dın was apparently younger than al-‡ayyib (al-Wasıla, 7); both were younger than
A˛mad.

 Qamaraddınb.

• ˘alıma [Jafifira]  w. F Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Wahhb {Berber}
mother: F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla (cf. al-Amın)
Marriage contract: Bergen, NI 177.13/39.
No children.
Donated at least 45 fiüd of land in al-Shfiaddınbiyya to her brother al-Amın (see NI 166.13/28)

• Madına [Jafifira]  Mu˛ammad w. al-∑fı (∑fiyb)
mother: F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla (cf. al-Amın)
Mu˛ammad w. al-∑fı’s mother was Rbi˛a bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla; thus Mu˛ammad
married his maternal cousin. See further, Chapter V.

• F al-Azraq [Meyrafb]
mother: ◊mina bt. al-Malik Siweykit of the Meyrafb.

 (some of his descendants live along on the River Atbara).

• F Madanı [Meyrafb]
mother: ◊mina bt. al-Malik Siweykit

 (some of his descendants live in the Western Sudan).

• F al-Tuhmı [Meyrafb]
mother: ◊mina bt. al-Malik Siweykit
descendants absorbed by Zaydb and other villages on the Nile.

• F al-∑diq [Meyrafb]
mother: ◊mina bt. al-Malik Siweykit
descendants have a mosque in Umm al-‡uyür.
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• F al-Qurashı [Meyrafb]
mother: ◊mina bt. al-Malik Siweykit

• F fiAlı [Meyrafb]
mother: ◊mina bt. al-Malik Siweykit.
no descendants.

• al-Makkı Rjil al-∑üfı, wad Niyya [slave]  (Mi˛eysiyb {Zaydb}?)
F ˘amad’s youngest son; d. between 1838-1858
mother: Niyya (a slave)
Founded al-∑üfı al-Makkı (today al-∑üfı al-Bashır).
Buriedin al-∑üfı by al-Azraq w. A˛mad Ab Jadarı.

 descendants mostly absorbed by the Qindılbı emigrants on the upper Atbara. A granddaughter
married into the Azriqa of al-Qa∂rif.

• ◊mina
not in Tansul, but information from Dr. fiUthmn Mu˛ammad fiAbd Allh (on whom see ALA I,
276) and Madına fiAbd al-Ra˛mn (18/9/87, 8) who said that ◊mina was the mother of ns
Rbi˛a.

• Ruqayya [Midd Atbara]  fiAbd Allh w. fiˆs w. fiAlı
mother: bt. Ghulayb (from ns Midd Atbara).
Madına fiAbd al-Ra˛mn (18/9/87, 8) said that Ruqayya was the mother of the so-called ‘Zuruq’.
NB: A Ruqayya bt. ˘amad is the mother of Mu˛ammad b. Safid. b. Da˛sh and consented to the
sale of land by her son (possibly from her inheritage?) to al-Amın b. F!˘amad, dated 21 August
1793 (NI!140.13/2).
descendants in Kinnür.
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AL-D◊MAR AND THE TURCO-EGYPTIAN

INVASION

“Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb […] was still young when Mu˛ammad fiAlı Psh conquered (fata˛) the
Sudan; at the time he was living in Medina [sic]. His father, his brother, and some of his uncles
and cousins fell in the wars [sic] of al-Kiweyb, QΩz al-˘alaq, and Thqib [sic] […]. These wars
are not mentioned in the official historiography. […] It is as if the official historiography, with its
claim that the only resistance Ismfiıl Psh met was from the Shyqiyya, wants to efface the
[historical] truth of the stinging opposition by the Jafialiyın and the tribes which put up the greatest
resistance to the Psh before he reached Sinnr.”1

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib accuses “the official historiography” of deliberately effacing
Jafialı resistance against the Turco-Egyptian invasion of the Sudan in 1821. A recon-
struction of events will show, however, that no such resistance to the initial occupation
can be demonstrated. The battles of al-Kiweyb and Tqid that have been kept alive in
oral tradition took place only in 1823, in the course of the Turco-Egyptian campaign
against the Jafialiyyın to avenge the death of Ismfiıl Psh. Here is a detailed account:

The Turco-Egyptian campaign to conquer the Sudan began slowly at the end of 1820.
The invading troops were commanded by a son of Mu˛ammad fiAlı, the sarfiaskar
Ismfiıl Kmil Psh. Countless contacts with local notables were made in order to
smooth the progression of the army proper. Thus, when the army reached the Third
Cataract, delegates came from Shendi offering their submission. In January/February
1821, Ismfiıl sent Mu˛ammad al-Jallbı as his envoy to Makk Nimr (c. 1785 - c. 1846)
of Shendi.2 The negotiations seem to have been quite successful, for already by 27
March, Nimr’s sons had pledged to provide the Turks with 500 camels for the continu-
ation of the expedition.3

1 fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Aßd√ al-Nıl, 37.
2 Cairo, Nat. Arch., Ma˛fi÷ al-Ab˛th / al-Südn 7 MT 167 (28 Jum II 1236: 2 Apr 1821), refer-
ring to Ismfiıl’s letter of 13 Jum I: 16 Feb. — In the Jafialiyyın area, a greater problem than the local
population seems to have been the Mamlüks who had taken refuge in the Sudan. While some of them
came to offer their submission, others preferred to flee to Kordofan. Cf. Cairo Nat. Arch., Ma˛fi÷ al-
Ab˛th / al-Südn 19 MT 15 (29 Rabıfi II 1236: 3 Feb 1821).
3 Cairo Nat. Arch., Ma˛fi÷ al-Ab˛th / al-Südn 7 MT 198 (21 Shafibn 1236: 24 May 1821,
referring to Ismfiıl’s letter of 22 Jum II: 27 March). The camels were fetched by Dıvn Efendı and
shaykh Khalıfa (Douin, Histoire du Soudan égyptien, I, 142) (Khalıfa was probably the leader of the
influential fiAbbda community in Berber).
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Between 18-21 March, the Egyptian army reached Berber after a rapid march from Abü
˘amad. They stayed in Berber for more than a month, waiting for reinforcements under
Ibrhım al-Kshif to arrive from Donqola. During this time, Ismfiıl continued to
receive letters of support from local fakıs and merchants.4

Finally, on 5 May, the army left Berber. Proceeding west of the Nile in orderly marches,
they did not encounter any resistance. Provisions had been made for the army at five
resting points, identified by corresponding settlements on the East bank: Rs al-Wdı,
al-Dmar, Suad Benâb [= al-Zaydb?], Jabal Umm fiAlı, and al-KabΩshiyya. “A chaque
halte, les chefs du pays venait saluer le pacha et la conduite exemplaire de l’armée lui
conciliait le bon vouloir des populations”.5 Shendi al-Gharb [= al-Matamma] was
reached on 9 (or 12) May; on 18 May, Ismfiıl continued his march southwards. No
Turkish records mention any military incident occuring in the area of al-Dmar.

The months following the Turkish invasion passed quietly and uneventfully. The army
was engaged further south, and life did not change much immediately. At the end of the
year, however, the picture changed. Early in November 1821, Linant de Bellefonds had
travelled southwards through al-Dmar without noticing at any problems.6 But when he
returned on 6 April 1822, the nearby Bishriyyın, and indeed all the nomads except the
Rub†b7 were in open revolt. Al-Dmar still remained peaceful,8 but the economic
effects of the revolt started to be felt: not many goods could be found on the weekly
market. The disruption of daily life and the growing insecurity led many to flee the
riverain areas. The discontent finally culminated in the famous burning to death of
Ismfiıl Psh in Shendi on 3 November 1822 by the Jafialı leader Makk Nimr.9

All the Jafialiyyın joined the revolt. Unfortunately, we do not know in detail how it was
organised. According to reports by Ma˛ü Bey Urfalª, the Kurdish governour of Berber,
Shendi and the Rub†b, Makk Nimr fled to the wells of Atmür (in the Bu†na); there he
was joined by the considerable force of 7,000 Jafialiyyın under the leadership of the
people (ahlı) of al-Dmar. Before they could attack Berber, Ma˛ü Bey, proceeding

4 Douin, Histoire du Soudan égyptien, I, 142.
5 Douin, Histoire du Soudan égyptien, I, 150.
6 In al-Makbrb Linant did not find much to eat; a few pistol shots worked wonders, and bread
and milk were brought forward. At night, some Jafialı nomads (?) came to the village to drink marısa,
then returned to their tents.
7 Douin, Histoire du Soudan égyptien, I, 296.
8 “[…] Ad-Dâmer, petite ville située près de l’Atbarah: les maisons y sont carrées, surmontées de
terrasses, et assez bien bâties; sa population peut être évaluée à deux mille ames [sic]. Il s’y tient un grand
marché où l’on se rend de Barbar et de tous les environs: on le dit [! Cailliaud has not seen it] bien appro-
visionné en esclaves, bestiaux, chameaux, et en dromadaires qu’y conduisent les Arabes Bychâryyns, qui
en sont peu éloignés. […] les Bychâryyns révoltés n’était qu’à six heures d’Ad-Dâmer; nous vîmes un
Ababdeh, blessé d’un coup de lance, à qui ils venaient de voler son chameau et tout ce qu’il possédait”
(Cailliaud, Voyage, III, 175-6). The fiAbbda were allied to the Turks, whom they served as guides.
9 Bjørkelo, Prelude, 13.
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from his camp at al-˘wiya south of al-Dmar, routed them and killed a great number.
This must have happened before March 1823.10

In reality, things did probably not go so smoothly for Ma˛ü Bey; oral tradition allows
us to reconstruct a more detailed picture of these events. After the killing of Ismfiıl in
Shendi, Ma˛ü Bey and his soldiers set out by boat from his headquarters in Berber to
move against Shendi. On the way they spotted a Jafialı force (allegedly led by the
khalıfa Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra) who were moving against Berber. Ma˛ü Bey decided to
confront them, and landed his forces at al-Kiweyb on the Atbara-Nile confluence. They
were, however, routed and retreated hastily to their boats, leaving a cannon behind. This
was brought back to al-Dmar by the Majdhıb and placed in front of the mosque; a
number of weapons and ammunition were also captured. Although they emerged victo-
rious in the end, the Majdhıb force had been badly affected by the modern weapons of
their enemies; among the casualties were Qamar al-Dın (the father of the future Shaykh
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb), al-‡ayyib Shaykh al-fiAllma [sic], the “four sons of Ruqayya”,
and al-Majdhüb w. fiAlı.11

Makk Nimr himself is said to have come to al-Dmar to inspect (and take over?) the
captured cannon. But the Jafialı forces did not have much respite. Ma˛ü Bey reorganised
his forces (probably, as he says in his letters, at al-˘wiya) and gained the collaboration
of the Masallambı leader Bashır w. fiAqıd of Umm al-‡uyür (opposite the Atbara-Nile
confluence) who seems not to have had the best of relationships with the old Jafialı
leadership and who was later rewarded for the services he rendered to the Turks by
being set up as the new overall leader of the Jafialiyyın.12 Meanwhile, the Daftardr,
Mu˛ammad Bey Khosrow, who had reached the Nile between Khartoum and al-
Matamma in December 1822, had turned northward, massacred the people of al-
Matamma, and gutted Shendi; the remaining inhabitants fled. The Jafialı resistance was
now squeezed between Ma˛ü Bey and his Masallambı allies in the north and the
Daftardr moving up from the south, killing every ‘rebel’ on his way. Probably in
January 1823, the two armies met in in al-Dmar which they found abandoned.13 “All
the buildings were set on fire, and the mosque built by Sheikh Magzub was burnt, but
the walls were left, and it was reconstructed some years later”.14

10 Cairo Nat. Arch., Ma˛fi÷ al-Ab˛th / al-Südn 14 MT 25 (17 Rajab 1238: 30 March 1823,
referring to recent letters by Ma˛ü Bey). See also Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 16.
11 Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛ım, al-Nid√, 110; fiAbd al-fiAzız Amın fiAbd al-Majıd, al-Tarbiyya fı
’l-Südn; al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, al-Masıd, 142; al-Jaylnı, 2/2/87 & 4/2/87; Hshim al-
Suhaylı, 28/9/87, 5.
12 Bjørkelo, Prelude, 46-8.
13 Cairo Nat. Arch., Ma˛fi÷ al-Ab˛th / al-Südn 10 MT 512 (8 Jum. II 1238: 19 Feb. 1823). The
letter refers to various encounters between Turkish and Jafialı forces which are said to be described in
greater detail in letters from the Daftardr. See also Majdhüb Mu˛ammad al-Amın, 9/2/87.
14 Robinson, “The Conquest of the Sudan”, 177; cf. Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 17.
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At the end of May, the last battle took place between Ma˛ü Bey and the Jafialiyın in the
area of Tqid/Abü Sileym.15 According to Ma˛ü Bey’s report to his superiors, over
3,000 Jafialiyyın were killed; “the others drowned in the Nile”. Following this defeat,
the Majdhıb fled up the Atbara; they returned only once, under cover of the night, in
order secretly to bury their leader Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra who had died soon after these
events.

The Daftardr moved south again; later in the year, he turned his attention to the rebel
nomads (Shukriyya and Bishriyyın), whose submission was decisive since they
controlled the overland roads. In November 1823, the Daftardr set out eastwards from
Abü ˘arz in pursuit of the fugitive Makk Nimr, perhaps pushing on as far as the
Abyssinian border; he returned by way of the Atbara valley and al-Dmar.16

15 On the west bank of the Nile. Tqid (today’s SΩla) lies north of Abü Suleym. Majdhübı oral
tradition refers to this battle as that of Tqid; Ma˛ü Bey’s letter as that of Abü Suleym (Cairo Nat. Arch.,
Ma˛fi÷ al-Ab˛th / al-Südn 14 MT 150 (5 ˘ijja 1238: 13 Aug. 1823; al-Jaylnı 4/2/87; fiAbd Allh al-
‡ayyib, Aßd√ al-Nıl, preface to the 3rd edn., 35, 37 [the only one to call the place, “Thqib”; perhaps a
printing error?); al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, al-Masıd, 142.
16 Ma˛fi÷ al-Ab˛th / al-Südn 16 MT 185 (Mu˛ammad fiAlı Psh to [Mu˛ammad Khosrow,]
the sar-i fiaskar of the Sudan, 19 Jum. II 1239: 21 Feb. 1824); Shibeyka’s edn. of the Funj chronicle,
p.$25; Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 17.
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THE SOUTH-EASTERN BRANCH
The early history of the Azriqa fuqah√ of al-∑üfı

After Makk Nimr had burnt to death Ismfiıl Psh on 3 November 1822, he fled to the
Abyssinian borderlands. During the following months, many Jafialiyyın did the same,
trying to escape the crushing campaign of revenge launched by the Turks during which
most of the settlements between Shendi and the Atbara were destroyed. Some of the
Jafialiyyın moved only so far away from the Nile as was necessary to reach safety from
the Turkish soldiers, and started to return after as little as two years when the Turkish
authorities assured them of amnesty. Others followed Makk Nimr and moved further
away to the Abyssinian borders, where some of them there remained for decades and
others settled for good.

Among the Jafialiyyın fleeing from the Turkish armies were some of the Majdhıb from
al-Dmar. We do not know how many fled, nor exactly where they went. Preserved are
only the names of those whose descendants remained in the east, instead of returning to
al-Dmar a few years later. The core of this group consisted of Fakı al-Makkı, the
youngest son of Fakı ˘amad w. al-Majdhüb (by a slave mother); al-˛jj fiAbd al-
Ra˛mn al-Fris b. Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra; and the sons of A˛mad Ab Jadarı:
Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq” Majdhüb (1201/1787 - c. 1289: 1872/3), al-˛jj fiAlı,1 and the
twins Bbikr and fiAbd al-Ra˛mn.2

These Majdhıb did not cross the Bu†na like Makk Nimr had done, but moved up the
River Atbara. They lived in various places in the eastern marches, particularly in
Ghab†a which marked the frontier between Abyssinia proper and the territory controlled
by Makk Nimr, and served as a market for goods traded between Abyssinia and the
Sudan as well as Sawkin.3

1 See ALA I, 245.
2 Interviews, Wad al-Naqar, 15/3/87, 11 & 16/3/87, 7.
3 Parkyns (who travelled through what he called, ‘Cafta’ in late 1845) mentions horses and slaves
(both of inferior quality), as well as a well known cotton cloth, as the principal commodities sold here;
salt from Sawkin was one of the goods offered in exchange. A˛mad ˘amad al-Naqar is said to have sold
there the cotton he grew in Wad al-Naqar in exchange for slaves (2 fiidlas of cotton for 1 farkha + 1
khdim) [1 fiidla = 1 shawwl = 4 1/2 qin†r = 202.185 kg acc. to Wehr, or 100 kg acc. to infomant in
Wad al-Naqar. A farkha is a young slave girl, a khdim a grown up male slave] (Parkyns, Life in
Abyssinia, 441).
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After the Turks had conquered the eastern Sudanese province of Tka in 1840/41, they
increased their pressure on the Jafialiyın led by Makk Nimr. Nimr himself did not
surrender, but probably in 1841,4 some of the Jafialiyın accepted an amnesty granted by
the Governor General, A˛mad Psh. Among them where the Majdhıb refugees from
al-Dmar. Like other Jafialiyın, they were ordered to settle (and given land?5) on the
Atbara south of TΩmt, on the border of Egyptian held territory, in the country of the
∆abnya, an Arab tribe allied to the Shukriyya under A˛mad Bey Abü Sinn (1789-
1869) and loyal to the Egyptian government.6

The largest settlement of the Jafialiyın was established at al-∑üfı. The previous history
of this place remains somewhat obscure; it may have been a settlement of religious
teachers claiming sharıfı origin,7 and according to Richard Hill,8 it had been the first
centre of Makk Nimr’s rebel “state”. However that may be, the Jafialı village established
after the amnesty lay immediately to the south of an older settlement. On one map, the
village is called, ‘˘illat al-Fuqah√’,9 a name common in the Sudan for places just
outside older settlements where a group of fakıs had established themselves. Majdhübı
oral tradition often refers to it as, ‘al-∑üfı al-Makkı’ (after their leader at the time, Fakı
al-Makkı). Today, the place is generally known as, ‘al-∑üfı al-Bashır’, after its Mahdist
amır, fiAbd al-Qdir w. al-Bashır, a Jafialı originally from the Northern Province whose
task was to concentrate all the eastern Jafialiyyın there.10

The population of the new village soon surpassed its older neighbour; in 1853, there
were an estimated 500 huts with 2,500 Jafialı inhabitants.11 This eventually led to
problems — and perhaps clashes — with the local ∆abnya who apparently felt

4 In Jumd I 1257: July/June 1841, A˛mad Psh led a brief expedition against Makk Nimr in
Walad fiAwa∂ / Jabal Qab†a [= Ghab†a?]. Nimr himself fled, but some of the Jafialiyyın, including some
of his sons, surrendered. A˛mad Psh ordered them “to settle in the land of al-∑üfiyya” (Holt’s transla-
tion of the Nottingham MS of the Funj Chronicle in Welt des Islams, 261-2).
5 According to oral information, the Majdhıb were given the land along the Atbara between al-
Muqa††afi and Tamarqü (interviews, Wad al-Naqar, 17/3/87, 3).
6 At the end of the Turkiyya, the ∆abnya were estimated at 50.000 people, the Shukriyya at
500.000 (al-Qaddl, al-Mahdiyya wa’l-˘abasha, 15). A˛mad Bey Abü Sinn was a famous Shukrı leader
who through his skilfull balancing of Government and tribal interests became one of the most important
Sudanese personalities of the nineteenth century. He succeeded in drawing many of the Jafialı refugees
into his realm after 1824. They helped him to consolidate the town of al-Ruffia and establish the market
town of al-Qa∂rif (originally known as Süq Abü Sinn; v.i.). See Reichmuth, “Genealogie und
Geschichte”, 40; and id., “Aufstieg unter Fremdherrschaft”.
7 The tombs of one ‘˘amad al-∑üfı’ and one ‘al-sharıf Abü Diqn’ are shown today north of the
present settlement (16/3/87, 21; photographed 17/3/87, 12).
8 Hill, Biographical dictionary, 295 (the most likely source is Baker, Nile tributaries, 140; but
Baker’s account of Makk Nimr is not very precise, and he completely ignores the Jafialı settlement in al-
∑üfı after the amnesty. I would therefore not rely on him in this question.
9 ‘Hellet el Foukha’ on the map in Hassenstein, quoting Parkyns (I could not, however, locate the
information in Parkyn’s Life in Abyssinia). The name is usually pronounced, ‘˘illat al-Fuqar’.
10 Majdhüb al-Naqar, 19/11/86; interviews, Wad al-Naqar, 16/3/87, 1.
11 Constantin Reitz, quoted on the map in Hassenstein.
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threatened by the Jafialı expansion. The situation was further complicated by the
continuing struggle between the Nimrb and the Turkish authorities. ∆abnya fighters
supported Egyptian regulars and irregulars against the Nimrb. The Jafialiyyın, on the
other hand, though paying tribute to the Egyptians, acted as spies, and informed Nimr of
the Egyptian movements and in particular the localities where the ∆abnya and
Shukriyya kept their herds. During the dry season (starting October/November), the
Nimrb were able to cross the Atbara, drive away the cattle, and retreat to the moun-
tainous hinterland. In retaliation, the Egyptians used to burn the villages deserted by the
Jafialiyyın — no great loss, since the straw huts could easily be rebuilt.12

In 1857, when Mu˛ammad Safiıd Psh (wlı of Egypt, r 1854-63) visited the Sudan, he
offered, among other far-reaching decrees aiming at a reorganisation of Egyptian rule,
an amnesty to the Nimrb. Before news of this amnesty reached them, however, they
had already attacked the government customs post at DΩka. Following this attack, the
Egyptians again resorted to force; and the wake of these events, in 1274: 1858/7,13 al-
∑üfı was attacked and burned. Its Jafialı inhabitants were dispersed for the time being,
leaving the ∆abnya14 in sole control. In 1861, al-∑üfı had been reduced to just about
thirty straw huts; the local shaykh was ˘asan be’l-Qdir [fiAbd al-Qdir?].15

After the destruction of al-∑üfı, its Jafialı inhabitants were brought under closer
government control by moving them to al-Qa∂rif, the newly emerging market centre
formerly known as, ‘Süq Abü Sinn.’16 Al-Qa∂rif consisted of about forty villages with
two markets, and the Jafialiyyın built a new settlement there, next to the wells of KhΩr
Farakha.17 They called it, ‘al-∑üfı al-Jadıd’ after the one they had had to abandon.18

Over time it came to be known as, ‘al-∑üfı al-Azraq’, because its religious leaders were
the ‘Azriqa’: the brothers Mu˛ammad “al-Azraq” Majdhüb [b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı]
(1201: 1787 - c. 1289: 1872/3) and al-˛jj fiAlı b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı.19 Of the two, al-
˛jj fiAlı was responsible for the teaching of the Qur√n, while al-Azraq was considered
a specialist in fiilm.

12 Baker, Nile tributaries, 278-280.
13 This date is taken from a manuscript in al-Qa∂rif; it fits perfectly with all the other informations
at our disposal.
14 The residence of the ∆abnya leadership at the time was TΩmt. Their shaykh, fiAdln [w. fiˆs?]
w. Zyid died, relatively young, of a fever in September 1861, while on a visit to A˛mad Abü Sinn; he
was succeeded by his brother Ma˛müd [w. fiˆs?] w. Zyid (d. 1310: 1893/2 or August 1896) (Baker, Nile
tributaries, 143, 227, 278; fiUthmn ˘amad Allh, Dalıl al-Mafirif, 13; al-Qaddl, al-Mahdiyya wa’l-
˘abasha, 15, 24 ss., 117; interviews, Wad al-Naqar, 17/3/87, 8).
15 Baker, Nile tributaries, 143-4.
16 According to oral information, this happened through the intervention of the powerful Shukrı
leader A˛mad Bey Abü Sinn (1790-1870), who was loyal to the Turkish government.
17 As for the old al-∑üfı, Majdhıb oral informants claim that the Majdhıb had been given tax
exempted land. I have no way to confirm this, though even without tax exemption, it is generally known
that they became involved in grain cultivation and animal husbandry on a large scale.
18 Lejean, Voyage aux deux Nils, 21 (he passed through the village in April 1860).
19 See ALA I, 245.
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THE MOSQUES OF SAW◊KIN

The following overview of Sawkin’s mosques shows that none of the present struc-
tures was standing when Majdhüb lived in Sawkin. It is included here because the
foremost authority of the architectural history of the town, Greenlaw, believes that the
mosques are among the oldest buildings in Sawkin; he thinks that at least the Majıdı
mosque (v.i.) could date back to the sixteenth or even to before the thirteenth century,
basing this assumption on architectural similarities with buildings from that time in
other areas.1 Greenlaw did not have access to the archival and oral material I was able
to use. This does of course not exclude the possibility that present structures were
erected on the sites of older mosques; at least in the case of the ˘anafı mosque (v.i.),
this can be demonstrated to be true.

The Shfifiı mosque (the eastern Island mosque) is probably the oldest mosque in
Sawkin, given the prominence of the Shfifiı madhhab there; local tradition claims that
it was built by the famous Egyptian queen Shajarat al-Durr (d."1257).2 The present
building was inaugurated in 1252: 1836 while Sawkin was under Egyptian rule; how-
ever, its completion appears to have suffered from financial difficulties from the outset,
and may have been deferred when the Egyptians left in 1840. It appears to have been fi-
nally completed only after the Egyptians returned, during the time of A˛mad Mumtz
Psh’s governorship (1867-71). Until the beginning of the Mahdiyya it served as
Sawkin’s main mosque where the fiıd prayers were held.3 In 1901, preparations were
made to attach a religiously orientated primary school (mafihad fiilmı) to the Shfifiı
mosque, but the project was abandoned because most students turned to the government
school, and because of the establishment of Port Sudan after 1905.4

1 Greenlaw, Coral buildings, 22, 65.
2 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 148.
3 SAD 110/2/62+94; SAD 542/8/8. The mi˛rb contains an inaugural inscription dated 1252: 1836,
giving the name of Mu˛ammadfiAlı (text reproduced in Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 147).
No waqf was attached to the mosque; there was only an empty space between it and the Bayt al-Jadıd. In
1837, the Egyptian government was therefore asked to provide the following towards its running
expenses: (1) monthly: 2 riyl for the completion of the mosque; 1 1/2 riyl each for the muezzin, the
water carrier, the lighter of the lamps, the Qur√n teacher (shaykh al-kuttb); (2) daily: 1 ra†l (c 1/2 l)
lamp oil; 2 waterskin of water; (3) yearly: 200 lamps; 70 mats (Cairo, Nat. Arch., Daftar 156 ∑dir al-
Majlis al-fi◊lı al-Malakı, tarjamat al-muktaba al-Turkiyya #187, dated 15 Rama∂n 1253 [13 Dec 1837]
[cit. Ya˛y, Trıkh al-tafilım al-dını, 419]). Note that the imm / kha†ıb does not appear on this list; the
most likely explanation may be that his income was already secured.
4 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 220.
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The position of imm and kha†ıb at the Shfifiı mosque was traditionally held by the
˘asanb.5 The last of them was Fakı (b.?) ∑iddıq (“b. Mu˛ammad b. Ma˛müd b.
Rashıd”), who acted also as muftı and ma√dhün of Sawkin. Fakı ∑iddıq joined the
Mahdist movement in 1883, and during the Mahdiyya the mosque is said to have been
desecrated (by turning it into a barn) and prayer in it abandoned.6 The Khatmiyya prof-
ited from the political situation to strengthen their position and assume chief religious
leadership in Sawkin. Eventually they took over the Shfifiı mosque and resumed
prayer in it. The new imm was al-∑fı b. Abı Bakr7 of the Art˙ga-GΩlb, the chief rep-
resentative (khalıfat al-khulaf√) of Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı in the area, who
had been member of a committee that decided to expel fiUthmn Diqna from Sawkin
after his attempted uprising during the fiUrbı revolt.8 Al-∑fı and his family have been
khalıfas of the Zwiyat al-Anwr, the main Khatmı lodge in Sawkin (located just op-
posite the Majdhübı lodge), ever since its establishment in 1260: 1844, during or shortly
after Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s last visit to the Sudan.9 The immate of the Shfifiı
mosque remains in al-∑fı’s family’s hands until today, although the ˘asanb appear to
have retained some measure of influence; the Qur√n teacher in 1901/2, Mu˛ammad
Jaylnı, was a ˘asanbi, as was the muezzin in the early twentieth century, nonagenar-
ian u-K˙r b. Ma˛müd b. F ˘mid b. Mu˛ammad. In 1958, the Sudanese government
pledged funds for the restoration of the mosque which had crumbled by that time; the
building has meanwhile been renovated.10

5 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 214-8.
6 The ˘asanb were stripped of their offices and their possessions, and in 1884, those remaining in
Sawkin were allegedly threatened with death and consequently left the town (Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr,
Trıkh Sawkin, 147-8, 217-8; fiAwa∂ fiAbd al-Hdı al-fiAß, Mafilim, 309; Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna
43 n. 5; “Sayyidn” Madanı b. Fakı ∑iddıq, 21/10/87, 2-3. Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna 43 n. 5;
“Sayyidn” Madanı al-Fakı ∑iddıq & al, 16/11/87,8.
7 His long name is Mu˛ammad GΩl al-∑fı b. Abı Bakr b. fiˆs b. Mu˛ammad Safid b. ∑iddıq b.
Mu˛ammad GΩl b. B∑affr.
8 ‡h Mu˛ammad Safid ‡h, 23/11/87, 7; Muß†af u-Kesh (the current khalıfat al-Anwr),
14/11/87, 7-8; ˘jj Ma˛müd, 12/11/87, 5; fiUthmn ˘amad Allh, Dalıl al-mafirif, 120-1; Mu˛ammad
∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 218; Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, 39. The latter source implies that al-∑fı
was involved in the composition of the now famous Kitb al-Ibna (on which see ALA I, 212-3).
9 Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s ijza to al-∑fı, dated 11 Jumd I 1260: 29 May 1844 (? and apparently
written by Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s son Jafifar al-∑diq [1822/3-1860/1), was photographed by the present
author who intends to publish it (Bergen, Hofheinz Collection, ms."NS"A"3). See also Hofheinz,
“Encounters”, 30-31.
10  Among the teachers at the mosque’s school were: Sh. Mu˛ammad al-Mudarris al-fiUmarı al-
Qurashı (18th c., the ancestor of most of the later prominent ˘asanbı religious notables); his grandson,
muftı Mu˛ammad, son of the muftı fiAbd Allh Rashıd b. ‡h b. Mu˛ammad al-Mudarris(late 18th-early
19th c.); F fiAbd al-Qdir b. F Slim Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ (a close intimate of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb); F fiAlı
˘mid al-Qanjrı al-Jamılbı (who taught there shortly before the Mahdiyya); Sh ‡h b. Ma˛müd b. F
˘mid b. Mu˛ammad al-˘asanbı (whose brother u-K˙r was muezzin of the mosque); Sh Mu˛ammad
Madanı b. Ra˛ma (mid-19th-early 20th c.); fiUmar b. Madanı b. Ra˛ma; Sh fiAwa∂ Art˙ga al-Qanjrı al-
Jamılbı. Some of those who studied the Qur√n “and the religious sciences” (probably = basic religious
instruction) there were: Sh Mu˛ammad ˘jj Müs, ◊dam fiAlı, Sayyidn ‡h Mu˛ammad Ma˛müd,
Khi∂r b. fiAlı [b. Ma˛müd, Mahdist amır of Tokar, d. 1891], F Ma˛müd b. fiAlı [b. Ma˛müd; fell in the
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The ˘anafı mosque (the western Island mosque) is mentioned in an Ottoman docu-
ment from 1793,11 and contrary to the more “local” Shfifiı mosque, it appears to have
been symbolically linked to Ottoman central rule. It was rebuilt by Yafiqüb ◊gh, the
first representative in Sawkin of Ottoman sovereignty regained from Egypt in 1840,
and completed in Rajab 1260: July/August 1844.12 It was restored in around 1870.13

After the abandonment of the Shfifiı mosque during the Mahdiyya, the ˘anafı mosque
became the main mosque of Sawkin.

The ˘anafı family of fiAbd al-Qdir b. fiUmar b. Mu˛yı al-Dın efendi, possibly of
Turkish origin but who seem to have gradually become assimilated to the Art˙ga, was
associated with this mosque since the eighteenth century.14 Later, however,15 the
˘anafı mosque, like the Shfifiı one, was taken over by the Khatmiyya; fiAbd Allh b.
Mu˛ammad Nür of the Art˙ga (Hansılab?) became the new imm and was followed in
this office by his descendants. fiAbd Allh and his descendants were khalıfas of the
second Khatmı lodge in Sawkin, the zwiyat al-Asrr (located behind Shinnwı’s
wakla).16

third battle of Andett˙b, 29 February 1884], Sh fiUmar b. Madanı Ra˛ma, ‡hir b. Madanı Ra˛ma, Sh
Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Qdir Abü Zaynab al-Kimeylbı, Ibrhım Riffiat Mu˛ammad Idrısay, Ibrhım fiAlı
Marzüq, Sy Mu˛ammad fiUthmn ‡hir al-˘usaynı, Ibrhım Mu˛ammad ˘amü, KhΩrshıd Mu˛ammad
KhΩrshıd, Mukhtr Mu˛ammad KhΩrshıd, Sy fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Laythı, ˘mid A˛mad fiInnı, Ma˛jüb
Mu˛ammad Amın, and Mu˛ammad Jaylnı (teacher of Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr) (Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr,
Trıkh Sawkin, 148, 217, 220; for the date of the battle of Andett˙b, see Abü Shma, Min Ab il
Tisilhy, 243).
11 See below, Documentation.
12 SAD 542/8/8; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 139-40, quoting the inauguration inscrip-
tion found in the mi˛rb. Yafiqüb was an Oromo slave of fiUthmn Psh, the governor of Jidda. Parkyns,
who passed through Sawkin in 1843, erroneously calls him Yüsuf. Parkyns saw only two mosques in the
whole town (Life in Abyssinia 15). He probably meant the Shfifiı and ˘anafı mosques on the Island
(which had minarets), ignoring — unlike Burckhardt — the simpler mosques on the mainland.
13 SAD 110/2/62 says that the restoration was carried out by Mumtz Psh. However, an official
order to restore a “dilapidated mosque” in Sawkin was issued on 27 ˘ijj 1289: 26 Feb 1873 (Cairo,
Nat. Arch., Daftar 1946 Awmir fiArabı — ∑ürat al-amr al-karım #6, p. 39; reproduced in al-Wath√iq
al-trıkhiyya li-siysat Mißr fı ’l-Ba˛r al-A˛mar, 139); this may in fact refer to the ˘anafı mosque (the
energetic Mumtz Psh, to whom oral tradition attributes all kinds of exploits, may have initiated the
restoration before he was recalled in 1871).
14 See above, Chapter IV.
15 A curious piece of information which is obviously distorted and therefore difficult to interpret is
given by Lejean, who visited Sawkin in 1861: the principle mosque “est un teké de fakihs ou de der-
viches (tourneurs, si je ne me trompe)” (Voyage aux deux Nils, 3).
16 Muß†af u-Kesh, 14/11/87, 7 & 15/11/87, 3, and ˘jj Ma˛müd, 12/11/87, 5 claimed that the
zwiyat al-Asrr was founded by the founder of the †arıqa, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Khatm (1793/4-
1852). However, fiUthmn ˘amad Allh (Dalıl al-mafirif, 120-1), who relied on oral information gath-
ered in the early 1960s from Mu˛ammad Jaylnı Bey (a member of the Art˙ga ruling family and a
Khatmı) attributed its establishment to “Mu˛ammad Sirr al-Khatm, bi-ishra min al-Khatm”. This most
likely refers not to al-Khatm’s son, Mu˛ammad Sirr al-Khatm (1814/5-1855), but to the latter’s son
(1844-1916) who is also known under this name. According to our present knowledge Sirr al-Khatm Sr.
spent all his life in Arabia, while his son travelled to the Eastern Sudan in 1883 — the crucial year — in a
vain attempt to gain the support of the Beja for the Egyptian government (see ALA I, 200). —
Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, 39 n. 4 (and subsequently Karsani, “Al Majdhubiyya”, 81) mistakenly give
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In 1846, Sawkin came briefly under Egyptian control again, but reverted to Ottoman
rule after the death of Mu˛ammad fiAlı in 1849.17 The new Ottoman governor, Nür al-
Dın (“Nürı”) Psh b. Rghib Psh, who arrived from Constantinople in the spring of
1851,18 marked this new presence by building the first stone mosque on the Qeyf, close
to the present causeway linking it with the Island. The mosque was named, al-Majıdı,
after the Sultan of the time, fiAbd ul-Mecıd I (r. 1839-61). It was completed in 1270:
1853, and placed under the responsibility of the naqıb al-Ashrf who continues to ex-
ercise his functions there until today.

While the Egyptian government authorities restored existing mosques on the Island af-
ter taking over Sawkin in 1865, new mosques were built on the Qeyf by private peo-
ple. In 1285: 1868/9, Mu˛ammad Bey (al-)Shinnwı, then the richest Egyptian mer-
chant in town, built the Shinnwı Mosque in the main market area. Its first imm be-
came the muftı of Sawkin at the time, A˛mad al-Shinqı†ı, who later fell out with the
people of Sawkin because they disputed his claim to be a sharıf. Half the income of the
wakla of Shinnwı was set aside as waqf for the mosque.19

After the defeat of the Mahdists in the eastern Sudan, on Friday, 1 Mu˛arram 1314: 12
June 1896, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn Tj al-Sirr al-Mırghanı (1849/50-1903) inaugurated
the Jmifi al-Asrr.20 This is not only the largest mosque in all of Sawkin; before the
construction of newer mosques in Port Sudan it was the second largest in the Eastern
Sudan next to the main Khatmiyya mosque in Kasal. The Art˙ga ruling family (the
Kurbb) were put in charge of it; the first khalıfa was Bashır Mu˛ammad Kar˙d.21 In
1987, the position was held by ˘asan Abü Mu˛ammad al-Jaylnı, an important mer-
chant who also combined the offices of President of the Sawkin Court and vice mayor.

Another mosque on the Qeyf is built in wood, not stone: the Jmifi al-Shdhiliyb, al-
legedly founded by al-fakı Adar√b, a descendant of Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı. The date it

the name of the first khalıfat al-Asrr as fiAbd Allh b. ˘amad Nür. fiAbd Allh allegedly wrote books,
and like his colleague from the zwiyat al-Anwr he also was on the committee that decided to expel
fiUthmn Diqna from Sawkin after his attempted uprising during the fiUrbı revolt (Mudhakkirt,
loc.cit). See also Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 141.
17 SAD 110/2/60; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 149; Talhami, Suakin and Massawa
under Egyptian Rule, viii.
18 Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Studien, 109. Nür al-Dın was still governor in 1854 (Hill, “Rulers of
Sudan”, 93).
19 Mu˛ammad Shinnwı was an important merchant already in 1842; he became head of the
Sawkin merchants following the death of fiAlı Diqna Fakı in 1872 (SAD 110/2/94; SAD 542/8/8;
Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 106-7, 150).
20 The date is inscribed above the mi˛rb, as well as the northern (Bb al-Salm) and western (Bb
al-Naßr) gates.
21 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 149.
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bears (1008: 1599/1600) seems much too early judging from its appearance; it was
questioned even by my Shdhiliybı guide.22

22 He gave the following explanation: When the ruined mosque was rebuilt, they could not find a
date in the old registers (tasjılt). Someone claimed to have read the date, “xxx8” somewhere. So they
thought it may perhaps have been 1008, and wrote that down immediately (Shdhilı Ibrhım Mu˛ammad
fiAwa∂ al-Karım ‡hir Adár√b, 15/11/87, 5-6).



NRO Misc 1/47/926 = Bergen KH 540.16/212
Undated, but evidently written 1779-81 (evidence: Ibrhım P≈s was appointed Governor of
˘abe≈s on 3 Dhü ’l-Qafida 1193: 12 November 1779 and remained in this post for two years;1

parallels with 1/47/927, written in 1782, concerning the same ‘former q∂ı’).
In Ottoman Turkish; concerning al-shaykh fiUmar Mu˛yı al-Dın Efendi, former (sbiqan; cf.
the Arabic text of 1/47/927) q∂ı of the Sawkin sancq. Ibrhım P≈s is mentioned. The
Shfifiı madhhab is mentioned. “Complainers” (shukt) are mentioned.
At the bottom margin, the following is written in Arabic in a different hand (vocalised as
shown):

ô tIH!« VÔ² Ô$ w% «u?Š Òd' WÒOHM(« ¡ULKŽ ÒÊUÐ rÒEF*« r*H*« ÂÒdJ?*« UM¹bM%«  dCŠ ·ÒdŽ Ô«Ë
—b?'Ë rEŽô« ÂU??-ô« V¼c?- bÒKÓ/ «–« Òô« =w H?ÓMÓ(« wÓKŽ ÓwF?%U?A?!« w{U?I!« ÏW?-uJ?Š c?ÓHMÓ¹

Âö0!«Ë «c¼ vKŽ ÊUDK0!«  dCŠ s- lM*«

1 Orhonlu, Habe ≈s Eyaleti, 256.
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OTTOMAN LETTERS TO SAW◊KIN
Concerning the office of Q∂ı

For an explanation, see Chapter IV.
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NRO Misc 1/47/927 = Bergen KH 541.16/213
publ. Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 135-6
Jidda Governor (Mu˛ammad Kabır) to Sawkin Governor (al-˛jj Mu˛ammad ◊gh),
25 April 1783
Reinstatement of (the ˘anafı Shaykh) fiUmar b. Mu˛yı al-Dın in the post of q∂ı of Sawkin
which his family may have held for some time and from which he had been temporarily
dismissed without the consent of the Jidda Governor.

ÃU(« s!«uÝ —bMÐ ÂUILzU?$ ÎôUŠ Âd²;« ÂdJ*« ÊUA'« lO(— ÊUOŽ_« …b?LŽË błU+_« …Ëb$
ÆÁb−+ b¹“ Už¬ bL×+

rOK0²'«Ë …eF*«Ë .dJ²'«Ë WO×²'« bFÐ
s!«u?Ý w{U?$ s¹b'« w×?+ ÍbM?(« dL?Ž a?O?A'« ’u?B?š s+ rJO?(U?š ô U?ÎLKŽ ÊuDO?%

 qB?Š U?ÎIÐU?Ý¤ø›—u?!c*U?( ±rzU?$ ÊU?+e?'« .b?$ s+Ë  u?O?³'« ÍË– s+ `'U??4 qł— u?N?( 
 ¡«dł≈Ë W¹u³M'« WF¹dA'« X+b6Ð¤ø›Îö¼√ u¼Ë ¨W¹uHDB*« WOM0'« WI¹dD'« ÂUJŠ√ rÝ«d+ 

 tÒ½√ UMGK?Ð Êü«Ë ÆW?O?Žd?A'« W?+b?)« Ác¼ v'≈  U?N?'« p?Kð w( Îö?×?+Ëìº q¼√ iFÐ æì
W?O½U?0?H½≤¡UMŁ√ w( —uD?0?+ t?O?( U?+ r²?L?N??(Ë rJO'≈ U½d?+√Ë UMÐU?²??! ‰u?4Ë ‰U?Š wH?( Æ

ôË nÒ$uð dOž s+ ÊU! UL! t²+bš w( ÁuLOIðË ÁËb¹RðË r!—UE½√ ‰uK×Ð ÁuKLAð —uD0'«
ÆÊU×²+«

rOI?²0*« ◊«d?B'« vKŽË rOI?+ p²+b?š w( ÊuJð s¹b'« w×+ Íb?M(« dLŽ aO?ý U¹ X½√Ë
pM+ lIðË U¹U?Žd'« vKŽ —u& Ê√ p?'UÐË —u+_« W?Ò(U! w( —u?!c*« ÂUI?LzU$ o(«u?+ ÊuJðË

°—uB$
«Ëb?L²?Ž«Ë ¨·ö)« s?+ —c(« rŁ —c?(U( ¨t?O?( U0 «uKLŽ« ÆrJ?O'≈ d+_« «c¼ q4Ë «c?N'Ë

ÆÂö0'«Ë ¨U½dN+Ë UMLÚ²š
 Uł ≤≥ w( —dŠ¤v'Ë_« ÈœULł› ±±π∑ WMÝ ¤25 April 1783›≥

‡¼ ÆÎôUŠ …bł —bMÐ ÂUILzU$ dO³! bL×+

1 The manuscript has, —u!eLK( .

2 This passage has apparently been tampered with on the manuscript; it looks as if someone tried to replace
the original words by others. Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr’s reading of this passage is not correct:  t¹œU??Fð 5Ð t½« U?MGKÐ
Æ‰eŽ ¡u0'« q¼« iF³Ð

3 Me˛emmed P≈s was Governor of ˘abe ≈s from 3 Jumd II 1197: 5 May 1783 to 9 Rajab 1197: 9 June
1793 (Orhonlu, Habe ≈s Eyaleti, 256); it is based on this information that I read the date as 23 Jumd I
1197 and not 1196 (as does Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr).
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NRO Misc 1/47/923 = Bergen KH 537.16/209
publ. Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 136-7
Jidda Governor (?) to Sawkin notables (Governor Kürd Mu˛ammad ◊gh; [Mlikı!] q∂ı
A˛mad Slim; [Shfifiı] muftı Mu˛ammad [b.] Rashıd), 19 August 1793
Appointment of fiAbd al-Qdir b. al-Shaykh fiUmar Efendi to the post of imm and kha†ıb of
the ˘anafı Mosque, which his father and brother had held previously, because the present
q∂ı of Sawkin is no longer a ˘anafı.

 œ—u! ÎôUŠ s!«uÝ —bMÐ ÂUI% rzU& ÊUOŽ_Ë błU%_« …Ëb&¤ø›Áb−% b¹“ Už¬ bL×% 
 n¹dA-« ŸdA-« VzU½ s¹d³²F*« »«uM-« …Ëb&Ë¤ø›r-UÝ bLŠ√ w{UI-« ÎôUŠ 

 w²???H*« ÎôU??Š s?!«u??Ý —bMÐ w?²??H??% f?¹—b??²-«Ë U???²??2ù« ÍË– …b???L??ŽËb??L???×??%b???O??ý— 
ÅrN%uKŽÅ b¹“¤ø›

UÎ%uLŽË UÎ5uBš tO2 d!cÔOÝ ULO2 qšb% t- s% dzUÝË
p-c?!Ë ¨U?ÎIÐUÝ s?!«uÝ ÂU?I?% rzU?& Už¬ r?O¼«dÐ≈ ÃU(« U½d?³?š√ t½√ U?ÎF?OL?ł U?ÎLKŽ ÊuDO?%

 u?ł“u?ł rO¼«dÐ≈ rN??²KL?ł s%Ë s!«u?Ý —bMÐ s% 5K?5«u-« lO?L?ł U½Ëd?³?š√¤ø±›¨d?ýU?³*« 
q! U¼d?ýU?³¹ t?²ÐUDÓšË t²?%U?%≈ X½U?! oÐU?9-« w2 ÒÊ√ wHM(« b?−?9% ’u?B?š w2 p-–Ë
ÊuJ¹ ÊQÐ U?ÒM9?×?²??Ý« p-– bMF??2 ÆwJ-U?% t??³¼c?% œu?łu?*« w{U?I-« Êü«Ë ªwHM?Š ÷U?&
vKŽ ·u&Ë t- s2 r¼dOžË s!«uÝ q¼√ UM-Q92 ÆwHMŠ t?³¼c% b−9*« «c¼ WHOþu- dýU³*«

U½Ëd³šQ2 WHOþu-« …dýU³* `KB¹ s%≤w×% ÍbM2« dLŽ aOA?-« sÐ« —œUI-« b³Ž aOA-« sŽ 
 t?Oš√Ë Áb-«Ë U¼d?ýU³?¹ …—u!c*« W?HOþu-« X½U?!Ë ¨5(U?B-« s% t½√ s¹b-«¤«cJ¼›bMF?2 Æ

szUJ-« wHM(« b−?9*« VODšË ÂU%≈ ÍbM2« dL?Ž sÐ ÍbM2« —œUI-« b³Ž aO?A-« UML&√ p-–
—u!c*« «u{—U?F‡ð ôË t½uLC0 ÊuKL?Fð rJO-≈ «c¼ U½d%√ ‰u5Ë ‰UŠ sL?2 ¨s!«uÝ —bM³Ð

Æ·ö)« „uKÝË WH-U<« s% —c(«Ë ¨ÁU½d!– ULO2
 œUL²Žô« fO-Ë ÁbLŽ UML²šË>tK-UÐ Òô≈<≥ÆqO!u-« rF½Ë UM³9Š u¼Ë 

±≤ w2¥ ±≤∞∏ WMÝ Â«d(« Âd×% ¤19 August 1793›

1 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr reads, w−%“uł , but I cannot follow him there.

2 The manuscript has, U½Ëd³Š«U2 .
3 I prefer this reading to Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr’s, UM³9Š u¼Ë œUL²Žô« f*Ë.
4 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr reads, ≤≤.
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 dO³" bL×$¤ø›ôUŠ …bł ÂUILzU' ¨
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NRO Misc 1/47/925 = Bergen KH 539.16/211
publ. Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 138
Jidda Governor (?) to Sawkin notables (Governor A˛mad ◊gh b. Mu˛ammad & al.),
13 December 1814
Confirmation of Shaykh fiAbd al-Qdir fiUmar as q∂ı of Sawkin (who had originally been
appointed on 20 Mu˛arram 1229: 12 January 1814). Reason: while at times the q∂ı had
been a Shfifiı, before that he was a ˘anafı, and thus it should be, the q∂ı should belong to
no other madhhab than that of the Sul†n!

[A seal showing the name, fiabduhu Mu˛ammad fiAlı surrounded by a text which is not
recognizable on the reproduction used by me appears at the top of the page. This is not
identical to the one reproduced by Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr!]

 w‡H?OÝ bL?×# sÐ U?ž¬ bL?Š√ ÎôUŠ s(«uÝ —bM?Ð ÂUILzU?) ÊUO?Ž_«Ë błU?#_« …Ëb)¤ø›b¹“ 
Áb−#

 v²/ù« q¼√ …bLŽË¤«cJ¼›ÎôUŠ ÍbM/« w²H# f¹—b²1«Ë 
ÍbM/« VðU( ‘UÐË±

rN²/dF# b¹“ dzUÝË
d(U3F1«  «už¬Ë

 ULO/ qšb# t1 s# dzUÝËºtO/ d(cOÝæ≤UÎ#uLŽË UÎ7uBš 
 ÊuJO1¤«cJ¼›‡³1«Ë rJ#u?KF?# w/ ºì ìrJ½u?L?O‡æ U?ä½ôU‡‡Ð Âu?KF?# —U?7 b?) t½« ¤ø›ÒÊQ?Ð 

U?ÒLK/ ÆV¼c*« wHMŠ tK³?) ÊU(Ë V¼c*« wF?/Uý ÊU?OŠ_« iF?Ð w/ s(«uÝ —bM³Ð w{U?I1«
5#d?(« ÂœU??š s¹b?Šu*« ÊU??)U?šË 5LK?3*« ÊUDKÝ U?C??²?I‡L?‡Ð U½d?#√ b??) —u?(c*« UMI??I?%
—bM³1 UÎO{U) tKC/ b¹“ dLŽ —œU?I1« b³Ž aOA1« VBM¹ W#dJ*« WJ# w{U) ÒÊQÐ 5H¹dA1«
t?#«œ√ ÊUDK31« V¼c?# vKŽ V¼c*« wHMŠ Òô≈ Êu?J¹ w{UI1« “u?−¹ ô t½_ ÎôU?Š s(«u?Ý

 W?#Ëœ tK1«ºtJK#æ Áö??Ž√ d?( Ô– s# U¹ r?²½Q?/ ÆtðœU??F?Ý Â«Ëœ ÂU??)√Ë º‡³?/æWKÝ«d?*« Vłu??L‡
 «ÎbŠ√ ô WO?ŽdA1«¤«cJ¼›rŁ —c(«Ë ¨U?ÎIKD# «ÎbÐ√ Áułu1« s# t?łuÐ ÁU½d(– U?LO/ t?{—UF¹ 

1 If we believe Burckhardt, this Ottoman title was introduced in Sawkin by A˛mad ◊gh’s predecessor, Yemek
(? sic) ◊gh, along with those of ƒaznedr, sil˛dr, ‚kahveci b≈sª, and others which “are bestowed by him
upon his miserable servants.” Burckhardt’s statement that the governor has “rendered himself ridiculous” by
such affectation may be his personal impression; it must, however, be noted that a ‘b≈s ktib’ or ‘ghawt
al-fiaskir’ are not addressed in the other documents in this collection.

2 I cannot follow Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr’s reading,  tJ# w²H# ì.
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Æ·ö)« „uKÝË ·ö)«Ë p"– w# W{—UF*« s$ —c(«
ÆrÒKÝË t³×'Ë t"¬Ë bÒL×$ U½bOÝ vKŽ tK"« vK'Ë œUL²Žô« tK"UÐË p"– óŽ ÁbLŽ UML²šË

‡$ …dž w#¤Âd×‡› ±≤≥∞ WMÝ ¤13 December 1814›
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NRO Misc 1/47/924 = Bergen KH 538.16/210
publ. Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 139
Jidda Governor (?) to Sawkin notables, 11 October 1820
Confirmation of the ˘anafı Shaykh fiAbd al-Qdir [b. fiUmar] in the post of q∂ı of Sawkin
to which he had been appointed by the writer’s predecessor;  thereby refuting the quest to
have him removed from office (apparently some people from Sawkin had raised complaints
against him). Further, appointment of ˘usayn Efendi as new q√im-maqm. In this letter, I
have not marked the numerous grammatical mistakes in the Arabic with («c?J¼); they are more
frequent here than in the other letters.

Æ·UM"_«Ë —U−²%« ÊUOŽ_«Ë dÐU(_« ¡UNIH%«Ë ¡ULKF%« s(«uÝ —bMÐ w%U¼√ v%≈ UÎÐUDš
w- fK−¹ Íc%« w?{U/ W?1b²?0*« …U?1UE½Ë W?1bI?%« bŽ«u?‡/ V0?×Ð ÊQÐ U?ÎLKŽ ÊuDO?×?OK-
rFM%« w%Ë UM¹bM-« …œU?FÝ Ê√ U0Ë ÆW?OHM(« V¼c?1 W%öÝ s1 d?Ož sJ¹ r% WF?¹dA%« Ê«u¹œ
U?ÎO{U?/ t0?³%Ë —œU?I%« b³?Ž aO?A%« «c¼ UM1u?Ýd1 q1U?Š —U?²7?1 UÎI?ÐUÝ t%ö?ł≈ Â«œ rÒEF*«
UM¹√— rK- —u?(c*« vKŽ UMI?/bðË UMB×?H?²Ý« U?1 bFÐ s1 s×½ p?%c( ¨s(«u?0%« —bMÐ vKŽ
t7¹—U?ð Âu¹ p%– UMIO?I% b?FÐ sL- ¨W%e?F%« UNÐ o×?²0¹ W?F¹dA%« n%U?71 d1√ —b?" tM1

 „—u( ÁUM0³%√¤kµrk›vKŽ Â“ö%«Ë Vł«u%U- Æs(«u0%« —bMÐ vKŽ UÎO{U/ ÁUMKFłË ¡UCI%« 
t?²?³?×" t?łu?²?1 Êü«Ë Æt%u?I% U?ÎF?1U?Ý Ád1_ U?ÎF?OD1 sJ¹ —u?(c*« —bM?Ð w%U¼√ s1 qJ%«

ÆÂö0%«Ë r(bMŽ UÎ1uKF1 sJOK- ÍbM-« 50Š UM-dÞ s1 ‰uÝd*« UM1UILzU/
 ±≤≥∂ Âd×1 ≥ w-¤11 October 1820›

 ‰U1« Už¬ r²Ý— b³Ž¤ø› „dL( ¨æìºÆÎôUŠ …bł —bMÐ w- 
¤∫r²)«›±≤≥∞ ¨r²Ý— b³Ž Æ·U7½ UÒ2 UMOÒ$ ¨·UD%_« wHš U¹ ±

1 The seal is illegible on the reproduction used by me; the reading here follows Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr.



Genealogy of Art˙ga leaders

The amırs/fiumdas are highlighted in bold face and shadowed boxes; their sequence is indicated by Arabic numbers preceding their names.

1. (Mu˛ammad)
fiUthmn

(amır at time of
Majdhüb; still in 1854/3;

had resigned by 1857;

Mu˛ammad

2. Jaylnı Bey (b. c. 1817-27)
(followed his father as amır

between 1854-7; fiumda until
after 1882])

Abü Mu˛ammad
(mufiwin in the

Sawkin Mu˛fa÷a;
SAD 110/2/78)

˘asan
(vice fiumda; president

of Sawkin Court)

Mu˛ammad
(trader; keeps the

Sawkin land register)

∆arır
(Sawkin prison clerk)

al-‡hir
(amır al-ba˛r in

Sawkin)

Mu˛ammad
(DUP representative

for ArΩma in 1986 =>
housing minister)

3. Ma˛müd Bey
(fiumda during Mahdiyya
& early Condominium)

(d 1937)

5. Abü Mu˛ammad
(d 1951) (no offspring)

6. al-Amın
(b c 1905)
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LETTERS FROM MU˘AMMAD MAJDHÜB

Following is the text of nine letters Majdhüb wrote to his family and friends. For details
on the provenance of these letters, so the notes accompanying their translation below. In
editing the text, my goal was readability. In most cases, vocalisation, paragraphs,
punctuation marks, brackets, etc. are mine.

I
From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to Faqıh A˛mad al-Rihayyif b. Karım al-Dın

5F²"½ tÐË rOŠd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ð
Âu¹ …U−M&« t& «ułd½ s*  d?CŠ v&≈ »u³;« w³M&« ‰U¹–QÐ oÒKF²*« »Ëc−?* bÒL×* s*

 w/ Òu½b?&«Ë ¨5Ð Òd??I*« Ò’«u???š tÒK&« s* t&U?½ U0 d??HE?&«Ë ¨s¹b&«¤«c?1›b???ÒO??Ý  d???C??Š 
¨W?OM"&« UNð«œ«b?*≈Ë UN?²¹UMFÐ W?OKF&« …d?C(« t?²KÐU4 s* p&c?Ð Òh5½Ë wMF½ ¨5KÝd*«
bLŠ√ tOIH&« e¹e?F&« Âd1_« ¨WOAŽË Î…dJÐ UNðœU³FÐ ‰UG²?ýö& WON&ù« VÞ«u)« t²³DšË

Æs¹b&« .d1 sÐ« nO¼d&«
ÆtðU1dÐË tÒK&« WLŠ—Ë rJOKŽ Âö"&«

bFÐË
∫‰U4 U?L1 pF* v&UFð t½_ ‰«u?Š_« lOLł w/ t?²³4«d*Ë tÒK&« Èu?I²Ð wM* p& WO?<u&U/

Æ˝ÚrÔ² ÚMÔ1 UÓ* Ós?Ú¹ Ó√ ÚrÔJÓFÓ* ÓuÔ¼ ÓË˚±‰U?(«Ë ¨tMŽ q/Už u¼Ë t?F* tÒÐ— ÊuJ¹ Ê√ b?³F&UÐ `?O³?I/ 
‰U?4 b4Ë ÆlÝ«u&« Áœb?* dO?³JÐ pKÐU?I¹ tF?* p³K4 dÒC?×?/ ÆÎôU¾?Ó*Ë ÎôUŠ t& ÃU?²×?* t½√
UMÒ½≈ò ∫«u&U??4 å°v&U??Fð tÒK&« s* «u??O?×??²?Ý«ò ∫t?ÐU?×??<_ U?Î*u¹ rÒK?ÝË t?OKŽ t?ÒK&« vÒK<
s* v×?²?Ý« s* sJ?&Ë p&– fO&ò ∫‰U?4 å°tÒK& b?L?(«Ë ¨tÒK&« w³½ U?¹ tÒK&« s* w×?²?"½

±Æ¥ ∫©µ∑® b¹b(«

s*Ë ¨¡ö³&«Ë  u*« d1cO&Ë Èuł U*Ë sD³&«Ë vŽË U*Ë ”√d&« kH×OK/ ¡UO(« ÒoŠ tÒK&«
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åÆ¡U?O(« oŠ tÒK&« s* v×?²Ý« b?I/ p?&– qF/ sL?/ ¨UO½b&« WM¹“ „dð …d?šü« œ«—√≤≠≠ 
tÒK&« vÒK< w³?M&« b?FÐ b?Š√ ÂöJÐ XF?H?²½« U?*ò ∫©U?L?NMŽ tÒK&« w{—® ”U?³?Ž sÐ« sŽË
t?O&« V²?1 t½S?/ åÆtMŽ tÒK&« w{— V&U?Þ wÐ√ sÐ« vKŽ Òv&≈ t?³?²?1 ¡wý ô≈ rÒKÝË t?OKŽ

¤«c1›Æ
bFÐ UÒ*√

XK½ UL?/ Æt²1dð sJð r& U* „¡u?"¹Ë ¨pðuH¹ sJ¹ r& U2 dOB¹ U0 Òd?Ó"Ôð p½S/ wš√ U¹
U* pKL?Ž sJO&Ë ªUM¹eŠ t?OKŽ sJð ö/ U?NM* pðU/ U?*Ë ¨UŠd?/ tÐ sJð ö/ U?O½b&« s*
vÐ√ sÐ« vK?Ž v& ‰U?4ò ∫‰U??4 ©U?L??NMŽ tÒK?&« w{—® vKŽ sÐ s"??(« sŽË Æ u*« b??FÐ
b??Š_ Òô≈ t?HÒK5ð ô p?Ò½S?/ ¨„¡«—Ë t??HÒK5ð U??O½b&« s* ¡wAÐ Òr?²?Nð ô °wM?Ð U¹¢ ∫V&UÞ
¨wIA/ tÒK&« WOB?F0 tO/ qLŽ qł— UÒ*≈Ë ¨bF"/ tÒK&« W?ŽUDÐ tO/ qLŽ qł— UÒ*≈ ∫5MŁ«
Æå¢°p"??H½ vK?Ž U?L?¼dÒŁRð Ê√ oO??I??×Ð s¹c¼ b??Š√ fO?K/ Æp&– vKŽ t& U?½u?Ž X?MJ/

Æ UŽUD&« ·UM<√ w/  uJK*« —«u½√ ŸœË√ ©v&UFðË „—U³ð® tÒK&« Ê√ wš√ U¹ rKŽ«Ë
ÚÊS??/ ¨ p³KIÐ t??³?4«—Ë p½U??"KÐ tÒK&« d??1–«Ë ¨ «œ—«u&« …dþUM?0 œ«—Ë_« sŽ qG?²??Að ôË
—œU?³?/ WKO?L?ł W&U?Š Ë√ `&U?< qL?Ž v&≈ dE½ Ë√ V−?ÔŽ Ë√ V½– s* ¡wAÐ Ï„Úd? ý d?*U?š
…dH?G0 5IO&«Ë …—UA³&« b?FÐ ‰uÝd&« —UH?G²ÝUÐ d³?²Ž«Ë ªlOL?'« s* —UHG²?Ýô«Ë WÐu²&UÐ
ô s0 pÒMþ U?L/ °5ÓK*UJ&« t?"¹bI?ðË t²?LB?Ž l* «c¼ ≠ Ód]šÓQÓð U?Ó*ÓË V½c&« Ús* ÓÂ]bÓIÓð U?Ó*

ø° U4Ë_« s* X4uÐ VOŽ Ë√ V½– s* «uK5¹
dÐœ årOEF&« vKF&« tÒK&UÐ Òô≈ …Òu4 ôË ‰uŠ ôË ¨rO?Šd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ðò ‰uIÐ pOKŽË
s* w/uŽË ¨tÒ*√ tðb&Ë Âu?O1 tÐu½– s* ¡ÍdÐ p&«– qF/ s* ÊS/  «Òd* d?AŽ …ö< Òq1
Òô≈ p& p&«– Ô d??1– U??*Ë Æ’d?³?&«Ë Â«c?'«Ë Êu?M'« s*Ë U??O½b&« ¡öÐ s* ¡öÐ 5?F?³??Ý

Æp& w²Ò³×*Ë v& p²Ò³;
w³M&« W?*d×Ð lO?L'« s* tÒK&« qÒ³?Ið ªÂö"&« q¹e?ł pM* VOD&« tO?IH&« Œ_« wMG?ÒKÐ b4Ë

≤, 387:I, 24) and Ibn ˘anbal, Qiyma, 541 only has a reference to al-Tirmidhı (I, ConcordancesWensinck, 

ò¡UO(« ÒoŠ tÒK&« s* uO×²Ý«åÆ

ÆÂö"&«Ë ¨lOHA&«
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II
From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, Sawkin, to his cousin al-∑iddıq b. al-Amın

rOŠd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ð
t²MOÞ XM−ÔŽ sÓ* wMŽ√ ∫tÐd4 tÒK&« t?×M* ≠ ÎôÒË√ UN&–UÐ v&≈ WÒ³;«Ë WK<«u*« V&UÞ s*
Í– ¨…œU?NA&« q¼√ ‰eÓ½ v?&≈ Ád*√ Ô‰P?* ÊuJ¹ Ê√ tÒK&« u?łd½Ë ¨…œUF?"&« ¡U0 tÒK&« ¡U?ý Ê≈
dÒ/uð s* Î̈W/UDŽË UÎM"Š U³B&« `¹— X4U/Ë Î̈W?/UD& ‰ULA&« WL"½ X1UŠ w²&« ‚öš_«
o¹ ÒbB&« t?OIH&« e¹e?F&« ÍÚuM <Ë „—U³*« wš√ ¨oO?I×²&« vKŽ q?CH&« WL?"4 s* t³?OB½

Æ5*¬ ÆoO²F&« tÒOLÝ WŁ«—uÐ t*d1Ë tKCHÐ tOKŽ tÒK&« Òs* ≠
lO?L??'« Òd?Ý√Ë ¨rJÐU?Dš rN?Ô/Ë ¨rJ?ÐU?²?1 q<Ë ÆtðU??1dÐË tÒK&« W??L?Š—Ë rJOK?Ž Âö?"&«

°p&U*¬ dO)« s* tðÒuIÐ mÒKÐË ¨p&UŠ tÒK&« bFÝ√ ≠ rJÐ«uł
‚u?I?Š w/ d?O??B?I?²&« Ÿ«u½√ UMO&≈ Ó uJ?ý U?N?Šö?<Ë p²?O½ s"?Š s? * wš√ U¹ p½≈ ÒrŁ
«c¼ qOš s* ôË ¨ÊU?A&« «c¼ q¼QÐ s×½ U*Ë ÆtOKŽ UN?{ dFÓ½ Ê√ UÒM* ÓX³KÞË ¨vHDB*«
r1d?*√ UMK¦?²?*« b?I?/ ÆqL?% ⁄ö?³&« vKŽË ¨5FðË q?Ò¼Rð 54œU?B&« W?O½ sJ&Ë ¨Ê«b?O*«
u¼ Æ«ÎdO?š UÒMŽ tÒK&« Á«ełò ∫‰U?I/ ¨rJ&UŠ ©t?OKŽ tÒK&«  «uK<® tOK?Ž Âu¹  «– UM{dŽË
tÒK&« b??L?Š«Ë UÎMO??Ž Òd?4Ë U??Î"?H½ V?ÞË d?AÐ«¢ ∫t& q4Ë °t?& tÒK&« d?H??ž ≠ p& U?ÎO??Ž«œ tK¼√
Æv&U?Fð tÒK&« ¡Uý Ê≈ —Ëe?²?ÝË ¨s¹dz«e&« s* ÓX³?² Ô1 b?4 p½√ ‹ nðUN?&« w½dÒAÐË ¢°UÎMO?I¹

°UN& Òr²¼U/
WÒ²"&« WÒLz_« ÈË— U?L1 w¼Ë ¨vHDB*« UNO/ sÒHÔ1 w²&« »U?O¦&« sŽ wš√ U¹ X&QÝ b4Ë
vÒK< tÒK&« ‰u?Ý— sÒH?Ô1ò ∫WAzU?Ž sŽ tO?Ð√ sŽ …ËdŽ sÐ ÂU?A¼ o¹dÞ s* rN?ŠU×?< w/
‰U4 åÆW?*UL?Ž ôË hOL?4 UN?O/ fO& i?OÐ WO&u?×ÓÝ »«uŁ√ WŁöŁ w/ rÒKÝË t?OKŽ tÒK&«
s* rK?F&« q¼√ d??¦??1√ bMŽ t??OKŽ q?L?F?&«Ë Y¹œU??Š_« Ò`<√ Y¹b??(« «c¼Ëò ∫Íc??*d??²&«

åÆr¼dOžË WÐU×B&«≥wÐ√ sÐ vKŽ sŽ —U³?š_«  dð«uð¢ ∫r1U(« ‰U4ò ∫wIN?O³&« ‰U4Ë 
w³M&« 5HJð w/ qÒH?G*« sÐ sLŠd&« b?³ŽË dÐUłË d?LŽ sÐ«Ë W?AzUŽË ”UÒ³?Ž sÐ«Ë V&UÞ

≥ ∫w¼ Íc*d²&« bMŽ Y¹b(« «cN& WÞu?³C*« WGOB&« ÒÊ≈òWHK²5*  U¹«Ë— rÒKÝË t?OKŽ tÒK&« vÒK< w³M&« sÓH1 w/ ÍË— b4
 Y¹œU?Š_« Ò`<√ WAzU?Ž Y¹bŠË]ì[rÒKÝË t?OKŽ tÒK&« vÒK< w³M&« »U?×?<√ s* rKF&« q¼√ d¦?1√ bMŽ W?AzUŽ Y?¹bŠ vKŽ qL?F&«Ë 

r¼dOžËåÆ

oO4œ sÐ« ‰U4 å¢ÆW*ULŽ ôË hOL?4 UNO/ fO& »«uŁ√ WŁöŁ w/ rÒKÝË tOKŽ tÒK&« vÒK<
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V¼c* u¼Ëò ∫ÍËuM&« ‰U4 åÆW*ULF&«Ë hOLI&« Âb?Ž wz«dI²Ýô« lÒ³²²&UÐ X³Łò ∫bOF&«
dE½«® åÁb&uÐ d?LŽ sÐ« W?*UL?F&«Ë hO?LI&« qF?/ ULÒ½≈Ë Æn?OF?{ tH&U?š U*Ë ¨—u?NL?'«

Æp&c1 nAJ&« q¼√ bMŽ u¼Ë Æ©åV¼«u*«ò
oLF?1 ¨©d−Š s?Ð« t&U4® nB½Ë Ÿ—–√ WFÐ—√ ¡«u?Ý UL¼Ë ª÷dF?&«Ë ‰uD&« sŽ X&QÝË
—«bł X% nB½Ë Ÿ«—– t?ILŽË ¨t?FÝËË d³?I&« ‰uD1 t&uD/ bÚ×ÓK&« U?Ò*√Ë ÆtFÝËË d?³I&«
åW??<ö??)«ò w?/ t&U??4® U??N??O??/ Êu???/b*« W??AzU??Ž XO?Ð —«b??−Ð oBK?* vK³??I&« d???³??I&«

Æ©ÍœuNL"K&
u¼ ¨dO³1 tÒK&« ¡Uý Ê≈ ÁUMF*Ë ¨dOIŠ tð«c& dEM&UÐ ¡wý UÒM* tÒK&« ¡Uý Ê≈ pO&≈ q<«u&«Ë
qł_ UÒM* U?L?NK³4U?/ Æp"?H½ U?NÐ VODð W?1d³?Ð Ê«dÒŁR* p&c?1 ÊU?"KOÞË W?O½b?* WO?4UÞ

Æw½UF*« w/ Òd"&U/ ªULNMOŽ …—UI( dEMð ôË W1d³&«
‰U4Ë pOKŽ rÒK"¹ VÒOD&« Œ_« UM¹b& s*Ë °p²OÐ q¼√ UÎ<uBš ¨q¼_« q1 UM*öÝ mÒKÐË

Æs1«uÝ q¼√ —U³1Ë 5*_« bÒL×* sÐô« pOKŽ rÒK"¹Ë °«ÎdOš wÒMŽ tÒK&« „«eł p&
U½b??ÒO?Ý vKŽ tÒK?&« vÒK<Ë Æq*UJ&« `Ðd?&« p&c?/ ¨—u??C?(« l* d??1c&« W?*«œSÐ p?O?Ò<Ë√Ë

ÆrÒKÝË t³×<Ë t&¬Ë bÒL×*
‡¼«
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III
From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, Sawkin, to his cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın

(c. Mu˛arram) 1246: (c. July) 1830

rOŠd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ð
s*¨…œUF?"&« l³M*Ë ¨…œ«—ù« 5ŽË ¨¡U³?Š_« W³5½Ë ¨¡UÐü« W?HOKš v&≈ »Ëc?−* bL?×* 

t?O?³M&« b?łU*« ¨tO?I?H&« Íb?O?ÝË w³?O³?Š ¨b¼U?A*« d?OM*« VKI&«Ë ¨b?*U?;«Ë qC?H&« Í–
Æ5*_« b&«u&« ÍbOÝ ÂuŠd*« sÐ« bLŠ aOA&« ÂdJ*« ¨tOłu&«

ÆtðU1dÐË tÒK&« WLŠ—Ë rJOKŽ Âö"&«
÷U?/√ ¨rJ&«u½ ÕU?O?H& ’ö?šù« b¹e0 ¡U?Žb&«Ë ¨r?J&«u?Š√ v&U?Š sŽ ‰«R?"&« ‰cÐ b?FÐ
¨rIM&« b¹b?AÐ r1Ëb?Ž b?B4Ë ¨r?FM&« rO?LFÐ rJ?ðUN?ł b?L?GðË ¨ÂdJ&« d?š«“ rJOKŽ tÒK&«

≠≠ rI²½« tM*Ë tKJ½Ë tCŠœË
Òô≈ t&≈ ô s* W?³?4«dÔ* Ów=K5 Ôð Ê√ åvKŽú?& v½œ_« WO?<Ë w/ Ëe?Ž ôËò Íb?O?Ý pO?Ò<Ë√
W?O?¦??O?(« ÒwÞ w/ ¨ÂU?F?M*« qł_« »d&« œu?N?A?& ¨Â«Ë]b&« vKŽ dEM&« `L?DðË ¨Îö?<√ u¼
d??*_« u¼Ë t?zU??HD<« ÂU??I??* p?¹b& Âu??Ið Ê√Ë ¨W¹b???L??;« …d¼UD&« œ«u?*«Ë ¨W¹b??L??Š_«

 ÂbŽË ·ËdF*UÐ¤ì›¥ «dO¦1 µì ¨tz«bŽ√ ÂUI0 
s* d*√ q1 w/ t¹b&Ë ¨ÃU−(« W³×< tÒK&« ¡Uý Ê≈ rJO&≈ qBOÝ o¹bB&« e¹eF&« Œ_«Ë

ì Ã«Ëœ“«Ë rKŽ U½—u*√
¤a&≈›

±≤¥∂

¥Omission in the manuscript

µ »«uB&« ÒqF&òÂUI0 À«d²1« ÂbŽËå«Ë  rKŽ√ tÒK&]s¹b&« ‰öł bLŠ√ bL×* »Ëc−* WEŠö*[Æ
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IV
From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, Sawkin, to his cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın

7 Rabıfi I 1246: 26 August 1830

5*¬ tÒK&« ULNLŠ— Êu*Q*« bLŠ tOIH&« ÍbÒOÝ v&≈ s¹b&« dL4 sÐ »Ëc:« bÒL×* aOA&« ÍbÒOÝ s* »«uł …—u<

rOŠd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ð
s*s"?Š —uM&« lL?−?*Ë ¨»—U4_« …b?L?Ž ¨t?Oš√Ë ÁuM< Ë ¨t?OÐ√ v&≈ »Ëc?−?* b?ÒL×?* 

tÒK&« tM*¬ ¨ 5*_« b?L?Š t?O?I?H&« ¨ÁU?³?²?ł«Ë t?Ò³?Š√Ë ¨ÁUH?D<«Ë tÒK&« Á—U?²?š« s* ¨V4UM*«
Æ5JL²&« Òœ«u* t×M*Ë

Ætð«œ«b*≈Ë tLF½ rJOKŽ X*«œË ¨tðU1dÐË tÒK&« WLŠ—Ë rJOKŽ Âö"&«
bFÐË

U½u9d?*√ U?ÎIÐU?Ý rJ½« ≠ ¨rJ&«u?Š√ dzU?Ý sŽ ‰«R?"&« b?FÐ ¨rJÐUMł .d?1 v&≈ Ÿu?/d*U?/
…d?C?Š s* …—U?ýù«  d??NþË UMKF?/ b?4Ë øÊuJ?ð s* W1dJ&« d?*√ w/ tÒK&« v?&≈ t?Òłu?²&UÐ
rJO?&≈ ÂœU??4 u¼U¼Ë UM?O??{—Ë UMK?¦??²??*«Ë ÆVÒOD&« Œú?& rÒKÝË t??O?KŽ tÒK&« vÒK?< ‰u??Ýd&«
U½Q/ —u?*_« s* d*_ ÁdO?ž r²¹ Ò—uð Ê≈Ë ¨«uKF/U?/ UÎÐ«u< p&– r²¹√— ÊS?/ Æt²³ Ú¼Ô√ lO?L−Ð
U?* qF?/ w/ wŠd?/Ë ¨¡«u?Ý p&– w/ wMÞUÐË Íd¼Uþ Ê√ tÒK?&« ÔrÚ¹«Ë Æ÷«— wš√ U¹ tÒK&«Ë

ÆwzUÐ¬ W&eM0 ÍbMŽ p½_ X½√ tM"×²"ð
¤‡¼« »«u'« a&« ì›

±≤¥∂ WMÝ ‰ÒË√ lOÐ— ∑ [26 August 1830]
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V
From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. Sawkin, to his cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın

1246: 1830

rOŠd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ð
s*ö?F&« ÃË√ w/ U?L?ÝË ¨t?²?−N?Ð XFDÝË ¨t?²?IH?< X×Ð— s?* v&≈ »Ëc?−* b?ÒL?×?* 

e¹e?F&« ÍuM< r&UF*« wÐ√ Â—UJ*« wš√ ¨Á—UŁ¬ È—u&« w?/ tÒK&« ¡Uý Ê≈ b?L×²?ÝË ¨Á—UM*
¨rÒKF*« 5*_« t?O?I?H&« b&«u&« Íb?ÒO?Ý Âu?Šd*« b&«u&« sÐ« b?L?Š „—U?³*« t?O?I?H&« ¨b?−?*_«
¨W?/d?F*« —«u½√ t?OKŽ ‚d?ý√Ë ¨5JL?²&« q¼√ W¹UMFÐ t?ÒH?ŠË ¨5Ð Òd?I*« WK*U?F0 tÒK&« tK*U?Ž
t?Ò/“Ë ¨oO?/u²&« Êu?O?Ž t?F?³Þ ÷—√ vKŽ d?Ò−/Ë ¨W?]³?;« ÁU?O?* Áœ«R/ ÷U?O?Š w/ ÒV<Ë

Æ5*¬ ¨oOI×²&« WÒHÓ×* vKŽ bOŠu²&« W{Ëd&
 kH??;« l* rJÐU?²??1 q<Ë¤«c?1›œU?%ôU?Ð ÒwMF?* u¼ t½_ ÿu??HK0 fO& U½b?MŽ ÒqJ&«Ë 

t??OKŽ u¼ U?2 t??OKŽ oH??ý√ Æq−??Ž r1b?MŽ u¼ fOK?/ ¨œôË_« W&eM* UM?"?H?½√ s* ‰“U½Ë
s* UÒM1 U* tK¦?* vKŽ W?O?<Ë v&≈ UM−?²Š« uK/ Æt?³KD*Ë tÐ—P?* W¹U?ž tÒK&« t?GÒ‡KÐ tÐ ªÊü«
ì Æ”ËdD&« tÐ UO%Ë ÊuOF&« tÐ ÒdI¹Ë ”uHM&« VOÞ tÐ Òr²¹ Ê√ tÒK&« uł—Q/ ÆtKC/ q¼√

¤∫‰UI/ bLŠ tOIH&« rNM* tO&≈ UJý s¹c&« »—U4_« ’uB5Ð tO&≈ V²1 rŁ›

¨¡U?Ý√ sÒL?Ž u?H?F&«Ë Âd?ÔŠ s?* ¡UDŽ≈Ë lDÔ4 s* q<Ë w/ ÊUJ*ù« —b??IÐ «u?F?Ý« r²½Q?/
Æ…UÝƒd&« 5*√ ‚öšQÐ «uIÒK5²ðË WŁ«—u&« W³ð— w/ «u½uJð

¤∫t&uIÐ tÐ«uł r²šË ‚öš_« Â—UJ* vKŽ ÒY% w²&«  U¹ü« d1– rŁ›

tK1 p&cÐ È—œ√ r²½√Ë
 5&Ëô« WMÝ …d1«c*«Ë¤a&≈›‡¼ ±≤¥∂ 
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VI
From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to his brother al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın

rOŠd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ð
VÒOD&« tOIH&« ÍbÒOÝ ¨ÂÒdJ*« Âd²;« e¹eF&« „—U³*« Œ_« …dCŠ v&≈ »Ëc−* bL×* s*

Æs¹c&« dL4
ÆtðU1dÐË tÒK&« WLŠ—Ë rJOKŽ Âö"&«

bFÐË
pOKŽË Æ„d*√ YOŠ „bIH¹ ôË „UN½ YO?Š „«d¹ ô Ê√ w¼Ë ¨tÒK&« ÈuI²Ð p& WO<u&U/
p& w½≈Ë pOÒ<Ë√ rŁ pO?Ò<Ë√Ë ÆdO)« fOÞUMG?*Ë lOM*« sB(« t½S/ ¨tÒK&« d?1– W*“ö0
Òô≈ ¨„Òdý s?* «uLK"¹Ë r¼Òd?ý s* rK"ð ”UM&« WD&U?5* s* pMJ*√ U?* qÒKIð Ê√ `<U½
pÒ³?Š√ «–S/ ¨tÒK&« p?Ò³×¹ tÒK&« d?1– w/ t?/d<U?/ p²?4Ë s* wIÐ U?*Ë Æ…—ËdC&« W&U?Š w/

Æt*dJÐ oOK¹ U* pÐ qF/
‡¼«
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VII
From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to his brother al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın

rOŠd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ð
d?L?4 sÐ VÒOD&« t?O?I?H&« ¨ÂÒd?J*« Âd?²?;« e¹e?F&« Œ_« …d?C?Š v&≈ »Ëc?−?* b?L?×?* s*

Æs¹b&«
ÆtðU1dÐË v&UFð tÒK&« WLŠ—Ë rJOKŽ Âö"&«

bFÐË
«ÎœuF?4Ë UÎ*UO?4 ¨p&«uŠ√ Òq1 w/ v&U?Fð Ád1– s* —U?¦1ùUÐ ÒrŁ tÒK&« ÈuI?²Ð p& WO?<u&U/

°VO−Ž r¼dÚ*√ X4u&« q¼√ ÊS/ ¨pMJ*√ U* ”UM&« ‰«e²ŽUÐ pOKŽË ÆUÎÝuKłË UÎOFÝË
p& X³?KÞË ¨rÒKÝË t??OKŽ t?ÒK&« vÒK< vHD?B*« ÍÓb¹ 5Ð ÎWK?O& p²¹√— w½√ wš√ U?¹ rKŽ«Ë
l* Òd?C¹ ô Íc&« tÒK&« r"Ðò W?*“ö?* p& —U?ýQ?/ ªp½U?"& vKŽ U?ÎLz«œ Ác?5?Ò²ð «Îd?1– tM*
ôË tÒK& bL(«Ë tÒK&« ÊU×³Ý ÆrOKF&« lOL"&« u¼Ë ¡UL"&« w/ ôË ÷—_« w/ ¡wý tLÝ«
vKŽ rÒKÝË Òq< ÒrNÒK&« ÆrOE?F&« ÒvKF&« tÒK&UÐ Òô≈ …Òu4 ôË ‰u?Š ôË d³?1√ tÒK&«Ë tÒK&« Òô≈ t&≈

ÆåbO−* bOLŠ p½≈ ¨t&¬Ë bÒL×*
°p½U"& w/ tKFł«Ë tOKŽ ÚÂ“ö/
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VIII
From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to F Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Mjid b. fiAbd Allh b. M. al-Madlül

rOŠd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ð
¨e¹e?F?&« „—U?³*« Œ_« ¨—U?O?š_« d?ÐU?1_« q$Ë ¨—«dÐ_« nÓKš v?&≈ »Ëc?−?* b?L??×?* s*
błU*« b?³Ž bÒL×* t?OIH&« ¨‰u<u?&«Ë Òd"&«Ë —uM&« t& ułd½ s* ¨e¹dÐù« w/UB&« V?O³(«
…dC?( tÐ Òd4Ë t&U½√Ë ¨‰u?O"&U1 Áœb?* tOKŽ tÒK&« ÷U?/√ ¨‰u&b*« bÒL?×* sÐ tÒK&« b?³Ž sÐ

Æ5*¬ Æ‰uÝd&«
bFÐË ¨rJOKŽ Âö"&«

UM¹b& —U< …Òu?š_«Ë WÒ³;« s* -d?1– U*Ë ÆrÒEF*« rJÐUDš rNÔ/Ë ¨ÂÒdJ*« rJÐU?²1 q<Ë
Æp&UM¼ U* —«dÝQÐ Èdš√Ë UO½œ r1QÒM¼Ë ¨p&c& o³"&« vKŽ «ÎdOš tÒK&« „«e−/ ÆÂuKF*

wÒM* t?ÒK&« „«—√ b??4Ë ¨”UM&« l?O??L??ł w/ t??O??/ Íc&« Èd?¹ ÊU??"½ù« Ê√ wš√ U¹ r?KŽ« ÒrŁ
ÆpÐ Íc&« u¼ tÒK&« ¡Uý Ê≈ „«c/ W1d³&«Ë ÕöB&«

tKF?łU?/ ªÁd?O?ž Ò»— ôË UN?MŽ bO? ×?Ó* ô w²&« tÒK?&« ÈuI?²Ð „—U?³*« Œ_« U?NÒ¹√ pO?Ò<ËQ?/
pF?* U??ÎLz«œ U?Îł«d?Ý tÒK?&« d?1– qF?ł«Ë ¨W¹ËÓd??Š_«Ë W¹u?ÓO½b&« „b?<U??I?* ⁄uK³& p²??OD*

ÆrKE*« s*e&« «c¼ w/ ◊«dB&« ¡«uÓÝ p¹bN¹
≠ U?N?O?/ „U½e?ł√ b?4Ë ≠ v&–U?A&« ÂU?*_« W?I¹dDÐ p?Ò"L?²?/ ¨t?Ð pÒ"?L?²ð «Îœ—Ë X³KÞË

∫w¼Ë
©5ŁöŁË UÎŁöŁ® åtÒK&« dHG²Ý√ò

©p&c1® årÒKÝË t³×<Ë t&¬ vKŽË wÒ*_« Òw³M&« bÒL×* UMÒOÝ vKŽ Òq< ÒrNÒK&«ò
©p&c1® åtÒK&« Òô≈ t&≈ ôò

Æ©Î…bŠ«Ë Î…Òd*® åtÒK&« ‰uÝ— bÒL×*ò
∫w¼Ë «ÎdAŽ …öB&« Ác¼ q4 ÒrŁ

„Òd?ÝË ¨l*ö&« „—u?½Ë ¨lzUD&« „b?³?Ž ¨b?ÒL??×?* U½ôu?* vKŽ „—UÐË rÒK?ÝË Òq< ÒrNÒK&«ò
åÆbO−* bOLŠ p½≈ ¨p"H½ ¡U{—Ë ¨pIKš œbŽ ¨t³×<Ë t&¬ vKŽË ¨lÝ«u&«
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∫p&– bFÐ q4Ë
ôË WM×?* öÐ …d?šü«Ë U?O½b&« w/ q*UJ&« „U?{—Ë W?O/U?F&«Ë u?H?F&« p&Q?Ý√ w½≈ ÒrNÒK&«ò

©UÎF³Ý® åÆ—U³²š«
°p&– bFÐ U½dþUM/ «c¼ s* d¦1√ p"H½ X³KÞ Ê≈Ë

ÆÂU²š Âö"&«Ë ¨5þuH×* 5IÒ/u* r²*œË

IX
From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to his followers in Sawkin

rOŠd&« sLŠd&« tÒK&« r"Ð
s*5EŠö*« ¨5²*« ÒÍu?I&« kH?Š w/ 5MzUJ&« ¨51—U?³*« ¡UMÐ_« v&≈ »Ëc?−?* b?L×?* 

¨5ŠË WŽUÝ q1 w/ rN?Šö/Ë rNŠö< w/ tÒK&« v&≈ 5ŽÒdC?²*« ¨5J*« Òd"&UÐ UÒ½b& s*
¡UM?Ð_« rNÐ w?MŽ√ ¨d¼U?D&« ‰u???Ýd&« s?* œb*« W&U?½≈Ë d???/«u&« d???O???)« r?N& u???łd½ s?¹c&«

Æ5*¬ ÆW¹ËUŠ dOš qJ& UNKFłË r¼—Ëb< tÒK&« —Òu½ ¨W¹Ë«e&«Ë …uK)« ¡UMÐ√ 51—U³*«
ÆtðU³¼Ë tLF½ rNOKŽ X*«œË ¨tðU1dÐË v&UFð tÒK&« WLŠ—Ë rJOKŽ Âö"&«

vKŽ tÒIŠ Vł«uÐ ÂUOI&«Ë tO¼«u½ »UM²ł«Ë Ád?*«Ë√ ‰U¦²*«Ë tÒK&« ÈuIð tÐ rJOÒ<u½ U* Ê≈
u×½Ë tI/ s* tOKŽ r1UMHÒKš ULO/ «Ëd1«cðË ¨tO/ «uCžUÐË tÒK&« w/ «u³ÐUŠË ÆtO{d¹ U*
rJðU?4Ë√ «ËdÒLŽË r1—U?1–√ vKŽ «uE/UŠË Æt&u?Ý— v&≈Ë tÒK&« v&≈ Ò‰«œ u¼ U2 p&– d?OžË
r1U½bÒN?Ž U* vKŽ «u½u1Ë ÆrÒKÝË tOKŽ tÒK&« vÒK< b?ÒL×* U½ôu* vLEF&« WD?Ý«u&« dÓO"Ð
ÁËdJý«Ë ¨rJEÓH?×¹ tÒK&« «uEÓH?Š«Ë ‰U?Š q1 w/ tÒK&« «u?³?4«—Ë ÆÎ…œU¹“Ë ¨WÒ³?;« s* t?OKŽ

ÆW¹uD&«Ë bBI&« s"ŠË ¨WOM&« ’öšSÐ p&– w/ rLN&« «uKŽ«Ë ¨r1œe¹ tLF½ vKŽ
Ê√ tÒK&« u?łd½Ë Æ‰UÐËË ¡u?Ý q1 s* rJ?O=4u?*Ë ¨‰U?Š q1 w/ rJ?³Ó×?B?ÔL?/ dÞU?)« U?Ò*√Ë

Æ5*¬ ÆUM³ž— tO/ rJ& u¼ U0 r1Òb1Ë ¨U½d1– U* rJKÒ¼R¹
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LETTERS FROM MAJDHÜB
to his followers and family

Following is the translation of the extant letters that Majdhüb wrote to his family and
followers. His letter to A˛mad b. Idrıs has already been published by the present author
elsewhere, together with a collection of five letters from A˛mad b. Idrıs to Majdhüb.596

No other letters addressed to Majdhüb could be located.

Letter I From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, Sawkin (?)
Religious advice To Faqıh A˛mad al-Rihayyif b. Karım al-Dın597

MS in the library of Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın
= Bergen, Hofheinz Collection, V Ms 3, 15-16
MS, Tarjamat al-ustdh … al-sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs, NRO, Misc.
1/22/247, renumbered as Misc. 1/55/1032.598

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

596 Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 119-43.
597 Not identified; the name suggest a man from the Berber area. — According to Abü Salım (in
A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 229-230 & 251) two pieces apparently from among his papers
were included in Majmüfi jawbt al-sda al-fii÷m, appendix to Tarjamat al-ustdh A˛mad b. Idrıs, ed.
A˛mad b. Ibrhım al-Dasüqı, photocopied ms., NRO, Misc. 1/81/ 1294, p. 91–133. Abü Salım states that
these two pieces were sent to A˛mad [b.] Karım al-Dın by Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. One of the pieces
(quoted in al-Ibna, 229) claims that there is a mystical union between A˛mad b. Idrıs and the Prophet
and his family (for example, the Prophet says, “I am he and he is me”); the other consists of six lines of
poetry attributed to Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı wherein he claims to have reached the highest
mystical stages, and to be the greatest of all awliy√ (similar claims by al-Mırghanı are reported in Rislat
al-Khatm fı bafi∂ al-mubashshirt). Such beliefs are quite different from the views Majdhüb expresses in
his other writings; in the absence of further evidence I am therefore reluctant to subscribe to Abü Salım’s
attribution.
598 According to Abü Salım (in A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” al-Naßay˛, al-Ibna, 251). The “photocopy
presently filed under the latter of the two inventory numbers in the National Records Office contains 15
letters and appears to be incomplete” (Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs, 8); the version I have seen does not
contain the letter translated here.
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Draft — 7/4/08

From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, who is suspended from the Prophet’s coat tails, to his
Excellency (˛a∂rat), whom we wish to be redeemed on the Day of Judgement, and to
attain from God that which the élite of those nearest [to Him]599 have reached, and to
get close to600 the Presence of the lord of messengers; — we mean, specifically, the one
whom the Exalted Presence has requited with His care and His sustenance, who has
been addressed by Divine Addresses601 for devoting himself to His worship morning
and night, the most noble, dear faqıh A˛mad al-Rihayyif b. Karım al-Dın.

Peace be with you, and the mercy and blessings of God.

Thereafter:

My advice to you is to be godfearing (taqw) and mindful of Him (murqaba) in all
circumstances, because He Most High is with you, as He said, “And He is with you
wheresoever ye may be”.602 For disgusting it is if a slave, in his master’s presence, pays
no attention to him, even while he is dependent on him now and in the afterlife. So
bring your heart into His presence,603 and He will requite you greatly with His large
spiritual support (madad). [The Prophet] (may God bless him and grant him peace) one
day said to his companions, “Guard your shame (˛iy√) before God Most High!” They
said, “We are guarding our shame before God, o Prophet of God, thank God!” He
replied, “[No,] not that. True shame before God means that you guard your head and
what it beholds, and your belly and what it contains, and [always] remember that you
shall die and vanish. Those who desire the next world [have to] leave the beauties of
this world. If you act according to this, this is true shame before God!”

From Ibn fiAbbs (may God be pleased with them both604): “I have not profited from
the words of anyone after the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace) except
something which fiAlı b. Abı ‡lib (may God be pleased with him) wrote to me”. For he
wrote to him […]605

599 Cf. Q 56: 11.
600 The Arabic text, literally, translates as “to get close in the Presence …”, but I believe the
preposition ‘fı’ should be amended to ‘min’. Parts of the letter translated here are grammatically weak.
601 I interpret ‘khaw†ib’ as an (otherwise undocumented) plural of ‘khi†b’.
602 Q 57: 4. The verse continues, “And God sees well all that ye do”.
603 Or: “make your heart ready for Him”? The Arabic “˛a∂∂ir qalbaka mafiahu” seems not to
correspond to the standard rules of classical Arabic.
604 That is, with fiAbbs and with his son. fiAbd Allh IBN fiABB◊S (3-68/70: 619-687/9), one of the
most prominent transmitters of Tradition, is often regarded as the greatest Islamic scholar in the
generation of the “Companions” and “father of Qur√n exegesis” (GAS I 25-8).
605 The manuscript evidently is corrupt here.
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Thereafter:

My brother! [I see that] you are delighted by what happens, that which did not escape
you; and you are grieved by that which you did not leave (?). [I tell you:] Whatever you
get from this world, don’t feel joy about it; and whatever eludes you from it, don’t be
sad about it; for you should work for what comes after death! As is reported from al-
˘asan b. fiAlı (may God be pleased with him): “fiAlı b. Abı ‡lib said to me, ‘My son!
don’t worry about any worldly thing you leave behind, because you only leave it for
one of two: either someone who works with it in obedience to God, and so becomes
happy; or someone who works with it in disobedience to God, and so becomes un-
happy; you will have helped him towards that. Neither of those two deserves that you
let yourself be affected by him!’” And know, my brother, that God (praised and exalted
is He!) placed the lights of heaven (malaküt)606 [in many different] kinds of obedience!

Do not let yourself be distracted from [regularly practicing] the office (awrd) by
giving [too much] attention to [divine] influences (wridt)!607 Invoke God with your
tongue and be mindful of Him in your heart; and if any other idea creeps in and distracts
your attention608 — like [a feeling of] guilt, or conceit, or the consideration of pious
works, or a beautiful state (˛la) — you should react immediately by repenting and
asking forgiveness for all that. Take the example of the Apostle, who [still] asked for
forgiveness after he had received the glad tidings that he was certain to be forgiven his
guilt, past and future609 — this in spite of his perfect sinlessness and holiness! How
much more necessary is this for someone who is at no time free of guilt and defi-
ciencies!

You have to say,

“In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. There is no might and no power except
with God, the Most High, the Most Great!”

ten times after each ritual prayer; for whosoever does this is innocent of his guilt as on
the day his mother bore him, and is exempted from seventy of the afflictions of this

606 The ‘world of dominion’ (filam al-malaküt), in mystical cosmology, is the first and lowest of the
“supra-natural” spheres. It is the heavenly realm of divine lights, of spiritual forms, of the names and at-
tributes of God. Below it lies the ‘world of senses’ (filam al-mulk), immediately above it the ‘world of
almightiness’ (filam al-jabarüt), the realm of God’s Throne, of the potentiality of being (cf. Meier, Vom
Wesen, 44; Radtke, “Ismfiıl al-Walı”, 4-5).
607 According to Sufi psychology as reflected in Majdhüb’s Sulük, p. 20, it is a characteristic danger
of the third stage (maqm) to think that one has reached perfection and, therefore, to be tempted to
abandon the awrd and free oneself from spiritual discipline.
608 Literally, “if an association permeates”.
609 Cf. Q 48: 2
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world, and from madness, leprosy and leucoderma. I only mentioned this to you
because of your love (ma˛abba) for me and my love for you.

(My?) brother, al-Faqıh al-‡ayyib,610 brought me your abundant greetings; may God
accept [the prayers and invocations] from all [of us], by the inviolability (˛urma)
[guaranteed by] the Prophet,611 the intercessor.

And peace.

610 Probably Majdhüb’s full brother, cf. below, letters VI & VII. If correct, this would indicate that
the letter was written in Sawkin during or shortly after al-‡ayyib’s visit there.
611 Or, “the safe haven offered by the Prophet”.
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Letter II From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, Sawkin
Advice on burial practice To his cousin al-∑iddıq b. al-Amın612

Personal contacts [6 January 1829 - 6 February 1831]

al-Wasıla, p. 173 {F}

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

From the one who seeks close friendship and love (ma˛abba) to the one who offered
them in the first place — may God grant him His closeness: I mean the one who’s clay I
hope is kneaded with the water of happiness; whose final abode we ask God to make
with those who bear witness; whose morals are pleasant like a northerly breeze and
more beautiful and tender than the eastern winds; who has amply realised spiritual per-
fection613 — my blessed brother, my dear twin, the Faqıh al-∑iddıq, may God bestow
upon him His favour and grace by [letting him] inherit [the state of] His primeval exal-
tation. Amen.

Peace be with you, and God’s mercy and blessings. Your letter has arrived and your
message was understood, and your missive has delighted [us] all — may God make you
happy and by His power turn your hopes to the best.

My brother! In good and worthy intention you have lamented to us about [several]
kinds of shortcomings [on your part] regarding the rights of the Chosen One, and you
asked us to submit [this problem] to him [sc. the Prophet]. Though we are not really
qualified for this and have no experience in it, yet the intention of those who are sincere
does qualify, help, and carry to success. So we headed your command and one day
submitted your case to [the Prophet] (may God glorify him), who responded: “May God
reward him [sc. al-∑iddıq] with good from our part! He is right to call upon you [sc.
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb] — may God forgive him! Tell him to rejoice, to console himself,
to be cheerful and to praise God for certain news!” Then the voice [of the Prophet]
(peace be with him) announced to me that you have been registered among the
[Prophet’s] visitors, and that God willing you shall visit him [really in the future] — so
see to this [and try to find a way to go to Medina].

612 On ˛jj al-∑iddıq b. al-Amın b. Fakı ˘amad, v.s., Chapter V. He visited Majdhüb in Sawkin in
mid-1830 (cf. Letter III), when he was there on business together with his rich brother A˛mad b. al-Amın,
their cousin al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad, and the Governor of Berber Province (al-Wasıla, 127{5}, 131, 152).
613 Literally: “who has an ample share in the allotment of what is more than achievement”.
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Brother! You [also] asked about the cloth the Chosen One was shrouded in.614 It was as
the six imms in their ∑a˛ı˛-collections reported615 (via Hishm b. fiUrwa,616 from his
father,617 from fi◊√isha): “The Messenger of God (may God bless him and grant him
peace) was shrouded in three pieces of white Sa˛ülı618 cloth, without shirt or turban”.
Al-Tirmidhı619 said: “This ˛adıth is the soundest of all concerning this matter, and the
majority of the learned (Companions of the Prophet and other) act according to it”. Al-
Bayhaqı620 quoted al-˘kim:621 “Many chains of transmitters (via fiAlı b. Abı ‡lib,
Ibn fiAbbs,622 fi◊√isha, Ibn fiUmar,623 Jbir,624 and fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-Mughaffal
[sic]625)626 agree upon the fact that the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him
peace) was shrouded in three pieces of cloth, without a shirt or a turban”. Ibn Daqıq al-

614 The following passage appears to be a reply to a question by al-∑iddıq which may have been
occasioned by the death of his father al-Amın which occurred sometime between 1822 and 1830.
615 Cf. Wensinck, Concordance, II, 438; VI, 45.
616 Hishm b. fiUrwa, c. 61–145: 680–763; Traditionist (GAS I, 88–9). Mlik transmitted from him,
but reportedly reluctantly (al-Suyü†ı, Isfif al-muba††a√).
617 fiUrwa b. al-Zubayr, 23/6–94: 643/9–713/2; 30 years younger than his brother fiAbd Allh, whom
he supported in the civil war; Traditionist and historian, authority on ˛adıth s from fi◊√isha (d. 57–8:
676–8) (ib.; GAS I, 278–9).
618 The meaning of this word is unclear; it is explained as: “from Sa˛ül”, allegedly a place in the
Yemen; or: “smoothed, bleached, fulled”; or: “pure white (cotton) cloth” (cf. al-fiAdawı, ˘shiya). —
The text usually given for this ˛adıth has bı∂ before sa˛ülı, not the other way round.
619 M. b. fiˆs al-Tirmidhı, 209–279: 825–893; his Jmifi is one of the six ßa˛ı˛s, distinguished by
the critical remarks given after every ˛adıth. — Note that Majdhüb does not correctly quote al-Tirmidhı;
for al-Tirmidhı’s exact phrasing cf. the note in the Arabic text of this letter.
620 A˛mad b. al-˘usayn b. fiAlı al-Bayhaqı, 384–458: 994–1066/5; Shfifiı-Ashfiarı Traditionist and
jurist, studied ˛adıth with al-˘kim; compiled al-Sunan al-kubr and al-Sunan al-ßughr. Cf. EI2; GAL I,
446 s, S I, 618 s.
621 M b. fiAbd Allh al-˘kim al-Naysbürı, 321–405: 933–1014; Shfifiı Traditionist best known
for his al-Mustadrak fial al-ßa˛ı˛ayn (a collection of hadıth s not included in al-Bukhrı or Muslim,
though judged to meet the criteria of at least one of them. The Mustadrak does, however, not contain the
passsage in question).
622 See above, n. 9.
623 fiAbd Allh b. fiUmar b. al-Kha††b, said to have been among the few who opposed his father’s
plan to collect written Tradition ( Arabic literature to the end of the Umayyad period, 289).
624 Jbir b. fiAbd Allh b. fiAmr al-Khazrajı, 16 ante H–78: 607–97; early Traditionist. His ßa˛ıfa is
said to be contained in b. ˘anbal’s Musnad (GAS I 85).
625 This must be a mistake for fiAbd Allh b. Mughaffal (d. c. 60: 680), a Companion “min aß˛b al-
shajara” who transmitted 43 Traditions (Ibn ˘ajar al-fiAsqalnı, Tahdhıb al-tahdhıb, VI 42; al-∑afadı, al-
Wfı, XVII 632 (#535); al-Ziriklı, al-Afilm, IV, 140).
626 As far as I can see, the current ˛adıth-collections only transmit this ˛adıth via fi◊√isha. Other
transmitters have different versions: Ibn Mja reports b. fiUmar saying: Kuffina Rasül Allh (ß) fı thalth
riy† bı∂ sa˛üliyya; a r√i†a is a piece of clothing (= mil√a). For IbnfiAbbs and Jbir see above, nn. 9 &
29.
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fiˆd627 said: “It is established through a firm and continuous chain of transmitters that
there was no shirt or turban”. Al-Nawawı628 said that this is generally accepted as
authoritative, and that [those traditions] that contradict it are weak.629 The one who
introduced the shirt and turban was Ibn fiUmar when he buried his son630 (see al-
Mawhib631). And those whose knowledge stems from extrasensory revelation (kashf)
hold the same view.

You also asked about the length and breadth [of the Prophet’s grave]; they both
measured 41

2 cubits (dhirfi)632 (reported by Ibn ˘ajar633), like the depth of the grave

627 Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı b. Wahb b. Daqıq al-fiˆd al-Manfalü†ı, 625–702: 1228–1302; Mlikı turned
Shfifiı Traditionist; wrote, i.a., al-Iqtir˛ fı bayn al-iß†il˛; al-ilmm fı a˛dıth al-a˛km; Nubdha fı
fiulüm al-˛adıth; Tu˛fat al-labıb fı shar˛ al-Taqrıb (cf. GAL II, 63; S II, 66)
628 Ya˛y b. Sharaf al-Nawawı, 631–676: 1233–1278; Shfifiı jurist and Traditionist; compiled
Riy∂ al-ßli˛ın and K al-Arbafiın, plus a highly regarded commentary on Muslim’s ∑a˛ı˛; he was also
very influential through his manual of Law, Minhj al-†libın. For a complete list of his writings see
Heffening, “Zum Leben und zu den Schriften al-Nawawıs”. Cf. also Brockelmann, art. “al-Nawawı” in
EI1; GAL I, 496 ss, S I 680 ss.
Majdhüb’s source here could be the commentary on Muslim, since what he states in the letter is an exact
summary of it.
629 ∆afiıf in al-Nawawı’s commentary refers to the different interpretation of fi◊√isha’s ˛adıth by
Mlik and Abü ˘anıfa. Al-Nawawı mentions a ˛adıth reported by Abü Dawüd (via Ibn fiAbbs) which is
used to support the Mlikı view: [The Prophet] kuffin fı thalthat athwb al-˛ulla thawbn wa-qamıßuhu
alladhı tuwuffiya fıhi, but dismisses it as being weak, because its sanad includes Yazıd b. Abı Ziyd,
admittedly (mujmafi fialayhi) a weak transmitter.
150 years later, al-fiAsqalnı, also a Shfifiı, raised no objections to the isnd (via Jbir) of a slighly dif-
ferent version of this ˛adıth (also from Abü Dawüd):“kuffin fı thawbayn wa-burd ˛ibara” (cf. Fat˛ al-
Brı).
630 Ibn fiUmar is the first transmitter of the following ˛adıth: “Lamm tuwuffiya fiAbd Allh b.
Ubayy j√a ibnuhu il Rasül Allh (ß) fa-ql: «afi†inı qamıßak ukaffinhu fıhi!» fa-afi†hu iyyhu” (from
Ibn ˘ajar al-fiAsqalnı, Bulügh al-marm, who says it is generally accepted). This ˛adıth might have
given rise to the story that Ibn fiUmar introduced the shirt (Ibn ˘ajar al-Haythamı, Tu˛fat al-mu˛tj [p.
535]). — Note that fiAbd Allh b. Ubayy was one of the leading munfiqün, opposing the growing
influence of the Quraysh refugees in Medina (cf. Ibn Hishm, Life of Muhammad, tr. Guillaume, 623 &
index).
631 Probably al-Mawhib al-laduniyya fı ’l-mina˛ al-Mu˛ammadiyya, a widely-known biography of
the Prophet, written by the Egyptian Traditionist A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad AL-QAS‡ALL◊Nˆ (851-923:
1447/8-1517) (al-Ziriklı, al-Afilm, I, 232).
632 These figures occur in Shfifiı sources as measures for the most perfect tomb building. As Ibn
˘ajar al-Haythamı explains in his Tu˛fa, the tomb should be large enough for a man to stand in it and to
stretch out his hands (or his body) (cf. also al-˘a∂ramı, al-Muqaddima). Al-Rfifiı (558–624: 1163–1227)
had specified this as 31

2 cubits, al-Mußannif as 41

2. Ibn ˘ajar reconciles the difference by saying that al-
Rfifiı meant the old dhirfi al-fiamal [66.5 cm * 312 = 2.33 m], al-Mußannif, on the other hand, dhirfi al-
yad [49.875 cm * 41

2 = 2.24 m]. The dhirfi al-yad was also known as al-dhirfi al-sharfiiyya.
— Usually, however, the fuqah√ do not discuss the exact measures of the tomb. The passage thus
displays Shaykh al-Majdhüb’s efforts to imitate the Prophet in as much detail as possible.
633 A˛mad b. fiAlı “Ibn ˘ajar” al-fiAsqalnı, 773–852: 1372–1449; Shfifiı Traditionist; most fa-
mous for his commentary on al-Bukhrı; other well-known works by him are al-Ißba fı tamyız al-ßa˛ba
(biographies of the Prophet’s Companions), and Tahdhıb al-tahdhıb and Lisn al-mızn (biographies of
traditionists) (Rosenthal, art. “Ibn ˘adjar al-fiAs‚kalnı”, in EI2).
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and its width. As for the lateral niche for the body (la˛d), it was as long as the grave
and11

2 cubits634 below the wall of the grave facing Mecca, adjacent to the wall of
fi◊√isha’s house in which he was buried ([Ibn ˘ajar] quoted by al-Samhüdı in his
Khulßa).635

[Along with this letter] you will, God permitting, get something which appears poor to
the eye, but whose inner value I hope will be great [to you]. It is a skullcap (†qiyya)
from Medina and a similar head-shawl (†aylasn);636 the blessing (baraka) they carry
will delight you. Accept them from us for the sake of [this] blessing, and do not
consider their poor appearance; for the secret always lies in the inner meaning.

Give our regards to all [our] kin, especially your [own] family. Brother al-‡ayyib,637

who is with us, greets you and wishes you God’s blessings for what you have done for
him. Greetings [also] from [my] son Mu˛ammad al-Amın638 and from the leaders of
Sawkin.

[Finally] I advise you constantly and attentively to remember God; that (will yield) full
profit. May God bless our Lord Mu˛ammad, his family and companions, and give them
peace.

634 74.81 cm, based on the dhirfi al-yad.
635 fiAlı b. fiAbd Allh b. A˛mad al-Samhüdı, 844–911: 1440–1506; Shfifiı scholar most famous for
his history of Medina Waf√ al-Waf√ bi-akhbr dr al-Muß†af, which he himself abbreviated under the
title Khulßat al-Waf√ bi-akhbr dr al-Muß†af (GAL II, 173, S II, 223). In neither of the two works I
could find a discussion of the interior measures of the original tomb.
636 The †aylasn, a shawl worn over the turban, was characteristic of the dress of the Turkish
fiulam√ (Peters, “The battered dervishes of Bab Zuwayla”, 99).
637 Probably his full brother; cf. below, letters VI & VII. Less likely, it refers to al-∑iddıq’s youngest
brother who was sent to Sawkin to study Qur√n (al-Wasıla, 134{3}).
638 The identity of this person cannot yet be established with certainty. Mu˛ammad Majdhüb had no
son bearing this name (and no surviving son at all, for that matter). Among his followers, there was one
al-Amın al-Kitaybı (from a village west of the Nile between al-Matamma and al-Dmar), who had al-
ready accompanied Shaykh al-Majdhüb to the ˘ijz and was left behind as his first khalıfa in Sawkin;
his mother and the mother of Shaykh al-Majdhüb were from the same family. But al-Kitaybı must have
been approximately of the same age as Majdhüb, and it is therefore not likely that he would be referred to
as al-ibn. — There was also Mu˛ammad al-Amın, son of Majdhüb’s first khalıfa in Sawkin, Ysın b.
fiAbd al-Qdir Slim al-Ri∂wnı (cf. al-Wasıla, 77, 252; Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, 43 n. 2); but al-
Amın Ysın was young enough to fight in the Mahdiyya; he died during the Condominium; thus he was
probably too young to be the person in question.
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Letter III From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, Sawkin
Personal contact, support To his cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın639

& religious advice (c. Mu˛arram) 1246: (c. July) 1830640

MS in the library of Majdhüb M A Jall al-Dın
= Bergen, Hofheinz Collection, V ms 3, -A & A

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to the successor of our fathers, the choice of the beloved
ones, the eye of aspiration, the source of happiness, the excellent and praiseworthy,
whose heart is shining and contemplative, my beloved master, the faqıh glorious, well-
known and outstanding, the venerable Shaykh ˘amad, son of my late master [and]
father al-Amın.

Peace be with you, and God’s mercy and blessings.

After inquiring about the current state of your affairs, and praying most sincerely that
your favours will be diffused — may God pour [His] abundant generosity over you, and
cover your environs with all-comprehensive benefactions, and pursue your enemy with
heavy afflictions, and confound and repel him and take revenge on him —:641

I advise you, my master — and it is not reprehensible if someone of lower rank gives
advice to [his] senior — to make yourself free642 for the meditation upon Him Who is
— this is the basic principle — the only God, and to permanently direct your view to
the contemplation of the Lord Sublime and Munificent, in the guise of the A˛madic
aspect and the pure Mu˛ammadan elements, and that you stand in your situation like the

639 On ˘amad al-Ma√mün (b. c. 1760/70), the eldest brother of ˛jj al-∑iddıq, v.s., Chapter V.
˘amad visited Mu˛ammad Majdhüb in Sawkin (al-Wasıla, 130{2}, 195{5}). Later, he pressured
Majdhüb to return to al-Dmar from QΩz al-Fünj earlier than Majdhüb had planned (al-Wasıla, 150{2}),
and there are indications of some kind of tension between the two developing in al-Dmar, though the
exact nature of this is unclear (cf. al-Wasıla, 194{4}).
640 Dated in accordance with Majdhüb’s mentioning of the return of the pilgrims. As Majdhüb left
Sawkin in Shafibn 1246, this must refer to the pilgrimage of 1245.
641 This invocation suggests that ˘amad b. al-Amın was facing severe problems at the time,
possibly with the Turkish authorities.
642 Or: to go into seclusion (khalwa)?
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Chosen One, namely enjoin what is right and do not give too much heed643 to the rank
of [your] opponents, (…)644

(Our) dear brother al-∑iddıq will come to you, God willing, in the company of the pil-
grims (returning from Mecca); he has a perfect knowledge about all our affairs. (…&c)
1246 [1830]

643 This translation follows the the conjectural text proposed by Majdhüb Jall al-Dın in a marginal
note; the original MS apparently was unreadable.
644 Majdhüb Jall al-Dın did not completely copy the original MS.
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Letter IV From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, Sawkin
Family matters To his cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın
No religious advice 7 Rabıfi I 1246: 26 Aug 1830

MS in the library of Majdhüb M.A. Jall al-Dın
= Bergen, Hofheinz Collection, V ms 3, -A

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to his father, his twin, his brother, the prop of his kin, in
whom Light and good virtues come together; whom God has chosen and selected, loved
and elected: the faqıh ˘amad al-Amın — may God grant him safety and the means of
‘fixity’ (tamkın).645

Peace be with you, and God’s mercy and blessings; and may His favours and His sup-
port to you last!

Thereafter:

The matter raised to [the attention of] your noble Excellency — after enquiring about
your current affairs — concerns the order that you gave us earlier to turn to God in the
case of the daughter (? al-karıma), as to whom she should belong? So we did, and a
sign from the Presence of the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace)
appeared in favour of brother al-‡ayyib. We obeyed and consented; here he comes to
you fully prepared. If you think this is right, act [accordingly]. But if for some reason
you harbour different [designs], I am, by God, my brother, content! By God, my words
(÷hirı) truly equal my thoughts (b†inı) in this matter, and I shall rejoice when what-
ever you deem good is carried out, for you are to me as are my fathers.646

(cont’d)647

645 ‘Tamkın’ is reached by the Sufi after the end of of ‘talwın’ (“alternation”), the ever-changing
succession of different states (˛lt) experienced by the seeker who is still on the way. Note that
according to al-Qushayrı, the one who has truly cast off his ‘human’ nature is beyond the opposition of
talwın and tamkın (al-Qushayrı, Risla, tr. Gramlich, 2.17 & index; Nicholson, Studies in Islamic
mysticism, 243-4).
646 For an interpretation of the ‘Prophetic link’ that this letter shows in process, see above,
Conclusion.
647 MS is an incomplete copy of the original letter.
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Letter V From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, Sawkin
Family matters To his cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın
No religious advice 1246 [between 22 July 1830 - 6 February 1831]

MS in the library of Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın
= Bergen, Hofheinz Collection, V ms 3, A

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to the one whose dealings have been successful, whose
splendour is brilliant, whose lighthouse towers upon the highest peak, and whose works,
God Most High wishing, will be praised in the hereafter; my brother of noble traits, my
father of distinguished marks, my dear and most illustrious twin, the blessed faqıh
˘amad, son of [our] late father, my master [and] father the faqıh al-Amın the teacher —
may God treat him as one of those Nearest [to Him]648 (muqarrabın), surround him
with the regard (He has) for those who have reached [the state of] ‘fixity’ (tamkın), pour
into the basin of his heart (fu√d) the waters of love (ma˛abba), let flow on the soil of
his nature the sources of success (tawfıq), and conduct him in solemn procession to the
Garden of Unity (taw˛ıd) upon the palanquin of achievement (ta˛qıq). Amen.

Your letter has arrived, together with the (bag??). All this is not voiced with us (i.e., in
our previous letter??), because he (?) is concerned with unification and is to us like a
child. So it (?) is not [a matter] of haste for you. (I?) feel pity for what he is going
through now; may God thereby let him reach his utmost wishes and demands. If we
would need an advice for the likes of him, we would not count among those enjoying
His Favour. So I ask God to complete with him the scent of the souls and cool with him
the eyes, and may live with him the sheets [of paper]649 …

(He then wrote to him about the relatives about whom al-faqıh ˘amad had complained to him, saying:)

Therefore you indeed should strive as much as possible to join what has been sundered,
and to give to those who have been deprived, and to pardon those who have done wrong
— then you will reach the rank of the heirs (of the Prophet)650 and be moulded by the
morals of the most upright of leaders.

648 Cf. Q 56: 11.
649 I.e., may he be praised on many sheets of paper (?). This paragraph is very difficult to interpret
in the absence of contextual information.
650 Literally, “of inheritance”. This probably is an allusion to the wellknown ˛adith, “The scholars
are the heirs of the Prophets”.
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(He then mentioned the verses urging the most noble morals, and ended his letter with the words:)

But you are better informed about all this.

(This) document (is dated) the year of the forebears 1246 [1830].
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Letter VI From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, Sawkin (?)
General religious advice To his brother al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın651

al-Wasıla, p. 173 {C}

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to his highly esteemed brother, blessed, dear, respected and
honoured, my lord, the Faqıh al-‡ayyib Qamar al-Dın.

Peace be with you, and the mercy and blessings of God.

Thereafter:

[My] advice to you is to be godfearing, that is: ‘He should not see you at what He has
forbidden you, and not fail to find you where He has commanded you’.652 You must
constantly remember God; that is the strong fortress and the magnet of good. I advise
you very strongly indeed — and I mean it well with you — that you mix with people as
little as possible; thus you are safe from their evil [sides] and they are safe from your’s.
[So associate with them] only in case of necessity. What remains of your time[, how-
ever,] you should spend in remembrance of God so that He may love you; and when He
loves you, He does with you that which suits His Magnanimity (karam).

651 On Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s only full-brother, v.s. Chapter V. Together with their mother, al-
‡ayyib visited Majdhüb in Sawkin (al-Wasıla, 128{4}, 136{4}, 147{6}); after they had returned to al-
Dmar, both he and his mother wrote letters to Majdhüb (al-Wasıla, 147{5}). Al-‡ayyib survived
Majdhüb; he played an important role at his funeral (al-Wasıla, 199{1,3}).
The familiarity between the two brothers is perhaps responsible for the brevity of the address in
Majdhüb’s letter and the omission of any elaborate form of greeting.
652 This wellknown command occurs, e.g., in A˛mad b. Idrıs, Rislat al-Qawfiid, fourth principle
(‘The Prophet was sent for the perfection of noble morality (makrim al-akhlq)’), where it explains the
˛adıth, “Honour God, so that he does not see from you what He has forbidden to you” (neither in
Wensinck, Concordance, nor in al-Suyü†ı, al-Jmifi al-ßaghır) (A˛mad b. Idrıs, al-fiIqd al-nafıs, 99;
Radtke, “Lehrer — Schµler — Enkel”, 126).
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Letter VII From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb
General religious advice To his brother al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın
Wird given

al-Wasıla, p. 173 {D}; (extract) al-Wasıla, p. 147 {5}

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to [his] highly esteemed and dear brother, the Faqıh al-
‡ayyib ibn Qamar al-Dın.

Peace be with you, and the mercy and blessings of God Most High.

Thereafter:

[My] advice to you is to be godfearing; and further, constantly to remember the
Supreme in all circumstances, standing and sitting, moving and resting. You must keep
away from people as much as you can, for mankind’s dealings are strange in our time.

Know, my brother, that I saw you the other night with the Chosen One (may God bless
him and grant him peace); and I asked Him for a [formula of] remembrance [of God]
(dhikr) for you which you should always keep on your tongue. He indicated that you
should practice [the following]:

“In the name of God, with Whose name nothing on earth nor in heaven does harm; He is the All-
Hearing, the All-Knowing.653 Glory to God;654 praise be to God; there is no god but God; God is
greatest; there is no power and no strenght save in God, the Most High, the Supreme.655 O God!
Grant Thy blessings and peace to Mu˛ammad and his Family, for Thou art indeed worthy of all
praise, full of all glory!”656

So practice this [dhikr] and keep it on your tongue.

653 Cf. Q 2: 127
654 Cf. Q 17: 1
655 Cf. Q 2: 255
656 Cf. Q 11: 73. — This is a short version of Majdhüb’s ‘all-purpose-dhikr’, which he urged all his
followers to use constantly (cf. Wridt 91).
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Letter VIII From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb
Personal contactTo Faqıh M fiAbd al-Mjid b. fiAbd Allh b. Mu˛ammad al-
Madlül657

General religious advice
Wird given

al-Wasıla, p. 173 {E}

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to the descendent of the pious, offspring of the leaders and
best [people], the brother blessed, dear, beloved, pure as sheer gold, whom we wish to
attain the Light,658 the Mystery,659 and Junction [to God],660 the Faqıh Mu˛ammad
fiAbd al-Mjid ibn fiAbd Allh ibn Mu˛ammad al-Madlül — may God inundate him
with His support (madad), and let him attain and get close to the presence of [His]
Messenger. Amen.

Peace be with you. Your honoured letter has arrived, and your venerated message been
understood. We have recognised what you mentioned concerning the love (ma˛abba)
and brotherliness (ukhuwwa) [between us?]; may God reward you for being the first in

657 Probably linked to the Ghubush. ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Madlül — possibly an uncle of the
addressee — was a mid-eighteenth-century student of fiAbd Allh b. ˘amad al-Aghbash (ALA I, 26).
658 “ […] la lumière divine, incréée, qui englobe toute la manifestation et qui s’identifie à
l’Existence considérée comme principe” (Burckhardt, Introduction aux doctrines ésotériques, 178).
659 The innermost centre of the heart, “[…] le centre intime et ineffable de la conscience, le «point
de contact» entre l’individu et son principe divin”. (Burckhardt, Introduction 181). Cf. also here,
Glossary, and Chapter V.
660 Wußül. There is some confusion about the meaning and relevance of the term, ‘wußül’ in describ-
ing the mystic’s goal. Often, ‘wußül’ is contrasted with ‘itti˛d’, the latter being associated with monistic
views like that of Ibn al-fiArabı. The earlier Sufis (including Ibn al-fiArabı) — contrary to the assertions
of some Muslim scholars and modern writers — apparently did not use the term ‘itti˛d’ to describe the
mystical union (Meier, Bah√-i Walad 420; Radtke, “How can man reach the mystical union?”). After the
twelfth century, however, when the “creationist” worldview of classical Sufism turned “emanationist”
under neoplatonist influence (Radtke, “Ibn ‡ufayl”), the term did appear in Sufi writings, although its
precise meaning and implications varied, and efforts were made to clear it from its monistic implications
(cf. Meier, Bah√-i Walad 340-1, 404-9, 417; Nicholson, Studies in Islamic mysticism, 193-4). However
that may be, in later times the term ‘itti˛d was generally seen as expressing monistic beliefs, and was
therefore mostly avoided by those who wanted to distance themselves from the monistic position (cf.
Meier, Bah√-i Walad 417-22). ‘Wußül’, on the other hand, was explained as “the lifting of the veil”, after
which “the slave sees his Lord with the eye of his heart”; it is not the junction of Essence (dht) to
Essence, but “the separation from all that is different from the Truth” (al-˘ifnı, Mufijam muß†ala˛t al-
ßüfiyya, 267).
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this respect [i.e., to talk of love and brotherliness between us?], and make you enjoy this
world and the next one with its mysteries.

Know, my brother, that man sees that which is within himself in everyone. God has
shown you in me righteousness (ßal˛) and blessing (baraka); this, God willing, is the
state you yourself are in. So I advise you, blessed brother, to be godfearing —
[godfearingness] is absolutely necesssary, and there is no Lord but He. Make this your
mount to reach your worldly and otherworldly goals, and make the remembrance of
God a lamp you always have with you to lead you upon the even way in these dark
times.

You requested a devotional formula (wird) that you might hold on to; so stick to the
way of the Imm al-Shdhilı — for which we have authorised you661 — that is (the
following):

“I ask God’s forgiveness!” (33 times).
“O God! Grant glory to our Lord Mu˛ammad, the illiterate Prophet, his Family and Companions,
and give (them) peace!” (id.).
“There is no god but God” (id.).
“Mu˛ammad is the Messenger of God” (once).662

After that say the following prayer ten times:

“O God! Grant glory, peace and blessings to our Master Mu˛ammad, Thy obedient slave, Thy
bright light, Thy vast mystery; and to his Family and Companions, as many times as there are
creatures of Thee and as Thou pleasest, for Thou art indeed worthy of all praise, full of all
glory!”663

And after that say:

“O God! I ask Thee for forgiveness and well-being and for Thy complete satisfaction (with me) in
this world and in the next, and to spare me any ordeal and trial!” (7 times).

And if you long for more than this, consult with us again. May you stay successful and
protected! And peace at the end.

661 It is not clear whether this authorisation was given previously, or only ‘hereby’, in this letter.
662 This is basically the small fiadad as practised by the Majdhıb today (cf. Chapter V).
663 Cf. above, letter VII, n. 54.
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Letter IX From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb, al-Dmar or Berber area
General advice To his followers in Sawkin664

Between mid-February and 8 July 1831

al-Wasıla, p. 172 {A}

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

From Mu˛ammad Majdhüb to [his] blessed sons, guarded by the Powerful, the Stead-
fast;665 entrusted by us with the firmly rooted666 secret; who implore God for their
salvation and welfare at all times; and to whom we wish all the best and the obtainment
of the Pure Messenger’s support (madad): I mean the blessed sons of the khalwa and
the zwiya, may God enlighten their hearts and make them the receptacle of all good.
Amen.

Peace be with you, and the mercy and blessings of God, and may His favours and gifts
be forever with you.

Verily, we advise you to be godfearing, to obey His orders, to abstain from what He has
forbidden, and to fulfill to His satisfaction [your] obligations to Him. In loving and
loathing vie with one another for God. And keep on studying what we have charged you
with of those things — jurisprudence (fiqh), grammar (na˛w), and the like — that are a
guidance (dll) [on the way] to God and to His Messenger. Do observe your invocations
(adhkr), and spend your time recollecting the events (siyar) [of the life] of the Greatest
Mediator, our Lord Mu˛ammad (may God bless him and grant him peace). Hold fast to
the covenant of love we established among you, and do more [than this demands]. Be
mindful of God in all circumstances, and care about Him so that He cares about you,
and thank Him for His favours so that He increases them. And in all this you should set
yourself a high goal regarding the sincerity of intention and the excellence of purpose
and innermost thoughts.

[Our] thoughts are always with you and [we hope] that you be preserved from all mis-
fortune and worry. We ask God to prepare you for what we have mentioned and to ex-
tend to you that which we wish for you. Amen.

664 al-Wasıla, 20 refers to (another?) letter Majdhüb wrote to al-Amın (his khalıfa in Sawkin) and
all his followers there, comprising verses by Majdhüb; al-Amın composed a poem in answer to this letter.
665 Cf. Q 51: 58.
666 Cf. Q 23: 13.
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THE THEMATIC STRUCTURE

OF THE KIT◊B AL-WASˆLA

This is a liberal rendering of the table of contents. Roman numerals indicate the
chapters (bb). Page numbers refer to the 1332 edition. Passages longer than average
(compared to those surrounding them) are underlined.

Title 1

Preface 2

Contents 3

Introduction: Legitimation as a walı                                     [17 pp.  7%] 7
Prenatal signs of sainthood (bash√ir) 7
Birth [1795/6] 8
Childhood 8
Genealogy 10
Travels 10
Body 11
Mind 12

Testimonies by others 13
Spiritual genealogy (silsila/sanad) 21
Rules of the Shdhiliyya 23

Ass 23
Vow of allegiance (bayfia) 24

Ibn Mashısh’s Prayer; the fiadad 24

TRACTUS [70 pp.  28%]
I: Awrd & adhkr [“great”, ritualized, cyclical; presenting the ‘theme’
of the †arıqa] 24

Daily office/Horæ (awrd) [cf Q 4: 103] 24
Morning & Evening rtib 25
Afternoon rtib 27
Night rtib 27
Matutina (sa˛ar) rtib 28

Adhkr: Thursday evening 29
Adhkr: Rama∂n 30
Adhkr: feastdays etc. 31

fiArafa 31
fiˆdayn 32
fi◊shür√ 32
15 Shafibn 32
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Visiting the tombs [! note the classification together with the feasts!] 32

II: Various prayers [occasional, but formalised] 33
Incantations (a˛zb) (fixed daily rtib) [rather practised individually??] 33
Khalwa 33
Prayers (awrd) before going to sleep 34
When leaving the house (adhkr) 34
Before starting a lesson (adhkr) 35
Invocations (adfiiya) to see the Prophet 35
Invocations (adfiiya) to see the new moon 36
Invocations (adfiiya) against evil etc. (incl. medical invocations) 36

III: Training the soul: onto the path 40
Free prayers (adhkr mu†laqa) 40
Munjt La†ıfa 40
Maghn†ıs al-Khayrt 40
Dufi√ Shar˛ al-∑adr 41
Exhortations (waßy) 41
Aphorisms & Qur√nic exegesis 42

Aphorisms (˛ikam) 42
Qur√nic exegesis 44

Spiritual stages (maqmt) 46
Spiritual states (a˛wl) 47
Different paths for different people 47
Excellence of the Shdhiliyya 47

IV: Admonishing the soul 49
List of the Shaykh’s writings 49
Poems: Intercession (tawassult) 54
Poems: Censure of the soul 60
Poems: Admonition of the aspirants 61

V: Loving the Prophet 62
Poems: The lovers’ states 62
Poems: Love 62
Poems: Mukhammast etc. 65
Various poems; Khatm al-Qur√n 68
In praise of the Prophet 70

Sirr al-Madad 70
Dıwn in praise of the Prophet 71
Sham√il al-Muß†af [= spiritual mantra] 92

VITA EXEMPLARIA [111 pp.  44%]
VI: A Theory of sanctity 94

Proof of the walı’s karmt during lifetime 94
Refutation of objections 95
Different degrees of the states of closeness/sanctity (a˛wl al-awliy√) 96
Why they have now disappeared from public perception 97
Awliy√ safeguarded from sin 98

VII: Medina: Living with the Prophet [1821-28: 8 years] 99
Entering the Prophet’s City 99

[Standing trial] 99
[Opening (faraj): material & spiritual (ßuwarı & mafinawı)] 100

Good omens from holy men [legitimators] 101
Attempt to poison his food 102
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How a group of evildoers perished 104
Karmt & faw√id 104
His children 111
How God enlightened some people through him 112
Visiting the martyrs’ tombs 113
Departure 114

Reason why he left 114
The final day 114

Mecca 115
Jidda 116

VIII: Sawkin: The teacher [6 Jan 1829 - 7 Feb 1831: 2 years] 117
Arrival 117

Good omens preceding him 117
Meeting the patron saint (Abü ’l-Fat˛) 119

Founding the lodge 120
Extrasensory perception (kashf) 121

Revealing what is hidden [material evidence of his ESP-ability] 121
id. 126

Children and wife 140
Visiting the tombs 142
His glad tidings (bash√ir) to his disciples 144
Multiplication of food 150
Karmt 151

on Sawkin Island 151
on the mainland 161

Precognition 163
Dreams & visions 166

Interpretation of disciples’ dreams 169
Return to the Nile valley (“his home [bilduh]”) 171
Letters 172

To his disciples 172
From A˛mad b. Idrıs 175

IX: Berber: Karma passing by [c. 22 Feb - mid-May 1831: 3 months] 176
Extrasensory perception (kashf) 176
Karmt 179
When Shaykh fiAbd al-Qdir al-Jaylı stretched out his leg 181
Visiting the tombs 182

X: al-Dmar: Back to the roots [c. 23 May - 8 July 1831: 1 month] 183
Extrasensory perception (kashf) 183

Revealing what is hidden 183
id. 184

Visiting the tombs 190
[Identifies some forgotten tombs] 191
[Falls in trance at his grandfather Fakı ˘amad’s tomb] 191

Multiplication of food 192
Karmt 193

[Identifies the place of his own tomb] 198
[His death] 199

Elegies 199
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CONTINUITAS [43 pp.  17%]
XI: General theory of karmt after death 205

The Awliy√ and Death 205
Proof of the karmt after death 206
Awliy√’s power to act (taßarruf) after death 206

XII: Majdhüb’s karmt after death 210
Immediately upon his death 210

Before he was buried 210
In the night he was buried 210
Karmt that happened to his followers 210

Examples of the effectivity of the walı’s help 233
During travels on land 233
During travels on the sea 233
In illness 237

Signs of grace (bash√ir) witnessed by his followers 242

Epilogue: Lawfulness of interceding with Prophets and Saints, be they
alive or dead 248

Appendices 251
Majdhüb’s table to calculate the day of the week for the first of every Hijrı
month since 1245: 1829/30 [while Majdhüb was in Sawkin. Note that the
table is incorrect!] 251
7 poems in praise of al-Wasıla 251



MAJDHüB’S KAR◊M◊T
An overview of anecdotes in the Wasıla

This is an overview of the anecdotes in the Kitb al-Wasıla, pp. 99-199, i.e. from
Majdhüb’s Medinese period until his death. A summary translation!/!paraphrase of these
anecdotes is given below.

Medina: 63 stories (12.6%)

entering
Medina

1. MMS receives good advice from the Helper of his Age (ghawth) before entering Medina
2. Three months hard exercise before [fat˛] in Medina
3. MMS’ original awrd (=HMK)
4. After initial hardship (shidda), Medinese welcome MMS and his party
5. In the Raw∂a, MMS is given gold by a visitor; entrusts it to a man, who later refuses to return it.

MMS: “Leave him!”

fat˛,
religious
tasks,

Prophetic
support

6. MMS recounts his fat˛ (through Ibrhım al-Suwaydı)
7. MMS lets the Prophet choose a †arıqa for him: Shdhiliyya
8. MMS decides to stand with Prophets (like HMK), not the saints => irshd instead of khalwa
9. MMS is criticised because he constantly refers to the Prophet
10. Tarwı˛ prayers performed with MMS are accepted by the Prophet for MMS’ sake
11. Even without nasab, MMS is just as much a son of the Prophet as the ◊l al-Bayt
12. Vision of former disbeliever: MMS called into ˘ujra; he and his followers are under the Prophet’s

trusteeship (∂amna)
13. MMS shines together with the sun of the Prophet

adversaries
perish

14. A Moroccan tries to poison MMS
15. “˘asbun Allh…” saved MMS after he had been poisoned

Ag. Turks,
pro
A/Mu††alib

16. Death of Governor who refused MMS’ plea to set free a sharıf
17. Against Turks beating beggars in Prophet’s Mosque
18. MMS conceals the identity of two Syrian rebels
19. MMS recognises and forgives a Turkish homosexual
20. MMS solves fiAbd al-Mu††alib’s problems with Govt. by telling him to visit the Prophet! (c. Sep

1827?)

jadhb,
khalwa in
Proph.
Mosque:
special
mystical
status

21. MMS to al-fi◊qib (who has visited the Prophet): “The Prophet returned your greetings!”
22. MMS sees in al-fi◊qib the future mdi˛
23. Prophetic contact causes 3 days’ jadhb to MMS
24. MMS often spends the night inside the Prophet’s Mosque
25. MMS in khalwa inside Prophet’s Mosque
26. Two Saints (ahl al-kha†wa) join MMS’ tarwı˛
27. The meat story (I): Fire will not consume meat in front of which MMS has prayed
28. MMS disappears for about 2 days (“ghayba”)
29. MMS in ghayba (in the “City of Saints”?)
30. MMS’ ancestors were saints — but the Prophet loves him the most
31. Don’t give up your work — but always pray when it is time!
32. ∑li˛ al-Saqq sees the Prophet, but first wants to consult MMS!
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Ibr. al-
Rashıd

33. Al-Qüßı brings present from Ibn Idrıs
34. MMS’ talk about the manqib of AI moves the birds
35. Prophet organises litter for MMS to go to Mecca
36. Angels spread their wings for MMS

healing
37. Better be blind in this world and sighted in the next!
38. MMS heals a girl who is so sick that she cannot walk
39. MMS heals clonic attack by sprinkling patient with water from his ablution pitcher (before 1240:

1825)
40. MMS heals a leper (majdhüm) by having him drink out of his copper ablution pitcher
41. MMS heals a leper (dhü baraß) by having him wash with his ablution pitcher

MMS
knows
more than
fiulam√

42. MMS interprets a myst. trad. in a sober & orthodox manner (of al-Bas†mı claiming higher status
than the prophets)

43. MMS interprets Qur√n with more ease than the fiulam√
44. Basmala part of prayer? Yes!
45. MMS cleanses the Prophet from Satanic connections; MMS’s knowledge not derived from books

(TTQ: but fiilm ladunı)
46. Status dispute with another [Sufi]; MMS regarded as haughty because he said the other was lower

than many believed

Turks who
occupied
Sudan

47. Dream reveals -Amın -Kitaybı and MMS will die in different places (I)
48. MMS consoled over loss of his father & brother by “Prophetic precedence” [first half of 1823]
49. MMS sad about Turks raiding al-Dmar & killing several Majdhıb [c. Jan/Feb. 1823]
50. MMS escapes attempt by Govt to jail him (as relative of Makk Nimr) [c. 1825-6?]
51. MMS roamed the streets of Medina looking for traces of the Prophet

Medina
children

52. Son A˛mad (by slave concubine), dies as baby
53. Daughter F†ima (by Medinese wife), dies as baby

leading
others to
fat˛

54. Outwardly a joke — inwardly fat˛: the “I can’t urinate”-story
55. Perseverence as proof of sincerity => fat˛ (I)
56. The shepherd-story [perseverence as proof of sincerity => fat˛ (II)]
57. Fat˛ en passant for Baghddıs
58. Rich but sincere => from Sufi-friend (mu˛ibb) to walı

ziyra
59. Visit to U˛ud martyrs
60. Sy ˘amza talks to MMS inside his domed tomb
61. The speaking tomb: memento mori! (don’t laugh in the graveyard!)

leaving
Medina

62. [“Outward”] reason why MMS left Medina: letter from his ailing mother [1828]
63. MMS, leaving Medina, distributes money plucked from the air to the poor who demanded alms

[1828]

Mecca: 9 stories (1.8%)
64. MMS only accepts what comes from a sincere heart [1828]
65. To some, MMS is more important than the Prophet (man from Baßra came to Medina only to see

MMS) [1828/9]
66. Moroccans visitors to Medina ask for MMS; but he has already died
67. Let the people come to me!
68. MMS knows secret advice in advance; disapproves of it

farewell to
Ibn Idrıs

69. MMS’ great visit to AI; honoured by AI; they see God; salvation promised to all his followers
70. The two mules: weeping because of their separation
71. MMS gives to the brethren a precious camel presented to him
72. Angels spread wings for MMS (II) (MMS prefers riding over walking, “so as not to step on the

angels’ wings”)

Jidda: 2 stories (0.4%)
73. The Jidda ˘a∂rima biased against the Sudan
74. ˘a∂rima pay for MMS’ passage to Sawkin &c [c. 1 Jan. 1829]
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Sawkin: 298 stories (59.6%)

omina
75. A Sawkinese dreams: Fertile tree comes across the sea, settles on Island, then Q˙f
76. MMS = flood sweeping some of Island, and Müsey, but not North Sawkin
77. MMS = Moon rising in the East and settling in the West
78. A popular poem: Y karım Mawln ∑allı fial maljn (Dıwn 145-6) [set to melody of fisher’s

song Umm BatΩt]
79. MMS’ first Sawkin wife [= Nafısa bt. fiUthmn b. FYüsuf?] dreams of rising moon falling into

her lap
80. Abü ’l-Fat˛ goes to welcome MMS on the open sea
81. Dates of MMS’ stay in Sawkin: 6 Jan 1829 - 7 Feb 1831
82. Reason for coming to Sawkin: Prophetic injunction to guide its inhabitants who have strayed

from right path
83. MMS attacks traditional, ‘un-Islamic’ rules

zwiya
84. Place of zwiya indicated by vision induced to pupil by a certain dhikr
85. MMS teased because his lodge was so small and the qibla not correct
86. Spiritual excellence of the zwiya (I): like paradise
87. Spiritual excellence of the zwiya (II): meeting-place of the ahl al-dıwn in Sawkin

moral
‘exposure’:
sex
examples

88. Enforcement of strict personal morality through ‘exposition’ effect
89. MMS exposes grabbing at buttocks
90. “The woman just wanted to put on her loin string for you!” (MMS knew student slept with his ex-

girl-friend)
91. A sharıf’s girl-friend; Prophet closely monitors sexual behaviour of the Ashrf
92. Faqır gets up secretly to have sex with a woman
93. Dervish presses hand of former girl-friend
94. Sawkinese should stop even only seeing his former girl-friend in Jidda!
95. Sharıf petted his former girl-friend while she visited him during his illness
96. al-khadsha allatı bayn al-dhakar wa’l-unthayayn
97. Repent from flirting and petting!
98. Man repented and infringed again, thinking the shaykh did not know
99. ˘uwwr touches ex-girl-friend’s breasts
100. Man gives back the †arıqa since MMS knew he had sex with a woman although it happened

outside Sawkin
101. Mere ‘vision’ of MMS prevents illicit sex
102. Man stops taking a ma˛w for fear he would lose lust of all woman
103. Too weak for †arıqa => fornication => penis gone!
104. Student buys carpet merely to look at the pretty woman selling it
105. MMS is not intimidated by government fornicators (?)
106. MMS doesn’t want to cause fa∂ı˛ — just to reform people
107. Teaching effects: Summary, & raising social status of the Ashrf!
108. Student of Mu˛ammadu Bello asserts the singularity of MMS
109. MMS checks the financial situation of his followers: most are poor

walı kmil
knows
everything

110. MMS knows of a man rebuking his grandchild
111. The walı al-kmil knows everything
112. MMS remembers visitor of his father in Shandı
113. MMS’s mother’s abscess under her armpit treated by Shandı fakı via stick so as not to touch her
114. Bachelors should fast twice a week to subdue their nafs
115. Muftı Khi∂r [pious and poor?] walks barefoot from Island to MMS
116. MMS blamed by some for riding while others are walking
117. Talk against MMS
118. -Ty. A & -∑iddıq [w -Amın] visit from al-Dmar; ∑iddıq falls ill; complaint about lunch

moral rules
119. Majdhıb from -Dmar [awld al-balad] cannot help slandering the Sawkinese
120. MMS asks fiAlı Diqna to excuse himself for insulting a woman
121. Don’t slander — especially not the Ashrf!
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122. MMS’ mother and brother have grudges against him because he preferred one of his disciples to
them for consultation

123. Family surprised because Sawkinese ma˛abba does not ‘pay off’
124. fiAlı Diqna streetfighting!
125. Some fuqar√ (followers of MMS) want to prevent fiAlı Diqna from joining MMS (?)
126. Don’t beat your mother!
127. Don’t disobey your mother!
128. Don’t play around frivolously with your weapons!
129. MMS prevents Ashrf from getting involved in street quarrels
130. Fiqh exam for MMS’ students
131. The dervish in KΩkr˙b; MMS and ˘amad al-Ma√mün are quite close
132. “After the wedding, I am going to repent!”
133. Don’t precipitately divorce your wives!
134. Bushrbı recovers from smallpox in Jidda
135. MMS’ everyday handwriting not beautiful
136. MMS’ brother-in-law angry that his young brother ˘asan took the bayfia
137. Bedouin given the †arıqa without much introduction
138. To remember Majdhüb is enough dhikr for the bedouin
139. A˛mad al-Amın, al-‡ayy.ib A˛mad, Berber Gov. trade in Sawkin. MMS: “Majdhıb running

after riches!”
140. MMS sells amulets
141. MMS knows all, even permissable doings of his students
142. MMS knows the number of hairs on his students’ back…
143. MMS is held to be almost like a Prophet by simple follower

fa∂ılat al-
Ashrf

144. MMS through Prophetic communication confirms doubtful status of M AdarΩb as a sharıf
145. MMS is told by a htif that fiˆs b. M AdarΩb is a sharıf
146. Qur√n teacher beats a sharıf boy => MMS: “Don’t beat a sharıf, not even as a lesson!”
147. A/Q Slim linked to Ashrf through M AdarΩb and through his wife
148. A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim’s khl linked to the Ashrf
149. MMS instinctively knows “the flesh of the Prophet”
150. MMS honours 2 Ashrf even though they are sinners

rel. to
Govt.

151. Two runaway slave girls brought back
152. MMS eats the ruler’s food: that is only ÷hir, not b†in
153. “Can you swear bi’l-†alq that MMS did eat the Government’s food fı ba†nih?”
154. MMS in Sawkin has changed positively compared with what he used to be in al-Matamma/al-

Dmar

money &
trade

155. M b. M Tank[w]ır’s ship survived the storm
156. M b. M Tank[w]ır; trade with the Yemen and Jidda; MMS and company take a walk to ˘afır al-

Füla
157. MMS knows a crow lied; boys from al-Dmar studied with him before he married fi◊√isha bt.

Ibrhım
158. MMS refuses to be financially exploited (a man wanted him to pay for a slave girl)
159. Trader steals gold from his companion; MMS makes bayn
160. Maßawwafi trader lost 500 dollars “but this averted a great misfortune”
161. MMS’ sword stolen [apparently by an important person?]; MMS covers the thief
162. MMS divorced his first Sawkin wife => F Yu Ibr married her
163. MMS settles money dispute between F Yüsuf Ibr and his wife after the latter’s death
164. Abü Bakr T˙ta resents being treated as ‘the little nephew’ by a man of higher status
165. MMS knows contents of letters from his mother and brother without opening them
166. MMS, through ˛kim, receives 100 dollars as ßadaqa from Yemeni trader; distributes it among

students
167. Man who repaired the drain pipe had missed the morning-prayer by sleeping beyond sunrise
168. MMS “teaches all 4 madhhib”: example: Shfifiı
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169. ˘usayn al-Rub†bı thinks about supper during the night-prayer: rebuked by MMS
170. “What a fool I am! God hides and I expose!” (Concentrate your mind during prayer!)
171. MMS uses uncommon tahlıl; but reference in a book
172. Simple student allowed to massage MMS’s legs like the fuqar√
173. MMS, and the Prophet, invoked in decision-making
174. MMS answers greeting of a man who greeted him only in his heart
175. When MMS married fi◊√isha al-Sharıfiyya, he got a tΩb against the will of a student’s father [c.

Oct. 1829?]
176. Sharıf from W Baraka travels to Sawkin; his student leaves him on the way to visit his pregnant

wife
177. MMS cures very painful pain in a vein
178. Poem “˘u∂ürun idh ghibn” dictated in trance [apparently derived from ghibn -> ghayba]
179. Bedouin knows more than townspeople think
180. Govt. official repents and becomes good without having to admit anything in public
181. MMS remembers Abü Bakr. ˘. T˙ta from a pilgrimage in Mecca [Aug 1822?]
182. MMS recognises son of [Shdhiliybı fakı] whom he has never seen before
183. Don’t rape your wife!
184. Don’t rape your wife (2)
185. Say bismillh before sex!
186. MMS asks a man to perform a major ablution before greeting him
187. MMS knows a man was junub
188. MMS saves a ship in distress; yearns to return to ˘ijz, but his stay in Sawkin is better

children &
wife

189. fi◊√isha bt. MMS will enter paradise
190. MMS: “Sharıfiyya is going to bear me a child — a son!”
191. Sharıfiyya died in childbirth; fiAbd Allh stayed alive; MMS knew
192. MMS hangs up a feather to make it easier for -Sharıfiyya to give birth (she had a hard time)
193. Prophet married Sharıfiyya before MMS
194. Sharıfiyya’s dead brother fiAlı attends her wedding
195. Sharıfiyya has vision of Ibrhım al-Suwaydı in Suwayd
196. Sharıfiyya vision: she drinks from a spout above MMS’ navel (= she is his student)
197. Sharıfiyya dream: Prophet enlightens Adam (=explanation of Sirr al-Madad, B)
198. Sharıfiyya’s brother attends her death (in Sawkin) from Sinkt (in a vision)
199. Light above Sharıfiyya’s grave —> she has entered Paradise

saints &
their tombs

200. “No dead person in whose funeral prayer I participate is tormented!”
201. Long visit to Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı (who is alive in his tomb) [7 Apr 1829 or 27 Mar 1830]
202. Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı sitting above all other saints
203. MMS comes across a ruined tomb, is told its karma => ‘neo’-interpretation links local saint to

cult of Prophet
204. MMS reveals (ashhara) the graves of two saints
205. MMS, after trance, sails to Sh fiAbd Allh -Jabartı; students mistake his call for a bird
206. MMS visits al-Anßrı, stops people from gambling there
207. MMS becomes acquinted with F ∑iddıq bi’l-Bb; visits his grave, has a flag put up there
208. MMS asks a mother and God to forgive a tormented dead person

Govt.
209. MMS: anti-Turkish statement

excellence
of MMS,
his †arıqa &
followers

210. MMS makes “public” a Maghribı’s tomb 6 days’ journey from Sawkin
211. All those who have taken MMS’ †arıqa belong to the ahl al-bayt and are guaranteed paradise
212. All those who have taken MMS’ †arıqa are under the ∂amn of the Prophet
213. If people knew the excellence of prayer with MMS, they would even suffer their legs to be cut off!
214. Prophetic light is in the middle of the ˛alqa, and angels; and the awld al-khalwa become like

them
215. Special mystical praise for Sh Ysın and his “true brethren”
216. Mystical praise, not restricted to Ysın
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217. MMS: “I make each of my students see the Prophet every night. My madad for them will not end
after my death”

218. Other saints are neither beneficial nor harmful to MMS’ students
219. “Other righteous men: don’t interfere between MMS and his students!” (after MMS’ death) [claim

to exclusivity]
220. MMS more distinguished than other righteous men (ßli˛ın)
221. A follower doubts MMS’ status as highest walı for his students, then repents and is re-accepted
222. All of MMS’ students will reach fat˛, at least on their deathbed
223. All of MMS’ students will reach fat˛, at least on their deathbed (II)
224. Kissing MMS’ hand is like kissing the Prophet’s hand
225. MMS in a ˛l, dealing with followers
226. Khi∂r is with MMS one night, relaxed => he is filled with sakına to the point of getting goose

flesh

prayer &c
with MMS

227. Sawkin Island Friday-prayer with MMS, followed by mawlid, then toilet, accepted
228. Prophet stands in honour of Abü ’l-Fat˛, when Sirr al-Madad is read
229. Flags unfolding during mawlid
230. MMS knows Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı better than the latter’s khalıfa does [‘Martyr to a bowel

movement’]

MMS’
brothers

231. MMS writes to his brother al-‡ayyib to give him a dhikr from the Prophet
232. MMS greets his brother al-‡ayyib in Sawkin as a walı
233. MMS’ half-brother fiUmar comes to Sawkin before all other family members [c. May 1829]
234. MMS prays for his brother fiUmar

on
followers

235. MMS’ half-brother fiUmar brings news from eunuchs and students in Medina (c. July 1829)
236. Sy fiAbd Allh b. Müs “set free” (?) on 27 Rama∂n [2 Apr 1829]
237. Poor Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf finally has a vision, too!
238. Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf [simple-minded??] should stick to reciting the Qur√n until he dies
239. MMS explains dream: 3 sib˛as = 3 adhkr [of the ass]

on other
people

240. MMS to Ysın: “If you don’t love me you have no fiaql!”
241. MMS: “God honours fiUthmn b. Abü Bakr more than you do!”
242. MMS takes upon himself the sins of M Tank[w]ır
243. MMS: “ßa˛bı fiAmmr b. Ysir never leaves AngalΩy b. fiAlı fiˆsayy!”
244. Ysın reports how highly MMS praised him
245. Prophet says F Madanı b. Abı Bakr Khalıl [MMS’ father-in-law] is a righteous man (ßli˛)
246. MMS and F Madanı b. Abı Bakr [MMS’ father-in-law]: special relationship est. by MMS’ vision
247. MMS presses Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta to his bare chest
248. MMS prays for F Madanı Diqna’s recovery
249. Woman wants to take the †arıqa; directed to a relative (student of MMS)
250. MMS to fiAlı Diqna: “A shaykh tells a disciple’s sins only after he has asked God to forgive

them!”
251. Prophet allows MMS to accept gifts
252. Death of M [w] al-∑fı (around 23 May 1831)
253. MMS gives Hj al-Bakhıtwı a rosary (“by Prophetic order”)

food
multiplied

254. Multiplying food (I)
255. Multiplying food (II)
256. Multiplying food (III: group of seven)
257. Multiplying food (IV: during the construction of the lodge)
258. Multiplying food (V: one for three)

varia
259. MMS heals a [furuncle]
260. MMS heals ulcer of al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad
261. Man failed to slaughter the customary sheep for his [deceased] son’s subüfi => nightmare => ßul˛

with dead son by MMS
262. Slave of MMS’ future in-laws kills someone, hides; MMS finds out where, has him pardoned
263. MMS understands the language of a [West African]
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264. MMS (somewhat reluctantly) helps a Sawkinese against his Jidda ˘a∂ramı creditor
265. [Governor of Berber?] harbours ill intentions against Sawkinese; restricted (“stomachache”) by

MMS
266. Man who refused arbitration by MMS was killed (blood feud)
267. W˙lfialybı fakıs say it will not rain => MMS brings much rain [MMS more powerful than tribal

fakıs]
268. MMS saves bedouins from lightening by attracting it onto himself
269. Travellers to Tokar, overcome by thirst, invoke MMS => clouds, cold wind, and rain
270. MMS helps a trader whose camels are too weak to travel back from Sawkin
271. Lost rosary found again!
272. Never leave your house while you are in a state of major ritual impurity (junub)!
273. Junub student threatened by jinn; but jinn can never harm MMS’ students!
274. Being MMS’ neighbour protects from jinn
275. Strange [vision] and other miracles; “The Shaykh’s Sheep”
276. MMS spits into [Sawkin’s salty drinking] water => turns sweet as sugar
277. MMS’ mucus, sweet as honey, fed to his baby son fiAbd Allh when MMS left Sawkin [6/7 Feb

1831]
278. Prayer with MMS joined by all the Prophets & Mu˛ammad himself
279. Man in shabby clothes: fuqar√ don’t recognise him as being Khi∂r
280. Student overwhelmed by wird performed at night in tomb of Abü ’l-Fat˛: freightened; MMS said

he missed a marvelous experience
281. “Big-Belly” fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr sees the angels during “The Four Prayers” [Thursday evening?]
282. House fills with light while MMS is massaged
283. MMS surrounded by light during prayer
284. MMS’ excrements smell like perfume
285. MMS borrowed a few dirhams from student; returns dollars from under his prayer-rug
286. January 1829: Upon MMS’ complaint, cold north wind turned into pleasant south wind
287. MMS asks the Prophet for a story he had forgotten
288. MMS does nothing except with Prophet’s permission, even licit acts
289. Rü˛nıyün tell MMS what he has to say to his followers
290. MMS smells smell of prayer for the Prophet in house of F Slim [al-Ri∂wnı]
291. Tafsır: “This City of Security” = Heart of the Prophet
292. MMS attends funeral in Syria while lying on his bed in Sawkin
293. [Spirit of] MMS wakes all Sawkinese for the morning-prayer; if God helps them, they get up
294. Ysın startled out of siesta for noon-prayer by MMS’ ‘voice’
295. MMS throws a jubba (gift from Medina chief eunuch) back to Medina for the fiˆd [6 April 1829?]
296. MMS falls in trance: his coffee-cup remains upright in the air (I)
297. MMS falls in trance: his coffee-cup slowly sinks down to earth (II)
298. Müsey are crazy for MMS: give him a wife just as he had repudiated onother one of them
299. Man “possessed by Satan” shuns back from entering MMS’ house
300. Man “posessed by Satan” cannot face MMS
301. MMS: “If you knew me ˛aqq al-mafirifa, you would fall to pieces out of love for me!”
302. MMS prevents over-exploitation of a bedouin by a trader
303. MMS in trance from fiish√ to fiaßr, but wakes up for all the prayers in between
304. MMS, ‘spaced out’, lets his donkey choose his way “with the Prophet”
305. MMS in ˛l strays off normal path; but says to -Am,“How can a blind man lead a baßır”!?
306. MMS so heavily loaded with mafin /fiilm that a donkey almost breaks down under him
307. MMS carried to Jazıra by students: “Had I not made myself heavy, you’d have thrown me into the

sea!”
308. MMS attends 2 weddings at the same time, bringing presence of the Prophet (reads the mawlid)
309. MMS, against -Amın’s will, gives a tΩb to visiting faqır
310. MMS sends letter to Sy A˛mad b. Sumay† al-∆arırı (˘a∂ramΩt)
311. MMS leaves khalwa prematurely
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312. MMS in 7-day-khalwa: fuqar√ grow impatient
313. What MMS says in public is only understood by those for whom it is intended
314. fiAlı Diqna cuts short a long distance miraculously: by help of MMS
315. MMS, in trance, makes “public” graves of 4 ßli˛ın, i.a. from the Müsey, in <t’Hamshiney>
316. Between Sawkin and t’Amın˙b: graves of ßli˛ın
317. MMS heals clonic attack
318. Bedouin tries to avoid obligation of hospitality to passing travellers
319. MMS holds back a man for the news; man afterwards reaches his caravan quickly [c. 8/9 Feb

1831]
320. The meat story (version II)

predictions
321. MMS predicts his daughter fi◊√isha’s marriage to Abü Bakr Yüsuf (13 years later = c. 1842/3)
322. Feb 1831: MMS arranges for daughter fi◊√isha to marry son of F Yüsuf
323. Abü Bakr b. ˘mid T˙ta earns money for the first time (???)
324. European ship measures depth of sea and ports; MMS angry that Christian is carried ashore by

Muslim
325. MMS predicts Hj fiUmar will be robbed by fiarab [c. 1838/9]
326. 1829/30: fiAlı Diqna has a dispute. MMS predicts more (1864/5: with enemies of MMS’ family)
327. MMS announces the sign of his future khalıfa [TTQ, 1853/4]
328. MMS predicts [TTQ’s] commentary on Sirr al-Madad (1858/7)
329. “Don’t divorce your wife — be patient; she will get pregnant!”
330. Intricacies around MMS’ [second] Sawkin wife (F† bt. F Madanı [from the Müsey])
331. MMS predicts birth of son to fiAlı “al-Barbarı” (from slave girl)
332. Son of fiAbd Allh b. MMS’ midwife sent to memorise Qur√n
333. Indication of Sh Ysın’s future status as leader [not khalıfa] of the community
334. Dream reveals -Amın -Kitaybı and MMS will die in different places (II)
335. Shf fiUmar b. M Lubb will die in Wdı Baraka (dream interpretation)
336. Abü Bakr Habıs fortunate: precious stone, found in sea, sold in Jidda for 75 dollars
337. MMS to A/A Sharıf: don’t give up your money — you will make profit from it!
338. Dream interpreted: you’ll find precious thing => memorised the Qur√n
339. Shf fiUmar b. M Lubb from Wdı Baraka takes the Shdhiliyya
340. Abü Bakr F∂il (Yemeni) takes Shdhiliyya from al-Amın after MMS’ departure

dreams
341. [TTQ’s introduction on dreams] (al-ru√y al-ßli˛a yarh al-muslim)
342. Dream: “Everything MMS tells you comes from the Prophet!”
343. Dream on MMS: j√ al-˛aqq wa-zahaqa al-b†il. — Some dreams interpreted, some not.
344. Dream: MMS a star next to the Prophet, in whose light the 40 other awliy√ disappear
345. MMS’ “campaign” of izlat al-mankir: this is what the Prophet wants!
346. Dream: MMS like a lightning, leaving the place he left in darkness, and lighting the place where

he alights
347. Warning to Ashrf: whoever takes the †arıqa from MMS must not leave it!

salvation
348. Questions about the other world; MMS can expect a good harvest there; opponent dies
349. Student dreams: all of MMS’ Sawkin students freed from hell fire, except two
350. A b. A/Qdir dreams he sits with guardians of sidrat al-muntah, by MMS’ baraka
351. Dream of Doomsday: All Sawkinese, except 3 men, saved, ikrman to MMS
352. Student dreams: man with immoderate lifestyle attended Mawlid al-Nabı with MMS => sins

forgiven (I)
353. Man sees next day’s event in dream: sinner attended Mawlid al-Nabı with MMS => sins forgiven

(II)
354. Student dreams: MMS read Fti˛a for deceased => sins forgiven
355. Student dreams: MMS and all his students safe on Day of Judgement
356. Student dreams: On doomsday, MMS’ students will have written MMS’ name “Mu˛ammad” on

their heads with light
357. Man grudges MMS because Abü Bakr T˙ta is preferred as khdim
358. Abü Bakr T˙ta fı silk HMK => always entreats with him
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359. A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim dreams: ‘Tree grows out of right thigh’: son will be born
360. F Madanı “guarding calves” = the 7 body openings; law˛ washed off = sins washed off

for the
weak,
vision of
MMS
suffices

361. Sy ˘usayn sees Prophet, but too weak to stand this; seeks strenght by reciting a [changed!] line
from Sirr al-Madad

362. Sy ˘usayn is tought a very powerful dufi√; but he forgets it (?)
363. For Sy ˘usayn, it is better to see MMS than the Prophet [because he is too weak]
364. MMS: “to see me is sufficient for you; it is as if you had seen the Prophet!”
365. Prophet attends mawlid read at MMS’ wedding with Sharıfiyya [c. Oct 1829?]
366. Abü Bakr T˙ta thrown out of majlis by angry MMS (later forgiven)
367. Sy fiˆs G[w]ıly dreams he was “selected” by {his ancestor Shf Mu˛ammad}
368. Vision of Prophet: “You will leave with a state official who comes here”
369. Man’s dream (Qur√n verse) forbodes sudden death of his son
370. Vision of Prophet forebodes {death of favourite son}
371. MMS leaves his Sawkin students in the care of his jadd = the Prophet [6 Feb 1831]
372. MMS to Ashrf: “I am a Sharıf by descent, not only metaphorically! (but nasab hidden by God)”

Desert: 2 stories (0.4%)
373. Penis infection of W˙lfialybı guide cured by washing with MMS’ ablution water & sand
374. Bedouin cured by washing with MMS’ ablution water (MMS passing by)

Berber: 47 stories (9.4%)
375. Bedouin more interested in [selling] camel than in tawba; but eventually takes bayfia
376. MMS against female keeners (I)
377. MMS against female keeners (II)
378. Don’t mistreat your mother!
379. MMS exposes a man who did not keep his tawba => repents again and keeps it
380. MMS spits on children for blessing instead of saying prayer; observer finds this strange
381. Zarrüq b. F fiAbd al-Wahhb, travelling from Ra√s al-Wdı to Berber, visits MMS in QΩz al-Fünj

(his father’s wish)
382. Coffee beans as present for MMS, who knows of it before seeing it
383. Suwaykitbı eats half of the 100 dates intended as nadhr for MMS; rest miraculously multiplied to

serve 200 people
384. MMS & 200 followers visit F fiAbd al-Wahhb, who has not enough food; MMS served special

wheat meal
385. MMS, in time of high prices, multiplies one supper’s dough of his host to last for 5 days
386. MMS’ host Shf fiAlı sends locals away before serving supper => grudge
387. M Faqıh singled out of large crowd of visitors to eat with MMS
388. Slave woman bitten by snake for disregarding MMS’ interdiction of bik [c. 23 May 1831]
389. MMS gives a prospective fiilm student his ablution bottle to drink from
390. Dilemma: We want to invite MMS for his baraka, but don’t want to feed his entourage!
391. fiAbd Allh w. Manßür [b. HMK] loses a donkey; MMS: “What do you think a walı is?!” but then

finds the donkey anyway
392. MMS refuses to sit on bed of Wahh˙b ancestor (out of respect)
393. MMS: “∑al˛ of Wahh˙b goes back even further than I had thought (Prophet told me)!”
394. MMS identifies place of fiAbd Allh al-Aghbash’s mosque and school
395. MMS finds the place of HMK’s khalwa in al-Ghubush
396. In al-Ghubush more Qur√n, in al-Dmar more fiilm
397. MMS, emerging from a ˛l: “Why didn’t you wake me up, by touching my luminous body with

your dark bodies?”
398. MMS to his female relatives: “Don’t slander!”
399. Small boys who pray without ablution get a sore on their penis
400. MMS presses Wahh˙b and even more al-˘ajjz jointly to build a Friday mosque
401. Al-˘ajjz has a vision supporting the building of the Friday mosque
402. Condition for healing headache: “Stop driving your cows onto other people’s fields!”
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403. Condition for healing headache: “Stop putting your cows to work the sqiya even at night!” — But
man died

404. MMS refers man with abcess to physicians; but patient prefers ruqya to cauterisation/amputation
405. MMS: “I am not one of those spells-and-charms-fakıs!” But nevertheless he heals an acute clonic

attack
406. People throng to pray with MMS in house of [Khuffb?]
407. Rain fell during MMS’ prayer on a hot day
408. Cool air appears during MMS’ prayer on a hot day
409. MMS and company fed in private house in QΩz without food becoming less
410. F A˛mad al-Ghubushwı receives rizq & khayr through ∑alt al-Rabbniyya
411. MMS hears walı weeping ‘because MMS appeared in such a corrupt time’
412. «A/Q -Gılnı’s foot on the neck of all other walıs (“of his time”)»; MMS inherits this position
413. Man who had thought MMS’ status was higher than M A/Wahhb’s marvels at MMS’ great

respect for him
414. MMS identifies grave of alcoholic Government supporter (Fa∂lallh “w ˘arrn”) as that of a walı

protecting Muslims
415. MMS identifies grave of pious dervish woman

sex
416. MMS sends a man to prevent another from fornication
417. Man leaves after the evening-prayer to have sex with a woman from Berber
418. After fornication, a man attends the morning-prayer with sand-washing only. Eventually forgiven
419. Man says he repented — altough he had fornicated only a day before
420. Man tries to seduce a woman who had brought ghee to MMS as present; she consented
421. Man fornicates, does not perform ablution, then greets MMS as if nothing had happened

al-Dmar: 79 stories (15.8%)

HMK
khilfa,
resistance
against
MMS &c.

422. MMS rebuilds HMK’s khalwa; a female relative thinks he wants to become khalıfa
423. Log of HMK’s rebuilt khalwa complains that the man who put it up was junub
424. Majdhıb fakıs think MMS came for HMK-khilfa; but he says he is the khalıfa of God & His

Prophet
425. Man thinks MMS’ trance is a show
426. Majdhıb fiulam√: “How can we pray behind this young boy?”
427. Majdhıb angry that MMS honours people they don’t like; MMS sends some away to other

shaykhs
428. Four months after his arrival: strong social resistance on the part of locals [June 1831??]
429. Berber area [Khatmı? or Ghubushwı?] khalıfa warns his co-religionists against going to MMS in

al-Dmar
430. MMS sent adhkr to [Ghubush] fakı (whom he has not seen); MMS diplomatic re Kannür

adversary [fakı?]
431. Ghubush khalıfa had taken [Khatm.]; MMS talks him out of it, gives him Shdhiliyya, sends him

back to his fathers’ †arıqa
432. Berber man, about to go and see MMS [curiosity?] falls off his mount, curses MMS
433. Hj al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı quarrels with his wife on way to visit MMS; MMS lodges them with

A˛mad b. al-Amın [b HMK]
434. MMS prescribed 5 peppercorns daily against stomachache (doctor had wanted to cauterise patient)

[c. mid-Feb. 1831?]
435. Men urged to profess repentance against their will harbour recalcitrant thoughts => severly

punished
436. Ghubush leader presents 10 sacks of sorghum to MMS —> gossip re MMS’ motives in seeking

relations with Ghubush
437. Ghubush visitor to MMS laughs at donkey sex during prayer
438. MMS postpones the afternoon-prayer “because he is in the presence of the Prophet” (i.e., walı’s

licence)
439. Traveller from Khartoum: fever hallucinations of beautiful jinniyya
440. Woman vowed a full pot of ghee if her son recovered; tries to cheat MMS by bringing an empty

pot
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441. Visitor [from Berber, prob. ns w. NiqΩla] with 3 small boys: MMS knows that only 2 are his own
sons

442. MMS’ sisters complain of Sawkinese followers (eat much); quarrels between MMS’ Safidbı and
˘a∂arı brothers and sisters

443. Dog eats amulet while it dries in the sun (during process of being covered with leather)

bayfia
444. MMS refuses bayfia from man without ablution
445. Stranger, on a journey, is offered bayfia by MMS (who did not know him)
446. After bayfia, man is ordered sincerely to obey his parents’ (not his own) wishes concerning his

marriage
447. MMS knows what a man did by gazing into his eyes
448. “Something stinks here!” (MMS refers to a man disobeying his parents)
449. Doubt in MMS’ status as a walı removed by proof of [inter-personal] knowledge
450. Dates are [usually] offered to MMS’ visitors; some take them “to get the blessing”
451. MMS honours his old Qur√n teacher; gives fa†ır with sugar etc. to other guest; refuses wine to the

third
452. MMS’ cousin al-∑fı envies a Juhaymbı faqır being given a robe of honour by MMS
453. MMS: “Don’t worry, I’ll cater for all these guests!”

HMK &
other
graves

454. MMS hailed by HMK
455. MMS, after visiting HMK, spits into his students’ mouth: sweet as honey for three days
456. MMS hears beautiful Qur√n recitation from unknown grave
457. Unknown dead “trembles” with joy at being visited

sugar soil
458. MMS makes public Hj fiˆs’s grave (soil sweet as sugar). — Rivalry between fiAlı Diqna and Sy

˘asan b. Ibrhım?
459. MMS hands out the sugar-soil from Hj fiˆs’s tomb in individual portions; people eat it
460. F A.-Ty.HMK gives [fatw] on sugar-soil: it tasted like sugar, but remained soil
461. Doubt: “Sugar-soil producing is a very successful means for MMS to show off!”
462. MMS generously “feeds” Ghubush & Wahh˙b fuqar√ and Awld Bint Asad

food
scarcity &
multiplica-
tion

463. [Oppressive] Jafialı (Masallambı) [shaykh mashyikh] “Makk” Bashır visits MMS; fed on
leftovers

464. Passers-by smell: “MMS has meat today!” => invited
465. Mu˛ammadbı fakı visits MMS; fed on leftovers
466. F ˘amad al-Ma√mün and A˛mad b. al-Amın invited by MMS for supper; A˛mad shows himself to

be greedy
467. MMS is given fa†ıra supper by a mawl of [late] al-Amın b. HMK; feeds many on it
468. Al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır and a dervish (like the Prophet) want to spare lives of the Sudanese

(contrary to other awliy√)
469. MMS’ thumb lits mosque after lamp is extinguished
470. A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim pushed to lead prayer with MMS (=> “MMS is the Helper of his

Age [ghawth waqtihi]”)
471. MMS and fiAlı Diqna stay up late; MMS reads Qur√n because he finds no sleep. HMK alive in

his flesh; more than angel
472. -T b. ˘ -Ma√mün reports quietist tradition re Turks: “We are angry, but we have to accept it!”
473. MMS goes into a trance (˛l => jadhba): his coffee-cup remains upright in the air (III)
474. MMS returns lost bracelets on condition that he gets 1 of 2. Afterwards owner refuses the offer,

giving dates instead
475. ˘amad al-Ma√mün promises not to oppose MMS any more
476. Slave trader released by Berber Governor on MMS’ intercession (through a Govt official)
477. On an outing with 2 companions, MMS produces water for ablution by turning ibrıq in the air
478. MMS sends fiAlı Diqna on mission to Berber. On return, he loses his way, but “MMS” guides him

back in no time
479. Qur√n student in Shandı longs to see MMS; MMS “stretches out his hand to Shandı” => hardship

goes away
480. A˛mad b. A/Q Slim travelled to al-Dmar while MMS still in Sawkin. “MMS” is present when

his madı˛ is performed
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481. Ghubush man falls asleep during MMS’ majlis => has nightmare (but relieved by Ghubush
khalıfa)

482. MMS kisses a dead (fiilm student) (so this is permitted to do)
483. MMS heals a blind camel
484. Mu˛ibb to MMS: “If you don’t bring back my donkey I’ll never visit you again!”
485. MMS cures fiAlı Diqna’s diarrhea by stroking across his own belly
486. Fakı tries to convince a man that he is majnün, and should be cured by him for money. MMS says

this is nonsense
487. MMS: “Between the jmifi and the khalwa of HMK there is a column of light from ground to sky;

QHMK sitting there”

alcohol,
tobacco

488. Suppurating belly sign of broken tawba
489. Alcoholic repented; then returned to drinking => belly exploded, died
490. Alcoholic pressed into repentance; doesn’t keep it => painful belly inflation; cured by MMS; but

man still drinks
491. An alcoholic plans to exchange a nosebag full of millet against alcohol (from a woman) on return

from MMS
492. “Don’t smoke!” (obstinate smoker threatened with blindness; grows blind)
493. MMS delegates F al-∑fı to heal fistula of obstinate alcoholic in QΩz al-Fünj [tawba no condition

for healing]
494. Khi∂r, MMS’ muezzin, mocked as being illiterate. Retreats resentfully; vision: MMS gives him

milk => fat˛

the end
495. MMS sends A˛mad A/Q to Sawkin with [5] ounces of gold, for al-Amın to settle MMS’ debts

there
496. MMS performs two rakfias on the site of his future grave (indication that he is a walı kmil)
497. MMS, mortally ill, calls his [fiUmrbiyya] wife, who excuses herself: “I’m doing coiffure, with

other women!”
498. Sick man healed wants to withhold nadhr after MMS’ death => ill again => gives money to MMS’

full-brother al-‡ayyib
499. MMS on his death bed says God is yearning to meet him, and he chose to meet God (instead of the

world)
500. (1) Foam comes out of dead MMS’ mouth. Woman swallows it => exulted. (2) People uncertain if

MMS dead or in jadhba



MAJDHÜB’S KAR◊M◊T
A summary of anecdotes in the Wasıla

This is a summary of karmt stories contained in al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb, K al-Wasıla il ’l-
ma†lüb fı bafi∂ m ’shtahar min manqib wa-karmt walıy Allh al-shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb.
Page references are to the edition Cairo: M† al-Taqaddum 1332 [1914].
Only those stories contained in the central section of the book dealing with Majdhüb’s sojourn in the
˘ijz and his final years in the Sudan have been included, meaning that the prodigious accounts of his
childhood and the stories dealing with his continuing ‘activity’ after his death have been omitted.
Most stories have been paraphrased; in doing so, I have tried to present the essentials of each account
while preserving the structure and overall content of it.1 Given the focus of my study, special attention
has been paid to ‘mundane’ details. Literal translations are placed between single quotation marks (‘’, as
in the second story, for example). Eulogies and elaborate titles are usually omitted even from literal trans-
lations.
Some conventions:
The first line after the separator gives: a serial number; the abbreviated title of the section into which al-
‡hir organised the stories; the sequential numbering of the story out of the total in the section (e.g., 3/9);
the place where the event happened; the number of the chapter (bb, in Roman numerals) and the section
(faßl, in Arabic numerals); the page number plus an order number for the stories on each page (in braces
{}).
Separate paragraphs give the chain of transmitters for the stories (transmission from ‘ ‘ to)), a brief title
(in boldface) that emphasises my interest in the everyday interaction of the protagonists rather than the
hagiographic purpose of al-‡hir; a summary reproducing the details of the story (again with a particular
interest in everyday practice), and where they are given, a brief summary of al-‡hir’s comments and
interpretations. These usually follow the scheme, ‘This story contains x karmt / i††ilfit / kushüft:
first, …; second, …; …; and"/"or there is a Prophetic precedence for it, namely …”. I have generally
abbreviated al-‡hir’s commentary more than the anecdotes. Often, I give only the number of karmt
counted by al-‡hir in the particular story, and I do not normally translate the story showing the Prophetic
precedence.
The most frequently used abbreviations of names are:
AI: A˛mad b. Idrıs
HMK: al-Fakı ˘amad w. al-Majdhüb
MMS: Mu˛ammad Majdhüb
TTQ: al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb
For other abbreviations, see above, list of abbreviations.
Square brackets [] denote additions by Albrecht Hofheinz.

1 Similar to the reproduction of Iqbl-i Sijistnı’s Chehel majles (the teaching sessions of Semnnı)
in Cordt, Sitzungen. For an example of how I have paraphrased, compare the summary of 124{2} here
with the literal translation of the same story in Chapter VI.
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MMMMeeeeddddiiiinnnnaaaa    aaaannnndddd    tttthhhheeee    ˘̆̆̆iiiijjjjzzzz

EEEEaaaarrrrllllyyyy    iiiinnnn    MMMMeeeeddddiiiinnnnaaaa::::    hhhhaaaarrrrddddsssshhhhiiiippppssss    aaaannnndddd    rrrreeeelllleeeeaaaasssseeee

Serial # Section heading relative # per section Place Chapter # Page #

********************
1 early in Medina 1/8 Medina VII, 1 99{1}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS receives good advice from the Helper of his Age (ghawth) before entering
Medina
“Whenever you think of God, do it with a heart free from all other concerns!”

********************
2 early in Medina 2/8 Medina VII, 1 99{2}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Three months hard exercise before [fat˛] in Medina
‘When I arrived at [the place/town of] the Noble Tomb [of the Prophet], I resolved on staying in its
vicinity (fial jiwrihi) in constant withdrawal from the world and exclusive devotion to God (al-tabattul
fiindahu [i.e., the Tomb] wa’l-inqi†fi il ’llh). At that time I was in the company of eleven brethren who
had come with me to Medina (al-ikhwn al-zuwwr); among them was al-Amın. I assembled them all and
told them, “An incoming thought has told me (˛addathanı kh†„irı) to stay patiently at the Prophet’s Noble
Tomb, refusing all that one may desire — so what about you?” They answered, “We are content with
what you are content with for yourself.” I replied, “If that is so, let us all pledge a firm oath which none
of us shall break!” — “What shall we pledge?” — “That none of us shall go and ask anyone [else for
support], not even to the takiyya” (a house where food was prepared for the poor (maskın) [cf. Burton I,
map after p. 392, showing a “Takiyah for Fakirs” adjoining the Bb al-fiAnbariyya, the suburban gate on
the road to Mecca]). We all agreed on that.
After a while, however, the situation became very hard for us. Lacking food and shelter, we became
emaciated; so my companions broke their oath except for two of them; one of the two being al-Amın.
We used to sleep in al-Mankha, the place of the poor, [an open plain lying] outside the first wall [which
enclosed Medina proper] and inside the second wall [which enclosed the suburbs]. [We were so destitute
that] when we got up for prayer my two companions were yoked together [sic] under a single tΩb [to
cover their nakedness], and I had only a shabby tΩb; thus I used to pray with them. Such hardship we
endured for three months until the nafa˛t al-A˛madiyya came over us with the bash√ir and the futü˛t
al-wahbiyya.’

********************
3 early in Medina 3/8 Medina VII, 1 99{3}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS’ original awrd (=HMK)
MMS’ former awrd were those of HMK; he used them in his initial period of qab∂ in Medina:
daily, until he reached fat˛: 1/3 of the Qur√n; 12 times Dal√il; 700 “astaghfir Allh al-fiA÷ım” (the
Great Wird of the Shdhiliyya); 1000 “Sub˛na Allh al-fiA÷ım wa-bi-˛amdihi”; 1000 tahlıl; 1000
“Allhumma ßalli fial sayyidin Mu˛ammadin wa-fial lihi wa-sallim” (Anas’ prayer).
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********************
4 early in Medina 4/8 Medina VII, 1 99{4}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

After initial hardship (shidda), Medinese welcome MMS and his party
The first bashıra that happened to MMS: he saw the Prophet’s daughter F†ima who asked him whose
guests they were. When he replied: “The Prophet’s!” she asked: “Is he generous (karım) or stingy?”
MMS: “Stinginess never comes close to him!” F†ima: “Well then, just be patient for a while.” After a
day or two, the inhabitants of Medina came and found them in a teaching session (majlis dars). They
threw clothes at them (thiyb, jükh), cut their hair and cleaned them of the dust. Thus, their hardship
(shidda) came to an end.

********************
5 early in Medina 5/8 Medina VII, 1 99{5}
MMS  Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr [fiˆs?]

In the Raw∂a, MMS is given gold by a visitor; entrusts it to a man, who later
refuses to return it. MMS: “Leave him!”
‘One day, I was sitting in the Noble Raw∂a, contemplating the Apostle of God (may God bless him and
grant him peace) when a man came to me and handed me much gold. I took it from him; later [when I
wanted to leave my place for a while] I handed it to a man close to me telling him to guard it. When I
came back, I asked him for it, but he pretended not to know anything about it. Al-Amın was with me, but
the more he urged [the man to return the gold], the more stubborn he became. So I let him off and adjured
al-Amın not to question him anymore about this gold, and [al-Amın] fell silent, even though he was full
of anger.’

********************
6 early in Medina 6/8 Medina VII, 1 100{1}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS recounts his fat˛ (through Ibrhım al-Suwaydı)
When I was approaching illumination (fı awwal al-fat˛), a righteous man (ßli˛) whom I knew appeared
to me (qad ÷ahar fialayya) [in a vision? cf. the next ßli˛], accompanied by a great many followers (wa-
mafiahu ˛alqa kabıra). He wanted me to accept fat˛ from him (an aqbal al-fat˛ fial yadayhi), but I
declined. There followed a period during which I saw nothing (lam ar [sic] fıh shay√an). Then the
figure of another righteous man with more followers appeared to me (÷aharat fialayya ßürat rajul khar
min al-ßli˛ın …). He also wanted me to accept fat˛ from him, but again I declined. Finally, after a
period during which I saw nothing, I came to know a great walı, Ibrhım al-Suwaydı, who introduced me
to (fiarrafanı) the rules of wayfaring (db al-sulük) and to direct communication with Mu˛ammad (al-
muwßala al-Mu˛ammadiyya), “by order of the Prophet,” as he said. Consequently, the Prophet displayed
himself (injal) to me, and all the prophets and saints and Companions etc told me all their secrets (which
had not happened to anybody else in my time). I became independent of all mediators and became myself
the intermediary of intermediaries (al-wsi†a li’l-was√i†). The Prophet became my shaykh, and he is
constantly with me, whether I am awake or asleep.

[Cf. “Funj Chronicle”, “Second Recension”, Nottingham MS, p. 126]

TTQ comment: Faraj mafinawı. Look how he only got so far by enduring all the previous hardships! These are
necessary to distinguish the true (ßdiq) from the false (kdhib).

********************
7 early in Medina 7/8 Medina VII, 1 100{2}
MMS  F  al-∑fı b. Mu˛ammad b. al-∑fı (son of Madına, full-sister of Qamar al-Dın b. HMK)  Abü Bakr b.
˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS lets the Prophet choose a †arıqa for him: Shdhiliyya
The Prophet told Majdhüb, “The aq†b of the †uruq have assembled, among them A˛mad al-Badawı, al-
Riffiı, and al-Jaylı; choose yourself a †arıqa [from among them]!” Majdhüb replied to the Prophet: “You
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choose one for me!” — “I have chosen the Shdhiliyya †arıqa for you”, said the Prophet, stretched out his
hand and gave him the bayfia.

[Cf. Makh†ü†at Ktib al-Shüna, ed. Bußaylı, 112: Majdhüb “turned from the the Khatmiyya †arıqa to the Shdhiliyya,
the †arıqa of his forefathers; someone told me that he had heard him saying that this change occurred with the
permission of the Prophet (on whom be peace).”]

[This may be compared to Ibn Idrıs’ final initiation by the Prophet as told in Kunüz].

********************
8 early in Medina 8/8 Medina VII, 1 100{3}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS decides to stand with Prophets (like HMK), not the saints  irshd instead
of khalwa
“I had gone into Retreat (khalwa) for devotional exercises, intending to cut myself off from the people,
but before long the Prophet (ß) entered the room together with all the Prophets, the Apostles, the
Companions, and the Righteous. The Prophet (ß) and the Apostles lined up in one line, the [other]
Prophets and the Righteous in another. I saw my grandfather, Fakı ˘amad, was standing in the line of the
Apostles.
Then the Prophet (ß) asked me, “Which line do you choose?” I answered, “I choose the Apostles.” He
motioned me to take up position with them, which I did. Then he said to me, “If that is so, leave this
Retreat, guide the people (arshid al-khalq) to God, and also work to teach the sciences (ishtaghil ay∂an
bi-tadrıs al-fiulüm).
So I left the Retreat and started to work as a teacher as the Prophet (ß) had ordered me.”
Some people envied me, but I paid no attention to them. One day, one of them (˘asan) came to me and
said he had been ordered by Mlik b. Anas to go and repent to MMS.

GGGGllllaaaadddd    ttttiiiiddddiiiinnnnggggssss    ffffrrrroooommmm    rrrriiiigggghhhhtttteeeeoooouuuussss    mmmmeeeennnn

9 ßli˛ın’s bash√ir to him 1/5 Medina VII, 1 101{1}
(anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

MMS is criticised because he constantly refers to the Prophet
A righteous man (ßli˛) criticised MMS because he so often said, “The Prophet told me this” / “I have
done nothing, not even something licit (mub˛), except with the Prophet’s permission (idhn)”)!
One night, the critic was told by the Prophet in his dream, “Everything al-Majdhüb says about me is
correct! I can only pardon you if he pardons you!” So he went to MMS, was pardoned and took the
Shdhiliyya. When he laid his hand in MMS’, he saw God’s Throne!

[cf. also p. 108{1}; 121{1}; 157{5}; 187{4}]

********************
10 ßli˛ın’s bash√ir to him 2/5 Medina VII, 2 101{2}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Tarwı˛ prayers performed with MMS are accepted by the Prophet for MMS’
sake
A righteous man (ßli˛) [who had doubts about MMS’ status] one Friday in Rama∂n went (at daytime)
to the place where MMS used to perform the tarwı˛ prayers together with his group (jamfi/jamfia). He
sat down there and said, “O God, if the one whose place this is has a [good] position with you (lahu
fiindaka makna), then show it to me!” He then started to recite formulae of blessing for the Prophet.
Suddenly he heard the Prophet saying, “You have doubts about the one whose place this is? We have
accepted all this group for the sake of our son Mu˛ammad Majdhüb!” (meaning those who performed the
tarawı˛ prayers with him).
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********************
11 ßli˛ın’s bash√ir to him 3/5 Medina VII, 2 101{3}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Even without nasab, MMS is just as much a son of the Prophet as the ◊l al-Bayt
Some dispute occurred between MMS and someone from the ◊l al-Bayt. A man heard this, was
disturbed, went and, between evening and night prayers, sat down at the gate of F†ima al-Zahr√ [the
gate leading to the mausoleum of F†ima, next to the Prophet’s mausoleum]. He fell into a slumber, and
saw F†ima al-Zahr√ who told him, “Do not interfere between my sons N.N. & MMS! They are both my
sons!” Even though MMS said, “There is no nasab relationship between me and the Prophet,” henceforth
this man called him “son of the Prophet and of F†ima.”

[Later, when leaving Sawkin, MMS claimed to have been told of a secret nasab linking him directly to the Prophet!
Cf. 170{7}]

********************
12 ßli˛ın’s bash√ir to him 4/5 Medina VII, 2 101{4}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Vision of former disbeliever: MMS called into ˘ujra; he and his followers are
under the Prophet’s trusteeship (∂amna)
The Prophet called MMS into the interior of the ˘ujra where, on his command, fiUmar, F†ima, and Abü
Bakr testified to MMS’ high status: “He and his followers (atbfi) are under the Prophet’s trusteeship
(∂amna) and will enter Paradise; everything he says is from God and the Prophet; whoever does not
believe him will be among the losers” [cf. 144{4-5}].

[MMS had a customary place where he used to sit in the Prophet’s Mosque.]

********************
13 ßli˛ın’s bash√ir to him 6/5 Medina VII, 2 102{1}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS shines together with the sun of the Prophet

TTTThhhheeee    ppppooooiiiissssoooonnnneeeedddd    mmmmeeeeaaaallll

14 food poisoning 1/2 Medina VII, 3 102{2}
MMS  fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

A Moroccan tries to poison MMS
MMS knew by kashf that a Moroccan wanted to commit a (sexual) abomination (f˛isha) during daylight
hours in Rama∂n, and he rebuked him. The man, angry, decided to poison MMS. First he tried to bring
him food to the Mosque in the evening, but he found the door closed, and also met some people in the
lane and was afraid he might be discovered. Therefore, he resolved to invite MMS and his companions to
touch it. They came, and MMS, knowing that the food was poisoned, asked the Prophet for permission to
eat it, but forbade his companions to do so.
When he came home, he went to the bathroom, but before he reached it, he came down with heavy,
bloody, painful diarrhea, and had to lie in bed for some time. After a while, he went to the Mosque and
drank from the fiAyn al-Zarq√, and was healed. In the end, the other man died of exactly the same thing!
MMS buried him and gained forgiveness for him from God.

TTQ comment: i††ilfi.
Do everything on the Prophet’s command!
Cf. Prophetic precedence: A woman gave Mu˛ammad a poisoned sheep, “to test wether he was truly a Prophet”.
MMS ate the poisoned food only in imitation of the Prophet!
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********************
15 food poisoning 2/2 Medina VII, 3 103{1}
MMS  Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khuwaydim of MMS)

“˘asbun Allh…” saved MMS after he had been poisoned
When MMS was poisoned, HMK told him to recite 450 times “˘asbun Allh…” after prayer.

OOOOpppppppprrrreeeessssssssoooorrrrssss    wwwwhhhhoooo    rrrreeeeffffuuuusssseeee    ttttoooo    hhhheeeeeeeedddd    tttthhhheeee    SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh’’’’ssss    wwwwoooorrrrdddd    ppppeeeerrrriiiisssshhhh

16 opponents perish 1/2 Medina VII, 4 103{2}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Death of Governor who refused MMS’ plea to set free a sharıf
A sharıf had been jailed by someone from the government (rajul min al-dawla); efforts by the notables of
Medina to secure his release failed. One of them asked MMS to intercede (shaffia) with the governor
(wlı), which MMS did, but without success. The governor died a week later.

TTQ comment: Beware of the consequences if you do not follow MMS!

********************
17 opponents perish 2/2 Medina VII, 4 104{1}
MMS  Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

Against Turks beating beggars in Prophet’s Mosque
A Turk beat one of the beggars in the Mosque unconscious. MMS rebuked him, but the Turk did not
answer. MMS: “Sayyidı fiUmar disapproves of this behaviour; he has stricken you on your thigh!” When
the Turk got up after prayer, he limped and when he came home, he died.

SSSSiiiiggggnnnnssss    ooooffff    ggggrrrraaaacccceeee    aaaannnndddd    bbbbeeeennnneeeeffffiiiitttt

18 karmt & faw√id 1/34 Medina VII, 5 104{2}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS conceals the identity of two Syrian rebels
MMS and al-Amın were sitting together in the Raw∂a when two Syrians came and visited the Prophet’s
Tomb; then they left. MMS sent al-Amın to stop them shortly outside the Bb al-Salm, then caught up
with them and asked them what their story was. They spoke only after al-Amın had stepped aside, then
said that the Turks had forcibly recruited their father (and all the villagers of the village of one of them)
into the army, and they had rescued them. “But don’t make our secret public!” MMS offered to help
them, but they refused: “We do not do anything against the wish of God and His Prophet”. After they had
left, MMS said to al-Amın, “They are great awliy√ guarding the umma!”

********************
19 karmt & faw√id 2/34 Medina VII, 5 104{3}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS recognises and forgives a Turkish homosexual
A Turk who had come with the Syrian ma˛mal visited the Prophet and wept heavily at his tomb. MMS
had al-Amın stop him outside the Mosque. Catching up with them, he asked the man what his story was.
After initally strongly refusing to talk, he finally said, “Yesterday night I had sex with two boys”. MMS
told him he had been forgiven, and he should not do this again.

TTQ comment: How merciful is this shaykh to a foreigner! How much more mercy must he show towards those who
are close to him (relatives, in-laws, friends, and students)!
i††ilfi: He knew what the man had done and that God had forgiven him
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********************
20 karmt & faw√id 3/34 Medina VII, 5 105{1}
fiAbd al-Mu††alib b. Ghlib (1794-1886) [sharıfı leader of Mecca]  Sh Mu˛ammad b. F Badawı Abü Shüra

MMS solves fiAbd al-Mu††alib’s problems with Govt. by telling him to visit the
Prophet! (c. Sep 1827?)
Sharıf fiAbd al-Mu††alib b. Ghlib of Mecca has problems with the Govt: AI sends him to Medina
where his problem is solved through a visit to the Prophet:
fiAbd al-Mu††alib had big problems with the [Turco-Egyptian] Government. He went to AI (who was in
Mecca at the time). AI told him to go and visit the Prophet in Medina if he wanted to have his problem
solved, but he should not visit the Prophet except through the intermediary (wsi†a) of MMS, even
though he was a sharıf. fiAbd al-Mu††alib rode incognito to Medina on a camel, together with four men.
They stayed with someone they knew. While they were eating, a man came (MMS), who was treated with
much respect by the host. fiAbd al-Mu††alib wondered why such a faqır was so much honoured, but the
host explained to him who he was, and that all the Medinese recognised his righteousness (ßal˛). After
the meal, fiAbd al-Mu††alib rose to greet him and kissed his hand — he had never before kissed the hand
of anybody. MMS told him everything that had happened between the sharıf and AI; then he led him to
the Prophet, and his matter was solved.

[In 1827, Ya˛y b. Sarür (Ghlib’s nephew, r. 1813-1827) of the Dhawı Zayd “had made his position untenable by
the vengeance he took on one of his relatives” (EI). Mu˛ammad fiAlı deposed him and appointed fiAbd al-Mu††alib b.
Ghlib (b. Musfiid b. Safiıd b. Safid b. Zayd) (1794-1886) to the imra. fiAbd al-Mu†talib’s rule was shortlived, how-
ever [Mu˛arram-∑afar 1243: Aug/July 1827-Sep/Aug 1827, acc. to Snouck Hurgronje; 5 months acc. to al-Ziriklı];
he was soon deposed in favour of Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Mufiın b. fiAwn of the rival fiAbdila family [r. 1827-36,
1840-51, 1856-58], whose rule ended the Dhawü Zayd & Dhawü Barakt dominance of Meccan politics which had
lasted from 1672 to 1827. Mu˛ammad fiAwn and the seven rulers among his descendants are known collectivedly as
“◊l fiAwn”.

After his deposition, fiAbd al-Mu††alib for a time “made abortive efforts to raise tribesmen, other Sherifs, and their
followers, but eventually he accompanied a northward-bound caravan to Damascus, in 1831, whence he made his
way to Istanbul.” He settled there until 185O, when he was again appointed amır in Mecca [Rama∂n 1267: July/Aug
1850]. This turn of office lasted until Shafibn 1272: Apr/May 1856, when he was deposed again in favour of
Mu˛ammad b. fiAwn, because he resisted the abolition of slavery ordered by the Turks. He held office a third time
Jum II 1297: May/June 1880 - Shawwl 1299: Aug/Sep 1882. (EI2, s.v. “Hshimids,” “Makka”; al-Zirikli iv 154;
Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka I 204ss [German ed. vol 1, p. 158; de Gaury, Rulers 241).

Generally, in the period under consideration, fiAbd al-Mu††alib seems to have had better relations with the
Ottomans, while Mu˛ammad fiAwn was on closer terms with Mu˛ammad fiAlı. These leanings may to a
large part have been influenced by strategic considerations; they did not last into the second half of the
nineteenth century. In our context, however, it is interesting to see that Majdhüb (and Ibn Idrıs) support
the “Ottoman” rather than the “Egyptian” protégé. — On Ibn Idrıs’ links to the Dhawü Zayd, see
O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 61-2, 69 (Ghlib [r. 1788-1813] was ruler of Mecca when Ibn Idrıs first
arrived there in 1799).

The idea of Prophetic support was of course not limited to the Dhawü Zayd; see Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, 60:
“Even the present Grand Sherif [fiAwn al-Rafıq b. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Munfiim b. fiAwn, r. 1882-1905] attributed
his success against the party of the [Ottoman] Governor Osman [Nürı] Pasha [wlı 1882-6; he had unsuccessfully
supported his friend fiAbd Ilh, one of the fiAbdila, against fiAwn al-Rafıq as candidate for the officce of Grand
Sharıf] for a great part to the prayers he had offered on the sacred tomb.”

********************
21 karmt & faw√id 4/34 Medina VII, 5 105{2}
˘j&Mu˛ammad al-fi◊qib  ˘j&Idrıs b. Qurashı

MMS to al-fi◊qib (who has visited the Prophet): “The Prophet returned your
greetings!”
[al-˛jj Mu˛ammad al-fi◊qib b. A˛mad b. Safid (fl. 19th c.) was an fiAwa∂ı Jafialı who lived and died at QΩz Badr
near Shandı. He is said to have witnessed the destruction of Shandı in 1823 at the hands of the daftardr Mu˛ammad
Bey Khusraw.
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Apparently in the course of his flight to the east after this destruction he made the pilgrimage together with
Mu˛ammad al-Azraq (Majdhüb’s former fiqh teacher al-Azraq b. A˛mad Ab Jadarı (1201-1289: 1787-1872)). All
this happened while he was apparently still quite young, before he became a mdi˛ (cf. next story) (ALA I, 85-6)].

[That the Prophet returns the greetings offered him at his tomb is a common topic serving to confirm the high
standing and spiritual perfection of the visitor. Cf. Currie, Mufiın al-dın Chishtı, 45, 72-3, 91].

********************
22 karmt & faw√id 5/34 Medina VII, 5 105{3}
˘j&Mu˛ammad al-fi◊qib  N.N.

MMS sees in al-fi◊qib the future mdi˛

********************
23 karmt & faw√id 6/34 Medina VII, 5 105{4}
(ßli˛)  ˘j&Idrıs b. Qurashı (during his visit to Medina)

Prophetic contact causes 3 days’ jadhb to MMS
‘When I visited the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace), a righteous man told me: “From
the Sudan has come to us a man who is one of the perfect friends of God (min kummal al-awliy√)!” —
“What is his name?” I asked. — “Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb.” — “How do you know he is one of
the friends of God?” — “One day, he went into a trance (injadhab) for three days, over there,” and he
pointed out to me a place in the Prophet’s Mosque where they say the Shaykh used to sit. “Then when he
emerged from it (afq) after the three days I asked him for the reason of this trance (jadhba), and he (may
God be pleased with him) told me, ‘The Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace) gave me
something with his finger, and thus happened to me what you saw.’”
The said man added, “I have never seen anyone whom the Apostle of God (may God bless him and grant
him peace) loves as much as the Shaykh.”’

[Same sentence reported in al-Wasıla, 15, where TTQ heard it from “a righteous man” during his pilgrimage in 1859:
“I have never seen anyone among the Righteous whom the Apostle of God (may God bless him and grant him peace)
loved as much as Shaykh al-Majdhüb at his time; and I have never seen anyone who loved the Apostle of God (may
God bless him and grant him peace) as much as Shaykh al-Majdhüb.”]

********************
24 karmt & faw√id 7/34 Medina VII, 5 106{1}
(ßli˛)  ˘j&Idrıs b. Qurashı (during his visit to Medina)

MMS often spends the night inside the Prophet’s Mosque
The gates of the Mosque are shut after the night-prayer; but the eunuchs often find MMS inside when
they come to open the gates before the morning-prayer. He explains that a man comes to him and brings
him to the Mosque; the gates open and close behind them.

[But cf. Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia 342: “About three hours after sun-set the gates are regularly shut, by means of
folding-doors coated with iron, and not opened till an hour before dawn; but those who wish to pray all night in the
mosque, can easily obtain permission from the eunuch in guard, who sleeps near the Hedjra. During Ramadhan, the
mosque is kept open the whole night.”]

********************
25 karmt & faw√id 8/34 Medina VII, 5 106{2}
(anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

MMS in khalwa inside Prophet’s Mosque
MMS went into khalwa in the Mosque. One of his eunuch friends (bafi∂ ikhwnihi al-ghawt) had
arranged for one of his slave to bring him dinner just before the night-prayer. One day he was late and
found the Mosque’s gates shut. But went he wanted to return home he heard the door opening again, so
he slipped in. The eunuchs who were sleeping in the mosque woke up and asked him how he had come
in, and the eunuch in guard (ß˛ib tilk al-nawba) was called, but he had the key under his pillow. Thus
they knew that this was a baraka of MMS.
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********************
26 karmt & faw√id 9/34 Medina VII, 5 106{3}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Two Saints (ahl al-kha†wa) join MMS’ tarwı˛
Two unknown men join MMS’ group for the tarwı˛ (as they had been taught to MMS by the Prophet)
every night in Rama∂n, then disappear. No one asks them anything. Al-Amın does not know them (they
are neither Medinese, nor mujwirın). MMS explains that they are “saints” who are capable of covering
long distances in a moment (min ahl al-kha†wa); one is an fiAlawı from ˘a∂ramΩt, the other comes from
the far West (al-Gharb al-juwwnı).

TTQ comment: How meritorious it is to pray with MMS!

********************
27 karmt & faw√id 10/34 Medina VII, 5 106{4}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

The meat story (I): Fire will not consume meat in front of which MMS has prayed
A man from Medina who had bought meat in the market happened to join prayer with MMS and his
group. When he came home, the meat could not be cooked. He went to the Mosque and asked the
fiulam√, but no one could give a convincing answer. Only MMS explained that no fire will ever consume
it.

[Version II: 162{6}. Cf. also 115{5}]

[Ibrhım al-Rashıd reports the same karma of A˛mad b. Idrıs; Afi†r azhr aghßn, 27].

TTQ comment: The Fire cannot harm anyone who has prayed behind MMS.

********************
28 karmt & faw√id 11/34 Medina VII, 5 107{1}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS disappears for about 2 days (“ghayba”)
One evening, between the evening- and night-prayers, MMS got into a great state of ecstasy, until his
subtle body disappeared [note the Arabic: ˛aßala lahu ˛l fia÷ım fa-tawjada kathıran wa-shtaghala bi-
nafsihi mudda, thumma ghba fiann bi-jismihi ’l-la†ıf. In classical terminology, al-jism al-la†ıf would not
refer to the ‘corporeal’ body, the body of flesh. As the following makes clear, however, this is what is
meant here; ‘la†ıf’ has become a mere honorific for the noble, ‘subtle’ body of the Shaykh].
We looked for him at the places where he usually sat, but could not find him. So we became very worried
because of his absence (ghayba); and I informed brother Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ al-◊gh who went and looked
for him in the interior of the ˘ujra, but to no avail [only the eunuchs were allowed inside the ˘ujra]. For
two days we were much concerned and could not eat nor drink. On the third night, after our group had
completed the evening rtib, I found a piece of paper in front of me, addressed to me. It was a letter from
MMS, saying that he was in a place which our bodies could not reach, and that he would return the next
day. I told this only to the closest ikhwn (al-khawßß). I could hardly sleep that night. In the morning I
went to pray, and when the prayer was over, MMS stood there between me and the man to my right. I
kissed his hand and feet and asked him where he had been. He said, I can tell you some, but not all of it,
and made me promise that I would not disclose it to anyone else.

[Cf. the note to the next story].

********************
29 karmt & faw√id 12/34 Medina VII, 5 107{2}
(Medinese student of MMS)  F A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (d. 1885) (rep. in Medina)  F fiAbd Allh “al-Naqar” b.
Jall al-Dın

MMS in ghayba (in the “City of Saints”?)
Once, MMS disappeared for a week and we could not find him. On the seventh day he returned with
fresh, ripe dates, even though it was not the season.
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[This and the preceding story may be compared to what Suryani & Jensen describe as “a unique form of dissociation”
occurring in Bali, where the person concerned disappears for a period of 7-30 days. “In most cases, when the missing
person is found — in a cemetery, in a market-place, or near bamboo trees — he appears confused and has difficulty
talking. He may recount such experiences as having gone to a beautiful home where he was treated like a king, where
a beautiful woman offered to mary him, or where he was asked to stay and not to go home. When confonted by his
family with the real situation — e.g. getting found in the cemetery or the market-place — the person is incredulous;
as one afflicted person insisted, ‘But I saw a palace here!’” According to Suryani & Jensen, “there is no condition
reported in either Western or Eastern literature that corresponds to [this state …] No information is available on what
actually happens to the afflicted person during his disappearance. The condition is a dissociative phenomenon”
(Suryani & Jensen, Trance and possession, 24).]

TTQ comment: Perhaps he brought them from the City of the Saints?

********************
30 karmt & faw√id 13/34 Medina VII, 5 107{3}
∑li˛ al-Saqq (follower of MMS, water-carrier)  TTQ (Medina 1859)

MMS’ ancestors were saints — but the Prophet loves him the most
We were sitting one day with MMS in his usual place (known as Dakkk al-Zayt, on the far end of the
˛aram). I was looking at him, marvelling by myself at his high stance, and thanking God that He had let
us meet him. There MMS said, “Do not marvel at this! My ancestors already have reached walya!” and
he enumerated about 20 of them. “But I — the Prophet loves me still more than them!”

[Same story, from same informant, also in al-Wasıla, 15].

********************
31 karmt & faw√id 14/34 Medina VII, 5 107{4}
∑li˛ al-Saqq (follower of MMS, water-carrier)  TTQ (Medina 1859)

Don’t give up your work — but always pray when it is time!
When ∑li˛ took the oath of the Shdhiliyya, he told MMS he would like to stop working and sit in the
Mosque instead! MMS told him to continue to work, but when he heard the call to prayer he should leave
whatever he was doing and hurry to pray. — One day, while he was in the house of one of the leaders of
Medina, he heard the dhn and immediately dropped the water where he was (on the staircase). He went
to pray, filled his qirba again, and returned to the house. The angry owner asked him why he had done
this, and he answered he had pledged to his shaykh to heed the dhn immediately. “If this is so, you
should rather sit in the Mosque and pray; I shall pay for your expenses!” offered the man. “I first have to
consult my shaykh!” — “Would he say no?” — “I don’t know!” — “O.K.” But MMS refused, and the
water carrier continued working.

TTQ comment: Look how obedient this man was!

********************
32 karmt & faw√id 15/34 Medina VII, 5 108{1}
∑li˛ al-Saqq (follower of MMS, water-carrier)  TTQ (Medina 1859)

∑li˛ al-Saqq sees the Prophet, but first wants to consult MMS!
MMS, consulted, tells him, “When you see him next time, ask him to make you one of the ahl al-bayt.”
So he did.

[Apparently, the ease with which MMS communicated with the Prophet was something uncommon. Cf. also p.
101{1}]

********************
33 karmt & faw√id 16/34 Medina VII, 5 108{2}
Sh fiAlı fiAbd al-˘aqq [al-Qüßı] (1788-1877)  Ibrhım al-Rashıd (1813-74)

Al-Qüßı brings present from Ibn Idrıs
al-Qüßı went from Mecca to Medina with a present from AI to MMS. MMS was already waiting for them
when they reached the Mosque.
==============================================
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This story is also contained in Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha (story number VIII). What follows is a literal translation of
both versions, trying to highlight the similarities and the differences between them. Text found only in al-Rashıd is
set in this sans-serif font and enclosed in curly brackets {…}. Text found only in al-Wasıla is enclosed in /…/. Text
added by myself for clarification is enclosed in square brackets […].

{Our brother} Shaykh fiAlı fiAbd al-˘aqq [al-Qüßı] told me that /at one time/ he set out from Mecca {the
Honoured} /to Medina/ with a present from Sayyidı A˛mad ibn Idrıs {(may God be pleased with him)} /for
Sayyidı al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb/; the {said} present was a garment. {He travelled to Medina the Radiant.} /[al-
Qüßı] said:/ {Brother} Sayyidı /al-Shaykh/ al-Majdhüb {was staying there at the time, and he} said to {his broth-
ers,} those attending his assembly /on the [very] day on which [al-Qüßı] entered Medina/: “Wait a moment
— at this very hour one of our brothers is coming to us /with a present/ from {˘a∂rat} Sayyidı A˛mad {ibn
Idrıs (may God be pleased with him), and he is carrying a present for us}, and we shall not leave the
Prophet’s Mosque without encountering him!”
{Shaykh fiAlı fiAbd al-˘aqq} continued [his account]: “{As soon as I had reached} /I entered/ the Prophet’s
Mosque and /visited the Prophet (may God bless him and give him peace), then I came to/ {prayed in} the
Noble Garden [of the Prophet], [I found] the courier of the Shaykh {al-Majdhüb} /standing/ right in front of
me. He {took me to [al-Majdhüb] } /said to me, “The Shaykh is calling you!” There I went with him; and
when I greeted [al-Majdhüb],/ [al-Majdhüb] said to me, ‘We are waiting for you!’”

[fiAlı fiAbd al-˘aqq al-Qüßı (1202-94: 1788-1877) was an important Egyptian student of A˛mad ibn Idrıs. After Ibn
Idrıs’ death, when a serious controversy developed in Upper Egypt between Ibrhım al-Rashıd and the followers of
al-Sanüsı, al-Qüßı eventually took the side of the latter, and became a strong opponent of Ibrhım (cf. Ya˛y,
Madrasat, 289).]

TTQ comment: Behold /, my brother (may God have mercy on you),/ the one whose inner eye (baßıra) God has
enlightened, his deeds {and his power}! And /praise be to God/ {peace}.

********************
34 karmt & faw√id 17/34 Medina VII, 5 108{3}
(anonymous brother [bafi∂ al-ikhwn al-ßdiqın])  Ibrhım al-Rashıd (1813-74)

MMS’ talk about the manqib of AI moves the birds
MMS talks about the manqib of AI, becomes highly agitated, calls the birds as witnesses  they fall
down.
==============================================

This story is also contained in Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha (story number V); and in id., fiIqd al-durar (reproduced in
Afi†r azhr aghßn, ed. al-Jafifarı, 18-9). What follows is a literal translation of the versions found in al-Rashıd’s
Nubdha and in al-Wasıla, trying to highlight the similarities and the differences between them. Text found only in the
Nubdha is set in this sans-serif font and enclosed in curly brackets {…}. Text found only in al-Wasıla is enclosed in
/…/. Text added by myself for clarification is enclosed in square brackets […].

/When/ Sayyidı al-Shaykh {al-Majdhüb, who} was in Medina the Radiant (the best of blessings and peace be
upon those living there) [at the time], /he/ was {in a teaching session together with some of his followers
(mu˛ibbın) and a group of [other] people.} Speaking /that day/ of the exploits of Sayyidı A˛mad ibn Idrıs {(may
God be pleased with him)}, with a great many people around him, he got into an excited state and became
highly agitated (hja fialayhi ’l-˛l wa-fia÷uma fialayhi ’l-amr) because of the perfections he saw in him,
which are difficult to be expressed in words. He turned right and left, and saw [some] birds assembled on
a raised spot. Turning to those who attended the assembly, the Shaykh said: “If these birds were called by
the name of the one I am telling you about, and if it were said to them, ‘By the truth of Sayyidı A˛mad
ibn Idrıs /(may God be pleased with him)/!’, they would answer in obedience to the majesty and the status
he enjoys with God!” No sooner had /the Shaykh/ finished his words then /the birds/ fell down in the
midst of the circle [of people]; some of them died, and some of them flew away.

TTQ comment: Behold /(may God have mercy on you)/ what an effect the hint of this mystic (firif) had, who was
just giving an example! How excellent is {the follower, and how excellent} /he/ {the one he followed}! Praise be to
God {who blessed us and you with love for him} /for this/!
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********************
35 karmt & faw√id 18/34 Medina VII, 5 108{4}
A˛mad b. Idrıs (1749/50-1837)  Ibrhım al-Rashıd (1813-74)

Prophet organises litter for MMS to go to Mecca
MMS wants to visit AI, asks the Prophet for help  Prophet organises litter and present for him.
==============================================

This story is also contained in Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha (story number VI). What follows is a literal translation of
both versions, trying to highlight the similarities and the differences between them. Text found only in al-Rashıd is
set in this sans-serif font and enclosed in curly brackets {…}. Text found only in al-Wasıla is enclosed in /…/. Text
added by myself for clarification is enclosed in square brackets […].

/Once, during the time he was in Medina the Radiant, our brother Abü ’l-Majdhüb/ intended {to travel from
Medina the Radiant} to visit /us/ {his master Sayyidı A˛mad (may God be pleased with him and with us through him)}.
/Therefore,/ he /came to the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace), and/ stood up facing
towards /him/ {the Beloved (the best of blessings and peace be upon him) — as he (that is, Shaykh al-Majdhüb) was
one of those who enjoy direct contact with the Prophet (blessings and peace be upon him) —} and said: “{O my lord, o
Apostle of God!} I {want to} go to {Mecca (may God Most High honour her) to} visit Sayyid{ı} A˛mad {ibn Idrıs (may
God be pleased with him)}, and I want /— o Apostle of God —/ help for the journey!” No sooner had he
finished his {intimate} address to /the Prophet/ (/God's/ blessings and peace be upon him) {in this face-to-face
encounter} than a person said to him: “The litter is ready; I have rented it, and want /a companion/ {to
accompany me on it}; you do not need to do anything [else].” /He/ {I [sic]} said /to the Apostle of God (may
God bless him and give him peace)/, “Well, the mount has been taken care of — but where is the present
to {the master,} Sayyid{ı} A˛mad {(may God be pleased with him)}?” /The Prophet (may God bless him and
grant him peace)/ answered /him/, “/Go/ {Get on your way}; you shall find {the present} ready for you at the
Bb al-Salm.” /[Ibn Idrıs] said: The Shaykh went outside/ {left with God’s blessing} and found /the present
at the Bb al-Salm/ as /the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace)/ had /said to him/ {told},
took it and {went off to Mecca happy and pleased} /came to visit us/.

[For a detailed description of the ˘ijzı shuqdhuf, see Burton, Personal narrative I 233-4. “Two men ride in it,” says
Burton, “and their weights must be made to tally.”]

TTQ comment: /The transmittor [Ibrhım al-Rashıd] said,/ “{Of this event I heard from} Sayyidı A˛mad /ibn Idrıs
told this story/ in {the} public assembly (majlis fimm).”

********************
36 karmt & faw√id 19/34 Medina VII, 5 108{5}
A˛mad b. Idrıs (1749/50-1837)  Ibrhım al-Rashıd (1813-74)

Angels spread their wings for MMS
MMS wants to visit AI in Mecca; angels spread out their wings for him.
==============================================

This story is also contained in Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha (story number VII). What follows is a literal translation of
both versions, trying to highlight the similarities and the differences between them.Text found only in al-Rashıd is set
in this sans-serif font and enclosed in curly brackets {…}. Text found only in al-Wasıla is enclosed in /…/. Text
added by myself for clarification is enclosed in square brackets […].

Once /our brother Abü ’l-Majdhüb/ wanted to /set out/ {travel} to Mecca /the Honoured/ {(may God Most
High honour her)} to visit /us/ {Sayyidı A˛mad ibn Idrıs (may God be pleased with him)}. When he /wanted to get
on his way/ {was leaving [Medina]}, he saw /that/ the angels /had/ spread{ing} out their wings for him /to step
on/. He stopped and stood in respect {for} /so as not to step with his feet on the wings of/ the angels; [but]
/the angels/ {quoted to him the ˛adıth and} said to him: “Did the Apostle /of God/ (/God’s/ blessings and
peace be upon him) not say: ‘The angels spread their wings for one who seeks knowledge, for they are
pleased with what he does’ (or a similar wording)?” [Wensinck I 385: wa-inna al-mal√ika la-ta∂afi
ajni˛atah ri∂an li-†lib al-fiilm.] He answered, “Yes, the Apostle /of God/ (/God’s/ blessings and peace
be upon him) did say this.” They said to him, “You are travelling to {your shaykh,} /Sayyid/ A˛mad {ibn
Idrıs, who posesses true knowledge (fiilm); and God willing you shall be carried} /we shall carry you/ on our wings,
for we recognise the good from /God/ {our Lord, as is obvious}.”

[For another story of the angels spreading out their wings for Majdhüb, see 116{3}.]
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TTQ comment: From the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace) [the words] are handed down, “God does
not recognise the good of one who does not recognise the good of [other] people [Wensinck, Concordance, III,
166].” The angels /(peace be upon them)/ respect what they have learned from our Father Adam ({blessings and}
peace be upon him) with regard to his sons, {with regard to the seeking of} /seeking/ knowledge [from them] {; and}
for this prerogative {, they came to [help Adam’s sons,] those who are seeking knowledge. What I said is that the
angels spread their wings only for the one who seeks knowledge —} how much more so for someone who has
/inherited the/ {reached the same} status as our Father Adam {(peace be upon him)} in knowledge (fiilm) and {practice
(fiamal)} /state (˛l); and praise be to God for this/.

[This refers of course to the story of Adam teaching the angels the names of all things (S 2: 30-33).]

********************
37 karmt & faw√id 20/34 Medina VII, 5 109{1}
˘j&A˛mad b. Sh ∆ayfallh

Better be blind in this world and sighted in the next!
A blind man from the Anßr came to MMS and begged him to ask God to return his sight to him. MMS
put his hand on the man’s neck and pressed it, whereupon the man could see the most tiny animal on the
floor. Then MMS asked him, “What do you prefer: to be blind in this world and sighted in the next, or
vice versa?” The man chose to see in the next; MMS lifted his hand from his neck, and the man became
blind again.

********************
38 karmt & faw√id 21/34 Medina VII, 5 109{2}
˘j&A˛mad b. Sh ∆ayfallh (informant for Medinan healing-stories)

MMS heals a girl who is so sick that she cannot walk
MMS was in a great state of ecstasy (fı ˛l fia÷ım min al-wajd). A woman came to him with her daughter
who for a long time had not been able to stand on her feet; she begged MMS to ask God to take her
affliction away. MMS just said to the girl, “Rise, in the name of God!” and she got up and walked!

********************
39 karmt & faw√id 22/34 Medina VII, 5 109{3}
˘j&A˛mad b. Sh ∆ayfallh

MMS heals clonic attack by sprinkling patient with water from his ablution
pitcher (before 1240: 1825)
MMS and company were sitting together, and MMS was performing his ablution, when a man from
among the group had a clonic attack (ßarfi). MMS looked at him and said, “Dare you [fem., female jinn]
… in Our presence!” He got up and sprinkled water from his pitcher (ibrıq) on the man who immediately
woke up from his state, sat on his feet, and was cured from this moment on.
When the informant came back to Medina at least 30 years later (in 1270: 1854), he met the man, who
told him that he had never again suffered from his former illness.

********************
40 karmt & faw√id 23/34 Medina VII, 5 109{4}
˘j&A˛mad b. Sh ∆ayfallh

MMS heals a leper (majdhüm) by having him drink out of his copper ablution
pitcher
A leper (majdhüm) came to MMS asking him to pray to God (dufi’) [to heal him]. MMS gave him his
copper ablution pitcher (ibrıq) and ordered him to drink out of it. The man did as he was asked, and God
healed him without delay.
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********************
41 karmt & faw√id 24/34 Medina VII, 5 109{5}
˘j&A˛mad b. Sh ∆ayfallh

MMS heals a leper (dhü baraß) by having him wash with his ablution pitcher
A leper begged MMS to ask God to take his affliction away. MMS gave him his ablution pitcher and told
him to wash himself with it. The man did it, and God healed him without delay.

********************
42 karmt & faw√id 25/34 Medina VII, 5 109{6}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS interprets a myst. trad. in a sober & orthodox manner (of al-Bas†mı
claiming higher status than the prophets)
Someone asks MMS for an explanation of al-Bas†mı’s saying (qawl), “I have plunged into a sea on the
shore of which the prophets stand (khu∂†u ba˛ran waqafat al-anbiy√ bi-s˛ilih).” Answer: the prophets
have already crossed it and are standing on the other side; al-Bas†mı is distressed that he cannot get
there.

[I could not trace the saying in this form in al-Sarrj’s Lumafi nor in al-Sahlajı, K al-Nür min kalimt Abı Yazıd
Tayfür (ed. Badawı, Sha†a˛t, Kuwayt, s.d., pp. 58-186). However, there are several other sayings on the theme, “I
plunged into a sea …”, i.a.: “Ghußtu fı ba˛r/bi˛r al-mafirif ˛att balaghtu ba˛ra Mu˛ammadin ßlfis, fa-ra√aytu
baynı wa-baynahu alfa maqm wa-qtarabtu min w˛idin i˛taraqtu (Je me plongeai dans les océans de la gnose,
jusque’à ce que je parvinsse à la mer de Mohammad; voice que je vis entre moi et lui (Lui?) mille stations; si je
m’approchais d’une seule, je serais brûlé!” (Badawı, Sha†a˛t, Cairo 1949, p. 66, 1-2 [= Kuwayt s.d., p. 86]; cf. ibid.
p. 63,4-6 [tr. Landolt, Révélateur, 112]). Majdhüb’s interpretation of the saying quoted to him is thus not as remote
from what is attributed to al-Bas†mı as one might believe.]

TTQ comment: Al-Nawawı, rejecting the claim of those who interpret this as meaning that the saints have a higher
status than the prophets, has already said that to kill one of those is more meritorious than killing 70 unbelievers.

[The assertion that walya does not surpass nubuwwa is already contained in al-Sarrj, Lumafi, Chap. 146].

********************
43 karmt & faw√id 26/34 Medina VII, 5 109{7}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS interprets Qur√n with more ease than the fiulam√
A man asks MMS to interpret Q 84: 8 (“His account will surely be taken by an easy accounting”). MMS:
“This refers to the Last Judgement (al-fiar∂).” — “In what verse has God spoken of this? For he [surely
has included everything in the Qur√n, as he] said, «Nothing have we omitted from the Book»” (Q 6: 38).
— “God spoke of it when he said, «Nothing of their account falls upon those that are godfearing, but a
reminding»” (Q 6: 69). When the man heard this, his face lit up with joy, saying he had asked many great
scholars of Medina and Egypt to interpret this verse but they had failed to come forward with a convinc-
ing (muqnifi) answer. And he fell down praising God.

********************
44 karmt & faw√id 27/34 Medina VII, 5 110{1}
MMS  fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Basmala part of prayer? Yes!
A man asked MMS about the reading of the basmala in prayer, whether there were a˛dıth that the
Prophet used to read it. MMS said yes. The man then told him 18 a˛dıth that the Prophet did not read it;
MMS retorted with 21 a˛dıth. The man, angry, went home and collected traditions supporting his
argument in a copy-book, then went back to MMS. MMS knew (‘God had revealed to him’) what was in
that book, and started to quote it to the man, who asked MMS’ pardon and stopped the dispute.
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********************
45 karmt & faw√id 28/34 Medina VII, 5 110{2}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS)

MMS cleanses the Prophet from Satanic connections; MMS’s knowledge not
derived from books (TTQ: but fiilm ladunı)
The muftı of Medina came to MMS and asked him for the interpretation of what the angels said [when
they opened young Mu˛ammad’s breast]:
“They extracted from him a morsel of flesh and said, «This is Satan’s share of you!»”
The muftı’s question was, “Could Satan ever find a way to Mu˛ammad? (fa-hal li’l-shay†n fialayhi
sabıl?)”
MMS pondered a while, then replied, “The hearts of all His servants are linked to the heart of the
Prophet, and obtain [spiritua] support from the Prophet’s heart (tumaddu min qalbihi), each according to
his spiritual status (˛l & manzila). Since Satan knew this, he sought forgiveness and mercy, because his
heart [too] was linked to that of the Prophet. But when this blood clot was cut out and thrown away, Satan
despaired of obtaining the mercy he was seeking. This is the meaning of what the angels said.”
The muftı prostrated himself to thank MMS, then said, “By God, you did not come up with this answer
from books (kutub al-rusüm)!”

[The story of the opening of Mu˛ammad’s breast is reported in Bayhaqı, Dal√il al-Nubuwwa I, Medina 1969, p. 112
(cit. Andræ, Die person, 52)].

TTQ comment: MMS’ knowledge derives from fiilm ladunı.

********************
46 karmt & faw√id 29/34 Medina VII, 5 110{3}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Status dispute with another [Sufi]; MMS regarded as haughty because he said the
other was lower than many believed
A Syrian came with the Syrian ma˛mal, accompanied by many students (talmidha); they held a regular
dhikr group. They said he was “al-Sufynı” [not identified]. But MMS, who had seen him once visiting
the Prophet, said he was not, but he was hit by a whip of al-Sufynı. Opinion in Medina was divided;
many reproached MMS for being haughty. — Then both went on pilgrimage. MMS visited AI, who
asked him about the matter and why he had come to his judgement. MMS told him, and after a short
reflection, AI said he was right. — Two or three days after returning to Medina the man died. So all those
who had had doubts were convinced about MMS’ status.

********************
47 karmt & faw√id 30/34 Medina VII, 5 110{4}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Dream reveals -Amın -Kitaybı and MMS will die in different places (I)
Al-Amın had a dream which he told to MMS; but MMS remained silent and said nothing. Only some
time later he explained that they both would die in different places and only be reunited on the Day of
Resurrection; then they both wept.

[same story also in al-Wasıla, 164{8}, and later in the Resurrection Chapter].

TTQ comment: True ishra: MMS died in al-Dmar, al-Amın in Sawkin!

********************
48 karmt & faw√id 31/34 Medina VII, 5 111{1}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS consoled over loss of his father & brother by “Prophetic precedence” [first
half of 1823]
When MMS learned that the Turks had destroyed al-Dmar and killed his father and his brother al-‡hir,
he was very sad. But when he visited the Prophet, the Prophet said to him, “Is what has befallen you more
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serious than what has befallen me?” So he was consoled and laughed again with his companions, who
were much astonished.

[This refers to the battles of al-Kiweyb (on the Atbara-Nile confluence), QΩz al-˘alaq (on the Atbara east of al-
Dmar), and Thqib (= Abü Sileym, on the Westbank of the Nile opposite al-Dmar, slightly upstream); cf. fiAbd
Allh al-‡ayyib, Aßd√ al-Nıl, preface, p. 25].

********************
49 karmt & faw√id 32/34 Medina VII, 5 111{2}
MMS  (relative of MMS)  (anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

MMS sad about Turks raiding al-Dmar & killing several Majdhıb [c. Jan/Feb
1823]
When the Turks raided al-Dmar and killed several Majdhıb (qatalü minhum fiiddat anfus), MMS saw
the Prophet condoling his uncle al-fiAbbs.

[!! the number of killed persons was apparently not so high !!]

********************
50 karmt & faw√id 33/34 Medina VII, 5 111{3}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

MMS escapes attempt by Govt to jail him (as relative of Makk Nimr) [c. 1825-6?]
One of MMS’ adversaries told the authorities (al-dawla) that a relative of Makk Nimr (= MMS) was
living in Medina. The authorities sent someone to fetch him. He was sitting with his youngest pupil in the
Mosque, and paid no attention to the summons. Then he told the pupil to greet the Prophet, which he did,
whereupon a voice (ßawt) was heard from inside the tomb, “Labbayk”. All those who were present
fainted, and the Government’s messenger left. Not long after that, the Governor (al-˛kim) was deposed.

[Oral version (differing in minor details) told by Majdhüb ˘jj ˘amad, 22/02/88, 7]

[Does this refer to a ˘ijzı governor? If not, the background to this story may perhaps be seen in the death of Ma˛ü
Bey Urfalª, the Kurdish governor of Berber province since 1822 among whose tasks it had been to put an end to the
unrest in the province. In 1825, Ma˛ü Bey was named acting commander of the troops of Sinnr, but he died only a
year later. Ma˛ü Bey “was followed by fiAlı Khürshıd Agh, who became responsible for organizing the Sudanese
provincial administration as the first governor-general (1826-38). His title was first Sinnr hkimı, governor of
Sinnr.” (Bjørkelo, Prelude, 37).

********************
51 karmt & faw√id 34/34 Medina VII, 5 111{4}
(Medinese student of MMS)  F A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (d. 1885) (rep. in Medina)  F fiAbd Allh “al-Naqar” b.
Jall al-Dın

MMS roamed the streets of Medina looking for traces of the Prophet

HHHHiiiissss    cccchhhhiiiillllddddrrrreeeennnn    wwwwhhhhoooo    wwwweeeerrrreeee    bbbboooorrrrnnnn    iiiinnnn    MMMMeeeeddddiiiinnnnaaaa

52 Medina children 1/2 Medina VII, 6 111{5}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Son A˛mad (by slave concubine), dies as baby
Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ gave MMS a slave woman as a present; she bore him a son, A˛mad. From the moment
he was born until his death, the community stopped lighting a lamp at night; they were content with the
radiant face of the baby. One day, MMS said, “I prefer the other world for my son”. Al-Amın plead, “Ask
God to extend his life”, but MMS said no. He died and was buried on al-Baqıfi cemetary.
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********************
53 Medina children 2/2 Medina VII, 6 111{6}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Daughter F†ima (by Medinese wife), dies as baby
A few days after she was born (to a Medinese woman MMS had married) MMS asked al-Amın to make
her visit the Prophet and F†ima al-Zahr√. She greeted both of them as father and mother. Upon their
return, MMS ordered al-Amın to buy a shroud; al-Amın was surprised because she had not been ill.
When he came back she died and was buried on al-Baqifi cemetary.

TTTThhhhoooosssseeee    wwwwhhhhoooo    rrrreeeeaaaacccchhhheeeedddd    ffffaaaatttt˛̨̨̨    tttthhhhrrrroooouuuugggghhhh    hhhhiiiimmmm

54 illumination through MMS 1/5 Medina VII, 7 112{1}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Outwardly a joke — inwardly fat˛: the “I can’t urinate”-story
MMS stayed up late with his companions. When he wanted to leave, he said, “Whoever stays up tonight
with [reciting (tamassak, yatlü)] this-and-this Name of God {a specified number of times} will reach
fat˛.” — “You are not joking, are you?” — “No.” — Said a young man, “Joke or not — I shall do it!”
and he retreated to a cell (rib†) in the Mosque. — Early in the morning, MMS woke al-Amın, who had
slept next to him, and said, “Our brother is just now in a state none of the saints has ever been in. Go and
give him my greetings!” Al-Amın found the lad weeping so much that the whole gallery (riwq) was wet.
“What’s the matter?” — “Oh, I can’t pee while the ˛a∂ra is maftü˛a!” Al-Amın returned to MMS to
obtain his permission for the man to urinate, which he did. While he was in the bathroom, the ˛a∂ra went
away, but returned afterwards. MMS told him to leave the rib†. He had a great fat˛ and became a great
walı.

TTQ comment: Even what outwardly appears to be a joke can inwardly be conducive to fat˛!

********************
55 illumination through MMS 2/5 Medina VII, 7 112{2}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Perseverence as proof of sincerity  fat˛ (I)
AI sent one of his pupils to MMS: “˘jatuka fiindahu!” MMS smiled when he heard this. “You know,
what AI said there, he said in trance (kalm ghayba wa-gharqa) — and God’s people say many things in
these states! What you want you cannot find with me!” The man insisted, but MMS turned away and paid
no further attention to him, even treated him impolitely. This went on for a long time. One day, MMS and
company were having a meal, when the man came and asked permission to enter. It was denied, so he sat
on the doorstep. When they had finished their meal, MMS called him in. He made himself soooo small
before the Shaykh that MMS finally recognised his sincerity. He made him enter khalwa for 3 days 
fat˛  he became a very famous Sufi guide (murabbı).

********************
56 illumination through MMS 3/5 Medina VII, 7 112{3}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

The shepherd-story [perseverence as proof of sincerity  fat˛ (II)]
AI, in Mecca, put al-Istighfr al-Kabır, his fiA÷ımiyya prayer, a shirt, a turban, a shawl (izra) and a cloak
(farajiyya) together and made a bundle of it, putting a letter to MMS inside. He asked his students
(talmidha), “Who among you is ready to go and take this to MMS in Medina?” No one answered (the
road was somewhat insecure at the time). Finally, a man who worked as a shepherd for AI got up (he was
present by chance): “I shall go”. He took the coastal route to al-Ryis [sic, = al-Rayyis, a natural harbour,
the closest port to Medina, about 80 km SE of Yanbufi], then joined a caravan transporting supplies to
Medina. He found MMS and company in the Mosque and gave him the bundle. MMS put on the shawl
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and the cloak, but left the shirt and turban, saying to al-Amın, “If I die before you, bury me in them; if
you die before me, I shall do the same with you, tabarrukan bi-AI.”
The poor shepherd told MMS he wanted to return to Mecca, and that if what AI had said was correct,
MMS was responsible for his return trip. MMS said jokingly, “You know, what AI said there, he said in
trance (ghayba) — and God’s people say many things in these states! What you want you cannot find
with me!” The man insisted, and when MMS recognised his sincerity he made him enter khalwa for 3
days  fat˛  he became a great walı.

[Cf. The Letters of A˛mad Ibn Idrıs 129, Letter II to Majdhüb, where AI sends him his own gown (qamıß) as a sign of
benediction and imitation (tabarrukan wa-tashabbuhan), and recommends the fiA÷ımiyya prayer to him. — The
farajiyya was a long, loose robe customarily worn by the fiulam√. Ibn Idrıs sent one of his farajiyyas to al-Mırghanı
as “a sign of general joy (faraj), for the pre-eminent ones as well as for the common people” (ib., 123, Letter XVI to
al-Mırghanı). Cf. R. Dozy, Dictionnaire des noms des vêtements chez les Arabes, Amsterdam 1845, 327-34 (cit. from
O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 72)].

********************
57 illumination through MMS 4/5 Medina VII, 7 113{1}
(relative of MMS)  (anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

Fat˛ en passant for Baghddıs
Seven Baghddıs came to Medina; before entering the town, they held a dhikr at the Bb al-fiAnbariyya.
MMS knew this by kashf; he went to join them and performed madı˛ in the midst of their circle so that
God drew the veil from their ‘insight’ (kashaf Allh fian baßıratihim) and they all could see God’s
Throne; upon this, they went into a trance (thumma injadhabü). MMS went into a great ecstasy (tawjud
fia÷ım). When he emerged from it (afq), he found them in trance (majdhübün); so he shook them one
after another until they all emerged from it. “Oh, you are our shaykh!” they exclaimed. “No, I’m not, I
just gave you fat˛ en passant (fı †arıqatikum); but your shaykh is in Baghdd, his name is so-and-so, he is
still not illuminated, but will reach fat˛ after he has entered khalwa for 7, then 40 days.” When they
returned to Baghdd, they found everything as MMS had said.

********************
58 illumination through MMS 5/5 Medina VII, 7 113{2}
MMS  Müs b. A˛mad Minnı

Rich but sincere  from Sufi-friend (mu˛ibb) to walı
A rich Syrian came to Medina and was drawn into MMS’ circle (tafiallaqa bi-ma˛abbatin: he became a
“friend/external supporter” of the Shaykh). He brought his riches to MMS and told him to distribute them
among the fuqar√ . MMS: “Are you sincere?” — “Yes.” So MMS took the goods of the man and dis-
tributed them; but after the man had gone, MMS secretly told the brethren to bring them back. After a
few days it became apparent that the man was sincere, so MMS gave him the bayfia, and he reached im-
mediate fat˛ out of his sincerity (bi-barakat ßidqih), and became a great walı. — When he returned to his
family in Syria, MMS gave him back his goods, so that he combined the riches of this world and the next.

VVVViiiissssiiiittttiiiinnnngggg    tttthhhheeee    mmmmaaaarrrrttttyyyyrrrrssss    ooooffff    UUUU˛̨̨̨uuuudddd

59 visit to U˛ud martyrs 1/3 Medina VII, 8 113{3}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Visit to U˛ud martyrs
When MMS had composed his tawassul to the U˛ud martyrs (cf. al-Wasıla, chapter 4 § 2), he went there
together with his companions and greeted them; they all answered his greetings with a clearly audible
voice heard by all. He then read the tawassul.

TTQ comment: Look at the jalla of this shaykh!
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********************
60 visit to U˛ud martyrs 2/3 Medina VII, 8 113{4}
Abü Bakr Dayrı al-◊gh (student of MMS)  A˛mad [Rjil BallΩliyya] b. Madanı [w] al-Qurashı al-Majdhüb

Sy ˘amza talks to MMS inside his domed tomb
MMS ordered his student Abü Bakr [eunuch of the Mosque guard] to bring two donkeys; they rode to
visit the qubba of Sy ˘amza at U˛ud. When they arrived, MMS ordered Abü Bakr to guard the donkeys
and not to follow him while he was inside. He stayed away for a long time, so eventually Abü Bakr
hobbled the two donkeys together and went to peek through the window of the qubba. Inside, he saw
MMS sitting as in prayer, and opposite him sat Sy ˘amza, who answered MMS’ questions with “yes.”
Abü Bakr, upon seeing this, fainted, but whithout loosing consciousness; he was just unable to move. He
feared that MMS could come out and see him; after an hour, he was finally able to creep back to his
place. When MMS came out of the dome, he was angry: “Did I not tell you to stay where you are?” (He
had not turned around while Abü Bakr was peeking through the window). The whole time they rode
back, MMS blamed him.

TTQ comment: ikrm Sy ˘amza to MMS; MMS’ i††ilfi that Abü Bakr had seen them

********************
61 visit to U˛ud martyrs 3/3 Medina VII, 8 114{1}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

The speaking tomb: memento mori! (don’t laugh in the graveyard!)
MMS went to the Masjid al-Ijba in a matter concerning one of his companions (?), accompanied by a
righteous man (ßli˛). The two sat down, we [the companions] sat down at a small distance from them;
not far was a tomb, of which, however, no trace was visible. They talked for about an hour, then laughed,
and we laughed with them. There a voice came out of the tomb, “Laugh! How much have we laughed,
but reaped nothing but remorse (nadma)!” They asked for forgiveness, and we asked for forgiveness
with them.

[!! Spiritual stratification!! The “common” followers are not even mentioned in the first sentence, where al-Amın
says, “MMS went with a ßli˛” — but then it turns out that the others accompanied them, guarding the appropriate
distance!]

LLLLeeeeaaaavvvviiiinnnngggg    MMMMeeeeddddiiiinnnnaaaa

62 leaving Medina 1/6 Medina VII, 9 114{2}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

[“Outward”] reason why MMS left Medina: letter from his ailing mother [1828]
‘I received a letter from my mother telling me that she had become old and weak and that I should come
to her, otherwise she would find no peace. I pondered about it a lot, and finally went to ask the Prophet.
Tears rolling down his face, he recited to me, ‘‘To God we belong, and to Him we return” (Q 2: 156) and
“Thy Lord has decreed that you shall worship none but Him, and to be good to parents. Whether one or
both of them attain old age with thee, say not to them, ‘Fie,’ nor chide them, but speak unto them respect-
ful words. And lower to them the wing of humbleness, out of mercy, and say, ‘My Lord, have mercy
upon them, as they raised me up when I was little.’” (Q 17: 23-24) Thereupon I understood that he agreed
to my departure. But I was so sad that I should leave him that I returned to consult him once more, but he
did not say anything different, so I decided to go.’

For other reason (to guide the people of Sawkin), cf. 119{3}.

TTQ comment: This was the outward (÷hir) reason; the b†in reason was that he should guide his people (irshd al-
umma), and that he was soon to die and be buried in al-Dmar.
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********************
63 leaving Medina 2/6 Medina VII, 9 114{3}
Abü Bakr Dayrı al-◊gh (student of MMS)  A˛mad [Rjil BallΩliyya] b. Madanı [w] al-Qurashı al-Majdhüb

MMS, leaving Medina, distributes money plucked from the air to the poor who
demanded alms [1828]
When MMS left Medina, he went to say good-bye to the Prophet and the Prophet’s two companions [Abü
Bakr and fiUmar]; he stood there for quite a while, weeping. then he went out through the Bb al-Salm,
and all the inhabitants of Medina, even the women who were usually kept in seclusion, came out to bid
him farewell. He wept very much. Suddenly, the poor came and demanded alms. He gave them what was
in his pockets, then, when they were empty, he plucked the dirhams from the air (lamm nafida m fı ’l-
jayb jafiala yunfiqu mimm fı ’l-ghayb, fa-yaqbi∂u min al-haw√). This continued until he reached
Qubbat al-Ru√üs close to the forts (qilfi) surrounding the town [this perhaps refers to the “small tower,
built of the skulls of Wahabys killed when the Turks took the town” situated a little outside the ramparts
on the road to Mecca; cf. Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 321]. Some of the people, because of their
intense love for him, were made rich from his distribution by receiving an old coin unknown at the time
(wa-qad istaghn bafi∂ al-ns min fia†√ihi li-wijdnihim fıhi sikkatan qadımatan lam tafihad fı
zamanihim).

The play on ghayb / jayb is well known; see Qu̧sayrı, Sendschreiben, 19 [tawakkul].17 (Gramlich adds: “Nach fiA††r,
Ta≤kira 1, 257,9-14, erzählte Sahl at-Tustarı [818-896] diese Geschichte als eigenes Erlebnis”).

TTQ comment: That which dwindles away in your hands — with God it remains forever.

[cf. also 157{2}]

********************
64 leaving Medina 3/6 Medina VII, 9 114{4}
(Medinese student of MMS)  F A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (d. 1885) (rep. in Medina)  F fiAbd Allh “al-Naqar” b.
Jall al-Dın

MMS only accepts what comes from a sincere heart [1828]
When MMS left Medina, his companions brought him many gifts. One of those present saw this, got up
and brought MMS a jubba; but this was mere eyeservice and did not come out of a sincere heart  (riy√an
li’l-ns laysat bi-khlißa min sarıratihi). MMS took it and left. When he had left and the people returned
home from bidding him farewell, the man went home and opened his drawer, where he found that very
jubba. Then he knew that MMS only takes what comes from a sincere heart.

********************
65 leaving Medina 4/6 Medina VII, 9 115{1}
Abü Bakr Dayrı al-◊gh (student of MMS)  A˛mad [Rjil BallΩliyya] b. Madanı [w] al-Qurashı al-Majdhüb

To some, MMS is more important than the Prophet (man from Baßra came to
Medina only to see MMS) [1828/9]
The eunuch guards took turns to travel to Baßra to collect the income of the awqf donated to the Mosque
there. It was Abü Bakr’s turn. A few days after he had arrived there, he was reading the morning rtib
specified for them by MMS when a man approached him and sat down close to him. When Abü Bakr had
finished the rtib, the man asked him, “Who has composed this?” Abü Bakr told him, and the man asked
if he could accompany him back to Medina to meet MMS. Abü Bakr agreed. After a month or so, when
he had finished his job, they returned to Medina. When they arrived there, first they did was to go to the
Mosque. They met a group of eunuchs who, upon seeing their companion, started to weep so much that
Abü Bakr thought MMS had died. They told him MMS had left, and the man was so shocked that he
fainted. “My trip was in vain!” he cried and returned to Baßra immediately.
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********************
66 leaving Medina 5/6 Medina VII, 9 115{2}
(?)

Moroccans visitors to Medina ask for MMS; but he has already died
Some Moroccans had heard of MMS’ fame. They travelled to Medina to meet him, but when they arrived
they learned that he had died. They were very sad.

********************
67 leaving Medina 6/6 Medina VII, 9 115{3}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Let the people come to me!
People used to crowd to see MMS; we tried to hold them back a little and pushed them right and left.
Once I heard MMS say, “Leave them, leave them, they don’t do this out of their own free will, they are
urged by a superior power (maqhürün).”

SSSSiiiiggggnnnnssss    ooooffff    ggggrrrraaaacccceeee    iiiinnnn    MMMMeeeeccccccccaaaa

68 karmt 1/5 Mecca VII, 10 115{4}
˘j&fiAlı b. Ibrhım (˘ijz)

MMS knows secret advice in advance; disapproves of it
˘j&fiAlı was sent to MMS in Mecca by one of the a˛bb to tell him a secret advice. He met MMS in the
Mosque, and before he opened his mouth, MMS addressed him, “You have been sent to me to tell me
this-and-this”, and he was angry, so fiAlı knew that he did not approve of it.

********************
69 karmt 2/5 Mecca VII, 10 115{5}
Khi∂r (student of MMS)  Sh fiAbd Allh (teacher in Egypt)  A˛mad [Rjil BallΩliyya] b. Madanı [w] al-Qurashı
al-Majdhüb

MMS’ great visit to AI; honoured by AI; they see God; salvation promised to all
his followers
One evening (between maghrib and fiish√) Khi∂r Abü fiAjab and MMS were sitting in the Mosque. MMS
said, “Let’s visit AI!” They went to Jabal Abü Qubays east of the Mosque [where AI was living before he
moved to al-Mafibda]. When they approached the tent (khayma), AI came out to greet them. He took
MMS by his hand and led him inside, then told his students to leave, and asked Khi∂r to sit at the
entrance of the tent and make sure that no one came in. They both sat down on a bed. MMS was
extremely polite and kept silence, sitting as if in prayer. There was a pillow between them, and AI pushed
it towards MMS, who accepted it, then pushed it back; they pushed it back and forth for a while, then left
it in the middle between them. AI rose and pulled down a piece of cloth so that Khi∂r could not see them
any more, but only heard them talking without being able to understand what they were saying. Then, for
about an hour, he could hear nothing, and wondered whether thay had left — even though he was sitting
at the entrance. He peeked into the tent and saw that the bed was empty, which worried him greatly. He
waited a little longer, then heard something falling down on the bed, then their voices. After a while, AI
called him in and asked, “Do you know where we have been? We went to meet God (wjahn al-˘aqq);
he was well-pleased with us and we were well-content with him (fa-ra∂iya fialayn wa-ra∂ın fianhu)”
[an allusion to Q 89: 27-8 (“O soul at peace, return unto thy Lord, well-pleased, well-pleasing!”), often
understood to refer to the final goal of the mystic journey]. I asked, “But is it possible for people other
than the Prophets to meet God?” He said, “Yes; but don’t tell anyone as long as MMS and I are alive!”
Then he asked, “Do you love your shaykh?” — “Yes.” — “And whom else?” — “You!” AI smiled, and
said, “Whoever sees your shaykh there, al-Majdhüb, or who sees the one who has seen him, etc. etc.” —
until his breath expired (il an inqa†afi nafasuh), without specifying the number as five or six — “will not
go to hell.” Then MMS rose, we bade farewell, and left.
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[Cf. AI, Fuyü∂t 98: mushhadat tajallı ilhı is possible for the awliy√; during it, they can speak with God. This is
possible through their love for their shaykh who imitates Mu˛ammad.]

[On the topos, man ra√ man ra√, see Katz, “Visionary experience”, 94, 97, 101, 103, 105-7, 117 n. 75 (incl.
numerous parallel examples). Originally, it was the Prophet who allegedly said, “L tamassu al-nr musliman ra√nı
aw ra√ man ra√nı” (al-Tirmidhı, Sunan, “Manqib”, 56). Later (acc. to Katz, at some point after the fifteenth
century), the saving power of the Prophet was transferred to the walı. In many examples, a maximum number of links
is specified, usually seven; the introduction of the number, ‘seven’ is attributed in one source to fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-
Thafilibı (d. 1468). Later, the number increased exponentially: the Nßirı Abü Mu˛ammad fiAbd Allh al-fiAtıqı (fl.
1740) credited Ibn Nßir with soteriological power unto the twentieth person, and A˛mad al-Tijnı (d. 1815) claimed
that not only everyone who saw him was saved from hell, but also non-Tijnıs (including infidels) who saw ordinary
Tijnıs, as long as the Tijnı acknowledged to also seeing the non-Tijnı.

It is obviously in direct reference to such claims “unto the seventh” etc. that the topos is used with regard to Majdhüb
“without specifying the number as five or six”.]

[Cf. also 106{4}, 162{6}: the fire of hell will not touch anyone who has prayed behind Majdhüb.]
TTQ comment: It has been a matter of dispute whether people other than Prophets are able to meet God. Al-Dardır
ruled in the positive, explaining that the tajallı experienced by people other than Prophets was different and inferior
to that of the Prophets.

********************
70 karmt 3/5 Mecca VII, 10 116{1}
(anonymous follower of MMS [a˛bb])

The two mules: weeping because of their separation
MMS — who was about to leave Mecca and return to Medina — went to visit AI. When he came, AI was
on top of the roof of his house, so MMS sat down in the anteroom (dihlız) together with the fuqar√. AI
had two mules, one of whom had been taken away for work, and the other one was crying much for his
companion. When MMS heard this, he started weeping very much. AI heard this and asked who was
weeping there with such a sad voice. When he was told that it was MMS, he and those who were with
him descended from the roof, and he recited, “O you mountains, echo God’s praises with him [sc David],
and you birds!” (Q 34: 10). Then he said, “The weeping of the shaykh is tafakkur and tadhakkur for the
separation of the a˛ibba fı ’l-dın.

TTQ comment: Look at the weeping of these dumb animals — how much more should the fiuqal√ be moved!
TTQ adds: After I wrote down this story, I saw AI in a dream and asked him whether it was correct, and he answered,
“Yes, and I’ve seen you writing it down.” Then he went on telling me more of MMS’ manqib.

********************
71 karmt 4/5 Mecca VII, 10 116{2}
Mu˛ammad b. Shawısh al-Mafibidı al-Makkwı  Zaydn b. Mu˛ammad [of al-Zayniyya]  Ibrhım al-Rashıd
(1813-74)

MMS gives to the brethren a precious camel presented to him
This story is also contained in Ibrhım al-Rashıd, Nubdha (story number X). What follows is a literal translation of
both versions, trying to highlight the similarities and the differences between them. Text found only in al-Rashıd is
set in this sans-serif font and enclosed in curly brackets {…}. Text found only in al-Wasıla is enclosed in /…/. Text
added by myself for clarification is enclosed in square brackets […].

Mu˛ammad ibn Shawısh was one of the companions (aß˛b) of Sayyidı A˛mad {ibn Idrıs (may God be
pleased with him and with us through him)}. He heard Sayyidı A˛mad {ibn Idrıs (may God be pleased with
him)} praising Shaykh al-Majdhüb; and {the brethren developed a loving attachment to him. Mu˛ammad
ibn Shwısh was one of those who} developed a loving attachment to {Shaykh al-Majdhüb}. /It happened
that Sayyidı al-Shaykh [al-Majdhüb] came from Medina to Mecca. [Ibn Shawısh] said: I/ {he} gave him a
good female riding camel as a present. {Sayyidı al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb} accepted it and said to /his/
brethren (ikhwn): “I came {to you} from Medina {the Radiant} without a present for you /from there/; so
{now this shall be a present:} slaughter /this camel/ and share it between you!”
/They accepted it and slaughtered it as he had said. [Ibn Shwısh] said: Had they sold it, they had
obtained a high price for it!/

[The protagonist’s name is given as Mu˛ammad b. Shwısh in Ibrhım al-Rashıd; and as Ma˛müd b. Shawısh in
fiAbd al-Malik b. fiAbd al-Qdir al-Lıbı, al-Faw√id al-jaliyya fı trıkh al-fi√ila al-Sanüsiyya, Damascus 1966, p. 31
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(cit. O’Fahey, Enigmatic saint, 63). He belonged to the powerful fiÖteybe tribe, and built a mosque for Ibn Idrıs at al-
Mafibda, a Bedouin settlement at the foot of a hill lying 2.5 km north east of the ˘aram; A˛mad b. Idrıs lived at this
mosque for a while.]

TTQ comment: /Behold, my brother (may God have mercy on you), this chivalry (futuwwa) of his! / [Al-Majdhüb]
{(may God be pleased with him)} easily attained the heights he was seeking / — may God be pleased with him!/

********************
72 karmt 5/5 Mecca Medina VII, 10 116{3}
(anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

Angels spread wings for MMS (II) (MMS prefers riding over walking, “so as not to
step on the angels’ wings”)
MMS and one of his companions travelled back from Mecca to Medina. MMS rented a camel for his
luggage; he himself went on foot (ahead of the group), although the camel driver had offered him to
mount. But after a while, he called the camel driver and said, “Bring the camel here, I want to mount.” —
“Why now?” — “Originally I wanted to walk in order to multiply my steps fı sabıl Allh, but then I saw
the angels spreading out their wings for me, and I do not want to tread on them!”

[For another story of the angels spreading out their wings for Majdhüb, cf. 108{5}.]

SSSSiiiiggggnnnnssss    ooooffff    ggggrrrraaaacccceeee    iiiinnnn    JJJJiiiiddddddddaaaa

73 karmt 1/2 Jidda VII, 11 116{4}
fiAbd Allh [b] Slim al-˘a∂ramı  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

The Jidda ˘a∂rima biased against the Sudan
When MMS came from Medina on his way to Sawkin, he passed through Jidda. A group of ˘a∂rima
went to visit him; MMS showed that he had the power to know what lies in the future (predicted a son) as
well as in people’s minds.
The ˘a∂rima lived in Jidda and had heard bad things about the Sudan; therefore they wondered why
such a learned man should go there. MMS explained his reason for leaving Medina (letter from his
mother); said he had asked the Prophet for his opinion, and also asked various companions etc. (cf. list)
for their intercession. When they eventually left Medina, about 20.000 visible and invisible people (ahl
al-÷hir wa’l-b†in) came to bid him farewell.
He asked the ˘a∂rima to stay close to him (l tanqa†ifiü fiannı) while he was in Jidda.

[MMS had met A˛mad Slim (brother of informant) in Medina before.]

The ˘a∂rima’s names were: B Harün, ˘asan (brother of B Harün), fiAbd Allh Jubrn, Mu˛ammad
Mu√min, ∑li˛ Mu√min, A˛mad [b] Slim al-˘a∂ramı, Mubrak b. A˛mad [b] Slim al-˘a∂ramı.

TTQ comment: i††ilfi: MMS knows of future nephew / son; and of what fiAbd Allh thought about him.

********************
74 karmt 2/2 Jidda VII, 11 117{1}
fiAbd Allh [b] Slim al-˘a∂ramı  A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh [b] Slim al-˘a∂ramı

˘a∂rima pay for MMS’ passage to Sawkin &c [c. 1 Jan 1829]
When MMS decided to leave Jidda, fiAbd Allh brought 5 other ˘a∂rima [possibly those mentioned in
the previous story] jointly to pay for his travel expenses to Sawkin. It was a Thursday, and during the
following night fiAbd Allh had a very positive dream: He saw a person with a grey riding animal
(dbba) bigger than a donkey and smaller than a horse. He then brought five additional saddled riding
beasts (ma†y). The person ordered fiAbd Allh and his companions to mount. “How did we obtain this
favour?” fiAbd Allh asked. “Because of your help to the Shaykh.” The next day, they made everything
ready, and MMS left on Saturday.
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[Majdhüb arrived in Sawkin on {Tuesday}, 6 Jan 1829. As the wind at the time — somewhat unusually for the
season — is said to have blown from the north (157{3}), it could be that he left Jidda on 3 Jan 1829. Under less
favourable conditions, the journey used to take longer.]

SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn

GGGGoooooooodddd    oooommmmeeeennnnssss    pppprrrreeeecccceeeeddddiiiinnnngggg    hhhhiiiissss    aaaarrrrrrrriiiivvvvaaaallll    iiiinnnn    SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn;;;;    hhhhiiiissss    mmmmeeeeeeeettttiiiinnnngggg    tttthhhheeee    ppppaaaattttrrrroooonnnn    ssssaaaaiiiinnnntttt

75 before arrival in Sawkin 1/9 Sawkin VIII, 1 117{2}
Sh Ysın

A Sawkinese dreams: Fertile tree comes across the sea, settles on Island, then Q˙f
Before MMS’ arrival, a man had a dream (qad ra√ ru√y): a tree full of ripe fruit came from the qibla
across the sea and settled on Sawkin Island. For about 3 hours, it stayed in the Southern (“Yemeni”)
Quarter, then moved on to the Southern Quarter (= Müsey Quarter) on the Q˙f, whence it moved no
more.
When the man woke up (fa-ntabahtu min al-nawm), he told this to Shaykh Ma˛müd (the muftı of
Sawkin), who explained it as it would indeed happen shortly afterwards: MMS came, and stayed for 3
days on the Island etc., and all the people loved him and profited from him.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence: Prophet’s grandfather fiAbd al-Mu††alib dreamed of a silver chain […]

********************
76 before arrival in Sawkin 2/9 Sawkin VIII, 1 118{1}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

MMS = flood sweeping some of Island, and Müsey, but not North Sawkin
A man told the father of fiAlı Diqna [F Mu˛ammad Diqna] that he saw a great flood taking some of the
inhabitants of Sawkin Island and all of those of the Müsey quarter, but not those of the northern
(“Syrian”) quarter. He first told this dream to a righteous man (ßli˛) who said the inhabitants of the
respective quarters should leave, otherwise they would drown. So the man went to [F Mu˛ammad] Diqna
urging him to leave, because otherwise the other people would not leave [Diqna was a notable; but see
further on]. But Diqna said no, and when he saw that the man was somewhat afraid, pointing out that all
the others had already left, and only “we” remain behind [! so “we” apparently is Diqna’s kin??], Diqna
told him he would be their ∂amın if they lost anything because of a flood. Eventually he explained the
dream as indicating the arrival of a walı from whom the flooded quarters would profit, but not the
Northern quarter. So it happened; a few days later MMS arrived, stayed in the Island for a while, then
settled in the Müsey quarter. Diqna told MMS about this dream, and MMS confirmed his interpretation.

[cf. previous story]

********************
77 before arrival in Sawkin 3/9 Sawkin VIII, 1 118{2}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

MMS = Moon rising in the East and settling in the West
A man told this dream to father of fiAlı Diqna, who interpreted it as referring to a walı passing through
Sawkin from East to West.
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********************
78 before arrival in Sawkin 4/9 Sawkin VIII, 1 118{3}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb])

A popular poem: Y karım Mawln ∑allı fial maljn (Dıwn 145-6) [set to
melody of fisher’s song Umm BatΩt]
A righteous woman (min al-ßli˛†) saw in her dream two paths rising out of the sea and halting where
MMS’ zwiya stands now; on one of them was written Y karım Mawln, and on the other ∑allı fial
maljn. A little later, MMS came to Sawkin and composed this song, which was sung in the lanes of
the town. The woman, hearing the words, inquired who composed it and was told, MMS.

********************
79 before arrival in Sawkin 5/9 Sawkin VIII, 1 118{4}
Sh Ysın

MMS’ first Sawkin wife [= Nafısa bt. fiUthmn b. FYüsuf?] dreams of rising
moon falling into her lap
A woman whose father was a righteous man (ßli˛) dreamed of a moon rising in the East and falling
down in her lap. She was the first woman MMS married in Sawkin.

[Nafısa bt. fiUthmn b. FYüsuf (bt fiamm of Yüsuf Ibrhım) was, if not the first, at least one of MMS’ first wives in
Sawkin; he later divorced her.]

[Moon in one’s lap = future spouse; see pseudo-Ibn Sırın, 23]

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence: ∑afiyya had a similar dream before she married the Prophet.

********************
80 before arrival in Sawkin 6/9 Sawkin VIII, 1 119{1}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Abü ’l-Fat˛ goes to welcome MMS on the open sea
When the swords were stolen and there was a great deal of agitation, MMS {said that was a matter for
Abü ’l-Fat˛}. He then told the story how Abü ’l-Fat˛ had come on board his ship while he was travelling
to Sawkin, to greet him; everyone had seen him, and brother Khi∂r had asked him who he was. — Khi∂r
confirmed this story.

[The story of how the swords were stolen, incl. this episode with Abü ’l-Fat˛, in 135{3}]

********************
81 before arrival in Sawkin 7/9 Sawkin VIII, 1 119{2}
Sh Ysın

Dates of MMS’ stay in Sawkin: 6 Jan 1829 - 7 Feb 1831
[Tuesday] 1 Rajab 1244: 6 Jan 1829 — ∂u˛ of Monday 23 Shafibn 1246: 7 Feb 1831

These dates are given in a poem by Sh Ysın which is quoted in this passage.

********************
82 before arrival in Sawkin 8/9 Sawkin VIII, 1 119{3}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Reason for coming to Sawkin: Prophetic injunction to guide its inhabitants who
have strayed from right path
MMS said at the beginning of his stay in Sawkin: I left Medina by order of the Prophet; he told me to go
to Sawkin to guide (arshid) its inhabitants who had overstepped their limits (tajwazü ’l-˛udüd),
engaged in acts of disobedience [to God] (mafißı), and [followed their personal] desires (shahawt); he
said he would help me. So I and affliction left Medina together and travelled to Sawkin. I was told, “If
the Sawkinese follow you, they will be spared affliction; if not, they will be befallen by it, but you will
be spared.” But they followed me.

[The ‘outward’ reason (a letter from his ailing mother) is given in 114{2}].
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********************
83 before arrival in Sawkin 9/9 Sawkin VIII, 1 119{4}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS attacks traditional, ‘un-Islamic’ rules
‘One night early during his stay in Sawkin, Majdhüb left the lodge to go home. Some of the fuqar√
accompanied him part of the way. When Majdhüb arrived at his house, however, he immediately returned
to the lodge. Expressing his anger, he started to talk about ‘objectionable behaviour’ (mankir) and gave
an order to convene the leaders of the town (akbir al-balda). They were all brought to him immediately,
and he addressed them saying, “I just saw crowds of devils assembling in that-and-that place,” indicating
a location close to his house where the leaders were due to assemble the following morning in order to
issue legally binding rules of their own the way they used to do in their state of ignorance [of Islam] —
they issued them, based their judgements on them, and applied them as if they were the rules of Divine
Law (a˛km knü yata˛kamünah [sic pro yata˛akkamünah] fı jhiliyyatihim wa-yastanidüna lah
wa-yum∂awnah fım baynahum ka-im∂√ a˛km al-sharfi). The next morning as well, Majdhüb
convened the proponents of these erroneous laws (al-a˛km al-∂lla) and guided them to what was better
for them, so they abandoned these a˛km which they had thought would never lose their validity — but
by the grace of God, through the baraka of the Shaykh, they lost [their validity] right away!’

TTQ comment: ‘The people of Sawkin were publicly mixing with women and singing-girls (mughanniyt), associ-
ated with prostitution). They openly and universally practiced gambling. At weddings, women used to make them-
selves up and come out into the public so that men could see them and they the men. When the bridegroom went to
the mosque, the women followed him, singing loudly. For these weddings and its distractions, the groom had to
spend a lot of money, which meant that some men had to postpone marriage out of financial difficulites. The long
period of celibacy in turn led them to fornication (zin). At funerals they also engaged in such distractions, mingling
in public lanes so that men and women would touch each other and go off to a wellknown place (or: situation? il an
yaßilna il maw∂ifi mafilüm). And these were women from the families of notables — scholars (fiulam’), judges
(qu∂t), and political leaders (umar√) — who did, however, nothing to prevent it. They were oblivious of God’s
commandments; and the fiulam√ were just looking on and saying nothing to these practices, which were generally
considered as praiseworthy behaviour and exemplary custom (ka’l-†arıqa al-ma˛müda wa’l-sunna al-marghüba).
Such was their customary practice (fida). When the Shaykh saw this objectionable behaviour (mankir), he got on
his feet out of a fervent concern (ghayratan) for God and His apostle. He commanded for God’s sake and prohibited
for God’s sake. There the people obeyed his command and spread his fame. The first thing that made them join him
was that they learned about their religion and about what is permitted and what is forbidden (al-˛all wa’l-˛arm). In
a very short time, they became well-behaved (tahadhdhabat nufüsuhum, literally, “their [lower] souls were set
right/educated”) and their mosques were filled with the remembrance of God (adhkr) and with individual and
communal prayers; supererogatory prayers (ragh√ib) were said there, and students of the religious sciences (†alabat
fiilm) could be found there following their lessons. People strove to control their lower souls (jhadü ’l-nufüs); they
held themselves before God in periods of Retreat (rba†ü ’llh fı ’l-khalawt); and their innermost thoughts became
pure so that they could enter into confidential conversation with God (ßafat sar√iruhum li’l-munjt).’

TTTThhhheeee    llllooooddddggggeeee::::    iiiittttssss    eeeessssttttaaaabbbblllliiiisssshhhhmmmmeeeennnntttt    aaaannnndddd    iiiittttssss    eeeexxxxcccceeeelllllllleeeennnncccceeee

84 Sawkin lodge 1/4 Sawkin VIII, 2 120{1}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (“khdim al-Shaykh”)

Place of zwiya indicated by vision induced to pupil by a certain dhikr
One night after the night-prayer I accompanied MMS to his house; when I turned to leave him he
suggested I should use such-and-such a dhikr a specified number of times that night, which I did  I had
a vision, which I told MMS the next day: I saw a cube of light in such-and-such a place. It was the place
where the lodge was built later.

Technical notes by TTQ: lodge built on Ashrf-land donated by the sons of Ibrhım al-Q∂ı; stones donated by Sy
A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad al-Sharıf; wood for the ceiling by Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır; clay carried by
MMS’ aß˛b; MMS himself joined in the construction work and told them to say, Y Mawln kun mafin and
Banayn al-masjid li-rkifi wa-sjid wa-khshifi wa-fibid [songs? but not in the Dıwn. The first song was also said
during the construction of the Berber Friday mosque, cf. 180{1}]. When the foundations were laid, they found bones
from old tombs. The walls were erected in just 3 days, then the roof was put up.
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Measurements: E & W walls 13.5 cubits; N & S 5.75 cubits; height 6 cubits. 2 doors (in E & W wall). When the
foundations had been laid, MMS went home; one of his followers enlarged the fixed measurements, and MMS
returned immediately, exclaiming, “These measurements were fixed by the Prophet!”, so they were returned to the
original size.
Prophetic precedence: the Prophet worked together with his companions to construct his mosque, sang a poem; there
were dilapidated tombs which he allowed to excavate.

********************
85 Sawkin lodge 2/4 Sawkin VIII, 2 121{1}
MMS  Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs

MMS teased because his lodge was so small and the qibla not correct
Reply: “I do nothing, even if it is licit (mub˛), except with the Prophet’s permission (idhn); even when I
have to urinate, I do it only with his permission!”

[Same story, from same informant, with addition: “even if I want to sleep with a woman” in 157{5}. Cf. also 101{1}]

TTQ comment: TTQ reports (without isnd) these attacks and MMS’ alleged reply that everything was fixed by the
Prophet. [Possibly these attacks occurred only later, but they and their refutation were projected back to the time of
the founder. This hypothesis would seem to be supported by TTQ’s description of the lodge’s enlargement, which
also is justified by reference to a Prophetic precedence:]
Enlargement in 1274: 1858/7 because of a crack in the wall: height 9 cb; length of N & S walls 8 cb - 2 fingers; the
E wall was moved to include the mi˛rb which had been situated outside the E wall in the old building; on both sides
of the mi˛rb a window was put (there had been only 1 window in the old building); the E & W doors were made
higher, and a 3rd door opened to the khalwa to the right of the lodge; this door is opened when the rows of prayer
reach the second khalwa.

********************
86 Sawkin lodge 3/4 Sawkin VIII, 2 121{2}
MMS  (anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

Spiritual excellence of the zwiya (I): like paradise
The space betwee the mi˛rb and the N window (or: the N edge of the lodge) is like a garden of paradise;
prayer there is especially recommended.

********************
87 Sawkin lodge 4/4 Sawkin VIII, 2 121{3}
(anonymous ßli˛)

Spiritual excellence of the zwiya (II): meeting-place of the ahl al-dıwn in Sawkin
The aß˛b al-˛a∂ra everywhere have a particular place where they go to meet the ahl al-dıwn; in
Sawkin, this place is MMS’ lodge.

TTQ comment: This baraka is still present in the lodge, even though nowadays most people do not care much for the
lodge!

EEEExxxxppppoooossssiiiinnnngggg    mmmmoooorrrraaaallll    sssshhhhoooorrrrttttccccoooommmmiiiinnnnggggssss

88 moral exposure 1/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 121{4}
TTQ

Enforcement of strict personal morality through ‘exposition’ effect [internalisation
of the ‘super-ego’]
The following kushüft stories (exposition of personal moral misconduct) are told anonymously, without mentioning
names of actors or reporters.
MMS used to show affection to [his disciples], joke with them, and also laugh, so as to create an atmosphere of
familiarity. [In such an atmosphere] he used to expose/disclose secrets of theirs in a joking way, telling them, “You
ate that-and-that today,” “You had that-and-that for supper,” “You slept in such-and-such a place, on your right/left
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side,” etc. The aim was to show them that nothing remained hidden from him. So they took the †arıqa al-Shdhiliyya
from him and became religious (ßrü yamda˛üna bafida an knü yughannün) [cf. ˘jj al-M˛ı!]. Whenever someone
had done something wrong, it was exposed during the first majlis he attended afterwards. [Cf. also summary p. 125].

********************
89 moral exposure 2/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 122{1}
(anonymous Sawkinese) (first-hand)

MMS exposes grabbing at buttocks
A slave woman of our neighbours’ used to bring me supper every night. She had impressive buttocks, and
when she entered that night, a lamp in her hand, I was pleased by her appearance and thought to seduce
her, but then I was held back because I was afraid of the Shaykh. But when she turned around, I could not
resist and grabbed at her buttocks.
The next morning when I went to the Shaykh’s assembly I was too embarrassed to greet him, so I sat
down at the far end of the assembly. When I had calmed down a bit, I heard the Shaykh saying, “Among
you there is someone who last night grabbed at a slave woman’s buttocks.” I was so frightened that I
began to urinate in my pants. The Shaykh told me to get up and relieve myself. I did, and washed my
clothes.
After that, I became so ashamed of myself that whenever I met a women I bowed my head, out of bash-
fulness (˛ay√an minhunna) and because I was afraid the Shaykh would find out/know (khawfan min
i††ilfi al-shaykh fialayya).

TTQ comment: 2 wqifias: MMS knew by kashf 1. what the man had done; and 2. that he had urinated in his pants.

********************
90 moral exposure 3/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 122{2}
(anonymous Sawkinese mu˛ibb) (first-hand)

“The woman just wanted to put on her loin string for you!” (MMS knew student
slept with his ex-girl-friend)
N.N. recounts:
Before MMS came to Sawkin, I had befriended (kuntu muß˛iban) a woman whom I left when MMS
arrived. But one day, need drew me back to her. I found her sitting next to a wooden fire, warming
herself; her finery and beads (kharaz) lay beside her. When I saw her, I could not control myself, took her
and laid her down on the bed. She said, “Hold on! Let me put on my ˛aqw (a loin string made of multi-
coloured beads)!” but I was too impatient to let her before I had quenched my desire. Then I left her,
washed myself and went home.
Suddenly, I fainted, and remained unconscious for two days. I was carried to MMS for him to use ruqya
on me (li-yarqiya fialayya). When they put me down before him, he said, “Get up” and I got up immedi-
ately as if nothing had happened. He said to me, “You were in a great hurry, eh? and the woman just
wanted to put on her loin string for you!” When I heard this, I was greatly distressed, and asked MMS for
forgiveness. He pardoned me, after I had repented (tawba).

TTQ comment: 1. i††ilfi: what the man had done. 2. what the woman had said to him.

********************
91 moral exposure 4/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 122{3}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

A sharıf’s girl-friend; Prophet closely monitors sexual behaviour of the Ashrf
MMS asked his followers (aß˛b) one day, “Is N.N. here?”, naming one of the Ashrf. “Yes” — and he
was brought. When he came and sat down before him, MMS said to him, “The Prophet has ordered me to
tell you to leave that woman, N.N., whom you befriend (muß˛ibuh). He also said to me, ‘If my sons
[i.e., the ahl al-bayt] have illicit sexual intercourse, their sperm falls into the palm of the angels who
come and show it to me.’ So, are you not ashamed!?” The man repented and said he would leave the
woman.

TTQ comment: 1. & 2. i††ilfi: MMS knew the man’s and the women’s name; 3. he told him [of the Prophet’s care].
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********************
92 moral exposure 5/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 122{4}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Faqır gets up secretly to have sex with a woman
A Sawkinese used to attend prayers and rawtib with MMS and sleep together with the fuqar√. One
night, after they had all gone to sleep, he got up, had sex with a woman, washed himself, went back to
sleep with the fuqar√ as usual, and prayed the morning-prayer with them. When they had finished their
rtib, MMS came as usual to give his dars. But his face was red with anger, his eyes wide open, and
instead of giving the dars, he shouted, “Among you is one who gets up late at night to commit a (sexual)
abomination (f˛isha), than he washes and comes back as if nothing had happened!” When the man heard
that, he was so frightened that he started to tremble heavily. He was sitting between two corpulent men
who [text corrupted, possibly: who both pressed down his thighs?], but to no avail: his trembling
increased. MMS, who did not want to compromise him, left and went home. — The man asked, “What
shall I do?” — “Ask the Shaykh for forgiveness!” — “Please come with me!” They went, asked for
forgiveness, MMS said, “On condition that he does not do it again!” The man repented and did not do it
again.

********************
93 moral exposure 6/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 123{1}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Dervish presses hand of former girl-friend
A Sawkinese had a girl-friend; but when MMS came, he left her and took the †arıqa. One day, though,
he passed by her house, and she peeked at him from an attic window and called out to him, “Why did you
abandon me?” — “Don’t you know that I took the †arıqa and repented of my former bad ways (tubn min
tilk al-affil al-radı√a)?” She urged him to come closer, but he was reluctant at first: “The Shaykh knows
everything!” — “Oh well — I don’t need you!” He came closer. “Don’t you want to come in?” — “The
Shaykh knows if I come in!” So he remained below the window, and she talked to him so beautifully, and
his longing became so strong (ishtqat nafsuhu lah) that he couldn’t help but press her hand. Then he
went to Majdhüb’s assembly and sat down at the far end. After a while, Majdhüb said, “Don’t you fear
God ? You go and press the hands of women who are not allowed (˛all) to you!” The man, frightened,
urinated in his pants, but no one noticed. Again he heard Majdhüb say, “Don’t sully the mosque!”
Quietly, he got up and cleaned himself.

TTQ comment: 2 I††ilfit: MMS knew about the hand-pressing, and about the urinating.

********************
94 moral exposure 7/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 123{2}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Sawkinese should stop even only seeing his former girl-friend in Jidda!
A Sawkinese had a girl-friend in Jidda. When MMS came, he left her to take the †arıqa. Then after a
while, he travelled to Jidda, and when the woman heard of his coming, she invited him. At first he hesi-
tated, but then he went to visit her. She repproached him, but he explained he had taken the †arıqa and
repented (tb). He sat on the edge of the bed, and gave her a small box which she filled with snuff. Then
he left, and travelled back to Sawkin. He met MMS, who asked him, “Ah, you’re back! I hope you
didn’t do such-and-such in Jidda!” — “No!” — “You’re right — except for …” and he described to him
in detail what he had done sitting down on the bed and getting the snuff. “Don’t do this again!”

********************
95 moral exposure 8/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 123{3}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Sharıf petted his former girl-friend while she visited him during his illness
A sharıf had a girl-friend whom he left when MMS came. One day, he fell ill, and the woman came to
look after him. She teased him a bit, and he became aroused, so they petted (aßba minh m düna ’l-
wiqfi).
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When he came to MMS, MMS called him to draw near. He stretched out his legs, and the man massaged
them (fiaßr). Then after a while, MMS told him what he had done that day, and ordered him to repent.

********************
96 moral exposure 9/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 123{4}
(anonymous man “min al-Südn”)  (anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

al-khadsha allatı bayn al-dhakar wa’l-unthayayn
I came to Sawkin at the time of MMS, and went to see a woman whom I tried to seduce. She refused, so
I set out to talk her into it. But suddenly I heard the sound of steps coming towards the house, and fright-
ened, I jumped over the fence. A piece of wood lacerated me (khadashanı) between my penis and my
testicles.
I went to the zwiya, and when I arrived there, MMS started to talk about al-khadsha allatı bayn al-
dhakar wa’l-unthayayn. I became very worried, and after the majlis was over I went to him and asked his
pardon. “Don’t do it again!”

********************
97 moral exposure 10/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 123{5}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Repent from flirting and petting!
A Sawkinese, who had sworn the bayfia to MMS, one day met a woman on his way, and they flirted and
petted. Afterwards, he was so ashamed that he was afraid to go the MMS, and hid himself in a house.
MMS sent some of the fuqar√ to look for him “in that-and-that house”, and, as expected, they found him
there. He was completely crushed with shame, while they led him to MMS. MMS slapped him twice in
the face, then asked him to repent, which he did.

********************
98 moral exposure 11/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 123{6}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Man repented and infringed again, thinking the shaykh did not know
A man who was very much prone to his nafs repented when MMS came, took the †arıqa, and regretted
his previous lifestyle for some days. Then the devil tempted him and he committed a (sexual) abomina-
tion (f˛isha). Afterwards, he went to MMS and kissed his hand, with the intention of repentance, but
without telling him anything [of his lapse]. MMS said nothing, so the man thought he did not know of it.
This happened several times, until one day MMS said, “How long do you want to go on like this,
repenting and then breaking (tankuth) [your repentance]? Has my silence led you to do this?” There the
man knew that MMS knew everything he had done, and truly repented.

********************
99 moral exposure 12/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 124{1}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

˘uwwr touches ex-girl-friend’s breasts
A Sawkinese left his girl-friend when MMS came, and took the †arıqa. One day he passed by her house,
she asked him in, reproached him etc., he resisted, wanted to leave, she would not let him go, so he kissed
her and touched her breasts so that her tΩb fell from the breasts.
Then he left, went to MMS, found the community preparing for prayer, made wu∂ü√, prayed with them,
went to greet MMS afterwards. MMS touched his breast so that the tΩb fell down, then made a kissing
movement. There he knew that MMS was informed, and he made a good tawba.

TTQ comment: i††ilafi : 1. that he kissed her. 2. that he touched her breasts.
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********************
100 moral exposure 13/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 124{2}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Man gives back the †arıqa since MMS knew he had sex with a woman although it
happened outside Sawkin
‘A man from Sawkin who was very fond of women professed repentance to the Shaykh and pledged
allegiance to him (byafiahu) in the †arıqa. The Shaykh made him pledge (fihadahu) to leave his previous
ways, and he accepted to do so. But then his lower instincts (nafs) overwhelmed him. As he was afraid
the Shaykh would find out if he did something in town, he went on a journey during which he had sex
with a woman. After his return he went to greet the Shaykh who asked him, “When did you come back?”
— “Just now.” — “I hope you didn’t break your repentance!?” — “No.” — “Do you really say the
truth?” — “Yes, I do.” [Majdhüb] pressed him repeatedly, but the man persisted in his denial. Finally,
[Majdhüb] said, “Did you forget what you did with the woman who asked you for tobacco at such-and-
such a place at the foot of the mountain?” — “No, I did not forget that, but I didn’t think that you would
know what happened to me on my journey; I reckoned your knowledge is restricted to what happens here
in town, so I left it just because of you. Now that I see it is otherwise, take back your †arıqa and leave me
in peace!” When the Shaykh heard this, he just laughed.’

********************
101 moral exposure 14/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 124{3}
(anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh]) (1st hand)

Mere ‘vision’ of MMS prevents illicit sex
Having pledged commitment (fiahd) to the Shaykh, I left Sawkin to travel. On my trip I met a pretty
woman whom I talked into making a date for the night. She came, but when I was just about to lay her on
her back, suddenly the Shaykh appeared clearly before my eyes, between her and me, which frightened
me a lot, so I let off her.
When I returned from this trip I went to greet Majdhüb. As soon as he saw me he started to laugh, so I
realised for sure that he knew what had happened. I took his hand and renewed my repentance.

********************
102 moral exposure 15/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 124{4}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Man stops taking a ma˛w for fear he would lose lust of all woman
A man came to MMS: “I am very fond of women; right now, my heart is attached to a woman; could you
please ask God to take her away from my heart?” MMS said, “Isn’t this the woman living in that-and-that
quarter (˛ra)?” describing her to him in detail. “Exactly!” — “O.K., I’ll make a ma˛w for you, which
you have to take for 7 days; perhaps God will take your affection away.” The man drank the potion for 2
or 3 days and his affection for that woman went away; but then he was afraid that he would lose his lust
for all women, which he did not want, so he stopped drinking and told the ˛‹˙rn to tell MMS why he had
stopped. When MMS heard this, he laughed.

********************
103 moral exposure 16/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 124{5}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Too weak for †arıqa  fornication  penis gone!
A man asked to take the †arıqa from MMS, but was told, “You are too weak for it!” He insisted, however,
so MMS took the bayfia from him. A few days later the devil led him to fornicate with a woman. After he
had stilled his desire, he went out to (the toilet), but when he reached for his penis he could not find it! He
was much worried about this and went to see MMS immediately. “Have I not told you that you were too
weak for our †arıqa? Go your way (am∂i li-˛lika)!” He went, his penis returned to him, and he became
like before (rajafia il ˛latihi ’l-ül).
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********************
104 moral exposure 17/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 124{6}

(anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh]) (1st hand)

Student buys carpet merely to look at the pretty woman selling it
One day after the Shaykh’s assembly I got up to go home. On my way I met a pretty woman who wanted
to sell a rug. I did not need a rug, but as she was so beautiful, I bought it from her, just to have an oppor-
tunity to look at her from all sides.
Later, when I went to see MMS again and wanted to greet him, he lightly slapped me with his hand and
asked me, “Have you not finished yet?” I did not understand, only when he repeated it three times I
remembered, and repented — by God, I had done no more than just looked at her!

********************
105 moral exposure 18/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 125{1}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

MMS is not intimidated by government fornicators (?)
One day, when we were sitting with MMS, a man came, very rude, and without the respect due to
Majdhüb he asked him to follow him into the house. They entered, and the man asked, “Where have you
been yesterday? I didn’t see you in the Dıwn al-˘a∂ra ”[probably the seat of the Governor. From the
context, it is unlikely that the expression here refers to the Prophet]. MMS retorted, “And what about
you? Do you think I don’t know of your fornicating with a woman yesterday?” When the man heard this,
he grew very angry and left without greeting. — MMS told us what had happened when he came out of
the house.

********************
106 moral exposure 19/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 125{2}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

MMS doesn’t want to cause fa∂ı˛ — just to reform people
A man blamed MMS: “You compromise (expose and humiliate) people! (anta fa∂a˛ta al-ns)”. MMS
replied, “That is not my intention; no one shows more compassion (ashfaq) towards them than I do. But I
hate what harms them. Whenever one of them does something wrong, his two guardian angels come and
complain to me (even though I know of it before they tell me); then I get angry because they are angry.
But I do not at all intend to cause a fa∂ı˛a to anyone!”

[cf. similarly 137{5}]

********************
107 moral exposure 20/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 125{3}
TTQ

Teaching effects: Summary, & raising social status of the Ashrf!
In the beginning, ordinary people (literally, “the ignorant”, al-jahala) did these things because they
thought the Shaykh would not know about them (a˛wlahum). When they became certain in their hearts
(lamm tamakkana min qulübihim annahu) that he was informed of all their acts, be they public or secret,
they stopped and repented to God, and their repentance was sincere, and they returned to proper
behaviour (al-sadd).
On the other hand, those of his companions who seriously adhered [to him/to his path] (aß˛buhu al-
mulzimın), from the moment they first saw him obeyed his every order: they made dhikr in the mosques,
had no bad thoughts, prayed the ragh√ib and so reached the highest goals; the mafinı al-r√iqa entered
their hearts, and they acquired the characteristics of al-la†√if al-f√iqa, they loved each other, honoured
the high-standing and showed compassion for the low standing.
In particular, they learned to honour the ahl al-bayt. Previously, they had done no more than just call
them Ashrf; now, MMS told them to place them high above themselves and to treat them with the
greatest respect in every situation (cf. also al-Wasıla, Ch. III, § 4).
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********************
108 moral exposure 21/21 Sawkin VIII, 3 125{4}
(no informant given)

Student of Mu˛ammadu Bello asserts the singularity of MMS
A Fulnı, a student of [Mu˛ammadu] Bello b. Usumn dan Fodio [1781-1837], came through Sawkin on
his way back from pilgrimage. He had travelled through Egypt, the ˘ijz, Mecca & Medina & Jidda, but
not seen anybody of the stature of his shaykh M Bello except MMS. He head heard of him during his
pilgrimage, and therefore came through Sawkin instead of returning via Egypt as originally planned.
When in Sawkin, he heard MMS reading a Mawlid al-Nabı, and when MMS had finished, the Fulnı
rose and proclaimed to the Sawkinese how lucky they were that they were blessed with the single most
eminent man in his time (story is quite elaborate; ends with praise of Ysın as being “pure light”).

[After the death of his father in 1817, Mu˛ammadu Bello ruled the central part of his empire, the state of Sokoto,
until his death in 1837. Less warlike than his father, he distinguished himself both as a statesman and writer.]

EEEExxxxttttrrrraaaacccceeeennnnssssoooorrrryyyy    ppppeeeerrrrcccceeeeppppttttiiiioooonnnn

109 extrasensory perception 1/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 126{1}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

MMS checks the financial situation of his followers: most are poor
MMS went home from the lodge, accompanied by the fuqar√. At the door of his house, he told them to
remain outside, then said, “Enter those of you who own one ounce (awqiya) of gold!” Sy Mu˛ammad b.
Ibrhım (khl of MMS’ son fiAbd Allh) came forward. MMS asked, “Sy Mu˛ammad is the only one
among all of you who owns an ounce of gold!?” — “Yes.” MMS then asked for half an ounce of gold 
fiAbd Allh Müs (one of the ajdd of MMS’s son fiAbd Allh). Then he asked for a young camel  Sh
Ysın (“I just received it as ßadaqa”). Then a donkey  no one. Half a donkey  brother Hays.
MMS (“joking”): “God has afflicted me with a bunch of drop-outs! (ibtalnı Allhu tafil bi-talmidha
kulluhum ßafilık). It’s exactly as it was in Medina!” He then invited all of them into his house for a meal.
TTQ comment: Aim of this story: To show his followers that they only possessed very little in this world, and that he
was well informed about their financial situation, as he knew every important and unimportant detail about them.
Also 4 i††ilfit: his knowledge of what the four owned.

********************
110 extrasensory perception 2/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 126{2}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

MMS knows of a man rebuking his grandchild
A man came to MMS in the mosque. MMS said, “Yesterday you said such-and-such to your son; forgive
him!” — “No, I did not talk to my son!” — “Did you not tell the son of your daughter such-and-such?” –
“Yes,” he admitted, and pardoned his grandson.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfi: of the conversation; and of the fact that it was the man’s grandchild.

********************
111 extrasensory perception 3/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 126{3}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

The walı al-kmil knows everything
One day, when we were sitting together, and muftı Khi∂r was with us, he asked MMS, “Does the walı al-
kmil also know that which does not happen in his time?” MMS twisted Khi∂r’s ears and said, “When
you were an adolescent, and had such-and-such talks with that-and-that slave girl at the baking oven —
where was I at that time? Know that God informs the walı al-kmil of everything that happens before,
during or after his time!”
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********************
112 extrasensory perception 4/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 126{4}
Sy fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad Lubb {Ashrf W Baraka}  N.N.  Sy Muß†af b. Sy fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad Lubb

MMS remembers visitor of his father in Shandı
Sy fiUmar came to Sawkin and went to see MMS, who asked him, “Do you know me from before?” —
“No.” — “But I know you!” — “From where?” — “Do you remember, when you came to Shandı and
lodged with my father Qamar al-Dın, he brought you a young boy and asked you to pray (dufi√) for him.
I was that boy! From then on, my rü˛ has known your rü˛.”

TTQ comment: This story shows the truth of the one before (that the walı al-kmil knows everything).

********************
113 extrasensory perception 5/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 126{5}
F al-Bashır b. fiUmrn (Qur√n teacher in Shandı)  Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad (son of MMS’ sister)

MMS’s mother’s abscess under her armpit treated by Shandı fakı via stick so as
not to touch her
F al-Bashır (see 195{4}) came to Sawkin, and was sitting with MMS and 3 or 4 other men. MMS turned
to them and said, “One of you committed fornication yesterday!” We bowed our heads and gazed on the
earth. MMS turned to al-Bashır saying, “You don’t need to be worried; it was not you. My mother was
one of the most beautiful women of her time; she used to come to you for the treatment (ruqya) of an
abscess under her armpit, and you put a stick/weed (qaßaba) on the abscess so as not to touch her with
your body. That happened before I was born.” Al-Bashır said, “Now that you have acquitted me, please
don’t expose the others!” — But Majdhüb refused and turned to the one who had done it and told him,
and he repented and made a good tawba.

********************
114 extrasensory perception 6/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 127{1}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

Bachelors should fast twice a week to subdue their nafs
MMS ordered the unmarried murıd fuqar√ (al-fuqar√ al-murıdın alladhına l azwja lahum) to fast
every Monday and Thursday, to break the strength of their nafs. Muftı Khi∂r came to the assembly, and
MMS told him he was exempted from this rule. “Why?” — “Have you not just told your slave girl that
tomorrow will be Rama∂n for you, and she should prepare the sa˛ür?”

[Majdhüb’s rule is in conformity to a Prophetic injunction (cf. al-Jazırı, al-Fiqh fial ’l-madhhib al-arbafia, V, 152)
which is repeated, i.a., by Abü ˘mid Mu˛ammad Ghazlı, I˛y√ (Hoffman-Ladd, “Mysticism and sexuality”, 84).]

TTQ comment: Khi∂r was exempted because he had placed the order upon himself.

********************
115 extrasensory perception 7/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 127{2}
Khi∂r (“muftı” in Sawkin)  (anonymous follower of MMS [a˛bb])

Muftı Khi∂r [pious and poor?] walks barefoot from Island to MMS
One day, Khi∂r left Sawkin Island [where his ahl lived; v.i.] to go to MMS; he was barefoot. On his
way, he met a man who asked him, “Why are you barefoot? Don’t you have shoes? — “No.” — “Here I
give you shoes! (an afi†aytuka madssan)” the man said, although he had nothing with him.
When Khi∂r came to MMS, MMS asked him, “Did you meet a man who wanted to give you shoes? Do
you know who he was?” — “Yes.” — “What is his name?” Khi∂r could not think of the name. MMS:
“You must not return home tonight (l tadhhab al-layla li-ahlik) until you remember the name!”
Evening-prayer came, but when Khi∂r wanted to leave afterwards, MMS said, “Have you recalled the
name? No? Then go sit at your place.” When supper was brought, MMS invited those present, incl.
Khi∂r. Before putting the first morsel into his mouth, Khi∂r remembered, and at the same moment MMS
exclaimed, “Now you have remembered the name!”

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit
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********************
116 extrasensory perception 8/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 127{3}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin)

MMS blamed by some for riding while others are walking
MMS went to a funeral; after it was over, he was given a horse and rode back on it, while all the others
were walking. Someone in the crowd thought by himself, “It must be out of love and admiration for
himself that he is doing this!” MMS turned around and said, “One of you has just thought that I am
blinded by myself. As a matter of fact, I am riding this horse since the horse was the riding animal of my
forefathers, and God has granted me the same favour now, so beware of your mean thoughts!”

TTQ comment: There is a Prophetic precedence to this story (also with the return ride back from a funeral) (reported
by Jbir b. fiAbd Allh).

********************
117 extrasensory perception 9/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 127{4}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Talk against MMS
A man came to MMS; MMS asked him, “Do you know me from before?” — “No.” — “So what made
you attack my honour / reputation / talk badly about me (m ˛amalak fial ’l-wuqüfi fı fiir∂ı)?” The man
fell silent, then said, “I heard other people talking [against you], and I did as they did (fa-takallamtu
mafiahum).” MMS: “If it was not forbidden (˛arm) to allow an attack on the honour / reputation of a
Muslim (˛all afir∂ al-muslimın), I would permit you to talk badly about me (la-˛allaltu laka fiir∂ı).” The
man repented and made a good tawba.
[i.e., MMS says, ‘Personally, I would not mind — but God has forbidden it!’]

TTQ comment: precedence from fiAbd Allh b. al-fiAbbs [sic, 619-187] (reported by [his mawl] fiIkrima [al-
Barbarı, 645-723]).

********************
118 extrasensory perception 10/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 127{5}
F al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad b. HMK  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

-Ty. A & -∑iddıq [w -Amın] visit from al-Dmar; ∑iddıq falls ill; complaint about
lunch
Al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad, al-∑iddıq and company came to Sawkin and stayed with MMS. Al-∑iddıq fell ill
and was brought to another place. When lunchtime came, no lunch was brought, and some of the
companions said, “It used to be brought here just for the sake of ∑iddıq.” They went to MMS, who
repproached them, “Don’t harbour any such thoughts any longer. Lunch is brought for the sake of God
and none other!” They repented.

[cf. also al-Wasıla, 131{5}, 152{2} on this visit (together with the Governor of Berber)]

********************
119 extrasensory perception 11/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 128{1}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  ˘j&fiUmar b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (MMS’ half-brother)

Majdhıb from al-Dmar [awld al-balad] cannot help slandering the Sawkinese
A group of Majdhıb and Qindılb came to Sawkin. They started to say bad things about the local popu-
lation. MMS sent al-Amın to them to reprimand them and tell them to stop. They were startled, and
promised to stop. But the next day, they started again. MMS again sent al-Amın. One of the Qindılb
came and said to MMS, “Don’t expose us here in Sawkin (l taf∂a˛n)! This is merely a habit of ours
that we just cannot stop!” MMS: “And I will not stop blaming you for it! ˘asabakum Allh! These are
devilish insinuations!”

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew of the slandering, and of its resume
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********************
120 extrasensory perception 12/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 128{2}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

MMS asks fiAlı Diqna to apologise for insulting a woman
fiAlı Diqna came to MMS at the ∂a˛iyya. MMS: “You have breakfasted and I have not eaten anything
yet!” — “No, I did not have breakfast yet, just like you!” — “Not even la˛m?” — “Not even la˛m!” —
“Not even human la˛m?” There fiAlı understood: when he had left MMS’ place earlier, he had met a
woman who did something wrong to him, so he insulted her. MMS told him to apologise and ask her
pardon, which she granted.

********************
121 extrasensory perception 13/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 128{3}
F fiAbd al-Qdir [b] Slim  Sy fiˆs [G[w]ıly (Ashrf)

Don’t slander — especially not the Ashrf!
In an assembly with MMS one of those present said something bad about Sy fiˆs. MMS turned to him
and said, “A sin such as the one you committed yesterday Sy fiˆs has never committed during his whole
life!” The man got up immediately and left, the signs of distress visible on his face.
The name of the protagonist is here spelled, ‘Qılnı’; he is termed a student (tilmıdh) of MMS; and he
calls F fiAbd al-Qdir [b] Slim his jadd — probably an honourary term for the older man.

TTQ comment: May God guard us against slandering (al-wuqufi fı afir∂ al-muslimın), especially the ◊l al-bayt.

********************
122 extrasensory perception 14/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 128{4}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS’ mother & brother have grudges against him because he preferred one of his
disciples to them for consultation
MMS’ mother and his brother al-‡ayyib once were alone in a house in Sawkin, and complained to each
other about MMS, because he preferred one of his disciples over them for consultation etc. MMS (who
had i††ilfi of this) immediately got up and went to them and said, “Mother! You have been pardoned. But
you, al-‡ayyib, you also say such a thing?!” Al-‡ayyib was ashamed. His mother said, “What is this!
You prohibit any talk!? I have seen your ancesters so-and-so and so-and-so, they never did this!
Forbidding people to talk even when they were not present!”

********************
123 extrasensory perception 15/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 128{5}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  ˘j&fiUmar b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (MMS’ half-brother)

Family surprised because Sawkinese ma˛abba does not ‘pay off’
˘j&Ibrhım al-Dahrbı (student of F A˛mad b. HMK) and ˘j&fiAlı b. F A˛mad b. HMK were sitting
together, and ˘j&fiAlı asked Ibrhım, “Tell me about the people of Sawkin: do they give anything to
MMS or is their love for him useless (ma˛abbatuhum hdhihi l naffia mafiah)?” Ibrhım: “As far as I
know, they don’t give him anything.” — “And did he bring anything from the ˘ijz?” — “No.” ˘j&fiAlı
was very surprised to hear this.
When Ibrhım later came to MMS, MMS told him about this conversation, and Ibrhım asked his pardon.

********************
124 extrasensory perception 16/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 128{6}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

fiAlı Diqna streetfighting!
fiAlı Diqna left MMS to go home. On his way, he met three men; they had an argument and ended up
fighting. Afterwards, fiAlı (being afraid that MMS would know) did not go to see MMS for a couple of
days; but then he could not endure it any longer and went to ask MMS’ pardon. Before he had opened his
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mouth, MMS told him that he knew what had happened, that he knew that he wanted to ask pardon, and
that God had forgiven him. fiAlı Diqna, hearing this, kissed MMS’ hand and repented.

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit

********************
125 extrasensory perception 17/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 129{1}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

Some fuqar√ (followers of MMS) want to prevent fiAlı Diqna from joining MMS
(?)
MMS went out to the countryside (al-fa∂√), together with some of his companions. When the people
heard this, they all came out and followed him; so did I. On my way, I met some fuqar who told me not
to go together with them. I said, “OK, go in front of me!” — “No.” — “Then go behind me!” — “No.” I
grew angry: “By God! Were I not afraid of the Shaykh, I would hurt you with my sword until you disap-
pear into your houses!” One of them said, “OK, go in front of us.”
When I came to MMS, I sat down with him. He was silent, until my companions came, then turned to me:
“Why do you want to hurt them with your sword?” — “Because they want to hinder me from joining
you!” MMS turned to my companions: “Why did you do this? I am stuck in this place for one purpose
only: to benefit the people!” They fell silent. Then MMS demanded me to allow those that were still
keeping away to come. I did, and they came.

********************
126 extrasensory perception 18/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 129{2}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Don’t beat your mother!
MMS blames a man for beating his own mother; the man repents; the mother calls God’s blessing on
MMS.

********************
127 extrasensory perception 19/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 129{3}
Mu˛ammad Khalıl b. ˘amad T˙ta (student of MMS, but not faqır!)

Don’t disobey your mother!
The mother of one of the fuqar went to Sinkt. Her son accompanied her awhile, and she urged him to
come with her to Sinkt, but in spite of all her begging he refused. Finally, she saw that it was hopeless,
and let him go back to Sawkin.
When he came to MMS, MMS reprimanded him and asked him to rush back to his mother immediately
and ask pardon from her, which he did; then he returned to Sawkin.

********************
128 extrasensory perception 20/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 129{4}
Ma˛müd b. Mu˛ammad [b. Mu˛ammad] (Tank[w]ırb)

Don’t play frivolously with your weapons!
Mu˛ammad ‡hir (fiamm of Ma˛müd b. Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır) had acquired a fine
dagger with which he was so pleased that he decided he would wound the first person he’d meet on his
way. MMS, knowing of this intention, sent someone to him and had the dagger seized for some days.
Then, when he knew that Mu˛ammad ‡hir’s wicked intention had subsided, he called him and gave him
back the dagger, explaining to him why he had seized it and why he now gave it back. Mu˛ammad
repented.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfis: of the intention, and of its subsiding
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********************
129 extrasensory perception 21/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 129{5}
Sy ˘usayn b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

MMS prevents Ashrf from getting involved in street quarrels
Me and my brother Mu˛ammad used to visit MMS every day, from the Qeyf. Even so, one Friday he sent
for us expressly, so we went immediately — but when we arrived, we were told he had gone to prayer,
and we should stay there and not move until he was back. So we sat down and waited. Suddenly, some-
one came and told us that our slave so-and-so had been involved in a quarrel in the market, and been
injured, and if we wanted compensation, we should go there. So we took our swords and wanted to go,
but the person MMS had entrusted with keeping us there did not let us go, so we waited for MMS’ return.
When he came, he said, “O.K., you can go now!” We were startled: “What?! First you call us here, then
you let us wait for so long, and then you don’t even talk to us?” MMS explained that he had known what
would happen to their slave, and wanted to prevent the two from getting involved in trouble, so he did
this.

TTQ comment: Look at the irshd and care that MMS shows, particularly for the Ashrf!

********************
130 extrasensory perception 22/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 130{1}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS)

Fiqh examination for MMS’ students
After one of the fiqh lessons we had with MMS we got up for taßwır m qara√nh (perhaps: put an image
of what they read/heard in their memory = memorise?). At noon MMS came and examined brother Hays
in one of the problems. Hays gave an answer, then MMS turned to the others, who gave a different
answer. He said to Hays, “The answer of the others is correct. God has informed me that you had not
correctly understood this problem, so I came to you. Please, do set lose your natural talent / disposition
(qarı˛atak) for the understanding of such difficult problems!”

********************
131 extrasensory perception 23/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 130{2}
˘usayn al-Rub†bı (student of MMS, from Berber, visited MMS in Sawkin with ˘amad al-Ma√mün)  Abü Bakr
b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

The dervish in KΩkr˙b; MMS & ˘amad al-Ma√mün are quite close
˘usayn [who was from Berber] travelled to Sawkin with ˘amad al-Ma√mün. In KΩkr˙b they passed a
dervish (faqır) who had a sib˛a of uhlaylij (hijlıj? = Balanites aegyptiaca) round his neck.
When they approached Sawkin, they found MMS and company waiting for them outside the town. They
were astonished, as they had not met anyone except that dervish on their way [but cf. 195{5} where they
are said to have met A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim!].
˘amad asked MMS for permission to kiss his feet li-m fa∂∂alak Allh bihi fialayn, and MMS allowed
it. Then they embraced each other particularly long. When MMS told us of our encounter with that
dervish, we realised that he knew the hidden things.
[KΩkr˙b is an extended, relatively fertile wdı about 4-5 days west of Sinkt where much sweet water can
be found in various wells lying as far apart as 3 days. It is populated by Sh˙bodınb Beja (Heuglin, Reise
in das Gebiet des Weissen Nil 273; On the Frontiers of Islam 148-9)

********************
132 extrasensory perception 24/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 130{3}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

“After the wedding, I am going to repent!”
After MMS had forbidden women to adorn themself (for others than their husbands: tabarruj) and to mix
with men, a woman from an influential family called upon A˛mad to talk to MMS so that he would
permit her to hold a wedding feast for her son. A˛mad said MMS would not allow it. She: “Didn’t you do
the same thing at your own wedding?” — “Yes, but I have repented now.” — “Very well; so shall I.
After the wedding, I am going to repent!”
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When A˛mad came to MMS, MMS told him about this conversation, and said, “If she wants to do it, she
shall go ahead! She will see what comes out of it!”
Not long after the wedding, the woman was ruined (kharabat druh) and her children perished.

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: the name of the woman, what she said, and what would happen to her

********************
133 extrasensory perception 25/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 130{4}
fiUmar Früq (student of MMS, Sawkin) (first-hand)

Don’t precipitately divorce your wives!
After evening-prayer, fiUmar went home for supper. He had an argument with his wife and thought of
divorcing her. When he [later] returned to MMS and started to massage his legs as usual, MMS told him
not to divorce her, for she was a good woman.

********************
134 extrasensory perception 26/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 130{5}
A˛mad b. ˘mid al-Bushrbı (Sawkin, attended MMS’ majlis)  Mu˛ammad b. ˘mid al-Bushrbı

Bushrbı recovers from smallpox in Jidda
One day, while MMS was reading the mawlid in the Dıwn [this may refer to the Government building
on Island; cf. Hill, On the Frontiers, 215], a ship arrived from Jidda, so A˛mad b. ˘mid got up and went
there to ask about his relatives. He was told that his brother Mu˛ammad had fallen ill with smallpox.
Much grieved, he returned to the end of the mawlid, and prayed to God that bi-˛urmati hdh ’l-shaykh
his brother would recover. After the mawlid, MMS called him and told him his brother would recover and
return soon. A few days later, another ship from Jidda brought him back in good health.

TTQ comment: 4 i††ilfit: MMS knew A˛mad’s thoughts, Mu˛ammad’s name, that Mu˛ammad would recover, and
that he would return to Sawkin in good health.

********************
135 extrasensory perception 27/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 131{1}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

MMS’ everyday handwriting not beautiful
A few days after Ysın had given the bayfia, MMS asked him to bring some ink, paper & pen so that he
could write down the adhkr for him. When he started writing, Ysın thought by himself: His hand-
writing is not beautiful! MMS looked up: “Do you think this is my handwriting?” He turned the pen and
started writing in his very beautiful style which he did not use for everyday purposes.

********************
136 extrasensory perception 28/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 131{2}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

MMS’ brother-in-law angry that his young brother ˘asan took the bayfia
When ˘asan took the oath from MMS, he was still very young. When his brother Mu˛ammad heard of
this, he became angry, for he feared ˘asan would not be able to keep it as he was so young, and that
therefore it might be harmful to him [this at least is the reason given in al-Wasıla]. So he took his sword
and went to MMS to blame him. But before he had said anything, MMS said, “I did not come to cause
any harm to people, but to be useful to them and to guide them the right path.” Mu˛ammad, astonished
that MMS knew his thoughts, took the †arıqa himself.

********************
137 extrasensory perception 29/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 131{3}
Mu˛ammad Khalıl b. ˘amad T˙ta (student of MMS, but not faqır!) (first-hand)

Bedouin given the †arıqa without much introduction
A man from the hinterland (bdiya) came to me and asked me to accompany him to MMS so that he
could take the oath of allegiance. We went, and before I had uttered a word about what we wanted, MMS
said to the man, “Give me your hand so that I can take the oath from you.”
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********************
138 extrasensory perception 30/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 131{4}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

To remember Majdhüb is enough dhikr for the bedouin
One day we were together with MMS, who was lying on his bed and talking to us. A Bedouin came in
with his son. Without turning around to them (they were standing behind his back) he said, “You have
been away for a long time, N.N. (he said his name)!” — “Yes, it’s been twelve years. I came now just to
visit you.” They then left, and came back an hour later. The man said, “I want the bayfia.” — “Didn’t I
give it to you before?” — “Yes, but I want more.” — “No, the first one is sufficient for you.” The man
pressed on. MMS said, “Don’t you remember the man you met at that-and-that place, when you divided a
camel into two halves and you [?? word possibly corrupted?? Perhaps: you sold?? t-b-fi-t] one half? I was
that man; to remember this is sufficient remembrance (dhikr) for you!”

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: name of the man, length of his absence, his giving him the dhikr in N,N,

********************
139 extrasensory perception 31/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 131{5}
F al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad b. HMK  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

A˛mad al-Amın, al-‡ayyib A˛mad, Berber Gov. trade in Sawkin. MMS:
“Majdhıb running after riches!”
Al-‡ayyib (who was practicing the wird al-basmala), the Governor (wlı) of Berber, A˛mad b. al-Amın
[b HMK], and others travelled to Sawkin when MMS was there. The governor and A˛mad gave al-
‡ayyib money to use in a profit-sharing venture.
When they were about to leave Sawkin to return home, al-‡ayyib went to MMS and asked him to give
him a garment (kiswa) for his wife (ahl baytı) [in al-Dmar]. MMS smiled: “Did not the Governor &
A˛mad give you money? Oh the Majdhıb! They are not very lucky in this world — but still they run
after it!” Al-‡ayyib did not say anything. MMS: “Not you though — aren’t you practicing the wird al-
basmala?” — “Yes.” MMS laughed and gave him the kiswa.

[Cf. 152{2}] The governor of Berber Province 1829-32 was named fiAlı (Hill, “Rulers of the Sudan”).

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: the money given by the Governor; that given by A˛mad b. al-Amın; al-‡ayyib’s wird.

********************
140 extrasensory perception 32/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 131{6}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

MMS sells amulets
MMS sometimes used to give amulets to the fuqar√ which they wore for the blessing and to protect
themselves. Once I asked him for an amulet like those he gave to them. He gave it to me, then asked,
“Don’t you want to give me some money in return?” I thought by myself, “How can he ask money from
me, his servant?” MMS (who knew my thoughts) told me to come close, twisted my ear and said, “Don’t
you know that I do not need your money? So why do you harbour such thoughts?” I was much grieved,
and gave him some money which he took and returned to me immediately.

********************
141 extrasensory perception 33/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 131{7}
Müs b. fiUthmn [son of the Art˙ga amır] (first-hand)

MMS knows all, even permissible doings of his students
One day, I ate roast meat (˛anıdh; cf. Q 11: 69), then went to attend the afternoon-prayer. When I arrived,
MMS was just straightening the lines [of those who were to pray]. He said to Sy fiˆs b. Müs, who was
standing opposite him, “One of you has eaten roast meat before coming here.” fiˆs turned to his neigh-
bour to the right: “This one?” — “No.” The one to his left: “This one?” — “No.” And so on, until they
came to me. “This one?” — “Yes.” I confirmed it. There everbody saw that MMS knew everything they
did, not only the forbidden things.
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********************
142 extrasensory perception 34/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 132{1}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

MMS knows the number of hairs on his students’ back…
One day, MMS came to the lodge very angry: “Do the fuqar√ think I do not know what they do and
think (a˛wlahum wa-affilahum)? I know how many hairs are on their backs!” All those present lowered
their heads in shame.

********************
143 extrasensory perception 35/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 132{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS is held to be almost like a Prophet by simple follower
MMS was sitting in the lodge, with a great many people assembled around him. Brother Yüsuf was at the
rear, and looked at MMS without blinking with his eyes for one hour. He thought by himself: ‘The
majesty of the Shaykh is in fact the majesty of a Prophet!’ As soon as he had had this idea, MMS
addressed him: “Yüsuf, everything I say, you should believe — unless I say I am a Prophet!” Upon
hearing this, Yüsuf exclaimed at the top of his voice, “ Had you not said this, I would believe you even if
you said you were a Prophet!”

TTQ comment: Look how great the belief of this faqır in his shaykh was!

********************
144 extrasensory perception 36/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 132{3}
“Sy” Mu˛ammad AdarΩb  Ma˛müd b. Mu˛ammad [b. Mu˛ammad] (Tank[w]ırb)

MMS through Prophetic communication confirms doubtful status of M AdarΩb as
a sharıf
One day, Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır [ta-n’K{w}ır] was sitting with Majdhüb. Majdhüb told
him that the Prophet had called him (M. M. Tank[w]ır) his in-law. Thereupon M. M. Tank[w]ır told
Majdhüb a secret he had not yet divulged to anyone but his immediate family: that he had thought of
marrying his daughter F†ima to Sy Mu˛ammad AdarΩb, but that he had not been sure whether he truly
was a sharıf. But now [after what Majdhüb had said], he could be sure.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knowing of M. M. Tank[w]ır’s intention (sic), and his information of the Prophetic
communication.

********************
145 extrasensory perception 37/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 132{4}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

MMS is told by a htif that fiˆs b. M AdarΩb is a sharıf
One day, fiˆs b. Mu˛ammad AdarΩb came to an assembly where Majdhüb was present. Majdhüb greeted
him with the words, “Welcome to Sayyid fiˆs!” One of those present thought by himself, “How does he
know that fiˆs is a descendant of the Prophet (min ayn fiarifa siydatahu; could be freely translated as,
“Since when is fiˆs a sayyid?”)? Majdhüb turned to him and said, “Among you is someone who thinks
so-and-so; by God, I have just heard an invisible voice (htif) saying that fiˆs is a sayyid from the
descendants of the Prophet.” Thereupon, those present fell silent.

[fiˆs was the uncle of Mu˛ammad AdarΩb. See also 170{2}.]

********************
146 extrasensory perception 38/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 132{5}
Müs b. A˛mad Minnı

Qur√n teacher beats a sharıf boy  MMS: “Don’t beat a sharıf, not even as a
lesson!”
F Mu˛ammad Sayyid (mufiallim al-a†fl: [Qur√n-]teacher for children) came one night and found the
lamp that the children used to light the place where they read Qur√n was not lit. When he asked the
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children (who were taking turns every day to care for the lamp) they said, “Tonight is Yüsuf’s turn; he
mixed the fat with water, and therefore it doesn’t burn.” Mu˛ammad Sayyid had Yüsuf come and gave
him a beating him for this.
Later MMS rebuked him for having beaten a descendant of the Prophet, and Mu˛ammad Sayyid had to
promise not to beat a sharıfı again, not even as a lesson.

********************
147 extrasensory perception 39/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 132{6}
F fiAbd al-Qdir [b] Slim  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

A/Q Slim linked to Ashrf through M AdarΩb and through his wife
MMS asked me, “Do you know that you have ties (sabab) to the Ashrf?” — “Yes, through M AdarΩb.”
— “O.K., and someone else.” — “Well, I can’t think of anyone except the neighbours.” — “No, I am not
talking of neighbourhood.”
After quite some time, it turned out that my wife had sharıfı ancestry. Thus I understood what MMS had
meant.

[cf. also next story]

********************
148 extrasensory perception 40/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 132{7}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim’s khl linked to the Ashrf
One day I was sitting with MMS massaging his legs when my maternal uncle Mu˛ammad came in and
told me, “When you are finished come to see me; I need you in something!” He left immediately. MMS
looked at me very firmly and asked, “Do you know this man?” — “Yes.” — “Is he a sayyid?” — “No.”
— “Are you sure?” — “Yes.” MMS, who had been lying on his bed, sat up, astonished. At this moment,
al-Amın came in and brought coffee. When he saw how surprised MMS was, he also asked me, and I
answered him like I had answered MMS. MMS: “And I had always thought I know the ashrf!!”
After a long time, it turned out that my uncle was indeed related to the Ashrf.

********************
149 extrasensory perception 41/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 132{8}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS instinctively knows “the flesh of the Prophet”
Three men came to visit MMS who was lying on his bed surrounded by some of the fuqara√. MMS
welcomed two of them much more heartily than the third one. Faqıh Mu˛ammad Diqna asked him why,
as he had not seen any of them before, and they came to him all three. MMS: “In two of them I saw the
flesh of the Prophet.” Later it turned out that a grandmother of the two was sharıfiyya.

[Cf. a related oral story told to me by a group of Ashrf on 8/11/87, 1: When MMS came to Sawkin, he immediately
recognised who was a sharıf, without having to ask. My informants explained the sirr of this karma by saying that
the Ashrf have a different way of walking than other people].

********************
150 extrasensory perception 42/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 133{1}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin)

MMS honours 2 Ashrf even though they are sinners
MMS and fiUthmn went from the mosque to MMS’ house. They met a group of people who rushed to
greet MMS. But two of them were Ashrf who were known to lead a sinful life, so they turned away and
did not greet MMS. But MMS rushed after him and kissed their hands. fiUthmn thought by himself,
“How can he do that?” MMS turned to him and said, “Leave those thoughts of yours!” We went to his
house, he entered, and came out again quickly. They went to the mosque, where MMS urged fiUthmn to
repent. fiUthmn did not say anything. That night, he had a frightening dream concerning these two men.
In the morning he went to MMS to tell him, and before MMS greeted him he asked, “Do you understand
what you saw yesterday?” — “I do. What shall I do now?” — “Go to the two and apologise!” He did.
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TTQ comment: 3 i††ilafit: that the two were ashrf; the thoughts of fiUthmn; his dream.

********************
151 extrasensory perception 43/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 133{2}
al-amır fiUthmn [Art˙ga political leader]  Müs b. fiUthmn [son of the Art˙ga amır]

Two runaway slave girls brought back
The wlı called the amır fiUthmn and told him that he should search for two runaway slave girls.
fiUthmn repeatedly said he did not know where they were, but the wlı insisted, and MMS, who was
with the wlı at the time, also said he should go. fiUthmn thought by himself, “If this were a true friend
of God (walı) he would not ask me to look for them.” But he went and found them after a short time.
When I brought them back, MMS smiled: “Didn’t I tell you? You should not have had these doubts with
regard to me. God had made me known that you would find them, therefore I insisted you should go.”
fiUthmn asked for pardon, which MMS granted.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: on the amır’s thought, and that he would find the girls.

********************
152 extrasensory perception 44/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 133{3}
Müs b. fiUthmn [son of the Art˙ga amır]

MMS eats the ruler’s food: that is only ÷hir, not b†in
The ruler (al-˛kim) invited MMS & some of the fuqar√ for a meal. They came and ate. One of those
present thought by himself, “Sub˛na ’llh! Those fuqar√ always say that it is forbidden (˛arm) to eat
the rulers’ food — and here they are eating it themselves!” Instantly, MMS turned around and said,
“Well, we ate it — but do you know where we put it?” When the man realised that MMS knew what he
had thought, he asked his pardon.

TTQ comment: I††ilfi of MMS on the thoughts of that man; MMS making him understand that in truth (fı ’l-˛aqıqa)
he had not put the ruler’s food inside himself (ba†nahu) although outwardly (÷hir) it looked like that.

********************
153 extrasensory perception 45/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 133{4}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

“Can you swear bi’l-†alq that MMS did eat the Government’s food fı ba†nih?”
A man asked MMS, “You say that eating the rulers’ food is ˛arm — so why are you eating it yourself?”
MMS: “If you are sure that I ate it, swear bi’l-†alq! I am going to swear equally that I did not eat it!”
There, all those present knew that in inner truth (fı ba†nih), MMS did not eat it.

********************
154 extrasensory perception 46/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 133{5}
(relative of MMS)  (anonymous informant)  (relative of MMS)

MMS in Sawkin has changed positively compared with what he used to be in al-
Matamma/al-Dmar
A relative came to Sawkin, met MMS there, prayed behind him and thought, “Is this the same person
that we used to know?” After prayer, MMS said to him, “No, it’s not the same; the form (qlib) has
changed. What I mean is that it is not the same ˛la that you know from before; God has changed it.”

********************
155 extrasensory perception 47/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 134{1}
(anonymous follower of MMS [a˛bb])  (anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

M b. M Tank[w]ır’s ship survived the storm
A ship belonging to Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır had gone to Jidda and on its return passed
through a heavy storm and therefore was late, so people in Sawkin were afraid it had sunk, and were
very eager for news. One day, the informant went out (il ’l-birz) and on his way met someone who told
him that the ship was safe. The informant returned to tell MMS and found him eating, with al-∑iddıq, so
he hid behind a wall in order to let them finish their meal. But even though MMS had looked down to
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earth he called inf. from behind the wall: “Did you come to tell me of the ship? It just arrived at al-
Sinniyya (the first port of Sawkin)!” The informant looked up and there the ship was!

Cf. Bruce, Travels, i, 357: “these vessels were […] ill-manned, and so carelessly and ignorantly navigated, that there
was not a year, that one or more did not founder, not from stress of weather, (for they were sailing in a pond) or from
any thing, but igorance, or inattention.” Most well-to-do inhabitants of Sawkin (or Jidda etc.) owned one or more
vessels; for details see Rµppel, Reise in Abyssinien, i, 165-7.

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: that the man was there (though he was hiding); what purpose he came for; that the ship
had arrived.

********************
156 extrasensory perception 48/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 134{2}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS)

M b. M Tank[w]ır; trade with the Yemen & Jidda; MMS and company take a
walk to ˘afır al-Füla
MMS and company went out to al-Füla where they sat down on a little hill. People started to talk about a
group of people who had travelled to the Yemen and whose return was overdue. MMS at first did not say
anything, then he said, “Isn’t there a ship coming from Jidda, on which Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad
Tank[w]ır will be? He will tell you about those people!” When he had ended, a ship entered the harbour,
and cannons were fired. MMS smiled: “M b. M Tank[w]ır likes playing!” When we returned to town,
Tank[w]ır reassured us that those who had travelled to the Yemen were well, that they had finished their
business and were about to return to their families.

[Al-Füla is a large water storage basin [˛afır] about 800 m south of the Majdhübı zwiya, consisting of two earthen
dams across a khΩr. Nearby are numerous small water holes. According to local legend, the ˛afır was first built in
967: 1560 [or 970: 1562] by the fiAbdallb ruler al-fiAjıb al-Mnjuluk on his way to the ˛ajj and was frequently
enlarged later on. About 1200 m south of it are three or four graves reputed to be those of the Fünj sul†ns, Bdı IV
Ab Shilükh and fiAbd Allh Jammfi (Shuqayr 122; Bloss I, 286, and II, 278; Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr, Trıkh
Sawkin, 46-7, 241; Paul, History, 77) (the Wasıla wrongly spells it, ‘al-Ghüla’).

“Sµdwestlich vom Ort, etwa 1/2 Meile entfernt, befindet sich ein Regenteich, in dem nach Sudanischem Brauch vor
Eintritt der Regen in den Bergen […] mehrere Ochsen geschlachtet werden. Unter gµnstigen Umständen fµllt sich
das mit mehreren Khoren in Verbindung stehende Bassin und enthält dann 5 bis 6 Monate lang gutes Trinkwasser. Ist
die ‘Fúla’ ausgetrocknet, so werden in ihrem Bett Brunnengruben abgeteuft, die aber mehr und mehr faules und
salziges Wasser geben, das dann nur noch zur Tränke fµr Kameele benutzt werden kann.” (Heuglin, “Reise in
Nordost-Afrika […] 1857”, 337).

Al-Füla was Sawkin’s main source of water before A˛mad Mumtz constructed — with forced labour, which
caused much resentment — a new water supply system whereby water was conducted from T’amın˙b to al-Sh†a;
this was begun in 1866 and completed by March 1870 (∆irr, Trıkh Sawkin, 241-2, 245).]

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: that the ship would come, that M MTank[w]ır would be on it, and that he would have
news of the travellers to the Yemen.

********************
157 extrasensory perception 49/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 134{3}
al-‡ayyib b. al-Amın b. HMK  fiAbd Allh b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (d. 1899)

MMS knows a crow lied; boys from al-Dmar studied with him before he married
fi◊√isha bt. Ibrhım
Al-‡ayyib and al-Amın [probably not his father] were sitting opposite the house of F al-‡ayyib al-
Dirrwı and correcting their [Qur√nic] writings in the presence of MMS. A crow flew by and made
“ghq”, and MMS answered, “That’s a lie!” Al-Amın nudged me with his foot to notion to me that I
should ask what the crow had said. I did, and MMS said, “Didn’t that come from you, al-Amın?” Al-
Amın repeated the question aloud, and MMS answered, “The crow said Sy M b. Ibrhım would come
within an hour. But in fact he will only come tomorrow”. And so it happened. [Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım
was in Sinkt at the time when he was invited to his sister’s wedding with MMS].

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: nudging from -Am; understood the crow; knew the correct return time.
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********************
158 extrasensory perception 50/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 134{4}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS refuses to be financially exploited (a man wanted him to pay for a slave girl)
A man asked Majdhüb to buy a slave girl for him. Majdhüb sent A˛mad to the market; he came back with
a girl for 40 odd dollars. The man liked her and asked Majdhüb to pay for her. Majdhüb said he did not
have any money at the moment. “So have your students (talmidha) pay!” — “I don’t take money from
my students; on the contrary, if I get something, I give it to them! And [besides that,] you do have the
money to pay for the girl!” The man did not give in:“Have your friends/companions (aß˛b) pay!”
Hearing this, Majdhüb’s colour changed, and he told the man’s messenger, “Tell him he should pay for
her from the silver dollars that he had put under the walad of the box (ßandüq) (or, according to another
version: from the 500 dollars)!” When the man learned that Majdhüb knew of his fortune, he paid for the
girl himself.

TTQ comment: 3 i†ilfit: that the man had money, where he kept it, how much it was.
Prophetic precedence for this story.

********************
159 extrasensory perception 51/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 135{1}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Trader steals gold from his companion; MMS makes bayn
Two men came to Sawkin to trade; one of them had a few ounces (awq) of gold. After they had stayed
in the town for a few days, the owner of the gold came to MMS, wept, kissed his feet and told him that
his gold had been stolen; he asked MMS to find out where it was (bayn). MMS bowed his head a while,
then had the man’s companion called. He told him, “You are strangers in this town, so don’t bring shame
on yourselves! Return the gold secretly to its owner!” When the man denied having taken it, MMS was
more outspoken: “You took it and hid it there-and-there, then urinated on it; either you bring it here now
or I am going to get it right now!” The man, troubled, brought it, but he held back a mithql. MMS knew
that even before it had been weighed, and asked him to bring the mithql; then it was weighed and found
O.K.

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: who took it, where he put it, that he withheld a mithql.

********************
160 extrasensory perception 52/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 135{2}
Sy fiAbd al-Ra˛ım al-Nahrı (trader, with Maßawwafi)  Sh Mu˛ammad Madanı b. Ra˛ma (scholar; maternal
nephew of q∂ı Qamul b. Sh Rashıd)

Maßawwafi trader lost 500 dollars “but this averted a great misfortune”
Sy fiAbd al-Ra˛ım al-Nahrı lost 500 dollars in Maßawwafi. He came to MMS in Sawkin and asked him
to find out where it had gone (i÷hr al-ml). MMS bowed his head for a while then said, “Do you
remember the little boy who entered your house that forenoon? He took it; but he sent it to those-and-
those people!” (The names he mentioned were all enemies of fiAbd al-Ra˛ım). “But,” MMS continued,
“this money got lost instead of a great misfortune that was threatening you. You have the choice now:
either I return your money to you now and you will have to deal with that misfortune; or you accept that
the money has gone.” fiAbd al-Ra˛ım accepted.

[Madanı Ra˛ma (who was the maternal nephew of q∂ı Qamul b. al-shaykh Rashıd, v 137{6}) is listed as the only
(=most prominent?) filim (as opposed to Sufi fakı) in Sawkin in SAD 110/2/89]

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: the boy took it; sent it to those people; it averted a misfortune

********************
161 extrasensory perception 53/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 135{3}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

MMS’ sword stolen [apparently by an important person?]; MMS covers the thief
One day after the morning rtib MMS ordered Abü Bakr to bring him both their swords, so they could
compare them and see which one was better. Their swords had been hung up together with the swords of
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their companions, and a sack containing a kind of cloth. But they were no longer there. This caused great
unrest among people. But MMS said, “Don’t worry; Abü ’l-Fat˛ is taking care of matters concerning me;
I met him out on the sea when I was travelling here [cf. 119{1}]. He is right now pursuing the thief, and
now he has caught up with him and is bringing him back here!”
Later, they assembled for the night-prayer. MMS straightened the rows. The place was overcrowded.
MMS saw a straw mat outside the zarıba and told ˘asan b. Ibrhım to go and get it. When ˘asan did
that, he saw that swords and sack were back in their place; he returned and told that to MMS who was
just about to begin the introductory takbır. MMS and the congregation — like the Prophet in similar
situations — fell down to earth to thank God (sajada shukran). Then they held the night-prayer.
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr had seen the thief returning the swords, but his tongue refused to move and he
could not talk. After the fuqar√ had gone home to sleep, MMS had fiUthmn come and made him swear
not to reveal who the thief was.

[This event was apparently remembered as outstanding; cf. 119{1}].

TTQ comment: 4 i††ilfit: that the sword had been stolen (by his sending Abü Bakr to get them); seeing Abü ’l-Fat˛
getting the thief; seeing the thief himself; knowing that fiUthmn was too afraid to talk to MMS and therefore sending
for him on his part.

********************
162 extrasensory perception 54/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 136{1}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS divorced his first Sawkin wife  F Yu Ibr married her
The first woman MMS married in Sawkin was Nafısa bt. fiUthmn b. Yüsuf, bt. fiamm of F Yüsuf b.
Ibrhım. After a while, MMS divorced her. Her family was angry, but MMS told them that he had done
so by order of the Prophet, since F Yüsuf’s wife and mother of his children would die and Yüsuf would
marry Nafısa. After a while, this happened.

[cf. 159{2}].

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that Yüsuf’s wife would die, and that Yüsuf would marry Nafısa.

********************
163 extrasensory perception 55/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 136{2}
Mu˛ammad Khalıl b. ˘amad T˙ta (student of MMS, but not faqır!)

MMS settles money dispute between F Yüsuf Ibr & his wife after the latter’s death
MMS said to F Yüsuf after the death of the latter’s wife, “Your wife has appeared to me and asked me to
ask you to pardon her because during her lifetime she had taken money from you with and without your
permission.” Yüsuf said, “O.K., I’ve pardoned her.” But MMS said, “Hold on until we talk to her to find
out how much she owes you.” After a few days, he was able to tell Yüsuf the exact amount, and Yüsuf
pardoned her.

TTQ comment: i††ilfi on what the woman said in the first place, and his telling Yüsuf, “Hold on until I speak to her
again!”

********************
164 extrasensory perception 56/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 136{3}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

Abü Bakr T˙ta resents being treated as ‘the little nephew’ by a man of higher
status
Seven years before MMS came to Sawkin [i.e. in 1822] Abü Bakr, then still quite young, travelled to the
Yemen in the company of a very talkative man. Abü Bakr used to walk behind this man, who, when
asked, said, “This is my sister’s son.” Abü Bakr hated this, but he did not say anything.
Later, when MMS came to Sawkin and Abü Bakr took the Shdhiliyya and was made one of his special
servants / attendants, this man also came to MMS, like others. Seeing him, MMS said to Abü Bakr,
“There comes your maternal uncle!” There I realised that he knew my thoughts regarding this man.

[Cf. 139{2}: MMS had met Abü Bakr during the pilgrimage in Mecca.]
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TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: what the man had said, and what Abü Bakr had thought of it.

********************
165 extrasensory perception 57/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 136{4}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

MMS knows contents of letters from his mother & brother without opening them
Abü Bakr accompanied MMS’ mother back to the Nile, and returned from there with two letters, one
from MMS’ mother, and the other from his brother al-‡ayyib. In Sawkin, he found MMS with al-Amın.
MMS: “Shall I tell you what’s in these letters? One is from my mother; in it, she asks me to pardon Abü
Bakr for a lapse that occured from him, and as he was afraid I would punish him he asked her to write
this letter to me asking to pardon him. The other is from my brother al-‡ayyib, and it contains such-and-
such.” Al-Amın opened them, and it was exactly as MMS had said.

********************
166 extrasensory perception 58/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 137{1}
˘usayn al-Rub†bı (student of MMS, from Berber, visited MMS in Sawkin with ˘amad al-Ma√mün)  Abü Bakr
b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS, through ˛kim, receives 100 dollars as ßadaqa from Yemeni trader;
distributes it among students
When ˘usayn al-Rub†bı was in Sawkin, a Yemeni trader sent 100 dollarsl to the ruler (˛kim) of
Sawkin as ßadaqa to give to ‘the best man in town’; the ˛kim gave it to MMS, who immediately
distributed the money among those present. Al-Amın thought, “Won’t he leave something for his
family?” MMS immeditately exclaimed, “Behave yourself (ta√addab)!”, so al-Amın got up and asked
MMS’ pardon.

********************
167 extrasensory perception 59/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 137{2}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

Man who repaired the drain pipe had missed the morning-prayer by sleeping
beyond sunrise
During a dars MMS was giving, a little water and clay fell down on him from the attic window of the
house, caused by a man who was repairing the drain pipe. MMS looked at the water and clay and said,
“This man has not performed his morning-prayer today! Ask him!” One of the fuqar√ went outside and
asked, and the man confirmed it saying he had been so tired that he had woken up after sunrise; only now
he remembered that he had forgotten to pray.

********************
168 extrasensory perception 60/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 137{3}
fiAbd Allh b. al-˘asan (Sawkin)  ˘j&A˛mad b. ˘amad b. F fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. HMK (d. 1872)

MMS “teaches all 4 madhhib”: example: Shfifiı
A learned Moroccan man (rajul filim min al-Maghriba) passed through Sawkin. He had heard of
MMS as a righteous and learned man (rajul ßli˛ filim) who was teaching the four madhhib, so he went
to attend a dars, which happened to be in the Shfifiı madhhab. He liked it, but thought, “Is this shaykh
equally well-versed (mutqin) in the other madhhib?” MMS immediately turned to him and said, “Yes, in
the others as well!” There the Moroccan realised that MMS could read thoughts.

********************
169 extrasensory perception 61/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 137{4}

˘usayn al-Rub†bı (student of MMS, from Berber, visited MMS in Sawkin with ˘amad al-Ma√mün)
 Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı
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˘usayn al-Rub†bı thinks about supper during the night-prayer: rebuked by
MMS
One night, while ˘usayn was in Sawkin, during the night-prayer with MMS, he thought about what they
would have for supper. After finishing the prayer, MMS exclaimed, “Don’t worry about supper; it will be
taken care of by a Gracious God (fial Rabb Karım). Al-Amın and Khi∂r (who were with ˘usayn)
wondered, “Why does MMS say this? Someone must have thought about this subject [during prayer]!”
˘usayn confirmed that it had been him.

********************
170 extrasensory perception 62/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 137{5}
(man from Sinnr)  Idrıs b. fiˆs al-Juhaymbı

“What a fool I am! God hides and I expose!” (Concentrate your mind during
prayer!)
A Sinnrı pilgrim, while in Sawkin, met MMS and joined the evening-prayer with them. MMS, while
straightening the rows, admonished the people to concentrate their mind during prayer and not to think of
anything else (i˛fa÷ü qulübakum min al-wasws). But while he was praying, the Sinnrı’s mind wandered
off, and he thought about the boat passage, and from where he should get the nawl (freight: fare?
provisions?). After the prayer MMS rebuked him for that. Freightened, the Sinnrı said, “God knows the
thoughts of men and hides them; how come you make them public!?” When he heard this MMS started to
weep, saying, “Oh my God, what a fool I am (lastu bi-fiqil)! God hides and I expose!” Thus he went on
until the night-prayer.

[cf. similarly 125{2}]

********************
171 extrasensory perception 63/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 137{6}
q∂ı Qamul b. Sh Rashıd  Sh Mu˛ammad Madanı b. Ra˛ma (scholar; maternal nephew of q∂ı Qamul b. Sh
Rashıd)

MMS uses uncommon tahlıl; but reference in a book
Q∂ı Qamul heard MMS’ tahlıl for the Thursday evening awrd: (text), and found it differed from the
usual versions; so he asked himself what MMS’ source was, and decided that the next morning he would
go and ask him. When he came to MMS in the morning, MMS said, “You come to ask me about the
source — look it up in that-and-that book!”

[Madanı Ra˛ma is listed as the only (=most prominent?)filim (as opposed to Sufi fakı) in Sawkin in SAD 110/2/89]

********************
172 extrasensory perception 64/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 137{7}
Mu˛ammad Khalıl b. ˘amad T˙ta (student of MMS, but not faqır!) (first-hand)

Simple student allowed to massage MMS’s legs like the fuqar√
Mu˛ammad Khalıl was sitting with MMS. He asked himself, “Will the Shaykh tell me to massage his
legs like the fuqar√ so that I may get baraka from it?” No sooner had I had this thought then MMS
called me, stretched out his legs and told me to massage them. “I was very happy.”

********************
173 extrasensory perception 65/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 137{8}
Sy Mu˛ammad b. Ma˛müd (Sawkin; travelled to W Baraka with fiUmar Lubb)  Bksh b. fiAlı al-Btrbı

MMS, and the Prophet, invoked in decision-making
Mu˛ammad b. Ma˛müd went to Sy fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad Lubb {from the Ashrf of Wdı Baraka} to
ask him to go with him to fiUmar’s family. fiUmar said he first had to ask MMS’ permission, so they got
up and went to MMS. On the way, Mu˛ammad thought, “Hopefully, by the baraka of my ancestor (= the
Prophet) MMS will grant this permission. They arrived, and fiUmar consulted MMS, who said, “Should
we not look at what this sharıf here had thought?” He then gave his permission.
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********************
174 extrasensory perception 66/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 138{1}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr al-Shdhilı (Sawkin, attended MMS’ majlis; first-hand)

MMS answers greeting of a man who greeted him only in his heart '
One day I went to see MMS and found so many pople with him that I could find no way to greet him and
kiss his hand, so I sat down at the end of the assembly and greeted him in my heart. No sooner had I done
that then MMS exclaimed, “And with you be peace, Mu˛ammad b. Abü Bakr al-Shdhilı!” By God, I had
not uttered a word nor made a sign with my hand!)

********************
175 extrasensory perception 67/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 138{2}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr al-Shdhilı (Sawkin, attended MMS’ majlis; first-hand)

When MMS married fi◊√isha al-Sharıfiyya, he received a tΩb against the will of a
student’s father [c. Oct. 1829?]
When MMS married fi◊√isha al-Sharıfiyya (the mother of fiAbd Allh), he called me and asked me to get
a certain tΩb from my father. I went, but my father did not want to give it, so after some arguing I took it
anyway. When I came back, MMS laughed: “You just quarrelled with your father!” I was ashamed, so I
denied it. But in fact, MMS had told his students about this already before I had come back!
TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: where the requested tΩb was; that Mu˛ammad had quarreled with his father.

********************
176 extrasensory perception 68/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 138{3}
˘usayn b. Ma˛müd (W Baraka; student of Sy fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad Lubb)  Sy Muß†af b. Sy fiUmar b.
Mu˛ammad Lubb

Sharıf from W Baraka travels to Sawkin; his student leaves him on the way to
visit his pregnant wife
Sy fiUmar travelled to Sawkin accompanied by ˘usayn. On the way, ˘usayn secretly left fiUmar to see
his pregnant wife, then returned. fiUmar was angry at him. When they arrived in Sawkin and visited
MMS, MMS told fiUmar not to be angry and to pardon ˘usayn since he had only gone to see his wife.

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: ˘usayn’s name; that he went to see his wife; that fiUmar was angry at him.

********************
177 extrasensory perception 69/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 138{4}
F Madanı b. A˛mad al-Mireyqbı (Sawkin follower [of the fuqar√] of MMS; first-hand)

MMS cures very painful pain in a vein
MMS ordered the fuqar√ to carry sand [when the lodge was built?]. While I was working, I suddenly felt
a great pain in a vein on my side. So MMS called me and — without me having told him where it hurt —
he put his hand on my side and read some Qur√nic verses, then told me to go home. My parents, seeing
me displaying the signs of such great pain, were very worried. I laid down and slept. In my dream, I saw
MMS telling me, “Don’t show off your pain so much, lest your parents be worried!” I woke up and was
free of pain!

********************
178 extrasensory perception 70/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 138{5}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Poem “˘u∂ürun idh ghibn” dictated in trance [apparently derived from ghibn
 ghayba]

We sere sitting with MMS. He went into a trance (˛aßala lahu ˛l fia÷ım ˛att ghb). He started to recite
˘u∂ürun idh ghibn (the whole poem, Dıwn 179-80). Shaykhun F Madanı b. Abı Bakr Mu˛ammad
Khalıl wondered how it was possible for MMS to dictate his poem to a scribe, perfectly and carefully
arranged and measured (yata√ann lahu al-na÷m wa’l-wazn mafi al-ta√annı), while he was in trance
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(mafia ’stighrqihi fı jadhbatih). When he thought this, MMS recited, “fal-l tafijabü minn …” (verse 5
of ˘u∂ürun).

[Note that ‘fa-l-yafijab al-mutafiajjib’ already occurs in the first verse.]

********************
179 extrasensory perception 71/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 138{6}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Bedouin knows more than townspeople think
A bedouin came to Sawkin, went to MMS, found so many people there that he could not find a place to
sit inside, so he sat down at the door. MMS asked his audience, “Does anyone here know the ˘izb al-
Jaljalwatı?” No one knew it. MMS had the bedouin come forward and asked him; he knew it and was
able to recite it. MMS then asked him what else he knew, and he said, the Dal√il al-Jazüliyya and a bit
of the taw˛ıd books.

TTQ comment: MMS called this man to the front because people had taken him to be ignorant just because he was a
bedouin.

********************
180 extrasensory perception 72/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 139{1}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

Govt official repents and becomes good without having to admit anything in public
MMS was with his companions; coffee was brought to him. A government official (rajul min afiwn al-
dawla) came in in order to repent. Before he opened his mouth, MMS told him not to say anything; he
gave him his cup of coffee to drink. The man got up and left; after a while, he truly repented, then went
on pilgrimage, then died showing the mark of righteousness (wa-fialayhi sım ’l-khayr).

TTQ comment: MMS had forbidden him to talk because he knew that he was to die soon.

********************
181 extrasensory perception 73/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 139{2}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

MMS remembers Abü Bakr. ˘. T˙ta from a pilgrimage in Mecca [Aug 1822?]
Abü Bakr went to the majlis but found no one there, so he turned to leave. But there MMS came and they
sat down together. MMS asked him, “Do you know me from before I came to Sawkin?” — “I think I
saw you in Mecca during the ˛ijjat al-jumfia in the year so-and-so.” — “Do you remember the man who
gave you a bucketful of water from Zamzam?” — “I remember a light-skinned (a˛mar) man; but I did
not know you then.” — “That man was me; and I knew from that moment on that you would be my
student.”

[Cf. 136{3}: The young Abü Bakr had travelled to the Yemen with his maternal uncle in c. 1822.]

********************
182 extrasensory perception 74/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 139{3}
F Mu˛ammad Shaykh b. F Mu˛ammad ∑iddıq al-Shdhilı (married the sister of one of MMS’ Sawkin wives [after
MMS’ departure?] (first-hand)

MMS recognises son of [Shdhiliybı fakı] whom he has never seen before
When MMS first arrived in Sawkin, M Shaykh was in the bdiya; when he came back, his hair was so
full of fat (wadak) that no one recognised him except those who knew him very well. He went to see
MMS, but was prevented from entering the house by those present. MMS called from inside, “Don’t
prevent the son of F M ∑iddıq from entering!” They let me in, and I greeted MMS, who had never seen
me before!

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that someone was outside, and who he was.
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********************
183 extrasensory perception 75/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 139{4}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b]) (1st hand)

Don’t rape your wife!
The informant wanted to sleep with his wife, but she refused — “as women usually do (ka-fidat al-
nis√)”. When I pressed her, she called upon MMS  suddenly, the room was filled with light. We were
much ashamed and frightened; she said, “Oh my God, now the Shaykh has seen us in this state!” and I let
off her and slept alone. In the morning I went to MMS as usual. When I entered, MMS covered his mouth
with a piece of his clothes and smiled. After the others had gone, MMS said, “You know [what it is
about]!?” — “Yes.” — “Don’t do it again! When your wife calls upon me, leave her!”

********************
184 extrasensory perception 76/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 139{5}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b]) (1st hand)

Don’t rape your wife (2)
The informant raped his wife, after an hour’s struggle, even though she called upon Shaykh al-Majdhüb.
Next morning, MMS in the majlis said, “One of you last night raped his wife, even though she called
upon me!” After the others had left, the informant went to excuse himself. MMS smiled and forgave him.

********************
185 extrasensory perception 77/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 139{6}
(anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])  (anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

Say bismillh before sex!
A man came to MMS: MMS smiled and asked him, “Why the hurry? Why do you have sex with your
wife without saying bismillh beforehand?” The man repented.
This story reminded the informant of the Sunna: if one says bismillh before sexual intercourse, and a son
results from it, the devil cannot harm him, and God marks as many ˛asant for him as the number of his
breaths.

********************
186 extrasensory perception 78/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 139{7}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

MMS asks a man to perform a major ablution before greeting him
MMS was with his companions. A man passed by, and when he saw MMS he came over to greet him.
MMS told him to go and perform the major ablution (ghusl). The man did, came back, was asked for the
reason and said that he had been in a state of major ritual impurity (junub).

********************
187 extrasensory perception 79/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 139{8}
fiUthmn b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (d. 1887) (MMS’ half-brother)

MMS knows a man was junub
fiUthmn travelled to Sawkin, accompanied by Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım [al-Q∂ı]. The morning before
they were to reach Sawkin they used up all their remaining water. But [while asleep?] Mu˛ammad
became [had become?] junub [had a pollutio?] so he could not perform his prayer. fiUthmn made a sand
washing. — When they had arrived in Sawkin they went to MMS, who told Mu˛ammad to go and
perform a major ablution; “You, fiUthmn, have prayed after making tayammum.”

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that Mu˛ammad was ritually impure, and that fiUthmn had made tayammum.
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********************
188 extrasensory perception 80/80 Sawkin VIII, 4 140{1}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin) (first-hand)

MMS saves a ship in distress; yearns to return to ˘ijz, but his stay in Sawkin is
better
fiUthmn travelled to Jidda; in the middle of the Red Sea, they got into a dreadful storm so they were
afraid the ship would sink. fiUthmn had a vision (lam ashfiur ill wa-akhadhatnı fiaynya fa-ra√aytu): he
saw MMS fixing the broken mast. When he came to his senses (fa-ntabahtu fazafian), he saw that the
mast had a crack, but did not break. They were able to reach a bay (mars) near Jidda, and only there did
the mast snap. fiUthmn then saw MMS in his sleep; he told him, “Repair your mast and go on, you will
be safe!” So they did.
In Jidda, fiUthmn met a righteous man called al-Azharı and performed the night-prayer with him. Al-
Azharı said to him, “When you return to Sawkin, give MMS my regards and tell him, ‘You say you
want to make the pilgrimage and return to the Holy Cities — but your being in Sawkin is much better
than 1.000 pilgrimages! You took the butter and left us the froth!’”
When fiUthmn returned to Sawkin, MMS had to remind him to tell what had happened to him on the
sea and in Jidda; he had not thought of it.

TTQ comment: 4 i††ilfit: fixes the mast; tells them to repair it; knows that fiUthmn prayed fiish√ with al-Azharı;
knows what -Azharı had told fiUthmn.

HHHHiiiissss    cccchhhhiiiillllddddrrrreeeennnn    wwwwhhhhoooo    wwwweeeerrrreeee    bbbboooorrrrnnnn    iiiinnnn    SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn;;;;    hhhhiiiissss    sssshhhhaaaarrrrııııffffıııı    wwwwiiiiffffeeee

189 children & wives 1/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 140{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

fi◊√isha bt. MMS will enter paradise
MMS, sitting in the lodge with the fuqar√, said to them, “If you want to see one of the inhabitants of
paradise, look at the first one who enters the lodge!” They waited, and through the western door entered
his little daughter fi◊√isha, who could barely walk yet. MMS started to play with her, laughed and said,
“So it is you, little devil!”

********************
190 children & Sharıfı wife 2/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 140{3}
MMS  Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

MMS: “Sharıfiyya is going to bear me a child — a son!”
MMS said, “I see a lamp in the womb of the Sharıfiyya” (that was before she became pregnant) “and it is
going to be a boy!” So it happened, and fiAbd Allh was born.

[Note that MMS’ first wife (wives?) in Sawkin did not have children and were (therefore?) divorced]

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that she would become pregnant; that it would be a boy.
Prophetic precedence

********************
191 children & Sharıfı wife 3/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 140{4}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Sharıfiyya died in childbirth; fiAbd Allh stayed alive; MMS knew
Shortly before fiAbd Allh was born, MMS asked him, “Are you going to stay with us, or will you leave
immediately with your mother?” fiAbd Allh replied, “I am going to stay.” So it happened, the mother
died in childbirth, and fiAbd Allh stayed alive.

TTQ comment: 1. fiAbd Allh spoke from his mother’s womb.
2. MMS knew his wife would die.
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********************
192 children & Sharıfı wife 4/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 141{1}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS hangs up a feather to make it easier for -Sharıfiyya to give birth (she had a
hard time)
MMS asked fiAlı Diqna to bring an Egyptian vulture (rakhama). He took a feather from it and was asked
why he did that. “My son fiAbd Allh has told me he would only come out of his mother’s womb to face
God immediately (= die). If you hang up this feather at a place where the pregnant woman can see it, she
will have an easy birth.” So it was hung up.

********************
193 children & Sharıfı wife 5/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 141{2}
MMS  Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

Prophet married Sharıfiyya before MMS
MMS saw the Prophet taking the hand of the Sharıfiyya, then put her hand in that of MMS, saying, “I
married her before you, now I marry her to you!”

********************
194 children & Sharıfı wife 6/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 141{2}
Sy Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı  F A˛mad al-Duqqbı

Sharıfiyya’s dead brother fiAlı attends her wedding
During (sic) the afternoon-prayer, MMS asked Mu˛ammad Ibrhım to describe to him his brother fiAlı;
Mu˛ammad was at a loss, since his brother was dead. But suddenly he saw fiAlı passing by them
(yamurru bayna aydın). After prayer, Mu˛ammad told this to his brother ˘asan and asked him to talk to
MMS about it. MMS explained that fiAlı was one of the people who came to his wedding with the
Sharıfiyya, and that he wanted to make sure it was him by asking his brother. “And, by God, were his
(=Mu˛ammad’s) heart wide enough, I would have shown him much more wondrous things!”

TTQ comment: MMS of course talked to M Ibr in his heart during prayer. We included this story because it shows
the fa∂l of the Sharıfiyya in that the dead attended her wedding.

********************
195 children & Sharıfı wife 7/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 141{3}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Sharıfiyya has vision of Ibrhım al-Suwaydı in Suwayd
In the house of the Sharıfiyya, MMS had an encounter with Ibrhım al-Suwaydı. The Sharıfiyya said, “I
see a great town with tall castles and a man standing at the edge of a river.” She described him, and it was
Ibrhım in Suwayd.

********************
196 children & Sharıfı wife 8/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 141{4}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Sharıfiyya vision: she drinks from a spout above MMS’ navel (= she is his student)
Sharıfiyya recounts a vision (ru√y) she had: She saw MMS’s body opened, full of spouts from which his
students were drinking; she herself drank from one above his navel. MMS: “If your vision is true, you are
indeed a student of mine!”
MMS expained to A˛mad that the spout symbolised the asrr God had placed within MMS.
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********************
197 children & Sharıfı wife 9/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 141{5}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Sharıfiyya dream: Prophet enlightens Adam (=explanation of Sirr al-Madad, B)
Sharıfiyya asked MMS to explain to her the second Letter of Sirr al-Madad (b√). MMS said nothing.
That night, she had a dream: A tall, dark man sat before her. A man full of light came and entered into the
vertex of the first man, so that the dht of the first man became identical to that of the second and gave
much light.
MMS explained: the first man was Adam, the second the Prophet.

********************
198 children & Sharıfı wife 10/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 142{1}
Sy ˘usayn b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

Sharıfiyya’s brother attends her death (in Sawkin) from Sinkt (in a vision)
I was in Sinkt when my sister fi◊√isha came down with her son fiAbd Allh. When I heard that she had
been critically affected by her delivery, I tried to rent a camel, but without success. Distressed, I went to
bed. During the night, MMS appeared to me and carried me to Sawkin to my sister, whom I found in
agony. Together with Khi∂r I sat by her side until she died. Her death occured so gently that I was in
doubt if she was already dead, but MMS said she definitely was. Then he carried me back to Sinkt.
When I awoke in the morning I told the people that my sister had died. Only the next day we received the
news from Sawkin.
Some time later I went to Sawkin, and when I met MMS he smiled and said, “Have I not made you
attend the death of your sister?”

********************
199 children & Sharıfı wife 11/11 Sawkin VIII, 5 142{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Light above Sharıfiyya’s grave —> she has entered Paradise
A few days after Sharıfiyya’s death, MMS asked his companions whether they had noticed the light
above her grave. They said, “We noticed a light above the Ashrf graveyard, but we did not know
whether it was above her grave or above another.” MMS was glad: “Now I can be tranquil; yesterday
fi◊√isha was carried from her grave!”

VVVViiiissssiiiittttiiiinnnngggg    ggggrrrraaaavvvveeeessss

200 visiting graves 1/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 142{3}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

“No dead person at whose funeral prayer I participate is tormented!”
MMS went to visit Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı. He happened to pass by a funeral, and prayed with them, then
said, “No dead person at whose funeral prayer I participate is tormented!”

********************
201 visiting graves 2/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 142{4}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

Long visit to Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı (who is alive in his tomb) [7 Apr 1829 or 27
Mar 1830]
On the second day of fiˆd al-Fi†r [= 7 Apr 1829 or 27 Mar 1830], MMS and company went to visit Abü
’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı. MMS said that afterwards they would also visit fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı [buried on an
island opposite Abü ’l-Fat˛]. They went, and when they passed the Ashrf graveyard, MMS said, “If your
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belief in visiting the graves were not so weak, I would show you marvelous things here!” Then they went
on.
MMS spent an hour at the grave, and when he came out of the tomb, he met F Yüsuf b. Ibrhım, who was
just about to enter. MMS asked him, “Didn’t you come with us?” — “No.” MMS pondered for a long
time (?? fa’starjafi al-shaykh kathıran), then he said, “We just passed a very pleasant hour, and everyone
on the face of this earth who has a pure heart has been with us!”
He then sat in the shade of the building for a while and asked those present, “Do you know when Abü ’l-
Fat˛ came here and when he died?” They said no, they knew only that it was a long time ago fa-l nafirif
˛aqıqata amrih. MMS said, “This man is alive in his tomb; he prays and fasts, and has told me that where
his tomb now stands, used to be the place where he went to worship; and where the zwiya is on the
Island, is where he lived. He died from the pleasure of meeting the Prophet (min sabab lidhdhat wißl al-
Muß†af), as a martyr.
Then we left. After a while, the fuqar√ asked him, “Did you not tell us that we would visit fiAbd Allh
al-Jabartı as well?” — “Yes, but Abü ’l-Fat˛ told me that fiAbd Allh does not like so many visitors at
one time, and if I wanted to go I should go with a small group. That’s why I left this for another time.”

********************
202 visiting graves 3/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 143{1}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı sitting above all other saints
After visiting Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı, MMS told all those who had accompanied him, “I have seen him
with all the awliy√, Ashrf and others; they were sitting below him, and he above them.”

********************
203 visiting graves 4/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 143{2}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

MMS comes across a ruined tomb, is told its karma  ‘neo’-interpretation links
local saint to cult of Prophet
MMS and company sailed in a bark (zawraq) towards al-Sinniyya [the outmost harbour of Sawkin].
They passed the ruins of a fort and went ashore there. MMS walked until he came to the ruins of a tomb.
He asked, “Does anyone know that this is the tomb of a righteous man (rajul min al-ßli˛ın)?”
F fiAbd al-Qdir [b] Slim said, “Yes, we’ve heard that, and also that they used to put up banners/flags
here. He is known for the following karma: One day, a fish pierced the leg of a fisherman. Heavily
bleeding, the man crept along the shore until he reached this shaykh, with whom he interceded. There-
upon, by his baraka, he could rise and walk normally.”
“Yes,” said MMS. “And all his life he used to call God’s blessing upon the Prophet. — Does anyone have
a copy of the Dal√il al-Khayrt with him?” He was brought one, and assigned its parts to the fuqar√ so
they could complete one reading at this tomb. MMS then read the Fti˛a, and they walked away.

********************
204 visiting graves 5/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 143{3}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

MMS reveals (ashhara) the graves of two saints
MMS and company visited a tomb opposite the one mentioned in 143{2} (if a boat leaves the harbour at
the Sinniyya, it is on its right side [that is, the other tomb is on the left]). MMS made it public
(ashharahu) and said, this was a walı. He then did the same at another tomb there, on a small hill.
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********************
205 visiting graves 6/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 143{4}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

MMS, after trance, sails to Sh fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı; students mistake his call for
a bird
MMS went into a trance (injadhab), and when he awoke he ordered Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta to provide
a boat, which he entered. All the fuqar√ wanted to come with him, but he only took on Ysın,
Mu˛ammad b. Yüsuf, and Abü Bakr. He had them sail left first, then towards the Dıwn [a public build-
ing on the Island; cf. Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia], then to the tomb of fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı, where he
disembarked and spent a long time inside. Then we left again. After a while, we heard a sound from the
direction of the tomb like the whistling of a bird. MMS: “Do you recognise this sound?” — “It’s a bird.”
MMS fell silent for an hour, then said, “Don’t you have any sense of understanding!? (a-lam yakun lakum
fi†na?) That had been Sh fiAbd Allh calling you! And you think it was a bird!” We meant to ask him
what Sh fiAbd Allh had said; but then we were too shy (akhadhatn haybatuhu fa-sakatn).

********************
206 visiting graves 7/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 143{5}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

MMS visits al-Anßrı, stops people from gambling there
MMS visited the tomb of al-Anßrı, north of the town, and spent a long while there, then testified to his
ßal˛ and ˛usn al-khulq. The common people (al-fimma) were gambling there, which he prohibited, so
they stopped.

********************
207 visiting graves 8/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 143{6}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS becomes acquinted with F ∑iddıq bi’l-Bb; visits his grave, has a flag put up
there
After the afternoon-prayer, MMS turned to the assembly and asked, “Does anyone of you know F ∑iddıq
bi’l-Bb?” They said, “Yes, very well!” — “He just appeared to me during prayer and asked me to say
the Fti˛a on his grave. I asked him, ‘Who are you?’ and he answered, ‘I am F ∑iddıq bi’l-Bb’. I had
not known him before. Do you know his grave? fiAbd al-Qdir [b] Slim said, “yes”. So MMS and some
of his companions embarked on a boat, while the others went on foot, until they reached the graveyard.
“Now, where is the grave?” fiAbd al-Qdir pointed out one, but MMS said, “No, this is not the right one,
it’s that one!” He went over and said the Fti˛a there. By chance, the son of F ∑iddıq came by and
confirmed that MMS was standing at the tomb of his father. Before he left, MMS said that a flag should
be put up on the tomb. So it happened.
TTQ comment: 3 karmt: ∑iddıq appears to him; he knows his name; he knows the correct grave.

********************
208 visiting graves 9/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 144{1}
Müs b. A˛mad Minnı

MMS persuades a mother and God to forgive a tormented dead person
MMS and company went to visit Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı. When they arrived at the graveyard, he stood a
long time at a tomb and wept so much that those present started to pity him (ra˛imahu). Then he turned
around and asked, “Do you know who is buried here?” — “Yes, Barrün b. Muß†af”. — “Since he died,
he has to endure much torment in his tomb. Do you know his mother?” — “Yes, she is ˘ayya Umm
Mayyita (‘Alive Mother of Dead’ [has born a still-born girl?]), and she is still alive.” — “Go and tell her
to forgive him!” They went, but she refused: “I won’t forgive him — may God forgive him!” — “But
MMS asks you to forgive!” — “If MMS asks me to — O.K., I forgive him for his sake!” They returned,
MMS thanked her, and said he had asked God to grant him pardon, and God did so. “Now put up a flag
on his grave!”

TTQ comment: i††ilfi MMS that he was tormented; God forgives him by the baraka of the Shaykh.
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********************
209 visiting graves 10/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 144{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS: anti-Turkish statement
MMS and company went to visit the grave of Sh Safid (buried war√ al-balad). Standing there, MMS
noticed a grave nearby and said, “This is the grave of a Turk.” — “Yes”. — “I tell you, were it not for its
proximity to the grave of this shaykh, the dogs of the other world would have obliterated it! Shaykh Safid,
on the other hand, is right now sitting in the gardens of Paradise!”

TTQ comment: MMS identified the Turk’s grave before anyone told him; he knew that Safid is sitting in Paradise.

********************
210 visiting graves 11/11 Sawkin VIII, 6 144{3}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS makes “public” a Maghribı’s tomb 6 days’ journey from Sawkin
MMS bayyan a tomb near Wdı L_b at the foot of the mountain 6 days’ journey from Sawkin without
having seeing it (it [now] has a large d√ira around it) as being the grave of a great walı from the
Maghriba. No one had known before whose tomb this was, and MMS had never seen it.

GGGGllllaaaadddd    ttttiiiiddddiiiinnnnggggssss    ffffoooorrrr    hhhhiiiissss    ffffoooolllllllloooowwwweeeerrrrssss

211 bash√ir to aß˛b 1/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 144{4}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

All those who have taken MMS’ †arıqa belong to the ahl al-bayt and are guaran-
teed paradise
“The Prophet told me that everyone who takes my †arıqa becomes one of the descendants of ˘asan and
˘usayn and is guaranteed entry into Paradise.”
[Cf. 101{4}]

TTQ comment: This applies to all his students (talmidha) who are in his †arıqa (alladhına fı †arıqatihi), whether
they be of MMS’ time or later.

********************
212 bash√ir to aß˛b 2/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 144{5}
Mu˛ammad b. Abı ’l-Fat˛ (Sawkin)

All those who have taken MMS’ †arıqa are under the ∂amn of the Prophet
Shf fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad Lubb asked MMS, “Every †arıqa has a special bashıra; so what is the bashıra
to those who have taken your Shdhilı †arıqa?” — “That everyone who takes it is under the trusteeship of
the Prophet in this world and in the next and in Paradise, as he himself told me, witnessed by Abü Bakr
and fiUmar”.

TTQ comment: cf. Medinese story [101{4}]

********************
213 bash√ir to aß˛b 3/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 144{6}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

If people knew the excellence of prayer with MMS, they would even suffer their
legs to be cut off!
Sh Ysın one day missed the greater part of prayer with MMS. MMS afterwards told him, “If the people
knew what lies in our prayer, they would come even if a man stood at the door and cut off the legs of all
those who want to enter!”
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********************
214 bash√ir to aß˛b 4/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 145{1}
MMS  Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

Prophetic light is in the middle of the ˛alqa, and angels; and the awld al-khalwa
become like them
MMS saw the awld al-khalwa sitting in a circle (jlisın ˛alqatan). In their midst there was a light (nür)
formed like (mutashakkil fial) the dht al-Muß†af al-A˛madiyya; and between each one of them and the
light there was an angel flapping his wings and praising the Prophet; and the awld al-khalwa themselves
had wings like the angels, and were flapping them and praising the Prophet.

********************
215 bash√ir to aß˛b 5/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 145{2}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

Special mystical praise for Sh Ysın and his “true brethren”
I was late for the night-prayer; so I missed the first two rakfias. When the others had finished, I stayed on
to complete my prayer. MMS, leaving the zwiya, asked the brethren, “Is Ysın among you?” No one
answered, for it was so dark inside (no lamp) that no one could see me. I hurried to finish my prayer, then
went outside and found MMS standing at the western door. Without turning around, he said, “That’s
Ysın.” — “Yes.” — “You and your true brethren (ikhwnuk al-ßi˛˛),” he said, “were I [as far from
you] as the mountain Qf [the inaccessible edge of the world in Muslim cosmology], I would [still] be
close to you and you be close to me! Wake up! Let whosoever will believe, and let whosoever will, work
mischief! (law baqaytu minkum mithl Jabal Qf fa-an qarıbun ilaykum wa-antum […] qarıbün ilayya
iß˛aw fa-man sh√ fa’l-yu√min fa-man sh√ fa’l-yufsid [reference to Q 2: 8 ss].” When I heard this, my
heart was filled with joy.

********************
216 bash√ir to aß˛b 6/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 145{3}
MMS  Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs

Mystical praise, not restricted to Ysın
[Same story as 145, 2, but not restricted to Ysın; in a third version told by A˛mad b. Sh Ysın, A˛mad and
Mu˛ammad al-Amın were included.]

********************
217 bash√ir to aß˛b 7/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 145{4}
MMS  Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

MMS: “I make each of my students see the Prophet every night. My madad for
them will not end after my death”
“M min a˛adin min talmidhatı ill wa-udkhiluhu / adhkalahu al-˛a∂ra kulla laylatin wa-huwa ka’l-
jinza l yusfiidunı bi-˛lin. — My spiritual support (madad) for my students will not end after my
death.”

TTQ comment: Cf. Ismfiıl al-Walı’s statement, “The spiritual support (madad) of the shaykh for his students is
greater after his death than during his lifetime” [citation by TTQ, no source given].

********************
218 bash√ir to aß˛b 8/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 145{5}
MMS  Mu˛ammad b. Abı ’l-Fat˛ (Sawkin)

Other saints are neither beneficial nor harmful to MMS’ students
“No saint, no matter how high a maqm he may have reached, can be beneficial or harmful to any of my
students!”
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********************
219 bash√ir to aß˛b 9/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 145{6}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

“Other righteous men: don’t interfere between MMS & his students!” (after
MMS’ death) [claim to exclusivity]
fiAlı Diqna met with a righteous man, who said he would impart to him some of the mystical secrets
(asrr). fiAlı said, “Do so!” but he did not do anything, and upon fiAlı’s inquiry he said he had seen fiAlı’s
shaykh, al-Majdhüb, who was angry and said, “You interpose yourself between me and my sons (awld)
and students!” Later he also saw the Prophet who told him that he should not intervene between al-
Majdhüb and his students.

[?? does this perhaps refer to Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı??]

********************
220 bash√ir to aß˛b 10/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 145{7}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS)

MMS more distinguished than other righteous men (ßli˛ın)
Al-Amın [al-Kitaybı], Mu˛ammad b. Abü Bakr fiˆs and Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım went on pilgrimage
(after MMS’ death). They met a righteous man (ßli˛) who joined them, and they performed the pilgrim-
age and the visit to Medina together. He developed a particularly close relationship with Sy Mu˛ammad,
and they rode in the litter together. One day, Mu˛ammad asked him to impart to him some of the mystical
secrets. The righteous man agreed, but did not act accordingly. Asked about the reason, he said, “If two
men want to plant a seed into a wall, and one of them is more distinguished, the other one has to stand
back.”

********************
221 bash√ir to aß˛b 11/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 146{1}
Mu˛ammad Qalül (Sawkin follower of MMS; first-hand)

A follower doubts MMS’ status as highest walı for his students, then repents & is
re-accepted
I visited fiAbd Allh al-Jabartı. Inside the dome, I wondered who was more powerful, fiAbd Allh or
Majdhüb. But immediately, I repented because of this thought: “Mafidh Allh! I should not place any
other walı as high as my shaykh!”
The same day, I travelled to my family [i.e., wife] in Sinkt. At night, a wedding was held there. After-
wards, I had a nightmare: Some black figure was approaching me. But I called upon MMS, who immedi-
ately intervened and stopped the nightmare. I implored him, “Do you you really think I have no shaykh?”
Thereupon, he took my hand and put me behind himself.

********************
222 bash√ir to aß˛b 12/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 146{2}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS)

All of MMS’ students will reach fat˛, at least on their deathbed
When al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] fell ill with the illness that led to his death, he told the brethren that MMS
had said, “None of my students (talmidhatı) will die without having reached fat˛, even if it be in his last
breath, and he will see the Prophet!”

TTQ comment: Whoever reaches fat˛ will be among the sufiad√, those who will experience no further hardship [=
who will enter Paradise].
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********************
223 bash√ir to aß˛b 13/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 146{3}
Sh ˘asan al-∑afiıdı al-mustaghriq fı ma˛abbat Allh (Sawkin?)  Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

All of MMS’ students will reach fat˛, at least on their deathbed (II)
Sh ˘asan al-∑afiıdı al-mustaghriq fı ma˛abbat Allh said, “All of MMS’ students are recorded in the
Dıwn al-awliy√, and will reach fat˛, at least on their deathbed.”

********************
224 bash√ir to aß˛b 14/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 146{4}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

Kissing MMS’ hand is like kissing the Prophet’s hand
One day, the students came to greet MMS, but he did not allow them to kiss his hand. When they
returned the next day, he let them to do it, but said, “Had not the Prophet told me that whoever kisses my
hand kisses his, I would not have permitted you to kiss it.”

********************
225 bash√ir to aß˛b 15/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 146{5}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

MMS in a ˛l, dealing with followers
One night after the night-prayer, ˘asan went to MMS at his house. He found him in a great ˛l (˛l fia÷ım
wa-tawjud kathır), saying strange things (kalm gharıb) that were beyond ˘asan’s understanding (fiaql).
He ordered ˘asan to call al-Amın. Al-Amın came, and they spent an hour together, MMS still being in
his ˛l. Then the two of them approached MMS and touched him, and when he did not object, they
started to anoint him. MMS said they should anoint him more, which they did so intensely that he would
have been sullied, but he was not. He said, “M taßnafin ka-annahu lam y_shfi_r bi-m naffialuhu bihi.”
[?] Then he leaned back a bit and asked al-Amın, “When did yo come?” — “An hour ago.” — “There are
now 70.000 angels here in my house.” He then motioned them to leave. And to al-Amın he said, “I now
announced the good news (bashshartu) to the fuqar√ of that-and-that!” [˘asan forgot what it was}.

TTQ comment: If you ask, “How can 70.000 angels fit into one house?”: “They are of light, therefore it is no
problem.”

********************
226 bash√ir to aß˛b 16/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 146{6}
Khi∂r (“muftı” in Sawkin)  (anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

Khi∂r is with MMS one night, relaxed  he is filled with sakına to the point of
getting goose flesh
Khi∂r was sitting with MMS one night; the fuqar√ had gone to read the mawlid. Khi∂r was massaging
MMS’ legs, and MMS was joking and chatting relaxedly with him, so that he was filled with sakına and
got goose flesh. MMS asked, “Did you see anyone?” — “No.” Same question again, after a while —>
“Yes, I saw the Prophet and Abü Bakr & fiUmar.” — “Go and tell the fuqar√ that the Prophet attends
their mawlid, and that they should read the rtib al-sa˛ar before they go to sleep!” So it happened.

********************
227 bash√ir to aß˛b 17/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 147{1}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

Sawkin Island Friday-prayer with MMS, followed by mawlid, then toilet,
accepted
MMS performed the Friday-prayer on the Island, then read a mawlid, then went to relieve himself,
followed by Abü Bakr. Then, he leaned against the wall of the mosque and performed wu∂ü√. Abü Bakr
heard a voice (htif), “Tell those who attended with you that your prayer has been accepted.” He looked
around, and when he saw no one, he asked MMS about it, who told him to go and tell the others what he
had heard.
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[This story indicates that MMS tried to maintain a permanent state of ritual purity]

********************
228 bash√ir to aß˛b 18/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 147{2}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

Prophet stands in honour of Abü ’l-Fat˛, when Sirr al-Madad is read
One night, MMS and company went to the zwiya of Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı [on the Island, v 142{4}]. In
a ˛alqa, they performed the Sirr al-madad wa’l-shuhüd [sic!]. When MMS reached the letter jım where
one has to stand up, he rose together with the assembly. He ordered Abü Bakr to bring the flag of Abü ’l-
Fat˛ and unfold it, which he did. After finishing the mad˛, MMS returned to the mainland (kharaja il ’l-
Qeyf), followed by his students.
The next morning, MMS explained to them that he had the flag unfolded because the Prophet had come
and stood with them.

********************
229 bash√ir to aß˛b 19/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 147{3}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS; first-hand)

Flags unfolding during mawlid
MMS was reading the mawlid in the zwiya in a ˛alqa. When he reached the passage where one has to
stand up, he ordered M b. Abı Bakr to bring the flag and unfold it; but then he ordered him to roll it up
again.
After the mawlid, MMS explained that when M b. Abı Bakr had come with the flag, MMS had seen a
great many flags unfolding in the ˛alqa, and therefore he had ordered the flag to be rolled up again.

********************
230 bash√ir to aß˛b 20/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 147{4}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

MMS knows Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı better than the latter’s khalıfa does [‘Martyr
to a bowel movement’]
MMS went barefoot to the shore, without putting on the sandals his followers handed him. Then he
entered a boat, followed by “us,” and we went to the Jazıra, in the direction of Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı’s
zwiya. He went ashore there and entered the building without having asked us whether this was Abü ’l-
Fat˛ al-Shdhilı’s zwiya — he only asked us afterwards.
Then came Sh Slim (khalıfa of Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı), leaning on two other men, because he was so
old. We sat together until the night-prayer, and afterwards MMS distributed the Qur√n among those
present so they could perform a khatma; MMS himself took the part he usually took. After that, he read
the mawlid and a bit of mad˛.
We slept there, and the next morning, when Sh Slim came, MMS asked him whether he had seen his
ancestor, or anyone who saw his ancestor, or whether he knew how he looked like; but Sh Slim said no.
F M Diqna asked MMS, “Why do you ask this?” — “Yesterday, a great many awliy√ attended our
majlis, some of them in their rü˛, others in their dht. Abü ’l-Fat˛ was one of those attending in their
dht, so I knew [for sure; by seeing him?: fa-fialimtu] that he was a martyr. I asked him about this, and he
told me that the dht of the Prophet had appeared to him (tajall), and that he had fainted (waqafitu
maghshiyyan fialayya), and had a bowel movement; so people thought he had a gastric ailment, which
was not true, since what happened happened only because of his love (˛ubb) for the Prophet. Then he
died. — I asked his khalıfa about this, but he knew nothing of it.”
M Diqna: “We heard that Abü ’l-Fat˛ was a dark-skinned, tall man with large scars on his cheeks.”
MMS: “True. And his maqm is greater than that of his father, Sh fiAlı b. fiUmar, the student (tilmıdh) of
Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı.”
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********************
231 bash√ir to aß˛b 21/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 147{5}
al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (MMS’ full-brother) (letter from MMS)

MMS writes to his brother al-‡ayyib to give him a dhikr from the Prophet
MMS wrote to his brother al-‡ayyib:
Know, my brother, that I saw you the other night with the Chosen One (may God bless him and grant him
peace); and I asked Him for a [formula of] remembrance [of God] (dhikr) for you which you should
always keep on your tongue. He indicated that you should practice (the following):
“In the name of God, with Whose name nothing on earth nor in heaven does harm; He is the All-Hearing,
the All-Knowing. Glory to God; praise be to God; there is no god but God; God is greatest; there is no
power and no strenght save in God, the Most High, the Supreme. O God! Grant Thy blessings and peace
to Mu˛ammad and his Family, for Thou art indeed worthy of all praise, full of all glory!”
So practice this [dhikr] and keep it on your tongue.

[This letter, including the inroductory part which is missing here, is also printed in al-Wasıla, 173 {D} (=letter VII)]

********************
232 bash√ir to aß˛b 22/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 147{6}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

MMS greets his brother al-‡ayyib in Sawkin as a walı
When al-‡ayyib was about to come to Sawkin (from the Nile), MMS asked the fuqar√, “Who wants to
meet a walı today?” They all rose. Then when someone became visible on the horizon, MMS ordered the
fuqar√ to stay at their place (“maknakum!”). MMS and his brother embraced and wept for a long time.
Then MMS called the fuqar√ and they greeted al-‡ayyib.

********************
233 bash√ir to aß˛b 23/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 148{1}
˘j&fiUmar b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (MMS’ half-brother) (first-hand)

MMS’ half-brother fiUmar comes to Sawkin before all other family members [c.
May 1829]
When fiUmar came to Sawkin [on his way to the ˛ajj, cf. 148, 3] , MMS told him, “The fact that I meet
you here before all other members of my family is a sign of the ma˛abba between us!”

********************
234 bash√ir to aß˛b 24/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 148{2}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

MMS prays for his brother fiUmar
Ysın one night heard MMS pray, “God, I am pleased with fiUmar; be thou pleased with him as well!” (3
times).

********************
235 bash√ir to aß˛b 25/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 148{3}
˘j&fiUmar b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (MMS’ half-brother) (first-hand)

MMS’ half-brother fiUmar brings news from eunuchs & students in Medina (c.
July 1829)
fiUmar went on pilgrimage (incl. Medina) in 1244: [June] 1829, then returned via Sawkin, where he
[again] visited MMS [who had arrived in Sawkin on 7 January 1829]. They embraced each other and
talked for a while, MMS asking him about his friends, the Medina eunuchs and his students whom he had
left behind there. Then MMS said, “Rest for a while, you are tired from the journey.” fiUmar lay down
with the fuqar√ in the mosque (masjid) until the muezzin called to the noon-prayer. After the prayer,
MMS told fiUmar that after he had left, the Prophet had appeared to him and told him that he had
accepted fiUmar’s pilgrimage.
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********************
236 bash√ir to aß˛b 26/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 148{4}
Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs (first-hand)

Sy fiAbd Allh b. Müs “set free” (?) on 27 Rama∂n [2 Apr 1829]
On 27 Rama∂n 1244 [2 Apr 1829], MMS said, “This night, Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs has been
released [?]! (fiutiqa)”.

********************
237 bash√ir to aß˛b 27/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 148{5}
Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs (first-hand)

Poor Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf finally has a vision, too!
Sy fiAbd Allh was envious (qad akhadhtu fı nafsı fı bafi∂ al-a˛yn min sü√ affilı) when he saw the
fuqar√ having fine visions (ru√ †ayyiba) while he never saw anything. Then one day at daybreak he saw
a column of light from the East, and a voice called upon him to tell the fuqar√ they should pray (yadfiü)
for what they wanted; it would be granted. So he did, and everyone prayed for what he liked.
MMS came for the morning-prayer, and afterwards he asked Sy fiAbd Allh, “For so long you have
complained that contrary to the others, you did not see anything — have you now seen what you liked?”
— “Yes.” — “What was it?” I told him, and he laughed (∂a˛ik).
TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: What fiAbd Allh had thought; and what he had seen.

********************
238 bash√ir to aß˛b 28/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 148{6}
Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs (first-hand)

Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf [simple-minded??] should stick to reciting the Qur√n until
he dies
MMS told Sy fiAbd Allh, “The Prophet told me that you should stick to reading the Qur√n until you
meet him, your ancestor!” So fiAbd Allh did.

********************
239 bash√ir to aß˛b 29/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 148{7}
Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs (first-hand)

MMS explains dream: 3 sib˛as = 3 adhkr [of the ass]
A few days after I took the bayfia from MMS, I had a dream in which I saw three rosaries around my
neck, made of precious stones, and one of them was even more precious than the others. When I told this
dream to MMS, he explained that it meant the three Shdhilı adhkr: the istighfr, the ßalt fial al-Nabı,
and the tahlıl [i.e., the ass of the †arıqa].

********************
240 bash√ir to aß˛b 30/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 148{8}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

MMS to Ysın: “If you don’t love me you have no fiaql!”
I was sitting with MMS. MMS asked, “Do you love me (tu˛ibbunı)?” I was so shy (because of his hayba)
that I could not say anything. MMS: “If you don’t love me you have no fiaql! — By God, every night I
have raised you to the presence (bayn yaday) of the Prophet, except two or three times when I was
hindered.” My happiness grew even more intense.
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********************
241 bash√ir to aß˛b 31/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 148{9}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin) (first-hand)

MMS: “God honours fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr more than you do!”
MMS in an assembly: “If you knew the excellence (maziyya) fiUthmn has with God, you would do him
much good (la-fafialtum bihi khayran kathıran; perhaps originally: you would treat him much better?) and
give him all due honour (la-akramtumühu al-ikrm al-tmm)!”

********************
242 bash√ir to aß˛b 32/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 149{1}
Mu˛ammad Tank[w]ır  Sh Mu˛ammad Madanı b. Ra˛ma (scholar; maternal nephew of q∂ı Qamul b. Sh Rashıd)

MMS takes upon himself the sins of M Tank[w]ır
M Tank[w]ır came to MMS in contrition, complaining that he had done so much wrong, particularly with
his tongue. MMS told him, “I have taken what cames from your tongue upon me — you take care of the
rest of your limbs!”
Sh Madanı continued: MMS died, and later M Tank[w]ır died, and I attended his funeral. The two angels
came, but they found nothing except misdeeds of the tongue. When they wanted to punish him, the
Prophet and MMS came, and MMS said he had taken the misdeeds of his tongue upon himself. So the
angels left him.

TTQ comment: This is proof of MMS’ ßidq.

********************
243 bash√ir to aß˛b 33/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 149{2}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

MMS: “ßa˛bı fiAmmr b. Ysir never leaves AngalΩy b. fiAlı fiˆsayy!”
MMS more than once said about AngalΩy b. fiAlı fiˆsayy, “The ßa˛bı fiAmmr b. Ysir never leaves this
man for a single moment!”

[fiAmmr b. Ysir, 567-657 AD, early Meccan follower of Islam; the first one to build a mosque (at Qub√); for a
time governor of Küfa under fiUmar; fought with fiAlı in the Battle of the Camel and at ∑iffın, where he fell. (al-
Ziriklı V 36)].

********************
244 bash√ir to aß˛b 34/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 149{3}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

Ysın reports how highly MMS praised him
MMS to A˛mad: “If I told you what high state of honour you have with God, your liver would explode
with joy!”

********************
245 bash√ir to aß˛b 35/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 149{4}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Prophet says F Madanı b. Abı Bakr Khalıl [MMS’ father-in-law] is a righteous
man (ßli˛)
MMS: “Prophet has told me that F Madanı b. Abı Bakr Khalıl is from the ßli˛ın. — Go and tell him
that; perhaps he will be pleased.”

[F Madanı was from the Müsey, cf. 159,2]
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********************
246 bash√ir to aß˛b 36/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 149{5}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

MMS & F Madanı b. Abı Bakr [MMS’ father-in-law]: special relationship est. by
MMS’ vision
MMS told an assembly where F Yüsuf b. Ibrhım [b Yüsuf?] and F Mu˛ammad Diqna were present,
“Yesterday I saw a man who looked such-and-such holding the hand of F Madanı; he approached me and
put Madanı’s hand into mine, saying, ‘Hold this man in this world and the next!’”
Yüsuf and Mu˛ammad said that the man described was F Madanı’s father.

********************
247 bash√ir to aß˛b 37/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 149{6}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

MMS presses Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta to his bare chest
MMS told Abü Bakr to draw near. He uncovered his chest and told Abü Bakr to do the same, then he
pressed him to his chest, then released him. This he did so that hellfire would not touch Abü Bakr.

********************
248 bash√ir to aß˛b 38/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 149{7}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS prays for F Madanı Diqna’s recovery
F Mu˛ammad Diqna fell seriously ill. He sent his son fiAlı to MMS to ask him to pray for his recovery (“I
am a man of 60-70 years, so it is quite possible that I shall die, but I have small children — so please pray
for my recovery!”). MMS did (“I have taken your lot upon me!”), and F Madanı lived for many more
years after MMS had died.

********************
249 bash√ir to aß˛b 39/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 149{8}
(a very old woman)

Woman wants to take the †arıqa; directed to a relative (student of MMS)
A woman came to MMS: “I have repented from my sins — please accept my oath of allegiance in the
Shdhilı †arıqa!” MMS allowed her to give the oath to one of his students who was a relative of hers.
Then she said, “I wasted my whole youth in sin and pleasure — please ask God to let me live as many
years as I wasted so that I can spend them in obedience to him!” — “Granted.” The woman lived for
many more years beyond the age of her youth; she is now over 100 years old, and still very much at her
senses, though her body has grown very weak.

********************
250 bash√ir to aß˛b 40/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 149{9}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS to fiAlı Diqna: “A shaykh tells a disciple of his sins only after he has asked
God to forgive them!”
MMS enumerated to fiAlı Diqna all the sins fiAlı had commited, so that he became very depressed and
started to weep. But MMS said, “Don’t cry! You should rather be happy, touch your breast and dance, for
a shaykh only tells his disciple of his sins after he has asked God to forgive them!”
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********************
251 bash√ir to aß˛b 41/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 150{1}
al-Faqıh b. Mu˛ammad Falaj (Sudanese visitor to MMS in Sawkin)

Prophet allows MMS to accept gifts
M Falaj on one of his travels came from “the Sudan” to Sawkin, bringing with him a present for MMS
which he thought was unsuitable because it was so little. So he gave it to MMS’ student al-Amın to pass
it on.
The next morning, he went to visit MMS, who told him that the night before he had been to Mecca, and
that he felt that someone was behind him, so he turned around and saw M Falaj. They went to pray in
front of the Kafiba and the Prophet’s tomb in Medina. Then M Falaj took some money to give it to MMS.
MMS at first thought it unsuitable to accept it in front of the Prophet, but then the Prophet told him he
could accept it. — Only when MMS had told this story, al-Amın told him from whom the present had
come the day before.

********************
252 bash√ir to aß˛b 42/43 QΩz al-Fünj VIII, 7 150{2}
F al-∑fı b. Mu˛ammad b. al-∑fı (son of Madına, full-sister of Qamar al-Dın b. HMK)  fiAbd Allh b. al-‡ayyib
b. Qamar al-Dın (d. 1899)

Death of M [w] al-∑fı (around 23 May 1831)
When Mu˛ammad [w] al-∑fı was approaching death, MMS came to him and asked, “Y fiammı, will you
choose this world or the next?” — “I’d love you to come with me!” replied M al-∑fı. “Abshir!” answerd
MMS, “you will soon join our fathers al-Amın, al-‡ayyib, al-‡hir and Qamar al-Dın!” [all full-brothers,
sons of F†ima bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh w. NiqΩla. M w. al-∑fı was a son of Rbi˛a bt. al-˘jj fiAbd Allh
w. Niqüla; and married to his bt. khlatih Madına, full-sister of the 4 brothers above]. “For you helped
them in their dın & duny!” Then MMS left, and M al-∑fı died soon afterwards. MMS ordered a lump of
earth to be put on his body until the morning, when he was buried; MMS, when preparing the body, put
his turban inside the shroud.
F ˘amad b. al-Amın had been pressing MMS to leave [QΩz al-Fünj] to attend the fiˆd [v i] in al-Dmar.
But two days after the funeral, MMS told him, “Don’t think that I have stayed here just like that! The
Prophet ordered me to stay, so that I could attend the death of my father M al-∑fı!” He also told him of a
vision where he saw himself digging the grave of M al-∑fı; when he grew tired, he was releived by Abü
Bakr al-∑iddıq, who in turn was relieved by fiUmar b. al-Kha††b, who finished the grave. Then F†ima al-
Zahr√ came, took MMS by his beard and said, “Blessed be the descendants of this man, who prepared
the grave of his father! We have prepared his wedding [in heaven] and are waiting for him to come!”

[fiˆd reference is either to the end of Rama∂n 1246: 16/3/1831 or, more probably, to 10 ˘ijja 1246: 23/5/31; MMS
left Sawkin on 23 Shafibn 1246: 7 Feb 1831; was in Berber in Qafida: April/May 1246; died on 8/7/1831].

cf. al-Wasıla, 178{2}; 182{1}

********************
253 bash√ir to aß˛b 43/43 Sawkin VIII, 7 150{3}
˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS gives ˘j'al-Bakhıtwı a rosary (“by Prophetic order”)
˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı came to Sawkin. He had a great love for MMS. MMS gave him a rosary as a
present, saying that it was not from himself, but that he did so by order of the Prophet. MMS said, “You
people of the Sudan, you love money. So if you want to sell the rosary, do it, you will get much money
for it here in Sawkin!” ˘j&al-Bakhıtwı refused, even when one of those who had overheard the conver-
sation actually offered him a great sum.
All the people always used to yatabarrak with this rosary until ˘j&al-Bakhıtwı lost it; after he had lost it,
he lived only for three days more.
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MMMMuuuullllttttiiiippppllllyyyyiiiinnnngggg    ffffoooooooodddd

254 multiplying food 1/5 Sawkin VIII, 8 150{4}
Müs b. fiUthmn [son of the Art˙ga amır]

Multiplying food (I)
One Friday MMS read the mawlid on the Jazıra (Sawkin Island). After he had finished, he called his
student al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] and ordered him to bring the meat in the large bowl. He put his hand inside,
said some words, then ordered al-Amın to distribute it among those present (a great many people). Al-
Amın gave each one as much as they could hold in their two hands: those in the house, then those in the
courtyard, then those in the open space in front of the house. When he had finished, the meat in the bowl
had not diminished. MMS asked, “Did you give to all of them?” — “Yes.” When MMS heard this, his
face lit up (tahalla), and he said, “Praise be to God!”
TTQ comment: Cf. Prophetic precedence.

********************
255 multiplying food 2/5 Sawkin VIII, 8 151{1}
Sy fiˆs G[w]ıly (Ashrf) (first-hand)

Multiplying food (II)
Sy fiˆs G[w]ıly one Friday invited MMS to hold siesta in his house (qayyal). Together, they went [to Sy
fiˆs’s house], and came through an alley (zuqq). fiˆs told MMS where he should go, but MMS refused,
so fiˆs knew that MMS never did anything except by order of the Prophet.
When they arrived at fiˆs’s house, he called his children (who were young) for MMS to pray for them
(yadfiü lahum). MMS said, “I see in them the light of Prophecy (nür al-nubuwwa)!”
Then, they sat together for a while. When time for prayer came, fiˆs provided MMS with water to
perform the major ablution, as is sunna for Friday prayers. Afterwards, MMS said, “I have seen one of
your grandmothers who told me that I should read a mawlid in your house today!” fiˆs was as a loss, for
he had not enough food in the house to cater for so many guests; it was just enough for MMS and the
fuqar√ who had come with him.
After prayer, MMS came back with a great many people. He distributed the Qur√n among them for a
khatma, then read the mawlid. During the mawlid, a bowl of food was brought, and MMS motioned fiˆs
to put it inside the house. After the mawlid, MMS ordered fiˆs to bring the bowl. He put his hand inside,
said some words, then ordered a group of those present to assemble around the bowl and eat. When they
had finished, the next group came, and so on, until all had had their fill. They bowl was still as full as
before. MMS praised God for this.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence recounted.

********************
256 multiplying food 3/5 Sawkin VIII, 8 151{2}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin) (first-hand)

Multiplying food (III: Group of Seven)
MMS and some others were together. A small bowl (zubdiyya) of food was brought. MMS urged every-
one to eat — but there were about 7 people! They ate, and all had their fill, and the bowl was still as full
as before.

********************
257 multiplying food 4/5 Sawkin VIII, 8 151{3}
Mu˛ammad b. ˘mid al-Bushrbı

Multiplying food (IV: during the construction of the lodge)
When MMS built his zwiya, M b. ˘mid was carrying stones and mud, together with the fuqar√. A
small amount of food was brought, and MMS told everybody to eat. “How can this food be enough for so
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many people?” I thought. But we all ate and had our fill, and the food was still there as before. When I
wanted to get up, MMS said, “Have more!” but I declined. “Have you not thought before that it would
not be enough?” — “Yes.”

TTQ comment: MMS’ knowledge of M ˘mid’s thoughts; his “putting baraka into the food so that all got their fill.”

********************
258 multiplying food 5/5 Sawkin VIII, 8 151{4}
(anonymous informant)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Multiplying food (V: one for three)
[Cf. story 134{1}] The informant went to MMS, found him eating with his cousin al-∑iddıq, hid behind
the wall, but MMS (without looking up) called out to him and invited him to share their food. Inf. thought
it was not even enough for one man, but MMS immediately said, “It will be enough for all of us!” We
finished, and the food was still as much as before.

TTQ comment: 3 wqifit: MMS knew that man’s thought; knew he was there even though he hid behind the wall;
made the food sufficient for all of them.

SSSSiiiiggggnnnnssss    ooooffff    ggggrrrraaaacccceeee    iiiinnnn    SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn

259 karmt 1/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 152{1}
˘amad fi◊wlı b. LΩshn al-Sawkinı (first-hand)

MMS heals a [furuncle]
A horn [= furuncle?] grew on my forehead, like that of a sheep, only it was red. It grew bigger, until it
hang down on my eyebrows. I could not go out in public any more, so I wrapped my turban around it. I
despaired of my state, so I went to Müs b. A˛mad Minnı and asked him to accompany me to MMS, for I
was too shy to face him, let alone speak to him. We found him in a large teaching session (majlis dars). I
sat down at the far end, but MMS immediately called me to the front. He took down my turban, put his
hand on the horn, spat on it, and I felt like something was torn from within my brain. Then I returned to
my place. After the session was over, I went outside and groped for the horn. It wasn’t there. I thought it
might have moved to the other side, but it wasn’t there either. In fact, not even the slightest trace of it was
left, so I was no longer sure of its former place.

[Is ˘amad fi◊wlı b. LΩshn al-Sawkinı perhaps identical with F  ˘amad fiAwlı b. fiˆs al-Sawkinı, first-hand
informant of 214{4}?]

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence

********************
260 karmt 2/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 152{2}
F al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad b. HMK  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS heals ulcer of al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad
Al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad, A˛mad b. al-Amın, al-∑iddıq [w al-Amın], and the Governor of Berber (wlı
Berber) came to Sawkin. After a few days, al-‡ayyib developed a neoplasm (nabt) on his leg, and al-
∑iddıq got a fever; then al-‡ayyib also developed an ulcer on his private parts.
When the governor wanted to travel back, he called upon his companions to come with him, and he
informed MMS, who said, “al-∑iddıq will remain behind; although he is recovering, he is still too weak to
travel. The growth on al-‡ayyib’s leg is harmless; but he also has an ulcer on his private parts of which
he has told no one.” He called al-‡ayyib, spat on the growth, which went away, then gave him a leather
ablution bottle and told him to go to the bathroom (al-†ahra) and wash his private parts. Al-‡ayyib did,
and the ulcer disappeared without delay.

TTQ comment: 3 karmt: MMS knew that al-∑iddıq would remain behind; that al-‡ayyib had an ulcer on his
private parts; the healing (“the pain went away without delay”).
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********************
261 karmt 3/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 152{3}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

Man failed to slaughter the customary sheep for his [deceased] son’s subüfi 
nightmare  ßul˛ with dead son by MMS
Sh Ysın’s maternal aunt fell ill, so he went to MMS to ask for a Qur√n potion (ma˛w). MMS asked who
her husband was, but Ysın said, “You don’t know him, for he comes to you only when there are big
assemblies (jamfi kathır).” MMS asked Ysın to describe him, which he did.
Some days later, MMS asked Ysın to describe the man again, then told him, “Yesterday I heard a spirit
(rü˛) calling me, so I went outside and found two spirits, that of a young boy and that of a grown man.
The spirit of the young boy was hovering above the spirit of the man. I asked them what the matter was,
and the young boy told me that this was his father who had not slaughtered the customary sheep seven
days after the boy was born [at the subüfi]. ‘I want him to do this now [even though meanwhile I died].” I
reconciled the two (ßul˛): the boy left his father in peace, and the father had to slaughter the animal. The
man was exactly the one you described to me!”
Yüsuf went to the man who agreed to slaughter the sheep, but said he had to postpone it until winter
when his sheep and goats came, for at present he did not have anything to slaughter [i.e., the animals
were at their summer pasture in the Red Sea Hills].
Sometime later, MMS went to his lodge and found the man sitting between two other men. He called out
to Ysın, “This is the man I saw!” Ysın confirmed it, and MMS smiled.

********************
262 karmt 4/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 152{4}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

Slave of MMS’ future in-laws kills someone, hides; MMS finds out where, has him
pardoned
Sometime before MMS married fi◊√isha [bt Ibrhım al-Q∂ı] al-Sharıfiyya, a slave of her maternal uncle
Bsharık unintentionally killed someone, then hid in the house of Ibrhım al-Qdı’s family (the house of
the informant).
MMS called ˘asan (and his brothers? dafin) and told them, “Yesterday your late father [who died long
before MMS’ arrival in Sawkin] came to your house to drink some water as is his custom; but he could
not enter. I asked him why, and he said that a great misfortune is inside. — Do you know what he meant
by this?” — “No.” — “So go and find out!” We went, and found the slave, and brought him to MMS,
who called the ‘avenger of blood’ (walıy al-dam) of the killed person and asked him to forgive (fiafw),
which he did. Then he said, “Your father has now entered your house again.”

TTQ comment: Look — Ibrhım had already been dead for such a long time before MMS came!

********************
263 karmt 5/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 153{1}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

MMS understands the language of a [West African]
A man from the far West who spoke no word of Arabic came to Sawkin. Nobody could understand him,
so he went to MMS and talked to him in his language. MMS said, “He wants this-and-this.” From then
on, every time the man wanted something, he went to MMS.
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********************
264 karmt 6/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 153{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS (somewhat reluctantly) helps a Sawkinese against his Jidda ˘a∂ramı
creditor
A ˘a∂ramı from Jidda came to Sawkin to collect a debt a Sawkinese owed him; he had with him a
letter from the Governor (?wlı) to the wlı of Sawkin to guarantee that he would either collect the debt
or bring his debtor to Jidda [to jail].
The debtor, distressed, went to MMS and implored him to come with him to the wlı (“Perhaps God will
relieve me through your baraka!”), but MMS at first refused, and gave in only very reluctantly. They
went, and when they arrived, the wlı and the ˘a∂ramı rose in honour of MMS; MMS was placed next to
the wlı. The creditor presented his case, supported by the others present. Then MMS asked him to
collect some of the debt, reschedule another part, and write off the rest. The creditor refused, MMS
repeated his request several times, then fell silent, bowing his head. He started to scratch the pillow
beneath him with his index finger. Suddenly, the ˘a∂ramı gave off a loud scream, frightening all those
present. He started to weep and fell down before MMS, his hand on his heart. MMS asked for some
water, spat into it, and ordered the man to drink it. Upon drinking it, the pain in his heart went away, and
he said to MMS, “I agree to your mediation proposal (ßul˛).” He received a third of his money, and left
Sawkin, never to be seen again.

********************
265 karmt 7/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 153{3}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

[Governor of Berber?] harbours ill intentions against Sawkinese; restricted
(“stomachache”) by MMS
A Turk [perhaps the Governor of Berber province; cf. 131{5}, 152{2}] came to Sawkin with some
member(s) of MMS’ family. After a few days, he invited MMS and talked to him quite a lot. But he was
harbouring ill intentions against the people of Sawkin. MMS touched his bowels a bit (qaba∂a min
a˛sh√ihi shay√an), then left. The man got a stomachache, so he asked MMS’ relative [A˛mad b. al-
Amın b. HMK, or F al-∑iddıq w. al-Amın?] to go and bring his cousin (b. fiamm). MMS refused to come,
but his cousin implored him, “If you don’t come we are afraid he will attack us / harm us (nakhfu min
sa†watihi).” MMS: “I am not afraid of him!” — so he came along, nolens volens. The Turk stepped aside
with MMS and said, “You have touched my bowels!” — “Yes, but only slightly!” — “Why?” — “Will
you not give up your intentions against the people of Sawkin?” — “I leave them!” — “And I leave
you!” His pain went away.

[In 1830, “the governor of Berber […] asked Jedda for permission to collect the customs dues at Suakin on the
guarantee that he would raise the receipts to £25,000 a year. The governor of Jedda referred the proposal to Cairo,
which gave its approval. Eager for revenue the dıvn-i khidıvı directed the governor of Berber to send the Egyptian
treasury a copy of the new tariff by wich he proposed to raise the promised sum.” Hill, Egypt in the Sudan, 41 (from
Letter Book 769, The Turkish office of the dıvn-i khidıvı Mißr, No. 340. Decision of 13 Aug. 1830). The back-
ground to this request was that so far, customs revenues of the Egyptian Sudan had been very small, as the only
customs house was at Wdı ˘alf, and the transfer by the Sul†n of all claims to the African parts of Habe ≈s eyleti to
the Psh of Egypt in 1830.]

TTQ comment: MMS knew that the Turk had changed his mind; he caused his stomach-ache; he made it go away.

********************
266 karmt 8/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 153{4}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Man who refused arbitration by MMS was killed (blood feud)
MMS was called upon to settle a dispute between two factions in the course of which a man had been
killed. But when they had assembled, the head of the faction who had killed the man started to worry; he
was afraid MMS would rule against them, and therefore rose and left the assembly. MMS was very angry
at this, so he asked the people to raise their hands and pray, “God, let this man who refused the sharıfia be
the ransom (fid√) for the killed man!” The man was killed the following night in his bed.
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********************
267 karmt 9/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 153{5}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

W˙lfialybı fakıs say it will not rain  MMS brings much rain [MMS more power-
ful than tribal fakıs]
Ma˛müd b. ˘amad (a W˙lfialybı) told MMS, “The tribal fakıs (fuqr√ al-bdiya) say that it will not
rain this year; and even if it rains, there will be no baraka in it!”
MMS grew angry at these words, raised his hands and prayed, “God, make these words untrue!”
Immediately, the sky clouded over and it started to rain a lot, and the year was a very fertile one.

********************
268 karmt 10/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 153{6}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı, and another of MMS’ students

MMS saves bedouins from lightening by attracting it onto himself
On a rainy day, MMS went out of town to al-Füla with some of the fuqar√ to watch the water streaming
down the rivulets (suyül). He squatted down at the edge of a rivulet to perform the ablution. Suddenly, [a
lightening stroke] (kharaja jan˛ fıhi nr min dhlik al-ma†ar) which usually kills the one it hits. MMS
started to turn the water with his hand, back and forth, like someone playing. Al-Amın came to call him
for prayer, but MMS said, “Will you not wait until I have extinguished this fire?” One of the fuqar√ said,
“At that moment I saw that the hair on his arms looked as if it were burned.” Then MMS got up and
walked in the direction of the town, but he came down with a heavy fever so that he could not walk any
more. A donkey was brought which carried him back to town. He had fever until next morning.
In the morning, a group of herders, who were encamped with their families and livestock outside town (in
the burür) for pasture, came to Sawkin and said that the day before, when the fire came down, they had
all run out of their homes, men and women, frightened, and called for the help of MMS (tawassalü).
Immediately, MMS intervened between them and the fire. — Before they had come to town, MMS had
already said that the fever was caused by his meeting the fire.

********************
269 karmt 11/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 154{1}
fiUmar Früq (student of MMS, Sawkin) (first-hand)

Travellers to Tokar, overcome by thirst, invoke MMS  clouds, cold wind & rain
fiUmar Früq, his father and others were travelling to Wdı TΩkar. It was very hot, and dry winds were
blowing, so they almost died of thirst; one of the party even dug a pit in the ground and lay himself
inside, ready to die. My father said to me, “Could you not call upon your shaykh to help us (ha-l
dafiawta shaykhaka li-m na˛nu fıhi fa’staghathta bihi)?” I did, and there the sky clouded over, a cold
northerly wind arose, and our feeling of thirst was relieved, and then it started to rain.

[“During the months of June and July, i.e. prior to the Baraka flood, blinding dust storms prevail daily from 9 in the
morning till 4 or 5 in the afternoon, and it is impossible to see more than a few yards in front of one. Travellers
constantly lose their way and occasionally die on the road between tokar and suakin. Formerly convoys and troops
moving at that time of year often suffered severe privations.” The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, ed. Gleichen, I, 95]

********************
270 karmt 12/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 154{2}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS)

MMS helps a trader whose camels are too weak to travel back from Sawkin
˘j&Mu˛ammad al-Tilib came to Sawkin and traded a great many goods. When he had finished, he
wanted to leave, but he could not find any camels, for there were so few on the market at the time. His
own camels numbered only 17, and they were so weak that they could not carry any loads. He told his
problem to MMS, who asked him, “Would your camels be able to reach their destination if you do not
load them?” — “Yes.” — “So don’t worry, travel!” Al-Tilib was confused. But al-Amın told him to use
this opportunity and to be sure that MMS did not mean that he whould load [more on them than they
could carry (? lam yurid an ya˛mil fialayh shay√an). Al-Tilib was glad to hear that, brought his camels,
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loaded them and travelled. He reached his destination without any of the camels perishing. So we knew
for sure that MMS had not put any loads on the camels (anna ’l-shaykh lam ya∂afi fialayh shay√an min
al-amtifia).

********************
271 karmt 13/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 154{3}
Müs Blafiıt (Sawkin)

Lost rosary found again!
One of Müs’s acquaintances was piercer of pearls. He owned a rosary (sib˛at yusr) which he treasured
much. One day, he went to his shop (˛nüt) to work and hung his tΩb and the rosary on a rod (fiüd) in
front of him. When he had finished his work, he put on the tΩb, but he could not find the rosary. He
searched everywhere, but in vain. Distressed, he went to MMS, who told him to go back and look for it
once more. He found it on the very rod where he had put it.

********************
272 karmt 14/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 154{4}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

Never leave your house while you are in a state of major ritual impurity (junub)!
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim went to visit MMS. At the doorstep of MMS’ house he remembered that
he was in a state of major ritual impurity, so he retreated and went to the sea to perform the major ablu-
tion. Then he went to MMS. When he greeted him, MMS took him by his hand, led him out to the court-
yard and asked, “Have you been here before today?” — “Yes.” — “And why did you not protect yourself
(ta˛aßßanta) with your adhkr today?” — “I was junub and only remembered the janba when I came to
your house, so I went to perform the ablution.” — “When you came here the first time,” said MMS, “I
saw two demons (fiifrıt) who wanted to assault you and destroy you; but I intervened and stood between
them and you, so they retreated. Then I saw you entering the sea, and I understood that you had been
junub. You escaped from this one, but remember: Never leave your house in a state of major ritual impu-
rity again!”

********************
273 karmt 15/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 154{5}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin) (first-hand)

Junub student threatened by jinn; but jinn can never harm MMS’ students!
After the night-prayer, fiUthmn b. Abü Bakr [had an ejaculation] (became junub); afterwards, he could
not find true sleep. Half-awake, he saw a group of jinn wearing shabby clothes; their heads were in
flames, and they wanted to destroy him. But their leader held them back: “This is one from the group
(jamfia) of MMS!” I got up, frightened, and had a heavy headache. I went to MMS for him to use ruqya
on me (li-yarqiya fialayya). He put his hand on my head and read the healing verses from the Qur√n
(yt al-shif√) [probably: wa-nunzilu min al-Qur√n m huwa shif√un wa-ra˛matun li’l-mu√minın;
often used by Majdhüb for medical purposes; cf. al-Wasıla, 38-9]. Then he smiled and said, “So you are
afraid of jinn?” I did not answer, so he said, “Know that the jinn never harm any of my students!” I was
glad to hear that, got up, and all my pain had gone.

********************
274 karmt 16/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 155{1}
fiAlı Ibrhım <Istalhaw> (Sawkin; MMS’ neighbour)  A˛mad b. fiAlı Ibrhım <Istalhaw>

Being MMS’ neighbour protects from jinn
fiAlı Ibrhım one night went out to relieve himself. On his return he met a man in a place allegedly inhab-
ited by jinn. The man drew his sword, but then he put it back into the sheath, saying, “Were it not for
your neighbour, I would have killed you!” — “And who is my neighbour?” — “Shaykh al-Majdhüb!”
(MMS’ house was close to fiAlı’s).
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********************
275 karmt 17/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 155{2}
Mu˛ammad Slim (sic; student of MMS from Sawkin)

Strange [vision] & other miracles; “The Shaykh’s Sheep”
On a Friday, Mu˛ammad Slim and his friend Bashır were sitting in a café on Sawkin Island [in this
coffee house all matters of business between island and mainland Sawkinese were settled; Burckhardt]
when MMS passed by and asked them to follow him. They went to the shore, and MMS stepped further
and walked across the water, followed by M Slim and Bashır whose feet did not touch the water. They
walked in the direction of Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı, when the door of a large house opened before them.
They entered, and MMS told them that this was the house of [his wife,] the mother of [his son] fiAbd
Allh — although in this area, there was no house at all! They then left the house through a different door
and walked a little until they came to an artificial lake and a great valley. The ground of the valley was
covered with white sand, and there were many trees twisted around each other, and also many people
wearing white clothes; some of them ascended to the shadow of the trees, facing the qibla. We then saw a
fire burning between that lake and the valley. With a long, protruding neck, it (the fire?) picked up some
of the people from the direction of the qibla [those standing towards the east] and threw them to the west,
and they became like old, worn waterskins. Then, they turned into normal persons again and returned to
their former place, whence they were again thrown westwards, turned like old waterskins, returned to
their former state etc. etc. We were watching this, MMS standing in front of us; my hand was on MMS’
shoulder, and Bashır’s hand on my shoulder. Turning towards us, MMS asked, “Did you see this?” —
“Yes!”
We then returned to the shore, and with one step crossed over to the other side, where we found our-
selves, MMS and all the students coming out of a boat (zawraq). We walked until we came to a house on
Sawkin Island which we entered. There was a staircase, which MMS ascended, and while he was
ascending it, a sheep appeared before him, lying on the stairs. She was very lean, but MMS made her
stand up, and stroked her udder which filled with milk. From then on, she was milked in summer and in
winter, and became well-known among the people as “The Shaykh’s Sheep”. She survived MMS by
many years.
TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (acc. to [Safiıd b. fiUthmn] Ibn al-Sakan [907-964, Traditionist, wrote al-∑a˛ı˛
al-Muntaq]) for the sheep story

********************
276 karmt 18/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 155{3}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

MMS spits into [Sawkin’s salty drinking] water  turns sweet as sugar
After the night-prayer, ˘asan went to visit MMS at his house. MMS asked him to bring him some water
from a jar in the house. ˘asan brought him a cup, MMS took a mouthful of water, then spat it back into
the cup, and ordered ˘asan to pour it back into the jar. The water in the jar became sweet as sugar [note
that the drinking water in Sawkin is extremely salty].
The next morning, all the people started to take water from that jar, and when they found that it grew
more and sweeter all the time they spread its fame, and everyone came with all kinds of vessels, and they
ladled water into it. When MMS came back after the afternoon-prayer, he saw this and asked, “Is there
still water in the jar?” From that moment only, the water was exhausted.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (acc to Abü Nufiaym [prob. A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh b. Iß˛q al-Ißfahnı (948-
1038, Persian Traditionist), ˘ilyat al-awliy√ wa-†abaqt al-aßfiy√]

********************
277 karmt 19/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 156{1}
Sy Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS’ mucus, sweet as honey, fed to his baby son fiAbd Allh when MMS left
Sawkin [6/7 Feb 1831]
When MMS was about to leave Sawkin to travel back to the Nile, he entered the lodge, then called Sy
Mu˛ammad. He spat out mucus from his chest, ordered Mu˛ammad to stretch out his hand, put the
mucus in Mu˛ammad’s hand, and ordered him to spoonfeed it to MMS’ young son fiAbd Allh.
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Mu˛ammad went and did this, and each time he put some mucus into fiAbd Allh’s mouth, the baby
wanted more. Finally, Mu˛ammad licked up the rest left in his hand, and found it sweet as honey!

********************
278 karmt 20/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 156{2}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin) (first-hand)

Prayer with MMS joined by all the Prophets & Mu˛ammad himself
During the afternoon-prayer, fiUthmn suddenly saw a column of light standing as imm in the place of
MMS, and another row of praying men was in front of the first row. After prayer, he told this to MMS,
who smiled and said, “This is what you saw?” He explained that the additional row had been the Prophets
from Adam onwards until Jesus, and that the column of light was the Prophet.

TTQ comment: Look how excellent prayer with MMS is!

********************
279 karmt 21/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 156{3}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin) (first-hand)

Man in shabby clothes: fuqar√ don’t recognise him as being Khi∂r
We were sitting with MMS when a man of shabby appearance came in, a woollen turban wrapped around
his had. With slow movements he squatted down, without saying a word, and secretly eyed MMS (who
eyed back). After an hour or so, he left. MMS asked, “Do you know who this was?” — “No!” — “Oh,
you must be blind! (baß√irukum mafimiyya l fitnata lakum wa-l shufiür). Had you really wanted him to
be present, you would have obtained what you wanted!” We all were very sad, for we thought he must
have been Khi∂r.

********************
280 karmt 22/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 156{4}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin) (first-hand)

Student overwhelmed by wird performed at night in tomb of Abü ’l-Fat˛:
freightened; MMS said he missed a marvelous experience
After a funeral, after sunset, I went to Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı, prayed two rakfias inside the mi˛rb, then,
facing the prayer niche, started with the great wird, that which MMS had composed at night [Wridt, 53-
7]. I became highly agitated during this dhikr (˛aßala lı ˛u∂ür fia÷ım). Dust from the ceiling fell on my
head, but I paid no attention. Again dust fell down, I paid no attention. Only the third time I raised my
head and saw that the ceiling had disappeared, and the stars shone through. Frightened, I ran out of the
building and ran until I reached the shore where I found MMS. He asked me, "Big-Belly, where are you
going [he was very fat, cf. next story]? Had you only waited a little longer, you would have seen a
marvelous thing!” I asked him, “Why did you not keep me in my place?” — “I was just urinating,
otherwise I would have done so!” I sincerely regretted that I had run away, but that is what divine fore-
ordainment had decided! (qad jar bi-dhlik al-qadar).”

********************
281 karmt 23/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 156{5}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin) (first-hand)

“Big-Belly” fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr sees the angels during “The Four Prayers”
[Thursday evening?]
After a teaching session (majlis dars), MMS read “the four prayers” [for the Thursday evening-prayer:
istighfr, tahlıl, tasbi˛, ßalt fial al-Nabı; cf. al-Wasıla, 29]. While he was reading them, fiUthmn saw
angels with green wings surrounding the assembly. Afterwards, MMS said, “Whoever reads these prayers
will be surrounded by the angels’ wings!” fiUthmn told him he had seen this, and MMS pressed his
index finger into fiUthmn’s thick belly and said, “O Big-Belly! (y fia÷ım al-ba†n).” [a pun on b†in,
inner [knowledge], cf. 133{4}].
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********************
282 karmt 24/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 156{6}
Ibrhım b. F Yüsuf [b Ibrhım]  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

House fills with light while MMS is massaged
Ibrhım was massaging MMS’ legs when suddenly “his eyes overcame him” (akhadhathu fiaynh) and
the whole house filled with light. Gradually, the light retreated until it settled exclusively on the Shaykh
and the bed on which he was lying. Ibrhım, frightened, pressed his fingernails into MMS’ legs to wake
him up, but MMS said, “I am not sleeping, so don’t harm me, you coward!” Immediately I became quiet
again.

********************
283 karmt 25/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 156{7}
F Mu˛ammad Shaykh b. F Mu˛ammad ∑iddıq al-Shdhilı (married the sister of one of MMS’ Sawkin wives [after
MMS’ departure?] (first-hand)

MMS surrounded by light during prayer
M Shaykh attended the afternoon-prayer with MMS and saw him surrounded by light; the light followed
him in all his movements.

********************
284 karmt 26/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 157{1}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS’ excrement smells like perfume
MMS was afflicted by an illness which prevented him from going out to relieve himself; this was before a
toilet had been built in his house. So he just relieved himself in the house. One day, he went to the
mosque, but on his way he remembered that he had forgotten something, so he returned to his house,
where he found his wife had left her bed; she was bending down and sniffed at the place where he had
relieved himself. When she saw him coming she was frightened and returned to her bed. “What are you
doing there?” he asked. She did not answer, so he said, “I won’t let you until you answer!” — “I smelled
this fragrance in the house, and could not resist, for it was so pleasant, so I got up to find out where it
came from, and found it here!” He said, “Allh,” and she said, “Allh,” so he knew that she had spoken
the truth.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (no source given): To fi◊√isha, the Prophet’s excrement smells like musk. The
Prophet explains that the bodies of the Prophets emit the smell of the inhabitants of Paradise.
TTQ adds: MMS has inherited this maqm from the Prophet; this is not improbable for the awliy√. In fact, it is even
said that the excrement of some of those Unitarians who truly perfect themselves (ahl al-riy∂a al-mu˛aqqiqın min
ahl al-taw˛ıd al-˘aqqnı) smells like musk, because their interiors are so pure, and the traces of their ˛l spread
throughout all parts of their bodies. They are formed after / an image of (ßüra) the [original] sperm-drop (nu†fa) [from
which God created man] and idea (mafin) of the [original] light (nür); no one else is like them, for their mafin has
become externalised (÷ahar) in the form of being (fı ßürat al-wujüd), so they became absent to [the world of] absence
[from Truth] and arrived in the world of contemplation [of Truth] (fa-ghbü min al-ghayba wa-waßalü il filam al-
shuhüd).

********************
285 karmt 27/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 157{2}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

MMS borrowed a few dirhams from student; returns dollar from under his
prayer-rug
Ysın spread out the prayer rug (sajjda) for MMS in the lodge. MMS came and sat down on it.
Shingery b. ˘amad T˙ta from whom MMS had borrowed a few dirhams entered. When MMS saw him,
he put his hand under the rug and brought forth a dollar which he gave to Shingery. Shingery said, “No,
thank you, it’s O.K., I don’t want anything from you!” — “Do you have more than I?” asked MMS.
“No.” — “So take it!” He took it and put it in his [money] box where he left it for a long time, for the
blessing of it.
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TTQ comment: Look at this Divine exchange (taßrıf al-ilhı)! Ysın had spread out the rug, and there had been no
money below it. Cf. also “Money plucked from the air” story in Medina (al-Wasıla, 114{3}).

********************
286 karmt 28/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 157{3}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS)

January 1829: Upon MMS’ complaint, cold north wind turned into pleasant south
wind
When MMS first came to Sawkin [7 Jan 1829], a cold northerly wind blew. MMS complained of the
cold. One day, he said, “When God loves someone, he turns things to their liking.” Thereupon, the wind
turned, and blew from the south, and during that winter it continued to blow from the south!

********************
287 karmt 29/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 157{4}
Sy ˘usayn b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

MMS asks the Prophet for a story he had forgotten
MMS was telling the fuqar√ a story. Suddenly, he stopped. Asked what the matter was he said, “I don’t
quite remember how it continued — let me ask the Prophet!” He bowed his head for a while, then said,
“O.K., the Prophet said it was so-and-so.” So we knew that MMS did not say or do anything except with
the permission of the Prophet.

TTQ comment: TTQ asked ˘usayn what the Prophet had said, but ˘usayn did not remember.

********************
288 karmt 30/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 157{5}
MMS  Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs

MMS does nothing except with Prophet’s permission, even licit acts
“I say or do nothing except with the permission of the Prophet, even if it is licit (mub˛). Even if I have
to urinate, I first ask the Prophet, or when I want to sleep with a woman.”
[Cf. 121{1} (same story, same informant); also 101{1}; 187{4}].

********************
289 karmt 31/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 158{1}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Rü˛nıyün tell MMS what he has to say to his followers
MMS told his followers a story (which Abü Bakr has forgotten now). Then he said, “This story was told
me by the rü˛nıyün; they use to tell me, ‘Say this-and-this — so I tell it to you! They are right now here
among us.”

********************
290 karmt 32/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 158{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS smells smell of prayer for the Prophet in house of F Slim [al-Ri∂wnı]
MMS went to Sawkin Island and came to the house of F Slim. He entered it and sat inside for a while,
then said, “I smell the smell of prayer for the Prophet in this house!” He was told that its owner had much
prayed for the Prophet. When MMS heard this, he told us to go outside. He remained inside for a while,
then left.
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********************
291 karmt 33/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 158{3}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Tafsır: “This City of Security” = Heart of the Prophet
MMS was explaining Süra 95. When he reached verse 3 (wa-hdh ’l-balad al-amın) he asked, “Do you
know what is meant by this ‘city of security’?” — “God knows best!” — “It is the heart of the Prophet!”
He became excited and agitated (hja fialayhi ˛luhu) and said, “When the knowing friend of God (al-
walı al-firif) reaches the state of perfection (maqm al-kaml) [the fourth out of the 7 stages] he falls into
the heart of the Prophet!”

[Qshnı (“Ibn al-fiArabı” comm.) explains it as al-qalb al-˛fi÷ m fıh min al-mafinı al-kullıya. Usually (incl. al-
Qushayrı’s ‘∑üfı’ comm) it is explained as referring to Mecca.]

********************
292 karmt 34/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 158{4}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

MMS attends funeral in Syria while lying on his bed in Sawkin
Ysın etc. were with MMS, who was lying on his bed, on his back, talking and smiling. Suddenly, he
turned his back toward the assembly and remained so for a while. Then he faced his students again: “Do
you know where I have just been?” — “God knows best!” — “I was in Syria for the funeral of a walı who
just died.” Ysın thought by himself, ‘How could he have attended a funeral in Syria while he was here
all the time?’ MMS lightly slapped him on his back, saying, “Like this they slap also in Syria (??).”

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence: Mu˛ammad tells of the death of the Negus.

********************
293 karmt 35/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 158{5}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

[Spirit of] MMS wakes all Sawkinese for the morning-prayer; if God helps them,
they get up
Sy Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım came to MMS and told him that every morning he heard the voice of the
Shaykh calling him for prayer, then the Shaykh’s hand lifted up his head and made him get up. MMS
replied, “I do so with every single inhabitant of Sawkin, even if he sleeps in a house where he should not
be. Then if God gives him success (waffaqahu Allh) he gets up, if not, he falls back to sleep.” All those
present were much delighted when they heard this.

********************
294 karmt 36/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 158{6}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

Ysın startled out of siesta for noon-prayer by MMS’ ‘voice’
Ysın was holding siesta with some of his companions when the call for the noon-prayer was given. He
heard the voice of MMS: “Get up!” Startled, he got up. His companions asked him what the matter was,
but he did not reply, just performed his ablution and went. When his eyes met those of MMS, MMS
smiled, and Ysın smiled at MMS’ smile.

********************
295 karmt 37/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 158{7}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS throws a jubba (gift from Medina chief eunuch) back to Medina for the fiˆd
[6 April 1829?]
MMS had been given a garment (jubba) by Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ al-◊gh in Medina. When the fiˆd came
[probably al-fiˆd al-∑aghır, 6 April 1829], he spread out his clothes to determine which one he should
wear for the fiıd prayer. Al-Amın suggested this particular jubba. However, at the very same moment
Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ al-◊gh in Medina was looking at his clothes to find out which one he should wear,
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and he thought of the garment he had given to MMS, and thought he would like to wear it. So MMS
threw the jubba behind himself, and it fell down in Medina before the feet of Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ al-◊gha.

TTQ comment: This particularly miraculous story is widely told among the Sawkinese.

********************
296 karmt 38/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 158{8}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

MMS falls in trance: his coffee-cup remains upright in the air (I)
MMS was speaking in an assembly about that through which one can join God / join in the cause of God
(? fı-m bihi al-jamfi fial Allh). Coffee was brought to him, and he drank from it while he continued to
speak. Suddenly, he was overwhelmed by a mystical state (akhadhahu al-˛l), gave off a shout, and fell
down unconscious (kharra maghshiyyan fialayh). The cup fell out of his hand, but remained standing in
the air. One of the fuqar√ went to fetch it; nothing had been spilled from it!

[cf. 159{1}, 182{1}, 194{2}. A version of this is also included in Makh†ü†at Ktib al-Shüna, ed. Bußaylı, 112]

********************
297 karmt 39/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 159{1}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb]) (first-hand)

MMS falls in trance: his coffee-cup slowly sinks down to earth (II)
The informant came to Sawkin with a letter from a righteous man in Medina for MMS. He found MMS
with F Yüsuf and a / some student/s. Coffee was brought for MMS, he drank a little. I gave him the letter,
and he started to read it, the cup in his hand. He turned towards me and said, “Do you know that the
sender of this letter is very close (min al-muqarrabın) to the Prophet?” Upon this mentioning of the
Prophet, he was overwhelmed by a ˛l (akhadhathu ˛la), gave off a shout, “flew up” and fell down
unconscious (†ra bi-jismih thumma kharra maghshiyyan fialayh). The saucer fell down to earth, then,
slowly, the cup sank down, and nothing was spilled (although the ground in Sawkin is very hard!).

[cf. 158{9}, 182{1}, 194{2}. A version of this is also included in Makh†ü†at Ktib al-Shüna, ed. Bußaylı, 112]

********************
298 karmt 40/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 159{2}
(woman from Sawkin)  (anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

Müsey are crazy for MMS: give him a wife just as he had repudiated onother one
of them
When MMS became engaged to the daughter [F†ima] of F Madanı, I thought by myself, “These Müsey
must be crazy for the Shaykh, to give him this daughter immediately after he has repudiated her relative
[Nafısa, F†ima’s maternal cousin]!” No sooner had I ended this thought than I saw MMS raising his
hand above my head as if he wanted to crush me. I moved my head to the side to escape the blow, and I
was very frightened. All this happened while I was in my house, and MMS was in his.

[cf. 136{1}, 164{3}]

********************
299 karmt 41/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 159{3}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

Man “possessed by Satan” shuns back from entering MMS’ house
Two men came to the house of MMS; one of them entered and greeted the Shaykh, the other one
remained outside. His companion asked him, “Don’t you want to come and greet MMS?” He refused.
MMS said, “No one who is possessed by Satan can enter my house.” Abü Bakr went outside and urged
him to come in, but in vain. So Abü Bakr took him by his hand to drag him, but the man held fast to the
fence, and Abü Bakr was unable to move him. So he let him, and went back inside. MMS said, “You
fiifrıt, even if you had cut him to pieces, you would not have been able to make him come inside!”

TTQ comment: See how afraid Satan is of MMS!
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********************
300 karmt 42/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 159{4}
Sy fiˆs G[w]ıly (Ashrf) (first-hand)

Man “posessed by Satan” cannot face MMS
Sy fiˆs [here spelled Qılwı] was sitting with MMS. A man came to the door and asked to speak to Sy
fiˆs. fiˆs: “Won’t you come in and greet the Shaykh?” The man refused. MMS said, “ He is possessed by
Satan, therefore he cannot stand before my face.” fiˆs got up and urged him again, but in vain.

********************
301 karmt 43/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 159{5}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

MMS: “If you knew me truly and completely, you would fall to pieces out of love
for me!”
MMS asked Abü Bakr, “Do you love me (a-tu˛ibbunı)?” — “How should I not love you — everybody
loves you!” — “Yes, but you love me only so far as you know me (fial qadr mafirifatika bı). If you knew
me truly and completely (˛aqq al-mafirifa), you would fall to pieces!”

********************
302 karmt 44/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 159{6}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS)

MMS prevents over-exploitation of a bedouin by a trader
[The trader, cf. 154{2}] ˘j&Mu˛ammad al-Tilib came to Sawkin. He hired a bedouin to care for his camels. At the
end of the period, the bedouin came to get his wages, but they disagreed slightly. When MMS heard of this, he
decreed a ßul˛, but al-Tilib was not content. So MMS grew angry at him and said, “You disagree with me in this
small worldly matter — even the Helper of the Age (ghawth al-waq†) does not disagree with me!” When al-Tilib saw
how angry MMS was with him, he started to weep so much that all those present pitied him. After many words,
MMS pardoned him, and gave him his sword to make him feel better. Al-Tilib was very pleased, and said, “Even
when my mother died, I did not weep so much!”

********************
303 karmt 45/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 159{7}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

MMS in trance from fiish√ to fiaßr, but wakes up for all the prayers in between
MMS and company performed the night-prayer, when MMS went into a trance (˛aßal lahu ˛l fia÷ım):
after the final taslım, he fell down unconscious (waqafia maghshiyyan fialayh) and motionless. We put
him on a bed and carried him to his house, where we waited for quite some time; but he did not come out
of it (lam yufiq). So the fuqar√ left, and only I remained behind with him. I put my hand on his body, but
could find no trace of life in him, so I was afraid he might have died. An hour later, I put my hand on his
body again, but he cried out as if he could not bear my touch. So I was reassured that he was not dead.
Every hour I touched him, and he cried out, and I pulled back my hand. This went on until daybreak,
when he woke up, performed his ablution, prayed (as quickly as possible), then went back to bed uncon-
scious (inkabba fial ’l-firsh maghshiyyan fialayh). The same sequence of touching and crying followed
until noon, when he awoke for prayer and returned to his trance until the afternoon-prayer, when the
fuqar√ came back, and he talked to them.

[Apparently, the fuqar√ usually spent the time from fiaßr to fiish√ with MMS].

[Cf. al-Qushayrı, al-Risla, tr. Gramlich, 2.7 (chapter about wajd), story about al-Turüghbadhı who emerged out of
his confused mental state only to perform the ritual prayers. “Diese Geschichte zeigt, da˝ ihm die guten Sitten des
Gesetzes bewahrt blieben, wenn die Bestimmungen der mystischen Wirklichkeit ihn µberwältigten”. Scholars gener-
ally agree that “morals and ethics are maintained in the trance state” (Suryani & Jensen, Trance and possession, 29).]
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********************
304 karmt 46/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 160{1}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

MMS, ‘spaced out’, lets his donkey choose his way “with the Prophet”
MMS and company went out to al-Füla [the water reservoir south of the Qeyf]. One of the fuqar√ caught
up with him and brought him a donkey to ride. MMS spent an hour at al-Füla, then returned. On the way,
he said things which we could not understand. The donkey strayed off the way, and we tried to drive him
back, but in vain. He came to a garbage pit, from which we tried to drive him away, but MMS said, “Let
him!” so we let him, but we were not pleased with the route he took. When we reached the lodge, MMS
said to us, “The dearest people to me are al-Amın and ˘asan. [But even] they criticised me when I told
them to let the donkey choose his way. He went with someone who is better than me or you!” We under-
stood that he meant the Prophet.

********************
305 karmt 47/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 160{2}
Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs

MMS in ˛l strays off normal path; but says to -Am,“How can a blind man lead a
baßır”!?
MMS and company went to al-Füla; upon their return, MMS was overwhelmed by a ˛l (akhadhahu ˛l)
and he strayed off the path normally used. Al-Amın twice told him where the right way was, but MMS
turned to him and said, “Sub˛na ’llh! How can a blind man lead a seeing (baßır)!?” He continued his
way until they reached the lodge.

********************
306 karmt 48/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 160{3}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

MMS so heavily loaded with mafin /fiilm that a donkey almost breaks down under
him
It had much rained that day, so MMS wanted to go to al-Füla. A donkey was brought, and he mounted it.
The donkey’s legs sank into the ground until he almost touched the earth with his belly, then he straight-
ened and walked off. Ysın thought, “MMS is not so heavy — this must be an effect of his mafin!”
MMS turned round and told them of a righteous man who was brought a camel to ride upon, but when he
mounted it the camel’s back broke. Several other camels were brought who all died under him. The man
said, “God’s knowledge cannot be carried by a camel!”

********************
307 karmt 49/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 160{4}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

MMS carried to Jazıra by students: “Had I not made myself heavy, you’d have
thrown me into the sea!”
MMS went to Sawkin Island for the Friday-prayer, accompanied by Ysın and al-Amın. When they
reached al-Rams (? lit.,“the grave”), Ysın and al-Amın carried him, so that he would not touch the water.
But he was very heavy for them. Ysın wondered, but did not say anything. But al-Amın asked what
MMS was doing, and if they were able to bear it. MMS smiled and made himself lighter, so that almost
one man alone could have carried him. He said, “Had I not made myself heavy, you would have thrown
me into the sea!”
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********************
308 karmt 50/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 160{5}
“Sy” Mu˛ammad AdarΩb  Mu˛ammad Dın b. Mu˛ammad (W˙lfialybı)

MMS attends 2 weddings at the same time, bringing presence of the Prophet
(reads the mawlid)
The night M AdarΩb married, one of the fuqar√ also married. Both wanted MMS to come to their house
and read the mawlid. So both went to him and asked him. He got up and walked with the other man, so M
AdarΩb thought he would not come with him, although he so much wished his ancestor, the Prophet,
would attend his wedding that night. But when he came home, he found MMS there. MMS told him,
“Your ancestor has come and he has brought you into your house!” The other man equally saw him and
was brought into his house by him.

[Note that the sharıfı status of M AdarΩb was somewhat doubtful!]
TTQ comment: 3: MMS knew of M AdarΩb’s wish; he attended both with him and his companion.

********************
309 karmt 51/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 160{6}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

MMS, against -Amın’s will, gives a tΩb to visiting faqır
A faqır came to MMS, greeted him and sat down with him. MMS asked al-Amın to bring some clothing
(thawb/tΩb) for the man. Al-Amın said that at the moment they did not have any spare clothes. But MMS
insisted, referring to the ˛adıth, “uksühu thawban.” So al-Amın gave in and brought a tΩb, and the faqır
was very pleased.

[This exact phrasing not in Wensinck, but similar ones].

********************
310 karmt 52/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 160{7}
Müs b. fiUthmn [son of the Art˙ga amır]

MMS sends letter to Sy A˛mad b. Sumey† al-∆arırı (˘a∂ramΩt)
A ˘a∂rmı came to MMS saying he wanted to travel to ˘a∂ramΩt and asking MMS not to forget him in
his prayers. MMS asked him to transmit a letter from him to Sy A˛mad b. Sumey† al-∆arırı [not identi-
fied; v.i]. The ˘a∂ramı asked, “Do you know him?” MMS described him in detail, although he had never
seen him. The letter was transmitted, and when Sy A˛mad received it he asked how MMS was. “Do you
know him?” asked the ˘a∂ramı — and Sy A˛mad described him in detail! “He is one of the most perfect
awliy√”, said Sy A˛mad.

[I have not identified Sy A˛mad. The Sumey† are a well-known ˘a∂ramı family who claim fiAlawı-˘usaynı descent.
Their most prominent member was Mu˛ammad b. Zayn b. fiAlawı b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn (1689-1758) who composed,
i.a., poetry and a manqib-work on his teacher, fiAbd Allh b. fiAlawı b. al-˘addd (1634-1720) (al-Ziriklı, VI, 133)]

TTQ comment: See how these sda and awliy√ have been favoured by God’s grace!

********************
311 karmt 53/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 161{1}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

MMS leaves khalwa prematurely
Sometimes, MMS used to go into Retreat (khalwa), not giving any lessons (dars / durüs) during this time.
No one except myself entered his room then. One day, I went inside and found him with a piece of paper
on which something was written which I could not understand. He asked me to call al-Amın, and when he
came, MMS gave him the paper. Al-Amın looked at it, but could not understand it either. We were both
standing at the door. Suddenly, MMS jumped to his feet, pushed us away from the door, grabbed the
piece of paper and read it out aloud. It said, “Bi-˛aqqı fialayka ukhruj” (“By what you owe to me, come
out [of the Retreat]!”). Fa-÷ahara li-kull al-n÷irın min ghayri ta√ammul wa-lam yakun qablu kadhlik
(?? It became immediately clear to all those who looked [at it/him?]?? or: He appeared in front of all the
onlookers, without ta√ammul (prematurely?)?? ) — and before, it had not been so.
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********************
312 karmt 54/54 Sawkin VIII, 9 161{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS in 7-day-khalwa: fuqar√ grow impatient
MMS went into a 7-Day-Retreat. The fuqar√ grew impatient; they wanted to see him. Al-Amın com-
posed a poem expressing this desire which he sent to MMS (describing how excellent MMS is, how
much he loves him and how MMS is everything for him etc. etc. [mystical phrases], and naming his
father Qamar al-Dın and his grandfather ˘amad, famous as (or at??) “Buqfia”.
MMS answered, wishing al-Amın five things: knowledge (fiilm), success (tawfıq), the light of love (nür
ma˛abba), God’s approval (ri∂wn) in this world and the next. He remained in khalwa until the end of
his period.

[Both poems are reproduced in full].

SSSSiiiiggggnnnnssss    ooooffff    ggggrrrraaaacccceeee    iiiinnnn    tttthhhheeee    hhhhiiiinnnntttteeeerrrrllllaaaannnndddd    ooooffff    SSSSaaaawwwwkkkkiiiinnnn

313 outside Sawkin 1/8 outside Sawkin VIII, 10 161{3}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

What MMS says in public is only understood by those for whom it is intended
MMS and company went out of town. My wife was there, so I asked permission from MMS to stay with
her overnight. That night, I quarrelled with her. In the morning I went to MMS (who had slept out of
town as well) and found him with a large crowd (jamfi kathır). When he saw me he smiled and said, “So
you spent the night with that argumentative women (tabıtu mafia ’l-mar√a allatı tuftiluka [cf. muftala: a
practice of composing poetry whereby one partner recites a verse and the other answers him with a verse
in the same rhyme]), leaving us sleeping alone !?” He knew what had happened between me and my wife,
so I smiled. The others did not understand, and asked me what MMS had said, but I said, “Nothing!”

TTQ comment: What MMS says in public is only understood by those for whom it is intended.

********************
314 outside Sawkin 2/8 outside Sawkin VIII, 10 161{4}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

fiAlı Diqna cuts short a long distance miraculously: by help of MMS
When MMS’ mother returned to the Nile, MMS accompanied her out of town for some distance. With
him were F M Diqna (father of fiAlı Diqna), fiAlı Diqna, F Yüsuf, fiUmar Früq (student of MMS), and
several other fuqar√. After they had said farewell to MMS’ mother, they came to a settlement of nomads
(afirb) whom they asked for fodder for the two horses they had with them (MMS and F M Diqna were
riding them). The nomads said they had none, but told us of some Sawkinese encamped nearby. MMS
said we should go there and get some bread (round, flat bread) as well, so I and Sharıf A˛mad went. It
was between noon and afternoon prayers. We pushed the horses very much, and when we reached the
Sawkinese camp, it was time for the evening-prayer. After prayer, we took what we wanted, and left
again; I left a little later than Shf A˛mad because I had to wait for the bread from the oven.
But how strange! No sooner had we left than we saw the place where MMS was encamped! And when
we turned back, we could still see the place of the Sawkinese! In no time at all, we were back, and when
MMS saw us, he said to his entourage, “Get up and help them dismount!” So we were met by my father.
MMS said, “Do you think you came here in such a short time all by yourself? No, I lifted you up and put
you here!” — “We don’t doubt this, after what we saw!”

********************
315 outside Sawkin 3/8 outside Sawkin VIII, 10 162{1}

fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)
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MMS, in trance, makes “public” graves of 4 ßli˛ın, i.a. from the Müsey, in
<t’Hamshiney>
When fiAlı Diqna and company returned from the nomads’ encampment (cf. 161{4}), they found MMS in
a great ˛l and a strong jadhba (fı ˛l fia÷ım wa-jadhba shadıda). In this condition, MMS said, “There are
four righteous men (ßli˛) in this area: Sy ˆklıf, F ˘amad b. Müs al-Dirrbı [sic], Sy fiAbd Allh, and
fiAbd Allh Mir˙q.” Asked who of the four had the highest standing with God, MMS said, “Sy fiAbd
Allh, whose grave is in <t’Hamshiney> (t-h-m-sh-n-y).” Someone said, “Is this the one who is buried in
N.N.?” But MMS replied, “No, he is just now sitting and saying, ‘My grave is in t’Hamshiney.’ And he is
from the family of Sy fiAbd Allh b. Müs.” So all those present came to know of him.

********************
316 outside Sawkin 4/8 outside Sawkin VIII, 10 162{2}
MMS  A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Between Sawkin and t’Amın˙b: graves of ßli˛ın
The graves between Sawkin and t’Amın˙b are graves of righteous men. MMS passed by them when he
was accompanying his mother for a while on her return to the Nile, and the spirits of those buried there
came to greet him. He asked them whether he should make their graves public, but they said no, so he left
them.

[t’Amın˙b may be “Jabal Tamanib” east of Sinkt, 37°E 18°50' N, about 45 km SW of Sawkin]

********************
317 outside Sawkin 5/8 outside Sawkin VIII, 10 162{3}
fiUmar Früq (student of MMS, Sawkin) (first-hand)

MMS heals clonic attack
When MMS & his party returned from bidding farewell to his mother, they rested under a tree. A woman
came to him with her son who was mentally ill (clonic attacks & junün). She asked MMS to implore
(udfiu) God for her son’s healing. MMS ordered fiUmar to fetch a thumma (a grass blade). fiUmar
brought it, and MMS pointed it at the son, moving it up and down three times. God healed him without
delay, and he got up and sat with MMS (he had been carried to the place since he was unable to walk).
Then he left with his mother.
Long after MMS had died, fiUmar met this woman again, and she said her son had been healthy ever
since.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence.

********************
318 outside Sawkin 6/8 outside Sawkin VIII, 10 162{4}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Bedouin tries to avoid obligation of hospitality to passing travellers
When MMS & his party returned from bidding farewell to his mother, they came to some nomads near
Sawkin. In their tents there was a man who, when he saw the party approaching, got up and left because
he wanted to avoid having to cater for guests. He instructed his family to tell the guests that he was not
there.
After MMS had arrived, the man returned to the tents from another direction, pretending that he had just
come back from a journey. But MMS said, “Didn’t you just leave the camp, instructing your family to
pretend you were away?” — “Yes, but I did not know that you were among the approaching travellers!”
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********************
319 outside Sawkin 7/8 outside Sawkin VIII, 10 162{5}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

MMS holds back a man for the news; man afterwards reaches his caravan quickly
[c. 8/9 Feb. 1831]
When MMS travelled back to the Nile, while still in the Sawkin area, he met a caravan coming from the
Nile. He approached one man from the caravan and held him back to get the news from him. It was
around noon, and MMS held him back a long time. One of his companions said, “Let him go and catch
up with the caravan! Night is approaching, and he does not know the way!” But MMS said, “He will
catch up with them!” In fact, the man reached the caravan shortly after he had said goodbye to MMS. The
caravan was just about to make camp for the night, when the man reached them — and he had thought he
would reach them only at the time of the night-prayer!

********************
320 outside Sawkin 8/8 outside Sawkin VIII, 10 162{6}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb])  Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Qdir

The meat story (version II)
Man prayed behind MMS outside Sawkin, had raw meat with him. Man went home; meat could not be
cooked.

[Version I: 106{4} (Medina). Cf. also 115{5}]

[Ibrhım al-Rashıd reports the same karma of A˛mad b. Idrıs; Afi†r azhr aghßn 27].

PPPPrrrreeeeccccooooggggnnnniiiittttiiiioooonnnn

321 precognition 1/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 163{1}
Abü Bakr b. F Yüsuf (first-hand)

MMS predicts his daughter fi◊√isha’s marriage to Abü Bakr Yüsuf (13 years later
= c. 1842/3)
Abü Bakr on his journey (? fı safarı) came to MMS who greeted him as his son-in-law. Abü Bakr was
astonished. MMS’ daughter [fi◊√isha] was still so young that she could not speak yet. But thirteen years
later [that is, c. 1842/3], Abü Bakr did in fact marry her.

[cf. next story]

********************
322 precognition 2/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 163{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Feb 1831: MMS arranges for daughter fi◊√isha to marry son of F Yüsuf
When MMS left Sawkin to return to the Nile, he left his daughter fi◊√isha under the guardianship of F
Yüsuf saying, “I give her to you!” F Yüsuf accepted her. This was an ishra that Abü Bakr was to marry
her.

[cf. previous story]

********************
323 precognition 3/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 163{3}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

Abü Bakr b. ˘mid T˙ta earns money for the first time (???)
MMS ordered Abü Bakr to get him a boat and bring him to Sawkin Island. But the boat was driven
towards Sh Abü ’l-Fat˛. MMS looked angrily at Abü Bakr, who bowed his head, ashamed. But suddenly,
the boat landed on Sawkin Island. Abü Bakr, astonished, meant to ask how this had come about in spite
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of the strong wind. But before he could utter a word, MMS said, “Our shipmaster will get 50 ounces (?
sa-yablugh al-nkhüda ˛aqqan khamsın awqiya; colloquial influence)!”  By these words he distracted
me from my original question. Then it happened as he had said: I got the 50 ounces, and I did not add
anything to it (? wa-lam azid fialayh shay√an)! And I had never owned anything before!

********************
324 precognition 4/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 163{4}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

European ship measures depth of sea and ports; MMS angry that Christian is
carried ashore by Muslim
A large [European or Egyptian] sailing ship came to Sawkin; they were measuring the depth of the sea
and its ports. The Christian kabır al-markab came ashore in a boat, accompanied by the Muslim captain
(nkhüda). The nkhüda carried the Christian from the boat across the water to the shore. A man went to
tell this to MMS who became angry and asked, “What should be the punishment for this man who carried
the Christian on his shoulders?” No one answered. MMS said, “He should be beaten on his shoulders
where he carried the Christian!” — Later, the man was arrested by the state and beaten on his shoulders.

[Since December 1829, a private British company had started to operate a steam ship link between England and India
via the Red Sea. For this reason, the British spent considerable sums to produce an exact map of it; between 1830-34,
British ships under the command of Commodore Moresby made measurements. Originally Ottoman Turkish soldiers
in the ˘ijz (who had become second class compared to the modern Egyptian troops trained according to European
models) associated this enterprise with Mu˛ammad fiAlı’s attempts to expand his influence at Ottoman expense; they
accused Mu˛ammad fiAlı of having secretly agreed that the British should take over Jidda (Rµppel, Reise in
Abyssinien, i, 169-70; v. Neimans, “Das rothe Meer”, 425; Douin, L’Égypte de 1828 à 1830, 161-2, 165, 375).

An earlier (Feb. 1805) reaction to British naval presence in the Red Sea has been described by Valentia
(Voyages, II, 278, 284): The Art˙ga amır “was considerably alarmed at the report of an English ship’s
coming”. The Ottoman q√im-maqm, on the other hand, was rather more favourably disposed to the
English. This had apparently two reasons, one being international constellations (i.a., the British-Ottoman
alliance that had driven the French out of Egypt), the other the hope for personal profit (through gifts and
the selling of provisions) from the visit of this ship. The q√im-maqm tried to reassure the Art˙ga; “they,
however, were still uneasy, and said, the English never came before, why should they do s o now?”
Eventually, they were convinced by a Bejwı member of the ship’s crew that the English meant no harm
(he had to swear on the Qur√n).

********************
325 precognition 5/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 163{5}
˘j&fiUmar b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (MMS’ half-brother) (first-hand)

MMS predicts ˘j'fiUmar will be robbed by fiarab [c. 1838/9]
MMS to ˘j&fiUmar: “You have such strong ties to this world — they will remain so strong until you will
be robbed by … nomads [he named them] at … [he named the place].” I smiled, for I thought he was
only joking. But nine years later [that is, c. 1838/9] I was robbed by the exact same nomads at the exact
same place!
TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence.

********************
326 precognition 6/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 163{6}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

1829/30: fiAlı Diqna has a dispute. MMS predicts more (1864/5: with enemies of
MMS’ family)
[In 1245: 1829/30,] fiAlı Diqna had a dispute (mu∂raba) with some people, and he was afraid of MMS, so he did not
go to him until two days later, when he went and apologised to MMS. After a long talk, MMS pardoned him, then
said, “I have taken two-thirds of your courage (shajfia) from you; but a third I left for some people who have ill
intentions towards you and me.” I was too shy to ask him for more details.

36 years later, in 1281 [1864/5] I had a dispute with a group of people who had ill intentions towards me
and towards one of MMS’ family.
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[Is this perhaps related to events connected with Egyptian efforts to bring Sawkin under Egyptian rule (effected in
Dhü ’l-˘ijja 1283)?]

********************
327 precognition 7/20 Berber VIII, 11 164{1}
MMS  (anonymous informant)  Sh [˘j] fiA†wa [b fiAbd Allh al-Khafja] al-Maghribı  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-
∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS announces the sign of his future khalıfa [TTQ, 1853/4]
MMS said, in the presence of F A˛mad b. F al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb, F Mu˛ammad b. ˘j&[Muß†af?] al-
Jabalwı, and F al-∑fı [b Mu˛ammad w. al-∑fı {son of Madına, full-sister of Qamar al-Dın b. HMK}?]:
“The sign of my khalıfa will be that he has a crack in one of his upper middle incisors.”
So it happened, 24 years later (when TTQ was made khalıfa).

[MMS left Sawkin on 23 Shafibn 1246: 7 Feb 1831; 24 years later = 1270: 1853/4.]

[A˛mad b. al-‡ayyib is TTQ’s brother, al-∑fı his cousin. Mu˛ammad al-˘jj Muß†af was a close companion of al-
Amın b. HMK; they had studied Qur√n together and Mu˛ammad al-˘jj later married al-Amın’s daughter (no
descendants). Mu˛ammad was apparently in charge of the raküba that al-Amın had set up in front of the mud khalwa
of his father; he was therefore known as ‘imm al-raküba’ and also referred to as imm rtib (Yüsuf al-Hindı, Tj al-
zamn 150-1; see also 193{2})].

********************
328 precognition 8/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 164{2}
Sy fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Müs

MMS predicts [TTQ’s] commentary on Sirr al-Madad (1858/7)
When MMS left Sawkin to return to the Nile in 1246 [7 Feb 1831], Sy fiAbd Allh b. Müs asked him
for a commentary on Sirr al-Madad. MMS pondered for a while, then said he was going to send it from
the Nile. fiAbd Allh thought he would send it immediately, but then it turned out that it was an ishra to
the commentary TTQ composed 28 years later.

[Same story in al-Wasıla, 71 (without specifying “28 years later” in fiAbd Allh’s account)].

TTQ comment: Comm. written by TTQ in 1274 [1858/7).

********************
329 precognition 9/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 164{3}
Sy Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı  (anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

“Don’t divorce your wife — be patient; she will become pregnant!”
Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım wanted to divorce his wife (later mother of his children), because she did not
become pregnant for some time after he had married her. He told no one of his intentions. MMS said,
“Don’t divorce your wife — be patient, she will bear you children!” Mu˛ammad was happy to hear this,
and later she became pregnant.

********************
330 precognition 10/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 164{4}
(woman from Sawkin)

Intricacies around MMS’ [second] Sawkin wife (F† bt. F Madanı [from the
Müsey])
I was sleeping on a bed, together with another woman. Suddenly, she woke up and laughed. I asked her
what the matter was, and she said, “I remembered (tadhakkartu) what MMS said when he asked to marry
F†ima bt. F Madanı [b Abı Bakr Mu˛ammad Khalıl] [F†ima’s mother is a daughter of F Yüsuf Ibrhım
(Jidda MS)] and we opposed this marriage because he had just repudiated her relative [cf. 159{2}; also
149{5, 4} (on special relation MMS — F Madanı; 136{1} (The first woman MMS married in Sawkin
was Nafısa bt. fiUthmn b. Yüsuf, bt. fiamm of F Yüsuf b. Ibrhım)]. MMS called me one day and said:
[1] This F†ima, my brother [Hj] fiUmar will marry her after me [she bore fiUmar most of his children].
[2] u-Kesh will not marry the daughter of F Madanı to whom he is engaged now, but he will marry
Kulthüma bt. F Yüsuf.
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[3] Mu˛ammad [Shaykh w. Mu˛ammad] ∑iddıq [al-Shdhilı] will marry fiEyalt bt. F Madanı, not her
sister F†ima.
All this happened as he had told.

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: the three future marriages.

********************
331 precognition 11/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 164{5}
fiAlı “al-Barbarı” (Sawkin; first-hand)

MMS predicts birth of son to fiAlı “al-Barbarı” (from slave girl)
fiAlı came to MMS whom he found in a state of trance (˛l jadhabahu gh√iban fian ˛issih) in the middle
of a large group of people. Seeing fiAlı, MMS called out to him at the pitch of his voice (ß˛a bi-afil
ßawtih), “Hi fiAlı, your son Mu˛ammad has come behind you!.” fiAlı turned round but could not see any-
one. The others motioned him to be quiet, so fiAlı realised that MMS was speaking in trance.
A few days later, fiAlı realised that his slave girl was pregnant; eventually, she bore him a son.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that the slave girl was pregnant; that the child would be a son.

********************
332 precognition 12/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 164{6}
(midwife of MMS’ son fiAbd Allh)

Son of fiAbd Allh b. MMS’ midwife sent to memorise Qur√n
After fiAbd Allh’s birth, the midwife went to bring MMS the good news. MMS invoked God’s blessing
on her and wished her that one of her sons would memorise the Qur√n.
She was delighted to hear this and sent one of her sons (who were still young) to the maktab, and he did
indeed memorise the Qur√n.

********************
333 precognition 13/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 164{7}
Daraf b. Ra˛ma (Sawkin, knew MMS but took the Shdhiliyya only after 1831 from Ysın; first-hand)

Indication of Sh Ysın’s future status as leader [not khalıfa] of the community
MMS said to Daraf b. Ra˛ma: “You are from the group of Ysın.” I didn’t understand. Later, after MMS’
death, I swore the oath of allegiance (bayfia) to MMS student (tilmıdh) Ysın — then I understood what
MMS had meant.

[Note that Ysın is called tilmıdh, never khalıfa, contrary to TTQ (164{1}].

********************
334 precognition 14/20 Medina/Sawkin VIII, 11 164{8}
al-Amın [al-Kitaybı] (khdim MMS)  Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Dream reveals -Amın -Kitaybı and MMS will die in different places (II)
In Medina al-Amın had a dream which he told to MMS, but MMS remained silent and said nothing. Only
some time later he explained that they both would die in different places and only be reunited on the Day
of Resurrection; then they both wept.

TTQ comment: MMS died in al-Dmar, al-Amın in Sawkin.
Same story also in al-Wasıla, 110{4}; and later in the Resurrection Chapter.

********************
335 precognition 15/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 165{1}
Sy fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad Lubb {Ashrf W Baraka}  N.N.  Sy Muß†af b. Sy fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad Lubb

Shf fiUmar b. M Lubb will die in Wdı Baraka (dream interpretation)
Shf fiUmar had a dream which he told MMS. MMS, after some reflection, explained that fiUmar would
die in Wdı Baraka, while he himself would die in al-Dmar.
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TTQ comment: This story differs from 164{8} in that MMS specified the different places where the deaths would
occur.

********************
336 precognition 16/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 165{2}
Abü Bakr Habıs (student of MMS from Sawkin)

Abü Bakr Habıs fortunate: precious stone, found in sea, sold in Jidda for 75
dollars
Abü Bakr had a dream which MMS interpreted as meaning that he would soon be fortunate (tajid
khayran), adding that Abü Bakr should not forget him when the good fortune arrived.
Abü Bakr had a ship on the sea which returned early with a very precious stone (jawhara). Abü Bakr
travelled to Jidda with it and sold it for 75 dollars (this was the first time he made real money, and after
that his fortune grew steadily).
When he returned to Sawkin, MMS had left, so he sent him a present to the Nile.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS had known of the dream before Abü Bakr told him; and he knew what was going to
happen to him.

********************
337 precognition 17/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 165{3}
fiAbd Allh Sharıf b. Mu˛ammad (first-hand)

MMS to A/A Sharıf: don’t give up your money — you will make profit from it!
fiAbd Allh had a dream in which he was standing in front of the Prophet, who was in his tomb, and fiAbd
Allh outside the window. In his dream, he decided he would leave this world, become an ascetic and
join the fuqar√. In the morning he went to tell MMS of his decision, but before he had opened his
mouth, MMS said, “Don’t turn your back on this world!” — “But … ” — “No!” — fiAbd Allh left, and
came back a second time to tell MMS his dream, and offered to give him all his money to distribute it to
whomever he wanted to, but MMS forbade him to do so, saying he would make a profit from his money.
So fiAbd Allh kept the money, and made a good profit from it, with the baraka of MMS.

********************
338 precognition 18/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 165{4}
Mu˛ammad Ri∂wn b. ˘mid (student of MMS from Sawkin)

Dream interpreted: you’ll find precious thing  memorised the Qur√n
In a dream, M Ri∂wn saw MMS in the middle of a large crowd of people. MMS gave him a bowl of
milk which M Ri∂wn drank; it looked like milk and tasted like honey. Still in his dream, he wondered
why MMS had chosen him of all people? He woke up, delighted, and went to A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir
Slim to tell him his dream. They then went to MMS together. MMS was lying on a bed behind a wall; he
called out to them, asked them to come in and asked M Ri∂wn to tell his dream. He then explained that
M Ri∂wn would find something unique which was more precious than (l yuwzıh) anything else both
in this world and the next.
M Ri∂wn left, and started to look out for such a thing. Later, he memorised the Qur√n, and understood
that it was the word of God that was more precious than anything else.

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: MMS knew that the two were behind the wall; that M Ri∂wn had had a dream; and what
the dream meant.

********************
339 precognition 19/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 165{5}
MMS  al-Amın [al-Kitaybı]  F Madanı b. A˛mad al-Mireyqbı (Sawkin follower [of the fuqar√] of MMS)

Shf fiUmar b. M Lubb from Wdı Baraka takes the Shdhiliyya
Before Shf fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad Lubb came to Sawkin, MMS announced the arrival of “a righteous
man (ßli˛) of the Ashrf of Baraka.” When Shf fiUmar came, he took the Shdhiliyya from MMS, and he
combined ÷hir and b†in and became a walı.
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********************
340 precognition 20/20 Sawkin VIII, 11 165{6}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Abü Bakr F∂il (Yemeni) takes Shdhiliyya from al-Amın after MMS’ departure
When MMS left Sawkin to travel “to the Sudan” [sic], he told al-Amın that people would come from the
Yemen, and that he should receive them hospitably and tell them that their visit to Sawkin was success-
ful (qubül ziyratihim).
A few days after MMS had left, a ship arrived with Abü Bakr F∂il and company. When they learned that
MMS had left, they were sad, but al-Amın told them what MMS had said, so they took the Shdhiliyya
from al-Amın and became very close to MMS (min khawßß a˛bb al-Shaykh).

DDDDrrrreeeeaaaammmmssss    aaaannnndddd    vvvviiiissssiiiioooonnnnssss

341 dreams 1/1 Sawkin VIII, 12 166{1}

[TTQ’s introduction on dreams] (al-ru√y al-ßli˛a yarh al-muslim)
TTQ comment: Discussion of the role of dreams: good dreams (= ru√y) are from God, bad dreams (˛ulm) from
Satan (= ˛adıth). Important detail: ru√y is no longer [only] what the ßli˛ sees, but al-ru√y al-ßli˛a yarh al-
muslim! [“Muslim” does apparently appear in the canonic books, but very rarely]. Ru√y serves to give examples; it
is that what is seen by that part of the heart (qalb) which is not asleep. Quotations from al-Fakhr al-Rzı.

DDDDrrrreeeeaaaammmmssss    aaaannnndddd    vvvviiiissssiiiioooonnnnssss    iiiinnnn    ffffaaaavvvvoooouuuurrrr    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh
342 dreams (pro MMS) 1/7 Sawkin VIII, 12 166{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Dream: “Everything MMS tells you comes from the Prophet!”
A man saw in his dream MMS holding a book and praising (yamda˛) the Prophet. MMS wept so much
and so loudly that the book fell out of his hands, and a voice (htif) said, “Everything MMS tells you
comes from the Prophet!”

********************
343 dreams (pro MMS) 2/7 Sawkin VIII, 12 166{3}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

Dream on MMS: j√ al-˛aqq wa-zahaqa al-b†il. — Some dreams interpreted, some
not.
In a dream I heard a voice quoting Qur√n 17: 81: “Truth has (now) arrived, and falsehood perished: for
falsehood is (by its nature) bound to perish” (j√ al-˛aqq wa-zahaqa al-b†il inna al-b†il kna zahüqan),
pointing at MMS. In the morning I told this dream to MMS who was delighted to hear it.
He often used to ask us about our dreams, and sometimes interpreted them; sometimes not.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (Prophet asked his companions about their dreams and interpreted them).

********************
344 dreams (pro MMS) 3/7 Sawkin VIII, 12 166{4}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

Dream: MMS a star next to the Prophet, in whose light the 40 other awliy√
disappear
I saw MMS in a dream; he looked like an ascetic who paid no attention to cleanliness, and walked in a
great hurry, a stick in his hand.  Whenever he passed a group of people he said to them, “Say «There is no
god but God». Finally, he came to some people who persisted in doing forbidden things, although he had
told them to stop [? cf. next stories. Apparently this refers to a specific “campaign”]. 30 or 20 or 10 times
he urged them, “Won’t you say ‘There is no god but God’?” until he had passed them.
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I was walking behind him. He turned towards me and looked sternly at me until I became afraid. I stood
there for a while, then I saw 40 circles in the sky, full of light, then another, huge circle the like of which
I had never seen before, and next to it there was a star full of light, and the 40 circles disappeared because
the light of the huge circle was so bright. I wondered what this meant, and heard a voice (htif) saying,
“The huge circle is the light of the Prophet, the star next to it is MMS, and the 40 circles are the other
awliy√.”

********************
345 dreams (pro MMS) 4/7 Sawkin VIII, 12 166{5}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

MMS’ “campaign” of izlat al-mankir: this is what the Prophet wants!
During the days when MMS was telling the people to stop doing what is objectionable (fı ’l-ayym allatı
kn sayyidı al-Shaykh ya√mur al-ns fıh bi-izlat al-mankir), I had a dream in which I heard a voice
saying, “What the Prophet brought to you — take it; and what he forbade you — stop it!” There I knew
that MMS had not given his orders out of his own whim.

[Cf. previous & next story. Apparently, MMS’ activities of “ordering good and forbidding evil” were a specific
“campaign,” and people viewed them as being something unusual].

********************
346 dreams (pro MMS) 5/7 Sawkin VIII, 12 166{6}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

Dream: MMS like a lightning, leaving the place he left in darkness, and lighting
the place where he alights
During the days when MMS was telling the people to stop doing what is objectionable [cf. previous
stories], I had a dream in which I saw MMS in a trance (gh√ib fian ˛issih), praying (yußallı) and saying
words that I did not understand. People came to ask for him. Between him and them, something came
down (˛la baynahum wa-baynahu ˛√il) [so they could not see him], but I was looking at him. I told
them, “Look, there is the Shaykh!” When they rose to get to him, it was as if he became a lightning
arising in the air, accompanied by some of his companions, leaving the place he left in darkness, and
lighting the place where he alighted.

********************
347 dreams (pro MMS) 6/7 Sawkin VIII, 12 167{1}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Warning to Ashrf: whoever takes the †arıqa from MMS must not leave it!
Sy Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım in a dream passed by a group of people. He had just passed them when he
heard a voice (htif): “The people you just passed have died!” — “How can that be? I just left them, and
they were alive!” — “They harmed MMS with their tongues and with their hearts.” — Mu˛ammad b.
Ibrhım also went with a group of people, and one of them said something bad about MMS —
immediately, he fell down unconscious, and Sy Mu˛ammad heard a voice saying, “This one has been
befallen by a calamity.” He then heard a voice saying, “Whoever takes the †arıqa from this shaykh shall
not leave it; and whoever believes in him shall stick to his belief and not talk [badly] about him nor have
refractory thoughts about him (l yunkir fialayhi bi-qalbih).” Sy Mu˛ammad woke up frightened and
calmed down only after he had read Sürat “Ysın” 7 times.

[Sürat Ysın (Q 36) is considered the ‘heart of the Qur√n’]

********************
348 dreams (pro MMS) 7/7 Sawkin VIII, 12 167{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Questions about the other world; MMS can expect a good harvest there; opponent
dies
Mu˛ammad Salım in a dream saw one of the righteous (who was dead) and asked him about the status of
MMS in the other world. The ßli˛ said, “He has much millet (dukhn) sowed there; there is not an inch
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(lit., ‘foot-wide’) where he has no [millet] growing.” — “Is it better to keep close to him or to stay at a
distance?” — “Whoever is close to him is happy.” — “If this is so, what about the status of ◊dam
DabalΩb (opponent of MMS)?” — “Oh, leave me alone — he is just in the grips of someone who is
taking away his soul (rü˛).” (◊dam DabalΩb died shortly afterwards). — “What about the other world?”
— “Whatever good or bad you do — you will find it there.” — “And what about you?” — “Don’t ask me
— do the good!”

DDDDrrrreeeeaaaammmmssss    aaaannnndddd    vvvviiiissssiiiioooonnnnssss    iiiinnnn    ffffaaaavvvvoooouuuurrrr    ooooffff    hhhhiiiissss    ffffoooolllllllloooowwwweeeerrrrssss
349 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 1/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 167{3}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

Student dreams: all of MMS’ Sawkin students freed from hell fire, except two
In a dream, I saw sheets of paper falling down from the sky, and MMS was catching them with both
hands. I wondered what they were, and was told, “These are documents of release (bar√a & fiitq) from
hell-fire for all of MMS’ Sawkinese students, except one man and one woman.” I woke up delighted,
went to MMS and told him my dream. He said, “Leave me alone with God now — there is no walı kmil
who has not been given a blank cheque for the release of all his students (talmidha) from hell-fire.”

********************
350 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 2/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 167{4}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

A b. A/Qdir dreams he sits with guardians of sidrat al-muntah, by MMS’ baraka
In a dream, I saw myself on a raised place. It was a high, lofty palace, and in it were tall, extremely beuti-
ful people with radiant faces. They invited me to sit with them, and I talked to them and was very happy.
I thought, ‘They only invited me for the sake of MMS’ baraka!” — Next morning I told this dream to
MMS, who explained that they were the guardians of the Lote-Tree at the Farthest End (sidrat al-
muntah, Q 53: 14).

********************
351 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 3/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 167{5}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

Dream of Doomsday: All Sawkinese, except 3 men, saved, ikrman to MMS
I dreamt of the Day of Judgement. I was raised from my tomb, and did not know where to go. I saw many
people; they were all walking in groups. Among them were men who apparently had much authority;
they carried whips which they used on some of the people. I passed by them, but they left me in peace.
Then I saw a large group of people with a flag flying above them. They were walking confidently (bi-
sakına), with measured tread (waqr), without fear. They passed the whip carriers, and when they [the
whip carriers] saw them, they stood in rows, full of respect, like soldiers before their leader, until they
had passed. When I approached them I saw MMS leading them, the flag flying over his head, and al-
Amın on his right side. Happy to see them, I went closer, and MMS smiled at me and motioned me to
take my place opposite (bi-˛idh’) al-Amın [i.e., on Majdhüb’s left side]. I was relieved of all my fear
then. Looking behind me I saw all my Sawkinese brethren and a countless number of [other] people.
Sheets [of paper? ßu˛uf] were falling down on them, and they caught them, and when they read them
there faces lit up. No such sheet was falling down on MMS. I heard a voice saying, “All the people of
Sawkin have been given to MMS ikrman, except three men.”
I woke up, went to MMS, who was leaning his back against the wall of the small khalwa, and told him
my dream. When he heard this, he sat up straight and said, “I have put all the inhabitants of Sawkin,
great and small, men and women, before the Prophet, except for three men, as you saw.” I told him I
knew who they were, and named one of them, but he said I should not divulge their names, for God
would perhaps have mercy on them.
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********************
352 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 4/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 168{1}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

Student dreams: man with immoderate lifestyle attended Mawlid al-Nabı with
MMS  sins forgiven (I)
In a dream, I saw a friend of mine (ßadıqı) who had died [recently]. He had led an extravagant, immoder-
ate life (kna musrifan fial nafsih); now he was clad in splendidly white clothes, and his face lit up with
joy. I asked him how this had come about, and he told me he had attended the Mawlid al-Nabı together
with MMS, and therefore God had forgiven (fiaf) all his sins (is√a).
In the morning I told this dream to MMS, who said it was true, and smiled with joy.

********************
353 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 5/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 168{2}
Mu˛ammad Khalıl b. ˘amad T˙ta (student of MMS, but not faqır!) (first-hand)

Man sees next day’s event in dream: sinner attended Mawlid al-Nabı with MMS 
sins forgiven (II)
M Khalıl dreamt that MMS, wearing only a shirt and a vest (sideyriyya [sic]), left the lodge, accompanied
by the fuqar√, to go to al-Füla. He preached there, and while he was preaching, al-Amın threw a white
cape (fiab√a) over him. — On our way back, I noticed that a man from the dead was walking with us; he
had led an extravagant and immoderate life (kna musrifan fial nafsih). I asked him about his present
state, and he told me God had forgiven him (ghafar) because he had attended the Mawlid al-Nabı
together with MMS [11 Sep 1829 or 31 Aug 1830. The outings to al-Füla occured during the rainy
season, i.e. between mid-October and January].
The following morning, Mu˛ammad Khalıl woke up and went to MMS. MMS and company went to al-
Füla, preached, and al-Amın threw the fiab√a over him. Upon their return, Mu˛ammad Khalıl told MMS
his dream. MMS said it was not a ru√y but something he had seen with his eyes (amr shahidtahu
fiiynan); he added that the man who claimed his sins had been forgiven had said the truth (although
Mu˛ammad Khalıl had not told him about this man; MMS knew it by kashf).

********************
354 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 6/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 168{3}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

Student dreams: MMS read Fti˛a for deceased  sins forgiven
I dreamt of a man who had died; he told me that God had forgiven (ghafar) his sins because MMS had
read the Fti˛a for him. — This man had never met MMS; we only heard of his death (which occurred in
al-fiI†eysh) because of the wailing. When he heard it, MMS asked what it was about, and was told that a
student of Ibn Jayln had died, a brother of Ibrhım (who was present at the majlis). MMS and company
read the Fti˛a for the deceased.
In the morning, I told my dream to MMS, who was happy to hear it.

********************
355 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 7/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 168{4}
Sy Idrıs (Sawkin, follower of MMS?; first-hand)

Student dreams: MMS & all his students safe on Day of Judgement
I dreamt of doomsday: All the people were assembled in the Assembly Room (ma˛shar). MMS and all
his students were sitting safely on a balcony / hill (? kawm min shuraft al-qiyma) and watching.
In the morning, I told this dream to MMS who said, “Some awliy√ are like that.”
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********************
356 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 8/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 168{5}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

Student dreams: On doomsday, MMS’ students will have written MMS’ name
“Mu˛ammad” on their heads with light
In a dream, I saw the name “Mu˛ammad” written with light on my head.
When I told this to MMS, he said that on the Day of Judgement, all his students would have written his
name (Mu˛ammad) on their heads with letters of light.

********************
357 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 9/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 168{6}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Man grudges MMS because Abü Bakr T˙ta is preferred as khdim
A man from Sawkin held a grudge against MMS because MMS preferred Abü Bakr over the other
fuqar√ as his servant. This man dreamt that MMS came to him holding a large knife (shafra). He laid
him on his side and butchered him with this knife saying, “Don’t interfere between me and my sons
(awldı)! It is none of your business whom I bring close to me and whom I keep away from me!” — In
the morning, the man went to apologise to MMS, who pardoned him.

********************
358 dreams (pro MMS’ students) 10/10 Sawkin VIII, 12 168{7}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

Abü Bakr T˙ta fı silk HMK  always entreats with him
I fell ill so that I could not attend MMS’ majlis. One night I saw a man coming to me to treat me with
ruqya (yarqını). I asked who he was, and he said, “˘amad b. al-Majdhüb”. When I woke up I was cured.
I went to MMS to tell him what I had seen, and he confirmed that it had been HMK, adding, “I saw him
yesterday. He passed by me, and I asked where he was going. He said, ‘To Abü Bakr, because he belongs
to the group for which I am responsible(qad nu÷im fı silkin).’ So, whenever you need help, entreat with
him (tawassal bih)!”
I was glad to hear this. Ever since, whenever I entreated with HMK, God granted my wish.

[MMS must have talked about his grandfather to his students].

DDDDrrrreeeeaaaammmmssss    iiiinnnntttteeeerrrrpppprrrreeeetttteeeedddd    bbbbyyyy    tttthhhheeee    SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh

359 dreams interpreted 1/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 169{1}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim dreams: ‘Tree grows out of right thigh’: son will
be born
I dreamt a green tree grew out of my right thigh.
MMS’ interpretation: A son will be born to you.
At that time, my wife was not pregnant. Some time after that she became pregnant and gave birth to a
son.
TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that A˛mad’s wife would become pregnant; and that it would be a son.
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********************
360 dreams interpreted 2/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 169{2}
F Madanı b. A˛mad al-Mireyqbı (Sawkin follower [of the fuqar√] of MMS; first-hand)

F Madanı “guarding calves” = the 7 body openings; law˛ washed off = sins washed
off
I dreamt I was guarding calves for MMS; and my [Qur√n] tablet was washed off.
MMS at that time was in [a three day] Retreat. After three days, he came out of it when we were just
performing the Wird al-Sa˛ar. After we had finished, he asked me if I had dreamt anything. I said no. He
repeated his question, and I said no again. Only when he asked, “And what about two days ago?” I
remembered and told him the dream. He asked, “Shall I interpret it for you?” — “Yes.” — “The tablet is
your heart; I have washed off all its sins (dhunüb). And the calves are the seven openings of your body
which have been linked to me (wa-nisbatuh ilayn) so that they became the openings of my body; guard
them well!”

********************
361 dreams interpreted 3/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 169{3}
Sy ˘usayn b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

Sy ˘usayn sees Prophet, but too weak to stand this; seeks strenght by reciting a
[changed!] line from Sirr al-Madad
In a dream I saw two persons, and it was as if there was a third one between them. My spirits started to
leave me, so I recited, “Humbly, o Chosen one, I approach God” (taqarrabt y Mukhtr li-’llhi qnitan)
[from Sirr al-Madad, letter ⁄ (p 111); in the printed version, the text is different: Taqarrabta y
Mukhtru li’llhi qurbatan!]. It didn’t help, so I exclaimed, “Won’t you go with me to MMS?” They did.
Then I awoke, frightened.
I went to MMS, and before I had told him of this dream, he said, “You’ve seen the Prophet tonight, and
couldn’t stand seeing him, right?” I was glad to hear this.

********************
362 dreams interpreted 4/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 169{4}
Sy ˘usayn b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

Sy ˘usayn is tought a very powerful dufi√; but he forgets it (?)
I had a common wird, composed of prayers on the Prophet, which I used to read every night before going
to sleep. One night, I dreamt of a person reading a dufi√ to me and telling me, “If you want to become a
walı in very short time, practice it [= the dufi√]!” At the same time, I felt MMS intervening between me
and him, saying to him, “How can you teach him this dufi√ which even I don’t master?” [??? kayfa
tufiallimuhu hdh ’l-dufi√ wa-na˛nu l naqdar fialayh].
When I awoke, I went to MMS, and before I had told him anything, he said, “If you have not left the
dufi√ that you heard yesterday, you will soon enter a great thing (in lam tatruk al-dufi√ alladhı
samifitahu al-bri˛a fa-fian qarıb tadkhul fı amr fia÷ım)!” — “I will leave it (bal atrukuhu y sayyidı)”, I
told him.

********************
363 dreams interpreted 5/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 169{5}
Sy ˘usayn b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı (first-hand)

For Sy ˘usayn, it is better to see MMS than the Prophet [because he is too weak]
One evening, before going to sleep, I prayed to God to see the Prophet at night. In my dream, however, I
only saw MMS.
When I told this to MMS next morning, he said that this was better for me.
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********************
364 dreams interpreted 6/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 169{6}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir] (first-hand)

MMS: “to see me is sufficient for you; it is as if you had seen the Prophet!”
I got up one night at sa˛ar, made the ablution and prayed several rakfit. Then I laid down at the door of
the lodge to wait for all the fuqar√ to come for the reading of the Wird al-sa˛ar. I heard a voice saying,
“If you want to see the Prophet, draw back the sheet from your head, he is entering the hermitage
(khalwa)!” I did, and saw MMS entering the hermitage. When I told him about this, he said, “Haaa!”
lenghtening the word. Then he fell silent.

TTQ comment: MMS used to say to his companions, “to see me is sufficient for you; it is as if you had seen the
Prophet (ru√yatı kfiya lakum fian ru√yat al-nabı)!”

********************
365 dreams interpreted 7/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 169{7}
Mu˛ammad b. Ab Bakr fiˆs (Sawkin student of MMS; first-hand)

Prophet attends mawlid read at MMS’ wedding with Sharıfiyya [c. Oct. 1829?]
MMS read the mawlid the night he married the Sharıfiyya. When we came to see him in the morning he
asked us about our dreams, and each one who had had a dream told it, but MMS said, “It is not that what
I want to hear.” So I got up and told him I had seen a fair skinned/white man with dark eyes sitting with
him on his bed. MMS smiled and said, “This is what I wanted to hear. It was the Prophet who attended
the mawlid yesterday.” We all were happy to hear this.

********************
366 dreams interpreted 8/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 170{1}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS) (first-hand)

Abü Bakr T˙ta thrown out of majlis by angry MMS (later forgiven)
One day, I offended MMS, and he expelled me from the majlis, telling me never to come back again. Sad
and shattered, I left. At night, I prayed to God that MMS would forgive me; then I went to sleep. In my
dream I saw a righteous man (whom I knew) coming to me and smiling at me. I woke up pleased, and
thought by myself, “MMS has surely forgiven me!” In the morning, I went there and found him with
several fuqar√. I sat down next to him and started to massage his neck. He turned around: “It’s you? Did
I not tell you never to come back again?” — “Yes, but I thought you’d have forgiven me!” — “Who told
you that?” I told him of my dream, and he said that the Prophet had asked him to forgive me, and that he
had taken on the form of this righteous man to tell me. I was very glad, and kissed his hands and feet.

********************
367 dreams interpreted 9/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 170{2}
Sy fiˆs G[w]ıly (Ashrf) (first-hand)

Sy fiˆs G[w]ıly dreams he was “selected” by {his ancestor Shf Mu˛ammad}
I dreamt I was in a large crowd; there were so many people I could hardly move. A fair-skinned man
came, took me out of this crowd, and released me.
MMS’ interpretation: This was Sy fiˆs’s ancestor Shf Mu˛ammad.

********************
368 dreams interpreted 10/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 170{3}
Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Vision of Prophet: “You will leave with a state official who comes here”
A man came to MMS’ majlis and told him he had seen the Prophet the night before.
MMS’ interpretation: A state official (he named him) would come to Sawkin, and the dreamer would
leave with him.
Some days later, the official arrived, spent some time in Sawkin, and left again, accompanied by the
dreamer.
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********************
369 dreams interpreted 11/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 170{4}
Sh Ysın [b fiAbd al-Qdir]

Man’s dream (Qur√n verse) forbodes sudden death of his son
A man told MMS he had been reading in his dream Q 19:63 (“Such is the Garden which We give as an
inheritance to those of Our servants who guard against evil.”).
MMS’ interpretation: an omen (bushra). The man’s face lit up.
The following night, the man had the same dream again.
MMS’ interpretation: “Be patient — you will be befallen by a great misfortune!”
The third night, the man was woken up by someone who told him that his son had died suddenly, and that
he should get up to attend his funeral. The man went. Everything happened as MMS had said.

********************
370 dreams interpreted 12/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 170{5}
F Madanı b. A˛mad al-Mireyqbı (Sawkin follower [of the fuqar√] of MMS)

Vision of Prophet forebodes {death of favourite son}
A man saw the Prophet.
MMS’ interpretation: “Great misfortune will befall you!”
Three days later, the man’s favourite son died.

********************
371 dreams interpreted 13/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 170{6}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin) (first-hand)

MMS leaves his Sawkin students in the care of his jadd = the Prophet [6 Feb
1831]
The night before MMS left Sawkin to return to his home country on the Nile, I dreamt that I asked MMS
whom he would leave behind [to lead the community], and MMS said, “My grandfather/ancestor
(jaddı).” In the morning, I told him my dream and he confirmed it.
Then he left, and all the people accompanied him out of town to bid him farewell. Everyone was
weeping, MMS as well as the crowd. He said, “You are weeping for one man only, but I am weeping for
all of you.” Someone asked to whom he now left them, and MMS said, “To the Prophet! He told me I
should travel; he would care for you.” Everyone was glad to hear this.

TTQ comment: This is a clear indication (dalıl q†ifi) that MMS’ ancestor is the Prophet. Cf. next story!

********************
372 dreams interpreted 14/14 Sawkin VIII, 13 170{7}
MMS  Sy ˘usayn b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

MMS to Ashrf: “I am a Sharıf by descent, not only metaphorically! (but nasab
hidden by God)”
˘usayn heard MMS say, “I am a Sharıf from the ◊l al-Bayt.” ˘usayn asked him, “Through fiAbbs?” —
“No.” — “Through your learning and piety (fiilm & taqw)?” — “No, by descent. The Prophet told me a
line of descent which links me to him directly (qad fiadda lı […] nisbatan tattaßil bihi).” — “Why don’t
you make it public?” — “God wants to keep it hidden; therefore I don’t make it public.”
[Note that in Medina, MMS had denied that there was a nasab relationship between him and the Prophet!
See 101{3}]

TTQ comment: Precedence: fiUmar b. al-Fri∂ was also told by the Prophet that he was his direct descendant
(previously, he had only known his descent from the Banü Safid, the tribe of ˘alıma, the Prophet’s wet-nurse). (Story
told by fiUmar b. al-Fri∂’s son).
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SSSSiiiiggggnnnnssss    ooooffff    ggggrrrraaaacccceeee    oooonnnn    hhhhiiiissss    wwwwaaaayyyy    bbbbaaaacccckkkk    ttttoooo    tttthhhheeee    NNNNiiiilllleeee

373 karmt 1/3 back to Nile VIII, 14 171{1}
fiAlı b. Sulaymn (W˙lfialybı)  Abü Bakr b. ˘amad T˙ta (khdim of MMS)

Penis infection of W˙lfialybı guide cured by washing with MMS’ ablution water
& sand
fiAlı b. Sulaymn al-W˙lfialybı was MMS’ guide (khabır) on his way back to the Nile. fiAlı developed an
infection on his penis, and his testicles were swollen; the pain was so strong that he could not sleep night
and day, and could neither stand nor sit. One day, MMS asked, “Where is our little guide (khabırun al-
ßaghır)?” (that’s how he used to call him). He was told of his illness, so he had him come and asked him,
“If I ask God to heal you, will you will you promise me to repent (a-tufihidunı fial ’l-tawba)?” —
“Yes.” MMS had a pitcher (ibrıq) in his hand, for he was just about to perform his ablution. He dug a
small trough in the ground and performed his ablution over it, than called for a bowl with a little water in
it. He put the sand with the ablution water (turb al-wu∂ü√) in the bowl, pointed to a nearby place and
said, “Go over there and wash his [sic] whole body with this mixture!” fiAlı went there and washed
himself with the water, and God cured him without delay.

[While the description of the illness is certainly very vague, the following may be noted: “l’éléphantiasis du scrotum,
quoique plus rare [than that of the legs], afflige encore les malheureux habitans de Massaouah, et cette partie du
corps acquiert parfois un développement monstrueux” (Combes, Voyage en Abyssinie, 116).

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (from Shif√ al-∑udür)

********************
374 karmt 2/3 back to Nile VIII, 14 171{2}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Bedouin cured by washing with MMS’ ablution water (MMS passing by)
fiAlı Diqna accompanied MMS to the Nile. On the way, a sick man was carried to them on a stretcher
(sarır), accompanied by a flock of sheep & goats (ghanam). MMS was asked to pray to God for the
man’s recovery. MMS called for his pitcher (ibrıq), performed his ablution (letting the water flow into a
bowl), then ordered the water to be poured over the sick man and his whole body to be washed with it.
This was done, and the man recovered immediately and sat up (which he had not been able to do before).

********************
375 karmt 3/3 u-Bk VIII, 14 171{3}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Bedouin more interested in [selling] camel than in tawba; but eventually takes
bayfia
On our way to the Nile we arrived at al-Bk [u-Bk, about 100 km east-north-east of Berber; the last
important wells before Berber]. A local man came and sat down at the far end of the assembly. MMS
called him and said, “You are al-˘awwl b. Karab [?]” — “Yes.” — “Won’t you repent of your wrong-
doings?” Although MMS repeatedly urged him, al-˘awwl refused and left the assembly. [Later,] he
called fiAlı Diqna [whom he apparently knew??] and said to him, “fiAlı, I have a very good, fast camel —
won’t the Shaykh take this camel and leave me alone with his demand for repentence?” When fiAlı told
MMS of this offer, MMS became very angry so that his eyes turned red: “Do you think that I was out for
worldly profit when I told him to repent? No, no, no. The only thing that was in my mind was that God
had revealed to me the status this man would reach — if he repents of his sins (dhunüb)! God is my
witness! None of the sins (kha†ı√a) of his period of ignorance (of the Divine Law: jhiliyya) have been
registered!” So the man repented, took the oath of allegiance in the †arıqa from MMS and became a good
and respectable member of the community (ßr min ahl al-khayr wa’l-ßal˛).

[u-Bk is two days (29 hours) march from the next well, Abü Tagar, which is three hours from Berber (Combes,
Voyage en Égypte, 262, 267). The road around u-Bk is difficult due to shifting sand dunes. There are many wells
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some of which are over 25 m [Heuglin: 20-30 ft (6-9 m?)] deep; their water is partly bitter and muddy, but they never
dry out completely. In good years, after the rain, the near wdı is populated by Bishriyın and their herds; they also
grow a good amount of dhura in the wdı. In September, Heuglin only saw a few tents (Mattenzelte) and small flocks
of sheep (Heuglin, Reise in das Gebiet des Weissen Nil, 268; Wylde, “The Red Sea trade”, 188]

BBBBeeeerrrrbbbbeeeerrrr

EEEExxxxttttrrrraaaasssseeeennnnssssoooorrrryyyy    ppppeeeerrrrcccceeeeppppttttiiiioooonnnn

376 extrasensory perception 1/21 Berber IX, 1 176{1}
al-fiAwa∂ b. al-˘usayn (Berber)  Abü Bakr b. ̆ j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS against female keeners (I)
When MMS was passing through the streets, the people came out to see him and to obtain baraka there-
from (li’l-tabarruk bi-†alfiatih). One day, a woman was among the crowd, and MMS said, “You can only
obtain [baraka] from me if you repent.” — “Of what?” — “Of keening (niy˛a, loudly lamenting the
dead).” She gave it up, an))))d her tawba was accepted, and she did not return to it.

********************
377 extrasensory perception 2/21 Berber IX, 1 176{2}
˘j&Abü Bakr b. Baleh (QΩz al-Fünj)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS against female keeners (II)
A woman came to MMS. When she found a large crowd with him, she hid behind a wall, then sent this
message to him, “All my children die while they are young; I am left with only one son. Please pray to
God for my son that he may live!” MMS replied, “Only if you repent!” — “Of what?” — “Of keening
(niy˛a; loudly lamenting the dead].” She stopped, and her son lived.

********************
378 extrasensory perception 3/21 Berber IX, 1 176{3}
F Zarrüq b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (Wahh˙b)  Abü Bakr b. ̆ j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Don’t mistreat your mother!
Some people came to MMS, greeted him and sat down. MMS said, “Among you there is a man who ill-
treats his mother! Won’t you repent?” No one said a word. MMS: “What’s the matter? Why are you
silent?” There the guilty man understood that he was called upon. He got up and apologised to MMS,
then repented, and did not return to his former misdeeds.

[Informant Zarrüq was still very young (˛adıth al-sinn) when he gave the bayfia to Majdhüb; see al-Wasıla, 242].

********************
379 extrasensory perception 4/21 Berber IX, 1 176{4}
(anonymous informant)  F Mu˛ammad b. F fiAbd al-Wahhb (Wahh˙b)

MMS exposes a man who did not keep his tawba  repents again and keeps it
A man repented to MMS, but after a few days went back to his former misdeeds. One day he came to
MMS who told him that he had not kept his repentance. Thereupon he repented again and kept his repen-
tance.
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********************
380 extrasensory perception 5/21 Berber IX, 1 176{5}
(anonymous informant)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS spits on children for blessing instead of saying prayer; observer finds this
strange
MMS was passing through a street, and the inhabitants brought out their children so that he would pray
for them (yadfiü lahum). But MMS only spat (nafath) on them. The informant wondered that he was not
saying any prayer. But MMS turned towards him and said, “Don’t you know that the Prophet said that a
believers’s saliva is medicine (rıq al-mu√min shif√)[not in Wensinck]?” When the informant heard this
he was ashamed and apologised to MMS.

********************
381 extrasensory perception 6/21 QΩz al-Fünj IX, 1 176{6}
F Zarrüq b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (Wahh˙b)  Abü Bakr b. ̆ j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Zarrüq b. F fiAbd al-Wahhb, travelling from Ra√s al-Wdı to Berber, visits MMS
in QΩz al-Fünj (his father’s wish)
F Zarrüq travelled from Ra√s al-Wdı to Berber. Before his departure, his father told him that MMS was
in front of him, in QΩz al-Fünj, and that he should not pass by QΩz without visiting MMS. Realising that
his father attached great importance to this visit, Zarrüq made the detour. When he got there, MMS asked
him, “You are the son of F fiAbd al-Wahhb? Had it not been for your father’s wish, would you have
come here?” — “No.” MMS laughed: “Good that you are so honest, my son!”

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew his name, and the wish of his father.

********************
382 extrasensory perception 7/21 QΩz al-Fünj IX, 1 176{7}
˘j&al-Nfifi b. al-Murd (visited MMS in QΩz al-Fünj)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Coffee beans as present for MMS, who knows of it before seeing it
MMS came to QΩz al-Fünj. From everywhere, people came to see him. My father said I should also go.
So I bought a few pounds (ra†l) of coffee beans and went. MMS was in private conversation with his
cousin ˘amad al-Ma√mün; the people were waiting outside. I waited with them for an hour, then I heard
MMS shouting from inside, “Hey you! Bring the beans you brought us as a present!” Astonished, I got up
— MMS had not seen me before, nor what present I had brought.

********************
383 extrasensory perception 8/21 Berber IX, 1 177{1}
fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Suwaykitbı eats half of the 100 dates intended as nadhr for MMS; rest
miraculously multiplied to serve 200 people
A man from the Suwaykitb of al-fiAqaba went to visit MMS. He took with him 100 dates as a votive
offering (nadhr); but on his way he ate half of them. He wanted to eat the rest as well, but then left them.
When he came to MMS, he found a great many people with him, and sat down at the far end. MMS
called him to the fore and said, “You ate 50 dates from those that were intended as present for us (min
ziyratin), and 50 remain, so bring them here.” He brought them, and MMS started to pick them up and
place them on the ground again. He did this for a while, then distributed the dates among those present,
and they were enough for about 200 people.

TTQ comment: 3: MMS knew the man had eaten 50 dates; that 50 remained; he multiplied them to serve 200.
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********************
384 extrasensory perception 9/21 Rs al-Wdı IX, 1 177{2}
F Zarrüq b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (Wahh˙b)  Abü Bakr b. ̆ j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS & 200 followers visit F fiAbd al-Wahhb, who has not enough food; MMS
served special wheat meal
MMS and a large group of people came from al-Dmar. They stayed with F fiAbd al-Wahhb [b
Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb? cf. Bergen, NI 177.13/39] who had not enough food in the house. The
neighbours helped, so he could feed the followers (al-qawm) (who numbered about 200) until “by the
baraka of the Shaykh” they had their fill. For MMS personally, fiAbd al-Wahhb had prepared some
wheat meal (qam˛). He ordered one of the fuqar√ to bring it to MMS. The man went and found MMS
inside the hermitage (khalwa) which was completely dark since there was no lamp in it. The man
remained at the door, and MMS called out from inside, “Hey you, N.N. al-Shbqı [?], since when is
wheat served at night?” (It was customary in these regions to serve wheat during the day.) MMS had
never seen this faqır before, nor could he see what kind of food he had with him.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: The man’s name, and the food he brought.

********************
385 extrasensory perception 10/21 Berber IX, 1 177{3}
fiAlı w. Shüna (Berber)  [Hj?] Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad fiAlı (al-Imm al-Kitaybı)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq
al-Bakhıtwı

MMS, in time of high prices, multiplies one supper’s dough of his host to last for 5
days
fiAlı invited MMS to come to his house, for the baraka. MMS came, and brought with him many people.
It was a time of high prices (ghal√), so fiAlı was worried how he should feed them. MMS knew of these
worries, so he asked fiAlı to bring a bowl (qarfia) of water, over which he said something, then told fiAlı
to pour it over the dough. This was done. The dough had been just enough to serve as one supper for the
people of the house; now the women baked from it for the three days MMS and company were staying
there, and only two days after their departure the dough was used up.

[second informant is perhaps the same as in 196{6}? A poem of praise for MMS by Mu˛ammad al-Imm al-Kitaybı
is printed in al-Wasıla, 20]
[Cf. the version of this story told to me by fiAbbs al-Taqalwı, 24/2/87: The awld Shüna are originally from
Dongola, but lived in Berber. On his way from Sawkin to al-Dmar, Majdhüb put in with them. A karma was
organised, but the Shüna family was so poor that they did not know from where to take the food for all the guests.
Majdhüb went to the kitchen and stirred the milk — and behold! there was enough for all the guests. The bowl
(qada˛) in which this miracle happened is kept in Berber until the present day. — When Majdhüb travelled on to al-
Dmar, the head of the Shüna family accompanied him as his servant. To thank him for his dedication, Majdhüb told
him, “I shall give you a present!” He gave him the †arıqa al-Shdhiliyya wa-adhina lahu fıh bi’l-khilfa (meaning
that he was authorised to pass the †arıqa on to others). After that, the financial situation of poor Shüna improved
considerably. His descendants today are very wealthy; they own four villas in Khartoum (in al-∑afiyya), shops in Port
Sudan and al-Ubayyi∂, etc. Each Thursday and Sunday evening, they hold a layliyya in Berber. Mu˛ammad Nür b.
fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. TTQ (c. 1929/30-1984; khalıfa of the eastern Majdhıb) got A˛mad Mu˛ammad Bbikr fiAlı w.
Shüna (living in Khartoum) to cover the costs for the construction of the Majdhübı-led zwiya/mosque in Port Sudan;
the planning for this started in 1973, and the mosque is commonly known as zwiyat awld Shüna.]
[This account must be compared to information I gathered in Berber, chiefly from the Rıshb: While the awld
Shüna are all Shdhilıs, they do not give the †arıqa to others (neither do the Rıshb). It was explicitly denied that they
hold regular layliyyas. They had the idea to reprint Majdhüb Jall al-Dın’s K al-Wridt, but as yet this had not mate-
rialised. The only member of the Shüna family I saw in Berber (a pharmacist about 35 years old) had heard of the
miracle bowl (i.e., he had not seen it!); he believed it be kept in Khartoum now, but was not sure (interviews, Berber,
26/03/88, 9-11; 27/03/88, 3).]

TTQ comment: 2: MMS knew fiAlı’s worries; and he multiplied the food.
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********************
386 extrasensory perception 11/21 ˘illat Isrfıl IX, 1 177{4}
Ibn al-Rabıfi ( (˘illat Isrfıl/Berber area)  Mu˛ammad b. Ibn al-Rabıfi

MMS’ host Shf fiAlı sends locals away before serving supper  grudge
MMS and his large entourage came to ˘illat Isrfıl where he stayed with Shf fiAlı. Many people, includ-
ing me, went to see the Shaykh. When time for supper came, Shf fiAlı ordered those who were from the
village to go home. Ibn al-Rabıfi grudgingly said to him, “We did not come to eat here — we came to see
the Shaykh!” He was so upset that he could not eat the supper which was prepared for him at home. The
next morning he returned to MMS who asked him, “When you were not allowed to eat with us yesterday
evening — what prevented you from eating at home?” He gave him some cake (kafik) and dates, and Ibn
Ibn al-Rabıfi [sic] took from it. “Won’t you stop this bitterness (˛idda)?!” said MMS. “O.K.”

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew that the man was upset because of Shf fiAlı’s summons, and that he had not
eaten at home.

********************
387 extrasensory perception 12/21 QΩz al-Fünj IX, 1 178{1}
Mu˛ammad Faqıh (al-Ghubush?; visited MMS in QΩz al-Fünj)  F Ysın b. F al-‡hir b. JΩdallh (cousin of al-
Sanüsı, from al-Ghubush)  Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. al-Sanüsı

M Faqıh singled out of large crowd of visitors to eat with MMS
When MMS came to QΩz al-Fünj, M Faqıh [from al-Ghubush?] together with two others went to see him.
Upon their arrival, they found so many people there that it seemed hopelessly difficult to get through, so
his two companions left. But M Faqıh stayed on; he wanted to wait to get a chance to visit MMS.
While he was waiting, food was brought to MMS. Someone called his name, but M Faqıh thought that it
must be someone else whom they were calling. But no one else got up, so when his name was called for a
second time, he got up and was told to go inside. MMS, seeing him, smiled at him and said, “Your visit
has been accepted [by God] (ziyratuka maqbüla)!” Then he told him to sit down and eat with him, and
he put his hand at the spot where he (MMS) had taken from .

[The JΩdallb are a section of the Jafialiyyın from the village of al-Kimeyr near Shandı; to them belong the Hshimb;
ALA I, 289 ss.]

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew that M Faqıh was waiting outside, and that his visit had been accepted.

********************
388 extrasensory perception 13/21 QΩz al-Fünj IX, 1 178{2}
F al-Mubrak b. al-Faqıh (“fiAllma”) (QΩz al-Fünj?)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Slave woman bitten by snake for disregarding MMS’ interdiction of bik [c. 23
May 1831]
When Mu˛ammad b. al-∑fı died, MMS was in QΩz al-Fünj. Women from al-Dmar came to condole.
When they came to Kannür, they discussed the matter of lamentation (bik), and whether it was not better
to leave it because of MMS. A slave woman who was with them said there was no danger, since MMS
was far and could neither see nor hear it. The moment she said this she was bitten by a large snake. So
they left the bik.
Before they arrived in QΩz al-Fünj, MMS had already told the people there what had happened to them.
When the women arrived (carrying the slave), they were told of their own story!

[Cf. al-Wasıla, 150{2}]

********************
389 extrasensory perception 14/21 QΩz al-Fünj IX, 1 178{3}
˘j&(F) Abü Bakr “b Niyya”  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS gives a prospective fiilm student his ablution bottle to drink from
When MMS came to QΩz al-Fünj, ˘j&Abü Bakr (who was on his way to the Shyqiyya country to study
fiilm there) made a detour to see him, to obtain his baraka. When he arrived there, he found MMS just
performing his ablution; a large crowd was pressing around his ablution water to wipe themselves with it.
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Abü Bakr wanted to join them, but MMS said to him, “Wait a moment!” He waited, and when MMS had
finished his ablution, he handed him the leather ablution bottle (rakwa), telling him to drink from it. Abü
Bakr drank to obtain the baraka (bi-niyyat al-baraka), until his [spiritual?] thirst was quenched. Then
MMS said to him, “Now go to study fiilm!” Abü Bakr was struck, for he had not told him of his plans. —
He went and studied, and reached fat˛ by the baraka of MMS.

********************
390 extrasensory perception 15/21 al-Ghubush IX, 1 178{4}
F Ysın b. F al-‡hir b. JΩdallh (cousin of al-Sanüsı, from al-Ghubush)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Dilemma: We want to invite MMS for his baraka, but don’t want to feed his
entourage!
When MMS came to al-Ghubush, F al-‡hir asked him to come to his house, for the baraka. MMS and
his large entourage got on their way and walked a bit. One of the people (qawm) said, “If this Ibn al-
Majdhüb were [truly] a walı, he would not burden us with so many people!” MMS (whom God had
informed of what the man had said) turned on his heels, saying, “We wanted to visit al-Faqıh b. JΩdallh,
but one of the fuqar√ does not like so many people going!”

[The JΩdallb are a section of the Jafialiyyın from the village of al-Kimeyr near Shandı; to them belong the Hshimb;
ALA I, 289 ss.]

********************
391 extrasensory perception 16/21 Berber IX, 1 178{5}
Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım al-Q∂ı

fiAbd Allh w. Manßür [b. HMK] loses a donkey; MMS: “What do you think a walı
is?!” but then finds the donkey anyway
fiAbd Allh “al-Naqar” b. Manßür lost a female donkey. He went to MMS to tell him [and to ask him to
return the donkey]. MMS smiled and said, “So people say I’m a walı — what do they think a walı is!?”
(mdh yaqül al-ns fın ay∂an mafia zafimihim annı walı min al-awliy√) [i e, they claim that I can
return lost things, and other magic?]. — In the middle of the night, MMS woke me up: “Go and wake
fiAbd Allh b. Manßür!” When he came, he asked him whether he would know his donkey from among a
crowd. fiAbd Allh said yes, and MMS told ˘asan & fiAbd Allh to go to a certain place where they
would find the donkey. They went and found a lot of camels. fiAbd Allh started to look for his donkey,
and found her.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence.

********************
392 extrasensory perception 17/21 Rs -Wdı/QΩz? IX, 1 178{6}
F ˘amad al-Rıshbı  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS refuses to sit on bed of Wahh˙b ancestor (out of respect)
MMS, returning from the graveyard, went to the house of F fiAbd al-Wahhb. He was brought the bed
(sarır) of the Wahh˙b’s ancestor, F Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Wahhb, but said, “No, bring me another one, I
won’t sit on F Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Wahhb’s bed!” He had neither seen the bed before, nor been told of
it. So he was brought another bed.

[cf. Makh†ü†at Ktib al-Shüna, ed. Bußaylı, 112: “when he came to Berber he enquired about the tomb of al-shaykh
al-Mißrı which he had never seen; [he was led to the cemetary] and when he approached it he went ahead of the other
people and walked until he stood right in front of it”]

********************
393 extrasensory perception 18/21 QΩz al-Fünj IX, 1 179{1}
(Wahh˙b informants)  F Mu˛ammad b. F fiAbd al-Wahhb (Wahh˙b)

MMS: “∑al˛ of Wahh˙b goes back even further than I had thought (Prophet
told me)!”
One day MMS said, “I had thought that F Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb, the one who is buried in the
mausoleum (baniyya) was the first member of your family who had a special religious position (ßal˛
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b√ikum ibtada√ minhu). But the Prophet revealed to me (wajadn fı ’l-˛a∂ra al-nabawiyya) that this
goes back to his father, F fiAbd al-Wahhb!” MMS used to visit him often, sitting at his tomb for a long
time. He did this until he returned to al-Dmar.

********************
394 extrasensory perception 19/21 al-Ghubush IX, 1 179{2}
(anonymous informant)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS identifies place of fiAbd Allh al-Aghbash’s mosque & school
MMS asked the fuqar√ of al-Ghubush, “Do you know the place of your ancestor al-Aghbash’s mosque
and of his fire (nr qurh)?” — “No.” He went with them to a place surrounded by trees and full of grass:
“Dig here!” They dug, and found the ashes of the fire (nr al-qur) and the inkwell, so they knew it was
the place. They had not known it before.

[Nr al-qur occurs twice in this story, but is probably a misprint for nr al-Qur√n]

********************
395 extrasensory perception 20/21 al-Ghubush IX, 1 179{3}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS finds the place of HMK’s khalwa in al-Ghubush
Sitting in al-Ghubush mosque, MMS pointed to a small hill and asked what it was. No one knew, but then
an old man rose and said, “When I was young, we heard from our forefathers that this was the spot of
HMK’s place of Retreat (khalwa). It has been in this state ever since I first saw it.” MMS explained that
he had seen a column of light rising from this spot, and said a khalwa should be built there, which was
done.

********************
396 extrasensory perception 21/21 al-Ghubush IX, 1 179{4}
F al-fiArabı (al-Ghubush)  Abü Bakr b. ̆ j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

In al-Ghubush more Qur√n, in al-Dmar more fiilm
F al-fiArabı asked MMS if there were more righteous men (ßula˛√) buried in al-Ghubush or more in al-
Dmar. MMS looked at al-Ghubush cemetary, then at al-Dmar cemetary, then said, “In al-Ghubush
there are more who have memorised Qur√n (˛afa÷a), in al-Dmar there are more fiulam√.” — Between
al-Ghubush and al-Dmar it is at least a day’s journey!

SSSSiiiiggggnnnnssss    ooooffff    ggggrrrraaaacccceeee

397 karmt 1/15 Berber IX, 2 179{5}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS, emerging from a ˛l: “Why didn’t you wake me up, by touching my lumi-
nous body with your dark bodies?”
One day, while MMS was talking to us about hidden things (umür mughayyaba), he was overwhelmed by
a ˛l (akhadhahu ’l-˛l) and started to say, “Peace be on you, o apostle of God; p.b.o.y., o Prophet of
God; p.b.o.y., o Moses, p.b.o.y., o Jesus …”, etc. When he emerged from the ˛l (tarjafi min ˛lih), he
asked us wheter he had said anything (hal waqafia minnı kalm?). “Yes, this-and-this.” — “And why did
you not silence me?” — “How could we?” — “By touching my skin.” — “Then you emerge from it?” —
“Yes, because your bodies are dark (÷ulmniyya), while mine is luminous (nürnı).”

[This refers to the mystical concept of the two cosmic poles, describing the relative situation of Majdhüb vis-à-vis his
followers; cf. Chittick, The Sufi Path of Knowledge 13-4.]
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********************
398 karmt 2/15 QΩz al-Fünj? IX, 2 179{6}
(anonymous informant [female?])  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS to his female relatives: “Don’t slander!”
MMS assembled his female relatives in Berber and preached to them, “When will you stop slander and
calumny?” They promised to stop, but the following night they again spread slander against the honour
(afir∂) of some people. Every one of them was stung by a scorpion. MMS was told of this, and went to
see them. “Have you slandered again?” — “Yes.” — “Listen, I told you already: don’t say, «We saw» if
you didn’t see, or «We heard» if you didn’t hear!” The agreed; MMS used ruqya on them, and God cured
them.

[MMS’ method of curing scorpion bites: pound colocynth roots, swallow some of it, and rub the rest firmly onto the
bite (al-Wasıla, 39)].

[Note that M w. al-∑fı, who lived in QΩz al-Fünj, was married to Majdhüb’s aunt Madına, the full-sister of Qamar
al-Dın b. HMK].

********************
399 karmt 3/15 Berber IX, 2 179{7}
Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. al-˘jj [w NiqΩla?] (Berber)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Small boys who pray without ablution develop a sore on their penis
MMS went to the house of Muß†af b. al-˘jj [probably from the w. NiqΩla family, from whom MMS’
grandmother came]. The little boys who were reading Qur√n in our khalwa came to greet him; I was
among them. Usually, they performed their prayers without performing ablution (wu∂ü√) before. MMS
jokingly said, “Whoever prays without ablution will develop a sore on his penis!” They laughed and went
away. But I took to his admonition and started to perform ablution regularly. After two of three days, all
the others developed a sore on their penis.

********************
400 karmt 4/15 QΩz al-Süq IX, 2 180{1}
F ˘amad al-Rıshbı  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS presses Wahh˙b and even more al-˘ajjz jointly to build a Friday mosque
˘amad al-Rıshbı was sitting with his teacher F al-˘ajjz when they heard a woman shouting with joy.
Al-˘ajjz told ˘amad to go and look if Shaykh al-Majdhüb had come or not. ˘amad went, and saw MMS
riding on a donkey, wearing a shirt (qamıß) and trousers (sirwl), in Wall†a style; he was accompanied
by his student Khi∂r al-Shmı. They entered the house, and MMS and al-˘ajjz embraced, then sat down.
“How did you know me,” asked al-˘ajjz, “we have not met before!” — “Did we not meet in the World
of God (malaküt, the realm of God’s names, of mental forms, between the World of Senses [filam al-
mulk] and the World of Potentiality [filam al-jabarüt]?” replied MMS, and al-˘ajjz was silent. MMS
then said, “I come to you with an order from the Prophet. I have to perform two poems (qaßıdas) in the
mosque [(masjid) prayer-room and school, v i] of F fiAbd al-Wahhb.”
He did so, in the presence of a large crowd. Then he ordered a Friday mosque to be built [jointly] in a
place he pointed out. F fiAbd al-Wahhb and F al-˘ajjz said they could not do it, and insisted on their
refusal until MMS grew very angry. Red-faced and beside himself with rage he said, “By God, the
Prophet has ordered me to have this Friday mosque built!” Eventually, they agreed. MMS said, “Say, Y
Mawln kun mafin!” They did, and cooperated on it, and all the inhabitants helped to work on it (the
men during the day, the women during the night) until it was completed in a very short time.

[“Y mawln kun mafin” was also said during the construction of the Sawkin lodge, cf. 120{1}].

[This refers to the Friday mosque al-˘ajjz built in Old Berber, next to F Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Wahhb’s Qur√n
school (masjid tadrıs al-Qur√n). Cf. M Majdhüb Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz, Maysür al-raqım, 10.]
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********************
401 karmt 5/15 QΩz al-Süq IX, 2 180{2}
F Mu˛ammad Muddaththir al-˘ajjz (written)

Al-˘ajjz has a vision supporting the building of the Friday mosque
F al-˘ajjz wrote down a vision in which he saw, written on his left arm as far as his back, a text in
rhymed prose (sajfi) wherein MMS urges him to build the Friday mosque [cf. last story], saying it was a
Prophetic order.

[This story, with slightly differing text (about one line omitted, and one additional word) is quoted (on authority of
al-Wasıla,) in M Majdhüb Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz, Maysür al-raqım, 10-11.]

********************
402 karmt 6/15 al-Ghubush? IX, 2 180{3}
F Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Mjid (al-Ghubush?)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Condition for healing headache: “Stop driving your cows onto other people’s
fields!”
A man from al-Ingeriyb came to F Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Mjid and asked him to accompany him to
MMS, so that he could heal him (with ruqya) of his strong headache. They went, but MMS said, “I’ll do
so only on one condition. You have to stop driving your cows onto the fields of other people.” The man
agreed, and MMS asked him to come nearer. MMS took his head and spat on it, and God healed him
without delay.

[Cf. next story, where in a similar case the man dies!]

********************
403 karmt 7/15 Berber IX, 2 180{4}
(anonymous follower of MMS [a˛bb])  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Condition for healing headache: “Stop letting your cows work the sqiya at night!”
— But man died
A man who had suffered from heavy headache for three months (so that he could not sleep night or day)
came to MMS and complained of his condition. MMS asked him, “Don’t you fear your Lord! All night
long you let your cows work the water wheel / land watered by the water wheel (sqiya), so they
complained to their Lord of so much work, and he afflicted you with a headache.” — “O.K., I’ll stop it.”
MMS remained silent. The man urged him to help him, so MMS gave him some clods of mud (afldh
min madar) and told him to drink them; when he had finished them he would either recover or die. The
man did as told, and died.

********************
404 karmt 8/15 Berber IX, 2 180{5}
˘j&Mu˛ammad b. Abı Sukayma (Berber)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS refers man with abcess to physicians; but patient prefers ruqya to cauteri-
sation / amputation
˘j&Mu˛ammad developed a painful neoplasm (nabt) on his leg. He was afraid it would destroy his whole
leg, so he went to MMS and asked him to use ruqya on it. MMS replied, “Go to the doctors (a†ibba)!
They will either use cauterisation or cut the leg off.” — “If I had the strength to do so, I would have gone
to them before I came to you!” He smiled and told Mu˛ammad to come closer, then touched his leg and
said once, “In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.” Then he took a thread, spat (nafath)
on it and told Mu˛ammad to fasten it round his leg. Mu˛ammad thought, “Isn’t this magic too little?
(inna hdhihi ’l-ruqy [sic] qalıla)” But MMS immediately said, “There is no better.” By his baraka,
God healed Mu˛ammad without delay (shafnı ’llhu min barakatihi fı ’l-˛ın).
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********************
405 karmt 9/15 al-Ghubush IX, 2 180{6}
F al-fiArabı (al-Ghubush)  Abü Bakr b. ̆ j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS: “I am not one of those spells-and-charms-fakıs!” But nevertheless he heals
an acute clonic attack
A man brought his son who suffered from clonic attacks to MMS for ruqya. MMS declined, saying he
was not one of those spells-and-charms-fakıs (fuqar√ al-fiaz√im wa’l-ruq), and that they should go to
someone else. But then the son had an attack while they were there. MMS quickly got up, grabbed the
son’s neck with both his hands, then drew his hands up to the crown of his head, then made a movement
as if throwing away something heavy, and all those present heard the noise of something as heavy as a
rock falling down. Then he sat down quietly. No one said a word, until F al-fiArabı asked him, “Why did
you refuse to heal him when you were asked; but when you were not asked, you did heal him?” —
“Because the Prophet told me to.” He ordered the boy’s father to bring him an inkwell and a sheet of
paper, then wrote him an amulet (tamıma). “Fasten this to him!” God cured him, and he never had an
attack again.

********************
406 karmt 10/15 al-Sharafa ? IX, 2 181{1}
(a Sharıf from Berber)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

People throng to pray with MMS in house of [Khuffb?]
While MMS was with the Ashrf [? perhaps the Khuffb?], the time for the noon-prayer came. The house
was crowded with people who thronged to pray with MMS. MMS went outside and stood in the court-
yard. Mats were spread, and there was no room left on any of them. A man called Wad Daffiallh thought
by himself, “If I pray here on the bare earth, it will be too hot!” No sooner had he finished his thought
than “by the baraka of this walı a carpet (sajjda) was spread out before him, and when he had finished
the prayer it was taken away again; he knew not whence.

********************
407 karmt 11/15 Rs al-Wdı IX, 2 181{2}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb])  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Rain fell during MMS’ prayer on a hot day
When MMS was in Rs al-Wdı and the time for the noon-prayer came, so many people thronged to pray
with him that the mosque became too small. So MMS went out to the open desert (ßa˛r√) with them. It
was very hot. But when he said the takbır al-i˛rm, clouds appeared in the sky and it rained until the final
salm. Then the heat returned as before.

[This is also reported in Makh†ü†at Ktib al-Shüna, ed. Bußaylı, 112: “One hot summer day, people assembled to
perform the noon-prayer with him. [It was so hot that] they could not bear standing. No sooner did Majdhüb come
out than clouds gathered and it became cooler, and so they performed the prayer.”]
[In 1814, Rs al-Wdı was larger than Berber [al-Mikheyrif], “but not so well built, and containing many huts made
of mats.” Its mak, called ˘amza, was ibn fiamm of Makk Nür al-Dın of Berber, but “quite independent of him”
(Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia 259)].

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence.

********************
408 karmt 12/15 QΩz al-Fünj IX, 2 181{3}
˘j&Abü Bakr b. Baleh (QΩz al-Fünj)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Cool air appears during MMS’ prayer on a hot day
When MMS was in QΩz al-Fünj and the time for the noon-prayer came, so many people thronged to pray
with him that the mosque became too small. So MMS went out to the open field (fad√) with them. It was
very hot. But when he said the takbır al-i˛rm, clouds appeared in the sky and it became fresh like in the
early hours of the morning (before daybreak) until the final salm. Then the heat returned as before.
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TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (i.a. Traditions from [A˛mad b. al-˘usayn] al-Bayhaqı (994-1066, Persian
Traditionist), [prob. Dal√il al-nubuwwa] and Abü Nufiaym [prob. A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh b. Iß˛q al-Ißfahnı (948-
1038, Persian Traditionist), ˘ilyat al-awliy√ wa-†abaqt al-aßfiy√]

********************
409 karmt 13/15 QΩz al-Fünj IX, 2 181{4}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb])  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS and company fed in private house in QΩz without food becoming less
MMS visited the house of fiUmar b. Mu˛ammad. A meal was prepared and brought to him. He said some
words over it, then encouraged those with him to eat. They all ate until they had their fill, and the food
was still as much as before.

********************
410 karmt 14/15 al-Ghubush IX, 2 181{5}
F A˛mad al-Ghubushwı  KhΩjalı b. F A˛mad al-Ghubushwı  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

F A˛mad al-Ghubushwı receives rizq & khayr through ∑alt al-Rabbniyya
F A˛mad went to MMS to complain that he was so poor. MMS ordered him to read his ∑alt al-
Rabbniyya a specified number of days. He did so, and before long God gave him nine slaves by MMS’
baraka. This luck continued until his fortune (khayr) increased and his sustenance (rizq, “daily bread”)
grew.

[˘jj A˛mad al-Ghubushwı took the Sammniyya from A˛mad al-‡ayyib b. al-Bashır (1742/3-1824); fiAbd al-
Ma˛müd Nür al-D√im, Azhır al-riy∂, 345-6]

********************
411 karmt 15/15 al-Ghubush IX, 2 181{6}
F Rizq b. fiAbd al-Wahhb  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS hears walı weeping ‘because MMS appeared in such a corrupt time’
MMS and company were sitting in the guest house (khalwa) of al-Ghubush when they heard a man
crying and wailing (buk√) loudly. As they could not see anybody, they asked MMS, who said it was a
walı. “And why does he weep?” — “Wait until I have asked him!” They fell silent. Then MMS turned to
them: “I’ve asked him. He is weeping because of me, because I appeared in such a corrupt time (zaman
fsid).”

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    hhhhaaaassss    iiiinnnnhhhheeeerrrriiiitttteeeedddd    tttthhhheeee    ppppoooossssiiiittttiiiioooonnnn    ooooffff    fifififiAAAAbbbbdddd    aaaallll----QQQQddddiiiirrrr    aaaallll----JJJJaaaayyyyllllıııı

412 MMS in place of al-Jaylı 1/1 Berber IX, 3 182{1}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

«A/Q -Jaylı’s foot on the neck of all other walıs (“of his time”)»; MMS inherits this
position
One Friday in Dhü ’l-Qafida 1246 [15/22/29 Apr or 6 May 1831], we were together with MMS after the
afternoon-prayer. He was sitting on a bed, with us on the ground around him. He was talking and preach-
ing to the audience. Coffee was brought and he drank a little; then the ˛l overwhelmed him and he fell
into trance (ghalab fialayhi ’l-˛l fa-njadhab). He fell off the bed, but the cup did not fall out of his hand,
and no coffee was spilled. A˛mad rose and took it out of his hand.
MMS remained in trance for an hour, then woke up and sat down in front of the house. People assembled
around him, and he told them what he had seen:
«A man asked fiAbd al-Qdir al-Jaylı [= al-Gılnı] to tell him something about which he had asked 70
other walıs without receiving an answer. “If you can answer it, you are a [true] walı, for I have searched
for an answer for 13 years.” — “All right, if I answer it, I am a walı; if not — well, we all have to die!
But you must not hide anything from me nor betray me!” — “I won’t.” — “So ask your question!” —
“Tell me of a thing which, when it happens, no guilt (dhanb) remains with it and no veil veils it.” — “Oh
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— I didn’t know that you would ask that! No, that I will answer only if I get an order [from the
Prophet].” The man left, but returned the following day with the same question. He received no answer,
and when he returned the third day, fiAbd al-Qdir felt quite uneasy. After the man had left, he called him
back and said to him, “My ancestor [=the Prophet] has told me: [The answer] is ‘love of me (˛ubbı).’”
Therupon the man said, “Your foot is on the neck of all the [other] walıs”, and fiAbd al-Qdir said his
well-known saying, “My foot is on the neck of all the [other] walıs.”»
Then MMS stretched out his foot and said, “The man was al-Khi∂r.”

TTQ comment: When MMS stretched out his foot, those present understood that he had inherited fiAbd al-Qdir’s
rank (for reference is to the top rank of the awliy√ of the particular walı’s time).

[In the prayer al-‡hir wrote down following this story, ‘love’ is expressed by ma˛abba]

VVVViiiissssiiiittttiiiinnnngggg    aaaannnndddd    iiiiddddeeeennnnttttiiiiffffyyyyiiiinnnngggg    ggggrrrraaaavvvveeeessss

413 visiting graves 1/1 QΩz al-Fünj IX, 4 182{2}
˘j&Mu˛ammad al-Rıshbı  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Man who had thought MMS’ status was higher than M A/Wahhb’s marvels at
MMS’ great respect for him
MMS and company went to visit the tomb of F Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb in QΩz al-Fünj. When
they got close to the cemetary, MMS dismounted from the donkey he was riding and went on foot
(barefooted) to the tomb. He entered the building (baniyya) and stayed inside for a long time. One of the
group (qawm) who was standing at the door of the building wondered, “MMS walked to the tomb on
foot, and now he remains inside so long — as if M fiAbd al-Wahhb’s status (maqm) was higher than
that of MMS?!”
When MMS left the building, he said to the man, “(1) The Prophet ordered me to dismount. (2) As for
your other thought: Were it not for M fiAbd al-Wahhb’s intercession (shaffia) in your favour, heaven
and earth would come down to crush you! (Variant tradition: Had I not been sitting with this walı, you
would have been thrown beyond the edges of the world (war√ Jabal Qf)).”
MMS also said, “The Prophet has been sitting here 1,300 times!”

[In 1814, QΩz al-Fünj was the home of a fakı, “a trader well known in Egypt, who entertained us hospitably, and
asked for no presents. Whenever he visits Egypt, he quarters himself in like manner upon his acquaintance at” Darw
(Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 258). I cannot decide whether this may refer to M w. al-∑fı (cf. 185{2}), or to
Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb].

********************
414 identifying graves 1/2 Berber IX, 4 182{3}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS identifies grave of alcoholic Government supporter (Fa∂lallh “w ˘arrn”)
as that of a walı protecting Muslims
MMS and his companions went to visit the cemetary. They came to a grave of which it was said that the
one buried there was an alcohol addict and a supporter of the Government. But MMS said, “He is a great
walı, and known among the awliy√ as “Abü ’l-Bant”. His drinking — it was only outwardly (fı al-
÷hir) alcohol. His prominent role in government (taqaddumuhu fiind al-dawla) — it was to protect
(wiqya) the Muslims.” He ordered a flag to be spread on the tomb, which was done, and his grave
became a place of pious visits (mazr).
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********************
415 identifying graves 1/2 Berber IX, 4 182{4}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS identifies grave of pious dervish woman
MMS identified the grave of Baraka bt. <Habbsh>. He asked who she was, and was told that she was a
poor dervish woman (miskına muta÷hira bi’l-darwasha), and that she used to swear oaths by the name
of Sayyida F†ima.
MMS said, “She is a rightous woman (min al-ßli˛t). I met her in fiAraft; a huge cloud/halo (sa˛ba)
hung over her head. She stood with me and introduced herself to me and told me where she was buried,
and said I should make her grave public. He then ordered a flag to be spread on the grave, which was
done, and it became an object of visits.

aaaallll----DDDDmmmmaaaarrrr

EEEExxxxppppoooossssiiiinnnngggg    mmmmoooorrrraaaallll    sssshhhhoooorrrrttttccccoooommmmiiiinnnnggggssss

416 moral exposure 1/6 al-Dmar X, 1 183{1}
(relative of MMS)  ˘j&fiUmar b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (MMS’ half-brother)

MMS sends a man to prevent another from fornication
The informant and another man went to visit MMS. On their way, the man said to the informant that he
should go ahead; he had some business to do and would come later. When the informant arrived, he was
told by MMS that his companion had gone to fornicate (zin) with a woman, and that he should hurry to
find him in that-and-that place, for he had not yet commited fornication. — The man went, and found him
there, and took him away: “Shame on you! You compromised us (fa∂a˛tan bayn al-ns)! The Shaykh
has revealed all you did!”

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew that the man had stayed behind; and that he had gone to the woman but not
penetrated her yet (he has not commited zin yet).

********************
417 moral exposure 2/6 al-Dmar X, 1 183{2}
(anonymous informant)  “al-Shaykh” [Majdhüb] b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın

Man leaves after the evening-prayer to have sex with a woman from Berber
One day, after the evening-prayer, MMS asked, “Where is N.N.?” — “He left immediately after finishing
his prayer!“ — “Go and look for him in that-and-that place; he is just about to talk a woman who came
from Berber into having sex with him! Tell them to stop and repent (tübü il Alh)!” They went, and
found him as the Shaykh had said.

********************
418 moral exposure 3/6 al-Dmar X, 1 183{3}
˘j&A˛mad b. ˘amad b. F fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. HMK (d. 1872)

After fornication, a man attends the morning-prayer with sand-washing only.
Eventually forgiven
A man had fornicated with a woman. In the morning, he went to perform the morning-prayer with MMS
without having performed the major ablution; he only did a sand-washing (tayammum). After the prayer,
MMS addressed his audience (generally), asking them three times, “Do you repent?” They swore they
did, including the adulterer. Then MMS addressed him directly: “But you are a lier, you swore a false
oath!” — “I’m not a lier!” — “So!? And what about yesterday, when you fornicated with that woman and
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came here without ablution to pray with us? Do you think I don’t know?” — “Oh, I forgot! Please forgive
me!” MMS forgave him, after he had repented.

********************
419 moral exposure 4/6 al-Dmar X, 1 183{4}
(anonymous informant)  fiUthmn b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın

Man says he repented — altough he had fornicated only a day before
The informant and another man went to visit MMS. MMS asked the man, “Won’t you repent?” — “I did
already a long time ago.” — “So what about the woman with whom you fornicated yesterday?” — “Oh,
that was an isolated incident!” MMS smiled. The man got up and promised MMS [sincere] repentance.

********************
420 moral exposure 5/6 al-Dmar X, 1 183{5}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb])  (anonymous relative of MMS)

Man tries to seduce a woman who had brought ghee to MMS as present; she
consented
Some women came to visit MMS; they brought him ghee as a present. He asked one of the men sitting
with him to receive the ghee. The man went into the house with the women, and inside tried to seduce
one of the women; she consented. MMS immediately sent someone to him to tell him to stop what he
intended to do, and the man went and repented to MMS.

********************
421 moral exposure 6/6 al-Dmar X, 1 183{6}
Mu˛ammad fiAjıb (student of MMS from al-Dmar)

Man fornicates, does not perform ablution, then greets MMS as if nothing had
happened
MMS and company were sitting in the shadow of the mosque (masjid) when a man passed them and
greeted MMS. MMS took him by his hand and said, “Your hearts are truly remorseless (qsin)! You
commit your vile deeds (faw˛ish) and then come and greet me [as if nothing had happened]!”
Afterwards, the man was asked what had happened, and he said he had fornicated with a woman and not
performed ablution afterwards. Then when he was walking in the street, he saw MMS and went over to
greet him.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: : of the zin; and that the man had not performed ablution.

EEEExxxxttttrrrraaaasssseeeennnnssssoooorrrryyyy    ppppeeeerrrrcccceeeeppppttttiiiioooonnnn

422 extrasensory perception 1/32 al-Dmar X, 2 184{1}
(relative of MMS)  ˘j&fiUmar b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (MMS’ half-brother)

MMS rebuilds HMK’s khalwa; a female relative thinks he wants to become khalıfa
When MMS returned to al-Dmar he rebuilt the hermitage (khalwa) of HMK which had been in ruins
since the Turkish attack. Its original owners (aß˛buh) had fled with all the others, and had not yet
returned. Sometimes, when he was on his way to the mosque (masjid) to pray, he sat in this hermitage for
a while to obtain the blessing.
Now a woman from among his close relatives thought that MMS sat in the khalwa because he wanted to
become the successor (khalıfa) of HMK; and she wished the original owners would return and resume
their leadership. MMS went to her and said to her, “No, I did not rebuild the khalwa in order to become
khalıfa. Well, I would be entitled to this position — after all, I too am a grandson of HMK. But in fact I
built it so that its owners will find it intact when they return. I myself am going on a journey (musfir).
When I leave I shall give you the keys of the hermitage; keep them and give them to its owners!” The
woman made many excuses, but MMS just said, “This is what you have thought, don’t deny it!”
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When he was about to die, MMS gave the keys to the woman, who eventually gave them to the original
owners.

TTQ comment: Look how MMS had none of these personal motives (afir∂) that nowadays are so commonly found
even in the best of men!
3 i††ilfit: MMS knew what the woman had thought; that the original owners of the hermitage would return; and that
he was about to die.

********************
423 extrasensory perception 2/32 al-Dmar X, 2 184{2}
F al-Zkı al-fiAbbsı (visited MMS in al-Dmar)  Müs b. F al-Zkı al-fiAbbsı

Log of HMK’s rebuilt khalwa complains that the man who put it up was junub
F al-Zkı went to visit MMS in al-Dmar. MMS was just in the process of rebuilding the hermitage
(khalwa) of HMK. One day MMS went to the place and found that those who were doing the work had
put up the roof. He looked up, and said, “That log over there is complaining that the one who put it up
was ritually unclean (junub)!” The man was asked and said it was true; he went and performed the major
ablution.

********************
424 extrasensory perception 3/32 al-Dmar X, 2 184{3}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Majdhıb fakıs think MMS came for HMK-khilfa; but he says he is the khalıfa of
God & His Prophet
When MMS came to al-Dmar and gathered many people around him, one of the Majdhıb fakıs said to
himself, “He only came to assume the successorship (khilfa) of HMK!” MMS immediately rose and
replied, “Among you there is one who thinks that I want to assume the khilfa of HMK. By God, I did not
come for that reason. I am the khalıfa of God and His Prophet, and your khilfa is not what I desire.
When my grandfather HMK saw me, he came out of his grave and prostrated himself, thanking God and
saying to me, «Praise be to God that he has created among my descendants someone like you!» And you
say I came here to become khalıfa?!”
[cf. 190{6} for HMK’s saying]

********************
425 extrasensory perception 4/32 al-Dmar X, 2 184{4}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Man thinks MMS’ trance is a show
After the Friday-prayer, while MMS read the mawlid, he was overwhelmed by a great ˛l and fell into
trance (˛aßala lahu ˛l fia÷ım ˛att ’njadhaba fıh). When he emerged from it (afq) an hour later, he told
the assembly that the sins of every one of those present had been forgiven. Turning to one man in particu-
lar, he added, “Your’s too! I did not go into trance out of my own free will; it was not a show, or for plea-
sure or play (na˛nu lam nanjadhib bi-murdin wa-l bi-qaßd al-lahw wa’l-lifib).” The man mumbled
something defensive, “Oh, it was just a thought that came over me!”

TTQ comment: The man had thought, “What is he doing there? Looks like he’s playing!” (Ésh hdh al-sh˙ alladhı
yaffialuhu al-Shaykh ka’l-lifib?)
2 i††ilfit: that God had forgiven the assembly; and what the man had thought.

********************
426 extrasensory perception 5/32 al-Dmar X, 2 184{5}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Majdhıb fiulam√: “How can we pray behind this young boy?”
Four men came to visit MMS. When they had sat down, MMS said to them, “Welcome to the scholars
(fiulam√) who think, «How can we pray behind this young boy who only recently played with the
children in the sand?»” They made excuses, naming another man (a paternal cousin of MMS) who had
actually said this, but MMS said, “Yes, but you laughed approvingly!” They admitted it.
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TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew what the man had said; and that the others had laughed approvingly.

********************
427 extrasensory perception 6/32 al-Dmar X, 2 185{1}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Majdhıb angry that MMS honours people they don’t like; MMS sends some away
to other shaykhs
A group of men came to MMS; he greeted them and treated them with much respect, letting them sit on
his bed. This angered some of the Majdhıb who were present at the time, and they said to MMS, “Do
you know these people?” And they started to enumerate to him all the different bad qualities (maswı)
they had. MMS, however, told them to stop and managed to calm them down. He then turned to one of
them [probably one of the visiting men] and said to him, “Yesterday you threw stones at me!” (i.e.,
slandered me). — “Yes, but we did not realise that you would know and hear what we said, for the
shaykhs we know were not able to know hidden things in this way (lam nakun nafihad min mash√ikhin
al-i††ilfi fial ’l-mughayyabt mithla hdh).” The man then rose, apologised to MMS and asked to take
the bayfia in the Shdhiliyya †arıqa. But MMS refused, saying he was not [destined to be] one of his
students, and naming another shaykh to whom he should go, which the man did.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew that the group had slandered him; and that the man was not among those
destined to be his students.

********************
428 extrasensory perception 7/32 al-Dmar X, 2 185{2}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Four months after his arrival: strong social resistance on the part of locals [June
1831??]
A group of about ten men came to visit MMS who greeted them with the words, “Welcome, but…”.
Asked about the meaning of this “but” he first said, “Oh, it just slipped from my mouth,” but when he
was pressed (“By God, tell us!”) he said, “It has been four months now since I came to this place (balad),
and every day you come together and take counsel whether you should go to see me to find out what is
the matter with me (m fiindı), but you could not come to a conclusion, so you left it [and did not come].
Yesterday night, however, you finally decided to go. Now when you came to that-and-that place, you
thought it might be best first to go to N.N. and ask him for his opinion. Some of you disagreed with this
idea, because they feared N.N. would advise you not to go to me, but eventually you did go. N.N. did in
fact advise you not to go and see me, because — as he said — you would then [change your mind and]
become followers (tatbafiü) of me. You said you would [be strong enough and] not become followers of
me [— so finally you came here]. Did it not happen that way?” They said yes, and apologised, and MMS
pardoned them.

TTQ comment: 5 i††ilfit: MMS knew of the counsel taking; that they finally agreed to go to him; that they then
deliberated whether they should ask N.N. for advice; that they decided to go to N.N.; and what N.N. had told him.

********************
429 extrasensory perception 8/32 al-Dmar X, 2 185{3}
˘j&(F) Abü Bakr “b Niyya”  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Berber area [Khatmı? or Ghubushwı?] khalıfa warns his co-religionists against
going to MMS in al-Dmar
Abü Bakr and one of the khulaf√ [of the Khatmiyya?? or Ghubush (cf. 186{2})?] were on their way to
visit MMS in al-Dmar. When they arrived in a small village of the Berber area they lodged with another
khalıfa. Upon their departure, this khalıfa warned them not to go to MMS, for he would mislead them
(yu∂illukum). “Return and hold fast to your old †arıqa!” So they left, but when they were on their way
they started to question the village khalıfa’s advice, and decided to return to see MMS and find out about
his ability to know hidden things. When they arrived, MMS asked them, “What did that devil tell you?”
They did not answer, so MMS told them the whole story. Thereupon they were attracted in love to MMS
(injadhabat arw˛un li-ma˛abbatihi), and asked to take the bayfia in the Shdhiliyya †arıqa from him.
They held fast to it ever since.
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TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that they had gone to the khalıfa; and what the khalıfa had said to them.

********************
430 extrasensory perception 9/32 Kinnür/al-Dmar X, 2 186{1}
F Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Mjid (al-Ghubush?)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS sent adhkr to [Ghubush] fakı (whom he has not seen); MMS diplomatic re
Kannür adversary [fakı?]
F Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Mjid [the name suggests a man of the Ghubush] and a group of other people
set out to visit Majdhüb in al-Dmar. In Kinnür they rested in the shade of a dΩm palm. A man came to
them and asked them where they were going. He then warned them not to go to MMS, saying he was not
a walı, but they went anyway. When they arrived in al-Dmar they found many people with MMS.
Although MMS had not seen them before, he greeted them by name, including F Mu˛ammad whom he
asked, “I hope you are still practicing the adhkr I sent you?” (this although he had not seen him before!).
He then turned to his followers (man mafiahu min al-qawm), told them that a devil had tempted his new
visitors under the dΩm tree and asked whether he should accept their visit and tell them of the devil, or
whether he should just accept the visit and conceal the devil. ‘We [sic! reference to the narrator
Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Mjid or to his group. Something is mixed up in the text] told him to conceal the
devil, and he accepted our visit. Then we left him.’

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that the man had met them under the dΩm tree; and what he had said to them.

********************
431 extrasensory perception 10/32 al-Dmar X, 2 186{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

Ghubush khalıfa had taken [Khatm.]; MMS talks him out of it, gives him
Shdhiliyya, sends him back to his fathers’ †arıqa
A khalıfa from al-Ghubush, who had left the †arıqa of his ancestors and joined another †arıqa [probably
the Khatmiyya] came to MMS, carrying a knife on his leg under his gown. When he had sat down, MMS
smiled at him and said, “You, N.N., khalıfa and a knife [how does this fit together?]” — “I don’t have a
knife,” said the man, drawing back his sleeves to prove it. “Show your legs,” replied MMS, and when the
man refused, MMS himself exposed the knife at his leg. “Your ancestors do not approve that you have
taken another †arıqa! Leave it and return to their Path!” The man said nothing. MMS continued, “They
are right now sitting here with us listening to what I say to you.” Thereupon the man was convinced, and
gave the oath of allegiance in the Shdhiliyya †arıqa to MMS. MMS ordered him to shave his head,
which he did; then MMS dressed him in a garment (kiswa) and said to him, “You are a khalıfa in your
fathers’ place — not a khalıfa of me!” The man left, and within a short time reached fat˛.

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: MMS knew of the knife; that the khalıfa’s ancestors disapproved of his †arıqa changing;
and that they were sitting with them.

********************
432 extrasensory perception 11/32 -Muqran/-Dmar X, 2 186{3}
Mu˛ammad b. Idrıs (Berber)  fiAbd Allh b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (d. 1899)

Berber man, about to go and see MMS [curiosity?] falls off his mount, curses
MMS
Mu˛ammad b. Idrıs and other men went from Berber to al-Dmar to visit MMS. [Apparently they had
heard of him and wanted to see for themselves, or something like that.] In al-Muqran the riding animal of
one of the men stumbled, so that the girth broke and the man fell on his back, which caused him great
pain. “May God harm you!” he said, cursing MMS [because they were on their way to see him??]
When they visited MMS, MMS asked this man, “Did I ask you to come to see me?” — “No.” — “So why
did you curse me?” The man apologised, and MMS pardoned him.
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********************
433 extrasensory perception 12/32 -Muqran/-Dmar X, 2 186{4}
‡al˛a b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

˘j'al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı quarrels with his wife on way to visit MMS; MMS lodges
them with A˛mad b. al-Amın [b HMK]
˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı, his wife (a mdi˛a, i.e. a woman who performs songs of praise for the Prophet
etc.) and son ‡al˛a went to visit MMS. When they arrived in al-Muqran, the parents quarrelled loudly,
but eventually fell silent.
When they had arrived in al-Dmar, the wife went to the other women, while ‡al˛a and his father went to
visit MMS. After they had greeted him, he turned to the assembly and said, “Some of our a˛bb came to
visit us; on their way, at that-and-that place, the devil played with them, but they cursed him, so he left
them, and they dismissed what was in their hearts.” He then ordered A˛mad b. al-Amın [b HMK] to cater
for ˘j&al-∑diq, his wife and company, which he did.

********************
434 extrasensory perception 13/32 al-Dmar X, 2 186{5}
fiAbd Allh b. al-Zayn al-∑fı  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS prescribed 5 peppercorns daily against stomachache (doctor had wanted to
cauterise patient) [c. mid-Feb. 1831?]
fiAbd Allh fell severely ill [in his belly; TTQ]. His father went to inform a doctor (˛akım), and they
agreed to cauterise fiAbd Allh the next day. But that night, fiAbd Allh had a dream in which MMS told
him, “Don’t have yourself cauterised — I shall give you a medicine by which God will cure you!”
Because of this dream he refused cauterisation.
MMS was still in Sawkin at that time; but a few days later (m ma∂at ayym qalıla) he arrived in al-
Dmar. Together with many other people, al-Zayn went to see him, and MMS asked him how his son
fiAbd Allh was. “He’s ill.” MMS told al-Zayn to send someone to fetch fiAbd Allh, and when he came,
MMS said, “So they wanted to cauterise you!” — “Yes.” — “Well, I shall give you a medicine by which
God will cure you!” He ordered pepper (filfil) to be brought, and prescribed that fiAbd Allh should
swallow 5 peppercorns every day. God cured him without delay.

TTQ comment: 3: MMS knew of the man’s stomachache so that he appeared to him in his dream; he knew that his
father and the doctor had wanted to cauterise him; he gave him a medicine by which God cured him.

********************
435 extrasensory perception 14/32 al-Dmar X, 2 187{1}
Mu˛ammad b. Malik al-Dr (Qindılbı)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Men urged to profess repentance against their will harbour recalcitrant thoughts
 severly punished

Al-Amın b. Qalbüs brought two of his maternal uncles (from the ˘asayb) to MMS and told MMS to
order them to profess repentance. MMS did, and they professed it. One of them had much hair on his
head, and MMS ordered him to shave it; he said he would do it. The other one did not have so much hair,
and MMS said nothing to him. While they were still sitting with MMS, the hairless one thought by him-
self, “May God take [=destroy] al-Amın who brought us here to profess repentance!” — he had done so
only for fear of the Shaykh, and not because he really accepted to do so (lam yar∂a). MMS, to whom
these thoughts were instantly revealed, said to him, “May God destroy you!” The two men then left, and
‘Head-of-Hair’ thought he would not really shave his head, and never return to the Shaykh.
Two days later, a fierce battle occurred among their people (fı qawmihim). ‘Head-of-Hair’ received a
serious head wound which forced him to shave his head; the other man was killed; the man who killed
him is still unknown.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew that the one man had to shave his head because of the wound; and he knew
that the other man’s blood was going to be shed in vain.
Never disobey the shaykh! See what consequences this has!
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********************
436 extrasensory perception 15/32 al-Dmar X, 2 187{2}
F Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad Yüsuf (Ghubush)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Ghubush leader presents 10 sacks of sorghum to MMS —> gossip re MMS’
motives in seeking relations with Ghubush
F A˛mad b. KhΩjalı sent F Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad Yüsuf to MMS with a present of about 20 waybas (c.
660 liters) of sorghum (dhura) in sacks of 2 waybas (66 l) each [transported by boat on the Nile]. He left
the sorghum on the shore of the river and went to MMS who was just about to say to say the takbırat al-
i˛rm for the afternoon-prayer. MMS turned to him and said, “You came with sorghum from F A˛mad b.
KhΩjalı?” — “Yes.” — “My friendship (ßu˛ba) with him is for the sake of God only, not for any other
purpose. If I wanted worldly advantage, all these walls would be mine!” (he pointed at the wall in front of
him). Then he said, “The sorghum is 20 waybas?” — “Yes.” — “In 10 sacks?” — “Yes.” He turned to his
brother fiUthmn and said, “Take some donkeys and fetch the sorghum from the shore!” fiUthmn and F
Mu˛ammad went as told. — When F Mu˛ammad left to return [to al-Ghubush], MMS said to him, “Give
my regards to F A˛mad, and tell him he should not come to me with worldly matters any more (la ta√tinı
bi-shay√in min al-duny marratan ukhr)!”

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: MMS knew from whom the sorghum came; how much it was; and in how many sacks.

********************
437 extrasensory perception 16/32 al-Dmar X, 2 187{3}
˘j&al-˘asan b. fiAbd Allh b. KhΩjalı [Ghubush?]  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Ghubush visitor to MMS laughs at donkey sex during prayer
˘j&al-˘asan & al went to see MMS in al-Dmar. Half way they stopped for the evening-prayer. During
the prayer, a he-donkey mounted a she-donkey, and ˘j&al-˘asan laughed at this sight while he was
praying. — When he had arrived in al-Dmar, MMS greeted him, “Welcome to ˘j&al-˘asan al-∆a˛˛k fı
al-ßalt (who-laughed-during-prayer)!”

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew what the he-donkey had done [sic!]; and that al-˘asan had laughed.

********************
438 extrasensory perception 17/32 al-Dmar X, 2 187{4}
F Badawı Abü ShΩra (met MMS in al-Dmar)  fiAbd al-Jalıl b. fiAwnallh  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-
Bakhıtwı

MMS postpones the afternoon-prayer “because he is in the presence of the
Prophet” (i.e., walı’s licence)
F Badawı and others were sitting with MMS. The time for the afternoon-prayer came, but MMS did not
get up for a long time. F Badawı thought, “Is this because he is a walı or is he just postponing the
prayer?” That very moment MMS called out to get ready for prayer. Afterwards, he turned to the
assembly and said, “Among you there is someone who has thought that-and-that.” (He told exactly what
F Badawı had thought.) “It was not my purpose to postpone prayer. But I had been in the presence of the
Prophet.”

TTQ comment: MMS does not do anything, even if it is licit (mub˛), except with the Prophet’s permission (cf.
previous stories [p 121{1}; 157{5}; 187{4}]).

********************
439 extrasensory perception 18/32 -Jabal/-Dmar X, 2 188{1}
fiAlı b. al-Makkı b. F Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (Wahh˙b)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Traveller from Khartoum: fever hallucinations of beautiful jinniyya
fiAlı b. al-Makkı travelled to Khartoum. On the return trip, when he reached al-Jabal [probably Jabal
Umm fiAlı], he got a strong fever. In it he saw a very beautiful female genie (jinniyya) and was so
attracted to her that he chased away all the people in order to be alone with her. He was so fascinated with
her that he sat down when she sat down, and got up when she got up. — [In order to bring him to al-
Dmar or back to his family,] a man from the village took him on a donkey, putting him before himself
and holding him from behind; fiAlı was unconscious of all this. They travelled all night, and when they
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reached al-Mafza (between Gabtı and al-˘wiya), fiAlı saw a man with a thick beard coming to him,
saying, “Don’t be afraid!” — “Who are you?” — “Your father.” While they were talking, the genie
reappeared, and al-Makkı took his sword and killed her. Thereupon fiAlı came back to his mind, and he
asked the man who was holding him what the matter was, and was told everything. They then continued
their way until they reached al-Dmar. There, fiAlı went to perform the morning-prayer with MMS, and
afterwards asked him for ruqya (irqi fialayy!). “What for?” asked MMS. “The genie has already been
killed by your father. She was a Muslim, and he has never killed a Muslim nor anyone else during his
whole life.” [This last statement could also be read as a commentary by fiAlı on the story.]

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that al-Makkı had killed the genie; and that he had never killed anyone during his whole
life.

********************
440 extrasensory perception 19/32 al-Dmar X, 2 188{2}
˘j&A˛mad b. ˘amad b. F fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. HMK (d. 1872)

Woman vowed a full pot of ghee if her son recovered; tries to cheat MMS by
bringing an empty pot
A woman whose son had fallen ill vowed to give MMS a pot [ba††a: a pot especially for ghee] full of
ghee if God cured her son. The son recovered, but the woman brought MMS an empty pot. “Did you not
vow to bring a full pot of ghee? Is this full?” She lifted the lid, and it was empty. So she returned, filled it,
and brought it back.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that the pot was empty (before the lid was lifted); and that the woman had vowed to bring
a full pot.

********************
441 extrasensory perception 20/32 al-Dmar X, 2 188{3}
Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. al-˘jj [w NiqΩla?] (Berber)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Visitor [from Berber, prob. ns w. NiqΩla] with 3 small boys: MMS knows that
only 2 are his own sons
A˛mad b. al-˘jj, his two [or: two of his] sons and a son of his sister went to visit MMS in al-Dmar.
MMS said, “These two are your sons?” — “They are all my sons”, replied A˛mad. “Yes, but the third
one is not your own son (“from your loins”).” — “Yes, he’s my sister’s son.”

[For reasons of age/generation/dates of death, the visitor cannot be A˛mad b. al-˘jj NiqΩla (the maternal uncle of
MMS’ father and the latter’s brothers al-Amın, al-‡ayyib, and al-‡hir), but is likely to be from the same family].

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that 2 of the boys were A˛mad’s sons; and that one was not [example of “karma
stretching” (counting as many karmt as possible]

********************
442 extrasensory perception 21/32 al-Dmar X, 2 188{4}
◊mina bt. Qamar al-Dın (MMS’ half-sister)

MMS’ sisters complain of Sawkinese followers (eat much); quarrels between
MMS’ Safidbı and ˘a∂arı brothers and sisters
When MMS came to al-Dmar and so many people were always around him, his sisters complained
among themselves that they would like to prepare some food for him [i e, have him as a guest], but that it
was so difficult because of his Sawkinese students.
One day he called his sisters and said, “You blame our Sawkinese brethren?! Come and bring me some
food!” They did, and he ate from it. A morsel fell on his beard, and his sister F†ima got up and removed
it. ◊mina thought, “She only did this because she is his full-sister!” MMS immediately said, “Bring me
the Qur√n!” They did, and he put his hand on it and said, “By this Book (bi-˛aqq hdh al-muß˛af)! All
of you are equal to F†ima before me! And fiUthmn [from a Safidbı mother] and al-‡ayyib [ MMS’ full-
brother, from a ˘a∂arı mother] are equal before me!”

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew what his sisters had thought regarding the Sawkinese; and what ◊mina had
thought regarding F†ima.
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********************
443 extrasensory perception 22/32 Jubarb?/-Dmar X, 2 189{1}
Mu˛ammad b. ˘amad Btifi (al-Dmar, took bayfia from MMS)  “al-Shaykh” [Majdhüb] b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-
Dın

Dog eats amulet while it dries in the sun (during process of being covered with
leather)
Al-Azraq b. al-Azraq b. HMK asked MMS for an amulet (tamıma). MMS wrote it, and al-Azraq took it
back to his family [in Jubarb?] and gave it to a saddler (kharrz) to make a leather cover for it. The
saddler put some rags/sheets of paper (? khiraq) on it and spread kisra on it [as glue]; he then put it out in
the sun [to dry] so that [the amulet and the kisra mixture?] would not stick together. Meanwhile, he cut
up the leather. While he was doing that, a dog came along, smelled the kisra and devoured the whole
thing. Al-Azraq was very angry.
MMS said [to his companions], “A dog has devoured brother al-Azraq’s amulet; I see him coming to ask
for another one.” So it happened.

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: that the dog had devoured the amulet; and that al-Azraq would come and ask for a new
one.

********************
444 extrasensory perception 23/32 al-Dmar X, 2 189{2}
Mu˛ammad b. ˘amad Btifi (al-Dmar, took bayfia from MMS)  “al-Shaykh” [Majdhüb] b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-
Dın

MMS refuses bayfia from man without ablution
Mu˛ammad b. ˘amad Btifi went to MMS to give the oath of allegiance in the Shdhiliyya †arıqa. MMS
asked, “Are you ritually clean (fiindak wu∂ü√)?” — “Yes,” Mu˛ammad replied, though it was not true.
MMS neglected him for a while, and Mu˛ammad slipped away to perform his ablution. When he
returned, MMS said, “Now you are ready to take the oath!” He took it.

********************
445 extrasensory perception 24/32 al-Dmar X, 2 189{3}
F al-‡ayyib b. A˛mad b. HMK  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Stranger, on a journey, is offered bayfia by MMS (who did not know him)
A man who was travelling with al-‡ayyib had been ordered by his parents to go to MMS and take the
oath of allegiance. He went, found many people there, greeted MMS and sat down at the far end of the
crowd. MMS, who knew by kashf what his parents had told him to do called him to the fore, stretched out
his hand and said, “Shall I take from you the oath of allegiance as your parents told you to do?” — “Yes.”

********************
446 extrasensory perception 25/32 al-Dmar X, 2 189{4}
F fiAbd al-Mjid b. ˘amad fiAqıd (Ghubush)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

After bayfia, man is ordered sincerely to obey his parents’ (not his own) wishes
concerning his marriage
F fiAbd al-Mjid came to al-Dmar, went to see MMS, greeted him and sat down at the far end of the
assembly. MMS called out loudly in his direction (ß˛ bı). All those present rose and every one asked his
neighbour, “Does he mean you?” Finally, they asked fiAbd al-Mjid, and he went to MMS who ordered
him to sit down. “Won’t you streach out your hand so that we can pledge the oath of mutual allegiance
(natabyafi fı ’l-†arıqa)?” fiAbd al-Mjid did, and MMS took it saying, “And His aid we seek (wa-bihi
nastafiın)” prolonging the last syllable. He then read the basic formulæ (muqaddimt) of the Path (†arıqa)
and fiAbd al-Mjid repeated them after him. When they had completed the offices (afidd), MMS asked,
“And why do you disobey your parents?” — “In what respect?” — “The marriage issue!” (His parents
had told him to marry one of his relatives and he had refused). “O.K., I’ll marry her” he said without
really intending to do so. But MMS knew. He urged him three more times until fiAbd al-Mjid finally
agreed in his heart as well. “Now you have agreed sincerely (min ßamım qalbik)!”
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TTQ comment: 4 i††ilfit: MMS knew that fiAbd al-Mjid had refused to marry the girl; that he had not really
intended to do so at the first urge; and at the second; and that he finally agreed at the third.

********************
447 extrasensory perception 26/32 al-Dmar X, 2 189{5}
(anonymous informant)  Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad al-Majdhüb [?]  Abü Bakr b. ̆ j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS knows what a man did by gazing into his eyes
Visitors came to MMS. He offered them food, then sent a man to bring two other men to whom he also
offered food. While they were eating MMS all the time was watching one of the two, not letting him out
of his eyes for a single moment. Then he said, “How often these eyes have hurt your mother!” Ashamed,
the man repented and kept his repentance.

********************
448 extrasensory perception 27/32 al-Dmar X, 2 189{6}
Mu˛ammad b. ˘amad Btifi (al-Dmar, took bayfia from MMS)  fiUthmn b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (d. 1887)
(MMS’ half-brother)

“Something stinks here!” (MMS refers to a man disobeying his parents)
After the Friday-prayer, MMS turned to the assembly and said, “Something stinks here!” They started to
sniff their clothes and bodies, but MMS said, “You, A˛mad w. Umm Sibüt, you disobey you parents! Go
and apologize!” He did, and they pardoned him.

********************
449 extrasensory perception 28/32 al-Dmar X, 2 190{1}
˘asan b. al-Zayn (Rziqı-Qarıdbı, visited MMS in al-Dmar)  fiUthmn b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (d. 1887)
(MMS’ half-brother)

Doubt in MMS’ status as a walı removed by proof of [inter-personal] knowledge
˘asan and others [perhaps from ˘Ωsh Bn al-Naq, the home of the Rziqb] went to visit MMS. Before
they arrived, ˘asan said to his companions, “If this shaykh is truly one of God’s friends (awliy√), there
are four things I am thinking of by which I want the shaykh to single me out from among you (urıdu an
yakhußßanı bih min baynakum).” MMS did in fact do this (dafi bi’l-arbafia allatı fı nafsı wa-khaßßanı
bih), so [their doubt] disappeared and their belief in him grew (fa-zla m fı nufüsin wa-nam
ifitiqdun fıhi ziydatan fian al-sbiq).
[cf. 211{5}: all of ˘asan’s sons used to die; after a votive visit to MMS’s tomb, they lived.]

********************
450 extrasensory perception 29/32 al-Dmar X, 2 190{2}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb])  fiAbd Allh b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (d. 1899)

Dates are [usually] offered to MMS’ visitors; some take them “to obtain the
blessing”
The informant and his companions went to visit MMS. The informant thought by himself, ‘If the shaykh
gives me dates with his own hand I’ll obtain the blessing from them (atabarrak bih).’ So it happened:
When they had greeted MMS and sat down, he offered them dates from which they took. MMS then
picked some dates and gave them to the informant in particular, who was very happy about this.

********************
451 extrasensory perception 30/32 al-Dmar X, 2 190{3}
F A˛mad b. ˘amad (fiUmrb; MMS’ Qur√n-teacher)  A˛mad b. fiAlı b. Slim

MMS honours his old Qur√n teacher; gives fa†ır with sugar etc. to other guest;
refuses wine to the third
F A˛mad and two companions went to visit MMS. On their way, F A˛mad said, “MMS was my student
(tilmıdh) when he was memorising Qur√n. If he still remembers my brothers (ikhwatı) I want him to
honour me in front of all the people (yukrimanı fial afiyun al-ns) and give me a robe [of honour]. — The
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second man said, “I want unleavened bread with sugar (fa†ır musakkar), milk and mutton.” — The third,
“I want wine, not meat or sugar!” — “Why?” — “Because meat and sugar he can get easily.”
They found MMS performing his afternoon-prayer. When he had finished, he turned to his visitors and
said to F A˛mad, “Get up, F A˛mad!” He greeted him heartily, then said, “By God, I haven’t forgotten
you (wa’llhi m nasıtak) nor the brothers who were with us! I have to honour you (ikrmak al-yΩm
wjib)!” He called for a robe to be brought and dressed him in it. A˛mad was very happy. — Then MMS
sent to his mother to tell her to prepare unleavened bread with sugar, mutton and milk, which he offered
to the second man. — Then he turned to the third man saying, “What you want cannot be found in our
town; and if it were, I would [still] leave you and your wish!”

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: what the 3 men wanted.

********************
452 extrasensory perception 31/32 al-Dmar X, 2 190{4}
F al-∑fı b. Mu˛ammad b. al-∑fı (son of Madına, full-sister of Qamar al-Dın b. HMK)  fiAbd Allh b. al-‡ayyib
b. Qamar al-Dın (d. 1899)

MMS’ cousin al-∑fı envies a Juhaymbı faqır being given a robe of honour by
MMS
F fiAbd Allh b. ˘ammüda al-Juhaymbı (sic), an excellent man (min ahl al-khayr) came to MMS,
greeted him and sat down at the far end of the assembly. MMS asked A˛mad b. ˘amad al-Amın [16
years old at the time] to tell Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım to bring a girded tΩb (? thawb mu˛azzam) for this faqır.
Al-∑fı thought by himself, “Will MMS give me such a tΩb as well?” Immediately MMS yelled at the top
of his voice, “Beware of your thoughts (i˛fa÷ü khaw†irakum)!” Al-∑fı, frightened, broke out in tears
and silently asked God to forgive him. Again at the top of his voice, MMS said, “Whosoever repents,
God will forgive him (man tb tb Allh fialayh)!”

[A˛mad b. ˘amad, by then a ˘jj, reported a saying of MMS to his brother al-‡hir; al-Wasıla, 14]

TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew that al-∑fı had wanted a similar robe; and that he had asked God to forgive
him.

********************
453 extrasensory perception 32/32 al-Dmar X, 2 190{5}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb])  (anonymous relative of MMS)

MMS: “Don’t worry, I’ll cater for all these guests!”
One night, many guests (a∂yf) came to MMS. The informant thought, ‘How is he going to cater for all
of these?’ MMS turned to him and said, “Don’t worry, I’ll get enough for them if God wills!” The
informant [who was perhaps the host??] was happy to hear this.

VVVViiiissssiiiittttiiiinnnngggg    aaaannnndddd    iiiiddddeeeennnnttttiiiiffffyyyyiiiinnnngggg    ggggrrrraaaavvvveeeessss

454 visiting graves 1/8 al-Dmar X, 3 190{6}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS hailed by HMK
MMS and company went to the cemetary. When they were close to the tomb (baniyya) of F ˘amad b. al-
Majdhüb, he told them to wait outside. He entered the building and stayed inside a long time before he
called his companions to come inside for the visit.
When they had left the building, his face was lit with joy (al-bushr fial wajhih). Asked for the reason he
said, “When my grandfather saw me he rose and performed a prostration of gratitude to God; then he
said, «Praise be to God that he has created among my descendants someone like you!»”

[cf. 184{3}]
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********************
455 visiting graves 2/8 al-Dmar X, 3 190{7}
Ibrhım Jaylnı (student of MMS)

MMS, after visiting HMK, spits into his students’ mouth: sweet as honey for three
days
MMS went to visit the tomb of HMK. Some of his students caught up with him, and when he came out he
found them standing outside the tomb. He called each one and spat into his mouth, and they found it
sweet as honey, a taste which lasted for three days.

********************
456 visiting graves 3/8 al-Dmar X, 3 191{1}
˘j&Mu˛ammad b. ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın  ˘j&fiUmar b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (MMS’ half-brother)

MMS hears beautiful Qur√n recitation from unknown grave
MMS and company went to visit the graves of his ancestors. At every grave he said useful invocations.
Then he turned to a grave which we did not know, and stood there for a long time. When he came back,
he was asked why, and said he had heard [the person buried there] reading the Qur√n very beautifully.

********************
457 visiting graves 4/8 al-Dmar X, 3 191{2}
(anonymous follower of MMS [tilmıdh])

Unknown dead “trembles” with joy at being visited
MMS and company went to visit the graves of his ancestors. He stood at an unknown grave. Suddenly
they all heard a trembling sound from it. Asked for the reason, MMS said, “The person here has received
an honour by your visit (qad ˛aßal lahu ikrm bi-sabab ziyratikum), so he trembled with joy.”

********************
458 visiting graves 5/8 Darrü/-Dmar X, 3 191{3}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS makes public ˘j'fiˆs’s grave (soil sweet as sugar). — Rivalry between fiAlı
Diqna and Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım?
˘j&fiˆs told MMS, “Make my grave public (bayyin qabrı)! But don’t do it now! You will find
sugar/intoxication (sukkar/sukr) in its place!” MMS told no one of these words for about a week. Then he
heard a voice (htif) reciting to him [Q 32: 37]: “Thou didst hide in thy heart that which God was about to
make manifest: Thou didst fear the people, but it is more fitting that thou shouldst fear God.”
One day MMS, accompanied by a large crowd, went to visit the graves among which ˘j&fiˆs is buried [i
e, in Darrü? The name is not mentioned in the text]. He asked those present where ˘j&fiˆs’s grave was,
but no one knew since he had died such a long time ago. — MMS returned [to al-Dmar]. When night
fell, he sent fiAlı Diqna and Sy ˘asan b. Ibrhım to dig at the place they had visited during the day,
ordering Sy ˘asan to dig first.
They went, and dug, and Sy ˘asan found nothing. fiAlı Diqna said, “Move!”, and dug, then tasted the soil
and found it tasted like sugar. They took some soil and brought it to MMS who tasted it and said, “You
found it!”
In the morning, MMS, accompanied by a countless number of people, went to the place. He told the
crowd, “My ancestor has ordered me to make public his grave, telling me that the sign would be that I
would find sugar there. He then asked Sy ˘asan to dig, and ˘asan found the soil sweet. Then MMS him-
self went and dug with both his hands and gave the sugar-soil to those present; they crowded in upon the
grave, and pushed him out of it so that they could get more of it; but as soon as he had left the grave, the
sugar-soil turned into ordinary soil again.

[This story is also reported in Makh†ü†at Ktib al-Shüna, ed. Bußaylı, 112: an eyewitness “told me that he fed them
sugar from the tomb and all who were present ate from it.”]

TTQ comment: 3 karmt: that ˘j&fiˆs had told him to make public his grave; that he would find sugar there; that the
sugar turned into ordinary soil when MMS left the grave.
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********************
459 visiting graves 6/8 Darrü/-Dmar X, 3 191{4}
˘j&A˛mad b. Madanı b. al-Qurashı b. HMK  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS hands out the sugar-soil from ˘j'fiˆs’s tomb in individual portions; people
eat it
A˛mad, then a young man, was present when MMS made public ˘j&fiˆs’s grave. MMS handed him a
handful of the sweet soil saying, “Take, A˛mad!” Someone else wanted to take it, but MMS objected,
“No, this is for A˛mad!” All the time he had not turned around to face the people adressed. A˛mad took
the soil and ate it; it tasted like sugar and looked like soil.

********************
460 visiting graves 7/8 Darrü/-Dmar X, 3 191{5}
F Mu˛ammad Hawwrı (al-Dmar)  F (al-)Majdhüb b. al-Sanüsı

F A.-Ty.HMK gives [fatw] on sugar-soil: it tasted like sugar, but remained soil
F Mu˛ammad Hawwrı asked F A˛mad b. al-‡ayyib whether the soil from ˘j&fiˆs’s grave had truly
turned into sugar or whether it had [only] tasted like sugar. F A˛mad replied that it had remained soil, but
tasted exactly like sugar.

TTQ comment: Everyone with the slightest understanding of the nature of karmt will know that this is a much
higher karma than just to turn soil into plain sugar.

********************
461 visiting graves 8/8 Darrü/-Dmar X, 3 191{6}
F al-Azraq b. al-Azraq b. HMK [-Jubarb?]  F Mu˛ammad Hawwrı (al-Dmar)  F (al-)Majdhüb b. al-Sanüsı

Doubt: “Sugar-soil producing is a very successful means for MMS to show off!”
When MMS produced the sugar-soil from ˘j&fiˆs’s tomb, al-Azraq thought to himself, ‘He is doing this
to show off (i÷hr nafsih), and with much success!’ MMS turned around and said, “This, my brother, is
not a karma of me, but one of your ancestor which he has produced himself!”

MMMMuuuullllttttiiiippppllllyyyyiiiinnnngggg    ffffoooooooodddd

462 multiplying food 1/6 al-Dmar X, 4 192{1}
˘j&al-‡hir b. ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın

MMS generously “feeds” Ghubush & Wahh˙b fuqar√ and Awld Bint Asad
People from various places in the area came to visit MMS. ˘j&al-‡hir was responsible for entertaining
them. MMS called him and asked if the food for the guests was ready. ˘j&al-‡hir said no. “And the food
for me?” — “That’s ready.” — “Bring it!” MMS was brought a small bowl containing food sufficient for
not more than three people. He got down from his bed and put his hand in the food, said some words,
then asked al-‡hir to call in the Ghubush fuqar√. They came, and ate until they had their fill. Then
MMS did the same to the Wahh˙b fuqar√, and then the Awld Bint Asad [Bint Asad was from the
fiUmarb {probably opposite the Shafiaddınb}, married one (or two) men from the Shafiaddınb, and also
married HMK  Manßür. Her Shafiaddınbı descendants intermarried with the Majdhdhıb, particularly
their Manßır cousins]. Then MMS lifted his hand, and the bowl was taken away.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (reported by Bukhrı and Muslim with identical text).
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********************
463 multiplying food 2/6 al-Dmar X, 4 192{2}
(anonymous informant)  fiAbd al-Wahhb b. ˘amad b. al-∑diq b. HMK (the only Anßrı among the Khatmı
∑diqb)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

[Oppressive] Jafialı (Masallambı) [shaykh mashyikh] “Makk” Bashır visits
MMS; fed on leftovers
Makk [of Shendı] Bashır {Masallamb} and company went to visit MMS. On their way, the Makk told
his entourage, “Remember that MMS is a true walı. When we get there you’ll see that only a small
amount of food will be brought, but we won’t be able to finish it!”
When they arrived, someone brought much food; but MMS said, “No, those leftovers [apparently, MMS
had eaten before they came?] will be enough for them!” They wondered, because it was really very little,
but they all ate and had their fill.

[Such stories could also be interpreted as indicating that MMS used to offer little food to his guests, and that they had
to be content with it!].

[Cf. Bjørkelo, Prelude, 46-48: Bashır was a collaborator used by the Turks (after the demise of the Safidb) as indige-
nous chief (the title shaykh mashyikh was later changed to n÷ir) who was subordinate to the kshif (the ‘Turkish’
administrator of a kha††). He was very oppressive, trying to exploit the absence of many Jafialiyyın landowners who
had fled from the Daftardr to acquire their land  when they returned in the 1830s, there were many conflicts over
land. He was much hated among the Jafialiyyın, drawing only some support from among his native area around Umm
al-‡uyür, kha†† Rs al-Wdı and qism Zaydb).]

********************
464 multiplying food 3/6 al-Dmar X, 4 192{3}
F fiAlı b. Mashhı (al-Dmar)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Passers-by smell: “MMS has meat today!”  invited
F fiAlı and others passed by the house of MMS when they smelled the smell of meat. They said, “Aha,
MMS has good meat today!” Out came a messenger from MMS who invited them inside. Seven pieces of
meat were brought, and they started to eat. Whenever someone took a piece of meat, it was replaced
immediately. When they had finished, there was still as much left as before.

TTQ comment: 2: MMS knew what the passers-by had said; and he multiplied the food.

********************
465 multiplying food 4/6 al-Dmar X, 4 192{4}
F Mu˛ammad b. Bakhıt (Mu˛ammadb)  fiUthmn b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (d. 1887) (MMS’ half-brother)

Mu˛ammadbı fakı visits MMS; fed on leftovers
F Mu˛ammad and seven others (from al-Qalfia and al-∑allΩfib) visited MMS. He had a little food besides
him and invited them to eat. They thought by themselves, ‘How can he invite us to this food which is
hardly sufficient for one person!?’ MMS knew their thoughts, so he said, “Eat! When you have finished
this, I am going to get you more!” They ate until they had their fill, and the food was still as much as
before.

[The Mu˛ammadb belong to the Safidb, the ruling house of the Jafialiyyın. In particular their subsection, the
Kurumb, are known as a “religious family” (al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, 16/6/90)].

TTQ comment: 2: MMS knew what his visitors had thought; and he got them fed with such little food.

********************
466 multiplying food 5/6 al-Dmar X, 4 192{5}

[F ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın]  fiAbd Allh b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (d. 1899)

F ˘amad al-Ma√mün and A˛mad b. al-Amın invited by MMS for supper; A˛mad
shows himself to be greedy
One night, MMS was with his cousins, the brothers F ˘amad al-Ma√mün and A˛mad b. al-Amın. Supper
was brought in a small gourd, and MMS invited his guests to join him. A˛mad said, “How can you invite
us to a meal which I alone could eat, complete with its gourd, without getting my fill?!” — “Eat!” said
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MMS, and they joined him. MMS put his hand in the food, said, “Remember God!” and they ate until
they had their fill. The food was still as much as before.

********************
467 multiplying food 6/6 al-Dmar X, 4 193{1}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

MMS is given fa†ıra supper by a mawl of [late] al-Amın b. HMK; feeds many on it
One night, MMS and company were sitting together when Fa∂lallh, a slave (? mawl) of his [late] uncle
al-Amın came and brought a small gourd full of unleavened bread (fa†ıra, possibly = fiaßıda?). MMS
invited those present (and they were many) to join his supper. He put his hand in the food, said,
“Remember God and eat!” They ate until they had their fill; then another group was brought, then a third,
and they all ate their fill. When they had finished, F ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın asked him, “From
what do they eat?” — “You think they eat food?” replied MMS. “By God, they only eat light!”. He
[MMS?] rose and took the gourd away, and with it the people disappeared, and the food in the gourd was
gone.

SSSSiiiiggggnnnnssss    ooooffff    ggggrrrraaaacccceeee,,,,    iiiinnnncccclllluuuuddddiiiinnnngggg    hhhhiiiissss    ppppooooiiiinnnnttttiiiinnnngggg    oooouuuutttt    tttthhhheeee    llllooooccccaaaattttiiiioooonnnn    ooooffff    hhhhiiiissss    oooowwwwnnnn    ggggrrrraaaavvvveeee

468 karmt 1/33 al-Dmar X, 5 193{2}
F al-∑iddıq b. al-Amım b. HMK (grandson of Mu˛ammad b. al-∑fı; Sammnı)  F Mu˛ammad Hawwrı (al-
Dmar)  F (al-)Majdhüb b. al-Sanüsı

Al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır and a dervish (like the Prophet) want to spare lives of the
Sudanese (contrary to other awliy√)
MMS and company performed the afternoon-prayer in front of A˛mad b. al-Amın’s khalwa which is
known as “al-Rküba” [sic] and which was a shelter made of sticks (fiarısh) situated in front of the mud
khalwa. After prayer he was overwhelmed by a great ˛l (akhadhahu ˛l fia÷ım). He wept intensely and
loudly and sank down on a bed which stood near him. After a little hour he emerged (afq) from his state
and al-∑iddıq asked him what had happened. MMS said:
“The awliy√ responsible for (al-˛fi÷ün li-) the Sudan (qu†r al-Südn) from Wdı ˘alf to the mountains
of Idrıs (jibl Idrıs) [v.i.] have decided to make the ground swallow up all the people living there so that
they may die as Muslims. They argued that they might lapse into unbelief (kufr) if they were left [alive].
They consulted the Helper of the Age (ghawth) on their plan and he agreed.
Now among them were Shaykh al-‡ayyib [w al-Bashır] [1742-1824] (the student [tilmıdh] of Shaykh al-
Sammnı [d 1775]) and fiAbd Allh “Wad Izeyriq” (a dervish (al-muta÷hir bi’l-darwasha)). They both
opposed the ghawth with regard to this plan, and did not give up their opposition, even when the ghawth
decreased their status (maqm) a little! Then came the Prophet and said, “Gracious is God to His
servants: He gives Sustenance to whom He pleases: And He has Power and can carry out His Will.” (Q
42:19). Thus the ghawth understood that the Prophet wanted to spare their lives.

[Note that this story is told by a Sammnı informant!]
[‘Jibl Idrıs’ most probably refers to the area around Jabal Qülı, midway between the White and the Blue Nile on the
edge of Dr Fünj. This was the seat of the Hamaj Shaykh Idrıs fiAdln Mu˛ammad Abü Likaylik who had refused to
recognise the Turco-Egyptian government of Sinnr, but was later (c. 1826) officially appointed shaykh of the Fünj
mountains. He was dismissed in c. 1851 in favour of his nephew, fiAdln (Hill, Biographical dictionary, 178).
[in 194{3} the shelter is referred to as ˘amad al-Ma√mün’s fiarısh! This is, however, probably a misreading
(“˘amad” instead of “A˛mad”). Cf. fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 103, stating that the masjid
described by Burckhardt was built by A˛mad b. al-Amın and his father; and Yüsuf al-Hindı, Tj al-zamn 150-1: al-
Amın’s constant companion was the Jabalbı imm rtib Mu˛ammad al-˘jj Muß†af, known as ‘imm al-raküba,’
who had studied Qur√n with him and later married his daughter (no descendants). See also 164{1}. The Jabalb are
a section of the Jafialiyyın living c. 35 km northeast of al-Matamma.]
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********************
469 karmt 2/33 al-Dmar X, 5 193{3}
fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-˘asan al-Ghubushwı  fiUthmn b. Abı Bakr (student of MMS from Sawkin)  Abü Bakr
b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS’ thumb lits mosque after lamp is extinguished
MMS and company were performing the night-prayer in the mosque (masjid), which was lit by a lamp.
Suddenly, the lamp was extinguished. But a light came forth from MMS’ thumb and grew stronger and
stronger until it lit the whole mosque. Thus it remained until they had finished prayer.

********************
470 karmt 3/33 al-Dmar X, 5 193{4}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim pushed to lead prayer with MMS (  “MMS is the
Helper of his Age [ghawth waqtihi]”)
I attended the afternoon-prayer with MMS. MMS said I should lead the prayer, but I felt too embarrassed.
He, however, pushed me to the front, so I led the prayer. Afterwards he told me, “Sayyidı fiAbd Allh b.
al-˘addd [sic; normal form: fiAbd Allh al-˘addd], the Helper of his Age (ghawth waqtih), once
ordered a student of his to lead prayer, and afterwards told him the reason why, saying, “I wanted you to
be proud at the Day of Judgement, saying, «I prayed with the ghawth!»” Thus I understood what MMS
had wanted [namely, to say that he is the Helper of his Age], and was very glad.

[fiAbd Allh b. [fiAlawı] al-˘addd (1634-1720), well-known ˘a∂ramı scholar, preacher, and Sufi, believed by his
followers to have been the “renewer” (mujaddid) of the twelfth Islamic century. He devoted his life to a confirmation
of religious faith and practice among the people, and for this behalf produced a number of concise and clear manuals
many of which are abbreviated from Ghazlı’s I˛y√ fiulüm al-dın. He can thus be regarded as a good example of a
cultural mediator or broker who served not so much to deepen knowledge itself but to spread it (i.e., the fundamentals
of ‘Islam’) as widely as possible.
(GAL II 407-8, S II 388; Ka˛˛la, VI, 85; al-Ziriklı, IV, 104. His al-Mufiwana wa’l-mu√zara li’l-rghibın fı †arıq
al-khira has been translated into English by Mostafa al-Badawi [The book of assistance, Dorton: Quilliam, 1989,
142 pp. (Classics of Muslim Spirituality; 1)]).

********************
471 karmt 4/33 al-Dmar X, 5 193{5}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS & fiAlı Diqna stay up late; MMS reads Qur√n because he finds no sleep.
HMK alive in his flesh; more than angel
I stayed up late with MMS. At midnight he asked me, “Don’t you want to sleep?” — “I can find no sleep
tonight!” — “Go and sleep!” We lay down, but after a while I heard MMS getting up again. He sat down
and started reciting Qur√n. After a while, he said to me, “An angel and a walı came to me, saying,
«Don’t read the Qur√n to find sleep! God has heard your recitation, and liked it!» But I continued
anyway. The angel trembled and disappeared, but the walı remained at his place. This walı was my
grandfather, F ˘amad.”
In the morning MMS asked if there was anyone who could describe HMK, and when someone said yes,
he asked, “Were there some hairs missing in the middle of his beard?” — “Yes.” — “He is not lying in
his tomb, but moving around (s√i˛ mafi al-s√i˛ın), and nothing is missing from his corpse (juththa)
except those hairs which were already missing in his lifetime.”

********************
472 karmt 5/33 al-Dmar X, 5 194{1}
MMS  ˘j&al-‡hir b. ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın

-T b. ˘ -Ma√mün reports quietist tradition re Turks: “We are angry, but we have
to accept it!”
‘My [grand]father Fakı ˘amad used to meet the Prophet frequently. When the Turks conquered the
Sudan (bild al-Südn) and its inhabitants were dispersed, [Fakı ˘amad] became very angry. But the
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Prophet consoled him saying, “˘amad, won’t you accept that what happened to my children happens to
yours?” He replied, “I accept it.”’

********************
473 karmt 6/33 al-Dmar X, 5 194{2}
(anonymous follower of MMS [aß˛b])

MMS goes into a trance (˛l  jadhba): his coffee-cup remains upright in the air
(III)
MMS and company were sitting together; he was talking, holding a coffee cup in his hand. Suddenly he
was overwhelmed by a great ˛l, gave off a loud shout, and fell into trance (˛aßala lahu ˛l fia÷ım … fa-
ß˛a bi-afil ßawtihi wa’njadhab). The cup fell out of his hand but remained upright in the air, and
nothing was spilled.

[cf. 158{8}, 159{1}, 182{1}. A version of this is also included in Makh†ü†at Ktib al-Shüna, ed. Bußaylı, 112: “one
day he was performing Prophetic praise songs when he fell into a trance state (˛la). He had a cup of coffee in his
hand which he through into the air, full as it was; it fell down upright and no drop was spilled, and when he awoke he
drank it.”]

********************
474 karmt 7/33 al-Dmar X, 5 194{3}
fiAbd Allh b. al-˘jj Slim al-Bushrı (Ba†ranwı)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

MMS returns lost bracelets on condition that he gets 1 of 2. Afterwards owner
refuses the offer, giving dates instead
MMS and company were sitting in the shelter (fiarısh) of F ˘amad al-Ma√mün b. al-Amın [? probably a
misreading for A˛mad b. al-Amın; cf. 193{3}]. MMS was sitting on a bed; around him was a large
crowd.
Through the women’s door (which was very small) a woman came in, but when she saw the crowd, she
retreated immediately [i e, she had thought MMS was alone inside, or with only a few people]. No one
had noticed her. But MMS said to his student Khi∂r al-Shmı, “Go and check if anyone came through this
door!” Khi∂r went and saw the back of the woman; he told this to MMS who asked him to call the
woman back. When she came he asked her what her request was, and she said her daughter had lost two
bracelets (suwr). “She was warming herself by the fire [? taß†alı bi’l-fiüd, perhaps: she was smoking her-
self with fragrant wood?] and put the bracelets beside her, wrapped in a piece of cloth (khirqa). When she
groped for them, she could not find them. So I came to you that you may ask God to return them.” —
“What will you give me in return?” — “What pleases you (m yur∂ık)!” — “I’ll only be content with one
of the bracelets; you shall keep the other one.” — “O.K.” He called upon those present to be witness. “Go
to the shore of river [Nile] and sit down there. If you find them, come back here tomorrow in the
forenoon (∂u˛); otherwise, remain there until I send someone to you!” She left.
The next day, all those who had witnessed the incident came back because they wanted to know the out-
come. The woman showed up with the two bracelets and told how she had found them: “I was sitting
there when they came speeding towards me like two race-horses.” Jokingly, MMS asked her to give him
one of the two. But she refused, offering to pay him its equivalent instead. He insisted, however, and
called upon the witnesses to confirm their agreement of the day before. When the woman still refused, he
said, “Here you can see how strong the temptation of this world (fitnat al-duny) is!” Those present
marvelled [at his wisdom]. Turning to the woman, MMS said, “Can you feed the assembly here with
dates?” She agreed, left and came back with a large basket full of dates. MMS took some and distributed
the rest among the others.

********************
475 karmt 8/33 al-Dmar X, 5 194{4}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

˘amad al-Ma√mün promises not to oppose MMS any more
One night, after the other visitors had left, ˘amad al-Ma√mün stayed behind with MMS. MMS asked fiAlı
Diqna to fetch a bed so that he could lay down. fiAlı did, and ˘amad indicated where he should put it
down. fiAlı, however, did not put it down. MMS said nothing. Again, ˘amad said, “Put it over there!”
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fiAlı did not do it, and MMS remained silent. “Your student,” said ˘amad, “has nothing else in mind but
to oppose me in everything I say!” MMS did not reply, but turned to fiAlı and told him to put down the
bed in a different place, which fiAlı did. MMS sat down on it, then turned to his cousin: “What do you
think: should I put the bed where the Prophet tells me, or where you tell me?” — “Where the Prophet
tells you, of course!” — “By God, I put the bed only where the Prophet told me. And whatever I do, I do
nothing except with the Prophet’s permission!” ˘amad rose, apologised, was pardoned by MMS, and
said, “I didn’t know that the matter was thus! I repent to God and His Prophet and promise not to oppose
your words or deed any more!”

********************
476 karmt 9/33 -Dmar/Berber X, 5 195{1}
(man from QΩz Rajab)  Ma˛müd b. Mu˛ammad [b. Mu˛ammad] (Tank[w]ırb)

Slave trader released by Berber Governor on MMS’ intercession (through a Govt
official)
The informant’s father was arrested in Berber because he had bought slaves after the Government had
forbidden the selling of slaves [sic!]. His son spent about 30 ounces [c. 1.123 g] [of gold?] to try to secure
his release, but in vain. When he felt his own powers exhausted, he went to MMS in al-Dmar, hoping
that MMS would come with him to Berber. But MMS said to him, “Go to N.N. (he named a government
official), give him my regards and tell him he should try to get your father released (yashfafi li-hdh al-
rajul fiind al-dawla).” The informant wanted to object since he knew that this official was absent at the
time, but then he said nothing and left.
Upon his return to Berber he went to the court (dıwn) and met the official there — he had come back!
He told him what MMS had said, and the official immediately talked to the Governor (˛kim) [Governor
of Berber Province 1829-32 was one fiAlı; Hill, “Rulers of the Sudan”] who released him without
demanding any money (majjnan bi-l fiiwa∂).
The informant was very happy, and realised that welfare (khayr) lies in following the awliy’, and
remorse (nadma) in opposing them.
TTQ comment: 2 i††ilfit: MMS knew that the absent Government official had returned; and that the imprisoned
father would be release on that man’s initiative (yad).

********************
477 karmt 10/33 al-Dmar X, 5 195{2}
al-‡ayyib b. al-Tuhmı b. HMK  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

On an outing with 2 companions, MMS produces water for ablution by turning
ibrıq in the air
MMS, al-‡ayyib and another man went out to the open steppe (al-barz). The time for prayer came, and
MMS asked his companions if they had any water. But even though they carried a leather ablution bottle
(rakwa) and a pitcher (ibrıq), both were empty. MMS asked for one of the vessels, was given the rakwa,
took it, turned it in the air, and behold, it was full of water! They performed their ablutions, and drank
from the water.

********************
478 karmt 11/33 al-Dmar X, 5 195{3}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS sends fiAlı Diqna on mission to Berber. On return, he loses his way, but
“MMS” guides him back in no time
MMS sent fiAlı Diqna to Berber on a mission (li-qa∂√ ˛ja). He went and carried it out. Then, shortly
before sunrise, he left Berber to return to al-Dmar. But he lost his way. Suddenly, at a distance he saw
the shape of a man. He drove his mount towards the man, but when he drew nearer, the man disappeared
under a tree. fiAlı looked for him under the tree but could not find him. Then he saw him again at some
distance. He followed him, but as soon as he got closer, the man withdrew. This went on for some time
until he found himself back on the road. The mysterious man disappeared. fiAlı pursued his way and
reached al-Dmar at the time of forenoon (∂u˛) prayer.
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People couldn’t believe that it had taken him only such a short time. MMS asked him, “Aha, didn’t you
lose your way?” — “Yes, but then I found a guide (khabır).” MMS smiled — for he had been the khabır.

TTQ comment: 3: MMS had known that fiAlı Diqna had lost his way; he appeared to him to guide him back; and he
shortened the time he needed to reach al-Dmar (usually it takes at least a day; but fiAlı needed only an hour or less
[sic!]).

********************
479 karmt 12/33 al-Dmar X, 5 195{4}
F A˛mad b. ˘mid b. A˛mad (Jamılbı, Shendi, student of Shaykh al-‡ayyib al-Jummüfiı [= -Ty w. -Bashır?])

Qur√n student in Shandı longs to see MMS; MMS “stretches out his hand to
Shandı”  hardship goes away
A˛mad was studying the Qur√n in Shandı with F al-Bashır b. fiUmrn [had already visited Majdhüb in
Sawkin; see 126{5}] when MMS was in al-Dmar. He longed to see MMS (kn qalbı mutafialliqan bi-
ma˛abbat al-shaykh wa-ru√yatih). One day, while A˛mad was sitting in Shandı with his companions,
MMS (from al-Dmar) stretched out his hand towards him, and he kissed it, in outer form and inner
meaning (÷hiran wa-b†inan) — although there are at least 5 or 6 days’ journey (mar˛il) between
Shandı and al-Dmar.
It was a time of hardship (kunn waqta√idhin fı ∂ıq fia÷ım) — but thanks to MMS’ blessing (baraka), the
hardship went away.

********************
480 karmt 13/33 al-Dmar X, 5 195{5}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

A˛mad b. A/Q Slim (d. 1868/9) travelled to al-Dmar while MMS still in
Sawkin. “MMS” is present when his madı˛ is performed
MMS, A˛mad & F ˘amad b. al-Amın were sitting together. MMS turned to ˘amad saying, “Do you
remember when you and A˛mad met on the way, and you asked him to perform one of my songs of
praise for the Prophet — I was there with you listening!”
(Background: When A˛mad travelled from Sawkin to al-Dmar, he met ˘amad al-Ma√mün on his way.
˘amad inquired how MMS was, then asked him if he knew some of MMS’ poems by heart. A˛mad per-
formed one of the poems for him, and ˘amad started to weep and to swing right and left. Then they
parted.)

[Apparently, A˛mad had travelled to al-Dmar while MMS was still in Sawkin. For ˘amad al-Ma√mün’s visit, cf.
130{2})

********************
481 karmt 14/33 al-Dmar X, 5 196{1}
F fiAbd al-Mjid b. ˘amad fiAqıd (Ghubush)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Ghubush man falls asleep during MMS’ majlis  has nightmare (but relieved by
Ghubush khalıfa)
F fiAbd al-Mjid & al were in a majlis with MMS. One of the Ghubush men fell asleep, and suddenly
started up, frightened. Asked what the matter was he said, “Some men came towards me, grabbed my
neck and choked me until I almost died. But then I saw al-Fakı [A˛mad?] b. KhΩjalı [F A˛mad b. KhΩjalı
was the khalıfa in al-Ghubush at the time] interceding on my behalf, and they left me for his sake.”
MMS, who was told of the man’s dream, said, “This is because he missed the good (khayr) the others
obtained in this session (majlis) because he wanted to sleep!”
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********************
482 karmt 15/33 al-Dmar X, 5 196{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9)

MMS kisses a dead (fiilm student) (so this is permitted to do)
A student (†lib) of fiilm in al-Dmar died. MMS went barefoot to his funeral, prayed, then uncovered the
face of the dead and kissed him between his eyes. He stood there until he was buried.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (Prophet kissed dead fiUthmn b. Ma÷fiün [d 624, the first muhjir who died in
Medina, and the first muhjir who was buried on al-Baqıfi; al-Ziriklı IV 214]; and Abü Bakr al-∑iddıq kissed the
Prophet)  this shows that it is allowed to kiss the dead to honour them and to obtain the blessing (taqbıl al-mayyit
tafi÷ıman wa-tabarrukan).

[I could find no controversy among the madhhib regarding this question.]

********************
483 karmt 16/33 al-Dmar X, 5 196{3}
Mu˛ammad b. ˘amad Btifi (al-Dmar, took bayfia from MMS)  fiUthmn b. Qamar al-Dın b. HMK (d. 1887)
(MMS’ half-brother)

MMS heals a blind camel
Mu˛ammad had a camel which grew blind. He went to MMS, who asked what the reason was, but
Mu˛ammad did not know. MMS asked to bring him some thread, said a few words over the thread, and
told Mu˛ammad to fasten it round the camel’s neck. Without delay, the camel regained his sight, his eyes
became deep black and full of water.

********************
484 karmt 17/33 al-Dmar X, 5 196{4}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb] [not from al-Dmar])  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Mu˛ibb to MMS: “If you don’t bring back my donkey I’ll never visit you again!”
The informant [not from al-Dmar] visited MMS, and stayed overnight at his house (bitn mafiahu). His
donkey ran away, and he went to look for it but could not find it. So he returned and said to MMS, “If
you don’t bring back my donkey I’ll never visit you again!” Then he went to sleep. After some time he
felt a movement at his leg, woke up and saw the donkey at his head. Gladly he got up and fastened its
fetters (rab†).

********************
485 karmt 18/33 al-Dmar X, 5 196{5}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS cures fiAlı Diqna’s diarrhea by stroking across his own belly
I got diarrhea (isti†lq ba†n) and stayed at home for one day. After sunset I went to see MMS who asked,
“Where have you been today?” — “He has been ill with diarrhea,” said Sy ˘asan. “Is that true?” —
“Yes,“ I replied. “If that is so, I’ll devote some time to you (an khidh laka waqtı),” MMS said. “Get up,
and take the pitcher (ibrıq) with us!” We went to the open field (barz). MMS withdrew to a distance,
squatted down and [?stroked?? m-sh-t] his belly intensively. He did this in three different locations. When
he got up, I was cured.

********************
486 karmt 19/33 al-Dmar X, 5 196{6}
˘j&Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad fiAlı (student of MMS) [= al-Imm al-Kitaybı?]

Fakı tries to convince a man that he is majnün, and should be cured by him for
money. MMS says this is nonsense
MMS and company were sitting in the shadow of the mosque (jmifi) when a Dongolwı came and started
to talk in his native language. No one understood him. MMS asked, “Did anybody understand what this
man said?” — “God alone knows.” MMS ordered him to repeat his words, and the man again spoke
[Nubian?]. MMS called one of the fuqar√ and asked him to go with the man to the cistern (bi√r) behind
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the khalwa and pour a large bucket full of water over him. He motioned the Dongolwı to follow the
faqır.
When they had gone, MMS was asked what the Dongolwı had said, and he replied, “He said: I came
from Berber. Opposite Umm al-‡uyür I met a faqır (rajul min al-fuqar√) who told me I was in the grip
of a jinnı and should come with him. “I’ll heal you (arqık), and you give me … (he quoted the usual
fee).” MMS said, “These words affected the man, so he worried a bit, although he is not really possessed,
neither by a jinnı nor by anything else!”
After a while, the two came back from the cistern, and the man had completely recovered.

[Informant is perhaps the same as in 177{3}?]

TTQ comment: 3: MMS understood the foreign language; he knew that the Dongolwı was not really possessed by a
jinn; and he restored the man to his health.

********************
487 karmt 20/33 al-Dmar X, 5 197{1}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

MMS: “Between the jmifi and the khalwa of HMK there is a column of light from
ground to sky; QHMK sitting there”
MMS and a large crowd were sitting in the shadow of the mosque (jmifi). MMS said, “Between this
mosque and the hermitage (khalwa) of HMK stands a column of light. Its foot is on the ground, and its
top is in the sky (sam√). Beneath it sits my father Qamar al-Dın. But there are only a few people who can
see this.”

********************
488 karmt 21/33 al-Dmar X, 5 197{2}
˘j&A˛mad b. ˘amad b. F fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. HMK (d. 1872)

Suppurating belly sign of broken tawba
A man who had sinned (kna musrifan fial nafsih) came to MMS. MMS ordered him to repent, which he
did. However, a few days later he broke his repentance (nakatha tawbatah) and went back to his old
ways. His belly “exploded” and started to secrete pus. The man went back to MMS to tell him, and MMS
said, “That’s because you broke your repentance.” MMS ordered him to repent again, which the man did.
Thereupon, MMS made an invocation, and the man was cured without delay.

********************
489 karmt 22/33 al-Dmar X, 5 197{3}
˘j&A˛mad b. ˘amad b. F fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. HMK (d. 1872)

Alcoholic repented; then returned to drinking  belly exploded, died
An alcoholic (mudmin shurb al-khamr) repented before MMS, but returned to his old habits. Conse-
quently, his belly “exploded” and he died.

TTQ comment: Never disobey the orders of the Shaykh!

********************
490 karmt 23/33 al-Dmar X, 5 197{4}
(anonymous follower of MMS [mu˛ibb])

Alcoholic pressed into repentance; doesn’t keep it  painful belly inflation; cured
by MMS; but man still drinks
An alcoholic (mudmin shurb al-khamr) came to MMS. MMS repeatedly asked him to repent, but he
refused. Only when MMS asked him for the third time did he agree to repent. A few days later, however,
he returned to drinking and drank very much (˛att †bat nafsuh). When night came, his belly became
painfully inflated so he was afraid he would die. He was carried on a bed to MMS who asked him, “Did
you not promise to repent [=to stop drinking]? What made you return to it?” — “Satan enticed me!” —
“If you recover, will you repent once and for all?” He promised, and MMS rubbed his belly. The man
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started to blow wind until the inflation subsided. He left, but did not repent, so Majdhüb let him off (fa-
khal sabılahu, sic pro akhl sabılahu).

********************
491 karmt 24/33 al-Dmar X, 5 197{5}
Mu˛ammad b. Malik al-Dr (Qindılbı)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

An alcoholic plans to exchange a nosebag full of millet against alcohol (from a
woman) on return from MMS
An alcoholic promised repentance to MMS. Then [one day], he went home, filled a nosebag with millet
(dhura) and went to a woman who sold alcohol. He hang up the bag there, then went to MMS. His
intention was to pass by the house later to get alcohol in exchange for his millet [obviously, marısa]. —
MMS asked, “I hope you didn’t brake your repentance!?” — “No.” — “But what about the nosebag you
hang up at N.N.’s house (he gave her name)?” The man was very frightened when he heard this.
[Note that he is not said to have “truly” repented again!]

TTQ comment: 3 i††ilfit: MMS knew the man’s intentions; he knew of the nosebag and where it was; and he knew
the name of the woman.

********************
492 karmt 25/33 al-Dmar X, 5 197{6}
Mu˛ammad b. Malik al-Dr (Qindılbı)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

“Don’t smoke!” (obstinate smoker threatened with blindness; grows blind)
A man was smoking in the presence of MMS. MMS asked, “Won’t you repent?” The man did not
answer, in spite of repeatedly being addressed by MMS. MMS threatened him with blindness if he did
not stop, but to no avail. — After some time, the man indeed grew blind, and still he is.

TTQ comment: Never disobey the orders of the Shaykh!

********************
493 karmt 26/33 -Dmar/QΩz Fünj X, 5 197{7}
F al-∑fı b. Mu˛ammad b. al-∑fı (son of Madına, full-sister of Qamar al-Dın b. HMK)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-∑diq
al-Bakhıtwı

MMS delegates F al-∑fı to heal fistula of obstinate alcoholic in QΩz al-Fünj [tawba
no condition for healing]
A woman from QΩz al-Fünj complained to MMS about her son, who was fond of drinking and all kinds
of sins (mafißı). MMS asked her to bring some dates, over which he said something, then told her to go
back and feed them to her son. After he had eaten them she told him that MMS had put a spell on them
(fiazzama fıhinna), and that he should therefore take care not to return to drinking. But he only said, ridi-
culing, “I’ll destroy the Shaykh’s khalwa (an qad kharaqtu khalwat al-Shaykh)!” He went on drinking.
His belly became inflated so that he almost died. His mother quickly went back to MMS to tell him.
MMS wrote her a potion (ma˛w) and said she should go to F al-∑fı [who lived in QΩz al-Fünj] and tell
him, “MMS asks you to put your hand on the fistula (nsür), then heal it (thumma arqihi fialayh)!” The
woman went to F al-∑fı, and he accompanied her to her son whom they found in great distress. A fistula
had grown near his navel. F al-∑fı put his hand on it until it subsided, and the pain went away, and God
cured him.

********************
494 karmt 27/33 al-Dmar X, 5 198{1}
Khi∂r (student of MMS)  ˘j&A˛mad b. ˘amad b. F fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. HMK (d. 1872)  Abü Bakr b. ˘j&al-
∑diq al-Bakhıtwı

Khi∂r, MMS’ muezzin, mocked as being illiterate. Withdraws resentfully; vision:
MMS gives him milk  fat˛
MMS went to visit the graves of his ancestors. The time for the evening-prayer came. Khi∂r, who was his
muezzin, called for prayer. Some of the fuqar√ laughed at him, saying, “He is illiterate (ummı)!” Khi∂r
became depressed (wa-akhadhtu fı nafsı) thinking, ‘I have spent several years with the Shaykh and still I
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know nothing (wa-an l afirifu shay√an)!” Then, after the prayer, Khi∂r went aside to be alone, and took
out his rosary. But his eyes were closing, and half-asleep he saw MMS holding a vessel full of milk
which he offered to Khi∂r. Khi∂r stretched out both hands and drank until the milk was finished. Then he
woke up and really saw MMS walking in front of him. By this drink God opened his inner eyes (fa-fata˛
Allh baßıratı min tilk al-shurba).

TTQ comment: Syı Ysın about Khi∂r: He was illiterate (=he could not write) (ummı l yaktub). MMS ordered me to
teach him the alphabet. Even so, he could explain (yufassir) the Qur√n and recite (yaqra√) no matter what passage in
it. When he heard a mistake in one of the fuqar√s reading he used to rectify it.
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim said about Khi∂r: We went on Pilgrimage one year, and afterwards visited the
Prophet in Medina where we found brother Khi∂r. The Medinese used to study the Qur√n together (yatadrasün al-
Qur√n fı-m baynahum) every day between the evening- and night-prayers, using written copies (?? na÷aran). One
night we joined them. Khi∂r was with us. I gave him the khatma [the prayer read at the end of a recitation of the
Qur√n, printed at the end of many copies of the Qur√n] and asked him to read it. He took it, turned it right and left,
and did not know what it was. He asked me to tell him what the beginning of the Süra was, and I said it was Sürat
“Sub˛n” [Q 17]. He started to recite it perfectly, not like an illiterate.
All this came about through the baraka of MMS. Khi∂r had been a humble servant of MMS, and he became one of
the greatest awliy√.

********************
495 karmt 28/33 al-Dmar/Sawkin X, 5 198{2}
A˛mad b. fiAbd al-Qdir Slim (d. 1868/9) (first-hand)

MMS sends A˛mad A/Q (d. 1868/9) to Sawkin with [5] ounces of gold, for al-
Amın to settle MMS’ debts there
MMS sent me from al-Dmar to Sawkin with 4 1/2 ounces of gold. “Give them to Ibn al-Amın” [sic], he
said, “to settle my debts. If they are enough, fine; if not, he should pay the rest from his own pocket.”
I arrived in Sawkin and gave the gold to al-Amın. We weighed it and found it to be 5 ounces! I had
weighed it in the presence of MMS, and it was 4 1/2 ounces! They 5 ounces were exactly the amount
needed to settle the debts.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (involving Salmn al-Frisı).

********************
496 karmt 29/33 al-Dmar X, 5 198{3}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

MMS performs two rakfias on the site of his future grave (indication that he is a
walı kmil)
One night, after the evening-prayer [i.e., c. 18:45], MMS and some of the students, including fiAlı Diqna,
went barefoot to the cemetary; the [other] fuqar√ caught up with them there. MMS entered the tomb
(baniyya) of his grandfather HMK and sat inside for a long time, without talking to anybody. Then he left
and turned eastwards, followed by the others. He stopped at the place where his grave is now and
performed two rakfias there. After that he sat down facing the qibla and said, “Glory to God (Sub˛na
Allh)! This place is right opposite the Noble Garden (al-Raw∂a al-Sharıfa) [i.e., the Tomb of the
Prophet, symbolising, by extension, Paradise]. Brother Ibrhım b. F Yüsuf said, “I see doors opened in
the sky, opposite this place here!” MMS did not respond to this. [?? Was Ibrhım perhaps “inspired” by
MMS’ words to try and say something similarly “spiritual”??]. He then performed the night-prayer [c.
19:45] with his companions, after which he again performed two rakfias. Turning to the assembly he said,
“Every Perfect Friend of God performs two rakfias on the site of his grave before he dies.” No one
understood what he meant.
Then he fell ill and died. It happened by God’s decree, without him having indicated this to anyone (? bi-
tawfıq Allh min ghayr ishra li-a˛ad) that his grave came to be at that place.

TTQ comment: 3: MMS knew the site of his grave; he performed 2 rakfias there; he said, “The walı al-kmil …”
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********************
497 karmt 30/33 al-Dmar X, 5 198{4}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

MMS, mortally ill, calls his wife (al-fiAmmr√arıbiyya), who excuses herself: “I’m
doing coiffure, with other women!”
When MMS was ill (the illness from which he was going to die) he called for his wife, al-
fiAmmr√arıbiyya. But she had him told, “I’m doing my hair (ußli˛ ra√sı) right now in the company of
other women, and I cannot leave them.” The messenger told him what she had said, and he sent another
one, who came back with the same response. Thereupon, fiAlı asked if he should go, and MMS said yes,
and that he should add the words, “The Shaykh is about to depart (musfir), and we [sc. Majdhüb’s
followers from Sawkin who had accompanied him to the Nile] also shall depart to our families; but you
will stay behind in al-Dmar!” He went and told her, and when she heard this she broke out in tears. fiAlı
had not realised that MMS had announced his death.

TTQ comment: 3: MMS knew he was about to die; he knew that the fuqar√ were going to return to their families;
and that his wife would stay behind in al-Dmar.

********************
498 karmt 31/33 al-Dmar X, 5 199{1}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

Sick man healed wants to withhold nadhr after MMS’ death  ill again  gives
money to MMS’ full-brother al-‡ayyib
When MMS was ill (the illness from which was going to die), a man came to him who was seriously ill.
He asked MMS to ask God to cure him. MMS gave no answer for two days, then on the third day he
called the man and told him, “Take this pitcher (ibrıq) and drink from it for two or three days!” The man
did as he was told, and was cured.
Now he had vowed to give MMS a certain sum [of money], so he returned to his family to fetch it. While
he was away [from al-Dmar], MMS died [and he heard of his death], so he thought by himself, “This
shaykh has not taken any pains to treat me (m filajanı bi-shay√ wa-l atfiaba nafsahu fı dhlik);
therefore I shall not return there with my money.” Hence his illness returned. So he went and gave the
money to MMS’ brother al-‡ayyib, and God cured him again.

********************
499 karmt 32/33 al-Dmar X, 5 199{2}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872)

MMS on his death bed says God is yearning to meet him, and he chose to meet
God (instead of the world)
When MMS was lying on his death bed, he repeatedly said, “An angel came to visit a walı who lay ill on
his death bed. He found the Angel of Death sitting beside him and said to him, «What do you want here?»
— «I came to take the soul of this walı.» — «Don’t do that — if alive he will greatly benefit the Commu-
nity of Mu˛ammad!» — «His Lord is yearning to meet him (ishtq il liq√ih)!» In this way they argued
for quite some time.”
He also used to say, “God made one of his Friends choose between this world and between meeting Him.
The walı chose to meet God.”
Those who heard these words did not understand them until MMS died on Friday, 27 Mu˛arram 1247,
after noon [8 July 1831].

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence (in Bukhrı/Muslim).
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********************
500 karmt 33/33 al-Dmar X, 5 199{3}
fiAlı Diqna (d. 1872) (first-hand)

(1) Foam comes out of dead MMS’ mouth. Woman swallows it  exulted. (2)
People uncertain if MMS dead or in jadhba
1. When MMS died, his head sank down to the side, and a white drop (like foam on a wave (? ˛abb))
came out of his mouth. A female relative of MMS took it and swallowed it, and it made her very exultant.
I wished I had swallowed it myself!
2. After his death, great lamentation occurred. Then people disagreed whether they should bury him
immediately. Some said they should first establish that he was really dead, for it might be a trance
(jadhba); and they’d better wait for his [full] brother al-‡ayyib to come back (al-‡ayyib was away for
two or three days; he had gone to one of his houses). Others said they should not postpone the funeral.

TTQ comment: Prophetic precedence for 1 (involving fi◊√isha); id for 2 (involving fi◊√isha and Abü Bakr) (reported
by al-Bukhrı).
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GLOSSARY

Of the many possible meanings any given term may have, this glossary only addresses
those that are relevant in the context of the present study. Terms that occur only in one
place and are explained there are not included here.

abü, colloquial ab father
adhkr pl. of !dhikr
◊gh (Turk. aÿa) lit. “eldest paternal uncle, family head, chief, master”; Ottoman military title

below !Bey; title of eunuchs serving at the Sul†n’s palace, other palaces,
and in the !˘aramayn

fiahd covenant (see Chapter VII)
a˛km pl. of !˛ukm
ahl orig. those who occupy a tent together: relatives, family, kin; “those who are

familiar with …”; intimates; people
ahl al-Bayt the relatives of the Prophet; “the Prophet’s family” including all his descen-

dants
a˛zb pl. of !˛izb
akhlq virtues; ethics
filim (pl. fiulam√) “learned” man: scholar-jurist (one who possesses !fiilm)
fiamm paternal uncle
fiaql reason; intellect; ratio; rationality, the faculty “to understand and conform to

the order established by God” (Rosen, Bargaining, 54). fiAql may be de-
scribed as “the ability to use our heads in order to keep our passions from
getting hold of us and controlling us. […] By studying the Quran and by
following the advice of good teachers and good leaders we can develop our
reasoning abilities so that we can use our passions as we want instead of
being led around by them.” (ib., 31, quoting a Moroccan). fiAql is thus a
faculty controlling the !nafs.

arbb title of noblemen in the Fünj Empire
ashrf (pl. of sharıf) the “nobles”, people claiming descent from the Prophet or his family. In the

Eastern Sudan, the Ashrf have developed into a separate ethnic group; when
referring to them, I use the spelling ‘Ashrf’ instead of ashrf (see Chapter v)

asm√ Allh al-˛usn the 99 Most Beautiful Names of God by which He is described in the Qur√n
awrd plural of wird (litany; q.v.)
baq√ “subsistence”, “persistence”; in Sufi theory, the highest stage on the mystic

path, where the mystic “subsists” in True Reality after having “passed away”
(fan√) from everything else, while outwardly returning to the ordinary world
of everyday life

baraka blessing; power of a sacred person or object to bless; life-increasing force
baßıra “inner eye”, “insight”: the eye of the heart
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basmala the formula, ‘bismi ’llhi ’l-Ra˛mni ’l-Ra˛ım’ (“In the name of God, the
Compassionate, the Merciful”), which opens all but one chapter of the
Qur√n, and which a Muslim should pronounce at the beginning of every
major intentional act (see Chapter V)

bas† “expansion” of the soul!/!spirit (opposite of !qab∂), relaxation, serenity
b†in the “inner” dimension of the micro- and macrocosmos (opposite of ÷hir)
bayfia formal oath of allegiance to recognise a religious authority (such as a caliph,

an imm, or the shaykh of a †arıqa) (see Chapter VII).
bayn a place of “manifestation”, shaped like a tomb, but not containing the body,

built on indication from a saint in a dream or vision
ti-Be∂wyε(t) the language(-group) of the (majority of) the !Beja, constituting the

northern branch of the Cushitic languages
Beja (sg. Bejwı) group of semi-nomadic peoples (now c. 2 million) inhabiting the area

between the Red Sea and the Nile and Atbara rivers and between southern
Egypt to Eritrea. Most speak !ti-Be∂wyεt, some Tigre (a Semitic
language) as their native tongue.

Bey lit., “prince”; Turkish (and thence Ottoman) civilian and military title below
Psh

bidfia “innovation”. If unqualified, ‘bidfia’ is more often than not understood as
‘bad’ innovation contradicting the Divine Order and the Prophetic precedence
(Sunna). Some innovations are, however, judged as, ‘bidfia ˛asana’ (“good
innovation”).

dammür a course cotton cloth
∂arı˛ shrine, tomb of a saint, used in particular for tombs that are more elaborate

than a simple stick and flag marking the grave, but simpler that a domed
qubba

Dr (from ‘dr’, “house”) “land”, as in Dr FΩr, “the land of the FΩr”
dars lecture, lesson
dht feminine form of ‘dhü’ “pertaining to”. It is “used as a noun […] to denote

material [or real] things. […] Thus used, it signifies The essence of a thing,
meaning that by being which a thing is what it is, or that in being which a
thing consists; or the ultimate and radical constituent of a thing: and the
essence as meaning the peculiar nature of a thing: syn. ˛aqıqa and mhiyya
and khßßa; it is also used as meaning a thing’s self: […] a man’s self, or
person […]” (Lane, Arabic-English lexicon, s.v. dhü). See Chapter VII.

dhikr (pl. adhkr) “remembrance”, “recalling” of God(’s names); the ritual practice of the
recalling of these names or of other religious formulæ

dın originally, “religion” > the Divine ordinances ordering the world; Divine
order

dirham generic term for a silver coin of lower value than a !riyl
dıwn poetry-collection; government council and the building housing it; council of

the saints in the otherworld
dufi√ (pl. adfiiya) “invocation [of God]”: non-canonical prayer (usually for a favour) the word-

ing of which is free in principle, but which in practice is often taken from an
authoritative source. Cf. ßalt

fa∂ı˛a disgrace; disclosure of one’s misdeeds and public dishonouring
f˛isha (pl. faw˛ish) vile deed, shameless act, obscenity: non-legal, strongly disapproving designa-

tion of illicit sexual behaviour
fakı (pl. fuqara) religious specialist; Qur√n teacher, tutor (see Chapter VII)
fan√ “extinction”, “passing away” (see baq√)
faqıh (pl. fuqah√) jurist, one who is learned in Islamic jurisprudence ( !fiqh)
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faqır (pl. fuqar√) “poor”, “pauper”. This Arabic equivalent of the Persian, ‘darvısh’ has
become a common designation of people who ‘forsake this world’ in order to
devote themselves to God. It has come to apply not only to mendicant
“dervishes”, but has been adopted by the Sufis in general. In the Sudan, the
plural, ‘fuqar√’ (colloq. ‘fuqara’) is used for the followers of a shaykh. In
this meaning, it has been adopted by the Mahdists; the ‘Anßr al-Mahdı’ are
commonly called, ‘fuqara’, and the word has been rendered as ‘dervishes’ in
contemporary British sources. See Chapter VII.

fat˛ “opening”; success granted by God; breakthrough to a higher level of under-
standing; illumination (see Chapter VII)

Fti˛a the “opening” (first) chapter of the Qur√n, regarded as the “Mother of the
Book”. It is recited at least twice in every canonical prayer, and frequently
also to seal contracts or to obtain blessing for oneself and for others.

fatw (pl. fatw/
fatwı)

formal legal opinion given by a !muftı

fiqh lit., “understanding”, “comprehension”: the science providing understanding
of the sharıfia: Islamic jurisprudence

Fünj dynasty of !Sul†ns ruling a state of varying extension in the central Nilotic
Sudan c.!1504-1821 from their capital, !Sinnr

furüfi al-fiqh “the branches of jurisprudence”: applied law (as opposed to ußül al-fiqh, the
hermeneutic basis or “sources of law”)

ghawth “help[er]”, “succor”; the highest mystical leader of all times. Ghawth waqtih,
“Help[er] of his Age”, the highest mystical leader of his time.

ghayba “absence”, (mental) absentia, during which the mind turns away from this
world for the sake of complete “presence” (˛u∂ür) in the otherworld. See
Chapter VII.

˛add (pl. ˛udüd) corporeal punishment “defined” by God in the Qur√n for certain offences
(apostasy, armed robbery, theft, fornication, unproven accusation of forni-
cation, alcohol-consumption)

˛adıth “report” of the words and deeds of the Prophet: Prophetic Tradition. The
word can be used either as a singular, for a specific, individual report; or as a
collective noun, for the whole “body of accounts of what Mu˛ammad said
and did, what was done in his presence and not forbidden by him, and even
[including] some of the sayings and doings af his close companions”
(Mottahedeh, Loyalty, 10). In effect, ˛adith is “all the historical material
available to establish” the sunna (ib.)

˛ajj pilgrimage to Mecca in the last month of the lunar year. As the ˛ajj is one of
the five ‘pillars’ of Islam, every Muslim who can afford it should perform it
at least once in his life. There are indications that the eighteenth century
witnessed an increasing effort actually to comply with this prescription.

˛jj someone who has performed the ˛ajj.
˛l mystical-psychological “state” of the soul (see Chapter VI)
˛all morally unobjectionable, “permitted” according to the Divine Law (a moral

qualification that says nothing about legal validity); opposite: ˛arm
˘anafı/˘anafiyya pertaining to the Sunni school of law (madhhab) traced to Abü ˘anıfa (699-

767). The ˘anafiyya was the official madhhab in the Ottoman Empire, and
thus of all its institutions.

˘anbalı/˘anbaliyya pertaining to the Sunni school of law (madhhab) traced to A˛mad b. ˘anbal
(780-855). The significance of this school grew since the eighteenth century
through the spread of Wahhbism.

˛aqıqa “Reality” cum “Truth”, “True Reality”, in Sufi thought combined into an
indivisible unity and distinguished from the material appearance experienced
by common, ordinary consciousness
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˛aqq in law: legal claim; in Sufism: the “True & Real” (cf. ‘˛aqıqa’); frequently =
God (and then capitalised here: al-˘aqq)

˛arm “forbidden” according to the Divine Law (a moral qualification that says
nothing about legal validity); opposite: ˛all; often used loosely to denounce
a practice

al-˘aramn (construct
case: al-˘aramayn)

the “Two Holy Cities” Mecca and Medina

htif a voice calling out from an invisible source (see Chapter VII)
˛awliyya “anniversary” celebration, in particular in honour of saints on their death-day
hijra the “emigration” of Mu˛ammad from Mecca to Medina in 622 following

which the Muslim community was formally constituted as a political entity;
this marked the beginning of the common Muslim Era

˛izb (pl. a˛zb) “part”, “portion”; a set portion of the Qur√n; a set of devotional formulæ
frequently composed of or inspired by Qur√nic verses and recited either
regularly or in specific cases of need. Cf. wird.

˛u∂ür “presence”; in Sufi terminology of the presence of mind in the otherworld of
True Reality, and thus the complement of !ghayba

˛ukm (pl. a˛km) legally-binding verdict (cf. q∂ı)
˛uwwr “disciple” (see Chapter VII)
fiibdt (sg. fiibda) ritual practices, in particular those that are prescribed by Islamic Law (as part

of the furüfi al-fiqh). They include canonical prayer (ßalt), the alms-tax
(zakt), fasting (ßawm), and the pilgrimage to Mecca (˛ajj)

ibn (abbr. ‘b.’) son [of]. Patronymics using ‘ibn’ are more literary in style than
the colloquial, !‘wad’

ijza (usually a written) certificate of permission to transmit!/!teach a certain text or
texts, prayer formulas, teachings, etc. to others

ijtihd the “exercise” of individual reasoning, based on the canonical sources, in the
elaboration of the law

i˛sn “doing good”: virtuous praxis; perfection. Often defined as, “to worship God
[i.e., lead your life] as if you see Him, for even if you do not see Him, He
sees you”.

ilhm “inspiration”. While wa˛y (“revelation”) is given only to Prophets, ilhm can
also be experienced by other humans

fiilm (pl. fiulüm) “knowledge”; in particular scholastic, rational or speculative knowledge
grounded in the Divine revelation; (Islamic religious) science; also theoretical
or rational knowledge as opposed to experiential or intuitive knowledge
(mafirifa; q.v.); theoretical knowledge as opposed to practical “experience”
(khibra)

imm (1) leader of the canonical prayer; (2) leader of the Muslim community; (3)
honorary title of a great scholar

ımn faith
Jafialiyyın (sg.!Jafialı) the largest ethnic group in the Northern riverain Sudan, Arabic-speaking, and

living between the Sixth Cataract and the Nile-Atbara-confluence, with their
capital at Shendi!/!al-Matamma.

jhiliyya “ignorance” of the Divine Order. The pre-Islamic Arabs serve as the arche-
typal example of such a state of ‘barbarism’.

jadhb “rapture”; here: trance (see Chapter VII)
jallba itinerant traders, generally originating from the Northern riverain Sudan and

thus associated with its (Arabic) culture
jallbiyya a loose, shirtlike garment that during the nineteenth century became the

common dress for men in the Northen riverain Sudan (see ‘tΩb’)
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jihd “striving”, “effort” to establish and preserve the safety and well-being of the
Muslims. The word is generally used for such efforts to preserve the Muslim
community against outward threats (i.e., in legitimate warfare). Sufis
regarded this as the “minor” jihd; for them, the “major” effort was the
struggle against the lower instinct of one’s soul (see nafs).

jinn (sg. jinnı) djinn: a class of beings (spirits) created from fire (and not from earth like
humans) who are generally not visible to the human eye. Contrary to the
angels, their character may vary as that of humans; there are good and bad
jinn, Muslim and non-Muslim, etc.

Kafiba the “cubic”-shaped, central building of the Great Mosque in Mecca,
according to Muslim belief established by Abraham as the House of God

karma (pl. karmt) “favour”; extra-ordinary trait gracing a saint, ‘miracle’ of a saint (as opposed
to mufijiza, a miracle performed by a prophet).

kashf “dis-covery”, “unveiling”: direct extra- or suprasensory perception, often
conceptualised as knowledge given by God directly to the heart; intuitive per-
ception contrasting with rational or speculative reasoning (see Chapter VII)

kshif lit. “revealer”; used in the Turco-Egyptian Sudan (before 1862) of an officer
in charge of a district

khl maternal uncle
khalıfa successor (to an office, especially of religious leadership); deputy (of a Sufi

shaykh)
khalwa regularised solitary Retreat for religious exercise; the place set aside for such

Retreat (‘hermitage’). In the Sudan the word is also used for a Qurfinic
school, as well as for a guesthouse on the compound of a mosque-school (see
Chapter VII).

khilfa the position and office of khalıfa
khu†ba Friday sermon
layliyya “nocturnal” communal performance of religious praise songs, a !mawlid,

etc., usually between the evening- and night-prayers. Sunday and Wednesday
evenings are the preferred days for this in the Sudan. A layliyya may either be
a regular, weekly event, or be arranged for a special occasion.

madhhab (pl. madhhib) system or ‘school’ of jurisprudence (fiqh). In Sunni Islam, four major
madhhabs are distinguished: the ˘anafiyya, ˘anbaliyya, Mlikiyya, and
Shfifiiyya (qq.v.).

makk (pl. mukük) title of a local ruler in the Northern riverain Sudan during the Fünj period.
The alleged derivation from the Arabic, malik is unconfirmed.

madı˛ (song of) praise, eulogy, especially for the Prophet
mahdı the “rightly guided one”; millenarian saviour. In the Sudan, Mu˛ammad

A˛mad b. fiAbd Allh (1844-85) proclaimed himself to be the mahdı in 1881;
references to him are given as, ‘the Mahdi’.

ma˛w (colloq. mi˛ya) “erasure”: potion prepared by washing the ink off Qur√nic slates, often used
for medical purposes (see Chapter VII)

majdhüb one who experiences !jadhb. ‘(al-)Majdhüb’ is used as a family!/!clan name
for the descendants of ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb (1693/4–1776/7)
whose father was so nicknamed because he allegedly experienced jadhb so
often.

majlis (public) assembly (see Chapter VII)
(filam) al-malaküt the world of imagination, that is of spiritual forms, between filam al-mulk

(the world of actual physical forms that are accessible to the physical senses),
and filam al-jabarüt (the world of potentialites). Corbin translates, “heavenly
pleroma” (“Visionary dream”, 391)
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Mlikı/Mlikiyya pertaining to the Sunni school of law (madhhab) traced to Mlik b. Anas
(715-795). The Mlikiyya became the dominant madhhab in North and Sub-
Saharan Africa including the Sudan.

manqib hagiography (see Chapter II)
maqm “station” of the soul on the mystic path (see Chapter VI)
mafirifa “Erkenntnis”, intuitive mystical cognition (  Greek gnËsij) contrasting with

fiilm
masıd mosque-school complex
masjid lit., “place of prostration [before God in prayer]”: (small) mosque; any place

formally set aside for the collective performance of canonical prayers
mawlid anniversay celebration of the Prophet’s birthday on 12 Rabıfi I; liturgical text

composed for this occasion, describing the Prophet’s birth and sometimes
also major events of his life (see Chapter VI)

mi˛rb prayer-niche indicating the direction to Mecca (qibla)
minbar pulpit, elevated seat in the mosque from where the Friday sermon is delivered
mifirj the “ascension” of the Prophet to heaven after his night-journey (isr√) from

Medina, celebrated on 27 Rajab; liturgical text composed for this occasion
mufimalt “interactions”: (laws pertaining to) social relations
muftı jurisconsult who gives formal legal opinions ( !fatws), as opposed to the

judge ( !q∂ı) who passes legally binding verdicts (see Chapter IV)
mu˛addith scholar!/!transmittor of !˛adıth; here translated as, ‘Traditionist’ (with a

capital T).
mu˛ibb “amateur”, sympathiser, devotee, associate (but not member) of a †arıqa (see

Chapter VII)
munjt “intimate discourse” with God
murba†a in Sufism: the “bonding” of the heart of the novice to that of his master or to

his Lord, through which a spiritual link (rbi†a) is established that endures
even during physical separation

murıd aspirant, novice, acolyte
murshid guide
mushhada “beholding”, “contemplative witnessing”
nabı (pl. anbiy√) prophet
nafs the lower (carnal) soul; “Triebseele”: a necessary force in life (often

compared to a riding-animal), but which has to be tamed and controlled by
reason (fiaql; q.v.). See Chapter VI.

naqıb leader of a corporation, headman
naqıb al-Ashrf the headman of the group of people claiming descent from the Prophet’s

family in a given area
nasab relation, descent; often short for ‘written pedigree’
n÷ir title used under Native Administration in the Sudan for a head of a large tribe

or tribal confederation
Psh Turkish pa ≈sa, Arabic bsh, the highest title in the Ottoman civilian and

military hierarchy (with three subdivisions)
qab∂ “contraction” of the soul!/!spirit (a spiritual state [˛l] opposite to bas†),

distress
q∂ı “judge” ruling according to the sharıfia who can pass legally-binding verdicts

(as opposed to a muftı, q.v.).
Qdirı/Qdiriyya pertaining to the Sufi tradition traced to fiAbd al-Qdir Gılnı (d. 1166)
q√im-maqm lit., “lieu-tenant”, “Statthalter”: junior officer rank in the Ottoman army; title

of the administrative head of a district (such as a !sancq)
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qalb “heart”; in Sufi anthropology the seat of “spiritual insight” (baßıra; q.v.)
turned toward the world of spiritual images (filam al-malaküt), and thus “the
faculty of contemplative intuition” (Danner, tr. Ibn fiA† Allh’s ∑üfı apho-
risms, 77)

qaßıda the most prestigious form of Arabic poetry, often translated as, ‘ode’
qawm “people”, group; a common self-designation of the Sufis
qibla the direction faced during prayer (that is the direction to Mecca), indicated in

mosques by the prayer-niche (mi˛rb)
qΩz stabilised sand-dune; often used in placenames
qubba “dome”, domed tomb, shrine
qu†b “pivot”; the highest mystical leader of his time
rakfia the basic building-block of Muslim canonical prayer ( !ßalt). Such a prayer

consists of at least two rakfias.
rküba, raküba sun-shelter
Rama∂n the ninth month of the Muslim lunar calender, canonically designated as the

month of fasting (ßawm)
rtib (pl. rawtib) set of religious formulæ arranged by a shaykh for supererogatory devotional

exercises
ra√y “reflective consideration”, “measured judgement” (Calder, Studies in early

Muslim jurisprudence, 9, 12)
riyl (< ‘Reál’) generic name for silver coinage of higher value than the !dirham;

here generally the Maria Theresia dollar (and thus translated as, “dollar”). For
a detailed list, see Bjørkelo, Prelude, 108. Cf. also Chapter IV.

rü˛ “spirit”, that part of one’s nature that will continue to exist after one’s death
(see Chapter VII)

rü˛niyya spirituality, spiritual dimension, spiritual presence
ru√y vision, dream (see Chapter VII)
ßadq dowry
ßadaqa voluntary alms
ßa˛ba (sg.!ßa˛bı) “Companions” of the Prophet Mu˛ammad; his contemporaries who have seen

him and whose interpretation of his words and deeds therefore carries particu-
lar weight. Some Sufis claimed this status after a visionary encounter with the
Prophet.

sa˛ar the time late at night before the beginning of dawn, held to be particularly
appropriate for supererogatory religious exercises

sakına God-inspired peace of mind, tranquillity
ßal(t) Muslim canonical prayer (as opposed to dufi√, q.v.)
al-ßal(t) fial ’l-Nabı also called, ‘taßliya’: benediction to the Prophet: the formula, ‘ßall ’llhu

fial Nabıyin wa-sallam’, “God bless our Prophet and grant him peace” or a
variation of this

sanad “support”, uninterrupted chain of authority on which a tradition is based,
equivalent to !silsila, but used more often for non-mystical knowledge

sancq (Ottoman Turkish) lit., “flag”: administrative district, subdivision of a
!wilya

sarıra innermost conscience, innermost thoughts (cf. sirr)
ßawm canonical fasting
sayyid “lord”; title of a descendant of the Prophet (sharıf)
Shdhilı/Shdhiliyya pertaining to the Sufi tradition traced to Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı (1197/6-

1258).
shaffia intercession
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Shfifiı/Shfifiiyya pertaining to the Sunni school of law (madhhab) traced to al-Shfifiı (767-
820). The Shfifiiyya became the dominant madhhab in many coastal areas
around the Indian Ocean, including the Red Sea.

sharıfia literally, “(the right) approach (to the watering place)”; n“moj; the principles
of the Divine order of the world (dın); the ideal (and therefore ideally
immutable) body of norms based in and reflecting this Divine order, and
communicated to humans through Prophetic revelation; thence Islamic
canonical Law which regulates the acts of man in accordance with the Divine
order of the world

sharıf (pl. ashrf) see ‘ashrf’
shaykh “elder”: leader of a tribe; teacher at an Islamic institution of higher learning;

spiritual master of a Sufi aspirant; spiritual leader in a Sufi brotherhood (cf.
Chapter VII)

al-Shaykh al-Akbar “the Greatest Master”: honorific of Mu˛yı ’-Dın IBN AL-fiARABˆ (1165-
1240)

Shyqiyya (sg. Shyqı) a large, Arabic-speaking ethnic group, inhabiting the Nile valley between the
Fourth Cataract and KΩrtı!/!al-Dabba

sib˛a rosary
silsila “chain” of authority, particularly for the transmission of spiritual allegiance

and mystical knowledge
Sinnr capital of the !Fünj state, on the left bank of the Blue Nile above its conflu-

ence with the White Nile, founded c. 1504-05
sirr “secret”, “mustªrion” (Trimingham, Orders 211); in Sufi anthropology, the

innermost (and thus supreme) organ of human awareness, the “Seelengrund”
= apex animae (Chodkiewicz, Océan, 110). Massignon interprets it as one’s
profound unconscious, opposing it to the conscious Ego (= ∂amır) (Essai,
40). Corbin translates, “innermost conscience” (“Visionary dream”, 389). It is
also translated as, “innermost heart!/!soul!/!self”, not because it is a heart or
soul or self, but since it is the innermost kernel of the psyche. See also
Gramlich, Derwischorden, II, 81-3.

Sufi Islamic mystic (cf. taßawwuf).
Sul†n “authority”; since the decline of the Caliphate particularly, “political author-

ity”; secular title of a sovereign ruler; used in the Sudan by the Fünj and FΩr
rulers, and in imitation of them by lesser chieftains

sulük “wayfaring”, the pursuing of the mystic path; behaviour (see Chapter VI).
Sunna (from sunna “habit, custom”); in particular the customary practice traced

back to the Prophet Mu˛ammad, and mostly laid down in canonical books of
Tradition (˛adıth), which provides an exemplary model guiding many details
of a Muslim’s behaviour

Sunnites (sg. Sunnı) the majority of Muslims (about 85%) for whom the exemplary practice
(Sunna) of the Prophet Mu˛ammad is the chief source of inspiration for
interpreting the Qur√nic Revelation (as opposed to the Shiites, who also
consider the exemplary practice of the Divinely inspired Imms, the first
rightful successors of the Prophet)

Süra chapter of the Qur√n
tabarruk obtaining !baraka
tafsır (Qur√nic) exegesis
tajallı self-display; in particular Divine self-disclosure (tajallı ilhı); theophany
taqlıd adherence to the established rules of a particular madhhab (the opposite of

ijtihd)
taqw godliness (Gottesfurcht)
†arıqa (pl. †uruq) “Path” of mystical Islam; the system of practices of a particular Sufi tradition;

Sufi brotherhood (see Chapter VII)
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taßarruf “power of disposal”; in Sufism: the power to influence and control souls, in
particular the power of a master to influence directly and in an extrasensory
way the minds of his students

taßawwuf Sufism, Islamic mysticism (see Chapter I).
tawakkul trust in God
tawassul request for mediation, entreaty; esp. the request addressed to a walı to inter-

vene with God on one’s behalf
tawba repentance (see Chapter VII)
tilmıdh pupil; here translated as, ‘student’ (see Chapter VII)
tΩb Sudanese colloquial Arabic, from the standard Arabic, ‘thawb’ (“cloth”,

“garment”): “a long piece of cambric, one end of which is wrapped round the
loins, while the other, thrown across the breast and left shoulder, hangs
loosely down over the back, leaving the legs, and the greater part of the upper
body, entirely naked” (Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, 438). Hoskins noted
that the Beja tΩb was made of linen (i.e., not cotton) (Travels in Ethiopia, 54).
The tΩb was the common dress in the Sudan before the adoption of the
jallbiyya, a shirtlike dress associated with traders (jallb) and urban Arabic
culture. During the nineteenth century, it was increasingly restricted to
women and marginal ethnic groups.

fiulam√ pl. of !filim
fiumda administrative head of a village of a group of villages; ‘village-mayor’
umm mother
umma the Muslim community
ustdh teacher, master
ußül al-fiqh hermeneutical “sources of jurisprudence” (cf. furüfi al-fiqh)
wdı the bed of a seasonal river
wa˛y “revelation” by God to a Prophet (cf. ilhm)
Wahhbı follower of the teachings of Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Wahhb (1703-72), a

radically fundamentalist Arabian reformer
walad, colloq. wadd son (in deference to established convention, here generally spelled, ‘wad’, if

not abbreviated ‘w.’). Patronymics using ‘wad’ are more colloquial in style
than the literary, !‘ibn’

walya the position and status of a walı: sainthood
walı (pl. awliy√) “the one close (to God)”: “friend (of God)”, who because of his closeness to

God possesses special powers (cf. baraka): saint(ly being). See Chapter VII.
wlı governor, esp. of an Ottoman province ( !wilya'/'velyet); official title of

Mu˛ammad fiAlı as governor of Egypt (in European sources generally called,
‘viceroy’). Popularly used for provincial governors in the Turco-Egyptian
Sudan, even though their official title was, ‘˛kim’.

waq† lit., “time”; in Sufism: the “Here & Now” (“Nu”, “Augenblick”): a timeless
moment in time, the experience of the ‘immediate present’ independent of
past and future

wrid “incoming” thought!/!feeling that comes from God and touches the heart
directly; “inrush” (Chittick), “Anwandlung”, “innere Erfahrung” (Meier, Vom
Wesen, 46, 48)

wasıla medium, means; spiritual mediator
waßiyya spiritual advice summarising a master’s most important directives
wilya!/!velyet!/ eylet Ottoman province, the largest administrative unit in the Ottoman Empire
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wird (pl. awrd) “the definite time of day or night which the pious believer devotes daily to
God in private prayer”; “the formula of prayer recited on this occasion” (EI);
litany of special prayers peculiar to a Sufi shaykh or †arıqa; daily office.
Close in meaning to !˛izb and often used interchangeably, but slightly more
private in character.

wu∂ü√ the minor ritual ablution to re-establish ritual purity
yaqın certainty (of knowledge)
÷hir the “outer” dimension of the micro- and macrocosmos (opposite of !b†in)
zakt canonical alms-tax
zr a particular type of possessing spirit; the belief therein; the cult associated

with this belief (common in Ethiopia, Egypt, and the Sudan, among others)
zwiya (pl. zawy) Sufi lodge (see Chapter V)
zin[√] illicit sexual intercourse, fornication: sexual intercourse between persons who

are not either husband and wife or master and slave concubine
ziyra “visit”; often short for ‘ziyrat al-qubür’, “visiting the tombs” or mausoleums

of dead family members and of outstanding religious personalities such as a
!shaykh or the Companions of the Prophet (see Chapter VII)

zuhd abstinence, asceticism



SOURCES AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

This section lists published and unpublished, written and oral sources that have
informed the present study. Arabic name practices are complex and varied; surnames
are the exception rather than the rule. Therefore, Arabic names are generally kept here
in their traditional genealogical order, except where the persons referred to are better
known by a part of the name different from the first name (shuhra). Cross referencing is
used where appropriate.1

TTTThhhheeee    wwwwrrrriiiittttiiiinnnnggggssss    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhııııbbbb

This is an amended version of parts of ALA I, chapter 10 (pp. 243-276). The
introduction and the biography of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb have been omitted here. Source
and cross references, abbreviations etc. appear in the form established for ALA I and
point to that volume.

MMMMuuuu˛̨̨̨aaaammmmmmmmaaaadddd    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    ====    aaaallll----SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh    aaaallll----MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb

MU˘AMMAD MAJDHÜB b. QAMAR AL-DˆN b. ˘AMAD b. MU˘AMMAD AL-
MAJDHÜB, known as al-shaykh al-Majdhüb, b. 1210/1795-6, d. 27 Mu˛arram 1247/ 8
July 1831.

1. various Adfiiya.
Publ. in Mu˛ammad al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, al-Wasıla (q.v.) and Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A.
Jall al-Dın, al-Wridt (q.v.); examples include,
(a) Dufi√ nafıs li-shar˛ al-ßadr wa’l-taqdıs.
Inspired by Qur√n: 94. To be read three times after each prayer, and seven times in
situations of distress.
Publ. in al-Wasıla, ch. III, § 3 (1332 edn., p. 41); al-Wridt, 95.
(b) Dufi√ al-nabt.

1 Cf. Names of persons, 3-6. Christopher Monger’s 1995 film, “The Englishman who went up a
hill, but came down a mountain”, provides an amusing comment on the absurdities of insensitive
standardisation.
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An invocation to cure neoplasms on or inside the body, taken as an infusion on an
empty stomach every morning for up to seven weeks.
Publ. in al-Wasıla, ch. II, § 8 (1332 edn., p. 38).

2. al-fiAjab al-fiujb.
Comm. on the ◊jurrümiyya. Majdhüb preferred to give examples from the Qur√n and
the Alfiyya.
Not yet located.2

3. al-Asrr al-jamma fı ’l-ßalt fial nabı ’l-ra˛ma.
Three a˛zb combining the 99 Divine Names and the 202 [sic] names of the Prophet,
said to bring immediate illumination (fat˛) to the one who recites them with a sincere
heart. “Equals [in spiritual value] about half the Dal√il al-khayrt”, according to
Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir al-Majdhüb.
MS: Cairo (DK) B 23230, pp. 82-113; 22 Jumd II 1297/2.May 1880.
Publ. in: al-Wridt (q.v.); in Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir, Q. al-Thurayy (q.v.).

3a. “fiA††ir”; see al-fiIqd al-muna÷÷am fı mawlid al-rasül al-mukarram.

3b. “Balligh”, see al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı dhikr mawlid khayr al-bariyya.

4. Bughyat al-murıd al-slik il ˛a∂rat rabbihi al-fiAzız al-Mlik, commonly
referred to as R. al-sulük.
A treatise on the seven spiritual stages of the Sufi path. Based on Qsim b. ∑al˛ al-Dın
al-Khnı (1028/1619–1109/1697), al-Sayr wa’l-sulük il malik al-mulük (GAL II, 344,
S II, 472), which was recommended reading for Sufi novices in eighteenth century
Egypt (A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad al-Dardır, Tu˛fat al-ikhwn fı db al-†arıq, Cairo: Mk.
Mu˛ammad Fahmı ˘usayn, n.d., 7-8); it was also used by Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Sanüsı
(q.v.) in his Bughyat al-maqßid (1353/1935 edn., 184 ff.). Majdhüb does not identify
his source; however, the text he presents consists mainly of quotations from and
paraphrases of al-Sayr. In the few cases where he diverges from his source, Majdhüb
stresses ethical over metaphysical aspects, and replaces the Divine Presence (al-˛a∂ra
al-ilhiyya) with the Mu˛ammadan Presence (al-˛a∂ra al-Mu˛ammadiyya) as the goal
of the mystic’s striving. — An appendix explains thirty-one Sufi technical terms (also
adopted from al-Sayr).
Publ. on the margins of al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., pp. 2-28 (based on a ms. dated
1322/1904, copied by al-Amın b. Abı Bakr b. Yüsuf b. Ibrhım); as R. al-sulük, ed.
Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın, Khartoum: al-Dr al-Südniyya, 1390/1970.

2 Unless otherwise stated, the titles and descriptions of works not located are taken from al-
Wasıla.
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5. Dıwn.
65 poems.
Publ. (1) in: Dıwn qißßat al-mifirj al-musamm bi’l-Jumna al-yatıma fı dhikr mifirj
al-dht al-fia÷ıma, Cairo: M. Manßür Ef. Mu˛ammad, 15 Rajab 1295/16 July 1878,
lithograph: see, Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/55/1033; this copy was used by al-˘alabı
for his 1940 edn.; it includes the editor’s notes on the few passages he wished to omit;
(2) in an untitled lithograph (n.d., prior to 1306/1888) in the possession of Professor F.
de Jong, Leiden, pp. 85-130; (3) in, Dıwn al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, Cairo:
M. al-Hindiyya, 1329/1908-9; (4) in, Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb, Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-
˘alabı, 1359/1941, 2nd. edn., n.d., pp. 120-88; photomech. reprint Khartoum: al-Dr al-
Südniyya, 1983, ed. al-‡ayyib fiAlı A˛mad Abü Sinn. A photocopy of (4) has been
deposited in Bergen 507 (Hofheinz collection).
The Dıwn can be divided into two clearly distinct parts. The first (the Dıwn proper)
consists of thirty-three poems exclusively in praise of the Prophet, all of which include
a refrain and are thus intended to be sung; they are paraphrased in al-Wasıla, ch. V, § 5
(1332 edn., pp. 71-92). Out of the thirty-three, nine were written in Medina, twenty-two
in Sawkin, one on his way back to al-Dmar, and one in al-Dmar shortly before his
death. The average length of the poems in the Dıwn proper is twenty-one verses. One
third of them have non-classical, popular metres; four of these show the influence of
Sudanese colloquial Arabic. Another third is composed in the light hazaj metre and has
a strophic form. The majority of the Medinese poems are of the popular type, while in
Sawkin the classical qaßıda becomes more prominent. Interestingly, it is the qaßıdas
which are much more often performed today than the other, lighter forms.
The remaining thirty-two poems are also printed in al-Wasıla, ch. IV, § 3–ch. V, § 4
(1332 edn., pp. 60-68). They can be classified as follows: glorification of God (1); love
and longing for the Prophet (7); reflection on experiences in trance (4); preconditions
for the Sufi Path (2); admonition of the soul (4), the excellence of those who love God
(2); warning against pseudo-Sufis (1); descriptive/didactic urjüzas (2)3 occasional
poems (3);4 amplifications of other poems (6).5 These poems are much shorter than
those in the first part; their average length is nine verses. With the exception of a short
series of mukhammast / musha††art, they are all of the qaßıda type; like the qaß√id of
the Dıwn proper, they show the conventional distribution of metres (†awıl 39%, kmil
21%, bası† 16%, rajaz 12%, wfir 10%). None of the poems of this group are ever per-
formed, with the exception of two sha†a˛t which were incorporated into the reading of
the Manqib in 1923 by Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir al-Majdhüb.
The sequence of the poems is the same in all extant edns. of the Dıwn; only al-Wasıla

3 On the stations of the pilgrimage route from Medina to Mecca, and on the need to perform the
takbıra in ritual prayer with presence of the heart.
4 Request for spiritual support in a state of deep crisis; ghazal for his wife Layl; intercession for
his followers when he left the ˘ijz.
5 Longing for and fragrance of the Prophet; ˘amza, lord of martyrs; the riding animals carrying
visitors to the Prophet’s town.
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has a different arrangement within the two groups respectively. Closer examination
indicates that the editors have drawn from the same ms. source at least for group II, a
post mortem collection prefacing each poem with a short comm.
Recordings have been made of 24 poems of group I; MR 1-5, 7-9, 11-14, 17, 19-22, 24-
25.6

Eight other poems mentioned in al-Wasıla (1332 edn., pp. 62, 67-70) are not included
in the Dıwn, because they are either didactic urjüzas or were apparently judged to be
too occasional.

6. Fti˛at al-abwb li-man daqqa bih al-bb in kna yarjü an yaküna min al-
a˛bb.
Tawassul poem directed to the martyrs of Badr.
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), s.p.; in al-Wasıla, ch. IV § 2 (1332 edn., pp. 54-5).

7. Hadiyya li’l-mubtadi√ın yadkhulüna bih fı fiilm al-muß†ala˛ al-thamın.
On the classification of ˛adıth.
Not yet located.

8. al-fiIqd al-muna÷÷am fı mawlid al-rasül al-mukarram, popularly referred to as
“fiA††ir”.
A short mawlid in verse and his most popular.
MSS: (1) v. supra, no. 3, pp. 55-66; (2) (inc.) written by Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir b. al-
‡ayyib (q.v.), in the possession of Qamar al-Dın b. Mu˛ammad Nür b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn
b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb (b. 1962, imm in Erkowit), comprising also nos.
11, 13, 21 and 22; (3) in K. al-ßalawt al-mufa∂∂ala al-jamıla fial al-dht al-kmila al-
fa∂ıla, the title page of which I found in the Sawkin zwiya.
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), pp. 73-83; 5 (2), pp. 62-70; 5 (4), pp. 87-98.
Recording, MR 1B + MR 20A-B.

9. al-fiIqd al-sanı al-muzn al-mufaßßal bi-la√li√ al-Qur√n.
A prayer for the Prophet, “equals [in spiritual value] about one-third of the Dal√il al-
khayrt [of al-Jazülı]”.
MSS: (1) v. supra, no. 3, pp. 113-135; (2) written by Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir (q.v.) for
fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın al-Majdhüb, 9 Rajab 1345/13 January
1927, in the possession of Majdhüb Mu˛ammad al-Amın, al-Dmar.
Publ. at the end of al-Wridt (q.v.); in Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir: Q. al-Thurayy (q.v.).

10. Izlat al-˛uzn wa’l-qab∂ fı ithbt wa-ßi˛˛at mas√alat al-qab∂.
Referred to as Izlat al-qab∂ bi-ithbt al-raffi wa’l-qab∂ in Qurrat fiayn, 22.

6 This refers to stereo recordings I made between November 1986 and March 1988; the cassettes
will eventually be deposited at a public archive.
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On the need to place the right hand over the left in prayer (i.e. not to let the arms hang
down, as is the Mlikı practice).
Publ. on the margins of al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., pp. 185-191.

11. al-Jumna al-yatıma fı dhikr mifirj al-dht al-fia÷ıma, popularly known as Qißßat
al-mifirj.
A mawlid on the Prophet’s ascension.
MS: v. supra, no. 8 (Erkowit); Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/55/1033.
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), pp. 1-18; 5 (2), pp. 1-16; 5 (4), pp. 2-22.
Recording, MR 24.

12. Khu†ab.
A collection of Friday sermons.
Not yet located.

13. al-La√li√ al-zhirt wa’l-fußüß al-f√iqt (fı dhikr [mawlid] al-nabı dhı ’l-
mufijizt).
His “medium size” mawlid.
MSS: (1) v. supra, no. 3, pp. 29-44; (2) v. supra, no. 8 (Erkowit).
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), pp. 46-60; 5 (2), pp. 41-52; 5 (4), pp. 55-72.

14. La†ıfat al-˛all fial man÷ümat al-jumal.
On ifirb.
Not yet located.

15. Maghn†ıs al-khayrt.
A highly esteemed mystical prayer, “taught by the Prophet.”
Publ. in al-Wasıla, ch. III, § 3 (1332 edn., pp. 40-1); in al-Wridt, pp. 93-4.

16. al-Mansik al-abhaj fı bayn jumla min mashfiir al-fiumra wa’l-˛ajj.
On the rites of the pilgrimage.
MS: in the possession of the Adrisa of al-Zayniyya.
Publ. on the margins of al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., pp. 192-249.

17. Man÷üma fı db al-murıd mafia shaykhihi wa-fı mafirifat al-shaykh ay∂an.
Opens: In rumta an tafüza fı dunyk (urjüza).
On the necessity to have a shaykh, the preconditions in him, and the proper behaviour
towards him.
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), s.p.; in al-Wasıla, ch. IV, § 2 (1332 edn., p. 58).

18. Masarrat arw˛ al-fiushshq fial ˛all alf÷ al-Nür al-barrq fı mad˛ al-Rasül al-
mißdq.
Comm. on Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı’s dıwn al-Nür al-barrq (q.v.).
MS. Rome (Ministero) testi manoscritti, pacco 1044/9 (the identity of the MS is
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doubtful; the date of completion given there is 30 ∑afar 1231/30 Jan. 1816! That
Majdhüb did compose a comm. on al-Nür al-barrq is, however, stated in al-Wasıla
(1332 edn., p. 93).

19. al-Ma÷hir al-Iblısiyya al-mutammima li’l-martib al-khamsa al-nafsiyya.
On the dangers of the five (!) different stages of the spiritual journey.7

Not yet located.

20. Mift˛ al-yusr li-man ˛alla bihi al-fiusr.
Tawassul poem addressed to God, preferably to be said early in the afternoon.
MS: Bergen NI 789.28/37a-b (first two pp. only), allegedly written by Mu˛ammad b. al-
‡hir b. al-‡ayyib (q.v.).
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), s.p.; 5 (2), pp. 126-8; in al-Wasıla, ch. II, § 8 (1332 edn., p.
37); in al-Wridt (as part of the wird al-sa˛ar), pp. 49-51.

21. al-Mufijiz al-wajız min a˛dıth al-rasül al-fiazız.
An alphabetically arranged collection of ˛adıth. This may in fact be not a work of
Majdhüb but (his?) copy of fiAbd Allh al-Ma˛jüb b. Ibrhım al-Mırghanı, al-Mufijam
al-wajız fı a˛dıth al-rasül al-fiazız (q.v.).
Not yet located.

22. al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı (dhikr) mawlid khayr al-bariyya, popularly referred to as
“Balligh”.
His “small” mawlid, second in popularity only to “fiA††ir” (no. 8).
Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir al-Majdhüb (q.v.) wrote a comm. on this mawlid.
MSS: (1) v. supra, no. 3, pp. 44-54; (2) v. supra, no. 8 (Erkowit).
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), pp. 61-72; 5 (2), pp. 53-61; 5 (4), pp. 73-86.
Recording, MR 2A-B.

23. al-Nür al-s†ifi fı (dhikr) mawlid al-nabı al-jmifi.
His “great” mawlid, only read at the mawlid al-nabawı.
MSS: (1) v. supra, no. 3, pp. 1-28; (2) v. supra, no. 8 (Erkowit).
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), pp. 19-45; 5 (2), pp. 17-40; 5 (4), pp. 23-54.
Recording, MR 23.

24. Qaßıda lmiyya fı ‘silsilat al-dhahab.’
Opens: A-y †liban li’l-Shdhiliyyati hka khudh.
His Shdhilı silsila via his father.
Publ. in al-Wasıla, preface, § 8 (1332 edn., p. 22).

7 This may be compared to what A˛mad b. al-Mubrak al-Lama†ı has to say on the five stages
(maqmt) of fat˛ and their dangers; al-Ibrız, ed. al-Shammfi, I, 398-401.
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24a. Qißßat al-mifirj, see al-Jumna al-yatıma fı dhikr mifirj al-dht al-fia÷ıma.

25. Qurrat afiyun al-ikhwn al-ßdiqın min ˛adıth sayyid al-mursalın.
A collection of ˛adıth, intended as a reference-manual to “what every Muslim needs to
know” for his practical life; ımn and islm, †ahra, ßalt, and ßiym, but not zakt and
˛ajj (the latter is dealt with in the author’s Mansik al-abhaj; v. supra, no. 16). Isnds are
only mentioned from the section on Qa∂√ al-˛ja (p. 6) onwards, when the author was
told by a righteous man he saw in a vision to include them.
MSS: (1) Leiden F. Or. A. 680 (tract 11), 47 pp., entitled Qurrat fiayn al-ikhwn,
incorrectly ascribed to Ibn Idrıs, colophon dated Thursday, 29 ∑afar 1323/4 May 1905;
copy of this in Bergen, no. 440; (2) in the possession of the Adrisa of al-Zayniyya.

26. Rawtib and adhkr.
Four rtibs and various special-purpose prayers and litanies. Comm., by al-‡hir al-
Majdhüb: al-Wird al-ma†lüb (q.v.).
Publ. in al-Wasıla, ch. I (1332 edn., pp. 25-33); in al-Wridt, pp. 51-72.

27. R. al-hud fı ’l-ittibfi li’l-nabı al-muqtad.
A versified treatise on the need to transcend the divisions of the legal schools (fı ’l-
iqtid√ bi’l-madhhib kullih).
Not yet located.

27a. R. al-sulük; see Bughyat al-murıd al-slik.

28. al-∑alt al-rabbniyya.
“Dictated to him by the Prophet’s daughter F†ima.”
Publ. as part of the fiadad in al-Wasıla, preface, § 10 (1322 edn. p. 24), and as part of
the morning rtib ib., ch. I, § 1 (1322 edn. p. 26).

29. al-Sayf al-q†ifi li-(daffi) kull fiadüww †mifi.
Tawassul poem against enemies, addressed to God.
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), s.p.; in al-Wasıla, ch. IV, § 2 (1332 edn., pp. 57-8); in al-
Wridt, pp. 108-110.

30. Sham√il al-Muß†af.
Comm. on a short (unidentified) description of the Prophet, to help the Sufi’s
imagination.
Publ. in al-Wasıla, ch. V, § 5 (1332 edn., pp. 92-3).

31. Shams nahr al-tajallı.
Mystical and cabbalistic prayer on the highest stations of the soul.
Publ. as part of the Rama∂n litanies in al-Wasıla, ch. I, § 3 (1332 edn., p. 31).
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32. Shar˛ Bnat Sufid.
Comm. on Kafib b. Zuhayr (7th. cent.; GAL I, 38-39; GAS II, 229-35), Bnat Sufid, a
famous panegyric on the Prophet (c. 9/630) (EI (2), s.v. Bnat Sufid). Mu˛ammad
Majdhüb himself only wrote the comm. on the first 13 out of a total of 58 verses; his
successor al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb later completed the remainder.
Not yet located.

33. Shar˛ al-Manhaj.
Comm. on Abü Yafiqüb Zakariyy√ b. Mu˛ammad al-Anßrı al-Sumaykı al-Shfifiı
(826/1422-926/1520), Manhaj al-†ullb fı ’l-fiqh (GAL II, 99), an abbreviation of Abü
Zakariyy√ Ya˛y b. Sharaf al-Nawawı (631/1233-676/1278), Minhj al-†libın
(completed 669/1270), itself being a synopsis of Abü ’l-Qsim fiAbd al-Karım b.
Mu˛ammad al-Rfifiı al-Qazwını (d. 623/1226), K. al-mu˛arrar (the latter two are
standard Shfifiı lawbooks; both the Minhj and the Manhaj were the most widely used
Shfifiı works in the Sudan). Incomplete; only until K. al-˛ajj; Majdhüb returned to the
Sudan before completing it.
Not yet located.

34. Sirr al-madad wa’l-suhüd fı mad˛ al-nabı al-ma˛müd.
Alphabetic telestich quintain written in Medina. Comm. by al-‡hir al-Majdhüb: Fat˛
al-Ra˛ım (q.v.).
MS: v. supra, no. 3, pp. 66-83.
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1); 5 (2) […] wa’l-shuhüd […] pp. 70-84 (it is spelled thus also in
K. al-Wasıla, 147; 5) (4), pp. 99-119.

35. al-Sunna al-Mu˛ammadiyya fı bayn al-qawfiid al-dıniyya.
A collection of ˛adıth illustrating ußül al-fiqh.
Not yet located.

36. Tas’hıl munwalat al-Sham√il.
Philological comm. on Abü fiˆs Mu˛ammad b. fiˆs b. Sawra al-Sulamı al-Tirmidhı
(209/824-25–279/892-93), K. al-Sham√il (GAL I, 169; GAS I, 156-59). Contains
information on the transmitters of the K. al-Sham√il. Possibly, the shar˛ fial al-
Khaß√iß mentioned in the Funj Chronicle (Paris, BN, ms.ar. 5069, f. 35) refers to this.
Not yet located.

37. Tawassul bi-shuhad√ U˛ud.
Opens: Hdh wa-ay∂an innanı sa-adhkuru (urjüza).
Tawassul poem directed to the martyrs of U˛ud (in three sections: Muhjirün,
Khazrajiyyün, Uwaysiyyün). Written in Medina.
Publ. v. supra, no. 5 (1), s.p.; in al-Wasıla, ch. IV, § 2 (1332 edn., pp. 55-7).
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38. al-Wurayqt al-nfifia li-kull ˛amım fı ithbt bi’smi ’llh al-Ra˛mn al-Ra˛ım
(referred to as al-Wurayqt al-nfifit … in Qurrat fiayn 22).
A treatise proving that the basmala is part of the Qur√n.
Publ. on the margins of al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., pp. 169-185.

The following title is mentioned in al-Wasıla among the writings of Shaykh al-
Majdhüb, but it can be shown to be a copy by Majdhüb of another author’s work.
Probably this copy was later found among his papers and thought to be of his
authorship:

38a. Munabbiht al-istifidd li-yawm al-mafid.
A collection of mnemonic aphorisms.
Usually attributed to the Shfifiı traditionist A˛mad b. fiAlı “Ibn ˘ajar” al-fiAsqalnı
(1372-1449), under the title Munabbiht fial ’l-istifidd li-yawm al-mafid. Often
published,. e.g. Qzn: Khrı†Ωnov, 1904 (GAL II, 69; S II, 74,34).8

The version attributed to Majdhüb was publ. as R. munabbiht al-fiibd li’l-istifidd wa-
ifidd al-zd li-yawm al-mafid, ed. Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın,
Khartoum: Dr al-Südniyya, 1390/1970-71 (from a ms. copied in 1354/1935). It is
practically identical to the Qzn edn., but stops after the first sentence of the last
chapter; apparently the ms. was incomplete. The third sentence of ch. 9, which lists the
nine children of Satan, is missing; this may be a conscious omission by the editor.

˘̆̆̆aaaassssııııbbbb    aaaallll----fifififi◊◊◊◊lllliiiimmmm

˘ASˆB b. AL-∑IDDˆQ b. AL-AMˆN b. ˘AMAD AL-MAJDHÜB, known as ˘asıb al-
fi◊lim, d. after May 1884.

al-Wasıla, 71, 78, 200; Durham (SAD), 97/5/97-8 (letter from the Mahdi); Nür al-D√im (1954), 286;
fiUthmn ˘amad Allh, Sahm al-ar˛m 13-14; al-Fa˛l al-Fakı al-‡hir, Ta√rıkh wa-ußül al-fiArab bi‘l-
Südn, Khartoum: D. al-‡bifi al-fiArabı, n.d. [1976], 68; al-‡ayyib (1980), 102-3.

The most prominent member of the Sammnı branch of the Majdhıb; his father was
initiated into it by Shaykh ˘asıb b. Imm al-Kübwı (q.v.; see Nür al-D√im (1954),
284-86). After having memorised the Qur√n with his father, ˘asıb went to study fiqh in
Zabıd for ten years. He then performed the pilgrimage and went on to Medina where he
met his father’s shyakh ˘asıb b. Imm who initiated him into the Sammniyya. He went
on to Cairo where he studied at al-Azhar for a time before returning to his native QΩz
al-Fünj (Berber) where he became a prominent teacher. The Mahdi studied grammar
with him for two years in the 1850s.

8 See I.H. The Ascalonite, or the choicest Aphorisms of the Prophet of God, Mu˛ammad, and his
pious companions and followers, tr. by J. W. Rockwell, revised and accompanied by the Ar. text by
Munshi Ma˛büb fi◊lam, Lahore 1897.
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1. Qasıda r√iyya fı rith√ al-shaykh al-Majdhüb.
Opens: A-nür a∂ am †lifi al-ßub˛ qad bad.
Elegy for Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın (q.v.).
Printed in al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., pp. 200-201.

2. Takhmıs Nasım Qub.
Takhmıs of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın’s poem, Nasım Qub.
Mentioned in al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., p. 78.
Not yet located.

MMMMuuuu˛̨̨̨aaaammmmmmmmaaaadddd    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡hhhhiiiirrrr    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    ====    aaaallll----SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡hhhhiiiirrrr

MU˘AMMAD AL-‡◊HIR b. AL-‡AYYIB b. QAMAR AL-DˆN b. ˘AMAD b.
MU˘AMMAD AL-MAJDHÜB, known as Mu˛ammad al-‡hir Majdhüb (used by
himself) or al-shaykh al-‡hir, b.'1248/1832-3, d. 1307/16 February 1890.

al-Wasıla, 107, 164; Abü Salım, Fihris, 110, 199, 206 and 376 (letters from the Mahdi); idem (1969)
154-56; idem (1989), 204-5; fiUthmn Diqna (1974), 8, 40-43, 51 and passim; Shucair (1915), 12;
Jackson (1926), index; Trimingham (1980), 226; fi◊bidın (1967), 203-4; ∆irr (1981), 120, 140, 169,
238-39; Holt (1970), 19, 82-83 and 188-89; Hill, Biog. Dic., 353 and 408; ∆irr (n.d.), 37 and 51; Qarıb
Allh (1988), 126; al-‡ayyib (1980), 96-97; ˘ummayda, thesis (1971), 63, 72-76, 78, 82-83 and 93; al-
Karsani, thesis (1977), 81, 84-86 and 90; al-‡ayyib (1983) 106; ·hj, 73-74.

A nephew of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, al-‡hir was born in al-Matamma
and received his primary education in al-Dmar. In 1270/1853-54, fiAlı Diqna (cousin
of fiUthmn Diqna) and Ysın fiAbd al-Qdir Slim, both students of Shaykh al-
Majdhüb, persuaded his father to send him to Sawkin, where he was introduced to the
teachings of his uncle and become head of the eastern Majdhıb. In 1859 he went on
pilgrimage to Mecca. When Sawkin came under Egyptian rule in 1865, he lost ground
to the Khatmiyya there, but tried to maintain a working relationship with the govern-
ment. He is said to have been a secret supporter of the Mahdist cause from the
beginning and he publicly swore allegiance before the Mahdi’s emissary, fiUthmn
Diqna, in July 1883. His personal charisma and influence among the tribes of the Red
Sea Hills was an important factor in their joining the Mahdiyya, and for the remaining
years of his life, al-‡hir actively assisted fiUthmn Diqna in his campaigns in the
eastern Sudan. His tomb in Effe (6 km east of Tokar) immediately became a place of
pilgrimage (ziyra); but individual efforts to establish a ˛awliyya there have remained
unsuccessful.

1. Dıwn farıd al-fishiqın fı bad√ihi wa-ma√lihi.
34 poems in praise of the Prophet (four of which are a takhmıs of poems by Mu˛ammad
Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın), collected by Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Abü Bakr b. Yüsuf b.
Ibrhım (d. 24 November 1899), grandson of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın,
with the author’s consent. Al-‡hir’s poems are a little longer (average: 35 verses) and
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less “popular” in style than those of his uncle: only 27% show lighter, usually shortened
classical meters, including such rare ones as mutaqrib and mujtathth; four of these are
strophic. The other poems are set in kmil (21%), bası† (18%), †awıl, wfir (9% resp.),
and ramal (6%); and as is the case for the poems of Majdhüb b. Qmar al-Dın, they are
today more frequently performed than the lighter ones.
Publ. v. supra, Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, 5 (1), pp. 155-224; 5 (2), pp.
130-91; 5 (4), pp. 191-271.
Eight poems recorded, MR 1, 4, 7, 8, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18.

2. Fat˛ al-Ra˛ım al-Wadüd fial ˛all alf÷ Sirr al-madad wa’l-shuhüd [sic].
Comm. on Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, Sirr al-madad (q.v.); written in
1274/1857-58 (mentioned in al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., pp. 14, 71, 164).
Not yet located.

3. Qaßıda dliyya.
Opens: Bi’smi rabbin abtadı * †liban bihi ahtadı.
Refrain:9 Shawqı li’l-rasül sayyidı * ‡h man at bi’l-hadyı.
MS: Bergen NI 777. 28/24a-b; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same.
Recorded (only the refrain), MR 6B.

4. Qaßıda dliyya fı rith√ al-shaykh al-Majdhüb.
Opens: Dahat al-dawhı al-mufzifit bi-˛ayyin.
Elegy for Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın (q.v.).
Printed in al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., pp. 201-3.

5. Qaßıda fı rith√ Mu˛ammad w. al-Azraq.
Elegy for Mu˛ammad w. al-Azraq w. A˛mad Ab Jadarı (d. between 1885-89), who
after about 1861 succeeded his father as leader of the Majdhıb in al-Qa∂rif; he was
summoned to Omdurman by the Khalifa and died immediately after his arrival.
MS: in the possession of fiUthmn b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad w. al-
Azraq, imm of the Mosque in al-∑üfı al-Azraq, al-Qa∂rif, who could not find it when
I was there in 1988.

6. Qaßıda h√iyya.
Opens: Fa-qul y bdı bi’smi ’llh * wa-thannı ’l-qawl bi-˛amd Allh.
MS: (21 verses), in Yüsuf al-Hindı, Tj al-zamn fı ta√rıkh al-Südn (q.v.), p. 149 (ch.
Tarjim al-awliy√).

7. Qaßıda fı rith√ A˛mad al-Badawı.
Opens: Y rabbı ayyidn bi-jhi Mu˛ammad.
Elegy for A˛mad al-Badawı b. fiAbd Allh b. fiˆs b. fiAlı w. Badawı w. Karam Allh (d.

9 The refrain (ßalt / sh˙la) is given for those poems that are usually identified by it. Note that it is
not necessarily included in the manuscript!
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before the Mahdiyya), a sharıfı fakı from QΩz Rajab and father of fiAbd al-Qdir w.
˘shı (q.v.).10

Alternatively it may be for A˛mad al-Badawı b. Mu˛ammad b. fiˆs b. Mu∂awwı of the
Masıd Wad fiˆs, who had studied at the Azhar and returned to the Sudan in 1855; he
died in Berber in 1286/1869 while on his way to perform the pilgrimage (see further, al-
Amın (1975), 71-73).
MS: Bergen NI 790. 28/39a-d.

8. Takhmıs ∑ababtu dumüfian.
Takhmıs of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın’s poem ∑ababtu dumüfian (which
opens Majdhüb’s Dıwn, q.v.).
(Mentioned in al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., p. 78).
Not yet located.

9. al-Wasıla il ’l-ma†lüb fı bafi∂ m ishtahara min manqib wa-karmt walı Allh
al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb.
A hagiography (manqib) of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, including his
prayers and litanies and other extensive quotations from his works; draft compl. 10 Dhü
’l-˛ijja 1284/3 April 1868.
Publ. with additions (1) Bülq: M. al-Mafimüra, 29 ∑afar 1289/ 8'May 1872, under the
patronage of fiAbd al-Karım al-Kblı, 338 pp. There are copies of this edn. in al-Azhar
Library and Cairo (DK), Taymüriyya, ta√rıkh 257; (2) ? Bülq 1319/1901-2; (3) Cairo:
Mk. al-Taqaddum 1332/1914. On the margins of this edn. four works by Mu˛ammad
Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın (q.v., nos. 4, 10, 16, and 36), and one by Mu˛ammad al-‡hir
al-Majdhüb (q.v., no. 4) are included. A photocopy of this edition has been deposited in
Bergen 509 (Hofheinz collection). Shaykh fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. fiAbdullhi b. fiAbd
Allh b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın from al-Adirgwi, the present (1995) senior khalıfa
of the eastern Majdhıb, and fiUthmn A˛mad Majdhüb (Omdurman) plan to publish a
photomechanical reprint of this edition (to be printed in Egypt by al-˘jj Meyraf, with a
preface by fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib).

4. al-Wird al-ma†lüb fı shar˛ rawtib al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb.
Comm. on the rawatıb of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın.
Publ. on the margins of al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., pp. 29-169.
fiABD AL-RA˘M◊N b. AL-‡AYYIB b. QAMAR AL-DˆN, d. 19 February 1891.

˘ummayda, thesis (1971), 80; al-Karsani, thesis (1977), 90.

Brother and close associate of al-Shaykh al-‡hir. In the 1850s he migrated to Sawkin,
where he married a woman from the local Shdhilıyb. In the 1870s, when the
Majdhıb gradually retreated from Sawkin, he chose to live with a section of the

10 Information from the ˘shen∂iwb from whom I photographed the qaßıda.
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Art˙ga in KhΩr Baraka, leaving his wife in Tokar. Having joined fiUthmn Diqna
together with his brother, he was killed in the battle of Effe (Tokar).

It was fiAbd al-Ra˛mn who arranged the first (lithographic) edition of the Dıwn al-
Majdhüb in 1295/1875.

1. Qaßıda dliyya.
Opens: Bushr li-a˛bb al-humm al-murshidi.
On the dıwn of al-Shaykh al-‡hir.
Publ. in Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, 5 (2), pp. 191-92; 5 (4), p. 271.

fifififiAAAAbbbbdddd    AAAAllllllllhhhh    bbbb....    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡aaaayyyyyyyyiiiibbbb    bbbb....    QQQQaaaammmmaaaarrrr    aaaallll----DDDDıııınnnn

fiABD ALL◊H b. AL-‡AYYIB b. QAMAR AL-DˆN, d. c. December 1899.

Abü Salım, Fihris, 574, 575 and 806 (letters to and from the Mahdi); al-Wasıla (1332 edn.), 134, 150,
186, 190, 192, 210.

Another younger brother of al-Shaykh al-‡hir; he was an administrative official (q∂ı)
during the Mahdiyya, responsible for the collection of taxes. He died of urinary
retention in al-Ruffia after the battle of al-Jadıd during the retreat of the Majdhıb who
had accompanied the Khalifa. — See also below, p. 323.

1.  Muzdawija fı mad˛ al-Mahdı.
Opens: al-Mahdı rü˛ı fidka.
Refrain: Y Abü ’l-Qsim mar∂ka.
Eulogy of the Mahdi, possibly written on the occasion of his visit to Khartoum to take
the bayfia in June 1885. The combination of colloquial and literary Arabic is a
characteristic trend in Mahdist poetry.
MSS: (1) Bergen, XII 12-14 (Hofheinz collection); (2) Bergen NI 780. 28/27,
incomplete; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same.
Recording, MR 7B (antiphony).

2. Qaßıda r√iyya fı rith√ al-shaykh al-Majdhüb.
Opens: Dahat al-dawhı al-dhiytu fa-m amar.
Elegy for Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın (q.v.).
Publ. in al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., p. 203.
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““““aaaallll----SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh””””    bbbb....    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡hhhhiiiirrrr    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    ====    ““““aaaallll----SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh””””    wwww....    aaaallll----SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡hhhhiiiirrrr

MU˘AMMAD MAJDHÜB b. AL-‡◊HIR b. AL-‡AYYIB b. QAMAR AL-DˆN AL-
MAJDHÜB, known as al-Shaykh b. al-‡hir Majdhüb (used by himself), al-Shaykh
wad al-shaykh al-‡hir, ·sh˙k, or al-Shaykh al-rufayyifi, b. c. 1860,11 d. 12 Shafibn
1348/ 13 January 1930.

Abü Salım, Fihris, 376-77 (letters from the Mahdi); idem (1989), 204-5; Khartoum (NRO), Mahdia 2/1/2;
Jackson (1926), 137, 143; fiAbd al-Ra˛ım (1936), 93-95; Lorimer (1937), 340; Majdhüb Jall al-Dın,
Manja˛ al-sül (q.v.), 69; fi◊bidın (1967), 214-15, 218 and 221-22; ∆irr (1981), 127-29, 142 and 239-40;
Hill, Biog. Dic., 275; fiUthmn Diqna (1974), 42; Voll, thesis (1969), 67; ˘ummayda, thesis (1971), 82,
93 and 100; al-Karsani, thesis (1977), 12; al-‡ayyib (1983), 76 and 106.

Born in Sawkin district as son of F†ima bt. Abı Bakr Yüsuf Ibrhım of the Art˙ga,
granddaughter of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, Mu˛ammad was the first of
the eastern Majdhıb shaykhs who personified their increasing acculturation through
intermarriage with the Beja. Although his mother tongue was ti-Bi∂wye, he also
received a profound and much admired classical Arabic education. Having learned the
Qur√n from his father, he studied Shfifiı fiqh and the “rational sciences” (al-fiulüm al-
fiaqliyya) with Mu˛ammad Madanı al-Sawkini. After performing the pilgrimage in
1297/1880, he studied with fiAlı Bßırı at Jidda and with A˛mad b. Zaynı Da˛ln,
Shfifiı muftı and shaykh al-fiulam√ in Mecca (GAL II, 499; S II, 810; EI (2)). Moving
to Medina, he studied with Abü Khu∂ayr and Shaykh al-Ishrqı, then returned to the
Sudan. During the Mahdiyya, he became advisor and secretary to fiUthmn Diqna and
leader of a rubfi in the Mahdist army; he was famous for his war poetry and for an elegy
for the Mahdi. After 1890 he succeeded his father as head of the eastern Majdhıb, and
was officially recognized as such by the British after 1915. To avoid too close control
by the Condominium authorities, and not being allowed to settle in Sawkin/Tokar, he
retired to ˘umarı12 on the River Atbara, where he was greatly venerated by the nomads,
together with the Qdirı shaykh fiAbd al-Qdir w. ˘shı (q.v.). The tomb of al-Shaykh
in ˘umarı has been the scene of a ˛awliyya (on 14 Shafibn) since 1984.

11 fiAbd al-Ra˛ım (1936) and Dirr (1968) give Dhü ’l-Qafida 1257/January 1842; but his father,
who says he was born in 1248/1832-3 (al-Wasıla, 71) would have been only 10 at that time. Hill and
Voll, on the other hand, say Majdhüb was born in 1863; but we have to take into account that his poems
in the Dıwn were first published in 1875!
12 According to R. Slatin’s letter to al-Majdhüb b. al-‡hir (NRO, Intel 2/32/263), he had first
moved to ˘umarı in 1912, still hoping to be allowed to return to Tokar. It was Slatin who advised him to
stay in ˘umarı, in order not to arouse friction with the Khatmiyya in Tokar.
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1. Bayn nasab al-faqıh ˘amad.
A brief history of al-Fakı ˘amad, fiAbd Allh al-Naqar and his descendants, apparently
written at the request of the Naqarb.
MS: in the Naqarb Mosque, al-Dmar; copy of this in Bergen, ms. 3, 43-51 (Hofheinz
collection).

2. Dıwn.
16 poems in praise of the Prophet, all written before 1875.
Most of the poems are tash†ır of qaß√id by fiAbd al-Ra˛ım b. A˛mad al-Burfiı al-
Yamanı (d. 803/1400-1). Al-Burfiı was a Sufi poet from the Yemen who lived in the
˘ijz for a long time and died near Medina (Afilm, iii, 343; al-˘ibshı (n.d.), 325). His
Dıwn (extracts of which are translated in Tor Andræ, Die person Muhammeds, 337
and 389-90) is very highly regarded in the Sudan. — The date of his death is given as
“c. 450 h” (i.e. AD 1058) GAL I 259, S I 459); but this must be wrong, as he alludes to
later poets in his poetry (Qurashı Mu˛ammad ˘asan, Dıwn Wad Safid, p. 11 n.'2).
MS: Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/30/529.
Publ. v. supra, Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, 5 (1) 231 ff.; (4) 288-344.
Recording, (6 poems), MR 3, 4, 8, 11, 14, 17, 21.

3. Man÷üma fı ’l-far√i∂.
In poetic form to facilitate memorization.
MS: Bergen NI 757. 28/3A-J + NI 758. 28/41-4; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same.

4. Mas√ala fı istifiml al-†arıq.
A memorandum on the attitude the ∑üfı brotherhoods should take after the end of the
Mahdiyya, written c. 1915, and addressed to Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b. fiAbd Allh b.
Madanı (c. 1860–c. 1923), who after the Mahdiyya emigrated from al-Dmar to found a
khalwa in al-Ruffia.
MS: Bergen, V ms. 3, 10-12 (Hofheinz collection), photocopy of a copy copied by the
addressee’s son, A˛mad, on 22 November 1937.

5. Qaßıda fiayniyya fı rith√ ˘amdn Abü fiAnja.
Opens: ˘amdnu innaka †lam sumta al-fiid.
Elegy for the Mahdist general, ˘amdn Abü fiAnja (v. Hill, Biog. Dic., 147 and 400),
who died at al-Qallbt during an Ethiopian campaign on 29 January 1889.
Publ. in Shuqayr, iii, 482 (1077), four verses. Also publ. (these four verses?) in Min
†rıkh al-Südn, a small textbook for elementary school teaching in history compiled at
Bakht al-Ri∂ in the early 1940s.

6. Qaßıda b√iyya
Opens: Handüb tafirifu ßabran.
On the occasion of fiUthmn Diqna’s evacuation of Handüb at the Khalifa’s order, 11
February 1889.
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Publ. fiAbd al-Ra˛ım (1936), 93-94; ∆irr (1968), 16-17; al-Milayk (1975), 330; (the
first six verses) fi◊bidın (1967), 221-22.

7. Qaßıda h√iyya.
Opens: A-badat Sulaym wa’njal bi-sanh.
On the dıwn of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın.
Publ. v. supra, Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, no. 5 (1), s.p.; 5 (2), pp. 128-30;
5 (4), pp. 188-90.

8. Qaßıda h√iyya fı rith√ al-Mahdı
Opens: Dahatn dawhin ya∂ras al-qalbu nbihan.
Elegy on the Mahdi, sent to the four khulaf√. The letter of thanks to Mu˛ammad b. al-
‡hir (5 Dhü’l-˛ijja 1302/15 November 1885) is preserved (Khartoum (NRO), Mahdia,
3/2/447).
MS: Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/25/317, a very poor photocopy.
Publ. Shuqayr, iii, 361 (937-38) (verses 1, 7-8, 10, 14, 26-30, 34, 38-41, 44-45); fiAbd
al-Ra˛ım (1936), 94-95, giving the same verses; Mikh√ıl, 211-2 (repeating the same
verses); al-Milayk (1975), 331, the same verses.
Durham (SAD) AR. 247/2/28-9 contains a “literal” English translation of a
“Lamentation at Mahdi’s death”, “presumably written by Mu˛ammad Ma˛müd al-
Sawkinı and Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir”; but except for the first verse (second of the
translation) the translation bears no similarity to the Arabic text known to us.

9. Qaßıda kfiyya fı mad˛ al-Mahdı.
Opens: fiAlayka ya imm al-hady azk.
In praise of the Mahdi.
MS: Bergen NI 779. 28/26a-c; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same.
Recording, MR 7 (antiphony; no refrain).

10. Qaßıda lmiyya fı rith√ fiAbd al-Qdir wad ˘shı.
Opens: M li’l-bild allatı bi’l-amsi takhtlu * unsan li-faqdika minhu al-damfiu
yanhlu.
Elegy for fiAbd al-Qdir w. ˘shı (q.v.).
Shaykh fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbdullhi said he has a copy of it in al-Adirgwi.

11. Qaßıda lmiyya fı rith√ A˛mad ibn Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı.
Opens: Mafihid al-dıni ÷alla al-dahru yaghtlu.
Elegy for A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. al-˘asan b. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-
Mırghanı (d. 1347/1928), the more religiously oriented brother of sayyid fiAlı.
MS: Bergen (Hofheinz collection), transcription.

12. Qaßıda r√iyya fı mad˛ al-Mahdı.
Opens: A-dhakarta ˛ayy Sufid wa’l-fiUmmra.
In praise of the Mahdi; acc. to ∆irr (1981) 239-40 it is on the battle of T’amy (13
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March 1884). It was written presumably before 19 July 1884 (referred to in Durham
(SAD) AR. 98/1, Vol. II, 155 and III, 57).
MS: Bergen NI 765. 28/11a-d; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same.

13. Qaßıda r√iyya fı mad˛ fiUthmn Diqna.
Opens: Ba†alun tahbu banü ’l-ußayfiri bi’smihi * lima l wa-s√a ßab˛uhum tikrr.
In praise of fiUthmn Diqna, after the battle of T’amay 13 March 1884.
Publ. (one line) Fawzı (1319/1901-2), i, 195.

14. Qaßıda fı rith√ Mu˛ammad al-Badawı.
Opens: Allhumma inna’l-ri∂ bi’l-˛ukm qad wajab.
Elegy for Mu˛ammad al-Badawı Nuqud (d. 1911), a Tijnı who was an important q∂ı
in Berber and Omdurman during the Mahdiyya (see Chapter Eleven). From 1901 until
his death he was Shaykh al-fiulam√. A qubba was built for him in Omdurman.
Not yet located.

15. Qaßıda.
Opens: Y †ayyib al-qulübi rü˛ı fidka.
Shaykh fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbdullhi said he has a copy of it in al-Adirgwi.

16. Shar˛ al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı mawlid khayr al-bariyya.
Comm. on Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı dhikr
mawlid khayr al-bariyya.
With short notes on the life and works of the author, compiled from al-Wasıla. It is
possible that Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir died before completing the comm.
MSS: (1) Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/62/1083, incomplete photocopy; (2) Khartoum
(NRO), Misc., 1/56/1042, even more incomplete. A copy combined from the two NRO
mss. is available in Bergen 505 (Hofheinz collection).

17. Ta∂yıq al-ma√ziq fı ’l-radd fial fiAlı fiAbd al-Rziq.
Refutation of fiAlı fiAbd al-Rziq, al-Islm wa-ußül al-˛ukm, Cairo: M. Misr, 1925.
MS: Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/67/1186, completed mid 1346/c. December 1927, 40
pp. photocopy; another photocopy of this is also in Khartoum (UL), Sudan Collection, 8
QC, pamphl. 124.
Publ. Khartoum: M. Mandıl, 1 Rama∂n 1348/31 January 1930.

18. Tansul al-bu†ün wa’l-shufiüb min l al-faqıh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb.
Written in 1338/1920; an elaborate genealogy starting with al-˛jj fiˆs b. Qindıl and
continued until the time of the author.
MSS: The original manuscript is said to have passed to the author’s son al-‡ayyib (d.
1982), who lived in Tin∂il’ay (Gsh). Apparently it was taken from there by fiAbd al-
Ra˛mn al-‡hir fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Majdhüb, who distributed a mimeographed
version (1983) within the family. Copies of this have now been deposited in Khartoum
(NRO) and Bergen 506 (Hofheinz collection). A slightly different, handwritten version,
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with various additions relating to the Majdhıb of al-Qa∂rif, is kept by fiUthmn b.
fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad w. al-Azraq, imm of the mosque in al-∑üfı
al-Azraq, al-Qa∂rif.

19. al-Tawassul bi’l-awliy√ al-kirm.
Highly esteemed tawassul poem, often memorized, but never performed in groups.
MS: Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/56/1041.
Publ. Cairo: M. al-Bahiyya, Mu˛arram 1357/March 1938.
Recording, MR 7A.

20. al-Thurayy.
A long and highly esteemed verse eulogy of the Prophet.
MSS: Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/30/529; Misc., 1/35/910; Misc., 1/62/1082.
Publ. as (1) al-Thurayy fı mad˛ man ˛za min qawsayn maqm saniyy. Cairo: M. al-
Ragh√ib, n.d. (under the patronage of al-Zubayr Ra˛ma (1830-1913, q.v.), (2) Q. al-
Thurayy fı mad˛ khayr al-bariyya […] wa-yalıha K. al-Asrr al-jamma fı ’l-ßalt fial
nabı al-ra˛ma ta√lıf al-qu†b al-Ma˛büb walı Allh al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad b. Qamar al-
Dın al-Majdhüb. Cairo, n.d. (Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/35/910), (3) Q. al-Thurayy fı
mad˛ khayr al-bariyya, publ. together with K. al-Asrr al-jamma and al-fiIqd al-sunnı
al-muzn (v. supra, Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın), Cairo: M. al-Umma al-
Bahiyya, Shafibn 1328/1910 (under the patronage of Mu˛ammad Safiıd Bzarafia, a
˘a∂ramı merchant in Sawkin), (4) Q. al-Thurayy fı mad˛ khayr al-bariyya, ed. al-
‡ayyib fiAlı A˛mad Abü Sinn, n.p., 1 November 1983 (at the initiative of Hshim al-
Suhaylı, imm of al-Dmar’s Old Mosque).

fifififiAAAAbbbbdddd    aaaallll----RRRRaaaa˛̨̨̨mmmmnnnn    bbbb....    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡hhhhiiiirrrr    bbbb....    aaaallll----‡‡‡‡aaaayyyyyyyyiiiibbbb    bbbb....    QQQQaaaammmmaaaarrrr    aaaallll----DDDDıııınnnn

fiABD AL-RA˘M◊N b. AL-‡◊HIR b. AL-‡AYYIB b. QAMAR AL-DˆN, b.
1300/1882-83, d. 13 Jumd I 1363/6 May 1944.

Khartoum (NRO), Cairint, 2/32/263 (1 August 1915); ∆irr (1981), 127. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn’s grandson,
fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-‡hir fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, mimeographed some of his poems and distributed 1,600
copies among the family; no one was able to show me one in 1988.

Born in the mountains near Erkowit, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn lived after the Mahdiyya in
˘umarı with his brother Mu˛ammad, who in the early 1910s sent him back as his
representative to Tokar/Erkowit. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn’s reserve vis-à vis the British
gradually lessened, and he built up a reputation of his own. After his brother’s death in
1930, he became recognized as head of the Majdhıb in the Sawkin, Tokar and Gash
areas.
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1. Muzdawija.
Opens: Anta ’l-nabı ’l-fiadnni.
Refrain: ∑all fialayk al-Wlı * y sayyid al-af∂lı.
MS: Bergen, ms. NS A4, 17-19 (Hofheinz collection).

2. Muzdawija.
Opens: Bi’llhi qad bad˙n.
Refrain: ∑all fialayk Allh
Interspersed with Sudanese colloquial (a characteristic trend in Mahdist poetry).
MS: Bergen, ms. NS A4, 19-22 (Hofheinz collection).

3. Muzdawija (?).
Opens: ∑all ’llh fial ’l-badri.
MS: Bergen (Hofheinz collection).

4. Qaßıda h√iyya.
Opens: Ya s√iran fı ’l-duj na˛w al-˛abıbi fa-qif.
Refrain: Y Rabbi ßalli fial man kna yakhdimuhu * Jibrılu lamm sar wa’l-nüru
yaqdumuhu.
MSS: (1) Bergen, ms. NS A10, 13-15 (Hofheinz collection); (2) Bergen NI 771.28/17,
incomplete, eight verses missing; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same; (3) Bergen, ms.
NS A4, 7-9 (Hofheinz collection), incomplete.
Recording, MR 15B

5. Qaßıda lmiyya.
Opens: A-hal barqun tala√la√a musta†ıl.
MSS: (1) Bergen NI 766.28/16a-b; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same; (2) Bergen, ms.
NS A4, 5-7 (Hofheinz collection), incomplete, seven verses missing.

6. Qaßıda mımiyya.
Opens: A-min ˛ubbi Salm salawta ’l-manm.
MSS: (1) Bergen, ms. NS A4, 22-23 + ms. NS A10, 11-12 (Hofheinz collection); (2)
Bergen NI 766.28/12, incomplete; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same.

7. Qaßıda mımiyya.
Opens: ∑alt Allhi m †alafiat.
Refrain: Fa-ßall ’llhu mawln * fialayhi kawbil al-diyami
MS: Bergen, ms. NS A4, 16-17 (Hofheinz collection).

8. Qaßıda mımiyya.
Opens: Y imm al-rusli y khayr al-war.
Refrain: ∑alli wa-sallim Rabbı d√iman abadan * fialayka y afi÷am al-awßfi […].
MS: Bergen, ms. NS A4, 14-16 (Hofheinz collection).
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9. Qaßıda nüniyya.
Opens: A-y khayr al-anmi mat arni.
MS: Bergen, ms. NS A4, 23-24 (Hofheinz collection), slightly damaged.

10. Qaßıda.
Opens: Hal burayq al-ghawri l˛a.
Refrain: ∑alawtun wa-salmun * li’l-nabı al-Hshimıy.
MSS: (1) Bergen NI 778. 28/25a-(4); Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same; (2) Bergen,
ms. NS A4, 9-10 (Hofheinz collection).
Recording, MR 7B (antiphony; no refrain).

11. Tash†ır of an unidentified qaßıda.
Opens: Barqu salfiin tasm.
Refrain: Rabbı ßalli dawm * li’l-nabı dhı ’l-fialm.
MSS: (1) Bergen NI 772. 28/18 + NI 774. 28/20a; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same;
(2) Bergen, ms. NS A4, 10-12 (Hofheinz collection).

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    AAAAbbbbüüüü    BBBBaaaakkkkrrrr    YYYYüüüüssssuuuuffff    IIIIbbbbrrrrhhhhıııımmmm

MAJDHÜB b. ABÜ BAKR b. YÜSUF b. IBR◊HˆM, b. 1843/4 or shortly thereafter, d.
24 November 1899.

Abü Salım, Fihris, 322, 541, 806 (letters from the Mahdi); idem (1969), 155 (letter from the Mahdi to al-
‡hir al-Majdhüb); fiUthmn Diqna (1974), 8; ∆irr (1981) 118; al-‡ayyib (1980), 96; ˘ummayda, thesis
(1971), 81.

Majdhüb’s mother, fi◊√isha, was the daughter of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın,
married to an influential Shagaléy-Art˙gwı. He was a dedicated follower of the
Mahdiyya, joining the Mahdi before the fall of al-Ubayyi∂ and fighting under fiAbd
Allh w. al-Nür. In May 1884, the Mahdi appointed him to his five-man council of
assistants. After living in Omdurman for a period, Majdhüb became an important
military leader in the East; he stayed with the Khalifa until the final battle in al-Jadıd,
where he died alongside the Khalifa.
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1. Qaßıda dliyya fı manqib al-Majdhüb.
Opens: Y khillu fiarrij li’l-farıd al-aw˛adi.
On al-‡hir al-Majdhüb’s book, al-Wasıla.
Publ. al-Wasıla, 1332 edn., p. 255.

aaaallll----AAAAmmmmıııınnnn    AAAAbbbbüüüü    BBBBaaaakkkkrrrr    YYYYüüüüssssuuuuffff    IIIIbbbbrrrrhhhhıııımmmm

AL-AMˆN b. ABÜ BAKR b. YÜSUF b. IBR◊HˆM, d. 1929 (before 12 June).

Khartoum (NRO), Mahdia, 2/1/2; ib., Misc., ? (= Bergen, ms. V ms 1, 9 (Hofheinz collection)); al-‡ayyib
(1980), 96; idem (1983), 193.

Born in Bnaqır on the River Atbara. During the Mahdiyya, al-Amın was deputy leader
of the ryat al-Majdhüb. After the end of the war he lived in ˘umarı, where he studied
Shfifiı fiqh with Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib, but frequently visited al-Dmar,
establishing a Shdhilı khalwa now famous for its madı˛ tradition in al-Fir˙fi, a northern
“suburb”. He died during a visit to Tokar (where his family is involved in agriculture),
and is buried there.

1. Qaßıda t√iyya.
Opens: Laka ’l-shiffia.
A very popular poem, in which al-Amın asks God for forgiveness for his student, fiAbd
Allh Mu˛ammad al-Haj of al-Fir˙fi.
MSS: (1) Bergen NI 769. 28/15; Khartoum (NRO), copy of the same, (2) Bergen, ms.
NS A4, 13-14 (Hofheinz collection); (3) Bergen, ms. NS A5, 10-11 (Hofheinz
collection); identical with ms. NS A6, 11A-12A (Hofheinz collection).

2. Qaßıda.
Opens: Tasabbabtu damfi al-fiayni shawqan.
MS: Bergen (Hofheinz collection).

WWWWaaaadddd    aaaallll----NNNNffffiiiisssshhhhaaaa    ====    aaaallll----FFFFaaaakkkkıııı    wwwwaaaadddd    aaaallll----AAAAmmmmıııınnnn    ====    SSSShhhh˙̇̇̇kkkkhhhhnnnn

A˘MAD Wad al-Nf(i)sha b. AL-AMˆN b. AL-˘ASAN b. AL-AMˆN b. ˘AMAD b.
MU˘AMMAD AL-MAJDHÜB, also known as al-Fakı wad al-Amın or Sh˙khn, d.
1927.

The following is based on oral information gathered from Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. al-˘usayn (q.v.) and
others in 1987-8. A student of Wad al-Nfsha, Abbashar Safiid ˘mid, wrote a Qa‚sıda describing his life
and listing all his writings; this is said to have been mimeographed, but my informants could not find it
when I was there.

The last famous representative of the ˛ikma tradition within the Majdhıb clan. He
“inherited” his knowledge from his maternal great-grandfather, al-‡ayyib Shaykh al-
fiAllma b. Mu˛ammad b. al-‡ayyib b. ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb (d. 1885),
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who apparently had learned it through contact with West Africans, “specialists” of
magic in the Sudan. Like him, Wad al-Nfsha was an esteemed fiqh teacher as well as a
popular healer. Though ˛ikma was always regarded as an occult science not to be
disclosed to the general public, it was considered perfectly legitimate by figures like
Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir al-Majdhüb (q.v.), who used to send students to Wad al-Nfsha.
After his death, the tradition was continued by his cousin and husband of his sister,
Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad b. al-˘asan, as well as by his daughter F†ima. Most of his
books eventually ended up in the library of Shaykh Majdhüb Jall al-Dın (q.v.), but
some apparently are still being used in the Eastern Sudan.

A˛mad is said to have written on †ibb, skin diseases, kımiy√, falak, harvesting etc., as
well as several poems in praise of the Prophet, and a tash†ır of a qaßıda by fiAbd al-
Ra˛ım al-Burfiı. Because of the secretiveness of my informants, I was not able to see
any of these.

SSSShhhhaaaayyyykkkkhhhh    MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    JJJJaaaallllllll    aaaallll----DDDDıııınnnn

MU˘AMMAD MAJDHÜB b. MU˘AMMAD b. A˘MAD b. JAL◊L AL-DˆN b.
fiABD ALL◊H al-Naqar b. ˘AMAD b. MU˘AMMAD AL-MAJDHÜB, known as
shaykh Majdhüb Jall al-Dın or al-shaykh Jall, b. 1305/1887-88, d. 27 Rama∂n
1396/21 September 1976.

Mikh√ıl, 262-70; Majdhüb Jall al-Dın, Manja˛ al-Sül, 38 ff.; Bsharı (1981), 316-9; ˘ummayda, thesis
(1971), 10-12, 16-17, 40, 57, 79, 87, 89, 91 and 101-2; al-Karsani, thesis (1977), 43, 59; al-‡ayyib
(1983), 8-9, 78, 84, 92-93 and 107; Hofheinz (1991b).

Majdhüb was born in al-Makkylb (south of Berber), where his maternal grandfather
had established a khalwa; his mother, Maryam, was a Qur√n teacher for girls.
Majdhüb’s father died shortly after his birth, and he spent the first eight years of his life
in al-Makkylb before moving to al-Dmar to his paternal uncle fiAbd Allh al-Naqar
(1847-1935). Later, he was among the first batch of students recruited by the British to
receive a secular training in Khartoum. He worked as a teacher in Sawkin, Wd
Madanı (from October 1914) and Atbara (from January 1916) before being transferred
to Gordon College early in 1921. His spiritual teachers during this time were al-sayyid
Ma˛müd b. A˛mad b. Sulaymn al-Idrısı al-Maghribı (d. 1934), a Tijnı shaykh from
Wd Madanı; his uncle fiAbd Allh al-Naqar; and Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir (q.v.), who
taught him the awrd of Shaykh al-Majdhüb and gave him his final and comprehensive
ijza. After performing the pilgrimage in 1944, Majdhüb retired, though he continued
teaching at the Mafihad Ummdurmn al-fiIlmı. When the government stopped
supporting the khalwa of al-Dmar in favour of secular education in about 1948-49,
Majdhüb tried to continue it, although because of some differences with the rest of the
Naqarb he decided to build his own mosque and school in 1950. His Higher Institute
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for Religious Studies, established 1959/60, was turned into a Government intermediate
school shortly before his death.

1. al-Adab al-dını.
A lecture on ethics.
Publ. in: Majallat Mafihad Ummdurmn, 2 (1958), 13-18.

2. Asn ’l-ma†lib fı mukhtaßar al-manqib fı tarjamat al-qu†b al-ma˛büb walı Allh
al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb.
Completed in 1335/1916-17; revised and enlarged by Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir (q.v.) in
1341/1922-23. A short spiritual biography, abridged from al-Wasıla, to be read at the
annual ˛awliyya of Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın. It is used only by the
Naqarb.
MS: (photocopy of the author’s autograph), dated 1 Shafibn 1344/ 14 February 1926,
file title: Mukhta‚sar manqib al-shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, Khartoum (NRO),
Misc., 1/67/1188; photocopy of this in Khartoum (UL), Sudan Collection, 8QC.
Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/82/1315 is probably the same. Khartoum (NRO), Mahdia,
9/3/24 may either be another version or a predecessor of this.
Publ. Cairo: M. Mißr, n.d.
Recording, MR 11B + 12A-B.

3. “Biography of fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın”.
The author’s uncle, b. 1265/1848, who in 1898 became spiritual leader of the Naqarb;
written upon fiAbd Allh’s death, 26 July 1935.
MS: Bergen, V ms. 3, 27-33 (Hofheinz collection), the first of 8 pp. is missing.

4. “Biography of al-˛jj fiA†wa”.
The father of the author’s mother, al-˛jj fiA†wa b. fiAbd Allh al-Khafja, was a
Moroccan who had served with the Egyptian army in Berber, where he became a pupil
of Shaykh ˘asıb b. al-∑iddıq al-Majdhüb (q.v.). After leaving the army, he founded a
khalwa in al-Makkylb and became known for his baraka. He died during the
Mahdiyya. The ms., written in April 1957, also includes sections on his sons.
MS: Bergen, V ms. 3, 36-R, first pp. missing, + V ms. 4, 1-36A (Hofheinz collection).

5. Bulügh al-marmı fı tash†ır Khill al-gharmı.
Tash†ır of a poem on the ascension of the Prophet by fiAbd al-Ra˛ım b. A˛mad al-Burfiı
al-Yamanı (v. supra); the poem can be found in Dıwn al-Burfiı fı ’l-ibtihlt wa’l-
ta∂arrufit al-ilhiyya wa’l-istifi†ft wa’l-mad√i˛ al-Mu˛ammadiyya, ed. fiAbd al-
Ra√üf Mu˛ammad Slim and ˘asan fiAbd al-˘amıd al-Shaykh, Cairo: Mk. and M. al-
Mashhad al-˘usayni, 1389/1970, pp. 32-35.
Publ. in Dıwn Manja˛ al-Sül (no. 6 below).

6. Manja˛ al-sül fı mad˛ al-rasül.
Poems in praise of the Prophet, written in his youth, collected and ed. by himself 1
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Mu˛arram 1368/3 November 1948.
Publ. in Dıwn manja˛ al-sül, Cairo: Dr al-Kitb al-fiArabı, 1384/1964-65 (this
includes a biography of Ma˛müd al-Maghribı, completed 7 Rama∂n 1376/7 April
1957); 2nd edn., Khartoum: al-Dr al-Südniyya, n.d. (before 1976).

7. Al-Nafa˛t al-Rama∂niyya fı tash†ır al-qaß√id al-Majdhübiyya.
Tash†ır of 10 poems by Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın, written during the
second half of Rama∂n 1369/first half of June 1950.
MS: 3 ∑afar 1370/14 November 1950, autograph, mentioned in the preface of the
published version.
Publ. in Dıwn Manja˛ al-Sül (no. 6 above).

8. al-Wridt al-wahbiyya fı awrd al-†arıqa al-Majdhübiyya.
A brief description of the basic teachings of the Shdhiliyya-Majdhübiyya with the
prayers and litanies, mainly extracted from al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb, al-Wasıla
(q.v.).
Awrd collection completed in Jumd I 1370/February-March 1951.
Publ. Cairo: M. al-Shubukshı, 1381/1961-62.

aaaallll----JJJJaaaayyyyllllnnnnıııı

MU˘AMMAD MAJDHÜB b. AL-˘USAYN b. fiABD AL-M◊JID b. A˘MAD b.
MU˘AMMAD b. A˘MAD b. fiABD AL-M◊JID AL-∆ARˆR, known as al-Jaylnı, b.
c. 1900, d. c. 1990.

al-‡ayyib (1983), 113.

Born in al-Timeyrb west of al-Dmar, al-Jaylnı worked as a schoolteacher in various
places in the Northern Sudan. After his retirement, he succeeded his father as imm in
al-Timeyrb, but towards the end of his life he was only leading Friday prayers in al-
Dmar’s Burhniyya Mosque (though he is not a Burhnı himself). Like all his family,
he is closely associated with the Majdhıb faction centred around the Old Mosque.

1. “Biography of al-fakı al-˘usayn”.
Untitled biography of his father (d. 1955), the last famous fakı (i.e. teacher) in the Old
Mosque’s khalwa (c f. his picture, Bergen NI 773. 28/19). Written in 1987 for the
folklorist al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib.
MS: Bergen, ms. NS A9, 17-21; ms. NS A10, 0-2 (Hofheinz collection).
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2. Nubdha qaßıra fian ta√rıkh madınat al-Dmar wa-fian munshi√ih al-awwal wa-
mu√assis masjid al-Majdhıb al-fiatıq ˘amad wad fiAbd Allh […].
Dated 27 November 1974. Written together with fiAwa∂ Mu˛ammad al-Shaykh al-
Amın (b. 21 March 1930).
MS: Bergen 508 (Hofheinz collection), photocopy of typescript, 2'pp.

3. Qaßıda t√iyya fı rith’ al-fakı al-˘usayn.
Opens: Qad fiamma ˛uznuka yawma mawtika fı ’l-jiht.
Elegy for the author’s father; a tash†ır of this elegy was composed by Mu˛ammad al-
Khayr b. (Mu˛ammad) al-Amın, a fellow teacher of al-Jaylnı at the time in Tim˙d near
Umm Shadıda (Madrasat al-˛jj al-‡hir).
MSS: (1) Bergen NI 774.28/20b + NI 775.28/21; (2) tash†ır, Bergen NI 775.28/21a-b.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    MMMMuuuu˛̨̨̨aaaammmmmmmmaaaadddd    aaaallll----AAAAmmmmıııınnnn

MU˘AMMAD MAJDHÜB b. MU˘AMMAD AL-AMˆN b. fiABD ALL◊H AL-
NAQAR b. A˘MAD b. JAL◊L AL-DˆN b. fiABD ALL◊H AL-NAQAR b. ˘AMAD b.
MU˘AMMAD AL-MAJDHÜB, b. in the 1930s, d. December 1988.
Succeeded his father in 1975 as imm of the Government Mosque. He had an
outstanding interest in the numerous documents preserved in the Naqarb khalwa,
granting liberal access to them to visiting scholars. The first of those was Dr.
Mu˛ammad Ibrhım Abü Salım, who reproduced part of the collection in his al-Sda
al-Majdhıb (Khartoum (NRO), Misc., 1/33/778).

1. ˘ajar al-mi˛ya.
Qaßıda lmiyya on the stone on which the ˛eyrn (students of Qur√n) wash their slates
(alw˛) after finishing a lesson; the water collected in the cavity of the stone is called
mi˛ya and is used for medical purposes.
MS: Bergen, ms. 1, 49-53 (Hofheinz collection).

2. Ta√rıkh al-Majdhıb.
An untitled manuscript on the history of the Majdhıb of al-Dmar, written originally in
1979 for a television interview with the folklorist, al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib,
representing the Naqarb point of view.
MS: Bergen, ms. 1, 27-47 and 55 (Hofheinz collection).
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MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    aaaallll----˘̆̆̆jjjjjjjj    ˘̆̆̆aaaammmmaaaadddd

MAJDHÜB b. ˛jj ˘AMAD b. ˘AMAD b. A˘MAD b. al-khalıfa ˘AMAD b.
MU˘AMMAD AB ∑URRA b. A˘MAD AB JADARˆ, known as Majdhüb al-˛jj
˘amad al-Khalıfa, b. 1935.
Born in al-Dmar, he has lived in Khartoum since 1945 and works in the Civil Service.
His father, who had had business contacts in al-Ubayyi∂, was a Tijnı, but he himself
became a Burhnı in 1952, following his uncle.

1. Muqta†af min K. al-Wasıla […].
Majdhüb has been reading his version of the Manqib for the last couple of years at the
˛awliyya of Shaykh al-Majdhüb held at the Old Mosque of al-Dmar.
The original ms. having been severely damaged, he wrote a fresh copy of it at my
request. Plans to publish a printed version have not yet materialized.
MS: Bergen 504 (Hofheinz collection), photocopy of autograph.

MMMMaaaajjjjddddhhhhüüüübbbb    aaaallll----MMMMaaaakkkkkkkkıııı

MAJDHÜB b. AL-MAKKˆ b. A˘MAD b. MU˘AMMAD b. MADANˆ b.
MU˘AMMAD AB ∑URRA, b. 1939.
A teacher, he is now (1995) supervisor of education in al-Dmar, and also leader of
Friday prayers in al-˘u∂ayba, four km south of al-Dmar.

1. Manqib al-shaykh al-Majdhüb.
Untitled. Majdhüb al-Makkı compiled his own version of the manqib, which are quite
elaborate on karamt, in about 1984. He read them at the ˛awliyya in 1987 instead of
the briefer ones of Majdhüb ˛jj ˘amad, which had been “eaten away” by termites.
MS: Bergen, ms. 4, 2-36; ms. NS A8, 9-21; ms. NS A9, 1-2; P4, S-2 (Hofheinz
collection).
Recording, MR 9.

DDDDrrrr....    fifififiUUUUtttthhhhmmmmnnnn

fiUTHM◊N b. MU˘AMMAD b. fiABD ALL◊H

Hofheinz (1991b).

fiUthmn, who claims descent from the Majdhıb on the female side, studied in
Alexandria and became a wealthy pædiatrician in his native Wd Madanı, which he
represented before 1969 as Democratic Unionist Party deputy in Khartoum. He is an
ardent follower of Shaykh al-Majdhüb and organizes a small Shdhilı circle in Wd
Madanı. In connection with a difficult medical operation that he had to undergo, Shaykh
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al-Majdhüb appeared to him in a vision, upon which he went to al-Dmar and induced
part of the Majdhıb (the Naqarb) to reorganize the ˛awliyya and celebrate it at the
Shaykh’s tomb, for the restoration of which he also contributed a large sum of money.

1. al-∑alawt fiala sayyidin Mu˛ammad al-wasıla, wa-yalıh ßalawt al-muwjaha.
Prayers on the Prophet, and for those who visit his tomb, written in the mid-1970s with
the madad of Shaykh al-Majdhüb.
Publ. 2nd edn. Dubayy, 4th. impr. 1983. (Silsilat Wad Umm MaryΩm al-Dıniyya, 8).13

13 Apparently a Khatmiyya sponsored publisher; no. 9 of this series is the Mawlid of Mu˛ammad
fiUthmn al-Mırghanı. — ˘amad b. Mu˛ammad “Wad Umm MaryΩm” (1645-1729/30) was a religious
teacher based in what is now known after him as ˘illat ˘amad in Khartoum North, a modern Khatmı
centre.
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MMMMaaaatttteeeerrrriiiiaaaallll    iiiinnnn    pppprrrriiiivvvvaaaatttteeee    hhhhaaaannnnddddssss

This includes only items of which no copy is accessible in public archives.

al-Hindı, Yüsuf b. Mu˛ammad al-Amın b. Yüsuf [1871-1942] (with some parts by other authors): Tj al-
zamn fı trıkh al-Südn. 8 parts. MS in the possession of ∑iddıq b. Yüsuf al-Hindı, Khartoum-Burri.

Majdhüb “al-Naqar” [1933-1987], Nasab. A notebook with information on Majdhıb genealogy,
essentially taken from “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb (c.'1860-1930): Tansul al-bu†ün wa’l-
shufiüb min l al-faqıh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb [see here, Bergen, Hofheinz collection, MS 506].
Majdhüb “al-Naqar” prepared this for me as he was guiding me through the genealogy; it is still in my
private possession. A more elaborate verstion was apparently shown to al-Karsani during his
interviews with Majdhüb “al-Naqar” in 1975; he refers to it as “books of nisba”, consisting of “seven
small handwritten manuscripts” (“Al Majdhubiyya”, 8, 95). This may be a handwritten copy of the
Tansul (which was mimeographed only in 1983), but as al-Karsani gives no more detailed
information, we can only speculate on this point. The seven manuscripts were no longer available
when I asked Majdhüb “al-Naqar” in 1986.

MMMMaaaatttteeeerrrriiiiaaaallll    iiiinnnn    ppppuuuubbbblllliiiicccc    aaaarrrrcccchhhhiiiivvvveeeessss

Included here are the more important items from public archives that I have used to
research the history of the Majdhıb, whether or not they are quoted in the present
study. Titles are given mostly as they appear in the local catalogues; if the more elabo-
rate form given in the document itself is used, it is set in quotation marks.

KKKKhhhhaaaarrrrttttoooouuuummmm,,,,    NNNNaaaattttiiiioooonnnnaaaallll    RRRReeeeccccoooorrrrddddssss    OOOOffffffffiiiicccceeee    ((((NNNNRRRROOOO))))

CairInt 1/3/11 Telegrams and documents re affairs of old Sudan government (1882-84)

CairInt 1/3/19 British operations in Eastern Sudan (1884)

CairInt 1/10/57 Reports on state of Eastern Sudan (1886)

CairInt 1/10/58 Attitude of tribes in Eastern Sudan (1886)

CairInt 1/14/87 The Mirghania (1887-1907)

CairInt 1/15/88 Bisharin (1887-99)

CairInt 3/7/142 March to Adarama & Goz Regab (1897)

CairInt 3/8/147 Report on Province of Berber (1897)

CairInt 3/8/157 Report on a Reconnaissance along the Right Bank of the River Atbara from Dakhila
(Atbara Station) to Goz-Regeb (June 1901) [for proposed Berber-Suakin-railway]

CairInt 3/8/161 Sagar: Short History of the Atbara (1904) [3 pp.]

CivSec 22/1/3 Douglas Newbold: Tribal economies of the Hadendowa [10 pp. typescript]
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Intel 2/16/132 Hadendowa: Townsend’s Report on Hadendoas, March-April 1908 [mostly to
estimate herd strength in the area between Kassala and Matateb/Goz Rejeb;
Hadendowa found to be very prosperous]

Intel 2/32/263 i.a.: p. 6a: “Magzubia Tariqa” (1921) [summary (by Willis?) of Naum Shoucair
[Nafiüm Shuqayr], “The Magzub Tarika in the Sudan”, Intelligence Office, Cairo, 31
May 1915 (SAD 195/3/2-18)]
Governor, KP to Assistant Director of Intelligence [Willis], 24 June 1915
Governor, RSP to Assistant Director of Intelligence [Willis], 18 July 1915
Governor, RSP to Assistant Director of Intelligence [Willis], 1 Aug 1915
Governor, KhrtmP to Assistant Director of Intelligence [Willis], 20 Nov 1915

Intel 2/32/267 Tarigas: Burhamia 1920-28 [incl. Sudan Govt. objection (1921) to jurisdiction of
Egyptian mash√ikh al-†uruq in the Sudan]

Intel 2/32/268 Tarigas: Proposed Ordinance to Control Tarikas & Preaching (1919)

Intel 2/32/269 Tarigas: Note on Tarigas by the Grand Kadi M. Mustafa El Maraghi (1919)

Intel 2/32/270 Tarigas: Willis: “The Religious Confraternities of the Sudan” (1921) [published in
SNR 4 (1921), 175-194]
pp. 26-27 on the “Magzubia”.

pp. 97-98 another, possibly earlier version on the “Magzubia”, with the same content, compiled by Lt.

Col. Balfour from various intelligence reports and other sources

Intel 5/2/16 Bloss: Materials for the History of Suakin [published as “The story of Suakin”, SNR
19/2 (1936), 271-300 & 20/2 (1937), 247-280]

Kassala Province Files 1/68/280 Religions Tarika Morghania

Kassala 1/68/281 Religions Conversations individual cases

Kassala 1/79/362 [on the Ashrf and Ha∂an∂iwa]

Kassala 2/4/16 Education [incl. (17.A.3) Teaching of local history in Kuttabs]

Kassala 2/65/321 Religions — Mosques

Mahdia 9/3/24 Mukhtaßar al-manqib — Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb (from A˛mad Jall al-Dın)
[photocopy]
I have not seen this. It may be either Asn ’l-ma†lib fı mukhtaßar al-manqib fı tarjamat al-qu†b al-

ma˛büb walı Allh al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb, by Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Mu˛ammad b.

A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (1888/7-1976), completed in 1917/6; revised and enlarged by Mu˛ammad b. al-

‡hir (c. 1860-1930)) in 1923/2 (ALA I, 271-2). Or it may be an early predecessor of this, written by

A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (d. 1885), the Naqarb leader at the time when al-‡hir Majdhüb compiled the

Wasıla. A˛mad had spent two years in the ˘ijz where he had contact with students of Shaykh al-

Majdhüb; he died not long after the Mahdı.

Misc 1/10/77 Wath√iq al-Sda al-Majdhıb I (= Bergen, NI 164.13/26-184/13.46)

Misc 1/10/78 Wath√iq al-Sda al-Majdhıb II (= Bergen, NI 139.13/1-163.13/25)
These two volumes contain documents from the Naqarb mosque in al-Dmar, photographed in the 1960s

by Abü Salım. See Chapter I.

Misc 1/15/19 Trıkh mulük al-Südn [written after 1289: 1872/3]
One of several mss. constituting the so-called “Forth Recension” of the “Funj Chronicle”, by Ibrhım [b.

Mu˛ammad b.] fiAbd al-Dfifi (c. 1800-1882) and continued by al-Amın al-∆arır (1816/5-1885) (see ALA

I, 44-5).

Misc 1/22/771 fiAbd Allh b. fiAlı al-Hshimı al-fiUmarbı, Hidyat ra˛mat al-Wahhb fı manqib
al-ßli˛ın min al-fiUmarb, 40 ss., copied 1928.
Hagiography of ˘mid b. fiUmar; see ALA I, 46.

Misc 1/25/317 Min Mu˛ammad ‡hir al-Majd˛üb il al-Khalıfa fiAbdullhi wa-baqiyyat al-
khulaf√ wa’l-uman√, yufiazzıhim fıhi fial waft al-Mahdı bi-qaßıda
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Misc 1/25/318 [Bayn wath√iq al-Shaykh Majdhüb al-‡ayyib imm Jmifi fiA†bara] [incl. a letter
from ˘amad al-Amın al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb to his father al-‡ayyib A˛mad al-
Makkı, 7 Rama∂n 1313: 21 Feb 1896]

Misc 1/25/326 Khi†b il al-‡ayyib al-Amın al-Majdhüb min al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib wa’l-
‡hir ˘amad al-Amın wa-˘amad A˛mad, 28 Mu˛arram 1290 [: 27 March 1873]

Misc 1/25/330 Khi†b min Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib il al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, 1290
[:'1873/4]

Misc 1/25/337 Khi†b min Mu˛ammad Majdhüb il Mu˛ammad al-Fakı Mubrak

Misc 1/25/352 Copy of the letter from fiAlı al-∑afiıdı al-fiAdawı to Fakı ˘amad, allowing him to use
the Shdhiliyya, followed by some sayings attributed to various Moroccan shaykhs,
followed by the ass and the silsila (photocopy of a MS in the possession of the
Rıshb of Berber, copied in 1333: 1915/4)

Misc 1/30/529 •'[Majdhüb b. al-‡hir (1860-1930):] al-Thurayy fı mad˛ man ˛za qba qawsayn

•'Dıwn shifir, na÷m al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb

Misc 1/30/601-659 p. 31: A†yn al-Dmar

pp. 140-142: A†yn al-Majdhıb. ∑üfiyya: al-Majdhıb

pp. 200-205: Ma˛kamat al-Dmar [1275/1303: 1859/8'/'1886/5 - 1957; economic
documents, nothing on the Majdhıb in particular]

p. 224: Sawkin

Misc 1/33/778 Wath√iq al-Sda al-Majdhıb III [80 documents]

Misc 1/35/910 Qaßıdat al-Thurayy fı mad˛ khayr al-bariyya, na÷amah al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-
Majd˛üb [b. al-‡hir]

Misc 1/47/923 (= Bergen KH 537.16/209) Jidda Governor to Sawkin notables re Sawkin ˘anafı
Mosque imm, 9 August 1793

Misc 1/47/924 (= Bergen KH 538.16/210) Jidda Governor (?) to Sawkin notables re Sawkin
q∂ı, 11 October 1820

Misc 1/47/925 (= Bergen KH 539.16/211) Jidda Governor (?) to Sawkin notables re Sawkin
q∂ı, 13 December 1814 (?)

Misc 1/47/926 (= Bergen KH 540.16/212) (in Ottoman Turkish with margin in Arabic) re Sawkin
q∂ı, probably around 1782

Misc 1/47/927 (= Bergen KH 541.16/213) Jidda Governor to Sawkin Governor re Sawkin q∂ı, 6
May 1782

Misc 1/55/1033 “Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın: Dıwn qißßat al-mifirj al-musamm bi’l-
Jumna al-yatıma fı dhikr mifirj al-dht al-fia÷ıma”, lithograph, Cairo: M. Manßür
Ef. Mu˛ammad, 15 Rajab 1295: 16 July 1878.
Photocopy of the copy used by Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı for his 1940 edn.; it includes the editor’s notes

on the few passages he wished to omit.

Misc 1/55/1034 Khi†b min al-Mahdı [b. fiAbd Allh] il al-‡hir [b. al-‡ayyib b.] Qamar al-Dın al-
Majdhüb [brought to the NRO by fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, April 1972]

Misc 1/56/1041 Tawassul al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir [prob. brought to the NRO by fiAbd al-
Ra˛mn al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, April 1972]

Misc 1/56/1042 ∑afa˛t min Kitb [Shar˛ al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya li-]al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad Majdhüb
al-‡hir [brought to the NRO by fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, April 1972]
[photocopy from the same ms. as Misc. 1/62/1083, but even more incomplete]

Misc 1/56/1043 Shar˛ Rtib al-Imm al-Mahdı li’l-Shaykh al-˘usayn Ibrhım “wad al-Zahr√”
[prob. brought to the NRO by fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, April 1972]

Misc 1/62/1082 Tawassul al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b. al-‡hir [= al-Thurayy]
[photocopied March 1973]

Misc. 1/62/1083 [Shar˛] al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı mawlid khayr al-bariyya li-Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir
[al-Majdhüb] [incomplete, only 32 pp.; cf. Misc. 1/56/1042. A copy combined from
the two NRO mss. is available in Bergen 509 (Hofheinz collection)]
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Misc. 1/67/1186 [Majdhüb Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın (1887/8-1976):] Ta∂yıq al-ma√ziq [fı ’l-
radd fial fiAlı fiAbd al-Rziq] [ms. completed in mid-1346: c. December 1927, 40
pp. photocopy; another photocopy of this is also in Khartoum (UL), Sudan
Collection, 8 QC, pamphl. 124. Publ. Khartoum: M. Mandıl, 1 Rama∂n 1348: 31
January 1930]

Misc 1/67/1188 Mukhta‚sar manqib al-shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb
= Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (1888/7-1976), Asn ’l-ma†lib fı

mukhtaßar al-manqib fı tarjamat al-qu†b al-ma˛büb walı Allh al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb,

completed in 1917/6; revised and enlarged by Mu˛ammad b. al-‡hir (c. 1860-1930)) in 1923/2

(photocopy of the author’s autograph, dated 1 Shafibn 1344: 14 February 1926). A photocopy of this

exists in Khartoum (UL), Sudan Collection, 8QC. (For the publ. version, see bibliography; ALA I, 271-2)

Misc 1/81/1292 [incl. information on al-Rayya˛ al-fiAydarüs]

Misc 1/81/1298 Ibrhım al-Rashıd b. ∑li˛: Nubdha min bafi∂ karmt walı Allh […] al-Majdhüb
[publ. in Hofheinz, “Encounters with a saint”]

Misc 1/82/1315 Mukhta‚sar manqib al-sayyid Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb [quoted acc. to Karrar, Sufi
brotherhoods, 168 n. 5, 200]
prob. = Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (1888/7-1976), Asn ’l-ma†lib fı

mukhtaßar al-manqib fı tarjamat al-qu†b al-ma˛büb walı Allh al-Shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb (see

Misc. 1/67/1188)

Misc 1/82/1317 [majmüfia Ismfiıliyya I & II]. Copy in Bergen, Arab MSS. Box 1, acc. no. 195-230

Misc 1/118/1660 al-Majdhıb: ras√il wa-wath√iq mußawwara [21 letters by “al-Shaykh” Majdhüb
b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (c. 1860-1930), mostly to fiAbd Allh “al-
Naqar” b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın (1848-1935)]
This partly overlaps with Bergen, Hofheinz Collection, ms 1.

Misc 1/177/2306 al-Majdhüb Ismfiıl b. al-Shaykh Makkı [al-Daqlshı], “∑˛ib al-Rabba” [fl. mid-
18th c.], K fı †arıq ahl Allh wa’l-sayr bih [copy of this in Bergen]
An annotated edn. of this is being prepared by Abü Salım.

Misc 1/218/2767 al-Amın b. ∑li˛ al-Tiweym [d. 1884/5], Majmüfi al-wridt wa’l-as√ila wa’l-
jawbt [incompl.; see ALA I, 157] [copy of this in Bergen]

Northern Province Reports 1/1/9 General Administrative Policy in Berber Province 26/35 [native
administration; courts and fiumdas in Berber Province]

Northern 1/2/12 Gism Shendi and Damer Court No. 8 [1933-1935]

Northern 1/2/13 Village courts ordinance & village court Ed Damer [19]25-34 [incl. names of court
members]

Northern 1/12/66 Boundary of Berber and Red Sea Province — 1920-21
[attempts to lay down the administrative boundary in line with ethnic boundaries; much on tribes,

ownership of wells, resultant strife, etc.]

Northern 1/14/80 A[lan] B[uchan] T. Theobald [b. 1906] (Province Education Officer, Northern
Province [1936-7]): A survey of the Khalwas & Subgrade Schools of the Northern
Province (Except Halfa District) [1938]

Northern 1/14/84 Schools for sons of Sheikhs [as opposed to Effendia] (1929)
[idea of central Shaykh school discarded, instead tribal khalwas to be developed]

Northern 1/15/85 List of province Khalwas 1924-38

Northern 1/15/86 Posting of Khalwa inspectors 1933

Northern 1/25/259 Lorimer, Magazib Tarika 1922-33
[incl. official correspondence on the Majdhıb of al-Dmar (not only by Lorimer, and continuing until

1935), plus the MS draft of Lorimer’s article published in SNR 1936]

Northern 1/25/262 Religion - Tarigas - Khatmia

Northern 1/25/263 Religion - Tarigas - [Sanusiyya]
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Northern 1/27/277 N[eil] McL[eod] Innes [b. 1903; (Ass.?) DC, Berber 1927-30]: Memoranda on the
family histories of Berber District, with notes on the possibilities of devolutionary
development, 1928-30
[oral traditions on ˘usayn Khalıfa, tribes and fiumüdiyyas north of Atbara, esp. the Rub†b]

Northern 1/28/292 Control of fikis — 1923

Northern 1/28/293 Sherief Mohammed Abdel Rahman el-Ahdali (Damer), 1926
[a wandering fakı descending from the famous Yemeni clan of scholors, al-Ahdal. After failing in trade in

Sawkin, Sinkt, and al-Dmar, he started to market his religious reputation, and established links with

Yüsuf al-Hindı]

Northern 2/2/21 Atbara District — Judicial Devolution (30 June 1927 - June 1943)

Northern 2/4/27 Ulema on native courts (4 Feb 1939)

Northern 2/4/32 Damer town council (30 Dec 1940 - 11 Nov 1948)

Port Sudan District 1/1/4 Suakin Town

Port Sudan 1/4/12-13 Antiquities: Old buildings — Suakin, Vol. I & II

Port Sudan 1/9/41 Education — Khalwas Port Sudan

Port Sudan 2/22/151 Intelligence — Mahdism — Mirghanism

Port Sudan 2/37/228 Religion Questions of Policy

Port Sudan 2/37/232 Reporting matters concerning the three chief Religious Leaders

PPPPoooorrrrtttt    SSSSüüüüddddnnnn,,,,    QQQQiiiissssmmmm    ttttaaaassssjjjjıııılllltttt    aaaarrrr∂∂∂∂ıııı    PPPPoooorrrrtttt    SSSSüüüüddddnnnn

Majmafi al-Ma˛kim al-Madaniyya wa’l-Jin√iyya wa’l-Sharfiiyya, Sawkin — Sawkin land register.

CCCCaaaaiiiirrrroooo,,,,    DDDDrrrr    aaaallll----WWWWaaaatttthhhh√√√√iiiiqqqq    aaaallll----QQQQaaaawwwwmmmmiiiiyyyyyyyyaaaa

Ma˛fi÷ al-Ab˛th / al-Südn, Mafiiyya Turkı [MT]

Letters from the commanders of the Turco-Egyptian troops in the Sudan

7 MT 167 28 Jum. II 1236: 2 April 1821, referring to Ismfiıl’s letter of 13 Jum. I: 16 February.

7 MT 198 21 Shafibn 1236: 24 May 1821, referring to Ismfiıl’s letter of 22 Jum II: 27 March.

10 MT 512 Mu˛ammad fiAlı Psh to [Mu˛ammad Khosrow,] the sar-i fiaskar of the Sudan, 8
Jum. II 1238: 19 Feb. 1823, including a summariy of a recent letter by Mu˛ammad
Khosrow describing his campaigns against the Jafialiyyın)

14 MT 25 17 Rajab 1238: 30 March 1823, referring to recent letters by Ma˛ü Bey

14 MT 150 5 ˘ijja 1238: 13 Aug. 1823

16 MT 185 Mu˛ammad fiAlı Psh to [Mu˛ammad Khosrow,] the sar-i fiaskar of the Sudan, 19
Jum. II 1239: 21 Feb. 1824)

DDDDuuuurrrrhhhhaaaammmm,,,,    SSSSuuuuddddaaaannnn    AAAArrrrcccchhhhiiiivvvveeee    DDDDuuuurrrrhhhhaaaammmm    ((((SSSSAAAADDDD))))

14/14/2/M Daftar fiUthmn Diqna, 1883-1890, compiled by [“al-Shaykh” b.?] al-‡hir
Majdhüb [microfilm of original in NRO]

97/5/97-98 Letter from the Mahdı to Shaykh ˘asıb [al-fi◊lim] b. al-∑iddıq al-Majdhüb, dated 15
Rabıfi I 1301: 14 Jan. 1884, urging him to join the Mahdiyya
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98/1/1 p. 32: Letter from fiAbd Allh [b.] al-‡ayyib [b.] Qamar al-Dın al-Majdhüb (d. c.
Dec. 1899) to the Mahdı, on a question regarding the Rtib:
fiAbd Allh wants to copy it, but finds some discrepancies between the written copies and the way he or

others heard the Mahdı recite it (A: sg. or pl. forms of dufi√?; B: omissions?; C: variance with [Qur√nic]

wording).

pp. 32-3: Mahdı’s answer to fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb, 7 Rabıfi II 1302: 24
Jan. 1885 [the day before the fall of Khartoum!] (inna al-aßl al-afrd):
@ A: sg./pl. depends on wether it is read alone or in community.

@ B: omitted in the morning.

@ C: orally easier, but can be said either way.

pp. 185-7: Letter from the Mahdı (then encamped at al-Rahad) appointing five
uman√ “li-mun÷arat ma÷lim al-khalq”: A˛mad fiUmar & Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-
Karım [Mahdı’s cousin] & Mu˛ammad Sulaymn & al-Majdhüb [Abü Bakr Yüsuf],
dated Rajab 1301: 27 Apr. - 26 May 1884 (˛aythu innakum tafiayyantum wa-dufiıtum
li-amr fa∂lihi). — Tasks:
• mutual consultation

• assist and advise the Mahdı, the Khalıfa fiAbdullhi, the judicial Deputies (nuwwb), A˛mad

Sulaymn [Treasury Secretary May ’83 - Apr. ’86], the q∂ı [A˛mad fiAlı, Sep. ’82 - May ’94] (but

generally without interfering with judgements passed by the nuwwb or the q∂ı)

• pass on what is necessary to the Mahdı

• act in consultation (shür) with the Khalıfa fiAbdullhi

• pass on what is necessary to the other Khulaf

pp. 141-3: Letter from the Mahdı to Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. al-˘asan Mırghanı
(1848-86), urging him to join the Mahdiyya, 14 ∑afar 1301: 15 Dec. 1883 (innı
karrartu lak al-mukh†abt wa-fiaddadtu al-indhrt):
‘I have written to you so often without ever receiving an answer. Those fiulam√ who do not join the

Mahdiyya are like the Jews and Christians in the time of Mu˛ammad, who were waiting for the

Redeemer; but when he came, they did not recognize him for fear they would loose their worldly power.

— Now you should either come here or join al-‡hir Majdhüb & fiUthmn Diqna. For the true believer

rejoices in building God’s Order, even if it be with a Shilluk man! Don’t be one of those who only follow

God’s word as long as they retain power and wealth!’

This letter was written shortly after the siege of Kasal had started in Nov. Soon
afterwards, M. fiUthmn fled to Cairo.

pp. 154-6: Letter from the Mahdı to Mu˛ammad al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib, 25 Rama∂n
1301: 19 July 1884 (… anna jawbak raqıq al-alf÷ daqıq al-mafinı):
‘I have received your letter in which you describe that you have joined God’s cause, that you render

assistance to fiUthmn Diqna, that you have resigned from Shaykhhood to follow him as Our

representative. May God reward you for this! [If you feel too old to come here] don’t worry; what is

important is that the hearts come together! Be patient in the face of hardship! Give Our greetings to your

brother fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡ayyib. Your son’s eulogy has been recited before Us and We were very

pleased with it; a letter to him is on its way.’

The Mahdı here refers to al-‡hir’s reply to his own letter of 31 Dec 1883 (SAD
89/1/3 pp. 82-4).

98/1/3 p. 14: Letter from the Mahdı to his amın al-Majdhüb Abü Bakr Yüsuf, when fiAbd
Allh al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın came to Khartoum with his family to render the
bayfia, 19 Shafibn 1302: 4 June 1885 (inna al-rijl alladhına qadamü bi’l-Khar†üm)
‘fiAbd Allh & Co. should stay with al-Majdhüb and A˛mad Sulaymn (the Treasury Secretry). I do not

know yet wether I shall come to you to take their oath or wether I shall send for them.’

Note that fiAbd Allh had been a follower of the Mahdiyya before!

p. 14: Letter from the Mahdı to his amın al-Majdhüb Abü Bakr Yüsuf, ordering him
to send a copy of the Mahdı’s decree “Fa-min bafid qa†l al-kafara bi-fat˛ al-
mudıriyya” to the poet Mu˛ammad al-Tuwaym, 18 Rabıfi I 1302: 6 Jan. 1885
(˛aythu anna hdh manqül fiindak)
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pp. 57-8: Letter from the Mahdı to Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b. Mu˛ammad al-‡hir,
thanking him for his eulogy,14 25 Rama∂n 1301: 19 July 1884 (inna qaßıdatakum
waqafiat minn).
Including some general admonitions.

pp. 82-4: Letter from the Mahdı to al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, Suakin, 1 Rabıfi I 1301: 31
Dec 1883 (fa-qad takarrarat al-khi†bt il fiibd Allh)
Thanks him for his past efforts and support of fiUthmn Diqna; urgently exhorts him to join the jihd

completely, reminding him of the pleasures that await the martyr in Paradise (like the shahıd A˛mad

‡h).

(Since the beginning of December there had been a lull in fighting in the East. The
Mahdı probably wanted to speed up the fall of Sinkt, which had bravely defended
itself so far. Its garrison was to be annihilated on 2 Feb. 1884).

pp. 198-201: Letter from the Mahdı to al-Faqıh al-‡ayyib b. Mu˛ammad [b.] al-
‡ayyib al-Majdhüb,15 all the Majdhıb, and all the Jafialiyyın, urging them to join
the Mahdiyya, 1 Rajab 1300: 8 May 1883 (inna al-khayr kullahu fı taqw Allh)

99/1 [AR] Letter book, compiled by Majdhüb b. Abı Bakr, who wrote the preface, and found at
fiUthmn Diqna’s headquarters at Affıt, February 1891. […] Copies of 75 letters
from the Mahdı […] [This appears to have been renumbered to 98/1/3, q.v.]

100/12/12 List of articles taken from al-Majdhüb al-‡hir (incl. t‹obs, †qiyyas, swords, jibbas,
&c); list of fighting men and families. Unsigned and undated, but definitely an
Anßr document, between Kererı and al-Jadıd [1898/9]

101/7 Receipt from fiAbd al-Qdir Sal†ın [Slatin] [for spears] [12 Rabıfi II 1307: 6 Dec
1889] [from amır Majdhüb b. Abı Bakr]

101/12 [AR] List of articles taken over from al-Majdhüb al-‡hir; list of fighting men and
families; lisst of weapons in the rubfis of Mu˛ammad Müs Diqna, of Majdhüb al-
‡hir and of Ibrhım Safiıd [1316-7: 1898-9]

110/2/2 p. 44 on maqms in Sawkin [quoted from fiAwa∂ fiAbd al-Hdı al-fiA†, Mafilim,
287] [from the Wingate Papers]

110/2/58-62 “History of Suakin” [written between 1891 and 1898] [from the Wingate Papers]

110/2/77-80 “Natives of Suakin town” [from the Wingate Papers]

110/2/89 “Kashf fian asm√ al-mufitd fiuzümatuhum, ˛a∂art al-sda al-Mırghaniyya wa-
khilfuhum” [Sawkin] [from the Wingate Papers]

110/2/90 “Asm√ ˛a∂art mash√ikh al-fiurbn” [=Beja] [bearing a date added with later
specifications: 15 November (?) [18]92] [from the Wingate Papers]

110/2/91-94 “Religion” [Sawkin] [from the Wingate Papers]

110/2/123-163 “An Account of McNimr [sic] and his sons on the Abyssinian Frontier” [apparently
translated from the Arabic] [from the Wingate Papers]

110/2/164-204 “A Full Account of the Military Revolt of the 4th Sudanese Bn. (1865) as related by
Mahmud El Mahallawi and corroborated by several other eye witnesses”

14 Adhakarta ˛ayya Sufida wa’l-fiUmmra. (R√iyya). MS., Bergen no. NI 765.28/11, 11a-d.
15 al-‡ayyib Shaykh al-fiAllma b. M. b. al-‡ayyib b. ˘amad b. M. al-Majdhüb (d. 1885), teacher at
the old khalwa of al-Dmar, mostly remembered for his knowledge of ˛ikma, which he had learned
through contact with West Africans. Note that he did not in any way have much political influence in al-
Dmar. But the time immediately preceding the Mahdiyya was a period of political instability and change
there. Al-Amın A˛mad al-Amın, whose lineage had controlled the position of Shaykh al-balad
throughout the Turkiyya, had been deposed by the Governor, and a rival lineage, the Naqarb, were
pushing to the fore. Apparently, al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, who belonged to neither group, was
overcome by religious fervour when he learned of the Mahdiyya and offered himself as leader of the
Majdhıb. But as he lacked any political skill and family backing, he soon lost influence. Today, he is
sometimes referred to as “the little amır” (umayyir) who dodged going to battle at Abü ‡ulay˛.
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110/2/223 “The Mohammadan sects, laws, order &c” [written during the Mahdiyya or the early
Condominium period]

186/1/158 -160, 172 Slatin to Wingate, 10 & 12 April 1913
[suggesting that Majdhüb b. al-‡hir should not be allowed to stay at Tokar, but be sent back to the River

Atbara area] [from the Wingate Papers]

195/3/2-18 Naum Shoucair [Nafiüm Shuqayr], “The Magzub Tarika in the Sudan”. Intelligence
Office, Cairo, 31 May 1915 [from the Wingate Papers]
Based on Mu˛ammad ‡hir al-Majdhüb, al-Wasıla il ’l-ma†lüb (q.v.); and oral information from (1) Sh.

Mu˛ammad al-Sharıf b. fiAbd al-fi◊l b. A˛mad al-Idrısı (1866/7-1937), a grandson of A˛mad b. Idrıs

living in al-Zayniyya and Dongola; (2) Sh. ˘usayn Muß†af al-Jafialı, “now in Cairo”; (3) Sh.

Muddaththir Abü ’l-Qsim “of Khartoum, now in El Azhar”.

195/7 [old number of what is now 195/3, q.v.]

247/1 [A R] The rtib of the Mahdı, written by Mu˛ammad Ma˛müd al-Sawkinı and
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. al-Shaykh al-‡hir al-Majdhüb, 28 Shafibn 1307: 2 April
1890. English translation only. 45 ff.

247/2/3-29 id., rough drafts, English Translation, with a literal translation of a lament on the
Mahdı’s death, the original presumably written by Mu˛ammad Ma˛müd al-
Sawkinı and “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb. 25 ff.

448/1/13-41 from Geoffrey Herbery Barter [1901-1952; served i.a. Kassala Province, 1928-32]:
Hadendowa District Annual Report, 1930

448/1/90 from Geoffrey Herbery Barter [1901-1952; served i.a. Kassala Province, 1928-32]:
Hadendowa District Annual Report, 1931

542/6/1-48 J F Kershaw: Report on the work of the Berber Land Commission (5 Aug 1904)
[very detailed] [papers of Stanhope Rowton Simpson (1903-)]

542/7/1-15 Sydney Atterbury Tippets [1878-1946; served i.a. in the Legal Department (Land
Settlement Officer, Berber Province), 1906-07]: “Report on certain lands on the
Atbara River” (28 Jan 1906) [papers of Stanhope Rowton Simpson (1903-)]

542/8/1-18 Report of the Suakin Land Commission (23 Jan 1906) [papers of Stanhope Rowton
Simpson (1903-)]

542/8/20-21 Note on the registration of land outside the walls of Suakin (19 Feb 1906) [papers of
Stanhope Rowton Simpson (1903-)]

542/17/22 “Note on Tokar Delta Lands”. Sinkat. 18 Sep. 1929

627/15/23-28 Notes on Damer Land Registration (11 Oct 1944) [papers of Stanhope Rowton
Simpson (1903-)]

628/41-2 Photographs of Suakin, 1884-5, from the album of E Wood [very beautiful]

641/1/2-10 [al-Dmar fiumüdiyya historical notes]

641/1/15-16 [administrative reorganisation, 1928]

641/2/2-5 [Umm al-‡uyür historical notes]

641/3/10-14 [fiAbd al-Karımb historical notes]

641/3/23-25 [Mogran historical notes]

611/6/8-9 Arthur E Robinson (1905-20 Customs Department): [reading notes on the history of
Sawkin]

637/11/5 Photograph of Sawkin (1909-10), including the Majdhübı zwiya (from G B
Bridgeman)

641/1-3 J Lange (1925-29 ADC, al-Dmar): Notes on fiumüdiyyas, al-Dmar District [very
interesting local history]

718/42/3 Aerial photo of al-Dmar, 1952 (from Allan James Vincent Arthur [1915-], who
served in the Northern Province from 1951 until his retirement in 1954)

725/13/17 Shendi District Annual Report 1952
[incl. a note on the old Wad Hamid cemetary, al-Dmar]
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125/13/34 Shendi District Annual Report 1953
[incl. numbers of voters qualified for parliamentary elections]

LLLLoooonnnnddddoooonnnn,,,,    IIIInnnnddddiiiiaaaa    OOOOffffffffiiiicccceeee    RRRReeeeccccoooorrrrddddssss    ((((IIIIOOOORRRR))))

F/4/1275 (51234)
(Bom Mar 14 Mar
1832)

Report of Captain Thomas Elwon on his survey of the Red Sea in the Benares;
report of Commander John Henry Wilson on his voyage from Bombay to Suez and
back in the steamship ‘Hugh Lindsay’ in 1830. Nov. 1829 - June 1830.

F/4/1515 (59694)
(Bom Mar 11 Nov
1835)

Bombay Government forwards to London Commander Robert Moresby’s
completed chart of the Red Sea. July 1829 - Jan. 1835.

P/412/15 “Bombay Marine Proceedings, 30th June to 8th Sept. 1830”
No. 97: copy of letter by Th. Elwon to Ch. Malcolm, dated Judda, 12 May 1830
(filed under 4 Aug. 1830)

X/3624/1- Suaquem and Port Dradart, Abexim Coast [Portuguese map, preserved among
Alexander Dalrymple’s Charts]

X/3661 Capt. Court ’s survey of the Red Sea, chart, latitude 18° to 21° N [1805]

X/3635/10 “Chart of the Red Sea from Jiddah, the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, surveyed in the
Years 1830, 31, 32 & 33, by Capt.n T[homas] Elwon & Lieu.t H.N. Pinching, and
completed in 1833 by Com.der R[obert] Moresby, Indian Navy”

LLLLoooonnnnddddoooonnnn,,,,    NNNNaaaattttiiiioooonnnnaaaallll    MMMMaaaarrrriiiittttiiiimmmmeeee    MMMMuuuusssseeeeuuuummmm

MAL/7
[MAL/MS. 60/040]

Letter book relating to surveys, titled, “Reports of Surveys made by the Survey
Department of the Indian Navy under the orders of Sir Charles Malcolm [1782-
1851,] Superintendent - together with his instructions - from June 1828 to June
1838”
Vol. 1, pp. 37-100: “Survey of the Red Sea including the Sea of Acaba, Sept. 1829-
May 1835, by Capt. Elwon in the BENARES and Cmder. Moresby in the
PALINURUS. Contains copies of selected orders given by the Court of Directors, the
Govt. of Bombay, and the Superintendent of the Indian Navy; with abstracts from
officers employed on the surveys. [… The abstracts] often included information on
the political, social and economic life of the natives inhabiting the islands and
coasts.”

BBBBeeeerrrrggggeeeennnn,,,,    UUUUnnnniiiivvvveeeerrrrssssiiiitttteeeetttteeeetttt    iiii    BBBBeeeerrrrggggeeeennnn,,,,    HHHHiiiissssttttoooorrrriiiisssskkkk    IIIInnnnssssttttiiiittttuuuutttttttt

[unnumbered] Copy of a letter by fiAlı al-∑afiıdı al-fiAdawı (1701-75) to ˘amad al-Majdhüb (1694-
1776), giving him the Shdhiliyya †arıqa (original in Berber; deposited at Bergen
via the NRO).

[unnumbered] Funj Chronicle, Mansfield Parkyns ms. [photocopy of the original in Nottingham
University Library, Mansfield Parkyns’s mss., Pa X3, 153 ff.]
This is the so-called “Second Recension” of the “Funj Chronicle”, by A˛mad al-˛jj Mu˛ammad Janql.

The MS was compl. in 1847 (see ALA I, 43). Pp. 125-7 contain an entry on Mu˛ammad Majdhüb.

[unnumbered] Jay Spaulding, “Some documents of the Majdhıb of al-Dmir”. Working draft,
Union, New Jersey, December 2, 1975
based on Bergen, NI 139.13/1 to 184.13/46
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MS 212 Ismfiıl al-Walı: al-Fuyü∂t al-zhira fı ˛all alf÷ al-Jawhir al-fkhira. in: majüfia
Ismfiıliyya II, ff. 1-39 [= Khartoum, NRO, Misc 1/82/1317]

MS 440 Qurrat fiayn al-ikhwn, incorrectly ascribed to Ibn Idrıs but in fact by Mu˛ammad
Majdhüb (see ALA I, 253) [= Leiden, F. Or. A. 680 (tract 11)]

NI 139.13/1 to 184.13/46 “Majdhıb”. Transcriptions and translations by Dr. J[ay] L[loyd] Spaulding
[= al-Sda al-Majdhıb I-II, Khartoum, NRO, Misc 1/10/77-78]
Incl. the first working draft of Spaulding, “Some documents of the Majdhıb of al-Dmir”

NI 251.13/112 (Aug-Sep 1895): Mu˛ammad al-Zkı fiUthmn to fiAbd Allh “al-Naqar” b. A˛mad
b. Jall al-Dın b. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar

NI 579.25/1 to 719.25/141 “Majdhıb I-III”
140 documents (dating 1836-1933) from the Naqarb khalwa, al-Dmar, photographed by Anders

Bjørkelo, Feb.-March 1987

HHHHooooffffhhhheeeeiiiinnnnzzzz    CCCCoooolllllllleeeeccccttttiiiioooonnnn
This includes photographs and photocopies of items in private ownership in various
places in the Sudan, taken during my fieldwork in the Sudan 1986-1888 and deposited
at the University of Bergen. For details on the authors, see ALA I. Many of the owners
of the manuscripts are listed in the section on interviews below. Details are generally
given only for items pertaining directly to the Majdhıb.

MS 503 Ibrhım al-Rashıd [1813-74]: Nubdha min bafi∂ karmt walı All˛ al-majdhüb al-
ustdh al-kabır wa’l-fialam al-shahır sayyidı al-shaykh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb (=
NRO, Misc. 1/81/1298 (photocopy); ed. & tr. in Hofheinz, “Encounters”)

MS 504 Majdhüb al-˛jj ˘amad al-Khalıfa [1935-]: Muq†a†af min K. “al-Wasıla il al-
ma†lüb […] al-shaykh al-Majdhüb”. Compiled 1988. Photocopy of autograph. Cf.
ALA I, 274.

MS 505 “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb [c. 1860-1931]: Shar˛ al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı
mawlid khayr al-bariyya. Incomplete commentary on Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b.
Qamar al-Dın, al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı dhikr mawlid khayr al-bariyya. With short
notes on the life and works of the author, compiled from al-Wasıla. This is a copy
combined from photocopies of two incomplete manuscripts in the NRO: (1) Misc.,
1/62/1083; (2) Misc., 1/56/1042.

MS 506 “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb (c.'1860-1930): Tansul al-bu†ün wa’l-shufiüb min
l al-faqıh Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb
An elaborate genealogy of the Majdhıb, completed in 1338: 1920. It starts with al-˘jj fiˆs b. Qindıl

and continues until the time of the author. The Tansul includes over two thousand names,16 focusing on

the descendents of al-Fakı ˘amad, i.e. growing considerably more detailed with the fifth generation

before the author. It tries to be as exhaustive as possible, gives names of wives and daughters17 and often

mentions even children who died young. It is, however, noticeably less detailed on those groups of

Majdhıb who emigrated to the Western Sudan or the Blue Nile province. In view of the great number of

names, and the frequent reference to the same relationship in more than one place (e.g., children

mentioned under both their father’s and their mother’s name), the high degree of inner consistency is

surprising; I found only two internal contradictions.18

The original manuscript is said to have passed to the author’s son al-‡ayyib (d.'1982), who lived in ti-

n’∆il√ay (in the Gsh). Apparently it was taken from there by fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-‡hir fiAbd al-Ra˛mn

al-Majdhüb, who distributed a mimeographed version (1983) within the family. MS 506 is a copy of this;

an identical copy has been deposited in Khartoum (NRO).

16 75 names on example page (16); 32 pp. in all: 75*32 = 2.400.
17 Female names are usually omitted when talking to outsiders.
18 P. 11 vs. p. 12, p. 7 vs. p. 8.
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On the margin, the editor added some information relating to generations that emerged later than 1920,

and asked his readers to fill in names of persons they know in a similar way, so that a future edition of the

text could include all the recent information. Al-Jaylnı ˘usayn of al-Dmar (whose copy I photocopied

in 1987) had followed this request and added a few names, mainly pertaining to his own lineage or to

people close to them. None of his additions contradict the main text, they merely expand it.

A slightly different, handwritten version, with various additions relating to the Majdhıb of al-Qa∂rif, is

kept by fiUthmn b. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad w. al-Azraq, imm of the mosque in al-

∑üfı al-Azraq, al-Qa∂rif. Several other manuscript versions of this text are said to exist, mainly in the

Eastern Sudan.

MS 507 photocopy of Majmüfiat al-Majdhüb, al-mushtamila fial (1)&Qißßat al-mifirj al-
musamm: bi’l-Jumna al-yatıma; (2)&al-Nür al-s†ifi fı mawlid al-Nabı al-jmifi;
(3)&Mawlid al-La√lı al-zhirt wa’l-fußüß al-f√iqt; (4)&al-Nafa˛t al-layliyya fı
dhikr mawlid khayr al-bariyya; (5)&al-fiIqd al-muna÷÷am fı dhikr al-Rasül al-
mukarram; (6)&Sirr al-madad wa’l-suhüd fı mad˛ al-Nabı al-ma˛müd, li’l-Shaykh
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın al-Majdhüb; wa-yalıhi Dıwn al-Shaykh
Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. al-Shaykh al-‡hir al-Majdhüb al-mulaqqab bi’l-Shaykh.
2nd impr., Cairo: Mußtaf al-Bbı al-˘alabı, s.d.

MS 508 Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb [b.] al-˘usayn, known as al-Jaylnı [c . 1900 - c . 1990]
&fiAwa∂ Mu˛ammad al-Shaykh al-Amın [1930-]: Nubdha qaßıra fian trıkh
madınat al-Dmar wa-fian munshi√ih al-awwal wa-mu√assis masjid al-Majdhıb
al-fiatıq ˘amad wad fiAbd Allh […]. Dated 27 November 1974. Photocopy of
typescript, 2 pp.

MS 509 al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib al-Majdhüb [1832/3-1890]: al-Wasıla il ’l-ma†lüb fı bafi∂ m
ishtahara min manqib wa-karmt walı Allh al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb, Cairo: Mk.
al-Taqaddum, 1332: 1914. Photocopy of a copy in the possession of Majdhüb
Qamar al-Dın, Port Sudan/‡arad‹on

NI 756.28/1-792.28/40 29 documents mainly pertaining to the Eastern Majdhıb, as well as the
Qdirı ˘shen∂iwb, plus some items from al-Dmar. Mostly religious (poems,
prayers and letters). The numbering has to be rearranged if possible, for it separates
items belonging together.

NI 757. 28/3A-J + NI 758. 28/41-4 “al-Shaykh” Majdhüb b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib (c. 1860-
1930): Man÷üma fı ’l-far√i∂.

NI 765.28/11a-d “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb (c. 1860-1930): Poem (qaßıda r√iyya) in praise of
the Mahdi. Opens: A-dhakarta ˛ayy Sufid wa’l-fiUmmra. Acc. to ∆irr, Trıkh
Sawkin, 239-40 it is on the battle of T’amy (13 March 1884). It was written
presumably before 19 July 1884 (referred to in Durham (SAD) AR. 98/1, Vol. II, 155
and III, 57).

NI 766.28/12 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda mımiyya). Opens: A-min ˛ubbi Salm salawta ’l-manm. Copied by al-
Jaylnı b. al-˘usayn. Incomplete.

NI 766.28/16a-b fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda lmiyya). Opens: A-hal barqun tala√la√a musta†ıl. Copied by al-Jaylnı b.
al-˘usayn.

NI 769.28/15 al-Amın Abü Bakr Yüsuf Ibrhım (d. 1929): Poem (qaßıda t√iyya). Opens: Laka ’l-
shiffia. A very popular poem, in which al-Amın asks God for forgiveness for his
student, fiAbd Allh Mu˛ammad al-Haj of al-Fir˙fi.

NI 771.28/15 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda h√iyya). Opens: Ya s√iran fı ’l-duj na˛w al-˛abıbi fa-qif. Refrain: Y
Rabbi ßalli fial man kna yakhdimuhu * Jibrılu lamm sar wa’l-nüru yaqdumuhu.
Copied by al-Jaylnı b. al-˘usayn. Incomplete, eight verses missing.

NI 772.28/18 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): tash†ır of
an unidentified qaßıda. Opens: Barqu salfiin tasm. Refrain: Rabbı ßalli dawm *
li’l-nabı dhı ’l-fialm. Cont. NI 774.28/20a.
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NI 773.28/19 Picture of al-Fakı al-˘usayn b. fiAbd al-Mjid (d. 1955), the last famous teacher in
the Old Mosque’s khalwa of al-Dmar.

NI 774.28/20a (cont’d) fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944):
tash†ır of an unidentified qaßıda. Opens: Barqu salfiin tasm. Refrain: Rabbı ßalli
dawm * li’l-nabı dhı ’l-fialm.

NI 774.28/20b-NI 775.28/21 al-Jaylnı b. al-˘usayn (c. 1900 - c. 1990): Qaßıda t√iyya. Opens:
Qad fiamma ˛uznuka yawma mawtika fı ’l-jihti. Elegy for his father, al-Fakı al-
˘usayn b. fiAbd al-Mjid (d. 1955), the last famous teacher in the Old Mosque’s
khalwa of al-Dmar

NI 775.28/21a-b Mu˛ammad al-Khayr b. (Mu˛ammad) al-Amın, a fellow teacher of al-Jaylnı at the
time in Tim˙d near Umm Shadıda (Madrasat al-˛jj al-‡hir): tash†ır of “al-
Jaylnı’s” elegy for his father.

NI 777. 28/24a-b al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib Majdhüb (1832/3-1890): Qaßıda dliyya. Opens: Bi’smi
rabbin abtadı * †liban bihi ahtadı. Refrain: Shawqı li’l-rasül sayyidı * ‡h man
at bi’l-hadyı.

NI 778.28/25a-(4) fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda). Opens: Hal burayq al-ghawri l˛a. Refrain: ∑alawtun wa-salmun * li’l-
nabı al-Hshimıy.

NI 779.28/26a-c “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb (c. 1860-1930): fiAlayka y imm al-hadyi (poem
in praise of the Mahdı)

NI 780.28/27 fiAbd Allh b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (d. 1899): al-Mahdı rü˛ı fidka (poem in
praise of the Mahdi; see ALA I, 261). Incomplete; for a complete version see
Hofheinz Collection, XII 12-14.

NI 789.28/37a-b Mu˛ammad Majdhüb b. Qamar al-Dın (1795/6-1831): Mift˛ al-yusr li-man ˛alla
bihi al-fiusr. Tawassul poem addressed to God, preferably to be said early in the
afternoon. First two pages only.

NI 790. 28/39a-d al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib Majdhüb (1832/3-1890): Elegy (qaßıda) for A˛mad al-Badawı.
Opens: Y rabbı ayyidn bi-jhi Mu˛ammad. On the two possible identifications of
A˛mad al-Badawı, see ALA I, 259.

ms. 1 14 letters (1911-29) exchanged between the Eastern and the Nilotic sections of the
Majdhıb (mainly from “al-Shaykh” Majdhüb b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-
Dın [c. 1860-1930] to fiAbd Allh “al-Naqar” b. A˛mad b. Jall al-Dın [1848-
1935]). Similar letters have previously been deposited at the NRO (Misc.,
1/118/1660). Photographed 29 Sep. 1987.

ms. 1, 27-47 & 55 A 20 p. manuscript on the history of al-Dmar written from the point of view of the
Naqarb (written by Majdhüb Mu˛ammad al-Amın (b. in the 1930s, d. 1988), the
imm of the Naqarb mosque), for a television interview with the Sudanese
folklorist al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib, in 1987). Photographed 29 Sep. 1987.

ms. 1, 49-53 Majdhüb Mu˛ammad al-Amın, ˘ajar al-mi˛ya (see ALA I, 275). Photographed 29
Sep. 1987.

ms. 3 Documents from the Naqarb mosque, al-Dmar, 19th-20th c., including many
undated ones from the Mahdiyya. Photographed 30 Sep. 1987.

ms. 3, 43-51 “al-Shaykh” Majdhüb b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib (c. 1860-1930), Bayn nasab al-faqıh
˘amad. A brief history of Fakı ˘amad, fiAbd Allh al-Naqar and his descendants,
apparently written at the request of the Naqarb. Photographed from the original in
the Naqarb Mosque, al-Dmar, 30 Sep. 1987.

ms. 4, 2-36 Majdhüb [b.] al-Makkı [1939-]: Untitled manqib of  al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb, as read
during the ˛awliyya in the Old Mosque, al-Dmar, in 1987. Compiled c. 1984.
Photographed 30 Sep. 1987. See also ms. NS A 8, 9-21; ms. NS A 9, 1-2; P 4, S-2.

ms. NS A 1 •'Samara ˘usayn: biography of al-˘jj Safid fiAbd Allh al-˘jj fiAwa∂ (1921-84),
a follower of the Majdhıb and one of the most prominent traders of Sinkt, written
after his death in 1984 or 1985.
Samara (a Busharaybı/Umm Rbamak) was a student in the Qur√nic Institute in Sinkt before going to
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al-Kityb to study tajwıd, fiqh etc. with the descendants of Fa∂l al-Mawl w. Sarrr (khalwat awld

Sarrr). ˘j Safid (a Jafialı) also studied there. Samar wrote this biography as a token of gratitude, because

˘j Safid had made it possible for him to study in al-Kityb. Photograph (3 Nov. 1987) of a blueprint of

the original, in the possession of ˘j Safid’s son fiAbd al-Ra˛im, Sinkt.

•'Introductory notes to a book of accounts of the Old Mosque in Sinkt, kept by ˘j
Safid. The book itself contains, i.a., the accounts of the restoration of the mosque in
1334: 1916/5. Photographed 3 Nov. 1987.

ms. NS A 1-2 ‘Jidda MS’: A genealogy of the Majdhıb, dictated by F†ima fiUmar fiAbd Allh to
al-‡ayyib fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Shaykh fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-‡ayyib Qamar al-Dın in
Jidda during their pilgrimage (fiumra) to Mecca, 1 June 1985.
F†ima fiUmar, of the Majdhıb, lives in Masak (north of New Halfa). Al-‡ayyib fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, a

brother of ˘j Mu˛ammad of D˙nkwı (New Halfa Scheme), lives in Mitt˙b (Gsh delta).

The manuscript centres on those sections of the Majdhıb which are closest to the informant. Almost all

the individuals included are ancestors of people living on the New Halfa irrigation scheme. Even within

this limit, the manuscript is not nearly as comprehensive as “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb’s Tansul;

it only gives names of the more important members of the family. With minor exceptions, their sequence

and relationships are, however, consistent with the Tansul.

Photographed 3-4 Nov. 1987

ms. NS A 2 •'Ijza (taslık al-†arıq), “al-Shaykh” Majdhüb b. al-‡hir (c. 1860-1930) to his
brother and later successor as head of the †arıqa in the East, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-
‡hir (1882/3-1944), dated 10 ∑afar 1343: 10 Sep. 1924. Photographed 11 Nov.
1987.
•'6 letters exchanged between the Shdhilı branch of the Ashrf in Sinkt-L√yam˙b
and the Majdhıb, dated 1924-35. Originals in the possession of fiUthmn fiAbd
Allh fiAbd Allh. Photographed 13 Nov. 1987

ms. NS A 2-3 Pedigree of fiUthmn fiAlı fiUthmn (Sinkt). Photographed 13 Nov. 1987

ms. NS A 3 •'Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı al-Khatm (1793/4-1852): “ijza kubr fimma fı
†arıqatı al-b†ina wa’l-÷hira” to al-∑fı b. Abü Bakr of the Art˙ga, the first Khatmı
khalıfa in Sawkin (based in the Zwiyat al-Anwr [or zwiyat al-Müsey] next to
Majdhüb’s lodge). Dated 11 Jumd I 1260: 29 May 1844 (? and apparently written
by Mu˛ammad fiUthmn’s son Jafifar al-∑diq [1822/3-1860/1). Photographed from
the original in the possession of Muß†af u-Kesh, khalıfat al-Anwr, 15 Nov. 1987.
•'Various inscriptions from the qubba of Abü ’l-Fat˛ rjil Sawkin. Photographed
15 Nov. 1987.
•'A˛mad Shileyya (primary school teacher from Sawkin), map of Sawkin,
photographed from the local police station, 17 Nov. 1987.
•'Pedigree of Ma˛müd “∆arır” Abü Mu˛ammad Jaylnı of the Art˙ga-Kurbb.
Photographed 17 Nov. 1987.

ms. NS A 4 Letters from several members of the Mırghanı family to Mu˛ammad ‡h
(Sawkin). Photographed from originals in the possession of Mu˛ammad ‡h.
Mu˛ammad Safid. Mu˛ammad ‡h (Port Sudan), 23 Nov. 1987.

ms. NS A 4-6 Two handwritten poetry collections, owned by Majdhüb Qamar al-Dın Madanı (Port
Sudan). Photographed 24 Nov. 1987.

ms. NS A 4, 5-7 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda lmiyya). Opens: A-hal barqun tala√la√a musta†ıl. Incomplete, seven
verses missing.

ms. NS A 4, 7-9 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda h√iyya). Opens: Ya s√iran fı ’l-duj na˛w al-˛abıbi fa-qif. Refrain: Y
Rabbi ßalli fial man kna yakhdimuhu * Jibrılu lamm sar wa’l-nüru yaqdumuhu.
Incomplete.

ms. NS A 4, 9-10 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda). Opens: Hal burayq al-ghawri l˛a. Refrain: ∑alawtun wa-salmun * li’l-
nabı al-Hshimıy.
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ms. NS A 4, 10-12 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): tash†ır of
an unidentified qaßıda. Opens: Barqu salfiin tasm. Refrain: Rabbı ßalli dawm *
li’l-nabı dhı ’l-fialm.

ms. NS A 4, 13-14 al-Amın Abü Bakr Yüsuf Ibrhım (d. 1929): Poem (qaßıda t√iyya). Opens: Laka ’l-
shiffia. A very popular poem, in which al-Amın asks God for forgiveness for his
student, fiAbd Allh Mu˛ammad al-Haj of al-Fir˙fi.

ms. NS A 4, 14-16 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda mımiyya). Opens: Y imm al-rusli y khayr al-war. Refrain: ∑alli wa-
sallim Rabbı d√iman abadan * fialayka y afi÷am al-awßfi […].

ms. NS A 4, 16-17 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda mımiyya). Opens: ∑alt Allhi m †alafiat. Refrain: Fa-ßall ’llhu mawln
* fialayhi kawbil al-diyami.

ms. NS A 4, 17-19 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(muzdawija). Opens: Anta ’l-nabı ’l-fiadnni. Refrain: ∑all fialayk al-Wlı * y
sayyid al-af∂lı.

ms. NS A 4, 19-22 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(muzdawija). Opens: Bi’llhi qad bad˙n. Refrain: ∑all fialayk Allh. Interspersed
with Sudanese colloquial (a characteristic trend in Mahdist poetry).

ms. NS A 4, 22-23 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda mımiyya). Opens: A-min ˛ubbi Salm salawta ’l-manm.

ms. NS A 4, 23-24 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda nüniyya). Opens: A-y khayr al-anmi mat arni. Slightly damaged.

ms. NS A 5, 10-11 al-Amın Abü Bakr Yüsuf Ibrhım (d. 1929): Poem (qaßıda t√iyya). Opens: Laka ’l-
shiffia. A very popular poem, in which al-Amın asks God for forgiveness for his
student, fiAbd Allh Mu˛ammad al-Haj of al-Fir˙fi.

ms. NS A 6, 11A-12A al-Amın Abü Bakr Yüsuf Ibrhım (d. 1929): Poem (qaßıda t√iyya).
Opens: Laka ’l-shiffia. A very popular poem, in which al-Amın asks God for
forgiveness for his student, fiAbd Allh Mu˛ammad al-Haj of al-Fir˙fi.

ms. NS A 6 Sulaymn Ibrhım al-fiIbeyd, Sammnı ijza to al-‡hir Madanı Qamar al-Dın,
undated. Photographed 24 Nov. 1987.

ms. NS A 6-8 Documents from the Naqarb mosque, al-Dmar, dated 1892-1961, Photographed
13 Dec. 1987.

ms. NS A 8, 9-21 & ms. NS A 9, 1-2 Majdhüb [b.] al-Makkı [1939-]: Untitled manqib of al-
Shaykh al-Majdhüb, as read during the ˛awliyya in the Old Mosque, al-Dmar, in
1987. Compiled c. 1984. See also ms. 4, 2-36; P 4, S-2.

ms. N S A 9, 17-21 & ms. NS A 10, 0-2 al-Jaylnı b. al-˘usayn (c. 1900 - c . 1990): a 7 p.
biography of his father, al-Fakı al-˘usayn b. fiAbd al-Mjid (d. 1955), the last
famous teacher in the Old Mosque’s khalwa of al-Dmar, including a list of his
pupils and their later positions (cf. his picture, Bergen NI 773.28/19). Written in
1987 for the folklorist al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-‡ayyib. Photographed 14 Dec.
1987.

ms. NS A 10 fiAbd al-Ra˛ım al-Burfiı: several qaß√id, copied by al-Jaylnı b. al-˘usayn.
Photographed 14 Dec. 1987.

ms. NS A 10, 11-12fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda mımiyya). Opens: A-min ˛ubbi Salm salawta ’l-manm. Copied by al-
Jaylnı b. al-˘usayn. Photographed 14 Dec. 1987.

ms. NS A 10, 13-15fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (1882/3-1944): Poem
(qaßıda h√iyya). Opens: Ya s√iran fı ’l-duj na˛w al-˛abıbi fa-qif. Refrain: Y
Rabbi ßalli fial man kna yakhdimuhu * Jibrılu lamm sar wa’l-nüru yaqdumuhu.
Copied by al-Jaylnı b. al-˘usayn. Photographed 14 Dec. 1987.

ms. NS A 11 Letters and legal documents from the Majdhübı zwiya in Sawkin, dated 1884-
1932.
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ms. P 1 Letters and legal documents from the Majdhübı zwiya in Sawkin, dated 1884-
1932. Photographed 26 Dec. 1987.

P 4, S-2 Majdhüb [b.] al-Makkı [1939-]: Untitled manqib of  al-Shaykh al-Majdhüb, as read
during the ˛awliyya in the Old Mosque, al-Dmar, in 1987. Compiled c. 1984. See
also ms. 4, 2-36; ms. NS A 8, 9-21 & ms. NS A 9, 1-2.

P 10-11 Letters and legal documents from the Majdhübı zwiya in Sawkin, dated 1884-
1932. Photographed 26 Dec. 1987.

V 1 •'4 land charters from the family of fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib, dated 1849-1927.
Photographed 23 March 1988.
•'Various poetry collections and individual poems.

V 2 Documents from the Rıshb, Berber.

V 3-4 2 documents from the Government Mosque, al-Dmar.

V ms. 0 •'Shdhilı ijza issued by Majdhüb [Mu˛ammad A˛mad] Jall al-Dın (1888/7-1976)
to A˛mad. ˘j fiAlı. A˛mad. ˘j fiAlı al-Azraq, dated 1390: 1970; similar ijza from
˘j fiAlı to his son A˛mad, dated 1394: 1974. Photographed 25 Feb. 1988.

V  ms. 1 •'Several documents from fiAbd al-Karım. Mu˛ammad. al-Amın. Mu˛ammad.
˘amad al-Rıshbı, Berber. All of them had already been photocopied in 1967 by the
NRO, Khartoum. Photographed 27 March 1988:
—'Elegy on Mu˛ammad ˘amad al-Rıshbı, written by the Mahdist amır
Mu˛ammad al-Khayr b. A˛mad b. Hshim (see ALA I, 289).
—'2 letters from “al-Shaykh” b. al-‡hir Majdhüb (c. 1860-1930) to al-Amın al-
Rıshbı, dated 27 Rajab 1346: 20 Jan. 1928 and 4 Mu˛arram 1348: 12 June 1929).
—'an annotated, undated letter from the Mahdı to Mu˛ammad ˘amad al-Rıshbı
(acknowledging ˘amad’s bayfia through the deputy of his son, Mu˛ammad al-
Amın, who had been sent to al-Rahad by his father)
— Ijza in fi i lm, issued by Abü ’l-Qsim A˛mad Hshim to Muß†af'al-Amın
Mu˛ammad ˘amad al-Rıshbı.
— al-Fu˛üla al-fiAbbsiyya: pedigree of Mu˛ammad ˘amad al-Rıshbı, dated
1319: 1901.
•'Permission (idhn) granted by Yüsuf al-Hindı to fiAbd Allh “al-Naqar” b. A˛mad
b. Jall al-Dın (1848-1935; spiritual leader of the Naqarb in his time) to use
specific awrd. Photographed 29 March 1988.
•'Various documents from the possession of Ma˛müd. fiIzz al-Dın. Ma˛müd. fiUmar
al-Barsı, al-Dmar; including the certificate awarding his grandfather the King’s
Medal for Native Chiefs. Photographed 31 March 1988.

V  ms. 2 12 documents from the Naqarb mosque, al-Dmar, 1857 - after 1900;
photographed 3 Apr. 1988

V ms. 3 •'4 letters from Mu˛ammad Majdhüb (1796-1831), dated 1830 [edited and translated
here above]; plus 2 letters from Shaykh ˘asıb b. al-Imm to the political leader of
al-Dmar, dated 1841.
•'Letters and papers from Majdhüb Jall al-Dın (1887-1976), on the †arıqa, the
establishment of a religious institute in al-Dmar, plus correspondence with
Egyptian shaykhs.
•'Various ijzt
Photographed 4 April 1988.

V ms. 3, 10-12 “al-Shaykh” Majdhüb b. al-‡hir b. al-‡ayyib (c. 1860-1930), Mas√ala fı istifiml
al-†arıq. A memorandum on the attitude the ∑üfı brotherhoods should take after the
end of the Mahdiyya, written c. 1915, and addressed to Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb b.
fiAbd Allh b. Madanı (c. 1860–c. 1923), who after the Mahdiyya emigrated from
al-Dmar to found a khalwa in al-Ruffia. Photograph a copy copied by the
addressee’s son, A˛mad, on 22 November 1937.

V ms. 3, 27-33 Majdhüb Jall al-Dın (1887-1976): Biography of fiAbd Allh al-Naqar b. A˛mad b.
Jall al-Dın (1848-1935), the author’s uncle who in 1898 became spiritual leader of
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the Naqarb; written upon fiAbd Allh’s death, 26 July 1935. The first of 8 pp. is
missing. Photographed 4 April 1988.

V ms. 3, 36-R  & V ms. 4, 1-36A Majdhüb Jall al-Dın (1887-1976): Biography of his
maternal grandfather, al-˘jj fiA†wa b. fiAbd Allh al-Khafja, written in 1957; 32
pp. Al-˘jj fiA†wa was a Moroccan who had served with the Egyptian army in
Berber, where he became a pupil of Sh. ˘asıb b. al-∑iddıq al-Majdhüb. After
leaving the army, he founded a khalwa in al-Makkylb and became famous for his
baraka. He died during the Mahdiyya. - The MS. also includes sections on his sons.
Photographed 4 April 1988.

XII •'Genealogies of the Shagaley-Art˙ga and the Sheykhb. Photographed 15 Apr
1987.

XII 12-14 fiAbd Allh b. al-‡ayyib b. Qamar al-Dın (d. 1899): al-Mahdı rü˛ı fidka (poem in
praise of the Mahdi; see ALA I, 261)

[unnumbered] 42 documents from the Azriqa Majdhıb of al-Qa∂rif, dated 1862-1956,
photocopied in April 1987. Concerned with religion, education, inter-Majdhıb
relations, etc. Copies of these have also been deposited at the NRO.

BBBBeeeerrrrlllliiiinnnn,,,,    SSSSttttaaaaaaaattttssssbbbbiiiibbbblllliiiiooootttthhhheeeekkkk    PPPPrrrreeeeuuuu˝̋̋̋iiiisssscccchhhheeeerrrr    KKKKuuuullllttttuuuurrrrbbbbeeeessssiiiittttzzzz

WE. 124 Qsim al-Khnı, al-Sayr wa’l-sulük il malik al-mulük.

PPPPaaaarrrriiiissss,,,,    BBBBiiiibbbblllliiiiooootttthhhhèèèèqqqquuuueeee    NNNNaaaattttiiiioooonnnnaaaalllleeee,,,,    mmmmaaaannnnuuuussssccccrrrriiiittttssss

ar. 5069 “Histoire du Soudan Égyptien jusqu’à Ismaïl Pacha. 28 janvier 1892”
This is the so-called “Third Recension” of the “Funj Chronicle”, by al-Zubayr wad Dawwah, compl.

1863 (see ALA I, 43-4). Folio 35 contains an obituary note on Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. A microfilm printout

of this exists in Bergen.

fr. 6141 Benoît de Maillet, “Mélanges sur l’Éthiopie” (i.a. f. 8 ss.: “Route de Sennar à la
Mecque”)

fr. n. a. 6503 Benoît de Maillet, ?

n.a.f. 20361, f. 128 Carte détaillé [part of the “Papiers de J.-F. Champollion le jeune, 19e s., suppl.'39”]

PPPPaaaarrrriiiissss,,,,    IIIInnnnssssttttiiiittttuuuutttt    ddddeeee    FFFFrrrraaaannnncccceeee,,,,    BBBBiiiibbbblllliiiiooootttthhhhèèèèqqqquuuueeee

ms 5636 i.a. Henri Dehérain [1867-1941], “Dictionnaire biographique du Soudan égyptien.
Explorateurs et résidents” [part of Dehérain’s index cards]

RRRRoooommmmeeee,,,,    MMMMiiiinnnniiiisssstttteeeerrrroooo    ddddeeeegggglllliiii    AAAAffffffffaaaarrrriiii    EEEEsssstttteeeerrrriiii,,,,    AAAArrrrcccchhhhiiiivvvviiiioooo    SSSSttttoooorrrriiiiccccoooo    DDDDiiiipppplllloooommmmaaaattttiiiiccccoooo

pacco 1044/9 Mu˛ammad al-Majdhüb [sic], Masarrat arw˛ al-fiushshq fial ˛all alf÷ “al-Nür
al-barrq fı mad˛ al-Rasül al-mißdq”.
Commentary on Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı al-Khatm’s most popular dıwn, al-Nür al-barrq.

Ostensibly compl. ∂u˛wat Tuesday, 30 ∑afar 1231 [30 Jan. 1816] (sic). It may, however, be a forgery; see

Hofheinz, “Yemeni Library”, 119. A copy of this MS has been deposited in Bergen.
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IIIInnnntttteeeerrrrvvvviiiieeeewwwwssss

Apart from written sources, this study draws on oral information gathered during a stay
in Upper Egypt in August-September 1986 and in the Sudan from October 1986 until
May 1988. In the Sudan, I spent 217 days ‘in the field’, principally with Majdhıb
families or their followers in the Northern, Eastern, and Central Nilotic Sudan. The
contacts I made during this time were particularly intensive because rather than renting
a house of my own, I was usually lodged in guest-houses that either belonged to private
individuals or were attached to a mosque. This is a traditional institution in the Sudan,
known as khalwa, since travellers used to be taken care of by the religious leaders of the
community; only recently private guest houses start to be referred to as ∂iyfa. I was
thus partly fitted into the traditional image of someone who travels for the sake of
knowledge (fiilm) and treated accordingly by those whith whom I came into closer
contact. Referring to my travels within the Sudan, it was often said, “zr al-shaykh
fuln”, which literally means, “he visited shaykh N.N.” but implies a ‘religious’ visit,
for example to obtain the shaykh’s baraka. On a more humorous level, it was repeatedly
asserted that I was ‘in fact’ a Jafialı, or a Majdhübwı.

Obviously, there are two aspects to this. On the one hand, it was an attempt on the part
of my hosts to bridge the gap between themselves and me and establish some kind of
closeness between us; as such, it was very welcome to me and served my purpose of
getting as close as possible to a situation where true participant observation was possi-
ble. On the other hand, there was also an attempt to control the flow of information by
binding me into a web of obligations; closeness, for that matter, always implies obliga-
tions. When I was introduced to someone it was often said, “This man is writing about
our history — a very important task indeed!” At the anniversary of Shaykh al-Majdhüb
I was one of three men specially mentioned in the opening address, as witness to the
fact that the Shaykh’s fame had already spread to Germany. Long interviews were
arranged with me on regional radio and television to serve essentially the same purpose.
The result was a kind of competition between many people to invite me and share with
me their view of history. As I saw many people on many different occasions, in many
different situations, an increasing familiarity between us enormously helped in the gath-
ering of information mostly through participant observation and informal interviews.
How important such informal exchanges were I realised only in the Eastern Sudan
where ti-Be∂wyεt is spoken, a language I do not understand. There, my only way of
gathering information was directly to ask educated people who speak Arabic. I missed
being able to overhear all the conversations going on during meals, or other occasions
where people assemble and just chat with each other.
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Following is a standardised alphabetical list of all persons from whom, in one way or
another, I recorded information in my notebooks. Generally, this information was gath-
ered in informal, open interviews and during participant observation. Occasions varied
from repeated and sometimes even regularised visits specifically arranged for the
purpose of interviews, to the multitude of types of social gathering that take place in
everyday life and at festive occasions, to the odd encounter with an unnamed person at
a bus-stop or somewhere out in the hills. The majority of cases were of the second,
informal type.

The list is given in the following form:

Ser.# Title, Name, Lineage'/'Ethnic group, Born (if known), Died (if known), Main place(s) of residence
or origin (in Region), Category, Occupation (NB: Notes), # of interviews (# of'pp. taken up in my
notebooks) on Interview dates, Page references in my notebooks.

Names are mostly given in the modern tripartite version (al-ism al-thulthı), in the
form: FirstName. Father’sName. Grandfather’sName'/'FamilyName. Note the use of
full stops to separate these individual components. This allows to distinguish between,
for example, A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad and A˛mad b. Mu˛ammad A˛mad.

The following abbreviations are used for “Region” :
At lower and middle River Atbara area
D al-Dmar and the riverain Sudan between Shendi and Berber
E Eastern Sudan between Port Sudan and the Gsh and New ˘alf schemes
Ged al-Qa∂rif area
Gez Gezira
Nimr upper River Atbara area and Ethiopian borderlands
UpEg Upper Egypt

“Category” distinguishes mostly:
MajLeader: leading individuals of the Majdhıb
MajFamily: other Majdhıb
˛uwwr: non-Majdhıb who regard the Majdhıb as their primary shaykhs
other: others

1 Abbakar. al-˘jj Mu˛ammad, Dnshım (father)/ Nttb (mother), near Keren (E), other, 1
interview (4'pp.) on 3/12/87, 3-6.

2 fiAbbs. fiAbd Allh. Mirsl. Taqalwı, al-Dmar (D, E), ˛uwwr, works for the Water Authority;
runs a café at the bus stop, 18 interviews (22'pp.) on 11/21/86, 1-2, 11/22/86, 11/27/86, 2/1/87, 1-
2, 2/5/87, 1, 2/9/87, 1, 2/9/87, 5, 2/10/87, 2/20/87, 1-2, 2/22/87, 2, 2/23/87, 2/24/87, 1-2, 3/2/87, 1,
3/3/87, 15, 3/3/87, 19, 3/4/87, 6, 3/7/87, 4/12/87, 9.

3 Abbashar. Ma˛müd. Jall al-Dın, Naqarb, born 1920 ??, Shendi (D), MajFamily, shopkeeper;
secretary of the Islamic League for Sufism, Shendi (NB: possibly: Abbashar. Ma˛müd. A˛mad.
A˛mad. Jall al-Dın?, possibly identical with one of Anders Bjørkelo’s informants (in 1980 a 60
year old teacher)), 3 interviews (16'pp.) on 3/23/88, 1-3, 3/24/88, 1-7, 3/25/88, 2-7.

4 fiAbd Allh, Shendi (D), Sufi, teacher, 1 interview (4'pp.) on 3/25/88, 1-4.
5 fiAbd Allh. fiAlı. Mu˛ammad, Art˙ga, ˘umarı (At), ˛uwwr, 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/12/87, 1.
6 fiAbd Allh. Bt˙ra, Kasal-al-Khatmiyya (E), Sufi-Khatmı, 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/20/87, 4.
7 fiAbd Allh. Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. fiAbd Allh, ?, Masak (E), MajLeader (NB: he and his brother

Fakı ˘amad give the †arıqa), 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/11/87, 6.
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8 fiAbd Allh. N N. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, Samarat Kawh (At, E),
MajFamily, 1 interview (1'p.) on 9/22/87, 1.

9 Prof. fiAbd Allh. al-‡ayyib, awld w. A˛mad, born 1921, Khartoum (D), MajLeader, Professor of
Arabic Literature, University of Khartoum, 5 interviews (14'pp.) on 11/7/86, 1-5, 9/10/87, 2-4,
2/18/88, 1-3, 3/11/88, 1-2, 10/4/91.

10 fiAbd Allh. fiUmar. fiAbd Allh. al-‡hir. al-Fakı, Art˙ga-∆irrb, Tokar (E), ˛uwwr, teacher,
primary school, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/8/87, 3.

11 fiAbd Allh. Ysın. fiAlı Karrr, Ashrf (father) & Qamaraddınb/Shdhiliyb (mother), Sawkin
(E), ˛uwwr, Sufi-Khatmı (NB: brother of Sheyba), 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/14/87, 6.

12 fiAbd al-Karım. Mu˛ammad. al-Amın. Mu˛ammad. ˘amad. al-Rıshbı, Rıshb, Berber-al-Dikka
(D), ˛uwwr, 2 interviews (5'pp.) on 3/26/88, 3, 3/27/88, 1-4.

13 fiAbd al-Mjid. fiAbd al-Mjid. Qamar al-Dın. A˛mad, Naqarb, born 1968, al-Dmar (D),
MajFamily, secondary school student, 4 interviews (6'pp.) on 11/12/86, 11/16/86, 1-2, 11/21/86,
11/26/86, 5-6.

14 fiAbd al-Munfiim. fiAbd al-Fatt˛. al-Amın, Rıshb, Port Sudan (orig. from Berber) (E, D),
˛uwwr, merchant (NB: responsible for material organisation of the Sawkin Majdhüb ˛awliyya),
2 interviews (3'pp.) on 11/8/87, 1-2, 4/8/88, 3.

15 fiAbd al-Qdir. fiAbd al-Wahhb. al-Shaykh. al-‡ayyib, Qindılb, al-Dmar (since 1977), before
that in Marzüqa (R Atbara) (D), other, lessee of awqf shop #2 (for Old Mosque), 1 interview
(2'pp.) on 2/15/87, 1-2.

16 fiAbd al-Ra˛ım. Mu˛ammad A˛mad, KabbΩshb, al-Dmar (D), ˛uwwr (NB: student of Majdhüb
al-Naqar), 1 interview (1'p.) on 3/27/88, 10.

17 fiAbd al-Ra˛ım. Safid. fiAbd Allh. al-fiAwa∂. F∂il, Jafialiyyın, born 1943, Sinkt (E), ˛uwwr,
wholesale dealer, 6 interviews (12'pp.) on 10/17/87, 1-2, 10/17/87, 5-7, 10/87/87, 3-4, 11/11/87, 7,
11/18/87, 3-5, 3/13/88.

18 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiAbdullhi. fiAbd Allh. al-‡hir. Qamar al-Dın, Qamaraddınb, born 1923, al-
Adirgwı, ArΩma, Erkwayt (E), MajLeader, senior khalıfa of the Eastern Majdhıb, 11 interviews
(34'pp.) on 2/25/87, 2-11, 2/26/87, 1-9, 2/27/87, 1, 2/27/87, 4, 2/28/87, 1-2, 9/18/87, 9, 9/21/87, 6,
11/4/87, 2-4, 11/4/87, 6-8, 11/8/87, 3-4, 11/9/87, 3.

19 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiAlı. Mu˛ammad Nür, Art˙ga, Sawkin (E), other, 1 interview (2'pp.) on
11/16/87, 7-8.

20 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. Jall al-Dın. al-Naqar. Jall al-Dın. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar, Naqarb, Port Sudan
(born in al-Dmar) (D, E), MajFamily, retired teacher, 1 interview (2'pp.) on 9/22/87, 2-3.

21 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. u-K˙r, Art˙ga, Sawkin (E), ˛uwwr (NB: gave me a booklet with Eastern
poems as present), 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/14/87, 14.

22 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. Qamar al-Dın. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡hir, Qamaraddınb, born 1939, Tokar
(orig. from Erkwayt); married in Matt˙b (E), MajLeader, mu√adhdhin in Tokar (NB: , ), 3
interviews (5'pp.) on 11/8/87, 4-5, 11/9/87, 3, 11/11/87, 6-7.

23 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. Qamar al-Dın. u-Sh˙k. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡ayyib. Qamar al-Dın,
Qamaraddınb, Erkwayt (E), MajFamily, 1 interview (1'p.) on 10/18/87, 5.

24 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-‡ayyib Mu˛ammad al-Shdhilı, Ballna (UpEg), Bishrı, 1 interview (2 pp.),
21/8/86, 1-2.

25 fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiUmar. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiAbd Allh. Abü Bakr. Yüsuf Ibrhım, Art˙ga,
Erkwayt (E), ˛uwwr, madd˛, Erkwayt Rajabiyya, 1 interview (1'p.) on 3/16/88, 1.

26 fiAbd al-Ra√üf. A˛mad. al-Mahdı, Wad al-Naqar (Nimr), Sufi-Khatmı, first-aid man, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 3/17/87, 1.

27 fiAbd al-W˛id. fiAbd al-Qdir. Wad ˘shı, ˘shi-n’∂iwb, Mazr, Angordn (At), Sufi-Qdirı-
˘shi-n’∂iwbı, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 4/13/87, 1-3.

28 fiAbdullhi. Balla, R Atbara (At), ˛uwwr, 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/11/87, 2.
29 al-fi◊bid. Mırghanı, al-Kunüz (D), Sufi-Qdirı-Jafialı, Qdirı-Jafialı muqaddam & madd˛, 3

interviews (5'pp.) on 11/15/86, 1, 9/18/87, 10, 4/2/88, 8-10.
30 Abü fiAlı. al-‡hir. al-˘jj fiUmar. al-Fakı. ∑iddıq. Mu˛ammad. Abü ’Fata˛, Shdhiliyb,

Seksen√ey (E), MajLeader, imm of the Majdhıb settlement, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 2/24/87, 3-5.
31 Abü Bakr. Majdhüb. al-Makkı. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. Madanı. Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra, A˛madb,

al-Dmar (D), 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/13/86, 2.
32 Abü F†na. Madanı, Sharfib, Erkwayt (E), ˛uwwr, madd˛, Erkwayt Rajabiyya, 1 interview

(1'p.) on 3/16/88, 1.
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33 Abü F†na. Mu˛ammad, Sharfib, Erkwayt (E), ˛uwwr, madd˛, Erkwayt Rajabiyya, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 3/16/88, 1.

34 Abü Mu˛ammad. A˛mad, Ashrf, Ns˙t (E), ˛uwwr, madd˛, Erkwayt Rajabiyya, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 3/16/88, 1.

35 Abü ’l-Qsim. fiAbd al-Salm. Mu˛ammad. ˘jj A˛mad. al-Majdhüb. fiAbd Allh. fiˆs, fiˆsyb,
Kinnür (D), MajFamily, 1 interview (1'p.) on 2/7/87.

36 Abü ’l-Qsim. Mu˛ammad. A˛mad, Sharıf, al-Ruffia (Gez), Sufi-Qdirı-Mikshfı, Shaykh al-
Mikshfiyya, 1 interview (1'p.) on 3/24/87, 1.

37 Abü ’l-Waf√ al-Taftaznı, Cairo (Egyt), other, president of the Egyptian Supreme Sufi Council, 1
interview on 11/12/91.

38 ◊dam. u-Sh˙k. u-Hj. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. SabbrΩb, Art˙ga-A˛madıt (E), ˛uwwr, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 11/8/87, 5.

39 AdarΩb. al-˘mid, Sharfib, Erkwayt (E), ˛uwwr, madd˛, Erkwayt Rajabiyya, 1 interview (1'p.)
on 3/16/88, 1.

40 A˛mad Ab Diqn. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, Erkwayt & al-Adirgwı
(E), MajLeader (NB: only during the summer in Erkwayt), 3 interviews (4'pp.) on 9/19/87, 3,
11/10/87, 5-6, 3/16/88, 2.

41 A˛mad. fiAbd al-Mjid. Qamar al-Dın, Naqarb, al-Dmar (D), MajFamily, 1 interview (1'p.) on
11/12/86.

42 A˛mad. fiAlı. fiUmar, Fdniyya, ˘umarı (At), ˛uwwr, shepherd boy, 1 interview (1'p.) on
2/21/87, 1.

43 A˛mad. al-Haj, al-Dmar-al-Fir˙fi (D), ˛uwwr, best Shdhilı munshid in al-Dmar, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 10/1/87, 2.

44 A˛mad. ˘jj fiAlı. al-Azraq, Azriqa, born 1938 Nov 20, Khartoum-Ba˛rı (Ged), MajLeader, ex
professor at the Fayßal University {Medina}; now professor of ußül al-dın, Omdurman Islamic
University; imm in Khartoum-Ba˛rı (NB: he is: A˛mad. al-˘jj fiAlı. A˛mad fiAlim al-Madına.
al-˘jj fiAlı. A˛mad Ab Jadarı), 1 interview (3'pp.) on 2/25/88, 2-4.

45 A˛mad. al-˘ürı, Port Sudan (E), other, clerk, survey office, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/22/87, 5.
46 A˛mad. al-Mahdı, Wad al-Naqar (Nimr), Sufi-Khatmı, 1 interview (1'p.) on 3/17/87, 1.
47 A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. Mu˛ammad Dın, Ashrf, Sawkin (E), other, Naqıb al-Ashrf (NB: lachte

etwas µber die Ashrf von Sinkt), 1 interview (3'pp.) on 11/14/87, 11-13.
48 A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. al-Shaykh. al-Amın, Amınb, al-Dmar (D), 1 interview (4'pp.) on 2/4/87, 1-

4.
49 A˛mad. al-Nür, fiA†bara (D), other, works for Radio fiA†bara, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/16/86, 4.
50 al-fi◊jba. al-Khi∂r. Qamar al-Dın. al-‡ayyib. Qamar al-Dın, Qamaraddınb, al-Dmar (D),

MajFamily, wife of Qamar al-Dın al-Suhaylı, 1 interview (2'pp.) on 9/23/87, 1-2.
51 fiAlı Abü ’l-Qsim. Mu˛ammad. al-fi◊wada, Banı fi◊mir, born 1932 (c.), Kasal (E), other,

supervisor of the camel market, 3 interviews (7'pp.) on 4/18/87, 4/19/87, 4/21/87, 1-5.
52 fiAlı. Abü Mu˛ammad. Abü Sh˙k. ◊dam. Ma˛müd. ◊dam. fiAlı. Safiıd. Müs. Gwily.

Mu˛ammad. Ankwıt√alt. Mu˛ammad. Bßaffr, Hade-n’∂iwa, Sawkin (E), other, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 11/16/87, 1.

53 fiAlı. ˘amad. al-Azraq (?= fiAlı. ˘amad. fiAlı. Mu˛ammad al-Azraq al-∑aghır), Azriqa, al-
Qa∂rif (Ged), MajFamily, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 10/25/87, 1-3.

54 fiAlı. ∑li˛. fiAlı, Nttb-Hsrb, Wad al-˘il˙w (born in Kasal, grown up in ˘umara) (Nimr),
other, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 3/13/87, 5-7.

55 al-Amın. Abü Zaynab fiAbd al-Qdir. Bafidnı (Bdnı), Art˙ga-Shagaley, ˘umarı (At), ˛uwwr,
tailor & small shopkeeper, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 2/21/87, 2-4.

56 Shf M al-Amın. A˛mad. ›u-˘jj fiUmar, Ashrf, born 1905 (c.), al-Sabfit (b in ˘umarı; spent some
time in Tokar) (At), ˛uwwr, farmer (NB: took the fiahd ca 1940 from fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡hir.
al-‡ayyib in Erkwayt, where he studied Qur√n with al-‡hir. Ibrhım. Majdhüb. Abü Bakr. Yüsuf
when he was ca 10 years old), 2 interviews (6'pp.) on 4/12/87, 1-4, 4/15/87, 5-6.

57 al-Amın. ˘asan. al-Amın. A˛mad. ˘jj ˘amad, Sharıf (father) & Rıshb (mother), Berber (D),
˛uwwr, 2 interviews (6'pp.) on 3/26/88, 7-11, 3/27/88, 1.

58 al-Amın. Ma˛müd u-Be (=Beg). fiUthmn. Art˙ga, Art˙ga, born 1905, Sawkin (E), other, fiUmda
of the Art˙ga (since the Art˙ga no longer have a n÷irship) (NB: His father was fiumda of the
Art˙ga during the Mahdiyya; he died in 1937 and was succeeded by al-Amın’s elder brother Abü
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Mu˛ammad (who in turn died childless in 1951). Al-Amın has been fiumda since then.), 1
interview (4'pp.) on 11/16/87, 1-4.

59 al-Amın. al-‡ayyib. A˛mad. ˘amad. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar, Naqarb, born 1909 (c.), died 1988
Feb, Wad al-Naqar (since 1943) (born in al-∑üfı al-Bashır) (Nimr), MajLeader, farmer (NB:
Mother: Madına. A˛mad. Bakhıt (A˛mad was shaykh al-qarya of al-∑üfı), 3 interviews (54'pp.)
on 3/15/87, 1-27, 3/16/87, 1-24, 3/17/87, 2-4.

60 fi◊ßim. Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı. Majdhüb. Mu˛ammad. A˛mad. Jall al-Dın, Naqarb, al-Dmar
(D), MajFamily, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/12/86.

61 fiAwa∂ (fiIwey∂), Rashyda-Zineyma, SıdΩn area (At), ˛uwwr (NB: used to visit the tomb in
˘umarı with his father), 1 interview (1'p.) on 9/21/87, 5.

62 al-fiAwa∂. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad A˛mad. A˛mad Zayn, born 1948 (c.), al-Dmar (D), other, 2
interviews (5'pp.) on 3/29/88, 4-5, 4/1/88, 5-7.

63 fiAwa∂. Mu˛ammad. al-Shaykh. al-Amın, Amınb, born 1930, al-Dmar (D), MajLeader, 4
interviews (13'pp.) on 11/14/86, 2, 2/1/87, 1-5, 2/4/87, 1-4, 4/1/88, 1-3.

64 Bbikr. al-‡hir. Mu˛ammad. al-‡ayyib. ˘amad. Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra (sic), A˛madb, born
1931, Wad al-˘il˙w (Nimr), MajFamily, merchant (NB: line could not be retrieved in Tansul), 1
interview (4'pp.) on 3/13/87, 1-4.

65 Bfallı fiAbd Allh. fiAlı. al-˘jj, Balaw, Tokar (E), other, 1 interview (4'pp.) on 11/10/87, 1-4.
66 Bhir Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Majıd, born c . 1955, Darw/Najfi al-Shaykh fi◊mir (UpEg), fiAbbda

(father) & Adrisa (mother), MA from Cairo U (1985) on Trıkh Barbar abbn al-˛ukm al-Mißrı,
1821-1884 , 3 interviews (3 pp.), on 19/8/86, 5-6, 20/8/86, 21/8/86, 1.

67 Bksh. fiUthmn. Mu˛ammad ‡hir. Mu˛ammad. K˙l. ˘asan. Mu˛ammad fiAlı. Idrıs, Hamısb-
Idrısb, Sawkin (E), other, 1 interview (2'pp.) on 11/14/87, 4-5.

68 Balll, Jafialiyyın, born 1962 (c.), New ˘alf (At), ˛uwwr, assistant car mechanic, 1 interview
(2'pp.) on 9/19/87, 3-4.

69 al-Bqir. Sulaymn al-Amın. Mu˛ammad. ˘amad, Rıshb, born 1946, Berber (D), ˛uwwr,
financial supervisor of the area, 1 interview (10'pp.) on 3/26/88, 3-12.

70 Barsı, Ma˛müd fiIzz al-Dın, Jafifra, al-Dmar (D), ˛uwwr, merchant, 1 interview (4'pp.) on
3/31/88, 1-4.

71 F Bashır. A˛mad. al-˘jj fiAlı. A˛mad Ab Jadarı, A˛madb (father) & ns fiAbd Allh al-A˛mar
(mother), al-Qa∂rif-Kirfis (Ged), 1 interview (1'p.) on 3/20/87, 4.

72 Bhir. Mu˛ammad. fiAbd al-Majıd, Darw (Upper Egypt), September 1986.
73 ∆arır. Abü Mu˛ammad. Jaylnı. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, Art˙ga, Sawkin (E), ˛uwwr, prison

clerk; assistant to the Art˙ga fiumda (NB: His grandfather Jaylnı was fiumda of the Art˙ga prior to
the Mahdiyya (during the time of the Egyptian governor Mumtz Pasha). He had been preceeded
in this office by his brother Mu˛ammad and his father Mu˛ammad fiUthmn, and was himself
succeeded by his b), 1 interview (4'pp.) on 11/16/87, 2-5.

74 Fa∂l al-Mawl. Mu˛ammad. fiAbbs, Jafialiyyın (At), other (NB: foto), 1 interview (1'p.) on
4/11/87 (cf 9/19/87, 3).

75 Fa∂l Allh. ∑iddıq. Abü ’l-Fata˛, Shdhiliyb, born 1932 (c.) (At), ˛uwwr (NB: took the fiahd
from fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiAbdullhi in al-Dmar (in the tomb ˛Ωsh) in 1983), 1 interview (2'pp.) on
4/12/87, 7-8.

76 al-Fakı. al-˘usayn. fiAbd al-Mjid, awld fiAbd al-Mjid, al-Dmar (D), MajFamily, 5 interviews
(8'pp.) on 11/14/86, 1, 2/3/87, 2, 2/4/87, 1-4, 9/18/87, 10, 9/25/87.

77 Fat˛iyya. NN. NN. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-Makkı. al-˘jj fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Fris, A˛madb, al-
Dmar-al-Fireyfi (D), MajFamily (NB: great niece of Madına. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn), 1 interview (1'p.)
on 9/18/87, 4.

78 F†ima. Karrr. ◊dam, Rub†b (D), ˛uwwr, guardian at MMS’ tomb (NB: older sister of Zahra),
1 interview (2'pp.) on 9/18/87, 3-4.

79 Griselda al-‡ayyib, English, Khartoum (D, E), MajFamily (NB: wife of fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib), 1
interview (3'pp.) on 11/3/86, 1-3.

80 ˘jj fiAlı, La˛awı, Wad al-Naqar (Nimr), Sufi-Khatmı (since 1986), 1 interview (1'p.) on 3/17/87,
1.

81 u-˘jj. fiˆs. Dmaly, Sharfib-Wiriddyb, Matt˙b-Tement√asha (E), ˛uwwr, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 11/4/87, 5.

82 ˘j ˘amad al-Jafialı, Jafialiyyın, Kadabs (D), Sufi-Qdirı-Jafialı, Shaykh of the Qdiriyya-
Jafialiyya, 1 interview (1'p.) on 3/26/88, 1.
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83 ˘amad. fiAbd Allh. fiAbd Allh, Ashrf, Sinkt-L√ayam˙b (E), ˛uwwr, merchant (NB: fiilm
teacher in the Shdhilı khalwa), 1 interview (1'p.) on 10/17/87, 5.

84 ˘amad. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiUthmn. Mu˛ammad al-Azraq, Azriqa, al-Qa∂rif-al-∑üfı al-Azraq
(Ged), MajFamily, merchant, 1 interview (1'p.) on 10/25/87, 1.

85 ˘amad. Mubashshar. Mu˛ammad Dın, born 1910 (c.), al-∑üfı al-Bashır (Nimr), ˛uwwr, imm, 1
interview (9'pp.) on 3/17/87, 5-13.

86 ˘amıd, Rashyda-Zineyma (At), ˛uwwr (NB: just visits the baniyya & bifüt; knows nothing else
of Shaykh al-Majdhüb), 1 interview (1'p.) on 9/19/87, 6.

87 al-˘mid, Sharfib, Erkwayt (E), ˛uwwr, madd˛, Erkwayt Rajabiyya, 1 interview (1'p.) on
3/16/88, 1.

88 ˘mid. Ab ˘mid, Sheykhb (Hade-n’∂iwa) (At), other (NB: foto), 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/11/87
(cf 9/19/87, 3).

89 ˘mid. Ma˛müd. Hdóy, Sharfib-Tankwuk, born 1922 (c.), Erkwayt (E), other, guardian of
Erkwayt hotel, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 4/7/88, 1-3.

90 Kh ˘mid. Sayyidn. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn. Jaylnı, Sheykhb (Hade-n’∂iwa), al-Sabfit
(originally from Matt˙b al-◊br) (E), other, 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/15/87, 2.

91 ˘asan. fiAbd Allh, Ashrf, Sinkt-L√ayam˙b (E), ˛uwwr, preacher, 1 interview (1'p.) on
11/18/87, 1.

92 ˘asan. fiAbd al-Ra˛ım. al-‡ayyib. ˘jj Mu˛ammad. ˘asan Nafffi, Qindılb-Naffıfi, Omdurman
(D), MajFamily (NB: brother of Muddaththir. fiAbd al-Ra˛ım), 1 interview (1'p.) on 2/25/88, 1.

93 al-Kh ˘asan. Abü Mu˛ammad. al-Jaylnı, Art˙ga, Sawkin (E), Sufi-Khatmı, merchant; President
of the Local Court; khalıfa of Tj al-Sirr Mosque; vice mayor, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/15/87, 4.

94 al-˘asan. al-Amın. A˛mad. ˘jj ˘amad, Sharıf, Berber (D), Sufi-Tijnı, 1 interview (3'pp.) on
3/26/88, 9-11.

95 ˘asan. fiAwa∂. al-Bashır, Art˙ga-Shagaley, born 1950, Bnaqır West (At), ˛uwwr (NB: took the
fiahd from fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiAbdullhi in al-Dmar (in the tomb ˛Ωsh) in 1983), 1 interview
(3'pp.) on 4/12/87, 7-9.

96 ˘asan. al-Bashır. al-Saqq, Jafialiyyın, Port Sudan (E), ˛uwwr, wholesale dealer, 2 interviews
(3'pp.) on 10/21/87, 11, 4/11/88, 8-9.

97 ˘asan. ˘usayn. A˛mad al-Badawı. fiAbd Allh. fiˆs. fiAlı, ˘shi-n’∂iwb, born 1913 (c.),
Angordn (At), Sufi-Qdirı-˘shi-n’∂iwbı, ˘shi-n’∂iwbı Shaykh, 1 interview (1'p.) on
4/13/87, 3.

98 Hshim. Ilys, Nttb, Khashm al-Qirba (E), other, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 3/12/87, 1-3.
99 Hshim. al-Suhaylı, A˛madb, born 1933 (c.), al-Dmar (D), MajLeader, Khalıfa of the Old

Mosque, 5 interviews (19'pp.) on 11/14/86, 1-2, 2/9/87, 5-7, 9/28/87, 1-8, 10/5/87, 1-2, 4/1/88, 8-
11.

100 Hawwrı, M A˛mad. fiUthmn al-, Hawwra, al-Dmar (D), ˛uwwr (NB: follower of Majdhüb al-
Naqar), 2 interviews (2'pp.) on 4/1/88, 4, 4/4/88, 3.

101 Hawwrı, Rabıfi. M A˛mad. fiUthmn al-, Hawwra, al-Dmar (D), ˛uwwr, 1 interview (1'p.) on
11/12/86.

102 ˘ayt. Mu˛ammad. fiAlı. Ma˛jüb, al-Dmar (D), other, us†a (main female cook at Shaykh al-
Majdhüb’s ˛awliyya), 1 interview (1'p.) on 9/19/87, 2.

103 ˘usayn. fiAbd al-Qdir. u-K˙r. al-Q∂ı. ˘usayn. fiAbd al-Qdir, Art˙ga, born 1926 (c.), Port Sudan
(E), ˛uwwr, senior clerk, Fayßal Islamic Bank, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 4/11/88, 1-3.

104 ˘usayn. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. A˛mad. Nbüsı, Art˙ga, ArΩma (E), 1 interview (1'p.) on 2/26/87,
10.

105 ˘usayn. A˛mad. u-Nür, Ashrf, Sinkt-L√ayam˙b (E), ˛uwwr (N B: Qur√n teacher in the
Shdhilı khalwa), 1 interview (1'p.) on 10/17/87.

106 ˘usayn. ∑li˛, al-Dmar (D), Sufi-Qdirı-Kabbshı, police officer, 1 interview (1'p.) on 2/8/87, 2.
107 ˘usayn. fiUmar. Mu˛ammad fiUmar. Shangary, Art˙ga, born 1958 (c.) (At), ˛uwwr (NB: took

the fiahd from Mu˛ammad Nür. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib), 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/15/87, 5.
108 fiIbeyd. fiAbd Allh. fiA†iyyat Allh, Rashyda-Zineyma, born 1967 (c.) (At), ˛uwwr (NB: Anßrı;

came to al-Dmar for a ziyra for the first time in 1977; before that, he used to go to ˘umarı with
his father. Could not distinguish between Shaykhs al-Majdhüb. Qamar al-Dın and Majdhüb. al-
‡hir; they merged into one Shaykh al-Majdhüb.), 1 interview (2'pp.) on 9/19/87, 5-6.

109 fiIbeyd. al-fiAwa∂, al-Dmar (D), ˛uwwr (NB: since 1958 student of Majdhüb al-Naqar), 1
interview (1'p.) on 3/29/88, 7.
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110 Ibrhım, Dongolwı, al-Dmar (D), ˛uwwr, teacher (NB: friend and student of Majdhüb al-
Naqar), 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/10/87.

111 Ibrhım. Abbashar. Ma˛müd. Jall al-Dın, Naqarb, born 1973 (c.), Shendi (D), MajFamily, pupil,
1 interview (1'p.) on 3/23/88, 3.

112 Ibrhım. A˛mad. Dwüd, Shendi (D), Sufi-Burhmı, Shaykh fiUmüm al-Burhmiyya in the Sudan
since 1959, 1 interview (7'pp.) on 3/25/88, 1-7.

113 Ibrhım. Mubrak. Majdhüb. Mu˛ammad. A˛mad. Jall al-Dın, Naqarb, Omdurman (D, Gez),
MajFamily, medical doctor, Omdurman Hospital, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 2/20/88, 2-4.

114 Idrıs. Ibrhım. Karrr, Banı fi◊mir, Sawkin (E), other, Driver, Sawkin Prison, 1 interview (1'p.)
on 11/15/87, 7.

115 Imm al-Dın. ˘asan. ˘usayn. A˛mad al-Badawı. fiAbd Allh. fiˆs. fiAlı, ˘shi-n’∂iwb, born
1930 (c.), Angordn (At), Sufi-Qdirı-˘shi-n’∂iwbı, 1 interview (5'pp.) on 4/13/87, 3-7.

116 fiˆs. Sulaymn. fiˆs, HkΩlb, born 1938 (c.), Derüd˙b (E), ˛uwwr, 1 interview (2'pp.) on 3/4/87,
2-3.

117 Jafifar. Madanı. A˛mad. Dafik, Jubarb, al-Dmar-al-Fireyfi, Khartoum (D), MajFamily, 1
interview (2'pp.) on 11/13/86, 1-2.

118 al-Jaylnı. al-˘usayn. fiAbd al-Mjid, awld fiAbd al-Mjid, born c. 1900, died c. 1990, al-Dmar
(D), MajLeader (NB: good madd˛), 10 interviews (29'pp.) on 11/14/86, 1, 2/2/87, 1-2, 2/16/87, 3-
7, 2/18/87, 1-3, 4/9/87, 1-2, 9/25/87, 10/1/87, 1-2, 10/4/87, 1-10, 3/31/88, 5, 4/2/88, 2-3.

119 Kaml. al-‡ayyib. al-Fakı al-‡hir, Nif˙fib (mother), Port Sudan (D), ˛uwwr, wholesale dealer,
1 interview (3'pp.) on 2/27/88, 2-4.

120 Kazuo Ootsuka, Japanese, Oosaka (D), other, Research Fellow, National Museum of Ethnology
(NB: Did a community study (social anthropology) of Müsayb village (4 months in Khartoum, 2
months fieldwork)), 1 interview (4'pp.) on 1/28/87, 1-4.

121 Khalıfa. Madanı. Khalıfa, born 1921, Abü Jalfa (Rıfı Ruffia) (Gez), Sufi-Hindı, khalıfa of the
Hindiyya; madd˛, 1 interview (1'p.) on 3/17/88.

122 Khalıfa. Mu˛ammad. Abü Bakr, W˙l√alyb & Art˙ga, born 1908, Sawkin (E), other, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 11/15/87, 7.

123 Madanı. ˘asan. fiAbd al-Mjid, awld fiAbd al-Mjid, al-DΩma (D), MajFamily, farmer, 1
interview (5'pp.) on 4/2/88, 4-8.

124 Madına. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-Makkı. al-˘jj fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Fris. A˛mad Ab Jadarı,
A˛madb, born 1894, al-Dmar (D), MajFamily, 1 interview (4'pp.) on 9/18/87, 5-8.

125 al-Mahdı. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad A˛mad. A˛mad Zayn, born 1945 (c.), al-Dmar (D), other, clerk;
ma√dhün, 2 interviews (7'pp.) on 3/27/88, 5-8, 3/29/88, 4-6.

126 Mahdı. al-‡ayyib. al-Naqar, Art˙ga, fiA†bara (D), ˛uwwr, merchant (NB: descendant of the al-
Dmar Qur√n teacher A˛mad Takrün), 2 interviews (2'pp.) on 11/24/86, 2, 2/17/87, 1.

127 Mhir Abü Bakr, Aswn (UpEg), retired former employee of the Ministry of awqf, belongs to the
Idrısı-†arıqa, 1 interview (1 p.), 19/8/86, 6.

128 ˘j Ma˛müd Safiıd, Eritrean, al-Qa∂rif; comes from fiAdd Qayyi˛ in Eritrea (Nimr), other,
preacher, 1 interview (4'pp.) on 3/13/87, 4-7.

129 ˘j Ma˛müd. Jaylnı. Ma˛müd, Sinkt (E), Sufi-Khatmı, 1 interview (2'pp.) on 11/12/87, 4-5.
130 Majdhüb. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiAbdullhi. al-‡ayyib. Qamar al-Dın, Qamaraddınb, born 1962, al-

Adirgwı, Seksen√ey (E), MajFamily, works for the Preventive Medicine Authority in al-
Adirgwı, 3 interviews (5'pp.) on 4/11/87, 9/21/87, 3-4, 12/24/87, 1-2.

131 Majdhüb. ˘jj ˘amad. ˘amad. A˛mad. ˘amad. Mu˛ammad. A˛mad Ab Jadarı, A˛madb, born
1935, Khartoum-al-Diyüm (D), MajFamily, 1 interview (4'pp.) on 2/22/88, 7-10.

132 Majdhüb. al-Makkı. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. Madanı. Mu˛ammad Ab ∑urra, A˛madb, born 1939,
al-Dmar (D), MajLeader, teacher; supervisor of education in al-Dmar; Friday imm in al-
˘u∂ayba, 1 interview (4'pp.) on 9/30/87, 1-4.

133 Majdhüb. Mu˛ammad Abü F†na. Mu˛ammad Jaylnı. Mu˛ammad Yüsuf, born 1957 (c.) (At),
˛uwwr (NB: took the fiahd from Mu˛ammad Nür. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib in al-
Adirgwı, where he studied Qur√n with al-‡hir. Ibrhım. Majdhüb. Abü Bakr. Yüsuf when he
was ca 10 years old), 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/15/87, 5.

134 Majdhüb. Mu˛ammad al-Amın. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar, Naqarb, born 1930s, died Dec. 1988, al-
Dmar (D), MajLeader, imm Government Mosque, 7 interviews (15'pp.) on 2/9/87, 2-4, 4/11/87,
1, 9/28/87, 1-2, 12/14/87, 1, 3/29/88, 1-4, 3/30/88, 4/4/88, 6-8.
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135 Majdhüb. Mu˛ammad Nür. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, Qamaraddınb, Port Sudan (E), MajLeader, primary
school teacher; imm of the Majdhübı zwiya (since 1977), 4 interviews (5'pp.) on 11/9/87, 3,
11/11/87, 7, 3/14/88, 6-7, 4/8/88, 3.

136 Majdhüb. Mu˛ammad Nür. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, born 1947, Erkowıt
(N of New ˘alf, in Qism al-Rafja) since 1973 (At, E), MajLeader, imm; tenant in N ˘alf
scheme (NB: gives the †arıqa), 1 interview (2'pp.) on 9/21/87, 2-3.

137 Majdhüb. al-Naqar fiAbd Allh. al-‡hir. A˛mad. Jall al-Dın, Naqarb, born 1933, died 9/7/1987,
al-Dmar (D), MajLeader, Inspector of Intermediate Education, 4 interviews (12'pp.) on 11/17/86,
1-2, 11/18/86, 2-4, 11/19/86, 1-4, 11/20/86, 1-3.

138 Sh Majdhüb. Qamar al-Dın. Madanı. fiUthmn. Qamar al-Dın. al-Fakı ˘amad, Qamaraddınb,
born 1930, Port Sudan (E, Ged), MajLeader, healer, 9 interviews (33'pp.) on 10/21/87, 6-10,
10/22/87, 1-4, 11/9/87, 3, 11/20/87, 2, 11/22/87, 1-3, 11/23/87, 1-2, 3/14/88, 2-15, 4/10/88, 2,
4/11/88, 7-8.

139 Majdhüb. al-‡hir. Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. fiAbd Allh. Madanı. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar, Naqarb,
born 1925, al-Ruffia (Gez), MajFamily, merchant, 1 interview (6'pp.) on 3/23/87, 1-6.

140 Majdhüb. al-‡ayyib. al-Naqar, Qindılb, born 1933, al-Dmar (D), tailor, 1 interview (1'p.) on
2/16/87, 2.

141 Makkı. Badawı. Kawy, Rub†b, Kasal-al-Khatmiyya (E), other, khalwa teacher, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 4/20/87, 2.

142 Maqıt. al-Amın, Sawkin (his family is from KhΩr Dahant) (E), ˛uwwr, saddler, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 10/21/87, 1.

143 Mırghanı. al-fiAwa∂ (D), Sufi-Qdirı-Jafialı, 1 interview (1'p.) on 9/18/87, 10.
144 Mubrak. Majdhüb. Mu˛ammad. A˛mad. Jall al-Dın, Naqarb, al-Dmar (D), MajLeader, imm

of his father’s mosque, 4 interviews (10'pp.) on 11/16/86, 1-3, 11/26/86, 2-4, 4/3/88, 4/4/88, 1-3.
145 Muddaththir. fiAbd al-Ra˛ım. al-‡ayyib. ˘jj Mu˛ammad. ˘asan Nafffi, Qindılb-Naffıfi,

Khartoum (D), MajFamily, Professor of Political Science, U of K; later: Director, Omdurman
Islamic University, 1 interview (1'p.) on 9/10/87, 1.

146 Mu˛ammad A˛mad. Bafidnı (Bdnı), Art˙ga-Shagaley, al-Sabfit (At), ˛uwwr, traditional
healer, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 4/15/87, 1-3.

147 Mu˛ammad A˛mad. u-Hj. Madanı, ˚bsher, KhΩr u-Nıl (E), Sufi-Qdirı-˚bsher, imm, 1
interview (3'pp.) on 4/7/88, 5-7.

148 Mu˛ammad A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, born 1925 (c.), Matt˙b (E),
MajFamily, cattle-breeder & farmer with a mashyakha to his name in the Gsh, 2 interviews
(6'pp.) on 3/3/87, 1-5, 11/9/87, 3.

149 Mu˛ammad fiAlı, al-Dmar (D), Sufi-Qdirı-Jafialı (NB: from an Anßrı family, but mu˛ibb of Sh
al-Jafialı), 2 interviews (2'pp.) on 11/15/86, 11/16/86.

150 Mu˛ammad al-Amın. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb (father) & Sharfib
(mother), Tokar (E), MajLeader, imm, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/9/87, 3.

151 Mu˛ammad al-Amın. Majdhüb. Qamar al-Dın. Madanı, Qamaraddınb, born 1970 (c.), Port Sudan
(E), MajFamily, secondary school student. Helps his father writing amulets &c., 1 interview (1'p.)
on 10/22/87, 4.

152 Mu˛ammad al-Azraq. A˛mad. al-˘jj fiAlı. A˛mad Ab Jadarı, Azriqa, born 1937 (c.), al-Qa∂rif-
Kirfis (Ged), MajLeader, Director of Religious Affairs, Mudıriyyat Kasal, al-Man†iqa al-
Janübiyya (NB: mother: Nafısa bt. M al-Diqnwı b. F al-Azraq, ), 2 interviews (4'pp.) on 3/21/87,
2-4, 3/22/87, 2.

153 Mu˛ammad D˙nka. Mahdı, ˘ara∂b, born 1960, AmrΩs (near Bafilük, S of Shabbıt) (At),
˛uwwr, 2 interviews (3'pp.) on 9/21/87, 4-5, 9/22/87, 1.

154 Mu˛ammad al-Khalıfa ‡iweylib, born 1943 (c.), Port Sudan (E), Sufi-Khatmı, imm of Jmifi al-
Shdhiliyya, Deym Madına Gharb, 1 interview (2'pp.) on 4/11/88, 4-5.

155 Mu˛ammad Muß†af. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, born 1915, died Jan.
1988, Wagar (E), MajLeader, merchant; Majdhübı khalıfa in Wagar, 3 interviews (10'pp.) on
3/3/87, 7-14, 11/9/87, 1, 11/9/87, 3.

156 Mu˛ammad Nür. A˛mad. Bgrb, Sinkt-L√ayam˙b (E), ˛uwwr, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/18/87,
1.

157 Mu˛ammad Nür. u-Sh˙k. Mu˛ammad Muß†af. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, Qamaraddınb, Erkwayt (E),
MajFamily (NB: aghbash), 1 interview (1'p.) on 10/18/87, 5.

158 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛, Kadabs (D), Sufi-Qdirı-Jafialı, responsible for the reception of guests in
Kadabs; madd˛, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 3/26/88, 1-3.
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159 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛. Majdhüb. Mu˛ammad. Yüsuf, Art˙ga-Shagaley, Matadr (At), ˛uwwr, 2
interviews (2'pp.) on 4/11/87, 7, 4/12/87, 7.

160 Mu˛ammad ∑li˛. Mu˛ammad Amın. Ma˛müd, Art˙ga, born 1942 (c.), al-Sabfit (his family still
in ˘umarı) (At), ˛uwwr (NB: took the fiahd when he was ca 15 years old, from Mu˛ammad Nür.
Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib when the latter passed through ˘umarı on his way from al-
Adirgwı to al-Dmar), 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/15/87, 4.

161 Mu˛ammad. fiAbd Allh, Büshb-Art˙ga, Sinkt (orig from Sawkin) (E), ˛uwwr, 1 interview
(3'pp.) on 11/4/87, 8-10.

162 ˘j Mu˛ammad. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-Shaykh. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb (father)
& Shdhiliyb (mother), born 1930 (c.), D˙nkwı (since 1967) (b in ˘umarı, 1941 to ArΩma, 1942
to Erkwayt, 1950 to al-Adirgwı) (At, E), MajLeader, imm (NB: gives the †arıqa), 2 interviews
(3'pp.) on 11/3/87, 3-4, 11/9/87, 3.

163 al-Kh Mu˛ammad. Abü Bakr. fiAlı, Sawkin (E), other, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/20/87, 1.
164 Mu˛ammad. Abü F†na. Mu˛ammad. Mu˛ammad Abü F†na, Ashrf-fiAbdallayb, Sawkin (E),

other, guardian, Sawkin fisheries (NB: claimed to be fiumda of the Ashrf! — Led me to the
mausoleum of Rjil Sawkin.), 2 interviews (4'pp.) on 11/14/87, 9-10, 11/16/87, 5-6.

165 Mu˛ammad. Abü Mu˛ammad, Sinkt (E), other, preacher (tu-Be∂wiye), 1 interview (1'p.) on
3/16/88, 3.

166 Mu˛ammad. Abü Mu˛ammad, Sharfib, Erkwayt (E), ˛uwwr, madd˛, Erkwayt Rajabiyya, 1
interview (1'p.) on 3/16/88, 1.

167 Mu˛ammad. Adár√b. Madanı. Ma˛müd. Shaykh Yüsuf, Art˙ga-Shagaley (father) & Shdhiliyb
(mother’s father), Sawkin (E), other, Custodian of Abü ’l-Fat˛ al-Shdhilı’s tomb, very old and
frail, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/15/87, 5.

168 Mu˛ammad. fiAlı. fiAbd al-Ra˛ım, KabbΩshb, al-Dmar (orig. from al-fiAkad) (D), ˛uwwr (NB:
student of Majdhüb al-Naqar), 1 interview (3'pp.) on 3/27/88, 8-10.

169 Mu˛ammad. fiAlı. Bashır, Ashrf-fiAbdallyb, Ns˙t (E), ˛uwwr, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/9/87,
1.

170 Mu˛ammad. fiAlı. Mu˛ammad. u-Sh˙k, Art˙ga, Sawkin (E), other, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/15/87,
4.

171 Mu˛ammad. al-Amın. Ibrhım, Büsharayb-Nßirb, born 1962 (c.), SagwΩth˙b (E), ˛uwwr,
teaches the alphabet and some yt in his village, 2 interviews (2'pp.) on 11/10/87, 8, 11/11/87, 1.

172 Mu˛ammad. fiAwa∂ al-Karım. Shdül, ˘u∂ür, al-Qa∂rif (Ged), ˛uwwr, 1 interview (1'p.) on
3/20/87, 6.

173 Mu˛ammad. Badawı. Mu˛ammad, Sinkt (E), other, Project Officer, Norwegian Red Cross, 1
interview (2'pp.) on 11/12/87, 1-2.

174 Mu˛ammad. Müs. ◊dam, Erkwayt (E), ˛uwwr (NB: madd˛), 1 interview (1'p.) on 9/18/87, 11.
175 Mu˛ammad. Müs. fiUmar. Müs, Amar√ar-Atman, Sawkin (b in Musmar) (E), other, Police

Officer, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/14/87, 14.
176 Mu˛ammad. al-˘jj ∑li˛ Mu˛ammad Ysın al-Jund, Najfi al-fiArabı (UpEg), Badawb, 1

interview (2 pp.), on 19/8/86, 1-2.
177 Mu˛ammad “al-Shaykh al-Atak”, born c. 1920/5, Darw (UpEg), 1 interview (1 p.), on 19/8/86, 1.
178 Mu˛ammad. u-Sh˙k. Fakı, ˘asanb, Sawkin (E), ˛uwwr, baker (NB: best Shdhilı madd˛ in

Sawkin), 3 interviews (8'pp.) on 10/21/87, 1-2, 11/14/87, 1-5, 11/15/87, 2.
179 Mu˛ammad. Tawfıq. Heyba, Port Sudan (E), Sufi-A˛madı-Idrısı, 1 interview (2'pp.) on 4/12/88,

1-2.
180 Mu˛ammad. fiUmar. fiAbd Allh. Mu˛ammad. al-˘jj Safiıd, Qindılb-Shfiaddınb (father)/awld

al-Makkı (mother), Khashm al-Qirba (E), MajFamily, imm (NB: adherent of the Muslim
Brotherhood), 1 interview (6'pp.) on 3/12/87, 6-11.

181 Mu˛ammad. Zayn al-fi◊bidın. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad A˛mad Jall al-Dın, Naqarb, fiA†bara (D),
MajLeader, ex primary school teacher, now imm of fiA†bara Railway Mosque, 2 interviews
(2'pp.) on 11/15/86, 1, 11/24/86.

182 Mukhtr. Tj, Sawkin (E), other, prisoner, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/16/87, 8.
183 Müs. Badawı. fiAbd al-Qdir wad ˘shı. A˛mad al-Badawı, ˘shi-n’∂iwb, Demeryy (At),

Sufi-Qdirı-˘shi-n’∂iwbı, 2 interviews (3'pp.) on 4/12/87, 5-6, 4/12/87, 10.
184 Mußfiab al-Khayr. Idrıs. Muß†afa. fiAbd al-fi◊lı. A˛mad b. Idrıs, born c. 1960, al-Zayniyya-Qiblı

(UpEg), Adrisa, graduate of the Dr al-fiUlüm in Cairo, 1 interview (2 pp.), 28/8/86, 1-2.
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185 Mußtaf. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad al-Sharıf. fiAbd al-fi◊l. A˛mad b. Idrıs, born c. 1935, Darw / S˛at
al-Adrisa (UpEg), leader of the Adrisa in Darw, 1 interview (2 pp.), on 19/8/86, 3-4.

186 Muß†af. A˛mad. Muß†af. Mu˛ammad. Bksh, Tánkwırb (father) & Ashrf (mother), Sinkt-
L√ayam˙b (E), ˛uwwr & Sufi-Khatmı (NB: His grandfather was amın al-khizna in Sinkt during
the Mahdiyya. His father switched to the Khatmiyya, where he became an important khalıfa, but
he kept a great love for Shaykh al-Majdhüb. Muß†af himself is Khatmı, but he serves as
mu√adhdhin and imm ), 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/13/87, 3.

187 Muß†af. Jaylnı. Abü F†na, Art˙ga (father) & Hade-n’∂iw (mother), Sawkin (E), other,
merchant (souvenir shop) (NB: His family is Khatmı; he himself not a believer.), 1 interview (1'p.)
on 11/14/87, 5.

188 Muß†af. Mu˛ammad Ma˛müd Qulül, Art˙ga-Shagaley, al-Sabfit (At), ˛uwwr, 1 interview
(2'pp.) on 4/15/87, 1-2.

189 Muß†af. Mu˛ammad Muß†af. u-Kesh. A˛mad. al-∑fı, Art˙ga-GΩlb (Ashrf?), born 1920,
Sawkin (E), Sufi-Khatmı, Khatmı khalıfa, zwiyat al-Anwr (NB: Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ ∆irr,
Trıkh Sawkin, 236 mentions al-sayyid u-Kesh and al-sharıf Muß†af u-Kesh as from the Ashrf.
On the same page, however, he counts fiAbd al-Qdir ˘usayn as a sharıf, which is highly
questionable.), 3 interviews (5'pp.) on 11/14/87, 7-8, 11/15/87, 3, 11/16/87, 6-7.

190 Muß†af. Mu˛ammad. fiAbd Allh. Sharıf, Art˙ga-Shagaley, al-Sabfit (At), other, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 4/15/87, 2.

191 Muß†af. Sttı, born 1935 (c.), Port Sudan (E), Sufi-Khatmı, imm, al-Jmifi al-Kabır, 1 interview
(2'pp.) on 4/11/88, 5-6.

192 Muß†af. u-Sh˙k. Mu˛ammad Muß†af. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, Qamaraddınb, Erkwayt (E),
MajFamily, manages his father’s shop in the market, 2 interviews (2'pp.) on 9/19/87, 3, 10/18/87,
5.

193 Muß†af. al-‡hir. al-˘jj fiUmar. Fakı. ∑iddıq, Shdhiliyb (father) & Qamaraddınb (mother),
born 1935 (c.), Seksen√ey & Matt˙b (E), MajFamily, 2 interviews (2'pp.) on 11/9/87, 1, 11/10/87,
1.

194 Mufitaßim. al-Fakı. ˘usayn, awld fiAbd al-Mjid, al-Dmar-al-Fireyfi (D), MajFamily, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 9/18/87, 4.

195 Nafısa. Sulaymn, Jafialiyyın, al-Jizeyra (near SıdΩn) (At), ˛uwwr, female madı˛ singer, 1
interview (1'p.) on 9/18/87, 9.

196 Q∂ı. Abü Zaynab. Mu˛ammad Yüsuf, Tánkwırb, Sawkin (E), ˛uwwr, baker, 1 interview (1'p.)
on 11/15/87, 1.

197 Qamar al-Dın. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. Qamar al-Dın. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡hir, Qamaraddınb, Wagar
(E), MajFamily, 1 interview (8'pp.) on 3/4/87, 5-12.

198 Qamar al-Dın. ˘jj Mu˛ammad. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-Shaykh. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡ayyib,
Qamaraddınb, born 1956, al-D˙nkwı (E), MajFamily, 3 interviews (3'pp.) on 2/22/87, 1,
9/20/87, 1, 11/9/87, 3.

199 Qamar al-Dın. Majdhüb. Ibrhım. Majdhüb. Abü Bakr, Art˙ga (father) & Qamaraddınb (mother),
Seksen√ey (E), MajFamily, healer, 3 interviews (3'pp.) on 11/5/87, 2, 11/10/87, 9, 11/11/87, 6.

200 Qamar al-Dın. Mu˛ammad al-Amın, Qamaraddınb (E), MajFamily, 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/8/88,
1.

201 Qamar al-Dın. Mu˛ammad Muß†af. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, Wagar
(E), MajFamily, in his father’s shop, 2 interviews (4'pp.) on 3/3/87, 18-20, 3/4/87, 1.

202 Qamar al-Dın. Mu˛ammad Nür. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, born 1962
(c.), Erkwayt (E), MajFamily, imm, 5 interviews (6'pp.) on 9/21/87, 5, 10/18/87, 5, 11/3/87, 4-5,
11/10/87, 9, 3/16/88, 2.

203 Qamar al-Dın. Mu˛ammad ‡hir. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, al-Adirgwı
(At, E), MajFamily, 1 interview (1'p.) on 9/19/87, 7.

204 Qamar al-Dın. u-Sh˙k. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, Erkwayt (E), MajLeader,
medical assistant, 8 interviews (11'p.) on 9/19/87, 3, 9/20/87, 1, 10/21/87, 5, 11/3/87, 4-5,
11/10/87, 5-6, 3/14/88, 1-2, 3/14/88, 5, 3/14/88, 15.

205 Qamar al-Dın. al-Suhaylı, A˛madb, al-Dmar (D), MajFamily, good madı˛ singer, 2 interviews
(3'pp.) on 9/23/87, 1-2, 9/29/87, 3.

206 Qamar al-Dın. al-‡ayyib. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, born 1956, Tin∂il√ay
(E), MajFamily, 1 interview (3'pp.) on 3/1/87, 1-3.

207 Qußayy. fiAbduh. Qism al-Sıd. Ri˛˙mn, Shfiaddınb, al-˘aß˛˙ßa (Gez), Sufi-Dandarwı, 1
interview (4'pp.) on 3/24/87, 2-5.
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208 Rabıfi. ˘asanayn. al-Sayyid, born 1938, al-Dmar/London (D), from a Khatmı family, DUP-
representative in the UK, 1 interview (3 pp.) on 10/4/91.

209 Sh al-Ruffiı, QΩz (D), Sufi-Qdirı-Kabbshı, Shaykh al-Kabbshiyya, 1 interview (1'p.) on
2/17/87, 1.

210 ∑al˛. al-Sayyid A˛mad. al-Bakrı. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad, fiUmarb, al-Dmar (D), Sufi-Shdhilı-
Madanı, 2 interviews (5'pp.) on 10/3/87, 3/31/88, 6-9.

211 al-˘jj ∑li˛ Mu˛ammad Ysın al-Jund, born 1911, Najfi al-fiArabı (UpEg), Badawb,
Naqshbandı, imm of the mosque in Najfi al-fiArabı, 1 interview (1 pp.), on 19/8/86, 3.

212 al-Sayyid. Mu˛ammad Sharıf. A˛mad. al-˘jj, Ashrf, Samarat Kawh (At), ˛uwwr, 1 interview
(2'pp.) on 4/11/87, 3-4.

213 Sayyidn Badrı. al-Amın, Sharfib, Erkwayt (E), other, fiumda of the Sharfib, 2 interviews (8'pp.)
on 4/6/88, 1-7, 4/7/88, 4.

214 Sayyidn Madanı. Fakı. ∑iddıq. Mu˛ammad. Ma˛müd. Rashıd, ˘asanb, Sawkin (E), ˛uwwr,
tailor (NB: keeps the keys of the Majdhübı zwiya), 2 interviews (5'pp.) on 10/21/87, 2-4,
11/16/87, 7-8.

215 Shdhilı. Ibrhım. Mu˛ammad. fiAwa∂ al-Karım. ‡hir. Adár√b, Shdhiliyb, Sawkin (E), other,
1 interview (2'pp.) on 11/15/87, 5-6.

216 Sharaf al-Dın. al-Sayyid fiAlı, al-Dmar (D), Sufi-Burhnı, broker; Burhniyya secretary, 1
interview (1'p.) on 2/6/87, 3.

217 al-Shaykh. al-Bashır. A˛mad. Jall al-Dın, Naqarb, born 1911, al-Dmar (D), MajLeader,
landowner & merchant, 23 interviews (35'pp.) on 11/12/86, 1, 11/13/86, 1-2, 11/14/86, 1,
11/18/86, 1-2, 11/19/86, 1, 11/23/86, 11/26/86, 1, 11/26/86, 4, 2/1/87, 3-5, 2/3/87, 1, 2/3/87, 3-6,
2/5/87, 1, 2/5/87, 1-2, 2/8/87, 1-2, 9/17/87, 9/19/87, 7, 9/20/87, 2, 12/10/87, 1-2, 3/27/88, 4,
3/28/88, 1, 4/3/88, 4/4.

218 al-Shaykh.Mu˛ammad.fiAbd al-Ra˛mn.Nür al-Hud.Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ b. al-Tiweym, born c.
1960, Salawa (D), other, from a family of Fakıs affilitated to the Rashıdiyya, several interviews in
Berlin, 1991.

219 al-Shaykh. Mu˛ammad. A˛mad. Bideyr, Bideyrb-BΩshb, born 1912 (c.), al-Dmar (D), ˛uwwr,
healer at Shaykh al-Majdhüb’s tomb, 1 interview (4'pp.) on 9/18/87, 1-4.

220 Shaykh. Mu˛ammad. al-Jizülı, Khartoum-Ba˛rı (D, E), Sufi-Kahtmı, grand q∂ı of the Sudan
1973-79; important Khatmı, 1 interview (1'p.) on 2/20/88, 4.

221 u-Sh˙k. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-Shaykh. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡ayyib. Qamar al-Dın, Qamaraddınb,
Seksen√ey (formerly with his father in Matt˙b) (E), MajFamily, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/10/87, 5.

222 u-Sh˙k. Abü fiAlı. al-‡hir. al-˘jj fiUmar. Fakı. ∑iddıq, Shdhiliyb, Seksen√ey (E), ˛uwwr &
MajFamily (NB: his father is imm of the Majdhıb community in Seksen√ey), 1 interview (1'p.)
on 11/3/87, 2.

223 u-Sh˙k. A˛mad. fiAlı, Erkwayt (E), ˛uwwr or MajFamily (NB: madd˛), 1 interview (1'p.) on
9/18/87, 11.

224 u-Sh˙k. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad ‡hir. u-Shı Kar˙d, Art˙ga, al-Sabfit (At), ˛uwwr (NB: did not
personally take the †arıqa, though his ancestors were Shdhiliyya), 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/15/87, 4.

225 u-Sh˙k. Mu˛ammad Muß†af. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, Qamaraddınb, Port Sudan (E), MajFamily,
merchant, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/10/87, 9.

226 Sheyba. Ysın. fiAlı Karrr, Ashrf (father) & Qamaraddınb/Shdhiliyb (mother), Port Sudan,
Sawkin (E), ˛uwwr; Sufi-Khatmı, accountant, 3 interviews (5'pp.) on 11/3/87, 1-2, 11/4/87, 1,
11/8/87, 1-2.

227 Sıd A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. Wad ˘jj, Shygiyya, Sawkin (D), other, prisoner, 1
interview (1'p.) on 11/17/87, 1.

228 ∑iddıq. Yüsuf. al-Hindı, Khartoum-Burrı al-Sharıf (D), Sufi-Hindı, Khalıfa of the Hindiyya, 1
interview (1'p.) on 2/10/88.

229 Sitt al-Bant, Jafialiyyın, al-Shigil (Rıfı SıdΩn) (At), ˛uwwr, female madı˛ singer, 1 interview
(1'p.) on 9/18/87, 9.

230 ‡h. Mu˛ammad Safid. Mu˛ammad ‡h. A˛mad Awlı, Art˙ga-GΩlb, born 1909, Port Sudan
(E), Sufi-Khatmı, merchant; Khatmı khalıfa, 2 interviews (10'pp.) on 11/20/87, 2, 11/23/87, 3-11.

231 al-‡hir. A˛mad. al-‡ayyib. A˛mad. al-Makkı. A˛mad Ab Jadarı, A˛madb, fiA†bara (D),
MajLeader, 4th imm Market Mosque, fiA†bara, since 1977, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/24/86.

232 ‡hir. Mu˛ammad al-˘asan. fiAbd Allh al-Naqar. A˛mad. Jall al-Dın, Naqarb, al-Dmar (E),
MajFamily, was recommended as one of the few people in al-Dmar who still know tajwıd, 1
interview (1'p.) on 3/31/88, 5.
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233 al-‡hir. Mu˛ammad Madanı. fiAlı. Mu˛ammad Madanı. al-‡hir. u-Nür (Abü Mu˛ammad),
Ashrf-Abbakarb, born 1934, Sinkt, Erkwayt, Tokar, Sawkin (E), ˛uwwr, tenant (has together
with his brothers: in Tokar: 200 faddn; in the Gsh: 22 faddn; in ˘alf 15 faddn), 7 interviews
(12'pp.) on 10/21/87, 4, 11/7/87, 1-2, 11/10/87, 4, 11/10/87, 7, 11/11/87, 1-5, 11/13/87, 5,
12/22/87.

234 Tj al-Dın. Mu˛ammad. al-‡ayyib. A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. ˘asan. fiAbd al-Qdir, al-Dmar (D),
other, accountant, 6 interviews (7'pp.) on 11/12/86, 11/16/86, 1-2, 11/26/86, 1, 1/31/87, 3/27/88,
10, 3/28/88, 1.

235 al-‡ayyib. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiAbdullhi. fiAbd Allh. al-‡hir. Qamar al-Dın, Qamaraddınb, born
1941, al-Adirgwı, ArΩma, Erkwayt (E), MajLeader, representative of Dept for Religious Affairs
in the Atbara area; farmer, 6 interviews (8'pp.) on 2/25/87, 1, 2/26/87, 6, 2/26/86, 13, 2/27/87, 2-3,
9/18/87, 9, 11/8/87, 1-2.

236 ‡ayyib. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-Shaykh. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. al-‡ayyib. Qamar al-Dın, Qamaraddınb,
Matt˙b (E), MajFamily (NB: gave me the nisba notes of ˘jja F†ima bt. fiUmar (Masak)), 1
interview (1'p.) on 11/5/87, 1.

237 al-‡ayyib. Mu˛ammad A˛mad. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb, born 1953,
Wagar (E), MajFamily, medical assistant, 3 interviews (8'pp.) on 3/3/87, 6, 3/3/87, 15-18, 3/4/87,
7-9.

238 al-Khalıfa ‡ayyib. Mu˛ammad Nür. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn, Qamaraddınb, Erkwayt (E), MajFamily, 3
interviews (4'pp.) on 10/18/87, 5, 11/6/87, 3/16/88, 1-2.

239 ‡ayyib. Mu˛ammad. Madanı, born 1970 (c.), al-Qa∂rif-al-∑üfı al-Azraq (Ged), ˛uwwr, senior
khalwa student, 1 interview (1'p.) on 3/17/88.

240 al-‡ayyib. Mu˛ammad. al-‡ayyib, Shygiyya (orig. Jafialiyyın), Omdurman (D), other, freelance
folklorist, 2 interviews (8'pp.) on 2/27/88, 1-3, 2/28/88, 1-5.

241 al-‡ayyib. Mu˛ammad. al-‡ayyib. Madanı. fiAlı. Madanı. al-‡ayyib. fiAlı, Jafialiyyın-Ing˙riyb, al-
Dmar (D), Sufi-Qdirı-Jafialı, cook (Women Teachers’ Training College, al-Dmar); head cook at
Shaykh al-Majdhüb’s ˛awliyya since 1986, 1 interview (2'pp.) on 9/19/87, 1-2.

242 al-‡ayyib. al-Naqar, Naqarb, al-Dmar (D), MajFamily (NB: brother of Majdhüb al-Naqar), 2
interviews (4'pp.) on 3/27/88, 8-10, 3/29/88, 7.

243 al-‡ayyib. Qamar al-Dın. Mu˛ammad al-‡hir. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib, Qamaraddınb,
al-Adirgwı (At, E), MajFamily, 1 interview (1'p.) on 9/21/87, 3.

244 fiUmar. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. Bsh˙kh, Port Sudan (E), Sufi-Sammnı, imm of a Sammnı mosque in
Deym Madına, 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/12/88, 1.

245 fiUmar Safiıd A˛mad, born c . 1915, Darw- al-Ghba (UpEg), fiAbbda, Shdhilı khalıfa, 1
interview (1 p.), on 19/8/86, 4.

246 Umm al-Khayr. al-‡ayyib. fiAbd Allh, awld w. A˛mad, al-Dmar (D), MajFamily (NB: sister of
Dr fiAbd Allh. al-‡ayyib; aunt of Jafifar. Madanı. A˛mad. Dafik), 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/13/86,
2.

247 fiUthmn. fiAbd Allh. fiAbd Allh. fiˆs, Ashrf-fiAbdallayb, Sinkt-L√ayam˙b (E), ˛uwwr (NB:
collects material for a history of Sinkt), 2 interviews (5'pp.) on 11/13/87, 3-6, 11/18/87, 2.

248 fiUthmn. fiAbd al-Ra˛mn. fiUthmn. Mu˛ammad al-Azraq al-∑aghır, Azriqa, al-Qa∂rif-al-∑üfı
al-Azraq (Ged), MajLeader, imm; headmaster of a Secondary Religious Institute, 5 interviews
(17'pp.) on 3/18/87, 1-2, 3/19/87, 1-10, 3/20/87, 4-5, 3/22/87, 1-2, 10/25/87, 1.

249 fiUthmn. A˛mad. Majdhüb, ∑diqb, Khartoum-Ba˛rı (D), MajFamily, perfume merchant,
Omdurman Süq, 2 interviews (9'pp.) on 2/20/88, 1-2, 2/22/88, 1-7.

250 fiUthmn. fiAlı. fiUthmn. Bbikr. Mu˛ammad AdarΩb, Ashrf, Sinkt-L√ayam˙b (E), ˛uwwr,
merchant (NB: leader of the Shdhilı khalwa in Sinkt), 5 interviews (10'pp.) on 10/17/87, 3-5,
10/18/87, 1-2, 11/8/87, 1-2, 11/9/87, 2, 11/13/87, 4-5.

251 Dr fiUthmn. Mu˛ammad. fiAbd Allh, Jafialiyyın, Wd Madanı (D, Ged, Gez), ˛uwwr,
pædiatrician, 5 interviews (8'pp.) on 9/19/87, 7, 9/20/87, 2, 9/21/87, 1, 9/21/87, 4, 10/26/87, 1-4.

252 fiUthmn. Sharıf Mu˛ammad. fiUthmn. Bbikr. Mu˛ammad AdarΩb, Ashrf, Sinkt-L√ayam˙b
(E), ˛uwwr, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/12/87, 3.

253 Yüsuf, al-Zayniyya-Qiblı (UpEg), shop owner, ˛uwwr of the Adrisa, 1 interview (1 p.), 28/8/86,
1.

254 Yüsuf. Bksh. fiAlı fiIshbdın, Art˙ga, born 1952 (c.) (At), ˛uwwr (NB: took the fiahd from
Mu˛ammad Nür. Mu˛ammad. al-‡hir. al-‡ayyib in Samarat Kawh, at the beginning of his
Qur√n study with Mu˛ammad Majdhüb. fiAbd Allh), 1 interview (1'p.) on 4/15/87, 5, .
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255 Zahra. Karrr. ◊dam, Rub†b (D), ˛uwwr, guardian at Mu˛ammad Majdhüb’s tomb, 1 interview
(2'pp.) on 9/18/87, 3-4, .

256 Sh al-Zkı, al-˘aßya (D), Sufi-Qdirı-Kabbshı, Shaykh al-Kabbshiyya, 2 interviews (4'pp.) on
2/17/87, 2, 10/2/87, 1-3, .

257 al-Zkı. fiAlı. fiUmra. Khlid. fiUmar. al-Makk Nimr, Nimrb, Wad al-˘il˙w (Nimr), other,
merchant, 1 interview (4'pp.) on 3/13/87, 8-11, .

258 al-Zkı. al-‡ayyib. A˛mad. ˘amad. fiAbd Allh. al-Naqar, Naqarb, born 1912, Wad al-Naqar
(Nimr), MajFamily, farmer (NB: Mother: Madına. A˛mad. Bakhıt (A˛mad was shaykh al-qarya of
al-∑üfı)), 3 interviews (53'pp.) on 3/15/87, 1-27, 3/16/87, 1-24, 3/17/87, 2-3, .

259 ?, Sawkin (E), other, Director of the Sawkin Primary School, 1 interview (1'p.) on 11/14/87, 9, .
260 ?, Demılb, born 1958 (c.) (E), ˛uwwr, 1 interview (2'pp.) on 4/10/88, 1-2, .
261 ?, M˙shb, born 1972 (c.), Erkwayt (E), other, interviews (1'p.) on 3, 4/7/88, 8-10.

In the footnotes, interviews are cited in the form, “Informant, dd/mm/yy
[day/month/year], # [page-number of my field-notebooks]”.

PPPPuuuubbbblllliiiisssshhhheeeedddd    mmmmaaaatttteeeerrrriiiiaaaallll,,,,    tttthhhheeeesssseeeessss,,,,    aaaaccccaaaaddddeeeemmmmiiiicccc    ppppaaaappppeeeerrrrssss,,,,    eeeettttcccc....

Articles in commonly-used encylopedias and dictionaries are generally not listed
separately here; exception is made for a few articles from encyclopedias from which no
more than one or two articles are quoted. Dictionaries not specifically quoted from are
not listed. Occasionally, I have used different editions of a work, or both the original
and a translation; in such cases, the most freqently used version is listed first. Names of
authors are not abbreviated if the full form is known. Titles by the same author are
arranged chronologically. Collective volumes are listed by title, not by editor.

Abasalih Muhammad al-Fatih Qarib Allah [b. Abı ∑li˛ b. A˛mad al-‡ayyib b. al-Bashır b. Mlik
b. Mu˛ammad b. Surür] [1954-]: The philosophy and history of Al-Khalwa in the Sudan: A thesis in
educational administration, 1988 (PhD in Education, Pennsylvania State U, sub Patrick Lynch).
Author is from the Qarıbiyya-Sammniyya. Fieldwork 3 Nov 86 - 30 Jan 88. Khalwas visited: Kararı, Omdurman (Wad
Nübwı), Abu Kassawi, al-Sagana, Sinnr.

fiAbbasid belles-lettres, ed. Julia Ashtiany, Thomas M Johnstone [1950-], John Derek Latham, Robert
Bertram Serjeant & Gerald Rex Smith. Cambridge: CUP, 1990 (The Cambridge History of Arabic
Literature; 2).

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib [1921-]: al-Murshid il fahm ashfir al-fiArab wa-ßinfiatih: I: Fı ’l-na÷m al-
fiArabı; II: Fı ’l-jaras al-laf÷ı, 3 vol., 4th edn., Khartoum: KUP, 1991 (orig.: Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı
al-˘alabı, 1955 (2 in 1)).
other edn.: Khartoum: KUP, 1965- (4 parts in 5 vol.); Khartoum: KUP, [1990-3].

Abdulla El Tayib [fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib] [1921-]: “The changing customs of the riverain Sudan [I]”,
in: SNR, 36, 1955, pp. 146-157.

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib [1921-]: (Mu˛∂art fı) al-Ittijht al-˛adıtha fı ’l-nathr al-fiArabı fı ’l-Südn,
Cairo: Jmifiat al-duwal al-fiArabiyya: Mafihad al-dirst al-fiArabiyya, 1956.

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib [1921-]: Aßd√ al-Nıl, 5th edn., Khartoum: KUP, 1412: 1992 (orig.: Khartoum: M†
Mißr al-Ma˛rüsa, farfi al-Khur†üm, 10 Rajab 1376: 10 Feb 1957. 2nd edn. Cairo: D al-Mafirif, 1960.
3rd edn. Beirut 1969 [& Khartoum: KUP?]. 4th edn. Khartoum, 1989).
Contains poems written between 1942 and 1956.

Abdulla El Tayib [fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib] [1921-]: “Changing customs of the riverain Sudan—II”, in:
SNR, 37, 1956, pp. 56-69.

Abdulla al-Tayib [fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib] [1921-]: “The changing customs of the riverain Sudan: 3”, in:
SNR, 45, 1964, pp. 12-28.
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fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib [1921-]: Min nfidhat al-qi†r, 3rd impr., Khartoum: KUP, 1980 (orig.: 1966; 280
pp. 2nd edn. 1969).

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib [1921-]: Al-Qaßıda al-mdi˛a, wa-maqlt ukhr, Khartoum: KUP, 1973.

fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib [1921-]: Min ˛aqıbat al-dhikrayt, Khartoum: KUP, 1983.
completed Fès, 15 Rabıfi II 1400: 3 March 1980

Abdullah el Tayib [fiAbd Allh al-‡ayyib] [1921-]: “Pre-Islamic poetry”, in: Arabic literature to the
end of the Umayyad period, ed. A F L Beeston & al, Cambridge: CUP, 1983, pp. 27-113 (The
Cambridge History of Arabic Literature; 1).

fiAbd al-fiAzız Amın fiAbd al-Majıd: al-Tarbiya fı ’l-Südn, wa’l-usus al-ijtimfiiyya wa’l-nafsiyya allatı
qmat fialayh. Vol. III: Mul˛aqt — Mujallad al-Wath√iq: Min awwal al-qarn al-sdis fiashar il
nihyat al-qarn al-tsifi fiashar, 3 vol. Cairo: M† al-Amıriyya, 1949 (orig.: PhD, Cairo, 1946).

Abdel Ghaffar Muhammad Ahmad [fiAbd al-Ghaffr Mu˛ammad A˛mad] [1945-]: Shaykhs and
followers: political struggle in the Rufafia al-Hoi Nazirate in the Sudan, Khartoum: KUP, 1974 (orig.:
PhD thesis, U of Bergen, Department of Social Anthropology, sub Frederik Barth, 1973. ix, 228 pp).

fiAbd al-Hdı al-∑iddıq: Ußül al-shifir al-Südnı, Khartoum: al-Majlis al-Qawmı li-Rifiyat al-◊db
wa’l-Funün, 1973.

Abdal Hakim Murad: “The problem of anti-madhhabism”, in: Islamica. The Journal of the Islamic
Society of the London School of Economics, 2, March 1995, pp. 31-39.

fiAbd al-˘alım Ma˛müd: al-Madrasa al-Shdhiliyya al-˛adıtha wa-immuh Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı,
Cairo: D al-Kutub al-˘adıtha, 1968 (Qa∂iyyat al-taßawwuf; 2).
on al-Shdhilı; René Guenon (fiAbd al-W˛id Ya˛y); and fiAbd al-Fatt˛ al-Q∂ı

Abdul Hamid M el-Zein [fiAbd al-˘amıd Mu˛ammad al-Zayn] [1934-]: The sacred meadows: a
structural analysis of religious symbolism in an East African town, Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern UP,
1974 (orig.: PhD thesis, U of Chicago, 1972) (based on fieldwork in Lamu, 1968-9).

Abdul Hamid M el-Zein [fiAbd al-˘amıd Mu˛ammad al-Zayn] [1934-]: “Beyond ideology and
theology: the search for the anthropology of Islam”, in: Annual Review of Anthropology, 6, 1977, pp.
227-254.

fiAbd al-Ma˛müd b. Nür al-D√im b. A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır [1845-1915]: al-fiArf al-f√i˛
wa’l-∂iy√ al-l√i˛: fı manqib al-qu†b al-rji˛ wa’l-ghawth al-w∂i˛ sayyidı al-ustdh al-shaykh
A˛mad al-‡ayyib b. al-Bashır, Omdurman: A˛mad al-Badawı al-Sammnı, 1374: 1955.

fiAbd al-Ma˛müd b. Nür al-D√im b. A˛mad al-‡ayyib w. al-Bashır [1845-1915]: Azhır al-riy∂: fı
manqib [al-firif bi’llh tafil] {qu†b al-zamn, wa-shams al-fiirfn, wa-tj al-firifın, wa-fiumdat al-
muqarrabın,} al-ustdh al-shaykh A˛mad al-‡ayyib b. al-Bashır, Cairo: Mk al-Qhira, 2nd impr.
1973.

fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın: Trıkh al-thaqfa al-fiarabiyya fı ’l-Südn: mundhu nash√atih il ’l-fiaßr al-
˛adıth: al-dın, al-ijtimfi, al-adab, 2nd edn., Beirut: D al-Thaqfa, 1967 (orig.: 1953).

fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın (fiAbd al-Magid fiAbdin): “Na÷art fimma fı trıkh tafirıb al-Südn (Some
general aspects of the Arabisation of the Sudan)”, in: SNR, 40, 1959, pp. 48-74 (The Sudan in history:
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Conference, Philosophical Society of the Sudan).

fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd: al-Falsafa al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Islm: maßdiruh wa-na÷ariytuh wa-maknuh
min al-dın wa’l-˛ay, Cairo: D al-Fikr al-fiArabı, 1966-7.

fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd: al-Fikr al-ßüfı fı ’l-Südn: maßdiruhu wa-tayyrtuhu wa-alwnuhu, Cairo:
D al-Fikr al-fiArabı, 1968.

fiAbd al-Qdir Ma˛müd: al-‡aw√if al-ßüfiyya fı ’l-Südn: Ansbuhum wa-ußül turthihim wa-
falsafatihim, Cairo: M† Mißr (Südn), 1391: 1971.

Abdel Gader Effendi Okier [sic = fiAbd al-Qdir u-̌Keyr]: “Education amongst the Beja”, in: Overseas
Education (London), 23, Oct 1951, pp. 194-196.

fiAbd al-Ra˛ım fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbd al-Ra˛ım: al-Dawla al-Safiüdiyya al-ül / Sketches from the
history of the Arabian Peninsula in modern times: 1108 h - 1233 h / 1745 m - 1818 m, 3rd edn., Cairo:
D al-Kitb al-∏mifiı, 1979 (Min trıkh shibh al-Jazıra al-fiArabiyya fı ’l-fiaßr al-˛adıth; 1) (orig.: MA
thesis in Modern Arab History, publ. Cairo: Jmifiat al-Duwal al-fiArabiyya'/'Mafihad al-bu˛üth wa’l-
dirst al-fiArabiyya, 1969 (Mafihad al-bu˛üth wa’l-dirst al-fiArabiyya. Ras√il wa-bu˛üth). The
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second edn. (Cairo: Jmifiat al-Duwal al-fiArabiyya, 1975) was revised; the third edn. is a reprint of
the second, where only a few typing errors have been corrected).

fiAbd al-Ra˛ım fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbd al-Ra˛ım: Mu˛ammad fiAlı wa-Shibh al-Jazıra al-fiArabiyya /
Muhammad fiAli and the fiArabian Peninsua [sic]: 1234-1256 h / 1819-1840 m, Cairo: D al-Kitb al-
∏mifiı, 1981 (Min trıkh shibh al-Jazıra al-fiArabiyya fı ’l-fiaßr al-˛adıth; 2).

fiAbd al-Ra˛ım fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbd al-Ra˛ım (ed.): see: Min wath√iq al-Dawla al-Safiüdiya al-Ül
fı fiaßr Mu˛ammad fiAlı.

Abdullahi Ali Ibrahim [fiAbdullhi fiAlı Ibrhım] [1940-]: “Sudanese historiography and oral
tradition”, in: History in Africa, 12, 1985, pp. 117-130.

Abdullahi Ali Ibrahim [fiAbdullhi fiAlı Ibrhım] [1940-]: “Breaking the pen of Harold MacMichael
[1882-1969]: The Jafialiyyın identity revisited”, in: IJAHS, 21, 1988, pp. 217-31.

Abdullahi Ali Ibrahim [fiAbdullhi fiAlı Ibrhım] [1940-]: “Popular Islam: the religion of the
barbarous throng”, in: Northeast African Studies, 11, 1989, pp. 21-40.

Abdullahi Osman el-Tom: “Drinking the Koran: The meaning of Koranic verses in Berti erasure”, in:
Africa, 55, 1985, pp. 414-431 (Special issue: Popular Islam in Africa) (orig. a chapter in his PhD
thesis, 1983).

Abir, Mordechai: “Brokerage and brokers in Ethiopia in the first half of the 19th century”, in: Journal of
Ethiopian Studies, 3, 1965, pp. 1-5.

Abir, Mordechai: Ethiopia: the era of the princes. The challenge of Islam and the re-unification of the
Christian empire, 1769-1855, London: Longmans, 1968.

Abir, Mordechai: “The ‘Arab Rebellion’ of Amır Ghlib of Mecca (1788-1813)”, in: MES, 7, 1971, pp.
185-200.

Abir, Mordechai: Ethiopia and the Red Sea: The rise and decline of the Solomonic dynasty and Muslim-
European rivalry in the region, London: Cass, 1980.

Abu Deeb [Abü Dıb], Kamal [Kaml]: “Literary criticism”, in: fiAbbasid belles-lettres, ed. Julia
Ashtiany, Thomas M Johnstone [1950-], John Derek Latham, Robert Bertram Serjeant & Gerald Rex
Smith, Cambridge: CUP, 1990, pp. 339-387 (The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature; 2).

Abun-Nasr [Abü ’l-Naßr], Jamil M [Jamıl]: The Tijaniya: A Sufi order in the modern world, London:
Oxford UP, 1965 (Middle Eastern Monographs; 7) (revision of PhD thesis, Oxford U, sub Albert
Habib Hourani [1915-1993]).

Abü Salım, Mu˛ammad Ibrhım A˛mad [1930-]: “Makh†ü† fı trıkh mu√assis al-Khatmiyya”, in:
Majallat al-Dirst al-Südniyya, 1, 1968, pp. 36-43 (publ. again in: Mu˛ammad Ibrhım A˛mad
Abü Salım: Udab√ wa-fiulam√ wa-mu√arrikhün fı trıkh al-Südn. Beirut: D al-Jıl, 1411: 1991).

Abü Salım, Mu˛ammad Ibrhım A˛mad: al-Murshid il wath√iq al-Mahdı, Khartoum: Central Records
Office, 1969.

Abü Salım, Mu˛ammad Ibrhım A˛mad [1930-]: Trıkh al-Khur†üm, Khartoum: D al-Irshd, 1971.

Abü Salım, Mu˛ammad Ibrhım A˛mad [1930-]: al-˘araka al-fikriyya fı ’l-Mahdiyya, 3rd, revised and
enlarged edn., Khartoum: KUP, 1989 (orig.: 1st edn. Khartoum 1970 (revised version of part of
author’s PhD thesis, 1966). 2nd impr. Beirut: D al-Jıl, 1981, 207 pp.).

Abü Salım, Mu˛ammad Ibrhım A˛mad [1930-]: Udab√ wa-fiulam√ wa-mu√arrikhün: fı trıkh al-
Südn, Beirut: D al-Jıl, 1411: 1991.
Biographies of: Mu˛ammad A˛mad Ma˛jüb, fiAbd Allh A˛mad Yüsuf al-Rub†bı, Mu˛ammad al-Nür w. ∆ayf Allh, A˛mad
al-Salwı, Ismfiıl fiAbd al-Qdir al-Kurdufnı, Nafiüm Shuqayr, Makkı al-‡ayyib Shubayka; plus his “Makh†ü† fı trıkh
mu√assis al-Khatmiyya” and a study of al-‡irz al-manqüsh bi-bushr qatl Yu˛ann malik al-˘ubüsh

Abü Salım, Mu˛ammad Ibrhım A˛mad [1930-]: Bu˛üth fı trıkh al-Südn: (al-ar∂ı — al-fiulam√ —
al-khilfa — Barbar — fiAlı al-Mırghanı), Beirut: D al-Jıl, 1412: 1992.
Collection of studies; see list of contents in SAJHS 3 (1992), 164.

Abü Salım, Mu˛ammad Ibrhım A˛mad [1930-]: “ˆjzt al-†uruq al-∑üfiyya fı ’l-Südn”, in: Mu˛ammad
Ibrhım A˛mad Abü Salım: Bu˛üth fı trıkh al-Südn, Beirut: D al-Jıl, 1412: 1992, pp. 105-159.

Abü Salım (ed.): Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, see Diqna, fiUthmn.

Abü Shma, fiAbd al-Ma˛müd: Min Ab il Tisilhy: ˛urüb ˛ayt al-imm al-Mahdı, Khartoum:
[privately printed?], s.d. [1987].
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Adab al-mulük: Ein Handbuch zur islamischen Mystik aus dem 4./10. Jahrhundert, ed. Bernd Radtke.
Beirut: Deutsches Orient-Institut, in Kommission bei Franz Steiner, 1991 (Beiruter Texte und Studien;
37).

[Adab al-Mulük] Die Lebensweise der Könige: Adab al-Mulük. Ein Handbuch zur islamischen Mystik, tr.
Richard Gramlich. Stuttgart: Steiner, 1993 (DMG: Abhandlungen fµr die Kunde des Morgenlandes;
L,3).

Adams, Charles Clarence: Islam and Modernism in Egypt: A study of the modern reform movement
inaugurated by Mu˛ammad fiAbduh, London: Oxford UP, Milford, 1933 (The American University at
Cairo. Oriental studies) (orig.: First part of a dissertation submitted in 1928 to the Graduate faculty of
the University of Chicago, Department of Old Testament, for degree of doctor of philosophy [sub
Martin Sprengling]. It forms an introductory study for a translation into English, not yet published, of
a work on the Islamic caliphate by fiAli fiAbd al-Razik. repr. New York: Russel, 1968).
Three quarters of the book are about Mu˛ammad fiAbduh. The second part of the diss. is a tr. of fiAlı fiAbd al-Rziq’s al-Islm
wa-ußül al-˛ukm

fiAdawı, fiAlı al-Safiıdı al- [1701-1775]: ˘shiyya: fial shar˛ Abı ’l-˘asan [fiAlı b. Mu˛ammad al-
Shdhilı (1454-1532] al-musamm Kifyat al-†lib al-Rabbnı li-Rislat Ibn Abı Zayd al-Qayrawnı
fı madhhab al-imm Mlik, 2 vol., s.l. [Cairo?]: D al-Fikr, s.d.

Addas, Claude: Ibn fiArabı: ou La quête du Soufre Rouge, Paris: Gallimard, 1989 (Bibliothèque des
sciences humaines).

fiAfıfı, fiAbd Allh [-1944]: al-Mawlid al-Nabawı al-mukhtr: wa-huwa al-qißßa al-f√iza fi ’l-mubrt
al-islmiyya al-fimma; ikhtrahu lajnat al-ta˛kım min Hay√at Kibr al-fiUlam√ wa-aqarrathu
Wizrat al-Awqf li’l-˛afalt al-dıniyya al-rasmiyya, wa-ashra bi-idhfiatihi wa-i˛llihi ma˛all al-
mawlid al-qadıma ˛a∂rat ß˛ib al-fa∂ıla al-ustdh al-akbar Shaykh al-Jmifi al-Azhar, Cairo:
Ma˛müd Tawfıq, s.d. [1937].

African healing strategies, ed. Ismail Hussein Abdalla & Brian M du Toit [1935-]. Owerri [Nigeria], New
York, London: Trado-Medic Books, 1985 (orig.: based on a conference held March 1984 under the
auspices of the Center for African Studies at the University of Florida).

Agriculture in the Sudan: being a handbook of agriculture as practised in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, ed.
J D Tothill. London: Oxford UP, 1948.

Ahdal, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn b. Sulaymn al- [1766-1835]: al-Nafas al-Yamnı [wa’l-raw˛ al-ray˛nı fı
ijzat al-qu∂t Banı ’l-Shawknı], ed. fiAbd Allh Mu˛ammad al-˘ibshı. ∑anfi√: Markaz al-Dirst
wa’l-Ab˛th al-Yamaniyya, 1979.
!! Title as given above from introduction, p 9 (ALA has: fı ijzt qu∂t Banı ’l-Shawknı). It is inspired by the ˛adıth, ‘Innı la-
ajid nafas al-Ra˛mn min qibal al-Yaman’. The book was compiled when three sons of Mu˛ammad b. fiAlı al-Shawknı (fiAlı
[d 1250: 1834], A˛mad [d 1281: 1864/5], and Ya˛y) approached al-Ahdal for an ijza. Date of composition not given in al-
˘ibshı’s introduction.

Ahlwardt, Wilhelm [1828-1909]: Verzeichniss der arabischen Handschriften der Königlichen Bibliothek
zu Berlin, 10 vol. Berlin: Schade; then Asher, 1887-99 (Die Handschriften-Verzeichnisse der
Königlichen Bibliothek zu Berlin; 7-9 & 16-22).

Ahmed Abdel Halim [A˛mad fiAbd al-˘alım]: “Native medicine and ways of treatment in the northern
Sudan”, in: SNR, 22, 1939, pp. 27-48.

Ahmed Ibrahim Osman [A˛mad Ibrhım fiUthmn] [1947-]: In praise of the Prophet: The
performance and thematic composition of the Sudanese religious oral poetry, 1990 (PhD, Indiana
University, Department of Folklore,1990 (DA52A: 0643. GAX9119780)).

A˛mad b. Idrıs [c. 1750-1837]: al-fiIqd al-nafıs: fı na÷m [faw√id] jawhir al-tadrıs, ed. ∑li˛ al-Jafifarı.
Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1399: 1979.

A˛mad b. Idrıs [c. 1750-1837]: Al-Fuyü∂t al-Rabbniyya: bi-tafsır bafi∂ al-yt al-qur√niyya, ed.
∑li˛ al-Jafifarı. Cairo: D al-‡ibfia al-Mu˛ammadiyya, s.d.

A˛mad b. Idrıs [c. 1750-1837]: Rislat al-radd fial ahl al-ra√y: bi’l-ßawb li-muwfaqat al-Sunna
wa’l-Kitb, (for manuscripts, see ALA I, 133. Rex Seán O’Fahey & Bernd Radtke are preparing a
critical edition and translation).

A˛mad b. Idrıs [c. 1750-1837]: The Letters of A˛mad ibn Idrıs, ed., tr. & annotated by Albrecht
Hofheinz, Ali Salih Karrar [fiAlı ∑li˛ Karrr], R.S. O’Fahey, Bernd Radtke & einar Thomassen. ed.
General editors: Einar Thomassen & Bernd Radtke. London: Hurst, 1993.
Simultaneously publ. Evanston, IL: Northwestern UP.
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A˛mad b. Idrıs [c. 1750-1837]: “Two Sufi treatises: [1. Kunüz al-jawhir al-nürniyya fı qawfiid al-
†arıqa al-Shdhiliyya. 2. Nubdha fı ßifat dukhül al-khalwa]”, tr. Bernd Radtke, Rex Seán O’Fahey &
John O’Kane. forthcoming in: Oriens, 35, 1995.

A˛mad b. Idrıs [c. 1750-1837]: “Kunüz al-jawhir al-nürniyya: fı qawfiid al-†arıqa al-Shdhiliyya”, tr.
Bernd Radtke, Rex Seán O’Fahey & John O’Kane. forthcoming in: “Two Sufi treatises”, in Oriens,
35, 1995.

A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” b. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad, al-Naßay˛ al-Rub†bı [-1890s]: al-Ibna al-nüriyya:
fı sha√n ß˛ib al-†arıqa al-Khatmiyya, ed. Mu˛ammad Ibrhım Abü Salım. Beirut: D al-Jıl, 1411:
1991.

A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” b. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad, al-Naßay˛ al-Rub†bı [-1890s]: Ab†l al-Khatmiyya,
Cairo: D al-Wa†anı, s.d.

A˛mad b. al-Mubrak al-Lama†ı [al-Lam†ı?] [1679/89-1742]: al-Ibrız min kalm sayyidı al-ghawth
fiAbd al-Azız [b. Masfiüd]&al-Dabbgh&al-˘asanı al-∑iddıqı al-Maghribı al-Fsı min kibr awliy√
Allh tafil fı bild al-Maghrib (1090-1132 h [1679-1720]), ed. Mu˛ammad fiAdnn al-Shammfi. 2
vol. Damascus: M† al-fiIlmiyya, 1404-6: 1984-6.
A˛mad b. al-Mubrak began compiling this book in 1129: 1717, and continued after the death of al-Dabbgh.

A˛mad b. al-Mubrak al-Lama†ı [al-Lam†ı?] [1679/89-1742]: al-Ibrız alladhı talaqqhu najm al-
fiirfn al-˛fi÷ sayyidı A˛mad b. al-Mubrak fian qu†b al-wßilın sayyidı fiAbd al-Azız al-Dabbgh,
Cairo: Mu˛ammad fiAlı ∑ubay˛ / Najıb ˘awwını, 1346: 1927 (incl. on margin 2 works by fiAbd al-
Wahhb al-Shafirnı: Durar al-ghawwß fial fatw Sayyidı fiAlı al-Khawwß; al-Jawhir wa’l-durar
mimm ’stafdahu Sayyidı fiAbd al-Wahhb al-Shafirnı min Shaykhihi Sayyidı fiAlı al-Khawwß).

A˛mad b. Muß†af b. fiAbd al-fi◊l al-Idrısı: al-Sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs, Luxor: handwritten and privately
printed, 1406: 1986.

A˛mad al-Mufitaßim al-Shaykh: al-Mu√assasa al-dıniyya al-taqlıdiyya: dawruh wa-wa÷√ifuh fı
mujtamafi al-Rub†b, 1985 (MA thesis, Dept. of Folklore, IAAS, U of K).

A˛mad b. al-Naqıb al-Mißrı [-1368]: fiUmdat al-slik fı fiuddat al-nsik&/&The Reliance of the traveller:
A classic manual of Islamic sacred law by Ahmad ibn Naqib al-Misri (d. 769/1368) in Arabic with
facing English text, commentary, and appendices, ed. & tr. NΩa˛ ˘ Mım Keller. Evanston: Sunna
Books, 1991.

Akhmisse, Mustapha: Médicine, magie et sorcellerie au Maroc: ou, L’Art traditionnel de guérir,
Casablanca: Éditions Benchara d’impression et d’édition “BENIMED”, 1985.

fi◊kish, al-˘asan b. A˛mad: “Mun÷arat A˛mad b. Idrıs mafia fuqah√ fiAsır”, ed. fiAbd Allh Abü
Dhish.in: al-fiArab, 5-6, Riyadh Jul-Aug 1986, pp. 326-88.

fiAlawı, Sulaymn al-: fiInyat ülı ’l-majd bi-dhikr l al-Fsı ’bn al-jadd, Fès: M† al-Jadıda, 1347: 1927.

Albergoni, Gianni: “Variations italiennes sur un thème français: La Sanûsîya”, in: Connaissances du
Maghreb: Sciences sociales et colonisation, Paris: Éditions du CNRS, 1984, pp. 111-134 (Centre de
rechers et d’études sur les sociétés méditerranéennes: Collection “Recherches sur les sociétés
méditerranéennes”) (orig.: paper presented to a workshop at Princeton, 24-26 April 1982).

Alcock, James E: Parapsychology: science or magic?: A psychological perspective, Oxford: Pergamon,
1981 (Foundations and Philosophy of Science and Technology Series / Pergamon International
Library).

Allen, Calvin H, Jr: “The Indian merchant community of Masqa†”, in: BSOAS, 44, 1981, pp. 39-53.

Almqvist, Herman: Die Bischari-Sprache Tü-Be∂awie in Nordost-Afrika, Uppsala: Kaiserliche
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1881.
Based on material collected in Aswn.

Altered states of consciousness, ed. Charles T Tart [1937-]. 3rd edn. (revised and updated), San
Francisco: Harper, 1990 (orig.: Altered states of consciousness: A book of readings. New York: John
Wiley, 1969).

Altered states of consciousness and mental health: A cross-cultural perspective, ed. Colleen A Ward.
Newbury Park: Sage, 1989 (Cross-Cultural Research and Methodology Series; 12).

Álvares, Francisco [- c. 1540]: The Prester John of the Indies: A true relation of the lands of the Prester
John being the narrative of the Portuguese Embassy to Ethiopia in 1520, tr. Lord Henry Edward John
Stanley of Alderley [1827-1903] (1881), revised and ed. with additional material by Charles Fraser
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Beckingham & George Wynn Brereton Huntingford. ed. Charles Fraser Beckingham [1914-] &
George Wynn Brereton Huntingford. 2 vol. Cambridge: CUP, 1961 (Works issued by The Hakluyt
Society; II, 114 + 115) (orig.: Ho preste Ioam das Indias. Lisbon 1540).

Amın Smı [-1941]: Taqwım al-Nıl: wa-asm√ man tawallaw amr Mißr wa-muddat ˛ukmihim fialayh
wa-mul˛a÷t trıkhiyya fian a˛wl al-khilfa al-fimma wa-shu√ün Mißr al-khßßa fian al-mudda al-
mun˛aßira bayn al-sana al-ül wa-sanat 1333 al-Hijriyya (622-1915 Mıldiyya), 4 parts in 6 vol.
Cairo: D al-Kutub al-Mißriyya, 1927-.

Anawati, George-C [1905-] & Louis Gardet: Mystique musulmane: Aspects et tendences - expériences
et techniques, Paris: Vrin, 1968 (Études musulmanes; 8).

Andræ, Tor [1885-1947]: Die person Muhammeds in lehre und glauben seiner gemeinde, Stockholm:
Norstedt, 1917 (Archives d’Études Orientales; 16) (orig.: PhD thesis, Uppsala: Appelberg, 1917).

Andræ, Tor [1885-1947]: Islamische Mystiker, tr. Helmhart Kanus-Credé. Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1960
(orig.: I myrtenträdgården. Studier i sufisk mystik. Stockholm, A. Bonniers forlag, [1947]. 195 pp.).

The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan: a compendium prepared by officers of the Sudan Government; I:
Geographical, descriptive, and historical; II: [Routes], ed. [Albert Edward Wilfrid] Count Gleichen.
2 vol. London: His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1905.

The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from within, ed. John Almeric de Courcy Hamilton [b. 1896], with a foreword
by Stewart Symes. London: Faber & Faber, 1935.
Hamilton served 1914-19 in India, Mesopotamia, Persia, Caucasus; 1921-32 Sudan (Darfur, Kassala, Kordofan); 1932-46 Cairo
[1941-42 Beirut, Baghdad, Tehran]; 1947-48 Italian colonies; 1952-55 Cairo.

Approaches to Islam in religious studies, ed. Richard C Martin. Tucson: U of Arizona P, 1985 (orig.: An
international symposium on Islam and the history of religions hosted by the Dept. of Religious Studies
at Arizona State U, Tempe, in Jan. 1980).

Arabic literature of Africa: Vol. I: The writings of Eastern Sudanic Africa to c. 1900, compiled by Rex
Seán O’Fahey with the assistance of Muhammad Ibrahim Abu Salim, Albrecht Hofheinz, Yahya
Muhammad Ibrahim, Bernd Radtke & Knut S. Vikør. Leiden: Brill, 1994 (Handbuch der Orientalistik.
Erste Abteilung, Der Nahe und Mittlere Osten; 13/1).

Arabic literature of Africa: Vol. II: The writings of Central Sudanic Africa, compiled by John Owen
Hunwick with the assistance of Razaq Abubakre, Hamidu Bobboyi, Roman Loimeier, Stefan
Reichmuth and Muhammad Sani Umar. Leiden: Brill, 1994 (Handbuch der Orientalistik. Erste
Abteilung, Der Nahe und Mittlere Osten; 13/2).

Arabic literature to the end of the Umayyad period , ed. Alfred Felix Landon Beeston & al. Cambridge:
CUP, 1983 (The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature; 1).

Arabs and Berbers: From tribe to nation in North Africa, ed. Ernest Gellner & Charles Micaud. London:
Duckworth, 1973.

Arberry, Arthur John [1905-1969]: “Ijaza by correspondence”, in: Dr. Zakir Husain [1897-1969]
presentation volume: presented on his seventy first birthday, New Dehli: Dr. Zakir Husain
Presentation Volume Committee [available at Maktaba Jamia], 1968, pp. 166-9.

Arbman, Ernst [1891-1959]: Ecstasy or religious trance, in the experience of the ecstatics and from the
psychological point of view: I: Vision and ecstasy; III: Ecstasy and psychopathological states, ed.
Åke Hultkrantz. 3 vol. Stockholm: Svenska Bokförlaget, 1963-70 (Scandinavian University Books).

Arif, Mehmet: Binbir hadis, ºstanbul: ºstanbul Kitabevi, 1959.
1001 Traditions, in Arabic with modern Turkish transliteration, paraphrases and explanations

Arjomand, Said Amir [1946-]: The shadow of God and the hidden Imam: religion, political order, and
societal change in Shifiite Iran from the beginning to 1890, Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1984
(Publications of the Center for Middle Eastern Studies; 17).

Arnold, Thomas Walker [1864-1930]: The preaching of Islam: a history of the propagation of the
Muslim faith, Westminster: Constable, 1896 (orig.: 2d ed., rev. and enl. London: Constable, 1913. xvi,
467 pp., repr. London, Luzac & company, 1935; [2nd edn.] Lahore, Sh. Muhammad Ashraf [1961],
xiii, 508 p.).
Arabic tr. by ˘asan Ibrhım ˘asan & fiAbd al-Majıd fi◊bidın & Ismfiıl al-Na˛rwı: al-Dafiwa il ’l-Islm: ba˛th fı trıkh nashr
al-fiaqıda al-Islmiyya. 1st edn. Cairo 1947

fiAshmwı, fiAbd al-Bri√ al-Riffiı al- [fl. 16th c. CE]: [al-Muqaddima] al-fiAshmwiyya [fı ’l-fiibdt],
Cairo: Mk al-Jumhüriyya al-fiArabiyya, s.d.
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al-fiAsqalnı, see Ibn ˘ajar al-fiAsqalnı.

Afi†r azhr aghßn ˛a÷ırat al-taqdıs fi karmt […] al-sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs, ed. ∑li˛ b. Mu˛ammad b.
∑li˛ al-Jafifarı. Cairo: M†. al-Safida, 1394: 1974.

fiA††r [-i Nıshbürı], Farıd al-Dın [-1220/30]: Tadhkirat al-awliy√, ed. Mu˛ammad Istifilmı. 5th edn.,
Tehran: Zuwwr, 1366: 1987.

Attar [fiA††r-i Nıshbürı], Farid al-Din [Farıd al-Dın] [-1220/30]: Muslim saints and mystics: Episodes
from the Tadhkirat al-auliya√ (Memorial of the saints), tr. Arthur J Arberry. London: Penguin/Arkana,
1990 (orig.: pagination identical with the orig. edn. Routlegde & Kegan Paul, 1966).

Aubin, Jean: “La propriété foncière en Azerbaydjan sous les Mongols”, in: Le monde iranien et l’islam,
4, 1976/7, pp. 79-137.

Aubin, Jean: Deux sayyids de Bam au XVe siècle: Contribution à l’histoire de l’Iran timouride,
Wiesbaden: Verlag der Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur in Mainz, in Kommission bei
Franz Steiner, 1956 (Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur: Abhandlungen der Geistes- und
Sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse; Jg. 1956, Nr. 7).
Based on the fragmentary (c. 1/3-1/4th of the original) 17th c. MS majmüfia in the library of Saïd Naficy, containing the
biographies of two Sayyids of Bam: Shams al-Dın Ibrhım (a contemporary of Shh Nifimatullh), and his son ‡hir al-Dın
Mu˛ammad (d. 1456).

Aubin, Jean: Matériaux pour la biographie de Shah Nifimatullah Vali Kirmani / Majmüfiä dar tarjomä-ye
a˛vl-e Shh Nifimatollh Valı Kirmnı [c. 1330-1431]: Textes persans publiés avec une introduction,
Tehran: Département d’iranologie de l’Institut francoiranien, 1956 (Bibliothèque iranienne; 7).

Aubin, Jean: “Un santon quhistnı à l’époque timouride”, in: Revue des Études Islamiques, 35, 1967, pp.
185-216.

Austen, Ralph A: “The 19th century Islamic slave trade from East Africa (Swahili and Red Sea coasts): a
tentative census”, in: The economics of the Indian Ocean slave trade in the nineteenth century, ed.
William Gervase Clarence-Smith, London: Cass, 1989, pp. 21-44.

Austin, Ralph W J: “The feminine dimension in Ibn fiArabi’s thought”, in: Journal of the Muhyiddin Ibn
fiArabi Society, 2, 1984, pp. 5-14.

Ausubel, David P: “Relationships between shame and guilt in the socializing process”, in: Psychological
Review, 62, 1955, pp. 378-390.

fiAwa∂ fiAbd al-Hdı al-fiA†: Mafilim trıkh al-˛ukm al-Turkı-’l-Mißrı fı iqlım al-Tka, Sawkin wa-
Maßawwafi, 1840-1885, PhD, U of Khartoum, 1978.

Awn al-Sharif Gasim [fiAwn al-Sharıf Qsim]: “Some aspects of Sudanese colloquial Arabic”, in: SNR,
46, 1965, pp. 40-49.

fiAwn al-Sharıf Qsim: Qmüs al-lahja al-fimmiyya fı ’l-Südn, 2nd (augmented) edn., Cairo: al-
Maktab al-Mißrı al-˘adıth, 1985 (orig.: Khartoum: D al-Südniyya, 1392: 1972 (Sudan Research
Unit, U of K & al-Majlis al-qawmı li-rifiyat al-funün wa’l-db al-jamıla)).

fiAwn al-Sharıf Qsim: ˘alfyat al-Mulük: al-trıkh wa’l-bashar, Khartoum: KUP, 1408: 1988.

Ayalon, David: “On the eunuchs in Islam”, in: Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam, 1, Jerusalem:
Hebrew University, Institute of Asian and African Studies, 1979, pp. 67-124.

Azharı, A˛mad b. Ismfiıl al- [1844-1898]: Khulßat al-iqtibs fı ’ttißl nasabin bi ’l-sayyid al-fiAbbs,
(photocopy of uncatalogued MS in SAD (Durham); see ALA I, 240).

fiA÷m, ∑diq Jall al-: Naqd al-fikr al-dını, Beirut: D al-‡alıfia, 1982 (orig.: collection of articles; coll.
first publ. 1969).

Babikr Bedri [1861-1954]: The memoirs of Babikr Bedri. Vol. 1, tr. Yousef Bedri & George Scott, with
an introduction by Peter Malcolm Holt. London: Oxford UP, 1969.

Babikr Bedri [1861-1954]: The memoirs of Babikr Bedri. Vol. 2, tr. Yusuf Bedri & Peter Hogg, with an
Introduction by George Neville Sanderson. London: Ithaca, 1980.

Badawı, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn: Sha†a˛t al-ßüfiyya: I: Abü Yazıd al-Bas†mı, Kuweit: Wiklat al-ma†büfit,
s.d. (orig.: Cairo 1949 (Dirst Islmiyya)).
incl. (pp. 58-187 [= pp. 44-148 in the Cairo edn.]), al-Nür min kalimt Abı Tayfür, attributed to al-Sahlajı. This is the largest
collection of Bas†mı’s sha†a˛t.
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Badía y Leblich, Domingo [Domenec Badía, “fiAlı Bey al-fiAbbsı”] [1766-1818]: Voyages d’Ali Bey el
Abbassi en Afrique et en Asie pendant les années 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806 et 1807, 2 vol. Paris: Didot,
1809.

Badri, Yusuf [1914-1995]: A survey of Islamic learning in the Fünj state, 910-1236 A.H. / 1505-1820
A.D., 1970 (B. Litt. thesis, University of Oxford, 1970).

Baÿdatlª, ºsmail Pa ≈sa [1839-1920]: Hadiyyat al-firifın: Asm√ al-mu√allifın wa-thr al-mußannifın, 2
vol. ºstanbul: Milli eÿitim basªmevi, 1951-55.

Baker, Samuel White [1821-1893]: The Nile tributaries of Abyssinia: and the sword hunters of the
Hamran Arabs, London: Macmillan, 1867.

Baker, Samuel White [1821-1893]: Ismailïa: a narrative of the expedition to Central Africa for the
suppression of the slave trade, organized by Ismail, Khedive of Egypt, London: Macmillan, 1874.

Bakhtiar, Mansour: Das Schamgefµhl in der persisch-islamischen Kultur: eine ethnopsychoanalytische
Untersuchung, Berlin: Das Arabische Buch / Schwarz, 1994 (Studien zum modernen islamischen
Orient; 7) (orig.: PhD, U Bremen, 1990).

Baldick, Julian: Mystical Islam: An introduction to Sufism, London: Tauris, 1989.

Bannerth, Ernst [1895-]: “La Khalwatiyya en Égypte”, in: MIDEO, 8, 1964-6, pp. 1-73.
incl. a tr. of A˛mad al-Dardır, Tu˛fat al-ikhwn fı db al-†arıq

Bantanı, Mu˛ammad Nawawı al- [1690-1765/6]: Madrij al-sufiüd il ’qtis√ al-burüd: Shar˛ […] fial
al-Mawlid al-Nabawı li-[…] Jafifar […] al-Barzanjı, Cairo: D I˛y√ al-Kutub al-fiArabiyya, s.d. (incl.
on the margin al-Barzanjı’s Mawlid).

Barbour, Kenneth Michael: The Republic of the Sudan: A regional geography, London: U of London P,
1961.

Barker, John [1771-1849]: Syria and Egypt under the last five sultans of Turkey: being experiences,
during the fifty years, of Mr. Consul-General Barker, ed. Chiefly from his letters and journals, edited
by his son, Edward Bruce Broughton Barker. 2 vol. London: Tinsley, 1876.
Reprint New York, Arno Press, 1973. (The Middle East collection).

Barth, Heinrich [1821-1865]: Reisen und Entdeckungen in Nord- und Central-Afrika in den Jahren 1849
bis 1855: Tagebuch seiner im Auftrage der Brittischen Regierung unternommenen Reise, 5 vol.
Gotha: Perthes, 1857-58.
Engl. tr.: Travels and discoveries in north and central Africa. Being a journal of an expedition undertaken under the auspices of
H.B.M’s government in the years 1849-1855. 3 vol. New edn., London: Cass, 1965.

Barzanjı, Jafifar b. ˘asan al- [1690 - c. 1765]: fiIqd al-jawhar fı mawlid al-Nabı al-azhar, Bombay:
Gulzar ˘asanı, 1897.

Bsharı fiAbd al-Ra˛mn: ∑a˛ı˛ al-makhbar fian afilm Barbar. Vol. I, s.l.: s.n., s.d.

Bashır KΩkΩ ˘immeyda: Lama˛t min trıkh al-Majdhıb: (1600-1898), (BA (Honours) dissertation, U
of K, 1971).

Bsharı, Ma˛jüb fiUmar: Ruwwd al-fikr al-Südnı, Beirut: D al-Jıl, 1411: 1991.

Bastide, Roger [1898-1974]: “The Sociology of the Dream”, in: The dream and human societies, ed.
Gustave Edmund von Grunebaum & Roger Caillois, Berkeley: U of California P, 1966, pp. 199-212.

Bastide, Roger [1898-1974]: “Mémoire collective et sociologie du bricolage”, in: L’Année sociologique,
21, 1970, pp. 65-108.

Batran [Ba†rn], A A [fiAbd al-fiAzız]: “The Kunta, Sıdı Mukhtr al-Kuntı, and the office of shaykh al-
tarıqa ’l-Qdiriyya”, in: The cultivators of Islam, London: Cass, 1979, pp. 113-146 (Studies in West
African History; 1).

Beck, Kurt: Die Kawahla von Kordofan: ökologische und ökonomische Strategien arabischer Nomaden
im Sudan, Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1988 (Studien zur Kulturkunde; 85).

Beck , Kurt: “Hirtengesellschaften des westlichen Sudan und islamische Identität: eine
Auseinandersetzung µber die richtige Lebensfµhrung”, in: Wuqûf, 7-8, 1992-3, pp. 483-506.
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Delooz, Pierre: Sociologie et canonisations, Liège / The Hague: Faculté de Droit / Nijhoff, 1969
(Collection Scientifique de la Faculté de Droit de l’Université de Liège; 30).

Demeerseman, André [1901-1993]: Nouveau regard sur la voie spirituelle d’fiAbd al-Qâdir al-Jilânî et
sa tradition, Paris: Vrin, 1988 (Études musulmanes; 30).

Dermenghem, Émile [1872-]: Le pays d’Abel: le Sahara des Ouled-Nail, des Larbaa et des Amour,
Paris: Gallimard, 1960 (L’espèce humaine; 18).

Devereux, Georges: “Normal and abnormal”, in: Some uses of anthropology, theoretical and applied, ed.
Joseph b. Casagrande & Thomas Gladwin, Washington, DC: The Anthropological Society of
Washington, 1956, pp. 23-48 (a series of papers presented at meetings of the Anthropological Society
of Washington during the 1954-55 season).

DeWeese, Devin A [1956-]: An “Uvaysı” Sufi in Timurid Mawarannahr: notes on hagiography and the
taxonomy of sanctity in the religious history of Central Asia, Indiana: Indiana U, Research Institute
for Inner Asian Studies, 1993 (Papers on inner Asia; 22).

Didier, Charles [1805-1864]: Cinquante jours au désert, Paris: Hachette, 1857 (Bibliothèque des
chemins de fer).

Didier, Charles [1805-1864]: 500 lieues sur le Nil, Paris: Hachette, 1858.

Diqna, fiUthmn Abü Bakr [c. 1840-1926]: Mudhakkirt fiUthmn Diqna, ed. Mu˛ammad Ibrhım Abü
Salım. Khartoum: KUP, 1974.
reprint Beirut: D al-Jıl, 1991

Dirst fian al-khalwa, ed. Jamfiiyyat al-manhij wa-†uruq al-tadrıs, Faculty of Education, University of
Khartoum. Khartoum: U of K, Oct. 1976.
On the khalwas of al-∑bünwı, al-Sharıf Mu˛ammad al-Amın (KarkΩj), fiAlı B˙ty, al-Majdhıb, Kadabs, al-Ghubush.

Dissertation abstracts: University of Khartoum 1958-1975, Khartoum: The Graduate College, U of
Khartoum, s.d. [1975].

Dodds, Eric Robertson [1893-]: The Greeks and the Irrational, Berkeley: U of California P, 1951 (Sather
Classical Lectures, 25) (orig.: lectures given at Berkely in 1949).
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Donzel, Emeri Johannes van: Foreign relations of Ethiopia 1642-1700: Documents relating to the
journeys of Khodja Murd, Leiden: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul, 1979
(Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut Leiden / Istanbul, Uitgaven van het Nederlands
Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul; 46).

Doornbos, Paul: “On becoming Sudanese”, in: Sudan. State, Capital and Transformation, ed. Tony
Barret & Abbas Abdelkarim, London: Croom Helm, 1988, pp. 99-120 (Paper presented at a seminar
held a t the school of Development Studies, U of East Anglia, Norwich, England, in July 1984).

Douin, Georges [1884-]: L’Égypte de 1828 à 1830: Correspondance des Consuls de France en Égypte,
Roma: Istituto Poligrafico dello Stato, 1935 (Société Royale de Géographie d’Égypte, Publications
Spéciales).

Douin, Georges [1884-]: Histoire du règne du Khédive Ismaïl: III: L’empire africain, 1re partie (1863-
1869), Cairo: IFAO, 1936 (Société Royale de Géographie d’Égypte, Publications Spéciales).

Douin, Georges [1884-]: Histoire du règne du Khédive Ismaïl: III: L’empire africain, 2me partie (1869-
1873), Cairo: IFAO, 1938 (Société Royale de Géographie d’Égypte, Publications Spéciales).

Douin, Georges [1884-]: Histoire du Soudan Égyptien: I: La pénétration, 1820-1822, Cairo: IFAO, 1944.

The dream and human societies, ed. Gustave Edmund von Grunebaum [1909-1972] & Roger Caillois
[1913-]. Berkeley: U of California P, 1966 (Based on the proceedings of the international Colloquium
on “Le Rêve et les sociétés humaines,” sponsored and organized by the Near Eastern Center,
University of California, Los Angeles, and held at the Cercle Culturel de Royaumont, Abbaye de
Royaumont, Asnières-sur-Oise, June 17 to June 23, 1962).

Dresch, Paul: Tribes, Government, and History in Yemen, Oxford: Clarendon, 1989 (orig.: PhD thesis in
anthropology, Oxford).

Dreyfus, Hubert L & Paul Rabinow: Michel Foucault: Jenseits von Strukturalismus und Hermeneutik /
mit einem Nachwort von und einem Interview mit Michel Foucault, Frankfurt am Main: Athenäum,
1987 (Die wei˝e Reihe) (orig.: Michel Foucault, beyond structuralism and hermeneutics. Chicago: U
of Chicago Press, 1982. xxiii, 231 p.).

Drouin, Jeannine: Un cycle oral hagiographique dans le Moyen-Atlas marocain, Paris: Publications de la
Sorbonne, Imprimerie Nationale, 1975 (Université de Paris 5 René-Descartes, Série Sorbonne 2)
(orig.: author’s thesis, Sorbonne, 1971).

Duby, Georges [1919-] & Guy Ladreau: Geschichte und Geschichtswissenschaft: Dialoge, tr. Wolfram
Bayer. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1982 (stw 409) (orig.: Dialogues. Paris: Flammarion, 1980).

Dutton, Yasin: fiAmal v. hadith in Islamic Law: the case of sadl al-yadayn (holding one’s hands by one’s
sides) while doing the prayer, 1994 (paper delivered to the Joseph Schacht Conference on Theory and
Practice in Islamic Law, Amsterdam/Leiden, 6-10 Oct. 1994).

Eaton, Richard Maxwell: Sufis of Bijapur 1300-1700: Social roles of Sufis in Medieval India, Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton UP, 1978.

Eaton, Richard Maxwell: “Approaches to the study of conversion to Islam in India”, in: Approaches to
Islam in Religious Studies, ed. Richard C Martin, Tucson: U of Arizona P, 1985, pp. 106-123.

Eaton, Richard Maxwell: The rise of Islam and the Bengal frontier, 1204-1760, Berkeley: U of
California P, 1993 (Comparative Studies on Muslim Societies; 17).

Eco, Umberto [1932-]: Semiotik und Philosophie der Sprache, Mµnchen: Fink, 1985.

Égypte: le Nil égyptien et soudanais du Delta à Khartoum, ed. Jean-Jacques Fauvel & al. Paris: Hachette,
1982 (Les Guides bleus) (orig.: Francis Ambrière [1907-]: Égypte: le Nil égyptien et soudanais du
Delta a Khartoum. Paris: Hachette, 1956. cxxx, 559 p. (Les Guides bleus)).

Eickelman, Dale F [1942-]: “The art of memory: Islamic education and its social reproduction”, in:
Comparative Studies in Society and History, 20, 1978, pp. 485-516 (orig. a paper distributed to the
IIEP Seminar on “The Case of Koranic Schools”, 1964).

Eickelman, Dale F [1942-]: The Middle East: an anthropological approach, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1981 (Prentice-Hall series in anthropology).
2nd ed., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice Hall, 1989.

Eickelman, Dale F [1942-]: “The study of Islam in local contexts”, in: Islam in local contexts, ed.
Richard C Martin, Leiden: Brill, 1982, pp. 1-16 (Contributions to Asian Studies; 17).
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Eickelman, Dale F [1942-]: Knowledge and power in Morocco: The education of a twentieth-century
notable, Princeton: Princeton UP, 1985.

Eickelman, Dale F & James P Piscatori: “Social theory in the study of Muslim societies”, in: Muslim
travellers: Pilgrimage, migration and the religious imagination, ed. Dale F Eickelman & James P
Piscatori, New York: Routledge (for the Social Science Research Council), 1990, pp. 3-25.

Eighteenth century Egypt: The Arabic manuscript sources, ed. Daniel Crecelius. Claremont, CA: Regina,
1990.

Eighteenth-century renewal and reform in Islam, ed. Nehemia Levtzion & John Obert Voll. Syracuse:
Syracuse UP, 1987.
6 of the 8 papers presented to the colloquium, “Eighteenth-century renewal and reform in Islam”, Hebrew U, Jerusalem, June
1985

Elias, Norbert [1897-1990]: ˜ber den Proze˝ der Zivilisation: Soziogenetische und psychogenetische
Untersuchungen: 1. Wandlungen des Verhaltens in den weltlichen Oberschichten des Abendlandes;
2.&Wandlungen der Gesellschaft. Entwurf zu einer Theorie der Zivilisation., 2 vol. Frankfurt am Main:
Suhrkamp, 1992 (Suhrkamp Taschenbuch Wissenschaft; 158, 159) (orig.: Basel: Haus zum Falken,
1939).

The Encyclopaedia of Islam: A dictionary of the geography, ethnography and biography of the
Muhammadan peoples, ed. Martijn Theodoor Houtsma [1851-1943], Arent Jan Wensinck [1882-
1939], Hamilton Alexander Rosskeen Gibb [1895-1971], Willi Heffening [1894-], Évariste Lévi-
Provençal [1894-1956]. 4 vol. 1st edn., Leiden: Brill & Luzac (Published under the patronage of the
International Association of the Academies), 1913-38.

The Encyclopaedia of Islam: prepared by a number of leading orientalists, ed. by an editorial committee
consisting of Hamilton Alexander Rosskeen Gibb [1895-1971] … [et al.] . New edn., Leiden &
London: Brill & Luzac (under the patronage of the International Union of Academies, 1960 [i.e. 1954]
-.

The New Encyclopaedia Britannica: v. 1-12. Micropodia; v. 13-29. Macropodia; [30] Propodia; [31]-
[32] Index, ed. 15. 32 vol. Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1990.

Encyclopedia of occultism and parapsychology: A compendium of information on the occult sciences,
magic, demonology, superstitions, spiritism, mysticism, metaphysics, psychical science, and
parapsychology, with biographical and bibliographical notes and comprehensive indexes. Compiled
from Encyclopaedia of the occult [i.e. Encyclopedia of occultism], by Lewis Spence [1874-1955],
London, 1920, and Encyclopaedia of psychic science by Nandor Fodor, London, 1934, with
additional material edited by Leslie Shepard, ed. Leslie Shepard. 2 vol. Detroit: Gale, 1978.

The Encyclopedia of religion, ed. Mircea Eliade [1907-] (editor in chief); Charles J Adams. 16 vol. New
York: Macmillan, 1987.

Encyclopedia of religion and ethics, ed. James Hastings [1852-1922], with the assistance of Selbie, John
Alexander Selbie, D.D. [1885-1931] and other scholars / and Louis Herbert Gray [1875-1955]. 13 in 7
vol. New York: C. Scribner’s sons, 1928.

English, George Bethune [1787-1828]: A narrative of the expedition to Dongola and Sennaar: under the
command of His Excellence Ismael Pasha undertaken by order of His Highness Mehemmed Ali
Pasha, Vice Roy of Egypt by an American in the service of the Vice Roy, London: Murray, 1822.

Erikson, Erik Homburger [1902-]: Childhood and society, 2nd edn. (rev and enl.), Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1973 (Pelican / Psychology and Society) (orig.: 1st edn. 1950; 2nd edn. New York: Norton,
1963, 445 pp).

Ernst, Carl W [1950-]: Words of ecstasy in Sufism, Albany: SUNY Press, 1985 (SUNY Series in Islam[ic
spirituality]) (orig.: revised version of PhD, Harvard, 1981 (with Annemarie Schimmel [1922-])).

Ernst, Carl W [1950-]: “From hagiography to martyrology: conflicting testimonies to a Sufi martyr of the
Delhi Sultanate”, in: History of Religions, 24, 1985, pp. 308-327.

Ernst, Carl W [1950-]: “The stages of love in early Persian Sufism: From Rabefia to Ruzbehan”, in: Sufi,
14, 1992, pp. 16-23.

Escayrac de Lauture, Pierre-Henri-Stanislas, comte d’ [1826-1868]: Le désert et le Soudan, Paris: J
Dumaine, 1853.

Esin, Emel: Mecca the Blessed, Madinah the Radiant, London: Elek, 1963.
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Ess, Josef van: Die Gedankenwelt des ˘ri± al-Mu˛sibı [- 857/8]: anhand von ˜bersetzungen aus
seinen Schriften dargestellt und erläutert, Bonn: Selbstverlag des Orientalischen Seminars der
Universitat Bonn, 1961 (Bonner Orientalistische Studien. Neue Serie; 12) (orig.: (Dissertation,
angeregt von Hellmut Ritter, betreut von Otto Spies)).

Ess, Josef van: “Libanesische Miszellen: 6: Die Ya̧sru†ıya”, in: Die Welt des Islams, 16, 1975, pp. 1-103.

Ess, Josef van: The youthful God: Anthropomorphism in early Islam, Tempe, AZ: Department of
Religious Studies, Arizona State U, 1988 (The University Lecture in Religion at Arizona State
University, March 3, 1988).

Evans-Pritchard, Edward Evan [1902-1973]: The Sanusi of Cyrenaica, Oxford: Clarendon, 1949.

Ewald, Janet Joran: “The Nile valley system and Red Sea slave trade 1820-1880”, in: The economics of
the Indian Ocean slave trade in the nineteenth century, ed. William Gervase Clarence-Smith, London:
Cass, 1989, pp. 71-92.
originally presented to the African Studies Association, Chicago, 27-31/10/1988

Faber, Karl-Georg: Theorie der Geschichtswissenschaft, 5th edn., Mµnchen: Beck, 1982 (BSR; 78)
(orig.: Beck 1971).

Fahd, Toufic: La divination arabe: Études religieuses, sociologiques et folkloriques sur le milieu natif de
l’Islam, Leiden: Brill, 1966.

Fahd, Toufy [=Toufic]: “Les songes et leur interprétation selon l’Islam”, in: Les Songes et leur
interprétation: Égypte ancienne, Babylone, Hittites, Canaan, Israël, Islam, peuples altaïques,
Persans, Kurdes, Inde, Cambodge, Chine, Japon, ed. Serge Sauneron, Anne-Marie Esnoul, Paul
Garelli & al, Paris: Seuil, 1959, pp. 125-158 (Sources orientales; 2).

Fahd, Toufy [=Toufic]: “The dream in medieval Islamic society”, in: The dream and human societies,
ed. Gustave Edmund von Grunebaum & Roger Caillois, Berkeley: U of California P, 1966, pp. 351-
364.

Fa˛l al-Fakı al-‡hir, al- [c.'1880-1975]: Trıkh wa-ußül al-fiArab bi’l-Südn, Khartoum: D al-‡bifi al-
fiArabı, s.d. [between 1976-8] (orig. MS compl. 15 Rabıfi I 1382: 16 Aug 1962).

Fakhry, Majid: Ethical theories in Islam, 2nd enlarged edn., Leiden: Brill, 1994 (Islamic Philosophy,
Theology and Science. Texts and Studies; 8).

Faroqhi, Suraiya [1941-]: Herrscher µber Mekka: die Geschichte der Pilgerfahrt, Mµnchen: Artemis,
1990.
Revised Engl. version: Pilgrims and Sultans: The hajj under the Ottomans. London: Tauris, 1994

Fazlur Rahman [1919-]: “Dream, Imagination, and fi◊lam al-mithl”, in: The dream and human
societies, ed. Gustave Edmund von Grunebaum [1909-1972] & Roger Caillois [1913-], Berkeley: U of
California P, 1966, pp. 409-420.

Fazzioli, Edoardo: Des Kaisers Apotheke: Die altchinesische Kunst, mit Pflanzen zu heilen, Bergisch
Gladbach: Lµbbe, 1989.

Fierro, Maribel: “The polemic about the karmt al-awliy√ and the development of Sufism in al-
Andalus, 4th/10th-5th/11th centuries”, in: BSOAS, 55, 1992, pp. 236-249.

First population census of Sudan 1955/56 / Tifidd al-sukkn al-awwal fı ’l-Südn 1955/56: Final report /
al-Taqrır al-nih√ı: Town Planners’ Supplement / Taqrır li-f√idat mukha††i†ı ’l-mudun, ed. Zein M
Omar. 2, Khartoum: Department of Statistics / Maktab Tifidd al-Sukkn, 1960.

First population census of Sudan 1955/56 / Tifidd al-sukkn al-awwal fı ’l-Südn 1955/56: Final report /
al-Taqrır al-nih√ı: Town Planners’ Supplement / Taqrır li-f√idat mukha††i†ı ’l-mudun, ed. D B
Climenhaga. 1, Khartoum: Department of Statistics, 1960.

Fischer, Michael Max Jonathon [1946-]: Iran: from religious dispute to revolution, Cambridge, MA:
Harvard UP, 1980 (Harvard studies in cultural anthropology; 3).

Fischer, Michael Max Jonathon & Mehdi Abedi: Debating Muslims: cultural dialogues in
postmodernity and tradition, Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1990 (New Directions in Anthropological
Writing).

Fisher, Humphrey J: “Hassebu: Islamic healing in black Africa”, in: Northern Africa: Islam and
modernization. Papers on the theme of Islamization, Modernization, Nationalism and Independence
presented and discussed at a Symposium arranged by the African Studies Association of the United
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Kingdom on the occasion of its annual general meeting, 14 September 1971, ed. Michael Brett,
London: Cass, 1973, pp. 23-47.

Fitzclarence, 1st Earl of, see Munster, George Augustus Frederick.

Fleming, G J: “Tokar”, in: SNR, 3, 1920, pp. 12-23.

Fluehr-Lobban, Carolyn & Richard A Lobban, Jr. & John Obert Voll: Historical dictionary of the
Sudan, 2nd edn., Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow, 1992 (African historical dictionaries; 53).

Forbes, Lesley Eleanor: “The Sudan Archive of the University of Durham”, in: Middle East studies and
libraries: a felicitation volume for Professor James Douglas Pearson [1911-], ed. Barry Cambray
Bloomfield [1931-], London: Mansell, 1980, pp. 49-57.

Forbes, Lesley Eleanor & Elizabeth S B Cory: “Resource for Sudanese studies: The Sudan Archive of
the University of Durham”, in: African Research and Documentation, 31, 1983, pp. 1-11.

Foucault, Michel Paul [1926-1984]: Sexualität und Wahrheit: 1. Der Wille zum Wissen; 2. Der
Gebrauch der Lµste; 3. Die Sorge um sich, 3 vol. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1977-89
(Suhrkamp-Taschenbuch Wissenschaft; 448 / 717 / 717) (orig.: Histoire de la sexualité: 1. La volonté
de savoir; 2. L’usage des plaisirs; 3. Le souci de soi. 3 vol., Paris: Gallimard, 1976-1984
(Bibliothèque des histoires)).

Frembgen, Jµrgen: Alltagsverhalten in Pakistan, Berlin: EXpress, 1987 (orig.: 1st edn. Berlin 1986).

Freud, Sigmund [1856-1939]: Gesammelte Werke: chronologisch geordnet, ed. Anna Freud. 18 vol.
London: Imago & Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1940-1968.

Friedmann, Yohanan: Prophecy continuous: aspects of A˛madı religious thought and its medieval
background, Berkeley: U of California P, 1989 (Comparative Studies on Muslim Societies; 3).

Fumagalli, Vito: Wenn der Himmel sich verdunkelt: Lebensgefµhl im Mittelalter, Berlin: Wagenbach,
1988 (WAT 156) (orig.: ital.: Quando il cielo s’oscura. Modi di vita nel Medioevo. Bologna: il
Mulino, 1987).

al-Fünj wa’l-ar∂ / Some land certificates from the Fung: Wath√iq tamlık, ed. Mu˛ammad Ibrhım
A˛mad Abü Salım. Khartoum: U of Khartoum, Sudan Research Unit, 1967 (al-Kurrst Ghayr al-
Dawriyya (Occasional Papers); 2).
Texts of 32 Funj land-charters and 23 judicial documents (dated 1155-1326: 1743/4-1908) concerning land; together with an
introduction on their structure and terminology (pp. 11-56).

Funj Chronicle, see Ktib al-Shüna.

Al-Fuyü∂t al-Rabbniyya: fı ’l-ma√thir wa’l-awrd al-Shdhiliyya, ed. Ismfiıl b. Mu˛ammad Safiıd.
Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1353: 1934/5 (incl. al-Qaßıda al-khamriyya).

Gaborieau, Marc: “The transmission of Islamic reformist teachings to rural South Asia: The lessons of a
case study”, in: Modes de transmission de la culture religieuse en Islam, ed. Hassan Elboudrari,
Cairo: IFAO, 1993, pp. 119-157 (Textes Arabes et Études islamiques; 31) (orig.: based on a
conference in Princeton, 28-29 April 1989).

García-Arenal, Mercedes: “La prática del precepto de al-amr bi-l-mafirüf wa-l-nahy fian al-munkar en la
hagiografía Magrebí”, in: al-Qan†ara, 13, 1992, pp. 143-165.

Garcin, Jean Claude: “Histoire et hagiographie de l’Égypte musulmane: à la fin de l’époque mamelouke
et au début de l’époque ottomane”, in: Jean-Claude Garcin: Espaces, pouvoirs et idéologies de
l’Égypte médiévale, London: Variorum Reprints, 1987, pp. 287-316 (Variorum collected studies
series ; CS251) (orig. in: Hommages à la mémoire de Serge Sauneron, II: Égypte post-pharaonique.
Cairo: IFAO, 1979).
A presentation of the most ‘typical’ biographies found in al-Shafirnı’s ‡abaqt.

Gardet, Louis: “Quelques textes ßüfis concernant l’«extase»”, in: Revue thomiste, 50, 1950, pp. 172-179.

Gardet, Louis: “Moslem views of time and history: With an appendix by Abdelmajid Mezian: The
empirical apperception of time among the peoples of the Maghreb”, in: Cultures and time, ed. Louis
Gardet & al, Paris: Unesco Press, 1976, pp. 197-227 (At the crossroads of cultures; 1).

Gaury, Gerald de: Rulers of Mecca, New York: Roy, 1982 (reprint of 1st edn. New York: Roy, 1954).

Geels, Antoon [1943-]: “Mystical experience and the emergence of creativity”, in: Religious ecstasy:
based on papers read at the Symposium on Religious Ecstasy held at Åbo, Finland, on the 26th-28th
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of August 1981, ed. Nils G Holm [1943-], Stockhom/Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1982, pp. 27-62
(Scripta Instituti Donneriani Aboensis; 11).

Geertz, Clifford James [1926-]: “‘Internal conversion’ in contemporary Bali”, in: The interpretation of
cultures: Selected essays, New York: Basic Books, 1973, pp. 170-189 (orig.: in: Malayan and
Indonesian studies presented to Sir Richard Winstedt, ed. J Bastin & R Roolvink. Oxford: OUP, 1964,
pp. 282-302).

Geertz, Clifford James [1926-]: The interpretation of cultures: Selected essays, New York: Basic Books,
1973 (essays orig. publ. 1957-1972).

Geertz, Clifford James [1926-]: “Suq: The bazaar economy in Sefrou”, in: Geertz, Clifford, Hildred
Geertz, & Lawrence Rosen: Meaning and order in Moroccan society, Cambridge: CUP, 1979, pp.
123-313.

Geertz, Clifford James [1926-]: “Toutes directions: Reading the signs in an urban sprawl”, in: IJMES,
21, 1989, pp. 291-306.

Gellner, Ernest André [1925-1995]: Saints of the Atlas, London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1969 (The
Nature of Human Societies Series) (based on author’s doctoral thesis; fieldwork 1954-61).

Gellner, Ernest André [1925-1995]: “Doctor and saint”, in: Scholars, saints and Sufis: Muslim religious
institutions in the Middle East since 1500, ed. Nikki R Keddie, Berkeley: U of California P, 1972, pp.
307-326.
same material presented in greater detail in Gellner, Saints of the Atlas

Gellner, Ernest André [1925-1995]: “The unknown Apollo of Biskra: the social base of Algerian
puritanism”, in: Ernest Gellner: Muslim society, Cambridge: CUP, 1981, pp. 149-173 (Cambridge
Studies in Social Anthropology; 32) (orig.: in: Government and opposition, 9/3 (summer 1974), 277-
310).

Gellner, Ernest André [1925-1995]: Muslim society, Cambridge: CUP, 1981 (Cambridge Studies in
Social Anthropology; 32) (collection of articles orig. publ. 1962-1979).

Gellner, Ernest André [1925-1995]: Postmodernism, reason, and religion, London: Routledge, 1992.

Das Gewissen in der Diskussion, ed. Jµrgen Blµhdorn. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft,
1976 (Wege der Forschung, 37).

Ghazlı, Abü ˘mid Mu˛ammad b. Mu˛ammad al- [1058-1111]: I˛y√ fiulüm al-dın, 4 vol. Cairo:
Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1358: 1939 (Includes: Zayn al-Dın Abü ’l-Fa∂l fiAbd al-Ra˛ım b. al-
˘usayn al-fiIrqı (d 1404/3), al-Mughnı fian ˛aml al-asfr fı takhrıj m fı ’l-I˛y√ min al-akhbr. And
on the margin: (1) fiAbd al-Qdir b. Shaykh b. fiAbd Allh b. Shaykh b. fiAbd Allh al-fiAydarüs B-
fiAlawı, Tafirıf al-a˛y√ bi-fa∂√il al-I˛y√; (2) Abü ˘mid Mu˛ammad al-Ghazlı, al-Iml√ fian
ishklt al-I˛y√; (3) al-Suhrawardı, fiAwrif al-mafirif).

Ghazali, Abü ˘mid Mu˛ammad al- [1058-1111]: “Emotional religion in Islam as affected by music and
singing: Being a translation of a book of the I˛y√ fiulüm al-dın of al-Ghazzlı with analysis,
annotation, and appendices”, tr. Duncan Black MacDonald.in: Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,
1901; 1902, pp. 195-252 & 705-748; 1-28.

Ghazzali, Ahmed [-1126]: Gedanken µber die Liebe [Sawni˛], tr. Richard Gramlich. Mainz: Akademie
der Wissenschaften und der Literatur, 1976 (Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur:
Abhandlungen der Geistes- und Sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse; Jg. 1976, Nr. 2).

Gibb, Hamilton Alexander Roskeen [1895-1971]: Modern trends in Islam, Chicago: U of Chicago P,
1947 (The Haskell lectures in comparative religion delivered at the University of Chicago in 1945)
(orig.: Cambridge 1950).

Gibb, Hamilton Alexander Roskeen [1895-1971]: Mohammedanism: An historical survey, 2nd, rev. edn.,
London: Oxford UP, 1953 (The Home university library of modern knowledge; 197) (orig.: London:
Oxford UP, 1949 (ix, 206 pp)).

Gibb, Hamilton Alexander Roskeen [1895-1971]: “Islamic biographical literature”, in: Historians of the
Middle East, ed. Bernard Lewis & Peter Malcolm Holt, London: Oxford UP (for SOAS, U of
London), 1962, pp. 54-58 (Historical Writings on the Peoples of Asia; 4).

Gilfiadi, Avner [1912-]: “∑abr (steadfastness) of bereaved parents: a motif in medieval Islamic
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Ibn al-Fri∂, fiUmar b. fiAlı [1182-1235]: The mystical poems of Ibn al-Fri∂, tr. Arthur John Arberry.
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The text of Tu˛fat al-mu˛tj, an abridgment of al-Nawwı’s [1233-1277] al-Minhj al-†libın, is printed in the margin.
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Ibn ˘awqal al-Naßıbı, Abü ’l-Qsim Mu˛ammad [fl. 943-977]: ∑ürat al-ar∂ [= al-Maslik wa’l-
mamlik]: Opus geographicum, secundum textum et imagines codices Constantinopolitani conservati
in Bibliotheca Antiqui Palatii no. 3346, cui titulus est “Liber imaginis terrae”, ed. collato textu primae
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[d. c. 768] Sırat Rasül Allh, tr. Alfred Guillaume [1888-]. London: Oxford UP, 1955.
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nihyat al-muqtaßid, 4 vol. Beirut: Mu√assasat Nßir, s.d.
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al-fq, tr. de l’arabe d’après deux manuscrits de la Bibliothèque Nationale / Bibliothèque du Roi [par
Pierre-Amédée Jaubert,] accompagnée de notes explicatives et philologiques. 2 in 1 vol. Amsterdam:
Philo, 1975 (photomechanical reprint of the original edn, 2 vol., Paris 1836-40 (Recueil de voyages et
de mémoires publié par la Société de Géographie, Paris; 5-6).

al-Idrısı: al-Sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs, see A˛mad b. Muß†af b. fiAbd al-fi◊l al-Idrısı.

Institute of African and Asian Studies, Prospectus, 1981-82, Khartoum: U of Khartoum, Institute of
African and Asian Studies, Nov. 1981.
Includes lists of all staff, publications, etc. until 1981.
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Isfarâyinî, Nûruddîn Abdurrahmân-i [1242-1317]: Le révélateur des mystères / Kâshif al-Asrâr: Traité
de soufisme, ed. texte persan publié avec deux annexes, traduction et étude préliminaire par Hermann
Landolt. Lagrasse: Verdier, 1986 (Islam spirituel) (orig.: this edn. replaces the volume publ. Tehran:
McGill University, Montreal in collaboration with Tehran University, 1980. 75, 109 , 195 pp.
(Wisdom of Persia series; 5)).

Der Islam: 2. Die islamischen Reiche nach dem Fall von Konstantinopel, ed. Gustave Edmund von
Grunebaum. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1971 (Fischer Weltgeschichte; 15).

Der Islam I, see Watt & Welch

Der Islam III: Volksfrömmigkeit, islamische Kulturen, zeitgenössische Strömungen., ed. Annemarie
Schimmel [1922-] & al., Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1988 (Die Religionen der Menschheit; 25, 3).

Islam in local contexts, ed. Richard C Martin. Leiden: Brill, 1982 (Contributions to Asian Studies; 17).

Islam in tribal societies: From the Atlas to the Indus, ed. Akbar S Ahmed & David M Hart [1927-].
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984.

Islamische Mystik: Sufische Texte aus zehn Jahrhunderten, tr. Richard Gramlich. Stuttgart: Kohlhammer,
1992.

Ismail Hussein Abdalla: “The medicine of the Prophet Muhammad”, in: Sudan Medical Journal, 18,
1982, pp. 177-192.

Ismfiıl al-Walı [1793/2-1863]: “al-Fuyü∂t az-zhira: fı ˛all alf÷ al-Jawhir al-fkhira”, in: Majmüfia
Ismfiıliyya, 2, ff. 1-39 (MS, Bergen 212 [from NRO, Misc. 1/82/1317]).

Ismfiıl al-Walı [1793/2-1863]: Mashriq shumüs al-anwr wa-maghrib ˛issih: fı mafin fiuyün al-
fiulüm wa’l-asrr, Beirut: D al-Thaqfa, 1973.

Ismfiıl al-Walı: al-fiUhüd al-wfiya al-jaliyya fı kayfiyyat ßifat al-†arıqa al-Ismfiıliyya, Cairo: M†. al-
˘midiyya al-Mißriyya, 1319: 1901/2.

fiIy∂ b. Müs al-Ya˛subı, al-Q∂ı [1088-1149]: al-Shif bi-tafirıf ˛uqüq al-Muß†af (Shif√ al-qulüb),
Cairo 1329: 1911.

Izutsu, Toshihiko [1914-]: Ethico-religious concepts in the Qur’an, [Rev. edn.], Montreal: McGill
University, Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill UP, 1966 (McGill Islamic studies; 1) (orig.: The
Structure of the ethical terms in the Koran, 1959).

fiIzz al-Dın al-Amın [1969]: Turth al-shifir al-Südnı, Cairo: Jmifiat al-Duwal al-fiArabiyya, Mafihad
al-Bu˛üth wa’l-Dirst al-fiArabiyya, 1969.

Jabartı, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-: fiAj√ib al-thr: fı ’l-tarjim wa’l-akhbr, 3 vol. Beirut: D al-Jıl, s.d.

Jackson, Henry Cecil [1883-]: Osman Digna [c. 1840-1926], London: Methuen, 1926 (with an
introduction by Sir Reginald Wingate)

Jacoby, Mario: Scham-Angst und Selbstwertgefµhl, Olten: Walter, 1991.
Engl. tr.: Shame and the origins of self-esteem: a Jungian approach. tr. from the German in collaboration with the author by
Douglas Whitcher. London: Routledge, 1994.

Jacquart, Danielle & Francoise Micheau: La médicine arabe et l’Occident médiéval, Paris:
Maisonneuve et Larose, 1990 (Collection Islam et Occident; 7).

James, Frank Linsly [1851-1890]: The wild tribes of the Soudan: An account of personal experiences and
adventures during three winters spent in that country, chiefly among the Basé tribe, London: Murray,
1884.

James, Wendy [1940-]: “The Funj mystique: approaches to a problem of Sudan history”, in: Text and
context: the social anthropology of tradition, ed. Ravindra K Jain, Philadelphia: Institute for the Study
of Human Issues, 1977, pp. 95-133 (African Studies Association Essays in Social Anthropology).

al-Jazırı, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn: al-Fiqh fial ’l-madhhib al-arbafia, 5 vol. 7th impr., Cairo: D I˛y√ al-
Turth al-fiArabı, 1406: 1986.

Jazülı, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-: Dal√il al-Khayrt: mafia ’l-a˛zb: Dufi√ Bad√ al-Dal√il; ˘izb al-Naßr;
Dufi√ laylat nißf Shafibn; al-˘izb al-afi÷am; ˘izb al-Barr; ˘izb al-Ba˛r; Dufi√ Khatm al-Dal√il;
Qaßıdat al-Burda; ˘izb al-Imm al-Nawawı; ˘izb al-Bayyümı; ˘izb al-Dawr al-Afil; [al-]Qaßıda
al-Munfarija; [al-]Qaßıda al-h√iyya; Awrd Sayyidı fiAbd al-Qdir; ∑alawt Mashıshiyya, Cairo:
Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1345: 1927/6.
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Johansen, Baber: “Die sµndige, gesunde Amme: Moral und gesetzliche Bestimmung (˛ukm) im
islamischen Recht”, in: Die Welt des Islams, 28, 1988, pp. 264-282.

Jong, Frederick de [1944-]: “Review of Trimingham, The Sufi orders in Islam”, in: Journal of Semitic
Studies, 17, 1972, pp. 279-85.

Jong, Frederick de [1944-]: ‡uruq and †uruq-linked institutions in nineteenth century Egypt: A historical
study in organizational dimensions of Islamic mysticism, Leiden: Brill, 1978.
Field research done intermittently since 1969

Jong, Frederick de [1944-]: “Mustafa Kamal al-Din al-Bakri (1688-1749): revival and reform of the
Khalwatiyya tradition?”, in: Eighteenth-century renewal and reform in Islam, ed. Nehemiah Levtzion
& John Obert Voll, New York: Syracuse, 1987, pp. 117-132 (based on a paper given to an
International Colloquium, Jerusalem, June 1985).

Kabbani [Qabbnı], Marwan [Marwn] [1950-]: Die Heiligenverehrung im Urteil Ibn Taymıyas und
seiner Zeitgenossen, Bonn: Universität Bonn, 1979 (Dissertation).

Kafrwı, ˘asan al-: Shar˛ fial matn al-◊jurrümiyya: fı fiilm al-na˛w, Cairo: Mu˛ammad fiAlı ∑ubay˛,
1325: 1908 (incl. Ismfiıl al-˘midı al-Mlikı, ˘shiya fial shar˛ al-Kafrwı).

Ka˛˛lah, fiUmar Ri∂: Mufijam al-mu√allifın: Tarjim mußannifı ’l-kutub al-fiarabiyya, 15 in 8 vol.
Beirut: D I˛y√ al-Turth al-fiArabı, 1376: 1957.

Kaïdi, Hamza (unter Mitarbeit von Nadjm Oud-Dine Bammate & El Hachemi Tidjani): Mekka und
Medina in Farbe, tr. Habib Jaouiche & Wolfgang Dik. s.l.: Éditions Jeune Afrique (unter der
Schirmherrschaft der Organisation der Islamischen Konferenz), s.d. (Reisen heute; 49) (orig.: La
Mecque et Médine aujourd’hui. Paris: Jeune Afrique, 1982).

Kalbdhı, Abü Bakr [b. Abı Iß˛q Mu˛ammad b. Ibrhım b. Yafiqüb, al-Bukhrı] [- ca. 995]: The
doctrine of the ∑üfıs: a translation of Kitb al-tafiarruf li-madhhab ahl al-taßawwuf by Abü Bakr al-
Kalbdhı, tr. Arthur John Arberry. Cambridge: CUP, 1935.

Kane, Hamidou: L’aventure ambiguë: récit; préf. de Vincent Monteil, Paris: Julliard, 1961 (10/18; 617).

Kapteijns, Lidwien: Mahdist faith and Sudanic tradition: the history of the Maslıt Sultanate, 1870-
1930, London: Kegan Paul International, 1985 (Monographs from the African Studies Center, Leiden)
(orig.: Mahdist faith and Sudanic tradition: history of Dar Masalit 1870-1930. PhD Amsterdam, 1982.
xvi, 442 pp.).
Fieldwork (intermittently) 1978-81

Kapteijns, Lidwien: “The historiography of the northern Sudan from 1500 to the establishment of British
colonial rule: A critical overview”, in: IJAHS, 22, 1989, pp. 251-66.

Kaptein, Nico J G: Muhammad’s birthday festival: Early history in the central Muslim lands and
development in the Muslim west until the 10th/16th century, Leiden: Brill, 1993.

Karamustafa, Ahmet Targon [1956-]: God’s unruly friends: Dervish groups in the Islamic later middle
period, 1200-1550, Salt Lake City: U of Utah Press, 1994 (based on a chapter of his PhD thesis,
Montreal: McGill U, sub Hermann Landolt).

Karrr [Karrar], fiAlı ∑li˛ [Ali Salih]: al-‡arıqa al-Idrısiyya fı ’l-Südn, Beirut: D al-Jıl, 1991 (orig.:
Athar al-tafilım al-Idrısiyya fı ’l-†uruq al-ßüfiyya fı ’l-Südn. MA, U of K, 1977).

Karrr [Karrar], fiAlı ∑li˛ [Ali Salih]: The Sufi brotherhoods in the Sudan, London: Hurst, October
1992 (orig.: The Sufi brotherhoods in the Sudan until 1900, with special reference to the Shyqiyya
region, PhD, U of Bergen, Dept. of History, 1985, 279 pp).

Karrr [Karrar], fiAlı ∑li˛ [Ali Salih]: “Three traditional prescriptions from the nineteenth-century
Sudan”, in: Sudanic Africa, 5, 1994, pp. 85-93.

Karrr [Karrar], fiAlı ∑li˛ [Ali Salih] & Ya˛y Mu˛ammad Ibrhım [Yahya Muhammad
Ibrahim]: A Sudanese Tijnı Shaykh: Muddaththir Ibrhım al-˘ajjz (1866/67-1937), 1995 (paper
presented to the conference Sufism Studies in Sudan, Khartoum, 28-30 October 1995) (orig.:
unpublished manuscript).

Al-Karsani [al-Karsanı], Awad [fiAwa∂ al-Sıd al-Safiıd]: “The Majdhubiyya Tariqa: its doctrine
organization and politics”, in: Al Majdhubiyya and al Mikashfiyya: Two Sufi tariqas in the Sudan, ed.
Martin W Daly [1944-], Khartoum: U of K, 1985, pp. 1-97 (Graduate College Publications; 13) (orig.:
abridged version of Awad al-Sid al-Saied Mustafa [al-Karsani], The Majdhubiyya Tariqa: its doctrine,
organization and politics. M.Sc., Dept. of Political Sciences, U of Khartoum, 1977).
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Karsanı [Al-Karsani], fiAwa∂ al-Sıd al-Safiıd al- [Awad]: “Ni÷m al-tafilım fiind al-Majdhıb”, in:
Majallat al-Thaqfa al-Südniyya, 17, 1981, pp. 12-22.

Karsanı [Al-Karsani], fiAwa∂ al-Sıd al-Safiıd al- [Awad]: “Tajdıd al-†arıqa al-Majdhübiyya”, in:
Majallat al-Thaqfa al-Südniyya, 20, 1983, pp. 22-32.

Ktib al-Shüna, A˛mad b. al-˛jj Abü fiAlı [1784/5- after 1837]: Makh†ü†at Ktib al-Shüna [Trıkh
mulük al-Südn / The Funj chronicle]: fı trıkh al-Sal†ana al-Sinnriyya wa’l-idra al-Mißriyya, ed.
al-Sh†ir Bußaylı fiAbd al-Jalıl. Cairo: D I˛y√ al-Kutub al-fiArabiyya / fiˆs al-Bbı al-˘alabı (for
Wizrat al-Thaqfa wa’l-Irshd al-Qawmı), s.d. [1963] (Turthun).

Ktib al-Shüna, A˛mad b. al-˘jj Abü fiAlı & al-Zubayr w. ∆awwa w. fiAbd al-Qdir w. al-Zayn
al-Yafiqübbı & al-Amın b. Mu˛ammad al-∆arır & Ibrhım b. Mu˛ammad b. fiAbd al-Dfifi
[1784/5- after 1837]: Trıkh mulük al-Südn [The Funj chronicle, “Third Recension”], ed. Makkı
Shibayka. Khartoum: Gordon Memorial College, 1947 (Trıkh; 1).

Kattnı, fiAbd al-˘ayy b. fiAbd al-Kabır al-: Fihris al-fahris wa’l-athbt: wa-mufijam al-mafijim wa’l-
mashyakht wa’l-musalsalt, ed. I˛sn fiAbbs. 3 vol. 2nd impr., Beirut: D al-Gharb al-Islmı, 1402:
1982 (orig.: Fès: M† al-Jadıda, 1927/8).

Katz, Jonathan Glustrom: The vision of the Prophet in fifteenth-century North Africa: Mu˛ammad al-
Zawâwî’s Tu˛fat al-Nâ÷ir, Princeton 1990 (PhD, Princeton, 1990) (meanwhile also published as:
Dreams, Sufism, and sainthood: the visionary career of Mu˛ammad al-Zawwı. New York: Brill,
1996 (Studies in the History of Religions; 71)).

Katz, Jonathan Glustrom: “Visionary experience, sainthood and autobiography in North African Islam”,
in: Princeton Papers in Near Eastern Studies, ed. Charles Issawi [1916-] & Bernard Lewis, 1,
Princeton: Darwin, Dec 1992, pp. 85-118.

Katz, Jonathan Glustrom: “Shaykh A˛mad’s dream: A 19th-century eschatological vision”, in: Studia
Islamica, 79, 1994, pp. 158-180.

Kennelly , D J: Index to the first seventeen volumes of the [Bombay Geographical] Society’s
transactions: With the catalogue of the library, and catalogue of charts, maps, sketches, and views,
Edinburgh: Ballantyne (printed for the Bombay Geographical Society), 1866.

Kentley, Eric George: Suakin and its fishermen: a study of economic activities and ethnic groupings …,
Hull 1988 (PhD, U of Hull, 1988).

Khabır, fiAbd Allh Mu˛ammad al-: (Hdh jmifi nasab al-Jafialiyyın al-musamm bi-)al-Sür al-˛aßın
al-manıfi al-bs, fı ’ttißl nasab Ibrhım Jafial bi-aßlihi al-fiAbbs, al-mulaqqab bi-ashraf laqab
ashfiara mad˛an, wa-bihi ishtahara banühu ’l-˛adhdhq al-akys, ed. fiAbdullhi fiAlı Ibrhım.
Khartoum: U of Khartoum, Institute of African and Asian Studies, 1981 (Silsilat dirst fı ’l-turth al-
Südnı; 32).

Khalıl b. Is˛aq b. Müs al-Mlikı [-1374]: Mukthaßar [li-K al-Mukhtaßar fı ’l-fiqh, ta√lıf Ibn al-˘jib
(-1241)]: fı fiqh al-Imm Mlik, Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1341: 1922.

Khan, Muhammad Salim [1951-]: Islamic medicine, London: Routledge, 1986 (Islamic surveys; 11).

Khnı, Qsim b. ∑al˛ al-Dın al- [1619-98]: Al-Sayr wa’l-sulük il malik al-mulük, Fès: s.n., 1315:
[1897/8].

Khnjı, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-: “Athar al-nazfia li’l-rasm fı ’l-ßüra al-shifiriyya li-Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-
Majdhüb fı dıwn Nr al-Majdhıb”, in: Majallat al-Dirst al-Südniyyya, 5, 1975, pp. 27-48.

Khnjı, fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-: “Dmar al-Majdhıb”, in: Majallat al-Thaqfa al-Südniyya, 3, May 1977,
pp. 78-87.

Kissling, Hans Joachim [1912-]: “Islamisches Mystikertum in parapsychologischer Sicht”, in:
Dissertationes orientales et balcanicae collectae, 1, Mµnchen 1960 (repr. 1986), pp. 259-272.

Kittsteiner, Heinz-Dieter: Die Entstehung des modernen Gewissens, Frankfurt am Main: Insel, 1991.

Klass, Morton [1927-]: Caste: the emergence of the South Asian social system, Philadelphia: Institute for
the Study of Human Issues, 1980 (Publication of the Institute for the Study of Human Issues).

Kleinberg, Aviad M: Prophets in their own country: Living saints and the making of sainthood in the
later Middle Ages, Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1992.
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Knappert, Jan: Swahili Islamic poetry, 3 vol.: I: Introduction. The Celebration of Mohammed’s Birthday.
Swahili Islamic Cosmology; II: The Two Burdas [Bnat Sufiad; al-Büßırı]; III: Mifirj and Maulid.
Leiden: Brill, 1971.

Knappert, Jan: “The mawlid”, in: Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica, 19, 1988, pp. 209-15.

Kornrumpf, Hans-Jµrgen: “Die osmanische Herrschaft auf der Arabischen Halbinsel im 19.
Jahrhundert”, in: Saeculum, 31, 1980, pp. 399-408.

Kovalenko, Anatoly: Magie et islam, Geneva: Minute [?], 1981.

Kreiser, Klaus [1945-]: “An Unpublished Ottoman Manuscript on the Yemen in 1849”, in: Arabian
Studies, 7, 1985, pp. 161-186.

Krenkow, Fritz [1872-1953]: “The appearance of the Prophet in dreams: (appendix to The Tarikh-
Baghdad of the Khatib)”, in: Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1912, pp. 77-79.

Kriss, Rudolf [1903-] & Hubert Kriss-Heinrich: Volksglaube im Bereich des Islam: I. Wallfahrtswesen
und Heiligenverehrung; II. Amulette, Zauberformeln und Beschwörungen, 2 vol. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 1960-1962.

Krump, Theodor [1683-1724]: Hoher und Fruchtbahrer Palm-Baum de˝ heiligen Evangelij: das ist:
Tieff-eingepflantzter Glaubens-Lehr, in das Hertz de˝ hohen Abyssiner Monarchen erwisen. In einem
Diario oder täglich- und ordentlicher Rei˝-Beschreibung der mµhesamen Verrichtungen jener
Apostolischen Glaubens-Sendlingen au˝ dem Orden de˝ Heil. Seraphischen Vatters Francisci der
Reformirten so Anno 1700. von der Päpstl. Heiligk. Innocentio XII. von Rom au˝, bi˝ zu dem
Gro˝mächtigen Abyssiner-Kayser Adiam Saghed Jasu, au˝ Eiffer selbigen zu dem wahren
Romanischen, Catholischen allein seeligmachenden Glauben zu bekehren, seynd geschickt worden.
Welcher dann auch durch sonderbahre Mitwµrckung, und Gnaden-reiche Erleuchtung Gottes de˝ H.
Geistes die Christ-Catholische Glaubens, Bekandtnus, wµrcklich Anno 1702. den 2. Februarij in ihre
Händ abgelegt hat. Neben unterschidlichen Anmerckungen, und Beschreibungen derer Länder, Städt,
Sitten der Menschen, Beschaffenheiten der Thieren, Fischen, und anderen, so sich zu Wasser und
Land durch mehr denn 4. Jahr vilfältig haben ereignet, mit Flei˝ verzeichnet, auf guter Freund
anhalten in Druck gegeben, Augsburg: Georg Schlµter & Martin Happach, 1710.
partial Engl. tr. by Spaulding, The Sudanese travels of Theodoro [sic] Krump, 1700 - 1702. ©1974. Hambata Publications, 1979
(privately distributed) Cf. Theodor Krump: Im Reiche des Negus vor 200 Jahren: Missionsreise der Franziskaner nach
Abessinien von 1700 bis 1704 / nach dem Tagebuch des Missionars Theodor Krump dargest. von Leonhard Wilke. Trier: Verl.
der Paulinus-Dr., 1914. 138 S. (Aus allen Zonen; 20 : Neue Folge)

Kµng, Hans [1928-] & Josef van Ess & Heinrich von Stietencron & Heinz Bechert [1932-]:
Christentum und Weltreligionen: Hinfµhrung zum Dialog mit Islam, Hinduismus und Buddhismus,
Mµnchen: Piper, 1984.
Engl. tr. under the title: Christianity and the world religions: paths of dialogue with Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism. tr. Peter
Heinegg. xix, 460 pp. New York: Doubleday, 1987.Kµng/v.Ess The section on Islam was published separately as: Hans Kµng /
Josef van Ess: Christentum und Weltreligionen, vol. 1: Islam, Gµtersloh: Mohn, 1990 (GTB / Siebenstern; 779). There is an
English translation (Christianity and the world religions: paths of dialogue with Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism, tr. Peter
Heinegg, London: Collins, 1987), as well as an Arabic one (al-Taw˛ıd wa’l-nubuwwa wa’l-Qur√n fı ˛iwr al-Ması˛iyya wa’l-
Islm, tr. al-Sayyid Mu˛ammad al-Shhid, Beirut: al-Mu√assasa al-Jmifiiyya li’l-Dirst wa’l-Nashr wa’l-Tawzıfi, 1994).

Kurin, Richard [1950-]: “Morality, personhood and the exemplary life: Popular conceptions of Muslims
in paradise”, in: Moral conduct and authority: the place of adab in South Asian Islam, ed. Barbara
Daly Metcalf, Berkeley: U of California P, 1984, pp. 196-220 (orig.: Paper presented to a conference
in UCB, 7-9 June 1979).

Lambek, Michael: Human spirits: a cultural account of trance in Mayotte, Cambridge: CUP, 1981
(Cambridge Studies in Cultural Systems; 6).

Landau, Rom [1899-]: The philosophy of Ibn fiArabi, London: London, Allen & Unwin, 1959 (Ethical
and religious classics of East and West; 22).

Lane, Edward William: An account of the manners and customs of the modern Egyptians: written in
Egypt during the years 1833-1835, The Hague & London: East-West Publications, 1978 (orig.: first
publ. London: Knight, 1836; this edition is a photomechanical reprint of the edn. Paisley & London:
Gardner, 1895).

Lane, Edward William: Madd al-qmüs: An Arabic-English Lexicon: derived from the best and the most
copious eastern sources; comprising a very large collection of words and significations omitted in the
‚Kámoos, with supplements to its abridged and defective explanations, ample grammatical and critical
comments, and examples in prose and verse […]; in two books: the first containing all the classical
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words and significations commonly known to the learned among the Arabs: the second, those that are
of rare occurrence and not commonly known [Book II never appeared], 1 book in 8 parts vol.
Cambridge: Islamic Texts Society, 1984 (orig.: first published in 1863-93; this edition is a
photomechanical reprint).
Work started in 1842; during the first 7 years Lane worked in Cairo. — Contents drawn mainly through the medium of Murta∂
al-Zabıdı’s Tj al-fiArüs, “an interwoven commentary of” al-Feyrüzbdı’s (729-816 h) Qmüs. Of the latter Lane has come to
develop a rather negative opinion; all the higher he thinks of Tj al-fiArüs, even though he discovered that much of its additions
to the Qmüs were copied from the Lisn al-fiArab withouth acknowledgement.

Lane, Edward William: The manners and customs of the modern Egyptians, London: Dent, 1954
(Everyman’s Library, Travel and topography; 315) (orig.: first publ. London: Knight, 1836. This edn.
was first published in 1908; it is here supplied with an introduction by M. Saad el-Din).

Lane-Poole, Stanley [1854-1931]: A history of Egypt: in the middle ages, London: Cass, 1968 (orig.: 1st
edn. 1901; 2nd, rev. edn. 1914).

Lanternari, Vittorio: The religions of the oppressed: a study of modern messianic cults, tr. Lisa Sergio.
London: MacGibbon & Kee, 1963 (Studies in society) (orig.: Movimenti religiosi di libertà e di
salvezza dei popoli oppressi. Milano, Feltrinelli, 1960. 365 p. (I Fatti e le idee; 27)).

Laoust, Henri: Essai sur les doctrines sociales et politiques de Takı-d-Dın Ahmad b. Taimıya, canoniste
˛anbalite, né à Harrn en 661/1262, mort à Damas en 728/1328, Cairo: Publications de l’Institut
Francais d’Archéologie Orientale, 1939 (Recherches d’archéologie, de philologie et d’histoire; 10)
(orig.: Thèse—Univ. de Paris).

Lapassade, Georges: Les états modifiés de conscience, Paris: PUF, 1987.

Laporte, Dominique [1949-]: Histoire de la merde: prologue, Paris: Bourgois, 1978 (Collection
Premiere livraison).

Laroui [al-fiArawı], Abdallah [fiAbd Allh] [1933-]: Les origines sociales et culturelles du nationalisme
marocain (1830-1912), Paris: Maspéro, 1977 (Textes a l’appui).

Last, Murray: “Charisma and medicine in Northern Nigeria”, in: Charisma and brotherhood in African
Islam, ed. Donal Brian Cruise O’Brien & Christian Coulon, Oxford: Clarendon, 1988, pp. 183-204
(Oxford Studies in African Affairs).

Le Goff, Jacques [1924-]: Les intellectuels au Moyen Age, Paris: Seuil, 1955 (Le Temps qui court.
Collections Microcosme; 3).

Le Goff, Jacques [1924-]: Die Geburt des Fegefeuers, tr. Ariane Forkel, Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1984
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Min wath√iq al-Dawla al-Safiüdiya al-Ül fı fiaßr Mu˛ammad fiAlı: 1222-1234 h / 1807-1819 m, ed.
fiAbd al-Ra˛ım fiAbd al-Ra˛mn fiAbd al-Ra˛ım. Cairo: D al-Kitb al-∏mifiı, 1983 (Min wath√iq
shibh al-Jazıra al-fiArabiyya fı ’l-fiaßr al-˛adıth; 2).

Mırghanı, Hshim b. Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1849/50-1901]: Shif√ al-qulüb
wa’l-gharm: fı mad˛ man a∂˛ li’l-anbiy√ khitm, Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1355: 1936.

Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: “al-Fat˛ al-
mabrük”, in: al-Ras√il al-Mırghanıya tashtamil fial ithnatay fiashrata risla fı db al-†arıqa al-
Khatmiyya, 2nd impr., Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1399: 1979, pp. 37-46 (orig. compl. before
11 Sep 1817 (before Hibt)).

Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: “al-Hibt al-
muqtabasa”, in: al-Ras√il al-Mırghanıya tashtamil fial ithnatay fiashrata risla fı db al-†arıqa al-
Khatmiyya, 2nd impr., Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1399: 1979, pp. 19-36 (orig.: compl. 29
Shawwl 1232: 11 Sep 1817, during or after his first stay in Kurdufn).

Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: “al-Zuhür al-
f√iqa: fı [tafirıf] ˛uqüq [ahl] al-†arıqa al-ßdiqa”, in: al-Ras√il al-Mırghaniyya, 2nd edn., Cairo:
Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1399: 1979, pp. 47-54 (also in Hshim al-Mırghanı, Shif√ al-qulüb).
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Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: “Rislat al-
Khatm fı bafi∂ al-mubashshirt”, ed. Jafifar “al-∑diq” b. Mu˛ammad Uthmn al-Mırghanı.in: al-
Ras√il al-Mırghaniyya, 2nd edn., Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1399: 1979, pp. 109-120.

Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: Majmafi al-
ghar√ib: min la†√if al-khurft al-dhhibt, Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1355: 1936 (incl. two
other poems by Mu˛ammad fiUthmn al-Mırghanı al-Khatm: al-Hamziyya al-marfüfia fı mad˛ sayyid
al-anbiy√; Qaßıdat al-Sirr al-÷hir wa’l-nür al-bhir fı bafi∂ a˛wl al-akbir; plus 2 poems by
Mu˛ammad Sirr al-Khatm, 2 by the latter’s son, and one by Ya˛y Bey al-Salwı) (orig.: compl.
1820/2).

Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: Al-Nür al-
barrq: fı mad˛ al-nabı al-mißdq, Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1936 (incl. M O al-Mırghanı al-
Khatm, al-Nafa˛t al-Madaniyya fı ’l-mad√i˛ al-Muß†afawiyya (Dıwn); & al.).

Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: “al-Nafa˛t al-
Makkiyya wa’l-lama˛t al-˛aqqiyya: fı shar˛ ass al-†arıqa al-Khatmiyya”, in: Majmüfiat al-Nafa˛t
al-Rabbniyya al-mushtamila fial sabfia ras√il Mırghaniyya, 2nd edn., Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-
˘alabı, 1400: 1980, pp. 4-36 (orig.: compl. 1835).

Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: al-Asrr al-
Rabbniyya: fı mawlid ashraf al-khal√iq al-insniyya, Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1358: 1939.

Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: Majmüfi al-awrd
al-kabır, Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1358: 1939 (originally compiled 1910).

Mırghanı al-Khatm, Mu˛ammad fiUthmn b. Mu˛ammad Abı Bakr al- [1794/3-1852]: Manqib al-qu†b
al-aw˛ad … al-sayyid A˛mad b. Idrıs, Wad Madani: Mu˛ammad Mu∂awwı, 1391: 1972 (only the
first 33 pp. are by Mu˛ammad fiUthmn).

Mitchell, Richard Paul [1925-]: The society of the Muslim Brothers, London: Oxford UP, 1969 (Middle
Eastern Monographs) (slightly abridged, but not updated version of author’s PhD thesis, Princeton U,
1960).
Field research July 1953-April 1955.

The modern Middle East: a reader, ed. Albert Habib Hourani [1915-1993], Philip Shukry Khoury
[1949-] & Mary Christina Wilson [1950-]. London: Tauris, 1993 (Tauris Readers).

Modernization in the Sudan: Essays in honour of Richard [Leslie] Hill [1900-1996], ed. Martin W Daly
[1944-]. New York: Lillian Barber, 1985.

Modes de transmission de la culture religieuse en Islam, ed. Hassan Elboudrari. Cairo: IFAO, 1993
(Textes Arabes et Études islamiques; 31) (orig.: based on a conference in Princeton, 28-29 April
1989).

Mohamed Omer Beshir [Mu˛ammad fiUmar Bashır] [1926-]: Educational development in the Sudan,
1898-1956, Oxford: Clarendon, 1969 (Oxford studies in African affairs).

Moral conduct and authority: the place of adab in South Asian Islam, ed. Barbara Daly Metcalf.
Berkeley: U of California P, 1984 (orig.: Papers presented to a conference in UCB, 7-9 June 1979).

Moriah, G: The social structure of the Sufi associations in Egypt in the 18th century, 1963 (PhD, U of
London, 1963).

Morris, James Winston [1949-]: “The spiritual ascension: Ibn fiArabı and the Mifirj”, in: Journal of the
American Oriental Society, 108, 1988, pp. 63-77.

Morsy El-Bayoumi, Soheir A: Gender, sickness, and healing in rural Egypt: Ethnography in historical
context, Boulder, CO: Westview, 1993.

Morton, John: “Ethnicity and politics in Red Sea province, Sudan”, in: African Affairs, 88, London 1989,
pp. 63-76.

Morton, John: “Beja kinship terminology”, in: Northeast African Studies, 10, 1988, pp. 141-149.

Mottahedeh, Roy P [1940-]: Loyalty and leadership in an early Islamic society, Princeton: Princeton UP,
1980 (Princeton studies on the Near East).

Mouradgea d’Ohsson, Ignatius [1740-1807]: Tableau général de l’Empire Othoman: Divisé en deux
parties, dont l’une comprend la législation Mahométane; l’autre, l’histoire de l’Empire Othoman, 3
vol. Paris: t. 1-2: Imprimerie de Monsieur; t. 3: Didot, 1787-1820.
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Mughniyya, Mu˛ammad Jawd: “The ˘ajj according to five schools of Islamic fiqh: Part 2”, tr. fiAlı
Qulı Qar√ı, in: Al-Taw˛ıd, 3, Teheran 1985, pp. 52-68.

Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Ra˛ım [ -1966]: al-Nid√ fı daffi al-iftir√, Cairo: M† al-Barlamn, 1371: 1953.

Mu˛ammad Adar‹ob u-Hj: Min trıkh al-Bija, 1 (all published) vol. Khartoum: KUP, 1986.

Mu˛ammad al-Mubrak fiAbd Allh: Mafia al-tafilım al-dını fı ’l-Südn: I (all published):
Mudhakkirt wa-dhikrayt fı Mafihad Umm Durmn al-fiIlmı, †liban wa-ustdhan wa-shaykhan li’l-
fiulam√, 1 vol. Cairo: M† Mu˛ammad fiAlı ∑ubay˛, 1392: 1973.

Mu˛ammad [Bey] fiAwa∂ Mu˛ammad: al-Südn al-shimlı: sukknuhu wa-qab√iluhu, Cairo: Lajnat
al-Ta√lıf wa’l-Tarjama wa’l-Nashr, 1951.
2nd edn. Cairo: Lajnat al-Ta√lıf wa’l-Tarjama wa’l-Nashr, 1956, 305 pp.

Mu˛ammad Fu√d fiAbd al-Bqı: al-Lu√lu√ wa’l-marjn: fım ’ttafaqa fialayhi ’l-shaykhn imm ’l-
mu˛addithın Abü fiAbd Allh Mu˛ammad b. Ismfiıl b. Ibrhım b. al-Mughıra b. Bardizbah al-
Bukhrı [810-870] wa-Abü ’l-˘usayn Muslim b. al-˘ajjj b. Muslim al-Qushayrı al-Naysbürı [c.
821-875] fı ∑a˛ı˛ayhim alladhayni hum aßa˛˛ al-kutub al-mußannafa, 3 vol. Cairo: fiˆs al-Bbı al-
˘alabı, 1969.

Mohamed El Mansour: Morocco in the reign of Mawlay Sulayman [r. 1792-1822], Wisbech: Middle
East & North African Studies Press, 1988.

Mu˛ammad Mu˛yı ’l-Dın fiAbd al-˘amıd: al-Tu˛fa al-saniyya: bi-shar˛ al-muqaddima al-
◊jurrümiyya, s.l. [Khartoum?]: D al-Fikr, s.d. (orig.: ms completed 3 Jan 1935).

Mu˛ammad al-Nür w. ∆ayf Allh [1727-1809/10]: K al-‡abaqt: fı khußüß al-awliy√ wa’l-ßli˛ın
wa’l-fiulam√ wa’l-shufiar√ fı ’l-Südn, ed. Yüsuf Fa∂l ˘asan. Khartoum: KUP, 1971 (orig.: 1. impr.
1971; 2. impr. 1974; 3. impr. 1985).

Mu˛ammad al-Nür w. ∆ayf Allh [1727-1809/10]: K al-‡abaqt: fı khußüß al-awliy√ wa’l-ßli˛ın
wa’l-fiulam√ wa’l-shufiar√ fı ’l-Südn, ed. Ibrhım ∑uddayq. Cairo: s.n., 1930.

Mu˛ammad ∑li˛ [b] ∆irr [b. fiAlı Ynqı b. … ∆irr b. fiUjayl b. Jamıl al-fiUjaylbı al-
Melhıtkinbı al-Bakrı]: Trıkh Sawkin wa’l-Ba˛r al-A˛mar, Khartoum: D al-Südniyya, 1401:
1981.

Muhammad Sani Umar: Sufism and its opponents in Nigeria: The doctrinal and intellectual aspects,
1995 (paper presented to the symposium “Sufism and its opponents”, Utrecht U, 1-6 May 1995).

Muhyiddin Ibn fiArabi: A commemorative volume, ed. Stephen Hirtenstein & Michael Tiernan. London:
Element Books (for the Muhyiddin Ibn fiArabi Society), 1993.
Commemoration of the 750th anniversary of Ibn al-fiArabı’s death, Damascus, 1240.

Munwı, fiAbd Allh b. Mu˛ammad al-: al-Mawlid al-jalıl ˛usn al-shakl al-jamıl, Cairo: Mu˛ammad
fiAlı ∑ubay˛, s.d.

Munster, George Augustus Frederick Fitzclarence, 1st Earl of [1794-1842]: Journal of a route across
India, through Egypt, to England, in the latter end of the year 1817, and the beginning of 1818:
including a residence there, and voyage home, in the years 1825, 26, 27, and 28, London: J Murray,
1819.

Munzinger [Mµnzinger], Johann Albert Werner [1832-1875]: Ostafrikanische Studien, Schaffhausen:
Hurter, 1864.

Murdı, Mu˛ammad Khalıl b. fiAlı al- [1760-1791]: Silk al-durar: fı afiyn al-qarn al-thnı fiashar, 4 in
2 vol. Cairo: Mk al-fiArabı, 1874-83.
reprint: Baghdad: Mk al-Muthann, 1966.

Muslim b. al-˘ajjj al-Qushayrı [821-875]: ∑a˛ı˛: bi-shar˛ Mu˛yı ’l-Dın al-Nawawı [1233-1277] al-
musamm al-Minhj, ed. ˛aqqaqa ußülahu wa-kharraja a˛dıthahu fial ’l-kutub al-sitta wa-raqqamahu
˛asab al-Mufijam al-mufahras wa-Tu˛fat al-ishrf Khalıl Ma√mün Shı˛. 18 in 9 vol. Beirut: D al-
Mafirifa, 1994.

Muslim identity and change in sub-Saharan Africa, ed. Louis Brenner. London: Hurst, 1993 (orig.: 13 out
of 32 papers presented to the conference on Islamic Identities in sub-Saharan Africa, SOAS, April
1991).

Muslim peoples: a world ethnographic survey, ed. Richard V Weekes [1924-]. 2 vol. 2nd, rev. and
expanded edn., London: Aldwych, 1984.
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Muslim travellers: Pilgrimage, migration and the religious imagination, ed. Dale F Eickelman & James
Piscatori. New York: Routledge (for the Social Science Research Council), 1990.

Muß†af Mu˛ammad Musfiad: al-Bija wa’l-Islm fı ’l-fiußür al-wus†, Cairo: M al-Angl‹o-Mißriyya,.

Muß†af Mu˛ammad Musfiad: al-Maktaba al-Südniyya al-fiArabiyya: Majmüfiat al-nußüß wa’l-
wath√iq al-fiArabiyya al-khßßa bi-trıkh al-Südn fı ’l-fiußür al-wuß†, Cairo: D al-Itti˛d al-fiArabı,
1972 (Ma†büfit Jmifiat al-Qhira bi’l-Khar†üm; 4).

Majmüfiat al-Nafa˛t al-Rabbniyya: al-mushtamila fial sabfia ras√il Mırghaniyya li’l-Sda al-
Mırghaniyya wa-ghayrih, 2nd edn., Cairo: Muß†af al-Bbı al-˘alabı, 1400: 1980.

al-Naf˛a al-fialiyya: fı awrd al-Shdhiliyya, ed. fiAbd al-Qdir Zakı. Cairo: al-Mutanabbı, s.d.
Editor is mathematical engineer in the Ni÷rat al-ashghl al-fiumümiyya

Naπm al-Dın al-Kubr, A˛mad b. fiUmar: Die Faw√i˛ al-πaml wa-fawti˛ al-πall des Naπm al-Dın
al-Kubr: eine Darstellung mystischer Erfahrungen im Islam aus der Zeit um 1200 n. Chr., heraus-
gegeben und erläutert von Fritz Meier. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1957 (Akademie der Wissenschaften und
der Literatur: Veröffentlichungen der Orientalischen Kommission, 9).

Names of persons: national usages for entry in catalogues, ed. International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions. 3rd edn., London: IFLA International office for UBC, 1977.

Naqar, fiUmar fiAbd al-Razzq al- [1936-]: The pilgrimage tradition in West Africa: an historical study
with special reference to the nineteenth century, Khartoum: KUP, 1972 (slightly abridged version of
author’s PhD thesis, SOAS, Feb 1969, sub Humphrey J Fischer (“West Africa and the Muslim
pilgrimage: an historical study with special reference to the nineteenth century”)).

al-Naßay˛: al-Ibna, see A˛mad “Ibn Idrıs” b. Mu˛ammad b. A˛mad

Nasri [Naßrı], Abdel Rahman el [fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-]: A bibliography of the Sudan, 1938-1958,
London: Oxford UP, 1962.

Nasri [Naßrı], Abdel Rahman el [fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-]: Guide to Sudan Notes and Records: Vols. 1-55,
1918-1974. Table of contents, author index, subject index, Khartoum: U of K Library, 1980.

Nasri [Naßrı], Abdel Rahman el [fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-]: The classified catalogue of the Sudan Collection
in the University of Khartoum Library / al-Fihris al-mußannaf li-Majmüfiat al-Südn bi-Maktabat
Jmifiat al-Khar†üm, Khartoum: U of K Library, 1971.

Nasri [Naßrı], Abdel Rahman el [fiAbd al-Ra˛mn al-]: The classified catalogue of the Sudan Collection
in the University of Khartoum Library / al-Fihris al-mußannaf li-Majmüfiat al-Südn bi-Maktabat
Jmifiat al-Khar†üm: First supplement / al-Mul˛aq al-awwal, Khartoum: U of K Library, 1973.

Nawawı, Mu˛yı ’l-Dın al- [1233-1277]: Minhj al-†libın wa-fiumdat al-muftiyın fı diqqat madhhab al-
Shfifiı, Beirut: D al-Mafirifa, 1978 (incl. on the margin: Zakariyy√ b. Mu˛ammad al-Anßrı [c.'1423
- c.'1520], Manhaj al-†ullb).

Nawawı, Mu˛yı ’l-Dın al- [1233-1277]: “Shar˛ [∑a˛ı˛] Muslim”, 18 in 9 vol., in: Muslim b. al-˘ajjj al-
Qushayrı: ∑a˛ı˛, Beirut: D al-Mafirifa, 1994.

Neimans , Richard Freiherr von: “Das rothe Meer und die Kµstenländer im Jahre 1857 in
handelspolitischer Beziehung”, in: ZDMG, 12, 1858, pp. 391-441.

Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft: 5: Orientalische Mittelalter, ed. Wolfhart Heinrichs.
Wiesbaden: Aulo, 1990.

Neumann, Erich: Ursprungsgeschichte des Bewu˝tseins, 2nd edn. Mµnchen: Kindler, 1974 (Kindler
Taschenbµcher; 2042) (original edn. Zµrich: Rascher, 1949).

New perspectives on historical writing, ed. Peter Burke. Cambridge: Polity, 1991.

Newbold, Douglas [1894-]: “The Beja tribes of the Red Sea hinterland”, in: The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan
from within, ed. John Almeric de Courcy Hamilton, London: Faber, 1935, pp. 140-164.

Newman, John Henry [1801-1890]: Lectures on certain difficulties felt by Anglicans in submitting to the
Catholic Church, New and rev. edn., Dublin: J. Duffy, 1857 (orig.: Difficulties felt by Anglicans in
Catholic teaching considered: I. In twelve lectures addressed to the party of the religious movement of
1833. II. In a letter addressed to the Rev. Edward Bouverie Pusey [1800-1882] on the occasion of his
eirenicon. 4th ed. London, Burns Oates [pref. 1850]. 496 pp.).

Nicholson, Reynold Alleyne [1868-1945]: A literary history of the Arabs, Cambridge: CUP, 1969 (orig.:
London: Fisher Unwin, 1907).
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Nicholson, Reynold Alleyne [1868-1945]: Studies in Islamic mysticism, Cambridge: CUP, 1980 (orig.:
1921).

Nöldeke, Theodor [1836-1930]: Geschichte des Qorns, 3 vol. 2nd edn. (völlig umgearbeitet und ergänzt
von Friedrich Schwally, Gotthelf Bergsträ˝er und Otto Pretzl), Leipzig: Dieterich, 1909-1938.

The non-Semitic languages of Ethiopia, ed. Marvin Lionel Bender [1934-]. East Lansing: African Studies
Center, Michigan State University, 1976 (Monograph / Occasional Paper Series / Committee on
Ethiopian Studies ; 5).

Nordenstam, Tore [1934-]: Sudanese ethics, Uppsala: The Scandinavian Institute of African Studies /
Nordiska Afrikainstitutet, 1968 (orig.: revised version of PhD thesis, U of Khartoum).
based on interviews with U of Khartoum students, 1963-4.

Norris, Harry Thirlwall: “Mauretanian medicine in the Hassaniya dialect”, in: Research Bulletin
(University of Ibadan), 12, Ibadan: U of Ibadan, 1977-9, pp. 32.
Annotated translation of & introduction to a medical handbook for the nomads’ use compiled by Awfa b. Abü Bakr al-
Idachfaghı (1802-83)

Norris, Harry Thirlwall: ∑üfı mystics of the Niger desert: Sıdı Ma˛müd and the hermits of Aïr, Oxford:
Clarendon, 1990.

Nubian ceremonial life: studies in Islamic syncretism and cultural change, ed. John G Kennedy, Cairo:
The American University in Cairo Press & Berkeley: U of California P, 1978.

Nußayr [Nosseir], fi◊yida Ibrhım [Aida Ibrahim]: al-Kutub al-fiArabiyya allatı nushirat fı Mißr fı ’l-
qarn al-tsifi fiashara / Arabic books published in Egypt in the nineteenth century, Cairo: AUC Press,
1990.

Nwyia, Paul: Un mystique prédicateur à la Qarawıyın de Fès: Ibn fiAbbd de Ronda — 1332-1390,
Beirut: Impr. catholique, 1961 (Université Saint-Joseph, Institut de lettres orientales. Recherches; 17).

O’Brien, [John James =] Jay: “Toward a reconstitution of ethnicity: capitalist expansion and cultural
dynamics in Sudan”, in: American Anthropologist, 88, 1986, pp. 898-907.
Repr. in: Golden ages, dark ages. ed. Jay O’Brien & William Roseberry. Berkeley: U of California P

O’Fahey, Rex Seán [1943-]: “A history of the Awld Hindı”, in: BIFHA, Bergen 1982/3, pp. 43-50.

O’Fahey, Rex Seán [1943-]: Enigmatic saint: Ahmad ibn Idris and the Idrisi tradition, London: Hurst,
1990.

O’Fahey, Rex Seán [1943-]: “A colonial servant: Al-Salwı and the Sudan”, forthcoming in: Der Islam.

O’Fahey, Rex Seán & Ali Salih Karrar [fiAlı ∑li˛ Karrr]: “The enigmatic imam: The influence of
A˛mad ibn Idrıs”, in: IJMES, 19, 1987, pp. 205-220.

O’Fahey, Rex Seán & Bernd Radtke: “Neo-Sufism reconsidered”, in: Der Islam, 70, 1993, pp. 52-87.

O’Fahey, Rex Seán & Jay Lloyd Spaulding: Kingdoms of the Sudan, London: Methuen, 1974 (Studies
in African history; 9) (based on the authors’ PhD dissertations, 1972).

Ogén, Göran: “Religious ecstasy in classical Sufism”, in: Religious ecstasy: based on papers read at the
Symposium on Religious Ecstasy held at Åbo, Finland, on the 26th-28th of August 1981, ed. Nils G
Holm [1943-], Stockhom/Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1982, pp. 226-240 (Scripta Instituti
Donneriani Aboensis; 11).

Olesen, Niels Henrik: Culte des saints et pèlerinages chez Ibn Taymiyya (661/1263 - 728/1328), tr. du
danois par G. Doucet-Olesen. Paris: Geuthner, 1991 (Bibliothèque d’Études Islamiques; 16) (orig.:
“La question des lieux de pèlerinage secondaires chez Ibn Taymiyya”, thèse de doctorat, Sorbonne
(Parix IV), 29 juin 1989, sub Janine Sourdel-Thomine & Dominique Sourdel).

Orhonlu, Cengiz: Osmanlª ºmperatorluÿu’nun gµney siyaseti: Habe ≈s Eyaleti, ºstanbul: Edebiyat
Fakµltesi, 1974 (ºstanbul ˜niversitesi Edebiyat Fakµltesi Yayªnlarª; 1856).

Oriental sources concerning Nubia: Published as field-manual for excavators at the request of the
Society for Nubian Studies, collected and tr. by Giovanni Vantini FSCJ. Heidelberg & Warsaw:
Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften; Polish Academy of Sciences, 1975.

Osman Mohammad Eid: The Khalwa as an Islamic educational institution inthe Sudan, 2 vol. 1985
(Ph.D thesis, University of Edinburgh).
fieldwork: Sep-Dec 1981. Examples: al-Ghubush [khalıfa Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Mjid], al-Majdhıb [Majdhüb Mu˛ammad al-
Amın, Majdhüb al-Naqar], Wad al-Fdnı, Umm ∆awwan Bn, al-Shaykh al-Jafialı (Kadabs) [˘jj ˘amad Mu˛ammad al-
Jafialı (khalıfa since 1976), fiAbd al-Ghaffr ˘jj ˘amad al-Jafialı (uncle of the khalıfa, c. 80 years), fakı fiAlı Düdü (fakı since
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1941), fiAlı Mu˛ammad al-Jafialı (teacher, brother of the khalıfa), main source of information], village khalwas in Drfür,
muhjirın khalwa camp of Nmı, fiAlı Bety (Hameshkoreyb)

Owen, Thomas Richard Hornby [1903-]: “The Hadendowa”, in: SNR, 20, 1937, pp. 183-208.
served in Kassala Province 1932-36

Paden, John N: Religion and political culture in Kano, Berkeley: University of Calfornia Press, 1973.

Padwick, Constance Evelyn [1886-]: Muslim devotions: a study of prayer-manuals in common use,
London: SPCK, 1961.

Parin, Paul [1916-]: Der Widerspruch im Subjekt: Ethnopsychoanalytische Studien, Hamburg:
Europäische Verlagsanstalt, 1992 (eva-Taschenbuch; 9) (orig.: Frankfurt (Main): Syndikat, 1978;
individual articles orig. publ. 1963-78).

Parker, Adrian: States of mind: ESP and altered states of consciousness, London: Malaby, 1975.
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